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PREFACE TO THE AMERICAN EDITION.

This edition of a most important contribution to Catholic lit

erature is presented to American readers by special arrangement

with the publishers of the English edition, and is printed from

duplicates of the English stereotype plates. Many errors of the

English edition have, however, been corrected by competent hands,

and such alterations have been made as to fit the work more satis

factorily to American needs. Among other things, the present con

dition of the religious orders and societies in the United States is

concisely described under the respective heads, and proper notice

is taken of such peculiarities in discipline and ritual as prevail

here. A second supplement has been added, giving brief accounts

of some of the leading religious communities, especially those flour

ishing in the United States, omitted from the main body of the

work. No pains, in fact, have been spared to make the American

edition of the Catholic Dictionary accurate and complete in all

respects.

New Yoek, February, 1884.





PREFACE.

The work here submitted to the public is intended to meet a practical

want which has loDg been felt among English-speaking Catholics—the

want, namely, of a single trustworthy source of information on points

of Catholic doctrine, ritual, and discipline. All existing English works

of a similar character—such as Hook's " Church Dictionary," Blunt's

" Dictionary of Theology," Blunt's " Dictionary of Sects," &c.—were

compiled by Protestants, and it is scarcely possible to turn over ten

pages in one of them without meeting with some more or less open

attack upon Catholicism. To this censure the "Dictionary of Christian

Antiquities," conducted by Dr. Smith and Professor Cheetham, is not

open ; but the large scale of that work, and the fact of its stopping

short at the age of Charlemagne, are sufficient of themselves to prevent

it from meeting the need above indicated.

Their Eminences the Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster and Car

dinal Newman have been pleased to express their approbation of the

undertaking. Cardinal Manning wrote : " I am very glad to hear that

it is proposed to publish a 4 Dictionary of Catholic Theology and His

tory.' It will supply a great want in our English literature. Such

works exist in French and German, but we have nothing worthy of the

name." Cardinal Newman, after saying that such a work had been

long " a desideratum in our literature," added : " Our doctrines, rites,

and history have been at the mercy of Protestant manuals, which,

however ably written, and even when fair in intention, are not such as

a Catholic can approve or recommend. So much have I felt the need

that once, many years ago, I began such a work myself, though I was

soon obliged to give over for want of leisure."



PREFACE.

The Rev. W. E. Addis, of Lower Sydenham, and Thomas Arnold,

Fellow of the Royal University of Ireland, have written nearly the whole

work. They are indebted, however, to American contributors for a cer

tain number of articles ; to the Very Rev. Father Bridgett, of the Con

gregation of the Most Holy Redeemer, for the article " Redemptorists " ;

and to the Rev. S. H. Sole, Missionary Rector of Chipping Norton, for

the article " Plain Chant." 1 As a rule, the articles on dogma, ritual,

the ancient Church, and the Oriental rites, are by Mr. Addis ; those on

mediaeval and modern history, the religious orders, and canon law, by

Mr. Arnold. Theological subjects have been regarded chiefly from an

historical and critical point of view, and questions of School theology

avoided as far as possible. In almost every case the quotations of

Scripture are made from the original texts, and not from the Latin

Vulgate.

In conclusion, the Authors offer their best thanks to many kind

friends who have helped and encouraged them in their labour. Their

gratitude is due in a very special degree to the Rev. Father Keogh, of

the London Oratory. The office of Censor which he undertook was in

itself a tedious one, but besides this, and on points which did not con

cern him in his official capacity, he furnished the writers with many

valuable suggestions and corrections. At the same time it is right to

add that the " Nihil obstat " appended by him certifies indeed that the

limits of Catholic orthodoxy have been observed, but by no means

implies the Censor's personal agreement or sympathy with many of

the opinions expressed.

1 Printed in the Appendix.

November 3, 1883.
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A

ABBESS, from Abbatitta. The su

perior of a community of Duns, in those

orders in which convents of monks are

governed by abbots. The dignity of an

abbess cannot be traced back so far as

that of abbot ; it appears to have been

first regularly instituted about 501 , in the

time of Pope Gregory the Great. Regu

lations touching tbeir election, powers,

and rights were gradually framed, and in

corporated in the canon law. The elec

tors must, as a general rule, be professed

nuns. The age at which a nun can be

elected abbess has been variously deter

mined at different times ; finally the

Council of Trent1 fixed it at not less than

forty years, of which eight should have

been passed in the same monastery. The

Toting is secret ; generally a simple ma

jority of votes is sufficient for a valid

election, but in the convents depending

on Monte Cassino a majority of two-

thirds is required. In the case of a

doubtful election, the ordinary intervenes,

and selects the nun whom he may think

most suitable for the office. The bene

diction of an abbess, a rite generally but

not always necessary, may be performed

by the bishop on any day of the week.

When elected, the abbess has a right to

the ring and staff, as in the case of abbots,

and to have the abbatial cross borne be

fore her. In certain orders where there

were usually double monasteries, one for

monks the other for nuns, as in the Bri-

gittines and the order of Fontevrault,

the monks were bound to obey the abbess

of the related nunnery. An abbess, more

over, could, and often did, possess and ex

ercise large ecclesiastical patronage, sub

ject to the approval of the ordinary.

These powers are included within that

I Seas. zzv. c. 7. De Reg. et Moo.

capacity of ruling and possessing property

which every truly civilised state has re

cognised in woman no less than in man ;

but when the power of the keys, or even

any exercise of authority bordering on

that power, is in question, the abbess is

no more than any other woman. Thus

she cannot, without the bishop's sanction,

choose confessors either for herself or for

her nuns ; nor can she dispense a nun from

the obligations of the rule of her own

authority, nor suspend nor dismiss her.

abbey. A monastery governed by

an abbot. [See Abboi.]

ABBOT. The " father " or superior

of a community of men living under vows

and according to a particular rule. The

transference of the idea of fatherhood to

the relation between the head of a con

gregation or a religious community and his

subjects is so natural that already in the

apostolic times we find St. Paul reminding

the Corinthians 1 that they had not many

fathers in Christ (" for in Christ Jesus I

have begotten you," &c), notwithstanding

the apparent prohibition in the gospel of

St. Matthew." But it was customary to

call bishops by the Greek word for father ;

hence the corresponding designation for

the head of a community of monks was

taken, to avoid confusion, from the Chal-

daic form (abba, abbas) of the word which

means " father in the Semitic languages.

In a paper of extraordinary research, but

more learned than lucid, contributed by

the late Mr. Haddan to the " Dictionary of

Christian Antiquities," at least a dozen

transitory uses of the word Abbot, in

ancient times alone, are enumerated. But

these are of little or no importance. The

true Abbot, being a natural outgrowth of

the Christian doctrine and spirit, cornea

I 1 Cor. iv. 15. ' xxiii. 9.
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into sight in the third century, and still

fulfils—though under a variety of desig

nations—his original function in the

nineteenth. The name imports the rule

of others, hut as the essential foundation

for such rule it implies' the mastery of

self. The monk was hefore the ahbot.

Eusebius has no mention of monks as

such in his " Ecclesiastical History ; " hut

when he tells us of persons, male or female,

living austere lives and aiming at perfection,

when he notes that Narcissus, bishop of

Jerusalem at the end of the second cen

tury, retired into the desert on account of

difficulties arising in his diocese, and

lived there for many years as a solitary

contemplative, we see already the germs

of the monastic life. St. Antony (250-

366) is usually regarded as the patriarch

of the monks. But if we hear much in

his later years of the numbers and the

revereut devotion of his disciples, we

know that for twenty vears after his first

quitting the world he lived in nearly ab

solute solitude, conversing with God and

taming his own spirit. The clamours of

persons desiring to see him and ask coun

sel of him forced him at lost from his cell ;

and he, who in conflict with his own

lower nature or with evil spirits had at

tained an unwonted spiritual strength and

a vast breadth of spiritual experience,

consented now to take upon him the

direction of a number of men of weaker

will and less regulated mind. If he was

to do them any good, they must place

themselves in his hands, and do exactly

what he bade them. That mastery of

the passions, and subjugation of the natural

man under the yoke of reason, which he,

aided by the Holy Spirit, had worked out

for himself, they, following his directions,

must win through him. Hence we find the

principle of unquestioning obedience—

what Gibbon calls the " slavish " spirit of

the monks—laid down from the first. St.

Pcamen, a famous Egyptian abbot of the

fourth century, said to his disciples,

" Never seek to do your own will, but

rather rejoice to overcome it, and humble

yourselves by doing the will of others."

And, " Nothing gives so much pleasure to

the enemy as when a person will not dis

cover his temptations to his superior or

director." Induced partly, no doubt, by

the confusions and oppressions of the

empire, hut chiefly by the haunting thirst

to know the secret of the perfect life, and

solve the riddle of existence, great numbers

of men towards the end of the fourth

century sought the deserts that hem in

the valley of Egypt, and were formed into

monastic communities under abbots.

Great captains of the spiritual life arose,

such as Pachomius, Hilarion, Pambo, and

Macarius. Speaking of the effect pro

duced by Antony in Egypt even in his

lifetime, St. Athanasius says : " Among

the mountains there were monasteries as

if tabernacles filled with divine choirs,

singing, studying, fasting, praying, exult

ing in the hope of things to come, and

working for almsdeeds, having love and

harmony one towards another. For full

information on these " fathers of the

desert," the reader should consult the

celebrated work of the Jesuit Rosweide,

" Vit« Patrum."

The status of these early abbots, as

of the monks whom they governed, was a

lay status. In the great monastic colonies

of Palestine and Egypt, each containing

several hundreds of monks, there would

be but one or two priests, admitted in

order to the celebration of the divine

worship. But the proportion of ordained

monks gradually increased, the bishops

being generally glad to confer orders upon

men, most of whom were of proved virtue.

For abbots ordination before long became

the rule : yet even in the ninth century

we read of abbots who were only deacons,

and a Council of Poitiers in 1078 is still

obliged to make a canon enjoining upon all

abbots, on pain of deprivation, the re

ception of priests' orders. The original

lay character here referred to must of

course not be confounded with the status

of those profane intruders described by

Beda in his letter to Egbert, archbishop of

York, who were rich laymen pretending

to found monasteries for the sake of ob

taining the exemption from civil burdens

which monastic lands enjoyed, and could

only be called pseudo-abbots.

The election of an abbot originally

rested with the monks, according to the

rule " Fratres eligant sibi abbatem." We

meet, indeed, with many cases of episcopal

intervention in elections, but the right of

the monks is solemnly recognised in the

body of the canon law. In the West, as

the endowments of monasteries increased,

temporal princes and lords usurped the

right of appointing abbots in the larger

monasteries, no less than of nominating

bishops to the sees ; tho mediaeval his

tory of Europe is full of stories of dis

putes thonce arising. [See Investiture.]

At tho Council of Worms in 1122 Pope

Oalixtus obtained from the emperor the

renunciation of the claim to invest with
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ring and crosier the persons nominated to

ecclesiastical dignities. The first article

of Magna Charta (1215) provides that

the English Church shall be free: by

which, among other things, the right of

monks to choose their own abbots was

understood to be conceded. Practically,

the patronage of the larger English abbeys

for two centuries before the Reformation

was divided by a kind of amicable arrange

ment between the Pope and the king.

St. Benedict (480-543), the patriarch

of Western monachism, allows in his

rule (which from its greater elasticity

superseded other rules which were for a

time in competition with it ; see Rule of

St. Benedict, of St. Columbanus, &c.) a

large discretion to the abbots of his con

vents, who were to modify many things

in accordance with the exigences of cli

mate and national customs. Such modi

fications led of course in time to relaxa

tion, the reaction against which led to

reforms. A curious report of the dis

cussion between the monks of Molesme

and their abbot Robert (1075), who wished

to restore among them the full observance

of the rule of St. Benedict, may be read

in the eighth book of Ordericus Vitalis.

Not prevailing, St. Robert, with twelve

companions, left Molesme and founded

Citeaux, under a reformed observance.

[Cistercian Order.]

The privileges of abbots grew to be

very extensive. They obtained many

episcopal rights, among others that of con

ferring minor urders on their monks. A

practice which had arisen, by which abbots

exempt from episcopal jurisdiction [Ex

emption] claimed to confer minor orders

even on seculars, was condemned by the

Council of Trent.1 The use of mitre,

crosier and ring was accorded to the ab

bots of great monasteries ; these mitred

abbots were named abhat.es infutat.i. In

England mitred abbots had seats in Parlia

ment : twenty-eight, with two Augustinian

priors, are said to have sat in the Par

liament immediately preceding the disso

lution of monasteries. On the curious

exemption, noticed by Beda,2 in virtue of

which the abbots of Iona exercised a

quasi-episcopal jurisdiction in the west of

Scotland and the Hebrides, see Iona.

The name of abbe", abate, has come to

be assumed by a class of unbeneficed sec

ular clerks in France and Italy, apparently

in the following manner. The practice

by which laymen held abbeys in commen-

1 Sew. xxiii. De Reform, c. 10.

' Hist. Eccl. iii. 4.

dam—commenced in troubled times in

order that powerful protectors might be

found for the monks, and might have in

ducements to exercise that protection—

grew by degrees into a scandalous abuse.

Young men of noble families were nomi

nated to abbeys, and could enjoy tlieir

revenues, long before they could take

priests' orders; they were not bound to

residence; and under Louis XIV. and

Louis XV., many of these abbtt commen-

dataire$ never saw the abbeys of which

they were the titular rulers. The possi

bility of winning such prizes drew many

cadets of noble families, who had only

just taken the tonsure, to Versailles ; those

who had succeeded in obtaining nomina

tions still fluttered about the Court, not

being bound to residence ; and the name

Abbd, which was really, though abusively,

applicable to these, came to be applied in

social parlance to the aspirants also,

whom no external signs distinguished

from the real abbe's. By a further exten

sion, the name came to be applied as a

title of courtesy to unbeneficed clerks

generally ; just as in England the title

" esquire,'' which is properly applicable

only to persons entitled to bear arms, is

extended by the courtesy of society to

anyone who, as far as outward marks go,

seems entitled to take the same social rank.

Benedictine abbeys, following the gen

eral Oriental rule, have always been inde

pendent of each other in government ;

outran honorary superiority was accorded

in the middle ages to the abbot of the

mother house at Monte Oassino ; he was

styled abba» abbatum. In other orders

various names have replaced that of

" abbot ;" the head of a Franciscan friary

is a " guardianus," that of a Dominican

convent a "prior," that of a Jesuit house

a " rector." There is a prior also in Bene

dictine convents [Prioe], but his normal

position is that of lieutenant to the

abbot; sometimes, however, he is al

most practically independent as the head

of a priory, a cell founded by monks

migrating from some abbey.

The duties of an abbot in early times

may be learned from Rosweide ; some

what later, and in the West, they were

defined with great clearness and wisdom

in the rule of St Benedict. A deeply

interesting sketch of the manner of life

of an English abbot in the seventh cen

tury is preserved for us in Beda's " Lives

of the Abbots of Wearmouth and Jarrow."

Even more trying was his work in the

twelfth century, as we know from the

il
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narration by Jocelyn de Brakelonde of

the government of the abbot Samson at

Bury St. Edmunds ; with which may be

read the striking-, and on the whole ap

preciative, commentary of Mr. Carlyle.1

The name corresponding to Abbot in

the Greek Church is Archimandrite, or

Hegumenos.

abbreviators. The name given

to a class of notaries or secretaries em

ployed in the papal chancery. They

are first met with about the beginning of

the fourteenth century; were abolished

in the fifteenth, but afterwards restored.

They are generally prelates, and the office

is considered one of great dignity and im-

Sortance. It is not incompatible with

hurch preferment. The name arose from

this, that the abbreviator made a short

minute of the decision on a petition, or

reply to a letter, given by the Pope, and

afterwards expanded the minute into offi

cial form, (lerraris.)

ABJURATIONOF HEBEST. This

is required in the canon law as a prelimi

nary to baptism, or, when there is no

question of that (as in the case of con

verts from the Eastern Church), before

the convert makes his confession of faith.

There are decrees of several councils to

this effect: thus the Council of Laodicea

(about 3(34) ordains that Novatian and

Photinian heretics, " whether they be

baptised persons or catechumens, shall

not be received before they have anathe

matised all heresies, especially that in

which they were held. A celebrated

instance of abjuration is that of Clovis

(49(3), to whom St. Remy said before

baptising him, " Meekly bow down thy

head, Sicambrian ; adore what thou hast

burnt, and burn what thou hast adored."

An early German council requires the

Saxon converts to renounce Delief in

* Thor and Woden and Saxon Odin "

before being received into the Church.

Ferraris sums up the canonical re

quirements in the matter of abjuration as

follows :—that it should be done without

delay ; that it should 1» voluntary ; that

it should be done with whatever degree

of publicity the bishop of the place might

think necessary ; and that the abj uring

person should make condign satisfaction

in the form of penance.

The modern discipline insists mainly

on the positive part, the profession of the

true faith. Thus in the Ritual of Strae-

burg (1742) the abjuration required is

merely general : " Is it your firm purpose

1 Past and Promt, part ii

to renounce in heart and mind all the

errors which it [tho Catholic religion]

condemns?" In English-speaking coun

tries the abjuration is, so to speak, taken

for granted in ordinary cases, since con

verts are not admitted into tho Church

except after suitablo instruction, and tho

Creed of Pope Pius IV., which every

one desiring to becomo a Catholic must

read and accept, expressly denounces

most of thoso errors which infect the

religious atmosphere of this country.

ablution. A name given, in the

rubrics of the Mass, to the water and wine,

with which the priest who celebrates

Mass washes his thumb and index-finger

after communion. When he has con

sumed the precious blood, the priest puri

fies the chalice [see Purification] : he

then, saying in a low voice a short prayer

prescribed by the Church, holds his thumb

and index-finger, which have touched the

Blessed Sacrament and may have some

particle of it adhering to them, over the

chalice, while the server pours wine and

water upon them. He then drinks the

ablution and dries his lips and the chalice

with the mundatory. This ceremony wit

nesses to the reverence with which the

Church regards the body and blood of

Christ, and to her anxiety that none of

that heavenly food should be lost. It is

impossible to say when this rite was in

troduced, but we are told of the pious

Emperor Henry II., who lived at tho be

ginning of the eleventh century, that he

used when hearing mass to beg for the

ablution and to receive it with groat de

votion. This ablution is mentioned by

St. Thomas and Durandus. The former,

however, gives no reason to suppose that

it was consumed by the priest, and the

latter expressly says that the ablution

used formerly to be poured into a clean

place. (Benedict XIV. " De Missa," III.

xxi. 0.)

ABRAHAMITE. [See Paulictan.]

ABRAXAS, 'A/fya£ac or 'A#pa<ra£

A magical word used by the Basilidians,

a Gnostic sect. They believed in the

existence of 305 heavens, over which

Abraxas presided, the numeral value of

the Greek letters which composed the

word being 365. 1 Many gems still exist

with this word inscribed on them. An

account of them and of the immense

literature to which they have given occa

sion, will be found in Kraus' " Archaeolo

gical Dictionary," under Abraxat.

1 Iren. i. 24. Many other Fathers mention

the word.
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absolution. Classical authors

use t he Latin word absolutio (literally, un

binding or unloosing) to signify acquitta!

from a criminal charge, and ecclesiastical

writers have adopted the term, employing

it to denote a setting free from crime or

penalty. But, as crime and its penalties

are regarded even by the Church from

very difi'erent points of view, " absolution'

in its ecclesiastical use bears several

senses, which it is important to distin

guish from each other.

I. Absolution from Sin is a remission

of sin which the priest, by authority re

ceived from Christ, makes in the Sacra

ment of Penance. It is not a mere

announcement of the gospel, or a bare

declaration that God will pardon the sins

of those who repent, but as the Council

of Trent defines (sess. xiv. can. 0), it is a

judicial act by which a priest as judge

passes sentence on the penitent.

With regard to absolution thus under

stood, it is to be observed, first, that it

can be given by none but priests, since to

them alone has Christ committed the

necessary power ; and, secondly, that

since absolution is a judicial sentence,

the priest must have authority or

jurisdiction over the person absolved.

The need of jurisdiction, in order that the

absolution may be valid, is an article of

faith de6ned at Trent (sess. xiv. cap. 7),

and it follows from the very nature of abso

lution as defined above, since the reason

of things requires that a judge should not

pass sentence except on one who is placed

under him, as the subject of his court.

This jurisdiction may be ordinary—i. e.

it may flow from the office which tho

confessor holds ; or delegated—i. e. it

may be given to the confessor by one who

has ordinary jurisdiction with power to

confer it on others, as his delegates.

Thus a bishop has ordinary jurisdiction

over seculars, and religious who are not

exempt, in his diocese, and within its

limits he can delegate jurisdiction to

priests secular or regular. Again, the pre

lates of religious orders exempt from the

authority of the bishop have jurisdiction

.more or less ample within their own ,

order, and they can absolve, or delegate

power to absolve, the members of the ,

order who are subject to them; nor is it ,

possible, ordinarily speaking, for the .

bishop, or a priest who has his powers ,

from the bishop only, to absolve such re- ,

ligious. Moreover, a bishop or a prelate ,

of a religious order, in conferring power ,

to absolve his subjects, may reserve the

i absolution of certain sins to himself.

[See Reserves.] The Church, however,

supplies all priests with power to absolve

persons in danger of death, at least if

they cannot obtain a priest with the

usual "faculties" or powers to absolve.

Thirdly, absolution must be given in

words which express tho efficacy of ab

solution, viz., forgiveness of sin. The

Roman Ritual prescribes the form "I ab

solve thee from thy sins, in the name of

the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost." Beyond all doubt, the

form "I absolve thee from thy sins"

would suffice for the validity of the sacra

ment. But would a precatory form avail

—such for example as, "May Jesus Christ

absolve thee from thy sins " ? The affirm

ative has been maintained by the cele

brated critic Morinus, while Tourneley

and many others have followed his opin

ion. It is certain that a form of absolu

tion purely precatory does not suffice for

the validity of the Sacrament of Pen

ance. In the institution of this sacra

ment our Lord did not say to His Apos

tles, " Whose sins you shall ask to be ab

solved, shall be absolved," but he insti

tuted as the fomi of the sacrament,

" Whose sins ye shall forgive, they are

forgiven them." These words show

that the minister of the Sacrament of

Penance does not pray for the absolu

tion of the penitent, but pronounces

the absolution, as a judicial sentence,

as one having judicial authority. In fa

vor of this opinion we have the authority

of the Councils of Florence and Trent,

both of which defined the form of the

Sacrament of Penance to be, " I absolve

thee from thy sins," adding that the pray

ers preceding or following these words

are not of the essence of the form. It

would seem from this that these councils

defined the indicative lorm as essential

for the validity of the sacrament. In ad

dition to this, it might be said that as the

Sacrament of Penance has the nature of

a court, the minister ought to pronounce

his sentence as a judge; but if the pure

ly precatory form is used, his sentence

does not wear this character.

The absolution as used in the Greek

Church being precatory only in the sound

of the words and indicative in sense,

was probably valid. But, since the

decision of Clement VIII. in his brief

of 1595 to the Eastern Church, the pre

catory form is no longer lawful. He

required the Greeks to follow tho de-
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oision of the Council of Florence to

which we have alluded, and employ the

indicative and purely judicial form.

Lastly, the form of absolution must be

uttered by the priest himself in the pres

ence of the person absolved. This fol

lows as a necessary consequence from the

nature of the form of absolution sanc

tioned by the perpetual tradition of the

Church ; for the very words, " I absolve

thee," imply the presence of the peni

tent. [See Penance, Sacrament of.]

II. Absolution from cenwure* merely re

moves penalties imposed by the Church,

and reconciles the offender with her. [See

Censures.] It may be given either in the

confessional or apart altogether from the

Sacrament of Penance, in the external fo

rum—i. e. in the courts of the church. It

may proceed from any cleric, even from

one who has received the tonsure only,

without ordination, provided he is in

vested with the requisite jurisdiction.

This jurisdiction resides, in the case

of censures imposed by an individual

authority through a special sen

tence, in the ecclesiastic who in

flicted the censure, in his superior, in

his successors, and in those to whom com

petent authority has delegated power of

absolution. For example, if a bishop has

placed a subject of his under censure,

absolution may be obtained (1) from the

bishop himself, (2) from a succeeding

bishop, (3) from the metropolitan, in

certain cases where an appeal can be

made to him, or if he is visiting the diocese

of his suffragan ex officio, (4) from any

cleric deputed by one of the above. With

regard to censures attached to certain

crimes by the general law of the Church,

unless they are specially reserved to the

Pope or the bishop, any confessor can

absolve from them ; and this is generally

considered to hold good also of censures

inflicted by the general (as opposed to a

particular) sentence of a superior. Again,

it is not neces«ary that the person absolved

from censure should be present, or contrite,

or even that he should be living. As the

jfi'ects of censures may continue, so they

may be removed after death. Excom

munication, for instance, deprives the ex

communicated person of Christian burial.

It may happen that he desired but was

unable to obtain remission of the penalty

during life, and in this case he may be

absolved after his soul has left the body,

and so receive Catholic burial and a share

in the prayers of the Church.

III. Absolution for the dead (pro

defunctis). A short form, imploring eter

nal rest and so indirectly remission of the

penalties of sin, said after a funeral Mass

over the body of the dead person, before it

is removed from the church.

IV. Absolutions in the Breviary. Cer

tain short prayers said before the lessons in

matins and before the chapter at the end

of prime. Some of these prayers ex

press or imply petition for forgiveness of

sin, and this circumstance probably ex

plains the origin of the name Absolution

which has been given to such prayers or

blessings.

ABSTINENCE, in its restricted and

special sense, denotes the depriving our

selves of certain kinds of food and drink

in a rational way and for the good of the

soul. On a fasting-day, the Church re

quires us to limit the quantity, as well as

the kind, of our food ; on an abstinence-

day, the limit imposed affects only the

nature of the food we take. The defini

tion given excludes three possible miscon

ceptions of the Church's law on this point.

First, the Church does not forbid certain

kinds of food on the ground that they

are impure, either in themselves or if

taken on particular days. On the con

trary, she holds with St. Paul1 thaf'every

creature of God is good," and has re

peatedly condemned * the Gnostic and

Manichean error, which counted flesh and

wine evil. Next, the abstinence required

is a reasonable one, and is not, therefore,

exacted from those whom it woidd injure

in health or incapacitate for their ordinary

duties. Thirdly, Catholic abstinence is a

means, not an end. Abstinence, says

St. Thomas, pertains to the kingdom of

God only so far " as it proceeds from faith

and love of God." 3

But how does abstinence from flesh-

meat promote the soul's health ? The

answer is, that it enables us to subdue our

flesh and so to imitate St. Paul's example,

who "chastised his body and brought it

into subjection."* The perpetual tradi-

dition of the Church is clear beyond

possibility of mistake on this matter, and

from the earliest times, the Christians at

certain seasons denied themselves flesh and

wine, or even restricted themselves to

bread and water.5 Moreover, by abstain-

> 1 Tim. iv. 4.

* Canon. Apo$t. 58. Concil. Ancyr. can. 14.

5 2 2ndae 146, 1. See also the' prayer of

the Church in the Mass for the third Sunday of

Lent.

* I Cor. ix. 27.

4 CouciL Laod. can. 50.
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ing from flesh, we give up what is, on the

whole, the most pleasant as well as the

most nourishing food, and so make satis

faction for the temporal punishment, due

to sin even when its guilt has been for

given. [See also Fasting and Satis

faction.]

The abstinence (as distinct from fast

ing) days in the U. S. are all Fridays, ex

cept that on which Christinas mny fall,

the Sundays in Lent, except when the

obligation of abstinence is dispensed, and

all Saturdays, though these are exempted

by a papal dispensation renewed every

twenty years. But Saturdays in. Lent,

in Ember week, and vigils falling on Sa

turday, are not exempted.

It may be of some interest, in conclu

sion, to trace the history in the Church of

abstinence as distinct from fasting. Ab

stinence-days were observed from ancient

times by the monks. Thus Cassian tells

us that in the monasteries of Egypt,

great care was taken that no one should

fast between Easter and Pentecost, but

he adds that the "quality of food " was

unchanged. In other words, the religious

fasted all the year, except on Sundays and

the days between Easter and Pentecost.

These they observed as d.iys of abstinence.

Again, it is certain that the faithful gene

rally did not, and, indeed, could not, fast

on Sundays in Lent, for the early Church

strongly discouraged fasting on that day ;

but it is also certain that they did ab

stain on the Sundays in Lent. For,

during the whole of that season, says St.

Basil, " no animal has to suffer death,

no blood flows." We learn incidentally

from Theophanes and Nicephorus, that no

meat was exposed during Lent, in the

markets of Constantinople. The Sun

days, then, in Lent were kept in the

ancient Church as days of abstinence.

With regard to the abstinence-days of

weekly occurrence, Thomassin shows that

Wednesday and Friday have been from

ancient times observed in the East, not only

as abstinence, but as fasting-days. Clement

VIII., in 1505, in laying down rules for

Catholic Greeks under Latin bishops, ex

cuses them from some of the Latin fasts,

on the giound that, unlike the Latins,

they fasted every Wednesday and Friday.

Thomassin illustrates the custom of the

West, by quoting a number of statutes,

&c, prescribing sometimes abstinence

from flesh, sometimes fasting and absti

nence, on Friday. His earliest authority

is Nicolas I. (858-867;, and he con

cludes, "even after the year 1400, the

Saturday abstinence was rather voluntary

than of obligation among the laity ; but

the Friday abstinence had long since passed

into a law. I say abstinence, for, in spite

of efforts made, the fast was never well es

tablished." (See Thomassin, "Traite' des

Jednes," from which the foregoing histo

rical sketch is taken.)

ASTSSIVXAV or ETHIOPIAN

CHURCH. Tradition relates that the

officer of Candace, Queen of Ethiopia,

whom Philip the Deacon met and con

verted near Gaza,1 on his return home

spread the Christian faith among the

peoples dwelling on the Upper Nile. But

if this were so, the seed then planted

must have withered away, for in the

middle of the fourth century—when the

narrative of Rufinus. in his " Ecclesiastical

History," casts a strong fight for us on

Abyssinian affairs—the zeal of Athanasius

appears to have raised up a church in an

absolutely heathen land. Frumentius of

Tyre, the apoetle of Abyssinia, first visited

the country, when a mere youth, in 316;

his uncle, with whom he travelled, was

murdered by the natives: he was himself

brought up as a slave in the court of

Axum ; but his virtue and intelligence led

to his being enfranchised ; and in his per

son Christianity, to which he had strictly

adhered, appeared attractive. Repairing

to St. Athanasius, then recently raised to

the patriarchal chair of Alexandria, Fru

mentius was consecrated by him the first

bishop of his adopted country. When he

returned, the king and his people willingly

received baptism. He chose Axum for

his see ; and this place remains to this

day the official centre of Abyssinian Chris

tianity. As the work of conversion pro

ceeded, this see became the residence of a

Metropolitan (abuna, fat her), having under

him seven suffragans. The name and rank

of " Abuna" are still retained, but the seven

suffragans have disappeared.

The bright promise of this commence

ment was soon overclouded. An effort,

indeed, of Constantius to introduce Arian-

ism failed ; but when, in the fifth century,

Alexandria, along with the majority of the

Eastern churches, rejected the decrees of

Chalcedon, and the patriarchate became

Monophysite, the Abyssinians followed in

the wake of their mother church, and they

have never unanimously, or for long toge

ther, shaken off the heresy down to this

day. In the sixth century the country

was the object of a religious rivalry be

tween Justinian and the Empress Theo-

1 Acta viii. 27.
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dora, the former wishing to attach it to

the Roman Church, the latter to preserve

it for her Monophysite friends at Alexan

dria.1 The empress, aided by the popular

sympathies, prevailed ; and the Abyssinian

church, cut oft" from true Catholic com

munion, and severed from the chair of

Peter, became in the course of ages the

strange, unprogressive, semi-pagan insti

tution which modern travellers have de

scribed. Thus, although never persecuted

for the faith like the Irish and the Poles,

the Abyssinians allowed its lustre to be

tarnished and its moral fruits to pine and

wither, through casting off that vitalising

oommunion with the Holy See which has

kept alive the Irish and Polish nationalities

in the face of secular persecution.

In the seventeenth century, Abyssinia

having been almost an unknown land to

Europe for a thousand years, it was en

tered by Portuguese Jesuits, whose preach

ing was attended for a time by marked

success. Two emperors in succession be

came Catholics ; a Jesuit was nominated

patriarch of (Ethiopia, and an outward

reconciliation with Rome was effected.

But the masses of the people remained

uninfluenced, and their hearts still yearned

towards Egypt ; the patriarch Mendez is

said to have acted imprudently in attempt

ing to abolish the rite of circumcision ; 9

the second Catholic emperor died, and his

son expelled the Jesuits, and restored the

connection with Alexandria. After a long

interval of exclusion, Catholic missionaries

have again entered Abyssinia in our days,

and flourishing congregations have been

formed in the northern and north-eastern

districts, near Massowah.5 In 1876,

Monsignor Touvier, stationed at Keren,

was Vicar Apostolic of the whole country.

About that time missioners were sent into

Amhara, the most important province,

with the best results. "The sending of

missioners into Amhara," wrote M.Duflos,

in June 1875, "so often criticised, is now

Ctified by the immense results which it

produced."

The Abuna,or head of the Abyssinian

church, is alwavs an Egyptian monk,

nominated by the patriarch of Egypt.

The cross is held in honour by the Abys

sinians, but the use of the crucifix is un

known. They tolerate paintings in their

churches, but no sculptured figures. Their

1 Renaudot, quoted in Gibbon's Decline and

Fall, c. 47.

' I'rnctiued by the Abyssinians for sanitary,

not for religious reasons.

* AnnaUofthePropagationoftht Faitk,\%16.

priests can marry once only, as in the

Greek church. There is considerable de

votion to the Blessed Virgin, but, along

with this and other Christian charac

teristics, various superstitious beliefs and

practices are rife among them, to the

great detriment of their morals and iu-

tellectual advancement.

accident. [See Ti:ansubsta.x-

TIAT10JT.]

acciAMATioir. The elevation to

an ecclesiastical dignity by the unanimous

voice of the electors, without voting.

This is one of the three modes in which a

Pope may be elected, and the election is

said to be per itupiralionem, because " all

the Cardinals, with a sudden and har

monious consent, as though breathed on by

the Divine Spirit, proclaim some person

Pontiff with one voice, without any pre

vious canvassing or negotiation, whence

fraud or insidious suggestion could be sur

mised." (Vecchiotti, " Inst. Can." ii. 10.)

ACCOMMODATED SESSB. If we

quote Scri pture to proveapointot' doctrine,

we must of course try to ascertain the pre

cise meaning of the sacred writer, and tben

argue from the proper sense of his words.

\\ e may, however, take the words of

Scripture and make an application of them

which was not originally intended. In

other words we mav accommodate the

sense to the needs of our own discourse

or the subject we wish to illustrate. Thus

when Baronius said of his unaided labour

in compiling his ecclesiastical Annals, " I

have trodden the wine-press alone," he

used the words of Isaias in an accom

modated sense. This practice is innocent

in itself, as is shown by the example of

our Lord (Matt. iv. 4), and of St. Paul

(Acta xxviii. 25-28), and is frequently

adopted by the Church in the Missal and

Breviary.

ACEPHALI. Tn the year 482 the

Greek emperor Zeno issued his " Henoti-

con," in order to reunite the Monophysites

with the Church. The heretical leaders—

e.g. Peter Mongus, Patriarch of Alexan

dria—were ready to accept the emperor's

terms, but many of the heretics were more

obstinate, and so were nicknamed " head-

'ess" (aic€<pa\oi).

Accmeti (sleepless). A name

given to Eastern monks who maintained

perpetual prayer, day and night. Each

monastery was divided into three or more

choirs, which relieved each other. This

institute is said to have been introduced

by Abbot Alexander, in a monastery on

the Euphrates, at the beginning of the
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fifth century ; but their most famous house

was that of Studium, in Constantinople.

It was founded and endowed by the Roman

Studius, from whom it took its name. In

633 the Accemeti attacked a formula used

by other monks—"One of the Trinity

Buffered in the flesh"— and tried to pro

cure its condemnation by the Holy See.

In this thev failed ; they themselves fell

into Nestorianism, and the formula was

approved by Pope John II., and under

anathema by the Fifth General Council.1

ACOLTTZ, from dKoXoif&'o), to fol

low ; and here, to follow as a server or

ministraot : a name given to the highest of

the four minor orders. It is the duty of

the acolyte to supply wine and water aDd

to carry the lights at the Mass ; and the

bishop ordains him for these functions

by putting the cruets and a candle into

his hand, accompanying the action with

words indicating the nature of the office

conferred. The order of Acolyte is men

tioned along with the others by Pope

Cornelius* in the middle of the third

century. Their ordination is mentioned in

an ancient collection of canons commonly,

though wronprly, attributed to the Fourth

Council of Carthage.8 The functions of

acolytes are now freely performed by lay

men, though the order is still always re

ceived by those who aspire to the priest

hood.4

ACTXOXT. (1.) A word used for

the Canon of the Mass. Thus infra ao-

tionem, in the rubrics of the Missal, means

" within the Canon." Probably, the literal

sense of " action " in this case is office or

ministry.

(2.) The treatment of a particular

subject in the session of a council. (Kraus,

"Archajol. Diet.")

ACTS OF TBS HAXTTSB.

" Acta " is technically used in Latin (1) for

the proceedings in a court of justice, and

(2) for the official record of such proceed

ings, including the preliminaries of the

trial, the actions and speeches of the con

tending parties, the sentence of the judge ;

which last, when it had been committed to

the Acta, was proclaimed aloud by the

public crier. " Acta mortyrum," then, in

its strict and original sense, meant the

official and registered account of a mar

tyr's trial and sentence. Naturally enough,

the early Christians were anxious to pos-

1 In the tenth of the fourteen anathemas of

this Svnod. Hefele, Cmeilicngeichichte, ii. 897.

» Euseb. Hut. vi. 43.

» HeftJe, ConcU. if. 70.

* Bat see ConcU. Tridentin. xxlii. 17.

1 sess these accurate narratives of the wit

ness which their brethren made to the

truth of the Christian religion. In some

cases, as appears from the Acta of St.

Tarachus in Kuinart, they were able by

means of a bribe to get a copy of the offi

cial document. This, however, could not

always be done, and the want was supplied

sometimes by accounts of his trial written

by the martyr himself and supplemented

with the history of his " passion " or suf

fering from the hands of those who had

witnessed it; sometimes by accounts which

proceeded entirely from friends of the

martyr ; sometimes, lastly (as in the Ro

man Church), notaries were appointed for

the special purpose of setting down the

incidents of the martyrdom in documents

meant for public use in the Church. Thus

the expression " Acta martyrum " come

to be used in a more extended sense for

nny account of a martyr's confession and

death.

A vast number of original acts per

ished in the year 303, when Diocletian by

on imperial edict required Christians to

deliver up to the magistrates their sacred

books and books in ecclesiastical use. After

the persecution of Diocletian was over,

Eusebius of Cresarea made two collections

of the Acts of Martyrs. One of them, en

titled rS>v dpxai&v fiaprvpiuv cvpaycoyq, a

general Collection of the Acts of Martyrs,

has perished ; the other, " On the Martvrs

of Palestine," still survives as an appendix

to the eighth book of his Church History.

In the ninth century the Church of Con

stantinople possessed a great collection of

the Acts of the Martyrs in twelve volumes,

and this probably formed the basis of the

legends of saints and martyrs compiled by

Simeon Metaphrastes (about 900). In

the West, the most famous collection of

the Lives of saints and martyrs was the

" Legends Aurea" of Jacobus deVoragine

(died 1298).

It is scarcely necessary to say that the

value of the extant Acts of the Martyrs

varies very much. Some, like the Acts of

the Martyrdoms of St. Ignatius and of St.

Polycarp, rank among the purest sources

of ecclesiastical history. In other cases

the original Acts hare been interpolated

in such a manner that it is hard to dis

tinguish the basis of historical fact from

the structure of legend and fable which

has been raised upon it. The Acts of St.

Caecilia furnish a striking instance of

Acts which exhibit this mixed character.

Other Acta again, like many of those com

piled by Metaphrastes, possess little or no
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historical value. After the Renaissance,

criticism set itself to distinguish what was

ancient from that which was comparatively

modern in the current Acts of the Martyrs,

and in 1689 the learned Kuinart, a Bene

dictine of the congregation of St. Maur,

published in a folio volume the " Acta

sincera martyrum* ("Pure Acts of the

Martyrs "), a work which can scarcely he

surpassed in honest and accurate scholar

ship. In 1748, Stephen Assemanni, a

Maronite, issued his " Acta SS. martyrum

orientalium et occidentalium," in two

volumes folio. It includes the history

of the martyrdoms east and west of the

Tigris. [See also Bollajtdists.]

ADAH, the first man. The Hehrew

word, which probably means earth-born1

is used for man in general and al?o, as a

proper name, for the first man. It is in

the latter of these two senses that the

word is taken here. Adam was formed

from " the slime of the earth " by God,

who " breathed into his face the breath of

life and made him to his own image and

likeness." From him all mankind are

descended." So far all is clear. But

there are great differences, with regard to

the state in which Adam was created,

between the teaching of Catholic and

Protestant theologians, and, unless the

doctrine of the Church with reference to

the state of Adam in Paradise is clearly

apprehended, it is impossible to understand

many other parts of the Church's dog

matic system. We must begin by dis

tinguishing between the gifts bestowed on

him in the order of nature and in that of

grace.

In the order ofnature, Adam received

from God human nature, including its

constituent principles and all which flows

from tbem or is due to them. Thus, as a

man, he possessed reason and free will ;

he could know God as the Author of the

world, if he chose to make a right use of

his reason, and love Him with his will as

the giver of natural good. God might have

left man thus, without conferring any

higher gift, for it would not have been

unjust to create man for a state of "pure

nature." So created, he would have been

snbject to disease, suffering and death, to

ignorance and to the rebellion of the appe

tites. He would have been destitute of

grace, and could never have hoped for the

happiness of heaven. But, at the same time,

he would have had the ordinary help of

God's providence to assist him in avoiding

1 See Gen. ii. 7

> Gen. iii. 20.

sin and doing his duty ; and if faithful to

the natural law. he would have had his

reward, in knowing God eternally, so far

as Ho can be known by reason, and in

union with Him by love.

Such a state was possible.1 But as a

matter of fact, God poured into the soul

of Adam, while he was in Paradise," a boon

which transcendsall nature—that ofsancti-

fying grace. He was able to believe in

God as He is known by the light of faith,

to hope that he would see Him after this

life face to face, and to love Him with

supernatural charity. Further, this fullness

of the gifts of grace affected his natural

powers. As grace subjected his soul to

God, so the body in its turn was subject

to the soul. The body could neither suffer

nor die ; the lower appetite could not rebel

against the reason.' He had, moreover,

that full knowledge of things human and

divine which beseemed him, as the head

of the human race.

The Scriptural account of the fall is in

striking harmony with the Catholic doc

trine on original justice. Our temptations

come very often from within ; in Adam

and Eve, because their appetites were in

perfect subjection, such temptation was

impossible. The Serpent tempted Eve,

and Eve Adam, to eat of the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil, that they

might "become as gods." By the re

bellion, Adam lost that sanctifying grace

which made him the friend of God. He

also forfeited that " integrity of nature,"

as theologians call it, which flowed from

original justice, and thus his bodv passed

under the yoke of suffering and death ;

the flesh became a constant incentive to

sin. He still preserved reason and free

will, was still capable of natural virtue

and even of corresponding to the grace of

repentance; but just as the effects of the

grace in which be had been constituted

at first overflowed on his natural faculties,

so now the fall from grace darkened his

intellect and weakened his will.

Adam was the representative of the

human race. If he had persevered in

obedience, his descendants would have

1 Thia is evidently the doctrine of the

Church. See the propositions of Baiua, espe

cially 26, 5ft, condemned by the Popes.

1 It is not certain, though generally held,

that Adam was created in grace. The Council

of Trent left the matter open.

5 " By sin," St. Paul says, *' [came] death '*

(Rom. v.) Adam and Eve before the fall, although

naked, " were not ashamed," which indicates

the complete subjection of the lower nature

(Gen. ii. 25).
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inherited from hira, along with human

nature, original justice and the virtues

annexed to it. As it is, men come into

the world destitute of grace, and so un

able to attain the end for which they

were created ; while their very nature is

wounded and impaired through the fall

of their tirst parent. It is heresy, however,

to hold, with Calvin and the other Re

formers, that even fallen man is wholly

evil. It is grace, not nature, which he has

lost, and in his degradation he still keeps

reason and free will ; he is still cipable of

natural good. [See Concupiscescb and

Okigxxal Sis.]

Adamites. (1 .) An obscure Gnos

tic sect, said to have been founded by

Prodicus, son of Oarpocrates, in the second

century. They are alleged to have met

together without clothes and abandoned

themselves to horrible immorality.

(2.) A fanatical sect of the middle

ages. Their leader, who called himself

Adam, was a Frenchman whose real name

was Picard (he may perhaps have come

from Picardy). From France they spread

through Holland and Germany, but had

their chief settlement in Bohemia, where

they flourished at the time of the Hussite

troubles. They were annihilated with

frightful severity by Ziska in 1421. They

recommended their followers to go naked,

andgaveunrestrainedlicence to sensuality.

ADOPTION. The Roman law held

that by adoption a civil or legal kindred

was established between the parties,

which in many respects had the same

effects as natural kindred. To this as a

general principle the canon law adhered.

But since, in proportion to the degree in

which the adoptive was assimilated to

the real relationship, impediments to

marriage were multiplied, it became ne

cessary in the interest of Christian society

to restrict the effects of adoption within

reasonable limits. So intricate a subject

cannot be fully treated here, but the out

lines of the compromise which the canon

ists ultimately acquiesced in may be

briefly stated.

The Roman law made void a marriage

between, 1. the adoptive father and his

adopted daughter ; 2. the adopted children

and the natural children of the same

parent ; 3. the adoptive father and the

adopted son and the widows of these two

respectively. In the first two cases the

Ln pediment to marriage was legal con

sanguinity ; in the third, legal affinity.

The canon law has affirmed the impedi

ment in the first and in the third case.

A Catholic may not marry his adopted

daughter, nor the widow of his adoptive

father. In the second case the impedi

ment only exists so long as the adopted

child and the child bv blood, or either of

them, remain in the father's power ; that

power being withdrawn, by death or

otherwise, the impediment ceases (See

the chapter in Vecchiotti, " Inst. Can." v.

13, De cognutione eiiili seu legali.)

Adoption has never been recognised

as a legal institution in England or Scot

land. In the United States it is ad

mitted, with more or less of restriction

according to the ideas of jurisprudence

prevailing in different States. In Massa-

chussetts, by the law of 1870, adoption

is an impediment to marriage between the

adopter and the adopted, but to no other

unions. The Code Napoleon allows

adoption, but under rigorous conditions.

(See Whitniore's " Law of Adoption in

the U.S.")

ASOFTIOSISM. A heresy which

arose in Spain and is closely allied to

Nestorianism. Towards the end of the

eighth century, Felix, bishop of Urgel, and

Elipandus, bishop of Toledo, maintained

the opinion that Christ as man is the

adopted son of God. They supported this

error by Dassages quoted from the Fathers

and by the expression "homo ailaptivus"

which occurs in the Mosarabic Missal.

Pope Hadrian, in a letter to the Bishops

of Spain, condemned this error as Nesto-

rian, and a like sentence was passed against

it in three synods convoked by Charle

magne, at Ratisbonne in 702, at Francfort

in 794, and at Aix-la-Chapelle in 700.

Alcuin, Paulinus of Aquileia and Agobard

wrote against the error. Both Felix and

Elipandus died in heresy, but, owing to

the zeal of Leidrad of Lyons and Bene

dict of Aniane, who made repeated visits

to Spain, the followers of the heresi-

archs were converted and the error died

out.

The Catholic Doctors in their contro

versy with the A doptionists rightly urged

that adoption implies that the porson

adopted was, previous to his adoption,

alien to the person who adopts him.

Now, even as roan, Christ, far from being

alien to God, was the natural son of God.

His sacred Humanity was united from the

first moment of its existence to the Per

son of God the Word. When we say

"this man," we indicate not only the

possession of human nature : the words

signify a person. Hence "the man Christ"

or " Christ in his human nature " is equi
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Talent to God the Son subsisting in hu

man nature ; and He cannot have heen

adopted, for the simple reason that He

was son by nature. So St. Paul speaks of

Him even in his humanity as the proper

Son of God. God, he says, did not sparehis

own son (toC IStov vioi) " but gave him

up for us all ; " 1 wherethe reference clearly

is to Christ as man.

The Adoptionist heresy " halts be

tween two opinions "—viz. Catholic doc

trine and Nestorianism. If in Christ

there had been two persons, one human

and one divine, then there might also

have been two sons, one by adoption, one

by nature. ( See Petavius," De Incarnat."

i. 22, and vii. 1 teg.; and for the opinion

of Scotus, who seems to have used the

form " Christ as man is the adopted Son

of God," but in an orthodox sense, see

Billuart, " De Incarnat." Diss, xxi.)

ADORATION OF THE CROSS,

&.o. [See Latria. See also Perpetual

Adoration.]

adultery. The Catholic Church

holds that the bond of marriage is not

and ought not to be dissolved by the

adultery of either party ; see the decree

of the Council of Trent (Sess. xxiv., Can.

7.) It remains to consider in what way

the act affects, though it cannot break,

the nuptial tie. The canon law allows

of divorce from bed and board (a toro et

cohabitatione), whether permanent or tem

porary, for various causes. Of these

causes adultery is one of the chief. The

right to this species of divorce, or, as it

b called in England, judicial separation,

accrues to either party in consequence of

the adultery of the other, provided that

the guilt be certain and notorious, whether

in fact or in law. It was formerly held

that this right, though it undoubtedly

belonged to the husband after the mis

conduct of his wife, ought not to be simi

larly extended to a wife on account of the

adultery of the husband. This opinion is

not now held, and it is agreed that the

adultery of either party is a sufficient

cause entitling the innocent person to

claim a judicial separation for life.

Several questions, however, arise. Is

tne husband whose wile has committed

adultery bound to separate himself from

her, or does he merely enter into a right

which he may either exercise or not as he

likes ? Arguments of great weight have

been adduced by canonists on either side

of this question. But there is no doubt

that the wife, in the parallel case, is not

J Bom. viii.82.

so bound, and that for reasons such as

these,: (1.) that her husband's guilt im

plies no acquiescence on her part, which

could hardly be the case were the wife the

offender; (2.) that the honour of the

family and the legitimacy of the children

are not stained or imperilled in the one

case as they are in the other ; (3.) that

her insisting on being separated from him

is not likely to lead to the husband's re

formation, but rather the contrary.

Another question arises as to the

legal effect of the commission of adultery

by the innocent party after the sentence

of divorce (judicial separation) has been

pronounced. On this point, opinions are

greatly divided, some holding that the

divorce is a ret judicata, which no subse

quent misconduct on the part of the spouse

innocent at the date of the sentence can

affect ; others maintaining that the sen

tence itself saddles the party relieved with

an implied condition " quarndiu bene se

getserit" and that if that condition is

violated, the spouse against whom the

judgment was given may justly claim the

restitution of conjugal rights.

Various impediments to divorce on

account of adultery are allowed by the

canon law, of which the chief are, the

proof of adultery against the spouse seek

ing a divorce, and condonation.

In the U. S. the effect in the civil law

of adultery as related to divorce is re

gulated in the various states by statute.

In some of the more conservative states

the English common law, as modified

by Protestantism, distinguishes between

adultery of the wife and adultery of

the husband. In the former case the

husband can demand a divorce a vin

culo, in the latter the wife is entitled

to a divorce a mensa et thoro only.

[See Marriage.]—Vecchiotti, v. 14,

§ 12S- mu

ADVENT, SEASON OF. The

period, of between three and four weeks

from Advent Sunday (which is always

the Sunday nearest to the feast of St.

Andrew) to Christmas eve, is named by

the Church the season of Advent. Dur

ing it she desires that her children should

practice fasting, works of penance, medi

tation, fni prayer, in order to prepare

themselves for celebrating worthily the

coming (adventum) of the Son of God in

the flesh, to promote his spiritual advent

within their own souls, and to school

themselves to look forward with hope and

joy to his second advent, when he shall

come again to judge mankind.
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It is impossible to fix the precise time

wheu the season of Advent began to be

observed. A canon of a Council at

Saragossa, in 380, forbade the faithful to

absent themselves from the Church ser

vices during the three weeks from Decem

ber 17th to the Epiphany; this is per

haps the earliest trace on record of the

observance of Advent. The singing of

the " greater antiphons " at Vespers is

commenced, according to the Roman

ritual, on the very day specified by the

Council of Saragossa ; this can hardly be

a mere coincidence. In the fifth century

Advent seems to have been assimilated to

Lent, and kept as a time of fasting and

abstinence for forty days, or even longer

—i.e. from Martinmas (Nov. 11) to Christ

mas eve. Iu the Sacramentary of

Gregory the Great there are Masses for

five Sundays in Advent; but about the

ninth century these were reduced to four,

and so they have ever since remained.

" We may therefore consider the present

discipline of the observance of Advent as

having lasted a thousand years, at least

as far as the Church of Rome is con

cerned.' 1

With regard to fasting and abstinence

during Advent, the practice has always

greatly varied, and still varies, in different

parts of the Church. Strictness has been

observed, after which came a period of

relaxation, followed by a return to strict

ness. At the present time the Fridays

in Advent are observed as fast days in

most parts of the United States; but

in France and other Continental conn-

tries the ancient discipline has long ago

died out, except among religious com

munities.

There is a marvellous beauty in the

offices and rites of the Church during this

season. The lessons, generally taken from

the prophecies of Isaias, remind us how

the desire and expectation, not of Israel

only, lut of all nations, carried forward

the thoughts of mankind, before the time

of Jesus Christ , to a Redeemer one day to

be revealed ; they also strike the note of

preparation, watchfulness, compunction,

nope. In the Gospels we hear of the

terrors of the last judgment, that second

advent which those who despise the first

will not escape ; of the witness borne by

John the Precursor, and of the " mighty

works " by which the Saviour's life sup

plied a solid foundation and justification

for that witness. At Vespers, the seven

1 Gue'ranffer's Liturgical Year, translated

by Dom Shepherd, 1867.

greater antiphons, or anthems—beginning

on December 17th, the first of the seven

greater Ferias preceding Christmas eve-

are a noteworthy feature of the liturgical

year. They are called the O's of Advent,

on account of the manner in which they

commence ; they are all addressed to

Christ ; and they are double—that is, they

are sung entire both before and after the

Magnificat. Of the first, O Sapientia, qiue

ex ore Altittimi prodiisti, &c, a trace still

remains in the words O Sapientia printed

in the calendar of the Anglican Prayer

Book opposite December 16—words which

probably not one person in ten thousand

using the Prayer Book understands. The

le hue of penance is the only colour

in the services of Advent, except on

the feasts of saints. In many other points

Advent resembles Lent: during its con

tinuance, in Masses de Tempore, the Gloria

in excelsig is suppressed, the organ is

silent, the deacon sings lienedkamut Do

mino at the end of Mass instead of Ite,

Mina ett, and marriages are not solemn

ised. On the other hand, the Alleluia, the

word of gladness, is only once or twice

interrupted during Advent, and the organ

finds its voice on the third Sunday ; the

Church, by these vestiges of joy, signify

ing that the assured expectation of a

Redeemer whose birth she will soon

celebrate fills her heart,, and chequers

the gloom of her mourning with these

gleams of brightness. (Fleury, " Hist.

Eccles." xvii, 67 ; Gueranger's "Liturgical

Year.")

ADVENT OF CHRIST. [See MlL-

LENAR1ANISM.]

AUVOCATXT8 SEX. ADVOCA

TUS dxaboijX. [See Canonisation.]

ADVOCATUS ECCX.ESX.B:. Fer

raris distinguishes four classes of advocati

ecclesiarum, but the most important class,

and that with which alone we shall con

cern ourselves here, was that of advocate-

protectors, princes or barons, or other

powerful laymen, who, for a consideration,

undertook to protect the property of a

church or monastery, as well as the lives

of the inmates. In the turbulent period

between the ninth and the thirteenth

centuries this practice was largely resorted

to. The adweatus sometimes received a

kind of rent, either in money or in kind,

but more generally he was put in poasession

of Church lands, which ho might use for

his own benefit on condition of protecting

the rest. " But these advocates became too

often themselves the spoilers, and op

pressed the helpless ecclesiastics for whose
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defence they had been engaged."1 The

Lnteran Council, in 1215, had to decree

(clnip. 45) " that patrons or advocates, or

vidames, should not in future encroach on

the property entrusted to them; if they

presume to do otherwise, let them be

restrained by all the severity of the canon

law." As law and order became stronger

in Europe, the practice of employing advo-

cuti naturally fell into disuse. (Ferraris.)

aeon. [See Gnostic]

aetiits and aetuhb. Aetius

was a native of Antioch, born in the first

half of the fourth century. He was a

good example of the " Grseculus esuriens "

satirised by Juvenal ; after having been

successively a slave, a charcoal-burner, a

tinker, and a quack doctor, he applied

himself to the profession of philosophy,

and finally to that of theology. He

became a pupil of Leontius, who, on being

made patriarch of Antioch in 360, or

dained Aetius deacon. The Arian senti

ments to which he could not help giving

expression, led to his expulsion from

Antioch ; he sought refuge at Alexandria,

where he learnt from a sophist the

Aristotelian logic, and contrived to in

gratiate himself with George the Arian

patriarch. Aided by a zealous disciple,

Eunomius, who joined him at this time,

he denied not only the doctrine of Nice,

which the great Athanasius was engaged

in defending, but also that of the Homoiou-

sians that the Son was like to the Father.

The laxity and recklessness of his language

were such that the people called him "the

atheist." In 368, hearing that Eudoxus,

an inveterate and audacious Arian, was

installed at Antioch, Aetius went thither,

and soon became a person of some import

ance. But Eudoxus could not prevail

upon the bishops of the neighbouring sees

to consent to his reinstating Aetius in the

diaconate. Basil of Ancyra complained

to the ErnperorjConstantine of the licence

which was allowed to heresy at Antioch ;

and the Emperor in alarm ordered Eudoxus

and Aetius to come to Constantinople.

The authorship of an exposition of faith

in which the unlikeness of the Son to

the Father was maintained was brought

home to Aetius, and the Emperor banished

him to I'hrygia (o60j. His place of exile I

was changed to Mopsuestia, and after

wards to an unhealthy town in Pwdia.

Here he is said to have maintained his

heresy yet more openly, aud published in

support of it a syllabus of forty-seven

1 Hallam's Middle Aga, c. vU. part 1.

articles, which St. Epiphanius has pre

served and refuted. The date of his death

is not recorded. (Fleury, " Hist. Eccles."

xii.-xiv.)

AFFINITY, in the proper sense of

the word, is the connection which arises

from cohabitation between each one of

the two parties cohabiting, and the blood-

relations of the other. It is regarded

as an impediment to marriage in the

Jewish, Roman, and canon law.

In the Jewish law a man is forbidden,

by reason of affinity, to marry his step

mother, step-daughter, and step-grand

daughter, his mother-in-law and daughter-

in-law, the widow of his father's brother

(the Vulgate adds the widow of his mo

ther's brother), the widow of his brother,

if he has left children.1

In the Roman law marriage was for

bidden between a man and his mother-in-

law, daughter-in-law, step-mother, step

daughter, the wife of his deceased brother,

the sister of his deceased wife. It also

forbade a step-lather to marry the widow

of his step-son, and a step-mother to

marry the surviving husband of her step

daughter.

The canon law, starting from the

principle that man and woman who have

intercourse with each other become one

flesh, considered the marriage of one party

with the relations of the other as equiva

lent to a marriage with his or her own

relation. Affinity was computed by de

grees just as consanguinity was, accord

ing to the legal maxim " the degree of a

person's consanguinity with one of a

married pair, is the degree of his affinity

to the other." Thus gradually marriage

was foi'bidden to the seventh degree of

affinity.5 Further, although the relations

of one married person could espouse the

relations of the other, on the principle

that " affinity does not produce affinity,"

still the impediment of affinity was ex

tended to the children a woman had by

her second marriage and the relations of

her first husband. Moreover, two other

kinds of affinity were introduced, viz. of

the second and third class (secundi et tertii

generis), so that marriage was unlawful

between a man married to a widow and

those who had affinity to his wife's former

partner, or, again, who had affinity to

those who were in affinity to the former

'partner. Finally, all these degrees of

1 Levit. xriii. 8, 14-17 j xx. 11, 12, 14, 20,

21 ; Dent xxii. 30 ; xxvii. 20, 28.

' Concil. Bom. anno 721.
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affinity were contracted by unlawful in

tercourse as well as by marriage.

In 1215 the fiftieth canon ofthe Fourth

Lateran Council abolished the impedi

ment from affinity of the second and third

class, as well as that from affinity between

the children a woman had in second mar

riage and the relations of her first hus

band, and limited the impediment of

affinity in the strict sense to the first four

degrees. Lastly, the Council of Trent1

confined the impediment of affinity from

unlawful intercourse to the first two de

grees, and so the law of the Church con

tinues to the present day. Thus, affinity

arising' from previous marriage, to the

fourth degree, and from unlawful inter

course, to the second degree, (both inclu

sive) makes marriage null and void, and, if

it supervenes after marriage, deprives the

Salty party of his or her marriage rights,

owever, with one possible exception,

viz. that between a man and the woman

whose mother or daughter he has

married, or, vice versa, between a woman

and a man to whose father or son sbe

has been married, affinity impedes mar

riage only by ecclesiastical, not Dy natural

law, so that the Pope can grant a dispen

sation.3

Besides the various classes of affinity

properly so called, there are further two

species of quast-affinitg, known as legal

and spiritual-affinity. With regard to the

former, the Church has adopted the de

termination of the Roman law, according

to which marriage cannot bo contracted

between an adopted son and the widow

of his adoptive father, or between the

adoptive father and the widow of the

adopted son. [See Adoption.] Accord

ing to the canon law, spiritual affinity

nullified marriage between the widow or

widower of the God-parent in baptism

and the person baptised or confirmed, and

between the widow or widower of the

Ood-parent and either parent of the per

son confirmed or baptised. Since, how

ever, the Council of Trent, in reforming

the older law on spiritual relationship,

(cognatio ipiritwJui) makes no mention

of spiritual affinity, it is generally sup

posed, that the latter is no longer to be

recognised as an impediment to marriage.

AHXCAZV CHURCH AND COTJN-

CIXS. Among the witnesses of the

Pentecostal miracle 3 were Jews, not from

' Sew. xxiv. c. 4.

» Gurv, Moral. Thiol. "Da Matrimon."

S 813, with Bnllet-inl'i Mote.

* Acts ii. 10.

Egypt only, but also from " the parts of

Libya about Cyrene," and by some of

these Christianity must have been ex

tended in North Africa at a very early

period. Eusehius tells us that St. Mark

went into Egypt, and founded the Church

of Alexandria, of which he was the first

patriarch. The first see founded further

west is believed to have been Carthage,

which, at the time when we first hear of

it, through Tertullian, one of its presby

ters, writing about 200, was already

the centre of a flourishing Afro-Roman

Christian province, in which the majority

of the inhabitants were Christians. Mona-

chism sprang up in Egypt [Abbot, St.

Antohyj in the third century, and the

heresy of Arius appeared at Alexandria

near the beginning of the fourth. A flood

of light is thrown upon the condition of

the African Church in the fifth century

by the writings of its greatest son, St.

Augustine, bishop of Hippo, whose vast

and disciplined genius has never ceased

to instruct and delight the Catholics of

every later age. When St. Amrustine

died (430), his episcopal city was being

besieged by the Vandals from Spain, who

soon after made themselves masters of

the whole of Roman Africa. They were

Arians, and cruelly persecuted the ortho

dox Church, which in the time of St.

Augustine could count its four hundred

sees. The Donatist schism, which seduced

great numbers into a state of alienation

from Catholic communion, had already

arisen about the beginning of the tilth

century. [Akianism, Donatists.] Be-

lisarius in the sixth century defeated the

Vandals and recovered Africa for the

Emperor Justinian ; but Christianity had

not had time to recover from the blows

which war and heresy had inflicted, be

fore the swords of the Arabs, fanatical

propagators of the religion of Mohammed,

hewed down, from the Xilo to the Pillars

of Hercules, all authority but their own.

Under their baneful sway, which in the

early ages of Islam was wielded with

great political skill, Christianity became

all but extinct in North Africa. Only in

our own day, through the conquest of

Algeria by the French, the Cross has

driven bock the Crescent on the Harbary

coast ; and the intrepid Laviirerie, Arch

bishop of Algiers, seems likely to re-

illume a ray of the ancient glory of the

African Church.

The present state of Christianity in

Africa may be briefly described as fol

lows: (1) In Egypt, to which is annexed
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AraMa, there are two vicariates, one for

the Latins, the other of the Coptic rite.

Following the Mediterranean coast, we

find (2) a vicariate at Tunis, and (3) an

archbishop's see at Algiers, with two suf

fragan sees, Constantina and Oran. 4.

Ceuta, a Spanish possession opposite Gib

raltar, gives part of his title to the Bishop

of Cadiz. 5. In the islands on the west

coast of Africa are four bishoprics : the

Canaries, under Seville ; Madeira, St.

Thomas, and the Cape de Verd Islands,

under Lisbon. 6. The vicariate of Sene-

gambia. 7. All the coast from Sierra

Leone to the Niger, including the vicari

ate of Benin, has been lately committed

by the Holy See to the charge of the

Society of African Missions at Lyous. 8.

The see of Angola (Portuguese). 9. A

large thinly-peopled district, between

the Portuguese possessions and the Orange

River, has been recently erected into a

vicariate under the title of Cimbebasia.

10. At the Cape are two vicariates, the

Eastern and the Western. 11. The vica

riate of Natal. 12. The see of Port

Louis, Mauritius, is immediately depen

dent on the Holy See. 13. The vicari

ate of Madagascar. 14. The flourishing

missions at Zanzibar are, we believe, un

der a prefect apostolic. 15. The vicari

ate of the Gallas. 16. The Abyssinian

Christians [Abyssinian Church] are

under the jurisdiction of the Latin vicar

apostolic of Egypt. 17. The vicariate of

Central Africa with its seat at El Obeid

in Cordofan.

Thus is Africa ringed round with

Catholicmissions, so that, if France should

ever have a Christian government, or

Portuguese governors go out animated

by the fervour of the Albuquerques of

former days, a great and sudden spread of

Christianity among the descendants of

Ham is far from improbable. On the

other hand it has to be admitted that the

Moravians, the Presbyterians, the Inde

pendents, the Anglicans, and other sects,

nave shown much activity in indoctrina

ting the native tribes (especially of South

Africa and Madagascar) in their respec

tive systems, and met with considerable

success.

African COUWCXX.S. These were

for the most part held at Carthage. In

the first four centuries the African Church,

full of activity and fervour, and repre

sented by men of the highest intellectual

eminence, among whom we need but

name St. Cyprian and St. Augustine,

bore its part to the full in those niemor-

' able eonciliar discussions which settled

the form of doctrine and discipline that

Christianity was to bear in the world.

The chief subjects discussed at the Afri

can councils which preceded the Vandal

invasion were, the re-baptism of heretics

returning to the Church, the Donatist con

troversy, the heresy of Pelagius, and the

adjustment of questions of discipline either

internal or between Africa and Rome.

Fleury enumerates seventeen Councils of

Carthage, the last of which, held in 535,

busieditselfwithrepairingthe havoc which

the ravages of the Arian heretics had

made. We read of an African Council,

the last of the entire series, held in 646,

which condemned the Ecthais of Hera-

clius. In the following year the Caliph

Othman despatched the expedition which,

with others that followed it, brought utter

ruin on the Roman and Christian civilisa

tion of Africa.

AOAPB (from ayairq, love). A

name given in Jude 12 to the brotherly

feasts of the early Christians, which are

described at length in 1 Cor. xi. They

were instituted in part on the analogy of

the common meals usual among the

Greeks (owo-trux) to which each contri

buted his share ; but this common meal

was elevated by the spirit of Christian

charity and designed to commemorate the

last supper which Christ held with His

disciples, as well as to serve for the relief

of the poor. Thus it received a liturgical

character, so that the Apostle calls it " the

supper of the Lord." 1 It was also closely

connected with the sacred mysteries, and,

more probably, preceded them. However,

this custom of taking other food before

the communion soon died out, although

in St. Augustine's time the custom still

survived of permitting communion once

a year—viz. on Holy Thursday—to

those who had just partaken of the

agape.8

The Agape thus separated from the Eu

charist survived for many centuries in the

Church, although it was evident even in

St. Paul's day how liable it was to abuse,

and the complaints of St, Augustine prove

that he was familiar with similar scan

dals. The Synod of Gangra, about the

middle of the fourth century, anathemati

ses those who despise the Agape, although

Van ISspen is of opinion that in this place

1 In Estius ad he. convincing reasons are

given for distinguishing the " Supper of the

Lord " from the Eucharist,

* See Estius, and the Council of Hippo,

Hefele, Conailicngachichte, ii. p. 58.
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the Agape means no more than a common

meal charitably supplied to the poor.1 Be

that as it may, the Agapai still continued to

be celebrated in the Church. The Council

of I^aodicea in the latter part of the fourth

century, forbade " eating^ in the house

ofGod," but the Synod in Trullo, centuries

after, had to repeat the prohibition, which

was placed by Gratian in the corjius

juris.3

AOI, caiTONICAL. The Church,

like the State, fixes certain ages at which

her subjects become capable of incurring

special obligations, enjoying special pri

vileges, of entering on special states of

life, or of holding office and dignity. The

following is a summary of the principal

determinations regarding age, so far as

they affect (1) the ordinary life of a

Christian, (2) the ecclesiastical and re

ligious state. It must be observed that

the canonical age is reckoned from the

day of birth, not from that of baptism.

1 . With regard to ordinary Christian*.

—The age of reason is generally supposed

to begin about the seventh year, though

of course it may come earlier in some cases,

later in others. At that time a child be

comes capable of mortal sin, and so of

receiving the sacraments of penance and

extreme unction, which are the remedies

for post-baptismal sin. The Holy Eu

charist and Confirmation, according to the

discipline of the West, are usually given

some time after the use of reason has been

attained, when the child has received some

instruction in Christian doctrine, and is

able to understand the nature of these

sacraments. Further, at seven years of

age, a child becomes subject to the law

of the Church (e.g. with regard to absti

nence, Sunday Mass, &c), and can con

tract an engagement of marriage. [See

Espousal.]

The age of puberty begins in the case

of males at fourteen, in that of females at

twelve. Marriage contracted by persons

under these ages is null and void (nisi

mnlitia supplent artatem). Till the age of

puberty is reached, no one can be required

to take an oath.

At twenty-one, the obligation of fast

ing begins; it ceases, according to the

common opinion, at sixty.

2. With regard to religious and eccle

siastics.—At seven a person may bo ton

sured. No special age is named in the

canon law for the reception of minor

orders. A sub-deacon must have coui-

1 Hefele, ib. i. 78t ' Hefele, L 767.

pleted his twenty-first, a deacon his

twenty-second, a priest his twenty-fourth,

and a bishop his thirtieth year. A cleric

cannot hold a simple benefice before

entering on his fourteenth year ; an eccle

siastical dignity—e.g. a canonry in a

cathedral church—till he has completed

his twenty-second year ; a benefice with

cure of souls attached to it, before he

has begun his twenty-fifth year; a dio

cese, till he has completed his thirtieth

year.

A religious cannot make his profession

till he is at least sixteen years old, and

has passed a year in the noviciate. He

must be thirty years of age before he can

hold a prelacy which involves quasi-

episcopal jurisdiction. A girl must be

over twelve years of age before she assumes

the religious habit. A woman tinder forty

cannot be chosen religious superior of a

convent, unless it is impossible to find in

the order a religious of the age required,

and otherwise suitable. In this ease, a

religious thirty years old may be chosen,

with the consent of the bishop or other

superior. (See Council of Trent, Sess.

xxiii. xxiv. xxv. Ferraris, " liibliotheca

Prompta.'")

AGXTOETJE. A sect of Monophys-

ites founded bv the Alexandrian deacon

Themistius, ani hence also called Themis-

tians. Themistius, although, being a Mono-

physite, he held only one nature of the

Incarnate Word, maintained that this

nature was subject to ignorance. Timo

thy, Patriarch of Alexandria, and his

successor Theodosiua (637-630) opposed

this assertion, which led logically to the

confession of two natures, or to tlie open

denial of Christ's divinity. Thereupon,

the Agnoetse formed themselves into a

special sect which lasted till the eighth

century. (See Potavius, " De Incarnat."

I. xvi. 1 1. Hefele, " Oonciliengeschichte,"

ii. 574.)

acnus BEX. (1) A prayer in the

Mass, which occurs shortly before the

communion—" Lamb of God, who takest

away the sins of the world, have mercy

on us. Lamb of God, who takest away

the sins of the world, have mercy on us.

Lamb of God, &c, give us peace." It

has been used since the time of Pope Ser-

gius in the seventh century. Originally

(according to some, till the time of John

XXII.), each petition ended with " have

mercy on us '' ; and this custom still con

tinues in the Lateran basilica (Gavant.).

(2) The figure of a lamb stamped on the

wax which remains from the Paschal
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candles, and solemnly blessed by the Pope

on the Thursday after Easter, m the first

and seventh years of his Pontificate.

Amalarius, writing early in the ninth

century,1 mentions the fact that in his

time the Agnus Dei's w ere made of wax

and oil by the Archdeacon of Borne,

blessed by the Pope, and distributed to

the people on the octave of Easter. A bull

of Gregory XIII. forbids persons to paint

or gild any Agnus Dei blessed by the Pope,

under pain of excommunication.2

ALB. A vestment of white linen,

reaching from head to foot and with

sleeves, which the priest puts on before

saying Muss, with the prayer—" Make me

white, 0 Lord, and cleanse me," &c. It

sprang from the under-garrnent (the tunica,

or irooifpifc) of the Romans and Greeks,

which was usually white, although alba

does not occur as a technical term for the

white tunic till nearly the end of the third

centuiy. The Greek under-garment had

sleeves, and it was this which the Chris

tians adopted for ecclesiastical use. The

alb was adopted for Church use from

early times. Eusebius speaks of bishops

clothed in the holy 7ro8rjpr/s. A canon

attributed to the Fourth Council of Car

thage, 308, and which certainly belongs

to that period, orders deacons to use the

alb " only at the time of the oblation or

of reading." In 589, the Council of Nar-

bonne forbade deacons, subdeacons, or

lectores to put off the alb before the end

of Mass. At the same time, long after

this date the alb continued to be worn, at

least by clerics, in daily life. Thus, in

889, a Bishop of Soisson forbids an eccle

siastic to use at Mass the same alb which

he is accustomed to wear at home.

The shape of the alb has remained

much as it was. for it is a mistake to sup

pose that it ever was a tight-lit ting gar

ment. As a rule, too, it was always made

of linen, whence it is often called linea,

but it was sometimes made of silk, and

adorned with gold and with figures. It

was also in ancient times ornamented with

stripes of purple or gold. Another ancient

ornament of the alb consisted in the para-

tura, which was in use from the eleventh

to the sixteenth century. This paratura

(from pararc, to adorn : French, parure)

was a square piece of coloured embroidery

from half a foot to one foot in length,

sewed on at four places in the alb.

The mystical meaning of thia vestment

1 Fleary, xlvii. 36.
• St. Liguori, Thai. Moral vii. n. 209.

is plainly indicated by the prayer given

above. (Hefele, " Beitrage," &c.)

AIiBXOENSES. These heretics were

so named from the town of Alby in Lan-

gucdoc, where a Council was held in 1170

which condemned their doctrines. They

owed their Manichsean tenets to the Pauli-

cian sect, which, originally formed in Ar

menia in the eighth century, was exiled

to Bulgaria, and, becoming very powerful

there, gradually extended its numbers and

influence up the valley of the Danube, and

passed out of Swabia into the south-east

of France. Their teachers assumed a

great simplicity of manners, dress, and

mode of life ; they inveighed against the

vices and worldliness of the clergy; and

there was sufficient truth in these censures

to dispose their hearers to believe what

they advanced and reject what they de

cried. They taught tiie well-known doc

trine of the Manichajans, that there are

two opposing creative principles, one good,

the other evil ; the invisible world pro

ceeding from the former, the body and all

material things from the latter.'1 They

also rejected the Old Testament, said that

infant baptism was useless, and denied

marriage to the "perfect."' as they called

their more austere members. The con

demnation of their tenets by the Council

of Alby produced little or no effect ; they

still multiplied and spread ; and Raymond

VI., Count of Toulouse, protected them.

Innocent III. sent Peter of Castelnau to

Languedoc, as his legate, to oppose the

spread of the mischief. In 1206 Diego,

the holy Bishop of Osiua in Spain, attended

by Dominic his sub-prior, engaged in a

mission in the south of France, the result

of which was to bring back great numbers

to the Catholic faith. The legate having

been murdered in 1 208 by a serynnt of the

Count of Toulouse, Innocent proclaimed a

crusade or holy war, with indulgences,

against the Albigeusian heretics, and re

quested Philip II., the King of France, to

put himself at its head. The king refused,

but permitted any of his vassals to join it

who chose. An army was collected, com

posed largely of desperadoes, mercenary

soldiers, rind adventurers of every descrip

tion, whose sole object was p! under. Ray

mond, in ereat fear, not only promised all

that was demanded of him, hut assumed

the Cross himself against his protigit.

The war opened in 1 209 with the siege of

1 Protestant writers have denied this, but

it has been conclusively' estab'ished by, among

others, Mr. Hnllam, in bii History of th*

Middle Ages, ch. be [ art 2.
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and the massacre of its inhabi

tants. Simon de Montfort, the father of

the famous Earl of Leicester, was made

Count of the territories conquered. The

war lasted mauy years aud became politi

cal ; in its progress great atrocities were

committed, Languedoc was laid desolate,

and the Provencal civilisation destroyed.

Peace was made in 1227, and the tribunal

of the Inquisition established soon after.

St. Dominie, who preached zealously in

Languedoc while the war was proceeding,

and founded his celebrated Order in

1215, is thought by some to have been

the first Inquisitor; but this seems to be

a mistake. (Gibbon, liv. ; Fleury, lxxii.).

-Alexandria (Church of). The

foundation of this Church by Mark the

Evangelist, the fy/niwuTijr Mrpov, as

he is called by Papias, has been already

noticed [African Church]. The names

of eighteen bishops of Alexandria between

St. Mark and St. Athanasius are on re

cord, but. little is known about most of

them. Demetrius, who died in 234, is

known as having been the great Origen's

bishop, who first favoured and afterwards

persecuted that extraordinary man. The

eighteenth in succession to St. Mark was

Alexander, one of the fathers who sat at

Nicaja. Under him arose the Arian con

troversy [Artans, Abius]. Athanasius

(tee that article) succeeded Alexander in

826, and after battling with Arianism for

more than forty vears, passed the close of

his stormy life in peace, dying in 373.

Even in the fourth century, a largo pro

portion of the people of Alexandria were

idolaters, as is shown by the story of

George the intrusive Arian bishop, mur

dered in a popular rising because he was

believed to have insulted some of the

heathen rites. In the fifth and sixth

centuries Monophysite bishops had pos

session from time to time of the see of

Alexandria, which now began to be called

a patriarchate [Patriarchate]. The

people of Egypt became generally at

tached, with the greater part of their

clergy, to the doctrine of one nature in

Christ, and rejected the decrees of

Chalcedon. But these decrees, after a

long period of more or less direct opposi

tion, were espoused by the Byzantine

emperors, and imposed by force on all the

countries under their rule. Hence it

happened that the Coptic Monophvsites,

when Amrou, the lieutenant of Omar,

invaded Egypt in 638, were in the posi

tion of an oppressed sect, and they

eagerly joined their forces to those of the

Arabs in order to drive out the Greek

officials and the orthodox creed. From

that time the patriarchate of Alexandria

has been Monophysite, and severed from

Catholic communion. Alexandria having

again become a place of considerable

trade, there is now a fair sprinkling of

Catholics in the population, for whom

Gregory XVI. created a Vicariate. On

the present Patriarch of Alexandria of

the Latin rite, see Patriarch.

ALEXANDKIA (School of). Found

ed by Alexander the Great about A.D.

330, Alexandria rapidly grew in popula

tion and wealth, and numbered, towards

the Christian era, more than six hun

dred thousand inhabitants.' Under the

Ptolemies Greek literature nourished there

with extraordinary biilliancy iu every

department of thought. The Jews, who

settled there in great numbers, struck by

the fecundity of the Greek mind, strove

to turn it from its errors, and convert it

to the belief in the unity of the Godhead.

The Hebrew Scriptures were under this

impulse translated into Greek [Septua-

qint Version], and a school of eminent

writers arose, among whom the most

distinguished were Philo and Josephus.

In a place so full of learning and intellec

tual strife, Christianity could only hold

its ground, after being once planted, by

entering seriously into the philosophical

debate, and justifying, by arguments

which the learned would appreciate, the

wisdom of God hi the revelation through

Christ. Hence arose the Christian school

of Alexandria, the great lights of which

—Pantfflnus, Origen, and Clement—lived

in the third century. Among the numer

ous works of Origen the most celebrated

are his commentaries on Scripture (he

was the founder of Biblical criticism), the

"Principia''andthebooks"ContraCelsum."

Clement is known chiefly as the author of

the " Pedagogue " and the " Stromata."

The latter (the name means " hangings,"

" tapestries ") is a multifarious treatise, in

which he professes to fashion a web of

Christian philosophy, discussing the con

duct and the sentiments which should

belong to a Christian in all the more

important relations and emergencies of

life. The rise of Arianism, and the con

flicts to which it led, checked the pros

perity of the School of Alexandria. St.

Athanasius writes rather as a worker

than as a thinker, and after him no great

name occurs till that of Cyril of Alex-

1 Gibbon, ch. x.

c2
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amlria, who, though not inactive as a

writer, employed his stern will and

vigorous intellect chiefly in repressing all

dissent from the creed of Ephesus (430).

ALLEGORICAL SENSE. [See

Mystical Sense.]

alleluia. From two Hehrew

words united by a hyphen, meaning

" praise Jah," or " praise the Ixird." It

occurs frequently in the last fifty psalms,

but nowhere else in the Old Testament,

except Tobias, c. 13. In the Apocalypse,

St. John mentions that he heard the

angels singing it in heaven. The early

Christians kept the word in its original

Hebrew form, and we know from St.

Jerome that children were taught to pro

nounce it as soon as they could speak,

while it was sung during his time by the

Christian country-people in Palestine, as

they drove the plough.

According to Sozomen, the Roman

Church did not use it in her public

services, except on Easter Sunday. At

present, it constantly occurs in the Roman

Mass and oflice ; indeed, it is always used

in the Mass between the Epistle and

Gospel except at certain times when the

Church omits it altogether, as a sign of

mourning. It is thus omitted from

Septuagesima to Holy Saturday ; in ferial

Masses during Advent; on the feast of the

Holy Innocents, unless it falls on aSunday ;

and on all vigils which are fasting-davs, if

the Mass of the vigil be said. It is, how

ever, used in the Mass on the vigil of

Easter (Holy Saturday) and of Pentecost,

because the Masses were anciently said at

night, and belonged to the solemnity of

the respective feasts. (Benedict XIV.

" De Miss." ii. 6.)

ALL saints. As early as the

fourth century, the Greeks kept, on the

first Sunday after Pentecost the feast of

all martyrs and saints, and we still

possess a sermon of St. Ohrysostom de

livered on that day. In the West, the

feast was introduced by Pope Boniface

the Fourth after he had dedicated, as the

Church of the Blessed Virgin and the

Martyrs, the Pantheon, which had been

made over to him by the Emperor Phocas.

The feast of the dedication was kept on

the thirteenth of May. About 731 Gregory

III. consecrated a chapel in St. Peter's

Church in honour of all the saints, from

which time All Saints' Day has been kept

in Rome, as now, on the first of Novem

ber. From about the middle of the ninth

century, the feast came into general ob

servance throughout the West It ranks

as a double of the first class with an

octave.

ALL SOULS SAT. A solemn

commemoration of, and prayer for, all the

souls in Purgatory, which the Church

makes on the second of November. The

Mass said on that day is always the Mass

of the dead, priests and others who are

under obligation of reciting the breviary

are required to say the matins and lauds

from the office of the dead in addition to

the oflice which is said on that day ac

cording to the ordinary course, and the

vespers of the dead are said on the first of

November, immediately after the vespers

of All Saints. This solemnity owes its

origin to the Abbot Odilo of Olugny,

who instituted it for all the monasteries of

his congregation, in the year 998. Some

authors think there are traces at least of

a local celebration of this day before

Odilo's time. With the Greeks Saturday

was a day of special prayer for the dead,

particularly the Saturday before Lent and

that which preceded Pentecost. (Thomas-

sin, " Traite" des Festes," liv. ii. ch. 21.)

alms (from (Kfr)iio<rivjf), originally

a work of mercy, spiritual or temporal,

and then used to denote material gifts

bestowed on the poor.

Almsgiving is frequently and urgently

enjoined in the Old Testament.1 So

highly did the Jews think of this duty,

that in Chaldee almsgiving is expressed

by a word which signifies justice or

righteousness, and in the LXX the word

cKcrjuocrvni or " almsgiving " is often

used to translate the Hebrew for justice

or righteousness. In the New Testament

Christ makes almsdeeds in those who are

able to perform them an absolute condition

of salvation." St. Paul exhorts the faith

ful to lay by every week something for the

needs of the poor ; and the numerous reli

gious orders which devote themselves

chiefly or in part to the care of the poor,

prove that the spirit of Christ and His

Apostles still animates the Church.

All are of course strictly bound to re

lieve the poor, when they are in extreme

necessity—i.e. when they are in proximate

danger of death, or grievous sickness

through want. Besides this, St. Liguori

teaches, that persons are bound out of

that part of their income which remains

over when they have made suitable pro

vision for themselves and their families,

to relieve the ordinary necessities of the

• E.g., Levit. xix. 9, 10; xxiii. 22; Dent

xv. 11.

3 Matt. xxv. 84, uq.
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poor. The sum which a rich man is

strictly bound to give in charity must

vary in varying circumstances, and can

never he fixed exactly, but, apart from

strict obligation, the blessings promised

to generous almsgiving for the love of

God, will alwavs prove a strong incentive

with the Christian soul. Ecclesiastics

are bound to spend all the revenues of

their benefices, except what is required for

their own maintenance, in pious uses.

The poor of the place, if they are in

serious need, must be considered first,1 and

if the cure of souls is attached to the

benefice, the cleric who holds it is bound

to seek out the poor in his district. (St.

Liguor. " Theol. lib. iii. 31, $eq., lib. iv.

407.)

AXMOXTBK (eleemotynariui). An

ecclesiastic at the court of a king or

prince, or in a noble mansion, having

the charge of the distribution of alms.

From the fourteenth century the office of

Grand Almoner in France rose into even

greater importance, because this officer

had the charge of the king's ecclesiastical

patronage. The Revolution swept it

away; under the Second Empire it re

appeared ; but it probably has not sur

vived Sedan. One of the Anglican bishops

has the title of Lord High Almoner, and

dispenses the sovereign's alms. Army

chaplains are called almoners in France ;

the aumonier de la Jlotte is a functionary

of considerable importance, on whose

nomination chaplains are appointed to

ships, Hnd also to hospitals.

ALOGI. A name given by Epiphanius

to heretics who denied the doctrine of the

Word (Airyot) and rejected St. John's

writings (i.e. the Apocalypse as well as

the Gospel) on the ground that they did

nut agree with the rest of Scripture.

Epiphanius speaks of Theodotus of By

zantium as an offshoot of this sect. This

man, known as Theodotus the tanner,

held that Jesus was a mere man, born,

however, miraculously of a virgin ; that

Christ was united to him at his baptism,

descending on him as a dove and confer

ring supernatural powers. Artemon

taught the same doctrine. The heretics

claimed to have the early Roman Church

on their side, alleging that it had been

corrupted by Zephyrinus, an assertion,

as a contemporary writer quoted by Euse-

bius observes, abundantly confuted by the

writings of the first Christians, and the

hymns in which "from the beginning'

Christ had been called God. Theodotus

1 So at least some grave authors say.

was excommunicated by Pope Victor at

the end of the second century. Theodotus

the money-changer, taught similar doc

trine, with the addition of certain Gnostic

extravagances. He made Christ an toon

who had descended on Je6us, Melchisedec

an aeon superior to Christ.'

Eusebius, with otheranicentauthorities,

speaks of Paul of Samosata as renewing

the error of Artemon. Paul, bishop of

Antioch, was notorious for his avarice,

love of worldly pomp and irregular life.

He conceived of the Word and Holy

Ghost as mere attributes of God, not

divine Persons. Jesus was a mere man,

born of a virgin and enlightened in an ext ra-

ordinary degree by the Word or Wisdom

of God. Alter twice deceiving the bishops

assembled in council at Antioch by false

statements and false promises, he was

deposed at a third Antiochene council in
26i).a £See antioch, Councils of.]

Similarly Iierjilus, bishop of Bostra

in Arabia, denied the pre-exi.-tence and

divinity of Jesus Chrut. The bishops

who met in council against him called in

Origen to their help, and the latter suc

ceeded in bringing back Beryllus to the

truth.3

ALTAB. The Hebrew word njtp

which is usually translated " altar," means

literally "a place for sacrifice;" and in

the New Testament its equivalent is

6Wiao-Tqpio». The sacred writers avoid

the common Greek word for altar, /9<»/io'r,4

" a raised place," adopting the unclassical

word eWinorrjpioK, because by doing so

they avoided the heathen associations con

nected with the common Greek term, be

sides expressing much more distinctly the

purpose of sacrifice for which an altar is

built. Whether the Christian altar is

mentioned by name in the Bible is doubt

ful. There is some ground for supposing

that it is referred to in Matt. v. 23, and

in Hebrews xiii. 10. It has been argued

that when our Lord imposes a precept of

forgiveness before the gift is presented at

the altar, he did not mean to give the Jews

a new law with regard to their sacrifices,

which were soon to pass away, but to

establish the indissoluble connection be

tween the Eucharistic Sacrifice of his

Church and brotherly love. Similarly, it

is urged that when the writer of the Epistle

to the Hebrews asserts "we have an altar,

1 Euaeb. v. 28 ; Philntophum. vii. 85. 86.

* Hefele, Concilimgachtchte, i. 185 teq.

* Euseb. Hut. vi. 88.

* Ea>pof occurs only once in the X. T., and

then of a heathen altar; Acts xvii. ?
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of which they have no right to eat who 1

serve the tabernacle," he is setting altar

against altar, and declaring the impossi

bility of partaking in the Jewish sacrificial

feastings and joining at the same time in

the sacrificinl banquet of the new law.

It is certainly difficult to understand the

" altar " as the altar of the cross, which

is never once called an altar in the New

Testament, and though, of course, an altar

it indisputably is, still nobody ate of the

sacrifice offered on it. At the same time,

these interpretations are by no means held

by all Catholic commentators.1

However it may stand with the name,

the existence of the thing is implied in the

New Testament doctrine of sacrifice [see

Mass], and the name occurs in the very

envliest. Christian writers. "There is one

flesh," says St. Ignatius the disciple of St.

Jolin, " one flesh of our Lord Jesus Christ,

and one chalice for union with liis blood,

one altar (Sva-iuarrjptov), as one bishop."3

So Tertullian describes Christians as stand

ing at " the altar of God ; " ' and the same

word " altar " is used in the Apostolic Con

stitutions and in the ancient liturgies.

These testimonies are in no way weakened

by passages in Minucius Felix and Arnobius,

who in their controversies with Fagans

deny the existence of Christian altars.

Obviously, they deny that altars such as

the Pagan ones were in use among Chris

tians; just as one of these authors allows

that there were no temples among Chris

tians, though churches are distinctly re

cognised in the edicts of the Diocletian era,

and are known to have existed at a still

earlier date.4

In early times the altar was more

usually of wood ; and an altar of this kind

is still preserved in the church of St. John

Lateran at Rome, on which St. Feter is

said to have celebrated Mass.5 But the

tombs of martyrs in the Catacombs and

elsewhere were also used for the Holy

Sacrifice, the slab of marble which covered

the sepulchre serving as the altar-table;

and for almost fourteen centuries, that

part of the altar on which the Eucharist

is consecrated has always been of stone or

1 Maldonatus ipnores that (riven above, of

Matt. v. 23. Kstius, following St. Thomas,

distinctly rejects that of Heb. xiii. 10.

> Philad. 4.

» Dt Oral. 19.

* Cardinal Newman's Development, 27.

* It is enclosed in the Papal altar of this

church, except a portion of it, which is pre

served in the churrh of St Pudentiana : eo, at

least, says the writer of the article " Altar " in

Kraus' Heal Encyclapddie.

marble. After the time of Constantine,

when sumptuous churches were erected,

careful arrangements were made for the

position of the altar. It did not lean as

it often does now against the sanctuary

wall, but stood out with a space round it,

so that the bishop when celebrating Moss

looked towards the people. Thus the

altar looked in the same direction as the

portals of the church, and often both

were turned towards the east. This an

cient arrangement is still exemplified by

the " Papal " altars in the Roman basilicas,

but particularly in St. Peter's, where the

Pope still says Mass on the great Festivals,

looking at one and the same time to the

people, to the portals of the church, and

to the east.1 The altars in the Catacombs

were still employed, but even new altars

were sanctified by relics, a custom to

which so much importance was attributed

that St. Ambrose would not consecrate an

altar till he found relics to place in it.

Then, as now, the altar was covered with

linen cloths, which, as appears from a

rubric in the Sacramentary of St. Gela-

sius, were first blessed and consecrated.

It was surmounted by a canopy, supported

by columns between which veils or cur

tains were often hung, and on great festi

vals it was adorned with the sacred vessels

placed upon it in rows, and with flowers.

The cross was placed over the canopy, or

else rested immediately on the altar itself.

The language and the actions of the eaily

Christians alike bespeak the reverence in

which the altar was held. It wa« called

" the holy," " the divine table," " the altar

of Christ"," " the table of the Lord. ' The

faithful bowed towards it as they entered

the church ; it was known as the no-vXos

rpoVffa, or " table of asylum," from

which not even criminals could he forced

away.5 Finally, before the altar was used,

it was solemnly consecrated by the bishop

with the chrism. The date at which this

custom was introduced cannot bo accu

rately determined ; but the Council of

Agde, or Agatha, in Southern Gaul, held

in the year 506, speaks of this custom as

familiar to everybody.3

The rubrics prefixed to the Roman

Missal contain the present law of the

Church with regard to the altar. It must

consist of stone, or at least must contain

an altar-stone large enough to hold the

1 Eock, Hierurgia, 497, sag.

* Synod of Oranpe, nnno 441. Hefele, Con-

cilienarschichte, ii. p. 293.

» Hefele, ibid. p. 653.

-
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Host and the greater part of the chalice;

and tliis altar, or thfi altar-stone, must

have been consecrated by a bishop, or by

an abbot who has received the requisite

faculties from the Holy Seo. [See Con

secration of Altars.] The altar is to

be covered with three cloths, also blessed

by the bishop, or by a priest with special

faculties. One of these cloths should reach

to the ground, the other two are to be

shorter, or else one cloth doubled may

replace the two shorter ones. If possible,

there is to be a " pallium," or frontal, on

the altar, varying in colour according to

the feast or season. A crucifix 1 is to

be set on the altar, between two candle

sticks: the Missal placed on a cushion, at

the right-hand side looking towards the

altar: under the crucifix there ought to

be an altar-card,2 with certain prayers

which the priest cannot read from the

Missal without inconveuience.

With regard to the number of altars

in a church, Gavantus says that originally,

even in the "West, one church contained

only one altar. On this altar, however,

the same author continues, several Masses

were said on the same day, in proof of

which he appeals to the Sacramentary of

Leo. He adds that even in the fourth

century the church of Milan contaitied

several altars, as appears from a letter of

St. Ambrose, and he quotes other examples

from the French Church in the sixth

century.

ALTAR-BREABS are round wafers

made of fine wheaten Hour, specially pre

pared for consecration in the Mass. The

altar-breads according to the Latin use

(followed also by the Maronites and Ar

menians) must he unleavened. They are

usually stamped with a figure of Christ

crucified, or with the I H S. They are

of two sizes: one larger, which the priest

himself consecrates and receives, or else

reserves for the Benediction with the

Blessed Sacrament ; the other sm aller, con

secrated for the communion of the faith

ful.

The practice of stamping altar-breads
•with the cross or I II S seems to be ancient,

and is widely diffused. Merati mentions

the fact that the cross is stamped on the

1 The rubric sayB only a cross, but a cruci

fix is prescribed by subsequent decrees of the

Congregation of Kites. Liguor. Theol.Mor.y'\.n.

393.

* Tabtlla ncretarvm, in use since the six

teenth centnry. The rubric mentions one under

tha cross, but now two others are placed, one

at each end of the altar.

altar-breads used by Greek, Syrian, and

Alexandrian (Coptic ?) Christians.

A1TAX-CLOIE8. The rubrics o

the Missal require three fair cloths to be

placed on the altar, or two cloths of which

one is doubled. They must be blessed by

the bishop, or by a priest with special

faculties. In the fourth century St. Opta-

tus speaks of the linen cloth placed on the

altar as usual iu his time, and Pope Sil

vester is said to have male it a law that

the altar-cloth should be of linen. Men

tion, however, is made by Paulas Silen-

tiarius of purple altar-cloths, and, in fact,

both the material and the number of these

cloths seem to have varied in early limes.

(See Rock, " Ilierurgia," p. 503 ; Kraus,

" Archaeol. Diet."— Altartiicher.)

ALTAR, STRIPPING OP. [See

Holy Week. 1

AMBO (Gr. drafiaivtir, to ascend).

A raised platform in the nave of early

Christian churches, surrounded by a low

wall ; steps led up to it from the east and

west sides. The place on it where the

Gospel was read was higher than that

used for reading the Epistle. All church

notices were read from it ; here edicts and

excommunications were given out; hither

came heretics to moke their recantation ;

here the Scriptures were read, and sermons

preached. It was gradually superseded by

the modern pulpit. A good example of

the " ambo " may be seen in the church of

San Clemente at Rome. (Ferraris.)

AMBROSIAN CHANT. [SeePLAlW

Chant.]

AMBROSIAN LITDRCY. An an

cient Liturgy still used in the church of

Milan instead of the Roman Mass, from

which it diff.rs in many striking points.

We read in Walafrid Strata, an author

of the ninth century, that St. Ambrose

regulated the Mass and Office of his church

at Milan, but some parts of this rite are

older than St. Ambrose, while, on the other

hand, the Ambrosian Missal contains great

additions which date from St. Gregory the

Great. According to the Ambrosian rite,

there is no Maes for the Fridays in Lent ;

and the offering of bread and wine by the

people for the sacrifice is still retained in

solemn Masses. The Ambrosian rite was

confirmed by Pope Alexander VI., in 1407,

and is still retained. (Ceillier, " Auteura

SacreV' torn. xiii. c. L)

AMEN. A Hebrsw word signifying

" truly," " certainly." It is preserved in

its original form by the New Testament

writers, and by the Church in her Liturgy.

According to Benedict XIV., it indicates
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assent to a truth, or it is the expression of

a desire, and equivalent to yivoiro, "so

be it."1

" Amen " signifies assent when used at

the end of the Creeds. In the ancient

Church the communicants used it as an

expression of their faith in the Blessed

Sacrament. Thus we read in the Apos

tolic Constitutions 4 —" Let the bishop

give the oblation, saying, ' The Body of

Christ,' and let the recipient say, ' Amen.' "

St. Ambrose explains the " Amen" used

thus in communicating as meaning " it is

true."

At the end of prayers " Amen " signi

fies our desire of obtaining what we ask.

Thus it is said by the server, after the

collects in the Mass, as a sign that the

faithful unite their petitions to those of

the ppest. In Justin's time, the people

themselves answered '' Amen " as the priest

finished the prayers and thanksgivings in

the Mass, ana was about to distribute the

Holy Communion.*

AMXCB (Amirtiu. Called also " hu-

nierale," " superhumerale," " anaboladi-

um," from dvafiaKhttv, and, in a corrupt

form, " anabolagium "). A piece of fine

linen, oblong: in shape, which tho priest

who is to say Mass rests for a moment on

his head and then spreads on his shoulders,

reciting the prayer—" Place on my head,

O Lord, the helmet of salvation," &c.

For many centuries priests celebrated

with bare neck, as may be seen from

many figures in the Roman Catacombs,

and from the Mosaic at San Vitale in

Ravenna. Tne amice, however, is fre

quently mentioned after the opening of the

ninth century.* Originally, as Innocent

HI. expressly testifies, it covered the head

as well as the neck ; and to this day Capu

chin and Dominican friars wear the amice

over their heads till they reach the altar.

It also was not at first concealed by the

alb, as is now the case, and it was often

made of silk and ornamented with figures.

At present it is made of linen, and only

adorned with a cross, which the priest

kisses before putting on the amice.

Mediaeval writers have given very

many and very different symbolical mean

ings to this vestment. The prayer already

1 De Miu. ii. 5. He adds a third sense—

viz. consent to a request—but gives no clear

instance of this use.
• viii. 12.

* Apol. i. 67.

4 "It was introduced in the eighth," says

Dr. Bock ; but see Hefele, BcitrSgezur Kirchm-

gttchichU, &c 11.

quoted from the Roman Missal speaks of

it as figuring the " helmet of salvation,*

and a similar prayer occurs in most of the

ancient Latin Missals.

AVAOHMTll. [See Lector.1

ANAGOGXCAXi (literally, " lending

up"). A name given to things typical of

Christ in the Old, or to the actions of

Christ in the New, Testament, so far as

they signify the eternal glory which awaits

the elect. The anagogical is a subdivision

of the spiritual or mystical sense. (Sea

St. Thomas, & i. 1, 10.)

ASTAFHOBA. Greek word for Offer

tory, in the Mass.

ANATHEMA. A thing devoted or

given over to evil, so that " anathema sit"

means, " let him be accursed." St. Paul

at the end of 1 Corinthians pronounces

this anathema on all who do not love our

blessed Saviour. The Church has used

the phrase " anathema sit " from the ear

liest times with reference to those whom

she excludes from her communion either

because of moral offences or because they

persist in heresy. Thus one of the

earliest councils—that of Elvira, held in

300—decrees in its fifty-second canon that

those who placed libellous writings in the

church should be anathematised ; and the

First General Council anathematised those

who held the Arian heresy. General

councils since then have usually given

solemnity to their decrees on articles of

faith bv appending an Anathema.

Neither St. Paul nor the Church of

God ever wished a soul to be damned.

In pronouncing anathema against wilful

heretics, the Church does but declare that

they are excluded from her communion,

and that they must, if they continue obsti

nate, perish eternally.

ANGEX.. The word (cryyfXor, a

translation of ^JM^p) means messenger,

and is applied in a wide sense to priests,1

prophets,8 or to the Messias* as sent by

God. Specially, however, it is used as the

name of spiritual beings, created by God

but superior in nature to man. The ex

istence of such superhuman intelligences

was conjectured even by heathens such as

Plato ; and although the Sadducees 4 be

lieved " neither in angel or spirit," angels

are mentioned so frequently in the Old

and New Testament that it would be idle

to allege Scriptural proofs on the matter.

« Mai. ii. 7. > Apg. i. 18.

* Is. xlii. 19. There are different views hold

on thi-* passage, but this is not the place to

discuss them.

4 Acts, xxjii. 8.
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When they were created, Scripture does

not distinctly tell us. " The most ancient

Fathers," says Petavius, "especially the

Greeks and such Latins as are used to

follow the Greeks,'' held that the angels

were created " before the heavens and all

material things." The contrary opinion,

that the heavens were first created and

the angels in the heavens, is that of St.

Thomas, and has been commonly held since

his time among the Latins. The Fourth

Lateran Council declares that God created

angels and material beings " at the same

time from the beginning." But the coun

cil had do intention of deciding this ques

tion, which still remains open, as has been

pointed out by St. Thomas himself, by

Vasquez, Petavius and others.

With regard to the nature of angels,

many early Fathers believed that they

were corporeal. This opinion is not diffi

cult to account for when we consider such

a history as that of the marriages between

the "sons of God" and "the daughters

of men," given in the sixth chapter of

Genesis.1 At the Seventh General Coun

cil, the Patriarch Tarasius argued that

angels might be painted, because they

were * circumscribed («Vf1S7 jrtpiypairroi

tinp) and had appeared to many in the

form of men ; '' nor did the council censure

his words, limiting itself to a simple de

cision that it was lawful to represent

angels in pictures. However, our Lord's

words5 imply, that angels are incapable of

marriage, and so exclude tho interpretation

which regards the " sons of God" in

Genesis vi. as a synonym for angels.

Many of the Fathers deny that angels have

bodies ; so do all modern theologians.

The Fourth Lateran Council separates an

gelic from corporeal natures, and Peta

vius rightly characterises the contrary

opinion as "proximate to heresy." At

the same time, angels are capable of as

suming bodies ; to which they are for the

time intimately united ; which they move

and which they use to represent either their

own invisible nature or the attributes of

God. Passages of Scripture, which imply

this, will readily occur to the reader.

The angels, then, are purely spiritual

intelligences and, for that very reason,

superior to man, who is composed of body

and soul. They are immortal, since death

1 But that the "sons of God" may mean

pious men is proved by Ps. lxxiii. 15 (lxxii. in

Yule.), Osee ii. 1, &c.

' The ymiulr of Matt xxii. 30 exactly cor

responds to the "took to themselves wives" in

the Hebrew of Genesis vi. 2.

consists in the separation of soul anil body,

nor could they be destroyed, except by the

omnipotence of God. Their knowledge,

unlike that of man, which is slowly ac

quired by means of the senses, depends

upon images received from God along

with the nature he has given them. They

do not reason, as we do, for the keenness

of their intellect enables them to see by

intuition the conclusions which are in

volved in principles. Their intelligence

is in perpetual exercise, and although the

future, the thoughts of the human soul,

and above all the mysteries of grace, are

hidden from them, except so far as God

is pleased to reveal them, still they can

know and understand many things which

are hidden from us. They can move from

place to place with a swiftness impossible

to man. Finally, thev are endowed with

free-will and are able to communicate

with each other.1

To a nature so noble God added sanc

tifying grace. They received power to

know God as revealed by faith, to hope

in Him, to love Him, and afterwards, if

they were worthy, see Him face to face.

But, during the time of their probation,

Lucifer and many other angels fell. It

is hard to determine the precise nature of

their sin, but we may quote Petaviu3,

who places it in "a desire of absolute

dominion over created things, and in

hatred of subjection." The rebel angels

were at once deprived of all supernatural

gifts and thrust into hell without hope of

pardon ; the angels who had persevered

were at once rewarded with everlasting

bliss. The very greatness and perfection

of angelic nature, says St. Gregory the

Great, made their sin unpardonable.

Holy writ represents the number of

the good angels as exceedingly great."

They are, according to the common teach

ing of theologians, divided into three

hierarchies, each of which includes three

orders. The first triplet consists of Sera

phim, Cherubim, Thrones ; the second of

Dominations, Principalities, Powers ; the

third of Virtues, Archangels, Angels.

This enumeration occurs for the first time

in Pseudo-I)iony.sius, from whom it was

adopted by St. Gregory the Great, and

so became current in the Church. But

it is founded on the mention of seraphim

and cherubim in Isaias and Ezechiel , of

1 The text contains a summary of the teach

ing of theologians. It is contained in Scripture

or deduced from it, as may be seen by consult

ing St. Thomas, pt. i.

> Dan. vii. 10.
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angels and of archangels throughout

Scripture ; and of the other orders in St.

Paul's Epistles to the Ephesians and Colos-

sians. The meaning of St. Faul is much

disputed. But we may remark that very

early writers divide the angels into orders,

and count thrones, dominations, &c.

among them,1 though it is well to re

member that the existence of these par

ticular classes of angels is no article of

faith.

As to the employment of the angels,

we read in the Epistle to the Hebrews

that they are " all ministering spirits."

They serve God continually in heaven,

and they also defend countries, cities,

churches, &c, besides offering to God the

prayers of the faithful, particularly, ac

cording to the Fathers and ancient litur

gies, those which ascend to heaven during

the Mass. Further, each man has an

angel who watches over him, defends him

from evil, helps him in praver, ruggests

good thoughts, and at last, if he is saved,

presents his soul to God.2

The Church, on her part, shows to the

angels that veneration or inferior honour

which is their due, and, knowing from

Christ's words 3 that they are acquainted

with things which pass on earth, she

begs their prayers and their kind offices.

It is true that St. Paul condemns the

dprjaKtta, or religion of angels, in writing

to the Colossians, but every scholar is

aware that he is warning them against the

Gnostic error which regarded angels as

the creators of the world ; and with equal

reason, the same passage might be alleged

as in condemnation ofhumility. It is true

also that, when St. John in the Apocalypse

bowed down before an angel, the latter

said, " See thou do it not, for I also am

thy fellow-servant. . . .Adore God."4 But

if Protestants think the veneration of

angels idolatrous, or at least unlawful,

they ought not to suppose the holy

Apostle so ignorant as to offer it—not to

speak of his shortly after repeating the

crime. Rather, surely, the angel refused

the homage out of respect to the honour

which human nature has received from

the Incarnation and to the apostolic dig

nity ; just as a bishop might out of hu

mility decline the homage of one whom,

although inferior to himself in ecclesiasti

cal rank, he venerated for his great virtue.

1 See Bp. Lightfoot'a note on Coloss. i. 16.

» Gen. xlviii. 16 ; Matt, xviii. 10.
s Luc. xv. 10.

■ * Apoc. xix. 10 ; xxii. 8. Another inter

pretation is also given by Petavius.

The Ctholic may answer those who ac

cuse the Church of idolatry for her cultus

of angels, as St. Augustine and St. Cyril

answered long ago, that we adore God

alone with latria or supreme adoration,

and that to Him alone we offer the

sacrifice of the Mass.

angels, evil. [See Demons.]

ANCEifi. feast or. Since the

fifth century churches were dedicated,

both in the East and West, to the holy

angels. In the West, there was a famous

apparition of St. Michael on Mount Gar-

ganus, an event which Barouius places

in the year 403, and this apparition gave

occasion to the feast of St. Michael which

the Roman Church keeps on September

29, and which is mentioned in the martyr-

ologies of Jerome, Bede, and others, as

the Dedication of St. Michael. There

was another apparition of the same arch

angel in France during 70G. " It is this

apparition," saye Thomassin, " on Mount

Michael, or In Perieulo Marts, which was

once so celebrated in France, and of which

the commemoration is still observed in

some dioceses."

In the East, the constitution of Manual

Commenus mentions a feast of the ap

parition of St. Michael on September 6,

and of the angels in general ou Novem

ber 8.

The feast of Angel Guardians was in

stituted under Paul V., at the request of

Ferdinand of Austria, afterwards emperor.

(Thomassin, " Traits des Festes.")

ANGEL GUARDIANS. [See Atf-

GELS.]

angelicaib. An order of nuns,

following the rule of St. Augustine,

founded by Luigia di Torelli, Countess of

Guastalla, about 1530. She had been

married twice, but being left a second

time a widow when only twenty-five

years of age, she resolved to devote the

rest of her life and her large fortune to

the divine service.

She founded her first convent at Milan.

Her religious took the name of Angelicals

in order to remind themselves whenever

they uttered it of the purity of the an

gels. Every nun adopts the name of

"Angelica," prefixing it to that of a

patron saint and her family name—e.g.

" Angelica Maria Anna di Gonzaga."

Their constitutions were drawn up by St.

Charles Borromeo, Archbishop of Milan, i

akceius. By this name is de

noted the Catholic practice of honouring

God at morning, noon, and evening, by

reciting three Hail Mary's, together with
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sentences ami a collect, to express the

Christian's rejoicing trust in the mystery

of the Incarnation. The first sentence

begins " Angelus Domini nuntiavit

Marise ; " whence the name of the devo

tion. A bell, called the Anjrelus bell,

rings at the several hours. The evening

Angelus was introduced by Pope John

XXII. in the fourteenth century, that

at noon, according to Mabillnn, arose in

France, and received Papal sanction at

the beginning of the sixteenth century.

ANCIICAN CHURCH. The in

troduction of Christianity and Catholi

city into England is treated in the article

Conversion of Nations — Britons —

Anglo-Saxons.

The separation of England from the

communion of the Catholic Church, and

the establishment of a national institu

tion, retaining the old titles of the sees,

the Church !and9_ the tithes, and portions

of the old ecclesiastical discipline, were

transactions not easily or suddenly effec

ted. They may be regarded as spread

over a period of thirtv-two years, from

1531, when Henry Vllt. first claimed the

title of Supreme Flead of the Church, to

1 5f13, when the adoption of the Thirty-nine

Articles of Religion by the Convocation

of the Province of Canterbury, at the

very time when a general council was

sitting at Trent, consummated the schism,

and launched the Anglican Church on an

independent course.

In 1530 the bishops, with Archbishop

Warham at their head, were in full com

munion with Rome ; clergy and laity

alike acknowledged that when a religious

question arose the ultimate appeal lay to

the chair of Peter : and the Christianity

of an Englishman was the same as that

of a Frenchman or a Spaniard. But there

was a body of sectaries scattered through

the country, the Lollards, fanatically at

tached to subversive idea3, assisted by the

numerous abuses which great wealth had

brought into the Church, and promising a

"pure Gospel" to their followers, like the

Cathari of the middle ages. As theVan

dals found allies in the Donatists, so any

enemy who might attack Catholicism

in England was sure of the enthusiastic

support of the Lollards. VVolsey died

in 1 530 ; and Thomas Cromwell then

gave the king the famous advice to fol

low the example of Gustavns Vasa—who

had carried through a religious revolution

in Sweden—and by a breach with Rome

bring the clergy into a condition of uncon

ditional submission to himself. Two ob

jects which he ardently desired might

thus, Henry saw, be compassed—one, a

divorce from his wife ; the other, the re

plenishment of his treasury from the

wealth of the Church.

The first step was taken in 1531, when

the Attorney-General filed a bill against

the whole body of the clergy as having

been the " fautors and abettors " of Wol-

sey in breaking the Act of Premunire.

[See Preitunire, Act of.] The Convo

cation voted a large grant of money to

the king, imagining that nothing more

was required of them ; but Henry re

fused to receive it unless words were in

serted in the preamble to the grant,

importing that he was the " protec

tor and only supreme head of the

Church and clergy of Englnnd." The

consternation of the clergy was great;

they debated the matter, arid finally con

sented to go to the utmost verge of law

ful compromise. They recognised the

king as the "chief protector, the only

and supreme lord, and, as far as the

laic of Chriit. mil allow, the supreme

head, 'of the English Church and clergy.

The saving clause preserved the conces

sion from being heretical, but it was evi

dently perilous; for the king might, and

in fact did, employ the remaining words

for his own purposes, and omit the saving

clause.

Archbishop Warham died in 1532,

and by the appointment of Cranmer as

his successor, Henry secured a pliant in

strument in the prosecution of his designs

against the Church. The Pope consented

to the appointment and expedited the

usual bulls ; under the authority of these

Cranmer was consecrated, and took in

public the oath of canonical obedience to

the Pope, having previously made a

private protest before witnesses that his

oath should not prejudice the " rights of

the king," nor his own co-operation with

him in " reforming" the Church ofEngland.

Events now moved rapidly. Cranmer de

clared the king divorced from Catherine

(1533), and Acts of Parliament were

passed (1534) abolishing all appeals to

Rome, making the "King in Chan

cery " the final court of appeal in ecclesi

astical causes, and recognising him as the

supreme head of the English Church. By

a clause in the Act of Supremacy a new

oath was imposed on the bishops, by

which they were required to recognise,

without any saving clause, the supremacy

of the king, and to abjure that of the

Pope. All the influence of the new
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primate was employed in getting the

bishops to take this oath ; still it remains

matter for amazement that they were

found so pliable as all, with one excep

tion, to do so. That exception was Fisher,

Bishop of Rochester, who for the crime

of refusing to the king his title of supreme

head of the Church, was thrown into

prison and after a time beheaded (1635).

A few days afterwards Sir Thomas More

suffered death for the same offence.

The English Church was now in a

state of schism, being separated from the

see of Peter, through union with which

it had been for nine hundred years in

communion with the Church universal.

But no other change was made, and by

the statute of the Six Articles (1530)

Henry strove to repress the rising tide of

heterodox innovation. In the next reign,

that of Edward VI., the Protestant party

obtained the reins of power. First one

Prayer Book (1549), and then another

(1552)—the second diverging consider

ably more from Catholic doctrine than the

first—were substituted for the missal and

breviary. In these changes, Cranmer and

his associates, several of whom were

foreigners, were unceasingly active. The

bishops generally—such is usually the lot

of time-servers—found that if they were

expected to give up Rome in the last

reign, they had to give up a great deal

more in this, even fundamental doctrines

of the Catholic faith. Several, as Gardi

ner, Tonstall, Day, Heath, and Veysey,

resisted, with more or less of consistency,

the novelties which the primate and

council were continually foisting upon

them, and were deprived of their sees.

The majority, it is to be feared, acquiesced

in all the iniquities and follies of the

reign, even in that monstrous injunction

of the council (1552) requiring them to

remove the altars from all parish churches

in their dioceses. A formulary of faitb,

in forty-two articles, was drawn up by

Cranmer and Ridley, but too short a time

before the death of Edward to allow of

its being either embodied in a statute or

assented to by Convocation.

In the reign of Mary, all the religious

changes that had beenmade under Edward

VI. were, so far as possible, undone, and

the old state of things restored. Cardinal

Pole was made archbishop of Canter

bury, the authority of Rome was recog

nised, and the nation reconciled to the

Holy See. Everyone knows with how

great severity Mary's government pro

ceeded against the Protestants, Cranmer,

Ridley, Latimer and many others being

burnt, and hundreds forced to flee for

their lives into foreign countries.

At the accession of Elizabeth the

bishops, and the higher clergy generally,

were staunch Catholics. But it was

Elizabeth's evident interest as the daugh

ter of Ann Bolevn—whose marriage with

her father two Popes had declared to be

null and void—to renounce the authority

of Rome and throw herself into the arms

of the Protestant party. Counselors and

ministers of great ability and determina

tion were soon by her side, ready to con

firm her in this course, and to point out

the best means for effecting it. Pole was

dead ; Heath, archbishop of York, held

the seals as chancellor ; they were imme

diately taken from him, and given to

Nicholas Bacon, a Protestant. Elizabeth

made it known at once that she did not

believein transubstantiation,by forbidding

the Bishop of Carlisle to elevate the host

when saying Mass before her in her private

chapel. Seeing this, Archbishop Heath,

upon whom the office fell, as Canterbury

was vacant, refused to take a part in her

coronation ; Oglethorp, of Carlisle, alone

among the bishops, was found sufficiently

complying. Parliament met early in

1569, and in the course of the session

two important Acts, those of Supremacy

and Uniformity, were passed. In the first

the queen was styled, not " supreme

head of the Church, but "supreme gover

nor, as well in all spiritual or ecclesiastical

tilings or causes as temporal." Practi

cally, these words had the effect of sever

ing England from the Holy See, and

throwing her into schism, just as effectu

ally as the earlier form. By the Act of

Uniformity, the second Prayer Book of

Edward VI. was restored, and its use

made compulsory, some slight alterations

being introduced, the object of which

was to make acquiescence less difficult

for those who leaned to the Catholic doc

trine.1

The English laity, as represented by

Parliament, had now adopted the Pro

testant religion ; it remained to see what

the bishops and clergy would do. The

bishops, all but one, stood firm. Only

Kitchen, of Llandaff, could be induced

1 The words of administration in tho book

of U)49 ("The body of Jesus Christ," &c),

which have a Catholic sound, were now pre

fixed to the Zwinglisn form of administration

(*' Take and eat this in remembrance," &c),

employed in the bonk of 1 552 ; and so the

words have remained ever since.
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to take the oath imposed by the new Act

of Supremacy. Had the inferior clergy

shown a similar spirit, it is possible that

the plans of the Court would have failed;

for it was notorious that the elections

had been grossly tampered with by

the agents of the Government, and that

the general feeling in the country was

far less favourable to Protestantism

than the easy passing of the Act of

Uniformity appeared to indicate. Rut

although a large number, perhaps about

half, of the cathedral clergy, archdeacons,

and heads of colleges at the universities,

followed the leid of the bishops, and re

fused the oath, yet the other half, driven

on by interest, fear, or conviction, to un

say those pledges of fidelity to Rome

which they had solemnly given, with

the mouth if not with the heart, in the

reign of Mary, consented to abjure the

Pope, and adopt the Erastian principle

that the sovereign of a country should

have the supreme control of its religion.

This being so, the Government feared

not to eject the recusants at once, for

they knew that among the men of uni

versity training whose Protestant senti

ments had made them exiles under Mary,

they would find numbers more or less

qualified in point of character and learn

ing to take the vacant posts, and eager to

obey the Government in all things.

But it was necessary to find a work

ing head for the new Church, and after

some time Matthew Parker was pitched

upon, and consecrated archbishop of

Canterbury, at Lambeth, according to

the ordinal of Edward VI., in December

1550. [AxaLiCAN Orders.] Parker had

been a Catholic priest, and the head of a

college at Cambridge ; nevertheless, in

violation of his canonical obligations, he

had married a wi f'e ; and the irregularity

thus incurred obliged him to remain in

hiding during the reign of Mary. A 11 the

bishops who refused the oath were de

posed. Three of their number (the bishops

of St. Asaph, Chester, and Worces

ter) escaped to the ( Vmtiiient ; the first-

named, Thomas Goldwell, took part in

the later sittings of the Council of Trent.

Men were soon found to accept the tem

poralities of the vacant sees, with all the

conditions attached to them by the State.

Thus Grindal was made Bis'.iop of Lon

don ; Cox, of Ely ; Cheney (who, Cam

den tells us, had been a warm friend and

admirer of Luther), of Gloucester; and

Jewell, of Salisbury. With eqi«al ease

the vacancies in the ranks of the higher

cleTgy and the authorities at the univer

sities were filled up.

To consummate the severance of the

new Church from Catholic Christendom,

it was still necessarv to provide it with a

distinct symbol. This was done in the

Convocation of 1562, which unanimously

adopted, on Parker's suggestion, the re

vised Articles of Edward VI. From

forty-two they were reduced to thirty-

nine, but the omitted articles referred to

points of minor importance. Substanti

ally the Creed then adopted, and ever

since adhered to by the Anglican Church,

represents the opinions of Cranmer and

Peter Martyr. A useful note in Lingard's

History of England (vol. vi., note go)

analyses the divergences of the religious

system put forth in the Thirty-nine

Articles from Catholic belief. In few

words it may be stated that, while the

Articles adhere to the ancient doctrine

on the Trinity, the Incarnation, and the

Redemption of man, they broach novel

views on justification (the Lutheran tenet

of justification "by faith only" b^ing

distinctly adopted), on Purgatory (which

they deny), and on the Sacraments (which

they reduce from seven to two). They

also declare that general councils may not

be summoned except by the command

ment and will of princes (Article '21) ;

that they may err even on matters of

faith (ibid.) ; that all the patriarchates,

both East and AVest, have erred in mat-

tersof faith (Article 19); that the English

sovereign (though he or she must not

meddle with "the ministering of Cod's

word or of the sacraments") has supreme

authority over all ecclesiastical persons

and in all Church causes within his or

her dominions (Article 37) ; and that

the Pope has no jurisdiction in England

(ibid.)

The necessity of finding a firm sup

port in the government against the Catho

lic party, which wns still strong down to

the accession of James I., seems to have

driven the Anglican leaders into the

excessive Erastianism exhibited by the

Thirty-nine Articles. This, while it gave

them strength on the side of the govern

ment, alienated from them large numbers

of the more conscientious and consistent

Protestants ; and more than any other

single cause has contributed to that

progressive attenuation of the national

Church by secessions, which at the pre-

l sent day has left her with little more

I than half the English people within her

I pale. For an account of the procedure of
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the Holy See with reference to Elizabeth,

see Deposition, Bull of.

A1T6UCAN ORDERS. The valid

ity of Anglican orders is a subject of

controversy or not, according to the view

taken of the nature and effects of ordina

tion. The late Archbishop Whately (see

his treatise on the " Kingdom of Christ,"

patsim) held (1) that the Church of

Christ consisted of many separate com

munions having nothing necessarily in

common but the profession of belief in

Jesus Christ as the Redeemer of mankind ;

(2) that Christ's kingdom was "not of

this world," i.e. not intended to be sus

tained by temporal coercion, as earthly

kingdoms are ; (3) that every Christian

Church or sect, while repudiating all

coercive means either for or against itself,

had the right to organise itself and

manage its internal affairs ; (4) that a

necessary part of such organisation was

the appointment of office-bearers and

ministers. Considered thus, Anglican

orders are undoubtedly "valid;" for no

one doubts that the Anglican Church has

a separate corporate existence, and laws

and a government of its own, nor that its

clergy are regularly appointed in con

formity to those laws. Nor would any

one holding this view justly object to the

ordination of Anglican clergymen, who

have submitted to the Roman Church

and desire to become priests ; for he

would admit that his view of ordination

and that held in the Catholic Church

were totally distinct things, so that to

treat an Anglican cleryman as if he had

not been previously ordained would

merely imply a radical difference of con

ception as to the nature of ordination,

and convey no slur on the rites or

formalities by which his admission as an

office-bearer in the Anglican Church had

been prefaced.

But it is well known that there is a

large and increasing section of Anglicans,

who hold much the same theory as to the

nature and effects of ordination that

Catholics do—viz. that in virtue of

authority derived in an unbroken chain

from the Apostles [Apostolical Suc

cession] the bishop who ordains a priest

confers on him the right and the duty of

ottering the sacrifice of the New Law by

celebrating the Eucharist, and of absolv

ing penitents from their sins. If Anglican

ordination really conferred these powers,

the consideration of the manner in which

they have been used for the last three

hundred years, and of the manner in

which they are used now, would be one

of the most painful and perplexing sub

jects of thought on which a Catholic

could enter. At the same time, the

Anglican party referred to have no choice

but to claim for their ordinations nothing

less than the potency above described,

for they hold, as we do, that a priest in

the Catholic Church is either all this, or

he is—nothing. Hence an earnest and

searching controversy has arisen of late

years, with the view of sifting and testing

the validity of those orders of which the

consecration of Parker by Barlow in 1559

was the fountain head.

The subject is encumbered with in

numerable details, and we have only space

for a few important propositions in con

nection with it.

1. The Roman Church, though it has

never pronounced a formal decision on

the validity of Anglican orders, has in

practice treated them as invalid, since

Anglican clergymen have to go through

all the usual stages before being admitted

to the priesthood, as though they weie

simple laymen.

2. No record of the consecration of

Barlow (who consecrated Parker) is in

existence, and it is doubtful whether he

was ever consecrated at all.

3. The ordinal used at Parker's con

secration—that of Edward VI.—shows a

manifest intention of not making a Catholic

bishop, as then and now understood, but

of appointing a sort of overseer, who,

deriving his power from the sovereign,

should administer discipline, teach, and

preach.

4. Similarly, the Anglican ordinal for

making priests, at any rate down to the

time of Charles II., bore on its face the

intention, not to make sacrificing priests,

but " a Gospel ministry."

5. Even if their orders were valid,

Anglicans would not any the more belong

to the true Church. " Catholics believe

their orders are valid, because they are

members of the true Church, and Angli

cans believe they belong to the true

Church, because their orders are va

lid.' 1 (Canon Estcourt's "Question of

Anglican Ordinations discussed," 1873;

F. Hutton's "The Anglican Minis

try," 1879, a luminous and able trea

tise.)

aotmaxs, LOWES. The doctrine

of St. Thomas on the nature of the brutes,

stands midway between the extreme doc-

1 Cardinal Newman's Emaft Crit.md Hut.

(1877), vol. ii. p. 87.
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trine, held in ancient and revived in modern

times, that the brutes have rational souls,

and the equally extreme doctrine of

Descartes, that they are mere machines.

St. Thomas admits that the brutes have

souls, by which they live and feel, aud

know and desire the particular objects

which are presented to them. They can

store up past impressions in their memory ;

they can recall absent images by imagina

tion. Further they cannot go. They

are incapable of forming abstract ideas,

and they have no free wilL " In the

works of brutes," St. Thomas says, " we

see certain instances of sagacity, inasmuch

as the brutes have a natural inclination

to proceed with the most perfect order,

and, indeed, their actions are ordered with

supreme skill." He explains that this

skill comes from God, the supreme arti

ficer, and he continues, " On this account

certain animals are called prudent and

sagacious, although they themselves have

no reason or free will, as is clear from the

feet, that all animals of one species go to

work in the same way." 1

From this it follows, as will be plain

to anyone who has learned the elements

of the Thomist philosophy, that all the

operations of the brute soul are performed

through the bodily organs. The imagina

tion and the memory are sensitive powers,

no less than sight and hearing: it is only

the intellect and the will which deal with

immaterial ideas, and which act without

material organs ; and intellect and will

are wanting in brutes. From the opera

tions of the soul in brutes St. Thomas

infers its nature, in accordance with the

philosophic maxim "essence and operation

correspond to each other.'' 2 As their

souls operate through matter, so they

spring from matter and perish with it.

They are not created by God, but are

derived with their bodies from their

parents by natural generation.' With

out matter, they are utterly incapable of

operation, and therefore of existence, for

nothing can exist unless it acts in some

wsy or other. Hence, their soul is ex

tinguished with the dissolution of the

body.4

These philosophical principles deter

mine the morality which regulates the

conduct of man to the brutes. As the

lower animals have no duties, since they

are destitute of free will, without which

1 Sum. i. 2, 13, 2.
• Ibid. i. 75, 8.

8 Ibid. i. 1 18, L
♦ Ibid. I 75, 8.

the performance of duty is impossible, so

they have no rights, for right and duty

are correlative terms. The brutes are

made for man, who has the same right

over them which he has over plants or

stones. He may, according to the express

permission of God, given to Noe, kill

them for his food, and if it is lawful to

destroy them for food, and this without

strict necessity, it must also be lawful to

put them to death, or to inflict pain on

them, for any good or reasonable end,

such as the promotion of man's know

ledge, health, &c, or even for the pur

poses of recreation. But a limitation

must be introduced here. It is never

lawlul for a man to take pleasure directly

in the pain piven to brutes, because, in

doing so, man degrades and brutalises

his own nature. Hence the touching

rules in the Old Testament which pre

scribe mercy on man's part to the beasts.

Moreover, we are bound for our own

sakes not to inflict long and keen suffering

on the brutes, except some considerable

good results. If we accustom ourselves

to see animals tortured, we are apt to

become callous even to human sufferings,

and we do wrong in exposing ourselves to

such a danger, unless on the weighty

grounds of a higher benevolence. " A

man," say 9 Billuart, " who puts brutes to

death in a cruel manner, and delights in

their torments, sins venially, by abusing

his power as master and lord. For by

such cruelty a man accustoms himself to

be cruel to his fellow-men ; whence we

read in Prov. xii. ' the just man knoweth

[i.e. considers and regards] the souls of

his beasts, but the heart of the wicked is

cruel."*1

AVSAIEB (Annates) or rXKST

FRUITS. According to the definition

of Ferraris, "Annates are a certain por

tion of the revenues of vacant benefices

which ought, according to the canons and

special agreements, to be paid to the

Roman Pontiff and the Curia." The por

tion due in the case of inferior benefices

seems to have been, before the Council of

Constance, one half of the gross revenues of

the first year, and in the case of bishoprics

and abbeys, a sum regulated according to

1 Billuart, J)e Juttit. Dins. x. a. 1. For the

spirit of the O. T. on this mutter, pee Exod. xx.

10, xxiii. 12, where the beasts, like men, have a

dav of rest provided for them ; Deut. xxv. 4,

"thou shalt not muzzle the ox that treadeth

out thy corn ; " xxii. (>, where the Jews are for

bidden to take the bird with the brood on

which she is .sitting.
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" the Ancient taxation." At that council

a decree was passed after much discussion,

of which the general effect was to allow

to the Roman Pontiff the first year's in

come of all dignities and benefices in his

gift. The Council of Basle complained of

the burden of the " annates,'' yet when it

was a question of maintaining the anti-

pope Felix, whom they had set up, they

imposed a still heavier burden, in the

shape of " first fruits," on the nations

adhering to them.

The annates were finally transferred

from the Pope to the King by a statute

passed in 1534. They are still payable to

the sovereign in the case of Anglican

bishoprics and Crown livings.

Owing to the revolutions which within

the last ninety years have so completely

altered the face of Europe, annates form,

at the present day, a scarcely appreciable

portion of the revenues of the Holy See.

Their place is supplied more or less im

perfectly by the voluntary contributions

usually called " Peter's Pence " [see that

article].

Zahlwein remarks:—" Annates (1) are

paid for the support of the Pope, the Car

dinals, and other officials. (2) Thev are

applied to defray the expenses of the

legates and apostolic nuncios, whom the

Popes find it necessary to send to various

nations and the Courts of princes. (3) By

means of these annates, aid is extended to

bishops who have been expelled from their

sees, and to princes unjustly dislodged

from their thrones." It was probably by

means of ibis fund that the Popes were

enabled to extend a generous hospitality

for many years to the son and grandson

of our James II.

anniversary. An " anniver

sary '' is defined as " that which is done

for a deceased person on the expiration of

a year from the day of death," and is

especially understood of the celebration

of Mass lor the benefit of his soul. When

a testator directs that such an anniver

sary shall be celebrated, without specify

ing whether once or oftener, the canon

law interprets his •intention as being that

the foundation shall be in perpetuum. If

the anniversary falls on a greater double,

the Mass of Requiem may be said ; if on

a double of the second class, it must

be anticipated or postponed. (Ferraris,

Annivergarium.)

ANNUNCIATION OF THE

blessed virgin {Annuntiatio,

f i\tyytXurpos, xapiT((r/ids). The word

signifies " declaration," or " announce

ment "—i.e.. of the fact that God the Son

was to be born of Mary—but at the very-

moment in which the fact was announced,

it actually took place ; so that, in comme

morating the " Annunciation," we really

commemorate the Incarnation of God the

Word.

St. Luke tells us, that the Angel

Gabriel was sent by God to Nazareth,

where he saluted Mary with the words,

"Hail, full of grace." The Evangelist

speaks of Mary as " espoused * to Joseph,

and Calniet, on this ground, thinks that

she was still unmarried. But the great

majority of Catholic writers believe that

the word " espoused " must not be pressed;

that Mary, when the angel came, was

already St. Joseph's wife, and was living

in his house. St. Ambrose, in his com

mentary on Luke, lib. ii., remarks that

the salutation, " Hail, full of grace," whs

unknown before. "It was reserved for

Mary alone. For rightly is she called

full of grace, who alone obtained a grace

merited by none, save only her, that she

Bhould be filled with the Author of Grace."

At first, Mary was disturbed by the salu

tation, and even when told that she was

to be the Mother of our Lord, she replied,

" How shall this be, since I know not

man ? " Catholic divines point out that

she did not, like Zacharias, show want of ,

faith. She accepted the fact, and only

inquired about the manner of its accom

plishment. According to the common

explanation, she had made a vow of vir

ginity, which she was anxious to keep,

though, as St. Bernard says, she was

willing to surrender it at God's bidding.

The angel told her the child was to be

conceived by the operation of the Holy

Ghost. Mary herself was to Bupply all

which an ordinary mother supplies for

the formation of her child's body, so that

Mary is truly the Mother of God. The

rest was done by the operation of the

Trinity, though it is attributed specially

to the Holy Ghost, because it was a work

of grace and love—grace and love being

particularly appropriated to the Holy

Ghost. This mystery was accomplished

when the Blessed Virgin said, " Behold

the handmaid of the Lord, be it done unto

me according to thy word." Then God

the Son was hypostatically united to

human nature.

The Annunciation, as a feast, belongs

both to Christ and to his Blessed Mother ;

but Suarez says, that, as the gift of Christ

to man was not perfectly accomplished

till the moment of his birth, therefore
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the feast of the Annunciation is to he

regarded chiefly as a feast of Mary, that

of Christmas as a feast of Christ. The

feast of the Annunciation is celebrated on

March 25. Some authors—e.g. Thomassin

and Tillemont—think that this data was

chosen simply because it is nine months

hefore Christmas ; nine months being the

usual period which elapses between con

ception and birth. Benedict XIV., on the

other hand, contends that the 25th of

March was known by ancient tradition to

have been the actual day. Certainly,

St. Augustine, in the fourth hook of his

work on the Trinity, cap. v., speaks of an

ancient tradition to that effect, while the

same day is marked for the Annunciation

in the Greek Menologies and Mena:a, in

the Calendars and Marty rologies of the

Copts, Syrians, Chaldeans, as well as in

the Sacramentary of St. Gregory, and

generally in the Missals, &c, of the West.

It is true that a Council of Toledo, in the

seventh century, ordered the feast to be

kept on January 18, but the object of the

council was, not to fix the true date, hut

to provide against the inconvenience of

celebrating the Annunciation in Lent.

We do not find any certain and express

mention of the feast in early writers,

though Martene rightly infers from St.

Augustine's words, already alluded to,

that the custom of celebrating it is very

ancient. We find it mentioned by the

Council in Trullo (092), in an ancient

Martyrology falsely attributed to St.

Jerome, and in homilies which pass under

the name of Gregory Thaumaturgus, and

which may belong to the beginning of the

fifth century. The Bollandists even argue

from the general diffusion of the feast,

that it may have been of Apostolic insti

tution.

anomeaw. [See Arias.]

anthem. [See Antiphon.]

anthony, ST., order of. Pro

perly speaking, there is no such Order.

For although, as we have seen [Abbot],

Anthony was the patriarch of the mon

astic family, still he composed no rule ;

aud if certain schismatic convents of

Armenians and Copts boast that they

p-issess such a rule, it is always found on

examination that it is the rule of St.

Basil, or some modification of it.

The Antonines, an order of monks to

serve the sick, was founded by Gas-

tin, a gentleman of Daaphine, in 1095,

just at the time when the terrible

and mysterious disease called St. An

thony's tire was causing great mor

tality in the valley of the Rhone. In 1040

Jocelyn, a pilgrim, had brought relics

of St. Anthony to the church of St.

Didier la Mothe, near Vienne. Praying

before these relics in 1095, Gastin, his

son being then dangerously ill, vowed to

give his goods to found a hospital if his

son got well. The son recovered, and

eagerly joined his father in the fulfilment

of his vow. They took the monastic

habit, and established a hospital for the

reception of persons ill of St. Anthony's

fire. The order flourished greatly. Bene

dict VIII. in 12(17 ordained that the

Antonines should live as canons-regular

under the rule of St. Austin. From lack

of recruits the order was in 1777 fused

with the Order of Malta, though at the

Revolution there still survived Anto

nines, but three of whom took the oath

of the Civil Constitution of the clergy.

ANTEROFOMOKPHITEB. An in

significant sect of the fourth century,

called also Audians, after their founder

Audius, a native of Mesopotamia. Ground

ing their heresy on many passages in Scrip

ture, especially in the Old Testament, they

maintained that God had a human shape.

They died out before the end of the fifth

century. When Cassian, towards the year

400, travelled among the monks of Egypt,

he found that anthropomorphism, though

with a complete absence of heretical in

tention or perversity, was rile among

them ; but whether they inherited the

tenet from the Audians, or derived it from

some other source, is uncertain.

antichrist. A word which, so

far as the Kew Testament is concerned,

only occurs in St. John's Epistles. In

itself it might mean—" like Christ," or

"instead of Christ,'' as oWoVor signifies

Godlike, or avBliraros pro-consul, but the

Antichrist of St. John isChrist's adversary.

" Ye have heard,'' he says, " that Antichrist 1

is coming, and now there have been many

Antichrists. . . . This is the Antichrist

who denies the Father and the Son." In

the fourth chapter he makes the charac

teristic of Antichrist (to toC avri^pitrrav)
consist in not confessing Jesus; s and more

fully in the seventh verse of the Second

Epistle, he places the guilt of Antichrist

1 1 Ep. il. 18. The reading i ir. "that the

Antichrist comes," is that of the received text,

but Luchmann, Tischcndorf, and Tregellea omit

the article.

9 " Ever}' spirit which docs not confess

Jesus." So the Greek, according to the editions

just quoted. The Vulgate has "every spirit

which dissolves Jesus."

D
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in his denial that Christ has " come in the 1

flesh." Thus St. John identifies the Anti- 1

christian spirit with the Docetic heresy,

though he seems also to allude to a single

person who is to come in the last days.

St. Paul, in the Second Epistle to the

Thessalonians is more explicit. He does

not, indeed, use the word " Antichrist,"

hut he speaks of a person whom he de

scribes as the " man of sin," " the son of

perdition who opposeth aud raiseth him

self over all that is called God, or is an

object of awe, so as to sit in the temple of

God, exhibiting himself as God." A t pre

sent, there is a power which hinders his

manifestation. The Thessalonians looked

on the " day of the Lord " as already

imminent. Not so, St. Paul replies ; three

things must happen first—an apostasy or

defection must occur; the hindrance to

the manifestation of Antichrist must be

removed, and then Antichrist himself re

vealed. This " man of sin " is usually

called " Antichrist," and to this termino

logy we shall conform during the rest of

the article.

As to this Antichrist, we must d:s-

tinguish between what is certain and what

is doubtful.

It is the constant belief of the whole

Church, witnessed by Father after Father

from Irenreus downwards, that before our

Lord comes again, a great power will

arise which will persecute the Church,

and lead many into apostacy. All that

is " lawless," all that oppose " lawful au

thority " in Church or State, partake so

far of his spirit, who is called, in the

words of the Apostle, the " lawless one "

by pre-eminence. But this must not lead

us to treat Antichrist as a mere personifi

cation of evil, or to forget the universal

belief of Fathers and theologians that he

is a real and individual being who is to

appear before the end of the world.

So much for what is certain. When

i we come to details, the Fathers, Bossuet

says, "do but yrope in the dark, a sure

mark that tradition had left nothing d< -

cisive on the subject." All, or nearly all,

are agreed in considering that the " mys

tery of iniquity already worked " in Nero,

that the power which hindered the ap

pearance of Antichrist was the Roman

Empire, and that he was to appear as the

Messias of the Jews, and to possess himself

of their temple. Further, from very early

times, St. Paul's " man of sin " was iden

tified with one of the two Apocalyptic

beasts, in Apoc. xiii., and with the

little horn, in Daniel vii., which roots out

the other ten horns, or kings, speaks

1 blasphemies and destroys the saints. A

time was expected when the Roman power

would be divided into ten kingdoms. Anti

christ was to destroy three of these, to

subdue the rest, till, after a reign of three

and a half years, he, in turn, was de

stroyed by Christ. It was also commonly

held that Antichrist was to be a Jew, of

the tribe of Dan, because that tribe is

described as a serpent by the dying Jacob,1

and is omitted from the list of tribes in

the Apocalypse.3 Many other features in

the picture might be given. Some re

garded Antichrist as generated by Satan ;

others, as actually Satan incarnate. The

Ariun persecution in Africa, the domina

tion of Islam, were looked upon as likely

to usher in the reign of Antichrist. Among

other curious belief's we may mention that

of some anions the Beguines, who sup

posed that as Lucifer had come from the

highest order of angels, so Antichrist

would spring from the most perfect Order,

viz. the Franciscan. In contrast with

these alien at inns of fancy, St. Augustine

in the West, and St. John Damascene in

the Fast, preserve a marked moderation

of tone in discussing this subject.

At the Protestant Reformation, an en

tirely new view appeared on the field.

Even heretics had not ventured to assert

that St. Paul, in the " man of sin," meant

to describe the Pope. Wiclitle, indeed,

had called the Pope " Antichrist," while

the name was applied to Pope Silvester

by the Waldensians, to John XXII. by

the Beguines ; but the word was used in

that vague sense in which everyone who

does or teaches evil is an Antichrist.

Indeed, till Luther's time it was generally

agreed that Antichrist was to be an indi

vidual, and this fact, which the plain sense

of St. Paul's word* implies, is enough of

itself to refute the absurd opinion that

Antichrist means the line of Popes. All

Protestant writers of respectable attain

ments have now rejected this monstrous

interpretation. Yet it is well not to for

get that it was once almost an article of

Protestant faith, aud it was actually made

a charge against Archbishop Laud on his

trial that he refused to recognise Anti

christ in the Bishop of Rome.

(Chiefly taken from Bollinger's " First

Age of the Church," Appendix I.)

ANTIDICOMARIANITES (lit

erally " opponents of Mary "). A sect of

heretics in Arabia, to whom St. Epipha-

1 Gen. xlix. 17. » Apoc. vii. a.
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nius directed an epistle and of whom he

(fives an account in his work on heresies.

They held, that, after Christ's birth, Mary

bad other children by St. Josopb. They

are said to have derived this error from

disciples of Apollinaris. The Collyridians,

a sect of the same time and country, also

mentioned by Epiphanius, went to the

opposite extreme. Women of this sect

offered cakes or rolls (xoXXiyi'fo r) in Mary's

honour and afterwards partook of them.

This superstition first arose in Thrace

and Scytuia. Against these heresies St.

Epiphanius lays down the Catholic prin

ciple, that Mary is to be honoured, but

God only to be adored. (See Fleury,

xvii., 26. Hefele in Wetzer and

Welte.)

ANTIOCH. The city in which the

disciples of our Lord were first called

Christians. It was the chief centre of the

QentileC'hurch, and here the chiefapostles,

St. Peter and St. Paul, and other apostolic

men, such as St. Barnabas, laboured.

Besides this, Antioch had a title to

special pre-eminence in the fact that it

was for a time the actual see of St. Peter,

who founded the Church and held it, ac

cording to St. Jerome, for seven years.

He was succeeded by St. Evodius and St.

Ignatius. Moreover, the civil greatness

of the city combined with its traditional

glory, as St. Peter's see, to give it a high

rank among the Churches of the world.

It is no wonder, then, that Antioch should

have been regarded in early times as the

third among the episcopal cities of the

Catholic world. The difficulty rather lies

in the fact that the third, instead of the

second, place was assigned to it, and that

it r.inked after Alexandria, the see of St.

Mark. This apparent anomaly may be

explained by the civil superiority of Alex

andria, and this is tne solution actually

given by Baronius; or, again, it may be

said that St. Peter only fixed his see at

Antioch for a time, whereas he placed

his representative St. Mark as the per

manent bishop of Alexandria.

However, the bishops of Antioch did

not even maintain their rank as third

among Christian bishops, though it was

theirs by ancient privilege. At the

Second and Fourth Councils, they per

mitted the bishop of Constantinople to

assume the next place after the Roman

bishop, so that Antioch became the fourth

among the patriarchates. Shortly after

the Fourth General Council, Antioch fell

lower still. Anatolius, bishop of Con

stantinople in St. Leo's time, ordained a

patriarch of Antioch,and this infringement

of the independence which belonged to

Antioch as a patriarchate came to be re

garded as a settled custom.

The patriarchate of Antioch em

braced the following provinces: Phce-

nicia prima et secunda, Cilioia, Arabia,

Mesopotamia, Osroene, Euphratesia, Syria

secunda, Isauria and Palestine. It is

doubtful whether Persia was subject to

it. Antioch claimed jurisdiction over

Cyprus, but the latter asserted its inde

pendence at the Council of Ephesus, and

at a later date Anthimus, metropolitan of

Cyprus, resisted Peter the Fuller, who

claimed authority as patriarch of Antioch.

Anthimus professed to have found the

body of St. Barnabas in the island and so

to have proved the apostolic foundation

of his Church. The territory of Antioch

was abridged further by the rise of the

patriarchate of Jerusalem. At Chalcedon,

Juvenal of Jerusalem secured the three

Palestines as his own patriarchate. Tim

he did by an agreement with Maximus of

Antioch, which was ratifind by the coun

cil and the Papal legates.

The bishop of Tyre held the first

place among the metropolitans subject to

Antioch ; he was called nparddpovos, and

he had the right of consecrating the new

patriarch, though in the middle of the

fifth century, as we have seen, this privi

lege was usurped by Constantinople. The

patriarch consecrated the metropolitans ;

they consecrated the bishops, though

Pope Leo wished, that even bishops should

not be consecrated without the patriarch's

approval.

Under the Emperors Zeno and Anas-

tasius at the end of the fifth century,

Monophysite patriarchs were placed at An

tioch, and this Monophysite patriarchate

lasts to the present day, though the patri

arch's residence was removed to lagrit

and later to Diarbekir. There was a

Greek orthodox patriarch, who generally

resided at Constantinople, but he too fell

away in the general defection of the

Greeks from Catholic unity- This schis

matic patriarchate of the orthodox Greeks

still continues. At the end of the

eleventh century, the conquests of the

crusaders led to the establishment of a

Latin patriarchate.

At present, besides the Syro-Monophv-

site or Jacobite, and the Greek schismatic

patriarch, there are—the Latin Catholic

patriarch, who, at present, does not really

govern any Church in the East ; the Greek

Melchite patriarch, for the united Greeks
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the Syrian patriarch, for those of the

Syrian rite who returned in the seven

teenth century from Monophysite error to

the Church ; "the Maronite patriarch, who

has authority over all Maronite settle

ments. (From Le Quien, " Oriens Chris-

tianns," torn. ii. De Patriarchatu Antio-

cheno ; except the last paragraph, which

is from Moroni, " Dizionario," sub voce.)

Among the many councils assembled

at Antioch, special importance belongs (1)

to three councils held between 264 and

260 against Paul of Suniosata. At the

third council, in 269, Paul was deposed

and his formula that the Son was of one

substance (o/inova-iot) with the Father

condemned, probably because Paul meant

by it, that the iSon pre-existed only as an

attribute of the Father, not as a distinct

Person, just as reason in man is a mere

faculty, not a distinct person. The

fathers of the council addressed an en

cyclical letter to Dionysius of Rome,

Maximus of Alexandria, and to the other

bishops. Dionysius died that same year,

but his successor, Felix I., published a

decisive statement of the Catholic faith

against the errors of the heresiarch. Paul,

however, maintained possession of the

episcopal house ; whereupon the orthodox

applied to the emperor Aurelian, who

decreed that the bishop's house was to

belong to him " with whom the Italian

bishops and the Roman see were in com

munion."

(2) To the Synod in encamiu, held in

341. It consisted of 97 bishops, met to

consecrate the "Golden Church" begun

by Constantine the Great, whence the

name iv iyicaiviois. The majority of

the Fathers held the Catholic faith, and

had no thought of betraying it ; and hence

their 25 canons relating to matters of

discipline attained to great authority

throughout the Church. But they were

deceived by the Euscbian party [see

Abiaxs], renewed the sentence of de

position against Athanasius, and put forth

four Creeds, which though they approach

the Nicene confession, still fall short of it

by omitting the decisive word "consub-

stantial."

Apart from its influence as a patri

archate and as the meeting-place of coun

cils, Antioch also wielded great powers

over the Church as a school of theology

and of scriptural ejegesis. This school

already existed in the fourth century,

when Dorotheus and Lucian—who died,

as a martvr, in 311—were its chief orna

ments. The Antiochenes were learned

and logical, the enemies ofallegorical inter

pretation and of mysticism, but their love

of reasoning and their common sense de

generated at times into a rationalistic ten

dency, so much so that Theodore of

Mopsuestia has ever been regarded as

the forerunner of Nestorius. But un

doubtedly, Antioch rendered great ser

vices in the literal interpretation of Scrip

ture. Unlike the Alexandrians, the

great scholars of Antioch turned aside

from allegorical interpretations, and were

distinguished for their critical spirit and

grammatical precision. Among their

foremost commentators were—Diodore,

bishop of Tarsus, (+ about 394), for

merly priest at Antioch, whose writings,

though vehemently denounced for their

Nestorian tendency, and no longer extant,

once enjoyed a vast reputat ion ; John

Chrysostom, the greatest of all literal

expositors ; Theodore of Mopsuestia ( +

429), like Diodorus, inclining to Nes-

torianism, but gifted with talents which

can still be discovered even in the frag

ments and Latin translations of his com

mentaries which survive, and known

among the Nestorians as " the commen

tator par excellence; Theodoret ( +

about 458), whose commentaries on St.

Paul are " perhaps unsurpassed " for

" appreciation, terseness of expression and

good sense." 1

ANTXPHOXT. The word signifies "al

ternate utterance." St. Ignatius, one of

the Apostolic Fathers, is believed to have

first insti'uted the method of alternate

ch.inting by two choirs, at Antioch. In

the time of Constantine, according to

Sozomen, the monks Flavian and Dio

dorus introduced it among the Greeks.

In the Latin Church it was first employed

by St. Ambrose at Milan in the fourth

century, and soon became general. But

in process of time the word came to have

a more restricted sense ; according to

which it signifies a selection of words or

verses prefixed to and following a psalm

or psalms, to express in brief the mystery

which the Church is contemplating in

that part of her office.

In the Mass, the Introit (introduced

by Pope Celestine I. in the fifth century),

the Offertory, and the Communion, are

regarded as Antiphons. But it is in the

canonical hours that the use of the Anti-

phon receives its greatest extension. At

Vespers, Matins, and Lauds, when the

office is a double [Double], the Antiphona

' Lightfoot on Galatians, p. 230.
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are doubled—that is, the whole Antipbon

is said both before and after the psalm or

canticle. On minor feasts, the Antiphons

are not doubled ; then the first words

only are said before the psalm, and the

whole at the end of it. Liturgical writers

say that the Antiphon means charity ;

and that when it is not doubled, the

meaning is that charity, begun in this

life, is perfected in the hfe to come ; when

it is doubled, it is because on the greater

feasts we desire to show a more ardent

charity. Except the Alleluias, few Anti

phons are sung in 'Paschal time, for the

joy of the season inflames of itself, and

without extraneous suggestion, the charity

of the clergy. On most Sundays the An

tiphons at Vespers are taken from both

Testaments, but in Paschal time only

from the New. On the greater Anti

phons, see the article Advent.

The final Antiphons of the B. V. M.

formed no part of the original Church

office; they came into the breviary later.

They are four in number, one for each

season of the year. The first, " Alma

Redemptoris," sung from Advent to

Candlemas, was written by Hermannus

Contractus, who died in 10<>4. Chaucer's

beautiful use of this in the Prioresses Tale

shows how popular a canticle it must

have been with our forefathers. The

second, " Ave Begins," sung from Candle

mas to Maundy Thursday, was written

about the same time, but the author is

unknown. The third, " Regina Coeli,

ltetare,-' is used in Paschal time ; and the

fourth, " Salve Retrina " (to which, as is

well known, St. Bernard added the words

"O clemens," &c), written either by

Pedro of Compostella or Hermannus

Contractus, is sung from Trinity to

Advent.

antiphonART. The book in

which the antiphons of the breviary,

with the musical notes belonging to them,

are contained.

AfOCKIBIAKIUB {amnplrto-Oai,

to answer.) Ecclesiastical, but chiefly

Papal, emissaries to the Court of the

Emperor were designated by this name

from the fourth to the ninth century. So

long as the civil power persecuted the

Church, there was no place for such offi

cials ; but after the conversion of Con-

stantine, the recognition by the Roman

emperors of the divinity of Christianity

and the claims of the hierarchy gave rise

to numberless questions, within the bor

derland of the civil and the ecclesiastical

jurisdiction, which it was important foi

the Popes to press on the notice of the em

perors, and obtain definite answer) upon,

so that a practical adjustment might be

come possible. The Apocrisiarius, there

fore, corresponded to the Nuncio or

Legate a latere of later times, and was

usually a deacon of the Roman Church.

Gregory the Great resided in this charac

ter for three years at ('ons>tantinople in

the reign of the Emperor Mauritius.

After the middle of the eighth century

we hear no more of such an emissary,

because the adoption of the extravagances

of the Iconoclasts by the imperial Court

led to a breach with Rome. But when

Charlemagne revived the Empire of the

West, similar diplomatic relations arose

between him and the Holy See, which

again required the appointment of Apocri-

siarii. It appears that under the fiist

Prankish emperors the imperial arch-

chaplain was at the same time Papal

Apocrisiorius. Subsequently the name was

given to officials of Court nomination,

who held no commission from Rome; and

in this way the title in its old sense came

to be disused, and was replaced by Legatus,

or Nuntius.

APOCRYPHA (from anoKpv<f>ot, hid

den). It corresponds to the Jewish word

T3J, which the Jews applied to books with

drawn from public use in the synagogue,

on account of their unfitness for public

reading.1 But the later Jews had also

the notion that some books should be

withdrawn from general circulation be

cause of the mysterious truths they con

tained.'

The early Fathers used " apocryphal "

to denote the forged books of heretics,

borrowing, perhaps, the name from the

heretics themselves, who vaunted the

" apocryphal " 5 or " hidden " wisdom of

these writings. Later—e.g. in the " Pro-

logus galeatus " of Jerome—apocryphal is

used in a milder eenBe to mark simply

that a book is not in the recognised canon

of Scripture ; and Pope Gelasius,4 in a de

cree of 404, uses the term apocryphal in

a very wide manner, (1) of heretical for

geries ; (2) of books like the " Shepherd

of Hermas," revered by the ancients, but

not a part of Scripture ; (3) of works by

early Christian writers (Arnobius, Cas-

aian, &c.) who had erred on some points

1 Boxtorf. Lex. Chald. et Rabbin, sab voc.

» 4 Esdr. xiv. 46.

» Teriull. De An. 2. Clem. Alex. Strom.

iii. 4, 29 ; Euseb. Hilt, iv. 22.

* FJeury, Hitl. xxx. 35 ; but see also Hefele,

Concitienge$chichte, ii. 618.
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of doctrine. We need scarcely add that

the Protestant custom of calling Wis

dom, Mr-chabees, <Src, " Apocrypha," is

contrary to the faith and tradition of the

Church". [See Deutero-canonicai,.]

The name is now usually reserved by

Catholics for books, laying claim to an

origin which might entitle them to a

place in the canon, or which have been

supposed to be Scripture, but which have

been finally rejected by the Church. In the

Old Testament the most important apo

cryphal books are—3 and 4 Esdras, both

of which are cited by early writers as

Sciipture, the latter being also used in the

Missal and Breviary ; 3 and 4 Machabees;

the prayer of Manasses, which is found in

Greek MSS. of the Old Testament, and is

often printed, in a Latin version, in the ap

pendix to the Vulgate ; the book of Enoch

(rf. Jude 14), which Tertullian regarded

as authentic (it only exists at present in

an Ethiopic version); a 151st Psalm attri

buted to David, which is found in Greek

MSS., and in the Syriac, Ethiopic, and

Arabic versions of the Psalms ; eighteen

p«alms attributed to Solomon, written

originally, according to some scholars, in

Hebrew, according to others, in Greek.1

There is a great mass of New Testa

ment apocryphal literature. Somebooks,

such as the "Epistle of Barnabas," the

two " Epistles of Clement," the " Shep

herd of Hernias," may in a certain sense

be called apocryphal, because, though not

really belonging to Scripture, they were

quoted as such by ancient writers, or were

inserted in MSS. of the New Testament.

Some other books mentioned byEusebius

—viz. the " Acts of Paul," the " Apoca

lypse of Peter," the "Teachings of the

Apostles " (SiSaxai roiv ' AttocttoKuv) , seem

to have belonged to this better class of

apocryphal literature. Besides these,

Euseuius mentions apocryphal books in

circulation among heretics—viz. the

" Gospels " of Peter, Thomas, Matthias ;

the "Acts" of Andrew, John, and the

rest of tin Apostles.2 Fragments remain

of the ancient Gospels " according to the

Hebrews." " of the iNazarenes," "according

to the Egyptians," of the preaching and

Apocalypse of Peter, &c, and have been

repeatedly edited.8

Later" times were no less fruitful in

1 See Eeusch, Einleil. in das A. T. p. 176.

* Kuseb. H. K. iii. 25.

* By Fahricius, Codex Apocryphu* N. T.

1703-19) ; Grabe, Spicilegium Patrum, Oxoniac

1700) ; Hilpenfeld, N. T. extra Canonem re-

ctptum (1866).

apocryphal literature, and we still possess

a great number of these later forgeries,

entire and complete. They have been

edited by Fabricius in the work already

named ; bv Thilo, " Codex Apocrvphus

Novi Testamenti," 1831, of which" work

only the first volume, containing the

apocryphal Gospels, appeared; bv Tis-

chendorf ("Evangelia Apocrypha," 1870,

second edition enlarged ; " Acta Aposto-

lorum Apocrypha," 1851 ; "Apocryphal

Apocalypses," 1 860), and by other scholars.

This is not the place to attempt an enu

meration of these apocryphal books, but

we may mention some which enjoyed a

special popularity in the Church, and ex

ercised a marked influence on Catholic

literature. A number of apocryphal

Gospels treat of the infancy and youth of

our Lord, and of the history of his

blessed Mother and foster-father. Among

these the " Protevangelium of James '

holds the first place. It describes the early

history of Mary, our Lord's birth at

Bethlehem, and the history of the wise

men from the East. This gospel was

much used by the Greek Fathers; portions

of it were read publicly in the Eastern

Church, and it was translated into Arabic

and Coptic. It was prohibited for a

time among the Latins, but even in the

West it was much used during the middle

ages. Other Gospels, such as the Arabic

" Evangelium Infantine Salvatoris," con

tain legendary miracles of our Lord's

infancy. We have a second class of

apocryphal Gospels, which treat of the

Passion and Resurrection of Christ. Of

this class is the " Gospel of Nieodemus."

It is probably of \ery late origin, but it

was a favourite book in the middle ages.

The Greek text still exists, but it was also

circulated, before the invention of print

ing, in Latin, Anglo-Saxon, German, and

French. Closely connected with this

Gospel are a number of documents which

have sprung from very ancient but spuri

ous " Acts of Pilate." These ancient

Acts, which were known to Justin and

Tertullian, have perished, but they called

forth several imitations which still survive.

The one which is best known is a letter

of Lentulus to the Roman senate describ

ing the personal appearance of our Lord.

It is a forgery of the middle ages.

Further, apocryphal literature is rich

in " Acts of the Apostles," and here, as

in the apocryphal Gospels, we find earl"

but spurious Acts, revised and enlarged,

and so originating fresh forgeries. Thus

the " Acts of Paul and Thecla," in their
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existing form, are the recension of a very

early work—forged as early at least as

Tertullian's time. The fullest of all these

"Acts" is the " Historia Oertaminis

Apostolorura." It can scarcely be older

than the ninth century, but it is of con

siderable value, because the author has

made diligent use of earlier Acts, some of

which have perished.

Of apocryphal Epistles we have, among

others, a letter of St. Paul to the Laodi-

cenns (only existing in Latin), which,

though rejected by Jerome, was accepted

as canonical by many great Latin theolo

gians of a later day, won a place in many

copies of the Latin Bible, aud for more

than nine centuries " hovered about the

doors of the sacred canon.'' 1 We may

also mention a letter of St. Paul to the

Corinthians, and another of the Corinthi

ans to St. Paul (both only in Armenian) ;

letters supposed to have passed between

St. Paul and Seneca (known to Jerome

and Augustine) ; spurious letters of the

Blessed Virgiu, to St. Ignatius, to the in

habitants of Messina, &c, &c.

Lastly, we have apocryphal Apoca

lypses of Paul (called also dvaffartKov ;

see 2 Cor. xii. L), Thomas, Stephen—

nay, even of St. John himself.

' APOLLlNAniAWISM. Apollin-

aris was the son of a grammarian, also

called Apollinaris, who migrated from

Alexandria to Laodicea, where the

younger Apollinaris was born, and of

which city he afterwards became bishop.

He was distinguished, not only for his

great literary knowledge and skill, but

also for his austerity of life. He was a

voluminous author. He wrote in defence

of the Christian religion against Porphyry,

and showed like zeal against the Arians,

who in revenge inflicted a cruel wrong

upon him. He was dear in his youth to

St. Athanasius, and he was in friendly

relations with SS. Epiphanius, Basil,

Gregory of Nazianzus. Ilence, for a long

time the Catholics were unwilling to

believe that the errors attributed to him

were really his. Athanasius wrote against

his heresy without mentioning his name,

and at the Alexandrian Council of 362,

the Apollinarians seem either to have

retracted their errors for the moment, or

else to have deceived theCatholic bishops."

But " towards 375 or 370," says Fleury,

" their errors manifested themselves so

plainly as to make further toleration

impossible. The Egyptian bishops exiled

1 Lightfout, Ep. to Colon, p. 365.

' Hefele, Concilicngeschichte, i. 729.

in Palestine for the faith opposed [Apol

linaris] vigorously," 1 and St. Basil wrote

against the heresiarch. Apollinaris was

.condemned in a Roman synod under Pope

Damasus in 374. Two years later, the

same Pope, in another Koman synod

anathematised the heresy and deposed

Apollinaris with his two disciples Timothy

and Vitalis, Apollinarist bishops at Alex

andria and Antioch.2 They were con

demned again in the first canon of the

Second General Couucil, and their assem

blies were forbidden by Theodosius.

Apollinaris was not always consistent

with himself, and it is not easy to dis

tinguish his doctrine from later accretions,

which it may have received through his

followers. A fullaccour.t of his doctrine

so far as it can be ascertained will be

found in Petavius,3 from whom we have

taken the following summary :—

First, Apollinaris, like the Arians,

denied that our Lord had a human intelli

gence. He admitted that Christ had a

soul by which he lived and felt, but ho

said that the place of the intellect and

spirit were supplied by the eternal Word.

A human intelligence, he argued, would

have been useless to our Lord, and incon

sistent with his sinlessness, because a

created intelligence must needs be pecca

ble. Here Apollinaris virtually denied

that Christ is perfect man, and destroyed

all real belief in the Incarnation.

Next, he, or at least his followers, held

that our Lord's flesh was of one substance

with his divinity, so that the divinity

actually suffered and died. They denied

that he took flesh from the Blessed

Virgin, asserting that Christ brought his

body with him from heaven, and that

this body existed " before the ages." On

this point, the Apollinarians repeated an

old Gnostic error, and were the fore

runners of the Monophysites. They ob

jected to the Catholic doctrine, according

to which Christ is true man, because they

thought it introduced a fourth person

over and above the three Persons of the

Trinity. As Apollinaris denied the hu

manity of Christ by depriving him of an

intelligent soul, so he did in reality deny

his divinity, for a Godhead which can die

or suffer is no Godhead at all. (See Petav.

loo. rit. ; Fleury ; Newman, " Tracts The

ological and Ecclesiastical," 257 teq.)

AFOXiOGXST. The word is used

generally to denote writers who defend

1 flirt, xvii. 25.
• Hefele, Conciliengachkhte, I. 740, 742.

1 De Incurnat. i. 6.
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Christianity and the Church from attack.

It is also applied in a special sense to

those Christian writers of the first four

centuries, who vindicated the faith and

discipline of Christ from the torrent of

obloquy to which they were exposed in

Pagan society. Such were Justin Martyr,

Minucius Felix, Tertullian, Theophilus,

Clement of Alexandria, Lactantius, ftc,

besides others, such as Quadratus, Aria-

tides, and Melito, whose works have not

come down to us.

apostacy. It is of three kinds :

that from the Christian faith ; that from

ecclesiastical obedience ; and that from a

religious profession, or from holy orders.

An apostate from the faith is one who

wholly abandons the faith of Christ, and

i'oins himself to some other law, such as

fudaism, Islam, Paganism, &c. It is a

mistake, therefore, to brand as apostacy

any kind of heresy or schism, however

criminal or absurd, which still assumes to

itself the Christian name. While the

Turks were in the heyday of their power,

and had great command over the Medi

terranean, the captivity of Christians

among them, and apostacy resulting from

auch captivity, were matters of everyday

occurrence; hence a great number of

decisions and opinions respecting the

treatment of apostates, on their wishing

to return to Christianity, may be found

in the writings of canonists. The second

kind of apostacy, that from ecclesiastical

obedience, is when a Catholic wilfully

and contumaciously sets at nought the

authority of the Church. Such apostacy,
Jf persisted in, becomes Schism [y. o.].

fhe third kind is that of those who

abandon without permission the religious

order in which they are professed, ns when

Luther abandoned his profession as an

Augustinian, and married Catherine Bora.

He is also an apostate who, after having

received major orders, renounces his cleri

cal profession, and returns to the dress

and customs ot the world, " an act which

entails ecclesiastical infamy, and, if there

is marriage, excommunication." (Ferraris,

Ajwttasia; Mack's article in Wetzer and

Welte.)

APOSTLE (from dn-wrroXnr, one

who is sent). The word is not much used

in classical Greek except to denote " a

naval expedition." In the LXX it occurs

only once, 8 Kings xiv. 6, where Ahias

says to the wife of Jeroboam, " I am a

hard messenger (dn-oo-roXo?) to thee."

It was, however, in common use among

the later Jews, who applied it to the

entiss* tea sent by the rulers of the race

on any foreign mission. These " apostles "

formed a council round the Jewish

patriarch, and executed his orders abroad.

Probably our Lord adopted the word

from the current language of his time.'

The name is given iu the New Testa

ment first of all to the twelve whom our

Lord chose. "The names of the twelve

apostles," St. Matthew says, " are these :

the first, Simon," &c. But it is by no

means restricted to them : Matthias and

Paul were of course apostles, though not

of the twelve ; so was Barnabas.* More

over, St. Paul seems to call the seventy

disciples apostles, and to bestow it also

upon Andronicus and Juntas.' Certainly,

in the writings of the Fathers and in the

office of the Church the word is used of

persons like Silas, Timothy, Luke, and

others who were associated with Paul in

his work.4 Finally, the word Apostle in

the New Testament still retains its wide

and original meaning of messenger.*

It is plain, however, from Scripture

and tradition, and from the very fact that

the Church was an organised body, that

the office of Apostle was something

definite and distinct. It has been argued

that an Apostle, in the strict sense, had to .

be taken from those who had seen our

Lord, and that the office of the Apostolate

was always accompanied with the power

of working miracles. Neither of these

points can be proved. No doubt, it was

providentially arranged that the twelve

should be able to give personal witness to

the resurrection, and St. Paul himself

appeals to his having seen our Lord as

proof of his equality with the older

Apostles. No doubt, God did confirm the

teaching of the Apostles by giving extra

ordinary efficacy to their words, and

setting his seal to it by miracles. But

this is no proof that the essential charac

ter of the Apostolate depended either on

the gift of miracles or on having seen

our Lord. There are, however, three

marks of the Apostolic office which

necessarily belong to it, and which, taken

together, separate it from all other eccle

siastical dignities. First, the Apostles

were bishops, and so had the sacrament

of order in all its fullness; they were

able to consecrate and ordain, to con

firm, &c. Next, either mediately, through

' LiRhtfoot on Galat. 92 teq.

> Acts xiii. 2. 3 : Galat ii. 9 ; 1 Cor. ix. 5.
• 1 Cor. xv. 7 ; Rom. xvi. 7.

• See Lightfoot, loc. tit, and Estiuoa Komi.

• Philipp. ii. 25.
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the ministry of man, or immediately from

God himself, they had received a com

mission to preach the Gospel throughout

the world. They were to be witnesses to

Christ " even to the end of the earth."

Thirdly, they received full and perfect

power of binding and loosing, of founding

Churches', of ordaining bishops and other

ecclesiastics, throughout the world. This

universal jurisdiction, however, they were

obliged to exercise in union with St. Peter,

who was the centre of unity and head of

the Church, and in subordination to him.

Further, tbis universal jurisdiction was

peculiar to themselves ; they could not—

except in a certain modified sense, which

will be explained present! v—transmit it to

their successors. It is Peter only, who

bad any individual successor in his

primacy and his universal jurisdiction.

Accordingly, if we are asked how far the

Apostolic office continues in the Church,

we may answer briefly as follows:—In

episcopal order and in universal jurisdic

tion (i.e. in two out of the three notes of

an Apostle) the bishops of Rome are the

successors of St. Peter. Other bishops

succeed the Apostles in order only, not in

universal jurisdiction. But the episcopate

conjointly have universal jurisdiction, and

so together represent the Apostolic college.

This jurisdiction they exercise in sub

ordination to the Pope, as the Apostles

exercised theirs in subjection to St.

Peter. (See Petav. "De Hierarch." 1, 5

and 6.)

APOSTLES CEEED. [See CREEDS.]

APOSTLES, FEASTS OF. Before

the fifth century the Roman calendar

contained no festivals proper to any of

the Apostles except that of SS. Peter and

Paul, on June 20. Low Sunday—the

Gospel of which recalls the grant of

spiritual powers by the risen Christ to

the assembled Apostles—was often called

in antiquity " the Sunday of the Apos

tles"; it was one of the chief feasts in the

Ethiopian calendar. In the Socramentary

of Pope Leo all the Apostles are com

memorated on June 20 ; for in the Mass

for that day there is a collect which runs,

" Omnipotons sempiterne Dens, qui nos

omnium dpostolorum merita sub una

tribuisti celebritate venerari." Hence

the " Festival of the Twelve Apostles,"

(2ura£tr rmv htobtxa 'Airo<rTo\o>v) Cfttue

to be, and is still, observed in the Greek

Church on June 30. St. Jerome gives as

a reason for having but one festival for

the Apostles, " ut dies varii non videantur

dividere quos una dignitas apostolica in

coelesti gloria fecit esse sublimes." The

feast of the "Division of the Apostles,"

referring to their final dispersion from

Jerusalem thirteen years after the Ascen

sion, occurs in the Roman calendar on

the fifteenth July. The feast of SS.

Philip and James was fixed on the 1st of

May, after the translation of their relics

into the " Basilica omnium Apostolorum "

at Rome in the sixth century ; November

30th was fixed as the feast of St. Andrew

by a bull of Boniface VIII. in 1205.

APOSTOLIC CAZTOXtrs. A tradi

tion (accepted because unexamined) long

prevailed that these Canons were dictated

by the Apostles themselves to St. Cle

ment of Rome, who committed them to

writing. Accurate research has dispelled

this notion. Yet although all are agreed

that they do not come to us with the

weight of Apostolic sanction, their real

value and the antiquity that should be

assigned to them are still much disputed,

and they have been, and still are, appealed

to as an important witness in many

modern controversies. Daill(5 the Cal-

vinist, astounded at the important, or

rather, essential, place which they assign

to bishops in the Christian economy,

strove to prove that they were a work of

no earlier date than the fifth century.

The Anglican divines Beveridge and

Pearson, especially the former, having

as they conceived a deep interest in prov

ing the acceptance by the primitiveChurch

of high views of episcopal power, examined

with great learning and power the ques

tion of the origin of these Canons, and

endeavoured to prove that they must

have been compiled not later than the

end of the second or beginning of the

third century. The latest German re

searches (see Kraus' "Real Encykl."') tend

to the conclusion that, as collections, that

of the first fifty Canons (see below) cannot

be dated earlier than the middle of the

fourth, while the remainder must be

assigned to the sixth century. Bunsen,

in his work on " Hippolytus and his Age,"

printed a translation of the Canons and

also of several versions of the Constitu

tions, with a voluminous commentary,

the intent of which is to show that these

ancient documents " know of no sacrifice

of the Mass, acknowledge no definition of

the Catholic Church," and, generally, are

in " flagrant contradiction " with the later

canon law. That one of the authors of

that strange hybrid the " Evangelical

Church of Prussia" could have persuaded

himself that the spirit which breathes
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from the Canons resembles in any way

that which dictated the ecclesiastical

legislation of the Prussian Government,

is surely a singular instance of self-decep

tion ! The temperate statement of Soglia

seems to come much nearer the truth.

From these Canons, he says, it may be

clearly seen and' proved, " that the ordin

ations of bishops, presbyters, and other

clerics are no growth of a later discipline,

that the dogma of the oblation and sacri

fice of the Mass is not new, nor the dis

tinction between clergy and laity, nor the

power of a bishop over his clergy, nor

excommunication, nor many other similar

institutes, which have been assailed by

heretics on the score of novelty."

After briefly describing what the

Canons are, we shall reproduce the

judgment which competent theologians

have formed of their contents.

The Apostolic Canons are usually found

in MSS. appended to the last or eighth book

of the Apostolical Constitutions. In some

copies they are but fifty in number, in

others eighty-five. The collection of fifty

exists in a Latin form, having been trans

lated by Dionysiua Exiguus from the

original Greek towards the end of the

filth century. These fifty were always

regarded in the West as authoritative in

asense in which the remaining Canons were

not ; in the East no such distinction was

made between them and the other thirty-

five. From the analysis made by Drey

("Neue Untersuchungcn," &c.) it would

appear that twenty-two out of the whole

number substantially embody injunctions

and rules contained in the extant apostolic

epistles; ten are closely connected, both

in time and import, with these ; twenty

date from the age of the great persecu

tions ; and the remainder are assignable

to the Nicene and post-Nicene periods.

"With regard to their contents, "the

greater number, 76 out of 85, relate to

the clergy, their ordination, the conditions

ofconsecration, their official ministrations,

orthodoxy, morality, and subordination,

also to their temporalities, and to the

relation of the diocese to the province ; so

that it is clear that the regulation of the

discipline affecting ecclesiastical persons

was the main object of the collection."

With regard to the authority that

should bo assigned to them, while on the

one hand the Emperors Oonstantine,

Theodorius, and Justinian, the Council

of Ephesus, and especially St. John

Damascene, who ranks them with the

Canon of the New Testament, are all in

their favour, the consensus of opinion

against them, since the sixteenth century,

when they were first critically examined,

is very strong. It is urged that Eusebius

and St. Jerome are silent, though if Buch

a collection of Canons had come down

from the Apostles, thev must have known

of them ; also that in the controversy

(third century) between Pope Victor and

St. Cyprian, neither party appea'ed to

them, though, had they been generally

known, and believed to be genuine, they

would at once have decided the point in

dispute. Again, it is plain that many

things mentioned in them—e.g. metro

politans, division of dioceses, distinction

of Church from episcopal property, &c —

are of post-Apostolic age. Tliirdlv, they

teach in many places a doctrine which it

is impossible to ascribe to the Apostles,

as when (No. 17) they forbid only that a

man who has been t wice married after hit

baptism should be admitted into the ranks

of the clergy, whereas the letter of Inno

cent I. (404) to Victricius, bishop of

Rouen, proves that a second marriage dis

qualified from ordination, even when the

first had been contracted before baptism ;

or (No. 06) when they lay down an un

wise rule on fasting; or (Nos. 46, 47)

enjoin as to the re-bapt ism of heretics the

conlrary of that which Victor, following

the true apostolic tradition, maintained in

the dispute with Cyprian. Either there

fore it must be said that the Church

teaches a doctrine and discipline repug

nant to what the Apostles taught—an

assertion which would be impious—or it

must be allowed that these Canons, in

their entirety at least, cannot be ascribed

to the Apostles.

That Bunsen should have thought

that these Canons breathed a spirit alien

from that of the Roman Church is extra

ordinary. In them we view the Catholic

Church as one body, attaching great

importance to unity, knowing its own

mind, imposing a strict discipline on all

its members lay and clerical, just as we

see the Church in communion with Rome

doing at this day. The thirty-fifth Canon,

enjoining on bishops obedience to their

metropolitans in the interest of that

" unanimity '' by which God is glorified,

foreshadows—one might almost say,

suggests—the language of the Leos

and the Gregories concerning the chair

of Peter, for what could prevent dissen

sion among the metropolitans, unless

they, too, had some one to look up to and

obey ?
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APOSTOLIC FATHERS. A name

given to Christian authors who wrote in

the age succeeding that of the Apostles.

Hefele's edition- of the Apostolic Fathers

(4th ed. Tubingen, 1865) contains:—

(1) An epistle, falsely ascribed to St.

Barnabas. Hefele places it between

107-120. (2) Two letters (so-called) of

Clement, Bishop of Rome. The former

of the two (genuine), is assigned to the

close of the first century. The second

(spurious), is not a letter, but a homily of

uncertain date. (3) The letters of St.

Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch. , Seven

letters in the shofter Greek recension

are genuine ; they belong to the early

part of the second century. (4) A letter

of Polycarp, Bishop of Smyrna, and

disciple of St. John. (5) An anonymous

epistle to Diognetus. Hefele and many

others suppose, that the author lived

thirtly alter the Apostles. (6) The

" Shepherd of Hermas," an apocalyptic

Wilt, dating probably from the middle of

th? second century. (7) An account of

the martyrdom of St. Polycarp, given by

the contemporary Church of Smyrna.

(*) Early Acts of the Martyrdom of St.

Ignatius. The great edition of Cotelerius,

appeared at Paris, 1662. It does not

give the epistle to Uiognetus, and on the

other hand contains the Pseudo-Clemen

tine writings, with the Apostolic Canons

and Constitutions, An elaborate account

of the whole literature of the (subject will

be found in the new edition by Qebhardt,

Harnack and Zahn (Leipsic, 1876, seq).

APOSTOLICAL COVSTXTV-

TION8 (#«ird£fir or oWaym'). Eight

books, devoted to the discussion of eccle

siastical affairs. They profess to contain

the words of the Apostles written down

by St. Clement of Rome. The first Greek

printed text was edited by Turrianus, and

published in 1663.

The spurious character of the book

was soon evident to Catholic scholars,

such asBaronius,Bellarmine,and Petavius,

who were at one, at least on the main

point, with Protestants like Daill6 and

Blonde!. But it is more difficult to say

when the foundation of the book was

laid, and when it took its present form.

Eusebius mentions the " so-called teach

ings of the Apostles" (rtov dirotrrohuv at

\fy6fuvat Ridaxai), and similarly Atha-

nasius speaks of the " teaching of the

Apostles," but it is doubtful whether they

refer to some, work of which the present

Constitutions" are a later recension.

Epiphanius quotes the "Constitution of the

Apostles" (Sirfraftr), but his quotations

never exactly correspond to, while one of

them diners widely from, our present text.

Pearson assigns the work, as it stands,

to the middle of the fifth century.

Lagarde, one of the leading modern

authorities on the subject, says it is now

the general opinion of the learned, that

the book " grew up secretly " in the third

century, and that the two last books,

(7th and 8th) were added afterwards.

There is an excellent edition by I)e

Lagarde, 1862.

AFOSTOZ.ZCZ. A sect of Gnostics

described by St. Epiphanius in his work on

heresies; they called themselves by this

name because they pretended to imitate

the Apostles in absolutely renouncing the

world. They held matter to be altogether

corrupt and impure, and consequently

rejected marriage, though they appear

not to have been averse to irregular

connections. They were at no time

numerous, and were dying out when

Epiphanius wrote. In the twelfth century

a sect appeared in Rhineland, and also in

France, which took the same name, and

held to a great extent the same doctrines ;

but these Apostolics allowed of marriage.

St. Bernard preached two sermons against

them. They were always reviling the

hierarchy, the corruption of which they

declared to be so great as to have vitiated

all the sacraments of the Church except

that of Baptism. A similar sect, calling

themselves " Apostolic Brethren," ap

peared in North Italy towards the end

of the thirteenth century ; their leaders,

Segarelli and Dulcino, both suffered at

the stake. For an account of their wild

fanatical tenets, see Milman's " Latin

Christianity," vii. 360.

APOSTOLICUS. The word was

applied to bishops generally in the ancient

Chu rch, rather, however, as an epithet than

as a title. Then it was restricted to

metropolitans or primates; thus Pope

Siricius writes (about A.D. 300), " ut

extra ccnscientiam sedis apostolicce, id

est, primatis, nemo audeat ordinare."

Even Alcuin, writing at the beginning of

the ninth century, uses the word in this

sense. Yet long before this the use of

the term " sedes apostolica " kot f|ox>j>',

for the see of Rome (comp. Beda's " Hist.

Eccl." passim), had laid a foundation for

the restriction of the term Apostolicus to

the Roman pontiff. From the ninth cen

tury onwards we find it applied only to

the Popes, and in course of time it came to

be used of them as a title and official
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designation. The Council of Rheima

(1049) recognised the right of the Pope

to this title, " quod solus Romance aedis

pontifex universalis ecclesise prima? esset

et Apostolicus," and excommunicated an

archbishop of Compostella for assuming

to himself " culmen Apostolici nominis,"

the eminence of the apostolic name. In

the middle ages, Apostolicus (in Norman

French apostoile) became the current

name for the reigning Pope. (Kraus'

" Real Encykl.;" Smith and Cheetham.)

APFsAx,. He who appeals has re

course to the justice of a superior judge

from what he conceives to be the unjust

sentence of an inferior judge.

Appeals may be either judicial or

extra-judicial. A judicial appeal is from

the sentence of a judge acting as a judge.

An extra-judicial appeal is from the in

jurious action of any superior, whereby

the appellant thinks his rights are in

fringed—e.£. in a case of disputed patron

age, or abusive exercise of power. In

these cases, as the extra-judicial appeal is

not in the cause, but begin* or lays the

foundation for the cause, it is not, pro

perly Bpeaking, an appeal at all. But

there is one kind of extra-judicial appeal

which is really such ; it is when the

appeal is made from a judge who has not

decided judicially—e.g. who has given

sentence without hearing the arguments

of counsel or the evidence of witnesses

when these were required or allowed by

the law. In this case the appeal is extra

judicial (for it is made against an arbi

trary act, rather than a motived judg

ment), yet it is a true appeal, for it is

made from a judge to a judge.

The object of appeals is the redress of

injustice, whether knowingly or ignorantly

committed. An appeal need not imply

that the original sentence was unjust, for

the production of new evidence in the

superior court may change the aspect of

a case, and cause a decision which was

just on the assumption of one pet of facts

to be justly set aside on the discovery of

further facts.

Appeal can be made from any judge

recognising a superior ; thus no appeal is

possible, in secular matters, from the

decision of the sovereign power, or the

highest secular tribunal, in any country,

for these, in such matters, recognise no

superior. Again, there can be no appeal

from the Pope ; " for he, as the vicar of

Christ, recognises no superior on earth,

and it is of the essence of an appeal that

it be made from a lower to a higher

judge, by whom the sentence of the first

may be corrected." 1 Those who appeal

from the judgment of the Pope to a future

general council, of whatever rank or

condition they may be, are formally ex

communicated in the bull " In Coena

Domini." Nor can appeal be made from

a general council legitimately convened

and approved, " because it, being in union

with the Roman Pontiff who approved

it, represents the whole Church, from

the sentence of which there can be no

appeal." *

As, a rule, appeals should proceed

regularly, through all the intermediate

jurisdictions, to the supreme tribunal ;

but canon law admits of many exceptions

to this. " In the first place, all persons are

at liberty to appeal to the Pope imme

diately, passing over all intermediate

judges, in ecclesiastical and spiritual

causes; and those subject to his tem

poral rule can do so in temporal causes

also." 3 The reason is, that the Pope is

" the ordinary judge of all Christians,

having concurrent power with all ordi

naries." Many other cases are specified

in the canon law, in which appellants are

authorised to appeal to a higher court at

once, passing over the intermediate juris

dictions.

At the same time there are numerous

causes in which no appeal is permitted ;

these are summed up in the following

lines, which are a sort of memoria

tcchnica :—

SuMimis judex, scclus, exseuutio, pactum,

Contemptus, et res minimte, dilatio nulla.

Clausula qua; removet, res quo) notoria constat,

Et textuB juris clarus, pos.~essio, fatum.

There can be no appeal from a " sublimis

judex," such as the Pope, or the sovereign

authority in a state. " Scelus : " that is,

those convicted of criminal offences and

who have confessed their guilt have no

appeal. " Exsecutio :" that is, when the

cause has become a "res judicata," the

execution of the sentence cannot be

stayed by appeal ; this seems to be a

particular case of " fatum." " Pactum: "

if the parties have consented to a com

promise during the progress of the suit,

there can be no appeal. Contempt of

court by a contumacious refusal to appear

to the judge's citation is another cause

which deprives a litigant of the right to

appeal ; as is (in civil causes) the utterly

1 Ferraris, Apjxllatio, art. iii.

> Ibid. > Jbid. §10.
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insignificant nature of the point raised,

according' to the maxi;n, de minimis non

carat hx. " Dilatio nulla :" that is, in

things which do not admit of delay, there

can be no appeal—at any rata, no such

appeal as would have the effect of sus

pending the execution of the sentence ;

as in a case about opening a will, or

issuing supplies of food to soldiers, and

the like. " Clausula quae removet :" that

is, when the original suit w.is conducted

by delegation from the supreme tribunal

under the clause " appellatione remota,"

the ordinary right of appeal is annulled.

Tiie next two cases explain themselves ;

by " possessio " is meant that brief enjoy

ment of the subject of litigation which

does not prejudice in an appreciable

degree the right of the other party ; and

by "latum" those prescribed terms and

dates which are otherwise named " fata-

lia,'' and the exact observance of which is

necessary in order that an appeal may

proceed. For instance, unless an appeal

against a sentence be lodged within ten

days from its delivery, it cannot be made

at all.

Finally, no appeal having suspensive

effect lies from a sentence of excommuni

cation, nor from legitimate disciplinary

correction of a superior paternally ad

ministered without legal process. (Fer

raris, Appellatio.)

APPELLANTS. This was the name

given to the party among the French

clergy, headed by the Cardinal de

Noaifles, archbishop of Paris, and four

bishops, who appealed to a future general

council against the constitution Umyenitus

(1713), by which the Holy See had con

demned a hundred and one propositions

of a more or less Jansenistic character,

extracted from the writings of the Pare

Quesnel. [Jansenists.]

APPKOBATIOH. The formal judg

ment ot a prelate, that a priest is tit to

hear confessions. It does not involve

jurisdiction—i.e. a bishop does not neces

sarily give a priest power to bear con

fessions in his diocese, because he pro

nounces him fit to do so, though in fact a

bishop always or almost always gives a

Becular priest jurisdiction, at the lime he

approves him. This approbation by the

bishop, or one who has quasi-episcopal

jurisdiction, is needed for the validity of

absolution given by a secular priest, un

less the said priest has a parochial bene

fice.1 The bishop who approves must be

1 Concil. Trident. xxiii. 15.

the bishop of the place in which the con

fession is heard and this approbation may

be limited as to time, place, and circum

stances.

Regulars, in order to confess members

of their own order, require the approval

of their superiors ; to confess seculars,

that of the bishop of the diocese.

APSE (Greek, n^rt'r, a wheel or

arch). Nothing is known of the shape of

the Christian churches which were built

before the time of Constautine. As

suming, therefore, that ecclesiastical

architecture dates from the fourth century,

the apse may be considered as one of its

primitive featuras, for it already existed

in many of the basilicas or halls of jus

tice or commerce, which, when Christi

anity rose into the ascendant, were freely

placed at the disposal of the bishops by

the civil power. It was the semicircular

termination of the basilica in which sat

the judges; the same construction may

often be seen iu French courts of justice

at this day. When utilised for Christian

worship, its extreme end was occupied by

the bishop's chair ; the seats of the clergy,

following the semicircle, were on his

right ana left; the altar was in the middle

of the apse, or just in front of it ; and

beyond the altar was the choir. In the

Byzantine style, which arose in the East

alter Constautine had transferred the seat

of empire to his new city on the Bos-

phorus, the apse was retained ; a notable

instance of this may be seen in the church

of St. Sophia at Constantinople, built in

the sixth century. It appears also in the

old Byzantine churches at Ravenna, and

also in several churches on the Rhine, of

later date but in the same style. In France

and England the Byzantine architecture

received that splendid development which

is called Norman ; but the apse, in all large

churches at least, still held its ground,

though it occasionally took a triangular

or a polygonal form. Norwich Cathedral

is perhaps the finest example of the

round apse to be found in England.

The cathedral of Durham, of which the

nave and choir were finished, much as

we now see them, about the beginning

of the twelfth century, had originally an

apse, but on account of a failure in the

masonry, this was taken down and the

present magnificent chapel of the Nine

Altars substituted in the thirteenth cen

tury. In the later styles which followed

the Norman, the French builders as a

rule retained the apse, while the English

generally abandoned it for the rectangu
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lar form. (Oudin, "Manuel d'Archeolo-

aqttak.ii. [See Encratites.1

ARCBANOEL. [See AjfGBL.]

ARCHBISHOP (Or. dpxuntarKoiros).

The word first occurs in the fourth cen

tury; St. Athanasius speaks of himself

and* also of Alexander, his predecessor in

the see of Alexandria, under this name.

In earlier times those bishops who had

suffragan bishops depending on them,

and exercised spiritual jurisdiction within

a certain geographical area which was

their protwice, were called metropolitans.

As Christianity extended itself, the

bishops of the more important cities under

the metropolitans came themselves to

have suffragan bishops under them, to

whom they were metropolitans. It be

came necessary, therefore, to find some

new title for the old metropolitans, and

the terms primate, exarch [soe those

articles] and archbishop came into use.

In the West the name " archbishop" was

scarcely heard before the ninth century.

For a time the words patriarch and

archbishop appear to have been used in

terchangeably. At present the terms
■ " archbishop " and " metropolitan " have

1 the same meaning, except that the latter

implies the existence of suffragans, where

as there may be archbishops without suf

fragans, as in the case of Glasgow.

In the middle ages the archbishops

possessed an ample jurisdiction : they had

the right of summoning provincial coun

cils; they could judge their suffragans as

a tribunal of first instance, and hear on

appeal causes referred to them from the

episcopal courts within the province.

The jurisdiction of a metropolitan over

his suffragans in criminal causes was trans

ferred by the Council of Trent (sess. xiii.

De Ref. c. 8) to the Holy See ; in civil

causes it remains intact. Provincial coun

cils, owing to the difficulties of the times,

have been less frequent in recent times

than formerly ; but, by the Council of

Trent (sess. xxiv. 2, De Ref.), metropoli

tans are bound to convene them every

three years. An archbishop can receive

appeals from his suffragans in marriage

cases, and (with the authority of the pro

vincial council) visit any suffragan's

diocese. The right also devolves upon

him of appointing a vicar capitular on

the decease of a suffragan bishop, if the

chapter fail to appoint one within eight

days. Two venerable insignia still mark

his superior dignity—the pallium with

which he is invested by the Holy See, and

the double cross borne on his "stemma"oveT

his arms. An archbishop has the right

of carrying his cross throughout his pro

vince, except in the presence of the Pope

or a Cardinal Legate. Until the arch

bishop has received the pallium he can

only style himself A.dectus; and, although

confirmed and conseorated, he cannot con

voke a council, consecrate chrism, or exer

cise any other acta of higher jurisdiction

and order.

Up to 1789 the Church in that part

of the United States formerly subject

to England continued to be adminis

tered by the Vicar-Apostolic of the Lon

don District, Father Jobn Carroll being

local superior; in 1789 Baltimore was

erected into an episcopal see, Father

Carroll becoming tho bishop. In 1793

Now Orleans, then under Spanish rule,

was erected into a see. In 1808 New

York and Boston were established, and

Baltimore became an. arcbiepiscopal see.

Philadelphia came next, being made

a seo in 1809. Oregon City from tho

first (184G) took metropolitan rank.

The dates of the establishment of the

present metropolitan sees aro as fol

lows, the first date being that of tho

foundation of the see and the second of

its elevation to a metropolis: Balti

more, 1789-1808; New Orleans, 1793-

1850; New York, 1808-1850; Boston,

1808-1875; Philadelphia, 1809-1875;

Cincinnati, 1822-1850; St. Louis, 1826

-1847; Chicago, 1844-1880; Milwau

kee, 1844-1875; Oregon City, 1848-

1846; Santa Fe, 1850-1875; San Fran

cisco, 1853-1853.

ARCHDEACON (Or. i'ipxu'"''":,"'ns)-

At a very early period it was the prac

tice for a bishop to select one of the

deacons of his church to assist him both

in the divine worship and in the ad

ministration of the diocese. As was

natural, his choice fell, not necessarily

upon the senior deacon, but upon him in

whose ability and firmness he could most

confide. Thus we read of Eleutherus as

the deacon of Pope Anicetus,in the second

century ; of St. Lawrence the deacon of

Sextus II. in the third ; and of St. Atha

nasius, who as the deacon of Alexander,

the bishop of Alexandria, attended him at

the Council of Nicsea. The name " Arch

deacon " first occurs in the writings of St.

Optatus of Milevis (about 370). The im

portance of the office continually grew, and

we learn from St. Jerome that in his time it

was considered a degradation for an arch

deacon to be ordained priest. It was the
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duty of the archdeacon, under the Bishop's

direction, to manage the Church property ;

provide for the support of the clergy, the

poor, widows, orphans, pilgrims, and

prisoners ; to keep the list of the clergy,

&c. An able archdeacon, as was to be

expected, often succeeded to the see on

the death of the bishop who had ap

pointed him. At first there was but one

archdeacon, but in the immense dioceses

which the conversion of the Western

nations caused to arise, the episcopal

duties could not be effectually performed—

so far as the temporal side of them was

concerned—without the appointment of

several archdeacons as the bishop's dele

gates. That they should gradually be

invested with the jurisdiction possewed by

the bishop, and ultimately even receive

independent powers, was a natural con

sequence of this state of things. In the

eleventh and twelfth centuries their

power rose to its height. About 1100

RemigiuH, upon transferring his episcopal

throne from Dorchester to Lincoln, di

vided his vast diocese into seven arch

deaconries, in each of which the arch

deacon resided in the chief town of his

province with quasi-episcopal state, and

exercised a jurisdiction which was often

formidable even to laymen. Armed with

such high privileges, the archdeacons be

gan to encroach on the authority of the

bishops, and this led to their downfall.

Long before this the Church had ordered

that archdeacons on their appointment

must recuive priestly consecration ; now a

series of councils in the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries occupied themselves

with limiting their powers and bringing

them back into a due subordination to

the bishops ; finally, the Council of Trent

confirmed and extended these restrictions,

taking from the archdeacons and giving

back to the bishops that jurisdiction in

matrimonial and criminal causes which

had been the chief source of their in

fluence. In the U. 8. the office, of arch

deacon does not exist, and the functions

usually performed by an archdeacon are

attached to the office of the bishop's

vicar-general, an office nearly corre

sponding to that of the archdeacon in the

primitive church. [Vicar-Genebal.]

ARCHES, COtTST or. An ancient

court, in which the jurisdiction of the

Archbishop of Canterbury is still exer

cised by a judge known as the Dean of

Arches. It received its name from Row

Church in Cheapside (S. Maria de Arcu-

bus), in which its sittings were wont to

be held. (See Hook's "Church Diction

ary.") By a clause in the Public Wor

ship Act (1877) the office of Dean of

Arche3 is merged in that of the judge

appointed under, that Act. There is au

appeal from the sentence of this court to

the Judicial Committee of the Privy

Council, which now represents the old

Court of Delegates, and practically, as

representing the Crown, upholds the doc

trine of the royal supremacy by deciding

without appeal all spiritual causes that

may be brought before it.

ARCHIMANDRITE. [See ABBOT.]

ARCHIVES, archivist (Greek

dpxtia). The utility of the preservation

of public records was fully understood by

the ancients ; the record office at Rome,

which Virgil alludes to (" popu'.i tabu-

laria vidit "), was an enormous building.

Episcopal archives have probably been kept

from the very beginning of the Church.

The archivist or Proto-scriniarius of Rome

was an important personage ; besides

having charge of a large portion of the

records, he was the head of all the secre

taries and notaries of the Roman Court.

A decree of the Congregation of the Coun

cil of Trent (1026) specifies what ought

to be preserved in an episcopal archive—

namely, the processes and proceedings in

all causes tried in the bisl op's court ;

episcopal sentences, precepts, decrees,

mandates, &c. ; reports and registers of

all kinds relating to ecclesiastical affairs

within the diocese ; and complete inven

tories of Church property, movable and

immovable. (Ferraris, Archieium.)

ARCH-PRIEST (Gr. ap^mpta^int-

pos). The chief of the presbyters, as

the archdeacon was the chief of the dea

cons. The name dates from the fourth

century. The arch-priest was usually the

oldest of the priests attached to the cathe

dral ; vet instances are not wanting of

their being chosen by the bishops for

special qualifications, without regard to

seniority. The principal lunction of the

areh-pnest was, during the illness or

absence of the bishop, to replace him in

the Church offices. He occupied the

place of the l.isbop in the ceremonies of

public worship, as the archdeacon did in

the administration of the diocese. As

population increased, a rural arch-priest

was placed in each of the larger towns,

who was to the local clergy what the

arch-priest of the cathedral was to the

cathedral clergy. In course of time the

latter came to be called the dean, the

former rural demit. The privileges of
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arch-priests, like those of archdeacons,
•were often usurped by laymen in the ages

after Charlemagne. Great divergences

grew up in different countries, with regard

to the duties, rank, and privileges assigned

to them. In later times they appear to

have been superseded to a great extent

by victu t furan (}.».).

Towards the end of the reign of

Elizabeth, the Holy See, finding that the

Catholic clergy in England were much in

need of a recognised head, yet unwilling

to send a bishop, lest the government

should take it as an excuse for fresh

cruelties against the Catholics generally,

appointed George Blnckwell superior

of the English mission, with the title

and authority of " Arch-priest." A con

sultative bod"y of twelve assistant priests

was nominated at the same time. This

was in 1G93. After some years Blackwell

took a course about the new oath of alle

giance which displeased the Holy See,

and he was superseded (1008) by Birk-

head. Towards the end of the reign of

James, and after Birkhead had been suc

ceeded by a third arch-priest, Harrison,

the violence of the persecution being now

much abated, Gregory XV. decided that

the time was come to send a bishop to

England. The first vicar-apostolic was

accordingly appointed, in 1023.

aristotle. [See Philosophy.]

ABUTS AND AXIANISM. The

heresy of Arius consisted in the denial

of the Son's consubstantiality with the

Father, and so virtually of Christ's true

and eternal Godhead. In opposition to

this error, the first Nicene Council de

fined that the Son is " onlv-begotteu,

born of the Father, i.e. of the Father's

substance;" that he is "not made," as

creatures are, but that he is " consub-

stantial " with the First Person of the

Blessed Trinity. The council added a

condemnation under anathema of certain

Arian propositions, in which this heresy

was summed up. To understand them,

we must know something of the way

in which Arianism arose and spread ;

and this, again, we cannot do, till we

have acquainted ourselves with the teach

ing on the mystery of the Trinity which

prevailed in the early Church. We shall

take the points in order, reserving for

the close of the article an account of

Arianism in its later developments.

1. It might seem as if there could be

little need of dwelling on the doctrine of

the Trinity, as held by the Aute-Nieene

Fathers. Every Christian is bound to

know and believe the doctrine of the

Trinity, and it cannot be supposed, that

the early Fathers and Martyrs of tha

Church were ignorant of a fundamental

doctrine of the faith. Scripture, too,

sets the matter at rest. Our Lord pro

claims the unity of his nature with that

of the Father. "I and the Father are

one." "The Father is in me and I in

the Father." " The Word was with God,*

St. John says, " and the Word was God."

Now, in one sense it is true, that Arius

could find no support for his heresy

in the Aute-Nicene age. Scripture de

clared and the Church taught from the be

ginning three propositions from which the

whole of the Nicene definition follows by

logical consequence: viz. first, that the

Sou is distinct from the Father ; next, that

! the Son is God ; and, thirdly, that there is

[ but one God. All this is certain, but it is

I also true that the Ante-Nicene Fathers

often used inaccurate language on this

subject; that we do not find in them the

full and developed doctriue of the Trinity,

as the Nicene Council deliued it ; and that

this explains to a certain extent the suc

cess of Arianism and the calamities it

brought upon the Church. Nor need we

wonder at these defects in the teaching of

the early Fathers. They were not and

could not be content with th simple

enunciations of the propositions enume

rated above : they endeavoured (and how

could they do otherwise ?) to reconcile the

apparent contradictions which they in

volve, and to recommend them as reason

able to those outside the Church. And

in this part of their work, they were not

secure from error. One or two leading

instances will be given of the errors into

which many of them fell when, instead

of merely delivering the tradition which

they had received, they began to specu

late and reason about it. A difficulty

met them, the moment they began to con

sider the eternity of the Son. A son is

generated, and (feneration postulates a be

ginning : how, then, could the Son be eter

nal ? They did not cut the knot, as

Arius did, by denying the eternity of the

Son, because the Catliolic faith saved

them from such an error ; but st ill many

of them did introduce a theory incon

sistent with the unchangeable simpli

city of God. The Word, they admitted,

was eternal, but many of them—all, in

deed, except St. Irenaeus and the Fathers

of the Alexandrian school—denied that

he had always been Son. With us, the

word is conceived first of all in the mind
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and then comes forth as articulate sound.

So, they maintained, the Word had al

ways been in the bosom of the Father

(Xoyot tvbtadiToi) ; afterwards he issued

forth as the first-begotten of all crea

tion (Xdyor npo<f>opiK6s), and by this pro

cession or generation became the Son.

They were led into similar error in con

sidering the relation of the Word to

creatures. Down to St. Augustine's time,

the Fathers generally attributed the divine

apparitions in the Old Testament to God

the Son, and this interpretation led some

into erroneous ideas on the subordination

of the Son to the Father. Thus Justin

speaks of a " God under the maker of the

the universe," and argues that the " maker

and Father of all " could not " have left

the region above the sky and appeared in

a little corner of the earth."1 Tertullian

speaks of a " son visible according to the

measure of his derivation,"2 while lan

guage of the same import was used by

Origen and Novatian.3 Another source

of erroneous language arose in the third

century. The Sabellians denied a real

distinction between Father and Son, and

in his anxiety to establish the distinction

between these divine Persons, Dionysius

of Alexandria, in the year 200, compared

the relation of the Father and the Son to

that between a vine-dresser and the vine,

asserted that the Son was " made by God "

(noinua roii 6tov) that he was "foreign

to the essence of the Father (£ivo»

nor' oio-iav), and "did not exist till he

was made." In the same year, another

Dionysius, bishop of Rome, on account of

charges brought by certain orthodox pre

lates against his namesake of Alexandria,

summoned a synod at Rome, and issued a

memorable document to the bishops of

Egypt and Libya. " Had the Son, the

Pope argues, " been created, there would

have been a time when he was not ; but

the Son always was." Thereupon, the

Alexandrian bishop, in two letters which

he sent to Rome, explained away his for

mer inaccurate language, showed that

his adversaries had taken a one-sided view

of his teaching, and distinctly confessed

the Son's eternity. This case is instruc

tive in several ways. It shows that early

Fathers, who used words which sound like

Arianism, were very far from the Arian

belief ; and it is evidence of the vigilance

with which the successor of St. Peter

1 Justin. Dial. 60.

« Adv. Prax. 14.

» Petav. De Trinit. viii. 2, 4 seq.

watched, as his supreme office required

him to watch, over the deposit of the

faith.1

2. The orthodox doctrine had been

maintained in Alexandria by subsequent

bishops, when, about the year 318 or

320, Alius began to put forward a heresy

which engaged all the energies of the

Church for more than half a century.

He is said to have been a Libyan by birth ;

he had twice joined the Meletian schism,

but had been reconciled to the Church,

and was exercising the office of a priest

in Alexandria. The bishop Alexander,

Socrates tells us, was discoursing to his

clergy on the Trinity in Unity. Arius,

who was distinguished for his learning

and logical skill, contradicted the bishop,

urged that the Son, because begotten,

must havehad "a beginning of existence ; "

that there was a time when he did not

exist (qv ore ovk %v) ; and that he was

made, like other creatures, out of nothing

(f'£ OVK OVTbiV €^€L Tr]V V7r6o~Tao~lv). If

we add to this that, according to Arius,

the Son was liable to sin in his own

nature, and that his intelligence was

limited, we havo a complete statement of

the Arian doctrine, lie not only held

that the Father was separated from the

Sun by a priority of time—or rather like

time, since time in the proper sense began

with the Son—but he denied that the Son

was from the Father's substance. He

did not merely reject tho word opoovtrios

or consubstantial, as an orthodox synod

at Antioch had done in 200,2 but also the

other language in which early Fathers

had expressed the same idea.

Anus won many to his side : in par

ticular he was supported by the famous

Eusebius of Nicomedia, who had great

influence on Constantino. He had friends

among the other bishops of Asia, and

even among the bishops, priests, and nuns

of the Alexandrian province. Meanwhile,

he was condemned in two Alexandrian

synods and obliged to leave the city. He

took refuge first in Palestine, afterwards

in Nicomedia; he gained the favour of

Constant ia, the emveror's sister, and he

disseminated his doctrine among the pop

ulace by means of the notorious book

1 Hefele. Concilicntjeschichte, i. 255 seq. See

on the wholesubjecl, l'etavius, l)e Trin.; New

man, History of Arianism, and Causes of the

Succss of Arianism.

1 Hefele, Concilieuoeschichte, i. 140. We are

of course awnre tliat the fact of this rejection

has been doubted, but we cannot believe there

is any serious ground for questioning it.
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which he called 6d\na, or "entertain

ment," and by songs adapted for sailors,

millers, and travellers. At first Constan

tino looked on the whole affair as a strife

of words, and sent Hosius of Cordova

to Alexandria, that he might restore

peace between Arius and his bishop.

This attempt failed, and the First General

Council met at Nicasa. It anathematised

Arius, with all who affirmed " t hat there

was a time when the Son of God was not;

that he was made out of nothing ; that he

was of another substance or essence [than

the Father] ; th.it he was created, or alter

able or changeable." This symbol was

adopted after many disputes, in which

the deacon Athanasius, then only twenty-

five years old, was the great champion of

the faith. Arius and those who refused

to anathematise him were banished.

However, when the cause of Arianism

seemed desperate, it suddenly revived.

Constantia pleaded this cause with her

brother on her death-bed. Constantine

asked Athanasius (bishop of Alexandria

since 328) to restore Arius to Church

communion. This great confessor firmly

refused, and, though the Emperor did not

insist, Athanasius was grievously calum

niated and exiled to Treves. Other

opponents of the heresy met with like

treatment. Eustathius of Antioch and

Marcellus of Ancyra were deposed. The

Emperor called Arius to Constantinople,

with the view of restoring him to the

communion of the Church. It is right to

add, that Arius had assured the Emperor

on oath, that the doctrine for which he had

been excommunicated was not really his.

Before, however, he had attained his end,

a sudden death struck him down as he

walked through Constantinople escorted

by his followers. He died in the year

330, the eightieth of his age.

Arius was dead, but his heresy still

prospered. Constantius, who came to the

throne in 337, recalled Athanasius next

year to Alexandria. Soon, however, a

charge of Sabellianism wasbrought against

the saint ; he fled for his life from his

episcopal city, and took refuge in Rome,

when Pope Julius in a synod solemnly

acquitted him. But a council at Antioch

confirmed his deposition, and drew up

four confessions of faith, in which the word

" consubstantial " was studiously omitted.

Through favour of Constans, who ruled

the West , a council met at Sardica in 343

or 344, declared their adherence to the

Nicene Creed, and restored Athanasius,

with Marcellus and others, to their sees.

In spite of the fact that the Arian or

Eusebian bishops held a counter-council at

Philippopolis, the Sardican decrees en

joyed an almost oecumenical authority,

and Constantius permitted the return of

Athanasius to Alexandria. However,

after the death of his brother Constans,

Constantius renewed his persecution of

the Catholics. At Aries and Milan synods

condemned Athanasius, while Pope Libe-

rius and other bishops who would not sub

scribe the condemnation were exiled.

Again an intruder seized the episcopal

throne of Alexandria, and Athanasius, in

350, sought an asylum with the Egyptian

monks.

This temporary triumph of Arianism

proved its ruin. The heretics presented

an appearance of unity so long as they

were engaged in a struggle for life or

death with the orthodox. No sooner did

they feel themselves secure than they

began an internecine conflict with each

other. The strict Arians, led by Aetius,

a deacon, and a bishop Eunomius, taught

that the Father and Son were unlike, and

that the latter was made out of nothing.

They were also known as Eunomians,

Anomceans (from dv6/j.ows, unlike), or

Exucontians, because they said the Son

sprang from nothing («'£ ovk ovrav).

Another party, known as Semiarians, a

name they received about 358, when

they held a famous synod at Ancyra,

confessed that the Son was " like in sub

stance to the Father (o;iotor tear' ovtrlav).

Basil of Ancyra, Eustathius of Sebaste,

Macedonius, and Auxentius of Milan,

were the most noted among them. A

third party, led by Ursacius, Valens and

Acacius (from whom they are sometimes

called Acacians), rejected the phrase " like

in substance or essence," and contented

themselves with the vague statement that

the Son was "like'' the Father. Tin

Council of Ancyra, as we have seen, was

Semiarian. The second Sirmian synod, in

357, condemned the Semiarian as well as

the orthodox formula, while Semiarianisiu

secured a fresh victory in the third council

held at the same place. Pope Liberius,

under fear of death, is believed by many

to have subscribed this third Sirmian

formula, while at the same time he anathe

matised those who denied that " the Son

is in essence and in all things like to the

Father." In 359 the Emperor did his

utmost to establish Semiarianism, but his

efforts were in vain. The Eastern bishops,

100 in number, met at Seleucia ; 400

Western bishops at Rimini. The latter
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stood firm at first to the faith defined

at Nicsea, but they were overcome by

threats and by bodily suffering. At last

buth the Eastern and Western council

subscribed a formula, in which the word

" essence " was rejected altogether as un-

scriptural, and the Son was defined to be

" like the Father in all things.*"

This defeat of the Semiarians by

Ariaus inclined the former to accept the

Nicene faith, and at a council held at

Alexandria in 362 Athanasius, who had

returned to his see on the accession of

Julian the Apostate, received many of

them into communion. The Acacians, on

the other hand, allied themselves with the

strict Arians. Arianism found a power

ful supporter in the Emperor Valens (304-

378), who expelled Athanasius from his

see. This was his fifth exile. But the

palmy days of the heresy were over. His

people insisted on the recall of Athanasius

to his see, in which he remained till his

death, in 373. Ambrose in the West, and

in the East the three Cappadocian

Fathers, Basil the Great, Gregory of

Nazianzus, and Gregory of Xyssa, fought

the battle of the faith. The orthodox

Emperor Theodosius secured the peace of

the Church, and the Nicene decrees were

enforced ngain by the General Council of

Constantinople (381).

So much for the history of Arianism

among the subjects of the Roman Empire.

It had still a great part to play among

the Barbarians. The West Goths received

Christianity in the Arian form through

their great missionary Ulfila (consecrated

bishop by Eusebius of Xicomedia in 341),

and Valens allowed a part of their nation

to settle in Thrace on the condition that

they became Arians. Soon after, the

East Goths in Itilv, the Vandals in

Africa, the Suevi in Spain, the Burgun-

dians in Gaul, the Lombardians who emi

grated to upper Italy, became Arians. The

Vandal persecution of the Catholics,

which rivalled that of Diocletian in

severity, began under Genseric in 427 and

lasted till 533, when the Byzantine

general Belisarius conquered Africa. In

Spain, which had fallen under the power

of the West Goths, Hermenegild, son of

the king, fell a sacrifice to the Arian

fanaticism of his father, in 584. Her-

menegild's brother Reccared, who began

to reign in 586, became a Catholic and

established the faith in Spain, with the

help of a great council which met at

Toledo in 589. About a century earlier,

Clovis, with 3000 of his Franks, had

received Catholic baptism, and the

triumph of the Franki.-h arms sealed

the fate of Arianism.

ARLES, COUNCILS or. (I) In

314, assembled chiefly to settle the Dona-

tist disputes. This council represented the

entire Western Church. The number of

the bishops who met is uncrt lin, and the

acts have perished. But we know that the

Holy See was represented there by two

priests and two deacons, and Constantino

himself says he assembled " very many

bishops from diverse and almost innumer

able districts." It appears from the

letter of the council to l'ope Silvester,

that the Donatists were condemned, and

Cajcilian.the orthodox bishop of Carthage,

acquitted. A synod nt Uome in the pre

vious year h id jiiven the same decision.

The council also decreed that Easter

should be observed on the same day

throughout the world, the day to be

notified by the Pope (Can. 1) ; that

baptism conferred with the proper form

was valid even if given bv heretics

(Can. 8) ; that a bishop should be con

secrated by three others (Can. 20) ; that

a married priest or deacon who lived with

his wife should be deposed (Can. 29)

(see Hefele, " Concil." p. 201 seq.). In

353 a council at Aries was terrified by

the Emperor Constantius into a con

demnation of St. Athanasius (Hefele, ib.

p. 652.) Various other synods which

met in the same place are mentioned by

Hefele.

ARTICLE Or FAITH. [See

Dogma.]

ascension, feast or. This

feast had been kept from time immemorial

in St. Augustine's day, and he attributes

its institution to the Apostles. We have

a sermon among the works of St. Chryso-

stom preached on Ascension Day. St.

Augustine calls it Quadragesima, because

kept forty days after Easter ; the Greek

name Tessarocostes or Tetracostes was

given for the same reason. Gregory of

Tours mentions a procession which used

to be held on this day, in memory of that

which the Apostles made from Jerusalem

to Bethany and the Mount of Olives. It

was also the custom in ancient times to

bless the bread and new fruits in the Mass

of this day.

The practice of lighting? the paschal

candle in solemn Mass till the feast of

the Ascension was established throughout

the Franciscan Order by a decree dated

1263. In 1607 the Congregation of Kites

ordered that the paschal candle should be
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lighted -when Mass is sung and in Vespers,

on Easter Sunday, Easter Monday, Easter

Tuesday, on Saturday in Low Week, and

on Sundays till Ascension Day, when it is

extinguished after the Gospel. The rite

symbolises Christ's departure from the

Apostles. (Benedict XIV. " De Festis.")

ASCENSION OF CHRIST. Our

I<ord ascended into heaven forty days

after his resurrection, and therefore,

according to the common reckoning, on

a Thursday. The opinion of Chrysostom

that the Ascension took place on a Satur

day, is quite singular. lie ascended by

his own power—not, indeed, St. Thomas

remarks, by the power proper to a natural

body, but by the virtue proper to him as

God and by that which belongs to a

blessed spirit. Such an ascension, St.

Thomas continues, "is not against the

nature of a glorified body, the nature of

which is entirely subject to the spirit."

Christ ascended from Mount Olivet in the

presence of his disciples, whom he

blessed as he parted from them. He took

his seat at the right hand of God, the

sitting posture symbolising his rest from

toil and his judicial power; the "right

hand " of God denoting, according to many

of the Fathers, the equality of Jesus Christ

God and man with God the Father :

according to some other writers, signifying

that as man he holds the next place to

God in heaven. Angels, as has been

generally inferred from the sacred narra

tive, attended him in his ascent, and the

souls of the just, who had been detained

in Limbo, entered heaven with him. Thus

" ascending on high, he led captivity

captive."

Theologians give many reasons for

our Lord's ascension. The glory which

he receives in heaven is due to

the merits of his sacred humanity.

For Christians, too, it was "expedient that

he should go.'' Faith is exercised by the

fact that we can no longer see our Lord :

His ascent into heaven is the pledge that

we shall follow him if we are worthy.

Above all, according to the constant

teaching of the Fathers, Christ exercises

his priestly office in heaven. Just as the

hijjh-priest on the day of Atonement

ottered sacrifice without on the brazen

altar, and then with the blood of the

sacrifice and with burning incense, entered

the holy of holies, so the high-priest of

the new law, having offered himself as a

sacrifice on Mount Calvary, continually

presents his merits and exhibits his

sacred wounds before the Eternal Father.

Whether he as man actually prays for us,

is uncertain. Of course be does not pray

as the saints do, for they are creatures,

and ask of God what they cannot give by

their own power. And the words '' Christ,

pray for us," could not be lawfully used,

on account of the scandal and confusion

they would create. But it is quite

possible that Christ, as Pet*vius1 expresses

it, by " a voluntary condescension " still

prays for us, as he did while on earth.

(Benedict XIV. " De> Festis.")

ASCETJE (Gr. d<r«M, atrKTjTTjt). The

belief that through bodily " exercise, '

and a strict discipline imposed on the

senses, it was in the power of man to per

fect his moral nature and rise to spiritual

heights not otherwise attainable, had

been common both among Jews and

Pagans for some time before the coming

of Christ. Philo's account of the Essencs

is well-known—a Jewish sect of mystical

and ascetic tenets, much diffused in

Palestine in the first century before

Christ, with its initiations, grades, and

secrets, living in villages because of the

luxury and immorality of the towns,

renouncing marriage, and following rules

of strict temperance in regard to food,

sleep, and whatever else nature craves.

The Therapeutse in Egypt were a similar

sect. Their name—and that of the

Essenes is said to have the same mean

ing—signifies healing, for they believed

that their discipline healed the concretam

labem of the soul's impurity.

In the Pagan world similar doctrines

were widely held by the Stoics. Both

among them and the Essenes the doc

trine of the two principles, the persuasion

that matter was essential!' evil, and

that he was most perfect who was

freest from the blasting touch of animal

existence, coloured largely both their

theories and their practice. The Christian

Ascetes could not so deem of that fleshly

nature of which Christ their divine Lord

had deigned to be a partaker : to master

the lower nature was their aim, not to

eradicate it; desire and fear, joy and

grief, they did not regard as in themselves

evil, but as to be brought by discipline

iiito a strict subordination to the true end

of man, which is to know and love God,

and do his will. The means which they

employed were voluntary chastity, fast

ing, perseverance in prayer, voluntary

poverty, and maceration ot the flesh. In

the Apostolical Constitutions (Kraus,

p. 96) the Ascetae are mentioned as an

1 De lacurnal. xii. 8.
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intermediate order of Christians between

the clergy and the laity. As a general

rule, they did not go out of the world,

like anchorites and monks, but strove to

live a perfect life in the world. Abuses

after a time appeared, particularly in

regard to the yvvaiKts <rvi*<t(ra*rroi, wo

men who lived under the same roof

with Ascetes for the benefit of their

instruction and example.

Modern life, especially when permeated

with Baconian ideas respecting the true

task of man in the world, is pointedly

unascetic. If we turn over a series of

pictures of eminent modern men, there is

one common feature which we cannot fail

to notice, whether the subject of the pic- |

ture be artist, or literary man, or man of

action, and whatever intelligence, power,

or benevolence may breathe from the face

—namely, the absence of an expression of

self-mastery. A similar series of por

traits of men who lived in the middle

ages, when law was weaker than at

present, but the sense of the necessity of

self-control stronger, reveals a type of

countenance in which the calmness of

self-conquest, gained by the Christian

iaKq<ris, is far more frequently visible

than in later ages.

ASCETICAL THEOLOGY. A

name given to the science which treats of

virtue and perfection and the means by

which they are to be attained. Whereas

mystical theology deals with extraordinary

states of prayer and union with God.,

ascetical writers treat of the ordinary

Christian life. The number of ascetical

writers has at all times been great in the

Church, but during the last three centuries

special attention has been given to the

life of secular, as distinct from religious,

persons. St. Francis of Sales and St.

Alphonsus Liguori may be mentioned as

modern saints whose ascetical works are

most esteemed.

ASH WEX>jrESI>.&Y. The first

day, according to our present observance,

of the forty days' fast of Lent. But that

it did not come within the quadragesimal

period in primitive times we know from

the testimony of Gregory the Great, who,

in speaking of the fast, describes it as of

thirty-six days' duration—that is, as ex

tending over six weeks, from the first

Sunday in Lent to Easter Day, omitting

Sundays. Thirty-six days are nearly a

tenth part of the year, and thus, by ob

serving the fast, Christians were thought

to render a penitential tithe of their lives

to God. Lent, therefore, at the end of

the sixth century, began on the first

Sunday, and we know from the Sacra-

mentary of Gelasius that the practice was

the same at the end of the fifth century*

At what time Ash Wednesday and the

three following days were added to the

fast has not been precisely ascertained.

It is true that in the Sacramentary of

Pope Gregory there is a Mass for Ash

Wednesday, under the beading " Feria IV.,

caput jejunii " (beginning of the fast) ;

whence it might be inferred that Pope

Gregory, in spite of the words cited above,

had himself before his dentil sanctioned

the alteration in question. But this

would be an unsafe conclusion, for one of

the best MSS. of the Sacramentary does

not contain this heading. However this

may be, a Capitulary of the Church of

Toulon (714) and the liturgical work of

Amaury (about 820) describe the Lenten

usage as identical with our own. Thire

can be no difficulty in understanding the

motive of the change ; for by the addition

of the four days preceding the first

Sunday, the number of fasting days

before Easter (the Sundays being omitted)

becomes exactly forty, and accords with

the fasts recorded of Mopes and Elias,

and with that of our Saviour in the

wilderness of Judea.

The office for Ash Wednesday opens

with the solemn ceremony which has

given the day its name.1 After an in-

troit and four collects, in which pardon

and mercy are implored for the penitent,

the faithful approach and kneel at the

altar rails, and .the priest puts ashes on

the forehead of each, saying, " Memento,

homo, quia pulvis es, et in pulverem rever-

teris " (Remember, man, that thou art

dust, and ehalt return to dust). The

ashes are obtained by burning the palms

of the previous year. The Lenten pas

torals of Bishops, regulating the obser

vance of the season, usually prescribe that

the fust on Ash Wednesday shall be more

rigorously kept than on any other day in

Lent except the four last days of Holy

Week.

The administration of the ashes was

not originally made to all the faithful,

but only to public penitents. These bad

to appear before the church door on the

first day of Lent, in penitential garb and

with bare feet. Their penances were there

imposed upon them ; then they were

brought into the church before the bishop,

who put ashes on their heads, saying,

1 In French, Mercrtdi dct Cmdiu ; in Ger

man, Axchermiltwoche.
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besides the words "Memento," &c, "age

poenitentiam ut habeas vitam saternam,"

Repent (or, do penance), that thou mayst

have eternal life. He then made them an

address, after which he solemnly excluded

them from the church. Out of humility

and affection, friends of the penitents,

though not in the same condition, used to

join themselves to them, expressing in

their outward guise a similar contrition,

and offering their foreheads also to be

sprinkled with ashes. The number of

these persons gradually increased, until

at length the administration of ashes was

extended to the whole congregation, and

the rite took its present form. (" Diet, of

Antiq." Smith and Oheetham ; J£6ssing,

in W'etzor and Welte.)

ASPEKCEB. A name given to the

sprinkling of the altar, clergy, and people

with holy water at the beginning of

High Ma«s by the celebrant. The name

is taken from the words, " Asperges me,"

"Thou shalt wash me, O Lord, with

hyssop,' &c, with which the priest begins

the ceremony. During the Easter season

the nntiphon " Vidi aquam " is substi

tuted. This custom of sprinkling the

people with holy water is mentioned in

the Canon of a synod quoted by Hincmar

of Rheims, who lived at the beginning of

the ninth century.

aspersion-. [See Baptism.]

assumption. After the death of

her divine Son the Blessed Virgin lived

under the care of St. John. It is not

quite certain where she died. Tillemont

conjectures from a passage in a letter of

the Fathers assembled in the General

Council of Ephesus that she was buried

in that city, but the common tradition

of the Church represents her as having

died at Jerusalem, where her empty tomb

was shown to pilgrims in the seventh cen-

. In any case, it is certain that she

y died, and that her exemption from

sin original and actual did not prevent

her paying this common debt of humanity.

The very fact that she had received a

Sassible nature rendered her liable to

eath. Except for the special gift of

immortality which he received from God,

Adam would have died in the course of

nature, even if he had never sinned ; and

St. Augustine declares that our Blessed

Saviour would have died by the natural

decay of old age, if the Jews had not laid

violent hands upon Him.1

Still, although the Blessed Virgin

ta=ted of death, her body was preserved

1 Billuart, Dt Myiter. Diss. xir. a. 1.

from corruption and it was united to hei

soul in the kingdom of heaven. The

Church signifies her belief in this fact by

celebrating the feast of her Assumption

on the fifteenth of August. There is no

distinct assertion of the corporal assutnn-

tion in the prayers of the feast, but it is

plain that the Church encourages and ap

proves tliLs belief from the fact that she

selects for the lessons during the octave

a passage from St. John Damascene in

which the history of this corporal as

sumption is given in detail. This pious

belief is recommended by its intrinsic

reasonableness, for surely it is natural to

suppose that our Lord did not suffer that

sacred body in which he himself had

dwelt and from which he had formed

his own sacred humanity to become a

prey to corruption. It is confirmed by

the testimonies of St. Andrew of Crete,

of St. John Damascene, and of many

ancient Martyrologies and Missals, cited

by Buller in his note on this feast. It is,

moreover, a striking fact that, notwith

standing the zeal of the early Church in

collecting and venerating rehes, no relics

of the Blessed Virgin's body have ever

been exhibited. Much weight, too, must

be given to the common sentiment of the

faithful. " Admirable," says Petavius,

" is the admonition of Paulinus of JJola,

an author of the greatest weight, who

bids us adhere to the common voice of

thefaithful, since the spiritofGod breathes

upon them all." 1

The corporal assumption is not an article

of faith. Still Melchior Canus sums up

the general teaching of theologians on

this head when he says :—" The denial

of the Blessed Virgin's corporal assump

tion into heaven, though by no means con

trary to the faith, is still so much opposed

to the common agreement of the Church,

that it would be a mark of insolent te

merity."*

The feast, according to ButleT, was

celebrated before the sixth century in the

East and West. The Greeks called it

Kolprjcris or fierncrrao-ts ; the Latins, rft>r-

mitio, pautatio, transitus, assumptio.

ASTROLOCT. The doctrine of the

Church on this matter is clearly laid down

by St. Thomas. There is nothing contrary

to the faith in holding that the stars

affect the bodies of men, and so indirectly

cause passions to which roost men will

give way. Taking this influence of the

heavenly bodies for granted (and its ex-

1 Petnv. I)e Incarnat. xiv 2.

> Melchior Canus, I)e Loms Thcolog. xii. 10.

tury
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istence or non-existence is a question of

physical science, not of theology), an

astrologer may make probable guesses at

the truth. But he cannot predict with

certainty our future actions, for it is of

faith that the will iu all cases remains

free.

Astrology was forbidden to the early

Christians. A law of the emperor Hono-

rius condemned astrologers to banishment.

The practice of astrology was condemned

in 158G by a bull of Sutus V.1

ASYLUM. A place to which a

criminal, pursued by the ministers of

justice, may escape, and where so long as

he remains he cannot be arrested. Such

asylums, the inviolable character of which
■was nearly always connected with some

notion of the religious sanctity of the spot,

were common among the nations of anti

quity. Rome, says the legend, grew out

of an asylum for malefactors of every

description ; and Moses (Dent. xix. 2)

appointed cities of refuge, whither men

who had committed involuntary homicide

might flee and be safe. The same privi

lege passed over to the Church, and was

sedulously respected by the Chrisiian em

perors. Theodosius punished the viola

tion of the protective sanctity of a church

as a crime of lese-majesty. But the im

munity from the consequences of crime

arising from the extended assertion of

the principle of sanctuary led to many

abuses, and by the legislation of Ju3tinian

those guilty of certain specified crimes

were to find no right of asylum in the

churches.

For particulars as to the immunities

long enjoyed by certain famous English

sanctuaries—e.y. St. Cuthbert's franchise,

Beverley, and Westminster— see the ar

ticle SANCTUARY.

ATHANASIAN CREED. [See

Cekeds.]

ATONEMENT. [See SACRIFICE OF

Christ.]

ATTRIBUTES OF GOD. [See

God.]

ATTRITION, as distinct from con

trition, is an imperfect sorrow for sin.

Contrition is that sorrow for sin which has

for its motive the love of God whom the

sinner has offended. Attrition arises from

a motive which is indeed supernatural—

that is to say, apprehended by faith—but

which still falls short of contrition. Such

motives are—the fear of hell, the loss of

heaven, the • turpitude of sin. By this

1 Sum. I lib, 4 j Fleary, HM. vi. 20 ; szii.

19; clxxviL 66.

last, we understand the turpitude of sin

as revealed by faith. We may also, for

the sake of clearness, exclude from our

definition that kind of sorrow which theo

logians call serrilitir ttrvilis—the sorrow

which makes a man renounce sin because

he is afraid of hell, while at the same

time be would be ready to offend God

if he could do so without incurring the

penalty.

All Catholics are bound to hold that

attrition, as explained above, is good and

an effect of God's grace. This is clear

from the words of our Lord, " Fear him

who can destroy both body and soul in

hell;" from the declaration of the Tri-

dentine Council, that attrition which pro

ceeds from considering " the baseness of

sin or from the fear of hell and punish

ment, if it excludes the purpose of sinning

and includes the hope of pardon, ... is a

true gift of Godand an impulse of the Holy

Spirit ; "' and from subsequent pronounce

ments of the Popes, particularly of Alex

ander VIII. The council put forward

this Catholic truth against Luther, and

succeeding Popes against the Janseu-

lurU.

Further, the Ccuncil of Trent teaches'

that attrition does not of itself avail to

justify the sinner. Sin which separates

the soul from God is only annulled by

love which unites it to him.

But a question was long keenly de

bated among Catholic divines, viz. whether

if a man comes with attrition to the

sacrament of penance and receives abso

lution, this avails to restore him to God's

grace. The negative opinion was held by

the French clergy in their assembly gene

ral of the year 1700, and prevailed in the

universities of Paris and Louvain. On

the other hand, the affirmative, according

to which a sinner who receives absolu

tion with attrition is justified through

the grace which the sacrament confers,

has always apparently been the com

moner tenet in the schools. It rests on

the strong argument that as perfect con

trition justifies without the actual re

ception of the sacrament of penance, it is

hard to see why this sacrament should

have been instituted, if perfect contrition

is needed to get any good from it. Alex

ander VII. in 16G7 forbade the advocates

of either opinion to pronounce any theo

logical censure on their opponents. But

at present the opinion that attrition with

1 Concil. Trident, sens. xlv. cap. 4. De Pentt

» Ibid.
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the sacrament of penance suffices is

universally held. St. Liguori 1 calls it

" certain.

AUDIANS or AUDEASTS. [See

ANTnKOrOMORPHITES.]

AUDITOR OF ROTA. [See ROTA.]

AUCnSTINIAN CANONS. The

pretensions to high antiquity made by

this order, or on its behalf, have involved

the history of its origin in much obscurity.

Their commencement has been ascribed

to some supposed resolution taken by the

Apostles to renounce all private property

and live in common. This being difficult

of proof, the foundation of the order was

at least confidently referred to St. Au

gustine of Hippo, whose rule, it was said,

the regular canons had never ceased to

follow. But it cannot be shown that St.

Augustine ever composed a rule, properly

so called. He did. indeed, write a treatise

" De Moribus Oleiicorum," and he also

wrote a letter (No. 109) in which he laid

down a rule of life for the religious women

under his direction, not binding them to

strict enclosure, hut requiring them to re

nounce all individual property. But when

and by whom the injunctions contained in

this letter were adapted to communities

of men, are points which have never been

cleared up. Moreover, it has been urged,

that if St. Augustine promulgated a rule

and founded congregations which have

had perpetual succession ever since, it

seems impossible to explain how St.

Benedict should have been universally

regarded for centuries as the founder of

Western monachism.

In one sense, indeed, the regular

Canons of St. Austin may lay claim to an

antiquity with which no other order can

compete ; for, as canons, they grow out

of an institution and a way of life which

reach nearly to the apostolic age. [Canon.]

Considered, however, as a particular in

stitution, the mode in which they arose

has been thus explained. Discipline hav

ing become much relaxed among the

canons of the various cathedrals in the

Frankish empire, a council held at Aix-

la-Chapelle m 81C drew up a rule for

their observance. But as this rule did

not absolutely prohibit the acquisition or

enjoyment of private property, abuses

again crept in ; and the Popes Nicholas

II. and Alexander II., strenuously assisted

by St. Peter Damian, held councils at

Borne in 1069 and 1063, by the decrees

of which the rule of Aix-la-Chapelle was

> Moral TheoL vi. n. 440.

amended, and in particular the canons

were bound to a community life and to

the renunciation of private property

(Fleury, " Hist. Eccl." lxi.). Even after

these councils, the canons of many

churches lived in much the same way aa

before ; those, therefore, who obeyed the

rule prescribed, by way oi distinction

from the recalcitrants, were called regular

canons. The rule itself after a time was

commonly described as the rule of St. Au

gustine, apparently because it was held to

be in conformity with his 109th letter and

the general spirit of his teaching. The

adoption of this rule facilitated the for

mation of independent bodies of regular

canons, neither connected with cathedrals

nor with collegiate churches, as had

hitherto been the case ; accordingly, soon

after the beginning of the twelfth century,

we read of the foundation of societies of

canons, following the rule of St. Austin,

in several countries of Europe. In Eng

land these canons—who were regarded as

monks, not as friars—were very popular

and had many houses ; they were called

Black Canons. At the time of the Disso

lution there were about 203 of the

houses in England ; two out of their

number, Waltham and Cirencester, were

presided over by mitred abbots. New-

stead Abbey, the birthplace of the poet

Bvron, was originally an Augustinkn

house.

In Ireland this order was even more

popular than in England, holding there,

in fact, much the same prominent position

that tho Benedictines held among the En

glish. D'Alton puts the number at 223

monasteries and 33 nunneries. The

Augustinian priors of Christ Church and

All Hallows, Dublin, and of the monas

teries at Connell, Kells, Louth, Athassel,

Killagh, Newtown, and Raphoe, had

seats in the Irish parliament. (Helyot,

" Ordres Monastiques ; " Dugdale's " Mon-

asticon.")

ATJGTJSTINXAN HERMITS. The

remarks made in the foregoing article on

the Canons apply equally to the preten

sions to an historical descent from St. Aus

tin made by the Hermits who bear his

name. In point of fact the order origi

nated in a union of several existing con

gregations effected in ]2(5o under the

direction of Pope Alexander IV. Their

houses soon became very numerous, and

the usual variations in regard to the strict

observance of their rule, followed by re

formations of greater or less fame, made

their appearance. They were regarded
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as friars, not as monks, and were express

ly aggregated to the other orders of friars

by Pius V. in 1567. Their house at

Wittenberg had the dubious honour of

counting Martin Luther among its mem

bers. In 1532, Father Thomas of Jesus,

a Portuguese, instituted the Disealced

(or Reformed) Friars, who are inde

pendent, having a vicar-general of their

own at Rome. The Augustinian Her

mits are said to have possessed in the

sixteenth century three thousand con

vents with thirty thousand friars, be

sides three hundred nunneries follow

ing a similar rule.

In England, according to Tanner,

there were about thirty-two houses of

Augustinian Hermits at the Dissolution.

The most celebrated was the friary at

Oxford, which educated many dis

tinguished men. Here Erasmus lodged

with his friend Prior Charnock when ho

visited Oxford. A grey crumbling gate

way in New Inn Hall Lane alone is left

to mark the spot. Capgrave, the well-

known hagiographer,was an Augustinian

Hermit. At the present time there is one

house of Augustinian friars in England

(at Hoxton, London, N.), none in Scot

land, and twelve in Ireland—viz., Drog-

heda, in the province of Armagh; Dub

lin, Rathfarnham, Callan, New Ross,

Grantstown, Fethard, Cork, Limerick,

Dungarvan, Ballyhaunis, and Galway.

(Dugdaie's "Monasticon.") The calced

friars of this order were first in

troduced into the U. S. in 1790,

when some friars from the Irish pro

vince established the priory and Church

of St. Augustine's in Philadelphia.

At Villanova, near Philadelphia, is

situated the mother-house of the or

der in the U. S., which has also houses

in the dioceses of Albany, Boston, and

Ogdensburg.

AUSOLB (from ' aurcolvs, golden,

gilt, of golden colour). 1. In Christian

art it is the gold colour surrounding the

whole figure in sacred pictures, and repre

senting the glory of the person represented.

It is distinct from the nimbus, which only

covers the head. The aureole (also called

scutum, vesica, piscis, &c.) was usually re

served for pictures of the three diviDe

Persons, of Christ, and of the Blessed Vir

gin along with the Holy Child. (Kraus,

"Arcbaeol. Diet.")

2. In theology, it is defined as a cer

tain accidental reward added to the

essential bliss of heaven, because of the

excellent victory which the person who I

receives it has attained during his warfare

upon earth. It is given, according to St.

Thomas,1 to virgins, martyrs, and to doc

tors and preachers. Virgins have tri

umphed with special glory over the flesh ;

martyrs, over the world, which persecuted

them to death ; preachers, over the devil,

whom they have driven, not only from

their own hearts, but also from those of

others.

ATTTOCEPHALI (avron'tpaXoi). A

name given by Greek canonists to metro

politans who were not subject to a patri

arch. Such were the metropolitans of

Cyprus, who contrived to free themselves

from subjection to the Patriarch of An-

tiocb ; or, again, the archbishops of Bul

garia, who were independent of Constanti

nople.

AUTO ba fb. [See Inquisition.]

ADXILIABT BISHOP. [See

Bishop.]

AVE marta. This familiar prayer,

called also the Angelical Salutation, con

sists of three parts—(1 ) the salutation of

the Archangel Gabriel, Ave [Maria] gratia

plena, Dominus tecum ; benedicta tu in

muiieribus ; (2) the words of Elizabeth to

our Lady, et benedict usfructus ventris tui ;

(3) an addition made by the Church,

Sancta Maria, Mater Dei, ora pro nobis

peccatoribus nunc et in hora mortis nostra.

Part* 1 and 2 seem to have come into

common use as a formula of devotion to

wards the end of the twelfth cen

tury ; the use of them is enjoined by the

Constitutions of Odo, bishop of Paris, in

1196. The third part gives a compact

and appropriate expression to the feelmgs

with which Christians regard the Blessed

Virgin. The words nunc. . . . nostra are

said to have come from the Franciscans ;

the rest of the verse is believed to have

first come into use in the middle of the

fifteenth century. The whole Ave Maria

as it now stands is ordered in the brevi

ary of Pius V. (1^68) to be used daily

before each canonical hour and after Com

pline.

AZYMITES (d priv. fv/iij). By this

term the Greek Schismatics designate

Christians of the Latin Church, because

the latter use unleavened bread in the ad

ministration of the Eucharist. In the

Western Church the point has never been

regarded as of vital importance ; the priest

is only enjoined sub e/ravi to use unleavened

bread ; and the Council of Florence de

clared (1430) that after consecration the

1 Supplem. qu. xcri.
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body of our Lord was really present (vera-

citer confici) whether the bread used were

made with or without leaven. But the

Greek ecclesiastics who assented to this

article were ill received by their country

men on their return to Constantinople

(Gibbon, ch. lxvii.), and this point of

using or not using leaven is still one of

BAIUS

the marks of difference between East and

West. The arguments either way are

well summed up by Fritz (art. Azymitei,

Wetzer and Welte). The original pro

priety of using or not using leaven turns

mainly on the question whether Maundy

Thursday was within the period of the

Azymes; on which see Holt Week.

BACCANAXISX8 (or PaCCANA-

WBTs), or Regular Clerks of the Faith of

Jesus. The object of this congregation,

founded at the end of the last century by

one Baccanari or Paccanari, a native of

the Trentino, was to revive the suppressed

Society of Jesus under another name. In

1798, having obtained ecclesiastical ap

proval for his project, Baccanari with

twelve companions took possession of a

country house near Spoleto, and com

menced a monastery. They wore the

Jesuit habit, and made the three simple
■vows, to which they added afterwards a

fourth vow of unconditional obedience to

the Pope. Many others joined them, and

they had branches in France and even in

Holland. But as the prospect of a speedy

revival of the Society of Jesus grew

brighter, members of Baccanari's congre

gation began to desert him, some joining

the Jesuit colleges which had never ceased

to subsist in Russia, others repairing to

the kingdom of Naples, where the Society

was re-established in 1804. Finally, in

1814, the Jesuits being everywhere re

stored, the remaining Baccanarists applied

for admission into the order, and the con

gregation of the Faith of Jesus came to

an end.

BAXTTB. A famous theologian of the

Universityof Louvain, who anticipated the

errors of Jansenius. His real name was

Michael Bay. Ho was born at Melin in

the Low Countries, in 1513. He studied

at Louvain, where he taught philosophy

and took his Doctor's degree. In 1551 he

became Professor of Scripture, and in 1 503

he was sent to the Council of Trent by the

King of Spain, returning in the following

year to the university. He won great

repute by his undoubted learning and by

his blameless life, and honours were heaped

upon him. In 1578 he was made chan

cellor of the university, and, at a later

date, General Inquisitor for the Nether

lands. He continued to teach till his

death, in 1589.

However, his life was a stormy one.

Baius deserted the scholastic method and

did much to revive the study of the

Fathers. No one, of course, could justly

blame him for promoting patristic learn

ing. But he marred the services which he

might well have rendered to the Church,

by exaggerating and misinterpreting

the Auguftinian doctrine on grace. His

lectures excited opposition especially

among the Franciscans, and several pro

positions taken from his oral teaching

were delated to the Sorbonue and con

demned there. In 15(53 and 1504 he

published various treatises on free will,

original justice, justification, &c. Three

years later, Pius V. condemned 70 pro

positions, representing on the whole the

opinions of Baius, although some are not

actually contained in his woTks. These

propositions were condemned " in globo et

respective," as heretical, erroneous, sus

picious, rash, scandalous and offensive to

pious ears—».e. each of the propositions

merited one of these censures, but no

particular censure was attached to any

one proposition. The name of Baius wag

not mentioned in the bull, which was

communicated privately to the theological

faculty at Louvain without being pro

mulgated. Various disputes arose on the

authority and sense of this bull which

need not detain us here. Gregory XIII.

confirmed the bull of his predecessor, and

again condemned the propositions. The

famous Jesuit Toletus took the constitu

tion of Gregory to Louvain, where it was

read before the assembled university.

Thereupon Baius acknowledged that many

of the condemned propositions were to be

found in his writings. " I condemn them,"

he said, " according to the intention of the

bull, and as the bull condemns them."

Toletus, it is reported, frequently declared

that he had never met a more learned or

more humble man.

The following are the chief heads of

the erroneous system which Baius main
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tained. He regarded original justice,

including the perfect subjection of the

lower nature, as a part of human nature,

not as a free gift of God to our first

parents. Starting from this principle, he

held further that eternal life would have

been due to Adam, in the event of his

perseverance, as a matter of rigorous

justice, excluding grace and mercy al

together. Consequently, man, after the

fall, was, till restored by (Trace, mutilated

in nature and capable only of sin. Baius

did not deny the freedom of the will in

terms, but he did so in effect, for he made

it consist in the mere absence of external

restraint. Man chose to sin, but he could

not choofe anything else. The Benedic

tine Gerberon published the works of

Baius with the documents relating to the

controversy in a quarto volume at Cologne

in 1006. (SeeKuhn, " Dogmatik," vol. iv.

p. 319 seq. ; and his article Baius in

Wetzer and Welte. Linsenmann, " Mi

chael Baius und die Grundlegung des

Jansenismus," Tubingen, 1867.)

BAXDACCBIHO. A canopy, such

as is often suspended over the high-altar,

usually hanging from the roof of the

church, though sometimes, as at Rome,

it rests on four pillars.

From the time when Constantino

began to build sumptuous churches, the

altar-table was overshadowed by a

canopy made in the form of a cupola and

surmounted by a cross. It was adorned

with sculptures and rested on columns of

precious material. This canopy was

named ciborium, xi^itpiov, from its resem

blance to the bowl ofa cup, and the Bleesed

Sacrament was placed in a vessel sus

pended by a cord from the interior of this

canopy.

The name Baldacchino is said to have

come into use in the middle ages and to

be derived from Baaldak, the name by

which Babylon was known during the

time of the crusades. Baaldak or Baby

lon was celebrated for the manufacture of

fine silken stuffs, and with the.se the canopy

was frequently hung. (Rock, "Ilierurgia,"

p. 506 tcq.)

Baldacchino is also used as the name

of the canopy which is carried over the

priest who bears the Blessed Sacrament in

procession on Holy Thursday, Corpus

Christi, &c. (Gavantus.)

BAirafBR. An ecclesiastical banner

is one in which the stuff, whether of silk

or linen, on which religious persons, ob

jects, or mottos are depicted, is not nailed

to the staff, as in the case of an ordinary

flag, hut to ft transverse bar which is

attached to the staff and with it forms

the figure of a cross. Of this kind were

the cavalry standards (veiilla) used in

the Roman army. At the head of the

staff", above the banner, and also in those

siyna militaria which were without a

banner, was fixed some emblem possessing

significance in the eyes of the soldiers, as

an eagle, or a serpent, or a ball, or a bronze

figure of Victory, or of Mars, or of the

reigning emperor. Constantine, after his

vision, and the victory which followed

over Maxentius, ordered that the sacred

standard (labarum) which had been shown

to him should be adopted throughout the

army, the eagle or other figure at the

head of the staff being replaced by the

sacred monogram ^ or , representing

the first two letters of the Greek X P12TOS.

The Christian apologists—e.g. Minucius

Felix and Tertullian—are fond of drawing

attention to the resemblance which a

Roman military standard bore to a cross.

The adoption of the labarum would at

once satisfy the large and ever increasing

number of Christians in the imperial

armies, and not displease the Pagan

soldiers, because the traditional shape

was not departed from.

As the soldier in battle looks to the

colours of his regiment, and while they

float aloft knows that the day may still

be won, and is animated to do valiantly,

so should Christians, as the Church by

her sanction of banners reminds us, fix

their gaze on that Cross of Christ which

is the standard of their warfare, and be

continually animated by the thought to

fresh courage.

Banners are chiefly used in processions,

but they are also hung round or near the

altar, their prime significance being in all

cases that tney show forth the victory of

Christ.

In the military orders [see that article]

a practice was introduced for each knight

at the time of his admission to hang up

his banner in the church ; hence the

mouldering relics which mav bo seen in

Henry VII.'a Chapel, Westminster, in St.

George's Chapel, Windsor, and other

places. ('"Diet, of Greek and Roman

Ant iq.," Smith ; Smith and Cheetham ;

Schmid in Wetzer and Welte.)

mitns, The proclamation of in

tended marriage, in order that if anyone

is aware of an impediment, he may state

it to the ecclesiastical authorities, and so

prevent the celebration of the wedding.
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Buch proclamations were introduced first

of all by the custom of particular places,

but it was not till 1215 that they were

imposed, at the Fourth Lateran Council, by

a general law binding the whole Church.1

The Council of Trent* orders the banns to

be proclaimed by the parish priest of the

persons who intend to marry, during

Mass on three continuous festivals. At

the same time, it permits the ordinary to

dispense from the obligation of proclaim

ing the marriage, for a grave reason.

According to theologians and the S.

Congregation of the Council, the banns

must be proclaimed in the parish church

of the contracting parties, and in each

parish church if they live in different

parishes, at the principal Mass on three

continuous Sundays or holidays of obliga

tion—or at least on days when there is

sure to be a concourse of people in the

church. It is generally held that if the

marriage does not take place within two

months, or at most four, of the last

publication, the banns must be proclaimed

anew.

BAPTISM (from ftawTurpos, dipping,

or immersion' in water). A spiritual

meaning was given to baptism by St.

John the Baptist, who baptised or im

mersed his disciples in the Jordan, to

signify the repentance and renewal by

which the whole man was to be cleansed

and purified. The Talmud of Babylon 4

mentions a baptism of Jewish proselytes,

but it is impossible to say when this rite

arose. In any case, it is certain that

when our Lord made baptism the rite

of initiation into his Churcn, he employed

a symbolism already familiar to the

Jews. But Christ exalted the act to a

dignity beyond the baptism of John,

changing the " baptism of penance "

into the sacrament of regeneration. The

Gospels do not tell us when Christian

baptism was instituted, and a great
■variety of opinions has prevailed upon

this point among the Fathers and theo

logians of the Church. We may, how

ever, safely assume that Christ instituted

baptism before his Passion, for since bap

tism is, as we shall see further on, the gate

of the sacraments, the Apostles could not

1 Fleuiy, Hut. lxxvii. 52.

* Seas. xxiv. c. 1.

' Tinqere is the corresponding Latin word

used by Tertullian.

* DMlinger, Firit Age of the Church, p. S18.

The Jewish baptism is fully described by Bux-

torf, tub voc. -y. See also Ewald, Getehiehte

da Voliet Itrael, vol. vii. p. 165.

havereceivedHolyCommunion at the Last

Supper, unless they bad been previously

made Christians by baptism. Christ him

self did not as a general rule baptise ; still

he did, according to an ancient tradition,

baptise St. Peter, who conferred the

sacrament on St. Andrew, St. Andrew on

St. James and St. John, and they on the

rest of the twelve.1 After Christ's

Passion and Resurrection, or at latest

after Pentecost, the precept of receiving

baptism became binding on all human

beings.

After this sketch of the history of the

institution and promulgation we may go

on to consider the sacrament as it ex

ists in the Church. We shall treat

of the following points in order : viz.

the essentials in the administration of

the sacrament, its effects, its necessity,

and the ceremonies with which it is

given.

I. Under the first head questions occur

as to the matter, the form, the minister,

and the subject of baptism, (a) The

matter is water, poured on the head of

the candidate. The Scripture makes it

clear enough that water is to be used, but

it is not so plain at first sight that the

sprinkling or pouring of water will suffice.

In Apostolic times the body of the bap

tised person was immersed, for St. Paul

looks on this immersion as typifying

burial with Christ, and speaks of baptism

as a bath.9 Immersion still prevails

among the Copts and Nestorians, and for

many ages baptism was so given among

the Latins also, for even St. Thomas, in

the thirteenth century, speaks of baptism

by immersion as the common practice

(communior usut) of his time.' Still the

rubric of the Roman Rituale, which states

that baptism can be validly given by

immersion, infusion, or aspersion, is fully

justified by tradition. Persons on a sick

bed, in danger of death, were baptised

where they lay without immersion. This

baptism was always considered sufficient,

and in case of recovery they had only to

get the ceremonies supplied and to be

1 See a fragment of Clem. Al. from his lost

work Hypotypotet (Clem. Al. torn. iii. p. 494, in

Dindorf's ed.).

' Rom. vi. 4 ; Ephes. v. 26 (Aovt/xJ).

* It is not true that the Greeks and all other

Orientals baptise by immersion. The child is,

indeed, according to the common Oriental rite,

placed in the font ; but the actual baptism is

bv infusion of water on its head. Billuart,

Dt Bapt. i.3, where Goar is quoted. Denzinger,

Biha Orimtalium, p. 17. St. Thorn. Sum. iii

66, 7.
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confirmed.1 It is only necessary for the

validity of the sacrament to pour the

water once—for although a threefold in

fusion or immersion has been given from

the earliest times, still here, too, we meet

with exceptions, for Gregory the Great

allowed the Spanish Church to continue its

custom of baptising by one immersion.

(^) The form or words used in the

sacrament are " I baptise thee in the

name of the Father, and of the Son, aud

of the Holy Ghost," or woTds equivalent

to these. Thus the Greek form "Tho

servant of Christ N. is baptised in the

name," &c, is valid, as appears from the

instruction of Eugenius 1 V. to the Arme

nians, and from subsequent decisions of

the Holy See. A form similar to that of

the Greeks is used by all the Orientals,

except the Copts, Abyssinians, and

Maronites, who approximate to the Latin

form.3 Many great theologians suppose

that the Apostles, for a time, in virtue of

a special dispensation, baptised simply iu

the name of Christ ; but this opinion

seems to rest on a very questionable in

terpretation of passages in the New

Testament.

(7) The minister of baptism, says

Eugenius IV., in the instruction quoted

above, " is a priest to whom in virtue of

his office it belongs to baptise." The

Roman Bituale prescribes that baptism

should be given by the parish priest of

the place, or by another priest appointed

by him, or by the ordinary. A deacon is

the extraordinary minister of solemn

baptism. The Pontifical mentions bap

tising as one of his duties, a duty, however,

which he can lawfully exercise only by

delegation from the bishop or priest.

But besides this, in case of necessity, any

one, even a heretic or Jew, mav baptise if

he uses the proper matter and" form, and

intends to do what Christ ordained ; and

even if no such necessity exist, baptism so

given, although unlawful, is still valid.

That one who is not a priest may baptise

in clear from the fact that Philip the dea

con did bo, as we learn from the Acts of the

Apostles. Tertullian expressly savs that

baptism can be given " by all." 5 The

.H8th Canon of the Council of Elvira, in

306, assumes the same truth. There was,

however, a difficulty in early times about

b iptism given outside of the Church—viz.

by heretics. St. Cyprian and Firmilian de-

1 Euseb. Hist. vi. 48, with the notes of

Valerius.

* Denzinger, be. ciL p. 18,
• lit Bapt. 17.

nied, St. Stephen, the contemporary Pope,

affirmed, its validity. The Pope appealed

in favour of his view to Apostolic tradi

tion. It is needless to say that the Pope's

teaching prevailed. The great Council of

Arlts in 314 decided for the validity of

heretical baptism, and the Fourth Lateran

Council denned it. The 18th Canon of

the Council of Nicaea in no way contra

dicts this article of faith, for, though it

orders the disciples of Paul of Samosata

to be rebaptised, these heretics had in all

probability corrupted the form of bap

tism.1

(8) The Recipient of Baptism.—All

human beings, even infants and adults

who have never had the use of reason,

are capable of receiving this sacrament.

Adults are bound by the precept of

Christ to come and be baptised ; parents

and guardians are bound by the same pre

cept to bring their children, or other

persons in their charge, who have not

come to the use of reason, and to have

them baptised. In the middle ages and

in modern times various sects have re

pudiated infant baptism. It is difficult to

give strict proof from Scripture in favour

of it, nor can it be denied that in the

early ages persons often deferred their

own baptism or that of their children,

except in danger of death, from a dread

of incurring the responsibilities of the

Christian life. At the same time the

Catholic doctrine that children are to be

baptised, may be inferred from Scripture,

and is abundantly justified by tradition.

Thus we read of the Apostles baptising

whole houses ; and the very fact that our

Lord promises his kingdom to children

shows that he did not mean to exclude

them from the sacrament of regeneration.

The early Fathers supply the needed

comment on Scripture. We have an

explicit testimony for infant baptism in

St. Iremeus. " Christ," he writes, " came

to save all—all, I my, who through him

art born aqain to (tod, infants and little

ones, and boys and young men, and the

aged."1 Iu a letter written by St.

Cyprian and sixty-four bishops assembled

in council, an answer is given to the

question whether the baptism of children

must be deferred, on the analogy of cir

cumcision, till the eighth day. The

bishops answer unanimously in the nega

tive. If, the saint argues, adults are

admitted to the font, how much more

1 Hefele, Couciiienguchichte, i. p. 417, whan

an alternative explanation is giveu.

> Iren. U. 22, 4.
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should those be baptised at once who

have not sinned, except so far as by

natural descent from Adam they have

contracted in the moment of birth the

infection of ancient death, who for this

very reason come more easily to the re

mission of sins, because it is the sins

of another, not their own, which are

remitted to them.1

II. The Efects of Baptism.—(a) It

remits ail sin, original and actual.

" Be baptised," St. Peter said,4 " everyone

of you in the name of Jesus Christ for

the remission of your sins." " I believe in

one baptism," says the Nicene Creed, " for

the remission of sins."

(j3) It remits all the penalties due for

gin before God, whether temporal or

eternal. A temporal punishment often

remains due to sin, even after its guilt

has been removed by absolution. Baptism,

as the Church defines, leaves no such

penalties, and the apostolic origin of this

belief is proved by the practice of the

early Church, which imposed no penance

for the gravest crimes if committed before

baptism. The rebellion of the flesh does

of course remain after baptism, but this

rebellion is not sin, unless the will fully

consents to it.' (y) It bestows sanctify

ing grace and the infused virtues. A diffi

culty was felt even among Catholic divines

with regard to the case of children. All

admitted that children received the for

giveness of sins, but how could they have

grace and the infused virtues imparted to

them ? How, for example, could a child

receive faith in baptism, when it plainly

remains unable to exercise fuith till the

age of reason ? The answer is that the

capacity is one thing, the actual exercise

another. A man in sleep may have the

capacity for or habit of faith, though he

cannot exercise it till he wakes. More

over, the very fact that baptism gives a

title to the possession of heaven proves

that it always confers grace, since it is

the grace of God, not the mere absence of

sin, which enables us to enter there. The

Council of Vienne contented itself with

pronouncing the opinion that grace is con

ferred in baptism " more probable." Since

then, the Council of Trent defined that all

the sacraments of the new law confer

grace on those who rightly receive them.4

1 Epist. lxiv. ed. Hnrtel.

* Acts ii. 38.

5 Decret. pro Armtn. in Bulla Evgen. IV.

Concil. Trident. Bess. vi. cap. 14 j sess. v.

Decrct. de l'eccat. Orig.

* Sess. vii. De Sacram. in. genera.

(8) It imprints a " character " or in

delible mark on the soul, whence it can

not be reiterated. [See under Character.]

(t) It makes the recipient a member of

Christ and of the Church, and makes it

possible for him to receive the other

sacraments.

An infant is unable to put a bar in the

way of sacramental grace, and therefore

must receive the full effect of baptism

rightly administered. With adults it is

different. In them positive dispositions

are called for. In order to receive baptism

validly, an adult is only required to have

the intention of doing so. If the inten

tion be there, he receives the character

and incurs the responsibilities of a Chris

tian ; but in order to obtain the grace of

the sacrament, he must come with faith

and with contrition perfect or imperfect—

i.e. he must from a supernatural motive

detest his sins, and resolve to begin a new

life.1 Thus a person who comes without

at least attrition for all his mortal sins,

and the purpose of amendment, would

receive neither grace nor forgiveness. If,

however, he afterwards supplied the re

quisite dispositions, the grace of the

sacrament would revive, and he would

receive remission of original sin, and of

all actual sins (including the temporal

punishment annexed) which he had com

mitted up to the date of his baptism.*

III. The Necessity of Baptism.—The

"passage" (from death to life), says the

Council of Trent, " cannot be made since

the promulgation of the Gospel except by

the laver of regeneration, or by the desire

of it, as it is written, ' Unless a man be

born of water and the Holy Ghost, he

cannot enter into the kingdom of God.' "

It is interesting to notice that Tertullian

makes precisely the same application of

this text against the heretics of his day.3

Accordingly, infante dying unbaptised are

excluded from the kingdom of heaven,

although, according to the opinion now

universally held, they do not undergo

suffering of any kind in the next world.

[See Llmbo.] Protestant difficulties on

this point arise from inadequate ideas on

grace and the sovereignty of God. Heaven

is a reward which is no way due to human

nature, and God can withhold it, as he

pleases, without injustice. In adults the

baptism of desire or of blood may supply

the place of baptism by water. Thus an

1 Catech. Rrm. ii. cap. 2, 40.

1 Billuart. De Baptinm. iv. 2.

5 ConcU. Trid. sesa. vi cap. 4. TartuU.

De Baptism. 13.
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act of the perfect love of God remits sin,

original and actual, and confers sanctify

ing grace. Our Lord in St. John's Gospel

promises that he will love those who love

him, a promise which would not be ful

filled if a man who loved God above all

things and for his own sake, were still

allowed to remain God's enemy in conse

quence of unforgiven sin. The baptism of

blood—i.e. martyrdom—not only forgives

sin but remits the temporal penalties of

sin also. St. Cyprian says of catechumens

who died before being baptised with

water, that they had in fact been baptised

" with the most glorious and greatest

baptism of blood," 1 and Tertullian wit

nesses to the belief of the early Church

that the Holy Innocents were sanctified

by their blood.2

IV. Conditional Baptism is given

when there is some doubt whether a

person has been validly baptised. The

form prescribed in the Roman Rituale is

" If thou hast not been baptised, I baptise

thee," &c, and in this country this form

is used in the case of all persons who

have received baptism from a Protestant

minister, when they are reconciled to

the Church.* In early times the condition

was not expressed in words. Fleury

could not find any trace of the conditional

form before the time of Alexander III.,

and St. Thomas alleges a decretal of this

Pope for its use.4

V. The Ceremonies of Baptism.—The

following is a summary of the ceremonies

prescribed by the Roman Rituale, with

their signification as given in the Roman

Catechism. The sacrament is to be ad

ministered, apart from cases of necessity,

in the church or baptistery near the

church. However, the children of lungs

and princes may be baptised in theirprivate

chapels. Baptismal water is in all cases

to be used. The person baptised is to

receive a baptismal name, and the Rituale

recommends the parents to impose the

name of a saint, that the child may profit

1 Ep. lxxiii. ed. JIartel.

1 "Testimonium Christi sanguine libave-

runt," Adv. Vahntin. 2.
• The Vicars Apostolic in Englnnd at the.

beginning of this century ordered that nil

converts from Protestantism born after 1773,

should be conditionally baptised. This order

was re-enactod by the first provincial synod of

Westminster, cap. xvi. The water used is to be

holy water, not water taken from the font, and

all the ceremonies are to be omitted.

* Kleury, Hist. xciv. 31. St. Thorn, iii. C6,

9. The form St. Thomas quotes is fuller than

the one in present use.

by his example and patronage. The

priest meets the child at the door of the

Church ; drives the devil from him ;

breathes thrice upon his face, to signify

the new spiritual life which is to be

breathed into his soul ; puts salt into his

mouth, as a sign that he is to be freed

from the corruption of sin ; signs him on

the forehead and breast with the sign of

the cross, and leads him into the templo

of God. Then the priest solemnly exor

cises the child ; anoints his ears and

nostrils with spittle—after our Lord's

example, who thus restored the blind

man's sight—and asks him in three

separate interrogations whether he re

nounces Satan, all his works and all his

pomps. He next anoints him with the

oil of catechumens on the breast and be

tween the shoulders. The ancient athletes

were anointed before their contests in the

arena, and in the same way the young

Christian is prepared for the " good fight "

which lies before him.1 The recipient

then, through his sponsors, professes his

faith by reciting the Creed, and the priest

pours water three times on his head, in

the form of a cross, at the same time pro

nouncing the words " I baptise thee," &c.

After baptism, chrism is put on the top

of his head, to signify his union with

Christ, the head of his Church ; he re

ceives a white garment, and a burning

light in his hands, symbols of innocence

and of the light of faith and charity.

These rites are recommended as well

by their beautiful symbolism and the

majestic words which accompany them

as by their venerable antiquity. Ter

tullian2 mentions the triple renunciation

made in baptism, the unction, the triple

immersion. The Sacramentary of Gela-

sius* (died 406) contains almost every

ceremony of baptism to be found in the

present Rituale. Two differences, how

ever, must be noted. In the West

solemn baptism was given as a rule only

at Easter and Pentecost ; in the East it

was also given at the Epiphany.* Again,

the ceremonies now in use were intended

primarily for adults, and instead of being

given together were spread over three or

four weeks. Thus in the Gelnsian Sacra

mentary, the ceremonies of baptism begin on

1 "Quasi athletaj" Billuart, De Baptism.

v. 2.

8 De Cornn. 3, where he also mentions the

custom of tasting milk and honey after bap

tism ; De Baplitm. T.

3 Fleury, Hut. xix. 62.

* Tbomassin, Traite da Fata, ii. 7.
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the third Sunday in Lent, although the bap

tism itself did not take place till Holy

Saturday. (See Cbardon, " Histoire des

Sacrements.")

BAPTISM OF SKIPS. Baptism,

or, more correctly, Messing, of ships, a

form in the Roman Rituale. Certain

prayers are said, in which God is asked

to bless the ship and those who tra

vel in it, as he blessed the ark of Noe

and helped Peter when he was sinking in

the deep. This form is not found in the

older " Ordines." The practice of blessing

ships seems to have become common

during the time of the Crusades.

BAPTISMAL NAME. A name

given in baptism, to signify that the bap

tised person has become a new creature in

Christ. The Rituale forbids heathenish

names, and advises, though it does not

enjoin, the taking of a saint's name.

The custom of taking a new name in

baptism was not usual in the early Church

—though we find instances of it from the

third century onwards. Then, and long

after, Christians bore not only the names

of saints, but also those (1) of feasts—e.g.

Epiphanius, Natalis (from Christmas),

Paschasius, &c; (2) of virtues—e.g. Faith,

Innocent, Pius, &c. ; (3) animals—e.g.

Leo, Columba, Ursula, &c. (Hefele,

"Beitrage," 393.)

BAPTISMAL WATER. Water

blessed in the font on Holy Saturday

and the vigil of Pentecost, which must

be used at least in solemn baptism.

The priest signs the water with the cross,

divides it with his hand, pouring it to

wards the north, south, east and west ;

breathes into it, and places in it the pas

chal candle, after which some of it is

sprinkled on the people and some removed

for private use. The priest then pours

oil of catechumens and chrism into the

water.

The origin of this custom of blessing

the water is lost in immemorial antiquity.

A form for blessing the water is found

even in the Apostolic Constitutions,1 in

ancient Western and in all the Oriental

liturgies."

BAPTXSTERT (called also in Greek

<bu>TicrTT)pu>v, the place of illumination).

That part of the church in which solemn

baptism is administered. Anciently, when

baptism was constantly given to adults

and the rite of immersion prevailed, it

was inconvenient to baptise in the church

1 Apott. Conttit. vii. 43.

< Denzinger, JUttu Orient, p. 24.

itself, and hence after the conversion of

Constantino separate buildings for the

administration of baptism were erected

and attached to the cathedral church.

Eusebius 1 mentions a baptistery of this

kind in the basilica at Tyre, and examples

of such buildings still exist at Rome,

Pisa, Pistoia, Modena, Padua, &c. It

was only gradually that baptism was ad

ministered in any but cathedral churches.

The ancient baptistery was sometimes

round, sometimes it had four, eight, or

twelve sides. Cyril of Jerusalem distin

guishes the outer part of the baptistery

(npoavKios oucor), in which the catechu

mens renounced Satan, &c, from the inner

portion (itrarrtpos oucor), in which they

were baptised.

The modern baptistery is merely a part

of the church set apart for baptism. Ac

cording to the Roman Rituale, it should

be railed off, it should have a gate fas

tened by a lock, and be adorned, if possi

ble, with a picture of Christ's baptism by

St. John. It is convenient that it should

contain a chest with two compartments,

one for the holy oils, the other for the

salt, candle, &c, used in baptism. (See

De Montault, " Construction des Eglisea,"

p. 105.)
BAREFOOTED FRIARS. [See

DlBCALCED.]

BABLAAM. [See HBSTCHAST8.]

basnabftes. The proper desig

nation of the religious of this order is

that of " Regular Clerks of the Congre

gation of St. Paul;" they are popularly

called Barnabites on account of a church

of St. Barnabas at Milan which belonged

to them in the sixteenth century. Their

principal founder was the holy priest

Antonio Maria Zaccaria (died 163l)); with

himwerejoined Bartolomraeo Ferrari and

Giacomo Antonio Morigena. The fre

quent wars by which the north of Italy

had been devastated ; the influx of Lu

theran soldiers, whose example tended to

propagate a spirit of contempt for the

sacraments and the clergy ; and the fre

quency of pestilential disorders caused by

the famine and misery of the population,

had produced about 1530 a state of things

which powerfully appealed to the charity

and pity of the true pastors of Jesus

Christ. It occurred to Zaccaria that a

better way of combating these evils could

not be found than by organising a con

gregation of secular clergy, not going out

of the world but living in it and working

« H. E. x.4,46.
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for it, and bound by a rule—that is, dili

gently attending to their own sanctitica-

tion while preaching reformation to others,

—" who should regenerate and revive the

love of the divine worship and a truly

Christian way of life by frequent preach

ing and the faithful administration of the

Sacraments." In 1533 the foundation of

such a congregation, under a special rule

approved by the Holy See, was sanctioned

by Clement VII. The members pronounced

their vows before the Archbishop of Milan,

and chose Zaccaria for their superior. The

order soon spread into France and Ger

many. In 1579 their constitutions were

examined by St . Charles Borromeo, Arch

bishop of Milan, protector of the congre

gation, and being approved by him were

finally confirmed. They called, and still

call, their establishments colleges. They

are governed by a General residing at

Rome, elected for three years, and capable

of re-election once. Besides the three

usual vows they take a fourth, never to

seek any office or ecclesiastical dignity,

and to accept no post outside of their order

without the permission of the Pope. The

habit is merely the black soutane worn

by secular prieste in Lombardy at the time

of their foundation. Their principal

house is now at Rome ; and they have

about twenty colleges in all, one in

Paris, and others in various parts of

Italy and Austria. This order has never

been introduced into the United States.

Among the eminent men of this or

der may be mentioned Sauli, called

the Apostle of Corsica ; Bascape", the

biographer of St. Charles Borromeo ; and

Gavanti, the well-known writer on ru

brics and ceremonies. (Helyot, " Ordres

Monastiques.")

BASILIANS. This order takes its

name from the great St. Basil (died 379),

bishop of Csesarea in Cappadocia. On

his return to his own country after a long

journey through Egypt, Palestine and

Mesopotamia—made that he might collect

the experience of monks and solitaries

living under many different rules—Basil,

still thirsting for the perfect life in which

self should be subdued and union with

Christ attained, withdrew into a desert

region of Pontns, where his mother

Emelia and his sister Macrina had already

established monasteries, and laid the

foundation of the great order which bears

his name. To those who placed them

selves under his direction he gave two

rules, the Great and the Little—the for

mer containing fifty-five, the latter three

hundred and thirteen articles. This two

fold rule became so famous and popular

in the East as to supplant all others ; and

at this day it alone is recognised and fol

lowed by the monks of the Greek Church.

The order never penetrated into France or

England ; but in southern Italy there

were many Basilian convents in existence,

even before the time of St. Benedict, who

regarded both the rule and its author with

great veneration, and appears to have had

it before hiin when framing his own rule.

In Russia, the first missionaries to which

were Greek monks, the Basilian order re

ceived an immense development. Nearly

all of them have, since the division of the

ninth century, adhered to the Photian

schism ; there are, however, in Austrian

Poland and Hungary several communities

of Basilian monks which are in com

munion with Rome ; the monks of these

call themselves Ruthenians. In Spain

there were several Basilian monasteries,

reformed and unreformed, up to the date

of the suppression in 1835. The habit of

the Basilians is scarcely to be distinguished

from that of the Benedictines. Nearly

all the convents of Basilian nuns, founded

by St. Macrina, like those of the monks,

have embraced the Eastern schism.

[See Supplement.]

BASILICA (/WAin}). This name

began to be applied to Christian churches

about the beginning of the fourth century.

The earlier expressions were " house of

prayer " (oixor n-poatuftrij/jiof), " oratory "

(irpua-tvKTT)piov) , and " Lord's house "

(nvpiaKov, d'jminicuyn), besides the loosely-

employed term " ecclesia."

It has been commonly held that the

ancient Roman basilicas (large halls, like

the " Basilica Portia" built by Cato about

180 B.C., used for the purposes of justice

or commerce) passed in considerable num

bers into Christian hands, after the con

version of Constantine, and were used for

Christian worship ; that new churches

were built after the model of these, and

that the name " basilica " was naturally

applied to buildings of either class. Closer

investigation has furnished grounds for a

somewhat different view. In a learned

paper contributed by Professor Kraus of

Freiburg (than whom, on questions of

archreology, Europe can produce no more

competent scholar) to the " Real Encykl.

der christliehen Alterthiimer," the follow

ing conclusions are given, as, in the opinion

of the writer, solidly astnblished by the

evidence. (1 ) What the Romans meant

by " basilica " was a fine, stately, splendid
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building ; no notion of what was kingly or

princely connected itself in their minds

with the term. (2) Christian congrega

tions used buildings or rooms set apart for

divine worship, from the first. (3) Before

the time of Conetantine, these were, at

Rome, ordinary chambers in private houses,

the triclinia, or other large rooms in the

dwellings of the wealthy, and, specially,

the private basilicas of Roman palaces.

Such a basilica is mentioned in the Cle

mentine " Recognitions " (a work which,

apart from all question as to its genuine

ness, is certainly of a date not later than

the third century) as having formed part

of t'le mansion of Theophilus, a wealthv

citizen of Antioch, even in the Apostolic

age, and been used by the Christians as a

church. (4) The form of these private

basilicas jn-obably bore a considerable re

semblance to that of the pre-Augustan

forensic basilicas, such as the Portian basi

lica already noticed; this point, however,is

not at present determined with absolute

certainty. (5) It is not probable that,

apart from the chambers or halls and

private basilicas above mentioned, the

Christians of the pre-Nicene period pos

sessed, at least in Rome, any churches

properly so called within the city. (6)

Besides the private basilicas, sepulchral

buildings were used for Christian worship

in the period referred to—exceptionally,

and in times of persecution, those under

ground (Catacombs) ; regularly, the " Me

mories " and Cells of Martyrs built above

ground. Both parts of this proposition

can be proved by abundant evidence.

(7) The Christian basilica of the uge of

Constantino is not a simple adaptation or

imitation of the forensic basilica of the

preceding period. For the forensic basilica

appears to have had no one determinate

shape ; sometimes it had an apse, some

times not, and it was entered either from

one end or from the side— whereas the

Christian basilica, faithful to the form of

the crypt, or " Memory," cf the earlier

time, had always an apse, and was always

entered from the end opposite the apse.

At the same time, the forensic basilica,

with its constant internal feature of a space

divided bv rows of columns into three

aisles—a form very suitable to the needs

of a large congregation—was certainly not

overlooked by Christian architects. (8)

The final conclusion is that the Christian

basilica of the age of Constantine arose

out of the combination of two factors—one

the sepulchral "Oella," terminating in one

or three apses ; the other, the great three-

aisled ball, so familiar to Roman eyes,

whether in the forensic or in the private

basilicas.

The origin of the Christian basilica

having been considered, it remains to show

what were its parts, structural features,

and arrangements for worship. As a

general rule, it was built in an east and

west direction, the altar or table being

sometimes at one end. sometimes at the

other. It was usually surrounded by

an outer wall. Through a portico or

colonnade, forming a vestibule, admission

was obtained into a quadrangle (atrium),

round which ran an arcade, separated by

a low partition from the enclosed space

(area), which was open to the air. In

the middle of the " area " was the " cau-

tharus," or water-basin, where the faith

ful washed their faces and hands before

entering the church. The right-hand

arcade was for men ; that on the left,

for women; here penitents must remain

during the service ; those, however, whose

offences were of a very heinous type were

excluded even from these, and had to

stand in the open area. On the opposite

side of the atrium was an oblong hall,

formed by rows of pillars, which was

sometimes called the " narthex " or

" ferula." Passing through this, the wor

shipper entered the church by a door which

was called the "Beautiful Gate." He

found himself in a nave (radr) with two

flanking aisles (from which it was separated

by pillars), but without a transept ; as he

proceeded, he came upon the " ambo "

[see that article] ; beyond which were

the " cnncelli," or rails, parting off the

choir—which was for the clergy—from

the rest of the church. At the end of

all was the semicircular vaulted apse [see

Apse], with the bishop's chair in the

centre, and seats for the clergy on either

hand ; j ust in front of the apse was the

altar or table. During the di vine worship,

the men occupied the south, the women

the north, aisle ; the space between was

left free.

At Rome thirteen churches still retain

the name of " basilicas "—five larger, and

eight smaller. Those of the former class

are St. Peter's, St. John Lateran, St. Mary

Major, St. Paul Without the Walls, and

St. Lawrence. Among the smaller basili

cas, San Clemente (beneath which an older

church was discovered a few years ago by

the Irish Dominican, Father Mullooly),

Santa Croce in Gerusalemme, Santa Sabi-

na, and San Sebast.iano,are of greatinterest

and beauty. (Kraus, " Real-Encyklo
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padie." Platner, " Beschreibung der Stadt

Bom," 1829, vol. Lp. 417.)

BASILIDIANS. [See Gnostics.]

BASIS, covirciXi OF. The schism

in the Papacy, healed with difficulty at

the Council of Constance through the

election of Martin V., produced in the

fifteenth century a prevalent sentiment

that the most effectual safeguard against

the recurrence of so terrible tin evil lay in

the frequent assemblage of general coun

cils. It was provided accordingly, by one

of the decrees of Constance (1414-1418),

that a general council should in future

be held every five years. Martin V., in

pursuance of the decree, convoked a

council for 1423, to meet at Pavia; hut

various difficulties arose, and it was finally

arranged that Basle should be the place

of meeting, and the time, July 1431.

Martin also named Cardinal Julian Cesarini

papal legate and president of the assem

bly. But before the day of meeting the

Pope died ; and a doubt as to the inten

tions of his successor influenced many

bishops, so that there was but a slender

gathering at the formal opening of the

council. Cesarini, however, who had

himself been absent on the opening day,

hiving been sent into Bohemia to endea

vour to effect a reconciliation with the

Hussites, sent out messengers and letters

in all directions ; and soon a great number

of French and German bishops—most of

whom sincerely desired to carry out a real

reformation, both "in the head and the

members " of the Church—was assembled

at Basle. The new Pope, Eugenius IV.,

was deeply impressed with the importance

of taking advantage of the humiliation of

the Eastern Empire (which, owing to the

encroachments of the Ottoman power,

was now reduced to a small district round

Constantinople) to open negotiations—

earnestly desired by the Greeks themselves

—for the healing of the Photian schism,

and reunion of the East and West. The

joint council which would be necessary

for this purpose could not, the Pope saw,

be held at Basle, because the Greeks

would never consent to cross the Alps.

Again, the Hussites in Bohemia haviug

recently gained some important military

successes, the Pope considered that bishops

could not safely proceed to a city which

seemed, in Italian eyes, to be within the

reach of the dreaded Procopius. Other

special objections were alleged in the bull,

which transferred the council to Bologna.

The bishops at Basle, headed by Cesarini—

who wrote to the Pope, endeavouring to

show that the particular reasons alleged

for the transfer were founded on mistake,

or had little weight—vehemently opposed

the removal of the council, and continued

their sittings. They came chiefly from

France and Germany; Italy, England,

and Spain, furnished each a very slender

contingent. The number present, even at

the most important sessions, does not

appear to have exceeded fifty. According

to the relative importance which good

men might attach to the project of re

union with the Greeks or to the reform of

ecclesiastical abuses, they might honestly

prefer a city south or north of the Alps

as the place of meeting for the council.

The general opinion, however, seems to

have been at this time in favour of Basle.

The Pope himself, finding in 1432 that he

could not bring over the Emperor Sigis-

mund to his opinion, began to waver, and

sent a legate, Christopher, Bishop of

Cervia, to Basle with authority to nego

tiate with the council on the question.

By February in the following year, he

had come to the conclusion that it was

expedient to yield still further; a bull

appeared, explaining the reasons why the

Pope had hitherto objected to Basle, and

the considerations which now induced him

to withdraw his opposition and send legates

to the council. This he did; but his

legates, who were to agree to the dis

cussion only of certain subjects prescribed

by the Pope, were ill received at the

council. Several other decrees and bulls

were issued on one side and on the other

in this controversy ; at last, in February

1 434, a letter from the Pope was read at

the council, with the terms of which they

declared themselves satisfied, and they

admitted the papal legates.1 But before

long a breach occurred, which proved to

be irreparable. At its twenty-first session

(June 1436) the council adopted a decree

for the reform of the Roman Chancery—

abolishing first-fruits, cutting down fees,

and regulating official charges and per

quisites. The Pope might well complain

that a measure so important had been

adopted without previous consultation

with him. He refused his sanction, and

the council launched an angrry decree

against him. Meantime the Eastern em-

1 A consideration of these dates shows how

unfounded is the view of Gibbon (Decline and

Fall, ch. lxvi.) that the revolt of the Romans

against the P'>pe, and his consequent flight—

an event whi<h happened in May 1431—com

pelled Eugenius to make a humiliating submis

sion to the Council.

r 2
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peror, John Palseologus, had been in ne

gotiation both with the Pope and the

council on the subject of the proposed re

union of East and West ; one consequence

of which, the Emperor fondly hoped,

would be the effective armed intervention

of Western Europe to roll back the tide

ofOttoman invasion. A synod can seldom

hold its own with a single ruler in such

transactions ; moreover, the envoys of the

council were empowered to propose to

the Emperor and the Greeks no place of

meeting more acceptable than Avignon,

to which Ferrara, offered by the Pope,

would appear to them infinitely preferable.

A division hereupon sprang up in the

council itself, the minority—among whom

was the excellent and able Nicholas of

Cusa, a theologian from Coblentz—voting

for the removal of the council to Italy,

while the majority were in favour of

Avignon. In October 1437, Eugenius

published a bull in which he formally

transferred the council from Basle to

Ferrara; and although, at the first ses

sion held in the last-named city, in Janu

ary 1438, the number in attendance was

scanty, the Papal influence gradually as

serted its ascendancy, and defections from

the council at Basle began to be of fre

quent occurrence. In his famous work,

written some years before, " Concordantia

Catholica," Nicholas of Cusa had said,

" Where there is no true oecumenical

council, the most certain synod is that in

which the Pope is found ; " and agreeably

to this maxim, Nicholas himself now

abandoned the cause of the council, and

repaired to Ferrara. From the time of

the publication of the bull of October 1 437,

the acts of the Council of Basle are con

sidered as of no authority. Before that

date, in the years between 1431 and

1436, their most meritorious and success

ful work was the pacification of the

Hussites, whom they succeeded to a great

extent in reconciling to the Churcli, by

conceding the demand of the more mode

rate party—the Utraquists [see that

article] — for communion under both

species.

The recalcitrants at Basle, headed now

by the Cardinal of Aries, exasperated by

the desertions from their ranks and the

growing influence of the Council of Ferra

ra, proceeded to extreme measures. They

erected into a universal axiom that theory

of the subjection of Popes to General

Councils which, as enunciated by ihe

Council of Constance, had been a parti

cular proposition, referring only to one

Pope and a special complex of circum-

stences. Next (May 1439;, they pretended

to depose Eugenius, in whose stead they

chose Amadeus of Savoy. This anti-pope

took the title of Felix V. But he was

feebly supported, and, after playing his

miserable part for five years, abdicated in

April 1445. At the same time, the Council

of Basle, which, after lingering on for

several years in almost entire obscurity,

had transferred its sittings to Lausanne,

gave a last sign of life by recognising the

pontificate of Nicholas V. Nothing more

is heard of them afterwards.

beatific vision. The sight of

God face to face, which constitutes the

essential bliss of angels and men. The

Council of Florence defines that the

" souls of those who after receiving bap

tism have incurred no stain of sin what

soever, or who after incurring such stain

have been purified, in the body or out of

the body, .... are at once received into

heaven and clearly see God Himself as

He is, in three Persons and one sub

stance, some, however, more perfectly

than others, according to the diversity of

their merits.'' 1

Many passages of Scripture speak of

this vision as the reward of the just.

" When he shall appear," St. John says,

" we shall be like to him, because we

shall see him, as he is." Similarly,

St. Paul contrasts the seeing through a

glass in an obscure manner with that

vision " face to face " which is reserved

for the life to come.* Petavius adduces a

multit ude of Patristic testimonies on this

]xiint, and explains passages from other

Fathers who seem to affirm the absolute

impossibility of seeing God as he is. At

the same time, he confesses frsnkly that

some ancient Catholic writers spoke am

biguously and others erroneously with

regard to the vision of God. They

had a difficulty in supposing it pos>ible

even for the blessed to behold the divine

essence.

It is with the eyes of the soul, not

with the bodily eyes, that God is seen. This

follows from the very fact that God is incor

poreal. Nor can any created intellect in

its own strength or by the force of its

nature enjoy the beatific vision, for there

is no proportion between the divine nature

and any created intelligence. In order

that the blessed may see Him, God in

fuses a supernatural quality which elevates

and perfects the intellect and makes it cap-

1 Verret. unionit.

> 1 John iii. i ; 1 Cor. xiii. 12.
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able ofthe beatific vision. Just as the natu

ral eye, in order that it may see, requires

first the presence of the object, and then

light, in order that the image of t he object

may be received, so the intellect, in order to

see God, requires not only the proximity of

the divine essence, but also an interior dis

position by which it is elevated to an act

above its natural powers.1 The schoolmen

fitly call this quality in the intellect of

the blessed the " light of glory," a term

■which occurs in the Fathers—e.g., in St.

Augustine, though not in the same definite

sense. The Council of Vienne adopted

the expression in its condemnation of the

error " that the soul does not need the

light of glory, which elevates the soul so

that it beholds God aud enjoys him in

bliss." The word " light " is of course a

mere metaphor, for the light of glory is

immaterial. Nor is it anything outside

the intellect, or again an object which the

intellect perceives. It is in the intellect

and enables it to see God.

By the ordinary law of God, this

vision is not given in the flesh, since no

man can see God's face and live, although

great authorities maintain that it has

brten bestowed in exceptional cases even

during this life. St. Thomas, for instance,

maintains that Moses and St. Paul enjoyed

the beatific vision before their death,

though the gift was not a permanent one,

On the other hand, it was a question long

discussed in the Church, whether the

saints saw God face to face before the day

of judgment. The Council of Florence,

quoted above, closed the controversy, and

this definition is the true development of

Patristic teaching. From the first it was

held that martyrdom, as the perfect purga

tion of the soul, admits to the immediate

possession of glory, a tenet which logically

involves the belief that heaven since Christ's

ascension has been opened to all who

are fitted by perfect purity for the vision

of God. St. Gregory places the differ

ence between the saints of the Old and New

Testament in this very point, that whereas

the former had to wait for the vision of God

till Christ's descent into limbo, the latter,

when " their earthly house of this habita

tion is dissolved," have a "house not

made with hands, eternal in the heavens."

The words of the council, with which

we began, explain what it is that the

beatific vision implies. The saints and

angels see God—i.e. His essence, His

> St. Thorn, i. 12, 5.

> PeUv. Dt Deo, vii. 13.

attributes, and the three Persons of the

Trinity. Further, seeing God, they see

creatures in Him, who is the supreme

cause, in whom all things live and move

and exist. The saints do not, indeed,

know all that God can do, because even

to the blessed he remains in a certain

sense incomprehensible, and it is one

thing to see. an object before us, quite

another to know that object in the utmost

extent to which it can be known. Such

perfect comprehension of the divine nature

belongs to God himself, and cannot be

communicated to any creature. But the

saints see in God all the facts concerning

creatures which it is suitable for them to

know. They have, for example, a special

knowledge of those who are placed under

their patronage ; they are aware when

souls on earth implore their prayers ; they

are acquainted with the best means of

helping their clients. The most plausible

objection which is made to the invocation

of the saints falls to the ground if this

point, which St, Augustine sets forth with

great fulness, is well understood. We

ask the saints to pray for us, not because

we believe them omniscient or omni

present, but because, seeing God, they see

in Him all that He wishes them to

see.

Lastly, though all the blessed see God,

they do so with different degrees of per

fection. The vision of God is the reward

of merit, and as God repays every man

according to his works, as the crown pro

mised in heaven is a crown of justice,

therefore the vision of God cannot be

given in precisely the same manner to all.

This truth was denied by Jovinian in

ancient, by Luther in modern, times, and

the anathema of the Council of Trent—

sess. vi. cap. 16, can. 32—is directed

against the latter. (See Petavius, " De

Deo," lift, vii.)

BSATzricATiosr. The act of

declaring a person or persons deceased,

whose virtues have been proved by

sufficient testimony, and whose power

with God has been demonstrated by

miracles, to be among the number of the

blessed.

To pay honour to the dead whom the

general voice declares to have lived well

is an instinct of human nature. Roman

citizens brought the images of their dis

tinguished ancestors into their vi'ias ;

under the empire thev recognised the far-

reaching power and august majesty—

sometimes the beneficence—of their rulers

by deifying them after death; in China,*
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the worship of ancestors is to this day the

most living portion of the popular re

ligion ; among ourselves, the numbers of

monuments in our public places every

where, though in many cases rather

attesting the vanity of the living than

the merits of the dead, prove the uni

versality of the impulse. A modern

writer of note 1 has said that everything

depends on how a people " does its Hero-

worship." The Church, divinely founded

and divinely guided as she is, so far re

cognises this view that she encourages us

to distinguish with singular honour cer

tain of her children who have gone before

ua in the Christian warfare, bids us re

serve this honour for those whose virtue

reached the " heroic " level, and, that we

mav not be deceived, establishes a careful

and deliberate process whereby to test

the truth of facts and probe the moral

significance of actions. Her judgments

and her processes need not fear a com

parison with those of public opinion.

The State, which modern irreligion invites

us to regard as a moral agency the fiat of

which is not to be appealed against, has

also modes of conferring honour, and does

not wait for their death before it rewards

its servants. It has peerages, baronetcies,

orders, stars, money, and offices. If we

examine on what grounds these distinc

tions are dispensed, we find that it is for

rare intellectual ability—usually attended

by the gift of expression—for the capacity

of ama-ssing money, for courage with

direction, and for simple courage ; a cer

tain degree of patriotic devotion being

supposed to be present in each case. In

this way, and on these grounds, the

modern State honours its heroes. To the

Church, the more or less of ability pos

sessed by those whom she recommends

for our veneration is a matter of no con

cern. She is as willing to raise a St.

Isidore, the gardener of Madrid, to the

ranks of the Blessed, as an Augustine of

Hippo or a Thomas Aquinas. The proof

of eminent virtue is all that she demands,

and as a conclusive and compendious test

of the presence of this high order of vir

tue, she requires the authentication of

miracles wrought by, or through the

intercession of, the person whose vir

tues are under debate. Such are, in her

estimate, the only sound bases of a

popular cultus, and when these condi

tions have been complied with, such a

cultus has been never known to be dis

credited.

• Mr. Carlyle.

The possession of virtue rising to the

heroic level, and the illustration of that

virtue by miracles, are matters of fact,

which must of course be established by

testimony. The witnesses, in most cases,

can be no other than the countrymen and

countrywomen of the reputed saint, for

only they can have seen his life from so

near at hand as to be competent to speak

with certitude respecting it. In the early

times, individual bishops, and afterwards

metropolitans, acting upon this local

testimony, and sifting it in the best way

they could, declared the blessedness of

certain persons, and proposed their me

mories for the veneration of the faithful.

But it is notorious that local testimony is

rarely free from bias, that national end

provincial sympathies, or even antipathies,

are apt to disturb the judgment, and that

for this reason the universal Church

could not safely endorse without inquiry

even the unanimous judgment of bis own

countrymen on the virtues of a reputed

saint. Earl Waltheof, put to death by

William the Conqueror, was Tegarded by

the English as a martyr, and miracles

were snid to be worked at his tomb ; the

same thing happened in the case of Simon

de Montfort ; but it may reasonably be

doubted whether antipathy to the Nor

man and the foreigner was not a sub

stantial factor in these reputations for

sanctity. Considerations of this kind

prevailed, many centuries ago, to cause

the inquiry into reputed sanctity to be

reserved to the central authority in the

Church, the Holy See, and to recommend

the wisdom and necessity of the decision

that without the sanction of that see no

religious cultus may lawfully be paid to

the memory of any holy person, however

eminent for virtue or notorious for mira

cles. As early as the fourth century, in

the case of Vigilius, bishop of Trent, we

find the authority of Rome invoked to

recognise a martyr or confessor as such,

and sanction his being honoured in the

liturgy. The procedure to be observed

was gradually regularised, defects re

medied, and safeguards supplied ; and in

the tenth century we meet with the com

plete process of a canonisation, of which

the object was St. Ulrich, bishop of

Augsburg. Still, however, through the

inordinate fondness with which those of

a particular country or religious order

regarded holy persons of their own blood

or profession, instances of abusive cultus

sometimes occurred ; and accordingly we

find Alexander III., in 1170, publishing •
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decree in which it is declared unlawful to

honour any person publicly as a saint,

however celebrated for miracles, without

the consent of the Roman Church. Still

more important is the bull of Urban VIII.

(1634), in which the form of procedure

in cases of canonisation is minutely pre

scribed, and various abuses condemned.

In this bull, however, the Pope declared

"that he did not wish to prejudice the

case of those [servants of God] who were

the objects of a cultus arising either out

of the general consent of the Church, or

a custom of which the memory of man

ran not to the contrary, or the writings

of the Fathers, or the long and inten

tional tolerance of the Apostolic See or

the Ordinary.'' (Ferraris, Cultus Sancto

rum.)

It remains briefly to explain in what

manner the duty, thus reserved to the

Holy See, of testing the evidence ofFered

in proof of sanctity is discharged. The

celebrated treatise of Pope Benedict XIV.

on Heroic Virtue (of which a translation

was published some years ago by the

English Oratorians) is the standard au

thority on the subject. There are three

recognised degrees of sanctity—that of

Venerable, that of Blessed, and that of

Saint. On the first and third we shall

speak more fully under the head of Canoni

sation ; it is with the title of Blessed,

given on the completion of the process of

Beatification, that we are at present con

cerned. At the present time, Beatifica

tion is nearly always a stage on the road

to Canonisation ; the same rigorous proof

of eminent virtue and the working of

miracles is demanded in one case as in

the other. But whereas the cultus of a

canonised Saint belongs to the universal

Church, and churches and altars can be

freely erected in his or her honour, and

images, pictures, or statues of him or her

displayed without special permission, in

the case of one of the Blessed it is other

wise. The honour and veneration which

are authorised in their regard are limited

and partial ; and because the cultus of

one of them is permitted to one country,

or city, or order, or branch of an order, it

does not follow that it should be practised

elsewhere ; and the attempt to extend it

without special permission is condemned.

Nor is it lawful, without such permission,

to display their pictures or images in

churches, nor, under any circumstances,

can Mass be said or the breviary recited

in their honour.

Thirteen or fourteen different steps

may be distinguished iu the process of

Beatification ; the general object of all

these slow and lengthy inquiries—ex

tending always over many years, and

sometimes from one century to another—

being to unite the credibility and authen

ticity which can only be founded on the

reports of witnesses locally and personally

cognisant of the facts to the authority of

a juridical investigation conducted by

trained and impartial intellects. It must

be remembered that the character and

behaviour of the reputed saint are sub

jected to the severest possible strain ; that

the " fierce light which l*'ats upon a

throne" is nothing to that which so

minute and protracted an inquiry turns

upon the everyday life of the person sub

mitted to it. "The person who is to bo

beatified must have practised in the

heroic degree chiefly the three theological

virtues, Faith, Hope and Charity, and

the four cardinal virtues, Prudence, Jus

tice, Courage and Temperance, with all

that these suppose and involve ; nor is it

enough to show that these have been

practised to this degree of perfection

under certain circumstances : numerous

acts, a permanent and habitual practice,

principally of charity, are required ; and,

with regard to the cardinal virtues, the

habit of that virtue which was the proper

and distinguishing excellence of the per

son's calling. Thus justice and temper

ance are required in statesmen and pre

lates ; in Popes, zeal for the defence and

propagation of the Catholic faith ; in kings,

loyal attachment to the Church and the

Holy See ; in married women, gentleness

and devotion ; " &c.'

The first step of the process is a

formal inquiry instituted by the bishop of

the diocese as to the fact of the reputa

tion of the person whose beatification is

demanded for virtue and miraculous

power. This being accomplished, either

the same bishop or a Roman official

inquires into the fact of non-cidtus—that

is, whether the bull of Urban VIII. (sup

posing the case not to be included among

the exceptions therein specified) has been

hitherto scrupulously complied with.

Thirdly, the acts or minutes resulting

from these two inquiries are sent to Rome,

to the secretary of the Congregation of

Rites. [Roman Congregations.] Be

fore this body the process is now opened,

at the request of the postiUators, or sup

porters of the beatification. The fifth

step is the nomination of a promotorJidei

> De Moy in Wetzer and Welte.
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(called in popular language the " devil's

advocate "), whose duty it is to point out

any flaws or weak points in the evidence

adduced, and raise all kinds of objections.

Sixthly, the Congregation examines, if

the person were an author, all the works,

printed or in manuscript, which were

ascertained to be of his composition, and

draws up a formal report on them. If

this be favourable, the seventh stage is

reached, that of the introduction of the

apostolic process ; for Borne, so to speak,

now makes the cause its own, and gives

a commission to the Congregation of

Bites to try it, investigating, not only the

notoriety, but the reality and nature of

the virtues and miracles ascribed to the

beatifieandus. This commission, without

a special Papal dispensation, is never

issued till at least ten years have passed

since the first transmission of the acts to

the Secretary of the Congregation. The

next step is the appointment by the

Congregation, under what are called

titterce remissionales, of a delegation of

three bishops, or other high functionaries,

to deal with the case systematically, and

examine witnesses in respect of the re

puted virtues and miracles. The acta of

this delegation, which are often ex

tremely voluminous, are, as the ninth

stage, sent to the Congregation, by which

they are examined, and arguments heard,

pro and contra, from the postulators and

the promotor Jidei. If the result is

favourable to the beatifieandus, a second

and still mere searching inquiry into the

real and inmost nature of all that has

been deposed respecting him is committed

to a new delegation ; this is the tenth

stage. The process, being returned to the

Congregation, is finally considered by

them, both as to its form and as to its

substance; and the virtues and miracles

are separately the subject of debate in

three suecessive assemblies or congrega

tions, at tbe last of which the Pope him

self is present. After having sought to

know the will of God by prayer, the

Pope makes known his judgment to the

secretary of the Congregation. A new

general congregation is then held, at

which it is considered whether the beati

fication may be proceeded with without

further delay ; if the decision be favour

able, the Pope appoints a day for the

ceremony, and orders a brief, setting forth

the apostolic sentence, to be prepared.

The final stage of this long process, the

beatification itself, takes place in the

Vatican church ; it includes the public I

reading of the brief, the chanting of the

Te Beum, the unveiling of the image or

picture of the newly-beatified on the

altar, the incensing of the image, the

reading of the new collect, &c.

By an " equipollent beatification " is .

meant the Papal authorisation of the

public cultus of a confessor or martyr,

founded on the proof of one or more of

the exceptional conditions stated in the

bull of Urban VIII. [See Canohisa-

tion.]

beatitude, or bliss, is defined bv

St. Thomas as that perfect good which

completely appeases and satisfies the appe

tite.1 God alone can constitute man's per

fect bliss, for man's will seeks the fulness

of all good, and this cannot be found ex

cept in God. Had man been left without

grace, then he would have found his natu

ral beatitude in knowing God most per

fectly as the author of nature, and in

adhering to him by natural love, sweetly

and constantly.12 He would have at

tained this happiness, afterpassing success

fully through his probation in this mortal

life. As it is, man has been raised to a

supernatural state, and his bliss consists

in God, seen face to face in the heavenly

country. [See Beatific Vision.]

So far all the Catholic theologians are

at one. All admit that God is man's last

end and that he attains this end through

the beatific vision. But if we question

theologians more closely and wish to know

the precise manner in which the blessed

reach perfect happiness, various answers

are given, of which three may be repeated

here. The Thomists, following apparently

the clear teaching of their master,5 place

the essential happiness of the blessed

(beatitudo fortnalis) in the act of the in

tellect by which the saints see God as he

is. They ar^ue that while the will is an

appetite which tends to its object and

rests in it, it is by the intellect that an im

material object actually becomes present

to the soul. Thus while the will of the

blessed rests in God, it is the intellect

which actually apprehends, acquires and

possesses Him. The delight which the

will takes in good attained does not con

stitute the possession of this good, but

presupposes it. The Thomists allege fur

ther that the intellect is the noblest of the

faculties, and that the bliss of man must

consist in the exercise of this power.*

> See 1 2nd«E, 2, 8.

« Billuart, De Grat. Diss. ii. 1.
s See 1 2ndse, 4, 2.

4 Billuart, De Ultimo Fin*, Due. ii. 2.
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Here, we may add, they make a legiti

mate application of Aristotle's principles.

" That which is proper to each by nature,"
says this philosopher,1 '• is best and sweet

est for each ; sweetest then for man is

the intellectual life (6 Kara rttv vovv

0u>i), since this (i.e. reason) chiefly con

stitutes man. Such a life, therefore,

18 most happy." St. Basil, St. Cyril

of Alexandria, and St. Augustine (con

sciously or unconsciously) made a similar

application of the Aristotelian princi

ple.8

The second opinion is that of Scotus,

which places beatitude in the act of the
■will by which it loves Qod with the love

of friendship ; a third, that of several

Jesuit theologians, who make it consist in

the exercise of intellect and will com

bined. It is scarcely necessary to say

that the Thomists only place the essence

or spring of beatitude in the vision of

God by the intellect. Hence flow the

full satisfaction of the will, the happy

necessity of loving God, the knowledge

which the saints have that their happi

ness is eternal. After the resurrection this

bliss will overflow into the body, bestow

ing upon it the four gifts of impasnbility,

tubtlety (by which it will be able to pene

trate other bodies, as the risen Christ

penetrated the closed doors), agility (which

will make it capable of the swiftest mo

tion), clarity (through which it will be

come luminous or transparent).

beguines and BEGHARDS. The

Beguines of Flanders are an interesting

and ancient foundation. An, attempt, in

deed, was made in the seventeenth century

to trace their origin to St. Begga, the

mother of Pepin of Herstal, who flour

ished about a.d. 700 ; but in the judg

ment of Ilefele 3 the attempt failed. That

they can be traced back to the twelfth

century, and are consequently older than

either the Franciscans or Dominicans, is

unquestionable. The scandals caused by

the conduct of a dissolute Bishop of

Liege, about 1180, aroused the zeal of a

holy priest of the diocese, Lambert le

Beghe, who spent his fortune in founding

an institution at Liege for widows and

single women desirous to consecrate their

lives to God, and opened it in 1184.

The associates called themselves Beghines,

corrupted to Beguines, after their founder,

and the name of Beguinage was given to

the abode, or rather group of abodes, in

> Eth. Nicom. x. 7.

» Pet«v. Dt Dm, vit 8.

5 Art. ' B«ghinea ' in Wetzer and Welte.

which they lived. For the Beguinage, re

sembling in this respect the ancient laura,

is not a convent, but a collection of small

houses (each inhabited by one or two

Beguines, who do their own housekeeping),

surrounded by a wall, and with a chapel

in the centre. The IJeguines do not take

perpetual vows, nor do they renounce

private property; they can leave the asso

ciation whenever they desire it, and re

claim the capital which they may have

contributed to it. But each Beguine on

admission to the habit makes a vow, in the

presence of the curd who has the spiritual

charge of the community, of obedience

and chastity so long as she remains in the

Beguinage. They employ themselves, ac

cording to the strength or capacity of the

several members, in educational work

(including large Sunday-schools for girls)

and corporal works of mercy of various

kinds, besides taking part in the divine

office. Some of their communities in the

fourteenth century fell into the error of the

Fraticelli, or brethren of the free spirit,

and incurred condemnation on that ac

count from the Council of Vienne (1311).

At the present day, they are still flourish

ing in Belgium, their original seat; there

are Beguinages at Ghent, Bruges, Ant

werp, Mechlin, and other places. In the

great Beguinage at Ghent there were in

1857 six hundred professed Beguines, and

two hundred locutaires—that is, ladies liv

ing within the enclosure, paying a certain

pension, and to some extent participating

in the religious life of the sisters. There

are Beguinages in Germany, and one was

lately founded at Castel-naudary, in the

south of France, by a zealous priest of

Carcafsonne, M . Soubiran-la-Louviere,

which promised to be eminently success

ful and useful.

The Beghards had no special founder,

but were associations of laymen living

together in imitation of the Beguines.

They first appear in the early part of the

thirteenth century. Heresy and anti-

nomianism made great ravages in their

ranks in the following age, and the seve

rities of which they were consequently

the object caused the greater number to

pass into the third orders of the Mendicant

lratemities. They were finally suppressed

by Innocent X. in 1650.

BELLS, Nothing certain is known

as to the date of their introduction, which

has been attributed sometimes to St.

Paulinus of Nola, sometimes to Pope

Sabinian. During the heathen persecu

tion it was of course impossible to call
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the faithful by any signal which would

have attracted public notice. After Con-

stantine's time, monastic communities

used to signify the hour of prayer by

blowing a trumpet, or by rapping with a

hammer at the cells of the monks.

Walafrid Strabo, in his celebrated book

on the divine offices, written about the

middle of the ninth century, speaks of the

use of bells as not very ancient in his

time, and as having been introduced from

Italy. However, we learn from the his

tory of St. Lupus of Sens that church-

bells were known in France more than

two centuries before Strabo's time.1 For

long the Eastern Church employed instead

of bells clappers, such as we still use on

Good Friday, and bells were not known

among the Orientals till the ninth cen

tury.5 Even then their use cannot have

become universal among them, for Fleury

mentions the ringing of church-bells as

one of the customs which the Maronites

adopted from the Latins on their reunion
with the Catholic Church in 1183.s The

classical words for bell are, wi&W and

tintinnabidum. From the seventh cen

tury onwards, we find the names campnna

(from the Campanian metal of which they

were often made), nola (from the town

where their use is said to have been intro

duced), and cloccee* (French cloche).

Originally church bells were compara

tively small. Large ones of cast metal

first appear in the eleventh and twelfth

centuries; those of the greatest size

in the fifteenth. In the tenth cen

tury the custom began of giving bells

names.5

Before the Church sets aside bells for

sacred she blesses them with solemn cere

monies. The form prescribed in the

Pontifical is headed " the blessing of a

bell," though it is popularly called " the

baptism of a bell, a title by which the

oflice is mentioned as early as the eleventh

century.' The bishop washes the bell

with blessed water, signs it with the oil

of the sick outside, and with chrism inside,

and lastly places under it the thurible

with burning incense. He prays re

peatedly that the sound of the bell may

avail to summon the faithful, to excite

their devotion, to drive away storms, and

1 Fleury, Hist, xlviii. 42.

8 Kraus, Kirchengeschichte, p. 172.

5 lxxiii. 46.

* First occurs in Bonifacius, Ep. 134 ; per

haps from the old German chlachan=frangi.

Krans, p. 288.
a Kraus, ibid.

« Fleury, lix. 20.

to terrify evil spirits. This power of

course is due to the blessings and prayers

of the Church, not to any efficacy super-

si itiously attributed to the bell itself.

Thus consecrated, bells become spiri

tual things, and cannot be rung without

the consent of the ecclesiastical authori

ties.

Hitherto, we have been treating of the

large church-bell. Small bells are also

used during Mass, and are rung by the

server at the S&nctus and at the Eleva

tion. The object of this rite is to excite

the attention and devotion of the faithful.

The practice of ringing the bell at the

Elevation was introduced after the custom

ofelevating the Host [see Elevation] had

become common in the Church. The

Elevation-bell is mentioned by William of

Paris. In the U. S. it is the custom to

ring the bell also as the priest spreads his

hands over the HoBt and chalice before

the consecration, and at the Domine, non

turn dignus, before the priest's communion.

This bell is not rung when Mass is said

before the Blessed Sacrament exposed, nor

again in the private chapel of the Apos

tolic palace if the Pope says or hears

Mass.1

BENEDICAMTDS DOMINO, i.e.

" Let us bless the Lord," a form used in

the Breviary at the end of each hour ex

cept Matins, and at the end of Mass in

stead of Ite Mista est on days when the

Gloria in excelsii is not said. "Various

reasons are given for the use of Bene-

dicamus Domino for the usual Ite Mixta

est. Cardinal Bona thinks that the Ite

Missa est was omitted first of all during

penitential seasons, such as Advent and

Lent, because then the people did not im

mediately leave the church, but waited

for the recitation of the hours, and that

gradually the Benedicamu* Domino came

to be used in ferial Masses generally. In

Masses for the dead, Requiescant in pace

took the place of the Ite Mista est, perhaps

because the people often had to remain

for the funeral rites. (Benedict XIV.

" De Miss." 11, 24.)

BENEDICTINES. The patriarch

of monks in the West, St. Benedict,

having first established his order at

Subiaco, removed it to Monte Cassino, on

which Apollo was in those days still

worshipped, in 520. The rule which he

compiled for his monks was regarded as

fraught with singular wisdom, and

dictated by a marvellous insight into

human nature, neither prescribing to all

i Benedict. XIV. Dt Miss. ii. 11, 19. 15, 81.
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an asceticism only possible to a few, nor

erring on the side of laxity. It regulated

with great minuteness the mode of cele

brating the divine office at the canonical

hours ; and, eschewing all idleness, ordered

that the monks, when not employed in

the divine praises, or in taking necessary

food and rest, should engage themselves

in useful works, either manual labour, or

study, or copying books, or teaching.

Every monastery was to have a library,

and every monk was to possess a pen and

tablets. The clothing, of which the pre

vailing colour was black, was to vary in

mnterial and warmth at the discretion of

the abbots, according to the exigences of

different climates and circumstances. The

abstinence from meat enjoined by the

rule (except in the case of the sick) is

perpetual ; but there is some doubt

whether the prohibition was meant to ex

tend to poultry and winged game, as well

as the flesh of four-footed animals. A

singular clause in the rule, and one which

was fruitful in results, was that which

ordered that all persona whatever, with

out distinction of age, rank, or calling,

should be admissible to the order of St.

Benedict. If parents offered a son to the

service of God in a monastery, even if he

were but a boy of five years old, the

monks were to receive and take full

charge of him. Thus our own Beda was

given over when only seven years old to

the monks of Wearmouth and Jarrow,

and the good Orderic, the historian of

Normandy, was committed by his father

in his tenth year to the kind hands of the

monks of St. Evroult, and saw his native

land no more. Out of this practice of

offering young boys to the monasteries a

great system of monastic schools naturally

arose.

St. Maur, a disciple of St. Benedict,

founded the first Benedictine monastery

in France, in his master's lifetime, at

Glanfvuil, near Angers. In Spain they

were introduced about 033. Eng

land has cause to be grateful to

the Benedictine order, which first

taught Christianity to the Saxons of

the South. The Monastery on Monte

CaBMDO was destroyed by the Lombards

towards the end of the sixth century,

but the monks took refuge at Home,

where Pope Gregory gave them St.

Andrew's Church. The Benedictine

abbot of St. Andrew's was the person

chosen by the Pope to head the mission

which he sent to the Court of Ethelbert,

and he will be remembered through all

| time as St. Augustin, the Apostle of

England. Benedictine monks from Eng

land—St. Willibrord (609) and St. Bom-

face (750)—introduced Christianity in

the Low Countries and the Khiueland.

Volumes might be written on the mani

fold services which the German Benedic

tines, going forth from the tomb of St.

Boniface at Fulda, and settling themselves

down as welcome guests at numberless

points in the forests which then covered

the Teutonic land, rendered to their half-

savage countrymen, accustoming them by

degrees to the restraints of religion and

law, and training and cultivating both

the land and the people. But all human

institutions are liable to change, and even

this famous order, chiefly through the

intrusion of ambitious laymen into the

office of abbot, witnessed before the end

of the eighth century a great decline of

monastic virtue. St. Benedict of Anian

then appeared as a reformer and restorer.

So, when the fierce Danish and Norman

barbarians in the Utli and 10th centuries

had destroyed monasteries in Ireland,

France and England, and murdered great

numbers of monks, while those who were

spared lived with little regularity, the

reformation of Cluny by St. Peter tlio

Venerable, an/1 that carried on by the

great St. Dunstun in England, caused the

old life, in its lovely peace and fruitful-

ness, to flourish again. It is said that, a

calculation being made in the first half of

the fourteenth century, it was found that

up to that time twenty-four Popes, two

hundred cardinals, seven thousand arch

bishops, fifteen thousand bishops, and a

still greater number of saints, had been

given to the Church by the Benedictine

order.

In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

many relaxations and corruptions crept

into the Benedictine monasteries in various

parts of Europe. In France the reaction

against these led to the foundation of the

reformed congregation of St. Vanne, in

which the rigid observance of the rule

was revived (1550) ; and out of this pro

ceeded the yet more celebrated congrega

tion of St. Maur (1018), to which a great

number of French monasteries adhered.

This congregation, by its colossal patristic

and historical labours, directed by such

men as Mabillon, Martene, Ruinart,

Rivet, and D'Achery, rendered incalcul

able services to the learned world. Two

such works as the " France Litteraire " and

the " Recueil des Historiens," if they had

accomplished nothing else, would entitle
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the congregation to the gratitude of all

men of letters. At the Revolution the

order was entirely suppressed in France.

In the present century it has again taken

root, and begun to bear fruit of the old

kind ; witness the new foundation at So-

lesmes, the residence of the pious and

fifted DomGueranger; the community at

ierre-qui-Vire (founded by the Pere

Muard, who died in 1854) ; and the

Benedictine nunneries of Pradines and

Flavigny. In Spain and Germany also

the order was suppressed during the re

volutionary troubles ; in the former coun

try it has not yet been re-introduced ; in

Germany it has reappeared at Munich.

In England, at the dissolution, there

were one hundred and eighty-six Bene

dictine abbeys, priories, and nunneries,

therevenuesof which appear inthe "Valor

Ecclesiasticus," and about a hundred other

cells and priories of less importance,

besides those previously suppressed by

Wolsey (twenty-nine, of which the

majority were Benedictine) and the

" alien * priories—that is, those which

were cells of foreign abbeys. All these

were suppressed, with what ruinous
• results to education, art, and learning,

i all the world knows. Dom Feckenham,

the last abbot of Westminster in pos

session, made a noble speech in the

House of Lords against the change

of religion in the first year of Eliza

beth. Feckenham was thrown into

prison and kept there for the rest of

bis life. One 01 his monks, Dom Sigebert

Buckley, after forty years' imprisonment,

died at a great age in 1610 ; before dying

he gave the habit to two English Bene

dictines who had been professed abroad,

and was thus the link between the monks

of old and those of modem times. For

several generations the English Benedic

tines were obliged on account of persecu

tion to have their houses abroad, whence

they sent men to the English mission.

Mr. Law's " Calendar of English Martyrs ''

(1876) contains the names of nine or ten

Benedictine missioners hanged, drawn,

and quartered between 1558 and 1681.

At the present time the Benedictines

have ten or eleven houses in England.

The Benedictines of Monte Cassino

are now divided into nine " congrega

tions," in each of which the several

communities are affiliated under one

President. The dress is all black, habit,

belt, scapular, and hoed.

The oldest foundation in the United

States is St Vincent's Abbey in West

moreland Co., Pennsylvania. It was

established in 1846 as a priory by a

colony of monks from Bavaria, and was

erected into an abbey in 1855 by" a

Papal Brief, its founder, Abbot Wim-

mer, being in 1806 confirmed abbot

for life, and appointed President of

the North American Cassinese Congre

gation then established. Besides the

many offshoots from St. Vincent's, in

cluding two other abbeys, a colony of

monks from Einsiedeln, in Switzerland,

was in 1854 established at St. Mein-

rad's, Indiana; and in 1870 St. Mein-

rad's was erected into an abbey, which,

witli another abbey, an offshoot from

it, and their dependencies, remains in

the bond of the Swiss Congregation.

In addition to these, there is in the In

dian Territory the Abbey of the Sacred

Heart, which belongs to the French

Congregation.

BENBDICTIOW OT TBS

BLESSED B&CRAMENT. A rite

which has now become very common in

the Catholic Church. The priest takes

the Host from the tabernacle, places it

iu the monstrance, and then puts the

monstrance containing the Host on a

throne above the tabernacle. The priest

then incenses the Blessed Sacrament,

while the choir (at least in the U. S.)

usually sing the "0 Salutaris Hostia."

Next the Te Deum, the Litany of the

Blessed Virgin, or some other canticle or

antiphon, is sung, followed by the " Tan-

turn Ergo," during which the Blessed

Sacrament is again incensed, and the

prayer " Deus, qui nobis," &c. is recited.

Finally, the priest, mantled with the veil,

makes the sign of the cross with tbe

monstrance over the people. The Congre

gation of Rites orders this Benediction to

be given in silence ; probably to show that

it is not the earthly, but the Eternal

Priest who in this rite blesses and sanc

tifies his people. If a bishop gives Bene

diction of the Blessed Sacrament, he makes

the sign of the cross over the people three

times.

The rite is comparatively modern.

Processions and expositions of the Blessed

Sacrament date from the early part of the

fourteenth century, but at first, apparently,

the Host was replaced in the tabernacle,

without any benediction being given to

the people. "The custom" [of Denedic-

tion], says the learned Thiers, in a treatise

on tbe exposition of the Blessed Sacra

ment, published in 1673, "appears to me

somewhat novel (attez nouvelie) for I have
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found no Ritual or Ceremonial older than

about a hundred years which mentions it."

The same author tells us, that the custom

of singing the "OSalutarisHostia" 1 at the

Elevation in the Mass was introduced by

Louis XII. of France, a little before his

death, in 1515, at a time when he was

harassed by various enemies. Thiers also

mentions that the Carthusians still main

tained the custom of replacing the Host,

after exposition, without giving benedic

tion.3

BEWEBXCTXOXrAXtB. A collection

of forms of blessing, compiled for the con

venience of priests, from the Roman Ritual,

Pontifical, Missal, &c. Such books may

be lawfully published with the approba

tion of the ordinary, but they possess no

authority in themselves. " These books

only are to be employed, and these Bene

dictions only to be given which conform

to the Roman Ritual." (Decree of S.

Congreg. of Rites, April 7, 1832.)

benefice. An ecclesiastical bene

fice is a perpetual right, established by the

Church in isvour of an ecclesiastical per

son, of receiving the profits of Church

property, on account of the discharge, by

such person, of a spiritual office.

The term had its origin in a special use

of the Latin word beneficium which arose

in the dark ages, and was connected with

the difference between allodial and feudiil

property. The allodial estate of a Teuton

was his absolute, hereditary, freehold pro

perty, which royal favour had nut given,

and royal rapacity seldom dared to de

prive him of. But a king co:ild rewnrd a

faithful follower by the grant, usually lor

life, of lands belonging to the ciown ; and

estates so granted were called beneficial,

as being pure emanations of the king's

grace and favour, though it is true that

military service was always an implied

condition of the tenure. As the landed

possessions of the Church increased, usur

pations of them by unscrupulous laymen

became frequent. The clergy found that,

practically, they hud no other defence

againt-t this species of rapine but by

granting portions of Church property to

lay lords, on condition of military service

against those who might disturb them in

the quiet possession of the rest. The

tenure being much the same, Church

lands thus came to be called beneficia ;

and this name was gradually transferred

to the beneficial enjoyment of all Church

1 Traiti dt Fexpoiitim </« Saint Sacrement

dt Cautel, iii. ch. v.

> Ibid. iii. 7.

property, after the lands above described

had been, with the advent of more peace

ful times, restored to ecclesiastical

hands.

According to the canonists, six things

are required in a benefice. First, that it

should be established by episcopal autho

rity. Secondly, that it should have sorre

spiritual work annexed to it—thus the

function of an organist, or a verger, being

merely temporal, is incompatible with the

possession of a benefice. Thirdly, that it

should be conferred by an ecclesiastical

person. (Lay patrons are not properly

snid to confer, but to pretent to, a benefice.)

Fourthly, that it should be conferred on

a clerk who has at least received the

tonsure. Fifthly, that it should be for

life. Sixthly, that whoever has the right

of conferring it should not keep it for

himself, but give it to another. Ferraris,

Beneficium.

BBNErrr of clebot. By this

was originally meant the privilege enjoyed

by persons in holy orders of claiming, if

charged with any felony (unless it were

high treason, or arson), to be tried in the

bishop's instead of the king's court. The

ancient usage was, says Blackstone, " for

the bishop, or ordinary, to demand his

clerks to be remitted out of the king's

courts as soon as they were indicted."

Henry II. endeavoured to do away with

the exemption, and to subject clerks

charged with felony to the jurisdiction of

his own court ; but the reaction in popular

feeling which followed the murder of St.

Thomas a Becket prevented the realisa

tion of his intention. After much conflict

between the secular and ecclesiastical

courts, it was settled, in the time of

Henry VI., that a clerk charged with

felony should first be arraigned in the

king's court, after which he might either

plead his benefit of clergy at once, de

clining the jurisdiction, or,after conviction,

by way of arresting judgment. Originally,

only persons who had the clerical dress

and tonsure were entitled to the privilege ;

but a laxer test was gradually accepted,

until it came to be a settled thing that

every prison* who could read should be

allowed the benefit of clergy, even though

neither ordained nor tonsured. It was

found that too many laymen were thus

let in, and by a statute of 1487 it was

enacted that a layman might not claim

the privilege more than once, and, when

allowed it, he was to be burnt with a hot

iron " on the brawn of the left thumb "

—an effectual, if barbarous, mode of idea
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tification—so that he should not illegally

claim it a second time.

After benefit of clergy had been claimed

and allowed, the culprit was remitted to

the bishop's court, and there tried. An

elaborate procedure was followed, of

which the ordinary result is said to have

been an acquittal. If, however, the tem

poral courts surrendered the accused to

the ordinary absque purgatione facienda,

he had to be imprisoned for life.

The later history of benefit of clergy

turns upon a statute of 1676. The govern

ment of Elizabeth were resolved to take

away all criminal jurisdiction from the

bishops, but the principle of immunity to

the educated classes as compared with the

uneducated was inwoven by so long a

usage into judicial practice, and was so

convenient for the former, that it is easy

to understand why it should not readily

be relinquished. By the statute above

mentioned, it was forbidden to surrender

any prisoner to the ordinary ; but when

benefit of clergy had been allowed, and

burning inflicted in the usual way, the

prisoner was to undergo no further punish

ment—except that the judge might, at his

discretion, order him to be kept in gaol

for any period within a year. Acts were

afterwards passed, allowing Peers, even

though they could not read, to claim

benefit of clergy, and extending the statute

to female defendants, on their being burnt

and imprisoned for less than a year. But

" those men who could not read, if under

the degree of peerage, were hanged." It

should be understood that not all felonies

were within benefit of clergy. High trea

son and arson, as already mentioned, were

always excluded from it ; and other crimes,

such as murder, burglary, unnatural crime,

&c, were expressly withdrawn from it by

different statutes.

As more and more criminals were

found able to read, the state of the law

was thought to tend too much to laxity.

Acts of 1718 and 1720 provided that any

person convicted who was entitled to

benefit of clergy, with consequent burning

and short imprisonment, might be, in

substitution for such burning, &c, sen

tenced to transportation to America for

seven years. Benefit of clergy was finally

abolished in 1827. (Blackstone's " Com

mentaries," book iv.)

berestgahxtts. A writer of the

eleventh century, celebrated for having

anticipated the Sacramentarians'of a later

age in assailing the mystery of the Eucha

rist. He was born, probably at Tours,

about a.d. 1000, and was about forty ;

of age when he was made Archdeacon

of Angers. At this period of bis life he

gave vent to the crude and novel theory

on the sacrament of the altar which an

inquisitive intellect, joined to a vain and

unstable character, suggested to him. His

former friends, Adalbert of liege, and

Hugh, bishop of Langres, wrote to him

letters of earnest remonstrance ; but being

at this time supported by the king of

France, Bruno, bishop of Angers, and

other persons of influence, he disregarded

their admonitions. The French king,

Henry I., seeing that a line of German

popes was apparently firmly fixed in the

chair of Peter, and apprehensive lest the

papal influence should be used to further

imperial designs against France, is said 1

to have meditated the formation of a

Gallican schism, and in pursuance of this

design to have encouraged Berengarius to

resist the authority of Rome. The treatise

in which he set forth his peculiar teaching

has been lately discovered and printed. In

the j udgment even of those who would be

most inclined to take a favourable view,9 it

is described as " hard, harsh, and obscure."

It is certain that he denied any real or ob

jective change, any transubstantiation of

the bread and wine ; with Erigena he held

that the presence of the body of Christ in

the Sacrament was only real in so far as

it was spiritually conceived, and rejected

the opposite tenet of Paschasius Radbert.

A letter of his to Lanfranc, then Prior

of Bee, referring to these views, found its

way to Rome ; the matter was immedi

ately taken up, and in a council held at

Rome in 1050, the ancient faith of the

Church was emphatically reasserted, and

the tenets of Berengarius and Erigena

condemned. Apain, in the Synod of

Vercelli (Sept. 1000), and shortly after

wards at Paris, Berengarius was con

demned. For some time, so long as

he was able to avoid attendance at any

of these synods, he treated their decisions

with contempt. But the King of France,

who had now learned to form a truer

estimate of the great character and

apostolic aims of Leo IX., withdrew his

support of Berengarius, who was conse

quently compelled to appear at a synod

held at Tours in 1054, over which the

legate Hildebrand (afterwards Gregory

YII.) presided. . Berengarius made and

signed the recantation required of him,

1 By SUudenmaier, art. " Berengarius " in

Wetzer and Welte.

' Miluian, Latin ChrUtianity, iii. 390.
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but not long afterwards he reasserted

the condemned error. This happened

several times over, Berengarius sub

scribing whatever orthodox formulary

might be set before liim, and then, in

siime fresh publication, giving an inad

missible turn to the subscription which he

had made. The last of has retractations

—from which he does not seem to have

subsequently receded—was pronounced

at the Council of Bordeaux, in 1080.

Malmesbury 1 declares that he changed his

views before his death (in 1088), and

lamented that he could not effect the

like change in all who bad espoused his

opinions. The same writer—the passage

has been often quoted—professes to give

us his dying words. It should be men

tioned that he died on the feast of the

Epiphany. " To-day, being the day of

his manifestation, my Lord Jesus Christ

will appear to me, either, as I hope, to

raise me to glory for my repentance, or,

as I fear, to punish me for the heresy

which I have been instrumental in spread

ing."

It should be added that William of

Malmesbury quotes a long passage from

a Latin poem by Hildebert, bishop of Le

Mans, a former pupil of Berengarius, in

which be warmly eulogises the temper

ance,charity , andself- denial of his departed

master, and that Malmesbury himself

writes of him in the same strain, though,

whether he is merely echoing the encomi

ums of Hildebert, or speaking from some

independent source of information, there

are no means of ascertaining.

BERRETTA.. A square cap with

three or sometimes four prominences or

projecting corners rising from its crown.

There is usually a tassel in the middle

where the corners meet. It is worn by

a priest as he approaches the altar to say

Mmss, by ecclesiastics in choir, &c. It is of

two colours, black or red. The latter

colour is used by cardinals, the former by

sll other clerics. A bishop's berretta

should be lined with green ; in other re

spects it is like that of an ordinary priest.

A four-cornered berretta belongs to JVic-

tors of Divinity,2 though Benedict XIV.

mentions that in his time Spanish ecclesi

astics generally wore a berretta of this kind.

The word is derived from birrut, a

mantle with a hood, and that again from

1 Malm. Gent. Reg. lil>. iii.

' Who, however, are forbidden to use this
peculiar berretta in sacred functions. S. R. C.

7 ller. l*4t. lint there is some doubt as to the

precise force of this decree.

trvppoc, flame-coloured. "At Rome," savs

Benedict XIV., "and in most churches, the

berretta was unknown as late as the

ninth century. Its ecclesiastical use be

gan when priests gave up the ancient

custom of covering their heads with the

amice till the actual beginning of the

Mass." (Benedict XIV. " De Miss." i. 9.)

BETHLEHEMITES. Matthew Pari*

speaks of some " fratres BethleeuiitfB "

to whom a house was granted at Cam

bridge, on the way leading to Trumping-

ton, in 1267 ; their habit, he says, was

like that of the Friars Preachers, with the

addition of a red and blue star on the

breast. Of this foundation nothing fur

ther is known.

2. An order bearing the same name

was founded by a noble Spanish gentle

man of Tenerine, Peter of B^tencourt, at

Guatemala, in Central America, about the

year 1660. He founded a hospital, con

vent, and school under the patronage of

Our Lady of Bethlehem, with an order of

monks to attend the sick and teach in the

school. The Bethlehemites were rapidly

propagated through every part of Spanish

America. In 1087 Innocent XI. placed

them under the rule of St. Augustine.

They are said to possess some forty houses

even now, the chief establishment being at

Guatemala.

BlBZiE (from j9i/3Xtoi>, a letter or

paper, and that from &ip\os, the inner bark

of papyrus). A name given to the sacred

books of the Jews and the Christians. In

itself " Bible " might mean a book of what

ever kind, just as its synonym "Scrip

tures " (ypaipai) means originallv writings

of any sort. Gradually the Jews who

spoke Greek employed the word " Bible "

as a convenient name for their Bacred

books. Thus the Greek translator of

Ecelesiasticus, writing soon alter 132 a.c,

mentions the law and the prophets and the

rest of the Bible (ra \otna to>v fftjSAiW);

and a similar instance might be quoted

from first Machabees.1 Our Lord and

his disciples received the Jewish collec

tion of the sacred books with the same

reverence as the Jews themselves, and

gave it the title usual at the time—viz.

" the Scriptures." But after an interval

there came a change. The Apostles and

their disciples wrote books professing

sacred authority. These writings ap

peared in the latter half of the first cen

tury, and were quoted within the Church

1 Ecclun. Prnef. ; 1 Mach. xii. 9. In Dan.

ix. 1, we find «► tw piQKoit, a translation of
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•with the same formulas—" it is written,"

&c.—which had heen used before to intro

duce citations from the law and the pro

phets. These books of Christian author

ship were called, first of all, " the books "

or " scriptures of the new covenant," and

from the beginning of the third century,

the shorter expression "new covenant"

came into vogue. In Chrysostom and suc

ceeding writers we find " bible " (|3t/9Aia)

as the familiar term for the whole collec

tion contained in either " covenant," or, as

we should now say, in the Old and New

Testaments.1

Under the article Canon the reader

will find some account of the way in

which and the authority by which the

list of sacred books has been made, while

the nature of their inspiration is also

treated in a separate article. Here we

take for granted that the Bible con

sists of a number of inspired books, con

tained in the Vulgate translation and enu

merated by the Council of Trent ; and we

proceed to treat of its authority, its in

terpretation, and of its use among the

faithful.

1. The Church holds that the sacred

Scripture is the written word of God.

The Council of Trent, " following the ex

ample of the orthodox Fathers, receives

with piety and reverence all the books of

the Old and New Testament, since one God

is the author of each." These words of

the council, which are an almost verbal re

petition of many early definitions, separate

the Bible utterly from all other books. Of

no human composition, however excellent,

can it be said that God is its author. And

the divine origin of Scripture implies its

perfect truth. We know for certain, St.

Irenseus argues, that the Scriptures are

erfect, since they are spoken by the

Vord of God and by the Spirit.* Some

few Catholic theologians nave, indeed,

maintained that the Scriptures may err in

minimis—i.e. in small matters of historical

detail which in no way affect faith or

morals. Nor in doing so do they contra

dict any express definition of Pope or

council, though such an opinion has never

obtained any currency jn the Church.

1 " The scriptures of the new covenant,"

Euseb. iii. 25; "the books of the new covenant,"

by implication in Melito of Sardis, about 170 a.d.

(apud Euseb. iv. 26). The "new document" and

Testament, Tertull. Adv. Marc. iv. 1 ("novum

instrumentum "). We have translated 4«>0.j«i)

" covenant." It never means " testanient " ip the

Christian Scriptures except in Ilcb. ix. 15-17.
• Iren ii. 38, 2.

But of course the modern Protestant

theories which reduce the historical ac

counts of the Bible to mere myths, or

again which, while they allow that the

Scripture contains the word of God,

deny that it is the written word of God,

are in sharp and obvious contradiction to

the decrees of the Church.

2. The Church, then, affirms that all

Scripture is the word of God, but at

the same time it maintains that there is an

unwritten word of God over and above

Scripture. Just as Catholics are bound

to defend the authority ofthe Bible against

the new school of Protestants who have

come to treat it as an ordinary book, so

they are compelled to withstand that

Protestant exaggeration, on the other side,

according to which the word of God is

contained in Scripture and in Scripture

alone. The word of God (so the Council

of Trent teaches) is contained both in

the Bible and in Apostolical tradition, and

it is the duty of a Christian to receive

the one and the other with equal venera

tion and respect. The whole historv and

the whole structure of the New testa

ment witness to the truth and reason

ableness of the Catholic view. If our

Lord had meant his Church to be guided

by a book and by a book alone, He would

have taken care that Christians should be

at once provided with sacred books. As

a matter of fact He did nothing of the

kind. He refers those who were to em

brace his doctrine, not to a book, but to

the living voice of his apostles and of his

Church. " He who heareth you," he

said to the apostles, " heareth me." For

twenty years after our Lord's ascension,

not a single book of the New Testament

was written, and all that time no Christian

could appeal, as many Protestants do now,

to the Bible and the Bible onlv, for the

simple reason that the New Testament

did not exist, and the faithful were evi

dently called upon to believe many truths

for which no strict and cogent proofs

could be brought from the pages of the

Jewish Scriptures. Further, when the

writings of the New Testament were

issued, they appeared ono by one, in order

to meet special exigencies, nor is the least

hint given that the Apostles or their dis

ciples provided that their writings should

contain the whole sum of Christian truth.

St. Paul wrote to various churches in

order to give them instruction on particu

lar points, and in order to preserve them

from moral or doctrinal errors to which

they were exposed at the moment. Far

P
V
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from professing to communicate the whole

circle of doctrine in a written form, he

exhorts his converts in one of his earliest

epistles, to " hold the traditions which "

they " had learned, whether by word or

by " his " epistle ; " a few years later he

praises the Corinthians for keeping the

traditions (■napa66atit) as he delivered

them, and towards the close of his life,

he warns St. Timothy to keep the " de

posit " of the faith (napa6i]Kr}v) without

a syllable to imply that this deposit had

been committed to writing.1 So, with

regard to the Gospel records, St, John ex

pressly declares that they were from the

necessity of the case an incomplete ac

count of Christ's life.* The Christians

who lived nearest to Apostolic times

believed, as the Apostles themselves had

done, that Scripture is a source, but by no

means the only source, of Christian doc

trine. Tertullian constantly appeals to the

tradition of the Apostolic Churches, and

lays down the principle on which all his

arguments against heresy turn—viz., that

the Apostles taught both by word and by

letter.' A little before Tertullian's time,

St. Irenaeus actually put the imaginary

case that the Apostles had- left no Scrip

ture at all. In this case, he says, we

should still be able to follow the order of

tradition, which [the Apostles] handed

down to those into whose hands they

committed the Churches.4

3. There is a controversy no less vital

between Catholics and Protestants as to

the interpretation of Scripture. A popu

lar Protestant theory makes it the right

and the duty of each individual to inter

pret the Bible for himself and to frame

his own religion accordingly ; the Catho

lic, on the contrary, maintains that it be

longs to the Church, and to the Church

alone, to determine the true sense of the

Scripture, and that we cannot interpret

contrary to the Church's decision, or to

" the unanimous consent of the Fathers,"

without making shipwreck of the faith.

The Catholic is fully justified in believing

with perfect confidence that the Church

cannot teach any doctrine contrary to the

Scripture, for our Lord has promised that

the gates of hell will not prevail against

his Church. On the other hand, Christ

has made no promise of infallibility to

those who expound Scripture by the light

of private judgment. St Peter tells us

distinctly that some parts of the New

' 2 Thess. ii. 14 ; 1 Cor. xi. 2; 1 Tim. vi.20.
• John xxi. 25 ; and see Acts xx. 35.

» Prmxrxpt. 21. * Iren. iii. 4, 1.

Testament are hard to understand. More

over, the experience of centuries has

abundantly confirmed the Catholic and

disproved the Protestant rule of inter

pretation. Unity is the test of truth.

If each man received the Holy Ghost,

enabling him to ascertain the sense of the

Bible, then pious Protestants would be at

one as to its meaning and the doctrines

which it contains, whereas it is notorious

that they have differed from the first on

every point of doctrine. The principle

of private judgment has been from the

time it was first applied a principle of

division and of confusion, and has led

j only to the multiplication of heresies and

sects, agreed in nothing except in their

common disagreement with the Church.

Nor does the authority of the Church in

any way interfere with the scientific ex

position of Scripture. A Catholic com

mentator is in no way limited to a Bervile

repetition of the interpretation already

given by the Fathers. He is not, indeed,

permitted to give to any passage in

Scripture a meaning which is at variance

with the faith, as attested by the decision

of the Church or the unanimous consent

of the Fathers. But he may differ as to

the meaning of passages in Scripture, even

from the greatest of the Fathers ; he is

not bound to consider that these passages

necessarily bear the meaning gi ven them bv

general councils in the preambles to their

decrees ; he may even advance interpreta

tions entirely new and unknown before.

"When, for example, God is said to have

hardened Pharao's heart, a Catholic com

mentator cannot infer from this that the

book of Exodus makes God the author of

sin, but he may, if he sees cause, give an ex

planation of the words which differs from

that of St. Auyustine or St. Thomas, or,

indeed, from that of nil the Fathers and

Doctors of the Church taken together. 1

4. We now come to the use of the

Bible, and the Catholic principles on

this head follow from what has been

nlrendv said. It is not necessary for all

Christians to read the Bible. Many na

tions, St. Ireneeus tells us, were con

verted and received the faith without

being able to read.2 Without knowledge

of letters, without a Bible in their own

tongue, they received from the Church

teaching which was quite sufficient for

the salvation of their souls. Indeed, if

the study of the Bible had been an indis-

1 Pallavacini, Hitt. Condi. Trident, in

Mbhler's SymWi'*, p. 386.

9 Iren. iii. 4, 2.
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pensable requisite, a great part of the

human race would have heen left without

the means of grace till the invention of

printing. More than this, parts of the

Bible are evidently unsuited to the very

young or to the ignorant, and hence

Clement XI. condemned the proposition

that " the reading of Scripture is for all."

These principles are fixed and invari

able, but the discipline of the Church

with regard to the reading of the Bible

in the vulgar tongue has varied with

varying circumstances. In early times,

the Bible was read freely by the lay peo

ple, and the Fathers constantly encou

rage them to do so, although they also

insist on the obscurity of the sacred text.

No prohibitions were issued against the

popular reading of the Bible. New dan

gers came in during the middle ages.

When the heresy of the Albigenses

arose there was a danger from corrupt

trauslations, and also from the fact

that the heretics tried to make the

faithful judge the Church by their own

interpretation of the Bible. To meet

these evils, the Councils of Toulouse

(1229) aud Tarragona (1234) forbade the

laity to read the vernacular translations

of the Bible. Pius IV. required the

bishops to refuse lay persons leave to read

even Catholic versions of Scripture un

less their confessors or parish priests

judged that such reading was likely to

prove beneficial. During this century, Leo

XII., Pius VIII., and Pius IX. have

warned Catholics against the Protestant

Bible Societies, which distribute versions

(mostly corrupt versions) of the Bible

with the avowed purpose of perverting

simple Catholics. It is only surprising

that any rational being could have thought

it possible for the Holy See to assume any

other attitude towards such proceedings.

It is right, however, to observe that the

Church displays the greatest anxiety that

her children should read the Scriptures, if

they possess the necessary dispositions.

" You judge exceedingly well," says Pius

VI., in his let ter to Martini, the author of a

translation of the Bible into Italian, " that

the faithful should beexcited to the reading

of holy Scriptures : for these are the most

abundant sources, which ought to be left

open to everyone, to draw from them

purity of morals and of doctrine. This

you have seasonably effected .... by

Eublishing the sacred Scriptures in the

mguage of your country, .... especi

ally when you show that vou have added

explanatory notes, which being extracted

from the holy Fathers preclude every

possible danger of abuse."

BIBXiIA PAT7PERTJIW. The Bible

of the poor. A representation in between

forty and fifty pictures of events in the

Old and New Testaments, with short ex

planations and Scriptural texts appended

in Latin or German. The redemption by

Christ is the central idea of the collection,

so that the Old Testament subjects are

chosen for their typical significance. The

paintings were often copied from the

MSS. and represented in sculpture, or on

walls, glass, the antipendia of altars, &c

At Vienna there is an antipendium thus

adorned which dates from the twelfth

century. The Court library of the same

city contains two copies of the " Biblia

Pauperum," both of the year 1430. They

are block-books. Copies printed on

movable types soon followed, but, owing

to the popularity of the book, copies were

soon worn out, and are now very rare.

bigamy. [See Irregularity.]

BISHOP. I. Meaning of the Xante

and Divine Institution of the Office.—The

word bishop is derived from the Greek

*Wcrieo7ror, which latter occurs in writers

of the earliest age in the general sense of

" overseer," and was specially applied in

later Greek to the officers whom the

Athenians sent to subject states. In the

LXX1 eWcnro7ror is used for an officer

or prefect of any kind. The Christians

adopted the word as the title of an eccle

siastical dignitary who has received the

highest of the sacred orders and is in

vested with authority to rule a diocese

as its chief pastor.

A bishop, therefore, is superior to

simple priests, and the Council of Trent

defines that this superiority is of divine

institution. " If anyone deny," says the

council, " that there is in the Church a

hierarchy instituted by divine ordinance,

which consists of bishops, presbyters, and

ministers, let him be anathema ;" and

again, " if anyone affirm that bishops

are not superior to presbyters, or that

they have not the power of confirming

and ordaining, or that the power which

they have is common to presbyters also,

let him be anathema.""

The Anglican Church, as is well

known, did not, at least formally, cast off

belief in the divine institution of epi

scopacy, and learned Anglican divines,

among whom Pearson is the most cele

brated, have strenuously vindicated the

' E.g. Num. xxxi. 14 ; 2 Par. xxxiv. 12.
s CouciL Trident, sess. xxiii. can. 6, 7.
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episcopal authority. With most of the

Protestant bodies it has been otherwise.

They do not pretend to have bishops, or

if they have superintendents whom they

call by that name, they attribute to them

no authority except such as has been

bestowed upon them by the Church. They

deny, in other words, that the episcopate

is of divine institution, and directly

impugn the definitions of Trent on this

subject. They admit, of course, that

bishops (tVurcoiroi) are frequently men

tioned in the New Testament, but they

urge that in the Acts and the Epistles

bishop and presbyter are two names for

the same office. They suppose that

originally there were three grades in the

hierarchy—viz. the Apostles, whose office

ended with their life-time, and who left

no successors ; the bishops or presbyters,

corresponding to the ministers or clergy

men of the present day ; and deacons.

They defend their position chiefly on the

following grounds :—

We first find the word inia-Kortot in

the Acta of the Apostles, xx. 28. " Take

heed," St. Paul says, to the clergy of

Epbesus, " take heed to vourselves and to

the whole flock, in which the Holy Ghost

made you bishops." It is plain, however

(so it is urged), that these " bishops " were

mere presbyters, so that " bishop " and

presbyter in New Testament language are

synonymous, for St. Luke tells us at the

beginning of the same chapter that the

Apostle was addressing " the presbyters

of the Church " whom he had summoned

to Miletus. Towards the close of the

Apostle's life the Church was still with

out bishops in the modern sense, for St.

Paul addressed an epistle to the faithful

at Philippi "with the bishops and the

deacons. Here the plural number and

the fact tbat no allusion is made to

presbyters as distinct from the " bishopB "

are said to prove that in that age into-Konos

or " bishop " meant presbyter. Later

still, St. Paul writes to Titus that he had

left him in Crete to " appoint presbyter*

in every city," and continues—" for the

bishop must be irreproachable," &c.

Presbyterian writers also allege certain

confirmatory evidence from antiquity—

some words of St. Jerome (who, however,

anxious as he was to exalt the priestly

dignity, expressly mentions the power of

conferring orders as marking the dis

tinction between bishop and priest), and

the supposed tradition of the Alexandrian

Church. The reader who is curious on

this latter point will find a full discussion

of it in Pearson's " Vindiciaa Ignatianse."

But Presbyterian arguments from anti

quity need not detain us here. Even oh

their own showing, Presbyterians can but

produce one or two doubtful testimonies,

and they have against them a cloud of

witnesses dating from the sub-Apostolic

age. One additional remark, however,

must be made before we end our state

ment of the Presbyterian case. We have

seen that there are plausible reasons for

holding that the words presbyter and

bishop are synonymous in the New Testa

ment. It is right to add that Clement of

Home, writing towards the end of the first

century, does not seem to recognise any

distinction in meaning between the two

words.1

In spite of the objections just stated,

the arguments for the divine institution

of episcopacy are clear and cogent. We

need not deny that the same persons were

at first called indifferently bishops and

presbyters. It is possible, as some ancient

writers suppose, tnat at Philippi and other

places, a number of persons received epi

scopal consecration ; that they were occu

pied for a time in administering the

sacraments and preaching at the place of

their consecration, and ready, as conve

nience required, to be removed to such

other Churches as the Apostles should

empower them to govern with proper

episcopal jurisdiction. Or again, we may

suppose, with other great authorities, that

the Apostles did not at once provide the

newly-founded Churches with bishops, but

left them for a season under clergy of the

second order, who at that time were called

indifferently " bishops " and presbyters.2

Whatever theory we adopt as to the

early use of the word " bishop," it is

certain that there are clear traces of the

episcopal office, as we now understand it,

within the lifetime of the Apostles, and

with the sanction of their authority.

For, first, St. James the Less was be

yond reasonable doubt bishop of Jerusa

lem. Thus, in the year 44, when St.

1 Clem. 1 Ep. 42. He thrice mentions ««'
(ricoiroi koX UaKovot together, as in Phil. i. 1, which

s striking, because the object of his epistle is

to defend the authority of the presbyters. See

Lightfoot, in too.

5 Pctavius, De Kccln. Hierarch. lib. iv.

ad init., gives both theories as probable, quoting

Fathers of the Church fur each. The latter

seems much the more attractive on intrinsic

grounds. The former is recommended by the

language of the Council of Trent, where Acts

xx. iS, is interpreted of bishops in the proper

a*
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Peter was released from prison he desired

information to be given to James and the

brethren. At the Apostolic Council James

delivers j udgment (" wherefore I.judge ").

St. Paul in his Epistle to the G/alatians

describes Judaisers from Jerusalem as

" certain who came from James," thus

naming the Church by its bishop ; in

Acts xxi. 18, St. Paul is said to have

made a formal visit to St. James and to

his presbyters. Moreover,, in the middle

of the second century all parties were

agreed in regarding St. James as bishop

of Jerusalem.1 This is clearly proved by

Dr. Lightfoot, now bishop of Durham,

who rightly describes St. James as " the

precedent and pattern of the later episco

pate.'' We refer to Dr. Lightfoot for

this admission, not only because of his

great learning and high ability, but also

because he is perhaps the very ablest

writer who has ever written against the

Apostolic origin of episcopacy.

Next, St. Paul gave Titus power to

ordain presbyters ; he gives St. Timothy

directions for the way in which he is to

receive ac usatious against presbyters.

Clearly then both Timothy and Titus

were ecclesiastical officers superior to the

clergy of the second order.

Thirdly, the Angels of the Churches

in the Apocalypse cannot possibly be an

gels in the ordinary sense, for some of

them are charged with serious faults.

Nor can the Angels be identified with the

Churches, since both Angels and Churches

are represented by distinct symbols.

" The seven stars," St. John says, " are

the angels of the seven churches, and the

seven candlesticks are the seven churches."

"What, then, were the Angels of the

Churches? Each of them represents the

Church of a city, and is responsible for

the purity of its doctrine and its morals.

They answer to the idea of diocesan

bishops and to nothing else.9

This inference from Scripture rises

to demonstration if considered in con

nection wit h the earliest tradition. Poly-

carp, the disciple of St. John, writes as a

bishop and distinguishes himself from his

presbyters. The Ignatian epistles no

toriously exalt the episcopal office as the

1 Lightfoot, Ep. to Philippines, " Essay on

the Christian Ministry." Kouth, Sell. Sacr. i.

p. 228.
2 See the authorities for this interpretation

in Petav. Inc. cit. lib. i. 2. It was adopted by

Grotiua, one of the most celebrated of Protes

tant commentators, and himself member of a

Presbyterian sect.

centre of unity, and insist on the necessity

laid both on presbyters and laymen of

submission to the bishop. St. Ignatius

wrote only a few years after St John's

death, and his letters prove that episco

pacy was established in his time, not

only at Antioch, where he himself was

bishop, but at each of the six Churches in

Asia Minor to which he writes, nor does

he hint that there was any Church with

other than an episcopal organisation.

True, the authenticity o( these letters has

been disputed, but this on most inade

quate grounds. Indeed, many eminent

German scholars, prej udiced as they are

against the Ignatian teaching on episco

pacy, have been compelled by the weight

of evidence to admit the authenticity of

these epistles. The Clementine homilies

supply another important contribution to

the evidence. Their witness is all the

more valuable because they are deeply

marked with heresy. Still the author of

these homilies, differing as he does from

Catholics on other points, agrees with

them in affirming the Apostolic origin of

the episcopal office.1 These homilies come

from early times : they cannot be placed

later than the end, and should perhaps be

placed at, the beginning, of the second cen

tury. Now, if we allow the Apostolic

institution, this ancient evidence presents

no difficulty. It does but confirm the con

clusion we had already reached from an

examination of the NewTestament records.

If, on the other hand, it is maintained

that bishops in the modern sense began

to be after the death of the Apostles, or

at least without their sanction, it is im

possible to understand how in so brief a

space Churches all over the world ex

changed presbyterian for episcopal govern

ment. Nor is this all. We must sup

pose that in a very sliort time—with

in a century at the most—all recollec

tion of the original state of things had

perished. St. Irenieus cannot even un

derstand that the name of " bishop "s had

ever been given to mere presbyters. We

say nothing of later Fathers, for in the

Church of the fourth century it is ad

mitted to have been a settled maxim that

bishops only could ordain, and Epiphanius

describes the doctrine of Aerius, the first

presbyterian, as frantic.

II. Nature of the Episcopal Office.—We

1 See, e.g., the Epistle of Clement to James.

* iii. 14,2. The passage is very instructive.

St. Irenieus says St. rsul at Miletus *" convoked

the bishops and the presbyters." He is evidently

unable to understand the interchange of names.
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may now dismiss the controversial part of

the subject, and proceed to explain the

duties, rights and position of a bishop in

the Church. A bishop is, according to

the Council of Trent, the successor of the

Apostles. He has received the sacrament

of order in all its fulness. He can, like

the Apostles, confirm ; he can ordain

priests and consecrate other bishops. The

Pope himself, so far as order goes, is sim

ply a bishop. Moreover, the bishop is the

member of a hierarchy which is divinely

constituted, and which collectively repre

sents the college of the Apostles. The

Holy Ghost has appointed bishops "to

rule the Church of God," and although

the Pope can suppress sees or change their

boundaries, he cannot do away, through

out the Church, with bishops governing

their sees with ordinary jurisdiction,

because this would involve a change in

the divine constitution of the Church,

which is inalterable. Again, even an in

dividual bishop has certain duties to the

whole Church. It is his duty to bear

witness to the faith and tradition of his

predecessors and of his flock, and he sits

as a judge in general councils. Of course

all these rights are held and duties exer

cised in union with and in submission to

the see of Peter.

In bis own diocese it is a bishop's duty

(a) to teach. He himself is required by

the Council of Trent to preach the word

of God, unless he be lawfully hindered,

nor can anyone, secular or regular, preach

in the diocese without his leave. He

must watch over purity of doctrine, espe

cially in all schools public and private, and

appoint professors in the seminary and

clerical colleges. No book treating on reli

gion (de rebus sacris) can be published

till it has been examined by the bishop's

orders and received his imprimatur.1

(6) To guard the morals of his flock,

and especially to maintain discipline

among his clergy ; to take measures for

the due performance of divine worship ;

to see that the people are provided with

the sacraments, &c. He himself (or another

bishop, with his leave) must confirm, or

dain priests, consecrate the holy oils,

churches, altars, chalices, &c. He must

also approve priests, and give them their

faculties to hear confessions, to adminis

ter the other sacraments, &c, &c.

(c) To reside.3 (d) To make a visita-

1 Concil. Trident, sess. v. cap. 2, De Reform.;

•en. x xi v. cap. 4, De Reform. ; sess. iv. De Edit,

et lira SS. lib.

' Ibid. sess. xxiii. cap. 1, De Reform.

tion of all the churches in his diocese at

least everv two years.1

In order that he may perform these

duties, a bishop possesses certain rights :—

(a) He may make laws for his dio

cese : not, however, such as are contrary

to the law of the Church.

(8) He decides in the first instance

all ecclesiastical causes, (y) He can in

flict penalties, suspension, excommunica

tion, and the like.

(8) He may dispense from the observ

ance of his own laws, and although, gene

rally speaking, a bishop cannot dispense

in laws made by those who have power

superior to his own, still the general law

of the Church enables him to dispense in

certain cases of irregularity, in the pro

clamation of banns, in oaths (unless the

dispensation tends to the injury of a third

party), and in simple vows, except vows of

chastity and vows to enter religion, or to

make pilgrimages to Rome,thp Ilolv Land,

or St. James of Compostella, &c.,&c. Some

bishops have additional power to dispense

by virtue of lawful custom or by delegation

from the Pope.

(f) Certain other rights of bishops

are summed up under the general head of

" administration." A bishop may erect

or suppress churches or benefices, provided

he observes the canonical regulatirn re

specting such matters. He collates to all

benefices, parish churches, prebends in

his diocese, except such as are reserved to

the Pope. He assigns their duties to his

clergy, and determines the persons among

his subjects who are to be admitted to

the ecclesiastical state or to higher

orders. He watches over the mnnasre-

ment of temporal goods pertaining to the

Church or to pious places. A s Apostolic

Delegate, he becomes in certain cases men

tioned by the law the executor to carry

out the intentions of those who have given

or left money for pious uses.'

III. Titles, Insignia, cjc of Bishops.—

All priests saying Mass in the diocese

pray for the bishop by name in the Canon,

lie is received by the priests and people

at the door of the church when he comes on

official visits. He receives certain titlee

of honour. In the first ages he was called

Most Holy, Most Blessed, Lord (dnmi-

nus)," Your Holiness" (sanetitas tua) , &c.,

&c, some of which titles are now reserved

1 Concil. Trid. sess. xxiv. cap. 3.
• Ibid. sess. xxii. cap. 8, De Reform.

Chiefly from Card. Soglia, Institut. Juris.

Ectl.
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to the Pope. Desiderius of Cators, about

G60, calls himself terms sermrum.1 At

present a biebop is called " most illustrious

and most reverend Lord ; " the Pope ad

dresses him as ''venerable brother," "your

fraternity,'' &c, while the bishop speaks

of himself as " N., by the grace of'God

and of the Apostolic See, Bishop of N.''

The insignia of his office are the pastoral

staff (pedum, baculus), the ring, pectoral

cross, episcopal throne, the mitre, ponti

fical vestments, gloves and sandals. In

many countries the bishop has special

rights and titles of honour accorded to

him bv the laws of the State.

I\. Election, Sfc.,ofBis/io)M.—Bishops

were first of all chosen by the Apostles.

St. Paul, for instance, left St. Titus at

Crete, with authority to ordain priests, &c.

In the third century bishops were

chosen, as Cyprian says, " by the vote of

■ all the faithful and by the judgment of

the bishops " of the province2—t.e.the peo

ple chose a bishop, but the bishops of the

province could put a veto on this choice :

nay, the bishops could in extreme cases

actually choose the bishop. The fourth

canon of Nicaea recommends (n-poo-qxfi)

that a bishop be appointed (icaBltrTaaSai)

by the bishops of the province. If this

is impossible, three bishops are to con

secrate him with the consent of the rest.

The confirmation of the whole matter (t6

Kvpot tS>v yivofiivav) is to rest with the

metropolitan. Two interpretations of this

canon were current in the Church. The

Greek canonists, following the lead of the

Seventh General Council, understood the

Nicene canon as reserving the choice of a

new bishop to the bishops of the province,

and so annulling the old form of election

by clergy and people. In the West, the

canon was interpreted as merely requiring

the presence of the bishops of the pro

vince at the consecration. Hence in the

Latin Church popular election continued,

at least in form, till the eleventh century.

After that, the bishop was elected by the

clergy of the cathedral church, the confir

mation resting, as before, with the metro

politan.' Gradually, from the eleventh

century onwards, the right of confirmation

passed from the metropolitan to the Pope.4

Later on, from the time of Clement V., the

Popes reserved the whole appointment of

bishops in certain cases, and at last in all

cases, to themselves. This last state of

1 Kraua, Arclucnfatf. Diet. Art. " Bischof."

* Cyprian, Ep. lxviii.

» liefele, Ctmcilien. i. p. 882.

4 Kraus, KirchenoMchichtc, p. 826.

things, however, did not continue. Tne

Popes restored in some countries the right

of electing bishops to the chapters,1 and

the right is still continued in Germany (ex

cept Bavaria and part of Austria) and in

Switzerland. In other countries the Pope

has given to Catholic sovereigns the right

of nominating to vacant bishoprics. Such

rights have been conceded to the Kings of

France, Portugal, Spain, Naples and

Sicily, Sardinia, to the Emperor of Austria

with certain exceptions, and by the Con

cordat of 1817 to the King of Bavaria.

Even Protestant Governments in Germany

are permitted to inspect a list of names

proposed provisionally by the chapters and

to exclude such names as are displeasing to

them. In England the choice of bishops

belongs simply and exclusively to the Pope.

At the same time certain privileges have

been granted in this respect to the English

Church by Pius IX. A week after the

see is vacant the canons are required to

elect a vicar capitular. A month later,

under the presidencv of the metropolitan,

or failing him of tne senior bishop, they

by their separate votes recommend three

persons for the vacant see. Each of these

persons must have obtained an absolute

majority of the votes of the chapter.

The names are given or sent in alphabeti

cal order to the metropolitan. The bishops

of the province (i.e. of England) examine

the names, annex theirjudgment uponeach

of them, and transmit them to the Congre

gation of Propaganda. It need scarcely

be said that this recommendation is wholly

differentfrom true and canonical election.2

The person thus elected, nominated or re

commended must be thirty years of age, in

holy orders, of Catholic parentage, of

good fame, able to produce the public

testimony of some university or academy

to his learning.' If the person elected

accepts, he must within a fixed time ask

for the Papal confirmation, by which the

person elected is approved and made bishop

of the see. This confirmation is given by

the Pope in a consistorv of Cardinals,

and in virtue of it the bishop designate

contracts spiritual marriage with his see

and receives full jurisdiction within it.

He cannot, of course, previous to his con- _

secration, confirm, ordain, &c, but he can

delegate power for the performance ofthese

and other acts of episcopal order to

another bishop.

1 Snglia, Inititut. jurit privat. v. 38.
a See Synod Prneinc. Weitmrmast. decret,

xii. and the Instruction of Propaganda in the

Appendix.

5 Condi. Trid. seas. xxil. cap. 2, De Reform.
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It i« evident from what has been said

that the discipline of the Church with

regard to the appointment of bishops has

varied from age to age, and that the

Holy See now exercises a more immediate

control over the matter than was usual

in the primitive or even the mediaeval

Church. From the first, however, the

Pope possessed the full power of governing

the whole Church. No one is, and no one

ever could be, a Catholic bishop, unless

either expressly or tacitly recognised as

such by the Pope. Varying circumstances

made it prudent for the Pope to exercise

his control in a less or in a greater degree,

but the principle of government has re

mained toe same. The Pope, by the law

of Christ, is the head of the Church. On

the other hand, patriarchs and metro

politans are of ecclesiastical institution ;

they could therefore possess no inherent

right to confirm bishops, and they suffered

no wrong when the Pope withdrew it

from them.

V. Consecration of Bishop*.—The con

secration of bishops used to be performed

by the metropolitan and two other bishops.

According to the present discipline, the

consecration of bishops is reserved to the

Pope, or to a bishop specially commis

sioned by him. The consecrator is assisted

by two other bishops, for which latter the

Pope sometimes permits mitred abbots, or

even simple priests, to be substituted.

The consecration should take place within

three months of confirmation, and on a

Sunday, or feast of an Apostle. The

bishop-elect, who must already have been

ordained priest, takes an oath before the

bishop who is to consecrate him, that be

will be faithful to the Holy See, that he

will promote its authority, and that he

will, at stated intervals prescribed by law,

and different for different countries, visit

the city of Rome, and give an account to

the Pope of his whole pastoral office.

Afterwards, the elect is consecrated bishop

by imposition of hands, the tradition

of staff and ring, the unction with the

chrism, the imposition of the book of the

Gospels on his shoulders, and other rites

prescribed in the Pontifical. Thus the

fullness of the priesthood is received, and

the person consecrated acquires episcopal

order in addition to episcopal jurisdiction,

which he already held. [See also Order,

Sacrament of.]

VL Translation, Resignation, Depo

sition of Bishops.—So sacred is the con

nection between a bishop and his see, that,

as Innocent 111. declares, the power tu

sever it belongs, " not so much by canoni

cal legislation, as by divine institution, to

the Roman Pontiff, and to him alone."

This follows from principles already stated.

The Pope alone can make a bishop ; and

therefore the Pope alone can unmake

him.

Translation from one see to another

was absolutely forbidden by the Nicene

Council (Can. 15), and by the Council of

Antioch, which met in 341. This pro

hibition was, however, modified by the

14th of the Apostolic Canons, which per

mits translation if the reasons are very

urgent and approved by the judgment of

" many bishops." 1 At first, such transla

tion was effected by provincial councils.

In the ninth century, Hincmar of Blieims

says a bishop might be translated " by the

ordinance of a synod, or by the consent of

the Apostolic See ; " but by the law which

has prevailed from the twelfth century

the consent of the Pope is always required.

The Pope's leave is also required for re

signation. Finally, the "grave causes"

against bishops such as deserve deposi

tion or privation can only be examined

and terminated by the definitive sentence

of the Pope.8 Less serious charges may

be examined and decided in a provincial

council.

BISHOPS, STJFrRAGAXr (Lat. suf

fragan, to vote, to support). The term has

two meanings, according to the twofold

signification of the Latin verb from which

it is derived. In the more common sense,

it means an auxiliary bishop (sujfraganeus)

who is consecrated to assist another bishop,

who from ape, ill-health, or other valid

reason, has become unequal to the ad

ministration of his diocese. But the suff

ragan, unlike the coadjutor, cannot exer

cise jurisdiction ; he only performs those

things which belong to the episcopal

office and order. He may, however, be

nominated by the bishop whom he assists

as his vicar-general ; in which case he

has the right to exorcise jurisdiction. In

the other sense, those are suffragan bishops

I miffragantes) who are members of a col

lege having equal deliberative and decisive

rights, under a metropolitan.

bishops, tiyuxab. [See Bishop

IN PARTIBUS.]

BISHOP Of PARTIBUS INriDE-

MTTM. A bishop consecrated to a see

which formerly existed, but which has

> Hefele, Condi, i. p. 804 ; Neanclcr, Kir-

chengtschichtc, iii. p. 233.

* Condi. Trid. ■eat.xxiv. cap. '<, iV Iieform,
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been, chiefly through the devastations of

the followers of Mahomet, lost to Christen

dom. Such a bishop may also be described

as a " Titular " bishop.

The creation of such titular bishops

dates only from the pontificate of Leo X.,

but they existed de facto from the time

when the first Christian see was widowed

by the attacks of a foreign enemy or the

action of a hostile jrovernment. Gregory

the Great provided for several Illyrian

bishops, whom an inroad of the Avars had

driven irom their sees, by appointing them

to vacant sees in Italy, till they should be

able to return home. The Moorish con

quest of Spain widowed a great number

of sees, the prelates of which fled to the

parts still unconquered, chiefly settling at

Oviedo, which thence had the name of

" the City of Bishops." But' it was the

progress of Mohammedan arms in the

East, devastating numberless Churches in

Asia Minor, Syria, and Africa, which,

till then, had been flourishing bishoprics,

that caused a great and sudden rise in the

number of titular bishops, attached to no

special sphere of duty, but wandering

from place to place, some hoping one day

to return, others seeking for suitable work

wherever it might be offered. This state

of things led to great abuses ; for a bishop

whose see was in partibus would often

enter some remote portion of the diocese

of a more fortunate brother further west,

and there exercise in various ways, with

out the permission of the bishop of the

diocese, his episcopal office. Clerks whom

their own bishop would not have promoted

to priests' orders often received through

the agency of these wandering bishops

the ordination which they desired. This

abuse was condemned by a decree of the

Council of Trent,1 which expressly forbids

these wandering bishops—" clero carentes

et populo Christiano '"—to promote candi

dates for ordination to any orders what

ever, without the consent of the bishop

of the diocese.

With the increasing complication of

political affairs in Europe, circumstances

could not but arise which should induce

the Popes, while providing for Catholic

populations more or les3 at the mercy of

Protestant Governments pastors armed

with full episcopal powers, to prefer in

vesting them with the titles of ancient

sees, now extinct, to asserting their claim

to local titleti and thus arousing the hos

tility or suspicion of unfriendly Govern-

• Sess. zfr. De Ref. U.

ments. Considerations of this nature were

the cause why Catholic affairs in Great

Britain were committed to the adminis

tration of bishops in partibus, from the

appointment of the first Vicar Apostolic

(1023| to tho creation of a new hierarchy

in 1850. Besides the Vicars Apostolic in

a non-Catholic country, the Vicars of

Cardinal-bishops, auxiliary bishops in

countries where it is usual to appoint

them, and Papal Nuncios, usually had

their sees in partilms ivfidelium.

H\s\io\isinpartibus could attend gene

ral councils. They are considered as

truly wedded to the Churches of which

they bear the titles, so that they cannot

be appointed to other sees except upon

the conditions common to all episcopal

translations. They are not obliged, like

other bishops, to make periodical visits

ad limirui apostolorum, because they have

no dioceses to report of. They are to

inform themselves, if possible, of the con

dition of titular dioceses. By a decree of

the Propaganda, Feb. 28, 1882, the for

mula in partibus infi&elium was abolish

ed, and non-resident bishops are to be

known as " titular " bishops of their sees.

BLACK FRIAS8. [See DOMINI

CANS.]

BLASPHIHT (Gr. BXatnpifiia; ety-

mol. uncertain). Originally, injurious and

opprobrious words generally; afterwards

it was restricted to language dishonouring

to God—contumeliosa in Deum locutio—

but yet so that the offence committed

against those known to be God's servants

was held to be committed against God

himself; as when Stephen was charged

by the Pharisees with speaking " blasphe

mous words against Moses ; " finally, and

in modern use, the employment of such

language against, or concerning, God only.

In Matt. xii. 31, we read that, while every

other sin and blasphemy are pardonable,

" the blasphemy of the Spirit " shall not

be forgiven. Various explanations of this

fassage have been given by theologians.

See Sin, Unpardonable/] There is a

chapter on " Blasphemy " in the body of

the Canon Law, which prescribes the

penalties to be awarded to the various

persons who may be guiltv of it. In

England the statute 10 William III. ch.

32, modified by 62 George III. ch. 160,

contains the existing law in respect of

blasphemy. In all the United States

insulting conduct towards public reli

gious worship is, by statute law, pun

ishable. In some States the English

common law as to blasphemy still
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holds (rood; in others this matter has

been regulated by statute. The French

code, -while not punishing blasphemy,

as such, restrains it indirectly by severe

regulations repressive of anything like

what we should consider " brawling " in

church.

Protestant divines have often stigma

tised the rapturous language in which

Catholics indulge in praise of the Blessed

Virgin as " blasphemous," on the ground

that God is indirectly dishonoured when

his creature is thus exalted. But this

seems to involve a misuse of the term

" blasphemy," which implies a conscious

and intentional use of language which the

speaker knows to be injurious to the

Being of whom it is uttered. No excess

of '* profane swearing," culpable as it may

be, can amount to blasphemy, because the

intentional contempt of God is not there.

In the same way, to speak of Mary as

" negotiating our peace, not only is not

" blasphemous," but conveys an important

truth ; while to deny that ner Son " nego

tiated our peace " in a higher sense would,

of course, be blasphemous in the highest

degree.

BLESSXiro, in its most general

sense, a form of prayer begging the favour

of God for the persons blessed. God is

the source of all his blessing, but certain

persons have special authority to bless in

his name, so that this blessing is more

than a mere prayer ; it actually conveys

God's blessing to those who are fit to re

ceive it. Thus in the old law God ."aid

of the sons of Aaron, " They shall invoke

my name on the children of Israel, and I

will bless them 1 and Christ said to his

disciples, " Into whatsoever house you

enter, first say : Peace be to this house :

and, if the son of peace be there, your
peace shall rest upon him."J Accord

ingly, the Church provides for the so

lemn blessing of her children by the

hands of her ministers. Such blessings

are given,

(1) By priests. " It is the part of a

priest to bless," the Pontifical says, in the

office for their ordination. This blessing

may be given privately, at discretion. It

is given according to a prescribed form to

the penitent before confession ; to those

who have received communion out of

Mass ; on many other occasions, some of

which are determined by custom, but

above all at the end of all Masses except

those for the dead. The priest raises his

' Num. vi. 27.

' Luc. x. 6.

right hand and makes the sign of the

cross once over the people. This custom

of priests blessing at Mass is not very

ancient. The older writers on ritual

make no mention of it, and although it

was known to the author of the "Micro-

logus," a contemporary of Gregory VII.,

the custom does not seem to have been

universally received even then. At one

time priests used to make the sign of the

cross three times over the people. Pius

V. restricted them to a blessing with a

single sign of the cross, excopt in solemn

masses; Clement VIII. made the rule,

which forbids a priest to bless with the

triple sign of the cross, absolute.

(2) By bishops. A bishop immediately

ifter his consecration is conducted round

the church, blessing the people ; and after

wards, returning to the altar, blesses them

solemnly, making the triple sign of the

cross. He uses the same rite of blessing

whenever he says Mass. An abbot,

according to the decrees of Alexander

VII., can give the blessing with the triple

sign of the cross only when he celebrates

Mass pontifically. (See Benedict XIV.

" Be Miss." ii. 24).

(8; By the Pope. The Pope blesses

the people solemnly at Easter, on the

feast of St. Peter and St. Paul, and also

on other special occasions. To this Papal

blessing {Benedictio Pontificia neu Apot-

tolica) a plenary indulgence is attached,

to be gained by the faithful on certain

conditions. Bishops in virtue of a special

indult sometimes receive the privilege of

bestowing the Papal blessing at stated

times. The bishop gives it after Mass,

first causing the Apostolic letters, which

confer the plenary indulgence, to be read.

The power of bestowing it is also some

times communicated to simple priests—e.g.

to regulars, at the conclusion of a mission,

&c.

Ilitherto we have been occupied with

blessings bestowed upon the faithful in

general. But there are also blessings

reserved for special persons or for special

objects. Gavantus and other writers on

ritual divide blessings of this kind 1 into

two classes—viz. into benedictionet invoca

tion, or blessings which merely invoke the

blessing of God upon persons or things;

and benedictionet conttituttva;, or blessings

which set apart a person or thing for the

service of God. To the former class

belongs the blessing of houses, fields, ships,

1 This division renlly includes all blessings,

for such as are given to the faithful generally

fall under the bead of Benedictiunet invocativa.
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candles, food, &c, &c. ; to the latter the

blessing of sacerdotal vestments, corporals,

altar-cloths, &c. It is impossible to dis

tinguish accurately between the use of the

word consecration and blessing when it is

used in the sense of benedictio conttitutiva ;

but consecration denotes a more solemn

form of blessing, so that we speak of

blessing an abbot or a bell, but of conse

crating a chalice or an altar. Of these

blessings some (such as that of the Agrmt

Dei, and the rose sent to sovereigns) are

reserved to the Pope ; others (e.g. the

blessing of a king or queen at their

coronation, of bells, vestments, &c.) are

proper to bishops ; others (such as the

blessing of houses, fields, medals, crosses,

&c.) may begiven bysimple priests, though,

of course, for many blessings special facul

ties are required.

With regard to the rite employed,

the more ordinary blessings are given by

the priest in surplice and stole, with

prayer, accompanied by the sign of the

cross and very often by the use of holy

water. In other more solemn blessings

other rites are added, such as exorcisms,

incensation and anointing with the holy

oils. The principles on which these special

blessings rest are very simple. God made

all things good, but although matter still

remains good, it has been marred, and is

constantly abused by the spirits of evil.

Hence the Church, in the power and

name of Christ, rescues persons and things

from the power of the devil. Further,

she prays that the things which she

blesses may avail to the spiritual and

bodily health of her children. It may be

asked, how water, or medals, or candles,

can possibly help us on the way to heaven.

In themselves plainly they have no such

power. But they tend to excite good

dispositions in those who use them aright,

not only because they remind us of holy

things, but also because they have been

blessed for our use by the prayers of the

Church. There is surely no superstition

in believing that if the Church prays that

the sight or use of pious objects may

excite good desires in her children, God

will listen to these prayers and touch iu a

spcial way the hearts of those who use

them aright.

blood. [See Baptism of Blood

under Baptism. See also Precious

Blood.]

BOBEMUB BRETHREN. The

gentleness with which the Council of

Basle dealt with the Hussites, and the

evident desire of the majority of the pre

lates to go to the verge of lawful con«

cession in order to restore them to the

unity of the Church, deprived the schism

of much of its raison d'etre. The moderate

party (Calixtines) were disposed to be

satisfied with the concession as to com

munion under both species, joined to a

promise that clerical abuses should be

reformed; while the violent section

(Taborite8), after a long succession of

victories over their German foes, were

signally defeated at Laban (1434), and

after that found it necessary to abate

their pretensions. Some years passed ; a

Taborite remnant which had found shelter

at Lititz, on the frontiers of Moravia and

Silesia, throve unmolested ; its leaders

plunged anew into the dreamy mysticism

which has such charms for the Slavonian

mind ; they fraternised with some scat

tered Calixtine pastors, who were dis

contented with what they regarded as

the undue pliability of the mass of their

party, and the " Union of the Bohemian

Brothers " (1457) was the result. Three

of their leading men, Kunwald, Pre-

lautsch, and Krenov, were ordained (1467)

by a Vaudois bishop. Under the Bohe

mian prince George Podiebrad (died 1471)

they were subjected to much persecution.

Wladislav, his successor, left them undis

turbed, and in his long reign they grew

greatly in numbers and solidity ; about

1500, they possessed two hundred churches

in Bohemia and Moravia. When the

Reformation came, the brethren, after

vainly endeavouring to extract an approval

of the " Apology '* for their system which

they had drawn up from the wary

Erasmus, made overtures to Luther.

These were well received ; but the

brethren were scandalised at the lack of

discipline which prevailed among Luther's

followers, and for a long time there was a

I coolness ; ultimately, however, something

) like a cordial understanding was estab

lished. The toleration which the brethren

j had long enjoyed was withdrawn, about

the middle of the sixteenth century, by

Ferdinand, brother to Charles V. ; and

many of them emigrated in consequence

to Prussia and Poland. The Emperors

Maximilian and Rodolph (1564-1612)

were favourable to them ; the latter gave

them permission to found an Academy

and a Consistory, to hold churches ana

found new ones on the estates of their

adherents. With prosperity, says their

historian, Gomenius, came the relaxation

of their peculiar discipline. They joined

the general rising of the Bohemian Pro
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testants against Ferdinand II.. and after

the battle of the White Hill (1620) were

implicated in the consequences of their

defeat. Many thousands of them aban

doned their native soil ; and of those who

remained, hoping against hope that the

old state of things would one day be

restored, the greater number, at last re

nouncing that hope, quitted Bohemia in

1721 and found a refuge on the estate of

Count Zinzendorf, in Lusatia. Under the

name Herm-hutert or Moravians, the

new organisation which these refugees,

aided by their patron Zinzendorf (who to

a mystical and imaginative turn united

much quiet power and practical sagacity),

succeeded in forming, has gained a world

wide notoriety. The Brethren who still

lingered on in Bohemia adhered under

Joseph II. (1780-1790) to the Helvetic

Confession, because that Emperor would

tolerate in his dominions no other Protes

tant doctrine but either that or the

Confession of Augsburg. As a distinct

sect the Bohemian Brethren no longer

exist.

With regard to their doctrine and

discipline, it is unnecessary to say that

they neither admitted the authority of

the chair of Peter, nor the unity of

the visible Church. After the Reforma

tion period they adopted Luther's opinions

on most other points, but would not follow

him in embracing the tenet of consub-

stnntiation : they would only allow of a

mystical union of the body and blood of

Christ with the elements, and denied any

thing like a real presence Their organisa

tion was the most remarkable thing about

them. They divided themselves into three

classes, the Beginner?, the Proficients, and

the Perfect (incipientet, prq/icientes, per-

fecfi). From the ranks of the Perfect

were chosen the ministers, who were also

of three kinds, acolytes or deacons, pas

tors or priests, and bisliops or presidents.

They had four fast days of obligation in

the year. In relation to sin, the laity (if

their offences were of an open nature—

for such only, in the absence of confession,

could the system reach) were subjected

to three degrees of discipline: warning,

public reproof, and excommunication.

(Ginzel's article in Wetzer and Welte.)

BOX.X>A3rszSTS. A name given to

the Jesuit editors of the great " Acta

Sanctorum," or Lives of the Saints. The

first plan of the work came from the

Flemish Jesuit Rosweid, who calculated

the size of the whole work at eighteen

volumes. He, however, died in 1629,

' without actually beginning the work.

His papers were entrusted to another

Jesuit, John Bolland (born in the Nether

lands, 1596—died 1666), who settled at

Antwerp and opened a correspondence

with learned men over Europe, in order

to procure the documents useful for his

purpose. The plan grew in the hands of

Holland us, and in 1635 his brother-Jesuit

George Henschen (born 1600—died 1681)

was appointed to help him. In 1643, two

large folios appeared, containing the lives

of the Saints who are commemorated in

January; they were followed in 1658 by

three more folios, containing the Saints

for February. Two years later a new

labourer was secured, the Jesuit Daniel

Papebrock (born 1628—died 1714), and at

the wish of Pope Alexander VII., Hen

schen and Papebrock travelled through

France, Germany, and Italy, where they

found many precious MSS. A little later

Bolland died, but the number of those

who laboured at the work was continually

recruited from the society ; indeed, even

after the suppression of the Jesuits, the

Bollandist Lives were still continued by

ex-Jesuits, until in 1794 the French Revo

lutionary troops entered the Netherlands,

and put an end for the time to this great

undertaking. At that date the lives had

reached the 53rd volume, which was

printed at. Tangerloo in the very year the

French troops entered, and contained lives

of the saints from the 12t'a to the 15th.

October. The papers of the Jesuit

fathers were scattered, some perishing

entirely, others being preserved in the

Royal Library at Haag, and in the Bur-

gundian Library at Brussels. Napoleon

desired in vain to procure a continuation

of the work. At last, in 1837, the Belgian

Government entrusted the prosecution of

the work to the Society of Jesus, and

next year a prospectus was published,

" De Prosecutione Operis Bollandiani."

The first volume of the new series wag

published about nine years later. A new

edition in sixty-one vols, folio—viz. down

to the last volume published—has been

issued at Paris by PaW, 1863-1875.

BOLSENA, MASS OK 1HIRACX.H

OI*. A portent which is said to have

happened at Bolsena (the ancient Volsi-

nium) in the reign of Urban IV. This

Pope was still in doubt whether he should

cause the feast of Corpus Christi to be

kept throughout the Church. While he

held his court at Orvieto in the year 1264,

a priest in the neighbouring city of Bol

sena spilt a drop of the Precious Blood
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from the chalice with which he was saying

Mass, and tried to conceal the accident

by covering the spot where the consecrated

wine had fallen, with the corporal. Sud

denly the corporal was covered with red

spots in the shape of a host. This miracle

led the Pope to delay the institution of

the feast no longer. The corporal is still

preserved at Orvieto, and the event is

commemorated in a famous picture of

Raphael's in the Vatican. (See Hefelein

Wetzer and VVelte, and Benedict XIV.

" De Festis," Be Festo Corporis Christi,

where another account is also given,

according to which the miracle hap

pened to remove the priest's doubts in

transubstantiation.)

Bozri HOMIWEB. Several monastic

brotherhoods have borne thi9 name.

(1) The order founded in the eleventh

century by St. Stephen Grandmont was

once so called. A house of theirs at

Vincennes having been transferred by

Henry III. in 1584 to the Minims, a

branch of the Franciscans, these (2) came

to be called in France Bans homines.

(8) A Portuguese order of Canons,

founded in the fifteenth century by John

Vieenza, Bishop of Lamego, had the same

appellation. After a time they had four

teen houses in Portugal, and we read of

their sending missionaries to the Indies

and to Ethiopia. (4) Matthew Paris

describes the arrival in England in 1257

of some friars of an order previously un

known, whom he calls /retires saccati.

Comparing this with a passage in Poly-

dore Vergil referring to the same year,

we find that these unknown religious

professed the rule of St. Austin, and were

called in England " Boni Homines."

Roger de Hoveden, under the year

1170, gives an abstract of the proceedings

of a council held at Lombers, near

Toulouse, which examined and condemned

some heretics calling themselves Boni

Homines, whose tenets seem to have

closely resembled those of the Cathari

and Paulicians. [Albigtwes.]

Bownro. [See Geituflt?xion.]

BRASSES. Engraved sepulchral

memorials on brass are so called, which

began to a large extent to supersede stone

tombs and effigies in the course of the

thirteenth century. One great advantage

of their use was that they could be let

into the pavement : they took up no room

in the church. Once introduced, the

fashion spread rapidly; improvements and

developments appeared ; and during three

centuries brasses may be said to have been

in general use. The material employed

was hard latten or sheet brus9. The

Reformation brought in a period of

plunder and destruction, from which

(especially the former, because of the

intrinsic value of the metal) our brasses

suffered enormously. Their number must

have been very great, if it be true that

four thousand are still preserved in various

parts of England. They were once

equally common in France, Germany,

and Holland ; in France, however, all

that escaped the Huguenots were purloined

by the revolutionists. There are tine

brasses at Meissen and Freiberg in Saxony,

at Werden and Paderbom in Westphalia,

and at Bruges in Flanders. The greater

number of those preserved in England are

in the eastern counties ; the churches of

Ipswich, Norwich, Lynn, and Lincoln,

are exceptionally rich in them. The

chapel of Merton College, Oxford, once

Sossessed a large number ; but many have

isappeared, and of those that remain

some have been sadly mutilated. The

earliest English brass now in existence is

■aid to be that of Sir Roger de Trumping-

ton, at Trumpington, near Cambridge ;

its date is 1289. That of Sir John

d'Abernon, at Stoke d'Abernon in Surrey,

(1327'), is exceedingly fine ; the effigy is

the size of life. In Acton Burnell church

there is a well-known one of a Lord

Burnell, dating from the same century.

In the fifteenth century this art, in re

spect both of design and of execution,

reached its acme. In the cathedral of

Constance there is a fine brass of English

workmanship commemorating a bishop of

Salisbury, Robert Hallam, who died

during the council held at that city

(1414-17). In the sixteenth century the

figures become portraits. " The incised

lines were filled up with some black

resinous substance, and the armorial

decorations and back-ground with mastic,

or coarse enamel of various colours."

(Parker's " Gloss, of Arch."). The sub

ject of English brasses is exhaustively

treated in the work of Cotman.

BREVIARY. The word Breviary,

or compendium, is of mediaeval origin, and

Fleury could find no example of its use

before the year 1099.' But the recitation

of the Breviary is the continuation of a

practice which was in use from the in

fancy of the Church, nay, which the

Church herself received from the Syna

gogue. We may divide the history of

the Breviary prayer into four periods:

1 Fleury, flirt, lxir. 64.
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the first from the beginning of Church

history down to Pope Damasus in the

fourth century ; the second extending to

the reign of Gregory VII. in the eleventh;

the third to that of Pius V. in the six

teenth ; while the fourth period stretches

from Pius V. to our own day. In these

periods we propose to trace the history of

the hours of prayer, the origin, the com

pletion, and the final revisions of the

Breviary. We shall treat in conclusion

of its component parts, of the obligation of

recitirg it, and of the authority which

belongs to its teaching.

I. The Hoars oj' Prayer in the first

Four Centuries.—Even in the Acts of the

Apostles we find the third, sixth, and

ninth hours specially mentioned. F.om

Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, Cy

prian,1 and others, we learn that the

observance of these hours was general

among Christians, and that mystic

significations were attached to them.

In the eighth book of the Apostolic

Constitutions 3 morning and evening

prayer are mentioned in addition to

the three hours already named, and all

five hours are regarded as times of public

prayer. To these five hours we must add

the nocturnal prayers on the vigils of

feasts. This last became more prominent

when the times of persecution passed

away, and the ccenobitical or monastic

life grew and flourished. Cassian tells us

that the monks divided the nocturnal

office into three nocturns. Thus, count

ing the nocturnal office as one, we jjet

six hours, corresponding to matins with

lauds, prime, tierce, sext, none and vespers,

in the present Breviary. We may men

tion here, for the sake of convenience,

though the fact belongs to our second

period, that St. Benedict, in the sixth

century, added compline to the hours, and

so completed the number seven, answering

to the praises " seven times a da}' " of

which the psalmist speaks.3 The service

at these hours consisted of psalms, lections,

and prayers. As early at least as the

time of Athanasius,4 it was the custom

in the Eaot to have the alternate verses

of the psalm intoned by different choirs,

and this practice was introduced at Milan

' Tertull. De Oral. Domin. 25 ; Clem. Al.

Strom, vii. 7 ; Cyprian. De Oral. Dim. ."4, 35.

* Ap. Gtnst. viii. 33. Prayer at " cock

crow *' is also mentioned.

5 Siime liturgical writers make seven hours,

counting matins and lauds as one. Bona counts

seven day hours, and make* matins correspond to

the " midnight praise" spoken of in the Psalms.

* Theodoret. Hist. ii. 29.

under St. Ambrose.1 The lections were

usually from Scripture, but on the feasts

of the Martyrs their Acts were also read.

Much was left to free choice in the selec

tion of the Scriptural lessons,' The

prayers were recited after each psalm, and

the office concluded with the blessing of

the celebrant.*

II. Origin of the Breviary. Damarnu

to Gregory VII.—Great changes occurred

during this second period. According to

a tradition which is not well attested, but

which is most likely correct in substance,

St. Jerome, at the request of Pope Damasus,

arranged the psalms for the different hours

and put the lections together in books

called Lectionaries, and these Lectionariea

were provided with indices marking the

beginning and end of the lections. Later

on, in the middle ages, we find the word

Breviary used for a collection of rubrics,

pointing out the way in which the office

was to be said on each day, and sometimes

these rubrics were united with the office

itself so as to form one book, which was

called Plenarium, and answers to our

present Breviary.' Further, hymns were

added to the office as early as the sixth

century,6 although particular churches

varied in this respect, and the Roman

Church did not adopt them till our third

period.' At the same time lections were

introduced from the writings of the

Fathers, and these as well as the psalms

and responsories were adapted to the

different feasts. Lastly, the influence of

the Roman Church introduced uniformity

throughout the West. We find an Eng

lish council in the year 748 passing a

decree that the feasts should be kept "in

all things pertaining to them . . . in cele

bration of Masses, in mode of siuging,

according to the written copy which we

have from the ltoman Church." Charle

magne introduced the Roman office

throughout most of his vast empire, and

at last, in 1048, the Council of Burgos

ordered its use in Spain.'

III. The Completion of the Breviary.

Gregory VII. to Pius V.—Hitherto we

have traced the origin of the Breviary

offices; we now find the word " Breviary

in its modern senBe. " A certain shorten-

1 August. Con/ess. ix. 7.

2 The Council of Lnodicea, canon 17, orders

a lection after each psalm.

3 Probst, Brevier und Brevier-oebet, p. 28.

The pennission, however, Merati says, was not

universal.

< Ibid. p. 32.

5 Condi. Agnth. can. SO.

« Probst, p. 84. » Ibid. p. 86, seq.
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ing of the office," says Meratus, "was

made by Gregory VII., and the office so

shortened was called Breviary." Under

Innocent III. the office was abbreviated

still further. Next, changes were made

in its arrangements by the Franciscan

General Haynio, and Nicholas III. pre

scribed the use of the Breviary thus modi

fied in the churches of Rome. Cardinal

Quignon made additional and radical

alterations. In his Breviary the psalms

were recited every week ; nearly the whole

of the New Testament and a great part

of the Old were read in the course of the

year ; the chapters, responsories, and
•versicles were excluded. The use of this

Breviary was permitted from the time of

Paul III. to that of Pius V.—viz. for

about forty years.1

IV. Final Revisions of the Breviary.

Pin* V. to the present day.—The Council

of Trent, finding that the commission

which it had appointed to revise the

Breviary had not time to complete their

work, left the matter in the Pope's hands.*

Pius V., with the assistance of the Barna-

bite Fathers, effected the desired revision,

and imposed the new Breviary on the

whole Latin Church, permitting, however,

churches to retain a special Breviary of

their own, if they could allege a prescrip

tion of 200 years on its behalf. Addi

tional improvements were effected by a

commission under Clement VIII. Bellar-

mine and Baronius were members of it,

and to tbem we owe great ameliorations

in the lections of the second nocturn

which contain the history of the Saints.

The finishing touches were added by

Urban VIII. ; once more the lections were

revised, and with the help of t hree learned

Jesuits many barbarisms and false

quantities were removed from the hymns.

Since the time of this Pope the Breviary

has remained unaltered, except that of

course offices for sain is canonised since

that time, and for new feasts, have been

added by the authority of ditlerent Popes.

It is true that new Breviaries were con

structed in France during the seven

teenth and eighteenth centuries ; but the

bishops who brought them into use had

no power to do so lawfully, and these

new Breviaries are now entirely or almost

entirely abandoned. These modern Galil

ean Breviaries must not be confused with

the ancient Gallican office, current in

France before Charlemagne's time.

V. The Arrangement of the Breviary.

1 Floury, Contin. exxxvi. 49 j Probst, p. 46.

1 Seas. xxv. contin.

—The Breviary is divided into four

parts : viz. a winter, spring, summer, and

autumn quarter. Each part contains

(a) the psalter—i.e. the psalms arranged

for each day of the week, (fl) The

proper of the season—i.e. hymns, snti-

phons, chapters, and lessons, with re

sponsories and versicles, for each day of

the Church year, including the movable

feasts, (y) The proper of the saints—i.e.

prayers, lessons, responsories, &c, for the

immovable feasts. (6) The common of the

saints—i.e. psalms, with antiphons, lec

tions, &c, for feasts of a particular class, e.g.

of the Blessed Virgin, ol a Martyr, &c. To

this division the Little Office of the Blessed

Virgin, the office of the dead, the peni

tential and gradual psalms are added.

(») A supplement containing offices which

do not bind the whole Church, but are

recited only hi particular countries, &c.

Besides this, a diocese, province or county,

&c, or, again, an order or congregation,

may have a special supplement with

offices approved for use in that district.

This secoud supplement forms no part of

the Breviary. It is printed separately for

the persons who are to use it, and then,

usually, for the sake of convenience, bound

into the Breviary. Every day the office

is composed of matins and lauds, prime,

&c, but the rules which determine the

mode of their recitation are too elaborate

to be given here.

Vi. The Obligation of Reciting Office.

—At first all the faithful were accustomed

to assist at the canonical hours. " The

piety of the lay-people," says Thomassiu,

" cooled : the clergy did not relax their

primitive fervour." From the sixth cen

tury downwards, many councils speak of

this obligation on the part of clerics, but

they do not so much enforce it as take

for granted a law already enforced by the

custom of the Church, the present disci

pline of the Church imposes the obliga

tion («) on all clerics, even if not in

holy orders, who hold a benefice. By

omitting their duty they forfeit the fruits

of their benefice and must make restitu

tion (so the Fifth Lateran Council,

session ix.) ; (0) on all persons in holy

Orders, i.e. on subdeacons, deacons,

priests ; (y) on religious men and women,

professed for the duties of the choir. In

the two last cases Billuart considers that

the obligation cannot be proved by any

positive law, but is founded on custom

which has the force of precept.1 All these

1 Billuart, De Relit), ii. 8, 3, where he says

that the canuns speak " either of priests only,
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persons are required under pain of mortal

sin to recite the office at least in private.

VII. The Authority of Statements in

the Breviary.—As the Church herself im

poses the recitation of the Breviary, it

cannot contain anything contrary to faith

or morals; otherwise the Church herself

would be leading her children into error.

But no Catholic is obliged to believe

historical statements merely because they

are found in the Breviary, and as a matter

of fact many of them have been questioned

and denied by Catholic critics and his

torians.

The principal books on the Breviary

are :— in the middle ages, Amalarius of

Metz, who wrote four books " De Eccle-

siastico Officio," in the year 820; the

author of a work called " Micrologus de

Ecclesiasticis Obaervationibus," written in

the time of Gregory VII. ; John Beleth,

a Paris theologian, who wrote, about the

middle of the twelfth century, " De Divinis

Officiis the abbot Rupert, " De Divinis

Officiis librixii,''(died 1135) and Durandus,

" Rationale Divinorum Officiorum " (about

1286). In modern times the principal

authors are:—Grancolas, "Commentanus

historicusin Romanuin Breviarium;"Bona,

"De Divina Psalmodia;" but above all

Gavantus, who published " Commentaria

in Rubricas Missalis et Breviarii," in 1628,

and Meratus, who edited the work of

Gavantus with elaborate notes. (From

Gavantus, with Merati's notes, and

from Probst, "Brevier und Brevier-

gebeL")

BEID&L WREATH. [See M.ut-

BIAGE.]

BRXDGXTTxnrss. This order was

founded about 1344 by St. Bridgit of

Sweden, author of the " Revelations" so

well known and so greatly esteemed by

persons aspiring to perfection. Each

niODiistery is double, for nuns nnd for

monks; but the foundation of the nun

neries, which were to contain on the

average sixty inmates, was the principal

object r f the founder ; the related houses

of monks were to have thirteen inmates

each, priests, besides four deacons. The

constitutions of the order, which took the

name of the Order of the Saviour, were

said to have been communicated to St.

Bridgit by divine revelation ; the rule was

that of St. Austin. The first monastery

was built on the saint's estate of Wastein

in the diocese of Lincopen. The order

on ofbeneficed clerks, or of the public office," &c.

See also Liguor. Thtol. Moral, v. § 140.

spread through all the northern countries

of Europe, and was of notable service to

the Church. The convent of Wastein,

partly through the extraordinary constancy

of the 'nuns, partly from their finding

friends where they could have least ex

pected them, survived the change of reli

gion in Sweden for many years, and was

only suppressed in 1595. In England

there was one great and wealthv Bridgit-

tine house, Sion Convent, near Brentford.

This was one of the few monasteries

restored by Queen Mary; but being again

suppressed under Elizabeth, the nuns,

that they mi^ht be free to observe their

rule, took refuge at Lisbon. They have

had a perpetual succession in Portugal

down to our own day ; and a few years

ago some of them went to England and

founded the Bridgittine convent of Sion

House, Spetisbury, in Dorsetshire.

BRIEF. A Papal Brief is a letter

issuing from the Court of Rome, written

on fine parchment in modern characters,

subscribed by the Pope's Secretary of

Briefs, dated "a die Nativitatis," and

sealed with the Pope's signet-ring, the

seal of the Fisherman. [See Bull].

BPlCftBiawa. This was another

name for the Paulician heretics, owing to

their long sojourn in Bulgaria. Con

stantino Copronymus, about a.b. 760,

transplanted great numbers of Pauliciana

from the banks of the upper Euphrates to

Constantinople and Thrace ; whence their

preachers passed into Bulgaria and ob

tained many followers. Another powerful

colony of these sectaries was brought to

the valleys of the Balkans in 970, by John

Zimisces, with the view of detaching

them from the Moslem alliance, and

employing them as a barrier against the

barbarians of Scythia. They occupied

Philippopolis, and soon gained great influ

ence in Bulgaria. About 1200 their

Primate lived at or near that city, and

governed by his vicars affiliated bodies

in France and Italy. By three channels

they obtained access to Western countries

—the trade of Venice, the military service

of the Byzantine emierors, and the pil

grim track to Jerusalem along the valley

of the Danube. Mingled with the Cathari

and other heretics, they were found in

considerable numbers in the south of

France at the time of the Albigensian

Crusade. [Albigbnses.] (Gibbon, " De

cline and Fall," ch. liv.)

BUXX. A Papal Bull is so named

from the bulla (or round leaden seal, hav

ing on one side a representation of SS.
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Peter and Paul, and on the other the

name of the reigning Pope), which is

attached to the document (by a silken

cord, if it be a " Bull of Grace," and by

one of hemp if a " Bull of Justice") and

gives authenticity to it. Bulls are en

grossed on strong rough parchment in

gothic characters, and begin " [Leo]

Episcopus servus servorum Dei ad per-

petuam rei memoriam." 1 A Bull is dated

" a die Incarnationis," and signed by the

functionaries of the Papal Chancery. It

is a document of a more formal and

weighty character than a Brief, and many

memorable Papal decisions and con

demnations have been given in this form,

such as the bull Unam Sanctam of Boni

face VIII., the bull Vnigenitus of Clement

XI., &c, &c.

iuli nr cceka DOKm. This

was a Papal sentence of excommunication

formerly published against heretics every

Maundy Thursday. The latest form

which it assumed was given to it by

Urban VIII. in 1627. It excommunicates

all heretics, mentioning the chief modern

sects and heresiarchs by name, as well as

those who aid and abet them, or read

their works ; all those who appeal from

the Pope [Appeal] to a future general

council ; pirates and wreckers ; Christians

who ally themselves with the Turks ;

those who maltreat Papal officials or

falsify Papal bulls, and many others. By

degrees a spirit of marked opposition to

the publication of the bull in their

dominions displayed itself on the part of

many Catholic sovereigns; Pope Cle

ment XIV. yielded to their wishes, and

after 1773 the periodical publication of

the bull was discontinued.

SUKLAXIVK. A collection of

Papal bulls is so called. That of Oocque-

1 Or " ad futnram rei memoriam ; " or, if the

bull relates to doctrine, the words "ad ... .

memoriam " are omitted, and the style usually

is, " universis Christi fidelibus salutem et apos-

tolicam benedictionem."

liDes (Rom. 1737) containing the bulls of

all the Popes from Leo the Great to Bene

dict XIII. is one of the most celebrated.

bvuak. [See Funebal].

BTJRSB (BURSA, also PEBA).

A square case into which the priest puts

the corporal which is to be used in Mass.

It was introduced in the fourteenth cen

tury. It should be of the same colour as

the vestments of the day. Usually it has

a cross in the middle. The priest places

it above the chalice, with the open side

towards his own breast. When he reaches

the altar, he extracts the corporal and

places the burse on the Gospel side.

Pius V. allowed the Spanish priests to

carry the corporal outside the burse.

(Benedict XIV. " De Miss." i. 6.)

BY THB GRACE OF 60S AITS

FAVOUR OF THE AFOBTO&XC

SEE. Bishops and archbishops now use

this formula (" Dei et Apostolicse Sedis

Gratia") at the beginning oftheir pastorals

and instructions. Something resembling

it came in very early ; thus St. Boniface,

the Apostle of Germany, called himself

the Servus apostolical sedis, and an arch

bishop of Cologne in the eleventh century

took the appellation of Christi et Claviger*

ejus servus. But there was for a long

time no uniformity ; in Hovedens
'• Chronicle " may be read a brief of

Geoffrey, Archbishop of York, in which

there is no reference whatever to the

Holv See, while not many pages further

on is a series of decrees of Archbish;p

Hubert, each of which ends with the

words " Salvo in omnibus sacrosancto

Romance ecclesias honore et privilegio."

In some European countries, the sover

eigns evincing a desire to appropriate for

use in their own proclamations the phrase

Dei Gratia, the bishops have used instead

the formula divina graiia. In 1209,

Otho IV., one of the candidates for the

Imperial crown, adopted the style of

" Roman Emperor by the grace of God

and favour of the Holy Apostolic See."



CXSEMONIALE EPZSCOPO-

RTJHX. A book containing the ceremonies

to be observed by bishops, in the perfor-

formance of episcopal acts. An edition

" emended and reformed " was published

by authority of Clement VIII. In the

bull, " Oum novissime," the Pope strictly

requires all whom it concerns to follow the

prescriptions of this Ceremonials, and

several of the subsequent Popes have

renewed and confirmed the same law.

(" Manuale Decret. SS. Rit. Congr." n. 94,

"■Bf1ffH,"Mi A name

given to the ecclesiastic who superintends

the ceremonies in solemn offices. In

cathedral churches one such masteT of

ceremonies should be chosen by the bishop,

another, with the approval of the bishop,

by the chapter. In episcopal functions

he may wear a violet cassock and hold a

ferule in his hand. The dignitaries even

of the chapter are bound to obey him

during the functions, for he is their

director, not their servant. Besides the

income which may belong to him as

canon, &c, he has a right to the offerings

made by clergy and people on Good

Fridav after the adoration of the cross.

(" Manuale Decret. SS. Rit. Congr.")

CJESARXAKS. The adherents of a

pious German friar of the order of St.

Francis, Caesar of Spires, were so called.

Cpesar was one of those who, when Elias

of Cortona, the general of the order after

St. Francis, attempted to introduce relax

ations of the rule, resisted him ; in con

sequence of which Elias, having deceived

the Pope, threw Caesar into prison. After

having been in confinement more than

two years, the poor friar, finding one day

the door of his dungeon open, went out

to warm himself in the sun's rays. His

gaoler, a rough unfeeling lay brother, com

ing in and thinking that Caesar meditated

escape, struck him on the head with a

bludgeon with such violence that he died

of the effects of the blow. This was in

1239. Under the generals Crescenzio

and John of Parma, who in various ways

incurred the disapproval of the stricter

Franciscans, the party of Caesar lingered

on ; but after the glorious St. Bonaventure

became general (1256) and the rule and

spirit of St. Francis were restored in their

first purit\r, the name of Cresarians wag

soon forgotten. (Fleury, "Hist. Eccl."

xxxi.)

cagots. The name given to a

race of Christian Pariahs who first came

into notice in the south of France

about the tenth century. The term has

been thought to be derived from caas-

Qvth, dog of a Goth, as if they were a

remnant of the Visigoths who occupied

Aquitaine till they were expelled by the

Franks ; but this derivation is quite un

certain. The Cagots were not allowed to

live in towns or villages, bur-in groups of

dwellings set apart for them, called

cagoteriet. Like the Swiss cretins, they

were looked down upon as an inferior

race; yet this inferiority was not

apparent: in physical development and

intelligence they seem to have been on a

par with their neighbours ; their skin,

however, was said to emit a peculiar

odour, by which they could always be

recognised. They were required to go

into church by a separate door, to use a

special btnitier, and to sit only on benches

set apart for them. No trades but those

of butcher and carpenter were open to

them. They are said still to be numerous

in the valleys of the western Pyrenees. .

CAX.ATBAVA, ORDER OT. One

of the three great military orders of

Spain ; the other two were the knights of

Santiago and those of Alcantara. The

Templars in Spain had had immense

estates conferred upon them, and corre

sponding services in the unremitting war

against the Moors were expected from them.

Calatrava, a town on the upperGaudiana,

on the borders of Andalusia and Castile,

was a post of great military importance

to the sovereigns of the latter country,

whether for offensive or defensive pur

poses. In the twelfth century it was en

trusted to the guardianship of the Tem

plars ; but these, finding the charge

embarrassing, abandoned the place after

eight years. Sancho III., King of Castile,

desired to find a body of knights who

would undertake its defence ; and his

wishes were soon fully met by the energy

and ability of a Spanish Cistercian monk,

Velasquez by name, who with the con
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currence of his order founded, in 1158,

a chivalrous institute, the knights of

which were to live under a strict rule and

devote" themselves to the protection and

extension of the Christian kingdom to

which they belonged. A knight of Cala-

trava bound himself to perpetual chastity,

and this obligation was only relaxed in

the sixteenth century, when permission

was granted to the knights to marry once.

He was enjoined to have his sword ready

to his hand while he slept and also while

he prayed. Silence was prescribed at

meals ; the fare was plain, meat not being

allowed more than thrice a week. The

chaplains of the order were at first allowed

to take the field in expeditions against

the Moors ; but this was afterwards for

bidden. In 1107 Calatrava was taken by

the Moslems, and the knights retired to

Salvutierra, in the north of Spain, and

took the name of that city till their

former home was recovered. The order

soon became very rich, and the extensive

influence and patronage which its wealth

placed in the hands of the grand-mas

ters caused the office to be eagerly

sought by ambitious men. Such violent

quarrels and animosities arose from this

cause (which was similarlv operative in

the case of the other military orders)

that Ferdinand and Isabella in the

fifteenth century wisely procured the

Papal sanction to the annexation of

the grand-mastership of all three orders

to the crown of Castile. In the general

suppression of the monastic orders

which the present century has witnessed

in Spain, the knights of Calatrava have

lost all their property, but as a source

of honorary distinction the order still

survives. (H(51yot; Prescott's "Ferdinand

and Isabella.")

CAIENDAR, ECC1ESIASTI-

CAL. An arrangement, founded on the

Julian-Gregorian determinations of the

civil year, marking the days set apart

for particular religious celebration.

The Diocletian persecution made

havoc among Christian records and

writings of every kind, and for this

reason but few calendars of great anti

quity have been preserved. One of the

earliest, dated about 350, is little more

than a list of holy days ; it places

Christmas Dav on December 25, and

the Feast of St. Peter's Chair on Feb

ruary 22. In a calendar prefixed to

the " Responsoriale " of Gregory the

Great, there is no mention of the Cir

cumcision, nor of Ash Wednesday, but

in other respects it closely resembles the

present Roman Calendar. The various

scientific and historical questions in

volved in the determination of Easter

attracted the earnest attention of the

Church from an early period. The

Venerable Beda wrote an elaborate work

" De Computo ; " he is also thought by

many to have been the real author of

the essay on the true calculation of

Easter, given in the form of a letter of

the Abbot Ceolfrid to Naiton, King of

the Picts, which he has inserted in the

fifth book of his " Ecclesiastical History."

A treatise " De Computo " is also among

the works of Rahanus Maurus, the great

Archbishop of Mayence, in the early part

of the ninth century. It was ordered by

the Council of Orleans (541) that bishops

should every year announce the date of

Easter on the festival of the Epiphany.

Since Easter varies every year, the

liturgical arrangements of the Church,

which depend on Easter, must varv in

like manner; and the calendar, which

notifies those arrangements, can only be

good for the year to which it refers.

From the first Sunday after Epiphany to

Ad-vent Sunday—that is, from about the

middle of January to the end of Novem

ber—there is not a single Sunday of which

the ritual observance is not liable to

variation from year to year, according to

the varying date of Easter. The calendar

which announces the actual course of the

liturgy for every day of the year, may

be called the liturgical calendar. It

takes into account the relative importance

of the celebrations which come into com

petition on the same day, in accordance

with canon law and the decrees of the

Sacred Congregation of Rites, and shows

which celebration is to prevail and be had

in use. A glance at this calendar will

show that many saints are trans/erred in

it, as to the celebration of their festivals,

and that Masses in their honour cannot be

said on their own proper days; but a

little further search will generally show

that the festival has only been transferred

a few days later—that is, to the first

vacant dav. Owing to the different

dignity of feasts (see Dot/blk, Sbmi-

Dor/BLE, Feasts) their priority, and the

extent to which they may be transferred,

are often difficult matters to decide. In

general outline this liturgical calendar

is the same for the whole Church ; the

feasts of our Lord and of his Blessed

Mother are observed by all Catholics on

the same days so also are the principal
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feasts of the Apostles, and of some of the

more eminent martyrs and saints. But

special circumstances, arising- out of the

history of each Christian nation, affect its

liturgical calendar to a certain extent;

St. Patrick's day, which is a holiday of

obligation in Ireland, is not so in England ;

and the octave assigned to the feast of St.

Edward, king and confessor, in the pro

vince of Westminster, is not observed in

Ireland. Many other modifications more

or less important might be mentioned, in

virtue of which not only each Christian

nation, but every religious order, every

ecclesiastical province, every diocese—one

might almost gay every city, at least in a

Catholic land, for the " fete patronale " of

Cambray is not that of Douay, and each

causes a slight disturbance of the general

ordo in its own favour—may be said to

have a liturgical calendar of its own.

In the common ecclesiastical calendar

prefixed to Catholic directories, the " Pro-

prium de Tempore " (that is. the arrange

ment of feasts and offices, most of which

depend on Easter, from Advent to Pente

cost), is given in the liturgical directory,

but the feasts of saints are assigned to

their fixed daya

Still more general is that description

of ecclesiastical calendar in which the

" Proprium de Tempore " is omitted, and

only the fixed festivals retained. This, if

we exclude from it the festivals of our

Lord and the Blessed Virgin, is little

more than a calendar of saints' days, and

would tend to pass into a Martyrology.

The " Acta Sanctorum " of the Bollandists

may be regarded as a colossal calendar of

saints, arranged according to the succes

sive occurrence of their festivals in the

civil year, and enriched with biographies

and collateral information. A Greek

MenoloL'y is something between a calendar

and a Martyrology.

CALENDAR, JULIAN-CREGO-

Siur, the. Julius Ciesar, in the

year 708 of the city, caused the civil

calendar, which had fallen into confu

sion, to be reformed by dividing the year

into twelve months, each with the same

number of days as at present, and pro

viding that an additional day should be

given to February in every fourth year,

in order that the natural year, w hich

was believed to be .105 days 6 minutes

in length, might keep even pace with

the legal year. But as the real excess

of the time taken in the solar revolution ,

over 365 days does not amount to six

hours, but only to five hours and forty-

nine minutes (nearly), it was an inevit

able consequence of the disregard of

this fact that the addition of nearly

forty-four minutes too much every leap-

year should again in course of time

make the natural and civil years dis

agree. The accumulated error caused

the difference of a day in about 134

years; thus the vernal equinox, which

in the vear of the Council of Nicwa

(325) fell, as it ought to fall, on

March 21, in 1582 occurred ten days

earlier. But since Easter ought to be

kept on the Sunday after the first full-

moon following the vernal equinox, it

is obvious that, with so serious a differ

ence between the real equinox and the

equinox of the Calendar, Easter might

easily be kept a month too late ; the

Paschal full-moon might have occurred

on some day between March 11 (the date

of the real equinox) and March 21, but

be disregarded in favour of the next

full-moon, which fell after the equinox

of the calendar. Gregory XIII., con

sulting with men of science, effectually

remedied the evil, and provided against

its recurrence. lie ordered that the

days between October 4 and October 15

in the current year (1682) should be

suppressed, and that, beginning with

1700, three out of every four centesimal

leap-years—1700, 1800, 1900, but not

2000—should be omitted, so that those

years should have only 305, not 366

days. This change, having originated

at Rome, was Ion? resisted in Protestant

countries, and in English-speaking coun

tries not adopted until 1751, by which

time the accumulated error amounted to

eleven days ; these days were suppress

ed between September 2 and 14, 1752.

In Russia the Julian Calendar is still

adhered to, w ith the result that their

computation of time is now twelve days

in arrear of the rest of Europe.

OAUXTmt. [See Hussites.]

CALTASIANS. On the steep com

manding bill known as Mont Valerian,

looking down upon the Bois de Boulogne

and famous in connection with many re

markable incidents in the siege of Paris

some years ago, a priest of the diocese of

Audi est ablisbed, about 1635, an institute

to which he gave the name of Calvary.

The name of the priest was Hubert Char-

pentier, and the object of the association

of priests which ho founded was to honour

the Passion of Jesus Christ and labour

for the promotion of Catholicism in Beam,

where the Protestants were then working

3
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with considerable success. It would ap

pear that this institute of Calvarians dis

appeared during the Revolution.

A congregation of Calvarian nuns,

founded at Poitiers in 1617 by the Pere

Joseph, a Capuchin and intimate friend

of Cardinal Richelieu, aided by the high

born Antoinette d'OrlGans, still flourishes

in France.

There is also a congregation of Cal

varian sisters, established by Virginia

Braccelli at Genoa in 1619 for the purpose

of supporting and educating destitute and

homeless girls, which has received many

favours from successive Popes.

CALVIN AITS CALVINISM.

Calvin was born in 1501) at Noyon in

Picardy. His father (Chauvin), who was

an episcopal fiscal-procurator, secured a

good education for his son in the noble

family of Montmor. Young Calvin was

provided with a benefice, though he never

received more than the tonsure, and went

to study theology at Paris. There, how

ever, the influence of Olivetan and Farel

won him over to the heresy of the Re

formers; he gave up all idea of the

Sriesthood, and went to study law at

•ourges. The change which had begun

at Paris was made complete. The Luthe

ran Wolmar persuaded him to give up

the law and to devote himself entirely

to theology. Later, when it was no

longer safe for him to remain in France,

he fled to Basle, went afterwards to Fer-

rara, and finally settled at Geneva in 1536,

as professor of theology and preacher.

However, in 1538, he was driven from

the town, and remained for three years

at Strosburg, where he married and

formed intimate connexions with the Ger

man Reformers. In 1541 he was recalled

to Geneva, and here he organised his

Consistory, through which till his death,

in 1504, he exercised an absolute power

in temporal as well as in spiritual matters.

Calvin brooked no contradiction. Cas-

tellio had to leave Geneva for attacking

the doctrine of predestination, and the

Spaniard Michael Servetus (Sarvede),

who attacked the doctrine of the Trinity,

was burnt alive, an auto-da-fl which

was approved by Melanchthon and Bucer.

As to Calvin's extraordinary talents,

there can be no doubt. Both in Latin

and French, his writings are a model of

clear, concise nervous language ; he had

great stores of varied learning at his

command; his commentaries on Scripture

still hold a very high place in the esteem

of Protestant scholars, and his subtlety

and power of reasoning fitted him to

become the great theologian of the Re

formed sects. With a vast section of

Protestants in Switzerland, Holland,

England, Scotland, &c, his Institutes (In-

stitutio Religiimit Christiana) possessed

almost unlimited authority, and were

esteemed as the greatest work which had

appeared since the days of the Apostles.

It is this book which contains the

methodical exposition of his doctrinal

system. It affords abundant proof, not

only of Calvin's exalted talents, but also

of the gulf which separated him from the

tradition of the Church. Its peculiar

doctrines have long since lost their hold

on Protestants of the better sort, and his

system outrages the principles of natural

as well as of revealed religion. It is im

portant, however, to remember what the

system was which so many found purer

and more attractive than that of the

Church.

According to Calvin, God ordains some

to everlasting life, others to everlasting

punishment. God does not choose the

elect for any good he sees in them, or

which he sees they will do ; nor does he

select some for eternal reprobation be

cause of their evil deeds foreseen by him.

Indeed, as the whole nature of fallen

man, in Calvin's view, is " utterly de

void of goodness ; is a seed-bed of sin,"

which " cannot but be odious and abo

minable to God ; " as mau has no free

will, and as God's grace is absolutely

irresistible ; it follows that there can be no

question of merits foreseen, on accoint of

which God chooses the elect, or of de

merits, because of which the reprobate

are rejected. Calvin's words are explicit

on this point . " If," he writos, " we cannot

assign any reason for his [God's] bestow

ing mercy on his people, but just that

it pleases him, neither can he have any

reason for reprobating others but his will." 1

Here of cours; Calvinist hereby is in

sharp antagonism to Catholic doctrine,

according to which God by his eternal

decree condemns none, except for their

sins foreseen by Him and of course freely

committed.

As to the means by which the elect

actually enter into a state of salvation

Calvin was at one with the rest of the

Reformers. He taught that justification

is effected by faith and by faith alone.

Calvin's doctrine on the sacraments—of

which he only recognised Baptism and

the Eucharist—stands midway between

> Inttit. lib. iii. 22.
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that of Lather and Zwingli. He con

sidered the doctrine of the latter (which

made the sacraments mere aims of

Christian profession, tokens by which a

man is known as such among his fellow-

Christians) to be erroneous and even

profane. He speaks of the sacraments as

mystical signs instituted by God, who

through them, not only reminds men of

past benefits, hut also renews these bene

fits, seals his promises, strengthens and

increases the faith of the recipient by the

operation of the Holy Ghost. Thus to

Calvin the sacraments were not bare

signs, but real channels of grace. But it

was to the elect only that they conveyed

this grace. To others they were bare

and inoperative symbols.1

The Calvinistic worship was much

more bare and simple than the Lutheran,

and the constitution of the Calvinistic

sects was rigidly Presbyterian. But Cal

vin had higher notions of Church free

dom and independence than Luther. He

maintained that the Church was altogether

independent of the State, and the govern

ment which he established at Geneva wa9

theocratic in its character. The influence,

however, of Calvin's doctrine was not

confined to sects with Presbyterian con

stitution. His Inttitutio represented the

dominant theology in the Anglican Church

down to the time of Laud.

CAKAIDOU. The austere order

of Camaldoli was founded by St. Romuald

in 1012 on a small plain among the Apen

nines bearing that name, about thirty

miles east of Florence. He had previously

been abbot of several Benedictine monas

teries, the monks of which, unable to bear

the rigorous penitential life which he

wished them to practise, had all after a

time expelled him. The foundation of

1012 has always been known as the

Hermitage of Camaldoli. Romuald built

separate cells for his disciples, most of

whom had to repair to the chapel at the

canonical hours, but there was a class

among them called recluses who were

exempted from this obligation. He gave

a white habit to his hermits, whom he

obliged to fast during two Lents in the

year, and to abstain perpetually from

meat ; moreover, during the rest of the

year they had to fast on bread and water

on three days in the week. After some

time a monastery was built at the foot oi

the mountains, at a place called Fonte-

buono, and peopled by monks under a

prior; these, however, wore the same

1 Mooter, Symbolii, bk. i. ch. 4.

habit as the hermits, and were bound to

the same rule of life. Alban Butler, who

seems to have visited Camaldoli about

the middle of the last century, thus

writes of it.1 "The hermitage is two

short miles distant from the monastery

[Fontebuono]. It is a mountain quite

overshaded by a dark wood of fir-trees.

In it are seven clear springs of water.

The very sight of this solitude in the

midst of the forest helps to fill the mind

with compunction, and a love of heavenly

contemplation. On entering it we meet

with a chapel of St. Antony for travellers

to pray in before they advance any fur

ther. Next are the cells and lodgings for

the porters. Somewhat further is the

church, which is large, well built, and

richly adorned. Over the door is a clock

which strikes so loud that it may be

heard all over the desert. On the left

side of the church is the cell in which

St. Romuald lived, when he first estab

lished these hermits. . . . The whole

hermitage is now enclosed with a wall ;

none are allowed to go out of it ; but they

may walk in the woods and alleys within

the inclosure at discretion. Everything

is sent them from the monasterv in the

valley ; their food is every day brought

to each cell, and all are supplied with

wood and necessaries, that they may have

no dissipation or hindrance in their con

templation. ... No rain or snow stops

anyone from meeting in the church to

assist at the divine office. They are

obliged to strict silence in all public

common places, and everywhere during

their Lents, also on Sundays, holy days,

Fridays, and other days of abstinence,

and always from compline till prime the

next day."

The order became very wealthy, and

many of its hermitages were after a time

changed into monasteries. It was agreed

that the general of the order, who was

also ex-qfficio prior of Camaldoli, should

be taken from among the hermits and the

monks. Rudolph, the fourth general,

drew up in 1102, the first written consti

tutions of the order, in which he slightly

mitigated the severity of the original rule.

In process of time the order was separated

into five provinces or congregations : that

of Camaldoli, or the Holy Hermitage ; that

of St. Michael at Murano, near Venice ;

that of the hermits of Monte Corona near

Perugia, a reformation founded by Paul

Giustiniani early in the sixteenth century;

that of Turin ; and that of France.

1 Lha of tin Samtt, Feb. 7.
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The Camaldolese, if the vandalism of

the present Government of Italy has not

yet destroyed their monasteries, have still

a famous house near Rome, besides several

in other parts of Italy. Pope Gregory

XVI. belonged to this order. (HeTyot.)

camera. [See Curia Romana.]

cancelii, [See Chancel.]

CANDLEMAS. [See PURIFICA

TION'.]

CAKTSI.ES and LIGHTS. St. Luke,

in Acts xx. 7, mentions the " great

number of lamps" which burnt in "the

upper chamber, while St. Paul " conti

nued his speech until midnight." The

fact that Christian assemblies during the

times of persecution were held before

dawn made a similar employment of

lights necessary, but we may well believe

that the Christians, familiar as they were

with the symbolical meaning of the candle

stick in the tabernacle and temple, also

attached a symbolical significance to

the lights which they burned during the

holy mysteries. This conjecture is con

firmed by the fact that the Church of the

fourth century still continued the reli

gious use of lights when they were no

longer needed to dispel the darkness.

" Throughout the churches of the East,"

says Jerome, writing against Vigilantius,

" lights are kindled when the gospel is to

be read, although the sun is shining : not,

indeed, to drive away the darkness, but as a

sign of spiritual joy." So Paulinus of

Nola speaks of "altars crowned with a

forest of lights," and similar language

might be quoted from Prudentius. The

use of lights at Mass is mentioned in all

the Oriental liturgies.

With regard to the West, a very

ancient African canon makes mention of

the candle banded to the acolyte at his

ordination ; 1 while the mediaeval author of

the" Micrologus"says : "According to the

Roman order we never celebrate Mass

without lights .... using them as a type

of that light .... without which even

in mid-day we grope as in the night." Nor

was the use of lights confined to Mass.

St. Gregory Nazianzen speaks of the

lights borne by the neophytes at baptism,

" emblems," he says, " of those lamps of

faith with which radiant souls shall hasten

forth to meet the bridegroom ;" and our

custom of carrying lights at funerals can

be traced back to the fourth century.

The present custom of the Church re

quires that candles should be lighted on

the altar from the beginning to the end

i Hefele, Condi, it 70.

of Mass, nor can lighted candles be dis

pensed with on any consideration. A

parish priest, for instance, must not say

Mass for his flock, even on a Sunday, un

less candles can be procured. The can

dles must be of pure wax and of white

colour, except in Masses for the dead,

when the S. Cong. Rit. prescribes candles

"de communi cera "—i.e. of yellow wax.

Two,andnot more than two, may belighted

at a priest's low Mass, unless the Mass be

said for the parish, or for a convent, or on

one of the greater solemnities, when four

candles may be used.1 Six candles are

lighted at High Mass, seven at the Mass

of a Bishop. Twelve candles at least

should be lighted at Benediction of the

Blessed Sacrament, or six if Benediction
is given with the pyx.a Candles must also

be lighted when Communion is given,

whether in the church or in private

houses ; and one lighted candle is required

in the administration of Extreme Unction.

(See Rock " Hierurgia," On the Use of

Lights.)

CANON' (member of a chapter). The

clergy of every large church in ancient

times were termed canonici, as being

entered on the list (for this is one of the

meanings of Kavi>v) of ecclesiastics serv

ing the church. A more definite meaning

was attached to the word in consequence

of the labours of Chrodegang, Bishop of

Metz, in the eighth century, to revive a

stricter discipline among his clergy, and

give scope for the exhibition among them

of shining examples of virtuous living,

lie formed the clergy of his cathedral into

a community, bound by a rule (icavi>v in

the common sense), under which they

lived in common, on the proceeds of an

undivided property, and recited the divine

office in choir with the same regularity as

monks. Many other cathedrals and large

churches, thence named collegiate, orga

nised themselves in the same way. In the

course of ages, the obligation of livine in

common was abandoned, and the common

property was divided into portions or

prebends [Prebend], one for each canon ;

yet still the clergy of each cathedral

formed a united body [see Ciiapter] which

the Council of Trent calls an " ecclesias

tical senate," 3 declaring that those who

were called to fill places in it ought—inas

much as cathedral dignities were origin

ally instituted in order to preserve and

1 " Pins quam duo," according to a decree

of the S. Cong, j Manuale, n. 377.

' See the note in Manuale Decrtt. to n. 2766.

» Seas. xxiv. De Keform. c 12.
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increase discipline, supply society with

examples of pious life, and assist the

bishops—to be chosen with extreme care

and circumspection. In some cathedrals

the community life instituted by Chrode-

gang was retained, and other separate

institutions similarly ordered arose ; with

reference to throe see the articles Aus

tin Canons, Regular Canons. The

secular canons, with whom we are at pre

sent concerned, having the administration

of large properties, and holding in cathe

drals, relatively to bishops, a position

which might be one of willing subordina

tion, yet might easily become one of an

tagonism, form the subject of numerous

chapters of the canon law. A canonry is

defined as a spiritual right—arising out of

election or reception into the chapter—

first, to a stall in choir and a voice in

chapter ; next, to a prebend or competent

portion of the chapter revenues, on the

earliest possible opportunity. Till the

acquisition of a prebend, the holder of a

canonry is a minor canon (canonicua

minor) ; after it, a major or full canon.

The Council of Trent (loc. cit.) ordered

that no one should be appointed to a

canonry with cure of souls attached, under

twenty-four years of age. When there is

no cure of souls, a person may receive a

canonry in a collegiate church at as low

an age as fourteen ; in a cathedral where

the prebends are distributed among canons

with different orders, the recipient of a

subdiaconal canonry must be twenty-one ;

of a diaconal. twenty-two ; of a sacer

dotal, twenty-four years of age. In

a cathedral where the canonries are

not distributed, he must be at least

twenty-two. The Council ordered that

all cathedral canons should possess a

grade of orders not lower than the

subdiaconate, and recommended that at

lea-t half of thein should be in priest's

orders ; it alto obliged them to reside not

less than nine months in the year. With

regard to their duties, it says:—"Let all

be bound to attend the divine offices in per

son and not by substitutes, and to assist

and serve the bishop when celebrating

Mass, or pontificating in any other man

ner, and to praise the name of God reve

rently, distinctly, and devoutly in hymns

and canticles in the choir appointed for

psalmody."

CAKOlt XiAW. From the earliest

times the determinations of the Church

received the name of Canons, that is, rules

directory in matters of faith and conduct.

Thus we read of the Apostolic Canons,

the Canons of the Council of Nice, or of

Chalcedon, &c. A tendency afterwards

appeared to restrict the term Canon to

matters of discipline, and to give the name

of dogma to decisions bearing on faith.

But the Council of Trent confirmed the

ancient use of the word, tailing its deter

minations "canons," whether they bore on

points of belief or were directed to the

reformation of discipline.

Canon Law is the assemblage of rules

or laws relating to faith, morals, and

discipline, prescribed or propounded to

Christians by ecclesiastical authority.

The words " or laws " are added to the

definition, lest it be thought that these

rules are only matters of publication and

persuasion, and not binding laws, liable

to be enforced by penalties. The defini

tion shows that the object of canon law

is " faith, morals, and discipline ; " and

nothing but these is its object. " To

Christians "—that is, baptised persons

are the subject of canon law ; and that

without reference to the question whether

they are or are not obedient to the Church

and within her pale. For theologians

teach that the character imprinted by

baptism on the soul is ineffaceable ; and

in virtue of this character the baptised are

Christ's soldiers, and subject of right to

those whom he appointed to rule in his

fold. The unbaptised (Turks.Pagans, Sec),

speaking generally, are not the subjects of

canon law. Yet it must not be supposed

that the Church has no rights and no

duties in regard to such persons ; by the

commission of Christ she has the right of

visiting, teaching, and fien baptising

them ("euntes docete omnes geutes,

baptizando," Sc.). " Propounded "—for

some of these rules belong to the natural

or to the divine law, and as such are not

originally imposed by the Church, but

proposed and explained by her. " By

ecclesiastical authority ''—hence canon

law is distinguished from systems of law

imposed by the civil authority of States,

as being prescribed by the power with

which Jesus Chriit endowed the Church

which He founded (" qui vos audit, me

audit; pasce oves ineas," Sec).

Before we proceed to give a brief

sketch of the history of canon law, to

notice its parts, ascertain its sources, and

describe its principal collections, a pre

liminary objection, striking at the root of

its authority, and almost at its existence,

must be examined. It is, that the con

sent of the civil power in any country is

necessary to give validity to the deter
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ruinations of the canon law in that '

country. This ia the doctrine of the

" placitum regium," or " royal assent ; "

it implies, whatever may be the form of

the government, that State authorisation

is necessary before it can become the duty

of a Christian to obey the ecclesiastical

authority. On this Cardinal Soglia

writes as follows :—" If we inquire into

the origin of the 'placitum,' we shall

find it in the terrible and prolonged

schism which lasted from the election of

Urban VI. to the Council of Constance.

For Urban, lest the schism should give

occasion to an improper use of Papal

authority, granted to certain prelates that

there should be no execution of any

apostolic letters in their cities and dio

ceses, unless such letters were first shown

to and approved by those prelates, or

their officials. The rulers of European

States also began carefully to examine all

bulls and constitutions, in order that their

subjects might not be deceived by pseudo-

pontifis. But these measures, it is evi

dent, were of a precautionary and tem

porary character. However, when the

cause ceased, the effect did not also cease ;

on the extinction of the schism, the

Placitum did not disappear, hut was re

tained by the civil power in many coun

tries, and gradually extended. At first,

says Oliva, the Placitum was applied to

Papal rescripts of grace and justice given

to individuals ; afterwards it was ex

tended to decrees of discipline, and in the

end even to dogmatic bulls." The

Cardinal explains in what sense the cele

brated canonist Van Espen, who was

prone unduly to magnify the civil power,

understood the application of the Placi

tum to dogmatic rescripts, and proceeds :

—" It is evident thut this theory " (of

possible danger or inconvenience to the

State if Papal bulls were published with

out restraint) " arose out of the sugges

tions of statesmen and politicians, who,

as Zallwein says, out of a wish to flatter

and please the princes whom they serve,

and to enlarge their own and their

masters' jurisdiction, as well as out of the

hatred of the ecclesiastical power by

which tbey are often animated, invent all

kinds of dangers, harms, and losses, by

which they pretend the public welfare is

threatened, and artfully bring these views

under the notice of their masters. . . .

'If,' proceeds the same Zallwein, 'the

ecclesiastical sovereigns whom Christ hath

set to rule over the Church of God, were

to urge their " placitum " also, whenever

political edicts are issued, which, as often

happens, are prejudicial to the eccle

siastical state, hostile to ecclesiastical

liberties, opposed to the jurisdiction of

the Pontiff and bishops, and aggressive

against the very holy of holies, what

would the civil rulers say P ' Following

up the argument, Govart savs, 'If a

prince could not be said to have full power

and jurisdiction in temporals, were his

edicts to depend on the " placitum " of

the Pope and bishops, and could their

publication be hindered by others; so

neither would tie Pope have full power

in spirituals, if his constitutions depended

on the " placitum " of princes, and could

be suppressed by them. Wherefore if, in

the former case, whoever should maintain

the affirmative might justly be said to

impugn the authority of the prince, so

and a fortiori in the second case must

the supporter of such an opinion be said

to undermine with sinister intention the

Papal authority, or rather to destroy it al

together.' The sum of the argument is,

that ' by the " placitum regium " the

liberty of the ecclesiastical ' magisterium '

and government divinely entrusted to the

Church is seriously impaired, the inde

pendence of the divinely appointed pri

macy destroyed, and the mutual inter

course between the head and the members

intercepted. Therefore, if the Church, to

guard against still greater evils, endures

and puts up with the " placitum," she

never consents to or approves of it.' "

From the point of view of the interest

of the laity, and the Christian people

generally, it is obvious that the lovers of

true liberty must disapprove ofthe " placi

tum." It is impossible that the Church,

or the Roman Pontiff as the mouth-piece

of the Church, should issue any decree or

have any interest inimical to the welfare

of the general Christian population in

any State. Any obstacles, therefore,

which governments may interpose to the

free publication and execution of ecclesi

astical rescripts cannot arise from solici

tude for the public welfare. Whence,

then, do they arise, or have they arisen ?

Evidently from the arbitrary temper of

kings, the jealousies of nobles, and the

desire of bureaucrats to extend their

power. These two hitter classes, at least

all but the noblest individuals among them,

are usually predisposed to hamper the

action of the Church and the clergy, lest

their own social influence should be

diminished relatively to that of the litter.

This is no interest which deserves to en
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gage popular sympathies, but rather the

contrary.

Historical.—Jurisdiction is implied

in the terms of the commission of bind

ing and loosing which Christ gave to

the Apostles, and especially to Peter.

While Christians were few and apostles

and others who had "seen the Lord"

were still alive, the apostolic authority

could be exercised with little help from

written documents or rigid rules. As

these early conditions passed away, the

necessity of a system of law, in order to

ensure uniformity, equity, and perspicuity

in the exercise of the Church's j urisdiction,

could not but become increasingly mani

fest. After the Apostles had pass'd

away, having devolved upon the bishops

all of thf-ir authority which was not

limited to them in their apostolic charac

ter, each bishop became a centre of juris

diction. In deciding any cases that might

be brought before him, he bad three

things to guide him—Scripture, tradition,

and the " holy canons,"—that is, the disci

plinary rules which Church synods, be

ginning with the Council of Jerusalem,

had established. Many of these primitive

canons are still preserved for us in the

collection known as the Apostolical

Canons [see that article], although, taken

as a whole, they are of no authority.

Till Christianity conquered the imperial

throne, questions of jurisdiction and law

did not come into prominence ; after

Constantine the case was very different.

The Council of Nice, besides its dogmatic

utterances, framed a quantity of canons

for the regulation of Church discipline,

which, along with those of Sardica, were

soon translated into Latin, and widely

circulated in the West. An important

step towards codification and uniformity

of procedure was taken at the end of the

fifth or early in the sixth century, when

Dionysius Exiguus, under the direction

of Popes Anastasius and Svmma bus,

made a large compilation of canons for

the use of the Latin Church. In this he

included fifty of the Apostolic canons,

translated from the Greek, considering

the rest to be of doubtful authority ; the

canons of Ohalcedon, with those of which

that council had made use ; the canons of

Sardica, and a large number promulgated

by African councils ; lastly, the decretal

letters of the Popes from Siricius to A nas-

tasius II. The next collection is that

supposed to have been made by St. Isidore

of Seville, early in the seventh century.

About aj». 860, a collection of canons and

decretals appeared, seemingly at Mayence,

which were ostensibly the compilation of

Isidore of Seville. In an age ofgreat ignor

ance, when criticism was neither in favour

nor provided with means, it is not wonder

ful that this collection, which invested with

the spurious authority of recorded de

cisions a system of things existing tra

ditionally, indeed, but liable to constant

opposition, passed speedily into general

recognition and acceptance. Six centuries

passed before it was discovered that these

pseudo-Isidorian or False Decretals, as

they are now called, were to a great

extent a forgery. [False Decretals.]

Nevertheless, as Cardinal Soglia remarks,

the collection contains in it nothing con

trary to faith or sound morals ; otherwise

its long reception would have been im

possible ; nor does the discipline which

it enjoins depend for its authority upon

this collection, but either upon consti

tutions of earlier and later date, or upon

custom, " quse in rebus disciplinaribus

millturn valet."

Many collections of canons were made

and used in national churches between

the date of Dionysius Exiguus and that of

the author of the " Decretum." In Africa

there was the Codex Africanus (547) and

the " Concordantia Canon urn " of Bishop

Cresconius (697) ; in Spain the chapters

of Martin, bishop of Braga (672), besides

the work by Isidore of Seville already

mentioned ; in France, a Codex Canonum,

besides the capitularies of the Merovingian

and Oarlovingian kings. [Oapitulaky.]

Passing over these, we come to the cele

brated compilation by Gratian, a Bene

dictine monk (1151), which the com

piler, whose main purpose was to reconcilei

the inconsistencies among canons of differ

ent age and authorship bearing on the

same subject, entitled "Concordantia

discordantium Canonum," but which is

generally known as the " Decretum of

Uratian." Having brought our historical

sketch to the point where ecclesiastical

law, no longer perplexed by the multi

plicity of canons of various date and place

and more or less limited application,

begins to provide herself with a general

code—a " corpus j uris "—applicable to the

whole Catholic world, we drop the his

torical method and turn to the remaining

heads of the inquiry.

Canon law consists of precepts of

different kinds. Hence it is divided into

four parts—precepts of the natural law,

positive divine precepts, directions left by

the Apostles, and ecclesiastical constt-

1
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tntions. Upon each of these Cardinal

Soglia discourses solidly and lucidly in

the second chapter of his Prolegom?na.

With regard to the sources whence

these precepts flow, they might, strictly

speaking, be reduced to three—God, who

impresses the nntural law upon the con

science, and reveals the truths which

men are to believe ; the Apostles ; and the

Supreme Pontiffs, either alone or in con

junction with the bishops in general

councils. Canonists, however, find it

more convenient to define the sources of

canon law in the following manner:

1. Holy Scripture ; 2. Ecclesiastical tra

dition ; 3. The decrees of councils ; 4.

Papal constitutions and rescripts ; 6. The

writings of the Fathers ; 6. The civil

law. On this Inst head Soglia remarks

that "many things relating to the ex

ternal polity of the Church have been

borrowed from the imperial enactments

of Rome, and incorporated in the canon

law."

The Collections of canon law, consider

ing it as a system in present force and

obligation, conimenoe with the " Decretum

of Gratian " alreadv mentioned. This

great work is divided into three parts. The

first part, in 101 " Distinctions," treats

of ecclesiastical law, its origin, principles,

and authority, and then of the different

ranks and duties of the clergy. The

second part, in thirty-six " Causes," treats

of ecclesiastical courts, and their forms of

procedure. The third part, usually called

" De Consecratione," treats of things and

rites employed in the service of religion.

From its first appearance the Decretum

obtained a wide popularity, but it was

eoon discovered that it contained numerous

errors, which were corrected under the

directions of successive Popes down to

Gregory XIII. Nor, although every

subsequent generation has resorted to its

pages, is the Decretum an authority to

this day—that is, whatever canons or

mnxiins of law are found in it possess

oulv that degree of legality which they

would possess if thev existed separately :

their being in the Decretum gives them

no binding force. In the century after

Gratian several supplementary collections

of Decretals appeared. These, with many

of his own, were collected by the orders

of Gregory IX., who employed in the

work the extraordinary learning and

acumen of St. Raymond of Pennafort,

into five books, known as the Decretals

of Gregory IX. These are in the fullest

sense authoritative, having been delibe

rately ratified and published by that Pope

(1234). The Seat, or sixth Wk of the

Decretals, was added by Boniface VIII.

(1298V The Clementines are named

after Clement V., who compiled them

out of the canons of the Council of Vienne

(1310) and some of his own constitutions.

The Eatravagantes of John XXII., who

succeeded Clement V., and the Eatrava-

i/ante8 Communes, containing the Decretals

of twentv-five Popes ending with Sixtus

IV. (1484), complete the list. Of these

five collections—namely, the Decretals,

the Sext, the Clementines, the Extrava-

gants of John XXII., and the Extrava

gant* Common—the " Corpus Juris Eccle-

siastici " is made up.

To these a very important addition

has to be made in " Jus novissimum "—

modern law. Under this head are com

prised the canons of general councils

since that of Yienne. contained in great

compilations such as those of Labhe and

Harduin, and the Decretal Letters of

Popes, published in the form of Bullnria,

and coming down (in the case of the great

Turin Bullarium of 1857) to the ponti

ficate of Pius IX. The decisions of

Homan congregations and of the tribunal

of the Rota [Rota] also form part of this

modern law. The rules of the Roman

Chancery, first formulated by John XXI I.

and now numbering seventy-two, are

everywhere of authority, provided that

they do not conflict with a contrary law,

a clause in a Concordat, or a legitimate

custom. Lastly, the Concordats, or treaties

entered into by the Holy See with various

countries for the regulation of ecclesi

astical affairs constitute special systems

of law for those countries. [Concordat.]

In England, as in other European

countries, the canon and civil law were

studied together before the Reformation,

and formed a code, applicable not only to

spiritual suits but to the large class of

mixed cases, which was enforced in the

Church courts. Provincial constitutions

were passed from time to time by differ

ent archbishops of Canterbury, but from

their increasing number and the want of

a methodical arrangement, many of them

were gradually forgotten or neglected.

A great service, therefore, was rendered to

the English Church of his day by William

Lvndewode, chaplain to Archbishop

Chicheley and official of the Court of

Arches, who collected and arranged

(about 1425), under the title of "Pro-

vinciale," the constitutions of fourteen

archbishops of Canterbury, from Stephen
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Langton to Ohicheley, classifying them

according to their subjects in five books,

in imitation of the Decretals of Gregory

IX. To this collection the constitutions

of the legates Otho (1237) and Othobon

(1202) were subsequently appended.

These English constitutions, and canon

law generally (except so far as modified

by the statutes and canons which con

summated the Anglican schism, and

raised the reigning sovereign—being an

Anglican Protestant, 1702—to the head

ship of the national church), are still

recognised as authoritative in Anglican

ecclesiastical courts.

CANON OT THE MASS. That

part of the Mass which begins after the

"Sanctus'' with the prayer"Te igitur,"and

ends, according to some, just before the

" Pater noster," according to others, with

the consumption of the sacred species.

The name Canon is given to this part of

the Mass because it contains the fixed rule

according to which the Sacrifice of the

New Testament is to be offered. Other

names are given to it by early writers.

Thus St. Gregory calls it "the prayer;"

Vifrilius, " the text of the canonical

prayer ; " Walafrid and others, " the ac

tion," the last of these names being still

used in the Missal, as well as the word

Canon. The Canon consists, according to

the Council of Trent, " of our Lord's very

words, and of prayers received from

apostolical tradition or piously ordained

by holy Pontiffs." 1 That the Canon of the

Roman Mass comes in its substance from

very ancient times is clearly shown, (1)

by the fact that Pope Vigilius, in the

sixth century, attributes it to the tradition

of the Apostles; (2) because the words of

consecration, with those which immedia

tely precede them, do not exactly corre

spond to the Scriptural narrative, and seem

to represent an independent apostolical

tradition ; (3) because the list of saints men

tioned consists merely of Apostles and

martyrs, a mark that the Canon is earlier

than the fourth century, coming from an

age before the cultus of confessors had

been introduced in addition to the earlier

cultus of martyrs.

The words " a holy sacrifice, a spot

less victim," were added by St. Leo the

Great. Pope St. Gregory the Great

added the words "and dispose our days

in thy peace, and bid us be saved from

eternal damnation, and to be numbered

in the flock of thy elect." Since Gre

gory's time no change has been made in the

1 Seas, x x ii. cap. 4, De Sacrific. Miss.

Canon. (Benedict XIV. "De Miss." 11,

12.)

CANON OT THE SCRIPTURE.

The word canon (xaiw) signifies a rod,

and then specially a measuring-rule. It

was used by a natural metaphor for a rule

in ethics, art, &c, and by the Alexandrian

writers it was applied to the standard or

classical authors who furnished the model

or rule of correct writing. In Gal. vi. 10,

2 Cor. x. 13-10, the word bears the gene

ral sense (1) of a rule by which Christians

should walk ; (2) of a measure of attain

ments assigned or permitted to an indivi

dual.

As applied to Scripture, the original

sense of the word is hard to determine.

We first find the derivative* of Canon used

with regard to the liible. Thus Origen

speaks of "canonical scriptures,"" canon

ised books." The actual word canon, ac

cording to Oredner,1 first occurs after the

middle of the fourth century.' It may,

as Credner thinks, have been given to the

list of Scriptural books because they woi e

a rule for the faith, or, again, as Dr.

Westcott argues with great show of reason,

it may mean that these books were " ad

mitted by the rule" of the Church. In

other words, the canon of Scripture may

have an active or a passive sense.

The object of this article is to sketch,

the history of the canon or list of sacred

books, among Jews and Christians, and

then to explain Catholic as contrasted

with heretical principles on this matter.

I. The Canon of the Old Testament.—

For the sake of clearness we begin with

the list of Old Testament books as given

by the Council of Trent, " lest any doubt

might arise concerning those that are ap

proved of as inspired Scripture. They

are the following :—Genesis, Exodus, Le

viticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Josue,

Judges, Ruth, four books of Kings (the

first two being also* known as 1 and

2 Samuel), 1 and 2 Paralipomenon (or

Chronicles), 1 and 2 Esdras (the second

beinsr otherwise called Nehemias), Tdbint,

Judith, Esther, Job, Psalms, Proverbs,

Ecclesiastes, Canticles, Wisdom, Ecdesias-

tirut, Isaias, Jeremias with llaruch, Eze-

chiel, Daniel, the twelve minor prophets,

1 and 2 Mavhabeet. The books marked

in italics are generally known among

Catholic critics as deutero-canonical,3 not

1 Gachichte da N. T. Kanon, Volkmar's

ed. 18G3, p. 103.

* It occurs, indeed, in Origen, but only in

the Latin version.
s If we look at the reception of the Old

Testament hooks among Christians, Esther
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because their authority is at all inferior to

that of the other Scriptures, but because

their place in the canon was established

after that of the other books. We shall

call them henceforth, theD, by this name.

Their inspiration is denied by the Protes

tant churches, and the charge of having

added apocryphal books to the Bible is

often brought against the Church. Hence

special attention must be paid to the his

tory of their Teception among Jews and

Christians. We may now proceed to

consider the history of the canon of the

Old Testament.

(a) Among the Jewt.

This part of the subject is wrapped in

great obscurity. At present, indeed, the

Jews accept only such books as actually

exist in Hebrew and Chaldee, and are

bound up in the modern Hebrew Bibles,

to the exclusion of all the deutero-can-

onical books. It has often been asserted

that this canon, as at present recognised

by them, was fixed probably by Esdras,

and in any case long before our Lord's

time ; that it was recognised by Him and

by his apostles, so that Catholics in main

taining the authority of the deutero-

canonical books are guilty of innovation.

We shall see that each one of these state

ments is contrary to fact.

The Jewish collection seems to have

begun with the five books of Moses.

They were placed " in the side of the ark

of the covenant." 1 A collection of Solo

mon's proverbs copied out by the men of

Ezechias is mentioned in Proverbs xxv. 1.

Daniel ix. I. mentions "the books " (not

" books " as in the Douay translation) in

which he observed the seventy years of

desolation prophesied by Jeremias.

Daniel may refer here to some collection

of prophetic writings already made ; and

Zacharias, vii. 12, puts the " former pro

phets" in juxtaposition with the law.

With regard to the popular opinion that

Esdras collected the sacred booksand closed

the Jewish canon, it is to be observed that

this supposed fact rests upon the author

ity of a chapter in the Mishna (viz. Pirke

Avoth), and that the tradition is admitted

by all modern scholars to contain fabu-

ahould be reckoned as deuterc-canonical, for in

the time of St. Athanasius, and even as late as

the sixth century, its canonicity was still an

open question in the Church. As, however, it

was probably always received by the Jews

(see the introduction to Keil's Commentary on

Either), and has been generally acknowledged

by the Protestant Churches, it is counted here

as proto-canonical.

1 Dent. xxxi. 25 to.

lous details. It may contain this element

of truth, that Esdras did collect the Scrip

tural books written up to his day, hut as

to closing the scriptural canon, nothing

like historical proof can be adduced for

it, and it is itself utterly improbable.

" We do not even know," writes a learned

Protestant, " whether Esdras died before

or after the last prophet. But how could

he close the canon uuless he knew for

certain that the spirit of prophecy was

extinct ? Even if Malachias did die before

Esdras, how did Esdras know that the

Lord would never raise up another drijp

Btoirvevo-Tos to his people ? " 1 In 2

Mach. ii. 13, Nehemiasis recorded to have

founded a library " and gathered into it

the [writings] about the kings and pro

phets and the [writings] of David and

lettersof kingsconcerningofft-rings." The

passage is most obscure, and in any case

says nothing about the completion of the

canon. In the later times, however, of

the Jewish commonwealth, a distinct

step in advance seems to have been made.

We find the sacred books regarded as a

whole with certain recognised divisions.

In the prologue to the book of Ecclesias-

ticus mention is made of " the law, the

prophets, and the rest of the books ; " and

a similar division into the law, prophets

and psalms, appears in Luke xxiv. 44.

A little later, we meet with what may

fairly be taken as proof for the existence of

a Hebrew canon. Josephus enumerates

twenty-two books of the Hebrew canon :

viz. five books of the law, thirteen books

of the prophets, and four which contain

hymns ana moral precepts. We cannot

be quite certain what the books are to

which Josephus refers, but undoubtedly

the list which he received is almost, and

probably it is quite, the same as that con

tained in our present Hebrew Bibles and

accepted by Protestants. Reusch sug

gests the following as the list of books

intended :—five books of Moses, thirteen

books of the prophets [viz. : (1) Josue,

(2) Judges and Ruth, (31 Samuel, (4)

Kings, (6) Chronicles, (6) Esdras and

Nehemias, (7) Esther, (8) Job, (0) Isaias,

(10) Jeremias with Lamentations, (11)

Ezechiel, (12) Daniel, (13) the minor

prophets], and, lastly, Psalms, Proverbs,

Canticles, and Ecclesiastes. Melito (c.

179) made inquiries about the books re

ceived in the Hebrew canon, and his list

corresponds to that conjecturally attri

buted to Josephus, except that he omits

1 Nagelsbach in Herzog's Encyclopmdia of

Prot. Theology, quoted by Reusch.
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Esther. In the next century, Origen, in

enumerating the twenty-two hooks which

the Hebrews hand down, mentions not

only the Lamentations, but also the

letter of the prophet under the one head

Jereraias.

So far Jewish tradition seems to agree,

at least very nearly, with the Protestant

canon of the Old Testament ; but it only

seems. Up to this point we have given

no more than the tradition of the Pales

tinian Jews. The Alexandrian Jews—or,

as it would perhaps be more correct to say,

the Hellenistic Jews—possessed Greek

copies of the Scriptures known as the

LXX, aud these copies contained all the

books of the Old Testament which Catho

lics acknowledge. Obviously it cannot

have been without strong reason that such

a book as that of Wisdom or Ecclesias-

ticus was put in the same volume with Job

or Proverbs. Among the Jews of Alexan

dria, as Dr. Westcott, one of the highest

Protestant authorities on the subject ad

mits, translations were made of later books

( 1 Machab. Ecclus. Baruch, &c), and new

ones were written (Wisdom and 2 Mach.),

and these " were reckoned in the sum of

their religious literature and probably

placed on an equal footing with the

llagiotrrapha (i.e. Psalms, Proverbs, Job,

&c.) in common esteem."1 Nor is this all.

As many Jews went beyond the Palesti

nian and Ribylonish canon, so some great

and orthodox Jewish teachers fell short

of it. During the first century A..D.

the canonicity of Canticles and Ecclesi-

astes was still disputed in the Jewish

schools. Die school of Schammai denied

the canonicity of the latter, and in a

Jewish council about the year 00 a.d.

discussed freely the canonicity of each of

these books, and finally decided it in the

affirmative.* If the Jews did at last de

cidedly reject the books which they did

not find in their Hebrew Bible, but which

were contained in the LXX, this may rea

sonably be attributed to the growing aver

sion which they felt to Greek literature

in general and to the LXX in particular.

In any case, the Christian Church never

received the canon of Scripture from the

Jews, because till long after the Jews had

rejected Christ they had no fixed canon.

Nor can any Protestant consistently ac

cept the canon of the Old Testament on

Jewish authority, unless he attributes in-

1 Article 1 Canon ' in Smith's Biblt Dic

tionary.

' bee Delitzsch, introduction to Commentary

on Canticia, p. 14 ; to Ecelttiaita, p. 196.

fallibility to the bitterest enemies of the

Christian name.1 The Palestinian canon,

so far as it can be said to have existed in

the time of Christ and his Apostles, did

not receive any distinct approval from

them. No doubt the deutero-canouical

books (Wisdom, Machabees, &c), are not

expressly quoted as Scripture in the New

Testament, though the New Testament

does contain a good many allusions to

them ; but precisely the same may be said

of several Old Testament books accepted

by Protestants—e.g. of Judges, EcclesiaH-

tes, Canticles. Moreover, out of, say,

350 quotations of the Old Testament in

the New, about 300 are from the LXX,

which contain the deutero-canonical

books ; so that A ugustine speaks of the

LXX as " approved by the Apostles."*

(/3) In the Christum Chureh.

We have seen that when Christianity

began to be, a definite canon of the Old

Testament was not yet established among

the Jews, and further that the New

Testament does not furnish any list of

Old Testament books received by Christ

and his Apostles. It can, however, be

proved from tradition, that the full list of

Old Testament books (including Wisdom,

Machabees, &c.) was authorised by the

Apostles. The testimony of the Chris

tian writers during the first three cen

turies is unanimous on this point. We

can trace the reception of these hooks

from the very time of the Apostles.

Clement of Rome, Polycarp, Ireuoeus,

Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, and

others quote them, and many early

writers quote them as Scripture. To this

unanimity among the Christians of the

first three centuries there is one exception

and only one. Julius Africanus, in a

letter to Origen, refused to accept the

history of Susanna as canonical. But this

exception proves how strong wa6 the tra

dition of the Church ; for Julius Africanus

objects to the history of Susanna merely

on critical grounds, and Origen expressly

receives it (although well aware that it

1 Prof. Robertson Smith, in his recent lec

tures on the Old Testament in the Jewish

church, admits that the Jewish canon was not

definitely lixed in Christ's time, but tries to

justify the Protestant rejection of the dintero-

canonical books on the ground that these books

do not contribute to the development of revela

tion. But. in fact, the book of Wisdom dots

develop the religious ideas of Israel, and pre

pare the way for New Testament doctrine on

the Aoy*, and this has been repeatedlv urged

by theologians, in defence of the Catholic

canon.

' August Ep. 28, apud Ketuch.
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was not to be found in the Hebrew text

of Daniel) because it was held as canoni

cal in the churches—" quia in ecclesiis

tenetur." Nothing, then, can be more

complete than the Ante-Nicene tradition

for the Catholic canon of the Old Testa

ment. For the deutero-canonical books,

we have the witness of Father after

Father ; we find them placed in every

MS. of the LXX, translated in the old

Latin version,1 and quoted in controversy

against heretics.

Still, among the Fathers of the fourth

century there was seriou9 doubt concern

ing the authority of the deutero-canonical

books. Jerome and Rufinus follow the

canon of the Hebrew Bible, and declare

that the deutero-canonical books are not

" canonical," but " ecclesiastical " — i.e.

they werereadin church, but did not possess

full, dogmatic authority. St. Athanasius

excludes Esther from the canon and all

the deutero-canonical books except Bar-

uch and the letter of Jeremias. With

him agrees St. Cyril of Jerusalem, ex

cept that he does not exclude Esther.

Gregory Nazianzen and Amphilochius ex

clude all the deutero-canonical books and

also Esther, though the latter speaks doubt

fully about Esther. On the other hand,

St. Augustine gives a list of the canonical

books which is precisely the same as that

now accepted in the Church. A multi

tude of Fathers — Basil, Chrysostom,

Ambrose, Leo, &c.—quote the deutero-

canonical books just as they quote the

other books of the Old Testament. Nay,

so strong was the feeling within the Church

in favour of the extended canon, that even

Fathers who in theory rejected the deu

tero-canonical books, in practice quote

them as Scripture. Thus the witness of

the Church in the fourth century, though

less strong than that of the Ante-Nicene

Fathers, is still strong in favour of the

deutero-canonical books. The Church as

a whole received them, though individual

Fathers of great name rejected them.

It was probably this divergence of

opinion which had arisen which led to

conciliar decisions ; and here, too, we

see the greater weight of authority and

tradition enlisted on the side of the

deutero-canonical books. There is no

' Clem. Rom. (1 Cor. iU. 27, 55), Polvc.

(/?/>. 10), quote deutero-canonical books of C/ld

Testament ; Iren. (iv. 5, 2 ; iv. 26, 3). Tertull.

(Praacript. 1 ; Scorp. 8), Clem. AL (Strom, iv.

23, &c), quote them as Scripture. The letter

of Julius Africanus is edited bv Routh, Kdl.

Sacr. torn. ii. The opiuion of Origcn is given

in his Comm. m Malik. 61, apud Reusch.

reason to believe that the Council of

Nicsea made any list of canonical books,

though St. Jerome says he had read that

that council " reckoned Judith " as part of

Scripture.1 A little later, however, the

Council of Laodicea (between 343 and

381) canon 60, rejected all the deutero-

canonical books except Baruch.* But

in 393 all these books were accepted by

the Council of Hippo, and again approved

as canonical in a letter of Pope Innocent

to Exsuperius ofToulouse. From this time

the reception of the deutero-canonical

books became more and more established,

though as yet there was no binding decision

of the Church upon the point. Even late

in the middle ages, the authority ofJerome,

whose " Prologus Galeatus " was widely

known, made even orthodox teachers

speak doubtfully about the canonicity of

Judith, &c. In 1442 the matter came

before the General Council of Florence,

which represented the East as well as the

West, and in the decree of union for the

Jacobites the full list of Old Testament

books was approved.' Finally, the Coun

cil of Trent (Sess. iv. Decret. de Canon.

Scriptur.) gives the list of Old Testament

books with which we began, defining un

der anathema that all of them, with all

their parts, as contained in the Vulgate

translation, were " sacred and canonical."

A few words may now be added on

the canon of the Old Testament out

side the Church. The schismatical Greeks

appear to have followed faithfully their

ancient traditions and the teaching of

Florence. The schismatical Council of

Jerusalem, which met in 1672, gives a list

of sacred books which agrees with that of

Trent, and accepts the deutero-canonical

books on the authority of tradition and the

Church. With Protestants it has been

otherwise. All Protestant sects, so far as

we know, reject the canonical authority of

the deutero-canonical books. Some, how

ever, are more peremptory in their rejec

tion than others. Lutherans and Angli

cans treat these books with a certain

special reverence, and as a matter of fact

they have been retained in almost all Pro

testant translations of the Bible. On the

other hand, the Scotch Presbyterians in

t heir Confession of Faith place the deutero-

canonical books on a level with any other

human writings, and since 1825 there have

been in Germany and elsewhere fierce dis

cussions, whether or no the " Apocrypha "

' Hefele, Condi, i. p. 371.

2 Ibid. i. p 775.

1 Ibid. vii. p. 75)6,
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should still be bound up with the Bible

(or as a Catholic would say, with the rest

of the Bible). The question, however, is

no longer so important to Protestants as it

used to be. The denial of all supernatural

inspiration has become common among

their theologians, so that for this large

and influential section of Protestants,

discussion about the list of inspired books

is altogether idle or can have at most only

an historical value.

II. Canon of the New Tettatiient.—Like

the Old, the New Testament contains a

certain number of deutero-canonical books,

though the fact, for long received com

paratively very little attention in modern

times, because the Protestant confessional

standards, while they reject the deutero-

canonical books of the Old Testament,

inconsistently enousrh accept those of the

new. The Council of Trent gives the

following list of New Testament books

(those which are deutero-canonical are

printed in italics):—four Gospels, the

Acta, the Epistles of St. Paul (viz. to the

Romans, two to the Corinthians, to the

Galatians, to the Epheaians, to the Philip-

piana, to the Colossians, two to Timothy,

to Titus, to Philemon, to the Hebrews),

tirst and second Epistle of St. Peter, first,

second, and third Epistle of St. John, the

Eyistle of St. James, the Epistle ofSt.Jude,

the Apocalypse of St. John.

With regard to all these books, except

such as are deutero-canonical, there is no

reason to believe that their authority was

ever doubted in the Church, although the

distinct reference to New Testament

Scriptures becomes much marked and

frequent in Christian writers only after

the immediate disciples of the Apostles

had passed away and the need of written

records became more urgent. Still, from

very early times we obtain testimonies to

the existence of Scriptures besides those

which the Christian inherited from the

Jewish Church. Thus St. Peter classes

St. Paul's letters with " the rest of the

Scriptures," and the epistle which is as

cribed to St. Barnabas, and which belongs

to a very early period, makes a quotation

from St. Matthew, with the formula " it

is written." About the middle of the

second century Justin Martyr tells us that
'•' Memoirs " written " by the Apostles and

by those who followed them " were read in

the religious assemblies of the Christiana.

The description which Justin gives of his

" Memoirs " answers exactly to our four

Gospels, and he mentions the Apocalypse

by name. Shortly after Justin's time

(about 180), the famous Muratorian Canon

oilers the earliest formal list of New

Testament books. This precious relic

exists only in a mutilated form and in a

text which is often so corrupt that it is

difficult to divine its meaning. Accord

ing to Dr. Westcott, the Muratorian

Canon contained all the New Testament

books at present received, except " the

Epistle of James, the Epistle to the He

brews, and 2 Peter, while it notices the

partial reception of the [spurious] Apo

calypse of Peter," and his words express

the general opinion of scholars except

that many with very strong reasons add

1 Peter also to the list of omitted books.1

The Peshito or Syriac translation, which

belongs to the third century, omits .lude,

2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, and the Apoca

lypse. Eusebius sums up the r pinions

which prevailed in the Ante-Nicene age

as follows: he divides the books of the

New Testament into such as are " ac

knowledged " (o/xoXoyoi/fif va), viz. the

four Gospels, Acts, 4c, and tbose which

were " disputed "(diTtXtyo'/ifra) embracing

the deutero-canonical books. He him

self was evidently accustomed to see the

Epistle to the Hebrews treated as canon

ical, but, he says, "Some have denied ita

authority, asserting that it is disputed by

the Roman Church as not being the Apos

tle's work." Finally it is clear from Euse

bius that there were certain uninspired

and unapostolic books which he himself

pronounces spurious, but which were not

yet clearly separated from those in the

canon.'

From the middle of the fourth century

the canon of the New Testament gradu

ally became more settled. True, the

Syrian church still clung to the canou of

the Peshito, but in the Church at large

the whole of the New Testament was

received. Two books, however, were still

regarded with partial suspicion. In the

East, the Council of Laodicea, Cyril of

Jerusalem, Gregory Nazianzen, definitely

exclude or pass over in silence the Apo

calypse of St. John ; Amphilochius and

Epiphanius mention the doubts entertained

with regard to it. In the West, although

the Council of Carthago in ;t!»7 and

Pope Innocent ratified the full list of

1 Hilgenfeld, Kanon den N. T. p. 43.

1 The statement in the text is i-ub^tantiallr

true, but (1) the disputed books are subdivided

" generally known " and "spurious;" (V?) the

Apocalypse is placed according to one opinion

given, among the " acknowledged," according

to another among the "spurious." Kuaeb. U.K.

iii. 25.
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New Testament books, still even to a

late period doubts existed in some parts

of toe Church as to the Epistle to the

Hebrews. Even St. Isidore of Seville,

writing early in the seventh century, says

that most Latins were uncertain whether

it was St. Paul's, " because of the dis

crepancy in the style." 1

All doubts as to the canonical books

of the New Testament were finally set at

rest for Catholics by the Councils of

Florence and Trent. Protestants, on the

contrary, on their revolt from the Church,

were utterly unable to find any rational

principle on which they could determine

the list of New Testament books. Luther

accepted or rejected New Testament

books, according as he found or did not

find the "Gospel" in them. He called

the Epistle of St. James " a letter of

straw," which " attributes righteousness

to works, dead against St. Paul." It was

reason enough, he said, for him not to

think highly of the Apocalypse "that

Christ therein is neither taught nor ac

knowledged, although this above all was

an Apostle's business " 1 2 He partly liked

the Epistle to the Hebrews, because it

enforced belief in the priesthood of

Christ ; partly disliked it, because of the

doctrine contained in cap. 6 and 10.'

This breach with tradition on the Scrip

tures of the New Testament as well as on

the doctrine was healed for a time among

Protestants, and for a long time the

entire canon of the New Testament was

generally accepted amongst them, al

though the Westminster Confession of

1 648 contains the only list of New Testa

ment writings drawn up by any of the

older Protestant authorities. Of modern

Protestant critics little need be said.

The remarks made above on their treat

ment of the Old fully apply to their treat

ment of the New Testament. This

method is widely different from that of

Luther, but it is not without reason that

they claim to inherit his spirit. ,

III . The Principles on which the Canon

of Scripture rests.—Catholics, believing in

the infallible authority of the Church,

have full security that the books of the

Catholic Bible are all true and inspired

Scripture. Before the Scripture was writ

ten, or, again, the canon of Scripture was

1 A pud Credner, p. 293. In the middle

apes the spurious Epistle to the I.aodiceans

found wide acceptance, especially in the Frankish

and English churches, Credner, p. 299.

* llilgenfeld, p. 91.

» Ibid. p. 93.

fixed, the faithful were guided by the

infallible teaching of their pastors, and

from this same teaching they receive with

perfect confidence the written word of

God in all its books and in all its parts.

There are three other principles put

forward as sufficient to determine the

canon of Scripture—all of them, as may

be briefly shewn, utterly inadequate.

According to a theory once popular

among Protestants, Scripture attests itself

by a "self-evidencing light." In other

words, a pious person who peruses the

Bible knows by the effect produced upon

his conscience and feeling that the book

he reads is the inspired word of God.

This theory is abundantly refuted by the

most obvious facts of history. The Fathers

of the Church were not at one as to the

canon, yet in charity we may believe that

they read the books of the New Testament

with pious feelings. Nay, the Reformers

who are said to have restored " the gospel"

were not at one with regard to the books

which make up the New Testament.

Besides, from the nature of the case, the

moral good which we get or think we can

get from a book cannot possibly assure

us that it was all written under the inspi

ration of the Holy Ghost and contains

nothing but the truth of God. Indeed,

the bare statement of this theory suffices

for its refutation.

Another theory, which we may call

the literary, bases the authority of the

Scriptural books and their title to a place

in the canon, on a critical investigation of

the internal and external evidence which

can be produced in their behalf. This

method is pursued by almost every learned

Protestant at the present day—by extreme

sceptics like Hilgenfeld and Keim, who

examine tradition to undermine the auth

enticity of Scripture; and by sober and

patient investigators like Dr. Westcott

who is a devout believer in the authority

of Scripture. But to base the canon on

critical investigations, however accurate

and thorough, involves a misconception of

the object for which Scripture was given.

Scripture is given to the whole Church : it

is meant for the guidance of all the faith

ful, and all, either directly, by reading it

themselves, or indirectly, by hearing por

tions of it read or expounded by their

pastors, have the right to benefit by its

salutary lessons. Indeed, the argument

tells yet more strongly against Protestants.

If, as they hold, Scripture is the sole rule of

faith, and if learning and critical training

I are needed to ascertain what the Scripture
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is, then one of two consequences necessa- I

lily follows. All, except an infinitesimal

fraction of mankind must give up the

attempt to secure a right rule of

faith altogether, or else, instead of the in

fallibility of the Church, they must accept

the infallibility of some particular school

among learned men.

Protestants when they appeal to Scrip

ture agsinst the Church, forget that it is

only from this yery Church, and on her

authority, that Scripture is received ; and

we may conclude with the words of a

Protestant scholar who has done more

than any other to illustrate the history of

the canon. Protestants, he says, have

built a new Church on the foundation of

Scripture, first without understanding,

then without the will to understand, that

Scripture itself rests on nothing but tradi

tion.1

CANON PENITENTIARY. The

Council of Trent ordered2 that in every

cathedral church, if possible, a penitenti

ary, with a claim to hold the next vacant

prebend, should be appointed by the

bishop ; he was to be. forty years of age,

and either a master of arts, or doctor, or

a licentiate m theology or canon law.

CANON, PRIVILEGE Or. [See

Immunities.]

CANON THEOLOGIAN. The

Council of Trent directed * that in all

churches where a prebeudal provision

was already made for lectures on Theo

logy and Holy Scripture, the bishops

should see that the foundation was not

defeated of its purpose ; and also that for

the future, in all cathedral churches, or

even collegiate churches, existing in large

towns, and having a numerous body of

clergy, a Canon Theologian with the

above-mentioned duties should be ap

pointed, and competently provided for out

of the chapter funds.

CANONS OF THE APOSTLES.

[See ArosioLic Canons.]

canoness. Chapters of Canonesses

are mentioned in the capitularies of Louis

le Debonnaire, which allow them to

possess property, both common and pri

vate, and only require that they should

take the vows of chastity and obedience.

Iu the following centuries these chapters,

especially in France and Germany, became

very numerous. They were distinguished

from nunneries by the permission to the

members to hold private property. The

1 Credner, Zur Guchichte de* Canons.

* Seas, xx i v. De Reform, cap. 8.

1 Sea*, v. De Reform, cap. 1.

duties of the Canonesses were, to teach

young girls, work at church embroidery,

copy and illuminate service-books, &c.

The right of holding property naturally

introduced much laxity, and introduced

into the order of Canonesses a class of

wealthy and titled ladies, who were in

disposed to submit to any severity of dis

cipline. Hence a crisis arrived in the

history of these chapters, similar to that

which we have described with reference

to Canons ; and Regular Canonesses,

bound by the vow of poverty and observ

ing a strict rule of life, existed side by

side with Secular Canonesses, to whom

the chapter was little more than an

agreeable retreat, enabling ladies who did

not wish to marry, or had outlived their

charms, to live in the society of persons of

their own rank, much as they would have

done in the world. At the Reformation,

such being the character of these chap

ters, it caused no surprise that the mem

bers of several of them—ladies of princely

or noble rank—followed the example of

their male relatives and repudiated the

Catholic faith. Some of these still exist :

at Qandersheim, Herford, &c. Williel-

mina, sister of Frederick the Great, the

" Abbess of Quedlinburg," was the head

of one of these Protestant chapters. If

any of the Canonesses wish to marry, she

must resign her canonry.

canonisation. As now under

stood and practised, Canonisation is the

final process in the recognition and esti

mation of the virtues of a servant of God,

preparatory to his (or her) being " eleva

ted to the altars," and commended to the

perpetual veneration and invocation of

Christians throughout the Catholic

Church. In the article on " Beatifica

tion " all the previous steps in the process

were described—those steps which have

the result of declaring their object to be

"blessed," and entitled as such to a

limited cultus, either in a particular

country, or in a particular order, &c.

Before proceeding to canonisation, it

must be proved that at least two miracles

have been wrought through the interces

sion of the " Blessed " person since the

beatification. This proof is attended

with the same formalities, and surrounded

by the same rigorous conditions, as in the

case of the miracles proved before beatifi

cation. After it has beeu established,

the three congregations (of which the

last is public and in the presence of the

Pope), which were requisite before beati

fication, are again convened ; and upon the

I
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direction of the Pope, after the last con

gregation, the promoter of the faith and

the secretary of the Congregation of Rites

agree to a form of decree, declaring that

no doubt exists relative to the miracles in

question, and that there is no reason why

the canonisation should not be proceeded

with. This then takes place, usually in

St. Peter's. After various ceremonies,

the postulator of the cause (who is usually

a person of high rank or distinction in the

country or order to which the saint be

longed) asks twice that the name of the

servant of God whose cause he pleads may

be enrolled in the catalogue of the Stunts;

the Pope replies each time that it is best

to explore the will of God still further by

prayer; litanies and the " Veni Creator "

are chanted; at the third request the Pope

declares and ordains, " in honour of the

Holy Trinity, for the glory of the Catholic

faith and the progress of the Christian

religion, in virtue of the authority of our

Lord Jesus Christ, of the Holy Apostles

Peter and Paul, and of his own plenary

and proper authority ," that the servant of

God in question shall be inscribed on the

register of the Saints (" Canon Sanc

torum "), and that his (or her) memory

shall be celebrated on a given day, in

every part of the Church. A solemn

Mass, iu which the Pope himself, unless

d'squalitied by illness or old age, officiates,

is then celebrated, in honour of the new

Saint.

The actual procedure will be more

clearly understood if we describe and

partly translate some Papal Bull of

Canonisation ; and, for this purpose, we

will take the Bull of Alexander VII. con

cerning St. Francis de Sales, dated April

19, 10(55. Alter a brief sketch of his life,

a specification of seven miracles proved to

the satisfaction of the Congregation of

Ri'es, a reference to his beatification in

1601, and a mention of the princes and

others (including Henrietta Maria, Queen

of England) by whom the cause had been

zealously promoted, the bull proceeds : —

"At length, deeming it to be just and

due that we should give glory, praise,

and honour on earth to those whom God

honours in heaven, we, with the cardinals

of the holy Roman Church, the patriarchs,

archbishops and bishops, our beloved sons

the prelates of the Roman curia, our offi

cials and suite, the secular and regular

clergy, and an immense multitude of

people, have this day met together in the

holy Vatican basilica; and after three

petitions for the decree of canonisation,

presented to us on the part of the Most

Christian King by our oeloved son, the

illustrious Charles, Duke of Crequy,

ambassador from the said king ; after

sacred hymns, litanies, and other prayers,

duly imploring the grace of the Holy

Spirit :—

" In honour of the most holy and un

divided Trinity, for the exaltation of the

Catholic faith and the increase of the

Christian religion, by the authority of

Our Lord Jesus ChrisJ, the blessed

Apostles Peter and Paul, and ourselves,

after mature deliberation, snd having

many times implored the divine aid, by

the counsel of our venerable brothers, the

cardinals of the holy Roman Church, and

of the patriarchs, archbishops, and bishops

met together in the city, we have decided

and detined the Blessed Francis de Sales,

Bishop of Geneva, to be a Saint, and

have inscribed him on the catalogue of

the Sainta, as, by the tenor of these pre

sents, we do decide, define, and inscribe

him ; appointing that his memory shall

be cherished and honoured with pious

devotion by the universal Church, as a

holy confessor and bishop, on the 29th

day of January in each year. In the name

of the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost. Amen." A grant of indul

gences on the usual conditions to those

who shall visit the Saint's tomb on his

festival, follows ; a plenary indulgence to

all present at the canonisation is an

nounced ; and then the bull proceeds :—■

"We therefore bless God, who is wonder

ful in his saints, because we have received

mercy in the midst of his temple, in that

He hath granted to us in the Church a

new patron and intercessor with his

divine majesty, for the greater tranquillity

of the same Church, the spread of the

Catholic faith, and the enlightenment and

conversion of heretics and all who wander

from the path of salvation." After clauses

relating to the publication of the bu'l, and

forbidding any infraction of it, the instru

ment ends with the date, and the signa

tures of the Pope and thirty-eight car

dinals.

CAWTATE struDAY. A name

given to the fourth Sunday after Easter,

from the introit of the Mass, which begins

with the words " Sing to the Lord a

new song.' The name " Cantate Sunday "

often appears during the middle ages as

well known, and was used to mark the

date, even in ordinary lite. The name is

probably as old as the twelfth century.

CAHTTICX.BS. See HSMBS.
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cantor, also called "episcopu9

chori," "chori regens," was the official

in a cathedral or collegiate church who

instructed the choristers and younger

clerics in music, and directed the singing

of the office, See. In many foundations,

the office of cantor was rais d to a dignity,

in the canonical sense, and had a prebend

of considerable value attached to it. A

cantor thus provided for often appointed

sub-cantors (tuccentoret), who were se

lected from the choral-vicars, and en

trusted with the teaching of the eccle

siastical chant, while the cantor himself

exercised control over the choral-vicars

and superintended the performance of the

divine offices.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT. It U

certain from Scripture that the magistrate

may lawfully put malefactors to death.

Capital punishment was enacted for certain

grievous crimes in the old law, and the

Christian dispensation made no essential

change in this respect, for St. Paul, in

Rom. xiii. 4, expressly says that the

magistrate "beareth not the sword in

vain; for he is a minister of God, an

avenger to execute wrath upon him that

doeth evil." The unanimous opinion of

theologians is in favour of the lawfulness

of capital punishment ; and if the Church

has given no formal decision on the matter,

this probably is only because the question

has never till of late years assumed any

great importance. Argentre\ however, in

his " Collectio de Novis Erroribus," i. 86,

mentions an erroneous proposition of the

Walden3es, denying the lawfulness of

capital punishment. The theologians of

that lime, a number of whom are quoted

by Ar^entre, treated the proposition as

heretical.

St. Thomas defends the lawfulness

of capital punishmeut on the following

principle. The State, he arguej, is like

a body, composed of many members, and

as a surgeon may cut off one corrupt

limb to save the others, so the magistrate

may lawfully put a malefactor to death

and thus provide for the common good.

It is only the magistrate who can

inflict the penalty of death, because as

the justification ot the penalty is the com

mon good, it can be imposed by him alone

to whom the care of the common good

belongs—viz. by the magistrate.

A parent has the power to impose

remedial chastisements, but not to kill.

A private person may of course work for

the common good, but if the good he

would do involves the injury, above all if

it involves the death, of another, he has

no authority to decide that any member

of the State is to be exterminated for the

good of the whole.

As to outlaws, who may in certain

cases be put to death by private persons,

the sentence is really passed by the State,

the individual who slays them being the

mere executioner.

The magistrate derives this authority

from Gi d, and it is conveyed, not only by

the positive law of God in Scripture, but

also by the natural law written on the

heart. The number of capital offences

must be determined by the good of the

community ; so that laws are rightly more

severe at one time or in one place than in

another. The strange theory of Scotus

that the positive law of God forbids

homicide, and that therefore a magistrate

can only put to death where God himself

has dispensed him from the observance of

the law—viz. for murder, adultery, blas

phemy, &c. and the other cases provided

for in the Pentateuch—is generally re

jected. This opinion errs in taking for

granted that the magistrate's authority

to slay is conveyed only through the

positive law, and in assuming that the

judicial precepts of the Jewish code are

in force among Christians.

If a capital offence has been com

mitted, the prince, even if certain of the

prisoner's guilt, must not condemn him

without fair trial, although here an excep

tion may be made if the guilt is notorious

and great evils would ensue from delay

of execution. Time must be allowed the

prisoner to prepare for death and receive

the sacraments, and this time must be

given even if there is danger of his

escaping. Finally, the canon law strictly

forbids ecclesiastics, even if they hold

temporal jurisdiction, to take any part in

passing or executing sentence of death.

(St. Thomas, 2 2ndas, Ixiv. ; Billuart, " De

Justit." diss. x. ; St. Liguori, " Theol.

Moral." lib. iv. tract, iv. cap. 1. dub. 2.)

CAPITA!. SIM'S (in English called

deadly sins), so named because they are

the fountain-heads from which all other

sins proceed. St. Thomas, following St.

Gregory the Great, enumerates seven—

viz vainglory, envy, anger, avarice, sloth
(which he calls tristitia, '• sadness," or

distaste for labour in God's service, but

which is generally known as acedia),

gluttony, lust. Other writers substitute

pride for vainglory; others, again, like

Cassian, count both pride and vainglory,

and so make eight capital sins. St. Thomas

II
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divides them as follows. " Man," he says,

" is led to sin by seeking that which is

good inordinately, or by an unreasonable

aversion from that which is good, because

of incidental evil which is joined, or

thought to be joined, with it. Man seeks

inordinately the goods of the soul (pride),

or of the body (gluttony and lust), or,

lastly, external goods (avarice). He has

an unreasonable aversion to his own good,

because of the labour needed to secure it

(sloth), or to another's good, because it

seems to detract from his own (envy and

anger)." (1 2ndse, lxxxiv. 4.)

CAPXTtrXiAXY. A set of capitula,

or chapters, each of which was a special

law, like the " chapters " in the annual

volume of statutes passed by the British

Parliament. The word has been extended

to the ecclesiastical canons passed in pro

vincial councils—e.g. to the chapters of

Mar'iu of Duma, passed at Braga in 672—

but it is usually restricted to the legisla

tion of the Frankish kings of the first and

second dynasties.

These Capitularies have been published

by Buluze, and more recently by Pertz;

they have been carefully analysed by

M. Quizot in his " Hist, de la Civilis. en

France."

I. The Capitularies of the Merovingian

kings begin with Childebert (564). Com

piled as they were so soon after the conver

sion of the Salian Franks to Christianity,

it is needless to say that ecclesiastical in

fluence is apparent in every part of them.

Among the more prominent matters of

which they treat, are the right of sanc

tuary, the observance of the Sunday, the

right to grant lands to the Church, &c.

II. The Capitularies of Pepin le Bref,

the father of Charlemagne, are five in

number, but only one of them can be

c .lied in the fullest sense a work of legis

lation, as having been framed " in generali

populi conventu." They are much occu

pied with clerical discipline and the regu

lation of marriage.

III. The Capitularies of Charlemagne,

sixty-fivein number, contain 1,160 separate

chapters. They range in date from 760

to 803. They are classified by M. Guizot,

according to their subjects, into political

(273), moral (H7), penal (\30), civil (110),

religious (85), canonical (201), domestic

(73), and miscellaneous or occasional (12).

A large proportion of them can in no

sense be called laws ; so far from it that

M. Guizot distinguishes them into docu

ments of twelve different kinds. These

twelve classes include new laws (properly

so called), ancient laws revivedinstructions

to the missi Dominid, circulars to the

bishops and counts conveying admonitions

or inviting opinions, answersof the emperor

to questions put to him, judicial decrees,

memoranda, &c. &c. In fact, this un

wieldy collection faithfullv represents the

imperial system itself, which was a sort

of hodge-podge of paternal government,

flexible administration, and rigid law;

each of these three being so far pressed as

the Emperor, under the circumstances of

each case, judged to be expedient.

IV. The Capitularies of Louis le De-

bonnaire, twenty in number, were added

to those of Charlemagne, and the whole

collection, digested into seven books,

published between 820 and 842, by Anse-

gisus, Abbot of Fontenelle, and Benedict

of Mayence—the same to whom many

writers ascribe the fabrication of the

False Decretals. Charles the Bald added

fifty-two, and the succeeding Carlovingian

kings, down to Charles the Simple inclu

sive, some ten or eleven more. After

Charles the Simple, the laws of France

ceased to be called Capitularies.

CAFFA macna. The barbarous

word "cappa," said to be derived from

capere (quia capit totum hominem, " be

cause it covers the whole person "), was

originally used by ecclesiastical writers

to denote the pluviale, or cope, as appears

from Durandus and Honorius. The cappa

magna is a long vestment, the hood of

which is lined with silk or with fur, ac

cording to the season of the year at which

it is to be worn. It is used by cardinals,

bishops, and, in many churches, also by

canons. It seems to have been at first

the chair vestment of canons regular.

(From Gavaut. with Merati's notes.)

CAPUCHINS. A reform of the

Franciscan order instituted by Matteo di

Bassi of Urbino, who, being an Obser-

vantine Franciscan at Monte Falco, and

having convinced himself that the capuche

or cowl worn by St. Francis was different

in shape from that worn by the friars of

his own time, adopted a long pointed

cowl, according to what he conceived to

be the original form. In 1526 he obtained

the consent of Pope Clement VII. to the

wearing of this habit by himself and his

companions, with the further permission

to live the life of hermits, and preach the

gospel in every country, on condition that

once in each year they should present

themselves at the general chapter, wher

ever it might be held, of the Observantine

friars. Matteo began hereupon to preach
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publicly in the March of Ancona; but

the provincial of the Observantines,

hearing of it, treated him as an apostate

friar [Apostact] and threw him into

prison. He was released through the

interference of the Duchess of Camerino,

the Pope's niece ; and he, with two zealous

followers, Louis and Raphael of Fossom-

brone, took refuge for a time with the

Camaldules in their convent at Massaccio.

They were also kindly treated by the

Conventual branch of their order [Fran

ciscans, Conventuals], and a bull was

finally obtained from the Pope in 1528,

authorising the union which Matteo and

his companions had entered into with the

Conventuals, sanctioning for them the

hermit life, and allowing them to wear

beards and to use the long-pointed

capuche from which they have derived

their name. After this the order grew

with great rapidity, and it has produced

down to the present time numbers of men

eminent for every Christian virtue, great

preachers, and accomplished scholars ;

yet, strange to say, the first projectors of

the institute, unlike the great majority of

founders of orders, did not persevere in

the observance of its statutes. Matteo

di Bassi, for whom independence of exter

nal control seems to have possessed an

extraordinary attraction, finding that the

Pope had forbidden Capuchins who did

not remain in their monasteries and obey

the vicar-general, to wear the pointed

cowl, immediately cut off the half of his,

and quitted the order. LouiB of Fossom-

brone was expelled from it on account of

the violence of his language, when, by the

Papal confirmation of another friar as

vicar-general in 1536, his ambitious desire

to be continued in the office was frus

trated.

The statutes of the order were drawn

up in 1529. The government was placed

in the hands of a vicar-general, for they

were at first subject to t he general of the

Conventuals, and only obtained exemption

from this obedience in 1617. Matins

were to be said at midnight, and the

other canonical hours at the times origi

nally assigned to them ; hours for mental

Srayer, for silence, and* for taking the

iscipline, were prescribed. They were

to have no revenues, but to live by

begging : everything about their churches

and convents was to be poor and mean ;

the very chalices were to be of pewter,

and in the decorations of the altars, gold,

silver, and silk were excluded. They

might eat one kind of meat in refectory,

and wine was allowed ; but if any Capuchin

wished to diet himself more rigorously

he was not to be prevented. In their

begging rounds the friars were not to ask

either for meat, eggs, or cheese, though

they might accept them if offered. Cue

of the most illustrious names in this order

is that of St. Fidelis of Sigmaringen, a

zealous and powerful preacher, martyred

by the Calvinists of the Orisons in 1622

(see Alban Butler, April 24).

The third vicar-general, Bernardino

Ochino, attained an unhappy notoriety

through having adopted Lutheran opinions

and married a young girl from Lucca. This

was at Geneva, where he established him

self in 1642. Ochino afterwards went to

England, while Edward VI. was on the

throne, and after having travelled through

many parts of Germany, and become

known as a gifted preacher of the new

opinions, ho settled at Zurich. But,

like the late Rev. Blanco White, who

deserted the Church for Anglicanism, but

could not stop there, Ochino was com

pelled after a while by internal restless

ness, against his own manifest interest,

to seek to undermine the Lutheranism

which he had embraced. In 1563 he

printed a book called " Triginta Dialogi,''

in which it is intimated that if a man has

an unsuitable wife, and feels quite certain

that the impulse which moves him is

from God, he may without sin take to

himself a second wife. The leaders of

the Reformed party at Zurich, such as

Bullinger and Wolf, were scandalised at

this apparent vindication of polygamy,

and Ochino was driven by his Protestant

friends out of Switzerland and sought

refuge in Poland. Even here he was not

suffered to rest, and on the forced journey

to Moravia, where he hoped to find shel

ter, after losing three out of his four chil

dren by the plague, he died at S -Mackau

before the end of 1564, but in such iso

lation and obscurity that no particulars of

his death were ever ascertained.

At the time when Helyot wrote, near

the beginning of the last century, the

order of Capuchins was divided into more

than fifty provinces and three " custodies,"

numbering sixteen hundred convents and

twenty-five thousand friars, besides their

missions in Brazil and various parts of

Africa. The French Revolution—though

there were a few who yielded—tempted

with no other result than illustrating the

serene and stable virtue of the great

majority of the Capuchins. "When Bel

gium was annexed to France in 17&7,
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and soldiers were sent to turn out the

friars at Louvain into the street, the

guardian thus expelled cried out, " I pro

test in the sight of HeaveD that it is only

force which makes us go out of our house ;

that I and my hrothers remain Capu

chins ; that we are suffering for religion,

and are ready, if need be, to he martyrs

in its cause. A large number of their

convents was suppressed during the revo

lutionary troubles; in France, however,

they had revived again to a considerable

extent, but the persecuting " Liberalism "

which has for a long time had sway

there ejected them again (1880). They

are at present most numerous in Austria;

in Switzerland also thero are many, and

altogether they are said still to number

several thousands. There are at present

seven Capuchin convents in England and

Wales, and three in Ireland. ^ Though

not so numerous in the U. S. as the

other Franciscans, the Capuchins have

convents in the dioceses of Green Bay,

Leavenworth, Milwaukee, and New

York, (llclyot ; " Bernardino Ochino,"

by Benrath, 1875 ; American, English,

and Irish " Catholic Directories.")

CASSIItal (eardo, a hinge). Like

most arrangements which, though made

by man, carry out the Divine purpose,

correspond to the wants of human so

ciety, and are destined to live, grow and

endure, the great institution of the Car-

dinalatie sprang from small and almost

unnoticed beginnings. The words cardp-

nalis, cardinare, incardinare, are found in

ante-Nicene ecclesiastical writers, and are

used to designate the fixed permanent

clergy of any church—those who were so

built into it and necessary to its being that

it might be said to revolve round them

as a door round its hinge.1 They are thus

distinguished from those bishops, or

priests, or deacons, whose connection with

a church was loose or temporary. In the

Roman Church parish churches or Titles

Beem to have been first instituted in the time

of Pope Marcellus (304), and the priests to

whose charge they were permanently com

mitted were styled cardinal priests. The

deacons of the Roman Church, as of many

other important Churches, were at first

seven in number, in imitation of the

original Apostolic institution. They were

not at first assigned to particular districts ;

1 It is interesting to observe that the use of

this metaphor dates from the remotest anti' lity.

The five princes of the Philistines wer „ utlled

D^JIDi literally "axles" or "hinges" of the

people. See Josue xiii. 3 ; Judges iii. 8.

but as time went on, and various charitable

institutions for the relief of the sick and

poor, with chapels attached to them, arose

here and there throughout the fourteen

" regions" into which the city was divided,

under Augustus, each deacon came to

have one or more regions, with the insti

tutions locallv contained in it, assigned to

his care ; and" from the fixed character of

their charge, they were called cnrdinal

deacons. For a long time there was no

Buch thine as a cardinal bishop, because

the Roman Pontiff himself presided in the

see in that capacity. But there wese

several bishoprics in the immediate neigh

bourhood of Rome—namely, Portus (at the

mouth of the Tiber), Ostia (on the oppo

site side of the river), Prreneste, Sabina,

Tusculum, Albano, and St, Rufina—the

bishops of which appear from very early

times to have sat in synod with the Bishop

ofRome : a relation which, with increasing

exercise and deepening comprehension of

the Papal prerogatives, was naturally de

veloped bv degrees into a closer con

nexion. Ilistory does not enable us to

describe or date the stages of this change.

In the eleventh century we find all the

above-named sees (reduced now to six,

for St. Rufina had been united to Portus)

incorporated in the Roman Church, and

their occupants holding their appoint

ments directly and solely from the Pope.

This is the picture which we derive

from the writings of St. Peter Damian

(d. 1071), who was himself Cardinal

Bishop of Ostia. The council held at

Rome in 1059, under Nicholas II.. decreed

that Popes should thenceforth be elected

on thejudgment of the six cardinal bishops,

with the assent, of the Roman clergy, the

applause of the people, and the ratification

of the Emperor. Of the Roman clergy,

the cardinal priests and deacons were the

most prominent and influential portion.

Hence it is easy to understand, considering

the instability of popular opinion, and the

transitory character of human sovereignty,

that the election of the Pope gradually

came to be vested in the cardinals ex

clusively, who, in their grades of bishop,

priest, and deacon, represented the ancient

" presbyterium of the Roman Church in

the fullest and most satisfactory manner.

In the twelfth century the number of

the cardinal bishops, as already stated,

was six ; that of the cardinal priests,

twenty-eight; and about this time the

number of the cardinal deacons was raised

from seven to fourteen, one for each

region, whence they were called " region
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ary " deacons. The dignity of their office

grew, while it3 functions either dwindled

or were otherwise discharged ; and in

process of time the cardinal deacons, still

deriving their tit'es from the chapels

formerly attached to the charitable insti

tutions of which th«y had the charge

(St. Hadrian, St. Theodore, &c), ceased

to have looal duties, and, like the car

dinals of higher rank, were drawn into

the august circle of the immediate coun

sellors and assistants of the Roman Pontiffs.

In the course of the twelfth century their

number was further raised to eighteen,

making a total of fifty-three cardinals ;

and this number remained fixed for a con

siderable time. Then a period of fluctua

tion ensued, during which the Sacred

College was sometimes reduced to a mere

handful of persons. The Council of Basle

ordered that the number of cardinals

should be fixed at twenty-four; but the

decree was not ratified by the Pope, and

no attention was paid to it. Leo X. raised

the number to sixty-five. The final regu

lation, -which prevails to this day, was

rontained in the Constitution 1'ostquam

vetut of Sixtus V., published in 1580.

By this it was ordered that the number

of cardinals should never exceed seventy,

thus composed : six of episcopal rank,

holding the old suburban sees before

mentioned ; fifty described as priests, hold

ing a corresponding number of " Titles " or

parishes in Rome ; and fourtesn described

a< deacons. By a Constitution of St.

Pius V. (1507), all customs or privileges

in virtue of which the name of Cardinal

had be-n assumed by the clergy of any

other church (e.g. by the canons of Com-

postella, Milan, &c.) were abrogated, and

it was forbidden to apply it in future to

any but the senators of the Roman Church.

The cardinals owe their appointment

polelv to the Pope. They have for many

centuries been taken in part from all the

great Christian nations of Europe, though

the number of Italian cardinals has always

preponderated. The appointment of a

future cardinal is announced by the Pope

in consistory, but the name is reserved in

petto. At a subsequent consistory it is

made public. The actual appointment, in

the case of ecclesiastics residing in Rome,

proceeds as follows: On a day named,

the candidate goes to the Papal palace,

and receives from the Pope the red biretta ;

afterwards, in a public consistory, at the

close of an imposing ceremonial, the Pope

£laces upon his head the famous red hat.

a a second consistory he "closes his

mouth " (ot daudi/.)—that is, forbids him

for the present to speak at meetings of

cardinals ; in a third, he " opens his

mouth"—that is, he rem ayes the former

prohibition, giving him at the same time

a ring, and assigning to him his " Title."

If the candidate is absent, being prevented

by just cause from visiting Rome at that

time, the red biretta is 9ent to him, and

on receivinir it he is bound to make oath

that he will within a year visit the tombs

of the Apostles.

The duties of cardinals are of two

kinds—those which devolve on them while

the Pope is living, and those which they

have to discharge when the Holy See w

vacant. As to the first, it may be briedy

said that they consist in taking an active

part in the government of the universal

Church; for although the Pope is in no

way bound to deler to the opinions of the

Sacred College, in practice he seldom, if

ever, takes an important step" without

their counsel and concurrence. Such a

school in the science and art of govern

ment in all its forms as the College of

Cardinals exists nowhere else in the world.

They are brought into immediate contact

with the various peculiarities of national

character, the prejudices and cherished

aims of dynasties, the conservatism that

with more or less intelligence supports,-

and the communism that with more or

less wickedness undermines, the fabric of

Christian society. In consistory, where

the cardinals all meet in a kind of senate

under the presidency of the Pope, and

discuss affairs "exelusa omni forma judi-

ciali," the powers of statement and reply

are cultivated; in the various Congrega

tions [see Congregation, Roman], they

learn to manage in detail the vast and

complicated concerns of a communion

which with its one faith and, substan

tially, one ritual, is found congenial to

every people and at home in every climate.

Hence flow that largeness of temper, that

breadth of view, that readiness to drop

the accidental if only the essential be

maintained, that conciliatory bearing, and

that antique courtesy, by which the finest

specimens of cardinal ambassadors have

always been distinguished. History can

show few nobler pictures than that of

Cardinal Consalvi confronting the force

and cunning of the First Napoleon in the

zenith of his power, and compelling the

draughting of the Concordat in the form

that the Pope, not the First Consul,

required.

All the cardinals now take precedence
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of bishops, arcbbishops, and even patri

archs. This was not so formerly ; the

change was gradually introduced. They

have many other privileges, which canon

ists—who generally hold that the rank of

cardinal, in its temporal aspect, is equiva

lent to that of a reigning prince—have

elaborately defined in their treatises. On

their seals they have their own arms, with

the red hat as crest ; they are styled

Eminentistimi, and Reverendimmi.

At a vacancy of the Holy See, the

duties of the cardinals become confined to

protecting the Church and maintaining all

things in their due order, till a Conclave

can be assembled for the election of a new

Pope. [Conclave.]

The U. S. have one cardinal, then

first, John McCloskey, Archbishop of

New York, created March 15, 1875; Ire

land one, John McCabe, Archbishop of

Dublin ; England has three, Henry Ed

ward Manning, Archbishop of West

minster; Edward Howard and John

Henry Newman, both those last being,

in the sacerdotal order, simply nriesti.

The Sacred College numbers at present

(1881) about sixty-four members.

cardinal legate. [See Le

gate ]

CARDINAL PROTECTOR. A

member of the Sacred College, belonging

by birth to one of the more considerable

Catholic nations, who has received the

purple partly on that account His local

knowledge of his own people and their

ways, through being " to the manner

born," quality him to be a trusted referee

when any questions affecting the interests

of the nation to which he belongs, or of

individuals of that nation, are brought

forward at Rome, and the name of "Car

dinal Protector " has hence naturally been

assigned to him. A remarkable instance,

illustrating the representative weight which

such cardinals ofien enjoy in the-Sacred

College, was that of the French Cardinal

Maury, described by Consalvi in his power

ful narrative of the Conclave which pre

ceded the election of Pius VII. There

are also Cardinal Protectors of religious

orders, of colleges, &c.

CARMELITES, ORDER OF. In

the middle of the twelfth century a cru

sader named Berthold vowed at the com

mencement of a battle that if by the

mercy of God his side was victorious, he

would embrace the religious life. The

victory was won, and Berthold became a

monk in Calabria. Soon after, tbe prophet

Elias is said to have appeared to him and

revealed something to him in consequence

of which Berthold left Italy, and repair

ing to Mount Carmel (1156)—that moun

tain, so conspicuous and so beautiful,

which juts out into the sea to the south

of Acre—took up his abode there. Every

one knows the connection of Oarmel with

some of the leading incidents of the pro

phet's life (3 Kings, xviii; 4 Kings, iv).

A. cavern near the summit was then

shown as the habitation of Elias, and the

ruins of a spacious monastery, the history

of which is unknown, covered the ground.

An eyewitness, John Phocas, who visited

the holy places in 1185, thus writes:—

" Some years ago a white-haired monk,

who was also a priest, came from Cala

bria, and through a revelation from the

prophet Elias, established himself in this

place. He enclosed a small portion of

the ruins of the monastery, and built a

tower and a little church, assembling

in it about ten brothers, who, with him,

inhabit at present this holy place." Ber

thold, therefore, may in one sense be con

sidered as the founder of the Carmelite

order, and its first general. On the other

hand, it cannot be questioned that Ber

thold found hermits living on the moun

tain when he arrived there, attracted by

the peculiar sanctity which the residence

of the great prophet had conferred on

the spot; these appear to have joined

him, and to have accepted along with him

and his immediate followers the rule

which was framed for them in 1209 by

Albert, patriarchy of Jerusalem. These

hermits may have had a long line of pre

decessors, nor is there any historical or

moral impossibility in the assumption

that holy men had lived on the mountain

without interruption since the days of

Elias, although positive evidence is want

ing. This belief in the possible succes

sion of a long line of saintly anchorites

was gradually merged in the fixed per

suasion that the very order of Our Lady

o,f Mount Carmel, such as it was in the

thirteenth and following centuries, had

existed there in unbroken continuity,

keeping the three vows, and with here

ditary succession, from the time of Elias.

It was in this extreme form that the

Carmelite view of the antiquity of their

order was combated in the seventeenth

century by the learned Papebroke, the

Bollandist, who in tbe volumes of the

" Acta Sanctorum " for March gave Lives

of Berthold and Cyril, in which it was

assumed that the former was the Jirst,

and the latter the third, geneial of the
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order. A violent controversy arose ;

several Carmelite writers published large

treatises ; other Jesuits came to the assis

tance of Papebroke ; the Spanish Inquisi

tion was induced to issue a decreft censur

ing the published volumes of the " Acta

Sanctorum ; " and Rome, while refusing

to adopt or ratify this censure, thought it

expedient to impose silence on the dis

putants (1608).

The rule given to the order by the

patriarch Albert was in sixteen articles.

It forbade the possession of property ;

ordered that each hermit should live in a

cell by himself ; interdicted meat alto

gether ; recommended manual labour and

silence ; and imposed a strict fast from the

Exaltation of the Cross (Sept. 14) to

Easter, Sundays being excepted.

The progress of the Mohammedan

power in Palestine,after the illusory treaty-

entered into by the Emperor Frederic II.

in 1229 with the Sultan Kameel, made it

more and more difficult for Christians to

live there in peace ; and under their fifth

general, Alan of Brittany, they aban

doned Carmel and established themselves

in Cyprus (123«) and other places. They

held their first chapter at Aylesford in

Hampshire, in 1245, and elected an

Englishman, St. Simon Stock, to the

generalship. Under him the order was

greatly extended, and entered upon a

flourishing period. To this Saint Our

Lady is said to have shown the Scapular

in a vision. [See Scapular.] After passing

into Europe they found it necessary to

live in common, and no longer as hermits.

This, with other mitigations of the primi

tive rule, was sanctioned by Innocent IV.,

who confirmed them in 1247 under the

title of the order of friars of Our Lady of

Mount Carmel. Their habit was origin

ally striped, but ultimately the dress by

which they are so well known, the brown

habit with white cloak and scapular, was

adopted. They were recognised as one of

the mendicant orders, and were popular

ly known as " White Friars." Many dis

tinguished men and eminent ecclesiastics

have worn their habit. In mediaeval En

gland we can point to the vast and solid

capacity of Thomas of Walden, confessor

to Henry V., and one of the theologians

at the Council of Constance, who in a

work of profound learning and great elo

quence, the " Doctrinale Fidei," confuted

the sophistries advanced byWyclifagainst

the faith and discipline of the Church.

The Papal schism led to much confu

sion and relaxation of discipline, a portion

of the order siding with the Avignon

Pope and eleoting a different general.

England remained true to Urban VI. To

put an end to the dissimilarity of practice

which prevailed, Eugenius IV. issued a

bull in 1431, in which permission was

given to eat meat three times a week,

with other indulgences. But these were

not accepted in all the convents. Gradu

ally the names of Observantine* and Con

ventuals crept in, to distinguish the Car

melites who observed the rule as ratified

by Innocent IV. from those who accepted

the mitigations of Eugenius. Special

congregations aiming at a strict obser

vance of the rule arose in Italy and

France ; among these was the congrega

tion of Mantua, founded by the unhappy

Thomas Connect*, who is noticed by

Addison in the " Spectator." In England

at the time of the dissolution of the

monasteries, the Carmelites were in a very

flourishing condition. Impartial wit

nesses declare that in no country of

Europe did the glory of their institute

shine out with greater lustre than in

England. They had fifty-two houses.1

In London the library of the White

Friars was the best to be found in the

city ; the books bestowed on it by Thomas

Walden alone were valued at two thou

sand gold pieces. All these were destroyed

or dispersed at the dissolution.8

The later glories of the order belong

chiefly to Spain, and are due to the heroic

virtue of a woman, St. Teresa. Carme

lite nuns had been first instituted by John

1 Namely at—

Appleby

Ayle«ford

Berwick

Blakenev

Bolton (York)

Boston

Bristol

Burnham

Cambridge

Cardiff

Chester

Coventry

Denbigh

Doncaster

Drayton

Gloucester

Hitchin

Hulnc (near Alnwick)

Hull

Ipewich

Lenton (Notts)

Lincoln

London

Loscnham

Ludlow

Lyme Regis

Lynn

Maldon

Marlborough

Newcastle

Northallerton

Northampton

Norwifh

Nottingham

Oxford

Plymou'h

Pontefract

Kiohmond

Iiuthin

Sandwich

S''arl)orougn

fceale

Sheno

Shoreham

Shrewsbury

Stamford

Sutton (York)

Taunton

Warwick

Winchester

Yarmouth

York

» Bibliotiuca Carvulitana, Orleans, 1752.
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Soreth, general ofthe order in the fifteenth

century. Relaxations of the rule had

crept into their convents as into those of

the friars. St. Teresa lived for many

years in the convent of Avila, which was

under the mitigated observance. Amidst

great obstacles, and in the teeth of much

persecution, she carried out her object of

introducing a reform among the nuns by

returning to the ancient rigour of the

rule. She thus became the founder of

the Discalced Carmelite nuns. Nor did

her zeal stop here, but extended itself to

a reformation of the friars, in which also,

aided by the counsel of St. Peter of

Alcantara, and the labours and sufferings

of St. John of the Cross, who joined the

new order, she was completely successful.

At the time of her death, in 1582, she had

assisted in the foundation of seventeen re

formed convents for women and fifteen

for men. These Discalced Carmelites,

whose institute rapidly spread to all the

Catholic countries of Europe, and to the

Spanish colonies, were at first subject to

the government of the unreformud order ;

but Clement VIII., in 1593, gave them a

general of their own. Several other re

forms have been introduced since that of

St. Teresa in various countries, which we

have not space here to notice. At present,

in spite of the devastation wrought during

the revolutionary epoch, and the spirit of

unbelief which engenders and is encour

aged by revolutions, a considerable num

ber of Carmelite monasteries still exists.

In France, though they were swept away

at the first revolution, they had been re

introduced, and till lately possessed some

sixty houses. But the iniquitous decree

of March 29, 1880, lately issued by the

Republican Government of France, has

resulted in the violent seizure of all the

houses of men, and in turning the friars

adrift. In Spain, we believe, they are at

present numerous.

In the U. S. there are Calced Car

melite friars, who, though not many,

have convents in the dioceses of Leaven

worth, Newark, and Pittsburgh. The

discalced nuns of St. Teresa's reform

were introduced into the U. S. in 1790,

and, besides their original foundation at

Baltimore, now have two other con

vents, one in St. Louis, the other in

New Orleans. In all three the rule is fol

lowed to the letter. (H61yot ; " Biblio-

theca ( 'armelitana " ; Tanner ; Dugdale.

CABVIVAL (from caro, vale, the

time when we are about to say farewell

to flesh-meat ; or ubi caro valet—in allu

sion to the indulgence of the flesh in the

ditys which precede the fast), the three

days before Lent, though the name some

times includes the whole period between

February 3, the feast of St. Blasius, and

Ash-Wednesday. The Carnival in Catho

lic countries, and in Rome itself, is a special

season for feasting, dancing, masquerading

and mirth of all sorts. In itself this cus

tom is innocent, although the Church

from Septuagesima onwards assumes the

garb of penance, and prepares her children,

by the saddened tone of her office, for the

Lenten season. But the pleasures of the

Carnival easily degenerate into riot, and

the Church therefore specitilly encourages

Sious exercises at this time. In 1550 the

e9uits at Macerati introduced the cus

tom of exposing the Blessed Sacrament

through tne Carnival. This devotion

spread through the Church, and Clement

XIII., in 1765, granted a plenary indul

gence on certain conditions to those who

take part in it.

CARTHUSIANS, ORDER OF.

The founder of this celebrated order was

St. Bruno, in the eleventh century. A

well-known story, once inserted in the

Roman Breviary, ascribes his retirement

from the world to the marvellous resuscita

tion of a noted Paris doctor, as his body

was being carried to the grave. But there

is no contemporary evidence to sustain I lie

story, and it was, probably on this account,

left out of the Breviary by Urban V Ill-

Bruno was a native of Cologne, and gave

proof of more than common piety, recollec

tion, and mortification even from his ten

der years. When he was grown up, he

was at first entered among the clergy of

St Cunibert's at Cologne, whence he passed

to Rheims, a city then celebrated for its

episcopal school. Bruno made here great

progress in learning, and was appointed

" scholasticus " (Fr. eeoUtre) ; many of the

leading men of the age were his pupils.

He had much to suffer from the conduct

of the unworthy Archbishop of Rheims,

Manasses, suspended in 1077; and the

resolution to quit the world seems to have

arisen in him about this time, and grew

in strength continually. Leaving Rheims,

uncertain in what way Ood willed him to

carry out his clearly-seen vocation, he re

paired to St. Robert of Molesma, the

founder of the Cistercian order, by whom

he was referred to St. Hugh, Bishop of

Grenoble. With six companions, Bruno

presented himself to the bishop, and opened

to him their desire to found an institute

in which the glory of God and the good
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of man should be sought on a foundation

of rigorous austerity and self-discipline.

The good bishop was overjoyed at seeing

them ; in their request he saw the begin

ning of the fultilment of a wonderful

dream which be had had the night before.

Soon afterwards he led them to the desert

of the Chartreuse, an upland valley in the

Alps to the north of Grenoble, more than

4,0C0 feet above the sea, and only to

be reached by threading a gloomy and

difficult ravine. High crags surround the

valley on all sides ; the soil is poor, the

Cold extreme — snow lies there most of the

year—and the air is charged with fog.

Bruno accepted this site with joy, and be

and his companions immediately built an

oratory there, and small separate cells, in

imitation of the ancient Lauras of Pales

tine. This was in 1080, and the origin of

the Carthusian order, which takes its

name from Chartreuse, is dated from this

foundation.

St. Bruno, when he had been only two

or three years at the Chartreuse, was sum

moned to Rome by an imperative man

date from Urban II., who had been his

pupil. With grief he left his beloved com

panions, the most prudent and devoted of

whom, Landwin, he appointed prior in his

room, and, recommending the monastery

to the protection of the Abbot of Chaise

Dieu, departed for Italy. He was never

able to return, but after founding convents

at Squillace and La Torre in Calabria, died

at the last-named place in 1101. The

celebrated Abbot of Cluny, Peter the

Venerable, writing about forty years after

St. Bruno, describes in few words the

manner of life which the saint instituted,

and to which his monks—the only ancient

order in the Church which has never been

reformed and never needed reform—have

always faithfully adhered. " Their dress,"

he writes, " is meaner and poorer than

that of other monks ; so short and scanty,

and so rough, that the very sight affrights

one. They wear coarse hair-shirts next

their skin ; fast almost perpetually ; eat

only bran bread ; never touch flesh .either

sick or well ; never buy fish, but eat it if

given them as an alms ; eat eggs and

cheese on Sundays and Thursdays ; on

Tuesdays and Saturdays their fare is pulse

or herbs boiled ; on Mondays, Wednes

days, and Fridays they take nothing but

bread and water ; and they have only one

meal a day, except within the octaves

of Christmas, Easter, Whitsuntide, Epi

phany, and some other festivals. Their

constant occupation is praying, reading,

and manual labour, which consists chiefly

in transcribing books. They say the lesser

hours of the divine office in their cells at

the time when the bell rings, but meet

together at vespers and matins with won

derful recollection." This manner of life

they seem to have followed for some time

without any written rule. Guigo, the

fifth prior of the Chartreuse (1228) made

a collection of their customs ; and in later

times several other compilations of their

statutes were framed, of which a com

plete code was arranged in 1581, and ap

proved of by Innocent XI. in 1088. The

glorious difficulty of the verv perfect life

aimed at by the Carthusians is recognised

by the Church, which " allows religious

men of any of the mendicant orders to

exchange their order for that of the

Carthusians, as a state of greater austerity

and perfection ; but no one can pass from

the Carthusians to any other order, aa

Fagnanus, the learned canonist, proves at

large."1 The name of Chartreuse waa

given to each of their monasteries ; this

was corrupted in England into Charter

house. Among their original customs was

that of taking a walk, which they called

ojxitiament (from the Latin tpatiart), with

in the bounds of their desert ; and to this

day the monk of the Grande Chartreuse

takes his daily " spaciment." The ordin

ary dress is entirely white ; but outside

the boundaries of his monastery the Car

thusian wears a long black clonk and hood.

In 1391 Boniface IX. formally renewed

the exemption of the order from episcopal

control ; and in 1508 Julius II. ordained

that their monasteries in every part of the

world should obey the prior of the Grande

Chartreuse and the chapter general of the

order.

Among the distinguished men who

have borne the Carthusian habit are

St, Hugh, bishop of Lincoln, Cardinal

d'Albergati, the learned and holy Denis

Rickel, commonly called Denis the Carthu

sian, and Walter Hilton (1433), whose

" Ladder of Perfection," a work of mysti

cal theology, was published by Abraham

Woodhead in the seventeenth century.

The Chartreuses or Charterhouses in

England at the time of the dissolution

were nine in number.3 A large proportion

1 Alban Butler, Life of St. Bruno, Oct. 6.

2 Namely at—

Beauvale (Notts) Mount Grace (York.)

Coventry Shene

Epworth (Line.) VVitham (Line.) ;

Hinton (Som.) and two cells, at

Hull Mendip (Som.)

London Shapwick (Dors.)
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of the monks and friars then in England,

like the secular clergy, accepted, in words

at any rate, the new doctrine of the royal

supremacy ; but the Carthusians stood

firm. Even Mr. Froude,the thorough-going

apologist of Tudor tyranny, acknowledges

that the London Carthusians met death

like heroes. Haughton, their prior, and

several of the monks, were hanged in

1535; one, Maurice Chauncey, accepting

the supremacy, was allowed to leave Eng

land, but bitterly repented his weakness,

was reconciled to the Church, and wrote

an interesting and touching narrative of

the whole tragedy. The remaining eight

monks of the London house perished of

jail-fever, foul air, and starvation, after

being imprisoned some months in New-

f»te. The Carthusians of Shene, in

urrey, fifteen in number, withdrew to

Flanders on the death of Queen Mary,

and abode in various places ; at the time

when Allan Butler wrote they were

settled at Nieuport, and were, with the

Brigittine nuns of Sion [BBiQiTrnras],

" the only two Eiglish orders which were

never dispersed."

When H61yot wrote, early in the

eighteenth century, there were 172 Car

thusian houses altogether, of which five

were nunneries ; about seventy-five out of

the whole number were in France. These

were all swept away at the Revolution.

The Jacobin government tried to sell the

Grande Chartreuse, but no one would bid

fur it, on account of the poverty of the

soil. After the Restoration some of the

monksreturning from abroadwere allowed

to reoccupy it ; amongst these was the

general, Dom Moissonnier, who, like an

other Simeon, died in peace eleven days

after his re-entry into the beloved solitude.

For a long time the monks were very poor,

having to pay rent for their own barren

lands to the government; but since they

invented the famous liqueur named after

the monastery, the revenuefromthe sale of

which is considerable, they have been

fairly well off. In 1870 they numbered

about forty, with twenty lay brothers, and

sixty servants.

In England, a large Carthusian mon

astery has for some years been rising

among the Sussex hills, near Steyning.

(Helyot ; Alban Butler, Oct. 6 ; Tanner's

" Notitia.")

CASSOCK (vestis talaris, toga sub-

tanen, soutane). A close-fitting trarmeut

reaching to the heels {usque ad talos),

which is the distinctive dress of clerics.

The cassock of simple priests is black;

that of bishops and other prelates, purple ;

that of cardinals, red ; that of the Pope,

white. Originally the cassock was the

ordinary dress common to laymen ; its

use was continued by the clergy while

lay people, after the immigration of the

Northern nations, began to wear shorter

clothes, and thus it became a«sociated with

the ecclesiastical state. The Council of

Trent, De Reform, cap. 6, requires all

clerics, if in sacred orders, or if they hold

a benefice, to wear the clerical dress;

although in Protestant countries clerics

are excused from doing so in public, on

account of the inconveniences likely to

arise.

casuistry. The science which

deals with cases of conscience. [See

Moral Theology.]

CASUS. A name given to real or

imaginary cases in canon law, moral

theology, or ritual, collected together in

order to illustrate difficult points in these

branches of learning. Such a collection

of cases to illustrate the " Deeretum of

Qratian " was made about 1200 by

Benincasa Senensis; about 1245 Bernard

of Bologna, afterwards Archdeacon of

Compostella, made a similar collection to

aid in the study of Gregory IX.'s Decretals.

Since that time, collections of this kind

without number, in all these three branches

of learning, have appeared. At confer

ences of the clergy, " cases " of this kind

are generally discussed.

casus reservati. [See Re

served Casks.]

CATACOMBS. A sketch of the

present state of knowledge about the

Homan cataeomls, considering the high

religious interest of the subject, may fairly

be expected in a work like the present.

We shall briefly describe their position, ex

plain their origin, and trace their history ;

then, after describing the catacomb of

San Callisto, as a model of the rest, we

shall show, so far as our limits will allow,

what a powerful light the monuments of

the catacombs supply in illustration of the

life, aud in evidence of the faith, of Chris

tians in the primitive ages.

The word " catacomb " had originally

no such connotation as is now attached

to it ; the earliest form, catammba

(itard, and iciTi/Si;, a hollow)—probably

suggested by the natural configuration

of the ground—was the name given to

the district round the tomb of Ctecilia

Metella and the Circus Romuli on the

Appian Way. All through the middle

aces "ad catacumbas" meant the sub
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teiranean cemetery adjacent to the far-

famed basilica of St.. Sebastian, in the

region above mentioned ; afterwards, the

signification of the term was gradually

extended, and applied to all the ancient

underground cemeteries near Rome, and

even to similar cemeteries in other places,

at Paris, for instance. The bodies of

St. Peter and St. Paul were believed to

have rested here nearly from the date of

their martyrdom to the time of Pope

Cornelius, who translated them to where
they are now (Bed. '■ De Sex ML Mundi: 1

" corpora apostolorum de catacumbis leva-

vltiioetu ") ; it was therefore most natural,

apart from the sacred associati.ius which

the memorials of other martyrs aroused,

that lor this reason alone pilgrims should

eagerly visit this cemetery.

I. Some twenty-five Christian ceme

teries are known, and have been more or

less carefully examined ; hut tbere are

many others, which, either from their

having fallen into ruin or being blocked

up with earth and rubbish, remain unex

plored. Those that are known and acces

sible are found on every side of Rome,

but they are clustered most thickly at tiie

south-east corner of the city, near the

Via Appia and the Via Ardeatina The

most noteworthy of all, the cemetery of

San Callisto, is close to the Appian Way ;

near it are those of St. Prsetextutus, St.

Sebastian, and St. Soteris. Passing on

round the city by the east and north, we

find the cemetery of Santi Quattro, near

the Via Appia Nova, that of St. Ciriaca

on the road to Tivoli, the extremely in

teresting catacomb of St. Agnes on the

Via Nomentana, and that of St . Alexander,

farther out from Rome on the same road.

Next comes the cemetery of St. Priseilla,

on the Via Salaria. Continuing on. past

the Villa Borghese, we come upon the

valley of the Tiber, beyond which, on the

right bank of the river, we find in succes

sion the cemeteries of Calepodius and

Generosa. Crossing again to the left

bank, we come upon the cemetery of St.

Lucina on the Via Ostiensis, that of SS.

Nereo ed Achilleo (known also by the

name of S. Bomitilla) on the Via Ardea

tina, and, finally, that of St. Balbina

between the last-named road and the

Appian Way.

II. The origin of the catacombs is now

thoroughly understood. It wn long be

lieved that they were originally mere

sand-pits, arenm-ite, out of which sand was

dug for building purposes, and to which

the Christians resorted, partly for the sake

of concealment, partly because the softness

of the material lent itself to any sort of

excavation. This was the view of Baro-

nius and of scholars in general down to

the present century, when the learned

Jesuit, F. Marchi, took the subject in

hand. He made personal researches in

the catacomb of St. Agnes, and gradually

the true origin and mode of construction

of these cemeteries broke upon his mind.

His more celebrated pupil, the Commenda-

toie de' Rossi, aided by his brothers, con

tinued his explorations, and has given to

the world a colossal work on the Roman

Catacombs, which Dr. Northcote and Mr.

Biownlow made the foundation of their

interesting book, " Roma Sotterranea."

Padre Marchi drew attention to the fact

that among the volcanic strata of 1 lie

Roman Oampagna, three deposits are espe

cially noticeable—a hard building stone,

called the tufa litoide; a soft stone, the

tufa granolare; and a sandstone of scarcely

any coherency called jwzzoluna. The sand

pits, arenarue, of course occur in lx'ds of

this pozzolana ; and if they had been the

origin of tbe catacombs, the latter would

have been wholly or chietly excavated in

the same beds. But in point of fact the

catacombs are almost entirely found in

the tufa granolare, which exactly suited

the purposes which the early Christians

had in view. In the first place, they were

obliged by the imperial laws to bury

their dead outside the walls of the city.

Secondly, they naturally would not place

the cemeteries at a greater distance than

they could help ; and in fact all the cata

combs above named, except that of St.

Alexander, are within two miles and a

half of the city walls.1 Thirdly, the

tufa granolare, being softer than the tufa

litoide, the necessary galleries, chambers,

and loculi (receptacles for the dead) could

more easily be worked in it, while, on the

other hand, it was sufficiently coherent to

allow of its being excavated freely with

out danger of the roof and sides of the

excavations falling in or crumbling away.

The pozxolana was softer, but from ita

crumbling nature narrow galleries cculd

not be run in it, nor loculi hollowed out,

without the employment of a great deal

of masonry for the sake of security, as

may be seen in the two or three instances

of arenarice turned into catacombs which

do exist ; thus greater expense and trouble

would arise in t he end from resorting to it

than from excavating in the tufa granolare.

If it be asked why the Komau Chria-

1 The walls of Aurelian.
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tians did not bury their dead in open-air

cemeteries, the answer is twofold. In the

first place, the Church grew up amid

persecution, and the Christians naturally

strove to screen themselves and their

doings from public observation as much

as possible, in the burial of their dead as

in other matters. The sepulchral inscrip

tions and decoratious which they could

safely affix to the graves of their beloved

ones in the subterranean gloom of the

catacombs, could not with common pru

dence have been employed on tombs ex

posed to public view. In the second place,

the needs of prayer aud the duty of public

worship were in this manner reconciled

with the duty of sepulture to an extent

not otherwise, under their circumstances,

attainable. The relatives might pray at

the tomb of a departed kinsman ; the faith

ful gather round the "memory" of a

martyr ; the Christian mysteries might be

celebrated in subterranean chapels, and on

altars hewn out of the rock, with a con

venience, secrecy, and safety, which, if

the ordinary mode of burial had been

followed, could not have been secured.

Nor was the practice a novelty when the

Christians resorted to it. Even Pagan

underground tombs existed, though the

general custom of burning the dead, which

prevailed under the emperors before Con-

stantine, caused them to be of rare occur

rence; but the Jewish cemeteries, used

under the pressure of motives very similar

to those which acted upon the Christians,

had long been in operation, and are in part

distinguishable to this day.

The modus operandi appears to have

been as follows. In pround near the city,

obtained by purchase or else the property

of some rich Chiistian, an area, or ceme

tery " lot," was marked out, varying in

extent but commonly having not less than

a frontage of a hundred and a depth of

two hundred feet. At one corner of this

area an excavation was made and a stair

case constructed; then narrow galleries,

usually little more than two feet in width,

with roof flat or slightly arched, were

carried round the whole space, leaving

enough ofthe solid rock on either side to ad

mit ofoblong niches (loculi)—large enough

to hold from one to three bodies, at varying

distances, both vertically and laterally,

according to the local strength of the

material—being excavated in the walls.

After burial, the loculut was hermetically

sealed by a slab set in mortar, so that the

proximity of the dead body might not

affect the purity of the air in the catacomb.

Besides these loculi in the walls, eubicula,

or chambers, like our family vaults, were

excavated in great numbers ; these were

entered by doors from the galleries, and

had loculi in their walls like the galleries

themselves. There were also arcotolia—

when above the upper surface of a loculut

containing the body of a martyr or con

fessor, the rock was excavated, so as to

leave au arched vault above, and a flat

surface beneath on which the Eucharist

could be celebrated—and " table-tombs,"

similar in all respects to the arcotolia

except that the excavation was quad

rangular instead of being arched. Open

ings were frequently made between two

or more adjoining eubicula, so as to

allow, while the Divine Mysteries were

being celebrated at an arcosolium in one

of them, of a considerable number of

worshippers being present. When the

walls of the circumambient galleries were

tilled with the dead, cross galleries were

made, traversing the area at such dis

tances from each other as the strength of

the stone permitted, the walls of which

were pierced with niches as before. But

this additional space also became filled up,

and then the fottort were set to work to

burrow deeper in the rock, and a new

series of galleries and chambers, forming a

second underground story or piano, was

constructed beneath the first. Two, three,

and even four such additional stories have

been found in a cemetery. Another way

of obtaining more space was by lowering

the floor of the galleries, and piercing with

niches the new wall-surface thus supplied.

It is obvious that expedients like these

could only be adopted in dry and deeply-

drained ground, and accordingly we always

find that it is the hills near Koine in which

the cemeteries were excavated—the val

leys were useless for the purpose ; hence,

contrary to what was once relieved, no

system of general communication between

the different catacombs ever existed.

Such communication, however, was often

effected, when two or more cemeteries lay

contiguous to each other on the same hill,

and all kinds of structural complications

were the result ; see the detailed account

in " Roma Sotterranea " of the growth and

gradual transformation of the cemetery of

San Callisto.

III. With regard to the history of

the catacombs, a few leading facts are all

that can here be given. In the first two

centuries, the use of the catacombs by the

Christians was little interfered with ;

they tilled up the area with dead, and
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decorated the underground chambers with

painting and sculpture, much as their

means and taste suggested. In the third

century persecution became tierce, and

the Christians were attacked in the cata

combs. Staircases were then destroyed,

passages blocked up, and new modes of

ingress and egress devised, so as to defeat

as much as possible the myrmidons of the

law; and the changes thus made can in

many cases be still recognised and under

stood. On the cessation of persecution,

after A..D. 300, the catacombs, in which

many martyrs had perished, became a

place of pilgrimage ; immense numbers of

gsrsons crowded into them ; and different

opes—particularly St. Damasus, early in

the fifth century—caused old staircases to

be enlarged, and new ones to be made,

and luminaria (openings for admitting

light and air) to be broken through from

the cubicula to the surface of the ground,

in order to give more accommodation to the

pious throng. These changes also can be

recognised. Burial in the catacombs

naturally did not long survive the con

cession of entire freedom and peace to the

Church ; but still they were looked upon

as holy places consecrated by the blood of

martyrs, and as such were visited by in

numerable pilgrims. In the seventh and

eighth centuries Lombard invaders dese

crated, plundered, and in part destroyed

the catacombs. This led to a period of

translations, commencing in the eighth

century and culminating with Pope

Paschal Ta d. 817), by which all the relics

of the Popes and principal martyrs and

confessors which had hitherto lain in the

catacombs were removed for greater safety

to the churches of Rome. Alter that,

the catacombs were abandoned, and in

great, part closed ; and not till the six

teenth century did the interest in them

revive. The names of Onufrio Panvini,

Bosio, and Boldetti are noted in connec

tion with the renewed investigations of

which they were the object ; and since

the appearance of the work of the Padre

Marchi already mentioned, the interest

awakened in all Christian countries by

the remarkable discoveries announced has

never for a moment waned.

IV. Having thus attempted to sketch

the origin and trace the history of the

catacombs, we proceed to describe what

may now be seen in the most important

portion of the best known among them all

—the cemetery of San Oallisto. Entering

it from a vineyard near the Appian Way,

the visitor descends a broad flight of steps,

fashioned by Pope Damasus from the

motive above mentioned, and finds him

self in a kind of vestibule, on the stuccoed

walls of which, honey-combed with loculi,

are a quantity of rude inscriptions in

Greek and Latin, some of which are thir

teen and fourteen centuries old, scratched

by the pilgrims who visited out of devo

tion the places where Popes and martyrs

who had fought a good fight for Christ,

and often their own kinsfolk and friends,

lay in the peaceful gloom, awaiting the

resurrection. By following a narrow

gallery to the right, a chamber is reached

which is called the Papal Orvpt ; for here

beyond all doubt t he bodies of many Popes

of the third century, after Zepliyrinus

(203-217) had secured this cemetery for

the use of the Christians and committed

it to the care of his deacon Callistus, were

laid, and here they remained till they

were removed by Paschal to the Vatican

crypts. This is proved by the recent dis

covery, in and near the Papal Crypt, of

the slabs bearing the original inscriptions

in memory of the Popes Entychian,

Anteros, Fabian, and Lucius. A passage

leads out of the crypt into the cuoieulum

of St. Caecilia, where, as l)e' Rossi has

almost demonstrated, the body of the

saint, martyred in the first half of the

third century, was originally deposited by

Pope Urban, though it was afterwards

removed by Paschal to her church in the

Trastevere, where it now lies under the

high-altar. In this cubiculum are paint

ings of St. Caecilia and of Our Lord, the

latter "according to the Byzantine typo,

with rays of glory behind it in the form of

a Greek cross." But these paintings are

late —not earlier than the tenth century.

Besides the Papal Crypt and the chamber

of St. Caecilia, there are in this part of
the cemetery '• several cubicula interesting

for their paintings, chiefly referable to

Baptism and the Eucharist, the fish being

the principal emblem of the latter. In

one of these crypts is a painting of four

male figures with uplifted hands, each

with his name, placed over an arcosolium ;

in another are representations of peacocks,

the emblem of immortality ; in a third,

Moses striking the rock, and ascending to

the mount ; in a fourth, a grave-digger

(fosior) surrounded with the implements

of his trade; in a fifth, the Good Shep

herd, witli the miracle of the paralytic

taking up his bed ; in a sixth, a banquet

of seven persons, supposed to be the seven

disciples alluded to in the twenty-first

chapter of St. John's Gospel. These
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paintings, aa well as the greater part of

the catacomb, are referred to the last half

of the third century." 1

V. For a detailed answer, accompanied

with proofs, to the question, what testi

mony the catacombs bear to the nature of

the religious belief and life of the early

Christians, the reader is referred to the

pages of " Roma Sotterranea," or to the

larger work of De' Rossi. He will there

find sufficient evidence to convince him of

the truth of two main propositions—

(1) that the religion of those Chiistians

was a sacramental religion ; (2) that it

was the reverse of puritanical : that is,

that it disdained the use of no external

helps which human art and skill could

furnish, in the effort to symbolise and en

force spiritual truth. With reference to

the first proposition, let him consider how

the sacrament of Baptism is typically re

presented in the catacombs by pointings

of Noe in the ark, the rock smitten and

water gushing forth, a fisherman drawing

fish out of the water accompanied by a

man baptising, and the paralytic carrying

his bed (" Roma Sotterranea," p. 266) ;

and also how the mystery of the Eucharist

is still more frequently and strikingly

portrayed by pictures in which baskets of

bread are associated with fish, the fish

being the well-known emblem of Our

Lord.3 The second proposition is so

abundantly proved by the remains of

Christian art of very ancient date still to

be seen in the catacombs, in spite of the

havoc and ruin of fifteen centuries, that

it would be a waste of words to attempt

to establish it at length. Adopting the

general forms and methods of the con

temporary Pagan art, but carefully

eliminating whatever in it was immoral

or superstitious, we find the Christian

artists employing Biblical or symbolical

subjects as the principal figures in each

composition, while filling in their pictures

with decorative forms and objects—such

as fabulous animals, scroll-work, foliage,

fruit, flowers, and birds—imitated from

or suggested by the pre-existing heathen

art. A type for which they had a

peculiar fondness was that of the Good

bhepherd. The Blessed Virgin and Child,

with a figure standing near supposed

1 Murray's Handbook of Rome and its

Environs.

3 There were other reasons for this ; but

the fact that the initials of the Greek words

signifying, *' Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour,"

made up the word IX8YS, flsh, undoubtedly had

much to do with the general adoption of the

emblem.

to be Isaias, is represented in an ex

ceedingly beautiful but much injured

painting on the vaulted roof of a locuius

in the cemetery of St. Priscilla. De*

Rossi believes this painting " to belong

almost to the apostolic age " (" Roma

Sotterranea," p. 258). Another favourite

type of Our Lord was Orpheus, who by

his sweet music drew all creatures to hear

him. The vine painted with so much

freedom and grace of handling on the

roof of the entrance to the cemetery of

Domitilla is also, in Be' Rossi's opinion,

work of the first century. (" Roma

Sotterranea," Northcote and Brownlow ;

Murray's " Handbook of Rome.")

CATarAiqtTE. An erection like

a bier placed during Masses of the dead,

when the corpse itself is not there, in the

centre of the church, or in some other

suitable place, surrounded with burning

lights and covered with black cloth. It is

also called "feretrmn,"" castrum doloria,"

&c. (Merati s " Nova? Observationes " on

Gavantus," Part ii. tit. 13.)

CATECHISM. A summary of

Christian doctrine, usually in the form of

questiou and answer, for the instruction

of the Christian people. From the be

ginning of her history, the Church fulfilled

the duty of instructing those who came

to her for baptism. Catechetical schools

were established, and catechetical instruc

tion was carefully and methodically given.

We can still form an accurate idea of the

kind of instruction given in the early

Church, for Cyril of Jerusalem has left

sixteen books of catechetical discourses,

explaining the Creed to the candidates for

baptism, and five more in which he sets

forth for the benefit of the newly-bap

tised, the nature of the three sacraments

(Baptism, Confirmation, Eucharist) which

they had just received. St. Augustine

wrote a treatise on catechising, at the re

quest of Deo Gratias, a deacon and cate-

cbist at Carthage. When the world be

came Christian there was no longer the

same necessity for instructing converts,

but the children, and, indeed, the people

generally, still needed catechetical instruc

tion. Hence we find a council held at

Paris in 829 deploring the neglect of

catechetical instruction, while the Eng

lish Council of Lambeth in 1281 requires

parish-priests to instruct their people four

times a year in the principal part* of

Christian doctrine—viz. the articles of the

Creed, commandments, sacraments, &c.

The treatise of Gerson, " De Parvulis ad

Christum trahendis," gives some idea of
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catechetical instruction towards the close of

the middle ages.

Catechetical instruction was one of

the subjects which occupied the Council

of Trent, and the Fathers arranged that a

Catechism should be drawn up by a com

mission and be approved by the council.

This plan fell through, and they put the

whole matter in the Pope's hands. Pius

IV. entrusted the work to four theolo

gians—viz. Calinius, Archbishop of Zara ;

Fuscararius (Foscarari), Bishop of Mo-

dena ; Marinus, Archbishop of Lanciano ;

and Fureirius (Fureiro), a Portuguese.

All of them except the first were Domini

cans. Scholars were appointed to see to

the purity of style. St. Charles Borro-

meo took a great part in assisting the un

dertaking. In 1564 the book was finished,

whereupon it was examined by a new

commission under Cardinal Sirletus. To

wards the close of 16(56 the Catechism

appeared, under the title "Catechismus

Romanus, ex Decreto Concilii Tridentini,

Pii V. Pont. Max. jussu editus. Romse,

in aedibus Populi Romani, apud Aldum

Manutium." The original edition contains

no chapters and no answers. This Cate

chism possesses very high, though not ab

solute, authority, and has been regarded

as a model of clearness, simplicity and

purity of language, of method and of

doctrinal precision. But it. was not fitted

for direct use in catechetical instruction,

being intended for parish priests and

others who have to catechise rather than

for those who receive instruction. Cate

chisms, therefore, of various sizes have

been prepared by bishops for their dio

ceses, or, as in England, the bishops in

concert approve a Catechism for use in

the whole country or province.

CATECUI9T. A name originally

given to those who instructed persons pre

paring for baptism. Catec'.iists were in

early times also called yavruAoyoi, be

cause they brought the sailors on board

the ship of the Church.

CATECHUMEN'S. Those who were

being instructed and piepared for baptism.

We meet with the first mention of cate

chumens in Justin Martyr, in Tertullian,

and in the Clementines. Tertullian dis

tinguishes two classes of catechumens :

viz. the " novitioli," or beginners, and the

" aquam adituri," or those who were

nearly ready for baptism and were admit

ted to the sermon and liturgy. In the

Apostolic Constitutions, the catechumens

areclassifiedas(l)"audientes'*ortiicpoa)^fi'oi

—i.e. " hearers " who attended the sermon ;

(2) "genuflectentes" or yowMvovrtt, who

also assisted at the prayers which fol

lowed the sermon, and received the

bishop's blessing on bended knee ; (3) the

"competentes" or d>»ri(ii/wvoi,who wereal-

lowed to hear the full statement of Chris

tian mysteries, particularly the doctrine

of the Eucharist. There was a famous

catechetical school at Alexandria. Usu

ally catechumens remained under instruc

tion for two or three years, and often

longer, but the time of probation was

shortened when there was sufficient rea

son. ( From Kraus, " Kirchengeschichte,"

p. 86.)
CATHABI. [See Albigessks.]

CATHEDRA: EX CATHEDRA.

Cathedra, in the ecclesiastical sense, means

(1) the chair in which the bishop sits. It

was placed in early times behind the al

tar, which did not stand, as it usually

does now, against the wall, but was sur

rounded by the choir. The wooden chair

which St. Peter is said to have used, is

still preserved in the Vatican basilica.

Eusebius relates that the chair of St.

James still existed in Jerusalem down to

the time of Constantine. The chair of

St. Mark at Jerusalem was regarded with

such religious awe that Peter of Alexan

dria, archbishop and martyr, did not dare

to sit upon it,though it was used by his suc

cessors. (Thomassin, " Traite des Festes.")

(2) Cathedra was used by a natural

extension of mtaning for the authority of

the bishop who occupied it, so that the

feast of the Cathedra or chair commemo

rated the day on which the bishop en

tered on his office. Thus we have three

sermons of St. Leo on the " natalis cathed-

rse sua? "—i.e. his elevation to the pontifi

cate. In the Sacrament ary of St. Gregory

we find a Mass for " the Chair of St.

Peter,'' on the 24th of February. Accord

ing to John Belith, a liturgical writer of

the middle ages, this feast was intended

to celebrate St. Peter's episcopate both at

Antioch and Rome. A feast of St.

Peter's chair is mentioned in a sermon at

tributed to St. Augustine, and in a canon

of the Second Council of Tours, which met

in 667. In the course of the middle ages,

i the feast in February was associated with

St. Peter's chair at Antioch. Paul IV.,

in a Bull of the year 165-t. complains that

although the feast of St. Peter's chair at

Rome was celebrated in France and

Spain, it was forgotten in Rome itself,

although the feast of his chair at Antioch

was kept in Rome. Accordingly Paul

IV. ordered that the feast of St. Peter'g
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chair at Rome should be observed on

January IS. The feast of St. Peter's

chair at Antioch is kept on February 22.

(Tbonmssin, ib.)

(3) Cathedra is taken as a symbol of

authoritative doctrinal teaching-. Our Lord

said that the scribes and Pharisees sat

" super c ithedram Moysis"—i.e. on the

clmir of Moses. Here plainly it is not a

material elixir, of which Christ speaks, bat

the " chair," as Jerouie says, is a metaphor

for the doctrine of the law. This meta

phor becnue familiar in Christian litera

tim-. Thus Jerome speaks of the "chair

of Peter and the ftith praised by apostolic

mouth." Later theologians use " ex cath

edra " in a still more special sense, and

employ it to mark those definitions in faith

and morals which the Pope, as teacher of

all Christians, imposes on their belief.

The phrase is comparatively modern,

and Billuart adduces no instance of its

use before 1305. It is often alleged that

the theologians explain the words " ex

cathedra " in many different ways, but a

clear and authoritative account of the

meaning is given by the Vatican Council,

which declares that the Pope is infal

lible" when he speaks 'ex cathedra'—i.e.

when, exejeising his office as the pastor

and to:icher of all Christians, he, in virtue

of his supreme apostolic authority, defines

a doctrine concerning faith and morals, to

be held by the whole Church." (From

Biillerini, "" Ue Primatu," and the Bull

" Pastor retemus,"cap. iv.)

C&TEEDBAL (KudeSpa, the raised

seat of the bishop). The cathedral

church in every diocese is that church in

which the bishop has his chair or seat ;

whence tee, the English form of tiige.

It is sometimes called simply Domus,

" the house " (Dunmo, Ital. ; Dom, Ger.) ;

for, as " palace " sufficiently indicates the

residence of a king, " so the Lord's house,

which is the cathedral church, the palace

of the king of kings, and the ordinary

seat of the supreme pastor of a city and

diocese, is sufficiently denoted by the

single word Domus." (Ferraris, in Ec-

clesia.) A cathedral was in early times

called the Matrix Ecclesia, but that name

is now given to any church which has

other churches subject to it.

The establishment of a cathedral

church, the conversion of a collegiate

church into a cathedral, and the union of

two or more cathedrals under the same

bishop, are all measures which cannot be

legally taken without the approbation of

the Pope. The temporal power has often !

performed these and the like acts by way

of usurpation, as when the revolutionary

government of France reduced the number

of French dirceses from more than a hun

dred and thirty to sixty, but a regular

and lawful state of things in such a case

can only be restored by the State's enter

ing into a convention with the Holy See,

which is always ready, without abandon

ing principle, to conform its action to the

emergent necessities of the times. Thus,

in the case just mentioned, by the Con

cordat with Napoleon in 1802, Rome

sanctioned the permanent suppression of

many old sees, in consequence of which

the French episcopate now numbers

eighty-four bishops instead of the larger

number existing before the Revolution.

Analogous changes are provided for in

the Anglican communion by the theory

of the Royal Supremacy, though this

theory has been slightly modified by the

progress of political development since

the Reformation. The sovereign is still

supreme in theory " in all causes and

over all persons, ecclesiastical as well as

civil," within the Anglican communion ;

but the supremacy cannot be exercised in

any important matter without the consent

of the majority of the House of Com

mons, expressed through a responsible

ministry. An Act of Parliament, em

bodying as it does the united will and

action of sovereign and Parliament, solves

all difficulties. Thus in 1833 ten Protes

tant sees m Ireland were suppressed at a

stroke, and within the last few years

several suffragan sees, at Nottingham and

elsewhere, have been erected—always by

Act of Parliament. In every such ca<e,

whatever legality the Act may have is

solely due to the action of the temporal

power; ecclesiastical authority has nothing

to do with it.

The Council of Trent forbids the

holding of more than one cathedral

church, or the holding of a cathedral

along with a parish church by the same

bishop.1 It enjoins that ordinations

shall, so far as possible, be publicly cele

brated in cathedral churches, and in the

presence of the canons.*

CATHESsaL and MONASTIC

SCHOOLS. [See Schools.]

CATHEDRATICtnvi. This pay

ment, as originally regulated by the

Second Council of Braga (572), was a

visitation fee due from every parish

church in his diocese to the bishop on the

1 Sees. vii. 2 ; xxiv. 17, De Reform.

1 Sees, xxiii. 6, De Reform.
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occasion of his annual visit to it The

amount was two shillings (tolidi) in gold.

In process of time coins of greater value

were tendered—thus in the kingdom of

Naples the cathedraticum was considered

to be two ducalh—and when such had

become the established custom a return

to the smaller money was not allowed.

Wherever there is a beneficed clergy this

fee is still legally due to the bishop, nor

can any period of actual imuiuuity from

the burden, however prolonged, confer a

claim to future exemption. But since

the Council of Trent it has been customary

to pay it in synod, not during the visi

tation ; whence it is also called " Synod-

aticum." The churches and monasteries

of ihe regular clergy are exempt from

the payment of the Cathedraticum, though

it must be paid on account of all secular

benefices which are in the possession of

monasteries. (Ferraris; Fleury, "Hist.

Eccl." xxxiv.)

catholic ("general" or uni

versal). The word occurs in profane

authors—e.g. in Polybius—but among

(Christians it received a special or tech

nical sense, and was applied to the true

Church, spread throughout the world, in

order to distinguish it from heretical

sects. Thus one of the very earliest

Christian writers, Ignatius of Antioch,

says, " Where Christ is, there is the

Catholic Church ; where the bishop is,

there must the people be also." Thus

"Catholic" became the recognised name

of the Church. As " heresy," Clement

of Alexandria tells us, denotes separation

(since heresy signifies individual choice),

so the words "Catholic Church" imply

unity subsisting among many members.

Again, St. Augustine, in his epistle against

the Donatists, tells them that the question

at issue is " Where is the Church r " He

appeals to the traditional name " Catholic

Church," which is given to one body and

to one body only; he proves that the

name has been given rightly, as is shown

by the very fact that the Catholic Church,

unlike the Donatist sect, is diffused

throughout the world ; and he concludes

that as the Church is one, as this one

Church is the Catholic Church, as the

Catholic Church is the body of Christ,

therefore that he who is without its pale

cannot " obtain Christian salvation."

The name " Catholic " was also ap

plied from very early times to individual

members of the Church. This use occurs

t<g. in Cyprian, and the saying of Pacian

(Ep. 1 ad Sempron.) is familiar to every-

K

body: "Christian is my name; Catholic is

my surname." Lastly, the word " Catho

lic " is used of tho faith which the Church

of God holds. We meet with the phrase

" Catholic faith " in Prudentius, and fre

quently of course in later writers. (For

Catholic Church see Chuhch.)

" Catholic " is also used in various

subsidiary senses, viz. :

(1) Of letters addressed to the faith

ful in general, whether by the Apostles,

who write "Catholic epistles" as distinct

from epistles to the Galatians, &c, or by

later bishops. (See Euseb. iv. 23.)

(2) In Greek, of cathedral churches

as distinct from parish churches ; of the

chief church as distinct from oratories;

and, in the later Byzantine period, of

parish as distinct from monastic chapels.

(3) Catholicus, originally a civil title

used during Constantine's time in Africa

and given app ireutly to the " procurator

fisci, was bestowed on the Bishop of

Seleucia, as representing the Patriarch of

Antioch, and alsi on the chief ecclesi

astic among the Persian Nestorians. The

title was also current among Armenians

and Ethiopians. It is said to have de

noted a primate with several metropoli

tans under him, but himself subject to a

patriarch. [See Catholicus.]

(4) " Catholic thrones" was a title

given to the four patriarchal sees.

(5) "Catholic King" was a title

given to Pepin (767), and other kings of

France (Froissart says it was borne by

Philip of Valois). who were afterwards

called "Most Christian." "Catholic

King " became in modern times the usual

title of the Spanish sovereigns. The title

" Catholic " was conferred oy Alexander

VI. on Ferdinand and Isabella. (Kraus,

" Real Encyclopadie ; " and for tho title

" Catholic King see also Fleury , cxvii. 11.)

CATIOUODI. Certain Oriental

Patriarchs in Mesopotamia, Armenia, and

'ersia have anciently borne and perhaps

still bear this name. It must have been

intended to signify the wide sweep of the

jurisdiction which the bearer of this

dignity enjoyed over the provinces and

dioceses under his rule. Yet the valhoHin

were never placed on a level with the

patriarchs of the five great sees, Home,

Jerusalem, Antioch, Alexandria, and

Constantinople. On the erection of the

Armenian church, through the labours of

Gregory the Illuminated, early in the

fourth century, its episcopal head was

named "Catholicos." As time went on we

find him indifferently styled the Catholic

*
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of Persia or of the Armenians. There

was also a Catholic of Seleucia on the

Tigris. Both these, after the general

revolt of the Oriental churches against

the Council of Chalcedon, lost the ortho

dox faith ; one whs Monophysite, the

other Nestorian. The Nestorian Catholic

of Seleucia had many archbishops and

bishops uuder his jurisdiction, whose

dioceses are said to have reached even

beyond the Ganges. Both were origin

ally subject to the Patriarch of An-

tioch ; but the Catholicus of Seleuc a,

pleading the remoteness of his see, ob

tained the consent of the Patriarch to his

ordination of archbishops by his own

sole authority ; and the concession of

this right was almost equivalent to the

erection of a new patriarchate. Thus we

find the Arabic canons of Nice directing

that the Patriarch of Seleucia shall have

the si.rth place in councils, after the five

patriarchs above mentioned, and that the

tevei'th should be assigned, with the title

of Catholicos, to the patriarch of the

Ethiopians. Persecution seems to have

driven the Armenian Catholic out of

Persia; in the fifteenth century we find

him established at Sis in Cilicia, but

a'.inost isolated there, and knowing little

of what went on in the real Armenia.

This state of things led to the assumption

of patriarchal power by the abbot of

Fchmiadzin, near Mount Ararat, and by

his successors down to the present day.

Latterly the Armenian uniate church,

which is iu communion with the Holy

See, has been prospering and advancing ;

the late patriarch of this church, Mgr.

Ilassouc, who resided at Constantinople,

has been recently made a Cardinal ; the

Kupelianist schism has been extinguished;

and there is a fair prospect of the return

of the whole Armenian nation to Catholic

unity.

Anastasius the Sinaite, writing in the

seventh century, speaks of a Catholicus

of the Nestorians, who was obeyed by a

great number of bishops and metro

politans. (Thomassin, "Vetus et Nova

Ecclesite Disciplina.")

celebrant. The priest who

actually offers Mass, as distinct from

others who assist him in doing so. Cele

bration of Mass is equivalent to offering

Mass. But " celebrant " is also used by

good liturgical writers—e.g. by Qavantus

—for the chief officiant at other solemn

offices, such as vespers.

CEX.ESTXXrXAV HESMZT8. A

branch of the Franciscans, authorised by

St. Celestine V. in 1204, and named after

him. The object of their institution was

to practise the rule of St. Francis with

greater exactitude. They suffered much

persecution, and soon after the death of

their first superior, Liberatus, ceased to

exist as a separate body.

CElESTIlflAlTB. This order was

founded about 1254 by the holy hermit

Peter of Morone, and took the above

name after the elevation of their founder

to the supreme pontificate, with the title

of Celestine V., in 1294. Its rule was

austere ; the religious had to rise at

2 A.M. to say matins ; abstained perpetu

ally from meat unless in case of illness,

and fasted every day from the Exaltation

of the Cross to Easter, and twice a week

for the rest of the year. Thev increased

rapidly, and spread into France and

Germany, but do not appear to have ever

established themselves in England. Most

of their priories in Germany were in those

provinces which the movement begun by

Luther most affected, and tbey conse

quently perished. In the early part of

the eighteenth century there were ninety-

six priories in the Italian, and twauty-

one in the French province ; the chief or

mother house being the convent of the

Holy Ghost at Morone, near Sulmona,

the only abbey in the order. The French

Celestinians, whose principal house was

at Paris, were included among the fifteen

hundred convents which, upon various

grounds more or less specious, were sup

pressed by the commission of 17C6 pre

sided over by the contemptible Lomenie

de Brienne, Archbishop of Toulouse.

The order has not since been revived in

France. Of the once numerous Italian

priories very few now exist.

CELIBACY of the clergy. The law

of the Western Church forbids persona

living in the married state to be ordained,

and persons in holy orders to marry. A

careful distinction must be made between

the principles on which the law of celi

bacy is based and the changes which have

taken place in the application of the prin

ciple.

The principles which have induced

the Church to impose celibacy on her

clergy are (a) that they may serve God

with less restraint, and with undivided

heart (see 1 Cor vii. 32) ; and (j9) that, being

called to the altar, they may embrace the

life of continence, which is holier than

that of marriage. That continence is a

more holy state than that of marriage

is distinctly affirmed in the words of our
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Messed Lord ("There are eunuchs who

have made themselves eunuchafor the king

dom of heaven's sake. He that can receive

it, let him receive it "). It is taught by St.

Paul (" He that giveth his virgin in marri

age doeth well, and he that giveth her

not, doeth better ') and by St. John

(Apoc. xiv. 4). Christian antiquity speaks

with one voice on this matter, and the

Council of Trent, sess. xxiv. De Matr.

can. 10, anathematises those who deny

that " it is more blessed to remain in vir

ginity or in celibacy than to be joined in

marriage." Thus all Catholics are bound

to hold that celibacy is the preferable

state, and that it is specially desirable for

the clergy. It does not, however, follow

from this that the Church is absolutely

bound to impose a law of celibacy on her

ministers, nor has she, as a matter of fact,

always done so.

There does not seem to have been

any Apostolic legislation on the matter,

except that it was required of a bishop

that he should have been only once mar

ried. In early times, however, we find a

law of celibacv, though it is one which

differs from the present Western law, in

full force. Paphnutius, who at the Coun

cil of Nicsea resisted an attempt to impose

a continent life on the clergy, still admits

that, according to ancient tradition, a

cleric must not marry after ordination.

This statement is confirmed by the

Apostolic Constitution, vi. 17, which

forbid bishops, priests, and deacons to

marry, while the 27th («/. 25th) Apos

tolic Canon contains the Siime prohibition.

One of the earliest councils, that of

Neocsesarea (between 314-325), threatens

a priest who martied after ordination with

degradation to the lay state. Even a

deacon could marry in one case only—

viz. if at his ordination he had stipulated

for liberty to do so, as is laid down by

the Council of Ancyra, in 314. Thus it

was the recognised practice of the ancient

Church to prohibit the marriage of those

already priests, and this discipline is still

maintained in the Enst.

A chaDge was made in the West by

the 33rd Canon of Elvira (in 305 or 306).

It required bishops, priests, and all who

served the altar ("positis in ministerio")

to live, even if already married, in con

tinence. The Council of Nicsea refused

to impose this law on the whole Church,

but it prevailed in the West. It was

laid down by a synod of Carthage in 300,

by Innocent I. 20 years later ; while

Jerome (against Jovinian) declares that a

priest, who has " always to offer sacrifice

for the people, must always pray, and

tht-refore always abstain from marriage."

LeoandGregorytheGreat,and the Eighth

Council of Toledo in 65-5, renewed the

prohibitions against the marriage of sub-

deacons.

So the law stood when Hildebrand,

afterwards Gregory VII., began to exer

cise a decisive influence in the Church.

Leo IX., Nicolas II., Alexander II., and

Hildebrand himself when he came to be

Pope, issued stringent decrees against

Driests living in concubinage. They were

iorbidden to say Mass or even to serve at

the altar ; they were to be punished with

deposition, and the faithful were warned

not to hear their Mass. So far Gregory

only fought against the corruption of thj

times, and it is mere ignorance to repre

sent him as having instituted the lrw of

celibacy. But about this time a change

did occur in the canon law. A series of

synods from the beginning of the twelfth

century declared the marriage of persons

in holy orders to be not only unlaw'ul

but invalid. With regard to persins in

minor orders, they were allowed for many

centuries to serve in the Church whrle

living as married men. From the twelfth

century, it was laid down that if they

married they lost the privileges of the

clerical state. However, Boniface VIII., in

1300, permitted them to act as clerics, if

they had been only once married and then

to a virgin, provided they had the per

mission of the bishop and wore the clerical

habit. This law of Pope Boniface was

renewed by the Council of Trent, sess.

xxiii. cap. 6, De Reform. The same

Council, can. 0. sess. xxiv., again pro

nounced the marriage of clerks in holy

orders null and void. At present, in the

West, a married man can receive holy

orders only if his wife fully consents and

herself makes a vow of chastity. If the

husband is to be consecrated bishop, the

wife must enter a religious order.

We may now turn to the East, and

sketch the changes which the law of celi

bacy has undergone among the Greeks, [n

the time of the Church-historian Socrates

(about 450), the same law of clerical

celibacy which obtained among the

Latins was observed in Thessaly, Mace

donia, and Achaia. Further, the case of

Synesius in 410 proves that it was un

usual for bishops to live as married men,

for he had, on accepting his election as

bishop, to make a stipulation that he

i should be allowed to live with his wife.
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The synod in Trullo (692) requires bishops,

if married, to separate from their wives,

and forbids all clerics to marry after the

subdiaconate. However, a law of Leo

the Wise (880-01 1) permitted subdeacons,

deacons, and priests, who had married

after receiving their respective orders, not

indeed to exercise sacred functions, but

still to remain in the ranks of the clergy

and exercise such offices (e.g. matters of

administration) as were consistent with

the marriage which they had con

cluded.

The practical consequences of these

enactments are (1) that Greek candidates

for the priesthood usually leave the

seminaries before being ordained deacons,

and return, having concluded marriage,

commonly with daughters of clergymen ;

(2) that secular priests live as married

men, but cannot, on the desth of their

wife, marry again ; (3) that bishops are

usually chosen from the monks. (From

Hefele, " Beitriige zur Kirchengeschichte,

Archiiologie und Liturgik.")

CEU, (I) A colony or offshoot

from some large monastery. Cells were

first heard of in the Benedictine order,

and were usually planted on estates that

had been granted to the mother houf.

They were also called " provostships,"

" obediences," or " priories. They were

originally ruled by provosts or deans, re

movable at the discretion of the abbot of

the mother house. Some cells were of

sufficient importance to be called abbeys ;

but their abbots could only be elected

with the consent and subject to the confir

mation of the abbot, of the mother house.

The inmates of the cell were bound to

render yearly a stated portion of their

revenues to the house on which they

depended, and to present themselves there

in person on particular days. Instances

of important cells in England were,

Tynemouth Priory, depending on St.

Al ban's; heighten Buzzard, on Woburn,

(Cistercian) ; and Bermondsey, a cell of

the Cluniac abbey of La Oharite, in

France. This last is also nn instance of

an " alien priory,'' of which there were

great numbers in England at the dissolu

tion. (Ferraris, Mimnstn-ium.)

(2) The separate chamber or hut of

any monk, friar, or hermit, is popularly

termed his " cell," as in Milton's lines—

And may at length my weary age

Find out the peaceful hermitage,

The hairy gown, and mossy cell.

(3) In primitive times the name

"oella" was given to a small memorial

chapel, erected over the tomb of some

friend or relative in a sepulchral area, in

which " agapa " and commemorative

celebrations were held on the anniversary

of death.

CEHETERT (Koiiufniptov, sleeping-

place). In this article only burial-

grounds or churchyards " sub dio," or in

the open air, will be noticed ; for subter

ranean burial-places see Catacombs.

Even during the ages of persecution

open air cemeteries were in use at Rome,

as has been shown by De' Rossi, as well

as in the provinces. Thus the cemetery

named after Callistus, who was placed in

charge of it by Pope Zephj-tnus, was

partly above and partly below ground ;

that at Vienne on the Rhone entirely

above ground. After Constantine, sub

terranean interment was of course aban

doned. The old Roman law, as old ns

the Twelve Tables, which forbade intra

mural sepulture, was gradually disregard

ed; after 019 it became common to bury at

Rome within the walls ; and it is only in

modern times that the sounder practice

of antiquity has been everywhere re

stored.

A cemetery or churchyard, in order to

be fit to receive the bodies of Christians,

must first be consecrated and set apart by

the bishop for that purpose. The rite

may be seen in the Pontificals. From

its tenor it is evident that it contemplates

the burial of none but Christians within

the space to be consecrated ; indiscriminate

burial is therefore an abuse. The admis

sion to ecclesiastical burial in a cemetery

so consecrated is regarded as a species of

communion. Hence it has ever been held

that the burial of excommunicated per

sons, and others with whom in their life

we could not communicate, in a Catholic

cemetery, is unlawful. If such an inter

ment has been violently effected, Innocent

III. ordered that the remains of the ex

communicated person so buried among

those of the faithful should, if they could

be distinguished, be exhumed ; if not,

that the cemetery should be reconciled by

the aspersion of holy water solemnly

blessed, as at the dedication of a chnrih.

In a repent instance in Canada, where

the civil power, acting upon the sentence

of a lay tribunal, forcibly effected the

burial of an excommunicated person in

the Catholic cemetery, the Bishop of

Montreal, Mgr. Bourget, laid the portion

of the cemetery so desecrated under an

interdict.1

1 See an account of the " Qmbord case," in
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Cemeteries enjoyed the same right and

degree of asylum, in the case of criminals

fleeing to them for shelter, as the churches

to which they were attached.

The Council of Lyons (12-14) ordered

that all trading, marketing, adjudication,

trial of criminals, and secular business of

every kind, in churchyards no less than

in churches, should he put an end to.

(Ferraris, Carneterium.)

CEKsttre may be defined as a

spiritual penalty, imposed f >r the correc

tion and amendment of offenders, by

which a haptised person, who has com

mitted a crime and is contumacious, is

deprived by ecclesiastical authority of the

use of certain spiritual advantages. Thus

a censure presupposes not only guilt but

obstinacy ; its immediate effect is the de

privation of spiritual goods ; it only affects

those who hv baptism have become sub

jects of the Church It mav be true, as

Fleury 1 says, that under Gregory VII.

censures were multiplied in a manner un

known to the early Chinch, and this may

have been necessitated by the increasing

wickedness of the times. But it is cer

tain that the use of censures dates from

the very infancy of the Church.

Censures are divided, aceoiding to the

nature and extent of the pains they in

flict, into excommunications, suspensions,

and interdicts [see under those articles].

"Censuraj lata? sententife" are incurred

on the violation of the law, ipso facto ;

" Censura? sentential ferendfe," only on

the sentence of the ecclesiastical judge.

They may be passed ab homine—i.e. they

may he issued by a mandate respecting

some single action or business ; or, again,

a jure— i.e. a permanent law may be

passed, binding under censure. In the

former case, unle.-s already incurred, they

expire with the death of the legislator;

in the latter, they continue still in force.

Some censures are reserved, others not

reserved—i.e. the superior may reserve

the power of absolution from censures to

himself, or he may commit it to the

ordinary ministers [see Absolution].

That the Church has the power of in

flicting censures appears from the words

of Christ—"He that will not hear the

the Catholic Review of New York, September 25,

1875. A French Canadian priest writes to in

(May 5, —"The man was buried by

force in the Catholic burying- ground, and the

spot is considered with horror by all Catholics

visiting that grand and imposing Montreal

1 See the Discourse prefixed to livr. lx.
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Church, let him be unto thee as a heathen

and a publican "—as well as from the con

stant practice of the Church herself

Censures can be imposed according to the

ordinary law, by ecclesiastics possessing

jurisdiction in the external courts ("forum

externum" as distinct from the internal

court or tribunal of confession). Thus

cenBurea may be imposed by the Pope or

a general council for the whole Church;

by an archbishop for his own diocese, also

in the dioceses of his suffragans during a

visitation, or with respect to cases brought

to his tribunal by appeal from one of his

suffragans ; by bishops and vicar-genemls

in their own dioceses : by cardinals in the

churches from which they take their

titles; by legates in the territory of their

legation; by provincial councils in the

province ; by chapters in the vacancy oi

a see till the election of a vicur-capitular,

on whom the power then devolves ; by

generals, provincials, local superiors of

regulars, according to the statutes of their

order. Thus parish priests as such have

no power of this kind. Still such authority

may be delegated to all ecclesiastics: not

however, to women—e.g. to abbesses.

Persons who have not reached the age

of puberty are not included among the

persons whom the censure strikes ; nor

again are sovereigns, unless the censure

be inflicted by the Pope. Cardinals are

not subjected even to Papal censures, un

less they are specially mentioned as so

subject. (From (jury, " 'lheolog. Moral.")

CEREMONY '(BACKED), in it*

widest sense, denotes any external act

used in the worship of God. Some cere

monies are essential—such, for example, as

concern the matter and form of the sacra

ments ; others are accidental—e.y. the

sacraments can be given validly, or the

worship of God could be carried on, with

out them. Of accidental ceremonies,

some descend from the apostolic age,

others have been added in the course of

time by the Church. That the Church

has power to institute or to change such

ceremonies is plain from the practice in

all ages, and is defined by the Council of

Trent.1 The Council lurther declares that

the approved rites of the Church, in the

solemn administration of the sacraments,

cannot be despised, or changed by indi

vidual caprice, without sin.3

Scripture and reason combine to show

the wisdom of the Church's doctrine on

this head. Scripture—for God ordained

1 Sess. xxi. cap. 2, De Common.

* Seas. vii. can. 13, De Sacrani. in gen.
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ceremonies in the old law, and Christ

made outward ceremonies essential to

the administration of Baptism and the

Eucharist. Reason—because it is natural

for man, who is composed of body and

soul, to express his interior devotion by

exterior acts ; because mau is impressed by

teaching which is conveyed in the form

of symbol, and which appeals to his eyes

as well as to his ears ; because, lastly, as

both body and soul come from God, we

are bound to use both in his service.

The position, however, and importance

of ceremonies in the Christian is very

different from that which they held in

the Jewish Church. In the latter a mul

titude of ceremonies were binding by

divine law; in the Christian worship, on

the other hand, only a very few cere

monies have been instituted by Christ;

the rest are alterable at the will of the

Church. Another reason gave ceremonies

a much more important place in the

Jewish than they have in the Christian

Church. The Jews, St. Thomas says,

were looking forward in faith and hope,

not only to heavenly joys, but also to the

means by which these joys could be

obtained. Heaven and the means of

getting there were both future to them,

and both were symbolised by their cei«-

monies. With us the means of salvation

are secured by acts already past (e.g.

Christ's passion), or by acts actually per

formed in our midst (e.g. the sacraments).

Our ceremonies symbolise grace already

won for us, and regard the future only so

far as thev typify heaven. The blessed

in heaven Jiave nothing more to hope for ;

therefore with them there are no figures

or symbols (" nihil h'gurale "), " but only

thanksgiving and the voice of praise, and

so it is said concerning the city of the

blessed : I saw no temple in it, for the

Lord God Almightv is its temple and the

Lamb." 1

CERXTTTHXAirs. Cerintlni8 was a

native of Alexandria, but taught his heresy

in proconsular Asia. He was a contem

porary of St. John, who on one occasion

left the public baths at Ephesus, he-

cause Cerinthus was there, the Apostle

fearing to be in the same place with an

"enemy of the truth." Irenaus says

St. John wrote his Gospel to confute him.

Cerinthus was (1) a Judaiser. He seems

to have held a gross doctrine on the

Millennium, to have enforced the rite

of circumcision and the observance of

sabbaths. Moreover, it is related that

■ 1 2ndo, qu. ciii. a. 8.

the Cerinthians, like the Ebionites, ac

cepted only St. Matthew's Gospel.

(2) He was also a Gnostic, so that he>

forms the link between the Judaising and

Gnostic sects. He attributed the creation

of the world and the giving of the Jewish

law to an angel or angels far removed

from and ignorant of the supreme Being.

The reader will observe that Ceriothua

made his creative angel ignorant of, hut

not antagonistic to, the supreme God ; so

that he was not obliged to break entirely

with Judaism, r.s the later Gnostics did.

(Erom Lightfoot on Colossians: "Essay

on the Oolossian Heresy.")

CEBSATXO A DIVINIS. A prohi

bition which obliges the clergy to abstain

from celebrating divine offices or giving1

Church-burial, in some specified place.

It is distinct from an interdict, because

(1) an interdict may affect only certain

persons : cessatio a divinii is always local—

t.e. it forbids anyone to celebrate the

divine -offices in a particular place ; (2)

an interdict is a censure, and therefore

inflicted to correct offenders: not so

cestatio a dininis, which may be ordered

as an expression of the Church's sorrow,

to repair some injury done to the divine

honour, &c. ; (3) during an interdict

offices may be celebrated with closed

doors, and publicly on certain feasts :

neither is permissible during cestatio a

divinis.

Cestatio a divinis is in some cases pre

scribed, as a matter of course, by the

general law of the Church—e.g. when a

church is desecrated ; but it may also be

imposed by all who have power to inflict

censures. (Gury, " Theoloir. Moral.")

Fleury gives several instances of cestatio

a divinis from the history of the French

church in the sixth century. 1

CHALCEDON, BENEEAL COUN

CIL OF. The fourth general council,

which, in 451, condemned the errors of

Eutyches and allirmed two natures in

Christ.

The opposition to Nestorius who said

there were two persons in Christ, led

many, particularly among the monks,

into the opposite extreme of maintaining

that there was one nature, as there was

one person only, in our Lord. Among

those who fell into this error, which was

closely connected with Apollinarianism, a

1 Liv. xxxiv. S8. He calls them nil inter

dicts, but one or two of his instances (e.g. tha

cessation of the offices at St. Denvs, in Paris,

because it had been pollutrd by bloodshed)

exactly correspond to the cestatio a divinis.
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conspicuous place belonged to Eutyches,

an old monk who had been for thirty

years Archimandrite of a monastery ne*r

Constantinople which numbered not les9

than 300 religious. In 448 Eusebius of

Doryheuiu accused Eutyches of heresy

in a synod at Constantinople. Eutyches

expressed his belief as follows : " I confess

that our Lord was of two natures before

the union, but after the union [i.e. the

union of the two natures in the Incar

nation] I confess one nature." The synod,

over which Flavian, bishop of Constanti

nople, presided, maintained two natures in

Christ " after the union " [i.e. Incarna

tion], and Eutyches was condemned and

deposed. His error cut at the very roots of

true belief in the Incarnation. He main

tained that in Christ the human was

absorbed in the divine nature, so that

Christ's body was not of one substance

with ours—was not, indeed, the " body of

a man." Carried to its logical conse

quences, the Eutychian heresy involved a

denial of Christ's humanity and even of

his divinity, for Christ would have had

one mixed nature, partly human, partly

divine, and in reality neither divine nor

human.

After the synod, Eutyches appealed to

Leo, professing his desire that the matter

had been laid before Leo sooner, and his

readiness to accept the Pope's judgment.

He also wrote to (Jhrysologus ot Iiavenna,

who referred him to the chair of Peter;

and it is probable, though not quite cer

tain, that he also addressed himself to

Dioscorus and other bishops. Pope Leo,

after examining the acts, approved the

sentence passed in the synod at Con

stantinople. Dioscorus, on the other hand,

who was reallv of one mind with Euty

ches, managed through his influence with

the Empress Eudocia, to secure the convo

cation of a general synod at Ephesus.

Thereupon Leo, who received on May 13,

449, an invitation to take part in the

council, despatched three legates to repre

sent him there, and pave into their hands

several letters, among which was his fa

mous " dogmatic epistle " to Flavian. In

it the Pope teaches with all possible full

ness and clearness theexistencr of two dis

tinct natures in the incarnate God. " He

who, remaining in the form of a God, made

man, also in the form of a servant was

made man. For each natu'e without de

fect preserves its proper characteristics

(jrroprie/atem mam), and as the form [»" e.

nature] of a servant does not, take away

the form of God, so the form of God does

not diminish the form of a servant. . . .

Each form in union with the other does

what is proper to it: the Word, that is to

sav, operating that which is proper to the

Word, and the flesh performing that which

is proper to the flesh. . . . The one [i.e. the

divine nature] shines forth in miracles, the

other [i.e. the himan nature] succumbs

to injuries. And as the Word does not

fall away from equality with the Father's

glory, so the flesh does not leave the

nature of our race. For one and the same,

a point often to be repeated, is truly son

of God, and truly son of man. ... To

hunger, to thirst, to be weary, and to

sleep, is evidently proper to man. But

to satisfy five thousand men with five

loaves, and to give the woman of Samaria

living water .... is without doubt

divine. ... It does not belong to the

same nature to say, I and the Father are

one, and again, the Father is greater than

I." In August of the same year the

bishops began to assemble at Ephesus in

the council which for its evil repute has

earned the name of Latrocinium or

Robber-synod. The council met on the

8th of the month and consisted apparently

of about 130 bishops, though one ancient

account raises the number to 300. Dios

corus presided, while two Papal legates,

besides Domnus of Antioch, Juvenal of

Jerusalem, Flavian of Constantinople,

were present. Flavian and Eusebius were

condemned as heretics and deposed, as it

was pretended, by the unanimous vote of

the council, but the coarse and fanatical

Dioscorus would allow no notes of the

proceedings to be made except by his

own creatures, and he was afterwards

accused of having falsified the Acts. He

called in soldiers and monks armed with

cudgels, cruelly maltreated Flavian and

cust him into pr son, and forced the other

Fathers by outrage and starvation to sign

a blank paper, on which he afterwards

wrote the condemnation of Flavian, who

died shortly afterwards of the ill-usage

he had received. Leo, with the whole

West, rejected this council, while the

churches of Syria, Asia Minor, Pontus,

would hear nothing of it. It was, how

ever, confirmed by the Emperor Theo-

dosius II., and for the time it was im

possible to convoke another synod.

Better times came with the accession of

Marcian and Pulcheria to the throne.

Marcian at once annulled the decreees of

the Latrocinium, and in concert with

Valentinian III., the Western emperor,

and with the approval of Pope Leo and
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of Anatolius, the new bishop of Con

stantinople, who had now subscribed

Leo*s letter to Flavian, convoked a new

council, which was to meet at Nicsea.

Afterwards, however, Chalcedon was

chosen as the place of meeting, because of

its proximity to Constantinople, which

made it possible for Marcian to attend

the council and at the same time to

look after civil affairs in the capital of his

empire. The council opened on October

8, 451, and closed on November 1 of the

same year. The Fathers he'd their

sessions in the church of St. Enphemia,

which stood near the Bospborus on a

gentle eminence just opposite Constanti

nople. The number of assembled bishop6

was about 600. The external order of

the council was in the hands of an

imperial commission, consisting of civil

officers; but the Papal legates " manifested

an unmistakeable superiority over the

other voters, as representing, according

to their own explicit statement, the head

of the whole Church, and as holding fast

to the conviction that every resolution of

the synod to which they did not agree was

null and void."1 This claim was fully re

cognised by the council, as will presently

appear.

In the first session, Dioscorus was

declared guilty of murder and of other

moral otlences, particularly of violence

and outrage upon the Fathers who met

at Ephesu8. In the second, the epistle of

Leo to Flavian was unanimously approved.

The Fathers exclaimed, " That is the

faith of the Fathers : that is the faith of

the Apostles. So we all believe. Peter

has spoken through Leo. That was also

Cyril's faith, and that is the faith of the

Fathers." In the third session Dioscorus

was deposed. In the fourth the letter of

Leo to Flavian was approved by a formal

vote. In the fifth session, the dogmatic

formula of Chalcedon which had been

drawn up by a commission, was adopted

by the council.

In this formula the council defined

that there was "one and the same Christ

the Son, Lord, only-begotten, in two

natures, without confusion, without change

[this is directed against Eutyches] with

out division, without separation [this

against N'cstorius, who divided Christ

into two persons] ; the difference of the

natures being in no wise destroyed on

account of the union, but rather the pro

perty (iSiurirror) of each nature being

preserved and meeting (o-vn-pc^ouaiji)

> Hefele, Condi, ii. p. 421.

in one Person and Hypostasis." At the

close of the council the Fathers wrote to

Pope Leo, who " had presided over all

the assembled [bishopsl as the head over

the members, begging him " by his

assent also to honour their decision"

(n'/iijo-oi' (cm rats aais tyrjfyais rr)v Kpiaiv).

The Emperor also asked the Pope

to confirm the decrees of the coun

cil. Accordingly, on March 21, 453, Leo

addressed a circular to the bishops who

had attended the council confirming their

definition of the fiith.

The confirmation of the council would

have been obtained much sooner and

much more easily, if the dogmatic con

troversy had been the only matter of dis

cussion. But it was not so. At the end

of the fourteenth session, the Papal legates

withdrew, and in their next meeting the

Fathers of the Council passed thirty

canons, relating to Church government,

clerical and monastic discipline, 4c, of

which the 28th is the most important.

The church of Constantinople, though

not of Apostolic foundation, naturally

acquired great influence from its position

as an imperial city, and as early as 381

the Second General Council assigned it

" the pre-eminence of honour " after the

Church of Rome, on the ground that

Constantinople itself was New Rome.

This canon, however, was ignored by

Rome. At Chalcedon, Anatolius of

Constantinople saw that the time was

unusually favourable for asserting the

doubtful privilege of his see and for ex

tending it. lie hnd not much to fear

from the jealousy or conservatism of the

great patriarchates or exarchates in the

East. The sees of Alexandria and Ephesus

were vacant, Maximus of Antioch was

his creature, Juvenal of Jerusalem was in

his debt for helping him to obtain juris

diction over the three Palestinian pro

vinces. In these circumstances, the 28th

canon of Chalcedon was agreed to with

little difficulty. The former part of this

canon merely reaffirms the decree of the

second general synod to which the canon

of Chalcedon expressly refers. The

Fathers, the bishops of Chalcedon say,

had rightly assigned [patriarchal] privi

leges to the elder Rome, because of its

imperial dignity, and had from similar

motives assigned the second rani to

New Rome—i.e. Constantinople. The

latter part of the 28th canon

goes much further. It sanctions the

practice which had prevailed since

Chrysostom's time—viz. that the Bishop
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of Constantinople should be supreme, not

only over the district (SioUrja-is) of

Thrace, but also over Pontus and Asia,

which had been formerly independent.

The metropolitans of these districts were

toreceiveconsecraf ion from Constantinople.

Leo absolutely refused to confirm this

canon, and Anatolius acknowledged that

" the whole force and confirmation of

that whicli had been done was reserved to

the authority of [his] beatitude"—i.e. to

the authority of his Holiness the Bishop

of Rome. In like manner the council

itself and the Emperor Marcian had ex

pressly allowed that the canon was in

valid without the approbation of the

Apostolic See. Indeed, for a considerable

time the Greeks themselves did not appeal

to the canon in question, and their

canonists 1 omitted it in their collections.

Justinian, however, continued the high

rank of Constantinople, and this very

canon of Chalcedon was confirmed at the

great Eastern synod in Trullo,4 although

Rome still abstained from sanctioning it.

But nfter a Latin Empire had been estab

lished in the East, and a Latin Patriarchate

at Constantinople, the Fourth Lateran

Synod under Innocent III., in the year

1215, ordained that the Patriarch ofCon

stantinople was to hold rank immediately

after the Pope, and therefore above the

Patriarchs of Alexandria and Antioch.

(.From Hefele, " Concil." vol. ii.)

a, 4.C. A name given both in the

East and West to Nestorians when re

united to the Church, the name Syrian

being reserved lor those who have re

turned to the Church from the Jacobite

or Monophvsite feet.

Through the influence of Ibns, bishop

of Edessa, and of the school in that city,

Nestorianism spread through Mesopo

tamia, Assyria, Persia, and countries

further east. The Nestorians had an

organised hierarchy under their patri

arch of Seleucta—Ctesiphon—but at the

Council of Florence, when the Greek

schism was healed for the moment, many

Nestorinn Christians also were reconciled.

Timothy, archbishop of the Nestorians

in Cyprus, abjured his errors, and was

by a bull of Eugenius IV. (1445) re

ceived into communion with the Church,

and the Pope forbade anyone to '' call the

1 Till the time of Photius. HergenrBther,

Photiia, i. p. 87.

* But the decision of the Council in Trullo

on this point was not received in the other

Eastern patriarchates. HergenrBthor, ib. p. 223.

| Chaldeans Nestorians." Another section

of Nestorians became Catholic under

Julius III. (1552), when Siud, patriarch

at Mosul, accepted confirmation in his

office from the Pope. This union was

continued by the patriarch Elias, in whose

time, after negotiations extending over

six years, a synod was held at Amed, in

1C1H. In this synod the patriarch, five

archbishops and one bishop subscribed a

profession of Catholic faith and were re

united to the Roman Church. Meanwhile,

on more occasions than one, Chaldeans

relapsed into heresy and schism. But

another reunion took p'ace under Pope

Innocent X., which Pope placed over all

Chaldean Christians a patriarch, Joseph I.,

who took up his abode at Amed, usually

known as Diarbekir. Since then the

Catholic Chaldeans have always had their

own patriarch and their liturgy in the

Chaldee language.

chalice (ialii; noTTipiov). The cup

used in Mass, for the wino which is to be

consecrated. The rubrics of the Missal

require that it should be of gold or silver,

or at least have a silver cup gilt inside.

It must be consecrated by the bishop with

chrism, according to a form prescribed in

the Pontifical. It raav not be touched ex

cept by persons in holy orders.

We know nothing about the chalice

which our Lord used in the first Mass.

Venerable Bede relates that in the seventh

century they exhibited at Jerusalem agreat

silver cup, with two handles, which our

Saviour himselfhad used in celebrating the

Eucharist, but antiquity knows nothing of

this chalice,and ithasno better claim to be

regarded as genuine than the chalice of

agate which is still shown at Valencia

and claims also to be that used by Christ.

Probably, the first chalices used by Chris

tian priests were made of glass. It seems

likely at least, though the inference can

not be called certain, from Tertulliau's

words, that in his time glass chalices were

commonly used in church, and undoubtedly

such chalices were still common during

the fifth century, as appears from the

testimonies of St. Jerome and Cyprianus

Callus, the biographer of St. Cossarius of

Aries. Gregory of Tours mentions a

crystal chalice of remarkable beauty,

which belonged to the church of Milan.

However, even before persecution had

ceased, the Church began, from natural

reverence for Christ's blood, to employ

more costly vessels. The Roman Book

of the Pontiffs savs of Pope Urban I.

(220) that "he made all the holy vessel*
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of silver." So, too, we read in the acts of

St. Laurence's martyrdom, that he was

charged by the heathen with having sold

the altar-vessels of gold and silver, and

with having given the proceeds to the

poor; while St. Augustine mentions two

golden and six silver chalices, which were

exhumed from the crypt of the church at

Cirta. Of course, such precious chalices

became more common when the Church

grew rich and powerful. Thus St.

Chrysostom describes a chalice " of gold

and adorned with jewels." In 867 the

Emperor Michael III. sent Pope Nicolas I.,

among other presents, a golden chalice,

surrounded by precious stones, and with

jacinths suspended on gold threads round

the cup. A precious silver chalice adorned

with figures belonged to the church at

Jerusalem, and was presented in 869 to

Ignatius ofConstantinople. Butit isneed-

less to multiplv instances on this head.

Still for a long time chalices of horn,

base metal, &c, were still used, and Bin-

terim says that a copper chalice in which

Ludger, the Apostle of Munster, in the

eighth century, said Mass, is still preserved

at Werden, where he founded an abbey.

But very soon afterwards chalices of glass,

horn,base metal, &c, were prohibited by a

series of councils in England, Germany,

Spain, and France, although chalices of

ivory, and of precious stone {e.g. of onyx)

were still permitted. Gratian adopted in

the Corpus Juris a canon which he attri

butes to a Council of Rheims, otherwise

unknown. The words of the canon are,

"let the chalice of the Lord and the

paten be at least of silver, if not of gold.

But if anyone be too poor, let him in any

case have a chalice of tin. Let not the

chalice be made of copper or brass, be

cause from the action of the wine it pro

duces rust, which occasions sickness. But

let none presume to sing Mass with a

chalice of wood or glass." (Hefele,

"Beitrage," ii. p. 322 teg.)

The practice of consecrating chalices

is very ancient. A form for this purpose

is contained in the Gregorian Sacrament-

ary, as well as in the most ancient "Ordines

Romani," and such consecration is usual

among the Greeks and Copts. In the

Latin Church, ttie bishop anoints the in

side of the chalice with chrism, using at

the same time appropriate prayers. The

consecration is lost if the chalice be broken

or notably injured, or if the inside is regilt.

A decree prohibiting all except those in

sacred orders to touch the paten or chalice

is attributed to an early Pope, St. Sixtus,

by the author of the "Liber Pontificalia."

But Merati, who quotes this statement,

admits that a Roman Ordo regards it as

lawful for acolytes to do so. However, a

Council of Braga, held in 563, confines

the right of touching the sacred vessels to

those who at least are subdeacons.

Besides the chalice from which the

priesttook the Precious Blood, the ancients

also used ''baptismal chalices," from

which the newlv-baptised received com

munion under the species of wine, and

" ministerial chalices " (" calices minig-

teriales,""scyphi"), in which the Precious

Blood was given to the people. This

" ministerial " chalice was partlv filled

with common wine, and into this wine

the celebrant poured a small quantity of

the Precious Blood from the " calix olfer-

torius "—i.e. the chalice with which he

said Mass. (Benedict XIV. " De Miss." i.

cap. 4.)

CHAUCZ-VIIL. The veil with

which the chalice is covered, called also

" peplum " and " sudarium." It used to be

of linen, but must now be of silk, as the

rubric requires. The Greeks use three

veils, one of which covers the paten,

another the chalice, a third both paten

and chalice. They call the third veil ar\p,

because it encompasses the oblations.

Cardinal Bona says this Greek custom

began in the church of Jerusalem, and

thence spread through the East. (Bene

dict XIV. " De Miss." i. cap. 5.)

Benedict XIV. considers the antiquity

of the chalice-veil to be proved by one of

the Apostolic Canons—viz. 72 (al. 73),

which forbids the application of the

church vessels or veils (&66vi)v) to pro

fane uses. Hefele thinks this canon may

belong to the latter half of the third

century. But there does not seem to be

any reason for allegiug that the veil

meant is the chalice-veil. Gavantus says

that the chalice-veil is mentioned in the

liturgy of St. Chrysostom (which, how

ever, has been altered since the saint's

time) ; that silken chalice-veils were given

to Pope Ilormisdas (514-fi23), and that

Anialarius mentions the Roman custom

of bringing the chaljce to the altar

wrapped in a veil.

CHAITCEl. The part of a church

between the altar and the nave, so named

from the rails (canceBi) which separated

it from the nave. The word was in use

before the Reformation, and the Anglicans

still retain it. Among English Catholics

it is now little used, the portion of the

church near the altar, separated by rails
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from the nave, being designated the

"sanctuary." In cathedrals and conven

tual churches, where space is required to

accommodate the canon9 or the reli

gious, a portion of the church between

the sanctuary and the nave is taken for

the purpose ; it is not however called the

"chancel,'' but the "choir," Fr. c/ueur.

[See Choir.]

CEA1TCBUOB, EPX8COPAX

(canceUariut, from cance'li, a lattice, rail

ings). The place, surrounded by railings or

lattice work, where the legal instruments

which decisions in an imperial or royal

court made necessary were prepared, was
called " cancellaria." The word '• can-

cellarius " is first used in the sense of a

secretary or notary by Cassiodorus—that

is, in the middle of the sixth century.

The jurisdiction of the bishop was in

primitive times exercised by nis arch

deacon [Archdeacon]; but in proportion

as the powers of the archdeacons were en

larged, a tendency manifested itself to

make their jurisdiction independent of

episcopal control, until at last an appeal

actually lay from the archdeacon to the

bishop. Such a state of things would

inevitably make the bishop's own official,

his " chancellor"—the person, whether a

clerk or a layman, who had the charge of

the judicial records of the diocese— a per-

■onage of greater importance. We find,

accordingly, that in the three centuries

preceding the Reformation, while the

power of the archdeacon had everywhere

declined, or was declining, the influence

and importance of the bishop's chancellor

were always on the ascendant. We find

St. Edmund Rich, archbishop of Canter

bury, in the thirteenth century, carrying

on an important and delicate negotiation

with the monks of Christchurch chiefly

through Richard, his chancellor, after- |

wards celebrated in the Church as St.

Rich-ird, bishop of Ohiehaster. (See

Qervase of Canterbury.) Canon Law

contains many regulations respecting the

fees of office which chancellors are entitled

to demand.

CHANCERY, EPISCOPAL See

t'le article on Episcopal Chancellors.

Krom the chancery of a bishop proceed

all those documents, deeds, certificates,

licences, dispensations, etc., which are

necessary to the publication, recognition,

and execution of the acts which he per

forms in the exercise of the fivefold

jurisdiction attributed to him by the

canon law, in which are included the

powers of ordering, judging, correcting,

dispensing, and administering. To these

may be added the power of delegating or

deputing. (Soglia, " De Potestate Juris-

dictionis.")

CHANCERY, PAPAL : CHAN

CERY taxes, to. [See Curia

ROKANA.]

CHANT ECCLESIASTICAL,

Gregorian, Ac. [See Plain

Chant.]

chantry (Lat. capellania, Fr.

thapellenie). The ancient name in En

gland—

(1) of a chapel, aisle, or part of an

aisle, in a church, set apart for the offer

ing of the Holy Sacrifice for the benefit

of the soul of a particular person, gene

rally the founder, or for some other pious

purpose;

(2) of the institution and endowment

of such a service : as when Chaucer praises

his " Persone " for not leaving his parish,

" To sceken him a chaunteric for soules."

All chantries were dissolved by the Acts

of 1546 and 1547. They were then

found to be more than a thousand in

number.

Chantries in the second of the above

senses are divided by the canonists

into three classes. (1) Mercenary, a9

when a testator leaves property to a lay

man with the charge of causing Masses

to be said for his soul. (2) Collntire,

when property is left with au express in

junction that out of the revenue arising

from it daily Mass, or a certain number

ofMasses in the year, should lie celebrated ;

as to these chantries, the collation of the

priests to serve them properly belongs to

the bishop. (!i) Chantries in private

patronage. These only differ from the

second class in that the nomination to

them rests with the private patron; but

the institution must still come from the

bishop. (Ferraris, Capellania).

CHAPLAIN (rapellanus, from capella,

chapel). The word capella, the de

rivation of which is doubtful, appears

to have first come into use in Gaul, and

to have been applied to the buildings,

smaller than churches, which kings or

bishops erected in their own palaces, that

they might more conveniently and fre

quently attend divine worship. The

priest appointed to the charge of such a

chapel was called the "capellanus" or

chaplain. As the number of such chapels

increased, the chaplains became a numer

ous body, and were placed under an arch-

chaplain, who was also called the Qrand
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Almoner. Charlemagne selected bishops

for this office of Grand Almoner.

There are chaplains of many kinds, as

the following enumeration shows :—

CI) Army chaplains. Various indults,

privileges, and faculties have been granted

to Catholic sovereigns by the Holy See

in relation to priests stationed in barracks,

or serving with an army in the field. In

modern times the sovereigns have usually

endeavoured to place army chaplains

under the sole control of a royal or im

perial chaplain-major. This has been re

sisted by the Church, and it is decided

that such chaplains, in the absence of an

apostolic brief otherwise providing, must

be approved by the ordinary of the place.

Thus a marriage contracted before an

army chaplain, in the absence of such

brief as aforesaid, is held to be null if

celebrated without the licence of the

bishop.

There are now two priests holding

commissions as chaplains in the IT. S.

army, but there is no Catholic chaplain

in the U. S. navy.

2. Auxiliary chaplains. Appointed

by parish priests as their coadjutors, and

removable by them, but not without just

cause. (See Ferraris, Capellanut, § 41.)

3. Cathedral chaplains. After the

common life of canons ceased, and each

drew his portion or prebend from the

common fund, it became usual for

them to reside at a distance from the

cathedral or collegiate church to which

they belonged, and to pay chaplains to

perform their duties in choir for them.

This practice was checked by the Council

of Trent. [See Canon].

4. Chaplains of chantries (capellaniee).

[See Chantry.] A large proportion of

the chantries which one* existed were

founded, not that Mass might be said for

souls, but in honour ot the Blessed Virgin

Mary, or of some saint, or some particular

mystery. The chaplains serving these

were and are carefully regulated by the

canon law, so that the course ol episcopal

aud parochial discipline might not be

troubled by their presence in a diocese.

5. Chaplains of ronfraternities. [See

Confraternity.] Such chaplains cannot

have processions without the express

licence of the bishop. They are not to

be removed without cause by the bishop

against the wish of the brotherhood.

6. Court, chaplains. How these ori

ginated under the early Frankish kings

has been already explained. Charlemagne

gave to his episcopal arch-chaplain pre

cedence over all the archbishops and

bishops of his empire. The chaplains of

the imperial and royal courts had great

power for centuries. By a Papal brief

dated in 1857 the Holy See restored the

office of arch-chaplain or Grand AJmoner

in France ; but with the collapse of the

Second Empire the brief became inope

rative. At the Courts of Catholic sove

reigns in Germany the chaplains of an

imperial or royal chapel now constitute a

body of canons, and the chapel of the

palace is regarded as a collegiate church.

7. Domestic chaplains. Priests ap

pointed to say Mass in the chapels at

tached to private houses, but there are

no such chaplains in this country.

8. Episcopal chaplains. In early

times the bishops had their private ora

tories, and as their dwellings grew to be

palaces their first care was to provide

them with suitable chapels, the clergy

attached to which became episcopal chap

lains. In large and wealthy dioceses

these became numerous, and were then

placed under an episcopal arch-chaplain.

At the present day, when the Church has

in most countries of Europe been reduced

to the greatest poverty, the chaplains of

bishops usually act as their secretaries, or

as masters of the ceremonies when they

celebrate High Mass.

9. Chaplains of nunneries. These are

of course very numerous, and to be found

in every part of the Catholic world.

Canon law requires that they shall be

of mature age, and in other ways enacts a

minute discipline for their guidance.

10. Ptmtifkal chaplains, attached to

the Pope's chapel. They are of three

classes: honorary, ceremonial, and secre

tarial.

11. Chaplains of public institutions:

e.y. workhouses, pruons, hospitals, and

lunatic asylums. In all such appoint

ments the chaplain is, as » rule, nomi

nated by the civil authority, with the

approval of the bishop of the diocese.

CHAPTER, C&TREDBU. [For

the derivation, see Cmpier, Conven

tual). The ancient name 'or the clergy

of a cathedral church was Presbyteriimi ;

the term " chapter " was borrowed from

the assemblies of regulars. The history

of chapters has been already partly traced

in the article Canon. With the increase

of the corporate property of chapters,

the extended patronage arising from that

increase, and the sense of dignity which

the possession of that patronage en

gendered, a strong tendency developed
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itself in the course of tbe middle ages

towards ihe independent existence of

chapters, both cathedral and collegiate,

and their exemption from episcopal

control. There was a danger lest the

canons of his cathedral, instead of form

ing the trusted council of the bishop, and

assisting hiin in the administration of the

diocese, as in primitive times, should be

transformed into a body of dignified and

wealthy ecclesiastics, burdened by very

light duties, admission amongst whom

would be desired by the upper classes for

their sous, from motives much short of

the purest. This happened to a great

extent, and as a natural consequence col

lisions between bishops and chapters came

to be of frequent occurrence. The Coun

cil of Trent applied itself to remedy this

state of things, aad partially restored the

authority of the bishops over the chapters.

A general right of visitation and cor

rection was asserted for them.1 A bishop

was authorised to convene the chapter

for any affairs which did not solely

concern the interests of the canons and

their dependents ; this power, however,

was not to extend to his vicar-general.

At meetings so convened the bishop was

to preside, and due rank and honour were

to be accorded him. On the other hand,

many things important for the welfare of

the diocese could at no time be settled by

the bishop without the consent or advice

of his chapter ; and in this respect the

Council made no change. Thus the

content of the chapter is required in the

administration or alienation of the

see-property, or in any case in which

diminution of the authority and privi

leges of the cathedral is threatened ; their

adder must be h id by the bishop before

ordaining or instituting clerks, before

proclaim. ng public processions, convening

synods, .tc , Sec. In England, in conse

quence of the Elizabeth m schism, the

reforming influence of the Council of

Trent could not assert itself; and hence,

though ill* chapters were left, no attempt

was made to bring back their action and

authority into that harmony with those

of the bishops which primitive piety

required. Thus the present singular state

of things gradually arose. The dean and

chapter of an Anglican cathedral have

their own separate property, the bishop

of the same cathedral has his, and neither

side interferes with the other. The

chapter, say of Worcester Cathedral, has

1 Sew. vi. a 4, De Reform.

* Ferraris, " Capitulum," art. ii. § 16.

complete power over the church itself,

with the exceptions presently to be

mentioned ; but there its connection with

the diocese ceases. It has no more to do

with its government by the bishop than

the chapter of Munich has. At a vacancy

of the see, indeed, the chapter meets to

go through the mockery of electing a

new bishop ; but, as everyone knows, in

the cangt a~4lire sent down to them from

London, the name of the Crown nominee

is specified, and the chapter is not at

liberty to reject it. On the other hand,

the bishop has a legal right to a chair or

throne in the cathedral, and to hold con

firmations in it, and here his power ends.

He has no authority to summon meetings

of the chapter for any purpose whatever,

nor to control the dean or the canons in

any way, except so far as, in their merely

clerical capacity, they may become amen

able to his jurisdiction. The result is

that an Anglican chapter has entirely

lost the primitive character of the " se-

natus episcopi," and is generally regarded

as a convenient, institution by which a

Government can pension and reward its

principal clerical supporters. In the

Catholic Church, amidst the unnumbered

ills that have come upon it in every

country of Europe, it is consoling to

reflect that this particular evil at least,

so rife in the middle ages, has in our day

almost disappeared ; everywhere har

mony and co-operation reign between the

bishops and the cathedral chapters.

In England every Catholic diocese

has its chapter, presided over by a pro

vost, and usually numbering ten canons.

In Ireland ten of the twenty-eight dio

ceses have chapters, presided over by

deans, and usually containing five or six

dignitaries of the diocese, besides the

Canon Theologian and Canon Peniten

tiary prescribed by the Council of Trent.

In the United States there are no chap

ters.

CHAPTER, CWVISTtral

(capitulum, a chapter). It was and is the

common practice of monks to assemble

every morning to hear a chapter of the

rule read, and for other purposes, lioth

the meeting itself and the place of meet

ing gradually obtained the name of

Capitulum or chapter from this practice.

The assembly of the monks of one

monastery being thus designated " the

chapter," it is easy to understand that

assemblies of all the monks in any pro

vince, or of the whole order, came to be

called " provincial " or " general " chap
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ters. A general chapter, in the case of

most of the orders, is held once in three

years.

CHAPTERHOUSE. The place of

meeting of the canons of a cathedral, or

the religious of a monastery. Till the

thirteenth century it was generally rec

tangular; after that time the polygonal

or round form came in, as at Salisbury,

Lincoln, and York. Chapter-houses were

sometimes richly adorned ; at West

minster Abbey, for instance, a band of

fresco, the painting of which has con

siderable merit, ran round the interior of

the building ; the remains of this, lately

opened to public view, are of great

interest. A large round chapter-house,

with seats for sixty—the number of the

monks—extremely plain in its archi

tecture, but effective from the symmetry

and boldness of its forms, was lately

erected by the Cistercians at their house

of Mount St. Bernard's in Leicestershire.

chapters. [See Three Chap

ters, The.]

CHARACTER (xapoKrqp). A stamp

on coins, seals, &c, and in its theological

sense, a spiritual mark indelibly impressed

on the soul, by baptism, conBrmation, and

holy order, which sacraments cannot be

reiterated without sacrilege. That these

sacraments do really impress a character

is taught by the Council of Florence, in

the " decree of union," and is solemnly

affirmed by the Council of Trent (Sess.

vii. can. 9, De Sacram. in Gen.) as an

article of faith. The Fathers of Trent

content themselves with denning character

as a "spiritual and indelible mark," on

account of which the three sacraments

which confer it cannot be reiterated. But

St. Thomas, who is followed by other

theologians, points out that character

marks the recipient in some special way

for the worship of God and also conveys

certain powers. Thus baptism stamps a

man indelibly as a Christian and enables

him to receive the other sacraments:

confirmation makes him a good soldier of

Christ, and conveys particular powers of

confessing the faith: by holy order he

becomes a minister of Christ, and is

empowered to perform certain sacred

functions.1

The truth of the Church's doctrine on

this matter is shown by the fact that it

has always been accounted sacrilege to

reiterate the three sacraments of baptism,

confirmation and order. Theremust, there

fore, be something in these sacraments

> III. qu. lxiii. a. 2.

which separates them from the other

four, which may be lawfully received over

and over again. Nor can it be said with

any show of reason that the modern

doctrine of character is an invention of

the middle ages, first set forth by Inno

cent III. From the earliest times, Chris

tian writers—e.g. Clement of Alexan

dria 1— speak of baptism as " the seal of

the Lord (trfypayioa roi Kvpiov). So con

firmation was known as the " seal," and

it is still conferred in the Greek rite with

the words the " seal of the noly Ghost."

What can this language mean, if con

sidered in connection with the fact that

baptism, confirmation and order were

never reiterated, except this, that these

sacraments set a seal on the soul which

could never be blotted out, by sin or even

by apostacy ? St. Augustine gives clear

witness to the tradition of the Church on

character, and as the sense of his state

ments has been disputed, we will quote a

brief summary of bis teaching from the

most eminent of Protestant Church his

torians. Augustine, says Neander," " in

connection with baptism often uses the

comparison with the mark (' character

militaris') which was impressed upon

soldiers, as a token of imperial oernce,

and which remained indelibly fixed even

on those who were untrue to their service,

though in that case it only witnessed

against them." This is simply the Tri-

dentine doctrine of sacramental character.

charitt. [See Theological Vir

tues.]

charity, worse of chris

TIAN. Our Lord himself declared " by

this shall men know that ye are my

disciples, because ye love one another,"

and the heathen felt that a new spiritual

power was in their midst when they

beheld the manifestations of Christian

love. The fact that the Christian religion

taught its disciples to pray for all men,

to love all, and to sacrifice themselves for

all, is a most solid and a most touching

proof that the Christian religion is divine.

With scarcely an exception, every work

and institute of mercy existing in the

world is of Christian origin, direct or

indirect. The same kind of proof may

be brought to show that the Catholic

religion is the one true form of Chris

tianity. No doubt, many Protestants

hare been conspicuous for philanthropy,

and, as Protestants have preserved much

of the Catholic belief, we need not be

1 De Divite Servanda, c. 42.

' Kirchengeechichtt, iv. p. 441.
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surprised to find this belief producing it*

natural fruit in works of mercy. It is

true, however, on the other hand, that

the Catholic Church has laboured for the

souls and bodies of men to an extent un

known in other systems, and Protestants

offer an unconscious testimony to the

superiority of the Catholic religion by

imitating many of its institutes for the

relief of the poor and suflering. Much

information on this head will be found in

the articles on religious orders founded

for works of this kind. Here, we can only

give a brief account of the different direc

tions in which Catholic charity has shown

itself. We shall speak first of spiritual,

then of corporal, mercy.

(A.) W e find religious orders erected

with the special view of succouring the

fallen, or saving those who are exposed

to danger of sin. Such was the double

order of Fontevraud, erected for male and

female penitents, towards the close of the

eleventh century, by Robert of Arbris-

selles, who was endowed with wonderful

power f';r the conversion of sinners. The

order spread over France, Spain, and

England. A century later, the famous

preacher Fulk ofNeuilly and Raymund de

Palmariis also laboured for fallen women.

Other orders with this object have been

founded in modern times. The orders

established for the instruction of the

poor in Christian doctrine by means of

missions, &c, and for the teaching of

youth, both of the higher and lower

classes, are past reckoning. The missions

to the heathen are a creation of the Catho

lic Church. They were adopted by Pro

testants long after the rise of the new

belief, and, like Sunday-schools, missions

to people already Christian, sisterhoods,

ftc, are borrowed from the old religion.

(2?.) The care of the Church for the

bodies of the poor shines forth, not only

in the lives of saints, but in the Churchs

ordinary law. By ancient regulation, a

fourth part of the Church revenues was

devoted to the poor: if extreme distress

prevailed, even the sacred vessels were

sold for the support of the needy. In

many monasteries hundreds of poor people

were fed every day ; while in most churches

funds for the poor, called " mensse pau-

" " mensae S. Spiritus," were esta-

Further, the Church showed her

care for the suffering and the indigent by

the foundation of houses in which they were

received and tended. Public institutions

of this sort were scarcely possible during

the period of heathen persecution; but

whenever the peace of the Church wag

secured, the bishops began to have houses

erected for the reception of strangers

(Xenodochia), of the sick (Nosocomia),

of the poor (Ptochotrophia), of orphans

and foundlings (Orphanotrophia snd Bre-

photrophia), and of old people (Geronto-

comia). About the middle of the fourth

century, we hear of a hospital for the

sick at Sebaste in Armenia ; while the

hospital erected through the zeal of Basil

the Great was of a size so vast that it

was olten compared to a town. In the

different sections of the building unfor

tunate people of every kind were received

—the poor, exiles, lepers, &c. Half a

century earlier, St. Chrvsostom spent all

the spare revenues of Lis church in re

storing old hospitals and erecting new

ones. In the West, Paulinus founded a

bouse for the poor, for the sick, and for

widows. It is to be observed that in

Western as well as Eastern Europe the

first institutions of this kind were erected

by bishops. Not that the laity were

remiss in promoting works of charity.

Fahiola, the friend of St. Jerome, the

Emperor Justinian, the Empress Eudoxia,

and a multitude besides, were all distin

guished as the founders of hospitals ; still,

the bishops led the way.

The earliest hospitals in the middle

ages appear to have been founded by

monks from Ireland, or from Irish monas

teries elsewhere. The good work was

greatly promoted by Alcuin, who seems

to have influenced Charlemagne, in this

direction, and to have encouraged the

bishops to found hospitals in their dio

ceses. Two years after Charlemagne's

death, a Council of Ail la Chapelle is

sued statutes on this matter which de

serve special notice. The bishops were

required, after the example of the Fa

thers, to provide a house for the poor,

and to support it from the Church funds.

The canons were to resign a tenth part of

their income in its favour. It was to be

near the church, and under the care of a

cleric, and in penitential seasons the can

ons were to wash the feet of the poor.

Whether these hospitals were endow

ed by clerics or lay people, they were plac

ed under the jurisdiction of the Church,

a point settled in the East, e.g., by the

ordinances of Justinian, and in the West

by Charlemagne and the decrees of

councils and Popes. Even if a prince

founded a hospital, still it was not as a

secular ruler but as a Christian that he

did so ; it was not state policy, but the
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living spirit of Christianity which had

called hospitals into being : it was not

State revenues, but gifts bestowed, some

times by ecclesiastics, sometimes by secu

larrulers,8ometimes by private individuals,

but always for the love of God, which

maintained them after their foundation.

The Council of Trent, again, enforces the

obligation which lay upon bishops of

watching over benevolent institutions.

And the Church did her work well.

" With such intelligence," says Von

Raumer, " was the iuner management [of

such institutions] conducted as in truth

to excite astonishment and admiration."

True, even in the middle ages lay ad

ministrators did occasionally, to the great

injury of the suffering poor, usurp the

control of hospitals. But it was the Re

formation which began to sever on prin

ciple the bond which connected works of

benevolence wil h the power of the Church,

till modern statecraft completely snapped

the link and substituted natural for Chris

tian benevolence. No Catholic can ap

prove of a change which is opposed to the

whole tradition of the Church and to

every Catholic instinct. Nor do lesults

recommend the so-called emancipation of

benevolence from the Church. The feeling

of brotherhood between rich and poor has

been changed to a great extent into posi

tive enmity, and the State itself has

suffered in consequence from the spread

of Socialism. The poor accent State aid

without gratitude, because it is very often

given without real charity. Every expe

rienced person knowsthe horror with which

they regard the workhouse, and, on the

other hand, the readiness with which in

digent Catholics enter a house of refuge

cared for by religious—such, for example,

as the Little Sisters of the Poor or the

Sisters of Nazareth,

This leads us to speak of another

characteristic feature in Catholic charity.

It was not only, or even chiefly, that the

Church founded houses for the relief of

the poor and suffering; she infused into

her children a spirit which made them

count it an honour to tend their suffering

brethren, and, if need he, to sacrifice life

itself in their behalf. From early times,

bishops, like St. Basil the Oreat and St.

Gregory Nazianzen, found time to tend

the sick and minister to them with their

own hands. Persons of the highest rank,

such as Placilla, wife of Theodosius the

Great, performed the most menial services

for them. In the middle ages, St. Eliza

beth of Hungary, from the time of her

widowhood—t.e. from her twenty-first

year—went daily to the hospital, gave the

patients food and medicine, bound up their

wounds and applied remedies to ulcers,

from the very sight of which others

shrank in horror. Everybody knows the

love St. Francis had for the poor, and his

tender care of the suffering, particularly

of lepers. Whole orders were founded

for this personal attendance on helpless

sufferers, and the poor learned to love

those who were born to wealth, when

they saw the richest and the noblest

among them making themselves tne ser

vants of the poor ; thev learned to bear

their own poverty patiently, when they

saw the rich counting it an honour to be

poor for Christ's sake. Among such orders

we may name the Canons Regular of St.

Antony of Vienne, founded by a French

nobleman, Gaston, towards the end of

the eleventh century, for the succour of

persons afflicted with " St. Antony's fire,"

a horrible disease, then raging in West-

em Europe ; the Jesuats, a confraternity

formed by B. John Colombino, which

occupied itself in the preparation of medi

cines, ifec, for the sick ; t he " Clerks Regu

lar, Ministers of the Sick," also called f the

Fathers of a Good Death," established at

the end of the sixteenth century by St.

Camillus of Lellis ; the " Sisters of Chari

ty," founded by St. Vincent of Paul ; and

other orders founded for the same ends

and animated by the same heroic zeal, the

name of which is legion.

The Catholic Church has also allevi

ated the hardships of prison life. The lot

of prisoners was changed wherever Chris

tianity became the religion of the State.

The sexes were separated ; care was taken

that they should never lack the consola

tions of religion ; greater liberty and better

food was allowed to them on Sundays ;

the bishop had to visit the prisons every

week, and to see that there were no

abuses in the administration of discipline.

In the middle ages, the Church exercised

her tempering and restraining influence

on the roughness and barbarity of the

times. During that neriod, the constant

wars subjected many innocent persons to

imprisonment; and, accordingly, it was

common for pious persons to devote large

sums of money to the redemption of cap

tives. Help was given in other ways, but

all the works of mercy to captives were

surpassed by the Trinitarian Order—an

institute devoted to the redemption of

captives from slavery under the Saracens.

The rule of the Order of the Trinity was
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approved by Innocent HI., in 1198; in

1223, a similar order, " for the redemp

tion of captives," was established in Spain.

In the seventeenth century, St. Vincent of

Paul laboured for the galley-slaves, and

changed places which had been like hell

on earth into abodes of penance, resigna

tion and peace. The Sisters of Notre

Dame de la Charity, of St. Joseph, &c.

have undertaken the superintendence of

female prisoners, and till lately almost

every prison for women in Prance and

Belgium was under the care of nuns.

Statesmen themselves have admitted that

by religious, and religious only, could

prisons be successfully managed.

We pass over, for want of space, the

orders devoted to the care of the insane,

the blind, deaf and dumb, &c, and will

only touch in conclusion on one other

work of Catholic charity. In early times

and in the middle ages it was often diffi

cult to borrow money except at usurious

rates. To meet this evil, the Franciscan

Father Barnabas of Terni, under Pius II.

(1458-G4),erected the first Monte di Pieti,

at Perugia, in the States of the Church.

The rich contributed capital, from chari

table motives, and this was lent to the

poor, on security indeed, but at a very

low rate of interest. Soon almost every

city in Italy had its Monte di Pieta.

Several Popes, the Fifth Lateran Council,

and the Council of Trent, confirmed these

institutions, which in past times produced

incalculable good.

No doubt many of these orders and

institutes of charity fell away from their

first zeal, and were abused for selfish ends.

But holy souls have never been wanting

to reform what was amiss, and to come

with fresh help to the relief of their

brethren. The words of the Psalm have

been constantly fulfilled by Christ in his

Church : " He will j udge the poor of his

people, and save the children of the poor."

(From Hefele, " Beitrage zur Kirchen-

geschichte, Archaologie," &c.)

CHASTOPH7LAX (more often spelt

Carthophyla.v). Thename signifies " keeper

of th 3 records " merely, and such was the

original function of the ecclesiastics who

held the office in the Eastern Church,

answering to that of bibliothecariut among

the Latins; but in course of time other

duties, carrying with them a correspond

ing increase of charge, influence, and dig

nity, were imposed on the chartophylax.

Yet it appears from the canons of Nice

that in the fourth century the chartophy

lax of a cathedral was inferior in rank to

L

| the archdeacon, and was bound to obey

him. But at Constantinople, the power

and pre-eminence of the cliartophylax, as

a kind of secretary or grand chamberlain

to the Patriarch, attained after a time to

a great height. An exact appreciation of

his office, and of the dignities attaching

to it, as they stood in the ninth century,

is given by a contemporary writer—Anas-

tasius the bibliothecarian. The post of

chartophylax in other cathedral churches

in the East appears to have been assimi

lated more or less to that of the church

of Constantinople ; and hence this official,

representing the bishop and exercising his

jurisdiction, held in the Eastern nearly

the same position as the archdeacon in

the Western Church. Even at this day

the Uniate Greeks of the Auslriau Empire

retain the office ; with them, " the cartho-

phylax directs the business of the episcopal

chancery, and is one of the members of

the metropolitan or cathedral chapter,

along with the archpriest or chief provost,

the archdeacon or lector, the primicerius

or precentor, the ecclesiarch or church

warden, and the scholaster or master of

ceremonies." (See the rest of the article

by Ilausle, in Wetzer and Welte.)

CHARTKBtrx. [See Carthusians.]

OHASUBXiE (Lat. casula, panula,

pluneta; and in Greek, tfatkoviov or <pc-

Xannv, from (f>aivo\r/s, or <f>t\6vr)c, identi

cal with peenula). The chief garment of

a priest celebrating Mass. It is worn out-

side the other vestments. Among the

Greeks, it still retains its ancient form of

a lar^e round mantle. Among the Latins,

its size has been curtailed, but it still

covers the priest on both sides, and de

scends nearly to the knees. In France,

Ireland, tho U. S., and often in England,

a cross is marked on the back : in Italy,

this cross is usually in front. In the

West, all who celebrate Mass wear the

same chasuble, but among the Greeks, the

chasuble of a bishop is ornamented with

a number of crosses (^xuvoXtov noXwrav-

piov), while an archbishop wears a differ

ent vestment altogether, viz. the <rd<«or,

which is supposed to resemble the coat of

Christ during his Passion. In Russia,

even bishops, since the time of Peter the

Great, have worn the eraMor.

The chasuble is derived from a dress

once commonly worn in daily life. Classi

cal writers often mention the " psenula,"

or large outer garment which the Romans

wore on journeys or in military service.

" Casula," from which our word" chasuble

is obtained, does not occur in pure La
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tinity. It was, however, used in later

ages, as an equivalent for the "paenula,"

or mantle. We first meet with the word in

the will of Oeesarius of Aries (about 540),

and in the biography of his contempo

rary Fulgentius of Ruspe. In both in

stances, " casula " denotes a garment used

in common life. Isidore of Seville (about

630) uses the word in the same sense,

and explains it as a diminutive of " casa,"

because, like a little house, it covered the

whole body. The same author tells us

that "plaueta" comes from the Greek

n-Xaiv -i, " to wander," because its ample

folds seemed to wander over the body.

It is plain, from the examples given by

Ducange, that "planet a," like "casula"

and " peenula," denoted a dress worn by

laymen as well as clerics.

It is in the former half of the sixth

century that we find the first traces of

the chasuble as an ecclesiastical vestment.

In the famous mosaic at San Vitale, in

Ravenna, the archbishop, Maxinius, is

represented wearing a vestment which is

clearly the chasuble, and over which the

pallium is suspended. The chasuble has

the same shape which prevailed till the

eleventh century. The Fourth Council

of Toledo, in Gii'i, makes express mention

of the " pianeta," as a priestly vestment.

Germanus, Archbidhop of Constantinople,

about 715, uses the word AtXanov in the

same technical sense ; while at the begin

ning of the ninth century, Amalarius of

Metz speaks of the " casula " as the " gene

ral garment of sacred leaders " (" generate

indumentum sacrorum ducum"). Almost

at the same time, Habanus Maurus gives

the derivation of " casula " quoted above

from Isidore of Seville, and goes on to

Bay that it is "the last of all the vest

ments, which covers and preserves all the

rest." Later authors of the middle age

copy their predecessors ; and even Inno

cent III. adds nothing of his own save

certain mystical meanings implied in the

use of the vestment.

To sum up, the chasuble was first of

all an ordinary dress f from the sixth

century at latest it was adapted to the

use of the Church, till gradually it be

came an ecclesiastical dress pure and

simple. But did it at once become dis

tinctive of the priesthood ? The question

admits of no certain answer. The eighth

•'Ordo Romanus " distinctly prescribes that

acolytes, in their ordination, should receive

the " pianeta " or chasuble. Amalarius, in

like manner, declares that the chasuble

belongs to all clerics. On the other hand,

almost all ancient writers who refer to

the Church use of the chasuble regard it

as the distinctive dress of priests. Cardi

nal Bona mentions this difficulty without

venturing to explain it. Hefele suggests

that as the Greek <fx\oviov signifies (1) a

chasuble in the modern sense, (2) a kind

of collar, reaching from the neck to the

elbows, which is worn by lectors or

readers, so the Latin word " pianeta " may

have been also employed as the name of

two distinct vestments. But even if this

explanation is correct, the fact remains

that even now the deacon and subdeacon

in High Mass during Advent and Lent

wear chasubles folded in front, laying them

aside while they sing the Gospel and

Sistle. This custom is mentioned by

igo of St. Victor (d. 1140).

The form of the chasuble has under

gone great alterations. The ancient

chasuble, which enveloped the whole

body, was found very inconvenient, and

hence, in the twelfth century, it was

curtailed at the sides, so as to leave the

arms free. Of this kind is a chasuble

Baid to have been used by St Bernard.

In shape, it resembles what is now

known as the Gothic chasuble although

the ornaments upon it are not Gothic,

but Romanesque. At a later date, the

chasuble was still further curtailed, till

in the Rococo period all resemblance to

the original type disappeared. However,

even in Italy, attempts were made to re

call the ancient shape, at least to a certain

extent. Thus St. Charles Borromeo, in

a provincial council, ordered that the

chasubles should be about four and a half

feet wide, and should reach nearly to the

heels.

Various symbolical significations have

been given to the chasuble. The earliest

writers make it a figure of charity, which,
as Rabanus Maurus says, ■' is eminent

above all the other virtues." This is

the most popular explanation of the sym

bolism ; but we also find it regarded by

an ancient writer as typical of good

works; ancient Sacramentaries and Mis

sals consider it as the figure of sacer

dotal justice, or of humility, charity and

peace, which are to cover and adorn the

priest on every side ; while the prayer in

the Roman Missal connects the chasuble

with the yoke of Christ. (Hefele, " Beit-

rifie zur Kirchengeschichte, Archaologie

und Liturgik," p. 195 seq.)

CHERUBIM. Superhuman beings,

often mentioned in Scripture. They

guarded the entrance to Paradise after
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tbe fall; the images of two cherubim

overshadowed the ark ; God is represented

in the Psalms as sitting or throned upon

the cherubim ; Ezekiel saw them in vision,

with wings, with human hands, full of

eyes and with four faces, viz. those of a

man, lion, ox, and eagle. The Fathers

generally are agreed in regarding them as

angels; for the opinion of Theodore of

Mopsuestia,1 who denied this, seems to

be quite singular in Christian antiquity.

They form the second among the nine

orders of angels. What the meaning of

the word is, it is difficult even to con

jecture. Most of the Fathers explain the

word as meaning knowledge, or the full

ness of knowledge ; but, as Petavius justly

remarks, this derivation finds no support

either in Hebrew or Chaldee. Many con

jectural derivations have been suggested

by modern scholars. In a cuneiform in

scription copied by M. Lenormant, " Kii u-

bu is a synonym of the Steer-god, whose

wingsd image filled the place of guardian

at the entrance of the Assyrian palaces.

With this word the Hebrew cherub may

be connected, and the etymology may be

long to some non-Semitic language.*

CKZKZA.SK. [SeeMlLLENAlUAKISX.]

CHZVAZiKT (Lat. cabullus, a horse).

The system of ideas prevalent among the

mounted men at-arms (Fr. chevalier. It.

cavaUero, Span, cabaliero, Qer. Ritter,

Eng. knight) of the middle ages, and

which still influences their descendants

and European society in general, to a

greater or less degree, is known by this

name.

Tbe Equites, the equestrian order, of

ancient Rome summon before the mind

no corresponding associations. The three

patrician tribes constituted^ indeed, the

" horsemen " in the organisation of Servius

Tullius, and had the first place both in

arms and in politics. But before the end

of the Republic commercialism invaded

the equestrian order, and when we speak

of a " Roman knight,'' or egues, the name

suggests a selfish capitalist, wringing

taxes out of oppressed provincials, and

living in vulgar luxury at Rome ; it is as

far as possible from calling up any of the

ideas which we associate with the term

" chivalry."

After the disruption of the empire of

Charlemagne, tbe importance of horse-

soldiers in war continually increased.

For this there were various reasons:

•mong others the improvements made in

1 Pet.-iv. De Angelti, lib. ii. cap. 3.

' See Cbeyne on Isaiuh, voL ii. p. 273.

armour, which required that the weight

of the panoply should be borne by the

horse he rode, so that the warrior might

preserve freedom and celerity of move

ment. But the chief reason was the

condition of European society, under

which, in the absence of strong central

authority in the various countries, power

was sown broadcast over thousands of

principalities, counties, and fiefs. The

holders of these had no other way of

deciding which should rule the other, or

believed they had none, but by going to

war. Horses and armour, like breech-

loading rifles at the present day, gave an

advantage to those using them over foot-

soldiers ; whoever, therefore, could afford

it went into battle on horseback. The

" miles Crassi " was a sturdy footman,

armed with the pilum, the emit, and the

scutum ; the " miles " of the eleventh

century was a horseman cased in as much

armour as he could bear the weight of,

and attended by lightlv-armed followers

on foot. The principles of courage and

fidelity may have been transmitted to the

knights of the eleventh century from their

Teutonic or Iberian ancestors ; in these

respects a Hermann or a Viriathus left

little to be desired. But if ferocity and

rapacity were to be indulged without

check, if cruelty and injustice, availing

themselves of the weakness of law, were

to be, without protest, the accompaniment

and the fruit of the warrior's toils, no

amelioration of the general lot could be

hoped for, though extraordinary villany

might be repressed by extraordinary

chastisement,1 until the expiration of the

long period required to weld a loose

feudal aristocracy into an orderly law-

governed State. Religion here stepped

in, and endeavoured to consecrate and

transform that rough struggle for supe

riority which was everywhere going on.

The cavalier was not to desist from war ;

that was an impossible requirement, and

he was generally fit for not, much else ;

but he was to draw the sword for just

causes only, to succour the oppressed,

resist attack and encroachment, and

support his liege lord according to his

oath. He was to be iinn ovable in his

faith, obedient to the holy Church, full

of respect for her ministers, and devoutly

submissive to the Vicar of Christ, the

Roman Pontiff. For the honour and

service of the ever blessed Mother of

God, whose faithful vassal he was to be,

1 Aa in the cnse of Thomoa de Loon, related

by Guibert de Nogent.
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women were to find in him an honourable,

fearless, and virtuous protector. A high

standard of self-respect could not but

accompany the consecration to these lofty

ends. The word of the knight once

given, whether to friend or foe, must be

irrevocable ; he must be no truce-breaker

or snatcher of mean advantages; his

honour must be without stain. Courtesy

and humanity were to mark his bearing

and his acts. In a word, the Christian

soldier was to have all those perfections

of character and all those graces (fitat

which the revelation of the Gospel and

the institution of the Sacraments have

rendered possible ; he would then be a

perfect mirror of chivalry. This was the

ideal ; but when we ask in what degree

was it ever realised, we are forced to

admit that human passion and perversity

have played their part, and made chivalry

by no means an unmixed blearing to

the world. The reverence for woman,

grounded on a just devotion to the

Mother of God, was turned into an idola

try ; human love (such was the baser

teaching) was to fill the soul of the true

knight and to predominate over all other

thoughts ; nay, the very forms and words

of the divine office were blasphemously

Sarodied in the service of this vicious

evelopment.1 Again, the self-respect of

the true knight was depraved into a pride

of class, which looked down on the

labouring non-fighting multitude as base

roturiers and plebeians, the shedding of

whose blood was a very trifling matter ;

his sense of honour often became an

absurd punctiliousness, tyrannising over

the free speech and action of other men.

Human rights and human equality were

thus ignored ; but this was not the doc

trine of'chivalry—it was the corruption of

that doctrine. The true, noble, knightly

spirit and its counterfeit went on side

by side, energising, founding, and de

stroying, for centuries. The Popes, be

ginning with Urban II. and ending with

Pius v., preached, blessed, and aided the

holy wars, by which, in the cause of

justice, the places made sacred by our

Lord's sojourn and sufferings were to be

taken out of the hands of persecuting

infidels, or Christian lands to be delivered

from Moslem thraldom. Numerous orders

ofchivalry were instituted—the Templars,

the Knights Hospitallers, or of St. John

of Jerusalem, the Knights of the Sword,

the Teutonic Knights, those of Cala-

1 As in Gower*a Confettio Atsmtis, and

Chaucer's Court of Lou.

trava, Alcantara, and many more—the

labours of which, speaking generally, were

an honour to human nature and a benefit to

mankind. The spirit of chivalry was re

fined and exalted by the invention of

fruitful conceptions, such as that of the

Saint Graal, by which the whole tone of

romance literature was elevated. On the

other hand, in the fourteenth century,

while the form and ceremonial of chivalry

were greatly developed, ite essence—the

contention for justice—was shamefully

forgotten. King Edward III. instituted

the Order of the Garter, but waged un

just wars with France, causing incredible

misery ; his son. the Black Prince, waited

on the French king, his prisoner, at table,

but ordered the indiscriminate massacre

of the people of Limoges.

Burke wrote, beholding the first

shameful excesses of the French Jaco

bins, " The age of chivalry is past ; " but

the age of chivalry will never be wholly

past, while faith survives and wrongs

remain to be redressed. Wherever, and

so far as, the true Catholic faith, and the

imitation of Christ and his saints, inspire

a population, a class, or an individual,

there, and in that proportion, the spirit of

chivalry, dormant and entranced as it

seems now, will revive. That spirit is,

as we have said, essentially, the readiness

to contend for justice. For the present

it remains passive in every part of Europe,

stupefied, as it were, by the audacity of

the so-called Liberals, who, having got

into their hands the organisations of

government in most of the States, are

carrying their hostility to divine faith,

the Church, and the Pope into practice

with a vigour and a malice which Chris

tians find a difficulty in conceiving. But

it will awake, and when it does it will

not ask whether universal suffrage has

decided this way or that, but whether it

isjust that this or that change should be

made or unmade. Parliamentary govern

ment assisted a tyrant in England to

deprive the people of their religion, and

enacted that none who did not com

municate with heresy should serve their

country.1 Parliamentary government in

France has recently sanctioned the perpe

tration of measures of violence against

the religious orders, so flagrant in their

iniquity, that the infidels of other coun

tries were almost scandalised. The temper

of true chivalry, when its awakening

comes, will perhaps work changes which

the verdict of the ballot-box would

> Test Act of 1678.
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neither initiate nor ratify, yet which may

be ultimately found to he beneficial and

curative to European society.

It need scarcely be said that an order

of chivalry which has abandoned the

Catholic faith, and repudiated obedience

to the chair of Peter, has forfeited its

title. An order like the Garter, in which

the official chief of the religion of the

fake prophet is one of the " knights,-' has

evidently nothing of chivalry about it but

the name. (See Kecelm Digby's " Broad

Stone of I [onour " and " Mores Catholici.")

CHOXK (chorus). From the " band '

of singers at the divine worship, who

were placed between the clergy in the

apse and the people in the body of the

church, the space between the sanctuary

and the nave came to be called the choir.

In the course of time, the superior clergy

ofa cathedral or collegiate church found

it necessary to migrate from the confined

space of the apse or sanctuary, which

they occupied in primitive times, and to

establish themselves in seats, called stalls,

on either side of the choir. These stalls

were often ornamented in the most ex

quisite manner.

The recitation of the breviary for each

day takes place " in choir " in cathedrals,

collegiate churches, and the great ma

jority of convents.

CHORAL VICARS. These were

anciently clerics to whom the precentor

(i.e. the canon who had the charge of the

music), in a cathedral or collegiate church,

committed the immediate superintendence

of the choir. In the re-constituted chap

ters of France and Germany choral vicars

are directly appointed to perform this

duty, in concert with the canons, and

receive salaries accordingly.

CHORAU&ES (j(opaC\r)s, lit., a

flute-player in an orchestra). In the

Eastern Church the name appeals to

have been transferred to the choir-boys

of a cathedral generally.

CHOREPISCOPUS (Gr. x<»pf7n-

ctKtmos, lit. a country superintendent or

bishop). Nothing is heard of such persons

in the first three centuries. The first

mention of them is in the canons of the

councils of Ancyra and Neoctesarea (314),

and they probably arose in Asia Minor.

A chorepiscopus was appointed and or

dained by the bishop of the diocese, to

whom he was answerable for the right

discharge of his duties. A certain dis

trict was assigned to him to administer ;

he was to attend to the wants of the poor

and the maintenance of all Christian in-

' stitutions, and he had the power of con

ferring minor orders, even to the sub-

diaconate inclusive. It has been argued—

especially by the Protestant writers

Hammond, Beveridge, and others—that

they were true bishops, although of in

ferior dignity and power to the recog

nised bishops of sees. The fact that

fifteen "country-bishops" subscribed the

Nicene canons seems to lend support to

such a view. But the better opinion is

that, notwithstanding the name, they

were neither true bishops nor an order of

clergy interposed between bishops and

priests, but simply priests, invested with

a jurisdiction smaller than the episcopal,

but larger than the sacerdotal. Many

notices of them scattered up and d^ n in

ecclesiastical history, and the consenting

tradition of the Fathers, adjust themselves

to this view of their otiice, and not to the

former. Thus a canon of Neocaesarea

likens tbem to the seventy-two disciples

sent out by Christ ; but these were always

associated with the priesthood, not with

the episcopate. The Nicene canon which

authorises a bishop to treat one who had

been deposed from the see for heresy, but

who desired to return to the Church, as a

chorepiscopus, and give him employment

and rank as such, is itself a proof 'hat

they were not bishops; for the council

would not have empowered a single

bishop to reinstate to his former place a

deposed member of the order. Yet it

might seem as if they formed something

like an intermediate clerical order, for a

canon of Chalcedon says, Si quis ordina-

vertt per pecunias episcopum, aut chor-

episropum, aut presbyterum, aut diaconum

(" if anyone shall have ordained for money

a bishop, or a chorepiscopus, or a priest,

or a deacon ''). It is certain, however, that

in no age of the Church have the grades

of holy (or superior) order been reckoned

as more than three—bishop, priest, and

deacon. A chorepiscopus, therefore, must

have been either a bishop or a priest ; but

we have shown that he was not a true

bishop; he was therefore a priest, but

one who received on his appointment

a spiritual jurisdiction higher than any

priest could pretend to. The Council of

Laodicea calls them ntpioStvrai, or

" circuit officers," which shows that they

were then expected to make visitation

tours in their districts. St. Basil had no

fewer than fifty chorepiscopi under him,

governing districts of his extensive Cappa-

docian see, like the archdeacons whom

Remigius appointed in the different
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counties when he organised his great see

of Lincoln.1

In the Western Church we hear

nothing of chorepiscopi before the Council

of Riez, in the fiftli century. But after

500 the notices nf them become numerous,

and under Charlemagne, according to

Thomassin, their numbers and power

were such as to be formidable even to the

bishops themselves. In the later Carlo-

vingian times unworthy persons were

often foisted into the sees through lay

interference, for the sake of the wealth

with which they were endowed, and such

bishops were glad to devolve as much of

their functions as they could divest them

selves of on chorRpiscopi, engaged at a

low rate of remuneration, and live in

doth and luxury at Court. This abuse

called forth the zeal of the Roman

Pontiffs, and by a series of Papal briefs

and conciliar decrees, from Leo III. to

the end of the ninth century, restraining

the authority of the chorepiscopi, annul

ling many of their acts, and ordering that

no more should be appointed, the en

deavour was persistently made to compel

the bishops to perform their own duties

and not attempt to delegate them. No

thing more is heard of this class of clergy

after the middle of the eleventh century.

(Thomassin; Soglia; Smith and Oheetham.)

CHORISTER. A singer in a choir,

whether cathedral , collegiate, or parochial.

The name is usually applied to boys rather

than men.

The regular singers (kovovikoi il/aXrat)

of a church received in early times a kind

of ordination, without imposition of hands,

which could be conferred by a presbyter.

The form of words prescribed by the

Fourth Council of Carthage was, "See

that thou believe in thv heart what thou

singest with thy mouth, and approve in

thy works what thou believest with thy

heart." (Smith and Cheetham, article

Cantor.)

CHRISM. Olive oil mixed with

balm, blessed by the bishop and used by

the Church in confirmation as well as in

baptism, ordination, consecration of altar-

stones, chalices, churches, and in the

blessing of baptismal water. The oil,

according to the Roman Catechism, signi

fies the fullness of grace, since oil is diffu

sion ; the balm mixed with it, incorruption

and the " good odour of Christ."

In itself the word chrism (^plo-^a)

need not mean more than " anything

smeared on ; " but even in classical writers

1 Hour. Huntend.

it denotes especially a scented unguent,

while the common oil was called cXatov.

It was this simple, unperfumed oil which

was used in the earliest times for sacred

purposes, but from the sixth century oil

mixed with balm began to be employed.

This balm (fliiXo-n/xor, in the classics ojto-

fiaKaaiiov) is a kind of perfumed resin, pro

duced by a tree which grows in Judfea and

Arabia. This Eastern balm was always

used in the West till the sixteenth century,

when Paul III. and Pius IV. permitted the

use of a better kind of balm, brought by

the Spaniards from the West Indies. The

Orientals did not content themselves with

simply mixing balm. Thus the Greeks

mingle forty different spices, and the

Maronites, hefore they were reunited

to the Catholic Church, prepared their

chrism from oil, saffron, cinnamon, essence

of roses, white incense, &c.

The consecration of the oils during

the Mass goes back to the earliest times.

Cyprian mentions it in Ep. 70, addressed

to Januarius ; and St. Bnsil attributes the

origin of this blessing to apostolic tra

dition. It of course included chri?m in

the strict sense, when that came into use.

In the West this blessing was always re

served to bishops ; in the E*st, as may be

seen from Goar s " Euchologium," it was

only given by the patriarchs. At first the

oils used to be blessed on any day at

Mass, but in a letter of Pope Leo to the

emperor of the same name, in the Synod

of Toledo (400), and in all the older

Sacramentarifs and ritual-books, Maunday

Thursday is fixed for this blessing. It

was only in France that the custom sur

vived of blessing the oils on any day, till

uniformity with the use of other churches

was introduced by the Council of Meaux,

in 845. The function took place in the

second of the three Masses which used to

be said on Maunday Tb ursday ; whence

the name " Missa Chrismatis." The bless

ing of the chrism was called " Benedictio

chrismatis principalis." All the clergy of

the diocese used to assist, till, in the

eighth century, the custom altered and

only those who lived near the cathedral

came, while the others had the holy oils

sent to them. The chrism used to be

kept in a vessel like a paten with a de

pression in the middle. A " patena chris-

malis" of this kind is mentioned by

Anastasius, in his Life of St. Silvester.

(Kraus, " Real-Encyclopadie.")

CHRIST, " Anointed " (Gr. XP'orov.

from xpia), a translation of the Hebrew

word 88 expressly stated in
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John i. 42 : " We have found the Messias,

which is interpreted Christ." In the Old

Testament the word is used of the high-

priest, who was anointed for his office

(e.g. in Levit. iv. 3) ; of kings, who were

also anointed—e.g. 1 Reg. xxiv. 7, where

David calls Saul " the anointed of the

Lord:" in the second Psalm, "'against

the Lord, and against his anointed " (where

XP'irras is the word in the LXX) ; with

which we may compare other places, such

as Dan. ix. 25, Hab. iii. 13, Ps. cxxxi. 17.

The Hebrew word designates the king who

was to come, the promised Messias. In

the doctrinal language of post-biblical

Judaism, this expected deliverer is called

almost with the significance of a proper

name, ITCtp, of which "Messias"1 is

only another form, and " Christ," as we

have seen, a translation. Hence, when

our Lord came, "the Christ" (6 Xpioror)'

was his official title, while " Jesus " was

his ordinary name. When the word

occurs in the Gospels, it constantly im

plies a reference to the Messiah as por

trayed by the prophets.

The history ol Christ's life belongs to

a Biblical rather than a theological dic

tionary; it is only the teaching of the

Church on his Person and office which

concerns us here. We may divide the

subject into two halves, treating under

(A) of what Christ is ; under (B) of his

work.

(A) Natures and Barton of Christ.—

Jesus Christ, according to the words of a

Catechism familiar to Catholics, is "God

the Son made man for us." He has there

fore two natures: that of God, and that

of man. As God, according to the Nicene

Creed, He was bom of his Father, before

all worlds : He is God from God—i.e. He,

being true and perfect God, proceeds from

God the Father, who is also true and

perfect God—He is light from light ; he-

gotten, not made, as creatures. He exists

from all eternitv. He is almighty, om

niscient, incapable of error or of sin.

At the moment of his Incarnation, He

further became true man, without, how

ever, in any way ceasing to be God.

1 The Greek word Messias (Mi<r<Ti'ot or Mi-

ff*a«) is immediately derived, not from the He

brew, but from the Chaldce NITE^l?! the n

being omitted between the two lon^ vowels, as

in *i&a= K*vn!D> Nehem.vii. 54,and the <rsome-

times doubled, as in 'A0#<riroAw^.

8 It usually has the article in the Gospels,

but occurs oftener than not without it in St.

Paul's Epistles.

This truth is vigorously expressed by St.

Leo in his dogmatic epistle to Flavian,

which was accepted by the Fathers of

the Fourth Oecumenical Council. " The

Son of God," Leo says, " enters the abase

ment of this world (Ii<kc mundi injima),

descending from his heavenly seat, and

[yet] not receding from his Father's

glory ; begotten according to a new order

and hy a new birth. By a new order:

because Wing invisible in his own nature

(in sui?) He became visible in ours ; being

incomprehensible. He willed to be com

prehended; remaining before time, He be

gan to be from a (certain) time." Moreover,

he had a true body, as the Church taught

from early times against the Docet« ; a

true human soul, so that as man lie could

fear, sorrow, reason, &c, as the Church

taught against the heretic Apollinaris; a

human will, as distinct from his divine

will, as was defined in the Sixth General

Council against the Monothelites. Thus, in

the words of the Fourth General Council,

" Christ Jesus [the] only begotten Son, is

to be acknowledged in two natures, with

out confusion, without change . . . since

the difference of the natures is by no

means annulled on account of the union,

but rather the property of each nature

preserved." Lastly, those two natures

are united (so the Council of Ephesus de-;

fined) in one Person. Our body and soul

are united in one person, so—though, of

coursL-, the analogy is imperfect—the

divine and human natures were united in

one Divine Person, who acted and suffered

in either nature. To believe otherwise,

is to assert, with the iSestorians, that

there are two Sons and two Christs.

Such are the chief definitions of the

Church on the Natures and Person of

Christ ; hut it is necessary to point out

some iniuortant corollaries from these

first principles of the faith. The follow

ing seem to be the most important.

(1 ) Christ, having a human soul, had

true human knowledge, as distinct from

that which belonged to Him as God.

His human soul did not, and could not,

know God with that perfect and infinite

comprehension with which God compre

hends Himself. The contrary proposition,

held by Augustine of Rome, was con

demned by Nicholas V. Christ acquired

knowledge in the same way as other men

—i.e. experimentally ; for, as we read in

the Epistle to the Hebrews, He "learned

obedience from the things which he

suffered." It is important, however, not

to misunderstand Catholic doctrine on
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this head. Even in Christ as man, there

was no ignorance which had to be re

moved by instruction or experience. On

the contrary, ns Christs soul was hypo-

statically united to the Word, as He was

the head from which grace and glory was

to How into the members, it was fitting

that He should, from the first moment of

his earthlv existence, see God face to

face with his human soul, as the blessed

do in heaven. This beatific knowledge

was always present, even when the in

ferior part of his soul was in agony on

the cross. Again, St. Thomas argues

that as the soul of Christ is the most

perfect of all created things, therefore

" no perfection found in creatures is to

be denied to it ; " and he goes on to say

that, besides the knowledge of God seen

in his essence, and of all things seen in

God, besides the experimental knowledge

common to all men, the soul of Christ had

a knowledge infused or poured into it,

by which lie knew most fully all the

mvsterie8 of grace, and every object to

which human cognition extends or can

extend.

(2) Christ was absolutely sinless and

incapable of sin, because his actions were

the actions of God, who is holiness itself;

so that in Him sin was a physical im

possibility. Moreover, in Him there could

be no involuntary rebellion of the flesh

or lower appetites, no temptation from

within, because in Him human nature

was united to the Word, and it was the

office of the Word to rule the human

nature united to it and to hold it in abso

lute subjection. He could, indeed, as the

statements of the Gospels prove, wonder

and fear and sutler mental distress, but

in Him these feelings were in perfect sub

jection to reason.

(3) Christ had the fullness of all

grace—i.e. over and above the grace of

the hypostatic union grace was infused

into his soul so that it was most perfectly

sanctified, according to the prophecy of

Isaias, " the Spirit of the Lord is upon me."

(4) Christ did not only take a real

human body, but he took one subject to

those defects which followed from the

common sin of mankind, except so far as

these defects were repugnant to the end

of the Incarnation. The reason of his

taking these defects (the capability of

hunger, thirst, and the like), and no

others, was that Christ became subject to

infirmity, with the precise object of

satisfying for the sins of human nature.

Therefore he took upon Him in his own

body the weaknesses caused by Adam'i

sin. He did not, however, assume bodily

defects so far as they are incentives to

sin or impediments to virtue, since this

would have been inconsistent with his

office as redeemer. The interesting ques

tion on the personal appearance of Christ

will be treated in a separate article

[Christ, Personai Appearance and

Representations of].

(5) Inasmuch as divine and human

nature, although remaining each of them

distinct in its own properties, were united

in the Person of the Word, it follows

that human attributes may be predicated

of or ascribed to God the Son ; and, on the

other hand, that divine attributes may be

predicated of the man Christ Jesus. Thus,

although it was his human nature which

Christ took from Mary, and although she

is not the mother of the Godhead, still

the Council of Ephesus defined that the

Blessed Virgin is really and truly the

Mother of God. So, again, we may truly

say, God suffered, God died, or the man

Jesus Christ is the eternal God, by

whom all things were made. [See Com-

mitnicatio Imomatum.] Moreover, as

Cardinal Franzelin writes in his treatise

on the Incarnation, " the sacred Humanity,

or human nature with all its component

parts, inasmuch as it is the nature of the

Word," is the object of supreme ador

ation, though, of course, we adore the

flesh not because it is flesh but because it

is united to the Word. He continues,

" This is clearly and plainly taught in the

definitions of councils and in the dis

cussions of the Fathers." Thus the Fifth

General Council 1 anathematises those

who " affirm that Christ is adored in two

natures, in such sense that two adorations

are introduced, one proper to God the

Word, and one proper to the man [Christ]

.... and do not adore with one single

adoration God the Word incarnate with

his own flesh, as the Church of God has

received from the beginning." Cardinal

Franzelin also quotes words of St. Atha-

nasius against the Apollinarists, " It [i.e.

the body of Christ] is worshipped with

due and divine adoration, for the Word,

to whom the body belongs, is God ; " and

of St. John Damascene (" Fid. Orthodox."

iii. 8), " Nor do we deny that the flesh

[of Christ] is to be adored ; nor again do

we give supreme worship to a creature ;

for neither do we adore it as mere flesh,

but as united to the Godhead." It will

1 It is the ninth of the fourteen -nMht-

mas. Ht'fele, Condi, ii. p. 897.
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be observed that these principles formu

lated in the early Church contain within

them a full justification of the adoration

which the Church gives at this day to the

Wounds, Blood, Heart, &c, of Christ.

If we may, because of the hypostatic

union, adore the flesh of Christ, which is

a part of his Humanity, then undoubtedly

we may for the same reason adore his

Heart, which is a part of his sacred

flesh.

(B) The Work and Office of Christ.—

(1) Christ came chiefly, as the Fathers

declare, to take away tin. This great truth

is constantly asserted in Scripture. " The

discipline of our peace was upon him, and

by his bruises we are healed." " Christ

redeemed us from the curse of the law,

being made a curse for us." " Qod send

ing his own son, in the likeness of sinful

flesh, even of sin, condemned sin in the

flesh ; " and thus in the Nicene Creed we

confess that God was made man " for us

men and for our salvation." This point

is treated more fully in the article on the

Sacrifice and Satisfaction of Christ. Here,

it is enough to say that, although Qod

might have forgiven sin without any

satisfaction at all, still it was his will

that a perfect satisfaction should be

made, and be made by man. Accor

dingly, God the Son was incarnate. He

was a natural mediator between God and

man, since in Him the divine and human

natures were united. As man, He was

able to suffer and die ; because He was

God, his satisfaction possessed an infinite

value, more than sufficient to compensate

for the infinite dishonour done to God's

majesty by sin. He of his free will

offered Himself to endure the penalties

incurred by men who were his brethren.

He could not of course, in the strict and

proper sense, make our sins his own, nor

was Christ as man punished. But He

allowed wicked men to work their will

upon Him, and as the new Adam or head

of the human race, took on Himself the

obligation of satisfying for the offences of

mankind. It was this free will with

which He suffered that gave their meri

torious character to the pains which He

underwent. By his passion he merited

eveiy grace which has descended or ever

will descend on man, for even under the

old law all grace and pardon was be

stowed for the merits of Christ foreseen.

By the merits of his passion He on the

day of his ascension opened Heaven " to

all who believe." There He presents his

five wounds and pleads the efficacy of the

work He accomplished on Calvary ; while

on earth He continues and applies his

sacrifice in the holy Mass, thus remaining

a priest for ever.1

(2) Christ came to teach, so fulfilling

the prophetic as well as the priestlv

office. " Behold," God says in Isaias, " 1

have given him for a witness to the

people, for a leader and a master to the

Gentiles." He Himself declared that He

came " to bear witness to the truth." He

revealed the nature of the Triune God,

and, first to his apostles, then through

them and their successors to the world,

He explained the mysteries of the king

dom of God, and the way to heaven.

He gave perfect instruction in morals,

particulai'ly in the sermon on the mount,

in which He speaks with authority, as

the giver of the new law. Lastly, He

taught, as no mere man could, by ex

ample, exhibiting Himself as the model

of every virtue. -

(3) Christ is the Head of the Church,

militant in this world, suffering in Purga

tory, and triumphant in heaven, and this

headship belongs to Christ as man, for

St. Paul in Ephes. i., after mentioning

the fact that God raised Christ from the

dead, adds that He made " Him head

over all the church." This proves that the

headship belongs to Christ as man, for it

was in his human nature that Christ

was raised from the dead. Christ is head,

not only because He is supereminent in

dignity as compared with the members of

his mystical body, but also because grace

and glory flow from him to the members

of his Church in earth and Purgatory

and in heaven. Even Catholics living in

mortal sin are members of Christ, con

nected with Christ their head by the gift

of faith ; and the proposition of Quesnel,

that " he who does not lead a life worthy

of a son of God and of a member of

Christ ceases to have God within him for

his father and Christ for his head," was

condemned by Pope Clement XI. More

over, Christ is head of his Church because

it receives its constitution and its doctrine

from Him.

(4) Christ, as man, holds a kingly as

well as a priestly, power. The Prophets

foretold Him as king, and the " anointed

king " is a recognised name of the Messias

in Jewish writers. He exercises this

regal power, not only over his Church,

1 The opinion held by some of the anoients

that Christ inherited the priesthood by descent

from Aaron on his mother's side, is refuted by

Petavius, De Incur, xii. 15.
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but also over all men, so far as his law

binds them all. As God, of course Christ

is supreme over all, both in temporal and

spiritual matteis. But it cannot be af

firmed, at least for certain, that He, as

man, possessed temporal dominion. " As

man," Petavius says, " I consider that He

was by no means a temporal, but only a

spiritual king; especially so long as he

lived a man among men. For He did not

answer falsely to Pilate the governor,

when he inquired concerning his king

dom : ' My kingdom is not of this world.' "

Whence Augustine " thus explains the

place in the second Psalm where Christ

says that He, after his resurrection, was

constituted king : ' But I am constituted

king by him over Sion his holy moun

tain : ' viz. by pointing out that that Sion

and that mountain are not of this world.

'For what is his kingdom, except those

who believe in Him P ' See, too, the same

Father in his 12th Book against Faustus,

cap. 42, where he explains more fully the

kingdom of Christ from the prophecy of

the Patriarch Jacob, and demonstrates

that it does not belong to this world—

that it is not temporal but spiritual." 1

(5) Closely connected with Christ's

regal dignity is his office of Judge. This
also belongs to Christ as man.a " He has

been appointed by God," in the words of

St. Peter, "judge of the living and the

dead." He is eminently fitted for this

office by his perfect justice and integrity,

his knowledge of man's heart, and his

mercy.

Other titles of Christ, such as Advocate,

Shepherd, &c, have been virtually ex

plained already. Others mil be discussed

in other articles. (From St. Thomas, P.

iii. ; Billuart, Cardinal Franzelin, but

above all, Petavius, in their treatises " De

Incarnatione.")

CHRIST, PERSONAL AFPEAX-

AVCE AND REPRESENTATIONS

OF. Two views on Christ's personal

appearance have prevailed in the Church.

During the first three centuries, when

Christians were persecuted and oppressed,

it was generally held that our Lord as

sumed a bodily form without comeliness

or beauty. Thus Justin, " Dial. c. Tryph.,"

speaks of Christ as iirijios koI dfifiijr,

" without honour and unsightly : " a view

1 Petav. De Incarnat. xii. 15.

» The Father is said to have given all judg

ment to the Son. Petavius says that the office

of judge " resides properly in thd human nature,

like the office of priest, mediator, &c, though

its force and value comes from the Godhead."

which be repeats six or seven times at

least, and which is also asserted by

Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, and

Origen (against Celsus). This view was

based on the prophecy of Isaias : " De

spised and the most abject of men, a

man of sorrows and acquainted with in

firmity ; and his look was, as it were,

hidden and despised; whereupon we es

teemed him not." This conception of

Christ's personal appearance, joined with

the danger of scandal to converts from

heathenism, may account for the fact

that the ante-Nicene Church was not ac

customed to make a religious use of pic

tures and statues representing Christ in

his natural form. Christians preferred

to pourtray Him under symbolical forms—

e.g. that of the Good Shepherd—or to

honour Him by honouring his cross.

Indeed, we find the first certain instances

of statues, or natural representations of

Christ, among heathen and heretics. Thus

Lampridius, in his Life of the heathen

emperor Alexander Severus (222-235),

c. 29, tells us that the latter placed in his

Lararium, or chapel for the protecting

gods of the house, figures of Apollonius,

Abraham, Orpheus, and Christ ; while

Irenseus (i. 25) relates of the Carpocra-

tians, an early Gnostic sect, that they

had paintings and other representations

of Christ, and asserted that Pilate had

caused Christ's portrait to be taken during

his lifetime. The respect which the

Carpocratians paid to these images was

evidently quite unchristian, for they

ottered a similar veneration to likenesses

of Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, and

others.

A second and widely-different view

of Christ's outward appearance began to

gain ground after the triumph of the

Church under Constantine. Chrysostom

and Jerome 1 regard Christ as the ideal

of human beauty; and the advocates of

this theory also supported it by an appeal

to the Old Testament, and quoted the

verse of the Psalm, " Thou art beautiful

above the sons of men." This naturally

became tbe most popular view, and it is

the only one that could be adopted in the

religious use of art. At the same time,

we may observe that this belief of Chry

sostom and Jerome has not been accepted

without reserve by all later theologians.

Billuart, for example, denies that our

Lord's body while still passible, exhibited

1 Hefele cites Chrysost. Opp. t. v. p. 16S,

Hieron. t. U. p. 684, both in Benedict. Ed.
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any extraordinary beauty ; and St. Thomas

was of the game opinion.1

Whatever we may think on this

matter, in any case the divergence of

opinion with regard to it in the early

Church seems to create a strong presump

tion against the authenticity of any like

ness of Christ attributed to persons who

had seen Him. Indeed, St. Augustine

(" De Trin." viii. 4) allows that there

was no sure tradition in the Church on

the bodily appearance of Christ. This

presumption is confirmed by an investiga

tion of the portraits of Christ for which

an early origin is claimed.

The earliest witness to the existence

of these ancient likenesses is Husebius.

In his "Church History," vii. 18, ho tells

us that he had seen a statue of Christ

erected at Caesarea Philippi by the woman

who was healed of an issue of blood.

There was a figure also of the woman

herself kneeling at Christ's feet. In the

fragments of the Arian historian Philo-

storgius we find this same statue of Christ

mentioned, with an additional remark

well worthy of notice. Pbilostorgius says

that at first it was not known to whom

or by whom the statue had been erected,

till, on clearing the inscription, it was

found that it had been raised by the

woman with an issue of blood, to Christ.

Very likely the statue was erected to

Hadrian, or some other heathen emperor,

and the female figure kneeling at his

feet may have symbolised a suppliant

province; while the inscription may have

run—" To the Saviour of the World "

((TajT^pi tov Koapov)t a title which

his flatterers would readily give to the

emperor, and which may have misled the

Christians who read it at a later time.

Another tradition attributes portraits

of our Lord to St. Luke. This tradition

is never mentioned by early writers.

Theodorus Lector (518) mentions a por

trait of the Blessed Virgin painted by

St. Luke, but he does not speak of his

having painted our Lord's likeness. Por

traits of our Lord from the hand of St.

Luke are first mentioned by Simeon

Metaphrastes, the " Menologium " of the

Emperor Basil (980), and Nicephorus

Callisti—manifestly authorities of too late

a date to inspire much confidence in a

statement which is unlikely on the face

1 Billuart, De MytUr. Dim. vii. a. 11 :

" Hamana faciei et corporis Chri.tti forma non

fait insi^niter venusta, neque insi^mtt^r defur-

mis." ile quotes St. Thomas on Ps. xliv. and

on Uai. liii.

of it. Accounts which make St. Luke a

sculptor (a statue of Christ said to have

been executed by St. Luke is preserved

at Sirolo ; one " by Nicodemus," at Lucca)

are of still later origiu.

There is another class of likenesses,

the so-called tiKova <ix<ipojroi'nTai, images

not made with hands, of which the most

famous are the portrait sent to Abgarus

aud the " Veronica " likeness.

As to the former, Kusebius, at the

beginning of his History (i. 13), mentions

a correspondence between our Lord and

Abgarus, king of Ede6sa. Moses of

Chorene, an Armenian historian of the

fifth century, adds that Christ sent

Abgarus a portrait of Himself, wonder

fully impressed on a cloth. This likeness

is said to have beeu removed to Con

stantinople, and thence to the church of

St. Silvester, at Rome, where it is still

shown. It belongs to the Byzantine type

of art, and represents our Saviour with a

lofty brow, clear eyes, long, straight nose,

and reddish beard. Genoa also claims to

possess this miraculous picture.

Veronica is said to have been one of

the women who accompanied our Lord

on his way to Calvary. She gave Him

her veil that He might wipe away the

perspiration from his face, and when our

Lord had done so, the impress of his

countenance was found upon the cloth.

It is alleged that this likeness was brought

to Rome about the year 700, and it be

longs at this day to the relics of St.

Peter's church at Rome, where it is only

shown to persons of princely rank, who,

however, must first be made titular

canons of St. Peter's. Mabillon and the

Bollandist Papebroch suppose that the

Veronica came, by mere error, to be re

garded as the name of a person, the word

really being a barbarous compound of

vera and tewi (tlxav), and meaning

" true image." As a matter of fact,

mediaeval writers give the name Veronica

to the image itself and not to a woman.

Thus Matthew of Paris (ad ann. 1216)

speaks of " the representation of our

Lord's face, which is called Veronica."

A recent archreologist, William Grimm,

derives the word from Bcpovun;, the

name, according to John Malala, a By-

; zantine historian of the sixth century,

which belonged to the woman with the

issue of blood.

In this utter absence of any authentic

likeness of Christ or account of his appear

ance, different types of face were assigned

to our Lord in different countries, rhotius
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(Ep. 04) testifies that this was the case

in his day ; and a recent traveller and Bibli

cal scholar, Dr. Scholz, found a number of

different types prevailing in different

Eastern nations. Thus the Copts, Syrians,

Armenians, &c, each give a special type

of face to pictures of our Lord. At "the

same time great influence was exercised

(1 ) by a description to be found in St.

John Damascene (ed. Le Quien, t. i.

p. 631), and which is as follows : " Christ

was of imposing stature, with eyebrows

nearly meeting, beautiful eyes, crisp hair,

somewhat stooping, in the bloom of

youth, with black beard and yellow com

plexion, like his mother;" (2) by a forged

letter of " Publius Lentulus," a friend of

Pilate, addressed to the Roman Senate,

which contains the following description :

*' He is a man of slender figure, dignified,

of a venerable countenance, which in

spires love and fear in those who see him.

I lis hair is curled and crisp, dark and

glossy, falling over his shoulders and

parted in the middle, after the fashion of

the Nazarenes (? Nazarites). The brow is

very clear, the face without wrinkle or

spot, pleasing by its moderately Ted

colour. Nose and mouth are faultless ;

the beard strong and reddish, like the

colour of the hair, not. long, but parted ;

the eyes of indistinct colour and clear."

We cannot determine the date of the

forgery, but in its present form it became

well known about St. Anselm's time. A

third description of Christ's form is found

in Nicephorus Callisti. It belongs to the

fourteenth century.

The famous work of Jablonski, " De

Origine Imaginuni Christi Domini," is a

standard authority on this subject. A

treatise on the Abgarus likeness appeared

in 1847, by Samuelian, an Armenian

Mechitarist monk at Vienna. The subject

has also been treated by Gliickselig,

" Christusarchaologie," 1803. (Hefele,

" Beitrage zur Archiiologie," &c.)

CHRISTIANS (Xpumavni). A

name first given at Antioch to the

followers of Christ about the year 43, as

we learn from Acts xi. 26. The name can

scarcely have arisen from the disciples

themselves, for it seems at first to have

been used contemptuously—at least this

seems a fair inference from Acts xxvi. 28,

1 Pet. iv. 14-16 (the only other places of

the New Testament where the word

occurs), as well as from Tacitus, " Annal."

xv. 44. Still less coidd it have come

from the Jews, who would never have

admitted that the adherents of a sect i

which they hated and despised could

rightly claim so honourable a title as

" disciples of the Messias." On the con

trary, they called Christ's disciples

" Nazarenes," " Galileans." Probably,

the heathen at Antioch mistook " Chris-

tus " for a proper name, and called the

disciples " Christiani," just as they called

those who adhered to Ppmpey's party

" Pompciani." It was at Antioch that

the first church of converts from heathen

ism was formed, and no doubt it then

became plain to the heathen that the

doctrine of the disciples was distinct from

Judaism, and this led to the imposition

of a special name. Besides the form

" Christiani," we also find that of " Chres-

tiani," many heathen, in their ignorance of

the Messianic doctrine, deriving Christ's

name from xPWT°fi " good," instead of

from xpia, " to anoint."1

In later times the word has been used

(1) for those who imitate the life as well

as hold the faith of Christ ;2 (2) for Catho

lics ; (3) for baptised persons who believe

in Christ ; (4) for all baptised persons.

CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE ! FA

THERS AND CONFRATERNITY

OF THE. Ignorance of their religion

being seen to be one of the chief causes of

the terrible instability which caused whole

populations in the sixteenth century, con

founded by the harangues of Protestant

preachers which they knew not how to

answer, to lapse into heresy, earnest efforts

were made by many good men to procure

that the teaching of the true doctrine of

Christ, should he more general and syste

matic. To this end a number of priests and

laymen, with MarcoCusani, a gentleman of

Milan, for their head, formed themselves

into a society, about 1560, for the pur

pose of teaching the catechism to children

on Sundays, and to the ignorant generally,

in the country districts, on Church holi

days. Cusani came to Rome in the year

above named, and found there many sup

porters and associates, among whom

were Caesar Baronius, and Francis Maria

Tarugi, two of the most prominent,

among the companions of St. Philip Neri.

The Popes strongly encouraged the pious

enterprise, which was exactly in accord

ance with the spirit which the Council of

Trent laboured to revive in every part of

the Catholic world. The priests belong

ing to the institute were the " Fathers "—

the laymen the " Confraternity "—of the

Christian Doctrine ; but the whole society

1 Tertull. Apolag. 3.
a Si. Thomas, 2 2, qu. 124, a. 6.
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was often spoken of by the name of con

fraternity. St. Pius V., by a bull in

1571, ordered that such associations

should be established by parish priests

generally, accorded special indulgences

to their members, and pave to the

Fathers the church of St. Agatha. This

being found too small for them, Clement

VIII., in 15Q6, granted them the fine

church of St. Martin dei Monti. This

Pope also directed Cardinal Bellarmine

to compose a short catechism for use in

the schools of the confraternity. In pro

cess of time the name of provost was

given to the chief among the Fathers, and

that of president to the head of the con

fraternity. Four definitors, two chosen

by the clerical, two by the lay members,

decided any difficult or disputed question

that might arise. Although they wore

the dress, slightly modified, of the secular

clergy, and were not bound to any office

in common, the Holy See did not

view any light treatment of their obliga

tions with indifference, and Urban VIII.

(1627) ordered that members leaving the

community should incur the penalties

of apostasy as if they were monks.

[Apostasy.] Paul V. raised them to the

rank of an archconfraternity. In later

times the Fathers, taking the name of

Congregation, appear to have been en

tirely separated from the archconfrater

nity. From' the continuation of Helyot

by Badiche, it would appear that the

head of this congregation is at present

styled vicar-general. (Helyot, " Ordres

Monastiques.")

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS. The

proper title is " Brothers of the Christian

Schools." This admirable institution was

founded by the Venerable Abbe de la

Salle, the process of whose canonisation

was begun at Rome some years ago

and finished in 1883. Born in 1651 at

Reims, where his father was a distin

guished advocate and king's counsel,

Jean Baptists devoted his remarkable

powers of mind and will at an early age

to the divine service, and, having been or

dained was nominated Canon of Reims.

The education of the poor, to promote

which schools, called "little schools,"

had begun to be organised in the thir

teenth century, after the legal establish

ment of the University of Paris, was

checked by the Hundred Years' War

which raged in France at short intervals

from the middle of the fourteenth to

the middle of the fifteenth century.

In 1570 a society of teachers was esta

blished under the title of "the master-

writers " (maifret icrivaint) at Paris,

whence it spread to other cities. Their

aim was to teach writing and arithmetic,

and a little Latin, so that their pupils

might be qualified to assist the clergy in

the church offices. They received many

privileges, which they construed into a

monopoly of teaching. About the year

1680, many good and earnest persons,

both among the clergy and the laity,

were engaged in promoting the Christian

education of the people. Prominent

among these was a M. Nyel of Rouen,

who selected teachers and trained them,

and then sent them to the cities or great

seigneurie8 which offered to provide

buildings and salaries. The AbW de la

Salle, who was an intimate friend of

M. Nyel, had his attention thus drawn

to the subject, the importance of which

soon engrossed his thoughts. In his capa

cious mind the spirit of system was united

to a sound common-sense, quick percep

tion of character, and the tenderest

charity. He took charge of several of

M. Nvel's teachers, and engaged others ;

but finding that many of these young

men were anxious about their future,

and dreading to embark in a calling

which the death of their leader might

deprive of stability and social favour, he

resolved to renounce his church prefer

ment, and also his private fortune, that

he might be able to say to them that he,

even as thoy, hod no help or trust save

in God. Ho accordingly resigned his

canonry, and distributed his patrimony

to the poor. This was in 1084 ; in the

same year he drew up the first rules for

his teachers, and selected the name which

they should bear; the origin of the

brotherhood therefore dates from this

time. The teaching in all his schools

was to be gratuitous for the day scholars,

but boarders and day-boarders were

also received. The venerable founder

himself often taught in his schools, and,

with his sure eye for organisation, re

formed the instruction in many larg*

schools (e.g. in that connected with St.

Sulpice at Paris) the inefficiency of which

had baffled the efforts of their managers.

De la Salle insisted that Latin should be

be no longer an obligatory subject in

schools for the children of the poor, but

that the basis of their teaching, after the

Catechism, should be their own language ;

let them first leam to read and write

French correctly, and tl en, if they had

time and means, they might take up
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Latin. On this account the Venerable de

la Salle is often regarded—and, it would

seem, with justice—as the originator of

primary schools and primary instruction,

which, till his time, had been confounded

with secondary. It is true that St. Joseph

Calasanctius had founded at Rome long

before (1507) his admirable institution of

the Scuole Pie, or Pious Schools, in which

instruction was given gratuitously ; bul

the line was not clearly drawn in these,

as regard* the subject* taught, between

what constitutes primary and what con

stitutes secondary instruction. Latin was

not excluded, and the teachers were en

couraged to aspire to the priesthood ;

hence the Pious Schools passed by degrees

into the rank of secondary establishments.

On the other hand, the rule of the Vener

able de la Salle required that the Brothers

who bound themselves by vow to devote

their lives to teaching in the schools, and

wore the religious habit, should be and

remain laymen, equally with the pro

fessors and assistant teachers who were

employed under them. And this has con

tinued to be the practice of the congrega

tion ever since. For the training of the

Brothers the founder instituted a noviciate;

for that of the professors, &c, a normal

school. Founded at Reims in 1685, this

appears to have been the first training

school for primary teachers in Europe.

It was, and still is, a part of the rule,

that the Brothers should work in pairs.

They take the three religious vows, after

having attuned to at least twenty-three

years. Their habit gives them an eccle

siastical appearance ; it consists of a Ion?

black cassock, with a cloak over it fastened

by iron clasps, a falling collar, and a hat

with wide brims.

The founder lived to see the fruit

of his lalxnirs in the establishment of

his schools in many of the principal

towns of France. He died in 1719,

leaving his congregation so firmly planted

that all the convulsions by which French

society has since been torn have not been

able to extirpate it. It has moreover

spread to many countries beyond the limits

of France, and has been imitated by other

teaching associations.

From a table which had very kindly

been furnished by the Vice-Principal of

St. Joseph's College, England, it appears

that at the end of 1880 the Brothers had

under their charge 2,048 schools, attend

ed by 325,558 scholars, of whom 280,004

were receiving gratuitous instruction.

Out of this general total France and her

colonies contributed 201,000 scholars;

Belgium, nearly 10,000; the U. S., Cana

da, and Spanish America, 36,000 ; and

England, upwards of 2,000. Nearly 12,-

000 Brothers, 5,000 Professors, and 2,500

Novices were employed in the schools.

It should have been mentioned that a

Bull of approbation in favour of the

Christian Brothers was granted by Bene

dict XIII. iu 1725, elevating them into a

religious congregation.

It is interesting to note that, in 1099,

long before Sunday schools were thought

of in England, the Venerable de la Salle

established one (/cole dominicale) at St.

Sulpice, which was to be open troua noon

to three o'clock, and give secular instruc

tion. Similar schools, open on festivals,

were established by St. Charles Borromeo

at Milan, about 1580 ; see his Life by Bas-

cape, vii. 42.

(" Vie du Venerable J. B. de la Salle,"

Rouen, 1874.)

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS,

of Iheland. A religious congregation

founded in 1802 in the city of Waterford

by Edmond Ignatius Rice, of Callan, in

the county Kilkenny. Mr. Rico had resid

ed in Waterford since 1780, and thus had

an opportunity of witnessing the demora

lising effect of the penal laws, which

proscribed Catholic education. He used

to relate with what pain he saw crowds

of poor children wandering through the

streets and lanes of the city, in idleness,

and its usual attendant, vice ; and how,

meeting a number of them one day at a

village near the town, he drew them

round him, and by questioning them ascer

tained the fact of their neglected condi

tion, and in particular their deplorable

ignorance of the first elements of religion.

It was ou this occasion that he conceived

the idea of devoting his life and ample

property to the cause of the education of

the poor.

lie adopted the rules and general

system of the institute founded by the

Venerable de la Salle, conceiving that he

coidd find no bettermodel. His first school

was opened at Mount Sion iu the city

of Waterford, on May 1, 1804, and was

eminently successful ; so much so, that in

a short time the altered habits and de

meanour of the children in the streets

became a common topic of remark. The

bishop of Waterford was a warm admirer

and supporter of Mr. Rice, and he was

soon invited by other bishops to open

similar schools in their dioceses. In the

course of a few years houses of the in»
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stitute were established in Dublin, Cork,

Limerick, and other centres of popula

tion ; and the result appeared so satis

factory that the bishops, in 1*18, me

morialised the Holy See to approve the

congregation, and grant it a constitution,

Rome took two years to consider the

question, and on September 5, 1820, the

Apostolic Brief of Pius VII. (Ad Pa»-

toralie) granted the prayer of the memo

.rial and confirmed the institute. The

members bind themselves by the usual

religious vows, and are subject to a Su

perior-General, who has three Assistants

to aid him in the government of the body.

Houses of the order are now found in

almost every town in Ireland, and in

several of the British colonies. The Bro

thers at present number about 600, and

their pupils 40,000. Their system of

teaching has met with the warm approval

of successive Royal Commissions, ap

pointed to inquire into the state of edu

cation in Ireland. (See "Testimonies in

favour of the Christian Brothers and their

Schools," Dublin, 1877.) The Brothers,

after the establishment of the Irish system

of national education in 1832. placed their

schools for a time in connection with the

Board, and accepted the grant ; but find

ing that the rules of the Board as to the

absolute division of secular from religious

teaching were gradually leading them into

concessions alien from the spirit of their

founder and the Church, they with

drew from all connection with Govern

ment, and have since carried on their

schools independently. Nor have they

seen any cause to repent of having thus

thrown themselves boldly on the generous

Catholic sympathies of the Irish people.

(From information supplied by Brother

J. A. Grace, of Belvidere House, Drum-

condra.)

christian name. [See Bap

tismal Name.]

Christmas DAT. The 26th of

December, on which the Church cele

brates Christ's birth. Whether or not

the birth of our Lord really occurred on

this day, ancient authorities are not

agreed. Clement of Alexandria mentions

the opinion of some who placed it on the

20th of April, and of others, who thought

it took place on the 20th of May,1 while

St. Epiphanius and Cassian state that in

Egypt Christ was believed to have been

1 This statement is given on the nuthority

of Benedict XIV. It is clear from Clement's

words ( Strnm. i. c 146) that he knew of no cer

tain tradition as to the date of Christ's birth.

born on the 6th of January. For a long

time the Greeks had no special feast

corresponding to Christmas Day, and

merely commemorated our Lord's birth

on the Epiphany. St. Chrvsostom in a

Christmas sermon, delivered at Antioch

in the year 38<i, says, "it is not ten years

since this dny [Christmas Day on Decem

ber 25] was clearly known to us, but it

has been familiar from the beginning to

those who dwell in the West." " The

Romans, who have celebrated it for a

long time, and from ancient tradition,

have transmitted the knowledge of it to

us." St. Augustine gives similar testimony

as to the custom of the Latin Church.

We may therefore conclude, that in the

fourth century Christmas Day had been

celebrated from time immemorial in the

West, and about Chrysostoms day it began

to be observed in the East ; and it seems

to have spread rapidly there, as appears

from the writings of the two Gregories

(of Nazianzum and of Nyssa).

Two or three points in the celebration

of the Christmas festival, as at present

practised, deserve special notice. It is

well known that in ancient times the

greater feasts were preceded by vigils,

which the faithful kept in the church,

spending the night in fasting and prayer.

For grave reasons, the Church abolished

this custom, among the faithful generally,

and restricted the observance of vigils in

the proper sense to the religious orders,

who say the night office, while to the

lay people a vigil is merely an ordinary

fasting-day. But when other vigils were

abolished, that of Christmas was still

preserved, and to this day, according to

ancient custom, the people meet in the

church to assist at the singing of the

divine office, and at the sacrifice of the

Mass, which is ofl'ered after midnight.

Next, on Christmas Day, against the

rule which prevails on every other day in

the year, priests are allowed to celebrate

three Masses. In ancient times, however,

the custom of allowing a single priest to

celebrate more than one Mass was not

limited to Christmas Day. Two Masses

used to be said on January 1—one Mass of

the octave of the Nativity, another of the

Blessed Virgin. Three Masses were said

on Holy Thursday—onefor the reconcilia

tion of penitents, another for the consec

ration of the holy chrism, a third to

commemorate the solemnity of the day.

Two Masses were said on the Ascension—

one of the vigil, and another of the feast.

A Roman Ordo mentions the custom of
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saying three Masses on the feast of St.

John Baptist, while it appears from Pru-

dentius that the Popes used to celebrate

two Masse* on the feast of St. Peter and

St. Paul—one in the Vatican basilica,

anothtrin the church of St. Paul. To

return to Christmas Day: the Roman

Ordines prove that the Popes used on that

feast to say three Masses—the first in

the Liberian basilica ; the second in the

church of St. Anastasia, whose memory

is celebrated on the same day, December

25 ; the third in the Vatican church. In

other places, particularly in France, the

, same priest used to say two Masses on

Christmas Day. When the Roman Ordo

was received in France by the command

of Charlemagne, the Roman custom of

saying three Masses was introduced in

France also, the privilege being given

first of all to bishops only, and then to

priests also. To sum up : throughout the

Church, or at least in a great part of it,

there were two Masses—one for the vigil

of Christmas, another for the feast itself.

At Rome there were three, because the

feast of St. Anastasia fell on the same

day j and the Roman custom spread

throughout the West. Those three Masses,

however, were always said, not together,

but at considerable intervals—viz. at mid

night, dawn, and in the day time—a

custom still observed in cathedral and

collegiate churches. A mystical explana

tion of the three Masses is given, and they

are supposed to figure the three births of

our Lord—viz. of His Father before all

ages, of the Blessed Virgin, and in the

hearts of the faithful.

An old chronicler (Albertus Argenti-

nensis) relates that during the Christmas

Mass celebrated " at cock-crow," Charle

magne stood with drawn sword and read

the gospel, " A decree went forth from

Caesar Augustus." Martene mentions the

ancient custom, according to which the

emperor, or, failing him, any sovereign

who was present m the Papal chapel

on Christmas night, used to read the

fifth lesson in the office, with his sword

in his hand. " At present," says Benedict

XIV., "on Christmas night the Pope

blesses a ducal cap and sword, which he

either gives to some prince who is there,

or else sends it as a present. (Benedict

XIV.,"DeFestis.")

CHURCH BOOKS OR REGIS

TERS. The Roman Ritual in the Eng

lish edition enumerates the following

books or registers to be kept by every

parish priest (a name which here no doubt

is meant to include priests in charge of a

mission)—viz. the register of baptisms,

confirmations, marriages and deaths(" libri

baptizatorum, confirmatorum, matrimoni-

orum, defiinctorum").1

The origin of the baptismal register is

very ancient. The catechumens were

accustomed some time before baptism,

and usually in the fourth week of Lent,

to give their names to the bishop, that he

might enter them in a list known as the

" book of life," or " roll of catechumens "

("catalogus catechumenorum "). The

Council of Trent (sess. xxiv. De Reform.

Matrim. c. 2) orders parish priests to

write down in a book the names of the

god-parents at baptism.

Tbe " book of the dead " may be con

nected in origin with the diptychs of the

ancient Ohurch, in which the names of

benefactors, &c, were enrolled, in order

that they might be prayed for specially in

the commemoration of the dead ; but it is

not till the end of the sixteenth century

that we find the names of the dead regis

tered in the present manner. The keep

ing of a register of marriages was intro

duced (orrather made of universal obliga

tion) by the Council of Trent, sess. xxiv.

De Reform. Matrim. c. 1, in these words:

" Let the parish priest have a book, in

which he is to enter the names of the

persons married and of the witnesses, the

day on which the marriage was contracted,

and the place at which it was celebrated,

which book he is to keep carefully under

his charge." The register of persons con

firmed, like that of deaths, was prescribed

by various provincial councils.

CHURCH BISTORT. It is the

object of the following article to give some

account of the chief histories of the

Ohurch. We confine ourselves, with re

gard to Church histories written in modern

times, to such as have come from Catho

lics, and we shall speak only of histories

which deal with the fortunes of the whole

Catholic Church, as distinct from the par

ticular branches of it which have flour

ished in this or that nation. What we

have to say is taken in substance from a

learned essay by Bishop Hefele in the Ger

man " Catholic Cyclopaedia." Following

his guidance we divide the literature of the

subject into three epochs. The first

period (A) comprises the ancient Church

1 According to Wetzer and Welte the Ritual

also mentions the " Liber status animanim,"

which contains tabulated reports of the bap

tisms, marriages, and number of children woo

have made their first communion, &c.
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historians down to the time of Charle

magne, crowned Roman Emperor in 800.

During this period the Greeks and Romans

were the chief representatives of civilisa

tion and Catholic Christianity. The

second period (S), from Charlemagne to

the rise of the Protestant religion, em

braces the whole of the middle ages,

daring which the German and Romance

nations were united in one Church and

under one head, viz. the Pope. The third

period (C) extends from the sixteenth

century to the present day. Under the

first period we shall begin with the Greek

and then pass on to the Latin historians.

(A) The first Church historian of

whom any memorial has been preserved,

was Hegesippus, a Jewish convert,

who lived about the middle of the

second century. He wrote a work in five

hooks called vnoiiviyiaTa or Memoirs.

Great use of it was made by Eusebius, to

whom we are indebted for the eight frag

ments which remain ; the work itself is

lost. These fragments have been edited

and illustrated with learned notes by the

great Protestant scholar, Dr. Routh, in

his " Reliquiae Sacrse." Hegesippus also

drew up a catalogue of the Roman bishops

down to Anicetus, and this may have

been a separate work. (1) The real

Father of Church history is Eusebius, who

was bishop of Cajsarea in the earlier half

of the fourth century. His " Ecclesiastical

History " in ten books begins with Christ

and ends with the victory of Constantino

over Licinius, in 324. He used a number

of old documents, which have perished

long since, suchas writingsof early Fathers,

letters, and particularly documents taken

from the archives of the empire and placed

at his disposal by Constantino. This history

was translated into Latin by Rufinus. In

spite of the roughness of his style, the

credulity which made him accept un-

historical matter (e.g. the correspondence

between Christ and Ahgarus), and the fact

that his narrative is often incomplete, the

documents which Eusebius used, and which

have perished since, give a value alto

gether singular to his " Church History."

His Life of Constantino in four books also

contains, although it is written in the tone

of a panegyric, information of the first

importance." The "Chronicle" of Eusebius

belongs rather to profane than to eccle

siastical history, and is besides more use

ful for the history of the Old than of the

New Testament. The first book seems to

have contained a brief sketch of the his

tory of the world, from the establishment

of the first of the great empires down to his

own day. The second book (xpoviKosxavav)

contained chronological and synchronistic

tables from the time of Abraham to that

of Constantino. It was founded on a

similar work of Julius Africanus (third

century). The Greek original perished in

the ninth century, and we were left with

nothingexeeptfragmentsand a Latin repro

duction of the second book by Jorome.who

allowed himself to add and to alter freely.

However, an early Armenian version of

the entire Chronicle (with, however, some

gaps) was printed at Venice towards the

end of last century, and edited by the

Mechitarist monk Aucher, with a Latin

version and with the Greek fragments

(Venice, 1818). (2) Socrates, a lawyer,

or, as he calls himself, o-^oXacrrocAr, at

Constantinople, wrote a history of the

Church from 305 to 430—i.e. to his own

time. His history is in seven books, and

deserves high praise for the diligent use

of the sources (particularly of the works of

St. Athanasius), for the exactness of the

chronological data, for the agreeable style,

and, on the whole, for impartiality. He

was clearly a Catholic, although inclined

to regard the rigorist views of Novatian

with favour, and although, as Photius

remarks, he was "not over-accurate" in

his account of dogmatic matters. (3)

Sozomen, like Socrates, a lawyer at Con

stantinople, but originally from Palestine,

wrote in nine books the historv of the

Church from 324 to 423. Ho does not

seem to have known the work of Socrates,

to which his own is in most respects de

cidedly inferior. (4) Theodoret, bishop

of Cyrus in Syria, and perhaps the most

learned theologian of his age, wrote, about

460, the history of the Church from 320

to 428. It is the briefest but the best

continuation of Eusebius. Its chief

fault lies in the almost entire omission of

dates. (5) Theodore Lector lived at the

beginning of the sixth century, and was

attached as lector to the church of Con

stantinople. He wrote a history made up

of extracts from the works of Socrates,

Sozomen, and Theodoret, and this book

still exists in MS. He also continued the

history of Socrates down to 527, but of

this original history only fragments re

main. (0) The last Greek Church-his

torian of this period is Evagrius, a Syrian,

born at Epiphania about 630. He was a

lawyer, high in office at Antioch. He

wrote in six books the history of the

Church from the Council of Ephesus in

431 to 604, so that his work is of special

I
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importance for the Nestorian and Mono-

physitecontroversies. Heislearned, ortho

dox, and writes in a cultivated style, but

is credulous and fond of marvels.

The Greek text of Eusebius (Church

History), Socrates, Sozomen, Theodoret,

and Evagrius, with fragments of Theodorus

Lector, was edited lor the first time by

Robert Stephens, Paris, 1544. An edition

incomparably superior was issued under

the care of Henri de Valois (Valesius), a

lawyer, who was entrusted with this work

by the French bishops. He corrected the

text by collation of MSS., and enriched

his editions by notes and dissertations of

profound learning, which can never lose

their value. The work appeared at Paris,

1650-73, in three folios—the first con

taining the works of Eusebius relating to

Church history except the Chronicle; the

second, Socrates and Sozomen ; the third,

Theodoret, Evagrius, and the fragments of

Theodorus Lector and of the Arian histo

rian, Philostorgius, who in the interest of

his party wrote a Church history in twelve

books, from the rise of Arianism to the

year 423. A new and convenient edition

of theancient Church historians was edited

by Reading and published at Cambridge,

1 720. Since then Eusebius has been edited

by several critics, among whom we may

mention Stroth (Halae ad Salain., 1770),

Heinichen, Burton (Oxford, 1838, an

edition of inferior merit). Heiniehen's

last edition (Lipsire, 18(!8) contains a

good text and valuable notes,excursus,&c,

taken from many sources.

In this first period t he Latins did much

less than the Creeks for Church history.

Rufinus, about 400, made a free translation

of Eusebius. compressing the work of the

latter into nine books and adding two of

his own, which gave the history of the

Church from 318 to 305. Rufinus is an

inaccurate and sometimes a partial writer.

The best edition is by Cacciari (Romas,

1740). Sulpitius Severus,a contemporary

of Rufinu9, wrote a "Sacred History''

("Historia Sacra," also "Chronica Sacra")

from the beginning of the world to 400.

The style is justly celebrated, but the work

is too meagre to be of much value, though

it gives some details on the history of the

PrisciUianists. The best editions are by

Hieron. de Prato, (Veronse, 1741), and by

the Oratorian Gallandius in vol. viii. of his

" Bibliotheca Patrum." Orosius, a Spanish

priest, at the request of St. Augustine, wrote

his "Seven Books of Histories against

the Pagans," which is really a profane

history, written, however, in the Chris

tian interest, with the special intention

of showing that the calamities of

the empire were not caused by the

triumph of the Christian religion. Lastly,

Cassiodorus, after he had retired from

his high civil offices and had become

superior of the monastery he founded,

abbreviated and harmonised the histories

of Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodoret.

This " Historia Tripartita," as it was

called, consisted of twelve books, and

was, witli the works of Rufinus, the great

authority during the middle ages on the

history of the early Church.

(B) In the secondperiod, the relative

merits of Greeks and Latins with regard

to Church history, were reversed. Among

the former, literature of this kind almost

died out; among the latter it began to

flourish vigorously when the storm of

the barbarian invasion was past. Indeed,

between GOO and 1,500, the East boasts

only one famous Church historian, viz. :

Nieephorus Callisti, a clergyman at Con

stantinople about the middle of the four

teenth century. He wrote the history of

the Church down to 010—in which year

the EmperorPhoca-s died—using very dili

gently the authors (many of them lost to

us) in the library of St. Sophia, but with

out the critical spirit or the power to dis

tinguish history from legend. His work

has been edited by the Jesuit Fronton le

Due (Paris, 1630).

As we have already said, the richness

of historical literature in the West offers

a striking contrast to the poverty of the

East in this respect. However, the most

valuable historical literature of the middle

ages does not fall under review here. It

is composed of annals and chronicles

without number, and also of the histories,

civil and ecclesiastical, of particular races

and nations. To the latter class belong

a history of the Franks by St. Gregory of

Tours (t695); the "Ecclesiastical History

of the English Nation" (gentis Anglorum)

by Venerable Bede (t 735) ; of the Lom

bards by Paulus Diaconus (t 790) : of the

Scandinavian North by Adam of Bremen

(canon of Bremen from 1007) ; of Bremen,

Hamburg, Lower Saxony and West

phalia, by Kranz, a canon of Hamburg

(t!517). To these we may add a history

of the church of Rheims by Flodoard

(t 960). Of general histories, the follow

ing are extant :—(1.) Ten books ofChurch

history, by Haymo, from 840 bishop of

Halberstadt. This work, mostly compiled

from Rufinus, gives tho Church history of

the first four centuries. (2.) About the
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same time lived Anastasius, librarian of the

Roman Church, and appointed by Nicho

las I. abbot of a monastery on the further

side of the Tiber. He wrote an " His-

toria Ecclesiostica sen Chronographia Tri

partita,'' which is translated and compiled

from three Byzantine historians, and goes

asfarasthe ninth century. Commonly,too,

the famous" Liber Pontificalis,"also called

" De Vitis Romanorum Pontificum," is

ascribed to him. But the learned authors

of the " Origines de l'egliae de Rome "

(Paris, 1826), followed by Hefele, have

proved that the book is much older, and

that Anastasius cannot have written

more than the lives of some of the last

Popes in the series. The latest edition of

this book is by Blanchinus and Vignolius.

(3.) About 1142, Ordericus Vitalis, an

Englishman and Abbot of St. Evroul, in

Normandy, wrote thirteen books of eccle

siastical history from the time of Christ to

the twelfth century. (4.) Some 160 years

later, the Dominican Bartholomew of Luc

ca wrote a Church history in twenty-four

books from Christ till 1312. (5.) The great

Church history of the middle ages came

from Antoninus, Archbishop of Florence in

the fifteenth century. He relates the his

tory of the world, secular and profane, from

the beginning to 1459. Here we see the

first dawn of historical criticism. Lauren-

tias Valla and Nicolas ofCusahad already

pointed out the spurious character of the

so-called " Donation of Constantine," and

of other documents accepted in the middle

ages, and the new epoch of historical

literature was soon to begin.

( C) Many causes conspired at the time

of the Reformation to awaken a new in

terest in Church history, and to introduce

a new method of studying it. The fall of

the Eastern empire brought Greek litera

ture and a knowledge of the Greek lan

guage to Western Europe, so that it

became possible to consult the sources.

The invention of printing made these

sources widely accessible, while the fact

that the Protestants represented their re

ligion as a revival of primitive Christi

anity impelled Catholics to study with

exactness the history of the early Church.

In the middle of the sixteenth century,

the famous work of the Magdeburg Cen-

turiators began to be written and pub

lished. It was a history of the Church,

written in an intensely Lutheran spirit,

divided iuto centuries, of which the first

five were prepared at Magdeburg, whence

the name, though the whole work was

printed at Basle in 1509 in thirteen folios.

The director of the work was Matthias

Flacius, who had a number of learned

men working under him, collecting ma

terials, &c, while the Protestant princes

supported him with money. To meet the

impression the " Centuries " were likely

to make, Caesar Baronius, afterwards Car

dinal, began his " Ecclesiastical Annals,"

a work of stupendous learning, and a

treasure house of valuable documents, so

that at this day, as Hefele says, Protes

tants use it a hundred times for once that

they have recourse to the forgotten

" Magdeburg Centuries." The first edi

tion, ending with 1108, was published at

Rome in twelve folios (1588-1007). It

was continued by the Polish Dominican

Bzovius, in eight folios, reaching to 1664

(Rome, 1672); by Spondanus, Bishop of

Pamiers, in two folios (Paris, 1640),

reaching to 1640. The best continuation,

rich in documents, is by the Oratorian

Raynaldus, in nine folios (Rome, 1648-

1677). Laderchius, also an Oratorian,

added three folios (Rome, 1728-37) which

however only contain the history of seven

vears. The two Pagi, uncle and nephew,

both Franciscans, gave to the world

learned and valuable notes on Baronius,

entitled "Critica Historico-Chronologica

in Universos Annales, etc., Baronii''

(Antw. 1705). They were published

complete by the younger Pagi after his

uncle's death. Mansi's edition of Ba

ronius is the most esteemed ; it contains,

besides the text of Baronius, the notes of

the Pagi and the continuation of Ray

naldus, in thirty-eight folios (Lucca,

(1738-69). This costly edition is un

happily disfigured by errors in printing.

Recently, a continuation by the Oratorian

Theiner in three folios coming down to

1583 has been printed at Home and

Paris (1856, seq.), while the whole work

has been reprinted at Bar-le-Duc (1864,

seq.)1

The great work of Patavius on the

history of dogma, the admirable editions

of the Fathers by the Benedictines of St.

Maur, and many other works of a critical

nature, prepared the way for the labours

of the French Church historians of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

The greatest names in this golden age of

ecclesiastical learning are, (1) Natalis

Alexander. His great work in thirty

octavo volumes, containing the history of

the Jewish Church, and of the Christian

1 Thfse last statements are made on the

authority, not of Hefele, but of Kraus, Kirchen-

geschichte, ad ini/.
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to the end of the sixteenth century (Paris

1676, seq.), was placed, because of its

Gallican views, on the Index by Innocent

XI. An edition by Roncaglia, with the

entire text of Alexander, but with the

addition of notes correcting his Gallican

utterances, appeared at Lucca in 1734.

There have been many subsequent edi

tions. (2) Fleury, sous-pr4ce/)teur of the

French priuces, and Prior of Argenteuil,

wrote the history of the Church down to

1414, in twenty quarto volumes. Unlike

Baronius and Natalis, who wrote in Latin,

Fleury wrote in French. The strength of

Natalis Alexander lay in learned and

minute discussion ; Fleury contents him

self with giving the results of criticism,

and tells the history of the Church in a

manner attractive to the educated public,

and in language clear, dignified, and

simple. Nothing can be more charming

than the skill with which he introduces

extracts from ancient authorities, or the

exquisite tact with which he catches the

spirit and portrays the manners of the

early Christians. In spite of his Galli-

camsm, Fleury has been commended in

the highest terms by Cardinal Newman

and Hefele. Indeed, no competent judge

would question his extraordinary merits,

and to this day his work is unsurpassed.

Fleury found several continuators, of

whom Faber, a bitter and exaggerated

Gallican, is the best known, but none of

them were in any way worthy to compare

with him. (3) lie Nain Tillemont, perhaps

the most learned andaccurateof all Church

historians. He was a priest entirely

devoted to prayer and study, connected

with the solitaries of Port Royal, though

not himself a Jansenist. His famous

" Memoires pour servir h lliistoire eccl6-

siastique " give materials for the history

of the Church, mostly in biographical

form, down to the year 613, in sixteen

quarto volumes (Paris, 1693). The his

tory is given almost entirely in the words

of the ancient documents, but these ex

tracts from ancient authorities are united

with an art which gives to the whole the

smoothness and finish of a mosaic. Tille-

mont's accuracy would of itself entitle

him to rank as an historical genius. It

never fails him, notwithstanding the vast

amount of details with which he deals.

The notes at the end of each volume are

models of critical acumen. The readers

of Gibbon are aware how highly he

valued Tillemont, and how greatlv he is

indebted to him. The French Church

historians soon after this date show a

marked falling off. They are many of

them agreeable writers, but without

depth of learning. Among them we may

name Choisy ("Histoire de l'Eglise,"

Paris, 1706-23), the Jansenist Racine,

Ducreux, Berault Bercastel, a popular

writer whose history, published at the

close of the last century, has been re-edited

and continued down to our own time by

Henrion (Paris, 1841). A history on a

large scale has been written by the Abbe"

Rohrbacher, " Histoire Universelle de

l'Eglise " (Paris 1842-48).

The Italians, since Baronius, have done

much less for the history of the Church

than the French. The best Italian Church

histories are those of Cardinal Orsi,

whose " Storia Eccl." (Rome, 1748) gives

the history of the Church in the first six

centuries ; and of Saccarelli (" Historic

Ecclesiastica," down to 1185). The work

of Graveson, a Frenchman settled in Italy,

is now almost forgotten. Berti's com

pendium has little worth. Works of

moderate compass have been written by

Delsignore (" Institutiones Historicte,"

Romse, 1837), and bv Palma (" Prselec-

tiones Hist. Eccles." Romse, 1*38).

Much labour has been devoted to

Church history in Germany, but the most

complete and popular of German Church

histories is the Protestant work of

Neander. For a long time German Catho

lics did little or nothing for this study,

till a new era was opened by Stolberg.

The first fifteen volumes, containing the

" History of theReligion of Jesus Christ"

from the creation to a.d. 430, were pub

lished at Vienna and Hamburg in 1806,

seq. This work with its continuation by

Kerz and Brischar is very voluminous. A

popular history going down to 1153, was

written by Katerkamp (Miinster, 1810-

34), and a useful compendium by Hortig

in 1820. Dbllinger, about ten years later,

published a compendium which carries

the history of the Church down to the

sixteenth century. He also began a

Church history on a larger scale, but un

happily only two volumes of this excel

lent and learned work appeared. The

first volume ends with Constantine ; the

second gives the external history of the

Church down to 680. An English ver

sion by Dr. Cox is taken partly from the

compendium, partly from the larger his

tory, but the translation is far from accu

rate. Mohler's lectures on Church history

were edited and published long after his

death in an imperfect form. The com

pendium of Alzog (eighth edition, 1867)
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ia • most useful work ; it has been trans

lated into English. A Church history of

great learning, but heavy in style, has

recently appeared from the pen of Cardinal

Hergenrother. The manual of Kraus

(Treves, 1871-75) is indispensable to the

student. In its own special line it has no

rival. A Church history in the proper

sense it can scarcely be called. It is

rather an analysis of the facts, with a list

of the original sources, and of the whole

literature down to modern times, relating

to each part of the subject, while syn

chronistic tables are given in an appendix.

It is difficult to say too much in praise

of this book. An immense amount of

matter is compressed into less than 1,000

pages ; the Hrrangement is a marvel of

simplicity and system, and the complete

ness of the information on books of refer

ence is no less admirablo. It need hardly

be said that Bishop Hefele"s History of the

Councils (in seven volumes), of which a

second edition is now in progress, is the

best book on the subject and of European

reputation.

In English we have no Catholic

Church History worth mentioning, though

of course particular portions of the sub

ject have been treated of with great suc

cess by Dodd, Clialloner, Butler, Lingard,

Oliver, Tierney, Rock, Northcote, and

above all by Cardinal Newman.

CHTJKCH or CHRIST I CATHO

LIC CHURCH. The Roman Catechism,

in expounding the ninth article of the

Creed, urges priests to explain the nature

and authority of the Catholic Church to

their flocks with special frequency and

earnestness, because of the supreme import

ance which belongs to the point of Christian

doctrine. All heresy involves a rejection

of the Church's authority ; and, on the other

hand, it is impossible to accept the true

doctrine concerning the Church, and at the

some time to be a heretic. Hence, in all

ages, and against all forms of error, the

Fathers and Doctors of the Catholic

Church have appealed to her teaching as

the infallible rule of faith. If such an

appeal was necessary at every time, there

is a more than ordinary need at the pre

sent day for insisting upon this article of

the Creed, " I believe in the holy Catholic

Church." It is misunderstood by Pro

testants more utterly than by most at

least of their predecessors in separation,

and the true sense of the ninth article in

the Apostles' Creed is the hinge on which

all our controversy with Protestants turns.

We propose to consider (A) the Church of

Christ as described in the New Testament ;

(//) this Church as it existed in the ages

which came immediately after that of the

Apostles; (C) to show that the present

Catholic Roman Church is the Church

founded by Christ and attested by Scrip

ture and tradition ; that she, and she

alone, is the heir to the promises of Christ

and the ark of salvation ; (D) having dis

cussed the general characteristics, we shall

conclude with a more detailed account of

its component parts and constitution.

(A) The Church at letforth in the New

Testament.—It is well known that the

Protestant Reformers made the Bible, and

the Bible only, the rule of faith. With

them the Bible came first, the Church came

second, and occupied a very subordinate

position.1 The individual, enlightened by

the Holy Ghost, read the Bible and received

the true faith from its pages. A number

of these individuals, gathered together,

formed a church. This idea of the Church,

it may be safely said, is still held by the

great mass of Protestants, though it has

lost ground, no doubt, among the learned.

Now, the first thing which ought to strike

an intelligent reader of the New Testa

ment is, that there is an importance

attached to the Church which, from the

Protestant point of view, is exaggerated

and out of all due proportion, while, on

the contrary, no adequate provision is

made for furnishing mankind with the

one and oidy means of attaining the

truth—viz. the Bible. There is no means

of evading this plain and evident fact.

Christ never once told his disciples to

write books, or promised them his help in

doing so. Books indeed were written,

describing the life of our Lord, and the

Apostles wrote various epistles, as occa

sion served ; but, so far as we can learn

from the pages of the New Testament, the

Apostles did not leave any listof inspired

writings, and, except in one solitary in

stance, they never once even allude to

the fact that there were any inspired

writings at all, except those of the old

law.3 Surely, this is very strange, on the

Protestant theory. It cannot be affirmed

that these writings bore the marks of in

spiration on the surface, for the Fathers

of the Church (till the Church decided)

were not agreed about the number and

1 See for the Protestant doctrine of the

Church Mohler's admirable account, Sym-

bolii, p. 395, seg., where abundant references are

given.

2 See St. Peter 2 Ep. iii. 16, where St Paul'*

epistles are, by implication, called Scripture.
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titles of the Biblical books; and those

who do not care much for the Fathers

may be reminded that the Reformers

themselves were at variance with one

another on the same question. But. this

becomes stranger still, on the Protestant

theory, when we tind that, while our

Lord and his Apostles preserve a silence

which is scarcely broken, on the New

Testament, they speak frequently and in

most exalted terms of the Church. We

find Christ telling his disciples to hear

the Church. St. Paul speaks of the

Church of God ; of the Church which

Christ has purchased with his blood, of

the Church which is the pillar and ground

of the truth, of the Church as " the house

of God.' This is very intelligible to Cath

olics, who hold that the Church has in

fallible authority in all controversies of

faith, so that, given the authority of the

Church, the inspiration of Scripture would

be accepted, and the decision of questions

as to the books which composed it would

follow as a matter of course ; on the Pro

testant hypothesis, the phenomenon is in

explicable.

Great importance, then, was given by

the Apostles to some Church or other.

Let us see what they understood by this

Church.

The Church which they recognised

was, first of all, a visible body. No other

kind of Church would have answered to

the intention of Christ in founding it. His

disciples were to be like " a city that is

set on a mountain " (Matt. v. 14), " a

candle put on a candlestick" (t&. 15).

Christ's Church was not to consist merely

in the invisible union of pious believers in

Him. Far from this, in a series of para

bles our Lord warns his followers that

the kingdom of heaven 1—i.e. the Church

which He was to establish (since none

but the good can enter heaven in the

literal sense)—was to consist of good and

bad. He compares his Church to a field

in which good grain and weeds grow

together till the day of judgment; to a

net which takes good and bad fish ; to

a wedding-feast where all the guests

are not clothed in the wedding-garment

of charity ; to virgins, some of whom are

wise, some foolish.2 The same charac-

1 This title, peculiar to Matthew, exactly

answers to the old JVD^D of t,le Syna

gogue. The other Gospels say " Kingdom of

God." See Delitzsch, History of Jiedemptior.,

p. 185.
a Matt. xiii. 24-«0, 47-60, xxii. 2, teg.,

XXV. 1, seq.

teristic of the Church follows by a neces

sary consequence from the duties of man

kind witli regard to her, which will be

presently explained. There would be no

meaning in the admonition to " hear the

Church,'- if she were invisible. We could

not accept her as our infallible guide,

as the unfailing oracle of truth, if she

consisted only of pious people, who are

known and can be known, as such, to God

alone. It is true that there is an invisible

Church, or, rather, that the visible Church

has an invisible side. The Church is in

visible so far as she has an invisible

Head, Jesus Christ ; so far as she is united

by prayer and union under the same Head,

Christ, to the souls in Purgatory, and

to the " Church of the first-born who are

written in Heaven." 1 It istrue also that the

Church to a great extent works invisibly.

She is compared, not only to a spreading

tree in which the birds of the air lodge,

but also to the hidden leaven, the working

of which is concealed from the eye of the

observer. The Church gives visible sacra

ments, but God alone can distinguish

with absolute certainty the souls on

which the invisible grace of the sacra

ments produces its due effect. So much

every Catholic will gladly allow. But it

is one thing to make this admission, quite

another, and a very different thing, to

contend, with Luther, that God first of all

enlightens the individual on the nature of

the gospel, and that the individual so en

lightened, and already a member of the

invisible Church, pronounces the body or

bodies in which this true gospel is taught

to be the true visible Church. According

to Catholics, the recognition of and submis

sion to the visible Church is the ordained

means of sharing in the invisible treasures

of grace. The visible Church precedes

the invisible. The Lutheran reverses this

order, and thereby separates himself from

the teaching, not only of the Catholic

Church, but also of the New Testament.

The Lutheran doctrine moreover contra

dicts, the Catholic is in perfect harmony

with, the whole purpose of the Incarnation.

The Son of God did not content Himself

with working invisibly on the hearts. He

assumed a visible body, went about teach

ing and doing good, and at the same time

added to his words and works the in

visible agency of His divine Spirit, There

fore he left visible representatives, who

were to be known and seen by all, and at

the same time took care that this out

ward Church should be quickened by

Heb. xii. 23.
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the invisible presence of the Holy Ghost,

which rules and quickens the Church, as

the soul rules and quickens the body.

The Church, then, of the New Testa

ment was a visible body, and it was fur

ther invested with authority. A visible

body di tiers from a mere mob or accidental

gathering of individual units, because the

former has, while the latter has not, a re

gularly appointed government. We have

seen already that the Church was to be

clothed with power, from the fact that all

men were to hear her. This power was

to be wielded by the officers and rulers of

the Church. Our Lord chose and trained

his Apostles. As He was leaving the

earth, he declared, " All power is given to

me in heaven and in earth. Go ye there

fore tench all nations." 1 How great the

power was which had been given to our

Lord and which He committed to the

twelve appears from his own words to

them, " ri hatsoever you shall hind upon

earth, shall be bound also in heaven : and

whatsoever you shall loose upon earth,

shall be loosed also in heaven;"4 and again,

" Whose sins ye shall forgive, they are for

given them : and whose you shall retain,

they are retained." 3

The consideration of the Church as a

visible body naturally leads us to speak of

her unity. We can see that our Lord

meant to found one Church, because He

compares his Church*to a house, the keys

of which He put into Peter's hands ; and

again, He likens his Church, in pointed

and emphatic words, to one single tiock

under one single shepherd. The Church,

then, is one, because she is a single body

constituted under one invisible Head,

Jesus Christ, and also under one earthly

head, our Lord's representative upon earth

—viz. St. Peter. Christ did not permit

his followers to form themselves into

voluntary and independent societies,

united by individual inclinations, or for

purposes of convenience. He built his

house upon a rock, and He gave St. Peter

power to open and to shut the doors—i.e.

to admit some to membership and to ex

clude others, according to the statutes

which Christ Himself had framed. St.

Paul develops the idea of this unity, and

shows exactly in whit it consisted, in the

maxim, " One body and one Spirit . . .

one Lord, one faith, one baptism."* In

other words, the unity of the Church is

assured by the unity of God Himself, who

founded one Church and continues to rule

1 Matt xxviii. 19. » Matt xviii. 18.

• John xx. 23 * Ephea. iv. 4.

it by his earthly representatives. This

unity manifests itself in a double way.

First, it implies unity of faith—"One

faith." Among the members of merely

human institutions opinions must needs

vary. Not so with the members of the

Church, who are united in the one in

variable truth, proclaimed bv the incarnate

God. Accordingly, St. Paul beseeches his

converts to persevere in this unity of be

lief, in which they had been established

by the grace of God. " I beseech you,

brethren, by the name of our Lerd Jesus

Christ, that you alt speak the same thing,

and that there be no schisms among you ;

but that you be perfect in the same mind,

and in the same judgment." 1 Far from

tolerating various ways of thinking ; far

from allowing scope for private judgment

on articles of faith, or admitting that men

were free to indulge in great latitude of

belief, provided that they were sincere and

attentive to the natural precepts of

morality, St. Paul exclaims, " If any one

preach to you a gospel besides that which
you have received, let him be accursed." a

The word " heresy,'' which is used at first

without any bad meaning in the sense of

" party" or "school," occurs in the later

writings as a term of reproach, used to

mark those who chose for themselves in

stead of submitting to the faith of the

Church, as if that fact alone were sufficient

to brand those who presumed to exercise

this choice. We are not left to guess

how the Apostles judged of such a course.

" A man that is a heretic," St. Paul

writes, "after the first and second ad

monition, avoid : knowing that he that is

such an one is subverted and sinneth, being

condemned by his own judgment." * St.

Peter describes heretical parties or schools

as "sects of perdition,"4 and St. John,

with all his gentleness, is no less stringent.

" If any man come to you and bring not

this doctrine, receive him not into the

house or say to him, God save you."4

Next, the unity of the Church, as St. Paul

conceives it, implies that the faithful are

not only one because they hold the same

faith, but also because they participate in

the same sacraments—" One baptism."

In baptism all are bom again ; they be

come children of the same Father in

heaven, and for that very reason are united

as brethren to each other. " As many of

you as have been baptised in Christ, have

put on Christ. There is neither Jew nor

Greek ; there is neither bond nor free ;

• 1 Cor. i. 10. » Gal. i. 9.

» Titus Ui. 11. « S Pet a 7. » I John 10.
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there is neither male nor female. For

you are all one in Christ Jesus." 1 More

over, St. Paul only names baptism as one of

the sacraments by which the unity of the

Church is secured, and in which this unity

displays itself, for he attributes the same

unifying influence, and that in a higher

degree, to the Eucharist. "The chalice of

benediction, which we bless, is it not the

communion of the blood of Christ ? And

the bread which we break, is it not the

partaking of the body of the Lord ?

For we being many are one bread, one

body, all who partake of one bread. ' 2

The unity of the Church, then, depends

on the unity of her organisation, her com

mon faith and teaching, the discipline to

which all are subject, the life of prayer

and of sacramental grace to which all her

members are called. But this sacramental

life makes the Church holy, just as it

makes her one. There is, indeed, a marked

difference in our Lord's teaching on the

sanctity as contrasted with his state

ments on the unity of the Church. As has

been already proved, Christ warns us

that all the members of his Church would

not be holy, while He never gives the

slightest hint that this Church could by

any possibility be split into opposing sects.

But in spite of sins and defects in her

members, the Church was to be in a true

and real sense holy. She deserves to be

so called because in Christ her Head she

possesses the source of all sanctity ; be

cause by true doctrine on morals, as well

as on faith, she teaches the way to heaven ;

while by prayer and the sacraments she

puts into men's hands the weapons of this

spiritual warfare, by which they can over

come evil and fight the good fight of faith.

Christ " loved the Church and delivered

himself up for it, that he might sanctify it,

cleansing it by the laver of water in the

word of life. 3 He loves the Church as

husbands ought to love their wives; so

that the marriage bond is a type of the

union between Christ and his mystical

body.4 Moreover, in spito of scandals,

which were by no means lacking in Apo

stolic times and were often of the grossest

character, the sanctity of the Church shone

forth in the lives of her children. St.

Paul appeals in all humility to his own

work, to his self-denial, his arduous toils,

his charity and gift of sympathy, to the

' Gal. iii. 27-29.

1 1 Cor. x. 16, 17. A more accurate transla

tion would be " It is one bread, we the many

are one body, for all of us," &e.

» Ephes. v. 25. « Epb.es. v. 28

fruitfulnesB of his Apostolic teaching. For

the first time Jews and heathen saw men

give up their goods and hold all things in

common ; they beheld not only men who

were pure and faithful to their wives, but

also others who embraced a perfection un

known even to the great saints of the old

law—men who embraced the celibate life,

making themselves, in Christ's words,

" eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven's

sake." St. Paul specially commends the

unmarried state, and that not simply " on

account of the present necessity," but

further, on general grounds, because " he

that is without a wKe is solicitous for the

things that belong to the Lord, that he

may please God. But he that has a wife

is solicitous for the things of the world,

how he may please his wife, and lie is

divided." 1 Thus, while the heathen

rulers were actually trying to force their

subjects into marriage, in order to deliver

them from the evils of profligacy, the

members of the Christian commonwealth

exhibited to the world a new order of

things, in which, on the one hand, the holy

uiarriage tie became indissoluble, and was

rendered holier still by a great sacrament,

while, on the other, many pressed on to a

higher state and even on earth led an

angelic life. On this supernatural sanctity

of the Church, flowing from union with

Christ, developing itself in charity, zeal,

benevolence, virginity, and a thousand

other ways, Christ promised to set his

seal by miracles. " These signs shall

follow them that believe. In my name

they shall cast out devils : they shall speak

with new tongues. They shall take up

serpents: and if they shall drink any

deadly thing it shall not hurt them: they

shall lay their hands upon the sick and

they shall recover." 2 This sanctity of the

Church, begun and really energising upon

earth, was to be perfected in heaven. At

the day of judgment, the wheat was to be

separated from the weeds, the good fish

from the bad. Then the prophet's words

were to be fulfilled : " Arise, arise, put on

thy strength, O Sion ; put on the

garments of thy glory, O Jerusalem,

the city of the holy one : for henceforth

the uncircumcised aid unclean shall no
more pass through thee." s The marriage

of the Lamb, of which St. John speaks in

the Apocalypse, will be solemnised, and

« 1 Cor. vii. 32, 33.
• Mark xvi. 17, 18. The authenticity of

this section of St. Mark is disputed, but in any

case it is very earlv, for Irennus quotas it.

« J*. Ui. I
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the bride of Christ will take her proper

place in his glory.

The Catholic and Apostolic character

of the Church in the New Testatrent need

not detain us long ; we have only to point

out that these marks are included in the

picture already drawn. The Jewish

Church was national and therefore parti

cular. The Church of Christ received a

commission to teach all nations ; the wall

of partition between Jew and Gentile was

broken down ; the Church was to be

Catholic or universal. To this Catholic

Church the Apostles gave laws. When

questions and disputes arose as to the ol>-

ligation of the Jewish law, the Apostles

with the "ancients" gave a decisive

judgment, accompanying it with the

words, " It hath seemed good to the Holy

Ghost and to us."1 On the foundation of

prophets and apostles " the Church was

built,''Jej*u8 Christ Himself being the chief

corner-stone." 3 The influence of the Apos

tles was felt in every part of the Church,

because all doctrine and all authority to

teach descended from them. It was to

theApostles Christ had entrusted the com

mission of teaching and baptising all

nations. They in turn ordained others

and gave them power to hand on like

authority to " faithful men " who were to

represent Christ in future generations.

" For this cause," St. Paul writes to Titus,

" I left thee in Crete, that thou shouldst

set in order the tilings that are wanting,

and shouldst ordain presbyters in every

city, as I also appointed thee." ' Thus,

theorders and mission of the whole Church
•were to be apostolic, and the teaching or

doctrine of the Church was to be apostolic

also. What St. Paul said to the Thessa-

lonians, he said virtually to all Christians

vith whom he was connected, directly or

indirectly. " Stand firm : and hold the

traditions which vou have learned, whe

ther by word or by our epistle." 4 One

vr ird more is needed before we quit this

pa.'t of our subject. It is sometimes ob

jected that, after all, the Roman Catholic

Church is not really Catholic, because it

does not, in matter of fact, include with

in its pale all mankind, or even all who

profess themselves Christians. The fact is

indisputable, but no inference against the

Roman Catholic Church can be deduced

from it. The Church of the Apostles was

not Catholic in this sense. It was Catho

lic, not because it embraced all mankind,

but because it claimed universal jurisdic-

» Acts xv. > Ephes. ii. 20.

» TU I 6. « 2TtM»Hil. ii. 14.

tion ; because it asserted its right to con

trol the hearts and consciences of all the

children of Adam; because it claimed to

speak in the name of him who had re

ceived the nations for his inheritance. No

obduracy on the part of the heathen, no

apostasy on the part of Christians, could

alter the character of the Catholic Apo

stolic Church. Let sects increase ever so

much, and spread and flourish in human

estimation, still the Church remained, the

bride of Christ and the sole heir to his

promises. To each new sect the Church

could say, " Prior veni : 1 was here before

you: I, not you, have received the

commission to teacth and rule the nations."

Another gift was necessary, without

which the Church's unity could not have

continued, and even if it could have been

maintained, would have been an evil

-rather thnn a blessing. There is no real

advantage in an iron constraint which

forces men to repeat the same formulas

and acquiesce in the same decisions ; there

is no advantage in unity, unless it be

unity in the truth. Accordingly, our

Lord made his Church intillible.

Against her He promised that" the gates of

hell"—i.e. the powers of evil and of error

issuing forth from the gates of the infernal

j city—would never prevail. He was the

truth itself, the uncreated Wisdom, and

to Him his discides could boldly go, be

cause He " had the words of eternal life."

Rut they were not to be worse off when

his visible presence left them. " Behold,

I am with you all days, even to the con

summation of the world." 1 The Holy

Ghost was to teach them " all things." *

Hence St. Paul speaks, in a passage already

quoted, of " the house of God, which is

the Church of the living God, the pillar

and the ground of the truth."5 No error

could ever darken the Church : no perse

cution could ever destroy her. Those

who revolted from hor were self-con

demned ; and those who listened to her

could never be led astray by doubt or

misbelief. What the Scriptures were,

what the Scriptures meant—all was to be

settled for them by the Church. They

were favoured with a full perception of

the truth and with an abundance of grace

impossible under the Jewish dispensation.

Just as our Lord impressed his hearers

by the very fact that He spoke as one

having authority and not as the Scribes,

so the Church, by her lofty prerogatives as

the bride of Christ and organ of the Holy

1 Matt, xxviii. 20. » John xtv. 26.

1 5 1 Tim. ill. 16.
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Ghost, was to win the hearts of men to

love and reverence. " Thy teacher shall

not flee away from thee any more, and

thine eyes shall see thy teacher. And thine

ears shall hear the word of one admonish

ing thee behind thy back. This is the

way, walk ye in it : and go not aside

neither to the right hand nor to the left." 1

(B) The Church of thefirst Ages after

the Apostles.—We have been trying to

show that the Church of the New Testa

ment was One, Holy, Catholic and Apos

tolic, the indefectible and infallible organ

of the truth, from which, and not from

their private study of Biblical records, all

nations were to learn the truth. Did any

change occur in the rule of faith when

the Apostles were no longer upon earth ?

When the Apostles were gone, did the

Protestant religion begin to be, so that

Christians went for their faith, not to the

Church, but to the Scriptures of the Old

and New Testaments ? Now, on the face

of it, it is unlikely that our Lord ordained

an elaborate system which was to con

tinue for a brief space and then give place

to one radically different But this im

probability rises to sheer impossibility,when

we reflect that our Lord, far from pre

paring his disciples for such a change,

distinctly promised that He was to be

with his Church " all days ; " that the

gates of hell were not to prevail against

it; and so clearly implied that the Apostles

were to have successors, endowed with

the same powers and with the same

infallibility. If we turn from the

New Testament to the writings of the

first Christians, we find everything in

exact correspondence with the Catholic

theory of the Church. When St. John,

the last of the Apostles, died, there is no

trace of any revolution which occurred in

the system of Christian government. We

find the bishops rulingjust as the Apostles

had done, and making the same claims

to speak in the name of Christ. St.

Ignatius, the disciple of St. John, pro

claims the Church's unity, and the neces

sity of union with and submission to her.

" Do nothing," he writes, " without the

bishop. . . Jesus Christ is one. . . There

fore, let all of you meet together, as in

one temple, as at one altar, as in one Jesus

Christ."' We are to receive one Eucharist,

for there is one flesh of our Lord Jesus

Christ, one altar, one chalice, as there

is one bishop.* Our Lord breathed

* incorruption into his Church." 4 In his

l Is. xxx. 20, 21. ' Ad Philadeiph. 4.

• Ad Magna. 7. « Ad Bpha. 17.

epistles the term " Catholic Church " ap

pears for the first time in Christian litera

ture,1 and it embodies the same idea

which he expresses elsewhere,when he tells

the Ephesians to be " united in the mind

of God ; " and goes on to say that the

bishops established throughout the world

(Kara ra irepara) " are in the mind of Jesus

Christ."* In this Church he recognised a

visible head, the Church which "presides

(irpoKaOrjraC) io the region of the Romans.'''

St. Ignatius is the only disciple of the

Apostles who speaks ex profetso on doc

trinal matters in documents which still

survive. St. Ireneeus belongs to the

second st use of the Church's history. He

was the faithful disciple of St. Polycarp,

who was, like St. Ignatius, the disciple of

St. John. St. Irerueus wrote, not later

than 190, a treatise "against heresies,"

the earliest dogmatic treatise which

has been preserved to us. He stood

face to face with developed systems of

heresy, and this forced him to state at

length and with precision the Catholic

rule of faith. This rule in his estimation

certainly was not the " Bible and the

Bible only." " We must not," he says,

" seek from others the truths which it is

easy to obtain from the Church, since into

her, as into a rich treasury, the Apostles

poured, as into a full stream, all which per

tains to the truth ; so that all who will

may drink at her hands the water of life.

She is the gate of life ; as for all the rest,

they are thieves and robbers." 4 He even

puts to himself the imaginary case that

" the Apostles had left no Scriptures," an

hypothesis which on the Protestant theory

would hsve made true Christianity im

possible. Irenseus judged differently.

" Suppose," he says, " the Apostles had left

us no Scriptures, should we not follow the

order of tradition which they handed

down to those into whose hands they en

trusted the churches P " * " The true

knowledge is the teaching of the Apostles

and the ancient constitution of the Church

over the whole world (tA ap\aiov Tijr «-

leXrjaiaf avo"njpa Kara iravrits rod Koapov).6

This Church, " planted even to the ends of

the world by the Apostles and their dis

ciples, inherits [their] faith."7 He regards

the character of the Church's tradition,

as in itself the witness to its truth. Each

heretic in turn " wished to set up for a

teacher, and seceded from the sect in

1 Ad Smarn. 8. « Iren. iii. 4, 1.

> Ad Ephet. 3. * Ibid. iv. SS, &

* Born., ad out. 1 Ibid. i. 10, L

4 Iren. iii. 4, 1.
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which he found himself at first. ... No

man could tell the number of those who,

each on a different plan, separated from

the truth."1 "But the Church, dwelling,

so to speak, in one house, as with one soul

and one heart , constantly teaches, preaches,

delivers this [Apostolical tradition] as

with one mouth. There are diverse lan

guages in the world, but still the force

of tradition is one and the same." In

Germany, in Gaul, and Spain, in the East,

and in Africa, the Church holds the same

faith.* God Himself has bestowed the

faith upon her, and with it the " Holy

Spirit, the pledge of incorruption and con

firmation of our faith. . . . Where the

Church is, there is the Spirit of God, and

where the Spirit of God is, there is the

Church and all grace ; and the Spirit is

truth."' Hence to be outside of the

Church is the same thing as to be outside

of the truth. The quotations given abun

dantly prove that Irenteus believed the

Church to be one, Catholic, infallible in

her teaching, and tbe source of sanctity.

He is no less explicit in laying down her

Apostolic character. Indeed, he makes

this last the foundation of all the Church's

Srerogatives. " We must obey those who

ave the succession from the Apostles." It

is from those " who have this succession

from the Apostles, soundness of doctrine,

conversation without reproach, speech

pure and incorruptible, that we must learn

the truth." " They are the men who ex

pound the Scriptures for us without

danger" of error. And, if we ask how

we ere to know that the bishops have

retained sound doctrine and the true tra

dition, the answer is that " with the suc

cession of the episcopate they have re

ceived a sure ijift of truth (charittna

veritatu) according to the good will of

the Father."* We cannot put the belief of

St. Irenseus better than in the words of a

learned Protestant far removed from any

sympathy with it. " Irenseus " makes the

preservation of sound doctrine and the

presence of the Holy Ghost dependent

upon the bishops who in legitimate suc

cession represent the Apostles, and . . .

this manifestly because he wants at any

price to have a security for the unity of

the visible Church." St. Irenaeus finds the

centre of this unity in the Roman Church,

" with which, because of its more powerful

principality, every Church must agree—

that is, the faithful everywhere—in which

' lren. i. 28, 1, 2. » Ibid. iii. 5>4, 1.

' Ibid. i. 10, 2. 4 Ibid. iv. 26, 2 and 5.

* Ziegler, Irenaui, p. 150.

the tradition of the Apostles has ever been

preserved by those on every side." But

the interpretation of these words belonga

to the article on the Pope.

Other testimonies may be added from

the same period. Clement of Alexandria

tells us that " the true Church is one, the

Church which is really ancient." 1 It ia

one, he says, because God is one, though

men try to split it up into many heresies.

He speaks of heresies "which abandon the

Church which is from the beginning," and

avers that " he who falls into heresy, goes

through a desert without water.'' '' Ter-

tullian holds similar language in con

troversy with heretics. Over and over

again he appeals to the Apostolic founda

tion of the Catholic Church. " We commu

nicate with the Apostolic Church, because

there is no difference of doctrine between

us; this is an evidence oftruth"—i.e. a proof

that what we teach is true.3 The Apostles

knew all truth,4 and taught it to the

churches.5 He proves the truth of Catho

lic doctrine from the fact that the Church

is preserved from error by the Holy Ghost,

whose office it is so to preserve her; from

the very fact that all Catholics hold the

same doctrine, arguing that if the churches

had fallen into error, they would not all

have fallen into the same error, since " that

which is found one [and the same] among

many, is not an error, but a tradition."'

Finally, to return to Tertullian's teaching

on the Apostolicity of the Church, with

which we began, he urges that Catholics

can , heretics cannot , claim communion with

any Church of Apostolic origin.'

We have said enough perhaps on this

division of the subject ; but from'fertullian

we may fitly pass to him who used to call

Tertullian his master, the great St.

Cyprian. He defines the Church as " the

laity united to their bishop (saccrdoti)

and pastor." The Ohurch is one and un

divided, "being bound in one by the adhe

sion of bishops in mutunl communion."'

The saying which is regarded as express

ing the very essence of Popish bigotry,

and which has ever been specially offensive

to Protestants, viz. " no salvntion outside

the Church " (" extra ecclesiam nulla

salus ") is found word for word in Cy

prian.9 Heresy is a stain which even

1 Clem. Al., Strom, vii. 17.
• Ibid. i. 19. 5 Ibid. 25.

» Prmur. 21, 82. 8 Ibid. 28.

4 Ibid. 22. 7 Adv. Marc. i. 21.

8 Cyprian, Ep. lxvi. ; the numbering of

the epistlfs here follows tbe recent critical

edition \y Ilnrtel.

» Ep.'lxxiii.
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blood shed for the truth of Christ can

not wash away.1

(C) The Catholic Roman Church, the

Church of the Neio Testament and of the

Fa'hers.—The real difficulty in thecontro-

versy with all who are not Catholics is to

prove that the four notes of the Church

given in the Constantinopolitan Creed,

" one, holy, Catholic and Apostolic

Church," are the true marks by which the

Church of Christmay be distinguished from

the sects. When that is done, the ques

tion between Catholics and their opponents

is almost at an end, for a Protestant body

can scarcely pretend with seriousness to

be the "one, holy, Catholic and Apostolic

Church." In fact, no single Protestant

body, so far as we are aware, professes to

be the one Church. But neither can it be

maintained that Protestant bodies taken

together, or Protestants and Catholics to

gether, or Anglicans, Greeks and Roman

Catholics together, form the one Church.

These different bodies are not one in doc

trine ; they hold no visible communion

with each other; much less are they ruled

by one visible government ; they cannot,

therefore, form one visible body. Just as

little can any of the bodies which are

severed from the unity of the faith, claim

the title of Catholic. No Protestant sect

asserts its right to universal dominion ;

such sects are essentially national or local

in their character, and exhibit a certain

amount of toleration to each other. The

Scotch Presbyterian Church is not aggres

sive in England : the English Episcopalian

Church makes no attempt to exercise juris

diction over the French or Italian nations.

No Protestant body dares to say, " I am

the Catholic Church; out of my pale there

is no salvation; all men must hear me and

submit to me: if they refuse, it is at their

peril." Even the Greek schismatical

Church does not seriously attempt to

convert the French or even the English

to its special form of Christianity. Simi

larly it might be shown that no separated

body can rightly call itself holy or Apos

tolic; but we need not enter at length on

the treatment of these points, because we

shall have to point out presently that

the Catholic Roman Church is in exclusive

possession of these marks, which serve with

the other two todistinguish the true Church.

Suffice it to say that no single Protestant

body, no schismatical body of any kind,

can by any possibility have received its

mission from the Apostles. At some time

or other, each separated itself from the

1 De Unilat. Kccleaia, 14.

unity of the Church and started a new and

independent life, so that its present doc

trine and its present independent state

cannot have come down to it in unbroken

succession from the Apostles of Christ.

Indeed, no Protestant Church professed to

have received its doctrine in unbroken

succession from the Apostles. The Angli

can body, for example, declares expressly

that Christianity was grossly corrupted ;

that this corruption affected the English

church among others, and that she at the

time of the Reformation reverted to the

simplicity of primitive doctrine. The

mark of sanctity was conspicuously absent

in the founders of the Greek schism and of

the Protestant churches. Nor can any

body which is not Catholic possess the

means of holiness. Even if the true

sacraments are given, they are given and

taken against Christ's will, for the simple

reason that they are given outside of the

Church which He founded and by those

who hold no commission to administer

them. They are therefore given and re

ceived sacrilegiously and cannot profit the

recipient, unless he is excused by invin

cible ignorance.

The Catholic Roman Church, on the

other hand, claims with good right to be

" one, holy, Catholic and Apostolic." She

is one because all her members are united

under one visible head, the Bishop of

Rome, who is the centre of unity, and who

has received supreme power to rule and

govern the Church of God. He does so

along with the bishops whom the Holy

Ghosthas appointed also "toruletheChurch

of God," an office which they exercise in

union with, and in subordination to, the suc-

cessorof St. Peter. TheChurch,then,if we

look at its constitution, is one, as truly as,

indeed far more truly than, any nation can

be one. Some years ago a great deal was

said about the unity of Germany, which

was eagerly desired by many. Germans

had many points in common : they all

spoke the same language; the same blood

flowed in their veins; they were proud of

the same literature; they were bound to

gether by many ennobling recollections,

and, in some measure, by common aspira

tions. But the German States were not

one, because they were not under one

government. After a military struggle,

the unity of the empire was, at least

to a great extent, secured, because the

great majority of Germans were placed

under one single rule. This unity Christ

provided for his Church by placing it

under Peter and his successors. But,
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whereas earthly governments cease to

be, and nations may be severed and

divided, Christ took care that the go

vernment of his Church should never

fad—that it should continue to tbe end

of time, one and indivisible. He made

Peter the rock, and promised that the

gates of hell shall never prevail against

the Church built upon it. That this unity

of government is possessed by the Catho

lic Roman Church at this day, is an un

questioned and unquestionable fact. No

less clear is the Church's unity in faith.

All Roman Catholics believe the Church

in communion with the Pope to be in

fallible in faith and morals. The freest

discussion is permitted on matters of

opinion—even of theological opinion. But

all the faithful, by the very fact that they

are Catholics, admit that they are bound

to hear the voice of the Church, and when

the Pope solemnly issues a definition' of

faith , when the pasters united teach a tru th

asof faith, then all controversy is at an end.

Tbe Protestant principle of private judg

ment is, from the very necessity of the case,

a principle of division. A belief in the

gilt of infallibility which our Saviour has

bestowed on his Church is in its own

nature a principle of unity. This unity

of government and belief is perfected by

unity of worship. The Catholic Church

all over the world offers to God the one

worship really worthy of Him—viz. the

sacrifice of the Mass. Everywhere she

administers tbe same sacraments with the

same essential rites.

The Catholic Roman Church is also

holy. She gives the true sacraments, and

it is in ihfi unity of the Church, and there

only, that these sacraments are means of

grace. Because of her infallibility she

teaches, and is sure to teach, a holy doc

trine, thereby differing from the Protestant

Reformers, who taught that man is justi

fied by mere faith without good works ;

that man's will is not free ; that God has

predestined some to eternal ruin without

any fault of theirs. It may be safely said

that if a Prote9tant is virtuous, it is not

because, but in spite of, the heresy taught

by those who founded the Protestant reli

gion, while a bad Catholic is bad because

he does not practise the faith which he

holds. Further, the holiness of tbe

Church is seen in the sanctity of Christ

and his Apostles who founded her: in the

constancy of the martyrs who sealed her

faith with their blood ; in the lives of the

great saints, who have adorned her in all

ages; in the lofty perfection to which her

nriests and religious are called. The Re~

lormera ought to have been—considering

the exalted mission which they professed

to have received direct from heaven—men

of manifest and heroic sanctity. Let the

reader study the character of Luther as

portrayed by learned Protestants, such as

Ilallam or Sir William Hamilton in his

Essays : let him then peruse the defence of

Luther against his Protestant assailants,

by Archdeacon Hare; and he will see how

far Luther fell short of the ordinary moral

standard, let alone heroic sanctity. Is it

credible that God used such a man as the

great instrument for re-introducing the

gospel into Europe ? Then let the reader

turn to the lives of the great Catholic

saints—St. Ignatius, St. Charles Borromeo,

St. Francis Xavier, and many others—

whom Gcd raised up at the very timewhen

so many were desertingthe Church ofChrist

aud stigmatising her as apostate and cor

rupt. Or, again, let anyone impartially

consider the state to which a priest is

called, and compare it with that of a Pro

testant clergyman. The former is for

bidden the enjoyment of domestic life,

that he may give himself entirely to the

service of God and his brethren. Day by

day he must recite the Divine Office ; prac

tically he is obliged to oiler frequently the

holy sacrifice, so that he has the most

powerful motive for keeping his conscience

pure. The life of a priest is utterly unlike

that of other men. A Protestant minister,

on the other hand, scarcely differs, so fir

as his state goes, from the laymen around

him, and if, as is often the case, he is a man

of exemplary zeal and self-denial, it is not.

his Church which makes him so. Lastly,

the Catholic Church at all times produces

eminent servants of God, who, according

to Christ's promise, perform works of

wonder, like his own. So confident is

the Catholic Church that she possesses a

succession of saints whose sanctity is evi

denced by miracles, that she actually pos

sesses a regular tribunal for the investi

gation of their heroic virtues and the

miracles which attested it. It is certain

that no heretical sect, no church except

tbe Catholic Roman Church, would ven

ture, in the broad light of civilisation, to

set up such a court.

The Church is continually aggressive,

and she will acknowledge no rival.

Wherever it is possible she sends her mis

sionaries and plants churches. She claims

universal jurisdiction. The common sense

of mankind acknowledges her Catholic

character. Various sects claim the name
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of Catholic, but they never succeed in

persuading others to acknowledge this

claim, and they scarcely seem to Delieve

in it themselves. They are known as

the Church of a particular country, as

the Church of England, the Church of

Scotland, &c; by the name of some hereto

ical founder, Calvinists, Lutherans, &c;

never as Catholics. Even separatists who

have maintained the priesthood and the

Catholic rites are not known to the world

generally as Catholics but as Jansenists,

" Old Catholics," &c. The argument of St.

Augustine holds as good now as in his own

day. He says he -was kept in the Church

by the " very name of Catholic which not

without cause among so many heresies

that Church alone has obtained ; so that,

although all heretics wish to be called

Catholic, no heretic, if a stranger asks the

way to the Catholic Church, dares to

point out his own basilica or house." 1 The

Church in no way remits her claim to ie

Catholic when she also speaks of herself

as Roman. It is the distinctive mark of

Catholics to be in communion with the

Roman see. And this use of Roman as

equivalent to Catholic is not of recent

date. " The Catholics," Cardinal Newman

writes, " during this period [viz. that of

the Arian Goths] were denoted by the

additional title of Romans. Of this there

are many proofs in the histories of St.

Gregory of Tours, Victor of Vite, and the

Spanish councils." . . . After giving one

accidental reason for which the Catholics

at that time were called Romans, Cardinal

Newman proceeds : " The word certainly

contains also an allusion to the faith and

communion of the Roman See. In this

sense the Emperor Theodosius, in his

letter to Acacius of Beroea, contrasts it

with Nestoiianism, which was within the

empire as well as Catholicism; during the

controversy raised by that heresy, he ex

horts him and others to show themselves

' approved priests of the Roman religion.'"

Later on similar passages are adduced

from the Emperor Gratian and St.

Jerome.*

The Roman Church is Apostolic, be

cause her doctrine is the faith once revealed

to the Apostles, which faith she guards

and explain?, without adding to it or taking

from it ; because the orders of her clergy

come by unbroken succession from the

Apostles; because she is in communion with

Rome, the Apostolic see by pre-eminence,

1 August Ep. Fundam. c. 4, quoted by

Billuart.
• Development, p. 280, leg.

for the Roman bishop is the successor of

St. Peter, to whom Christ entrusted his

flock, to whom He gave the keys of his

house, so that communion with Rome

makes the Church's mission— that is, her

authority to teach—apostolic. Other sees

of Apostolic foundation have fallen away

into heresy ; and in the Catholic Roman

Church the See of Peter remains the un

failing centre of unity. Sects may pre

serve the Apostolic succession of bishops,

and so may have true orders; but no

sect can have Apostolic mission and so be

Apostolic, because all mission is lost the

moment that a separation from the Roman

See is effected.

(D) The Constitution of the Church.

—We may now dismiss controversy, and

attempt a concise account of the mili

tant Church and the belief of Catholics

regarding it. It may be defined as " the

society of the faithful who are baptised

and united by the profession of the same

faith, participation in the same sacrameuts

and the same worship, to each other, and

who are under one head in heaven, viz.

Christ, one head on earth, viz. the

Pope, his Vicar." Thus the Church

consists of those who " are baptised," be

cause baptism makes us members of the

Church ; who are united in faith, sacra

ments and worship, because since the

Church is intended to put men in pos

session of heaven, her members must be

united in the means necessary for the

attainment of this end—viz. faith, sacra

ments, and worship ; her members are

all under one head, otherwise the Church

would not be one body ; lastly, the Church,

being a visible body, must have a visible

head and centre of unity.

The Church then, though it consists of

good and bad members, does not include

heretics, schismatics, or (at least in the

strict and full sense of membership) per

sons severed from her unity by the greater

excommunication.1 ThisChurch is divided

into the ectiesia docens (i.e. the body of the

pastors who teach the faith) and the

ecclesin credent (i.e. the faithful who are

taught the faith and who accept it). The

teaching or ruling body of the Church is

composed, (1) of the Pope, who is the

vicar of Christ and successor of Peter;

who is the centre of unity, so that none

1 Certain questions agitated in the theo-

lopical schools are paused over here : e.g. whether

"pure schismatics " (i.e. persons holding the

full faith of the Church, but separated by

schism) may still be called members of the

Church.
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who are not in communion with him are

Catholics at all ; and who possesses imme

diate and ordinary jurisdiction over all the

faithful—i.e. not only over all the laity,

hut over all other pastors, whatever their

dignity may be.1 (2) Of the bishops,

who rule separate portions of Christ's

flock which have been committed to their

charge, with ordinary jurisdiction and in

virtue of divine appointment, but still in

union with and in subordination to the

Pope. (3) Of the inferior clergy, who

are subordinate to the bishops and repre

sent them, but who are not necessary to

the Church in the same sense as that

in which the bishops are, since bishops,

governing their flocks with ordinary juris

diction belong to the divine and inalter

able constitution of the Church ; not so

vicars-general, parish-priests, &c. The

Pope, indeed, may remove bishops, may

alter the boundaries of dioceses, suppress

them or unite them ; a country mav lose

its hierarchy and become subject to Vicars

Apostolic, who are mere delegates of the

Pope. But there always has been and

there always will be an episcopate, pre

siding over dioceses and ruling them, in

subjection, of course, to the Pope, but still

with ordinary jurisdiction.

The eedesia credens, or body of the

faithful, is infallible in its belief concern

ing faith in morals: i.e. in theological lan

guage, the Church hns a passive infalli

bility ; but, as the faithful are bound to

learn the faith from their pastors, it follows

that the Church has an active as well as a

passive infallibility: i.e. the 1'nithful can

not err in what they believe, because the

game Holy Spirit which enable? them to

believe what their pastors teach provides

that these pastors shall teach the truth

with unerring voice. The pastors of the

Church may exercise this divine gift in

several ways. The Pope, in his supreme

office of universal teacher, may define a

doctrine on faith and morals, to be held

by the whole Church ; in which case, ac

cording to the decision of the Vatican

Council, he is infallible. Again, the Pope

may convoke a particular synod and in

union with it define adoctrine of faith,which

he afterwards promulgates to the whole

Church. Once more, the Pope may convoke

a general council, and confirm its decisions

on matters of faith. Lastly, the Church dis

persed may exercise her infallibility : i.e.

the Pope and the bishops throughout the

world, in the ordinary performance of

their duty, and without formally concert-

1 Concii Vatican, " Fast. Mem." cap. 8.

ing together, may teach certain truths to

the body of the Church as of divine faith.

In all these cases, Catholics without ex

ception maintain, and are bound to main

tain, that the teaching given is infallible.

It only remains to determine the

subject-matter to which this infallibility

extends. Clearly, neither Pope nor

Church can put forth new dogmas for

acceptance. The faith has been " once de

livered to the saints." The Vatican Coun

cil lays down this point with great luci

dity. "The Holy Ghost was not pro

mised to the successors of Peter in order

that, through his revelation, they might

manifest new doctrine, but in order that

throuirh his assistance [the successors of

Peter] might religiously (ruard, and faith

fully expound, the revelation handed

down by the Apostles, or the deposit of

the faith." The Church, then, has no in

spiration : she cannot receive fresh revela

tions, to be imposed on the belief of the

faithful. Her office is confined to ex

pounding the original revelation, to the

condemnation of new error and the draw

ing out of ancient truth, which may not,

as yet, have been perfectly understood by

the faithful. Hence when the Church

defines an article of faith—such, for exam

ple, as the Immaculate Conception of the

BlessedVirgin—there is adouble obligation

of belief. First, we are bound to confess

that the doctrine is true and to be accepted

without doubt; next, that this doctrine

was revealed to the Apostles and pi'e-

served in the deposit of faith, a3 contained

in Scripture and tradition. It need

scarcely be said that this belief in the

permanent and inalterable* character of

revealed truth is perfectly consistent with

the theory of development as maintained

by Cardinal Newman and other eminent

Catholic divines. It is one thing to hold

that the deposit of faith was given in its

fullness to the Apostles ; quite another to

assert that every article of this faith has

been apprehended fully and clearly by the

faithful generally in all parts of the

Church. On certain great and central

truths—e.g. the Divinity of Christ; his

presence in the Eucharist; the forgiveness

of sin through baptism and penance ; the

unity and infallibility of the Church—the

faith of Catholics has been clear from

the first. On other questions a certain

obscurity prevailed, and the Catholic

dogmas were developed by the slow action

of time and controversy. Consequences

had to be drawn from principles, and only

by degrees did it appear how much these
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principles involved. Individual Fathers

might fall into exaggeration or commit

themselves to incomplete and one-sided

statements. They might fix their atten

tion on the truths which it was their

business at the moment to defend against

the heresy of the day, and fall into in

accurate language, which could be used—

unjustly, indeed, but not without a show

of plausibility—by heretics who fell into

orror at the opposite extreme from the

errors which these Fathers opposed. It

may be freely admitted, then, that the de

finitions of councils have gone beyond the

teaching of individual Fathers, \>ut then

this is precisely because these Fathers had

fallen short to some extent of the original

teaching of the Apostles. In the course

of years herrsy was met by new and ade

quate expression of truth, delivered from

the first ; but, after all, the stream of doc

trine rose no higher than its source.

Thus the Church's infallibility in de

fining articles of faith is limited to the

definition of truths already contained in

Scripture and Tradition. But withiu this

province her word, and her word alone, is

decisive. To her, and not to private in

dividuals, it belongs authoritatively to

interpret Scriptures. She has determined

the books of which Scripture is made up ;

it is hers to judge of their meaning. So,

too, she is the guardian of tradition and

no one can appeal either to Scripture or

to history agaiust her definition without

making shipwreck of the faith and for

feiting the name of Catholic by the very

act. Individuals may of courso devote

themselves to the study of Scriptural exe

gesis, and ot history, and the Church in all

ages has encouraged these studies and

commended those who have pursued them.

Moreover, few studies, if pursued in a really

scientific and impartial spirit, tend more

to strengthen belief in the Church's claim.

But to say that a private person may on

the strength of his investigations set at

defiance the Church's definition is tan

tamount to a denial of the Church's

infallibility.

We have just said that the Church's

infallibility in articles of faith does not ex

tend beyond the truths contained in the

original revelation. But almost all theo

logians are agreed that the Church is

endowed with a further infallibility, on

matters which are so closely connected

with revealed truth that, unless the Church

were infallible in pronouncing upon them,

her infallibility, in defining the faith itself,

would come to nothing, or at least fail to

effect the ends for which it was bestowed

upon her. Thus the Church is infallible in

deciding that a book contains heretical doc

trine : in affirming, for example, that

false and heretical propositions are to

be found in the work of Jansenius on

grace. Otherwise the Church's con

demnation of false doctrine would be

almost useless, since the faithful would be

free to maintain that the Church had mis

understood the meaning of the supposed

heretic, and thus they might continue to

feed on poisonous pastures. So again, the

Church is infallible in the canonisation of

saints : i.e. in deciding that a particular

individual practised virtue in an heroic

degree and now reigns with Christ in

heaven ; else she would be proposing false

models to her children, and encouraging a

veneration completely misplaced : to do

which would amount to nothing less

than forfeiting, or at least obscuring,

her note of sanctity. Similar cases in

which the Church's infallibility extends

beyond the deposit of faith might be

mentioned. But it must be remembered

that the Church is not infallible in such

facts as are merely personal and historical.

She may err in her judgment on the guilt

or inuocence of individuals who come be

fore her tribunal ; documents may be ac

cepted as genuine in her councils which

are really spurious ; historical errors may

exist in the offices of the Breviary, ap

proved as it is by the judgment of the

Pope and the Church. Error on such

matters is possible, because they form no

part of the faith, nor does error in regard

to them detract from the perfection with

which the Church guards that faith.

(For the Church of the New Testa

ment, see the admirable account in Dollin-

ger's "First Age of theChurch." Mohler's

Symbolism ("Symbolik") contains a mas

terly exposition of the differences between

Catholics and Protestants on the subject of

the Church. Cardinal Newman's " Deve

lopment of Christian Doctrine " abounds

with valuable matter on this subject.)

CHUKCHI PLACE Or CHRIS

TIAN' ASSEMBLY. Churches may,

in one sense, be said to be as old as Chris

tianity itself, for places of Christian meet

ing are frequently mentioned in the New

Testament—e.g. in 1 Cor. xi. 22, xiv. .'54.

At first no doubt private houses were used

for this purpose, and thus St, Paul,

Coloss. iv. 15, writes, "Salute the brethren

who areat Laodicea, and Nymphas, and the

Church that is in his house. The same

expression is used of Prisca and Aquila,
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both at Rome, in Rom. xvi. 5; and At

Ephesus, 1 Oor. xvi. 19 ; and also of

Philemon, either at Colossje or Laodicea

(Philemon, 2). This state of things con

tinued after the Apostolic age, though it is

impossible to determine exactly when the

gatherings in the houses of private Chiis-

tians gave way to assemblies held in build

ings erected for the purpose. Justin gives

a famous description of the celebration

of the Eucharist among Christians of his

time, but he does not make any mention of

churches in the later sense. Some light is

thrown on the earlv Christian assemblies by

the words quoted "by De Rossi, " collegium

quod est in domo Sergise Paulinas " 1 (" the

club which is in the house of Sergia

Paulina") ; for the Christians were first

recognised by the Roman government as

" Collegia " or burial clubs, and protected

by this legal toleration they no doubt

held their first assemblies for public wor

ship. However, at the beginning of the

third century, we find clear proof that

churches properly so called began to be

erected. Thus vfilius Lampridius in his

Life of Alexander Severus (222-235) re

lates that this Emperor confirmed the

Christians in possession of a place of wor

ship. St. Gregory the wonder-worker

is said by his namesake of Nyssa, to have

built several churches ; and when the per

secution of Diocletian broke out, the sight

of Christian churches was familiar to all,

The edict of that Emperor, usually

assigned to the year 302, ordered their

destruction. As soon as this last persecu

tion was over, and the peace of the Church

secured by Conetantine, Christians began

to erect churches on a magnificent scale,

and thus seized the first opportunity of

manifesting that outward respect to God

and his house which is characteristic of

Catholics. Eusebius has left an elaborate

description of the church built at Tyre

between 313 and 322. He tells us of its

great wall of enclosure, which has left its

traces to this day ; of its portico opening

into the atrium, in the centre of which

there was a fountain for the purification

of the worshippers as they entered ; of the

grent doors, the nave, the aisles with

galleries above them ; of the " thrones "

for the clergy, and of " the moBt holy

altar" surrounded with railings of ex

quisite work.5 In short, the Church ex

hibited the pomp of Catholic worship as

soon as it was possible to do so.

1 Roma Sotterranea, i. p. 209, quoted by Dr.

Lightfoot, Comment, on ColosMans.

« Euseb. H. E. x. 4, § 87, uq.

The changes of style in church-building

at different epochs do not concern us

here ; but it is worth while to note the

arrangements of the earliest Christian

churches.

According to the rule laid down in the

Apostolic Constitutions,' the Church was

to have the sanctuary at the east end, the

reason being that by this means the Chris

tians in church were enabled to pray as

they were used to pray in private, i.e.

facing the east.5 However, this rule was

by no means universally observed. The

church at Tyre, of which we have already

spoken, had the entrance nt the east and

the sanctuary of course at ihe west ; and

ancient churches in Rome (e.g. St. John

Lateran) are preserved in this manner.

The fact is that, as we shall presently see,

it was im possible, according to the position

which the bishop occupied, that both he

and his flock should pray facing in the

same direction. If the rule in the Apo

stolic Constitutions was followed, the

people faced east, the bishop west ; if the

church was placed like that built at Tyre,

or like those said to have been erected by

Constantine at Rome, then the people had

to face westwards, but the celebrant

looked towards the east. The form of

the church described in the Apostolic

Constitutions was an oblong, terminating

at the inner end in a semicircular projec

tion, called concha or apse. Iu this apse

the altar was placed ; behind the altar the

bishop's throne was placed; the priests

occupied seats which formed a semicircle,

the bishop's seat being in the midst, and

the bishop and the priests being so placed

as to look towards the people. Origen calls

this place in which the seats of the bishops

and priests were set round the aItar,/»-e*4y-

terium. It corresponds to whiit we now

call the sanctuary, a n;.me which was not

introduced till the middle ages. Of the

deacons, some stood in the presbyterium,

others were stationed in the body of the

church to keep order among the people.

In the church of St. Agnes in the Roman

Ciitacombs, we can still discover this

ancient arrangement of the presbyterium.

At each side of the apse—i.e. at the north

and south corners, if the apse looked east—

there were naarofyopia or cells for the re

servation of the Blessed Sacrament and

for keeping the sacred vessels.

The laity were placed in the nave, a

name which has arisen from the compari

son of the Church to a ship, which we

1 Apott. Coiutit. \i. 67.

> Clem. Al. Strom, vii. 7.

MS
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meet with even in the Apostolic Constitu

tions. " In the middle stood the reader

on a raised place." Since the bishop also

is eaid to have sat in the middle, although

his throne really stood at the east end, we

are justified in supposing that the reader's

pulpit was between the north and south

sides of the nave—in other words, at the

east of the nave, and so, close to the pres-

byterium. St, Cyprian 1 describes the

conspicuous position of the reader, as he

stood on the pulpit (pulpitum) in the sight

of the congregation.

Neatest to the presbyterium, places

were reserved for the virgins, widows and

aged women.* The next part of the nave

was parted oil' into two spaces, each with

separate doors : one of these portions was

for men, the doors being guarded by

ott.iarii; the other for women, the doors

being placed in charge of deaconesses.

"We learn from the direct testimony of

Origen that the last place, i.e. the most

remote from the altar—was given to the

catechumens. No doubt, however, the

catechumens were placed nearer to the

altar than the penitents, though it is diffi

cult to determine the position occupied

by the different classes of penitents. Ter-

tulliau' speaks of criminals, who were

driven not only from the threshold, but

from any place under the roof of the

church ; and Cyprian says of penitents,

1 Let them come to the threshold of the

church, but by no means pass over it." 4

"We may perhaps conclude that the more

advanced class of penitents (t he " hearers")

were placed in the porch (vap8rj£), while

persons under excommunication were put

outside of the church altogether. The

buildings attached from ancient times to

the church, such as the sacristy, baptist

ery, &c, are described in separate articles.

As has been already said, we are con

sidering the church from the theological

or ecclesiastical, not from the architec

tural point of view, so that we say nothing

of the different styles which have pre

vailed in the East and West. According

ly, having described the arrangements of

a Christian church in primitive apes, we

may now pass on to speak of the modern

regulations on the subject of church-

building. We shall follow as our guide a

recent writer on this subject, Msgr. de

1 Cyprian, Ep. xxxviii., ed. Hartel.

* npt(73i;Ti6e«, in the Apostolic Constitu

tions. There is some dispute as to the meaning

of t he word.

* Tertull. De Pudicit. c. 4.

4 Cyprian (ed. Hartel), Ep. ui,, §6.

Montault, in his " Traits pratique de la

Construction des Eglises."

A church is a building intended for

the general use of the faithful, and is for

this reason distinct from a chapel, which

is intended for the convenience of some

family, college, &c. ; or from an oratory,

which is essentially domestic or private.

The principal churches are called basili

cas, and these again are subdivided into

greater and patriarchal, and into minor

basilicas. The chief church of a diocese

is called a cathedral, and a cathedral

may be patriarchal, primatial, metro

politan, according to the dignity of the

prelate who holds it. An abbatial church

is the seat of an abbot; if served by a

chapter, a church is called collegiate.

The title parish-church explains itself.

The greater Basilicas are called " most

holv," while " most illustrious " and

" illustrious " (perintigne and iiisigne) are

names of honour given respectively to

lesser basilicas and collegiate churches,

by favour of the Holy See.

The place on which a church is to be

built is to be designated by the bishop,

as is expressly ordered both by the Ponti

fical and canon law. There must be an

open space all round the church, but this

prescription of the Pontifical does not

forbid the placing of houses for the

bishop or clergy at the side. There

should be no window or door opening

into a private house, unless permission to

that effect has been obtained from Rome.

There is no rule which requires the sanc

tuary to be placed at the east end, though

Ferraris considers this arrangement more

suitable. In the middle ages, pains were

taken to place the sanctuary so that it

looked towards the point at which the

sun rosewhen the foundations were traced.

During the last three centuries this orien

tation, as it is called, has been much

neglected. Nor, again, need the church

be of" any particular style, since the Church

has sanct ioned by use all kinds of eccle

siastical architecture. Moreover, churches

are built in all forms and shapes : that of

a Latin cross, of a Greek cross (which is a

cross with four equal branches), of a rect

angle, circle, Ac. The plans when com

pleted must be submitted to the bishop

and approved by him.

The laity are placed in the nave of

the church. The separation of the sexes,

which, as we have seen above, dates from

the infancy of the Church, continued

during the middle ages. It was the

custom to place the women on the north,
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the men on the south side of the nave.

This separation of men from women in

church is now very generally neglected,

hut it is required by the Roman Ritual

and the ''Ceremonial of Bishops," when

it can be managed without inconvenience.

Catholics are of course hound to show

respect to the church as the house of

God. Men must uncover their heads,

women, according to St. Paul's rule, must

have their heads covered. Ecclesiastical

authority from time to time has in

tervened to suppress abuses contrary to

this respect, and • has severely interdicted

unnecessary talking, the sale of pious

objects, begging, &c, in the church. It

is, however, to be observed that ecclesias

tical authority permits certain reunions

which are not of a strictly religious cha

racter to take place in church. Thus in

16ti9 the Sacred Congregation of Rites

" declared that it was not contrary to the

ecclesiastical rite, nay, that it was praise

worthy," for the medical college of

Salerno to " confer the Doctor's degree in

the church."

With regard to the repair of churches,

the expense must, be met, according to

Benedict XIV. and other canonists, (1)

from the revenues of the church, if suffi

cient for the purpose ; (SJ) by those who

are obliged, whether by custom or parti

cular statute, to do so ; (3) by the parish

priest if his professional income allows of

it, the assistant clergy being also bound

to contribute on the same condition ; (4)

by the patron ; (6) failing all these, a tax

must be imposed on the parishioners.

For the rebuilding of churches, the Con

gregation of Rites sometimes permits the

people of the place to work on holidays of

obligation according to the discretion of

the ordinary, provided that the work on

these days is done gratuitously. In order

to change the site of a church, very gTave

reasons ere required, and often, particularly

if a cathedral church is in question, leave

must be obtained from Rome.

The particular parts of the church,

choir, porch, &c, and the furniture, altars,

images, &c, are treated of in separate

articles. Of the early history of churches,

a good account will be found in the recent

work of Probst, " Kirchliche Disciplin in

den drei ersten Jahrhunderten."

CHVBCB PROPERTY (bona eccle-

tiawtica). The right of the Catholic

Church, equally with any other corpora

tion or moral person, to acquire and pos

sess property, seems obvious to common

sense ; but since this right is often con

tested in theory and withheld in practice

in our own day, it may be desirable to go

into the matter in some detail: to examine

the principle in human nature on which

the temporal endowments of the Church

are founded; to distinguish the various

kinds of ecclesiastical property, and the

purposes for which such property is re

quired ; then, after sketchiug the history

of Church endowments in Europe, to give

some account of the efforts which medi

aeval and modem legislation has made

to arrest their increase and oust their

possessors.

How the Church came to possess pro

perty any person who is a Catholic in

more than name can discover by merely

analysing the feelingswhich spontaneously

arise in his own mind when lie is invited,

or has the opportunity, to make an otter

ing for some religious object. In making

it he feels that it is not he who lays the

Church, but the Church that lavs him,

under an obligation ; enabling him by

such acts to unite himself to her glorious

cause, assist her in fulfilling her divine

mission, help to have the divine praises

celebrated with greater frequency and

splendour, minister to the poor and suffer

ing, and participate in the merits of her

missioners labouring amongst the heathen.

" It is more blessed to give than to re

ceive." Such being the natural sentiments

of everyone who knows what being a

Catholic means, there is no reason to Tear

that temporal possessions will ever be

wanting to the Church, although the

spoliations which she has had to endure,

and is still enduring, in every part of

Europe, cannot but cause great local em

barrassment and temporary arrest of her

activity. Wherever there are Catholics

deserving the name, there the Church will

have property, whatever infidel legislation

may contrive. The real danger is, lest

the persevering efforts of the modem

State to shut out religion from education

should succeed iD training up a generation

of men atid women to whom the genuine

spirit of Catholicism would be unknown,

and who would consequently starve the

Church by their own illiberality, and ob

serve her persecution by their rulers with

complacency. On this subject some re

marks will be found under Education

and Schools.

Property is of two kinds, moveable

and immoveable. The so-called Liberals

of our day cannot deny that the Church

must possess some amount of the former

at least, if her functions are to be per
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formed at all. Christfs kingdom, though

not " of this world," is in this world ; its

ministers and subjects are human beings,

its medium is social life, its local habita

tion is the world of sense ; it therefore,

while its end is heavenly, needs external

and material resources. Money, if not

exceeding the limits of " evangelical

poverty," and church requisites of all

kinds, it is admitted even by her enemies

that the Church must poseess. But they

draw a line between moveable and im

moveable property—between money and

land ; pretending that it is the duty and

interest of the State to debar her from the

enjoyment of real property, lest, we sup

pose, she should become too powerful, or

lest wealth should corrupt her ministers

and divert them from their true vocation.1

This last plea, of course, is hypocritical.

On the other side, we shall quote an ad

mirable passage from Card. Soglia,in which

he has shown for what purposes the Church

requires property, and by what an indis

putable right she acquires and enjoys it.

"It is asked," he says, " whence does

the Church derive the right of acquiring

and possessing real or landed property

(bona stabilia et fruyifera) ? Is it from

the civil law, or from some other system of

law, human or divine ? Unless I am

much mistaken, a terse and solid answer

to this question can be drawn from a con

sideration of the divine constitution of the

Church. We know for certain, from

sacred literature and tradition, that there

is in the Church a supreme power of ad

ministering religion and society, peculiar

to it, instituted by Christ, and entirely

distinct from the civil power. It is also

a certain and established truth that she

possesses an inherent right to provide

herself with all those apt and suitable

means which may be necessary for the

preservation of religion itself and of

Christian society. But, in order to the

worship of God and the salvation of souls

in the Christian society, churches and

altars must be built ; sacred vessels, orna

ments, and other things subsidiary to the

Divine worship must be provided ; the

1 The innumerable unjust spoliations of

which the Church has been mode, and is still

being made, the victim in Italy, and especially

at Rome (of which the robbery of the estates

of the College of Propaganda is a recent and

flagrant instance), are justified on some such

flimsy reasoning as that described in the text j

the real reason of course being that Italian

Liberals hate religion, and hatred, as Aristotle

•ays, desires for its objects annihilation—

to hi, *(ru.

bishops, priests, and ministers who serve

the Church and apply all their energies

to the promotion of the eternal salvation

of men, must be supported ; clerks must

be trained in letters and ecclesiastical dis

cipline ; the poor, the sick, widows and

orphans must be taken care of; hospitality

must be practised towards the faithful ;

captives must be redeemed, and many

similar works carried on : r11 which things

cannot be done without buildings, re

venues, abundant resources, and large ex

penses. It follows that the Church pos

sesses by her very constitution, and by

the will of her divine Founder, the right

of procuring, acquiring, and possessing

property, whether personal or real, in

order that she may have at hand what is

necessary in order to defray the expendi

ture above mentioned; just as civil society

has the right of demanding taxes and

levying imposts, or even of possessing

landed property, if public necessity and

utility require it."1 The Cardinal goes

on to maintain that the Church has at all

times exercised this right, even in the

teeth of the prohibition of the civil power ;

and as a case in point, he cites her acqui

sition of property during the third cen

tury, when, as a "collegium illicitum,"

she could not, according to the Roman

jurisprudence, legally hold it. That the

Church acted wrongly in making these

acquisitions it would be absurd and im

pious to maintain ; but the rightfulness of

her action can be vindicated on no other

principle than one which asserts her right

to hold property to be jure dicino, and

independent of the consent of the civil

power.

The historical aspect of the subject

must now be briefly treated. It is the

remark of St. Austin,2 that when our

Lord, who could have provided for Him

self and the Apostles in other ways, sanc

tioned the use of a bag or purse, in which

the offerings of his followers were kept,

and from which money was taken for the

poor and the requirements of festivals,

He desired to teach his Church that she

had the right of possessing property. We

learn from the Acts of the Apostles that

they received, dating from the day of

Pentecost, large sums of money which the

new believers poured into their hands ;

that in those first days of fervour private

property passed temporarily into abeyance,

and the Apostles distributed to "every

1 Jnstitutionet Cannnicm, iii. 1, § 8.

' Quoted by Ott, in the art. " Biens EccW-

siastiques," Wetzer and Welt*.
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one according as he had need;"1 moreover,

that when the " serving of tables " threat

ened to become so ouerous as to divert the

Apostles from their proper work, they ap

pointed deacons2 to receive and administer

under their direction the Chureli funds.

It is also explicitly stated in the New

Testament that the labourer is worthy of

his lure ; " 3 that if the clergy sow to the

laity spiritual things, it is no great matter

if they reap their carnal things,4 and that

" the Lord ordained that they who preach

the Gospel should live by theGospel.'' 5 The

principleofChurch endowment and Church

property is thus seen to have full, explicit

and undeniable Scriptural warrant.

Space does not admit of our showing

in detail the manner in which this prin

ciple was applied from age to age : now

Church funds, from being in the beginning

purely diocesan, came to be also capitular,

parochial, and monastic ; and how the ad

mission of the feudal customs endowed—if

We might not say, burdened—the Church,

not only with broad lands, but with a

vast temporal jurisdiction in the shape of

lordships and principalities. It may be

interesting, however, to note the position

in which the question stood at the time

when peace was restored to the Church

by Constantine. In the imperial ordi

nances preserved by Eusebius, it is com

manded that the sites of all thvir churches

shall be restored to the Christians ; and

this is followed by the significant proviso

that, " since the Christians are known to

have had not only those places where they

were accustomed to meet, but other places

also, belonging not to individuals among

them, but to the right of the whole

body of Christians, you [the praetors, pro

curators, &c] will also command all these,

by virtue of the law before mentioned,

without any hesitancy, to be restored to

these same Christians: that is, to their

body, and to each conventicle respective

ly." In another ordinance, addressed to

Anulius, the emperor intimates that this

restitution is 1o be made in favour of " the

Catholic Church of the Christians in the

several cities or other places," and that

Anulius is to "make all haste to restore,

as soon as poiisible, all that belongs to the

churches, whether gardens or houses, or

anything else."* We here see the civil

power recognising the legality of those

1 Acts iv. 35. » Acts vi. 2.

* Luke x. 7. * ICor. ix.ll.

* 1 Cor ix. 14.

< Euseb. Hut. Ecclct. x. 6 (Bohn's

translation).

acquisitions which, as mentioned in a pre

vious paragraph, had been made in con

travention of the civil law.

The unrestricted right to enjoy pro

perty thus recognised in the Church

opened the way to abuses, as was only

natural ; these abuses were restrained by

edicts of the emperors Valentinian and

Theodosius. An edict of Marcian (t457)

removed many of these restrictions, and

allowed all persons ample facilities for

endowing the Church with any descrip

tion of property, whether by will or dis

position inter vivos. In the West, as each

nation was converted, it voluntarily and

joyfully enriched with lands and goods

the Church which had brought to it the

message of salvation. In the ninth and

tenth centuries the incursion of Pagan

Danes, Normans, and Hungarians, and

the confusions thence arising, caused great

havoc and waste of the Church's patri

mony ; but the unity of the ecclesiastical

organisation being preserved, and heresy

kept at bay, the damage done was speedily

repaired on the return of peace. From

the eleventh century to the fifteenth ex

tended that marvellous period of Euro

pean development in which the Church,

pouring out her treasures with a free

hand,' covered the face of the Continent

and of our own island with a network of

cathedrals, convents, colleges, and parish

churches, the beauty and majesty of

which later and colder ages admire but

cannot emulate. The inroads made upon

the Church's fortune by the Reformation

and modern revolutions can only be indi

cated in general terms. In England the

Church was deprived of the eathedrah,

parish churches, universities, hospitals,

see-lands, glebes, hospitals, and a variety

of other property, moveable and immove
able ; all which wTere transferred to the

new church founded by Elizabeth. With

regard to the monasteries, their lands

passed chiefly into the hands of private

persons, their personal property to the

Crown. In France, the enormous landed

possessions of the Church were con6scated

at the Revolution, and the Catholic reli

gion for a time suppressed. By the Con

cordat which the First Consul concluded

with the Holy See in 1802, the latter

agreed to recognise the title of the holders

of all Church lands alienated up to that

time, and the French State on the other

hand undertook to pay an annual grant

1 " Aurum Ecclesia hnbet, non ut servet, Bed

ut eroget et subveniat in necessitatibus." St.

Ambr. quoted bj. Soglia, L c.
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from the public revenue for the support

of the clergy. This grant amounts at

the present time to about two millions

sterling, a sum bearing but a small pro

portion to the rental of the property lost,

In Spain, the tithe has been abolished in

recent times, and the greater part of the

lands belonging to the clergy, both secular

and regular, sold. But the position was

somewhat ameliorated by the Concordat

of 1851, which, while providing a new

" dotation " for the clergy by means of

a special tax, leaves the Church free to

administer the property still remaining to

her, and to make fresh acquisitions. In

Portugal the state of things is much the

same as in Spain, but rather less favour

able to the Church. In Italy, the tithe,

or a portion of it, is still payable to the

clergy ; this is also the case in Austria

and Bavaria. In Prussia the ancient

patrimony of the Church was all lost

during the wars of the French Revolution,

and was replaced by an annual grant of

very moderate dimensions. The practical

efl'ect of the May laws of 1877, which

impose upon the bishops and clergy con

ditions which it is impossible for them to

comply with and remain at the same time

faithful to Christ and his Vicar, is to

retrench this moderate endowment very

seriously, and to leave several sees and

hundreds of cures destitute of occupante.

In Ireland, the Protestant Church, which

it was the policy of the statesmen of

Elizabeth to force upon the people, and to

endow with the tithes and lands of the

ancient Church, has recently (1860) been

disestablished. No part of the recovered

fund has been returned to the Catholics ;

but indirectly, from the appropriation of

a considerable portion of it to the encou

ragement of intermediate schools, which

are to a large extent Catholic, some

advantage ha9 accrued from disestablish

ment to the cause of religion.

Laws of mortmain, having for their

object either to restrict or entirely pro

hibit the acquisition of landed property

by the Church, have formed a prominent

feature in secular legislation in most

countries of Europe, from the thirteenth

century down to the present day. But

it will be convenient to treat of such

legislation under a separate article [see

Mortmain].

CHURCHING OF WOMEIff AP-

TBX CHILDBIRTH. A blessing

which the priest gives to women after

childbirth according to a form prescribed

in the Roman Ritual. He sprinkles the

woman, who kneels at the door of the

church holding a lighted candle, with holy

water, and having recited the 2.'lrd Psalm,

he puts the end of his stole into her hand,

and leads her into the church, saying,

" Come into the temple of God. Adore

the Son ofthe blessed Virgin Mary,whohas

given thee fruitfulness in childbearing."

The woman then advances to the altar and

kneels before it, while the priest, having

said a prayer of thanksgiving, blesses her,

and again sprinkles her with holy water

in the form of a cross. The rubric in the

Ritual reserves this rite for women who

have borne children in wedlock. Women

are under no strict obligation of present

ing themselves to be churched, though it

is the " pious and laudable custom," as

the Ritual says, that they should do so.

Properly speaking, the churching of wo

men is not counted among strictly paro

chial rights ; still it ought to be performed

by the parish priest, as appears from a

decision of the S. Congregation of Rites,

December 10, 1703.

This rite was suggested probably by

the prescriptions of the old law in Levit.

xii. In the Christian Church, the first

mention of the rite is said to be found in

the so-called Arabic canons of the Nicene

Council. Among the Greeks, the blessing

after childbirth is given on the fortieth

day after the birth of the child, and the

ohild must be brought with the mother

to the church.

CHURCH-YARD. [See Cemetery.]

CIBORICTM. Theuseof theciborium,

or canopy over the altar, has been al

ready described in the article Baldao-

ohino. In English ciborium is the name

commonly given to the pyx in which the

Blessed Sacrament is kept. Pyx (also

Vas) is the recognised name in our pre

sent liturgical books, and under that head

the subject will be treated. The name

" Ciborium minus " is first used for the

receptacle of the Blessed Sacrament, in

the middle ages. It is found in an Ordo

Romanus printed in the"Bibliotheca Patr."

Lugdun. vol. xiii. 724. (Kraus, " Real-

Encyclopadie.'')

eauUMWUIWll. A name

given to certain Donatist fanatics [see

Donattsts]. Thesehereticswere naturally

enraged and embittered when Constantino

deprived them of their churches and

banished the most distinguished among

their bishops. Their fury increased

when Constaus renewed his father's

laws in their full severity ; and hence

crowds of Donatists, belonging to the
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lower classes, gathered together under

the leadership of some cleric or layman,

made open war on the Catholics, and

brought immense suffering upon them.

These Donatists called themselves A<?on-

istici, " men eager for the fight ; " their

adversaries called them Circumcelliones,

because they wandered " round the

country huts," ("circa cellas rusticas")

to do all the mischief they could. They

exacted provisions by force, put out the

eyes of Catholic clerics, possessed them

selves of their churches, J:c. &c. They

themselves were actuated by a morbid

craving for martyrdom ; so much so that

they not unfrequently inflicted death on

themselves. This fanaticism lasted be

yond the middle of the fourth century.

Mention is made of it by Optatus, " De

Schism. Donat." ii. c. 18 teq. in. c. 4, and

by Augustine in his works against the

Donatists. Besides Circumcelliones, we

also find the forms Circelliones and

Circui tores. (Kraus, " Real-Encyclo-

padie.")

CXBCVMCISIOV, FS&BT OF.

The connection of circumcision with grace

and the removal of original sin will be

discussed in the article on the Sacraments

op the Old Law. Here it is enough to

sav that circumcision was the rite by

which every male Jew entered into the

covenant of God with Abraham, and be

came a partaker in its privileges and

blessings ; and that it was also instituted

as a remedy for original sin. The law of

circumcision was imposed on the Jews

under the penalty of excision from the

people of Ood. This law could not in

any way bind our Lord. He was abso

lutely sinless, and therefore stood in no

need of any remedy for original sin. He

was the Son of God by nature, and

therefore did not require adoption into

the number of God's children. Still, as

St. Luke relates, our Saviour was cir

cumcised eight days after his birth, ac

cording to the precept in Levit. xii. 3, and

then he received the holy name of Jesus.

The rite no doubt was performed at home,

probably in the cave at Bethlehem, and

Benedict XIV. remarks that painters err

in representing the scene as taking place

in the Temple. Circumcision was some

times performed by the father of the

family : Abraham, for example, in Gen.

xvii. 23, is said to have circumcised " Is-

mael his son and all that were born in

his house ; " sometimes by the mother, as

appears from Exod. iv. 25, and 1 Mach. i.

S3 ; so that Christ may have received the

rite either from his Blessed Mother or St.

Joseph. '

Various reasons are given by theolo

gians and spiritual writers which made

it fitting for our Lord to be circumcised.

As it pleased God to send his Son, " made

under the law, to redeem those who were

under the law," so it became Christ, to

submit to the yoke law by receiving cir

cumcision, that he might free bis brethren

from subjection to that law. Moreover,

he came " in the liketess of flesh of sin,"

and therefore he allowed Himself from

the first to be numbered in appearance

with sinners, and thus to afford a perfect

model of obedience and humility. Lastly,

although in his circumcision Christ did

not actually redeem us by the blood which

He shed, still the drops which then flowed

were a pledge of all the blood which was

to follow, when He hung upon the cross.

Thus, in the beautiful language of a me

diaeval writer, Peter of Blois, once Arch

deacon of London, " He, who for thirty

years was to work salvation in the midst

of the earth, from his very cradle and

from the breasts of his mother, began

the business of our salvation, and tasted

the first-fruits of his Passion."

We find the first mention of the feast

by its present name in Canon 17 of a

council which met at Tours in 667. " In

order," so the canon runs, "to tread under

foot the custom of the heathen, our fathers

ordained that private litanies should be

held (fieri) at the beginning of January

(in Kalendis), psalms sung in the churches,

and at the eighth hour on the first of the

month (in ipsis Kalendis) the Mass of the

Circumcision, pleasing to God, should be

said." It is clear from this canon that

the feast was already ancient in the sixth

century. In the " Codex Sacramentorum

Ecclesrae Romanes," which Benedict XIV.

attributes to St. Leo and to his predeces

sors, and in a Roman Calendar not later

than the middle of the ninth century, the

feast is named the " Octave of our Lord,"

and this name is used along with that of

the Circumcision in the "Corpus Juris. " But

it is evident from the prayers, gospel, &c.

appointed for this " Octave of the Lord "

that the Circumcision was commemorated

on that day. In the Martyrology of

Usuard, the feast is mentioned by its pre

sent name. In the Roman Martyrology

the double title is used, " the Circumcision

of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the Octave

of his Nativity."

In some ancient Missals we find two

Masses appointed for January 1 : a Maaa
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of the Blessed Virgin, and another for the

Circumcision of our Lord. Durandus,

writing in t he thirteenth century,speaks of

this custom as still continuing in his time.

Connected with it is a name given to the

feast, or rather to the day, in an ancient

Roman Calendar, viz. Natale S. Marise,

"the feast of Holy Mary." The origin

both of the name and of the custom of

saying the Mass de Beata Virgine are

thus explained in the Micrologus: "Lately,

when we celebrated our Lord's Nativity,

we could not give any special office to his

Mother. Therefore not unsuitably do we

venerate her more specially on the Octave

of the Lord [t.e. on Jan. lest she

should seem to have no share in the so

lemnity of her Son, though we do not

doubt that in that same solemnity she

deserves the chief honour after our Lord."

A curious and interesting relic of this

ancient usage still survives. The Mass of

the Blessed Virgin, indeed, can no longer

be said on that day, hut there is, both in

the Mass and Office of the Circumcision,

a marked and repeated reference to the

Blessed Virgin, which seems strange and

almost inexplicable till we see how it

arose.

The Circumcision used to be kept as

a fast, though probably the fast was not

prolonged beyond three in the afternoon.

St. Augustine in his second sermon for

Jan. 1, St. Peter Chrysologus, and other

Fathers, inveigh against the heathen re

velry on this d&y, connected as it was with

the idolatrous worship of Janus and

Streniaand with immoial excesses. This

no doubt occasioned the institution of the

fast. Certain Sacramentaries contain a

Mass for Jan. 1 "ad prohibendum ab

idolis." (Benedict XIV. " De Festis.")

CISTEKCIANS. Of the ancient

and illustrious order of Citeaux, the

most flourishing and prolific of all the

offshoots from the great Benedictine trunk,

there are now but scanty traces remaining.

The monastery at Citeaux itself has been

turned into a Reformatory and Peniten

tiary, managed by secular priests, after

the failure of a Socialist experiment made

by the Fourierists to establish what in

the jargon of the sect is called a phalan-

sttre within those venerable walla. Sic

transit gloria mundi!

St. Robert, the son of a gentleman of

Champagne, devoted himself at an early

age with all his heart to the service of

God. He took the Benedictine habit, and

studied carefully the rule of the great

founder, from many things in which he

found that the majority of the French

monks deviated considerably. The chief

points of difference seem to have regarded

the use oftrowsersand furred garments, eat"

ing meat, and using fat in cooking, none of

which things were allowed by the rule,

yet were generally practised in France.

In several monasteries over which he

presided St. Robert and the monks could

not agree, on account of the strict obser

vance of the rule which he desired to in

troduce. In I0"5 he founded a monastery,

consisting of a group of cells, in the

forest of Molesme, near Chatillon. Here

he and other fervent hermits lived many

years ; but his thoughts still ran on the

necessity of closer conformity to the rule,

and as most of his followers saw things

differently,1 he at last quitted Molesme,

and, followed by twenty zealous adherents,

formed a new monastery in a desert then

covered with forest and thickets, at a

place called Cistercium (Citeaux), five

leagues from Dijon. This was in 1098,

which is regarded as the date of the

foundation of the order. St. Robert was

not to water the shoot which he had

planted, for in the following year, the

monks of Molesme having applied to

Rome and represented the forlorn condi

tion in which his departure had left them,

the Pope directed St. Robert to appoint

his successor at Citeaux, and return to hia

former charge. St. Robert obeyed, and

for the rest of his life remained at Molesme,

where he died in 1110. Alberic, his suc

cessor at Citeaux, drew up the first code

of Cistercian statutes; it was he who

changed the habit from brown to white;

and in his time the order took the Blessed

Virgin for their special patroness, and the

first Cistercian nunnery was founded.

Alberic dying, in 1109, was succeeded by

Stephen Harding, an Englishman from

the monastery of Sherborne, a man of

great energy, wisdom, and virtue, who in

bis twenty-five years of office governed

Citeaux with so much ability and success

that he is usually regarded as the second

founder of the order. Stephen, who is

honoured among the saints on April 17,

had been prior under Alberic. In his

time, and in great part by his exer

tions, were founded the four famou9

monasteries of La Fert<3, (1 1 1,1) Pontigny

(1114) , Clairvaux (1115), and Morimond

(1115) , which maintained, after Citeaux, a

kind of superiority in the order down to

the time of its destruction. St. Stephen,

1 See their arguments in the eighth book of

Ordericus Vitalis.
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in whom the instinct of government was

strong, took care that all the new abl)eys,

wherever founded, should he subordinate

to the mother house, and that the abbots

should often confer together on common

affairs ; he is said to have first instituted

" general chapters.'' He wrote ths account

of Cistercian observances called the

"Charte de Charity," and caused the

"Usages" and the "Exordium" of

Citeaux to be compiled. The Usages,

according to Alban Butler, "have always

made the code of this order." A touching

story is told about the arrival of St. Ber

nard at Citeaux in 1113. The sturdy

English abbot had given offence at the

Burgundian Court by objecting to its too

frequent visits to the monastery; the monks

were left in extreme poverty ; sickness laid

many of them prostrate ; no new subjects

presented themselves; and it seemed as if

the order, too austere for the weakness of

human nature, must speedily perish.

Stephen betook himself to prayer, and

soon afterwards the youthful Bernard,

with some thirty of his kinsmen and

friends, presented himself at the gate of

Citeaux and requested admission, the

attraction of the place to these high-

minded men having been that very aus

terity which appalled souls less firm. The

accession of sucn a nonce was in itself an

invigoration of the order ; and the abbot,

who soon discovered his merit, sent Ber

nard two years later, at the head of a

colony of twelve monks, to found a new

monastery at Clairvaux. By the middle

of the twelfth century there were five

hundred abbeys of the filiation of Ci

teaux ; soon after 1200 the number had

increased to eighteen hundred. In Eng

land the order soon took deep root ; the

first abbey founded here seems to have

been that of Eurness in Lancashire, which

the united exertions of Stephen of Blois

and the abbot his namesake erected in

1127. Several military orders—e.g. those

of Calatrava, Alcantara, and Avis—were

subject to the jurisdiction of the abbot of

Citeaux. For two hundred years, says

Alban Butler, the order admitted no re

laxation of its observances. The ride of

St. Benedict was followed in all its rigour ;

there was little sleep to be had, much hard

labour to be done ; fasting was observed

from Sept. 14 to Easter; meat, fish, eggs,

and grease were never touched, and even

milk but rarely. Their churches, instead

of being profusely adorned with sculp

ture and painting according to the fashion

of the times, were distinguished by

a bare simplicity, as may be seen at Pon-

tigny to this day.

In the fourteenth century the preva

lence of wars in Europe caused many

abbeys to be disturbed, plundered, and

impoverished. Discipline suffered, for

under such circumstances the rule could

not possibly bo observed. Long contro

versies arose in the order as to the law

fulness or the expediency of dispensing

with the rule, especially as to eating meat.

The Papal decrees called the Clementine

(12<W>) and the Benedictine (1333), while

changing several matters of jurisdiction,

confirmed the observances, which certain

abbots had even then liegun to infringe.

But the tendency to relaxation gradually

became too strong to be resisted, and in

1475, a brief of Sixtus IV. authorised the

general chapter and the abbot of Citeaux

to permit to any monks who applied for

it, the use of meat. The variety of

practice which ensued was so embarrass

ing, that in 1485 the general chapter

decreed that meat should be used in all

the convents on three days in the week.

Meanwhile a counter-current of austerity

exhibited itself in many places, and a

reformation, reviving the primitive Cister

cian rigour, was introduced by Martin de

Vargas in Spain (1430), and spread to

wards the end of the same century through

the provinces of Tuscany and Lombardy.

In later times there were three or four

celebrated reforms of this order ; on one

of which—instituted at la Trappe by the

Abbe'de Ranee"—see the article TRAPPrsTs.

The reformed congregation of Feuillans

was founded in 1577 by Dom Jean de la

Barriere ; that at Sept Fonds, in the fol

lowing century, by the abbot Eustoche de

Beaufort. The convents generally, inclu

ding those of the English province, fol

lowed what was called the " common

observance " according to the dispense of

Sixtus V.

At the Dissolution there were upwards

of a hundred Cistercian houses in Eng

land; the names are given below.1 Unlike

1 This list of Cistercian houses existing at

the date of suppression is extracted from the

materials provided by Tanner's Notitia.

Nunneries are distinguished by an asterisk ;

cells by the letter C.

Alba Landa

(Caertn.)
Appleton • (York.)

Baredale (York.)

Basinswcrk

Beaulieu

Barnoldswick

BUdwas (Salop)

Bindon (Dors.)

Biham (Line.)

10 Bittlesden (Ilucks)

Blea Tarn. 0.

Bockland (Dev.)

Bordeslev (Wore.)

Boxley (Kent)
Brewood • (Salop*
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the Friars, who planted themselves in all

the large towns, the Cistercians, whose

original aim was personal sanctification

in solitude through prayer and penance,

usually built their houses by preference

in lonely valleys and sequestered nooks.

The French Revolution swept away

their foundations in most countries of

Europe, but several Cistercian convents

still remain in Austria, Belgium, and

Marham* (Norf.)

Maynan (Uenb.)

70 Medmenham

(Bucks)

Mclsa (York.)

Mereval (Warw.)

Neath

Netley

New Minster

(Northumberland.)

Newenham (Dev.)
Pinley • (Warw.)

Pipewell (North-

ants)

Quarrer (Hants)

60 Revesby (Line.)

Rewley (Oxf.)

Rievaulx (York.)

Robertsbridge

(SaaaJ

Roch (York.)

Rosedale (York.)

Rufford (Notts)

Ruthin (Man.)

Sawley (York.)

Sawtre (Hunts)

90 Sewesley* (North-

ants)

Sibton (Suff.)

Sinningthwaite *

(York.)

Stanlegh (Wilts)

Stoneleigh( Warw.)

Strata Florida

(Card.)

Stratford at Bogh
Stykeswold •

(Line.)

Swinesbed (Line.)

Swinhey* (York.)

100 Thame (Oxf.)

Tarrant Kainea *

(Dorset)

Titley (Essex)

Tintcrn (Monm.)

Vale Royal

(Chesh.)

Yalle Cruris

(Denb.)

Vaudey (Line)

Wardon (Beds.)

Waverlev (Surrey)

Whalley

110 Winteney *

(Hants)

Woburn
Worcester •

Wvckham* (York.)

114 Ystrat Marchel

(Montg.)

Bruerne (Oxf.)

Buckfastleigh

(Dev.)

Bvland (York.)

Ciilder

20 Clitf(Som.)

Coggeshall (Essex;

Cokehill* (Wore.)

Combe (Glouc.), C.

Combe (Warw.)

Combermere

Cotham* (Line.)

Croxton (Staff.)

Cumhvre (Kadn.)

Dernhale (Chesh.)

SO Dieulacres (Staff.)

Douglas

Dunkeswell (Dev.)

Dunscroft (York.),

Ellerton • (York.)

Essholt • (York.)

FarriDgdon, C.

Flexlev (Glouc.)

Ford (Dev.)

Fors (York.)

40 Furuess

Garendon (Leic.)

Gokwell * (Line.)

Grace Dieu

(Mourn.)

Greenfield '(Line.)

Hampole * (York.)

Hales (Glouc.)

Hevenyng* (Line.)

Holm Cultram

(Cum.)

Horwell (Warw.),

C.

60 Hutton (Staff.)

Jorvaulx

Keldon * (York.)

Kingswood(W ilts. )

Kemmer (Merion.)

Kirklevs* (York.)

Kirkstlll (York.)

Kirksted (Line.)

Lanakebran

(Com.), C.

Leij;htonBuzzard,C.

60 Legborne * (Line.)
Llanclere • (Card.)

Llanlugan *

(Montg.)

Llantarnam

(Monm.)

London : Tower hill

„ St James's, C.

Louth (Line.)

Margan (Glam.)

Poland. In 1805 a colony of Cistercian

monks arrived in the U. S. from Clair-

vaux. But they did not remain, and

they established themselves at Tracadie

in Nova Scotia. In 1848 another band

carno, this time from Ireland, and found

ed the Abboy of La Trappe, at Gethse-

mani, Ky. Still later New Molleray Ab

bey, near Dubuque, Iowa, was establish

ed, and both abbeys are now flourishing.

(Helyot, " Ordres Monastiques ; " Alban

Butler, April 17 and 24 ; Wetzer and

Welte, art. Citeaux ; Tanner's " Notitia.")

CIVIL LAV, The law of Rouie, be

ginning with the Twelve Tables, and end

ing with the Code and Pandects of Justi

nian, is so called. Immense powers of

mind were employed during many cen

turies in harmonising, rationalising, and

completely adapting to the wants of social

life, the laws of Rome. On this see Sa-

vigny, Walter, Phillips, &c. After the in

road of the Lombards into Italy, the in

crease of anarchy and barbarism in every

part of Europe caused the authority of

the civil law to decline. The customs of

the Franks, the Burgundians, the Angles,

or the Visigoths, were of more account

with the conquerors of Europe than all

the wisdom of Ulpian or Papinian ; and

out of these customs the lex loci, or com

mon law of each country, gradually arose.

In the twelfth century, society being now

in a more stable condition, the study of the

civil law was revived at the University of

Bologna, whence it spread to other

countries. The rulers of the Church have

observed no uniform attitude towards this

study, because, as circumstances varied, so

did the duty of the Church vary. St.

Chrysostom, when he was converted to

God, abandoned for ever, as he tells us,

the study of the Roman law. Yet St.

Gregory the Great often made use of

the imperial laws himself, and advised

the bishops of several countries, when

these laws did not conflict with the

canons, to promote their observance. After

the twelfth century the civil and canon

law [Canon Law] were studied paripassu;

the Roman Pontiff admitted that " the

laws were a support to the canons ; " and

Honorius III., early in the thirteenth cen

tury, ordered that there should always be

a school of both laws, " utriusque juris,"

in the Roman Curia. On the other hand,

the German and imperial legists, who

were possessed by the idea of " the Holy

Roman Empire and all that the phrase

involved, strove to give to the civil a

universality equal to that of the canon law,
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and to make all national codes give way

to it As mankind, religiously, were

patlif red into one Church, so, civilly, ac

cording to these dreamers, they were or

ought to be members of but one State,

the Empire, the head of which delegated

more or less of his power to the kings

and princes of other lands. With such

theories of the civilians the Church could

have nothing to do ; and there was some

danger, if she should show unmixed

favour and countenance to the study of

the civil law, lest the Governments outside

the Empire, which maintained their abso

lute independence, and did not mean to

supersede their own codes by the Roman

law, should take umbrage at her proce

dure, and curtail her liberty of action

within their borders. Hence we meet

with various Papal briefs and orders

tending to discourage, or at least to

place under restraint, the study of the

civil law. Pope Innocent IV., in a letter

addressed to the bishops of all Euro

pean countries except Germany, deplored

the extravagant addiction of the clergy

to thb study ("tota clericorum multi-

tudo ad audiendas seculares leges con-

currit " ), and forbade the civil law to be

publicly taught, unless by the desire of the

local sovereign. Nevertheless, the intrin

sic excellences of the Roman Law are so

great that recourse to it could but be

moderated ; the Pontiffs neither could

nor wished to supersede it by any other.

In all countries it was introduced along

with the canon law into Church courts ;

and the rule which the canonists still

observe 1 gradually arose—namely, that

where the canons are silent or obscure,

if the matter under adjudication be of a

spiritual nature, reference shall be made

to the writings of the Fathers ; but if it be

of a secular nature, to the civil law. In

England a line of great lawyers, com

mencing with Glanvile in the twelfth

century, and including the names of Brit-

ton, Bracton, and Littleton, laboured to

refine and harmonise the common law ;

and no other code was recognised in the

King's courts. But in the Church courtsthe

civil law, as already stated, was in use; and

it was carefully studied, and degrees were

given in it, at the two Universities.8 At

1 Soslia, lib. i. cap. S.

* Amontc th >se pre-ent at the Convocation

which condemned VVvclif, in 1382, were " doc-

tores lefcuni " (or "utrinsque juri*," or "juri8

canonici et civilis "^), a bishop " vocatua in-

cipieo lum in jure civili," and " doctores do-

cretorum " (or "in decretia") whose degree

the Reformation the study of the canon

law was abandoned at Oxford; the law

of the land did not even yet appear to

have been rationalised sufficiently for the

purposes of academical study ; and hence

to this day the only legal degrees

conferred by Oxford are in civil law

(Bachelor and Doctor), a branch of learn

ing the importance of which in legal

education is, indeed, now fully recognised

amongst us, but of which the actual

authority and practical application ore,

we suppose, more limited in England than

in any other European country.

CIVIX, MABBUGE. [See MaB-

biis».]

ciandestihe. [See Marriage.]

CLARES. [See Poor Claees.]

CLAUSITKA. [See ENCLOSURE.]

CLEXOT, CX.ERICAX, STATE,

CX.ERIC, CLERK, &.o. The clerical

state is the rank or condition of those who

are separated from the mass of the faith

ful, attached in a special manner to the

divine service and made capable of ad

ministering the power of the Church.

The word is of course derived from

the Greek lAijpos, a lot, a word which

frequently occurs in its literal sense in the

LXX and New Testament. But how did

the word lot come to denote " the clergy " P

The answer to this question is very far from

easy. St. Jerome's beautiful explanation,

that the clergy are so called because the

Lord himself is the lot, i.e. the portion,

of clerics, does not seem to be borne out

by the history of the word. The PontiS-

cal, it is true, evidently alludes to this

mystical signification, and no one will

deny that such an application may most

fitly and naturally be made; but it is

quite another thing to maintain that the

name was first given among Christians

for the reason assigned by Jerome. The

following seems to us on the whole the

way in which the term "clergy" gradu

ally assumed a technical and restricted

sense. The notion of lot easily led

to the sense of office allotted. Thus St.

Peter says of Judas,1 " he received the lot

of this ministry " (rbv KKr/pov tt}s 8in<coKiar

TavTT)t ) and Irentcus says of Pope Ilvginua

that he held " the ninth lot of" epis

copal succession from the Apostles *

(HvvaTov Kkr/aov) ; of Eleutherus that he

obtained "the lot of the episcopate." * A

little later than Irenseus—viz. in Clement

was in canon law alone. See Fascic. Zixnm,

p. 28G.

> Acts L 17.

> Iran. i. 27, 1 ; iii. 8, 8.
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of Alexandria 1 and Tertvdlian*—we meet

with the word in its modern sense. The

former relatesofSt. John, that he travelled

from Ephesus through the surrounding

couotry, " in some places to establish

bishops, in others set up entire churches,

in others to admit some one individual to

the ranks of the clergy (KXrjpoi iva yt riva

itkrfp&trav) of those who were signified to

him by the Spirit : " i.e. when a college of

presbyters, &c, already existed, St. John

admitted a fresh member. Tertullian

speaks of those who are putfed up " ad-

versus clerum"—i.e., as is clear from the

context, "against the clergy." Thus the

word appears to have meant (1) a lot ; (2)

an office allotted ; (3) as early at least as

the close of the second century, those who

held the office, or perhaps to whom the

office was allotted—viz. the clergy. It

may be objected that the technical use of

the word is much earlier, and that we

find an example in 1 Pet. v. 3, where we

read in the advice given to the " ancients,"

" neither as domineering over the clergy,

but being made a pattern of the flock

from the heart." But " doniinantes in

cleris " (KaraKVpttvovtcs Tan/ KXrjpcov) can

not have the meaning given to it in the

Douay version. This is shewn both by the

connection, and by the fact that the word

is in the plural. Estius calls attention to

each of these points and interprets the

passage as a prohibition forbidding the

" ancients " to domineer over the " lots,"

or congregations placed under their care.

The word " cleris is parallel and equiva

lent to the "gregis" or "flock" which

occurs in the latter half of the verse.3

While, however, the name is wanting

in the New Testament, the thing intended

by the name is there. The very fact that the

epistles of St. Paul mention bishops who

*' are to rule the Church of God," and pre

lates whom the faithful are to " obey " aDd

to whom they are to " be subject," is

proof conclusive that the distinction be

tween clergy and laity was fully recog

nised by the Apostles. The Church did

but act in accordance with the revelation

entrusted to her, when she separated the

clergy from the laity by outward marks,

1 Clem. Al. De Divit. Servanda, o. 42.

8 Tertnll. De Monng. e. 12.

5 This explanation agrees on the whole

with that driven bv Dr. Lightfoot, Commentary

on Philippian*. l3aur (Kirchengesch. der tlrei

ersien Jahrhunderte, p. 266) makes the word

mean (1) lot or order; (2) rank or station—in

1 Pet. v. 3, " not domineering over the different

ranks"; (3) the rank par excellence, i.e. the

clergy.

and gave certain privileges to the former.

[For the privileges, decorum, &c, see

Clerk.]

CZ.ERZCZ VAOANTES. Ecclesi

astical law has required from the earliest

times that before admission to holy orders

a cleric shall possess a title—that is, a

benefice sufficient for his subsistence, or

else a patrimony, belonging to him in his

own right, and competent to support him.

But this requirement was often waived

in particular cases, especially when a

bishop wished to send priests to a remote

and unsettled part of his diocese, or to

preach to the heathen in a neighbouring

country. Such priests would, in the

majority of cases, obtain settled cures in

the districts whither they went ; but those

who did not succeed in doing so had no

choice but to return home and put them

selves at the disposal of their bishop.

Thus a class of " roving " or unattached

priests was gradually formed, the members

of which as a general rule could be use

fully employed in supplementing the

regular diocesan work. But it was inevit

able that abuses should arise out of such

a state of things ; and to put an end to

these, the Council of Trent decreed that

" no one should in future be ordained who

was not attached to that church or pious

institution for the needs or convenience

of which he was selected, so that he might

discharge his tunctions there, and not

wander about, having no fixed abode." 1

(Ferraris, Clericus, Ordo, Titultu.)

CXiSSX. In a general sense, and

when we are considering who are entitled

to enjoy clerical privileges, the name of

cleric or clerk is applicable to the whole

body of the secular clergy, including per

sons in minor orders (Council of Trent,

sess. xxiii. c. 0, De Ref.) ; also to monks

and nuns, to lay institutes following a

religious rule, to hermits leading their

life under authority, to the Knights of

Malta, &c. In the stricter sense, and

when penalties are under consideration,

the name is only applicable to the inferior

ranks of the secular clergy, and does not

include bishops, canons, or any eccle

siastical dignitary.

In the middle ages " clerk " was used

loosely for " man of learning," the latter

class being almost wholly comprised within

the former. Thus Henry I. of England

was called Beauclerk, andChaucer writes—

" Franncevs Petrark, the laureat poete,

Highle1 this clerk ; "

I Sess. uiii. c 16, De Ret > Was called.
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and Wyclif, or some other,1 says, "Lin-

colne [Robert Grossetete] and other cier-

ku proven," where all that is meant is

"learned men."

Till recent times, secular rulers and

legislators recognised the fundamental

character of this distinction, as investing

the Catholic clergy with certain immuni

ties, and furnishing a sufficient ground

for a separate system of ecclesiastical law,

to which clerical things and persons should

be subject. [See Privilege, Immunity.]

The tribunals in which this law was ad

ministered were the forum externum of

the Church, and all clerics, high and low,

enjoyed the privilegium fori—that i«, the

rigbt of trial according to the canon law.

The various national codes having, through

the constant pressure of Christianity and

the action of the canon law, become in

most things rational and humane, modern

statesmen tend to the doctrine that all

subjects of the State should be treated

alike—that the law should be the same

for all, and civil burdens be borne by all

indiscriminately. Yet, the failure to re

cognise a distinction of status which is

real and fundamental, and rests on divine

institution, can but lead, wherever found,

to trouble, confusion, and the depravation

of morals. If in every Catholic country

having the conscription, the so-called

Liberals succeeded in destroying the

clerical immunity from military service,

as they are now endeavouring to do in

France, a great decrease would soon thin

the ranks of the clergy, accompanied by

unspeakable distress and damage to Chris

tian souls. The Church in Europe has

lost the tithe, the greater portion of her

property, and much of the consideration

which she formerly received from society ;

tne mixed motives which once tended to

fill the ranks of the clergy no longer

operate ; the labourers are few, and their

fair hire is withheld from them. Under

such circumstances, it would be the wis

dom of the Governments to smooth the

way for young men to enter the clerical

state, and to lessen the hardships which

surround them in that state. Yet we see

modern society, in too many once Catholic

States, taking the opposite course ; and

" Liberal " statesmen legislating against

the clergy as if they were some destructive

anti-social caste, instead of the necessary

and divinely-appointed guides by whom

human beings are prepared in time to face

eternity. Tliey may succeed in nipping

1 UnprmUd Englith Worht, j-c, Matthew,

IML

in the bud many vocations, but they will

not succeed in making men happier and

better, nor in strengthening the bases of

social order, which, when religion lan

guishes, are inevitably imperilled.

According to the canon law, the dress

of the cleric must be sober in form and

colour. Trade and secular business are

forbidden to him. He is required to use

great caution in frequenting the company

of the other sex, and must not be present

at public balls or masquerades. In the

Deereturn there is a prohibition against

the attendance of clerics at stage plays of

every description. But in the course of

ages a contrary custom has arisen, which

causes this prohibition no longer to bind

under mortal sin, unless enforced by some

diocesan or provincial law. Gambling and

games of hazard are forbidden to clerics,

though some modification has been intro

duced in later times, and an approved

canonist quoted by Ferraris 1 says that

" clerics who play seldom and moderately,

f<Jr amusement's sake, are altogether ex

cused from sin if the diocesan law does not

prohibit to them games of chance, and

local custom sanctions it." Clerics must

not carry arms without just and necessary

cause ; hence shooting, unless for the sake

of procuring food, would seem not to

bo allowed : but a moderate indul

gence in hunting and fishing is not for

bidden.

Till quite lately, the server at Mass

used to be called the "clerk," even though

a layman, by English and Irish Catholics,

because he did clerk's work ; just as the

boys at Moss are called " acolytes," though

not really so, because tbey do acolytes'

work. (Ferraris, Clcri<rus.)

cx.nrxc.ai. baptism. A name

given in the earlv Church to baptism

received on the bed* of sickness, those who

received it being called clinici or «cXi»uco».

The first notice which we have of baptism

so conferred is contained in a letter of

Pope Cornelius written about the middle

of the third century to Fabius of Antioeh.

The subject is important from two distinct

points of view, for it throws light both on

the doctrine and the discipline of the

early Church.

With regard to the former, the custom

of conferring clinical baptism proves

that baptism given, not by immersion, but

by sprinkling the recipient, or by pouring

water over him (by aspersion or perfusion),

although unusual, was still considered

valid. This validity is clearly laid down

1 Layman.
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by Cj-prian, in Ep. lxix., when he answers

the question whether those who had not.

been " washed with the water of salvation,

but had had it poured over them," were

" Christians in the strict sense " (legitimi

Chriitiani). He replies that we need

not be concerned because the baptised

person incase of sickness has been sprinkled

or had water poured over him (instead

of being immersed), since in any case he

receives the " grace of the Lord."

However, the discipline of the Church

made a difference between clinici and

other Christians, and did not allow the

former to be ordained, on the ground that

they probably had received the sacrament

rather from fear than from a higher

motive. In the letter already mentioned

Cornelius states that it was against the

law for one who had received clinic bap

tism to enter the ranks of the clergy.1 The

Council of Neocajsarea (can. 12), in the

early part of the fourth century, renews

this ancient prohibition, making, however,

an exception in the case of clinici who sig

nalised themselves by zeal, and for times

when there was great want of clergy.

This canon was received into the " Corpus

Juris," c. 1. Dist. 67."

CX.OISTSR. An enclosed space,

usually square, surrounded by covered

passages, which have continuous walls on

the outer side, and rows of pillars on the

inner side facing the square, in connection

with monastic, cathedral, or collegiate

buildings. In the British Isles they did

not appear earlier than the 13th cen

tury. They doubtless first appeared in

monasteries, furnishing monks with the

means of exercise under cover in wet

weather. The interior space was some

times used for a cemetery, as at Salis

bury. Schools are said to have been held

in them, though they can scarcely, at

any rate in northern climates, have been

very suitable for the purpose. In no

country in Europe have so many fine

specimens of Gothic cloisters been pre

served as in England. That at Gloucester

is of remarkable beauty; the cathedrals

of Durham, York, and Lincoln, and New

College, Oxford, furnish fine examples.

CLOWT, CONGREGATION OF.

This branch of the Benedictine order at

tained in the middle ages to a pitch of

greatness and influence which entitle it to

a separate article. It was founded by Berno,

abbot of Gigny, in 912, with the assistance

of William Duke of Aquitaine, who en-

' Euscb. H. E. vi. 43, 17.

» Hefelc, Concil. i. p. 249.

dowed the new monastery with his whole

domains, forests, meadows, vineyards, &c,

at Cluny, fifteen miles from Macon-eur-

Saone. A succession of great and saintly

abbots—Odo, Aymard, St Mayeul, St.

Odilo, and St. Hugh—procured for the

Abbey of Cluny a world-wide reputation,

great wealth and political influence, and

a filiation of many hundred monasteries.

The bond of dependence was strictly

maintained in all the houses founded from

or connected with Cluny ; in nearly every

instance they were governed by priors,

not abbots. Urban II., the Pope who

preached the first crusade, had been

educated at Cluny under St. Hugh. The

great Earl of Warenne, the friend and

companion in arms of the Conqueror,

founded the first Cluniac house in Eng

land, at Lewes, in 1077, dedicating the

church in honour of St. Vancras. Under

Peter the Venerable, the ninth abbot, the

contemporary and friend of St. Bernard,

Cluny reached its apogee. Peter drew

up a reformed rule; two thousand con

vents recognised him as their superior;

and in 1131 the Pope himself, Innocent

II., came to Cluny and consecrated the

new church, the master-piece of Gothic

architecture and one of the wonders of

the world. At the Revolution, the town

of Cluny bought the church from the

Republican Government, and pulled it

down ; nothing but the two towers and a

fpw other fragments was left standing.

Some time afterwards the people of Cluny

invited Napoleon to visit their town ; the

emperor replied, "No, no, you are

Vandals."

There were thirty-five Cluniac houses

in England at the timo of the suppression ;

the list is given below.1 Only one was

an abbey—Bermondsey; the rest were

1 Nunneries are distinguished by an asterisk ;

cells by the letter C.

Bablew (Som.), C

Barnstaple

Bermondsev

Bretton Monk (York.)

Bromholm (Norf.)

Caresweil (Dev.), C

Castleacre (Norf.)

Clifford (Heref.)

Daventry

Derbv, C

Dudley, C

Hitchnm (Norf.), C

Holme (Dors.), C

Horksley (Essex)

Horton \Kent), 6

Kershall ( Lane), C

Lenton (Notts.)

Lewes

Mnlpas (Monm.), C

Melton Mowbray, C

Mnntacute (Som.)

Myndham (Suff.)

Normansberch

(Norf.), C

Northampton
Northampton •

Pontefract

Preone (Salop), C.

Prittlewell (Essex)

Slewsham (Norf.), C.

Stancsfcate (Essex)

St. Svriac (Corn.), C

Tlietford

Tvkeford (Backs.), G

VVanffford (Snffi), 0

Wenlock
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priories or cells. (Hefele's art. in Wetzer

and Welte ; Tanner's " Notitia.")

COADJUTOR. One who helps a

5relate, or a priest holding a benefice, in

ischarging the duties of his bishopric or

benefice. Coadjutorship may be of two

kinds: one temporary and revocable,

allowed on account of sickness or other

incapacity, and implying no right of suc

cession ; the other perpetual and irrevoc

able, and carrying with it the right to

succeed the person coadjuted. In this

latter sense it is expressly forbidden by

the Council of Trent ; 1 nevertheless the

Pope, fur special causes, sometimes con

cedes it, the plenitude of his apostolic

power enabling him legally to dispense

with the law. If a coadjutor is required

for a parish priest, it is for the bishop of

the diocese to nominate one ; if for a

bishop, the nomination belongs to the

Pope, any usage to the contrary notwith

standing. In the case of a pnest, if the

incapacity is temporary or curable, he

must appoint a vicar or substitute, not a

coadj utor. The various infirmities which

justify coadjutorship—serious and in

curable illness, leprosy, loss of speech, &c.

—are specified in the canon law. In the

case of a bishop, the terms " adminis

trator "and " suffragan * mean much the

same as coadjutor, the differences being,

that the administrator's function ceases

when the bishop resumes charge of the

diocese or dies, and a suffragan assists the

bishop in things which relate to his

ministry, but has no jurisdiction ; while a

coadjutor has jurisdiction, and his rights

may, as we have seen, by special Papal

permission, subsist after the death of the

coadjuted. Various points affecting the

precedence, dignity, and ceremonial

attaching to a coadj utor bishop have been

settled from time to time by the Congre

gation of Rites. (Ferraris, Coadjutor.)

COAT, THE BOLT (tunica incon-

tutilu, der heilige Rock, la taintc Robe).

This celebrated relic is in the treasury of

the cathedral of Treves, and a very an

cient tradition asserts it to bo identical

with the seamless coat which our Saviour

wore at the time of his Passion. The

empress Helena, having come into pos

session of it in the Holy Land, is said to

have given it to the city of Treves, where

she resided for a considerable time. The

earliest written testimony to this effect is

found in the Gesta Trevirorum, a chroni

cle of the first half of the twelfth century,

where Helena is Baid to have presented

i Sean. xxv. c 7, De Bet

the relic to the church during the epi

scopate of Agritius (314-334). Several

other notices of the Holy Coat are found

in documents mounting up to, or nearly

to, the twelfth century. Hut the most

remarkable and interesting piece of

evidence, in support of the authenticity

of the relic, is an ancient ivory belonging

to the cathedral (lost for some time but

recovered in 1844), on which the Empress

is figured, seated at the church door, and

awaiting the arrival of a procession

closed by a chariot in which are two

ecclesiastics guarding a chest. Above the

chariot is the face of Christ, by which

some relation between our Lord and

the contents of the chest seems to be

indicated. This ivory was examined

by the Archaeological Society of Frank

fort in 1840, witli the result of fixing

its date at the end of the fourth or be

ginning of the fifth century.

We read of the translation of the

relic from the choir to the high-altar of

the cathedral in 1196. After an interval

of more than three hundred years, it was

exposed in 1512, and on several other

occasions in the sixteenth century, for the

veneration of the faithful. During the

wars of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, it was deposited for safety in

the castle of Ehrenbreitstein, or at Augs

burg. In 1810, with the permission of

Napoleon, the bishop of Treves, Mgr.

Mannay, brought the sacred relic back

from Augsburg to his own city ; and, in

spite of the confusion of the times, a

multitude of pilgrims numbering over

two hundred thousand visited Treves to

celebrate this joyful restoration. But the

most striking and successful exposition

was that of 1844, when eleven oishops

and more than a million of the laity

flocked to Treves from all sides during the

period (from August, 18 to October 0) for

which the Holy Coat was exhibited

Several miraculous cures were reported,

and the joy and piety of the believing

throng must have been a very moving

sight. Certain unstable Catholics, with

a secret leaning to rationalism, took

offence at the proceedings, and wrote

against the authenticity of tho Holy Coat.

Among these were Czerski, an ecclesiastic

from Posen, and Ronge, a suspended

priest of Breslau. A long controversy

arose, in the course of which these men

seceded from the Church and founded a

sect which they called the " German

Catholic Church." The movement made

a great noise at the time, but is now

0
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seldom heard of. The ■well-known

Catholic writer, Gorres, published a

pamphlet on the question, entitled " The

Pilgrimage of Treves," in 1845.

(This notice follows the article in

Wetzer and Welte by J. Marx, the author

of several works bearing on the history of

the relic.)

CODEX CANONUM ECCL. AF-

VCAViE, This collection of canons, 1 38

in number, consists substantially of the

disciplinary decisions of the great African

council which sat at Carthage between

419 and 422. Dionysius Exiguus (see

Canon Law) admitted the greater part of

them into his first collection. The synod

in Trullo (691) approved and adopted

these canons, with those of many other

councils, as suitable for use in the East.

They were first published at Paris by

Justeau in 1615 ; Mansi included them in

his collection ; they have been discussed

by the brothers Ballerini, De Marca, and

others.

CODEX CANONUM ECCX,. TTWI-

VEXSJE. Under this title the two

Justeau (1610-1661) published the

canons of which the Fathers of Ohalcedon

made chief use (namely, those of Nicsea,

Aneyra, Neo-Ciesarea, Gangra, Antioch,

Laodicea, Constantinople II., and Ephesus)

on the implied assumption that th^v in
tended to, and did in fact, erect ■ -> •,■

canons, along with their own twenty ine

into a code receivable and binding

throughout the Church. For such an

assumption th:re was no foundation. The

collection contains altogether 207 canons.

CCENOBITE. St. Jerome distin

guishes coenobites from anachorites or

hermits. He translates the former word

by " in communi viventes." The word is

derived from kciivos @ios, common life.

The place in which they lived was called

ccenobium or Knivtifjiov, and the superior,

Kotyoffiapxis. Cu;nobites were also

named awoXWai which answers to the

Latin convent ualet. The word coenobite

is thus equivalent to our word "monk."

(Kraus. " Keal-Encycl.")

COOTATE; COUAIEBAl. [See

Consanguinity.]

collation to a benefice.

This as wo have seen [Bishop, II.] is a

right ordinarily belonging to bishops. It

may be either free and voluntary (collatio

libera), or restricted to the institution of a

clerk presented by a third person (collatio

necessaria, non libera). Collation by lay

persons is null, except in a few cases

where, by a special privilege granted by

the Holy See, a king or an abbess confers

a particular benefice as the procurator or

vicar of the Pope.

The right of conferring the higher

ecclesiastical dignities is now in the

greater part of Europe regulated by Con

cordat between the Holy See and the

respective Governments. In Austria the

Emperor has the right of nominating to

most canonries ; occasionally this right is

exercised by the municipality. In France

the nomination as well as collation to all

benefices is usually in the hands of the

archbishops and bishops ; but the appoint

ments made are subject in the case of the

cure's cantonaux to the approbation of the

Government ; which on the other hand

nominates to the almonerships of public

establishments, subject to episcopal ap

proval.

" The rulers of the Church," says

Soglia, " confer benefices by a triple right,

plenary, ordinary, or delegated : the Pope

by his plenary, the bishops by their

ordinary, cardinals and others holding a

Papal indult by their delegated right."

(Card. Soglia, "Instit. Juris Canonici,"

iii. 2, 18.)

COLLATION. [See Fasting.]

COLLECT (collecta) occurs in

several senses in ecclesiastical writers.

(1) It signifies "collection."' Thus St.

Paul mentions the "collect® qua; fiunt

apud sanctos," where the Greek hasXnyta.

(2) For the assembly of the faithful.

Thus we meet with " collectam agere,"

" adesse ad colleetam," &c. (3) For the

prayer said in the Mass after the Gloria

and before the Epistle. The name so used

(collectio or collecta) is found in the

Mozarabic Missal and in the old Sacra-

mentaries. Many of the collects now said

in the Mass were composed by St. Gela-

sius or St. Gregory, though of course

many are of a later date. The prayer or

collect "Deus, cujus dextera beaturu

Petrtun," is attributed to Leo II., who is

said to have written it while the Nea

politans were fighting at sea with the

Saracens for the defence of the Church.

The same Pontiff wrote the prayer " Deus,

qui beato Petro collatis clavibus," when,

having founded the Leonine city, he puf

the bars on the gates. Innocent II. is the

author of the collect " A cunctis."

As to the number of the collect"! :

originally only one was said. Ritual

writers, such as Durandus, Beleth and

Martene, lay it down that the number of

collects must not exceed seven. Accord

ing to the rubrics the number of collects
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■aid must always be unequal, the odd

number, it is said, denoting unity. In the

Roman Church the collect used to be

followed by certain other prayers, for the

Pope, Emperor, &c, which prayers were

called " laudes."

Almost all the collects are addressed

to the Father, and end with the words

" through our Lord Jesus Christ," &c. ;

only a few and those of recent date are

addressed to the Son ; none to the Holy

Ghost. "The Mass," says Cardinal Bona,

" represents the oblation by which Christ

offered Himself to the Father, and there

fore the prayers of the liturgy are directed

to the Father Himself." (Benedict XIV.

" De Missa," iL 5.)

COLIEGE. Collegia, i.e. corpora

tions or guilds of persons united in pur

suit of a common object, were common in

the Roman empire from its commencement.

The Government took cognisance of, and

controlled them. When Christianity ap-

pared everywhere, the churches,regarded

by jurists as collegia, were held to be

unlawful (collegia illicita) and to belong

to them was reckoned a misdemeanour.

(Smith and Cheethain.)

COLLEGE, THE ENGLISH. [See

English College.]

COLLEGE, THE IRISH. [See IRISH

College.]

COLLEGE, THE ROMAIC. [See

Romait College.]

COLLEGE, THE SCOTCH. [See

Scotch College.]

COLLEGIATE CHURCH. After

the practice had become general for the

clergy of cathedral churches to live in

common, under the rule formulated by

the Council of Aix-la-Chapello (816), and

with the title of canons, the churches of

many large towns, besides those which

were the residences of bishops, adopted

a similar organisation, and were called

collegiate churches. [See Canon.] Thus

Darlington, to which some of the canons

whom the bishop William of St. Carilef

(1060-1006) replaced by monks at Dur

ham retired, became, with Papal sanction,

a collegiate church with dean and pre

bendaries, and flourished as such till the

Reformation. At that time (1547), a

neat number of collegiate churches in

England were suppressed, and their re

venues confiscated, with the exception

of a small portion employed in founding

schools, of which King Edward VI.'s

school at Birmingham is an instance.

Since the seventeenth century it has been

invariably ruled that a collegiate church

can only be erected with Papal sanction.

Among the conditions for obtaining this

sanction are—that the locality should be

of sufficient importance ; that there be a

numerous and well-disposed population

and a large body of clergy ; that the

endowment be sufficient ; thnt the church

be of suitable size and dignity ; and that

all things necessary for the divine worship

be provided in abundance. (Ferraris, Col

legium.)

COMMANDMENTS OF GOD (in

Hebrew of Exodus xxxiv. 28, Deut. iv. 13,

x. 4, " the ten words," of which " the

Decalogue," oi 5<Va Aoyoi, to. deKa Adyta, ra

oVwi prj/j-aTa, is a verbal translation) were

given to Moses by God on Mount Sinai.

They were written by the finger of God

on two tables of stone, which wore placed

in the Ark. Thus the commandments

formed the centre and kernel of the

Jewish religion. They were given more

directly by God than any other part of

the Jewish law, and they were placed in

the most holy place, which none but the

high-priest could enter, and he only once

a year. The Roman Catechism (iii. 1, 1),

quoting St. Augustine, points out that all

the rest of the Mosaic law depends on

the decalogue, while the ten command

ments, in their turn, are based on two

precepts—the love of God with the whole

heart, and the love of our neighbour as

ourselves.

Two questions about the command

ments must be mentioned, the former of

which concerns the binding force, the

latter the division and arrangement, of

the decalogue.

As to the former question, the Council

of Trent defines, against antinomian

heretics of ancient and modem times,

that the ten commandments bind the con-

sciencesof all mankind.Christians included.

"If anyone say thtt the tencommandments

have nothing to do with Christians, let him

be anathema." "If anyone say that a man,

though justified and ever so perfect, is not

bound to observe the commandments of

God and the Church, let him be ana

thema." 1 The reason or; which this obli

gation rests is manifest. God did not give

a now law to Moses ; He only republished

a law written originally on the conscience

of man, and obscured by his sinful igno

rance. The ten commandments, then, did

not begin to bind when proclaimed to the

people of Israel, and tbey have not ceased

1 Connl. Trident, sess. vi. De JusMf. can

19, 20.

o 8
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to do so now that Christ has done away

with the Jewish law.1

The second question turns on the divi

sion of the commandments, and here there

are three principal views. It is well to

remind the reader, first, that there are

several differences in the exact words of

the commandments as given in Exodus

xx. and Deuteronomy v., one of which is

of special moment. In Exodus, the last

prohibitions run, "Thou shalt not covet

thy neighbour's house : thou shalt not

covet thy neighbour's wife, nor his ser

vant, nor bis maid, nor his ox, nor bis ass,

nor anything that is thy neighbour's." In

Deuteronomy, the order is changed thus:

" Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's

wife ; and thou shalt not desire " [a differ

ent word in Hebrew from that translated

" covet," though the Vulgate obliterates

the distinction] " his field, or bis servant,

or his maid, his ox, or his ass, or anything

that is thy neighbour's." We may now

proceed to consider the different modes of

division.

(1) Philo and Josephus, followed by

Origen and other early Christians, by the

Greek Church, and all Protestants except

Lutherans, divide the commandments into

two tables, containing each five precepts :

viz. 1, on strange gods ; 2, on image

worship; .3, on taking God's name in

vain ; 4, on the Sabbath ; 5, on honouring

parents : C, on murder ; 7, on adultery ; 8,

on stealing ; 0, on false witness ; 10, on

covetousness.

(2) The Talmud, the Targum of Jona-

thnu, and many rabbinical commentators,

make the preface, "I am the Lord thy

God," &c.,the first " word thev regard

the prohibition of strange gods in<i images

as one single "word, viz. the second;

for the rest thev agree with the division

of Philo, &c.

(.'!) Augustine places in the first table

three commandments, relating to God—

viz. 1, on strange gods and images (so that

he regards the prohibition of idols as a

mere application of the principle, "Thou

shalt not have strange gods before me");

1 Cat. Bom. iii. 1, 3. An exception must

be made of that clause in the third com

mandment which fixes the seventh day for

divine worsnip. As to the apparent prohibi

tion of images, see Petav. De Incarn. xv. 6.

Here it is enough to say that if, with Josephus,

we hold t hat the commandment absolutely pro

hibits sculpture and painting, so that Solomon

broke it when he made the twelve oxen under

the brazen sea or the lions for his throne, then

we must also hold that this ceremonial part of

the commandment no longer binds.

2, the name of God ; 3, the Sabbath. In

the second table be places seven precepts,

relating to our neighbour—viz command

ment 4, on parents ; 5, on muider ; 6, on

adultery ; 7, on stealing ; 8, on false wit

ness ; 0, on coveting our neighbour's wife ;

10, on coveting our neighbour's goods.

This division has prevailed in the Catholic

Church, and has been retained by the

Lutherans, except that they, following

the order in Exodus, make commandment

9, on coveting our neighbour's house ; 10,

on coveting his wife or goods : a division

to which Augustine himself in some places

gives support.

What has been already said shows

that ignorance alone can charge Catholics

with introducing a new mode of division

in order to give less prominence to the

prohibition of idol-worship. The division

was current long before any strife on

images had arisen in the Church.

Next, the Catholics.in this division of

the first and second commandments, have

the whole weight of rabbinical tradition

on their side.

Thirdly, the modern Catholic division

is the only one consistent with the Hebrew

text, as usually found in MSS. and printed

editions. The text is divided into ten sec

tions, which correspond precisely wit hour

Catholic division. These sections are

admitted to be very ancient, older even

than tha Masoretic text, and the Protes

tant scholar Kennicoit found them so

marked in 400 out of 694 MSS. which

he collated.1

Lastly, the wording of the text both

in Exodus and Deuteronomy strongly

favours the Catholic division. The pro

mises and threats, " I am the Lord thy

God, mighty, jealous," &c, are much more

suitable on the theory that the prohibition

of strange gods and idols forms one com

mandment, while in Deuteronomy, after

the prohibition of coveting our neigh-

! hour's wife, the change of the verb men

tioned above seems to indicate the be

ginning of a new commandment ; nor is

1 There is no doubt that the prohibition of

polytheism and uf image-worship always forms

one section. In some MSS., however, of Exodus

I there are only nine sections in the text of the

decalogue, our ninth and tenth commandments

forming one seci ion. Kennicott.saysKeil, found

the division wanting in 234 out" of G!)4 MSS.

which he collated, and an examination of

Kennicott's Bible confirms Keil's statement.

Dillmann's assertion that Kennicott found the

division between the ninth and tenth com-

I mandments wanting in most of his MSS. secoa

| to be wholly inaccurate.
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there any difficulty in distinguishing

carnal desire from coveting another man's

goods. (The facts as here given will be

found in Kalisch, Knobel, and Keil in their

commentaries on Exodus. The tirst is a

very learned Jew, the second a Rationalist,

the third an orthodox Protestant. All are

opposed to the Catholic mode of division.

Dillmann's Commentary (1881) has also

been consulted.)

COMMAHDKIlrTB OF THE

CHURCH. Parents, and other persons in-

Tested with lawful authority,have power to

make rules for those placed under them,

so that things lawful in themselves become

unlawful by their prohibition. The

Scripture teaches plainly that the Church

has this power. We are to hear the

Church (Matt, xviii. 17). The Holy

Ghost has placed bishops to " rule the

Church" (Acts xx. 28). St. Paul com

manded Christians to keep the " precepts

of the Apostles and the ancients "

(xv. 41).

The Roman Catechism makes no spe

cial enumeration of the commandments

of the Church ; but such an enumeration

is generally found in popular Catechisms,

which have followed in this respect the

example set by the Catechism of Canisius.

The English Catechism, like the French

ones of Fleury, &c, counts six command

ments of the Church. Many other Cate

chisms reduce them to five. In our

English Catechism they are given as

follows : 1, to keep certain days holy, with

the obligation of resting from servile work ;

2, to hear Mass on Sundays and holidays

of obligation ; 3, to keep the days of

fasting and abstinence ; 4, to confess once

a year ; 6, to communicate at Easter or

thereabouts ; 6, not to marry within for

bidden degrees, or at forbidden times.

The sixth commandment is omitted in

many Catechisms ; that of Bellarmine

adds another— viz. to pay tithes.

COMMEMORATIONS OFFEASTS

A.c. As the Church celebrates many

feasts, some moveable, some fixed, it may

often happen that two of them fall on the

same day ; or again the Church may in

stitute the feast of a saint, just canonised,

on a day already occupied "by the feast of

another saint. Further, as semi-doubles

and all feasts of higher rank have first

and second vespers, the second vespers of

one feast would often have to be said at

the same time as the first vespers of

another. As it would be difficult to say

the Mass and office of two feasts on the

same day, the Church, as a rule, celebrates

the greater feast and merely commemo

rates the inferior one.1

We must begin by distinguishing

special from common commemorations,

the former being subdivided into partial

and complete commemorations.

Partial commemorations are made

when the first vespers of one feast coin

cide with the second vespers of another.

In that case, the vespers of the feast

higher in rank are said, while the other

feast is commemorated by the recital of

the antiphou before the Magnificat, the

versicles and the prayer.

Complete commemorations are made

when two feasts fall on the same day. In

that case, the collects of the leaser feast

are added in the Mass of the day, and on

certain occasions (e.g. if a Sunday or

greater feria is commemorated) the Gospel

from the Mass of the day commemorated

is said at the end of Maes instead of the

Gospel of St. John. Moreover, the anti-

phons for the Benedictus and Magnificat,

with the versicles in the office omitted,

are added in the lauds and vespers of the

office which is said. Finally, the Gospel

of a Sunday or greater feria, with the

homily and the lections of a simple feast

containing the life of the saint (provided

such lessons are " proper " and not merely

taken from the common) are substituted

for the ninth lection in matins. Supposing

that a simple feast and a Sunday or greater

Feria have both to be commemorated, the

ninth lection is taken from the latter in

preference to the former. The life of the

saint commemorated is also omitted if the

matins of the office said does not end with

the Te Deuni.2

The common commemorations consist

of antiphons, versicles and prayers relating

to the Blessed Virgin, St. Joseph, St. Peter

and St. Paul, the Patron or title of the

church, and peace ; such commemorations

are made on semi-doubles, simples, and

ferias, at the end of lauds and vespers,

except during Octaves, and except from

the first Sunday of Advent till the octave

of the Epiphany, and from Passion Sunday

till Trinity Sunday. They are preceded on

ferias by a commemoration of the Cross ;

while in Paschal time a special commemo

ration of the Cross is made, although the

other commemorations are omitted.

Commemorations are made in the fol

lowing order : a double is commemorated

1 A greater feria or octave may also have

to be commemorated.

' Gavant. sect. iii. 11, 33, "De Commemo-

rationibas."
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first, then a Sunday, then a semi-double,

an octave, a greater feria, a simple ; last

of all come the common commemorations.

Many of the rules on this subject,

some of which are very elaborate, have

been left out here for want of space.

They are fully discussed by Gavantus and

Meratus. We may, however, mention the

general principle, that the greater the

solemnity of a day or season, the more it

absorbs attention and therefore tends to

exclude commemorations. (See Gavantus,

with Meratus' note, p. 11, sect, iii.cap. 11.)

COMKEMOKATIOS OF THE

x,ivino anb or THE seas in

THE MASS. [See DlPTl'CHS.]

coMMSsoa, It is a Low Latin

word, formed from the verb commendare,

signifying the custody of a church or

convent in the absence of a regular in

cumbent. A church, &c, so treated, was

said to be held in commendam. This

commendation had nothing abusive in its

origin, which was perfectly natural : thus

when a bishop of Fundi was driven from

his see by the barbarians, Pope Gregory

the Great nominated him to the vacant

see of Terracina, at the same time com

mending Fundi to his care. A Council

of Merida commended to the metropolitan

the churches of certain bishops who had

been ordered to retire from their sees

and do penance, for absenting themselves

from a provincial council. In process of

time the Roman See claimed the right of

allowingabishop,orotherdignitary,tohold

other benefices in commendam with his

own preferment. For this there might

often be reasonable and sufficient cause ;

but the practice became much too com

mon. Matthew Paris complains (a. 1246)

of this permission to a well-beneficed

ecclesiastic to retain his benefices in com

mendam with a bishopric to which he

might be appointed, as an abuse of recent

origin. The Council of Constance, in its

last year (1417), strove to put an end to

reservations, expectatives, and commen-

dams, but only succeeded in obtaining

from the new Pope (Martin V.) a promise

that all these favours should be brought

under more strict control. But political

reasons {e.g. the auger or good will of an

emperor or king, incurred by thwarting

or gratifying his wishes respecting the

cumulation of benefices on some favourite

churchman) made, or seemed to make,

the complete abolition of the practice

impossible. Even the Council of Trent,

honestly zealous as it was for reform,

ventured no more than to express its con

fidence that " the Roman Pontiff in his

piety and prudence would, to far an he saw

the times could bear it, set over monasteries

at present held m commendam [by secu

lars] monastic persons belonging to the

respective orders, capable of representing

and ruling the communities."'

Since the destruction of Church pro

perty which recent times have witnessed,

the practice of commendation has greatly

dwindled, if not wholly ceased, through

out Europe.

COMMENDATION OP THE

SOUXf (Ordo commendationis animai).

A form of prayer for the dying contained

in the Roman Ritual. The practice of

bringing the priest to the bed of dying

persons is coeval with the Church itself,

and Amalarius tells us that several of the

ancient Antiphonaries contained prayers

for the dying. Parts at least of the pre

sent form are very ancient. The words

" Subvenite," &c, " Come to his help, all

ye saints of God ; meet him, all ye angels of

God," &c, occur in the Antiphonaryof St.

Gregory the Oreat ; the beautiful address,

"Go forth, O Christian scul," &c, is found

in a letter of St. Peter Damian, written

to a friend of his who was near death.

COMMENDATORY LETTERS

(mxTTavucni nrurroKai, 2 Cor. iii. 1). The

Christians of Ephesus, when Apollo the

newly converted Jew wishpd to pass into

Achaia, wrote to their fellow-believers at

Corinth, that they should receive him

(Acts xviii. 17). While the general

society of the empire was still heathen,

the bond between believers was close, and

the distinction between Christians and

non-Christians had to be firmly and

sharply drawn. Commendatory letters,

—"letters of introduction" as we should

now say — were required for everyone

who travelled to a foreign country, if he

wished to receive hospitality there, and

to be ndmitted to communion. They

were given by the bishop. For a long

time after the conversion of Constantino

the prevalence of Arianism and other

heresies made it necessary still to adhere

to the practice, le<t those should be

unawares admitted to communion whom

St. John had warned Christians not so

much as to bid God-speed to (2 John i.

10). It is the crowning argument of St.

Austin against the Donatists, that " their

letters would not be received in any

churches but their own." The Councils

of Elvira, Chalcedon, and Aries framed

regulations about these letters, on which

> Bees. xxr. c. 21, De Ref.
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ao much importance came to bo laid that

no one, whether clerk or layman, was

received in any city who came unprovided

with them. They were also called

canomica, and communicatorice. The tW

(TtoXoI flfiTjviKai recommended the bearer

specially tor alms. The dn-oXuriitni (rfi-

tnistorue), first mentioned in the Council

in Trullo (601), referred to a permanent

settlement of the bearer in the country

visited, the o-vo-TnTt«u to a temporary so

journ, fSmith and Cheethain,art. by Prof.

Pluniptre.)

COMMISSARY. An ecclesiastic

who, by delegation from the bishop,

exercises a portion of the episcopal juris

diction in a particular part of tlie diocese,

especially with reference to licences, insti

tutions, the examination of witnesses, &c.

common. [See Breviary, Missal.]

common iifs, ami An

BROTHERS OF THE. A holy deacon of

Deventor in the Netherlands, Gerhard

Groot (tl384), was the founder of this

remarkable institute. He had sat at

the feet of Ruysbroek, one of the most

eminent mystics of that age, and had been

deeply impressed by the spectacle of love,

peace, and joyful co-operation presented

by the Augustinian brotherhood which he

directed. Not long before, Ruysbroek

had obtained a similar influence over the

celebrated Tauler. Gerhard applied his

fortune to the work of establishing and

endowing a building to receive clerics,

and also laymen, who, without taking

perpetual vows, were desirous of leading

an austere Christian life in common.

Great preachers, besides Gerhard himself,

came forth from this institute ; among

them was Thomas a Kempis, or of

Kempen (+1471 ), supposed by many to

be the author of the " Iiuitatio Christi." In

the schools of Deventer was also trained

Nicholas of Ousa, afterwards Cardinal, the

most learned theologian at the Council of

Basle, author of "Concordantia Cathulica"'

and many other works. Gerhard's chief

convent was at "VVindesheim ; whence

some of the canons were invited into

France at the beginning of the sixteenth

century, and established at Chateau

Laudoiw^The order spread far and wide

in the Netherlands, and was not unknown

in Germany. Houses of nuns were

aggregated to the institute, which is

represented by celebrated monasteries in

Belgium even at the present day. (H6-

lyot, vol. iv. ; MShler, " Kirchengesch.")

COMMUlllCATIO rOIOMATTTM.

(also communio idiomatuvi—and in the

Greek Fathers aWiWir). The appro

priation of divine attributes to Christ as

man, and of human qualities to Christ as

God, because one and the same Person i;

at once God and man. Thus vce may say

" God died," " Mary is the Mother ofGod,'

though it was as man that Christ died and

bad a mother ; or again, " The nian Christ

Jesus is the Creator of the world.-' This

usage is consonant with Scripture, which

speaks of the Lord of glory as being

crucitied ; of the Son of God as being

delivered for us, &c. ; and with the defi

nition of the Council of Ephesus, that

Mary is the Mother of God. The reason

on which the usage rests is that "the

man Christ " implies, not only human

nature, but also the divine Person united

with it; "God," when we think of God

the Son incarnate, implies, not only the

divine Person, but also the human nature,

which he made proper (ISwK.hence i67ojia)

to himself. Observe, however, that we

cannot say " the Divinity sutlered," " the

Manhood is eternal," Sec. (See Petavius,

" De Incarn." iv. 16.)

COMMDNION. That the body, soul

and divinity of Christ are given in the

Communion, and that Christ is received

whole and entire under either kiud—i.e.

under the form of bread alone, or wine

alone—is an article of the Catholic faith,

explained and proved und>-r the article

Eucharist. In this place we shall only

treat of the rite according to which Com

munion is given. At every Mass the

celebrant is bound to communicate,

because his communion is necessary for

the completion of the saciiOce. [See Mass.]

In the Roman rite, the priest, after tho

words "Domine.non sum digrnus." bowing

low, but still standing, receives the body

of Christ, saying "Corpus Domini nostri,"

&c, " May the body of our Lord Jesus

Christ preserve my soul unto everlasting

life." Then, having collected any particles

of the Blessed Sacrament which may

remain on the corporal or paten, He puts

them into the chalice and takes the pre

cious blood with the words, " May the

blood of our Lord Jesus Christ," &c.

Afterwards, if any of the people desire to

communicate, the clerk says the Contiteor,1

the priest pronounces a form of absolution,

holds the Blessed Sacrament before the

people, saying, "Behold the Lambof God,"

&c, and finally gives them communion

1 This practice came in daring the thir

teenth century, through the influence of th

begging friars.— Benedict XIV. Dt Miu. ill

22,2.
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under the form of bread, using the words

" May the body of our Lord Jesus Christ,"

&c. The clergy, servers, &c, usually com

municate on the altar-steps ; the people at

the altar-rails, on which a white cloth

is placed for the communicants to hold up

near the face and so to prevent any par

ticle from falling' to the ground. In some

churches a small tray, carried by the

clerk from one communicant to another,

is substituted for the white cloth—(this

is in reality a return to the more ancient

custom : Benedict XIV. "De Mies." iii. 22,

8). Communion is given to all who are

sufficiently old to understand the nature

ofthe Sacrament ; and, although the com

munion of the people is in no way essen

tial, either to the integrity or lawfulness

of the sacrifice, still the Council of Trent

(Sess. xxii. cap. 0) desires that the faithful

should communicate at every Mass. Of

course this desire implies as a condition

that the faithful should be fervent enough

to communicate often with advantage.

Communion may be given on all days of

the year,exeept Good Friday—(the ancient

usage permitted the faithful to commu

nicate even on Good Friday : Benedict

XIV. " De Fest." i. 3.59)—when it cannot

be given except in dangerous sickness : and

at any hour of the day : not, however, at

night.' Communion may be given out of

Mass; when the priest administers it,

wearing a surplice and white stole (a red

stole is used in the Ambrosian rite), and

with almost the same form of words

which is used in givingOommunion during

Mass, except that he adds the antiphon

" 0 sacred banquet, in which Christ is

taken," and concludes by blessing the peo

ple. This blessing is omitted if the priest

gives Communion before Mass in black

vestments.

We may now go on to trace the history

of the administration of Communion. The

essential points have remained unchanged

from the time of the Apostles; still several

striking changes have undoubtedly been

made.

(1) The ordinary minuter of the sacra

ment is the pi iest , nor ea n a mere deacon, ac

cording tothe present discipline, give com

munion without grave necessity.- In early

1 Manual Dtcrtt. S. Bit. Cangr. n. 969-

971, where the Communion of the faithful

at midnight Mass on Christmas Eve ia pro

hibited. On Holy Saturday, Communion may

be given after, but not during, Moss.—lb.

1088-90.

* S. Liguor. vi. n. 237. The necessity

need not be extreme.

times, leave to administer this sacrament

was given to deacons much more freely.

Justin (" Apol." i. 05) speaks of them as

distributing the consecrated bread and

wine. A little later, Cyprian (" De Laps."

25) and the Apostolic Constitutions (viii.

12) describe the celebrant as administer

ing the body of Christ, while the deacons

gave tho cba'ice. The Council of Nictea,

canon 18, forbids deacons to give Com

munion to the priests—who, according to

tho wont of that time, joined with the

bishop in celebrat ing Mass—or to receive

Communion themselves before a bishop

who might be assisting at the sacrifice.1

In times of persecution, the faithful took

the Blessed Sacrament away with them,

so that even women gave themselves

Communion at home.2 Ordinarily, the

deacons conveyed the Holy Communion to

the sick, but sometimes even lavmen did

so.3 Pius V., in modern times, is said to

have allowed Mary Queen of Scots to

receive Communion from her own hands

in prison.* By the present law of the

Church, the parish priest is bound to give

his parishioners the opportunity of com

municating, and no other priest can law

fully giveCommunion without his consent,

except in case of necessity. In countries

where there are no parishes, the leave of

th& priest in charge of the mission is

required in order to give Communion.

(2) All baptised persons, who are in

a state of grace, and fasting, and who are

sufficiently instructed, may receive com

munion. In ancient times all who as

sisted at Mass were obliged to communi

cate, and it was only the highest class of

penitents who did not come under this

rule.5 However, in Chrysostom's time the

charity of Christians had already grown

cold, and many heard Mass without com

municating. Afterwards, the faithful were

only required to communicate three times

in the year ; and finally the Fourth Lateran

Council introduced the present rule of

cominuuicnting once at least in the year,

and that about Easter time. F'urther, it

is to this day the custom in the East to

communicate infants just after baptism,

and this use, Fleury says, continued in

the West till the opening of the ninth'

1 Seethe explanation of the canon in Hefeir,

Concil. i. p. 42-1 ho.

» Tertull. Ad Uxor. ii. 5.

» Euacb. H. E. vi. 44.

* Billuart, De Evch. diss. vii. a. 3.

5 Can. Apot. 9, 10. Concil. Ancvr. (anno

314), can. 5.

* Fleuiy, lxxxiv. 9. The remains of the

sacred species were given to children at Coo
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ceol ury, while even in the thirteenth Com

munion was (riven to children in danger

of death. The Council of Trent (Sess.

xxi. cap. 4, De Conunun.) declares that

children who have not come to the use of

reason need not receive Communion. At

present, children usually make their first

Communion between ten and twelve years

of age. Verv often this first Communion is

accompanied with the renewal of bap

tismal vows: the children hold lighted

cnndles in their hands, and an address is

made to them by their pastor, but none

of these observances are prescribed by

the Church.

(3) The church was the place of

administration, although in sickness and,

as we have seen, in times of persecution

Communion was given in private houses.

Usually, the priests and deacons com

municated at the altar, the rest of the

clergy in the choir, the laity outside the

choir. But in the East the Emperor by

ancient privilege, when he made his offer

ing, approached and remained at the altar 1 ;

while in some parts of Gaul the laity

generally- did the same.8

(4) The time for Communion was

usually early in the morning, and it was

always, in virtue of an Apostolic tradition,

received fasting. The one and only ex

ception was the practice in the African

Church of celebrating Mass and giving

Communion on the evening of Maundy

Thursday [see Agape]. Natural reverence

forbade Christians to receive the body of

Christ after common food.

(5) The ceremonies in the adminis

tration have varied considerably and still

are very different in different rites. At

the cry "Holy things to the holy," Chris

tians drew near with bent body but still

standing, and received the Holy Sacra

ment in the hollow of the right hand,

supporting it with the left."3 When the

administrant said, " The body, the blood

of Christ," the communicant answered

" Amen,'' * The longer form, now em

ployed, viz. "The body of our Lord Jesus

Christ, preserve thy soul unto everlasting

life," came into use in the time of Gregory

the Great, though even after this date the

form of words was by no means uniform

stantinople as late as the fourteenth century.

See Fleurv, xxxiii. 41. .

1 Trull. Synd. can. 69.

* Council of Tours (anno 567), an. 4.

* Dionys. Al. ap. Euseb. vii. 9. Tertull.

De Idol. 7, where the reception in the hands

and the landing posture are mentioned.

* Tertull. JJe Spectac. 25. Constit. Apot.

vii 12.

throughout the West. Under Pope Aga-

petus (t 536) the custom began of placing

the Blessed Sacrament in the mouth ; a

council of Rouen, assigned by Mansi to

the middle of the seventh century, forbids

it to be given in any other way.' Benedict

XIV.2 mentions the fact that the Popes

in solemn Mass used to communicate

sitting on their throne and facing the

people. At present, the Pope, on these

occasions, communicates standing at his

throne profoundly inclined ; but Benedict

XIV. does not say when this change in

the Papal rite was made.

(6) We now come to the most im

portant of all changes in the discipline of

the Church on this matter. Down to the

middle ages, the faithful throughout the

whole Church usually received the Eu

charist under both kinds. That the cele

brating priest should consecrate and

receive under both kinds is of divine

institution and therefore unalterable [see

Mass]. But writers of the eleventh and

following centuries notice the custom

springing up in the Latin Church, of

giving the Eucharist to all communicants

except the celebrant under the form of

bread alone, partly to counteract the

heretical error that Christ is not received

whole and entire under either kind,

partly to prevent the spilling of the Pre
cious" Blood. St. Thomas s(fl 274) says

that in his day Communion under one

kind previuled " in some churches." The

Council of Constance to meet the errors

of Huss and Jerome of Prague made this

custom of universal obligation in the

West ; this decree was renewed by the

Council of Basle against the Taborites

and Calislines, and by that of Trent

against the Lutherans and Calvinists.

Exceptions have been mode by special

privilege. Thus, Clement VI. gave the

kings of France leave to communicate

under both kinds. In solemn Mass cele

brated by the Pope, the deacon and sub-

deacon receive the Precious Blood, and so

even in the last century the deacon and

subdeacon used to on Sundays and solemn

feasts in the church of St. Denis near

Paris, and in the church of Clugny.4
Wre take for granted here that Christ is

given whole and entire under either kind

[see Eucharist] ; but it is often alleged

that in any case the Church has altered the

1 Hefele, Condi, ii. p. 97.

» De Mia. ii. 21, 4.
• III. lxxx. 12.

* Benedict XIV. speaks of all these privi

leges as continuing in his time.
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custom of communicating under both

kinds which was imposed by our Lord.

To this we reply with the Council of Trent

that there is no divine precept binding

anyone, except the celebrant, to receive

both species. Communion under one or

both kindB is a matter of discipline, which

the Church may alter as she sees lit

This Catholic truth is indicated in Scrip-

tare and fully certified by tradition. It

is indicated in Scripture, for our Lord

says, on the one hand, " Unless ye eat the

flesh of the Son of Man and drink his

blood, ye will not hare life in you ; " " He

who eateth my flesh and drinketh my

blood, hath eternal life ; " but also, on the

other hand, " If anyone eat of this bread

he shall live for ever;" "The bread,

which I shall give, is my flesh for the life

of the world," "He who eateth this bread,

will live for ever." It is fully certified

by tradition, because the Church, from the

beginning, has permitted both modes of

communicating. Children received Com

munion under the form of wine alone ; 1 the

sick, and the faithful generally who com

municated at home, under the form of

bread alone.2 True, Popes Leo and Ge-

lasius emphatically condemned persons

who abstained from the chalice, but this

because they did so on private authority

and in consequence of the Manichean

error, which made them look on wine

as evil. Moreover, the present use of the

Greek and Oriental Churches makes it as

clear as day that they do not consider it

a matter of necessity to give Communion

under both kinds, though it is their

usual practice to do so. Thus the Church

has ever faithfully maintained the same

principles on this matter ; her discipline

has, indeed, changed from time to time, but

never in any essential particular; while,

on thecontrary, those who charge her with

innovation are themselves convicted of

introducing a new principle, directly

opposed to the unanimous teaching of

antiquity. (In the works of Bossuet,

there is a short but masterly treatise on

Communion under one kind. On the whole

subject of Communion much interesting

matterwill be found in Benedict XIV. "Be

Missa"; Denzinger, " Ritus Orientalium " ;

ChaTdon, "Histoiredes Sacrements," &c.)

COMKUSIOir (Utnrglcal term).

The antiphon which the priest says after the

ablutions, at the Epistle side of the altaT.

1 Cvrian. lie Laps. 25.

» Tertull. Be Orat. 19; Ad Uxor. ii. 5.

Dionya. Al. apud Euseb. HE. vi. 44. Cyprian,

De Lap*. 25.

Formerly, it used to be sung, while the

people communicated : hence the name.

The "Communion'' is mentioned in the

Roman Ordines. Cardinal" Tbomasius

quotes an example of a "Communion

Psalm," which was sung in alternate

verses, till the Pontiff, the people having

communicated, gave the choir a sign to

end with the " Gloria Patri," after which

the antiphon was repeated.

COMKUinON OF SAINTS is

mentioned in the ninth article of the

Apostles' Creed, where it is added, accord

ing to the Roman Catechism, as an ex

planation of the foregoing words, " I be

lieve in the holy Catholic Church." The

communion of saints consists in the union

which binds together the members of the

Church on earth , and connects the Church

on earth with the Church suffering in

Purgatory and triumphant in heaven.

(1) The faithful on earth have com

munion with each other because they par

take of the same sacraments, are under

one head, and assist each other by their

prayers and good works. Even the per

sonal merits of a just man profit bis

brethren, because the greater his good

ness, the greater the efficacy of his prayer

for others, the more fitting it is that, as

he does God's will, so God should deign

to do his by increasing the graces or

converting the souls of those for whom

he prays.

Catholic commentators understand St.

Paul to refer to this communion in

good works whenhe encourages the Corin

thians to help their needy brethren at

Jerusalem. " Let your abundance," he

saya (2 Cor. viii. 14), " supply their want,

that their abundance also may be the fill

ing up of your want "—i.e. that yon may

share in their spiritual, as they have

shared in your temporal, riches.1 Again,

God spares his people for the sake of the

saints among them, just as He was ready

to spare Sodom had ten just men been

found in it ; or forgave Job's friends

at the sacrifice and prayer of Job him

self-; or so often restrained his wrath

against his people for his servant

Bavid's sake. Of course also many graces

are given primarily for the edification of

the CJhurch.

(2) Wecommunicate with the souls in

Purgatory by praying for them [See

Purgatory.]

1 See Estins, ad toe. Meyer, who attacks

this interpretation, admits that it is the tradi

tional one ; and it has been adopted by eminent

Protestants, e.g. by Bengel.
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(3) With the blessed in Heaven by

obtaining their prayers. [See Interces

sion of the Saints.]

COMPUNB. [See Breviary.]

conception. [See Immaculate

Conception.]

conclave (Lat. conclave ; pro

perly, a chamber that can be closed with

one key). The term is applied both to the

place where the Cardinals assemble for the

election of a new Pope, and to the assem

bly itself. Several questions relating to

the election of Popes—e.g. whether the

Roman Pontiff can legally nominate his

successor ; who is or is not eligible ; what

would happen in the event of all the

Cardinals dying before the election ; Ac.—

are considered under Pope ; in this article

we shall treat exclusively of the mode of

election, as finally settled by Gregory X.

In the course of the dark ages the secular

rulers of Borne made various attempts to

interfere with the freedom of Papal elec

tions. A statement even appears in the

Decretum of Gratian (and was used in

argument byJames l.andUishopAndrewes,

when attempting to justify the subjection

of the AnglicanChurch to the crown), to

the effect that Pope Hadrian granted to

Charlemagne the right of electing the

Pope and regulating the Apostolic See.

But this canon was shown by Bellarmin

tobespurious ; it wasprohibly invented by

Sigismond of Gemblours, a strong sup

porter of imperial pretensions, and, being

found in his chronicle, imposed upon the

unwary Gratian. Another canon also

found in Gratian, which states that Leo

VHI. granted a similar privilege to Otho

I., soon after the commencement of the

revived "Holy Roman Empire," at once

falls to the ground when it is re

membered that Leo VIII., for the un

answerable reasons given by Baronius, is

not to be accounted a true Pope. In

1059 an important decree was made by

Nicholas II.inacouncilatRome, assigning

the election of futurePopestotheCardinal

Bishops, with the consent of the other

Cardinals and the clergy and people of

Rome, saving also the honour due to

Henry, King of the Romans, and to any

of his successors on the imperial throne in

whose favour the Holy See should make

the same reservation. This partial recog

nition of a right to interfere in the

election proved to be fertile in antipopes

and vexations of every kind ; and Alex

ander III., having experienced what

trouble an arbitrary emperor could cause,

in his long struggle with Frederic Bar-

barossa, resolved with a wise boldness

to take away from the imperial line the

locus standi in Papal elections which the

canon of 1050 had allowed, and to vin

dicate her ancient freedom for the Church.

In a General Council held at the Lateran

in 1 1 79, it was decreed that the election

should thenceforth rest with the Cardinals

alone, and that, in order to be canonical,

it must be supported by the votes of two

thirds of their number. In the following

century, the Lateran decree was confirmed

and developed at the Council of Lyons

(1274) presided over by Gregory X. ; and

in all its substantial features the discipline

then settled is still observed.

In the election of a Pope, it is obvious

that there are certain conditions the

exact fulfilment of which is of the utmost

consequence. These are such as the fol

lowing:—that all those qualified to vote,

and only those, should take part in the

election ; that the election should not be

unnecessarily delayed ; that it should not

be precipitated ; that the electors should

be in no fear for their personal safety,

which would prevent the election from

being free ; lastly, that they should be

subjected to no external persuasion tend

ing to make them vote, or at least come

under the suspicion of voting, from mo

tives lower than those which ought to

actuate them. All these conditions, the

regulations for the conclave fixed in 1274

endeavour, so far as human forethought

can ensure it, to cause. to be observed.

After the death of a Pope the Cardinals

who are absent are immediately to be sum

moned to the conclave by one of the sec

retaries of the Sacred College ; the election

is to begin on the tenth day after the death.

In whatever city the Pope dies, there the

election muBt be held. Within the ten

days the conclave must be constructed in

the Papalpalaee, or in some other suitable

edifice. The large halls of the palace are

so divided by wooden partitions as to

furnish a number of sets of small aparfc-

ments (two for en ordinary Cardinal,

three for one of princely rank), all open

ing upon a corridor. Here the Cardinals

must remain until they have elected a

Pope. On the tenth day a solemn Mass

of the Holy Ghost is said in the Vatican

church, and after it the Cardinals form a

procession and proceed to the conclave,

taking up their respective apartments as

the lot has distributed them. For the

rest of that day the conclave is open ;

crowds of persons flock in and circulate

among the apartments and corridors;
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and the ambassadors and delegates of

foreign States, besides their personal

friends, visit the Cardinals for the last

time. In the evening everyone is turned

out except the Cardinals and those autho

rised to remain with them, and the con

clave is closed. This is done under the

superintendence of two guardians of the

conclave—one a prelate previously appoin

ted by the Sacred College, who is called

the governor ; the other a lay official,

designated the marshal. Each Cardinal

is allowed to have two members of his

household in personal attendance upon

him; these are called conclavists. A

number of other attendants and minor

officials—a carpenter, a mason, a sacrist,

a monk or friar to hear confessions, two

barbers, eight or ten porters and mes

sengers, and several others—are in the

common service of the whole body of

Cardinals. All the entrances to the

building but one are plosed : that one is in

the charge of officials who are partly

prelates, partly officials of the munici

pality, whose business it is to see that no

unauthorised person shall enter, and to

exercise a surveillance over the food

brought for the Cardinals, lest any written

communication should be conveyed to

them by this channel. After three days,

the supply of food sent in is restricted ;

if five days more elapse without an elec

tion being made, the rule used to be that

the Cardinals should from that time subsist

on nothing but bread, wine, and water ;

but this rigour has been somewhat modi

fied by later ordinances. Morning and

evening, the Cardinals meet in the chapel,

and a secret scrutiny by means of voting

papers is usually instituted, in order to

ascertain whether any candidate has the

required majority of two thirds. A Car

dinal coming from a distance can enter

the conclave after the closure, but only

if he claim the right of doing so within

three days of his arrival in the city.

Every actual Cardinal, even though he

may lie under a sentence of excommuni

cation, has the right to vote, unless he

has not yet been admitted to deacon's

orders. Even in this case, the right of

voting has sometimes been conferred by

special Papal indult. There are three

valid modes of election—by scrutiny, by

compromise, and by what is called quasi-

inspiration [see Acclamation]. Com

promise is, when all the cardinals agree

to entrust the election to a small com

mittee of two or three members of the

body. Scrutiny is the ordinary mode;

and although, since the thirteenth cen

tury, elections have usually been made

by this mode with reasonable despatch,

yet in times of disturbance, the difficulty

of obtaining a two-thirds majority has

been known to protract the proceedings

over a long period, as in the celebrated

instance of the conclave of 1790, described

in Consalvi's Memoirs, which lasted six

months, resulting in the election of Pius

VII. (Ferraris, Papa ; Zoepffel, " Die

Papstwahlen," Gottingen, 1871.)

CONCOMITANCE. [See Eu( n\ -

rist].

CONCORDAT (Lat. concordata,

things agreed upon). A treaty between

the Holy See and a secular State touching

the conservation and promotion of the

interests of religion in that State.

It were to be wished that Christendom

did not require concordats, for a treaty

between two powers implies some felt

divergency of sentiment and principle,

which, having already resulted in oppo

sition and contention more or less serious,

dictates to the contracting parties the

necessity of coming to an understanding

as to the limits beyond which neither will

give way to the other. Such divergency

of sentiment only arises, speaking gener

ally, when the secular State aims at ex

cluding the Church from its rightful share

of control over human affairs—an aim

which familiar experience shows to be

eminently pernicious and disastrous.

When Ethelberts or St. Louises rule in

temporals, we do not hear of concordats

with the Holy See, for such rulers desire

to see religion more, not less, in the

ascendant among their subjects. Never

theless, considering the actual condition of

things in Europe and America, it is gene

rally a subject of congratulation when

the Pope concludes a fresh concordat ; we

know that, at any rate for a time, religion

and its ministers will be treated with some

justice and moderation in the treaty-

making State ; that if the Church has

been robbed there in time past, some

modicum of a yearly grant will now be

given by way of restitution ; and that

the churches and convents will be made

over to her—at any rate till the next

revolution.

Among the more celebrated concordats

of former times are the following :—

1. That of Worms in 1122, between

Calixtus II. and the Emperor Henry V.,

by which the abusive right of appointing

bishops and abbots " by ring and crosier,

long usurped by the emperors, was re
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signed, and only the investiture by the

sceptre, in token of the grant of their

temporalities, retained. On the lines of

this concordat the question of investiture

was settled throughout Europe in such a

way as to leave intact in theory the uni

versal pastorate of the successors of Peter,

however seriously it mav have been here

and there compromised in practice.

2. That of Frankfort or Vienna

(1446-8), called the Concordat with the

German Nation, by which the Popes

Eugenius IV. and Nicholas V., employing

Nicholas of Cusa [Basle, Council] and

jEneas Sylvius as negotiators, agreed

with the emperor Frederic III. to divide

in a particular manner the patronage of

ecclesiastical dignities in Germany, and

as to the payment of hrstfruits and other

matters.

3. That of 1515, between Leo X. and

Francis I., by which the latter agreed to

abolish the pragmatic sanction of Charles

VII. (limiting appeals to Rome, and pre

tending to set a general council above the

Pope), and the former resigned to the

crown of France the nomination to vacant

bishoprics and abbeys, with the proviso

that the persons named should be accept

able to the Holy See.

In later times, the concordat of 1801,

between Pius VII. and the first Napoleon,

restoring to the French nation the public

practice of the religion of their fathers,

which the detestable wickedness of the

revolutionists had proscribed since 1790,

is a treaty of primary importance. Under

ite terms the Holy See agreed to a new

demarcation of the boundaries of French

dioceses, reducing their number from over

100 to about 80, and declared (art. 18)

that neither the reigning Pope nor his

successors would molest the purchasers

or grantees in the peaceable possession of

Church lands alienated up to that date.

On the other hand the French Govern

ment agreed to the free and public exer

cise of the " Catholic, Apostolic, and

Roman " religion in France ; consented

(art. 4, 6) to the canonical institution by

the Pope, under the ancient discipline, of

the bishops whom the Government should

nominate; promised (art. 14) a suitable

annual grant for the support of the

French bishops and clergy : and undertook

to facilitate (art. 15) fresh endowments

on the part of any French Catholics

desiring to make them. These were the

principal articles of the concordat signed

by the Papal envoys on behalf of the

Holy See. The Governmeut of Napoleon

soon afterwards added to the concordat a

number of clauses called "organic arti

cles," the tenor of which was of course

highly Erastian, and by which it has been

often maintained by the French and other

publicists that the French clergy are

bound. This, however, since the Holy

See never ratified the " organic articles,''

is not the case.

In an interesting supplementary article

in vol. xxvi. of Wetzer and Welte'n

Dictionary on Concordats, the text of

several modern conventions of this kind

(with Russia, 1847; with the republic of

Costa Rico, 1852 ; with Austria, 1855) is

given in full.

(Ferraris, Concordata; Soglia, i. 4,

De jure noviuimo ; Mahler's " Kirchen-

geschichte.")

COircupiscENCE. Concupiscence

according to St. Thomas, 1, 2, qu. 30 a.2,

is the appetite which tends to the gratifi

cation of the senses (" bonum delectabile

absens"). This tendency is in itself neither

good nor evil, because the object may be

either lawful or unlawful. The desire of

eating and drinking in moderation is

good : that of eating and drinking to excess

is evil : but in the one case and in the

other we have an instance of concupis

cence. However, the word concupiscence

is conblantly used for that appetite which

exists in fallen man and is an incentive to

sin, because it seeks forbidden objects, or

permissible objects in a forbidden way.

St. Paul, in Rom. vii., speaks of it as " the

flesh," and again as the " law of sin, that

is in my members." Such concupiscence,

in rebellion against reason and againrt the

commandments of God, did not exist in

Adam, till he had fallen from original

justice. From him it has passed to all

his descendants ; it remains eveu in those

who have been born again by baptism, so

that the saints themselves have had to

fight against this tendency in the sensual

appetite to forbidden pleasures, without

being able to eradicate it.

We now come to the difference on this

matter between Catholic doctrine and the

tenets of the Reformers. The latter

taught that concupiscence, even if the will

did not consent to harbour or encourage

it, had the nature of sin. Catholic

doctors on the other hand, following the

principle of St. Thomas, that no action

can be moral or immoral except so far as

it depends on the free-will of the agent,

deny that concupiscence which remains,

in spite of the efforts made Viy the will to

subdue it, is to be considered sin. It is
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plain that the Catholic doctrine is the

only one consistent with belief in the

moral freedom of man. It is, moreover,

the only one consistent with experience

and common sense; for who can believe

that a man engaged in heroic struggle

with the temptations of the flesh, is all

the while offending God P The Council of

Trent lays down the doctrine of the

Church with great clearness, iu the fol

lowing words:—"This holy synod con

fesses that concupiscence or the fuel of

sin (forties peccati) remains in the bap

tised ; hut since it is left that they may

strive against it, it cannot hurt those who

give no consent, but resist manfully by the

grace of Jesus Christ ; nay, more, he who

strives lawfully will be crowned. The

holy synod declares that this concupis

cence, which the Apostle sometimes calls

sin (Rom. vi. 12, vii. 8), has never been

understood by the Catholic Church to be

so called because it is truly and properly

sin in the regenerate, but because it is

from sin and inclines to sin. But if any

man hold a contrary opinion, let him be

anathema." 1 Propositions of Baiue

renewed the error of the Reformers with

a difference of terminology—e.g. Prop,

lxxv.: "The evil motions of concupiscence

have been prohibited for the state of

fallen man [in the words], Thou shalt not

covet. Whence, a man who feels them

and does not consent, transgresses the

precept, Thou shalt not covet; although

the transgression is not reckoned as sin."

coxrctmsiTS. An examination

into the qualifications of candidates for

ecclesiastical benefices with cure of souls.

The Council of Trent ordered' that a

board of six examiners should be ap

pointed every year in the diocesan synod ;

and that when any parish became vacant,

within ten days, or such period as the

bishop might appoint, candidates having

been duly invited to attend, an examina

tion should be held by any three selected

by the bishop from the board above men

tioned. A list of those found qualified

having then been made by the examiners,

it was competent for the person or per

sons to whom the patronage appertained

to select from among these the candidate

of their choice, and present him to the

bishop for institution. ( Art. by Pernia-

neder in Wetzer and Welte.)

OOCTBUMIBOFTHEC1EBGT.

In the ninth century when dioceses be

came much larger than they had been in

1 Concil. Trident. Bess. v. De Peccat. Origin.
• Sess. xxiv. c. 18, De Reform.

early times, the diocesan synods were no

longer sufficient for the maintenance of

discipline, ecclesiastical spirit, &c, among

the clergy. Accordingly in many parts of

Europe—e.g. in France, Germany, Italy,

and England—the clergy of each district

were required to meet under the arch-

priest or dean, and these meetings were

called " Calendars " (because held on the

first of every month), also cotuistoria,

tynodi, sessiune». The clergy were sum

moned originally by the archpriest or

archdeacon. They consulted on difficult

cases of conscience and the like, but

besides this they often investigated crimes

which had occurred since last meeting,

and announced the penalties attached to

them by the Church. These Calendars

seem to have fallen out of use about the

thirteenth century. The last mention of

them is said to be found in the Acts

of a council held at London in 1237.

St. Charles Borromeo revived these

assemblies of the clergy, or rather intro

duced conferences in tie modern sense for

the discussion of questions in morals, ritual,

&c, with the object of providing that the

clergy engaged in the cure of souls should

have the knowledge necessary for their

duties. The example of St. Charles was

followed very soon by councils in France,

Italy, the Low Countries, &c. Such con

ferences again fell into disuse at the end

of the last century, but have been once

more revived in many countries. All the

dioceses of England are now divided into

districts, each with its conference, which

meets at stated intervals.

coxrrsssxoir, sacbamsvtal.

To accuse ourselves of our sins to a priest

who has received authority to give abso

lution. It is the pious custom of the

faithful to accuse themselves of all post-

baptismal sins, mortal or venial, so far as

they can remember them, and the

priest, if duly commissioned, has power

to absolve from all. But there is an ab

solute obligation imposed, not only by the

law of the Church, but also by divine

institution, upon all Christians, of con

fessing all mortal sins committed after

baptism, so far as the penitent is able to

recall tbem by diligent examination of

his conscience. So the Council of Trent

has defined (sess. xiv. can. 7).

The proofs of this obligation from

Scripture and tradition will be found

below in the article on the Sacrament o»

Penance. Here it suffices to say that

sacramental confession must be

(1) Entire. It must include the differ*
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ent kinds of mortal sin committed and

the number of sins under each class, so

far as it can be ascertained. One mortal

sin wilfully concealed vitiates the whole

confession. If, however, mortal sins are

omitted unintentionally and without fault,

they are forgiven when absolution is pro

nounced ; only, if they occur to the

penitent's recollection afterwards, he must

mention them in his next confession.

Further, various causes may excuse from

this completeness of enumeration. Thus

in shipwreck, before a battle, when the

penitent is unable to speak, or can only

eay very little from physical weakness, a

very general confession of sin may be

enough for absolution ; but the confession

must be completed afterwards, if the

opportunity offers itself.

(2) It must be vocal, though for a

grave reason the penitent may make it

by presenting a written paper, or by

signs.

(3) It must be accompanied by

supernatural sorrow and firm purpose of

amendment.

(4) It should also be humble and

sincere ; as short as is consistent with

integrity ; in language which is plain and

direct, but at the same time pure and

modest.

The form of confession is as follows.

The penitent, kneeling at the confessor's

feet, says, " Pray, Father, bless me, for

I have sinned." The priest gives the

blessing prescribed in the Roman Ritual,

" The Lord be in thy heart and on thy

lips, that thou mayest truly and humbly

confess thy sins, in the Jfame of the

Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy

Ghost." The penitent then recites the

first part of the Confiteor, enumerates the

sins of which he has been guilty since

his last confession, and then adds, " For

these and all my other sins which I

cannot now remember I am heartily sorry ;

I purpose amendment for the future, and

most humbly ask pardon of God, and

penance and absolution of you, my spirit

ual Father."

coanauea (the tomb or

A SUBTTS). The word was used from

early times as equivalent to jiaprvpuiv, the

actual tomb in which a martyr was buried.

If an altar was erected over the grave,

then the name " confession " was given

to the tomb, the altar and the cubiculum

or subterranean chamber, in which they

stood. In later times, a basilica was some

times erected over the cubiculum or

chamber beneath ; the high-altar was

placed over the altar on the tomb below,

and so this high-altar also was called a

" confession," though it was not till the

middle ages that the entire building

received the name of " confession." Some

times, when the " basilica " was set up in

a different place, the relics of the martyr

were removed to it, and the name " con-

fessio " was transferred to the spot in

which the remains rested. In such cases,

the relics were placed in a crypt under

the high-altar, or else they were deposited

in a hollow space under the high-altar in

the church itself, this hollow space being

enclosed with a grating or with perforated

marble, and room left lor the faithful to

approach and touch the shrine with cloths

(Brandea). Such an arrangement, which

was possible because Mass was said at

the further side of the altar, is still found

in the Bonian churches of St. Clement

and St. George in Velabro. Lastly, the

name " confession " was given to that

part of an altar in which the relics are

placed. Thus the Pontifical, even iu its

present form, speaks of " the coufession,

t.e. the sepulchre of the altar."

The most famous "' confession " is that

of St. Peter in the Vatican basilica.

Anacletus is said to have constructed " the

monument of the blessed Peter " (" meiuo-

riam B. Petri ") ; it is mentioned by Cains,'

a writer of the second or the beginning

of the third century, while a new "con

fession " was set up by Constantino when

he built the Vatican basilica. On this

"confession" the reader may consult

Card. Borgia's work " Vaticana Confessio

B. Petri, chronologicis tain veterum quam

recentiorum scriptorum testimoniis illus

trate." Ronnie, 1770. (Kraus " Real-En-

cyclopadie."')

CONFESSIONAX. The seat which

the priest uses when hearing confessions.

According to the Roman Ritual it ought

to be placed in an open and conspicuous

part of the church, and to have a grating

between the priest and the penitent.

" The present form of confessionals is

somewhat recent in the Church, for in

more ancient times people confessed in

the open church (<i cttcouvert), kneeling

before the priest or simply seated by his

side, as is still usual among the Greeks.

The division [of the confessional] into

compartments does not appear to go back

further than the sixteenth century and the

time of St. Charles Borromeo, who left

ordinances on that matter, but this ar

rangement did not become general till

1 Euseb. H.E. ii. 26, 7.
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the following century." (Mgr. de Mon-

tault," Traite Pratique de la Construction,

&c, des Eglises," i. p. 233.)

CONFESSOR (Species of Saint).

A name used from the earliest times for

persons who confessed theOhristian faith in

times of persecution, thus exposing them

selves to danger and suffering, but who did

not undergo martyrdom. For a time the

martyrs were the only saints who received

special and public honour after death

from the Church, and martyrs only (with

the Blessed Virgin and the Apostles) are

mentioned in the canon of the Roman

Mass, though the Ambrosian canon also

has the names of other saints.1 But at

the beginning of the fourth century,

public honours were also given to persons

of heroic sanctity even if they had not

been martyred. Thus St. Antony, as St.

Jerome tells us, directed that his body

after death should be concealed, because

he did not wish a " martyrium " erected

in his honour. Hilarion kept the vigil

and feast of St. Antony ; he himself after

death received the same honour. Thus

the name " Confessor " got the technical

meaning which it now has in the Missal

and Breviary—r. e. it was applied to all

male saints who do not fall under some

special class, such as Martyr, Apostle,

Evangelist. The names of confessors

were added to the Mart.yrology after the

time of Gregory the Great.* St. Martin

was the first, or at least among the first,

of the Confessors whom the Church

honoured with an office and feast.3

In the office of Good Friday " con

fessor " means " singer," because in the

Scriptures " confessing to God " is used

for singing his praises. That "confessor"

had this meaning is certain from the 6th

canon of a council of Toledo which met

in the yesr 400.4

CONFESSOR (In Sacrament of

Penance). The priest who hears con

fessions. He must have received juris

diction from the ordinary of the place.

Formerly by the canon law the faithful

were bound to confess once in the year to

their parish-priest (" proprio sacerdoti ").

Afterwards, various religious orders re

ceived privileges which enabled them to

hear confessions of seculars at all times ;

and by the present law seculars may

always choose any approved priest for their

1 Benedict XIV. De Mits. ii. 18, 24.
• This, at least, seems to be the meaning of

Gavantus, ii. p. 178.

> Thomassin, Traite da Feita, i. 8, 19.

Hefele, Concilien. ii. p. 78.

confessor. (St. Liguori,"Theol.Moral.''vi.

564 ; where, however, another interpreta

tion of the words " proprio sacerdoti " is

given.)

COXrriRIWATlON. A sacrament

of the new law by which grace is con

ferred on baptised persons wb.ch

strengthens them for the profession of

the Christian faith. It is conferred by

the bishop, who lays his hands on the

recipients, making the sign of the cross

with chrism on their foreheads, while he

pronounces the words " I sign thee with

the sign of the cross and confirm thee

with the chrism of salvation, in the Name

of the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost.'' Besides conferring a special

grace to profess the faith, it also sets a

seal or character on the soul [see Cha

racter], so that this sacrament cannot be

reiterated without sacrilege.

Protestants have universally denied

that confirmation is a sacrament ; either

rejecting it altogether or retaining a

spurious imitation of it, in which young

people renew and confirm the promises

made for them in baptism. In opposition

to this error, the Council of Trent (Sess.

vii.) defines that it is a " true and proper

sacrament," and we shall endeavour to

establish this point from Scripture and

tradition before entering upon questions

of detail.

We read in Acts viii. that when

Philip the Evangelist had baptised the

Samaritan converts, St. Peter and St..

John, going down from Jerusalem, " laid

their hands upon them, and they received

the Holy Ghost." Thus the gifts con

veyed to the Apostles and their first

converts at Pentecost were impnrted by

the ministry of the Church to all Chris

tians willing to receive them. It is true

that when the Apostles imposed their

hands miraculous gifts often accompanied

the communication of the Holy Ghost.

But this was an accident, and, just as the

miraculous signs promised at the end of

St. Mark's gospel to those " who believe "

afterwards ceased without prejudice to

faith, so when miraculous signs no longer

accompanied the imposition of hands,

confirmation still bestowed the presence

of the Holy Ghost in increased measure ;

it still gave that power and courage to

make confession which will always be

essential to the Christian calling. Hence

in the Epistle to the Hebrews the "laying

on of hands" is numbered among the

elementary articles of the Christian reli-

giou, and placed in immediate proximity
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to baptism, in order to distinguish it from

the " laying on of hands" in Holy Order.

In allusion to the same sacrament of con- j

firmation, the Epistle to the Hebrews, in

the same context, describes Christians as

" partakers of the Holy Ghost ; " and, with

at least a probable reference to continua

tion, St. Paul tells Christians, that they \

were " sealed with the Holy Spirit of I

promise." 1 Thus the miraculous gifts

were only intended to make men recognise

and believe in a presence of the Holy

Ghost which was afterwards to be recog

nised by faith alone.

The Scripture is thus in perfect keeping

with the Tridentine doctrine that confir

mation is a " true and proper sacrament."

We have the outward sign, viz. the

laying on of hands; the inward grace,

viz. the communication of the Holy

Ghost, already given in baptism, with

greater fullness ; divine institution, for the

Apostles could not have used an outward

sign as a certain means of giving grace,

unless they had received authority to do

so from Christ, the author of grace ;

lastly, the sign and the grace which ac

companied it were to continue perma

nently in the Church, as appears from the

Epistle to the Hebrews. The earliest

tradition illustrates the teaching of Scrip

ture on this head. Thus Tertullian

mentions the imposition of hands on the

baptised which "called and invited the

Holy Ghost."2 Elsewhere,3 in a remark

able passage, he places " the sealing of the

soldiers on the forehead " between bap

tism and the Holy Eucharist, plainly

indicating that he believed confirmation

to be a true sacrament. Many quotations

might be added from Cyprian. In the

earliest councils we meet with formal

legislation on confirmation, but here one

instance will suffice. The Council of

Elvira, in 806, in canon 38, decrees that

persons baptised in case of necessity by

laymen are afterwards to be brought to

the bishops and " perfected by the impo

sition of hands." Here the effect of the

sacrament (which makes us perfect Chris

tians), and its ordinary minister (viz. the

bishop), are plainly expressed. Further,

the fact that the Church never allowed

the sacrament to be reiterated proves the

ancient belief in the indelible character

or mark with -which confirmation stamps

the soul.

We will now examine certain points

with regard to this sacrament, following

1 Ephes. i. 13. ' De Baptism.

3 Pratcript. 40.

as our chief guide in the historical por

tion Chardon, in the second volume of his

" Histoire dea Sacrements."

(1) The ordinary minister of the

sacrament is a bishop, as is defined by

the Council of Trent, and this statement

is grounded on Scripture, which speaks

of the Apostles, but never of simple

priests, as imposing their hands to give

the Holy Ghost. In the West, confirma

tion has always been given by bishops.

Permission, however, to confirm was

given to some abbots—e.g. to the abbot of

Monte Cassino—and there was an excep

tion to the general rule of the West

in Sardinia, where Pope Gregory I.

for a time forbade, but later, to avoid

greater evils, permitted, simple priests to

confirm. In Chrysostom's time it was

customary in the East also to reserve the

administration of this sacrament to

bishops. But a writer of the fourth century

—the author of a commentary on St. Paul

at one time attributed to St. Ambrose—

remarks that " in Egypt priests confirm

(coruignant) in the bishop's absence."

This custom must have been well estab

lished before the schism, for Photius

reproached Pope Nicholas with causing

the Bulgarians who had been confirmed

by priests to be reconfirmed. At Florence

nothing was done to alter the Greek

custom of allowing priests to confirm

(though the Latin usage had been imposed

at Constantinople by Innocent HI. and

in Cyprus by Innocent IV.), and at pre

sent it continues not only among the

Greeks, but also among the Oriental

Christians generally.

Such are the facts, and the following

ore the principles held by Catholic theolo

gians on the minister of confirmation.

In ordinary cases, a bishop only can con

firm, but the Pope may empower, and has

repeatedly empowered, a simple priest to

do so, provided at least the chrism which

he uses has been consecrated by a bishop.

It is commonly held that the Pope alone

can give simple priests this power, so that

if they attempt to confirm without per

mission from the Pope, or in any case

without his tacit consent, the act is null.1

Confirmation given by a bishop according

to the rite of the Church is always valid,

but it is unlawful unless given by the

bishop of the diocese, or with his leave.

(2) There has been much dispute

among theologians as to the essential

matter of confiimat.ion. Some, with the

learned Jesuit Sirmond, make it consist

1 Billaart, De Confirms, a. 7.
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in the mere imposition of hands, arguing

rhat this alone is mentioned in Scripture,

and appealing to the canon of Elvira,

already quoted, as well as to the Council

of Orange (anno 441), canon 2, which

seems to deny in express term9 that

anointing with chrism is necessary.1

Others,and they are much more numerous,

contend that anointing with chrism is a

necessary part of the sacrament. They

urge that the Greeks have no special

imposition of hands, apart from the unc

tion ; that St. Cyril of Jerusalem in his

third " Catechesis " never mentions the im

position of hands, though this "Catechesis"

is entirely occupied with confirmation ;

that the Greeks have always regarded the

chritmation as the principal matter ; that

Cyprian makes the unction a matter of

necessity ; while it is prescribed in all

Latin Sacramentaries. This latter opinion

seems far the more probable. Unction is

almost certainly needed for the validity

of the sacrament, imposition of hands

being also required, but only such impo

sition as is implied in the act of putting

the chrism on the forehead.

(8) The present form of confirmation

in the West has been already given ; the

Greek form is, " The seal of the gift of

the Holy Spirit," and this they have em

ployed from very ancient times. The

present Latin form, on the contrary, is not

older than the twelfth century. In an Ordo

Ronianus of the eighth century we find the

form, " I confirm thee in the Name of the

Father," &c; in a Pontifical of Egbert,

Archbishop of York, " Receive the sign

of the holy cross with the chrism of

salvation in Christ Jesus unto eternal

life ; " in the Sacramentary of Gelasius,

"The sign (tignum) of the cross with

eternal life." All of these forms have

been permitted, because all sufficiently

indicate the grace given, and were there

fore valid.

(4) All baptised persons are capable

of receiving this sacrament, though to

receive it with fruit they must be in a

state of grace. The Greeks and Orientals

give it immediately after baptism, and in

the West down to the thirteenth century a

child was confirmed as soon after baptism

as possible. A synod of Worcester (1240)

forbids parents, under pain of exclusion

from church, to leave their children with

out confirmation more than a year. But

the Roman Catechism advises that con

firmation should not be given till the age

of reason, when Christians have to begin

1 See Hefele, Condi, ii. p. 292.

their warfare with sin, and it suggests the

twelfth year as a suitable time for confir

mation. This sacrament is not necessary

for salvation, though so great a means of

grace cannot be neglected without sin.

(5) The ceremonies accompanying

confirmation are these. The bishop, who

wears an amice, stole and cope, of white

colour, spreads his hands over those he

is to confirm, praying that the Holy Ghost

may descend on them ; immediately after

confirming them, he gives them a slight

blow on the cheek, in token that they

must be ready to suffer for Christ, and

finally dismisses them with his blessing.

Those to be confirmed are brought to the

sacrament by their god-parents (specially

appointed for this sacrament, each male

having a god-father, and each female

a god-mother), and, if old enough to do

so, place their foot on the right foot

of tile god-parent. In ancient times, a

white cloth bound round the forehead

after chrismation was kept on for seven

days afterwards. Thiscustom is mentioned

in Egbert's Pontifical and in many other

places. The ceremony of the blow on

the cheek is comparatively modern. It

is usual to take another Christian name

at confirmation, which however, is not

used afterwards in signing the name ; and

the Pontifical says the "confirmandi"

should be fasting.

(6) The place for giving confirmation

is the church. Formerly it was some

times given in the baptistery, but occa

sionally the old basilicas had a special

place between the baptistery and the

church called " Consignatonuni "— t.e.

place for giving the seal of confirmation.

Such a "Consignatorium" may still be seen

at Salona.

CONFITEOR. A form of prayer

(" I confess to Almighty God, to blessed

Mary ever Virgin," &c.) used in the sa-

| eminent of penance and on many other

J occasions, particularly by the priest in the

Roman rite at the beginning: of Mass,

J before he ascends the steps of the altar.

This practice of making some general con

fession before Mass is grounded on the

Jewish use of making confession before

sacrifice, and is very ancient, being found

j in the liturgies of St. James, St.

| Mark, St. Chrysostom, St. Basil, &c,

i although (at least in the liturgies of St.

James and St. Chrysostom) this confes

sion was made by the priest while pre

paring for Mass, and before approaching

the altar. The present form of the Con-

fiteor came into general use during the
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thirteenth century. A Council of Ravenna

(anno 1314) mentions that a variety of

forms was current, and imposes the present

one. A difficulty has been raised by

Protestants against confessing to the

Blessed Virgin and the saints. But it is

reasonable to do so, not only because we

need their prayers for pardon, but also

because the saints, as St. Paul tells us,

will judge the world. (From Merati,

" Novas Observat. in Gavant." torn. i. p.

174.)

cowFBaTEBKITT. An associa

tion, generally of laymen, having some

work of devotion, charity or instruction

for it« object, undertaken for the fflory of

God. The Roman jurisprudence, instinct

as it was with the spirit of centralisation,

looked with little favour on independent

corporations; originally a Christian church

was in its eyes a collegium illicitum ; and

in the face of this strong political senti

ment it was a great thing that the Church,

the diocese, and the parish, did in the

course of the first four centuries succeed

in establishing their right to exist, grow

and energise by their own laws, and not

according to the dictation of the State.

The Roman empire was broken up; its

centralisation gave place to feudalism ;

under which local privileged corporations,

circumscribed in area, but all the more

intensely active within that area, tended

to multiplv themselves over the face of

Europe. There now arose, by the side of

the organisation of the parish, which

on the whole had survived the storm of

barbarian invasion, minor organisations,

governed by by-laws and endowed with

privileges, which laboured earnestly to

repair the ravages and reform the confu

sion of the times. Hence arose confra

ternities; which, under the names Gt7-

donue and Confratrice, appear to be first

mentioned in the writings of Hincmar,

Archbishop of Rheims in the ninth cen

tury. Hincmar laid down rules for them,

prescribing to the members frequent obla

tions, alms, prayers, and Masses. They

were to interest themselves in every reli

gious work and ministration—in providing

lights, ordering funerals, in the collection

and distribution of alms, &c. If they

desired to meet together, it was to be in

the presence of the parish-priest, who

was to exhort them to concord, give them

bread to eat, and after one drink dismiss

them (" semel potos dimittat "). In the

three succeeding centuries little is on

record as to the progress of confraternities.

In the thirteenth century they received a

sudden and amazing development. Odo,

bishop of Paris (t 1208), is recorded as

having fixed the annua! fete for a Confra-

ternitv of the Blessed Virgin in his diocese.

In Italy the Confraternity of the Standard

(del Gonfalone) was erected at Rome

about 1260, and the example was so

extensively followed that in a short time

there was no city or town in Italy, and

hardly even a parish, that was without its

confraternity.

Canon law contains a great number of

decisions given for the regulation of con

fraternities. Thus it is forbidden to erect

more than one confraternity of the same

kind in the same place ; they may not

have processions without the licence of

the ordinary ; nor can the members have

confessors whom he has not approved. In

many other ways their free action is sub

jected to the assent of the bishop.

The ends which confraternities propose

to themselves are extremely various : they

include personal sanctitication, by means

of special religious practices and exercises,

and works of charity of many kinds, for

the relief of the poor and sick.the payment

of the last rites to the dead, the support

of orphan and abandoned children, &c,

&c.

When a confraternity reaches the

stage at which filiations, similar to itself,

are formed in other places, and adopt its

rules, it takes the name of arch-confra

ternity, and acquires certain particular pri

vileges.

The most important arch-confrater

nities at present existing are—that of the

Most Holy and Immaculate Heart of

Mary for the conversion of sinners, founded

in 1837 by the saintly Abbe" Desgenettes,

cure' of Notre Dame des Victoires, Paris ;

that of the Scapular [see Scapulas] ;

that of St. Francis Xavier, or of the

Missions, instituted to assist in the work

of the propagation of the faith ; and

that of Christian Mothers (1850), insti

tuted by the Abbe- Theodor Ratisbonne.

Confraternities of the Most Holy Rosary

can only be established with the sanction

of the aut horities of the Dominican order.

The Society of St. Vincent de Paul [see

that article] is really an arch-confrater

nity ; and the " Conferences " of which

it consists are confraternities. (Ferraris,

Confraternitan ; Thomassin, " V. et N.

Disciplina Feci.")

CONCBEttATIO SB AUXILIIS.

[See Grace.]

CONGREGATIONS, RELIGIOUS.

A congregation is a community or ordei

pS
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bound together by a common rule, either

Without tows (as the Oratorians, the

Oblateg of St. Charles, &c), or without

solemn vows, (as the Passionists, the

Redemptorists, &c).

In trance this term is extended to lay

associations, whether of men or women,

which, having; a religious end in view,

devote themselves to some work of in

struction or charity. So understood, it

would comprise all confraternities. In

England, the use of the term is in practice

more restricted, and perhaps the only lay

association to which it is here applied is

that of the Christian Brothers, founded by

the Ven. J. B. de la Salle, which, how

ever, since the brothers take the three

vows, partakes of the monastic character.

Among the more noted congregations are

the following :—

1. The Oratorians of St. Philip Neri,

a congregation of secular priests founded

in 1664. [See Oratorians.]

2. The French Oratorians, founded by

Cardinal de Berulle in 1611.

3. The Dames Anglaises, founded by

the Countess Luigia Torelli in 1530.

4. The "Fathers of the Mission,"

founded by St. Vincent of Paul in 1624 ;

they are usually called Lazarists.

6. The Oblates of St. Charles, founded

by St. Charles Borromeo. [See Oblatbs.]

6. The Passionists, founded in 1720

by St. Paul of the Cross. [Sea Pas-

8I0KI8T9.]

7. The Redemptorists, founded by

St. Alphonsus Liguori. [See Redkmp-

torists.]

8. The Marists, founded by some

priests of Lyons in 1836.

9. The Brothers of the Christian

Schools, founded in 1681 by the Ven. J.

B.de la Salle. [See Christian Brothers.]

Another kind of religious congregation

is a group of monasteries belonging to

some great order, which agree together to

practise the rule more strictly in their re

spective houses, and to unite themselves

together by closer ties of government and

discipline. Such are, or were, the con

gregation of Cluny [Cluny], that of St.

M.i mi- [Benedictines], and the various

Cassinese congregations of Benedictines.

congrecations, bom&v,

From the earliest times the chair of Peter

has been resorted to by Christians who,

being in doubt on some matter of religion,

desired an authoritative solution of that

doubt. In later times the number of

converted nations and tribes having on the

whole, in spite of the losses of the

sixteenth century, been much increased,

and the means of communication ex

tended—the amount of business of all

kinds which the divinely appointed cen-

trality of the Holy See brings upon it

has become far too great to be dealt

with except by means of an organisation,

planned and framed with consummate

prudence and skill, which permits the

Pope to use the eyes, ears, and judgments

of a great number of trained and com

petent assistants, while retaining that

initiative and that complete cognisance

in every question, of which he cannot

divest himself. This organisation con

sists in the main of the congregations

into which the Cardinals are distributed.

The decisions of these congregations, when

duly authenticated, are final in any case for

the individual, and must be takenas the de

cisions of the Pope himself. If, however,

they pass beyond interpretation, and grant

or forbid anything beyond what the words

of the law warrant, they have not the

force of a general law unless they are

issued by the special mandate of the Pope.

According to the enumeration of Fer

raris, the Roman congregations are the

following :—

1. The Congregation of the Consistory

(contistorinlis). [See Consistory.] Its

duty is to prepare the business (chiefly

relating to the erection, removal, and dis

continuance of churches, and to the pre-

conisationor translation of bishops) which

is to be brought before the Consistory.

2. The Congregation of the Holy Office

of the Inquisition. [See Inquisition.]

3. That of the Index (Indicts librorum

prohibitorum). This congregation, estab

lished by St. Pius V., consists of a com

petent number of Cardinals, with a secre

tary belonging to the Dominican order,

and a number of eminent theologians as

Consultors. [See the article Index, &c]

4. The Congregation of Rites(«aerwum

Rituum) was instituted by Sixtus V. to

wards the end of the sixteenth century.

The Council of Trent (sess. xxv.) ordered

that the bishops and metropolitans should

watch with anxious care all that was

done respecting the invocation of saints,

and the use of images and relics, and

sanction no novelty without consulting

the Roman Pontiff. Moreover it defined,

with especial reference to the Mass, that

the Church has instituted certain rites and

ceremonies, "such as mystical benedictions,

lights, incense, vestments, and many other

things of the like nature, in accordance

with Apostolical discipline and tradition,
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bo that both the majesty of so great a

sacrifice might be recommended, and the

minds of the faithful aroused by these

visible signs of religion and piety to the

contemplation of those deep and high

things which are hidden in this sacrifice." 1

The object of the congregation is to pro

mote a general uniformity (which is con

sistent, however, with the permission of

innumerable differences of detail, accord

ing to the customs and traditions of differ

ent nations) in the externals of divine

worship, since by this uniformity the

unity of faith is mirrored and more easily

retained. With regard to all such matters

the congregation is ordinary, and is assisted

only by Consultors, among whom are the

Papal Sacrist and the Master of the

Sacred Palace ; with regard to the beatifi

cation and canonisation of saints it is ex

traordinary, and is assisted by a promoter

Jidri, three auditors of the Rota, theo

logians, medical men, professors, &c. [See

Beatification.]

5. The Congregation of Immunities

(immunitatis Ecclesia et controversiarum

jurisdictionalium), instituted by Urban

VIIL All matters connected with the

right of asylum and clerical immunity

come under this congregation, but this

branch of its business is less important

than formerly, owing to the tendency of

modern civil legislation to do away with

all these immunities. It is now chiefly

concerned with matters relating to eccle

siastical jurisdiction, where it comes in

contact with the civil power. Before the

time of Sixtus V. there was a special con

gregation of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, but

it was abolished by that Pontiff.2

6. The Congregation of the Fabric

(referenda Fabrica D. Petri), founded by

Clement VIII., has under its charge

everything that relates to the conservation

of the Vatican basilica.

7. That of the Council (interpretum

Concilii Tridentini). In its last session

the Fathers of the Council of Trent ex

pressed their confidence that the Roman

Pontiff would take care, if doubts and

difficulties should arise with regard to the

meaning and due execution of anything

contained in their decrees, that these

should be solved and smoothed away by

whatever means might seem to him most

suitable for the purpose. Pius IV. ac

cordingly, soon alter the dispersion of the

Council, instituted the above-named con

gregation for the purpose of interpreting

1 Sess. xxii. c 6.

> Banke, Hut. of the Popes, bk. iv.

such of its decrees as related to discipline ;

of those concerning faith he reserved the

interpretation to himself and his suc

cessors.

8. The Congregation of Bishops and

Regulars (episcojtorum et regularium).

This also was instituted by Sixtus V. ; its

chief business is to take cognisance of the

differences that arise from time to time

between bishops and the regular com

munities within their dioceses, in regard

to exemption, visitation, and other matters.

9. The Congregation of Discipline

(super disciplina reyulari), established by

Innocent XII., superintends all that re

lates to the interior discipline of monastic

communities.

10. That of Propaganda (propaganda

Jidei) will be treated in a separate article.

[See Propaganda.]

1 1 . The Congregation of Indulgences

(indulfjentiarum et reliquiarum), estab

lished by Clement IX., superintends the

examination of relics and the certification

of their authenticity, as well as the grant

of indulgences, any abuses connected

with which it is required to check.

Two other congregations of minor im

portance are—that of the /leads of orders,

presided over by the Pope, which selects

the subjects which are to be brought

before the consistory ; and that ofprelates,

attached to the Congregation of the

Council by Benedict XIV., to assist them

in their multifarious labours.

The Itoman Pontiff sometimes con

stitutes a special congregation ad hoc;

this was lately done by His Holiness

Leo XIII., who selected cardinals from

the congregations of Bishops and Regulars,

and of Propaganda, and formed them into

a special congregation to examine sundry

points of controversy between the bishops

and regular missionaries of England and

Scotland. See the Constitution Komanos

Pontifices of May 8 in the current year

(1881) recently published. (Ferraris,

Congregattones. )

CONGREGATIONS AT GENE

RAL councils. When a Council

meets, congregations of bishops must be

appointed, by or with the approval of the

Pope, for drawing up rules for the

orderly despatch of business, determining

when and where the sessions Bhall be

held, preparing the questions to be de

bated, and many other matters of the

same kind. A different kind of congrega

tion came prominently into view at the

Council of Constance—that of the

Nations. The I .aim Church was at that
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time understood to be divided into four

nations—the Italian, French, English and

Germans—and the vote was taken in the

Council by nations, not by individuals.

The bishops of each nation, therefore,

formed themselves into a congregation, in

order to prediscuss all questions about to

come before the Council, in the light of

their bearing on the interests of their

respective countrymen.

coxrcBTTZsiw. [See Gkacb.1

COKSAJrOTTXirXTY is taken herein

its widest sense, to include all that theo

logians mean by cognatio. Natural con

sanguinity (cognalio camalis) is the bond

between persons descended from the same

stock. By the law of nature, marriage

is prohibited—and, indeed, a true mar

riage is impossible—between parent and

child. Many theologians consider further

that the law of nature nullifies marriage

between all persons related in the "direct

line "—i.e. between ^rand-parent and

grand-child— and also, in the " collateral "

Ene, between brothers and sisters. They

argue from the horror of such unions

which nature itself seems to inspire.

The Levitical law forbids a man to

" approach " one who is a blood relation,

and specially interdicts marriage with the

mother, grand-daughter, sister or half-

sister and aunt.1 Probably these pro

hibitions are no more than instances,

meant to be extended on analogy, for the

marriage of a man with his daughter is

omitted; and we can scarcely suppose

that this is an enormity which did not

require to be considered, since it is not

more unnatural than the marriage of a

man with his mother, and yet that is

specially forbidden. As a matter of fact,

the Levitical prohibitions were extended

by the Talmudists."

In the Roman law the degrees of col

lateral relationship are calculated by sum

ming up the number of persons in each

line, omitting the person from whom they

descend. Thus, brothers and sisters are

akin in the second, cousins in the fourth

degree. Several changes were made in

the Roman prohibitions of marriage.

That between cousins was not allowed in

1 The most complete list is given Levit.

xviii. C teq. ; but see also Deut. xxvii. 22 j

Levit. xx. 17 seq.

* However, only to a very slight extent.

Marriages between uncle and niece, were en

couraged by the rabbins. But the Karaites,

the great opponents amung the Jews of rab

binical tradition, objected to the marriage of

cousins.

early times, though not infrequent after

the second Punic war.

Such a union was prohibited by Theo-

dosius, though his son Arcadius repealed

this interdict and Justinian adhered to

the more lenient view. Marriage between

uncle and niece was unlawful among the

Romans. Claudius, to contract a mar

riage of this kind, exercised strong pres

sure on the senate, and so got the law

altered on this point; and later authorities

restored this general prohibition.

In the Eastern Church, the Council in

Trullo forbade marriage between cousins.

Under the Isaurian emperors, Leo and

Constantinus, alliances were interdicted

between persons standing in the sixth

degree ol consanguinity according to

Roman computation—i.e. between the

grandchildren of brothers and sisters.

Not long afterwards the seventh degree

likewise was forbidden, and so the law

stands to this day among the Greeks.

In the West, the old Teutonic mode

of computing collateral consanguinity

obtained, according to which brothers and

sisters are related in the first degree,

cousins in the second, uncle and niece

in the second, &c. The canon law

prohibited marriage to the seventh de

gree of kindred, a prohibition which,

though in words the same as the

Greek rule, did in reality extend the

prohibited degrees twice as far. In

theyear 1210, Innocent III. in the Fourth

Lateran Council, reduced the prohibition

to the fourth collateral degree. This

ordinance continues in force, and hence at

present a man cannot marry any woman

from whom he is descended or who is de

scended from him, nor again anyonewho is

related to him collaterally (cousin, second-

cousin, niece, grand-niece, &c.) as far as

the fourth degree inclusive. The changes

made in the church law by Protestant

sects and Governments are very numerous

and diverse. (See any of the ordinary

treatises on Moral Theology ; and for the

historical facts the very learned essay of

Kalisch on Matrimonial Laws in his "Com

mentary on Leviticus," vol. ii. p. 364 seq.)

Besides real consanguinity, the Church

also recognises such relationships as are

spiritual and legal (cognatio spiritualit et

legalis). Spiritual consanguinity is an

impediment to marriage between the god

parent and the god-child, and between

the god-parent and the natural parents

of the child, and again between the

minister and receiver of the sacraments

of baptism and confirmation. Such is
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the present law of the Church. Spiritual

relationship first appears as an impediment

to marriage in the sixth century, and

there have been important changes in the

law respecting it. Among the Greeks

the impediment from this kind of affinity

extends much further than among the

Latins, but among the former it can only

arise from baptism, for they have no con

firmation sponsors. Legal affinity im

pedes marriage (1) between the adopter

and the adopted and his children, so long

as these children are under their parent's

control; (2) between the adopted and the

children of the adopter, so long as they

are under their parent's control ; ( 3) be

tween the adopter and the wife of the

adopted, as well as between the adopted

and the wife of the adopter [see Adop

tion].

COK-SCZSITCB. This word " con-

scientia " is used in the Vulgate as the

translation of o-vwi'o'ijo-tr, the latter word

being scarcely found in classical writers,

though it frequently occurs in the New

Testament. St. Thomas and other theolo

gians define conscience as " the judgment

or dictate of the practical intellect, which

[arguing] from the general principles [of

morals] pronounces that something in

particular here and now is to be avoided,

inasmuch as it is evil, or to be done, in

asmuch as it is good."

A few words are needed to explain

this definition and to point out how St.

Thomas's conception of conscience differs

from others common among modern philo

sophers. The reader, then, will observe

that conscience denotes an act, and so is

very different from the " faculty of con

science," of which Bishop Butler 1 and

others speak. Further, it is concerned

with, a judgment, not on general prin

ciples, but on an act to be done or

omitted. Conscience, for example, does

not tell me that theft is sinful. General

principles are perceived, according to St.

Thomas, by the intellect, and the mind re

cognises primary moral truths without

any process of reasoning, through a habit

congenital to it, which the scholastics

call synderesi8(».«. o-virijpno-ir). Conscience

is the conclusion from premisses ulti

mately derived from this synderesis.

Thus, knowing that evil acts are to be

avoided, and that theft is an evil act, I

1 The writer attributes this to Bishop Butler

from recollection, without pledging himself to

its accuracy. But anyhow, the opinion that

conscience is a special faculty has been main-

form the practical conclusion, "1 am

hound to avoid this particular act of

| theft." Lastly, conscience is an act of the

j intellect, not of the will, though the will

I influences, in more ways than one, the

i formation of conscience.

From the definition given it is plain

that conscience is not an infallible guide

of action. As in speculative questions,

so in morals, the reason may start from

false principles or may argue wrongly

from true principles. Hence conscience

is said to be true or false ; and, again,

certain and doubtful, so far as the con

clusion is formed with or without doubt ;

also scrupulous, if an action is judged or

feared to be evil on grounds unworthy of

serious consideration; and lax, if a judg

ment is formed on trifling grounds that

an evil action is permissible or that a

great sin is a little one. Other divisions

of conscience are of less importance or are

really included in those already given.

Thus a " doubtful conscience " is either

absolutely doubtful—i.e. the intellect, be

cause it can see no reasons for enabling

it to decide, or else reasons equally

balanced on both sides, suspendsjudgment

—or "probable," i.e. the intellect forms an

opinion on grounds good, as far as they

go, but not positively convincing.

Two great principles concerning con

science are laid down by Catholic divines.

! First, a man is always bound to follow

his conscience, even if false and erroneous.

Thus St. Paul, speaking1 of eating food

which it was really lawful to eat, says,

" He who distinguisheth [».#. this food,

as unlawful, from other food], if he eateth

is condemned, because it is not from faith

[i.e. as is evident from the context, be

cause it is not from conscience] ; but all

: which is not from faith is sin." 1 The

reason is obvious. We apprehend the

law of God in the particular case through

the dictate of conscience, and here a dis

obedience to conscience is an act of re

bellion against God; just as a man who

believed that the governor of a province

conveyed the command of the sovereign

would, even if the governor had altered

the command, be guilty of disobedience to

the sovereign if he set the order intimated

to him at nought. Accordingly, a Pro

testant who is seriously convinced that it

1 Rom.xiv.28. So the Vulgate. The Greek

really means, "hewbodoubtsiscondemned," ij.

by God. Cf. for the sense of fcwpiWfai, iv. 20,

and «« iritTT«« = from Christian faith, informing

the conscience. But this does not affect the

1 argument we have drawn from the text.
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is a sin to hear Mass or to speak to a

prie6t would undoubtedly commit sin by

so doing. Nor can any injunction of any

authority, ecclesiastical or civil, make it

lawful for a man to do that which his

conscience unhesitatingly condemns as

certainly wicked. God himself, Billuart

says, cannot make it lawful for a man to

act against his conscience, because to do

so without sin is a contradiction in terms.

Secondly, a man is bound to form his

conscience, or, in other words, his judg

ment on the moral character of his

actions, with great care. It is not always

8 sufficient excuse to say that one who

does wrong is following his conscience.

If a person has grave grounds for sus

pecting that hie conscience is erroneous,

he is under a strict obligation of looking

well into the matter. He is bound to

take all reasonable means—such, in other

words, as good and honest men do take

when there is danger of offending God.

He ought to pray and also, according to

his opportunities, to consult others, par

ticularly those set over him, to reconsider

the grounds on which his conscience was

formed, &c. If after the due use of means

his ignorance cannot be overcome, it is

plain that he is not responsible for the

error into which he has fallen. The

diligence spent on the inquiry need not

be the greatest possible. The amount

required depends on the gravity of the

matter, the strength of his motives for

doubting whether he is right, and the

circumstances of the agent. (From St.

Thomas, I. lxxix. 12 and 18 ; Billuart,

" De Actibus humanis," diss, v.)

consecration. The form of

words by which the bread and wine in

the Mass are changed into Christ's body

and blood. This technical use of the

word first occurs in Tertullian, " De An."

17.1 The form for the consecration of the

bread in the Roman Missal is, " Hoc est

enim corpus meum ; ' that of the wine,

" Hie est enim calix sanguinis mei, novi et

SBterni testamenti, mysterium fidei,qui pro

vobis et pro mult is en'uraletur, in remissi-

onem peecatorum." Some reckon the

following words, "Hose quotiescunque fe-

ceritis in mei memoriam facietis," as also

pertaining to the form. Probably the

mere words " This is my body," " This is

my blood," would suffice for validity. The

1 St. Ambrose makes St. Lawrence say that

Pope Xys'ushad entrusted to him, though onlv

a deacon, "dominici sanguinis consecrationem,*'

i.e. probably " the consecrated blood of our

Lord," viz. for distribution to the people.

opinion of Scotus, that the words imme

diately preceding the form, viz. " who

the day before He suffered," &c. ; or of

Touttee and Le Brun, that the validity of

the consecration depends, not only on the

words of Christ, " This is my body,'1 &c,

but also on the prayers of the Church,

need not be discussed here. But it is

necessary to say something on a special

difficulty with regard to the words of

consecration. It arises from the liturgies

of the Greeks.

In these liturgies, as well as in those

of other Orientals, we find prayers, after

the consecration, imploring the Holy

Ghost to descend on the gifts, making

the bread the bodv of Christ, and the

wine His blood. This has led some of

the schismatic Greeks to make the con

secration depend on these prayers. But

1. No mention is made of prayers

after the words of consecration by any one

of the synoptic evangelists or by St. PauL

2. The earliest Fathers, Justin, Ire-

nseus, Tertullian, Ambrose, Chrysostom,1

evidently make the consecration depend

on the words of consecration.

8. The Greeks themselves at the

Council of Florence unanimously admitted

that the change was effected by the words

of consecration, " Hoc est corpus," &c.

convinced, as they said, by the words of

their great doctor Chrysostom.4

4. The Oriental liturgies admit of a

satisfactory interpretation. The prayers

referred to are really a petition that what

has been bread and wine may manifest

itself by the effects produced on the souls

of the communicants as the true body and

blood of Christ : or, again, the prayer for

the change of the gifts may be regarded

as one act with the consecration. These

interpretations will not appear forced to

anyone familiar with the language of the

Eastern liturgies. Thus in a Ritual of

Severus God is asked after the actual

baptism to sanctify the baptised persons

with the laver of regeneration. Similar

examples are collected by Meratus. (A

special Catholic treatise on this subject

has just appeared, "Die Euchaiistische

Wandlung und die Epiklese," by Dr. Jo

seph Franz.)

CONSECRATION OF AI.TARS.

Altars and altar-stones are consecrated

1 Tertullian's statement is explicit, " He

made the bread his body, saying, This is my

body."—Adv. Marc. iv. 40. The difficulty in

the "words which follow has nothing to do

with the question before us.

» Hefele, Condi, vii. p. 740.
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by the bishop with ceremonies prescribed

in the Pontifical. The most essential

part of the rite consists in the anointing

with chrism (to indicate, according to

Gavantus, the richness of grace), and the

placing of relics in the sepulchre or re

pository made in the altar-stone and

afterwards sealed up. The consecration

endures till the altar-stone is broken or

the seal of relics broken. Cardinal Bona

contends that the practice of consecrating

altars is of Apostolic origin. Putting

aside doubtful decrees of early Popes, we

find such consecration first mentioned by

the Fathers of the fourth and councils of

the sixth centurv. [From Gavantus, and

Eraus, " Real-Eneyclopadie." See also

Dedication of ChVrchbs.]

consecsatiov ot bishops.

[See Order.]

CONSECRATION OF CHURCHES

[See Dedication of Churches.]

CONSECRATION or CHALICE

A» PATEN is made by the bishop

with chrism, the prayers to be used being

given in the Pontifical. This rite is very

ancient, being found in the Gregorian

Sacramentarv, the most ancient Ordines,

&c, where, however, no mention is made

of the chrism.

CONSISTORT (Lat. contittorium).

A meeting of official persons to transact

business, and also the place where they

meet. The word is classical, and was

used of the privy council of the Roman

emperors.1 Before the Reformation every

English bishop had his consistory, com

posed of some of the leading clergy of the

diocese, presided over by his chancellor.

The name is still retained in the Anglican

Church, but the consistory is with them

a court and nothing more. In the

Catholic Church the term is now sel

dom used except with reference to the

Papal consistory, the ecclesiastical senate

in which the Pope, presiding over the

whole body of Cardinals, deliberates upon

grave ecclesiastical aflairs, and communi

cates to his venerable brethren, and

through them to Christendom, the solici

tudes and intentions of the vicar of Christ

as to the condition of some Christian

nation, or the definition of some Catholic

doctrine. The ordinary meetings of the

consistory, held about once a fortnight,

are secret ; they are usually, but not in

variably, presided over by the Pope.

1 Ausonius ( Grat. Act. 29), addressing the

Emperor Gratian, speaks of " ilia sedes, ut ex

more loquimar, consistorii, ut ego sentio, sacrarii

Public consistories are held from time to

time, as occasion may require ; they are

attended by other prelates besides the

Cardinals, and by the representatives of

foreign Courts. In them the resolutions

which the Pope has arrived at in secret

consistory are announced, and Bn allocu

tion on some matter of pressing import

ance is commonly delivered by the PontitF

to the assembled Cardinals.

CONSTANCE, COUNCIL OF.

An attempt had been made early in the

fifteenth century to close the schism in tbe

Papacy by the convocation of a general

council at Pisa (1405)). Twenty-four

Cardinals assembled there had cleimed to

depose both Gregory XII. and the anti-

pope, Peter de Luna, and had elected

Cardinal Philargi, who took the title of

Alexander V. On the death of Alexander

in a few months at Bologna, the Cardinals

chose Balthasar Cossa, theD governor in

that portion of the Papal States, to suc

ceed him. Balthasar took the title of

John XXIII. Neither Gregory nor

Peter de Luna consented to make a re

nunciation in favour of John ; hence there

were three persons each claiming to be

the true Pope, and the action of the

Council of Pisa had only resulted, for the

moment, in making the confusion worse

than before. The emperor of Germany,

Sigismund of Luxemburg, formed the

praiseworthy determination to use every

means in his power to terminate so dis

astrous a state of things. In concert with

John XXIIL he summoned a general

council, with the threefold object of ter

minating the schism, extirpating heresy,

and reforming the Church in head and

members. Constance, an imperial city

on the lake so named, was fixed upon as

the place of meeting. John, though his

blemished character made him shrink

from facing the council, had been able to

find no excuse agninst the emperor's im

portunity ; but he trusted that it would

meet somewhere in Italy, and that the

great preponderance of Italian bishops,

many of whom were bound to him in

various ways, would suffice to screen him

from attack. His heart sank when he

heard that his legates had consented to

the selection of a city beyond the Alps,

and he went to the council with a reluct

ance which the result completely justi

fied.

All through the autumn of 1414,

whatever was most illustrious in Europe

for piety, learning, power or enterprise—

the princes of the empire, the Emperor
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and Pope, Cardinals, statesmen, bishops,

theologians, merchants, artists, repre

sentatives of every rank and every calling

in the then civilised world—was st reaming

from all directions along the roads that

led to Constance. Among the English

bishops the chief was Robert Hallam,

Bishop of Salisbury. France was re

presented by Peter d'Ailly, the Cardinal

Archbishop of Cambray, and Gerson, the

famous chancellor of the University of

Paris. Among the Italians, none was of

greater weight than Zabarella, the Car

dinal Archbishop of Florence; he, with

D'Ailly, soon came to the front, and took

the lend in the deliberations of the

fathers.

The council was opened by John

XXIII. on November 5 ; the first public

session was held on the 16th of the same

month. With regard to the form in

which business should be carried on, it

was prearranged that the bishops should

be divided into congregations answering

to the nationalities to which they be

longed (Italians, French, English, Ger

mans—a fifth was added for Spain in

1410), and that the voting in the council

should be by nations, not by individuals.

The object of this was to neutralise the

overwhelming numbers of the Italian

bishops, who would otherwise have been

able to outvote all the rest. It must be

remembered that the objects for which

the council met were to a large extent

political and disciplinary; there was as

yet no real schism on a grand scale with

regard to any point of faith. Hence

a mode of voting which would have

been improper at Trent might offer the

best solution of existing difficulties at

Constance.

John Huss, rector of the University of

Prague, who had adopted many of the

opinions of Wyclif, and was to justify

himself if he could before assembled

Christendom, arrived at Constance just

before the opening of the Council,1 fur

nished with a safe-conduct from the

Emperor. Other Bohemian ecclesiastics

also came, and denounced the preaching

of Huss; before the end of tne month

the council ordered that he should be

arrested and put in custody. A com

mission of three theologians was ap

pointed to examine his teaching. In the

following March he endeavoured to

escape, but was retaken.

The more the antecedents of John

1 Nov. 3, 1414, not, as Milman states (Latin

Ckrittianity, xiii. 8), Dec. 3.

XXIII. became known, the more evident

appeared his unfitness for the Pontifical

office ; and the majority of the council

; came before long to the conclusion that

he, with the other two claimants, must

resign his pretensions, so that tbe Cardi

nals might proceed to a new election.

This John agreed to do (1415, March 2),

provided Gregory and Peter de Luna

would do the same. Soon after, finding

that his past career was being inquired

into, he secretly withdrew (March 21)

from Constance, and went, to Schaff-

hausen, to be within reach of his. friend

Frederic, the Archduke of Austria. Long

i negotiations ensued; at length (1415,

I May 29, Sess. xii), John having failed

! to make the cession of his office in the

j form prescribed—the commission ap

pointed to inquire into the charges

brought against his character having

also reported most unfavourably, and

John himself having admitted the truth

of a portion of those charges— the council

declared him guilty, and deposed him

from the Pontifical office, of which he

shortly afterwards made the formal resig-

j nation that he had promised.

In the fourth and fifth sessions (March

I 30, April 6) decrees were adopted de-

J claring that the council, representing the

i Catholic Church, held its power inime-

I diately from Jesus Christ, and that every-

j one, even the Pope himself, was bound "to

obev it in all that concerned the faith, the

extinction of the schism, and the reform

of the Church in its head and members.

These decrees have often been quoted as

if they involved a dogmatic definition

subordinating the Pope to a general

council. Attentively considered, they

appear to be carefully restricted in their

range, and to apply in their fullness only

to that particular group of circumstances

which they were intended to remedy.

Even so interpreted, they must be re

garded as untenable, and as excluded from

the guarded and limited confirmations

given by Martin V. and Eugenius IV.

Still, in the midst of the uncertainty

which prevailed as to who was the

true Pope—an uncertainty which the

best-disposed Christians, owing to the

obscurity of the facts, often could not

clear up for themselves—it may be ad

mitted that there is much to be said

in extenuation of the violent and un-

canonicnl acts and speeches which Appear

on the conciliar record ; since, unless the

council could succeed in enforcing obe

dience to its decisions, there seemed to
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be no hope of restoring unity to the

Church.1

Tbe commission which had been ap

pointed to examine the opinions of VVycllf

and the Lollards was aided by tbe learning

and zeal of the great English Carmelite,

ThomasWalden, author of the "Doctrinale

Fidei " and tbe " Fasciculi Zizaniorum."

The wild and monstrous opinions to which

Wyclif bad set his hand were maturely

examined, and the report of tbe com

mission wns made about this time to the

council. In the eighth session (May 4)

the memory of Wyclif was solemnly

condemned, and it was ordered that his

remains should be exhumed, and, as those

of an impenitent heretic, cost forth from

the place of Christian burial in which

they lay.

In the thirteenth session (1414, June

15) the lawfulness and expediency of

giving communion to the laity under one

•pecies were affirmed, and those who

obstinately maintained the contrary were

to be treated as heretics.

In tbe fourteenth session (July 4)

Gregory XII. gave in his resignation of

the Papacy. The antipope, Peter de Luna,

in spite of the entreaties of the king of

Aragon, refused to renounce bis preten

sions. He was consequently disregarded,

and, abandoned by nearly all his adhe

rents, he was left to fulminate idle cen

sures from the rock of Peniscola.

In the fifteenth session (July C) the

doctrine of Jean Petit, who had written a

book to justify tbe assassination of the

Duke of Orleans by the order of the

Duke of Burgundy in 14(*7, was partially

condemned. A condemnation of Huss,

who had refused to recant his heretical

opinions, was at the same time published,

and he was delivered to the secular arm.

He was burnt at the stake on the same

day. An outcry being raised on the

ground of the violation of the safe-con

duct given him, the council (cess, xviii.

Aug. 17) adopted a decree by which the

emperor was exonerated from all b!ame.

He had done, it was said, all that de

pended on him to keep his word; and if

Huss had been less obstinate, he would

havegoneand returned in safety. But the

emperor had not the power, nor did be

1 The learned Cardinal tic Turrecremnta,

who was present at the council, writes :—" Ma-

nifedte, dVcreturu illorum 1'ntruin non loquitur

universnliter, sed de ilia [synudu] sin^ulariter,

pro cujus tempore non erat in Kccleaia unua

£astor totius Ecclesia; indubitatus." (Quoted

i Bail's Summa Concilwrum, i. 485.)

intend, to control the course of ecclesi

astical discipline, which, when defied,

executed itself by the means regarded in

that age as efficacious.

About the same time the case of the

margraviate of Brandenburg, vacant by the

death without heirs of the last margrave

of the house of Ballenberg, was brought

before the council. The qualifications of

several princes having been discussed, the

choice of the council Jell on the young

Conrad of Ilohenzollern, an insignificant

principality in South Germany. Tbia

was the beginning of the extraordinary

rise of that now celebrated and imperial

house, which has of late years dealt so

hardly with the Church to which it owes

its greatness.

The years 1416 and 1417 were chiefly

taken up with negotiations respecting tbe

election of a Pope, and endeavours to

reniedv ecclesiastical abuses. The English

and Germans wished to postpone the

election of a Pope till after the completion

of the reforms ; the French and Italian

nations took tbe opposite view. The

latter, in the opinion of Moebler, were

clearly in the right. At last (1417, Nov.

11), the Cardinal Otto Colonna was

elected Pope by twenty-three cardinals

and a representative delegation of thirty

prelates, six for each nation, Spain being

now included. Cardinal Colonna, who

took the name of Martin V., was a man

of great integrity and ability, and of irre

proachable morals. The new Pope con

firmed the council's acts, limiting his

confirmation to what bad been done "con-

ciliariter in materiis fidei, et non aliter nec

alio uiodo."

The bishops were now weary of their

conciliar labours, and anxious to return

to their dioceses. Concordats between

Rome and the principal nations, regu

lating future relations and cutting off

some of the worst abuses, were hastily

framed, and the council was dissolved in

its forty-fifth session, April 22, 1418.

(Fleury, "Hist. Eccl.;" Bail, "Summa

Oonciliorum ; " Moebler, " Kircheuge-

schichte.'')

CONSTANTINOPLE, COTTNCII.S

OS*. (1) General Councils.—The Second

General Council (Ut of CP.) A council

of 150 Eastern bishops which met in 381.

It was presided over first by Meletius of

Antioch, then by Gregory of Nazianzus,

who had re-established the orthodox faith

in the city. Tbe true faith was main

tained against Arianism in all its manifold

varieties, as well as against Apollinarian
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ism and Macedonianism. The last heresy

—named from Macedonius, a semi-Arian

bishop of Constantinople, deposed by the

Catholics in ."560—consisted in a denial of

the Holy Ghost's perfect Godhead. To

meet this error the council added to the

Nicene Creed the words " and in the

Holy Ghost, the Lord and life-giver,
•who proceedeth from the Father, who

with the Father and Son is together wor

shipped and glorified, who spake by the

prophets." This council had in itself no

claim to be oecumenical, but it was gene

rally recognised as such since the sixth

century, because its doctrinal definitions

(not its disciplinary canons), were accepted

throughout the Church.

The Fifth General Council (2nd of

CP.) met in 553 with 165 bishops. It

condemned Theodore of Mopsuestia, the

erroneous portions in the writings of

Theodoret, and the letter of Ibas, because

of their Nestorian tendency. [See Three

Chapters.] There was no explicit con

demnation of Origen's errors, though he

was named and anthematised among other

heretics. The decrees of this council were

received by Popes Vigilius and Pelagius,

but it was long before its oecumenical

character was acknowledged throughout

the West. [See Three Chapters.]

Sixth General Council (3rd of CP.),

convoked in C80 by Constantino Pogonatus

in union with Pope Agatho, and presided

over by the Papal legates. It accepted

Pope Agatho's definitions of " two physi

cal wills [i.e. in Christ], without division,

change, partition, confusion, the two wills

not being contrary to each other, but the

human will being subject to the divine.

[See Monothelites.] Serpius, Cyrus,

Honorius [see the article], Pyrrhus, Paul,

were anathematised. Pope Leo II. con

firmed the decrees.

Eighth General Council (4th of CP.)

met in 809, and endeavoured to heal the

schism which threatened to separate the

East from Rome, by deposing Photius and

restoring Ignatius lawful patriarch of Con

stantinople. The Greeks finally refused to

acknowledge the council, substituting for it

a council of 879, in which the conduct

and ordination of Photius were approved.

(2) Particular Council/. — Special

mention is due to the Synod in Trullo,

which met in 691. It passed 102 canons

dealing with numerous questions of dis

cipline and some of the worship of the

Eastern church. The decrees betray a

strong animus against Rome, and though

regarded as oecumenical by the Greeks, it

was never received in the West. The

name "in Trullo" indicates the domical

building in which it was held. It was

also called mvOiierti or auinitexta, because

it was meant by its disciplinary decrees

to complete the labours of the fifth and

sixth councils.

(3) Of schismatical councils we may

name two, held in 1638 and 1642, against

the Calvinistic errors of Cyril Lucar.

CONSTANTINOPLE, IATIUS-

chate OF. The church of Byzantium

was originally a simple bishopric, subject

to the metropolitan see of Ileraclea. A

new state of things began when the city

became the seat of the imperial Court ;

the metropolitan of Ileraclea could no

longer exercise his authority over his

suffragan of Constantinople, and in 381

canon 3 of the Second General Council

assigned to the see of Constantinople a

primacy of honour (irpetr&eia Tipijr)

after that of Old Rome. The Greek

canonist Zonaras frankly admits that this

canon acknowledges the superiority of

the Roman bishop. But did it give real

patriarchal power to the bishop of Con

stantinople? De Marca answers in the

negative ; so does Cardinal Hergenrother ;

but Hefele considers it more likely that

this canon gave, not only a primacy of

honour, but also real jurisdiction in the

district of Thrace to the bishop of Con

stantinople.

With this power the bishops of Con

stantinople were not content, and they

found it easy to extend their jurisdiction.

In the West, Cyprian, the Council of

Sardica, and other authorities, accepted

the principle expressed by St. Augustin

when he says, ' The Lord laid the foun

dations of his Church in the Apostolic sees,"

and to such foundation Constantinople

could make no plausible claim. But in

the East the notion prevailed that the

ecclesiastical should correspond with the

civil dignity of a city, a principle clearly

implied in the 9th canon of the Synod in

Kncieniis, which met at Antioch in 341.

Moreover, bishops came from all parts of

the East, to lay their petitions before the

emperor. He often referred them to the

bishop of the place, i.e. of Constantinople,

and the latter settled the matter in a

avvoboi ivhrjfxovaa composed of the bishops

who happened to be in the capital, over

which synod he himself presided. Thus

very often the affairs even of other patri

archates were tried by agreement of the

contending parties, and soon this custom

led to a claim as of right. This power
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grew under St. John Chrysostom, of I

whom Theodoret says that he ruled

Thrace, Asia and Pontus, in all twenty-

eijrlit provinces. Atticus, the second

bishop after Chrysostom, was empowered

by an imperial edict to consecrate metro

politans even beyond Thrace. In the

earlier part of the fifth century we find

Proclus of Constantinople ordaining

bishops for Pontus and Asia. About the

middle of the fifth century Anatolius of

Constantinople actually appointed Maxi-

mus bishop of Antioch and thus assumed

authority over the ancient patriarchal see.

True, opposition was made to these pre

tensions, but without permanent enact,

and at the Fourth General Council, Ana

tolius tried to (ret the claims of his see

fully and formally acknowledged. The

time singularly favoured such a project.

The bishoprics of Alexandria and Ephejus

were vacant. Maximus of Antioch was

a creature of Anatolius, while Juvenal of

Jerusalem was specially indebted to him.

Accordingly, in canon 28 of Chalcedon,

the decree of the Second Council placing

Constantinople next in dignity to Rome

was confirmed, and further it was deter

mined that the bishop of Constantinople

should consecrate the metropolitans of

Pontus, Asia, Proconsularis and Thrace,

and also the bishops in " barbarous coun

tries." Pope Leo absolutely refused to

confirm thus canon, as his predecessors

had ignored canon 2 of Constantinople,

and for long the Greeks, who had ac

knowledged that it needed Papal confir

mation, omitted it in their collection.

Still the see of Constantinople did in fnct

exercise the power assigned to it at Chal

cedon and continued to do, in spite of

repeated protests on the part of the Popes.

Gregory the Great had to protest vigor

ously against the assumption of the title

" (Ecumenical Patriarch " by John the

Faster (about 587). Justinian confirmed

the rank of Constantinople ; while the

Greek synod in Trullo repeated canon 28

of Chalcedon. Illyria during the Icono

clastic controversy was torn from the

Roman, and united to the Constantino-

politan, Patriarchate, under which it

continued, when the strife on images was

over, and finally, after the schism of the

East, the Patriarch of Constantinople

became independent head of the whole

(schismatic) Eastern church, with the

provinces of Pontus, Asia, Thrace and

Illyria hi immediate subjection to himself.

Later, he also obtained a primacy over

Russia, in accordance with the canon of

Chalcedon, which placed the territory of

barbarians under his care.

However, in modern times, political

causes, which had originally established,

grievously diminished the power of Con

stantinople. In the sixteenth century

(1580), a Russian patriarchate was insti

tuted at Moscow, and although it exists

no longer, the Russian church is

governed bv a " holy synod " (1721) inde

pendent of" Constantinople. The church

of the kingdom of Greece also secured its

independence in consequence of the revo

lution of 1821. The Greek schismatical

bishops in the Austrian territory are also

independent of Constantinople. So now

are the schismatics of Bulgaria and Mon

tenegro, and the patriarch's jurisdiction

is limited to Turkey in Europe and all

those dioceses in Asiatic Turkey which do

not belong to the other t hree patriarchates.

A Latin patriarchate was founded at

Constantinople during the time of the

Latin rule there (1204-12(51). The title

is still borne by one of the high dignitaries

of the Papal Court. There is also a Vicar

Apostolic for the Latins. In the Fourth

Lateran Council Innocent III. gave the

second place among the sees of Christen

dom to the Greek Patriarchate, and this

privilege was renewed in the Second

Council of Lyons and in the Council of

Florence. (See Le Quien, "Oricns

Christianus ; " llefele, " Concil." vol. ii.,

and for the present state of things an

article on the Greek Church by Professor

Lamy in the " Dublin Review " for July

1880. See also Cardinal Hergenrbther's

"Photius.")

CONSTITUTIONAL CLERGY.

This was the name given to that portion

of the French clergy which gave in its

adhesion to the "civil constitution" pro

vided for them by a law of the National

Assembly passed in August 1700, and

took the oath of fidelity to it in the

manner prescribed in the law itself.

The committee which drew up this

notable scheme were not atheists, nor

deists, nor Protestants ; they were what

would be called now bad, or liberal,

Catholics. They aimed at introducing

; what they considered principles of libertv

into the religious life of the nation, by

releasing the bishops from their obedience

to the Pope, and the inferior clergy from

their dependence on the bishops. Yet

they did not desire, like the English

reformers of the sixteenth century, abso

lutely to reject the Pope and break off

communion with him. For the 10th
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article of the Civil Constitution, after

forbidding a newly-elected bishop to

obtain any confirmation from Rome, pro

ceeds :—" But he shall write to him [the

Pope], as to the chief of the universal

Church, in testimony of unity of faith and

of the communion which he is bound to

maintain with him." Some priests, steeped

in Gallican opinions, such as the Abb6

Expilly and I)om Gerle, and Jansenist :

advocates, like Chasset and Martineau,

were members of the committee, and bore

an active part in framing the new law,

while all the time professing great rever

ence for the Catholic Church, and a de

termination not to sever Fi ance from her

communion.

The French clergy, to relieve tbe

distress of the nation, had voluntarily

renounced their tithes ; of their landed

property they bad, on the motion of the

notorious Bishop of Autun,1 been stripped

by a decree of the National Assembly.

The Assembly recognised the obligation

under which it lay, having expropriated

the landed property of the clergy, to sup

port them by a competent annual sub

vention from the public revenue. Had

the bishops and the Holy See been allowed

to frame the new arrangements which

the change in the mode of supporting the

clergy rendered necessary, it is probable

that no serious difficulty would have

arisen. But the Gallican party thought

they saw their opportunity of erecting a

church almost entirely national and self-

governed ; they seized it eagerly, and the

result of their action was a terrible increase

in the distractions of France, and a potent

stimulus to the horrors and abominations

of the Revolution.

The new constitution suppressed

many of the French dioceses (which at

that time were about 130 in number), and

pretended to assign the boundaries of

others, without the concurrence of the

ecclesiastical authority. It decreed that

the bishops should be elected by local

conventions of the clergy, and confirmed

by the metropolitans, without having

recourse to the Holy See for canonical

institution. It prescribed a number of

minute regulations for the internal govern

ment of the French church, of which it

is enough to say that, whether good or

bad in themselves, they were such as no

secular authority had any right to impose

without tbe consent of tbe ecclesiastical

authority. Moreover, all beneficed and

employed clergy, whether bishops, priests,

1 Talleyrand.

or others, were required to take an oath to

maintain " the constitution decreed," on

pain of deprivation ipso facto if the oath

were refused.

The Pope (Pius VL), on learning the

nature of the law that- was passing through

the Assembly, wrote to Louis XVI., and

to the archbishops of Bordeaux and

Vienne, urging the inevitable fall into

schism which must be the result of such

legislation. Thirty bishops, who had seats

in the National Assembly, signed a paper

called " Exposition of Principles on the

Civil Constitution of the Clergy," which

was drawn up in a sense antagonistic to

the constitution by M. de Boisgelin, arch

bishop of Aix. Nearly all the French

bishops, and the doctors of the Sorbonne,

adhered to this Exposition, and the great

majority of the inferior clergy followed

their example. This fidelity is in re

markable contrast with the conduct of the

English bishops under Henry VIII., and

with that of the majority of the beneficed

clergy at the accession of Elizabeth.

The constitution was finally decreed

on August 24, 1 790, and the period termi

nating on January 4, 1791, was named as

that within which the oath must be taken.

The day came, and all the ecclesiastics in

the Assembly, whether bishops or priests,

refused the oath, and lost their seats in

consequence. In the provinces also the

oath was very generally refused ; the only

archbishop who took it was Lomenie de

Biienne, archbishop of Toulouse, whose

weakness was imitated by three bishops,

those of Autun, Orleans, and Viviers.

One hundred and twenty-seven prelates

remained firm and refused the oath.

Among the inferior clergy a similar con

stancy was manifested ; still tbe influence

of the Government, of a lay society much

infected by unbelief, and of the old Galli

can prejudices, was strong enough to

induce a large number of priests to take

the oath. These were the " jurants," the

" pretres assermentes," or " constitu-

tionnels ; " while the other side were called

" dissidents," " pretres non assermentes,"

&c. Between the two parties a violent

conflict arose.1

1 Carlyle describe with evident satisfaction
the blows and insults which the u dissident n

priests had to endure at the hands of revolu

tionary citnytnnt* in Paris, lie sums up the

quarrel as amounting to this : that one jiarty

held that a bishop, '* his creed and formularies

being left quite as thev were, can swear fidelity

to King, Law, and Nation;" the other, ih.-tt

"he cannot, but that he must become an ac

cursed thing." The extreme unfairness of this
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The Pope acted with great vigour ; in

briefs dated in March and April, 1791,

and addressed to the clergy and people of

France, he discussed the terms or the

constitution, showed how repugnant they

were to the just freedom of the Church,

and how inconsistent with the rights

of that divine institution which Jesus

Christ established upon earth, and laid

under the ban of religion both those

among the actual clergy who had taken

the oath, and those who in order to

obtain clerical emolument and position,

might in future take it. He also degraded

Lonienie de Brienne from the cardinalate,

as one who had soiled the Roman purple

by swearing in a sense contrary to those

sacred and venerable oaths by which he

was before bound.

Nevertheless, the schism continued to

extend itself in France ; new pretended

bishops were consecrated by Talleyrand

and his accomplices, according to the

forms prescribed by the civil constitution,

and the Government soon lent its weight

to the persecution which the revolutionary

sect bad commenced against the faithful

priests. The Legislative Assembly decreed

(Nov. 1791) that priests refusing the oath

should be reputed under suspicion of revolt

against the law and disaffection to their

country ; that they should be deprived of

all salary, and imprisoned in such places

as the departmental administrations might

appoint. Further decrees in the course of

the following summer condemned all eccle

siastics " non-assermentes " to banishment.

More than fifty thousand of the clergy

came under this proscription ; they left or

prepared to leave the country in great

numbers. The hatred and fear of the revo

lutionists were aroused, and a massacre

of the priests began simultaneously in

many parts of France.

The schism took the downward course

usual with such movements ; before long

several of the constitutional bishops and

priests married ; those of them who had

seats in the Convention nearly all voted for

the king's execution ; and in November

1793 the Bishop of Paris (Gobet) and his

grand vicare publicly abjured Christianity

in the hall of the Convention.1 Yet these

way of putting the matter is apparent even

from the short sketrh of the facts that we

have given. (French Revolution, vol. ii. book

iv. 1, 2J

1 " Le citoyen Gobet alia done, accompagne'

de ses grands vicaires, abjurer nu tein de la

Convention toutes les heresies que lea prGtres

avoient prechees depuis dix-huit cents ans coutre

la loi et con Ire la religion naturelle. Son dis-

unhappy men did not save their lives by

their apostacy; the greater number of

them fell victims either to private ven

geance or to the sanguinary patriotism of

the Jacobin Government. Merged in the

more horrible revolt against all law and

" all that is called God/ into which the

Satanic energy and determination of the

Jacobins plunged the whole French nation,

the less criminal schism of the consti

tutionals almost disappears from sight.

The worship of Reason and Nature was

solemnly inaugurated in the church of

Notre Dame; wherever the Convention

had power the voice of religion was

silenced, and the churches closed. When

in 1801 the First Consul concluded a con

cordat with- the Holy See for the resto

ration of Christian worship, twelve con

stitutional bishops were allowed to have

sees, but only upon making the following

declaration : " I declare before God that

I profess adhesion and submission to the

judgments of the Holy See on the ecclesi

astical affairs of France." (Wotzer and

Welte, article Conttitution Civile da

Clerye.)

COH3UII5TANIIAI, (ifioovmos).

The word used by the Fathers of Nicaea,

to establish the true Godhead of the Son,

inserted by them in their creed, and ever

since the watchword of those who have

true faith in the divinity of Christ. A

man may be said to be of one substance

with another, because he has the same

specific nature ; but the Son is consub-

stantial with the Father in another sense,

for his nature is numerically one with

that of the Father ; else, there would be

two Gods. Hence, when we say that the

Son is consubstantial with the r ather, we

confess His perfect equality and co-eter

nity with the first Person of the Trinity

and at the same time exclude all imper

fection from his eternal generation. A

human son receives an individual nature

and is separate from his father ; but God

the Son is ever in the Father and the

Father in Him.

The word hnd long been used in the

Church. Tertullian (Adv. Prax. 13 and

4) says the Son is " of one substance " and

" from the substance of the Father," and

closely similar phrases occur in Clement

of Alexandria and Novatian.1 At the

cours e'lectrisa Urates les Imes. .... Tous let

pretres de )a Convention (et il y en avoit beau-

coup) abjurcrentleurs erreurs, eurent l'hoaaeur,

quoique tardif, de se de'pretriser, de se de'pisco-

piser."—Prudhomme, Ketolutiont de Pari*,

vol. xv.

1 See Cardinal Newman's note on Athanaa,
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same time Paul of Samosata had used the

word in an heretical sense, and, so under

stood, it had been condemned by an ortho

dox council at Antioch. Probably, as

Hefele, following St. EpiphaniuB, thinks,

Paul made the Son (apart from his

humanity) a mere attribute of Qod, not a

distinct Person from the Father, and

expressed his view by the word consub-

stantial.1

At Nicsea, the word was chosen

because it did, which other and Biblical

terms did not, exclude the Arian error,

beyond possibility of evasion. The Arians

were willing to allow that the Son was

from Qod, his power, his image, even

that He was eternal, because their so

phistical skill enabled them to rob these

words of their natural meaning, and to

show that they might in a certain sense

be applied to creatures. Accordingly, to

put their meaning and faith beyond all

doubt, the Fathers of Nicaeu. chose the

word consubstantial.11

CONSTJBST.a.NTX.a.TIOH'. [See

Eucharist.]

COITTEMPLATIOW. A word used

to describe the life of those (religious and

others) who devote themselves to prayer

and meditation, rather than to active

works of charity. No doubt such a life, in

order to be real, implies a vocation of no or

dinary kind. But when Protestants or ill-

instructed Catholics condemn such a life

as useless, &c, they oppose themselves to

the tradition of the Church, since the earli

est religious—the Fathers of the desert,

&c.—devoted themselves to the contempla

tive life and were venerated throughout

the Christian world for doing so. More

over, reason itself may teach us that a

contemplative is not a useless life. Man's

merit consists in loving God and man for

God's sake. And in itself the life which

is occupied directly in the love of God is

more meritorious than that which is occu

pied chiefly in the love of our neighbour

for God's sake. Protestants who accuse

contemplative orders of idleness really

take for granted that the love of God is

no part of man's duty, whereas it is the

noblest occupation in which he can pos

sibly engage. And whereas the ministries

of the active life cease after death, the

contemplative life is perfected and con

tinued in heaven. It is that " best part "

which Mary choso and which will never be

in defence of the jNicene Definition, cap. v.

§ 64.
1 Hefele, Crmcil. L p. 14a
• Ibid. p. 806.

taken away. It may of course happen

that a person merits more by resigning

the sweetness of contemplation for a time

in order to obey the call of God to the

active life. (St. Thorn. 2, 2, 181, 2.)

contrition, in its widest sense,

is defined by the Council of Trent as

"grief of mind and detestation of sin

committed, with a purpose of sinning no

more." Thus understood, it includes at

trition [see the article] ; but in its nar

rower sense contrition is used for that

sorrow for sin which arises from consi

deration of God's goodness 1 which sin

has outraged, and which includes a resolu

tion never to offend Qod(at least mortally)

because God so deserves our love. The

Council of Trent declares that " contrition

perfected by charity," and accompanied by

a desire to confess and be absolved, may

reconcile the sinner with God even before

he receives the sacrament of penance.

It is not necessary that the grief for sin

arising from the love of God should be

more intense 11 than other and natural

sorrow; it is enough for reconciliation

with God, apart from the sacrament of

penance, if the sinner would rather en

dure any evil or sacrifice any good

than oflend so good a God. Thus, for

example, a man may feel more intense

sorrow for his wife's death than for all

his mortal sins, but this is not inconsistent

with perfect contrition, unless it implies

that he would sin mortally against an all-

holy God if by this course he could undo

the calamitv which has fallen upon him.

(From St. "liguori, " Theol. Moral." vi.

tract. 4. cap. 1.)

CONVERSION Or NATIONS.

[See Missions.]

convent. The hermitages and

" Iauras " [Laura] of the first, ages gra

dually gave place to the coenobite mode of

life ; only in the orders of Chartreuse and

Camaldoli has the solitary life been

partially retained to this day. Monachism

was firmly planted in Western Europe

by St. Benedict, in the ninth century, and

from that time the name " conventus "—

applied alike to communities of men and

women living under a rule and practising

the evangelical counsels—came into com

mon use.

Different orders preferred different

sites for their convents. The Culdees of

1 So the majority of theologians; but others

think the consideration of any divine attribute

may supply a sufficient motive for contrition.

3 This may now be considered an admitted

point, though it was once keenly debated.
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Iona chose islands or lonely spots, re

moved lrom the beaten tracks of trade

and travel ; this pious instinct is attested

by the position of Iona, Lindisfarne,

and Old Melrose. The Benedictines

were said to prefer hillsides ; the Cister

cians chose quiet valleys ; the mendicant

orders, who depended on alms, and made

preaching one of the great alms of their

institution, repaired to the cities and

towns. The Society of Jesus, as a rule,

is found in cities :

Bernardus valles, montes Bencdictus amabat,

Oppida FrancUcuB, mngnas Ignatius urbes.

In illustration of these preferences,

the reader is referred to the lists of old

English monasteries which he will find

under Cistebcllns, Fbaxcibcaxs, Doiii-

ICICAlfS.

The parts of a convent are: 1. the

church : 2. the choir, viz. that portion

of the church in which the members say

the daily office ; 3. the chapter house, a

place of meeting in which the rule is

read, elections made, and community busi

ness discussed ; 4. the cells ; 5. the re

fectory (in old English,fraitour,orfrater);

6. the dormitory ; 7. the infirmary ; 8. the

parlour, for the reception of visitors; 9.

the library; 10. the treasury; 11. the

cloiBter ; 1 2. the crypt.

The legislation on convents forms a

large and important section of cancn law.

Among the chief regulations is the law

of enclosure, which " separates the con

vent from the world by the prohibition or

restriction of intercourse from without."

( Wetzer and VVelte, art. Convent. )

convocation. The assembly of

the clergy, in the provinces of Canter

bury and York, chiefly for purposes of

taxation. Blackstone says 1 : — " The

convocation, or ecclesiastical synod,

in England, differs considerably in its

constitution from the synods of other

Christian kingdoms : those consisting

wholly of bishops; whereas with us the

convocation in each province i9 the min

iature of a parliament, wherein the arch

bishop presides with regal state : the

upper house of bishops represents the

house of lords ; and the lower house,

composed of representatives of the several

dioceses at large, and of each particular

chapter therein, resembles the house of

commons with its knights of the shire and

burgesses. This constitution is said to be

owing to the policy of Edward I." The

of Convocation is treated of in

1 Cmmtnlariet, i. 7.

Burn's "Ecclesiast ical Justice" and Body's

"History of Convocation." It seems to have

assumed its peculiar form owing to the

endeavour of Edward I. to organise the

clergy as a third estate of the realm,

which should meet, deliberate, and grant

the king taxes, concurrently with the two

other estates, the lords and the commons.

The writ of summons which he addressed

to the archbishops and bishops, requiring

them to call together the clergy of their

respective dioceses, received, from the first

word of it, the name of the yrramuni-

entei writ. He experienced great resis

tance from the clergy, who were indis

posed to admit any right in the civil

power to summon them together ; and at

last it was settled that while the king

issued his writ of summons to the' arch

bishops, they should issue their writs, as

of their own authority, to the bishops,

deans, archdeacons, colleges, and diocesan

clergy of the province, calling them to

gether in Convocation. The mode of

obeying this summons was ultimately

arranged thus : the bishops, deans, and

archdeacons were to attend in person, the

chapters and colleges to be represented

by one proctor each, and the clergy of

each diocese to be represented by two

proctors. The archbishops and bishops

sat separately in an upper house, corre

sponding to the House of Ixirds. The

English clergy were in those days so careful

to guard the rights and freedom of the

Church that they frequently, without

waiting for the king's writ, met in Con

vocation under the archbishop's writ

alone, and transacted business. For the

national Church created at the Reforma

tion this was rendered impossible by the

Act of .Submission (25 Hen. VIII. c. If).),

which, starting with the false assertion

that Convocation had always been assem

bled only by the king's writ, purports that

the clergy will never presume thereafter

to meet in Convocation except by royal

authority, nor ever attempt to pass any

canons or ordinances there unless with the

sovereign's assent. For the later history

of Convocation, in Anglican times, see

Hody.

COPS (cappa, pluviale). A wide

vestment, of silk, &c, reaching nearly to

the feet, open in front and fastened by a

clasp, and with a hood at the back. It

is used by the celebrant in processions,

benedictions, &c, but never in the cele

bration of Mass, for the Church reserves

the. chasub'e for the priest actually en

gaged in offering sacrifice, and thus care
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fully distinguishes between Mass and all

other functions. The cope is used in

processions by those who assist the cele

brant, by cantors at vespers, &c, so that

it is by no means a distinctively sacerdotal

vestment. Mention is made of the cope

in the ancient Ordo Romanus for the

consecration of bishops. No special

blessing is provided for the cope. (From

Gavantus and Meratus.)

COPTS. The Monophysite Christians

in Egypt. Dioscorus, the Patriarch of

Alexandria, was deposed by the council

of Chalcedon in 46], because he main

tained that there was only one nature in

Christ. Orthodox Patriarchs and other

officials, ecclesiastical and civil, were sent

from Constantinople to Egypt, but the

mass of people were fanatically attached

to Monophysite error. Many fled to

Upper Egypt or took refuge among the

Arabs, and at last, when the occasion

came, the Copts betrayed Egypt to the

Saracens, who drove Greeks and Romans

out of the land and for a time treated

the Copts well. But it was only for a

time, and under successive Mohammedan

dynasties, the Copts were subjected to

cruel oppression, and had to pay an ex

tortionate price for leave to practise their

religion.

At present they form about a tenth of

the population in the country. They

represent the ancient inhabitants of

Egypt, and celebrate Mass in the old

Coptic language. In doctrine they agree

on the whole with Catholics, except on

the single point which led to their separ

ation from the Church, viz. the two

natures of Christ. Their supreme head is

the Monophysite Patriarch of Alexandria,

who has great authority and who is

chosen from the monks. Then come the

bishops, priests, deacons, inferior clergy,

and monks. The priests are allowed to

live with their wives, and, as they

receive scarcely any support from the

church, generally pursue an ordinary

trade. They are obliged to acquire

some acquaintance with Coptic, for this,

the language of the liturgy, is a dead

language, Arabic being the vulgar

tongue. They have foul- fasting-seasons

which thev observe with remarkable strict

ness. Their Lent begins nine days earlier

than ours, and during it they abstain from

eating, drinking, and smoking, till the ser

vice in the Church is over, »'.«. till about

one o'clock. The principal peculiarity in

their ritual is in the administration of the

sacrament of extreme unction, which they

give along with the sacrament of penance,

to heal the diseases of the soul even when

there is no bodily illness. They have also

a custom of blessing large tanks of water

in which the people bathe. They have

adopted circumcision, probably to satisfy

Mohammedan prejudice.

The Egyptian Abbot Andrew went to

the Council of Florence to seek reunion

for the Monophysites with the Roman

Church. But most of the Copts adhere

to their heresy. There is, however, a

Catholic Vicar Apostolic of the Coptic rite

for the Copts of Egypt.

CORDELIERS. "See FRANCISCANS.]

CORON&TIOBT. The Jewish kings

were anointed for their office, and the

Church has instituted the same ceremony

for Christian sovereigns. The ceremony,

as given in the Pontifical, chiefly consists

(1) in the admonition which the bishop

(usually a metropolitan) giveson the duties

of the royal dignity, and the promise on

the part of the sovereign elect to fulfil

them ; (2) the Litany of the Saints is

sung while the sovereign elect lies pro

strate before the altar ; (3) the bishop

anoints the king with oil of catechumens

on the right arm and between the

shoulders ; (4) the bishop, after Mass

has begun, presents him with the sword,

places the crown on his head and the

sceptre in his hand, and enthrones him.

Finally, the new king makes the bishop an

offering of gold at the offertory, and after

wards receives Communion, the bishop

also giving him wine (not the precious

blood) from the chalice.

Theodosius was the first Christian

emperor to receive the blessing of the

Church. The Gothic Wamba was

anointed with the holy oil at Toledo in

672, and " this,'' says Fleury,' " is the first

example that I find of the unction of

kings."

coxohatioh or pope. [See

PoPK.]

CORPORAL. The linen cloth on

which the body of Christ is consecrated.

It used to cover the whole surface of the

altar, as may be gathered from an Ordo

Romanus where the corporal is said to be

spread on the altar by two deacons. The

chalice also was covered by the corporal,

a custom still maintained by the Carthu

sians. The corporal is and must be blessed

by the bishop or by a priest with special

faculties. It represents the winding-

sheet in which Christ's body was wrapped

by Joseph of Arimathea.

1 xzxiz. 51.
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CORPUS CHRISTI. From Apo

stolic times the Church has celebrated the

institution of the Eucharist on Thursday

in Holy Week. But, since the Church at

that season is occupied with the consi

deration of Christ's Passion, it was de

sirable that another day should be set

apart as the feast of the Blessed Sacra

ment. The B Juliana, a holy religious of

Liege, believed that she had seen a vision-

encouraging her to use her influence with

the ecclesiastical authorities for the in

troduction of this feast. In 1230, when

she became prioress of her order, she

consulted several theologians and Church

dignitaries on the matter, among others

the Archdeacon of Liege, who afterwards

became Pope with the title of Urban IV.

An office was composed, and in 1246

Robert, Bishop of Liege, ordered the day

to be kept throughout his diocese.

After Juliana's death, Eve, a holy

woman who had been in her confidence,

induced Henry, the next bishop of Liege,

to petition Urban IV. for the celebration

of the feast throughout the Church.

Urban IV. assented, moved in part by the

miracle of Bolsena [see the article^, partly

by his former knowledge of Juliana,

partly by his desire to stem the heresy of

Berengarius, which consisted in the

denial of transubstantiation ; and in 1264

he published a bull commanding the cele

bration of the feast on the Thursday fol

lowing tho first Sunday after Pentecost

throughout the Church. However, Ur

ban IV. died shortly afterwards, and, as

Durandus (who lived twenty-two ye.irs

tfter Urban) is silent on the feast of Corpus

Christi, probably the bull was never exe

cuted, although undoubtedly Urban him

self and the Roman Court celebrated the

feast. Clement V. in the Council of

Vienne confirmed Urban's Constitution.

John XXII., who succeeded Clement in

1316, took great pains to secure the cele

bration of the feast ; while Martin V. and

Eugenius IV. promoted the devotion to

Corpus Christi by grants of indulgences.

The Council of Trent speaks of Corpus

Christi as a triumph over heresy, and in

Sess. xiii. can. 0, anathematises those who

censure the feast or procession of the

Blessed Sacrament. This custom of carry

ing the Blessed Sacrament in procession on

Corpus Christi hasbeen almost from the first

a recognised part of the ceremonial, if it

was not, as. many authors think, actually

instituted by Urban IV. The office which

is still used was composed by St. Thomas

of Aquin at the bidding of Urban IV.

corpus juris CZVZX.X8. The

body of the Roman law, as it was codified

and reduced to order by Justinian, in the

sixth century after Christ. It consists of

(1) the Digest, a classified compilation of

the decisions of the best Roman juriscon

sults on all points of disputed law : this

when translated into Greek, was called

" Pandects ; " (2) the Code, a general col

lection of the laws then in force in the

empire ; (3) the Institutes, a treatise,

founded on the Digest, on the first prin

ciples and elements of law; (4) the Novels,

a collection of the constitutions and edicts

published by Justinian himself, whereby

great innovations and alterations were

made in the ancient law. In imitation of

the Roman lawyers, the canonists have

digested the great body of decisions and

decrees constituting the canon law [see

that article] into a Corpus juris canonici.

COTTA. Cotce (the form Coti is

also found) are mentioned, as an ordinary

garment worn by laymen, in the synod of

Metz, anno 888. But in the thirteenth

century cota were regarded as identical

with surplices, and the 14th Roman Ordo

says the Pope's chaplain must wear a cotta

or surplice (" cottara seusuperpelliceum ").

The word Cotta is commonly used now in

Italy for surplice, and the former name is

also emploved by some English Catholics.

(Hefele, "Beitrige," vol. ri. p. 178. See

under Sukplice.)

council. Concilium and avvnbot

are synonymous, and denote, Brat, meetings

of any kind, and next, in amore restricted

sense, assemblies of the rulers of the

Church legally convoked, for the discus

sion and decision of ecclesiastical affairs.

We find concilium employed in this

technical sense by Tertullian about 200

after Christ, and avvohns perhaps a cen

tury later in the Apostolic Canons. Acts

xv. furnishes the first example of such

a council, and we may conclude that the

Apostles held it in consequence of a

divine commission ; otherwise they would

not have dared to say " It hath seemed

good to the Holy Ghost and to us."

Language of the same kind is frequently

used by or applied to later councils. Thus

Constantino professed to revere the de

cision of the Nicene Fathers as "the

sentence of the Son of God." Athanasius

and Augustine express themselves in the

same way, while Gregory the Great com

pares the authority of the first four coun

cils with that of the four Gospels. After

the Apostolic Council, held according to

the most probable chronology in a.d. 51,

«1
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we next hear of councils which met in

Asia about 150 and were occasioned by

the Montanist controversy.

I. Clns.fi/ication of Councils.

(a) (licumenical councils are those to

which the bishops and others entitled to

vote [see below J are convoked from the

whole world (o«ou;i«V7;) under the pre

sidency of the Pope or his legates, and

the decrees of which, having received

Papal confirmation, bind all Christians.

The definition assumes the possibility that

a council oecumenical in its convocation

may not succeed in getting its decrees ac

knowledged as of oecumenical authority.

Such wns t he ease with the Robber-synod

of 440, and, in part, with the councils of

Constance and Basle.

(S) Synods of the East or of the

West. The first Council of Constantin

ople was originally a mere Council of

the East and ranks as oecumenical only

because its decrees on faith were ulti

mately received in the West also.

(y) Patriarchal, national and prima-

tial councils, representing a whole patri

archate, a whole nation, or, lastly, the

several provinces subject to a primate.1

(8) Provincial councils, under the

metropolitan of a province.

(r) Diocesan synods, consisting of

the clergy of the diocese and presided

over by the bishop or vicar-general.

We may add two other kinds of council,

which are abnormal, viz.

(f ) Councils held at Constantinople and

consisting of bishops from any part of the

world who happened to be at the time in

that imperial city. They were called

vvvoftoi tv&Tjfiouo'ai.

(rj) Mixed councils, which met to settle

both spiritual and civil matters. They

were composed of secular as well as

ecclesiastical dignitaries. Sometimes,

though not always, the clergy and laity

voted in separate chambers. Such

councils were held during the early middle

age in Italy, France, England, Germany,

and Spain.

II. Convocation of Councils. — The

right of the bishop to convoke diocesan,

the metropolitan to convoke provincial,

the patriarch or primate to convoke national

synods, &c, has always been clear aud un

doubted. Logically and according to

the nature of the thing, the convocation

of general councils must proceed from the

head of the universal Church, viz. from

1 Another class may be added, viz. those re

presenting certain neighbouring provinces, but

not all the provinces subject to the primate.

the Pope. This principle was recognised

in ancient times, for Socrates tells us that

Pope Julius I. about the year 341, stated

the acknowledged law of Christendom

to be, that " the churches must not pass

laws (icavavifciv) contrary to the judg

ment of the Bishop of Rome." However,

in early times, the emperors, who often

defrayed the travelling expenses of the

bishops, were allowed to take a great part

in convoking general councils. " The

first eight general councils were convoked

by the emperors. All the later ones, on

the other hand, were called and sum

moned by the Popes: but even in the

earlier councils we see the Popes taking

a certain part in their convocation,

and this share which the Popes took in

summoning them appears more or less

prominently in individual instances." All

general councils from the ninth onwards

were directly convoked by the Popes;

although, even in the West, lesser councils

were convoked by emperors and kings.

I n the Fifth Lateran Council ( Sess. xi.) Leo.

X. put great stress on the principle that

the right of convoking, removing and

dissolving general councils belongs to the

Popes.

III. Members of Councils.—The dio

cesan synod must be distinguished from

all other synods or councils. It consists

(putting aside the bishop of the diocese),

as a rule, only of the inferior clergy. The

bishop alone decides, the other members

having at most a consultative vote. The

bishop is bound to summon the deans,

arch-priests, vicars foran, the vicar-general,

the clergy with cure of souls, and, accor

ding to the later canon law, the canons

of the cathedral and collegiate churches,

with their provosts, and the abbates

saxulares. Cathedral prebendaries who

are not canons need not be summoned,

but are bound to attend if called upon

to do so. The "simple clerics"—i.e. those

withoutcure of souk or dignity—need not

attend, unless the object of the synod is

to reform the clergy, or to communicate

the decrees of a provincial council.

Members of exempt religious orders, if

their monasteries are connerted with

others and placed under a general chap

ter, need not attend, unless they have

cure of souls. In other cases, religious

must be present at the synod.

As to other councils, they are com

posed

(n) Of bishops. Chorepiscopi appear

at early synods. Whether titular bishops

are entitled to vote has been disputed.
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They had, however, equal rijrhta with other

bishops at the Vatican Council, where

117 such bishops were present.

(/9) Priests and deacons had a decisive

vote if they represented absent bishops,

as appears from innumerable instances in

the acts of early councils. At the Council

of Trent this right was given to the

procurators of absent bishops only with

great limitations. At the Vatican Council

such procurators were not even admitted

to the Council Hali. Other clerics have

been employed from early times as no

taries.

(y) The archimandrites, even if

priests, had no voice at the early councils.

From the seventh century the practice

with regard to admitting the votes of

abbots began to vary; and archdeacons

sometimes were allowed to vote, even if

their bishop was present. At the end of

the mediaeval period it was generally held

that Cardinals, even if not bishops, and

abbots were entitled to vote, and this

right they have maintained; while a like

privilege is extended to the geneials of

regular orders. At the last general

council Abbots Nullius (i.e. of quasi-epi

scopal jurisdiction),mitred abbots of whole

orders or congregations of monasteries,

generals, &c, of cierks regular, mendicant

and monastic orders, were allowed to vote, j

(8) Theologians {e.g. doctors in theo- |

logy and canon law) were also called to

consult at synods. But it was only in

exceptional circumstances—e.g. in times of

storm and confusion efuch as prevailed

during the synods of Constance and

Basle—that they voted.

(e) Although the earliest councils

were composed merely of bishops, still in

the third century laymen began to attend

in Africa and Italy; and even in 1598, the

Congregation of the Council expressly

declared that distinguished and well-

instructed laymen might be invited to

attend provincial councils. Lay people,

however, were merely present to give

advice, make complaints, assent to the

decisions, &c. They had no claim to a

decisive vote, and usually did not sign the

decrees. We even tind the Abbess St.

Hilda present at the Council of Whitby,

in 064, and her successor yElfleda at a

Northumbrian council. The Roman

emperors, personally or by their repre

sentatives, attended general councils. We

also find kings or their commissaries pre

sent at national and provincial synods.

However, Rome holds fast to the prin

ciple that no royal commissary may be

present at any council, except a general

one in which " faith, reformation, and

peace " are in question.

IV. The Presidency at Councils.—The

bishop of right presides at diocesan, the

metropolitan at provincial, the Pope or

his legates at general councils. True,

ancient authorities do undoubtedly at

tribute a presidency at general coun

cils to the Emperor. However, this is

but an apparent difficulty. The presi

dency of the emperor was a mere presi

dency of honour. It was his place to

provide for peace and order, to assist in

giving effect to the conciliar decrees ; but

it was the Papal legates who presided

over the council when occupied in its

proper business of deciding questions on

faith and discipline. Thus the Emperor

Theodosius II. says, in his edict addressed

to the Council of Ephesus, that lis had

sent Count Candidian to represent him,

but that this commissary of his was to

take no part in dogmatic disputes, since

" it is unlawful for one who is not enrolled

in the list of the most holy bishops to

mingle in ecclesiastical iuquiries." That

tho Papal legates did as a matter of fact

preside at the early councils is proved at

length by Hefele. The Council of Ohal-

cedon acknowledged that Pope Leo, by

his legates, presided over it—"the head

over the members." At Nicaia, Osius,

Vitus, and Vincentins, as Papal legates,

signed before all other members of the

council. It would be useless to multiply

evidence on this point from later

councils.

V. The Coitfirmation of Conciliar

Decrees.—The decrees of general councils

have no binding authority till confirmed

by the Pope. This admits of eany proof

from the nature of the case, because a

council cannot be said to represent the

teaching Church till the visible head of

the Church has given his approval. At

the same time, the evidence on this point

with regard to early councils is not always

conclusive, a fact which need not surprise

us when we remember that the Popes

were accustomed to send legates with full

instructions and that usually the Pope

had already made his own mind clear on

the points in debate, so that the formal

approbation of the Pope did not attract

special notice. Still, the principles of

the early were identical with those of the

present Church on this point. It cannot

be denied that the Council of Chalcedon

considered the Papal confirmation of its

decrees a matter of absolute necessity ; and
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the strong language in which this decla

ration is made shows that the Pope's

right of continuation was an understood

thing in the Church. Taking this for

granted, we may well helieve that the

Roman synod of 485 has preserved the

true tradition of historical fact in its

statement that the Fathers of Nicsea

"reserved the confirmation and authorisa

tion of their proceedings to the holy

Roman Church (" confirmationem remm

atque auctoritatem sanctseRom anse ecclesise

detulerunt "), strengthened as this state

ment is by the words of Julius I. quoted

above.

VI. The infallibility of general councils

so confirmed follows from that of the

Church [see the article]. " What God,"

says St. Athanasius, " has spoken through

the Council of Nicsea remains for ever."

St. Leo considered the " consent " of the

Council of Chalcedon to be irretractabiUs

—i.e. to exclude all further question—and

denies that anyone who rejected its de

crees could be counted a Catholic.

VII. Order and Method of Voting.—

Usually bishops took their places accord

ing to the rank of their sees, though in

Africa they sot according to the date of

their ordination. At the VaticanCouncilthe

members were arranged in accordance with

their hierarchical rank. First came the five

cardinal legates (unless, of course,the Pope

himself was there), then the Cardinals,

patriarchs, primates, archbishops, bishops,

(according to seniority), abbots, generals

of orders, &c. As a rule, the voting at

councils has always been by single voices.

At Constance, however, in order to keep

the Italian prelates from outweighing the

rest, the voting was by nations [see the

article Constance.] At Basle the

members were divided into four deputa

tions, which met separately. Decrees

passed by three deputations were accepted

as conciliar. At Trent the matters to be

discussed were first debated and prepared

for the council in special commissions, so

that no disputations appear in the Tri-

dentine acts. A similar method was

pursued at the Vatican Council.

VIII. Number and Names of (Ecume-

nicnl Councils.—(1) Nicsea, 825;(2)First

of Constantinople, 381; (3) Ephesus, 431;

(4) Chalcedon, 461 ; (5) Second of Con

stantinople, 553 ; (6) Third of Constantin

ople, 680; (7) Second of Nicaea,787; (8)

Fourth of Constantinople, 860; (9) First

Lateran.1123; (10) Second Lateran, 11 30;

(11) Third Lateran, 1170 ; (12) Fourth

Lateran, 1215; (13) First of Lyons, 1245,

(14) Second of Lyons, 1274; (15) Vienne,

1311 ; (1C) Conat'iuce, 1414-1418. This

council was only oecumenical in its hist

sessions (42—45 inclusive) and with respect

to certain decrees of earlier sessions, ap

proved by Martin V. (17) Basle, 1431 and

following years : only oecumenical till the

end of the 25th session, and of these

decrees Eugenius IV. approved such only

as dealt with the extirpation of heresy,

the peace of Christendom and the reform

of the Church, and which at t he same time

did not derogate from the rights of the

Holy See. (J 8) Ferrara-Florence, 1438-

1442 : reallv a continuation of Basle.

(19) Fifth "Lateran, 1512-1517; (20)

Trent, 1545-1563; (21) Vatican, Decem

ber 8, 1369 to July 18, 1870: still un

finished.

IX. Collections of Councils.—Early

collections by Merlin (Paris, 1523, in one

folio); Crabbe (Cologue,1538,in two folios)

Surius (1567, Cologne, four folios); Binius

(Cologne, 1606, four folios). The Roman

edition of1608-1612 only contains general

councils ; in it the Greek text of very

many conciliar acts was for the first time

printed. This Roman edition formed the

basis of all the later collections, of which

the chief are the Collectio Regia (Paris,

1644, in thirty-seven folios); the collection

of the Jesuit Hardouin (Paris, 1715, in

twelve folios) ; and that of Mansi, who,

building on the foundations of Libbe',

Cossart, and Colet, published at Florence

in 1 759 and the following years his great

collection consisting of thirty-one folios.

This is the most perfect of all the collec

tions, but it only reaches to the fifteenth

century. Hardouin, which goes down to

1714, and is more correct in the printing

than Mansi, is still much used. (From

Hefele's "EinleitungConcil." vol. i.)

COWL (cucullus, cuculla). Cucullus

is classical ; in a well-known passage in

Juvenal's sixth satire "nocturni cuculli"

mean a cap or hood enveloping the head,

and at the wearer's will concealing the

features. In post-classical and mediaeval

writers cuculla is the more usual form.

The cowl was a garment with a hood,

vestis caputinta, black or grey or brown,

varying in length in different ages and

according to the usages of different orders,

but having these two permanent charac

teristics, that it covered the head and

shoulders, and that it was without sleeves.

Cassian, speaking of the solitaries of

Egypt about the end of the fourth

century, says that they used very small

cowls (covering the head, but barely
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reaching the shoulders), which they

Wore both day and night. St. Benedict

of Anian, about a.d. 800, finding that

his monks had adopted the practice of

wearing the cowl very long, so as to reach

the heels, ordered that for the future it

should not exceed two cubits in length.

In the fourteenth century the cowl was

sometimes confounded with the frock;

whence Clement V. at the Council of

Vienue said, " We declare that we under

stand by the name of cowl (cuciilla), a

habit long and full, but without sleeves ;

and by frock, a long habit with long and

wide sleeves." (Uucantre, Cucullus.)

CBEATION. Making out of nothing.

That God did so create out of nothing is

the great doctrine which is expressed in

the first verse of the Bible, and whicli

became a cardinal doctrine of the Jewish

and afterwards of the Christian faith.

The belief in creation is, indeed, a tenet

peculiar to revealed religion. Heathen

religions attributed the origin of the world

to emanation, or else represented it as

made out of pre-existing matter. The

doctrine of ancient philosophers is summed

up in the familiar axiom, " Nothing is

made ont of nothing."

It is true that neither the Hebrew

word bt"Q nor the Latin creare, by

which it is rendered in the Vulgate,

means of itself to make out of nothing.

Crean may mean to " bear a child,"

as in Virgil's line, " Silvicolse Fauno

Dryope quam nympha crearat," and fcO^,

which probably meant originally to " hew

out," 1 is employed to express all that

God produces in the kingdom of nature

(Num. xvi. 30), or of grace (Ex. xxxiv. 10,

Ps. li. 12), even if such production does

not answer to the idea of creation in the

strict sense. But that Genesis means to

teach that the world was made out of

nothing is plain, because it is said that

" God created the heavens and the earth,"

the Hebrew phrase for the entire uni

verse, and also because the mention of

chaos the earth was without form and

void ") is placed significantly after that of

Gods creative act.

The Fourth Lateran Council defines

that God cr< ated everything outofnothing,

and that the world is not eternal, but had

a beginning. God created by his free

act and without any change in his own

nature. According to the common teach-

1 If at least we may judge from the use of

the Picl in J.>s. xvii. 16. The Piel is used only

of the slow work of man ; the Kal only of the

free act of God. See Ewald, Grammar, § 126 a.

ing of theologians, no creature can receive

power to create, because it needs an in

finite might to bridge over the infinite

distance between nothing and being.

Whether we can suppose, without involv

ing ourselves in contradiction, that God

could, had it so pleased Him, have created

from all eternity, so that, e.g., angels

would have been eternal by participation,

is a question freely disputed in the schools.

We are only required to believe that as a

matter of fact. God did not so create.

The scientific difficulties in the six

days of creation cannot be discussed here.

But we have a few words to say on the

latitude of interpretation permitted in the

Church. (1) St. Augustine interprets

the six days in a purely figurative and

mystical sense; and St. Thomas, though he

does not actually adopt this view, treats it

with marked respect. In comparatively

modern times Oujetan gave an interpre

tation which agrees at least on the main

point with that of St, Augustine, for he

taught, according to Petavius, that " all

was produced in a moment ; but that the

history of creation was arranged by Moses

in six days, that he might adopt his nar

ration to six grades of natural perfection."

(2) Although undoubtedly the scholastics

as a rule understood the " days " as natu

ral days of twenty-four hours, still many

Catholic writers in modern times have

interpreted the days as geological periods,

and this without incurring any censure.

" Since the divine Scripture," says St.

Thomas, " may be expounded in many

ways, it is not right to attach oneself so

strictly to any one opinion as still to

maintain it after sure reason has proved

the statement, supposed to be contained

in Scripture, false ; lest on this account

Scripture be derided by infidels, and the

way to faith closed against them." (See

St. Thomas, Par. I. qu. lxxiv., and Pe-

tavius, "De Opere VI Dierum." The

last quotation from St. Thomas is taken

from a note to Petavius in the edition of

1866.)

CREDENCE. A table on which

the cruets with wine and water, the

humeral veil for the subdeacon, the burse,

chalice, the candlesticks borne by the

acolytes, &C. &c, are placed during High

Moss, and from which they are taken

when required for use in the function.

The credence should be on the epistle side

of the altar. It should be covered with

a linen cloth, but neither cross nor images

should be placed upon it. In ancient

times when the oblations were presented
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by the faithful during Mass, there was

not the same necessity for the use of a

credence. (Gavant. torn. I. p. ii. tit. 2.)

CREED. A summary of the chief

articles of faith. Various names are

used, to signify what we now mean

by the word Creed, in early writers.

Clement of Alexandria speaks of the

n-t'oTis or " faith " which served as

the basis of catechetical instruction.1

Origen, in the Latiu translation of Ru-

finus, describes the Creed as a "com

pressed word " (" verbum breviatum "), in
allusion to Romans ix. 28. Tertullian s

speaks of the " words of the oath " (" verba

eacramenti '), perhaps with reference to

the confession of faith made in baptism.

Lastly, in Cyprian's 3 time we meet with

the word "symbolum" or token, by which

a man might be known and recognised as

a Christian ; and this term has been ever

since familiar in the Church. Our "Credo"

or Creed of course simply indicates the

word with which most "Hich professions of

faith begin.

Four Creeds are at present used in the

Catholic Church, viz. the Apostles' Creed,

the Nicene, the Athanasian, that of

Pius IV.

I. The. ApottM Creed.—It is certain

from the Acts that persons desirous of

baptism were questioned as to their faith.

"When the Ethiopian eunuch wished to

be baptised, " Philip Said : If thou

believest with thy whole heart thou

mavest. And he answering, said : I

believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of

God." Thus even in Apostolic times a

profession of faith was made in baptism,

and from this no doubt the so-called

"Apostles' Creed" arose. But neither

Scripture nor any single writer of the

first three centuries gives at length

the profession of faith made at baptism.

However, in Irenteus and Tertullian we

meet with allusions from which we can

construct a form used at baptism and

and approaching very nearly to the " Apos

tles' Creed " in its present shape. It is

impossible, for example, to believe that in

the following passage of Irenoeus the

coincidence, in words and order of ideas,

with our present Creed is accidental. He

says that in virtue of Apostolic tradition

1 Clem. Al. Padag. i. 1, §38. Strom, vii.

10, § 56. So Probst interprets these passages ;

bat the allusion to a definite Creed seems far

from certain.

' Tertullian, Ad Martyr. 8. Here again

Probst's interpretation is precarious.

* Cyprian, Kpp. ed. liar tel. buz. § 7. \

all who belong to the Church have the

same faith, since "all teach one and the

same Gt>d the Father, and believe the

same economy of the Incarnation of the

Son of God, and know the same gift of the

Spirit, meditate on the same precepts,

and maintain the same form of consti

tution with respect to the Church, and

look for the same coming of the Lord, and

wait for the same talvation of the whole

man—that is, of the soul and body." ' The

supposition that Ireneeus had a formula

like the Apostles' Creed in his mind when

he wrote is confirmed by a statement

which he makes elsewhere, that the cate

chumens received the unchangeable rule

of the faith in baptism ; and by the fact

that other traces of the formula appear

in Clement of Alexandria and in Tertul

lian. At a later time, Ruhnus (t 410),

wrote an exposition of the " symbol " of

the Apostles, and from this work we

receive definite information on the form

of words in us*. Kufinus says that whereas

in other churches changes were made in

the Apostles' Creed in order to meet new

heresies, the Roman Church, on the con

trary, had preserved the original form,

partly because no heresy had ever arisen

m that city, partly because there the cate

chumens had to recite the Creed publicly

before receiving baptism. The Roman

form according to Kufinus ran thus : " I

believe in God the Father Almighty, and

in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord,

who was born from (de) the Holy Ghost,

of (ex) the Virgin Mary, crucified under

Pontius Pilate and buried, rose the third

day from the dead, ascended into heaven,

thence he will come to judge the living

and the dead. And in the Holy Ghost,

the holy Church, the forgiveness of sins,

the resurrection of the flesh." Thus the

articles "descended into hell," "the

communion of saints," " eternal life," and

the words " suffered," " catholic," " amen,"

were not in the original form of the Creed.

They were added in the fifth century.

We are now in a position to answer

the question, How far does the " Apostles'
Creed ■ deserve its name P It is rightly

so called, if we understand the title to

signify that it is a summary of Apostolic

teaching ; and there are at least probable

grounds for the hypothesis that it is the

extension of a form used from the

Apostles' time in baptism. But, on the

other hand, the legend chat each of the

Apostles contributed one of the twelve

articles to the Creed is not supported by

1 Iren. L 9, 4.
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good evidence and is hard to reconcile

with attested fact. It probably arose from

a misinterpretation of the word "collatio,"

which Ruhnns used to translate " symbo-

lum." He explains "collatio" to mean that

which several collect together (" id quod

plures in unum conferunt "), so that the

"symbol" was a summary of the faith

common to all the Apostles. But the

word "collatio" led to the notion that

the Apostles actually contributed articles

to the Creed ; and in a sermon falsely at

tributed to Augustine we actually meet

with the legend that St. Peter said, " I

believe in God the Father," &c. ; St.

Andrew, " and in Jesus Christ," &c. ; and

St. James, " who was conceived by the

Holy Ghost," &c. Traces of the story

also appear in letters of St. Peter to

St. James, spurious in the first instance,

and then interpolated by Pseudo-Isidore.

(See Probst, " Lehre und Gebet in den

ersten 3 Jahrhund.")

H. The Nicene Creed (really the

creed of Nicaea and Constantinople).—

The following Creed was put forth by the

Fathers of Nicaea in 325. " We believe

in one God the Father Almighty, Maker

of all things visible and invisible, and in

one Lord Jesus Christ the Son of God,

only begotten from the Father, i.e. from

the substance of the Father : God from

God, light from light, true God from true

God, begotten not made, consubstantial

with the Father, through whom all things

came into being, both the things in

heaven and the things in earth ; who for

us men and for our salvation came down

and was made flesh, became man, suffered

and rose again on the third day and

ascended into heaven, and is to come to

judge the living and the dead. And in

the Holy Ghost."1 Osius of Cordova,

according to St. Athanasius—Athanasius

himself, according to St. Hilary—had

great part in drawing up this Creed.

At Constantinople in 381 a Creed with

one notable exception almost precisely

identical with what we are accustomed

to call the Nicene Creed was received.

We say received, for Tillemont has

proved that this enlarged form of the

Nicene Creed was in use some years before

the Council of Constantinople. Two

additions to the old Nicene formula

adopted at Constantinople deserve special

notice. The clause " of whose kingdom

there shall be no end " was added against

1 The text is taken from a letter by Euse-

bitu of Cicsarca to his flock. See Hefele, Con

di, i. p. 814.

Marcellus of Ancyra, who denied that

Christ's reign would continue after the

day of judgment.1 Again, after "and in

the Holy Ghost," the words " the Lord

the life-giver, who proceedeth from the

Father, who with the Father and Son, '

&c, were appended against the Mace

donians who denied the divinity of the

Holy Ghost.

The words Filioque, " proceeding from

the Father and the Son," occur in Spanish

confessiens of faith the earliest of which

was drawn up in 447. Pope Leo, at

tacking the anti-Trinitarian errors of the

Priscillianists in a letter to Turibius, a

Spanish bishop, spoke of the Holy Ghost

as proceeding " from each," i.e. from the

Father and the Son, and hence the for

mula "proceeding from the Father and

the Son" became usual among Spanish

Catholics, and was added by them to the

Nicene Creed in the Synod of Toledo

(anno 653). During the reign of Charle

magne the Nicene Creed was sung with

the addition of the "Filioque" in the

Prankish church, and the Latin monks

settled on the Mount of Olives offended

the Greeks by singing the Creed as they

had been accustomed to hear it in the

imperial chapel. As late at least as the

ninth century this addition was not made,

to the Creed in Rome itself. In fact Leo

III., though he approved the doctrine that

the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Father

and the Son, refused to add the words

" Filioque " to the Creed, even when urged

to do so. For the doctrine of the double

procession we must refer to the article on

the Thinitt. But this is the place to

mention an objection made by the Greeks

to the addition, apart from the dogmatic

controversy. They said that the Council

of Ephesus had expressly forbidden any

Creed except the Nicene to be used. Pe-

tavius replies that the council meant

simply to forbid a Creed contrary to that

of Nicssa, and that a Creed in perfect

agreement with that of Nicaea is not

" another Creed " (Mpav wia-riv) in the

sense of the Fathers of Ephesus. They

were referring to a new and heterodox

Creed concocted by Nestorius. We may

add that even if the council had meant to

interdict the use of another Creed, this

was a mere disciplinary rule, and that it

could be set aside at any time by com

petent authority. At Florence it was

defined that this addition was " lawfully

and reasonably " made to the creed.

1 Petav. Dt Incarnat. i. 3, § 1 1. Hefele,

Condi, ii. p. 9 kj, i. pp. 528, 527, 628.
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On all Sundays and on the feasts of

our Lord, his blessed Mother, Apostles,

doctors, &c, the Creed is sung at Mass

immediately after the Gospel, that the

people may show their faith in the doc

trine of Christ which the Gospels contain.

It is fitting, St. Thomas says, that it

should be sung on the feasts of our Lord,

the Blessed Virgin and the Apostles, " who

founded this faith." At what time the

Creed began to be recited in the Roman

Mass is very doubtful. Apparently it

was said as early at least as the ninth

century, though it was not sung till the

beginning of the eleventh. In the East

this practice was introduced much earlier,

viz. m the fifth or sixth century.

III. Athanarian Creed.—By this name

is commonly called the confession of faith

in the breviary (known as 'Quicunque

vult,' from its first words), which is said

on Sunday at prime. Its proper designa

tion would seem to be " Fides Catholica,"

so at least it is headed in the Utrecht

Psalter, a MS. of the sixth century, which

contains the earliest copy known to exist.

How early it was attributed to St.

Athanasiu8, among whose genuine works

it does not appear, it is difficult to say.

A canon passed by a Council of Autun,

in the time of Bishop Leodegar, about

640, enjoins the use of what can be

nothing else than this Creed under the

name of "the faith of the holy prelate

Athanasius ; " but some doubt exists as

to the true date of this canon. The

Creed, being in Latin, was unknown in

the East for many centuries after it had

received wide diffusion in the West. The

fact of its being written in Latin was

accounted for by the Papal envoys who

visited the East in 1233, after the Latin

conquest of Constantinople, on the ground

that St. Athanasius compo?ed it during

the period of his exile in the West. It

was after this translated into Greek, and

its doctrine was admitted by the Eastern

Church. In this theory of its composi

tion while Athanasius was in exile there

is nothing intrinsically improbable ; only

it lacks direct confirmation. Waterland,

who wrote a learned dissertation on this

Creed near the beginning of the last cen

tury, was inclined, as is well known, to

assign its authorship to St. Hilary of

Aries (about 430). Others have given

it to Venantius Fortunatus, bishop of

Poitiers in the sixth century. A third

conjecture, of greater plausibility than

either of the former two, would trace it

to Virgilius of Thapsus, an African

bishop, who composed a treatise on the

Trinity in the fifth century. This perhaps

isamatterwhich never can be certainly de

termined. A far more important fact

about the Quicunque is, that, whether

written by Athanasius or not, its teach

ing is distinctly Athanasian. This was

proved to demonstration by the late Mr.

Brewer, in the work 1 in which he replied

to the volume by Mr. Ffoulkes presently

to be noticed. It has also been often

observed that the catt. of doctrine which

this Creed presents suits the second half of

the fourth century better than any earlier

or later time. It is difficult to believe that

if it had been written after the Council of

Ephesus (431) it would nothave contained

words excluding more pointedly the error

of Nestorius ; still more that, if later than

the Council of Chalcedon (451), it would

not have used some expression about the

" two natures," condemning more dis

tinctly the heresy of Eutyches. Again,

it is absolutely silent on the questions

agitated in the great Pelagian contro

versy, and by the Monothelites. It

seems undeniable that it might have been

written by St. Athanasius, even if it was

not.

An elaborate attempt* was made a

few years ago to prove the Quicunque to

be a forgery of the age of Charlemagne !

The author of this view, after reading

Alcuin's letter to Paulinus the patriarch

of Aquileia, written about 800 (in which

the Englishman thanks Paulinus for

having sent him a " libellus " containing

a description [taxatici] of the Catholic

faith, which in the writer's opinion might

with great advantage be circulated among

the clergy as a "symbolum fidei," and

committed by them to memory), boldly

came to the conclusion that the tract

here spoken of—though Alcuin does not

cite one word of it— was and could be

nothing else than the Quicunque vult !

He stopped at nothing which could dis

credit the natural objections to such a

view, charging Alcuin, Paulinus, and

Charlemagne with being leagued in a

conspiracy to palm off this composition

of Paulinus upon the whole Church as

the genuine work of Athanasius, taxing

Alcuin in particular with having lent

himself, out of mere cowardly subser

viency, to the propagation of the forgery,

and crediting the emperor alone with

1 A thanasian Origin of the A thanasian Cretd.

1872.
a On the Athanatian Crted, Rev. £. &

Ffoulkes, n. d.
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what are called " the damnatory clauses."

Mr. Brewer, in the work already cited,

pointed out that Mr. Ffoulkes's theory

rested simply on a subjective hypothesis,

and that not a single shred of positive

evidence could be produced in its support

He might have added that the concluding

portion of the same letter of Alcuin on

which Mr. Ffoulkes relies appears to be

inconsistent with his theory. After speak

ing of the " symbolum fidei " composed by

Paulinus, as above mentioned, Alcuin

goes on to speak of three prevailing

errors : one, a revived Adoptionism

springing up in Spain ; the second, an ir

regular mode of administering baptism

which had come into use in some northern

region; the third, a wrong view as to

the condition of the souls of saints before

the day of judgment. "But it is thy

part," he proceeds, "0 chosen pastor,

when the Philistines . . . blaspheme the

army of the living God, to crush them all

with a tingle stroke of truth "("unoveritatis

ictu totos contcrere "). The " libellus " of

Paulinus, then, contained a refutation of

these three errors ; if so, it could not be

the Athanosian Creed, which contains

nothing of the kind.

But the theory of the late origin of

the Creed was destined to be still more

effectually demolished. As the contro

versy raised by Mr. Ffoulkes's book pro

ceeded, it transpired that there was in

Holland an ancient copy of the Creed,

known as the Utrecht Psalter. Photo

graphs of this MS. were obtained, and

Lord Romilly, then Master of the Rolls,

instructed the late Sir Thomas D. Hardy,

Deputy-Keeper of the Records, to prepare

a report on the subject of the antiquity

of the Psalter. The report—a most, in

teresting and valuable document—was

prepared accordingly. For our present

purpose it is enough to say that it records

the unhesitating opinion of all skilled

palieographists who had seen the MS. or

the photographs, that the copy of the

Quicunque vult which it contains is in a

handwriting not later at any rate than

the seventh century. The words of Sir

Thomas Hardy—and no one could speak

with more authority on such a matter—

are, " The handwriting is certainly of the

sixth century."

It is well known that Cranmer and

the other Reformers, far from rejecting

the Quicunque, treated it with great

honour ; and to this day, in spite of many

efforts to get rid of it, it is recited on

certain specified days in the Anglican

service. The disestablished Irish Church

has rendered its use optional instead of

compulsory. In the Catholic Church it

is said, as above mentioned, on Sundays

at prime, except on those Sunday^

(Easter Day, Pentecost, and others) for

which there is a special office.

IV. The Creed of Pius IV.—The

Council of Trent (Sess. xxv. De Reform,

cap. 2) required archbishops, bishops, &c,

in the next provincial council to pro

mise true obedience to the Pope, to ana

thematise all heresies, especially those con

demned at Trent. All the clergy bound to

attend the diocesan synod were required

to make the same protestation at the first

diocesan synod at which they were pre

sent ; and from doctors, masters, &c, in

universities an oath to teach according to

the decrees and definitions of Trent was

to be exacted at the beginning of each

year. Accordingly, Pius IV., in the year

1564, published a " Profession of the Tri-

dentine Faith." It consists of the Nicseno-

Constantinopolitan Creed with a summary

of the Tridentine definitions. It now also

contains a profession of belief in the de

finitions of the Vatican Council.

CRIB. The actual crib in which

Christ was born is said to have been

brought from Bethlehem in the seventh

century, and to be now preserved in the

Liberian basilica at Rome. The present

custom of erecting a crib in the churches

at Christmas time with figures represent

ing our Lord, the Blessed Virgin, St.

Joseph, &c, began during the thirteenth

centurv in the Franciscan order. (Bene

dict XIV. " De Festis," i. n. 641, n. 670.)

CROSXEK or FASTOXAL STAFF

(baculus pastoralis, pedum, cambuta). The

staff given to the bishop at his consecra

tion as the symbol of the authority with

which he rules his flock. It is said that

such a staff is first mentioned bv Isidore

of Seville (t 636). This staff is curved at

the top, straight in the middle, and pointed

at the lower end. Henco the mediaeval

line quoted by Gavantus, " Curva trahit,

quos dextra regit; pars ultima pungit."

The Pope alone of all bishops actually

ruling a diocese does not use a pastoral

staff. According to some, this is because

the curvature in the staff is a token of

limited jurisdiction (P).

CROSS (BIOS OF I ADORATION

OF; PARTICI.ES OF TRUE CROSS;

FEASTS OF, 4.C.).

I. " God forbid," says St. Paul, "that

I should glory, save in the cross of our

Lord Jesus Christ," i.e. in the sufferings

«
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and death of our Saviour. No wonder,

then, that the mere form of the cross,

which could remind the heathen only of

a horrible and ignominious death, should

6e dear from the first to the Christian

heart ; no wonder that Christians began

their prayer and sanctified each action,

with that sign which reminds us at once

of that Sacred Passion, which is the

fount of all grace and mercy. " At every

step and movement," Tertullian writes,

" when we go in or out, when we dress or

put on our shoes, at the bath, at the table,

when lights are brought, when we go to

bed, when we sit down, whatever it is

which occupies us, we mark the forehead

with the sign of the cross." 1 From early

times the image of the cross (the crux

exemplata, as distinct from the crux

umalit), made with the hand) was familiar

to Christians. Constantino placed a cross

of gold with precious stones in the chief

hall of his palace.3 Indeed, so great was

the devotion of Christians to the cross

that in Tertullian's time they were

charged, just as Catholics are charged

now, with worshipping the cross.3

Two points with regard to the Church's

use of the cross need explanation. The

former of these points is connected with

the Mass. It is natural that the Church,

accustomed to bless everything with the

sign of the cross, should so bless the

unconsecrated bread and wine. But it is

surprising at first sight that the sign of

the cross should be frequently made over

the body and blood of Christ. Many ex

planations have been given, but the truth

seems to be that no single explanation

meets all the difficulties, and that the sign

of the cross is made over the consecrated

species for several reasons. Usually the

rite is meant to indicate the blessing

which flows forth from the body and

blood of Christ. At the words, "Through

whom, 0 Lord, thou dost ever create all

these good things, sancti + fiest them,

S*vest them + life, bless + est them and

stowest them on us," the signs of

the cross were originally meant to be

made over the eulogia or blessed bread

placed on the altar and then given to

those who did not communicate. Lastly

the signs of the cross made with the Host

at the words, " Through Hi + m, and with

Hi + m, and in Hi + m,is unto thee, God the

Father + Almighty in the unity of the

1 Tertull. De Coron. 8.

2 Euscb. Vita Constant, iii. 49.

5 ' Qui crucis nos religiosos putat.'—Tertull.

Apol. 16.

Holy + Ghost, all honour and glory," pro

bably arose from the custom of making

the sign of the cross in naming the Per

sons of the Trinity. Such at least is the

result of Bishop Hefele's careful investi

gation of the subject. The mystical

interpretations of Gavantus and Merer!

deserve all respect, but scarcely explain

the actual origin of the practice.

The second point concerns the " ado

ration " of the cross on Good Friday, and

the well-known statement of St. Thomas,

that the cross is to be adored with latria,

t'.e. supreme worship. The word " adore "

with respect to the cross occurs from early

times—e.g. in a verse of Lactantius

quoted by Benedict XIV.1 The language

of St. Thomas 2 need create no difficulty

if properly understood. We may, he

says, regard an image in two ways : (1)

in itself, as a piece of wood or the like,

and so " no reverence is given to the image

of^Christ;" or (2) as representing some

thing else, and in this way we may give

to the cross relatively—i.e. to the cross as

carrying on our mind to Christ—the same

honour which we give to Christabsolutely,

t'.e. in himself. We need not, as Bossuet

points out, in a letter on this subject,

adopt St. Thomas's mode of expression,

but there is nothing in it to scandalise a

person of sense and candour.

II. Particle! of the true Cross.—From

the time that the cross on which Christ died

was found by Helena, mother of Constan

tino, Christians esteemed it a great hap

piness to possess a particle of its sacred

wood. St. Paulinus speaks of such a

particle as a " protection of present and

pledge of eternal salvation." Many such

minute particles of the true cross are still

in the possession of religious houses,

churches, or even private persons. Usually

the particle is placed in a glass like a

monstrance which is closed with the Pa

pal or episcopal seal. The faithful usually

shew their devotion by kissing this glass ;

the particles may be placed on the altar,

incensed at solemn Mass, used to bless

the people, &c.

III. Feasts of the Cross.

. (a) The " Finding of the Cross," a

feast kept on May 3rd, commemorates an

event which occurred in 326. The heathen

had filled up our Lord's tombwith rubbish,

and Hadrian had erected a temple of Venus

on the spot. Oonstantine wrote to Ma-

carius, then bishop of Jerusalem, telling

him that he wished to erect a costly

• De Fe$t. i. §329.

> III. xxv. a. 8 et 4.
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church over the sepulchre and in 326

Helena, mother of Constantine, instituted

a search for this holy tomb. Not only

did she find the tomb itself but also three

crosses near to it, with nails and the

inscription on our Lord's cross, lying apart.

Macariiis, unable to discover which of

the three was the cross of Christ, brought

a lady in the last extremity of illness

to the spot, and when the last of the

three crosses touched her, she was sud

denly cured. Helena sent the nails, the

title 1 and a considerable part of the

true cross, thus miraculously attested, to

Constantine. The rest of the cross was

left at Jerusalem, placed in a silver case,

aud in the succeeding age it wassliown once

a year, on Good Friday, in order that it

might be venerated by the faithful. This

rinding of the cross and the miracle are

attested by authors, so many, of such high

authority, and who lived so near the

event (viz. Rufinus, Socrates, Sozomen,

Theodoret), that we cannot reasonably

refuse to believe it. (See Fleury, xi. 32,

«nd Benedict XIV. " De Fest." where the

references are given.) The Bollandiste

conjecture that the feast, which is men

tioned in the Sacramentary of St. Gre

gory, was first kept in the church of

Santa Croce at Rome and that gradually

the commemoration spread through the

West. Gregory XI. ordered a special

office to be composed for this feast. Cle

ment VIII. raised it to a double of the

second class, and removed certain parts of

the old office which were founded on

apocryphal "Acts."

(0) The "Exaltation of the Cross *

was celebrated from ancient times in

memory of the miraculous apparition

which Constantine saw in the year 317

as he was preparing to fight against

Maxentiu8. He beheld in the daylight a

luminous cross, with the inscription

' Conquer by this " (rourw vUa). Euse-

bius assures us that he had heard the story

related on oath by Constantine himself.9

Thomassin supposes that Constantine

himself may have caused the feast to be

instituted.9 The day was afterwards kept

with greater solemnity when, after his

victory over the Persians in 627, Heraelius

recovered the true cross, which Chosroes,

the Persian Emperor, had carried away

when he became master of Jerusalem,

1 See, however, Fleury, cxvii. 26. It is

•aid that the title of the cross, having fallen out

of sight, was found in a vault under the church

of Santa Croce at Rome in 1492.

* Euseb. Vita Cnnstan. i. 28.

» Thornasoin, Traile dtt Fetta, ii. 24,

fnree years before. Coins were struck to

commemorate the recovery of the cross.

Heraelius first of all replaced the cross in

Jerusalem, and then for the sake of safety

put it in the church of St Sophia at

Constantinople. Clement VIII. made the

feast ofthe Exaltation (Sept. 14) a greater

double.

IV. Crots and Crogt-bearert in Pro-

ce&ioru.—The cross is carried between

two acolytes bearing lights. The cross-

bearer in the more solemn processions

should be a subdeacon, distinct from the

subdeacon of the Mass, and wearing the

vestments of his order. Regulars carry

the cross with a veil hanging from it, " to

indicate," if Gavantus may be trusted,

" their subjection and inferiority to the

secular clergy. The back of the cross

should be turned to the cross-bearer, as a

symbol of the duty laid on Christians of

following their Master ; but the Papal or

archiepiscopal cross is turned towards the

Pope or archbishop, to show that the

thought of Christ crucified is to support

them in their toils." The use of the cross

in processions may be traced, Baronius

says, further back than the year 308.

(Gavantus, P.I. tit. 19.)

CRTJCZPZX. The cross, as we have

shown in an earlier article, was used in

Christian worship from the earliest times ;

the crucifix, or representation of Christ

crucified, was probably introduced much

later. No crucifix has been found in the

Catacombs ; no certain allusion to a cru

cifix is made by any Christian writer of

the first four centuries. It is true that

in excavations made on the Palatine hill

near the church of St. Anastasia, a pic

ture was found on the wall known as

the "blasphemous crucifix." A figure

with the body of a man and the head

of an ass is hanging on a cross, a slave

stands by adoring the figure, and the in

scription in Greek uncials, rnns'A\(£dfitmt

o-fj9rr«(at) dtov, Alexamenusworships [his]

God. This caricature belongs no doubt

to the ante-Nicene age ; but does it prove

the use of crucifixes among Christians at

that time P It might be regarded as an

additional proof were other and more

convincing ones forthcoming. As it is,

we must suppose that a heathen, having

heard that the Christians worshipped a

crucified God, and being also familiar with

the common calumny that the Christians

worshipped the head of an ass, combined

the two ideas in his rude fresco.

In the first four centuries, then, there

is no conclusive evidence that Christians
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ever placed a figure on the cross. In

the hfth century it became usual to

put the figure of a lamb or even a bust

of Christ on the cross, sometimes above,

sometimes below, sometimes in the middle,

and many crucifixes of this kind still

exist. St. Paulinus of Nola (Ep. 32)

describes one of them in the words

" Sab crucc sanguine* niveo stat Chriatus in

agno;"

so that the cross here must have been red,

the figure on it white.

From the sixth century onwards cru

cifixes in the strict sense were in use. St.

Gregory of Tours (" De Gloria Martyrum,"

1, 2, 3), towards the end of the sixth

century, mentions a picture of the cruci

fixion in the church of St. Genesius at

Narbonne. A small cross of brass with

the figure of Christ on it was found in the

grave of the Frankish sovereign Chil-

peric. ASyriacMS. of the Gospels,written

in 686, and now in Florence, contains a

picture of the crucihxion. In 692 the

Synod in Trullo, recognising a custom

which had already become predominant,

decreed (can. 82) that for the future,

instead of the Lautb, the figure of Christ

should be placed on the cross.

We pass on to speak of the form

given to thecrucifix. In the Syriac book of

the Gospels, Christ is completely clothed,

with hands and feet nailed, each foot

being fastened by a separate nail. In the

cruciBx at Narbonne described by St.

Gregory, Christ's body was almost naked.

But in one point all the earliest crucifixes

agreed. They all represented Christ, as

nailed, indeed, to the cross, but with open

eyes, in dignified repose, and without

any trace of pain on his face. Sometimes

a royal crown was placed on his head.

When the Greeks, though not before the

tenth century, painted Christ on the cross,

with anatomical correctness, as dying or

already dead, the innovation gave great

scandal to the Latins. Cardinal Humbert

attacked the Greeks for this practice in

very violentlangusge, while a synod1 under

the schismatical patriarch Michael Cerul-

arius speaks of godless men from the

West who anathematised the orthodox

church because it " did not change unna

turally the form of man " which Christ

took. Gradually, however, the Greek

custom prevailed even in the West,

partly because it was reasonable, partly

because Greek artists often settled in

Western Europe ; and D'Agincourt gives

copies of Italian crucifixes from the

> Hefele, Concil. iv.p.787

twelfth and thirteenth centuries which

follow the Greek fashion. (From Hefele,

" Beitrage," &c.)

CRYPT (crypta, from Kpvirra). The

word originally meant an underground

place, natural or artificial, suitable for

the concealment of persons or things.

Juvenal give the name of " crypta " to a

sewer (Sat. v. 106) ; Suetonius uses it as

equivalent to " cryptoporticus," a shel

tered shady arcade or gallery (Calig. 68);

Vitruvius classes " crypto " with " horrea "

and "apothecaa," with the general notion

of cellar, store-room, or granary. Secret

and underground places, crypta, were

often used for Christian worship in the

ages of persecution. After the conversion

of 0on3tantine, churches were often l>uilt

over the ancient crypts ; but more gener

ally crypts were excavated beneath

churches. Besides the great advantage

of securing the church from damp, this

arrangement also provided a space which,

when furnished with altars, could subserve

at need the purposes of public worship,

or might be used as a place of interment

for the ecclesiastics serving the church.

Good instances of the crypt may be

observed at Gloucester Cathedral, at one

of the churches of Bordeaux (where some

remarkable property of the air in the

crypt preserves bodies from de( ay), and

beneath the ancient chapel of St. Audry

belonging to the bishops of Ely, in Ely

Place, lately recovered for Catholic wor

ship. (Ducange; Facciolati.)

CtrxDBBB. A Gaelic name (eeilt De,

servant of God) denoting those who had

strictly devoted themselves to the divine

service, whether as monks or seculars.

It is commonly applied to the monks

whom St. Columba planted at Iona, and

to the numerous communities which grew

out of that foundation ; the word, how

ever, does not occur, nor is it in any way

referred to, in the writings of Beda. A

kind of hereditary transmission of office

is sometimes traceable among them, for

in the distraction and confusion of the

dark ages the discipline of celibacy was

much neglected ; see the account by

Symeon of Durham of the custodians of

the' body of St. Cuthbert at Lindisfarne.

(" Hist. Eccl. Dunelm." ii. 12, iv. 3.)

CTTXtTirB. Veneration or worship.

Catholic theologians distinguish three

kinds of Cultus. Latria (XarpWa) or

supreme worship is due to God alone, and

cannot be transferred to any creature

without the horrible sin of idolatry. The

word \arptia is used in this sense by the
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Greek Fathers and corresponds to the

Hebrew rrrWp. I Julia (SovXeln) is that

secondary veneration which Catholics give

to saints and angels as the servants and

special friends of God. The same idea is

expressed by Cyril of Alexandria when he

speaks of the " relative veneration and

culms of honour " (oirt vootTKunlv

fldurficBa XaTpfVTucots uXXa a\tTiKtas Kai

TtfirjriKas).1 Lastly, hyperdidia, which

is only a subdivision of dulia,3 is that

higher veneration which we give to the

Blessed Virgin as the most exalted of mere

creatures, though of course infinitely in

ferior to God and incomparably inferior to

Christ in his human nature.

CURATE (curatus, one entrusted

with the care of souls). The term can

hardly be said to be in use among Ameri

can Catholics, though common in Ireland.

Irish curates, acting under the parish

priests, appear to correspond to the "ca-

pellani, vel vice-curati " of Ferraris, who

says of them that " they administer the

sacraments, notintheirown name, but in

that of another—namely, the rector (par

ish-priest)—and therefore they ought

to be called assistants (cooperatore»), not

rectors, although they have cure of souls.

When it is said that there ought to

be only one rector in a parish, this must

be understood to refer to ordinary juris

diction, not todelegAted jurisdiction, such

as is that of a chaplain or vice-curate."

(Ferraris, Parochia.)

cure or souls. [See Parish

and Parish-Priest.] As now understood,

a cure of souls i9 that portion of respon

sibility for the provision of sacraments

to, and the adequate instruction of, the

Christian faithful, which devolves upon

the parish-priest of a particular district

in regard to the souls of all persons

dwelling within the limits of that district.

In ancient times the cure of souls through

out his diocese (often called paroecia) was

held to fall upon the bishop, who dis

charged his responsibility by the agency

of priests sent to such places as he judged

suitable, supported with such disburse

ments as be thought sufficient, and remov

able at his pleasure. The division of

dioceses into parishes with fixed incum

bents and permanent revenues cannot be

traced back beyond the fourth century.5

• Petav. TU Angd. ii. 9.

» St. Thomas, 2 3nda, 103, 4. This is an im

portant point, for we must not of coarse put

the Blessed Virgin between creatures and God.

She is herself a mere creature.

* Soglia, & 8, HI.

It was once commonly held that this

change was introduced by Pope Dionysius

in the second half of the third century,

but the statement to that effect only rests

on the authority of the Pseudo-Isidore.

A district is not allowed by law to

have a parish priest appropriated to it, if

it contain fewer than ten houses or fam

ilies. There can be only one parish-

priest or rector in a parish, having cure

of souls by ordinary right. (Ferraris,

Parochia.)

CURIA BOHAVA. The Curia, in

the stricter sense,designates the authorities

which administer the Papal Primacy ; in

a wider acceptation it embraces all the

authorities and functionaries forming the

immediate entourage or Court of the Pope.

The following sketch of its history is

abridged from the article by Buss in the

" Dictionuaire Catholique" by Wetzer and

Welte. While there are many features

in the Curia which resemble an ordinary

episcopal administration, there are also

certain characteristics which from the

first distinguished it, and gave to it a

peculiar elevation. The ancient Pres-

byterium of Rome was gradually, as

we have seen [Cardisal], transformed

into the Cardinalate. The power of the

archdeacon, exercised in the third cen

tury by the martyr St. Laurence (the

glory of whose virtues shone throughout

Christendom), passed to the Cardinal

Camerarius, or Camerlengo, who was the

head of the Camera, or financial de

partment of the Apostolic See, and as

representing the ancient archdeacons,

wielded also an extensive jurisdiction.

Other great officials in ancient times were

the archpriest, and the Primicerius of the

Notaries. The former had the chief

charge of what related to worship, and

was represented, as the cardinalate de

veloped itself, by the Cardinal Vicar.

The Primicerius, being at the head of the

department which came in due time to

be called the Cancelleria, or Chancery,

corresponds to the Cardinal Vice-Chan-

cellor presiding over that important

ministry. But there were also in the

body of functionaries by whom the Ro

man Pontiff was surrounded points of

resemblance to the Imperial Court at

Rome or Constantinople ; this appears in

the Familia, or household, of the Pope

(Famiglia Pontificia) in many ways, and

is also observable in the important post of

Prtefectui Apostolici Palatii.

In the middle ages the business which

flowed in upon the Papal Curia was im
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mense. The changed conditions, civil

and religious, of Europe made inevitable

the multiplication of appeals from metro

politan courts to the Holy See. Dispen

sations also, and nominations to reserved

benefices, could not easily, at a time

when communication was still difficult

and intermittent, be obtained without

personal visits to Rome. To dispose of

the various applications and petitions,

and try the various suits, a large start' of

officials, both administrative and judicial,

had to be employed. The Popes could

not always exercise an efficient control

over this mass of subordinates ; hence

abuses arose, and extortion was loudly

imputed to the Roman officials. The

high rates of the taxes, or fees of office,

demanded at the Chancery for the ex

pediting of any bull or brief, the delays

in the settlement of affairs, and the mul

tiplication of rules and formalities, were

the object of frequent complaints. Re

forms were begun by Pius IV. and

carried on energetically by St. Pius V. and

Sixtus V. Nevertheless, if any supine-

ness ever existed on the part of the reign

ing Pope, abuses reappeared. Thus, in

the seventeenth century, the practice of

burdening benefices, the appointments to

which proceeded from the Chancery,

with pensions to one or other member

of the Curia, attained to a very pernicious

height. However, Benedict XIV. "de

creed a radical reform ; his system was

continued by Leo XII. and Gregory XVI.,

and is pursued under the strict and

regular administration of Pius IX." 1

The different branches of the Curia

have now to be described in detail ; but

it may assist us in dealing with this

vast and complicated subject, if we first

endeavour to obtain a rough general

view of it, by considering what are

the chief ends for which the Papacy

exists, and which the action of the Curia

is directed to promote. As the succes

sor of St. Peter and the Vicar of Christ,

the Pope has, first of all, to govern

and feed with sound doctrine the whole

flock of Christ—i.e. the universal Church—

and his own diocese in particular. The

agencies in the Curia by which he fulfils

these purposes are the Sacred Congrega

tions of Cardinals, the Secretariat of State,

and theVicariate ofRome ; and the machin

ery employed is supplied by the Chancery,

the Datana, and the Camera Apostolica.

As the "supremus judex" in Christen

dom, the Pope acts, partly through

■ Bon, writing before 1870.

special congregations and delegated judges

[Delegation],partly through the regular

tribunals of the Rota and the Segnatura

( forum externum) and the Penitenziaria

(forum internum). Before the usurpa

tion of the temporal power, the Camera

also was a court of justice. Again, the

Vicar of Christ must be diligently and

uninterruptedly occupied with the wor

ship of the true God ; to this end corre

sponds the institution of the Papal Chapel

( Capetta Pontificia). As living and reign

ing, the Pope, like any other sovereign or

any other bishop, has his "family" or

household (Famtglia Pontificia), one im

portant branch of which is the depart

ment having charge of the Papal resi

dences (Pre/ettura del Sacro Palazzo

■Apostolico). To carry on the necessary

external relations with the powers of the

world, the Pope has Legates, Nuncios,

and Apostolic Delegates, receives ambas

sadors, appoints and admits consuls.

Lastly, as a sovereign ruling over that

extent of dominion which came in the

dispositions of Providence to the Papacy,

and was usurped by violence a few years

ago, the Pope had ministries, judges

civil and criminal, boards, commissions,

and all the usual machinery of adminis

tration in civilised countries.

In the order indicated by this brief

sketch, we shall now describe the prin

cipal attributions of the various branches

of the Curia. The mode in which the

action of the Cardinals is applied to assist

the Pope in the government of the Church

has been already described in the article

on Congregations (Sacked) ; but men

tion was not there made of a Congrega

tion the action of which is important in

reference to the present subject—viz. the

Congregatio Visitationis Apostolica, of

which the Cardinal Vicar is president.

This Congregation, organised by Cle

ment VIII. and Innocent XII., repre

sents the Pope in his character of a

bishop visiting his diocese.

The Cardinal Secretary of State is

the exclusive channel through whom must

pass all communications carried on be

tween the Holy See and foreign Powers.

He is the Pope's Prime Minister—not of

course in the sense which the word bears

in countries where the Minister is more

powerful than the Sovereign, so that the

former's "advice" overrides the latter's

initiative—but in the proper sense of the

term : a faithful agent and servant exe

cuting the intentions of his master, whom

he serves to the best of his ability. He
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carries on the negotiations, in which the

Pontiff is perpetually engaged, which hare

for their object to secure the liberties, ex

tend the limits, and promote the welfare

of the Catholic Church. Under him are

placed the Nuncios and other diplomatic

agents of the Holy See, and to him they

make their reports. The officials under him

consist of several " Minutanti," a writer in

cypher, an archivist, a sub-archivist, &c.

Being in close and permanent relations to

the Pope, " he represents the principle of

the Pontifical Government; his influence

is consequently felt in all ways in acts

emanating directly from the person of

the Pope ; he directs all important po

litical measures, puts in force the de

cisions relative to the organic institutions

of the Church, and transmits the in

structions by which the functionaries of

the Curia are guided." 1

The Vicariate of Rome is under the

Cardinal Vicar, assisted by a Vicegerent,

a Promotor Fiscal, and two or three

other officials, of whom one is the " De

fensor Matrimonii" [see that article].

The celebrated department of the

Roman Chancery is that which drafts

and expedites the bulls and briefs by

which the mind of the Pontiff is made

known to Christendom, or to particular

suitors. The Cardinal at its head is not

called "Chancellor," but " Vice-Chan

cellor," probably because the title of Chan

cellor, having sprung out of a function

which was originally purely subordinate

and ministerial, was thought to be be

neath the dignity of the Sacred College.

" At what time," says Ferraris, " the

office of the Chancellor attained to that

height of eminence and prerogative which

it is now seen to possess in the Roman

Curia, is a potnt not accurately deter

mined. Inquirers into its origin tell us

that it was planned and established after

the time of Innocent III. In his time,

it is known that the duties of Chancellor

were discharged by private persons, but

such as were of known and conspicuous

probity and erudition. In course of

time, under Boniface VIII., it is certain

that the dignity of Chancellor was as

signed to one of the Cardinals." He ex

plains the addition of " vice " to the title,

and proceeds : " The Vice-Chancellor has

a fixed cardinalitial title—namely, that of

the collegiate church of St. Laurence in

Damaso. The more pressing, weighty,

public, and solemn affairs of the Apostolic

See, such as are those debated on in the

1 Boer.

Consistory, pass through the hands of the

Vice-Chancellor, so that he must be

called, by analogy with similar offices

elsewhere, the Papal Chancellor. Among

his numerous subordinates, the one of

highest rank is he who is called the

Regent of the Chancery, who revises

bulls that have been expedited and pro

mulgated, and, if any error has crept in,

corrects it. The other officials nf the

Vice-Chancellor to whose posts prelatical

rank is annexed, are the Presidents of

the greater or lesser " Parous," so called

from the name by which the place in the

Chancery where they meet is popularly

called. The prelates of the greater Parous

of the Chancery constitute a kind of

tribunal, when they meet and decide

doubts which may arise concerning the

form of documents, or the clauses and

decrees which have to be inserted in

them, and also respecting the payment of

fees and charges. The prelates of the

lesser Parous have a restricted juris

diction, the one object of their institution

being to transmit and deliver bulls to the

prelates of the greater Parous. The

writers, abbreviators [see that art.], and

others responsible for the preparation of

documents in the Roman Chancery, all

share in those rights and emoluments

which are commonly called the Taxes of

the Apostolic Chancery. That these

rights derive their origin from John XXII.

is plain from the section in his Extrava-

gantes beginning "Quum ad Sacro-

rancta." 1

The proceedings of the Chancery are

governed by certain fixed rules, which,

as already mentioned [Canon Law] form

a substantive part of the Jut Novimmum.

They are only of force, however, during

the lifetime of a Pope ; every Pontiff, on

the day after his accession, publishes

them anew, with such omissions or

additions as he may think fit to make.

For an account of the Dataria, see

that article. The Camera Apostolica or

department of finance in the Papal Go

vernment is presided over by the Cardinal

Camerlengo. Previously to the event of

September 1870, the Camera was also a

court of justice, which, like our Court of

Exchequer in ancient times, took cognis

ance of offences committed against the

revenue laws, or by persons in its em

ployment. The staff of the department

is still kept up nearly at its former

strength ; for although many sources of

revenue have been cut off since the usur-

1 Ferraris, " Cancellaria, " § 44.
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pation, and the Pontiff' does not and can

not accept the annual subvention which

the usurping Government places at its

disposal, still the revenues 01 the Papacy

cannot but be large, in view of the

immense interests which it administers,

the numbers and diffusion of the Catholic

populations whereof it is the centre., and

the indignation and sympathy which the

spoliation to which it has been subjected

has aroused in all upright minds. The

office of Treasurer, the highest official in

the department after the Vice-Camerlengo,

is at present vacant, and many of the

revenue departments of which he had the

control are in abeyance ; but the " prelate

clerks" of the Camera, who form the

council of the Camerlengo, still perform

their functions.

Coming now to the organs by which

the Papal jurisdiction is exercised, we

have first to name the Rota ; for an

account of which the reader is referred to

the article Rota Romana. The Segna

tura Papale di Giustizia " takes cognis

ance of cases which may or may not

come before the Rota on appeal, suits of

competence, causes of nullity of marriage,

demands for restitution, &c. ... It is

composed of a Cardinal President,prcefec-

tus, seven prelates, and a few referen

daries, who have a decisive, not merely a

consultative, voice. An Auditor appointed

in connection with the Segnatura deter

mines what affairs it is competent to try,

and may give decisions on various pre

liminary issues, from which, however, a

suitor may appeal to the Segnatura itself.

The Dean of the Rota, the Regent of the

Chancery, and two representatives of the

Camera, have seats at the Segnatuia.

The sentences are signed by the Pope

with the word ' Fiat ' in his own hand,

or, in his presence and in his name, by a

Cardinal, who says, ' Concettum in pr<e-

tenlia Domini nostri Papa.' " 1

Connected with the above tribunal is

the Segnatura di Grazia, which " decides

in suits where an appeal is made to the

personal favour of the Poj>e, such suits—

as being matters of favour—allowing of

more prompt decision. A suit on which

the S. of Justice has given judgment

may, with the authorisation of the Pope,

be opened again before the 8. of Grace.

The Pope himself presides in this college,

which consists of Cardinals named by

him ; the Cardinal Penitentiary, the

Secretary of Briefs, and the President of

the Dataria, belong to it ex officio. Besides

> Boss.

other prelates, the Auditor of the Camera,

one of the Auditors of the Rota, the

Regent of the Chancery, &c, take part in

the deliberations. Three referendary pre

lates draw up the reports ; the members

present have only a consultative voice;

the Pope alone decides and signs." 1

The Penitenziaria Romana has a Car

dinal at its head, called the Penitent iarius

Major, who is assisted by a Regent, a

Theologian, and other officials. The

Grand Penitentiary is appointed by the

Pope : he must be of the order of Car

dinal Priests, and a master in theology,

or a doctor in canon law. Ilia faculties

extend to—absolving from sins and

censures, dispensing in cases of irregu

larity [Ikresularitt], commuting, or

releasing from, oaths and vows, and in

various other ways exercising the power

of binding and loosing given to St. Peter

by our Lord. He sits in one or other of

the three great basilicas of Rome on four

days in Holy Week (in St. John Lateran

on Palm Sunday, in St. Mary Major on

Wednesday, and in St. Peter's on Holy

Thursday and Good Friday), and there

hears the confessions of such of the faith

ful as resort to him, and touches the

heads of those who stoop low before him

—"pie tese tubmittentium "—with the

rod of the Penitentiary, granting to them

at the same time an indulgence of a hun

dred days. He is entitled to solemnise

Mass in tbe Capella Pontificia on three

days in the year, viz. on Ash Wednesday,

Good Friday (Mass of the Presanctified),

and All Souls' Day, and to bring to an

expiring Pope the last rites and succours

of religion. The voluminous Constitution

of Benedict XIV. beginning " Pastor Bo

nus " defines with exactness the duties,

powers, and privileges of the Penitenziaria,

and of all the officials connected with it.

On the Capella Pontificia the reader

will do well to consult the learned work

of Dr. Baggs entitled "The Pope's

Chapel." The dignitaries, prelates, &c,

who have a recognised place in the

chapel for the sacred functions, are all

arranged according to their respective

order and precedence. First, the College

ol Cardinals ; next, the College of Patri

archs, Archbishops and Bishops assisting

at the Pontifical Throne. Ten patriarchs,

more than ninety archbishops, and about

two hundred and thirty bishops, enjoy

this dignity at the present time. Then

come, in the order named, the Vice-

Camerlengo, the Princes assisting at the
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Throne, the Auditor and Treasurer of the

Camera, the Majordomo, archbishops

and bishops generally, the prelates (some

two hundred in number) of the College

of Apostolic Protonotaries, abbots, heads

orders, chamberlains, chaplains, the

officials of the various Papal departments,

clerks, sacrists, vergers, See., everyone

having his proper place and just prece

dence assigned to him.

The Famit/lia Pontificia consists of

certain Cardinals selected by the Pope,

the Majordomo, the Master of the Sacred

Apostolic Palace, a number of domestic

, and clerical and lay chamberlains

of various grades, some paid, some honorary

—among the latter being reckoned the

honorary chamberlains "di spada e cappa,"

who are laymen of family and position

selected from the various European

countries. The Swiss Guard, the Noble

Guard, the Pope's private chaplains, and

many other officials variously designated,

belong also to the Famiglia. It includes,

moreover, the Prefecture of the Sacred

Palaces, an important department with a

Cardinal at its head.

As sovereign of the Roman States, the

I'ope formerly carried on the government

with the help of the following depart

ments, which now—pending the re-estab

lishment of the temporal power—remain

in abeyance : viz. the Ministry of the

Interior, the Ministries of Finance, Com

merce, and War, a Council of Ministers,

a Council of State, several boards and

commissions, a Consulta (financial), and

courts of law for trying civil and criminal

cases.

The authorities of the Curia, below the

rank of Cardinal, are technically divided

into two classes—the prelates of the

mantdUtta (a short cloak), and those of

the mantdlone (a long cloak, reaching

to the feet). In the first class are in

cluded Patriarchs, Archbishops, Bishops,

Protonotaries Apostolic, Domestic Pre

lates, the Clerks of the Camera, the Au

ditors of the Rota, the Referendarii of

the Segnatura, the Abbreviators of the

greater Parcus, the Majordomo, and the

Maestro di Camera. Four among these,

designated prelates of the Jiocchetti, take

precedence of the rest—the Auditor of the

Camera, the Treasurer, the Vice-Camer-

lengo, and the Majordomo. Among the

prelates of the mantelUme are ecclesiastical

chamberlains, masters of ceremonies, &c.

(Ferraris, CanceUaria; "Annuario Pon-

tificio," 1670; "Gerarchia Cattolica,"

1881.)

The duties and func

tions of a curtails, one attnehed to the

curia or court of a prince. Uucange cites

passnges from mediaeval writers in which

| curialis plainly signifies a mere clerk or

secretary. But the sense of " courtier "

was much more common, as in the title of

two well-known works by John of Salis

bury and Walter Map, " De Nugis Curi-

alium." There is a canon in the Corpus

Juris bearing the name of Pope Inno

cent I. (a.d. 404) which excludes those

who were invested with curialia from the

clerical order, the due performance of

both functions by the same person being

considered impracticable. (Wetzer and

Welte.)

custom, according to St. Thomas

and canonists generally, has three legal

effects :

(1) It may, either through the con

sent, tacit or express, of lawful authority

or by prescription, impose a new law.

This is clearly laid down both in the

canon and civil law. To have the force

of law, the custom must be good and

useful ; it must have been formed by

public acts, proceeding from the greater

part of the community ; the people from

whom the custom proceeds must have the

intention of binding themselves (thus the

custom of taking holy water in entering

churches has not the force of a law). If

it is introduced by way of prescription,

the custom must continue uninterrupted

for a certain space of time before it binds

the conscience.1

(2) On much the same conditions

custom may abrogate an existing law,

or modify it, unless the law in question

be natural or divine. But here, if the

custom operates by way of prescription,

ten years according to the common opinion

is required before custom abrogates civil,

forty before it abrogates ecclesiastical,

laws.

(3) Custom interprets law, and, unless

the law be natural or divine, mav intro

duce an " authentic " interpretation—i.e.

it may give an authoritative sense to a

law, although that sense is discordant

with the original intention of the legis»

1 St. Liguori, De Leg. 107 trq., nays gene

rally thHt custom to have the force of law must

be continued for a long time without interrup

tion. Some say that the length of time re

quired depends on circumstances : others that

ten years is the time required. Again, some

maintain that while a prescription of ten years

suffices to change civil law, a custom must last

forty years to abrogate Church law. Probably

ten years is enough in either case.
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later. (Billuart, " De Legibus," Diss. v.

a. 2.)

CVSTOS. By this name was formerly

designated the canon, in a cathedral or

collegiate church, who with the approval

of the bishop had the spiritual charge of

the cure attached to the church. It was

also applied to sacristans or treasurers

who had charge of the sacred vessels,

church ornaments, furniture, &c. This

office remains in Austria and in Prussia.

The canon having charge of a metropoli

tan cure is called summits custos. In

France the ecclesiastic with correspond

ing functions is called archiprHre. It is

also the Latin name for the warden, or

guardian, of a convent of Franciscan

friars.

CTCLE (including Qoldan Number,

Dominical Letter, Epact) is a series of

numbers, letters standing for numbers,

always counted over again in the same

order when the series has been completed.

Cycles are employed in ecclesiastical as

well as civil chronology, since the solar,

lunar and paschal cycles enable us to

reckon the time at which the feasts of the

church will fall in each year. The lunar

cycle (cyclus lunce, decemnovennali*, tvvta-

StKamjpit) consist of nineteen years,

and after the expiration of each lunar

cycle the new and full moons fall once

more on nearly the same days of the

month. This cycle was invented by the

Greek astronomer Meton. Anatolius,

bishop of Laodicea, employed it towards

the close of the third century for calcu

lating the date of Easter.1 Soon after

wards the Nicene Council ordained that

Easter should be celebrated on the Sunday

which followed the first new moon after

the vernal equinox (March 21), and this

led to a more exact computation of the

lunar cycle. The bishops of Alexandria,

the seat of mathematical science, were

entrusted with the task of fixing the day

on which Easter fell.* In order to lighten

their task, the Alexandrian church con

structed Paschal cycles, which contained

a number of lunar cycles, and fixed the

date of Easter Sunday for a long course

of years. Thus Theophilus of Alexandria

drew up a Paschal cycle of 418 years

—1.0. of twenty-two lunar cycles—begin

ning with the year 380. This cycle, partly

on account of its obscurity, partly on

account of its incorrectness, found small

1 Euscb. H. E. vii. 14.

* The Alexandrian bishop was to fix the

date, and the Bishop of Rome was to notify the

day fixed to the whole Church.

acceptance in the West, and in the year

444 Easter Sunday, according to Reman

reckoning, fell on March 26, accord

ing to Alexandrian, on April 28. In

consequence of a letter from Pope Leo,

Cyril corrected the Paschal cycle of his

predecessor and reduced it to one of

ninety-five years, extending from 437 to

531, and embracing five lunar cycles. As

this cycle was drawing to its end,

Dionyaus Exiguus, in 525, constructed

a new one of 304 Julian years or sixteen

lunar cycles. The defects of the Diony-

sian computation were inseparable from

those of the Julian year, which consisted

of 365 days, 6 hours, instead of 365 days,

5 hours, 49 minutes, so that the calcula

tion of the vernal equinox became more

and more erroneous as time went on,

forty-four minutes too much being added

to' each leap-year. The remedy was

provided by the Gregorian reformation of

the Calendar.1 [See Calendar.]

The Golden Number, which is closely

connected with the lunar cycle, indicates

the place any given year holds in the

lunar cycle (whether, e.g., the year of

Christ i881 is 1, 2, 3, &c. in the lunar

cycle of nineteen). It gets its name from

the fact that it was set in golden colours

against the days on which the new moon

fell in the Roman and Alexandrian

calendars. Christ, according to the

common reckoning, was born at the end

of the first year in the lunar cycle, so that

the Golden Number for each year is ob

tained by adding one to tho number of

the year "(e.g. to 1881) and dividing the

sum by nineteen. The remainder. gives

the Golden Number; if there is no re

mainder the Golden Number is nineteen.

Thus if to 1881 we add one and divide

by nineteen, we get one as remainder, and

this is the Golden Number for the year in

question.

The solar cycle or cycle of Dominical

Letters is a series of twenty-eight years,

after which Sundays and week-days again

fall on the same days of the month. The

first seven letters are used to indicate the

days of the week, A being used in all cases

to mark the first of January, and the letter

which thus comes to mark the first

Sunday being the Sunday letter or littera

dominicalis of the year. Thus 1881

began with a Saturday, and hence the Do

minical Letter is B. The same Dominical

Letter would recur every seven years. But

as a dav is intercalated in the February

ofeachleap-year, viz., February 25, which

> Bee Hefele, Condi I. 824 ttq.
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has the same letter assigned to it as

February 24, hence each leap-year has two

Dominical Letters, the former extending

to February 24 inclusive, the latter em

bracing the rest of the year. Now, as

this intercalation interrupts the sequence

of the Dominical Letters seven times in

twenty-eight years, the same order of Do

minical Letters cannot recur oftener than

once in twenty-eight years. However, a

new disturbance in the order of Dominical

Letters arises from the fact that in the

Gregorian calendar it was arranged that

although each secular year—i.e. the first

year ot each century—would naturally be

a leap-year, only the first of each of four

seculars should be reckoned as such.

Thus 1600, the secular year which fol

lowed the Gregorian reformation of the

calendar,was reckoned as a leap-year—i.e.

it had aday intercalated in February—but

this was not the case with the years

1700 and 1800, nor will it be with 1900.

In showing how the Dominical Letter for

each year may be ascertained (we restrict

our calculations to the present century),

first, we must ascertain the number

which the current year, e.g. 1881, holds

in the solar cycle of twenty-eight years.

The first year of the Dionysian era is the

ninth of the solar cycle. Hence by add

ing nine to 1881, and dividing1 the sum

by twenty-eight, we get three as re

mainder, so that we now know that the

year 1881 is third in the solar cycle of

twenty-eight. The following table gives

the order of Dominical Letters for the solar

cycle of twenty-eight years and will serve

forcalculating the Dominical Letter of any

year in this century.

1 E D 8C 15 A 22 F

2 C 9 B A 16 G 23 E

3 I) 10 G 17 F E 24 D

4 A 11 F 18 D 25 CB

5G F 12 E 19 C 26 A

6 F. 13 DC 20 B 27G

7 I> 14 B 21 A G 28 F

We had already found that 1881 is the

third year in the cycle ; now we know

that its Dominical Letter isB, or in other

words that the first Sunday falls on

Jnnuary 2. "When we have got so far,

it is easy to ascertain the days of the

month on which the Sundays of the year

fall. The twelve months have letters

assigned to them, contained in the follow

ing memorial verses :

Astra Dabit Dominna Gratisque Beabit

Egenos,

Gratia Christicolas Feret Aurea Dona

Fideli :

it. A is the letter for January 1, D for

February 1, &c. As B is the Dominical

Letter for 1881, and as F is the letter

which marks the first of December, the first

of that month will be a Thursday, and the

Sundays will fall on the fourth, eleventh,

eighteenth, and twenty-fifth, days.

Epacts (fVawal rjfixpat, dit'8 adjeeti,

adscititii) are used because of the differ

ences in duration between the lunar

and solar years. Annual epacts determine

the age of the moon on each new year's

day. The lunar falls about eleven days

short of the solar year. In the Gregorian

calendar the new moon of the lunar cycle

(see above) falls on January 1 , so that

the epact = 0, an asterisk (*) being some

times used to mark the epact in this case.

In the second year the epact or addition

which must be made to the lunar year •>

XI; in the third XXII. The epact of

the fourth yearwould be XXXIII, Dut on

the thirtieth of these thirty-three days a

new moon has again appeared, so that the

enact corresponding to the fourth year in

the lunar cycle (or in other words to the

Golden Number 4) is III. If we subtract

one from the Golden Number, multiply

by eleven and divide by thirty we get the

epact. Thus the epact for 1881 is *, for

1882 it will be XI.

The calculation of the monthly epact

enables us to determine the days of the

civil or solar month on which the new and

full moons occur. The lunar month con

sists of twenty-nine days, eleven hours,

forty-four minutes : so that the monthly

epact in January, which has thirty-one

days, is one day, six minutes ; and the

epact, of course, for each month increases,

till in December it reaches eleven days.

To shorten the process of calculation, the

lunar months are reckoned at twenty-nine

and thirty days. If we subtract the

annual epact from thirty-one, we get the

day on wnich the new moon of January

falls: the new moon of February falls

thirty, that of March twenty-nine, that

of April thirty days later: and so with

the rest of the months.

An example will illustrate the way in

which these chronological determinations

are connected with and assist each other.

Let us suppose that we have to ascertain

the day on which Easter Sunday fell in

1879. First we must find the Golden

Number: gives the remainder

eighteen, which is the Golden Number.

18 r» * 11 tne remainder Vn., t'.e.

the epact. Consequently on January 1,
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1879, the moon was seven days old. By

subtracting seven from thirty-one, we find

that the new moon falls on January 24,

then on February 21, then March 24, the

full moon of the spring equinox falling

fourteen or fifteen days later, i.e. on April

7 or 8; so that the Sunday following April

8 is Easter Sunday. We have now to find

on what day of the week April 8 fell, and

for this we need to know the Dominical

Letter. The remainder of + - is

twelve, which is the number of the year

1879 in the solar cycle, and to this the

Dominical Letter E corresponds, as may be

seen from the table given above. April,

according to the memorial verses, begins

with G ; April 2 then will be A, April 8

B ; E, the Dominical Letter,falls on April6,

which was therefore a Sunday. April 8,

then,was aTuesday, and the Sundayfollow

ing, viz. April 18, was Easter Sunday.

(From the treatise "De Anno et ejus

Partibus" prefixed to the Roman Missal;

from Wetzer and Welte, and Hefele,

"Concil.")

ID

DA1MATIC. A vestment open on

each side, with wide sleeves, and marked

with two stripes. It is worn by deacons

at High Mass as well as at processions and

benedictions, and by bishops, when they

celebrate Mass pontifically, under the

chasuble. The colour should conform to

that of the chasuble worn by the celebrant.

The word is derived from Dalmatia,

and first occurs in the second century.

The dalmatic (Dalmatica vestis) was a

long under-garment of white Dalmatian

wool corresponding to the Roman tunic.

jElius Lampridius blames the emperors

Commodus and Heliogabalus for appear

ing publicly in the dalmatic. In the

Acta of St. Cyprian we are told that the

martyr drew off his dalmatic and, giving

it to his deacons, stood ready for death

in his linen garment. In these instances

the dalmatic was clearly a garment of

everyday life.

According to Anastasius, Pope Sil

vester early in the fourth century gave the

Roman deacons dalmatics instead of the

sleeveless garments (Ko\6&ia) which they

had used previously. Gradually the

Popes conceded the privilege of wearing

the dalmatic as an ecclesiastical vestment

to the deacons of other churches.1 Such

a concession was made by Pope Sym-

machus towards the close of the fifth

century, to the church of Aries. In the

same way, the use of the dalmatic as an

episcopal vestment was first proper to the

Pope and then permitted by him to other

bishops. Thus Gregory the Great allowed

Aregius, bishop of Gap in Gaul, to wear a

dalmatic, and Walafrid Strabo testifies

1 'Quando sacerdoti ministry nt.'—Rubr.Gen.

Mia. tit xix.

that in the seventh century this episcopal

custom was by no means universal. But

from the year 800 onwards ecclesiastical

writers all speak of the dalmatic as one

of the episcopal, and the chief of the

deacon's, vestments. The dalmatic was

originally always white, but Durandus

speaks of red dalmatics, symbolising

martyrdom. The Greeks have a vestment

corresponding to our dalmatic, called

(rri)(dpwv or tjToixaptov from the irrixot

(lines or stripes), with which it is

adorned : its colour varies, just as the

dalmatic of our deacons does, with the

colour of the <pt\onov or chasuble, worn

by the celebrant. The Greek priests also

wear a orixapiov under the chasuble,

but the former is always white.

Various mystical meanings have been

attached to the dalmatic. When the arms

are stretched it presents the figure of a

cross ; the width of the sleeves is said to

typify charity; the two stripes (which

were originally purple, and are probably

a relic of the Roman latus vlavu*) were

supposed to symbolise the blood of Christ

shed for Jews and Gentiles. '(From Rock,

" Hierurgia," and Hefele, " Beitrage," ii.

204 seq.)

dataria. The office in the Papal

Court whence are expedited the graces,

accorded by the Pope, which have their

effect and are cognisable nt foro externa.

The term is<lerivea from a Low Latin verb

datare, to date, formed doubtless from

the " Datum " or " Date," with following

indications of place and time, with which

the Romans commonly ended their

letters. The Dataria, originally a branch

of the Apostolic Chancery, attained to a

separate organisation in the thirteenth
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century, at which time, owing to the

great number of benefices in all countries

reserved to the Pope, mistakes were

sometimes made in the appointments, and

the same benefice was conferred upon or

promised to two or more persons, whence

complaints and unseemly contentions

arose. The evil was effectually remedied

by the appointment of an official whose

special business it should be to register

the datet of the appointments to benefices.

The Datary (who is sometimes a

simple prelate, sometimes a Cardinal, in

which latter case he is styled pro-Datary)

has in the course of time had many other

duties laid upon him besides those con

nected with the grant of benefices. He

has the charge of dispensations, the

various kinds of which, and also licences

for the alienation of church property, are

issued from his office. A considerable

staff of officials, at the head of whom is

the sub-Datary, are under his orders.

His functions cense ipso facto on the

death of a Pope, all applications reaching

the office during the vacancy being sealed

up and transmitted to the College of

Cardinals to be dealt with by the future

Pope. [See Curia Romasa.]

leacov. The word in itself

(duucom; j means no more than "mini

ster " or servant, and so it is used in the

LXX and in the New Testament (see

Esther i. 10, 1 Cor. iii. 5, 2 Cor. vi. 4).

However, the word deacon received a

more definite meaning in apostolic times,

for the mention of deacons along with

bishops in Phil. i. 1, 1 Tim. iii, 2, 8, besides

the qualifications which St. Paul requires

of a deacon, clearly prove that the

diaconate was a church office. According

to the Pontifical it is the part of a deacon

" to minister at the altar, to baptise and to

preach." He is the highest of all whose

office it is to serve the priest in the admini

stration of the sacraments, and he is set

apart for his work, not merely by the

institution of the Church, but by the

sacrament of order which he receives

through the laying on of the bishop's

hands. Just as the Levites were chosen

by God Himself for the ministry of the

tabernacle, so the diaconate is appointed

by Christ's institution and strengthened

by a sacrament of the new law for the

service of the Christian altar. The con

stituents of a sacrament—viz. the sensible

sign, grace given, divine and permanent

institution—are all found in a deacon's

ordination. The laying on of hands is

the sensible sign ; grace is given, for the

bishop says, " Receive the Holy Ghost,"

and the Council of Trent (Sess. xxiii. can.

4) anathematises those who hold " that the

Holy Ghost is not given by sacred ordin

ation, and accordingly that bishops say

in vain " Receive the Holy Ghost.' " There

is divine institution, for what power had

the Apostles to institute a sign which

should infallibly convey grace P And

besides, the Council of Trent (loc. cit. can.

6) defines that there is " in the Catholic

Church a hierarchy divinely constituted

consisting of bishops, presbyters and

ministers," which last word must at least

include deacons. Lastly, the form of

ordination was established permanently,

as appears from the practice of the

Church.1

Up to this point we have been arguing

on Catholic principles, but it will be well

( 1 ) to consider more closely the grounds on

which the Catholic idea of the diaconate

rests, passing then (2) to the history of

the office, and (3) to the rite of ordi

nation.

(1) The Catholic Idea of the Diaconate.

—The duties of a deacon will be con

sidered more fully afterwards. Here it

is enough to say that a deacon is ordained

chiefly in order that he may assist the

priest in the celebration of solemn Mass,

and then, on certain conditions, to preach

and baptise. In other words, he is the

chief minister at the altar. Against this,

Protestants have often alleged that the

seven deacons whose ordination is men

tioned in Acts vi. were chosen in order to

administer the alms of the Church, and

that the New Testament gives no hint of

their duties at the altar.

Now certainly the " seven " mentioned

in Acts vi. were appointed on occasion of

disputes which arose between two classes

of Jewish converts (viz. those of foreign

and those of Palestinian origin) on the

distribution of alms, and were entrusted

with the administration of charitable

relief. Further, the seven, though not

called " deacons," have almost universally

been regarded as the first who held the

office.9 Still, the sacred text indicates

* That the sacrament of order is received

by deacons follows so plainly from the defini

tions of Trent, and is so universally held, that

the contrary opinion of Durandus and Cajetan,

though not heretical, could not be maintained

without temerity.

* This, however, was denied by the Greek

Council in Trullo, can. 16 ; and also, Petavius

sny.% by " certain learned and Catholic theolo

gians."—Diss, de Cathol. quilmsdam Dogm. lib

ii. cap. 1.
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that they were to be chosen for some

higher work than the administration of

charity. They were to be " full of the

Holy Ghost and of wisdom." We tind

Stephen, one of their number, preaching

and instructing ; Philip, another member

of their body, baptising (Acts viii. 38).

St. Paul (1 Tim. iii. £M requires deacons

to " hold the mystery of the faith in a

pure conscience," nor does he allude to

this work of " serving tables "—i.e. of ad

ministering alms.

We can only guess the nature of the

diaconate from Scripture, but the early

and authentic tradition proves that the

Catholic doctrine on the matter corre

sponds to the original teaching of the

Apostles. St. Ignatius (" Ad Trail." 2),

speaks of deacons as "ministers of the

mysteries of Jesus Christ," " for they are

not ministers (dtdxorat) of meat and

drink, but servants of the Church of God."

Here the mention of the "mysteries of

Jesus Christ" in contrast with ordinary

meat and drink, shows that St. Ignatius

alludes to the service of the altar. Justin

(" Apol." i. 65) tells us that the deacons

gave Holy Communion to those present

at Mass, and carried it to the absent.

Tertullian ("De Baptism." 17), says that

deacons had the right to baptise, not,

however, " without the authority of the

bishop." This chain of testimony might

easily be strengthened, but the testimonies

given prove that the complete Catholic

idea of the diaconate was accepted in the

early Church.

(2) History of the Duties, ^c—With

regard to the ministry of the altar,

deacons, as we have seen, used to give the

people communion under both kinds. In

Cyprian's time, and in the following ages,

deacons were only permitted to present

the chalice to the people.1 At present

they are forbidden to give communion at

all except in case of necessity, but they

retain the essential part of their office

as ministers of the altar by singing the

Gospel at High Mass, and assisting the

priest throughout the celebration. They

can also, as in ancient times, preach with

the leave of the bishop, and baptise

solemnly with that of the parish priest.

Formerly, the deacons had other and

very important functions. They had to

acquaint the bishop with the state of his

flock, collect the offertory at Mass, to

visit the confessors in prison, write the

Acts of the martyrs, so that in the Apo-

1 Cyprian. De Laps. 25 ) Apost. Const.

viii. 12.

stolical Constitutions (ii. 44) the deacon is

said to be the "ear, eye, mouth, heart

and soul of the bishop." Nay, in certain

cases even congregations in the country

were committed to their care.1

in many churches, of which Rome

was one, the number of deacons was

limited to seveu, in memory of the original

institution.* It was not till the eleventh

century that the number of Cardinal

Deacons in the Roman Church was raised

from seven to fourteen.

But the most important point in which

the position of deacons has altered is that,

whereas in the ancient and even medieval

Church a man often remained a simple

deacon for the rest of his life, the diaconate

is now regarded as a step towards the

priesthood. Among the Cardinal Deacons

at Rome a vestige of the ancient discipline

is still preserved.

(8) The Ordination of Deacont —Tha

following is the form given in the Roman

Pontifical. The bishop questions the

archdeacon on the fitness of the candidates

and then asks the clergy and the people

to state any grounds they have for ob

jecting to the ordination of the person

about to be promoted. After a pause,

the bishop lays down the duties and

qualifications of a deacon, while the

candidates kneel at his feet. The candi

dates then prostrate themselves on their

faces while the Litany of the Saints and

some other prayers are recited. Next, in

a kind of preface, the bishop gives thanks

to God for the institution of the sacred

ministry, and the moBt important part of

the rite begins. The bishop places his

right hand on each of the candidates with

the words " Receive the Holy Ghost for

strength and for resisting the devil and all

his temptations in the name of the Loid."

Then, holding the right hand stretched

out, he continues, " Send forth upon them,

O Lord, we beseech Thee, the Holy Spirit,

that they may be strengthened faithfully

to perform the work of thy ministry by

the gift of thy sevenfold grace," &c. The

bishop then invests the new deacons with

the stole on the left shoulder, and dal

matic, and finally makes them touch the

book of the Gospels, while he says,

" Receive the power of reading the Gospel

in the church of God, both for the living

and the dead, in the name of the Lord."

The essence of the ordination, ac

cording to the most probable opinion,

1 ConciL Illib can. 77.

9 Euseb. H. E. vi. 43 ; Concil. Neocasar.

can 16
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consists in the laying on of hands by a

bishop with words which express the

nature of the power given. This impo

sition of hands is mentioned in the Acts

of the Apostles and in various early

authorities—e.g. in Canon 4 of the early

collection attributed to the Fourth Council

of Carthage. The present form of words

which accompanies this imposition of

hands is not older than the twelfth

century. With regard to the other cere

monies, the questions put hy the bishop

to the people on the fitness of the candi

dates are in substance of Apostolic

institution.' The recitation of the Litany

of the Saints is found in the oldest Pon

tificals; the prayer "Exaudi, Doniine,

preces nostras," used after giving the book

of the Gospels occurs in a MS. more than

twel ve hundred years old ; and the practice

of investing the new deacon with the

stole was in use, according to Asseniani,

long before the time of Gregory the

Great. In the Greek rite, as given by

Goar, the bishop makes the sign of the

cross on the head of the person to be

ordained, and places his hand on his head,

with the word?, "Divine grace which

ever heals the infirm and perfects the

imperfect, promotes the venerable sub-

deacon N. to bo deacon. Therefore, let

us pray for him that the grace of the

Holy Spirit may come upon him." The

bishop then makes on the head of the

deacon the sign of the cross three times,

uses two forms of prayer with fresh

imposition of hands, puts the orarium or

stole on his left shoulder, saying, " He is

worthy," gives him the kiss of peace, and

puts the fan for driving away flies from

the holy sacrifice into his hand, again

saying, " He is worthv."

deaconess. Many have supposed

that St. Paul recognises the existence of

deaconesses when in Rom. xvi. 1 he

speaks of Phoebe as the SuIkovos or ser

vant of the church at Oenchreie, and it

has been suggested that the " widows " in

1 Tim. v. 9, were deaconesses. In any

case, from very early times there was an

order of women in the Church known as

Suuconao-ai, ir/w<r/3uri'8ff, Xnp<"t diacon-

istte, pretbytera, vidua. Pliny mentions

two Christian ministree, probably mean

ing deaconesses.

They were employed in assisting at the

baptism of women,* which at that time

was by immersion, and after the deacon

had anointed the baptised person on the

1 See Acts vi. 8.

' Vorut. Apott. viii. 27.

forehead, the other unctions, in the case of

a woman's baptism, were given by the

deaconess.1 Deaconesses also gave private

instruction to women, visited them in

sickness and prison, kept order at the

women's door and in the women's part of

the church, assisted the bride at mar

riages, &c.

Originally widows were chosen for the

office, though even St. Ignatius speaks of

virgins who were called widows*—i.e. be

cause of this office—and later, married

women, if living in continence, might

become deaconesses. For a long time

deaconesses were required to be sixty

years of age, but the Councils of Chal-

cedon and in Trullo ' reduced the re

quired age to forty years. Women who

had been married twice were never ad

mitted to the rank of deaconess. Deacon

esses were strictly forbidden to marry.*

They were ordained by laying on of hands;

sometimes, indeed, they even received the

stole and chalice.1 But they were ser

vants of the church, not ministers of the

altar ; indeed, the Fathers regard the ex

clusion of women from ecclesiastical office

as a distinctive principle of the Catholic

Church.'

In the fifth and sixth centuries abuses

led to the abolition of the office in Gaul,*

and in the tenth century the office was

extinct in the West, though the words

diaconissa and archidiaconissa were some

times used for abbess. At Constantinople

the office survived till 1100, and it is still

preserved among the Syrians. (See

Kraus and the article in Wetzer and

Welte.)

dbas, mass ro». [See Mass of

Requiem.]

dean (dtcnnut, one who has

authority over ten; cf. centurio). Civil

officials so-called were known to the

Roman law, and are mentioned in the

Codes of Theodosius and Justinian. They

seem to have been in some way concerned

with the management of funerals. The

title was adopted for Christian use, and

' Omttit. Apott. Hi. 15.

» Ad Smyrn. 18.

* Concil. Cholced. can. 15 ; Concil. in Trull,

can. 14.

* Concil. Chalced. loc. cit.

5 See Hefele, Concil. i. 429 ttg., and the

references in Kraus, Real-EncyclopSdit, sub

voc. " Diaconissa."

* Tertull. Prater. 41.
i Or at least put an end to the blessing of

women for the office. See Council of Orange

(anno 441), can. 26 j of Epson (anno 6i7),

i can. 21.
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first among the monks. For every ten

monks a decanut or dean was nominated,

who had the charge of their discipline.

The senior dean, in the absence of the

abbot and provost, governed the monas

tery. Since monks had the charge of

many cathedral churches, the office of

dean thus was introduced into them ;

custom gradually determined that there

should be only one dean in a cathedral ;

with the increase of property the provost's

time was largely taken up with temporal

affairs ; hence the dean gradually assumed

the chief charge of the ecclesiastical and

ritual concerns of the cathedral, especially

in regard to the choir. When a regular

observance was introduced among secular

canons [Regular Canons], the office of

dean, borrowed apparently from the

monastic chapters, came in along with it.

By the common law the care of souls,

but no jurisdiction in foro externo, is com

mitted to deans of chapters; but by

special and customary law they often en

joyed in France in former times, and still

enjoy in Germany in certain cases, large

powers of visitation, administration, and

jurisdiction, so that their authority is

almost eaual to that of bishops. By the

common law the right of electing the dean

belongs to the bishop and archdeacon ;

but bycustom and prescription it is usually

vested in the canons, subject to the con

firmation of the bishop. In chapter-

meetings the dean presides ex officio, and

has a casting vote when there is an equal

division; otherwise his powers do not

exceed those of the canons. (Ferraris,

Decanut.)

SEAII OF THE SACKED COE-

IEGG. The Cardinal Dean is the chief

of the sacred college; he is usually the

oldest of the Cardinal Bishops, and suc

ceeds his predecessor as bishop of Ostia.

He presides in the onsistorv in the

absence of the Pope. In all ecclesiastical

functions which he performs he has the

privilege of wearing the pallium ; and it

is he on whom the duty devolves of con

ferring on the newly-elected Pope those

orders which he may not have already

received, and also of presiding at his

coronation. Ambassadors, on arriving

in Rome, pay their first visits to the

Cardinal Dean, andnewly-elected Cardinals

render to him their earliest homage. The

oldest in the order of bishops, after the

Cardinal Dean, is sub-dean of the sacred

college ; he is usually bishop of Porto.

DEANS, BUBAL. [See RtTBAL

Deans.]

DBCAEOOVE. [See COMMAITD-

MENT8.]

DECLARATION OF OALLICAS

clebgt. [See Gallicanish.]

SEOBETALB, THE. By this name

is commonly understood the collection of

laws and decisions made by St. Raymond

of Pennafort at the command of Gregory

IX. After the appearance of the De-

cietum of Gratian [Canon Law] in 1151,

many jurisconsults applied themselves to

the task of collecting and commenting

upon ecclesiastical laws. These collections

being incomplete, it sometimes happened

that a Decretal deciding a given cose in a

particular way would be found in one

collection and not in another, whence

much uncertainty arose. False decretals

also were not unfrequently manufactured

about this time, so that Innocent III. was

obliged to employ severe measures to

suppress the practice. In order that all

Church tribunals might have a compre

hensive and consistent authority to guide

them, Pope' Gregory IX. directed St.

Raymond, who was his chaplain and

penitentiary, to make a new and authentic

compilation of Papal Constitutions and

Decretals. This great undertaking was

completed in 1234. The work opens with

a letter addressed by Gregory IX. to the

doctors and scholars of the university of

Bologna, in which, after explaining the

motives which had influenced its prepara

tion, he states it to be his wish that the

work should be used both in the courts and

in the schools, and forbids the publication

of any similar collection without special

authoiity from the Holy See. The five

books of the Decretals, the principal sub

jects of which are indicated Dy the

memorial line

" Judicium,judex, clerus, eonnubia, crimen,"

contain 185 Titles or Rubrics. The

first title, " De Summa Trinitate et Fide

Catholica," founding Church law on re

vealed religion, is a short profession of

faith, with a statement of the divine con

stitution and authority of the Church.

St. Raymond used abbreviation to the

utmost, in order to compress his matter

within the limits of one volume. Thus

he frequently records in full the operative

port ot'o Decretal containing the Pontifical

decision, but suppresses the recitals con

taining the case or cases on which the de

cision was founded. The gloss-writers

and commentators, from not referring to

the earlier collections in which the De

cretals were given in full, sometimes mis-

»
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understood these decisions; their glosses,

however, were acted upon by the courts:

hence not a little perplexity arose. A

canonist named Contius published an

edition of the " Corpus Juris Canonici " in

1370. in which Raymond's omissions were

supplied ; but the innovation did not suc

ceed, the original text having been used

by jurists for sn long a period ; and the

Decretals are still edited and cited in the

form in which Raymond left them.

The last edition appeared at Leipsic in

1840.

Anrong the chief commentators on the

Decretals are Bernard of Parma, a canon

of Bologna, and Sinibaldo Fieschi, after

wards Pope Innocent IV.

SECBETIST (decretitta). A gene

ral name for a doctor of canon law ; the

word seems to be derived from the " De-

cretum " of Gratian. The university of

Oxford used to confer the degrees of

" Baccalnureus '' and "Doctor" Decre-

torum. The term " decretalist " signified a

canonist who was specially versed in the

Decretals of Gregory IX.

DECBETVM GRATIANI. [See

Canon Law. ]

DEDICATION OF CHURCHES.

These words mean, properly speakinir, the

act by which a church is solemnly set

apart for the worship of God ; and after

wards this event is commemorated by a

feast of the dedication. We have to treat

of both subjects.

I. The actual Dedication of the Church.

—In the Jewish Church the tabernacle and

Temple were dedicated by solemn rites,

and Cardinal Bona supposes that the

practice of dedicating or consecrating

Christian churches dates from Apostolic

times, and was formally imposed by a law

of Pope Evaristus. However this may

be, we find the consecration of churches

mentioned just after the heathen persecu

tion was over by Euseb. (x. 3). It was

one of the charges made by the Ariaus

against Athanasius that he had said Mass

in an unconsecrated church. Many early

councils—e g. that of Orange in 441 (cun.

10)—take the practice of dedicating

churches for granted, and legislate con

cerning it. The present law of the

Church forbids the use of a church for

the celebration of Moss unless it has been

first consecrated or at least blessed, for

which blessing a less solemn rite is pro

vided in the Pontifical. It is unlawful to

alienate a church which has been once

consecrated, according to the maxim quoted

from the " Regular Juris " appended to the

sixth book of the Decretals—" That which

has once been dedicated to God must not

be transferred to common use."

The person who consecrates a church

must be a bishop, and to bim this consecra

tion has always been and is still reserved,

though a simple priest may be deputed to

bless a church. Moreover, the consecrating

bishop must be the bishop of the diocese or

another bishop with leave from him, and

this applies even to the churches of such re

ligious as are exempt from episcopal juris

diction, although in some cases special

privileges in this matter have been granted

—e.g. to the Friars Minor, who got powers

from Honorius III. enabling them to in

vite another bishop to consecrate their

churches, should the diocesan be un

willing to do so. In early times it was

common for many bishops to assemble for

the consecration of a church, and in those

days many bishops might actually take

part iu the consecration, though the prin

cipal part was assigned to one only. At

present, a bishop can by virtue of his ordi

nary jurisdiction consecrate any church in

his diocese, but this has not been the case

always and everywhere. Thus it appears

from a Constitution of Gelasius, and from

a letter of Gregory the Great, that Italian

bishops could not consecrate churches even

in their own dioceses without the Pope's

leave ; while in the province of Toledo

permission had to be obtained from the

metropolitan. These restrictions no longer

exist.

The ritual of consecration has of

course been gradually developed. Origin

ally, to judge from Eusebius (loc. cit.),

churches were consecrated by preaching,

prayer, and above all by the acceptable

sacrifice of the new law. St. Ambrose

mentions the custom of consecrating

churches by relics as one which prevailed

at Rome and was adopted by him ; he

also speaks of the vigil kept by the relics

over-night before they were transferred to

the new church. In the Sacramentary of

St. Gregory and the Pontifical of Kgbert

we meet with the rite of consecration

almost in its present form, and We may

trace the minor changes introduced in the

" Ordines " which Martene has collected

from different ages and dioceses. The

following are the chief points in the rite

prescribed by the present Roman Ponti

fical. The consecrating bishop, who should

be fasting on the daybefore,sets apart over

night the relics to be used in the conse

cration. Lights bum before them, and

matins and lauds are sung in honour of
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the saints whose relics have been pro

cured. Twelve crosses are also marked

on the walls of the church with candles

attached to them. Next day these candles

are lighted, and all things heedful are

prepared in the church, which is left in

charge of a deicon duly vested. The

bishop goes in procession round the out

side of the church, three times sprinkling

it with holy water, knocks three times

at the chuich door with his pastoral staff,

sayina:, ".Lift up your heads, ye princes,

and be ye lifted up, ye eternal gates, and

the king of glory will enter." Three

times the deacon within asks, " Who is

the king of glory 't " Twice the bishop

answers, "The lx>rd strong and mighty,

the Lord mighty in battle," and the third

time, " The lord of armies, he is the king

of glory." Thereupon the bishop enters

with the clerics and others whose assist

ance he requires, leaving the rest of the

clergy and people outside, and again

closing the door. He forms a cross with

the letters of the Greek and Latin

alphabets, which he inscribes with his

staff on ashes previously sprinkled upon

the floor of the church —a rite which

symbolises the instruction to be given to

catechumens in the elements of the

faith. Afterwards, he proceeds with the

consecration of the altars, marking five

crosses on each with his thumb, which he

has dipped in a preparation of water,

ashes, salt and wine, specially blessed, and

sprinkling them seven times with this

mixture. He also goes three times round

the inside of the church and sprinkles the

walls, as well as the floor of the church.

Later on, the relics are borne into the

church, the bishop, clergy, and people

taking part in the procession. An ad

dress is first made to the people on the

event of the day, and the outside of the

door is anointed with chrism. The

sepulchres of the altars are also anointed

with chrism, and the relics placed in

them. The table of the altar is anointed

in the same manner and incensed, and five

crosses are made on it with the oil of

catechumens, as well as with chrism.

Chrism is used later on to anoint the

twelve crosses which have been marked

on the walls, and incense is burned on the

five crosses which have been previously

made on the altar with blessed water, oil

and chrism. Finally, the bishop makes a

cross with chrism on the front and four

corners ofthe altar ; the cloths, vessels, orna

ments, Sc., are consecrated or blessed, and

the dedication of the church is complete.

The meaning and use of this consecra

tion are clearly stated by St. Thomas

(" Summ." III. lxxxiii. 3). " The rite, says

the saint, signifies the holiness secured to

the Church by Christ's passion, and re

quired of its members. Moreover, in

answer to the Church's prayers, God

makes the church fit for his worship—i.e.

He makes it a means of exciting special

devotion in the faithful who enter it, if

they do so with virtuous dispositions, and

He drives far from it the power of the

enemy. (From the Pontifical, with Cata-

lani's commentary.)

II. The feast of the dedication (" fest.

dedications," " encasnia ; " in St. Leo's ser

mon on the Machabees " natale eeelesiaj H

is kept in consecrated churches on the

I anniversary of the consecration, as a double

; of the first class with an octave. The bishop

at the time of the consecration may for

grave reasons fix a day other than the

actual anniversary on which the feast of

the dedication is to be kept, but after

the consecration no change in the

day can be made except by the Pope's

! leave. Here, too, the Christian has fol

lowed the use of the Jewish Church, which

| celebrated yearly the purging of the Tem-

[ pie and the rebuilding of the altar after

Judas MachabsBus had driven out the

Syrians in 1B4 B.C. The observance of

| the anniversary of a church's dedication

| can be traced back at least to Constantino's

| time. Besides the observance of this

anniversary in the church itself, the feast

of the dedication of the cathedral is kept

throughout the diocese, also as a double of

the first class, but without an octave.1

Moreover, the dedication of certain Roman

basilicas (S. Marias ad Nives, Basilica

Salvatoris, Basilica? SS. Petri et Pauli) is

celehrated throughout the whole Church,

the feast being in each case a double or

greater double. (From Gavantus, P. II.

sect. viii. cap. 5.)

DEFENDER OF THE FAITH

(Defensorfidei). This title was conferred

on Henry VIII. of England and his suc

cessors by Pope Leo X. in 1521. In

that year Henry sent to the Pope his book

1 in defence of the seven sacraments against

Luther. The Pope received the book in

full consistory, eulogised it in the strongest

terms, and some days later consulted the

Cardinals on the best means of showing

how he felt Henry's services to the Church.

Alter a long conference, it was resolved

to bestow the title of Defender of the Faith

1 The octave, however, is celebrated in the

churches of the cathedral city.
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on the English kings. Accordingly a hull

was sent conferring the title in question,

and with it Leo despatched a brief thank

ing Henry for his book. (See Pallavicini,

" Ilist. Ooncil. Trid " lib. ii. c. 1, quoted in

the continuation of Fleury.)

DEFENSOR SCCXiESXJE («<cXr|cri-

«V8i<cor). A functionary of whom fre

quent mention is made m the annals of

the primitive Church ; be was nominated

by the emperor, on the presentation of the

bishop, to protect the temporal interests

of a particular church. In the East he

was usually an ecclesiastic, in the West a

layman.

" DEFENSOR MATRIMONII. The

law affecting official " defenders of the

marriage " is laid down in the Constitution

Dei miseratione of Benedict XIV. In all

matrimonial suits a defensor matrimonii

must take part, his function being to sus

tain the marriage of which it is sought to

prove the nullity, by adducing every argu

ment and consideration in its favour which

the case admits of. His function may be

compared to that of the Queen's Proctor

in the English Divorce Court, who " inter

venes" between the parties, if he deems

that there is reason to suspect collu

sion, or that the party applying for the

divorce is disqualified from obtaining it,

the effect of such intervention being to

stay the divorce and sustain the marriage.

In the Roman Curia suits of nullity of

marriage come before the Congregation of

the Council [Cabdinai] or the Auditory

of the Apostolic Palace : in the. former

case the defensor :s appointed by the Car

dinal Prefect, in the latter, by the Auditor

Dean. In courts of the second instance—

e.g. that of a metropolitan, or of a Papal

nuncio—the judge is entitled, and also

bound, to appoint a defensor; except where

the heariug of a case has been deputed by

the Holy See to a special commissary

who has no ordinary jurisdiction, for under

such circumstances the bishop of the dio

cese where the hearing is to take place

nominates the defensor. The same Con

stitution directs that a defensor shall be

appointed, if possible, from among the

clergy of every diocese by the bishop, who

shall attend all matrimonial suits. A

defensor is to receive reasonable fees, pay

able either by the litigant supporting the

validity of the marriage, or, if he is indi

gent, out of the fines of court or the epi-

scop.il treasury. He must be sworn to

discharge his office faithfully ; ho must

be cited at, and kept duly informed of,

every stage of the case; and it is his duty

always to appeal from the first sentence

by which the nullity of any marriage is

declared. (Ferraris, Defensor.)

degradation. Degradation is

of two kinds, verbal and real. By the first

a criminous cleric is declared to be perpetu

ally deposed from clerical orders, or from

the execution thereof, so as to be deprived

of all order and function—e.g the sacer

dotal or epi'copal—and of anv benefice

which he might have previously enjoyed.

But the person degraded does not lo<e the

pririlvgium fori—that is, he is not remitted

for justice to the secular courts, but may

still use the ecclesiastical. Nor does lie

lose the pricilei/itim canonis, in virtue of

whk'h the assailant of a cleric incurs ex-

commur.ication »/wo facto. Nor does

degradation cause a priest to lose the

character of the priesthood, which is

indelible. The consecration of the Eu

charist by a degraded priest is therefore

valid, as well as his absolution of a

penitent given in articulo mortis. He is

still bound to continence, and to the

recitation of his office. The obligation as

to the latter point would seem to be a

doubtful matter in certain cases, according

to decisions of the Congregation of the

Council and Clement XI. in the case of

c'.erks condemned to the galleys.

Real or actual degradation is that

which, besides deposing a cleric from the

exercise of his ministry, actually strips

him of his orders, according to a pre

scribed ceremonial, and delivers him to

the secular arm to be punished. The

person thus degraded loses the privilcgium

fori et canonis ; but as (if a priest ), lie

cannot be deprived of the sacerdotal

character, his consecration of the Eu

charist and absolutions of persons in

articulo are still valid, as in the former

case.

The canon law specifies minutely the

crimes on account of which the punish

ment of degradation may be legally

inflicted, and Iraves no jurisdiction with

bishops of degrading except for the

causes determined by the law and by the

Roman Pontiffs.

For the ceremony of real degradation

a form was laid down by Boniface VIII.

The delinquent clerk was to bo brought

before the bishop, habited in the dress of

his order, and with a book or vessel, or

some other instrument or ornament in his

hands, as if he were proceeding to the

performance of his clerical functions. The

| bishop was then publicly to take away

I from him the things, whether vestment,
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chalice, book, or anything else, that had

been delivered to him at the time of his

ordination, beginning with that vestment

or ornament which he had received last,

and ending with the vestment which he

put on when he was first tonsured.

Lastly his head was to be shaved, so as

to obliterate the mark of the tonsure.

When the last of the clerical insignia was

taken away, the bishop was to address

him to the following effect : " By the

authority of God Almighty, Father, Son,

and Holy Ghost, and by our own, we

take away from thee the clerical habit,

and depose, degrade, and deprive thee of

all order, benefice, and clerical privilege."

The above ceremony can only be

performed by a bishop in person ; but a

verbal degradation can be carried out by

the vicar-general, acting as the bishop's

representative, or by the vicar-capitular,

acting for the chapter, during a vacancy

of the see.

The Church delivers to the lay power

with extreme reluctance those who have

once been her ordained ministers; and,

in doing so, " is bound to intercede

efficaciously for them, that moderate

sentences, not involving the peril of death,

may be passed upon them. In ancient

times the bishops endeavoured from this

motive to shut up degraded clerks in

monasteries rather than hand them over

to the secular arm, as the former course

seemed more likely to lead to their

repentance and reformation.

Formerly the law required that a

number of bishops, varying according to

the rank of.the delinquent, should concur

to the degradation of a cleric ; but since

the Council of Trent 1 degradation of

either kind may be carried out by a single

bishop, assisted by as many abbots or

other dignitaries as bishops would have

been required under the old law.

The common opinion of the Fathers

was that a degraded cleric could be

reinstated, upon proof of sincere repen

tance and amendment of life. The judg

ment of Gregory the Great seems to

have been that the degradation, once

inflicted, ought to be irreversible. In

modern times this question can seldom

be raised, because a cleric is not now

degraded excepting for a crime of great

enormity, punished with the heaviest

Penalties by the civil power. (Ferraris,

hgradatio.)

DEGREES (TO THEOLOST,

ETC.). The history of learned degrees—

1 Sea*, xiii. c. 4, De Reform.

i.e. of the titles doctor or master, licentiate,

bachelor—is closely connected with that

of universities. We find the first traces

of them in the legal school of Bologna.

There the title of doctor or master was

given first of all to any teacher, but

about the middle of the twelfth century

" doctor " was used as an honorary title,

and was given specially to the four

doctors, viz. Bulgarus, Martinus, Jacobus

and Hugo. As the university, which had

been founded about 1100, began to be

duly constituted, the teachers formed

themselves into a college, they acquired

a certain jurisdiction over the students,

and they subjected persons who wished to

lecture to a previous examination. Those

who were so examined and approved

received the dignity of the doctorate. At

first it was " legists " or professors of

civil law, and these only, who obtained

this title ; but towards the close of the

twelfth age canonists also were called

doctors, as appears from a Decretal of

Innocent III. addressed to the " doctoral

decretorum Bononite," as well as the

" doctores legum " at the same school.

In the thirteenth century " doctors of

medicine," of grammar, logic, philosophy

and the other arts were recognised. The

jurists, however, claimed the title of

doctor as exclusively their own, and

would only grant the title of " master " to

the qualified teachers of theology and the

arts. At Bologna a candidate for the

doctorate had to swear before the Rector

thnt he had gone through the regular

course of studies—i.e. that he had studied

civil law for eight, or the canon law for

six, years. Next, the candidate was

presented by a doctor to the archdeacon

of Bologna, who had the right, grounded

on a rescript issued by Honorius III. in

1210, of granting or refusing permission

to graduate. This permission being given,

the candidate was examined privately in

civil or in canon law, or in each of them

if he wished to graduate in each, by the

doctors who were empowered to promote.

The doctors voted after the examination,

and if their votes were favourable the

candidate became a licentiate. As a rule,

this degree of licentiate was a mere step

to the doctorate. Occasionally we find

cases of persons remaining licentiates for

years, but as a rule the licentiate passed

on at once to the second and public

examination for the doctorate. At this

the licentiate made a speech on his pro

motion, gave a lecture on law, and held a

public dispute with the scholars, all of
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which exercises took place in the cathe

dral. Thereupon the archdeacon or his

delegate proclaimed him doctor, while the

presiding doctor invested him with the

book, with the doctor's ring and cap, and

seated him in the doctor's chair. Both

licentiate and doctor received a diploma ;

the earliest known is dated 1314.

The new doctor acquired very im

portant rights. He had authority to

teach in Bologna, and Papal decrees

secured the recognition of this right

throughout Christendom. He was called

" doctor legens,"or "non legens,"according

as he did or did not exercise the privilege,

and it was when the doctors who did not

lecture became common that the notion

of the doctorate as an independent dignity

became perfected. Next, the new doctor

was qualified to be chosen member of

the faculty for promoting others to the

same degree. Lastly, the doctors had j uris-

diction over their scholars, who, by con

cession of Frederic in 1158, might choose

to stand their trial "coram domino vel

magi8tro suo vel ipsius civitatis episcopo."

The degrees of doctor, &c, were of

course conferred by other universities, such

as Paris, Oxford, &c, when they came to

be erected. Gradually also the degree of

bachelor or baccalaureus became an inde

pendent degree. Originally, bachelor was

the name given to a student who, having

taken his oath that he had studied law

for six years, was permitted by the Rector

to teach an entire book of Roman or

civil law. The origin of the degree of

licentiate has been explained above. The

word " magister " or master designated

first the master of a cathedral school,

then the dignitary appointed to give free

theological instruction in the cathedral

churches. In universities " magister "

was used nt first vaguely as synonymous

with teacher or professor ; then it became

a synonym of doctor in the technical

sense, as the highest of the university

degrees. If there was any distinction

between magister and doctor it depended

simply on local custom. Thus, in Italv,

France, and Spain, those who had ob

tained the highest theological degree

were usually called " magistri theologice "

the word "doctor" being reserved for

graduates in the other faculties. In

Germany, on the other hand, graduates

in philosophy u«ed to be called masters,

those in the other faculties doctors.

By the law of the Church the dignity

of doctor in theology and canon law

cannot be given except by such theological

faculties as have been confirmed by the

Pope. The doctor on his promotion must

make the profession of faith drawn up by

Pius IV. According to the Council of

Trent (xxiv. 12, De lief.) it is desirable

that all dignities and half the canouries in

each chapter should he conferred on

doctors or masters in theology or canon

law, unless there are reasons to the con

trary. Doctors in theology and canon

law are also usually summoned to consult

with the bishops in general and provincial

councils. (From Wetzer and Welte.)

DELEGATION-. A judge or ad

ministrator delegates his jurisdiction and

power when he commits their exercise to

another. A judge-delegate differs from

a judge in ordinary in that the latter

exercises his own jurisdiction, and decides

cases in his own right, whereas the dele

gate relies on the right and jurisdiction of

another. The delegate is bound to show

his commission or credentials to the

parties whose cause he is to try, to give

them due uotice of the time when they

are to come before him, and to fix the

place of hearing at a distance not ex

ceeding twenty miles from the locality

where the cause of action arose.

Not only supreme authorities, as

Popes, emperors, and republics, but, by

the canon and civil law, all ordinary

judges can delegate their jurisdiction to

another. The deiegator is in such case

responsible for all judgments given by his

delegate, for " Qui facit per alium est

perinde ac si faciat per se ipsum." But

the delegating judge cannot divest him

self of his whole jurisdiction without his

sovereign's consent, and this for obvious

reasons, especially because such delegation

would be tantamount to an appointment,

and so infringe on the right of the

superior authority. Moreover, a delegate

may commit his jurisdiction to a sub-

delegate, but only if he be commissioned

by a prince or some sovereign authority.

Hence the question has been raised

whether the delegate of a Roman congre

gation can appoint a sub-delegate, and it

has been answered in the affirmative.

All persons are capable of being

appointed judge-delegates who are not

hindered by nature, by law, or by custom.

By nature, as the deaf, the dumb, or the

insane, "quia tales carent judicio." By

law, as those whom a judicial sentence

has declared infamous. By custom, as

slaves and women. Delegates of the

Holy See, or of a Papal legate, ought to

be dignitaries or canons of a cathedral
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church ; hut the delegate of a bishop may

he any clerk whom he may see fit to

appoint. The reason of the distinction is

that the bishop, having complete personal

knowledge of his clergy, may have good

reason for placing his confidence in an

undistinguished cleric ; but the Holy See,

being without that personal knowledge,

appoints delegates who may be presumed

from their high position to be well

qualified for the duty. Bishops and all

ecclesiastical judges below the Pope can

not delegate their power in spiritual

causes to a layman, or even to a layman

jointly with an ecclesiastic. This rule

applies also to criminal causes in which

clerics are concerned ; but not to purely

civil causes, as about debts and money

matters generally, for in regard to these

a bishop can appoint a layman as his

delegate. This, however, has been con

tested. The Supreme Pontiff can, out of

his full and certain knowledge, delegate

to a layman—e.g. to an emperor or king—

the trial even of the criminal and

spiritual causes of clerics. This right

emanates from the plenary power of the

Pope, in virtue of which he dispenses,

when necessary, with the established law.

The Council of Trent 1 ordered that in

every provincial or diocesan synod several

persons should be elected who were

qualified to act as Papal delegates, and

that the bishops should notify such ap

pointments to the Holy See. But as

these notifications were seldom made, the

decree fell into desuetude, and the Holy

See was compelled to proceed as before

in appointing delegates to trv causes in

distant countries, on the best information

that could be obtained.

Since many powers are by Pontifical

law delegated to bishops, it is sometimes

difficult to distinguish whether, in a

given case, a bishop is acting as ordinary

or as delegate of the Holy See. If the

former, the appeal from his sentence is to

the metropolitan ; if the latter, to the

Pope. The canonists lay down many

rules and testing circumstances, by means

of which the necessary discrimination

may he made.

Delegation may cease, (1) by the

death of the delegate, if the delegation
was personal, not official ; s (2) by the

death of the delegator, at least if the

1 Sera. xxv. c. 10, De Kef.

* As when, for inrtance, Philip IV. and

Edwnrd I. committed the arbitration of their

disputes to the Pope, not as Pope, but as " Bene

detto Uaetani."

cause was not yet commenced ; (3) by his

deposition from office, with the same

proviso ; (4) by revocation of powers ;

(5) by expiration of time ; (6) by the

discharge of the commission ; and in

several other ways. (Ferraris, Delegare,

Delegatus?)

TfEXravctAXXOS. An edict of

the Hon i an Inquisition, dated in 1677,

orders all persons, in virtue of holy obedi

ence and under the penalty of excommuni

cation lata tententite, to denounce to the

Holy Office, within the term of one month,

all persons whom they may know to be

heretics, or suspected of heresy, and

the abettors of such ; also all persons

whom they may know to be addicted

to magic, witchcraft, and diabolic

arts, or to keep without permission,

or promote the circulation of, hooks

teaching heresy or the black art, or to

have broken their religious vows or

canonical obligations by contracting mar

riage, or to have committed bigamy, or

abused the sacrament of penance, or

uttered heretical blasphemies, or treated

holy images with disrespect and contempt,

or frequented anti-religious conventicles,

or perverted Christians to Judaism or any

sect contrary to the Catholic faith, or been

guilty of sacrilegious invasion, not being

priests, of the priestly office.

It is inferred from this that anyone

who teaches one of the condemned propo

sitions [Propositiones Damnatj?] ought

to be denounced to the Holy Office.

At the same time " Catholics are not

brand to denounce heretics in those

places in which heretics are mixed with

Catholics, the inquisitors and bishops

being aware of the fact, since no one is

under an obligation to do what is

useless." 1

The probable risk of serious injury to

person, property, and reputation, does not

release from the obligation of denouncing

a formal heretic, though it does release

from the obligation in the case of persons

only suspected of heresy.*

Formal heretics, on account of the pes

tilent and contagious nature of the crime,

ought to be denounced even after their

death, so that they may be declared ex

communicate, be deprived of ecclesiastical

sepulture, be disinterred, and their bones

burned, if they can be distinguished from

those of Catholics ; if not, they should be

burnt in effigy.5 (Ferraris, Denuntiatic.)

1 Ferraris, " Den." § 18.

8 Ibid. $§ 24, 26.

» Ibid. § 19.
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DEPOSXITO POWER. Few poli

tico-religious questions have been more

keenly argued than that which treats of the

relations of control or otherwise between

the Roman Pontiff and secular princes

and governments. During the middle

ages it was held everywhere in Christian

countries with undoubting conviction, that

princes were amenable on the score of

heresy to the ecclesiastical power, and

that the Pope as the iL-egureut of (Jhrist

could lawfully excommunicate, and after

excommunication depose or procure the

deposition of a sovereign who had fallen

into heresy. This was no Ultramontane

theory, but the common teaching of theo

logians everywhere. Thus we hud Alex

ander Hales, an English Franciscan of the

thirteenth century, saying, " The spiritual

power has to instruct the earthly power,

and to judge whether it is good ; it was

itself first instituted by God, and when it

goes astray, it can be judged by God alone."

And, " God has willed that some should

have power over others, more in number ;

and then that a still smaller number should

have power over the first ; and so on by

ascending degrees until one is reached,

namely the Pope, who is immediately

under God." The third canon of the

Lateran Council (1215) ordains that if a

secular ruler persists, after being warned,

in letting heresy grow up undisturbed in

his dominions, he is to be excommunicated

by the bishops of the regions subject to

him ; if he contemn the excommunication,

the Pope is to be informed, " so that he

may declare the vassals of that ruler ab

solved from his fealty, and invite Catho

lics to occupy the country." No one,

gays Bellarunne, iu those ages thought of

making any objection to this canon ; for

" not yet in truth had the race of parasites

to temporal princes appeared, who, that

they may appear to establish their earthly

kingdoms, take away the eternal kingdom

from those whom they fawn upon."

On the other band many theologians,

while admitting the fact of the general

belief in the middle ages that the power

of the Pontiff was above that of all tem

poral sovereigns, and included, in extreme

cases, the right of deposing them, account

for this belief in various ways, but do not

admit that it has any root in the de/waitum

fidei. Some say that the influence of the

feudal idea of suzerainty caused the Pope

to be regarded as suzerain over all sove

reigns within the limits of Christendom,

but that, with the weakening or abolition

of feudalism, this theory and all its con

sequences must be abandoned. Others

ground the Papal claims iu this respect on

the received public law of those ages, that

emperors and kings had to profess the

true faith, and be in communion with the

Pope, as essential conditions of their

reigning lawfully ; if these conditions

were broken, of which the Pope was the

judge, then, at the demand of the subjects,

he could relieve them of their allegiance

and declare their ruler unfit to reign.

Here again, a temporary basis only is

allowed to the deposing power, as depend

ing on a condition of opinion which in

modern times has ceased to exist. Gerson,

Duperron, and Fenelon, go much further

than this, but stop short of allowing any

coercive jurisdiction to exist in the Pope,

in right of his primacy, over sovereigns.

" The Church," nays Ffinelon, " neither

deprived nor appointed lay rulers, but

only replied, when the nations consulted

it, explaining what concerned the con

science in regard to the political contract

or the oath fi>f allegiance]. This is not a

juridical and civil, but only' a directive and

ordinative power." The power, he adds,

consl-ts only in this, " that the Pope, as the

chief of pastors—as the principal director

and doctor of the Church in the greater

causes of Christian moral discipline—is

bound to instruct a people consulting him

on what concerns their keeping the oath

of fealty which they have sworn.'' 1

The ordinary opinion of Roman theo

logians may be seen stated in full in the

pages of Ferraris. " The common opinion

teaches that the Pope holds the power of

both swords, the spiritual and the tem

poral, which jurisdiction and power Christ

himself committed to Peter and his suc

cessors, saying (Matt. xvi. W) ' I will

give to thee the kevs,' &c. Where

doctors note that he did not say ' key '

but ' kev»,' thereby comprehending the

temporal along with the spiritual power."

The contrary opinion is held to savour of

the heretical belief condemned by Boniface

VI 1 1. in the Constitution "Unam Sanctaiu."

" Accordingly, unbelieving kings and

princes can be deprived by the sentence of

the Pope, in certain cases, of the dominion

which they have over believers : for in

stance, if they have forcibly seized upon

Christian countries, or are endeavouring

to turn their believing subjects from the

faith, and the like." Barbosa and other

canonists hold that " a king who has be

come a heretic can be removed from hi*

kingdom by the Pope, to whom the right

1 Soglia, Dt Kotnanu Pontifict, § 88.
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of electing a successor passes, if his sons

and kindred are also heretics." " There is

nothing strange in attributing to the

Roman Pontiff, ns the vicar of Him whose

is the earth and the fulness thereof, the

world and all that dwell therein, the

fullest authority and power to lay bare, a

just cause moving him, not only the

spiritual but also the material sword, and

so to trans fer sovereignties, break sceptres,

and remove crowns." The canonists pro

duce numerous instances where this has

been actually done, as when Gregory II.

deposed the Byzantine emperor Leo III. ;

Gregory VII. deposed the emperor Henry

IV. ; Innocent IV., in the Council of Lyons,

deposed the emperor Frederick II. ; Ac.

The celebrated Constitution "(Jnam

Sanctam,"1 (1303} teaches that "both

swords, the spiritual and the material, are

in the power of the Church, but the latter

is to be wielded for the Church, the former

hy the Church ; one by the hand of the

priest, the other by the hand of kings and

magistrates,8 but at the pleasure and suf

ferance of the priest. One sword must be

under the other; and the temporal autho

rity must be subject to the spiritual power.

. . . The spiritual power has to teach the

earthly power, and to judge it, if it is not

good. . . . Therefore, if the earthly power

goes astray, it shall be judged by the

spiritual power;" whereas the spiritual

power is responsible to God alone.

Bellarmine, in a sentence of great

clearness and force, has clothed the doc

trine of the deposing p;>wer in a philo

sophical form. After quotin.gr the famous

lines of the sixth /Eneid, " Excudent alii,"

&c, he says that, as the art of the sculp

tor is not included in, nor derived from,

the art of government, and yet is subject

to it, "so the ecclesiastical art of govern

ing souls, which is the art of art*, and re

sides principally in the Pope, does not

necessarily include the art of [secular]

government, nor is it necessarv that all

governments should be derived from the

Church ; and yet, because its end is

eternal life, to which all other ends are

subordinate.!, the political art of ruling

peoples is subject and subordinate to this

art, and the .Supreme Pontiffcan and 0"ght

to command kings, that they do not abuse

thtir royal power, to the subversion of the

Church, to the fostering of heresies and

schisms—in short, to the eternal ruin of

themselves and the peoples subject to

them ; and if they do not obey after having

1 Kavniildus, iv. 328.
I Militum.

been admonished he can cast them out of

the Church by the censure of excommuni

cation, and absolve the peoples from their

oath of fealty ; finally, he can strip them

of their realms and deprive them of the

royal power." 1

The state of Europe is so much altered

since the time of Bellarmin, that there is

no longer any question, even at Rome, of

exercising the deposing power. When,

through the growth of heresy and un

belief, and the spread of opinions favour

able to the absolute independence and

unlimited authority of kings or States, the

popular assent to the use of the deposing

power had vanished, the power itself lell

into abeyance ; for without such assent

it could not he effectively exercised. Ac

cordingly the late Po[>e, in a sermon

quoted by Cardinal Soglia, said, " No one

now thinks any more of the right of de

posing princes, which the Holy See for

merly exercised; and the Supreme Pontiff

even less than anyone." (Ferraris, Papa.)

DEPOSITION in the strict sense

(ilepotitio perpetua) deprives a clerk of

all right to exercise his orders, of his bene

fice and of jurisdiction. It is distinct, on

the one hand, from mere privation, because

deposition is perpetual, and, on the other

hand, from degradation, because deposition

is inflicted by the mere sentence of com

petent authority without any such cere

monies as accompany degradation, and

because a deposed, unlike a degraded, per

son still belongs to the clerical state, and

enjoys the privileges of the canon and

forum. The distinction between degrada

tion and deposition dates from the twelfth

century. Deposition, being an act of

jurisdiction, can be inflicted by the bishop

of the diocese, by the vicar-general acting

in the bishop's name, and by the prelates

of religious orders. Deposition is the

punishment assigned in the canons for

certain grave crimes, such as murder, per

jury, robbery, adultery, &c.

DEPOSITION, B1TU OF. Often

as the celebrated bull of Pius V. is re

ferred to, its exact terms are but little

known ; we therefore subjoin an abstract

of its contents. The bull begins ■' Regnans

in excelsis." After the opening passage,

it proceeds :—" But the party of the

impious has become so powerful that

there is now no place in the world left

which they have not endeavoured to

corrupt with their abominable doctrines,

being supported by, amongst others, that

1 Bellarra. De Potutate tummi Pontificit,

cap. !L
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flagitious woman, the pretended queen of

England, Elizabeth ; to whom, as to a

safe asylum, all the most dangerous and

mischievous characters have fled for

shelter. This same queen, having seized

the royal power, monstrously arrogating

to herself the place of supreme head of

the Church in all England, and the chief

authority and jurisdiction over it, has

plunged again into a gulf of misery and

ruin a kingdom which long ago was con

verted to the Catholic faith and to sound

and moral living (bonam frupem)."

After describing the forcible suppression

of the true religion, Pius proceeds: " She

has ordered that books containing manifest

heresy shall be used throughout the

kingdom, and that the impious rites and

institutes, modelled after the teaching of

Calvin, which she herself has adopted

and observes, shall be also conformed to

bv her subjects." Driving out the true

bishops, the members of religious orders,

&c, and forbidding all obedience to the

Pope and any reference to Rome, " she

has compelled the greater number [of her

subjects] to submit to her nefarious laws,

to abjure the authority of the Roman

Pontifl", and the obedience due to him,

and to recognise upon oath herself as

their sole superior alike in things temporal

and things spiritual ; . . . . she has cast

into prison Catholic bishops and parish-

priests, where many, wasted away by

long sickness and sorrow, have expired

in utter misery." These things, he says,

are " palpable and notorious in the sight

of all nations." He has been informed

that her " mind is 60 stubbornly fixed and

hardened," that she not only despises the

remonstrances of Catholic princes, "but

will not even permit the nuncios of this

See to cross into England to speak to her

on this subject." The Pope therefore

declares that " the aforesaid Elizabeth,

as a heretic and a supporter of heretics,

and those who adhere to her in the afore

said proceedings, have incurred the sen

tence of anathema, and are cut oil' from

the unity of the body of Christ ; more

over that she is deprived of her pretended

right over the aforesaid kingdom, and of

all dominion, dignity, and privilege what

ever." He releases her subjects from

any oath of fealty they have taken to her,

and from all obedience and submission to

her whatsoever. Those who obey her and

her laws are bound and implicated in

" the like sentence of anathema." The

date— April 27, 1570.

On this bull it may be remarked that

the attempts of the Holy See to depose

Elizabeth stand by themselves. Alter

her death nothing similar occurs ; and

yet the condition of Catholics in England

grew worse from reign to reign, and it is

notorious that the doctrine on which the

bull rests continued to be held at Rome.

This seems to show that when no hope

could any more be reasonably entertained

that the decision of the Holy See would

have weight with the English people, all

thought of exerting the deposing power

was laid aside. But in 1670 things had

not gone so far; the bull speaks of

Elizabeth as a tyrant as well as a heretic ;

the theory of it was, that the bulk of the

nation, and the best part of it, were still

atteched to Catholicism, but were beinp

dragooned by the government into henC

against their will. Hence the Pope mign.

believe that by throwing the whole weight

of Church censures on the side of the

oppressed, he would encourage them to

nse and cast off the tyranny. And so

perhaps it might have been but for several

special circumstances : for instance, the

dread entertained by Englishmen generally

of civil war, after the long and terrible

experience of the fifteenth century, the

exceptional sagacity and energy of

Elizabeth's ministers, the dislike felt

towards Spain, itc. (" Concilia Magnse

Britannia; et Ilibernise," vol. iv. 1737.)

DESCENT OF CHRIST INTO

HE1L. [See LlMDO.]

DESECRATION OF CHURCHES,

ALTABS, CBALICS8, ETC. By

consecration churches and altais are

solemnly set apart to God's service ; by

desecration they lose this sacred character,

become unlit tor the sacred uses which

they were meant to serve, and need to be

consecrated anew.

A chmoh is desecrated if the greater

pnrt of it is demolished—e //. if the outer

walls are destroyed, or if the greater part

of them is demolished at one and the

same time. A church does not lose its

consecration if the roof falls in, because it

is the walls, not the roof, which were

specially consecrated [see Dedication op

(,'hukches] ; or, again, if parts of the

church are replaced by a new structure

at intervals, even if in the end the whole

building is new.

An altar is desecrated (exeeratut),

(1) if the consecrated table is removed

from the lower structure (this only applies

to a fixed altar) ; (2) if it is broken

such an extent that not enouph of it is

left entire to support the chalice and

■ a
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paten ; (3) if the seal of the sepulchre ia

broken, or if the sepulchre with the relica

is removed.

A chalice loses its consecration if so

injured that it can no longer contain the

consecrated wine ; also, according to St.

Liguori and many other theologians, if it

is regilt,1

The English word desecration may

also be taken as equivalent to the Latin

word poliutio. A church or cemetery ia

desecrated in this sense {poUvutw) (1) by

culpable homicide; (2) by shedding of

blood, provided the act be grievously sin

ful ; (3) by certain acts of an immoral or

indecent character ; (4) by the burial of

an unbaptised person or of a person ex

communicated by name. If any of the

cases cited above hare occurred, and the

fact is notorious, then the church or

cemetery cannot be used till it has been

purified or reconciled by the bishop ac

cording to a solemn form prescribed in

tbe Pontifical.

SEOS, XX ADJTJTORItrM MEUM

ZirTEN'SS (" 0 God, come to my assis

tance "). The opening words of Ps. lxix.,

which are used at the beginning of each

hour except compline. In matins they

are preceded by the vereicles " Lord,

thou wilt open mv lips," &c. We learn

from Cassian (Coll. x. 10) that the words

" Deus, in adiutorium," &c, were a

common ejaculatory prayer with the

ancient monks, but it is uncertain whether

they were used, as at present, in the

divine office before St. Benedict's time.

DEUTEBO CANONICAI BOOKS.

[See Canon.]

SEVIL AHD XTVTX. SPIRITS.

Their personal existence is clearly taught

both in the Old Testament and in the

New. In the Hebrew Bible an "evil

spirit" is said to have come on Saul

(1 Sam. xvi. 14), and the sacrifices offered

to idols are represented as really made to

' demons." * In Job L 6, 12, ii. 7, and

1 This opinion is now certain from a decree

of SS. Cong. Kit, June 14. 1845.

1 These demons are called D'lCS* or " lords "

fVnlg. damonia) in Dent, xxxii. 17, Ps. cvi.

(Vulg. cv.) 87. Q<^ujj> or "hairy beings,"

like satyrs, in Levit. xvii. 7 (Vnlg. again

"demons"). These "satyrs" aresaid to "dance"

and to cry oat to eauli other in waste places,

Is xiii. 21, xxxiv. 14 (the Vulg. in both places

"pilosi," "pilosus"). The stndent interested

in such matters may be referred to Bandissin's

masterly treatise in thf first volume of his 8tu-

dUn zur semitischen Rtligionsgeschichte, where

ihe apparent identification of idolatry with

two books written after the exile, viz. in

Zach. iii. 1, 1 Paralip. xxi. 1, mention is

made of "the adversary" or accusing

spirit par excellence (Jt}'tfn> always

with the article, except in the passage

quoted from Paral.1). This Satan slandered

Job to Qod, incited David to number the

people, and opposed Joaue the high prieat.

Moreover, we know from the Book of

Wisdom, and from the Apocalypse in the

New Testament, that it was he who took

the form of a serpent and seduced our

first parents, so that he is rightly called

"devil" (8ia£o\or) or "slanderer," be

cause he not only slanders men before

God, but also brings false accusations

against God Himself. But the Hebrew

Scriptures are far indeed from acknow

ledging a principle of evil able to offer

any effectual opposition to God. The

first chapters of Job represent Satan as

impotent for evil except by God's per

mission, and the same dependence of the

devil on God is clearly implied in Zacha-

rias, and in other places where the agency

of false and lying spirits is described.

We gain much fuller information from

the New Testament. There we are told

that the devil is a spirit (Ephes. ii. 2) ;

that he is a prince with evil angels subject

to him (Matt. xii. 24-26, xxv. 41) ; that

the demons were not originally evil, but

fell through sin (2 Pet. ii. 4, Jude 0) ;

and it is at least a plausible inference

from St. Paul's words, 1 Tim. iii. 6, " not

a neophyte, lest, being pulled up with pride,

he fail into the judgment ol the devil,"

that Satan fell by pride. All spiritual

evil and error (2 Cor. xi. 14, 15), all

which hinders the Gospel (1 Thess. ii. 18,

Apoc. ii. 10), is traced ultimately to him.

Moreover, although Christ's death was

intended to destroy the works of the devil,

and has in fact done so to a great extent,

still Satan has a terrible power over the

world and its votaries, so much so that he

is called the ruler and even the "god " of

this world (John xii. 31, 2 Cor. iv. 4);

and hence St. Paul (1 Cor. v. 6) regards

exclusion from the Church as tantamount

to a deliverance of the excommunicated

person into the power of Satan. At last

this power will be destroyed. Satan and

his angels will he cast into the lake of

demon-worship is fully discussed. Levit. xvii.

7, Deut. xxxii. 17,* Ps. cvi. 37 (see also

2 Chron. xxvIii. 23), are the strongest passages,

though they are not perhaps conclusive. Bat

this view is clearly expi cased in ICor. x. 20.

1 Some would add Ps. cix. 6. See Wright

on Zachariah, p 64i3.
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fire and brimstone, where their torments

will be everlasting.

Such is the teaching which lies on

the surface of Scripture, and little can be

added to it from tradition or by theo

logical induction. The history of the

doctrine on the devil and his angels is

stated by Petavius in the third book of

bis treatise on the angels, from which the

following account is taken. Even after it

was universally held that the angels were

pure spirits, some still clung to the belief

that the devils after their fall changed

their nature and became " partly ma

terial." This opinion was defended by

the Greeks at Florence, but is certainly

false. The devil was the chief of these

fallen spirits, and it is held by the greater

number of authors that he was originally

the chief of all the angels. The terrible

description of the fall of the king of

Tyre in Ezechiel xxviii. has been inter

preted of the devil's fall, so much so,

indeed, that the name Lucifer commonly

given to the devil is derived from this

passage. But the reference to the devil,

as Petavius rightly argues, is not con

tained in the literal meaning of the

prophet's words. Although condemned

to tbe pains of hell immediately after

their fall, still from time to time the

devil and his angels wander in the air and

over the earth. The common opinion

among theologians is that wherever they

go the demons are tortured by the fires

of hell, though they are bv no means

agreed as to the way in which the fires of

hell exercise this strange power over

them. On the other hand it was com

monly held by ancient writers that the

demons will not be tortured by the fire of

hell till the day of judgment, and Petavius

says one who maintains " that the devil

and his angels are not yet tortured by that

extreme and utmost torture, that they do

not yet feel the efficacy of that lire in

which the chief part of their damnation,

so far as feeling and suffering go, consists,

is not to be accused of error, much less of

heresy." On this theory the rebel angels

will begin to experience the eternal tor

ments of hell fire at the day of judgment.

But in any case it is certain from the

words of Christ, " Depart ye cursed into

everlasting fire, prepared for the devil

and hie angels," from the general teaching

of the Fathers, and from the definition of

the Fourth Lateran Council,1 that the

• Capnt I. Adv. Albigentet, where, however,

Only everlasting pains of the devil (not of

demons) art expressly mentioned.

devil and his angels are condemned with

out hope of pardon.

DEVOLUTION. The devolutions

is that right by which, according to the

canon law, when a patron has improperly

exercised, or neglected to exercise, his

canonical right of presenting to a benefice,

he loses it for that time, and the right

passes to the ecclesiastical dignitary of

next higher rank. This is the bishop,

when any patron under his jurisdictior,

whether an individual or a corporation,

is chargeable with the neglect ; the arch

bishop, when the neglect is in one of his

suffragans ; the Pope, when the election

of an archbishop, bishop, or abbot, has

been made uncanonically, or not made in

time. By the Concordat of Vienna in

1448, the right of devolution was granted

to the Pope both in these cases and in

the event of the election being rejected

for other defects.

The State law of different countries in

modern times frequently prevents the

exercise of this canonical right. In

France it is excluded altogether ; the

bishop has the sole right of collation to

the benefices vacant in his diocese. In

Prussia, Wurtemberg, and Baden, the

right exists, but in a very restricted form.

(Permaneder, in Wetzer and Welte.)

DEVOTION, FEASTS OW. A

word commonly used to mark feasts

which were once holidays of obligation,

hut are so no longer, the precept of

hearing Mass and resting from servile

works having been anculled by the Holy

See and the special observance of the

feasts in question having been left to the

devotion of the faithful.

SIACONICVM (ftiaKovtKov). A build

ing attached to ancient basilicas, much

the same as mvretnrium or sacristy. It

was divided (1 ) into the reception-room

(salutatortum or rrceptoriuin, ootot do--

n-acrruco's) in which the bishop was

received by the clergy and also gave

audiences. It was in such a reception-

room that Theodosius begged absolution

from St. Ambrose. (2) The sacristy

proper [mutalorium, vettiarium), where

the deacons kept the sacred vessels to be

used at Mass, &c, and the priests put

their vestments on and off, before and

after officiating. (3) A chamber (ynfo-

tj>v\cuaov) in which books, church-plate,

vestments, &c, not required for imme

diate use, were kept. Councils were often

held in a diaconieum ; so were eccle

siastical courts. The bishop's corpse was

also laid out here before burial.
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DIES IRJE. [See Hymns.]

DiMlssoatAXB (Uteres dimissorus,

teu reverendte). In its most general

sense, leave to be ordained, with testi

mony to fitness either expressed or im

plied. This licence may be given—

1. By the Roman Pontiff, who can

grant letters dimissory to ordinands from

any part of the world, authorising their or

dination by any Catholic bishop. The Pope

can also confer orders on anyone whom he

judges fit to receivo them, without wait-

rag for letters dimissory from any bishop.

2. By any bishop to his own subjects

(mm tubditis). There are four ways by

which a clerk may be the mbdit.tu of a

bishop, technically called origo, domi-

cilium, bene/U-ium, triennalit commen-

tatio. That is—either his native place, or

his present domicile, or the benefice which

he enjoys, is within the bishop's diocese ;

or else he has lived in the bishop's

family, and been supported by him, for at

least "three years. The last two grounds

of subjection having been frequently

abused in the seventeenth century, so

that men of dubious antecedents were

ordained by bishops to whose dioceses

they did not properly belong, on the

ground of holding, or being promised,

benefices in them, or of having lived in

their families, Innocent XI., by the Con

stitution " Speculatores " (1694), forbade

that any clerk, already tonsured or pro

moted to minor orders by his own bishop,

should be promoted to higher orders by

any other bishop on the title of a bonefice

obtained in his diocese, unless such clerk

should first have obtained and exhibited

to the ordaining bishop letters dimissory

from the bishop of origin, or of domicile,

or from both if necessary, bearing favour

able testimony as to his birth, age, charac

ter, and conduct.

3. By abbots, or other superiors of

orders, authorising and recommending

their own subjects for ordination. Abbots

may not give dimissorials to seculars.1 The

rule is, that the dimissorials of an abbot

should be directed to the bishop of the

diocese in which the monastery is situated ;

if, however, he be absent, or not about to

hold an ordination, they maybe addressed

to any other bishop. A decree on this

subject was published by Clement VIII.

in 1605. Certain orders have particular

privileges: thus, by a Constitution of

Gregory XIII., confirmed by Paul V., the

rectors of Jesuit houses can grant dimis

sorials to clerks of their society addressed

i Condi. Trid. sess. xxiii. De Kef. c 10.

to any Catholic bishop whatsoever. Fran

ciscans of the Observance enjoy the same

privilege in the West Ind'ea and the parts

adjoining, by a grant of Urban VIII.

Some maintain that, in consequence of a

concession made by Clement VII. to the

Portuguese congregation of St. John the

Evangelist, all regulars enjoy the same

privilege ; but this appears doubtful.

4. By a vicar-general, but only in

the absence of the bishop, or, if he be not

absent, by his express permission.

6. By vicars-capitular, sede vacanie,

but only after the expiration of a year

from the date of the vacancy in ordinary

cases. If, however, the case of the appli

cant be one of urgency, on account of his

having received, or being about to receive,

a benefice, the vicar-capitular may grant

him dimissorials within the year. (Fer

raris, Ordo, Ordinare, art. iii. § 30.)

DIOCESE (SioiVijtrir, administration).

The name by which the tract of country

with its population falling under the pas

torate of a Christian bishop is now uni

versally designated belonged originally

to the civil hierarchy. The bishops, taking

up from the Apostles the work of teaching

and converting the world, exercised their

jurisdiction for the most part over the

Christians of a single city and a small

district surrounding it. This was their

wapoiKla, the abode of the Christian

rrdpoiKoi (1 Pet. ii. 11), who, few in

number amidst the masses of the heathen,

lived in the world as passing strangers

and sojourners rather than as citizens.

The word 8io«i;o-ir occurs several times

in Cicero's letters to designate an Eastern

province or district ; but the wide-spread

official use of the name seems to have

been due to the organisation of the em

pire beguu by Diocletian and continued

by Constantino. " The whole empire was

divided into twelve dioceses, the smallest

of which— Rritain—consisted of four pro

vinces, the largest—Orieus—of sixteen."1

Each di ice* was governed by a Vicarius,

with the rank of spectabtiis. The word

gradually acquired an ecclesiastical use,

but its meaning varied. In Africa, by

the end of the fourth century, it seems to

have meant nearly what we mean by it

now, for the fifth canon of the Second

Council of Carthage (390) provides for the

appointment of new bishops, the consent

of the bishop of the original "diocese"

being first obtained. But in the East, as

shown by the canons of Chalcedon, it

1 Roman Provincial Adminiitration, W. T

Arnold, 1879.
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for a long time signified a patriarchate

or tract of country containing several

iwapxuu, provinces. Hincmar, Arch

bishop of Rheiins, writing to Pope Nicholas,

uses the term as equivalent to the modern

province, the jurisdiction of a metropoli

tan having sulfragan sees under him. In

England it was not till the thiiteenth

century that the word came into common

use. Bede speaks of an " episcopatus,"

or a " provincia," or an " ecclesia," but

never of a " dicecesis ; " nor can the terra

be found in the much later chronicles of

Symeon of Durham and Henry of Hun

tingdon ; it begins to occur, but not fre

quently, in the works of Matthew Paris,

and then in the precise sense which we

now attach to it. Ducange considers that

this was an abuse of the term, and that

the proper name for a bishop's diocese was

Parochia. A much more strange abuse

crept in in France in the Oarolingian era,

when, as we see from the canons of some

French councils, and the capitularies of

Charlemagne, " dicecesis" was used in the

sense of " parish." After the thirteenth

century the present signification of the

word became tirmly established.

The "Mappa Mundi" of Gervase of

Canterbury gives the titles of about three

hundred and tifty Catholic dioceses asexist-

ingneartheend of the twelfth century; but

the list is imperfect by his own confession.

In England and Wales, he enumerates two

provinces and twenty dioceses; in Scot

land, eleven dioceses ; in Ireland, four pro

vinces and thirty-three dioceses. The sees

of Gloucester, Oxford, and Peterborough

Were erected by Henry VIII. with the

authority of Parliament, but the arrange

ment was not confirmed by the Holy See.

The sees of the ancient English and

Scottish hierarchy, having become Angli

can or ceased to exist, the Pope has in

our own day (1850J divided England and

Wales anew into fourteen dioceses,1 form

ing one province under the Archbit-hop of

Westminster, and Scotland (1878) into

six dioceses, whereof one—Ghagow—is an

archdiocese without suHrngan sees, the

other five form one province under the

Archbishop of St. Andrews and Edin

burgh. Ireland, having in spite of perse

cution adhered to Catholic unity, retains

of course her ancient diocesan organisa

tion unimpaired, although the temporalities

of the sees are lost, and some of them

have been consolidated with others.

1 One of these, Middlesborongh, was se

parated from Leeds and made a distinct diocese

in 1880.

The total number of Catholic dioceses

at the present day, including twelve Patri

archal sees, amounts, according to the

computation in the Gerarchia Cattulica

for 1 880, to eight hundred and ninety-live.

Diocesan statutes, passed by a bishop

in Synod, are a part of the jut canonicum

spectale, which is defined as " that law

which has been enacted only for a par

ticular place, province, diocese, or commu

nity, and is not binding outside the limits

of the same." 1

sioirrsivB the areopaoitx,

The great theological importance of the

works attributed to Dionysius makes it

necessary to say something of them here,

though literary and biographical articles

do not enter into the plan of this Dic

tionary. We know from Acts xvii. 34,

that Dionysius was converted by St. Paul

during his visit to Athens. He is called

" the Areopagite*—i.c he was an assessor

in the court which bore that name. The

New Testament tells us nothing more

about him, for there is no reason given to

suppose that Damaris, a woman converted

at the same time, was his wife. But

another Dionysius, bishop of Corinth and

among the earliest of Christian writers,

informs us that the Areopagite became

bishop of Athens, and this no doubt may

be safely accepted as fact.' Later writers

say that he was martyred.'

It was long the general belief in the

West that St. Dionvsius the Areopagite

became afterwards bishop of Paris and

shed his blood there. But this belief

cannot be reconciled with ancient evidence.

There is no trace of it during the early

centuries, and we have positive proof that

St. Dionytius of Paris was a different

person from the Areopagite. St. Gregory

of Tours speaks of the former as coming

to France after 2fi0. The Martyrology

of Usuard distinguishes the feast of St.

Dionysius on October 3 from that of his

namesake, Dionysiusof Paris,ou OctoberD.

We need not give further reasons, easy as

it would be to do so, against an identifica

tion once defended with great tenacity and

great learning, but long since rejected by

all competent critics.

The following works are attributed to

Dionysius the Areopagite :—(1) a treatise

" On the Heavenly Hierarchy ; " (2) a

treatise " On the Ecclesiastical Hier

archy ; " (3) another ''On Divine Names ; "

« Ferrnris, "Jus," §22.

> Apud Euseb. iii. 4, iv. 28.

1 Niceph. iii. 11, quoted by Meyer on the

Acta.
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(4) another "On Mystical Theology;"

(5) ten letters addressed to John the

Apostle, Titus, Polycarp, &c. &c.

The first historical notice of these

works occurs in the contemporary ac

count1 of a conference held in 533 at

Constantinople, between the Catholics on

the one hand and the Severian Mono-

physites on the other, by the command of

the Emperor Justinian. The heretics

produced writings of the Areopagite in

support of their errors. The orthodox

replied that these writings could not be

genuine, otherwise they would have been

known to and used by the ancients, espe

cially by Cyril, Athanasius,and the Nicene

Fathers. However, these writings soon

obtained general recognition in the East,

and Gregory the Great had at least heard

of them about the year 600. In 827 a

copy of the supposed writings of Diony-

aius was sent by Michael the Stammerer

to Louis le De"bonnaire son of Charle

magne. They were translated into Latin

by Scotus Erigena, and there have been

many subsequent versions. In the middle

ages, Dionysius had immense authority

with Catholic theologians ; and in a work

written a few years ago to defend the

authenticity of the works attributed to

Dionysius, Msgr.Darboy alleges that there

b scarcely a passage in them which has

not been quoted by St. Thomas of Aquin.

Still, historical scholars, such as Le

Noury, Tillemont, Dupin, &c, have de

monstrated the spurious character of the

works in question. The objection made

at Constantinople, viz. that Cyril and

Athanasius (we may add Eusebius) are

silent concerning them, admits of no satis

factory replv. Facts and institutions are

mentioned by the pseudo-Dionysius which

happened and arose long after the age of

the Areopagite. When the forger, who

was evidently a Christian imbued with

the philosophy of the later Platonists, really

lived, it is much hnrder to say. Pearson

places the composition of the Dionysian

writings before 340 ; the learned Domini

can Lequien, at the end of the fifth century.

Other scholars, such as Daille" and Dr.

Westcott, put them later still. It need

scarcely be said that mediaeval writers

may well have found much that is true

in these writings, mistaken as they were

about their origin. (See Lequien's Dis

sertation in his edition of St. John Dama

scene ; Pearson, " Vindic. Ignat." ; Tille

mont, &c.)

1 Or rather in a Latin rersion of the account.

Hefele, ConcU. ii. 748.

DlPTTCHs. The word diptych

(Si'n-ru^ot) was originally applied to any

thing folded double. Thus Homer speaks

of a mantle "folded dtnble" (im-i-f^nc)

round the shoulders. But the adjective

diptych came to be used most commonly

as an epithet of tablets (JStXrat oroVXWox),

so that diptvch signified two leaves or

tablets bound together by a hinge. Some

times several leaves were so fastened to

gether and called rpimv^a, irtvrairrv\at or

T!o\inTv\a. They were used for sending

short letters, as memorandum books, &c.

They were often made of costly material,

worn partly as ornaments at the girdle,

and sent as presents to friends, to clients,

or to persons of distinction.

It is uncertain at what time the

Christian Church began to make use of

diptychs in the liturgy, but we know that

in Chrysostom's time the custom was fully

established. It was continued among the

Latins down to the twelfth, among the

Greeks down to the fifteenth, century.

They were called " holy tablets," " mysti

cal tablets," " mystical diptychs," " eccle

siastical catalogues," &c. The " diptvchs

of the living " contained the names of the

Pope, patriarchs, the bishop and clergy

of the church, often also of neighbouring

churches, those who offered the Euchar-

istic gifts, benefactors of the church, the

Emptor a d l mpie s, &c. The "dip

tychs of thj di ad " contained as a rule

the nsmei which had once been inscribed

in the diptychs of the living—e.g. those of

fo"mfT bi-hops of the particular church,

and also of other bishops, &c, specially

revered tlere. The diptychs also con

tained the names of the Blessed Virgin,

martyrs, and other saints. The insertion

of a name always implied that the person

bearing it was living or had died in

Catholic communion, for heresy, schi m,

and other crimes which were punished

by excommunication, caused a name to

be erased from the diptychs. Thus, ex-

| elusion from the diptychs was often equi

valent to a decision that the person so

disgraced was to be regarded as a heretic,

i whilt* the reinserVon of the name implied

1 that his ease had been exnniined and his

innocence proved.

The way in which the diptychs were

used at Mass varied in different times and

places. Originally, the deacon read out

the names from the amljo; later the deacon

or sub-deacon read them in a low voice to

the priest celebrating at the altar ; later

still, the diptychs were merely laid on

the altar, and the priest in his prayer re
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membered the names inscribed -without

actually reciting them. Again, the time

at which the diptychs were used at Mass

varied. Often the diptychs both of the

living and dead were read after the ser

mon or (more frequently) after the offer

tory. Sometimes, as in the liturgies of St.

Basil and St. Chrysostom, the diptychs

■were used after the consecration. In the

Roman liturgy from the earliest times,

the names of the living were read before,

those of the dead after, the consecration.

It is said that the diptychs led to the

formation of Church Calendars, and these

in turn gave rise to Martyrologies. It is

still more important to observe that the

diptychs have left their mark in the pre

sent Roman Missal. In the prayer of the

Canon, "Te igitur," the priest mentions

by name the reigning Pope and the bishop

of the diocese. At the " Memento,

Domine,"he pauses and silently commends

to God benefactors, friends, &c, who are

still living. At the " Communicantes "

he recites the names of the Blessed Virgin,

the saints, &c. All this occurs before the

consecration. After the consecration, in

the fifth prayer of the Canon, the priest

makes a memento of the dead. Doth

mementos in some MS. Missals retain the

title " oratio super " or " supra diptycha."

(See Kraus, " Real-Encvclopadie ; " Bene

dict XIV., " De Missa," ii. 1.3 and 17.)

DXRECTORXUM. A list, drawn up

by authority of the bishop, containing

directions as to the Mass and office to be

■aid on each day of the year. The number

of feasts in the present calendar, and the

frequent necessity of transferring some,

commemorating or omitting others, makes

the Directorium or, ns it is usually called,

"Ordo," necessary for the clergy. Id

ancient times the bishop published orally

the list of the feasts to be observed. The

bishops had to follow the directions of

their metropolitan, and he ajrain con

formed to tliH ordinHnces of the Roman

bishop, who based his direction on the

reckoning or " computus ecclesiastieus "

of the Alexandrian ( Tiurch. Very often

in the ancient Church a list of moveable

feasts was hung to the Pa.-cbal candle.1

1 The Cathmic Directory, familiar to English

Catholics, contains beniries the Ordo a list of

clergy, churches, etc. The first number of the

Laity's Directory (we take the^e facts from an

interesting article by Mr. Thurston in the Month

for February 1882) seems to have appeared in

1759. It was followed a few years later by

another directory published with ecclesiastical

approbation, and this latter after 1788 was the

sole directory. In 1798 the list of Catholic

DISCALCES. Going without shoes

—bare-footed. Certain orders of friars

practise this austerity, which was first

introduced among the Friars Minors of

the Strict Observance by the Blessed

John of Guadaloupe, about the year

1500. The Carmelite reform both of

men and women, instituted by St. Teresa,

is also discalced. The discalced August-

inians (Hermits) were founded by Father

Thomas of Jesus, a Portuguese, about the

same time. (Heiyot, Zte'cAauW*.)

discipline. The word disciplina

means, first, instruction ; then that which

is taught—e.£. science or doctrinal system ;

lastly, order or regulations maintained in

a family, army, or the like. Usually, dis

cipline in its ecclesiastical sense signifies

the laws which bind the subjects of the

Church in their conduct, as distinct from

dogmas or articles of faith, which affect

their belief.

Such disciplinary laws may be of

divine institution, attested by Scripture or

Apostolic tradition, and in that case they

are inalterable. For example, the supre

macy of the Pope over the whole Church,

the government of the faithful by bishops,

and many similar points of discipline,

were settled once for all by divine autho

rity and cannot be changed. The Church,

however, has power to add disciplinary

laws according to the requirements of

different times and circumstances, and

these laws all Christians whom they con

cern are bound to obey. The Church has

this power, not only because it belongs to

any well-constituted community, but also

because she speaks in the name of Him to

whom all power has been given in heaven

and on earth ; and the Church, having

i the right to make such laws, has also the

power to alter them. If they have been

imposed by a Pope or council, or have

become in any other way part of the

general law of the Church, supreme

authority may relax or annul them, and

on the same principle bishops or other

local superiors may change laws made by

themselves or their predecessors.

Thus the discipline of the Church

may alter and has altered from age to

age. At one time married persons were

allowed to enter holy orders ; this is no

longer the case in the Latin Church. The

ceremonies of Mass have been gradually

perfected. New feasts have been intro-

churches in London was given for the first time.

An annual called the Catholic Directory occu

pies thosamo field in the United States an the

English directory above referred to.
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duced ; the severity of lasts has been

mitigated. At this day, the diecipline of

one place may differ in important parti

culars from that which prevails in another.

But the infallibility of the Church is our

security that she will never sanction dis

cipline contrary to sound faith or morals,

and the Holy Ghost, who animates her,

will provide that all things be ordered

sweetly and wisely, as time and place

require.

DISCIPLINE OF THE SECRET

(disci/dina arcani). The term is not

found in ancient writers, and first occurs

in a German author, Meier, who made use

of it in a treatise " De Recondita Ecclesise

Theologia," published at Helmstadt in

1677. 1 It has been in common use ever

since, as a convenient name for the

custom which prevailed in the early

Church of concealing from heathen and

catechumens the more sacred and mys

terious doctrines and rites of the Catholic

religion, either by not mentioning them

at all or by mentioning them ouly in

enigmatical language, unintelligible or

even misleading except to those who

were initiated into its meaning. The

reader will see on a moment's consideration

the dogmatic and controversial impor

tance of the matter. Little stress can be

laid on the infrequent mention of the

real presence, the mystery of the Trinity

and the like in early writers, if the exist

ing discipline restrained them from speak

ing openly on such subjects in books which

might fall into the hands of the general

public ; and the same discipline may help

to explain the fact that they sometimes

express themselves on the Christian

mysteries in language which seems strange

and inadequate to us.

There can be no reasonable doubt as

to the fact that this discipline of the

secret did exist in the early Church. It

arose from several causes. In times of

persecution the Christians were afraid to

speak openly and frankly about their

worship and doctrine, from the natural

fear that such disclosures would expose

them to further injury and interruption.

Moreover, they regarded the truth as a

sacred deposit, and they were afraid of

communicating it to those who would mis

understand it or laugh it to scorn. They

were mindful of our Lord's admonition

not to cast pearls before swine (Matt. vii. 6)

and of the Apostle's declaration that he

fed the Corinthians with milk, not with

1 Probst, Kirchliche Ditciplin in den drei

ertten christiichen Jahrhunderten, p. 806.

strong meat, because they were not able

to bear it. A few instances will be

enough to prove the point and at the

same time to illustrate the nature of the

discipline in question. " That it existed

even as a rule," says Cardinal Newman,1

"with respect to the Sacraments, seems

to be confessed on all hands." It is well

known that t he heathens and catechumens

were not allowed to be present at the

wThole of the Mass, and that a distinction

was made between the Mass of the faith

ful and the Mass of the catechumens.*

Again, Minucius Felix, Athenagoras,

Tatian, Theophilus, Arnobius, in their

Apologies for the Christian religion pre-

serve an absolute silence on the holy Eu

charist. The famous inscription discovered

at Auturi in 1839 exemplifies another mode

in which this discipline was observed.

" Take the food sweet as honey of the

saviour of the holy ones, eat and drink

holding the fish in thy hands"—words

perfectly intelligible to Christians, among

whom the " fish " meant " Jesus Christ

Son of God, the Saviour'" ('l^5i/r = 'Iijcrovr

XptoTas dfov vios (TbtTrjp), received first in

the hands, then in the mouth of the

communicant, but mere jargon to those

who were outside the Church. So, again,

Origen3 speaks of the soul on its conversion

to the Church as initiated into the " mys

teries of the faithful " {tacrammtajidelium,

an expression which must include the

sacraments), " which those know who are

initiated ; " and, again, " of those venerable

and sublime mysteries which those know

who may be permitted to do so.4 Even

when persecution was over the secrecy

with regard to the sacraments was still

maintained. Chrysostom in a letter to

Pope Innocent I. tells him how "the

blood of Christ had been spilt " during a

tumult in a church of Constantinople.

In such a letter no caution in language

was called for. But his biographer

Palladius in a published book says " they

overturned the symbols." 4 At a synod

held at Antioch" in 340 the Catholic

bishops indignantly accuse the Arions of

letting catechumens, and even heathens,

hear the " mysteries " discussed.'

That this discipline existed " in other

respects is plain from the nature of the

case, and from the writings of the Apolo-

1 Development, p. 27.

* Cnnstit. Apost. ii. 67.

3 Horn. viii. n. 4, in Exod.

4 In Jos. Horn. iv. : "quos nosse fas est."
s Dbllingcr, LeJire der EucharUtie, p. 16.

o Ibid. p. 13.
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gists. Minucius Felix and Amobius, in

controversy with pagans, imply a denial

that they, the Christians, used altars;

yet Tertullian speaks expressly of the

Ara Dei in the church. What can we

say but that the Apologists deny altars

m the sense in which they ridicule them,

or that they deny that altars such as the

pagan altars were tolerated by Christians ?

And in like manner Minucius allows that

there were no temples among Christians ;

yet they are distinctly recognised in the

edicts of the Dioclesian era, and are

known to have existed at a still earlier

date." 1

It has been already shown incidentally

that the discipline of the secret is based

on Scriptural precept, and was in force

at least from the close of the second

century. Even Ignatius may perhaps

have had it in view when he describes

the Christians of Ephesus as " initiated

along with St. Paul." '' It was enforced

with different degrees of strictness accor

ding to circumstances. Sometimes, to

meet the calumnies of heathen and more

particularly of heretics, it was necessary

to speak out, so that it does not follow,

because Justin and Irenseus express them

selves with considerable fullness on the

Eucharist, that the discipline of the secret

was unknown to them. After the sixth

century the need for the old reserve

passed away. (Schelstrate, " De Disciplina

Arcani," Rornse, 1085 ; Probst, " Kirch-

liche Disciplin," &c, part iii. c. 2.)

dispensation. The relaxation

of a law in a particular case. The neces

sity of dispensation arises from the fact

that a law which is made for the general

good may not be beneficial in this or that

special case, and therefore may be rightly

relaxed with respect to an individual,

while it continues to bind the community.

Dispensation must be carefully dis

tinguished from the interpretation of a

law, though the two are often confused

with one another in common speech.

Thus, a person so ill that he cannot fast

without serious injury to his health needs

no dispensation, because he is by the

nature of the case exempt from the law.

On the other hand, though he may be

able to fast, his health, occupations, Set.,

may make it suitable that the law should

be relaxed in his favour ; for this purpose

a dispensation is required, and he must

apply to some one possessed of authority

to grant it. Anyone may interpret the

1 Newman, Development, p. 27.

> Ad EpMet. xii.

law who has sufficient knowledge and

impartiality to do so, but jurisdiction is

needed in order to dispense.

The general principle is that the law

giver, from whom the law derives its

force, has power to relax it. So again,

a superior may relax the laws of his pre

decessors, because his power is equal to

theirs, or of his inferiors, because his

power is greater. But an inferior cannot

dispense in the laws of his superiors unless

by power delegated to him for that end.

God Himself cannot give a dispen

sation, in the strict sense of the word,

from the natural law. " From the pre

cepts of the decalogue," says St. Thomas,

" no dispensation of whatsoever kind can

be given," and to the objection that God

who made the ten commandments can

unmake them, he replies, " God would

deny Himself if he did away with the

order of his justice, since He is identical

with his own justice, and therefore God

cannot give a dispensation making it

lawful for a man to neglect the due order

to God, or exempting him from sub

mission to the order of his justice even

in those things which concern the re

lations of men to each other." 1 God,

however, can change the circumstances in

such a manner that the case no longer

falls under the law. He could, for ex

ample, as supreme Lord and proprietor of

all, make over the goods of the Egyptians

to the Israelites, so that the latter could

take them without committing robbery.

He could, as the Lord of all that lives,

deprive Isaac of life and make Abraham

the executioner. Further, just as a man

may remit a debt, so God may free a

man from the obligation incurred to Him

by oath or vow. Lastly, God can of

course dispense from the positive law

which he has imposed—e.g. he could have

dispensed a Jew from the law of circum

cision, the Sabbath, &c. "We may now

pass on to consider the actual law of the

Church on dispensations.

The Pope can dispense from obligations

to God which a man has incurred of his

own free will—i.e. by oath or vow. Thw

power belongs to him as the successor of

St. Peter to whom Christ gave the power

of binding and loosing. He can also

dispense in all matters of ecclesiastical

l St. Thorn. 12nd«e,qu. 100,a.8. Thcopinlon

of Occam, D'Ailly, and Gcrson that God could

dispense from the precepts of the decalogue has

long been abandoned. The Scotists held that

God could dispense from the precepts of the

second table except that against lying.
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law. Bishops, by their ordinary power,

can dispense from the statutes of the

diocesan synods, &c, and they can dis

pense individuals from the general laws

of the Church, or from obligations under

which they have placed themselves to

God, in such cases as frequently occur—

e.g. in most vows, in fasts, abstinences,

observance of feasts, &c. But by reason

of privilege, lawful custom or necessity,

the dispensing power of the bishop is

often extended. Custom has also given

parish priests power to dispense individuals

from fasts, abstinences, abstinence from

servile work on feasts, and the like. As

a rule, a person who has received power

to dispense from a superior by delegation

cannot sub-delegate.

A reason is always needed before a

dispensation can be lawfully given. If a

superior dispenses without cause in his

own law or in that of an inferior, the

dispensation, though unlawful, is valid. It',

however, an inferior to whom dispensing

power has been delegated uses it without

reason, the dispensation is null and void.

In all cases it is taken for granted that a

dispensation is only given on the tacit

condition that the statements of the

person who petitions for it are true.

Concealment or falsehood in an essential

matter affecting the motive which induced

the superior to dispense, renders the dis

pensation null.

A dispensation ceases if recalled ; if it

is renounced and the renunciation is

accepted by the superior ; also, in certain

eases, if the cause for which the dis

pensation was given no longer exists.

What those cases are it is not so easy to

determine. According to Suarez, a dis

pensation from one single obligation—e.g.

a vow—continues even when the cause for

which it was granted is there no longer,

provided the dispensation has been ac

cepted and used before the cause ceased.

On the contrary, dispensations which

virtually relax a series of obligations—e.g.

from fasting each day in Lent—expire

with the cause which induced the superior

to grant them.

DIVORCE, in its widest sense, sig

nifies a separation made between man and

wife on sufficient grounds and by lawful

authority. It may dissolve the marriage

bond altogether, so that the man or woman

is free to contract a fresh marriage (te-

paratio quoad vinculum) ; or it may simply

relieve one of the parties from the obliga

tion of living with the other (teparatio

quoad torum et mentam).

No human power can dissolve the

bond of marriage when ratified and con

summated between baptised persons. But

(1) The marriage bond may be dis

solved, even between baptised persons, by

Papal authority, if the marriage has not

been consummated. Such at least is the

common doctrine of canonists and theolo

gians; nor does Billuart, who holds the

opposite opinion, deny that such divorces

have been granted by Martin V., Paul III.,

Pius IV., and Gregory XIII.

(2) It may be dissolved in similar

circumstances by the solemn religious

profession of either party. This point

was defined at Trent, sees, xxiv., can. 6;

the principle had been already laid down

by Innocent III., who professed to follow

the example of his predecessors, and it

is justified by the example of ancient

saints, who left their brides before con

summation of marriage to lead a life of

perpetual continence. The engagement

by which they bound themselves to con

tinence may be considered equivalent

to a solemn religious profession in later

times.

(3) If two unbaptised persons have

contracted marriage, this marriage, even

if consummated, may be dissolved, sup

posing one of the parties embraces the

Christian religion and the other refuses to

live peaceablv and without insult to the

Christian religion in the married state.

This principle is laid down by Inno

cent III., and is founded on the "dis

pensation of the Apostle," as it is called,

in 1 Cor. vii. 12-15.

In all other cases the marriage bond

is indissoluble, and, besides this, married

persons are bound to live together, as

man and wife. Tbey may, however,

separate by mutual consent; and, again, if

one party exposes the other to grave

danger of body or so'U, or commits adul

tery, the innocent partner may obtain a ju

dicial separation, or even refuse to cohabit

without waiting foi the sentence of the

judge, provided always that the offence is

clearly proved. If the innocent party has

condoned the adultery, the right of separa

tion on that ground is forfeited— unless, of

course the offence is repeated. (From

Billuart, St. Liguori, Gury, " De Matri-

monio.")

docetje (from SoKtiv, " to seem,"

because they attributed to Christ an

apparent but not a real humanity) were

not a special sect. The name describe*

a feature common to the doctrine ofmany

early heresies—viz. the denial that Jesus
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Christ was t rue man. The name occurs in

Theodoret,1 but the tendency which it de

scribes dates from the heresies of Apostolic

times. Thus Cerinthus distinguished be

tween Christ and Jesus : the latter, he

said, was a mere man, born in the

natural way ; the former, an aeon, or

spiritual being, who descended on him at

his baptism, but afterwards took flight

and left Jesus to suffer alone. St John,

in his first Epistle (iv. 2), alludes to a

heresy of this kind in the words, " Every

spirit which confesseth that Jesus Christ

is come in the flesh is of God ; and every

spirit which dissolveth Jesus is not of

God." It is because the Church of his

time was in conflict with this form of

error that St. Ignatius insists so strenu

ously on the reality of the Incarnation in

opposition to those who said Christ's

" sufferings are visionary, being themselves

visionary.'' 1 This Docetic tendency was

further developed by Marcion. who main

tained that Christ s body was a mere

phantom.* The error of tie Docet®, in a

modified form, was revived by the Apol-

linarists, who denied the reality of Christ's

human aoul, and by the Eutychians, who

represented his humanity as absorbed in

the divine nature.

doctor AJTGZX.XCTJB. The name

given to St Thomas of Aquin. Ruysbroch

was called Ecstaticus ; St. Bernard, Melli-

fluus ; Alexander of Hales, hrefragabilis ;

Durandus (de Sancto Porciano), Resolu-

tissimus ; St. Buonaventura, Seraphicus ;

Occam, Singularis ; Henrv of Ghent, So-

lemnis; Duns Scotus, Subtilis.

DOCTOR OF THE CRTJRCR.

Three things, says Benedict XIV. are

required to make a Doctor of the Church.

First, he must have had learning so emi

nent that it fitted him to be a doctor not

only in the Church but of the Church

(" doctor ipsius occlesite ") so that through

him " the darkness of error was scattered,

dark things were made clear, doubts

resolved, the difficulties of Scripture

opened." Next, he must have shown

heroic sanctity. Thirdly—though, as we

shall nee presently, this last condition has

not always been insisted on—the title of

" Doctor of the Church " must be con

ferred by a declaration of the Pope or of

a General Council. Four Doctors of the

Church are named in the canon law : viz.

Ambrose, Augustine, Jerome, Gregory.

1 See Petav. De Inearnat. ad init.

' to ioKtlv lre/;oi divnv aUTOf, ai'roi dmc TO

to..',,. Ad Troll. 10.

* Tertull. Dt Came Christi, cap. i.

Besides these, other saints enjoy the title

and cultus due to a Doctor of the Church

without a formal declaration of Pope or

council. Under this class Benedict XIV.

puts Chrysostom, Gregory Nazianzen,

Anselm, Isidore, Peter Chrysologus. He

adds that a part of the cultus usually

assigned to doctors is given to St. Hilary,1

in whose office the gospel and prayer but

not the antiphon, and to St. Athanasius

and St. Basil, who have only the antiphon

but not the gospel and prayer, proper to

doctors.

Since the Reformation the title of Doc

tor of the Church has been conferred more

freely. Pius V. added St. Thomas of Aquin

to the list ; Sixtus V., St. Buonaventura,

During the eighteenth century the title

was conferred on St. Anselm, St. Isidore,

and St. Leo. Pius VIII. gave the title to

St. Bernard ; Pius IX. to St. Hilary,

St. Alphonsus Liguori, and St. Francis of

Sales. (Chiefly from Benedict XIV., " De

Canoniz.," lib. iv. p. 2, cap. 11, 12.)

DOGMA, in its theological Bense, is a

truth contained in the Word of God,

written or unwritten—t'.e. in Scripture or

tradition—and proposed by the Church

for the belief of the faithful Thus

dogma is a revealed truth, since Scripture

is inspired by the Holy Ghost, while

tradition signifies the truths which the

Apostles received from Christ and the

Holy Spirit, and handed down to the

Church.

The word itself has an interesting his

tory. In classical writers it has three

distinct senses connected with its deriva-

vation from Sonctv, " to seem." It means,

accordingly, that which seems good to

the individual—i.e. an opinion; that

which seems good to legitimate autho

rity—i.e. the resolution of a public assem

bly, or, in other words, a decree ; lastly,

it acquired a peculiar sense in the philo

sophic schools. The mere word of some

philosopher {e.g. of Pythagoras) was con

sidered authoritative with his disciples;

and so Cicero, in the Academic Questions,

•peaks of " decrees," or doctrines, "' which

the philosophers call dogmata, none of

which can be surrendered without

crime." In the LXX and New Testa

ment, the word retains the second of the

two of the senses given above. Thus, in

Daniel ii. 13, iii. 10, in Luc. ii. 1, xvii. 7,

it is used of decrees proceeding from the

State. In Ephes. ii. 15, Coloss. ii. 14,

' Pius fX. gave Hilary the title of Doctor,

and now, of course, the antiphon " 0 Doctor " is

recited in his office
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it signifies the Mosaic ordinances, and

in Acts XvL 4 (ttoyfiara to iceKpiniva)

the disciplinary decrees issued by the

Apostolic Council at Jerusalem. No

where in the New Testament does it

bear the sense in which theologians em

ploy it*1

This sense sprang from the third of

the classical meanings given above—viz.

that of a truth accepted on the authority

of a philosopher. The Pythagoreans ac

cepted tenets, which if true admitted of

proof, on the authority of their master.

Christians, better instructed, accepted

truths beyond the reach of unaided rea

son which had been revealed by Christ to

his Church. These truths they called

dogmas. We find the earliest trace of

this technical sense, still imperfectly de

veloped, in St. Ignatius, " Magn." 13 :—

"Use all zeal to be established in the

doctrines [iv rolr Boypaa-iv) of the Lord

and the Apostles." 1 In later Fathers the

word occurs in its precise, theological

meaning. Thus, St. Basil mentions " the

dogma of Christ's Divinity " (to rijs dio-

Xoylas Soypa) ; Chrysostom, " the dog

mas (Soy/iara) of the Church ; " Vincent

of Lerins, " t he ancient dogmas (dogmata)

of heavenly philosophy." 3 This last illus

trates the origin of the theological term.

From the definition with which we

began it follows that the Church has no

power to make new dogmas. It is her

office to contend for the faith once de

livered, and to hand down the sacred

deposit which she has received without

adding to it or taking from it. At the

same time, the Church may enunciate

fully and impose dogmas or articles of

faith contained in the Word of God, or

at least deduced from principles so con

tained, but as yet not fully declared and

imposed. Hence with regard to a new

definition—such, e.g., as that of Transub-

stantiation, Christians have a twofold duty.

They are obliged to believe, first, that the

doctrine so defined is true, and next that

it is part of the Christian revelation

received by the Apostles. Again, no

Christian is at liberty to refuse assent to

any dogma which the Church proposes.

To do so iuvolves nothing less than

1 The list of New Testament passages given

in the text is exhaustive, except that Lach-

mann reads to hoyfia. tov Sao-tAtw?, the decree of

King Pharao, in Heb. xi. 23.
* See also Barnab. Ep. 1 , rpia olr My/iara io-nr

Kvpiov, where the old Latin version has " consti-

tutiones."
' Basil. Orat. iv. In Htxaan. ChrysoBt.. In

Galat.cap. l.apud Kunn, Dogmatih, vol. i.p. 191.

shipwreck of the faith, and no Catholic

can accept the Protestant distinction be

tween " lundamental and non-fundamental

articles of faith." It is a matter of funda

mental importance to accept the whole of

the Church's teaching. True, a Catholic

is not bound to know all the definitions of

the Church—but, if he knowingly and

wilfully contradicts or doubts the truth

of any one among them, he ceases to be a

Catholic.

This arbitrary distinction between

essential and non-essential articles, has

led by natural consequence to the opinion

that dogmatic belief, as such, matters

little provided a man's life is virtuous and

his feelings are devout. A religion of this

kind is on the very face of it different

from the religion of the Apostles and

their successors. St. Paul anathematises

false teachers, and bids his disciples shun

heretics; St. John denounces the denial

of the Incarnation as a mark of Antichrist.

It is not necessary to quote the utterances

of the early Fathers on this matter,

which has been already treated in the

article on the Church, but we may

refer the reader to the striking discussion

of the subject in Cardinal Newman's book

on "Development," ch. vii. sect. 1, §5.

We will only remark in conclusion that

it is unreasonable to make light of dog

matic truth, unless it can be shown that

there is no such thing in existence. If

God has made a revelation, then both

duty and devotional feeling must depend

on the dogmas of that revelation, and be

regulated by them.

DOGMATIC THEOLOCT is the

science of Christian dogma. It treats of

doctrine svsteuiaticallv, regarding the

doctrine of the Church as a whole, and

considering each article of faith in con

nection with others which are either allied

to or seem to contradict it. It proves the

doctrines of the Church from Scripture

and tradition, illustrates them by natural

analogies and points out that though they

cannot be demonstrated from reason, tbey

are in harmony with it. It answers

objections drawn from philosophy and

other sciences, and above all deduces

theological consequences from the truths

of faith. It is hard to distinguish clearly

apologetic or controversial and positive

theology on the one hand from dogmatic

theologv on the other. Controversial

theologians defend the faith against

infidels and heretics; positive theology

investigates the proofs of Catholic doctrine

in Scripture and tradition; but all this
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may be said of dogmatic theology also.

The distinction between them seems to

lie in the fact that, though dogmatic

theology does occupy itself with these

matters, they do not form the whole or

even the principal part of its subject

matter. The systematic presentation of

doctrine, the exhibition of the relations

between faith and reason, the application

of philosophy to religion, so as to deduce

conclusions from premisses given partly by

philosophy, partly bv revelation—this is

the chief business of the dogmatic theo

logian. The rest, though of capital

importance in itself, possesses only a

secondary interest for him.

In the early ages of the Church the

chief doctrines of the faith were precisely

stated and formally defined ; but little

was done directly for dogmatic theology.

The early Fathers had to contend with

persecution, and what leisure they had

was mostly spent in attempts to recom

mend the faith to heathens. When the

hand of the persecutor was stayed, the

great controversies on the Trinity, on the

Incarnation, on grace and predestination,

began, and the champions of the faith were

as a rule much too busy in stating and

defending the great verities of revelation

to think of expounding them systemati

cally. Then came the barbarian incursions

in the West, the Mohammedan conquests

in the East ; and the Latin Church was

occupied in the work of converting and

civilising the new masters of Western

Europe. It was in the latter part of the

middle ages, when the faith, already de

fined and fixed, enjoyed a supreiUMcy such

as it has never known before or since,

that the great dogmatic theologians lived.

After the fall of Constantinople Greek

learning spread in the West. Christian

antiquitv was more studied and better un

derstood, and by all this of course theology

gained immensely. But to a great extent

dogmatic theology suffered by the diversion

of interest to Scriptural and historical

criticism ; and a century later the great

Protestant revolt gave an increasing im-

Sortance to controversial as distinct from

ogmatic theology.

We have already indicated the division

which we shall observe in this article. We

shall begin by tracing the first essays at

dogmatic theology in the Patristic period,

passing next to the theologians of the

middle Rges, and concluding with those

of modern times.

I. Patrittic Period.—As has been

already hinted, there is no dogmatic

theology, properly so called, during this

time, so that it need not detain us long.

Many, however, among the Fathers treat

the Christian religion in a philosophic

spirit, and address themselves to some at

least among the various problems of

dogmatic theology. Thus the Apologists

of the second and third centuries try to

show—often, it is true, in a verv fanciful

way—that the Christian religion is in

agreement with the best results of Greek

pliilosophy, and in particular with the

teaching of Plato. Justin, e.g., explains

the supposed fact that Christian doctrines

are found in Greek heathen writers partly

on the theory that all men participate in

the illumination of the Word,1 partly on

the assumption that the Greeks had

borrowed from the sacred books of the

Old Testament.* Clement of Alexandria

reaches a higher and more accurate notion

of the relations between do<rnia and

science. The most important of his works,

the " Stromata," is meant to show that a

Christian may do more than believe the

faith and keep the commandments. Be

yond the ordinary faith, he says,' we

may reach by instruction and the perfect

observance of God's law a knowledge

which is the " perfection of man as man."

To a certain extent, this perfection is a

moral one, and so far does not concern us

here. But Clement also makes it consist

in knowing truth with peculiar accuracy,*

in the ability to "demonstrate" it5 and

to fathom the hidden meanings of Scrip

ture, in the power of using all science and

learning as a means of refuting error and

conveying to others exact notions of the

truth." The great Origen, in his book

" De Principiis," makes a further advance,

and really sketches out the plan of a dog

matic system. Speaking of the Church's

dogmas he says,' " These mu«t be used as

elements and foundations by everyone

who desires to form a certain order and

system, by considering them all together,

so that he may form evident and neces

sary propositions, discover the truth on

each point, and, as we have said, make

one system out of the examples and

propositions which be finds in the Holy

Scriptures, or discovers by following out

things to their logical consequences." It

is to bo observed, however, that Origen

1 ApoL ii. 8. 2 Apol. i. 44.

5 Strcm. vii. 10, p. 8.i4. * 1U vii. l(>.p.891.

» Jh. vii. 10, p. 865.
• lb. vi. 10, pp. 780-781.

7 De Princitt. Prffif. n. 10. The work,

except a few frairments, only exists in the

translation of Kufinus.
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never worked out the plan which he pat

before himself; and, besides, there were

inherent defects in his method, which

would have kept him from doing so

successfully. Nor did later Fathers

realise the ideal which Origen had before

him. Of course, the great Doctors of the

Church in defending Catholic doctrine on

the Trinity and Incarnation incidentally

supplied abundance of matter for the

furtherance of systematic and specula

tive theology. Indeed, St. Augustine's

writings had an extraordinary and en

during influence on every department of

theological science, and the study of them

was the great means of theological edu

cation, and gave the strongest impulse to

scientitic progress during the middle

ages. But as a rule the Fathers supplied

the stones which the scholastics built

together.1 Still, one exception at least

must be noted. In his treatise " De

Trinitate," St. Augustine sets himself to

resolve the historical and the speculative

difficulties of the doctrine. He proves

the Nicene doctrine from Scripture and

tradition ; tries to reconcile the belief in a

Trinity of Persons with the belief in the

unity of God ; and confirms the truth of

the Catholic doctrine by natural analogies.

In the opinion of competent judges no

writing of the early ages deserves to

be compared with it for fullness and

thoroughness.

II. The Scholastic Period.—Dogmatic

theology, in the strict sense of the word,

began to be in the East, long before it

was known in Western Europe. Zacha-

rias Scholasticus and John Philoponus,

in the sixth century, discussed Christian

doctrine in a philosophic spirit, and in

the first half of the following century,

John of Damascus brought dogmatic

theology to the highest level which it ever

reached among the Greeks. He was ac

quainted with the logical writings of

Aristotle, and so acquired the philosophic

training necessary for a theologian. He

was well read in the Greek Fathers and

familiar with the speculations of Pseudo-

Dionysius. Thus equipped, he summed

up all the theological learning of his day

in his great work entitled the " Fountain

of Wisdom " (ir^y^ crexpiot). The first

part contains the dialectic, which since

1 Of course this comparison must not be

pressed. It would be absurd to attribute to the

scholastics a general superiority over such a

writer as S;. Augustine. If much was gained,

much also was lost, by the scholastic love of

system.

the Arian controversies had been the

object of increasing attention in the

Church, and was afterwards zealously

studied by the Arabs. The second part

gives a history of heresies ; the third,

" an accurate exposition of the orthodox

faith " (eKcWir dxpifOis r^t op&obofcov

nio-rtas). This third part treats (n) of

God in his essence, attributes, and Trinity

of Persons; (j3) of the creative act by

which invisible spirits and visible things

were made, of the Divine fore-knowledge,

and of free-will ; (y) of the Incarnation,

and the economy of" salvation ; (5) of the

means by which this salvation is appro

priated, and generally of such matters as

concern practical piety—i.e. of faith and

baptism, the cult us of the saints, use of

images, &c. ; of Scripture, the origin ofsin

in the abuse of free-will, the law of God,

the Sabbath, circumcision, virginity, Ac. ;

and lastly, of Antichrist and the resurrec

tion. Here we have something like a

complete system of theology, but with

John of Damascus the theology of the

Easterns reached its highest point. Fur

ther advance was to be made, not in the

East, but in the West.

There, even after the shock of the bar

barian conquests was over, a long period of

preparation was needed before dogmatic

theology could arise, and for this very

reason when it did arise it manifested ex

traordinary strength, possessed a singular

vitality, and did its work with wonderful

completeness. These preparations con

sisted in the study of the Aristotelian

logic, much furthered by Boethius in the

earlier part of the sixth century. Again,

the dogmatic teaching of the Fathers was

summarised by such authors as Isidore of

Seville, who in his " Originum seu Kty-

mologiarum Codex " furnished an encvclo-

ptedia of sciences, including theology,

while his " Libri Sententiarum " is a

kind of anthology from the Fathers,

particularly from St. Augustine. Alcuin

did much to encourage the foundation

of monastic schools and so to keep the

lamp of learning alive. Still, although the

writings of St. Gregory the Great exer

cised a wide and strong influence, al

though the living interest in dogmatic

controversy was kept up by the disputes

on the Adoption of the Son of God, on

the Eucharist, on Predestination, and

by those occasioned through the rational

ism and pantheistic tendencies of Scotus

Erigena, the period which elapsed between

the sixth and eleventh century was one of

learning rather than of speculation. The
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men of that age fathered in peace the

fruits of the past ; they seldom began to

till new ground. Nor had they as yet

the instruments to hand which were in

dispensable for the advance of theology.

They knew the positive teaching of the

Fathers ; they did their best to master the

natural and mathematical sciences, gram

mar, logic, rhetoric, &c, and to make

themselves at home in the wisdom of the

Greeks and Romans. But they had no

philosophy, and philosophy is a necessary

basis for theological speculation. In the

eleventh century this desideratum was sup

plied. Then the monastic schools, which

had sunk into comparative insignificance

after the death of Charles the Bald, be

came more celebrated than ever for learn

ing (those of Tours and Bee deserve special

mention), and in Ansehn of Canterbury

produced a man, not only of learning, but

of speculative ability. Some time later

these schools were cast into the shade by

the universities, and that of Paris in par

ticular was the fostering mother of dia

lectical theology throughout the rest of

the middle ages. Better translations of

Aristotle came into use, and not only his

logical, but also his metaphysical and

physical treatises were studied with en

thusiastic appreciation. True, philosophy

was regarded as the handmaid of faith.

The Catholic religion was accepted as the

absolute truth, and although the philo

sopher proved from reason the truths of

natural religion, such as the being of God,

the spirituality of the soul, and the like,

still even on hi9 own ground he had to

bring his work into agreement with the

teaching of the Church. Still, philosophi

cal questions in themselves awakened the

most intense interest, and theology chiefly

consisted in drawing conclusions from

principles furnished partly by the faith,

partly by philosophy ; it followed naturally

that the whole of a man's theology was

coloured by his philosophical opinions.

The great philosophical question debated

during all the scholastic period was about

the nature of universals. There were the

extreme Realists, like Scotus ; the moderate

Realists, like St. Thomas ; there were No

minalists, such as Occam. All these names

represent different schools of theology, and

it is often easy to trace the direct influence

which the theory they held on universals

had on their theology. Of course, we do

not mean to say that every difference—e.g.

between Scotus and St. Thomas—can be

traced to a philosophical source, but

many among these differences certainly

can be so traced. So well was this under

stood that so long as Scotism kept its

ground in the Franciscan schools, the

Scotist philosophy, and that alone, was

looked upon as the necessary preparation

for theology. The mutual interpenetration

of philosophy and theology is the great

distinguishing mark of the scholastic

period.

We can only mention the most dis

tinguished names among the scholastics,

and say a few words about one or two

among them. St, Anselm was the great

light of the eleventh century, towards

the end of which he lived. In the

twelfth centurv the great names are those

of Roscelin, Abelard, and Peter Lombard ;

in the thirteenth, those of Alexander of

Hales, Albertus Magnus, St. Thomas,

Bonaventura, John Duns Scotus.

Anselm did not construct a complete

corpus or sum of theology, but he treated

ofits principal parts—viz. the existence and

nature of God and the Trinity in his " Mo-

uologium,"" Proslogion," " De Fid. Trin.,"

and " Process. Spirit. S. contra Grace. ; "

the freedom of the will, origin of evil,

and the fall, in " De Lib. Arbitr., de Casu

Diabol., de Concept. Virginal, et Original.

Peccato ; " of the Incarnation and redemp

tion, in " Cur Deus Homo." Peter Lom

bard's four Books of Sentences were for

centuries the lasis of theological in

struction. St. Thomas, Scotus, nay even

so late a writer as the famous E9tius,

commented on them. Peter Lombard sets

out with the principle—borrowed from

St. Augustine—that Christianity is a

doctrine concerning realities and signs,

the principal :-ignsT>eing the sacraments.

He subdivides the realities into such as we

are to enjoy (frui)—i.e. such as are ends ;

such as we are to use (uti) as means ; and

considers lastly the subjects or rotionol

creatures intended to use these meanB. Ac

cordingly, the first Book of the Sentences

treats of God and the Trinity (realities

which are ends in themselves) ; the

second, in its first part, of the world, in its

second of rational creatures, in its third

of free-will and grace, virtues and vices

(of things to be used as means, of those

who use them, of use and abuse) ; the

third, of the redemption, by which man is

again enabled to see things aright ; the

fourth, of the resurrection and of " signs "

—i.e. chiefly of the sacraments. A

moment's thought will enable anyone to

see some at least of the patent, defects

implied in such an arrangement. St.

Thomas adopted a very difierent one in
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his "Sum of all Theology," -which for

method, scientific precision and depth, for

purity of doctrine, has nothing like it or

near it in the productions of the scholastic

theologians. The " Summa " is divided

into three parts. The first treats of God

in Himself, and as the Creator. The

second treats of God as the end of

creatures, and of the actions which lead

us to Him or separate us from Him. In

the former subdivision of the second part

these actions are discussed in genera) ;

the latter subdivision explains them in

detail. The third part treats of the

Incarnation, the sacraments, and the last

things. It must be added that the sub

division of Part II. was made, not by

St. Thomas, but by his disciples, and that

St. Thomas left the third part incomplete,

the conclusion of the treatise on penance,

those on extreme unction, holy order,

matrimony and the last things having

been appended from his commentary onthe

Sentences. St. Thomas himself points out

the connection of parts in the " Summa."

The first is concerned with God ; the

second, with the movement of rational

creatures to Him ; the third, with the

Incarnation, redemption and sacraments,

which open the way to God, and with

eternal life, to which this way leads.

HI. Modern Period.—Scholastic theo

logy is best represented bv St. Thomas

and Scotus. After their time there was

a marked decadence, and if at the period

of the Renaissance and the Reformation

scholastic theology was unjustly attacked

and contemned, the fault must l>e partly

laid at the door of t he later schoolmen them

selves. Melchior Canus, a Catholic bishop

and theologian of undoubted orthodoxy,

describes the degeneracy of some among

the later schoolmen, their frivolous aud

sophistical spirit, their ignorance of

Scripture and tradition, in the forcible

language of a man who evidently speaks

from personal experience.' No doubt

other causes helped to bring scholastic

theology into disrepute. The new learn

ing absorbed attention ; controversialists,

such as Bellarrnin, were busy defending

the decrees of Trent against Lutherans

and Calvinists, so that the interest in

scholastic theology abated. Besides,

there was on the part of Protestants and

even of Jansenists, a distinctly heretical

opposition to the theology of t he schools.

It was held that truths of revelation were

1 Canus, Lnc. Throl. viii. 1. ix. 1. The elo

quent anil weighty words of Canus on this

mutter are well worth reading.

contrary to the dictates of reason, and

that, to use the words of Melanchthon,

" Christian doctrine was utterly discordant

with philosophy and human reason." 1

This, of course, was to cut at the root of

scholastic theology, and the opinion of

Melanchthon on faith and reason was that

of the Reformers in general. Still, schol

astic theology was pursued with ardour,

and valuable additions were made to it.

The old Thomist and Scotist theologies

were still maintained, and though the

latter as a distinctive system was passing

away, it influenced the eclectic theology

of many Jesuit writers, and so has left a

permanent mark on the theology of the

Church. Moreover, a fresh impetus was

given to scholastic disputes by the con

troversies on grace in the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries, and a new division

of theologians into Thoraists, Congruists,

Molinists and Augustinians came to be re

cognised. The following are among the

principal theologians since the Reforma

tion. We put aside great controversialists,

like Bellarmin and Stapleton.and positive

theologians, such as Petavius and Tho-

massin. Petavius, indeed, may justly be

considered a dogmatic theologian. His

une pialled learning included a thorough

knowledge of the schoolmen, and he does

discuss the most important questions

rnisrd by them. But the chief merit of

this extraordinary man, great in his

many-sided and accurate learning, great

in the command which his genius gave

him over the stores of classical, Scriptural,

patristic, scholastic learning which he had

accumulated, lay rather in his contri

butions to the history of dogma than to

dogmatic theology itself. Confining our

selves, then, to dogmatic theologians in

the strict sense, we may name, from the

sixteenth and beginning of the seven

teenth century : Bannes (" In Prim. Part.

Angel. Doctoris." 2 torn.; "In Secund.

Secund. Angel. Doctoris") ; Molina ("In

Prim. Part. D. Thom. ; " also " Liberi

Arbitriicum Grntise Donis Concordia ") ;

Medina (" In Prim. Secund. Thomas Aq.

in Tert. Part.") ; Gregorv of Valentia

(" Comment, in Summ. Thomas Aq.") ;

Suarez (" Commentationes et Disputat.

in Thomre Summam"); Cardinal de Lugo

(separate treatises on dogmatic and moral

theology: e.g. " De Sacrament is," "De

Eucharistia," " De Incarnatione," 4c, col

lected in seven folios) ; Vasquez (" Com-

mentarii in Thomam ") ; Estius (" Com-

1 Melanchthon, I^tci Theol. ed. 1, p. 86 apod

Kuhn, lhymatik, voL i. 472.
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merit, in IV Lib. Sentent.") ; Tanner

(" Theolog. Scholast.," " Disputat. Theol.

in omnes Summ. S. Thorn. Partes ") ;

Becanus ("Theolog. Scholast."); Viva (on

the Condemned Propositions and a brief

course of dogmatic theology). Promi

nent among the theologians ot a later date

are the Scotists, Frassen ("Scotus Acade-

micus, sive Universa Doctoris Subtilis

Theologia," Paris, 1672), and L'Herminier

("Summa Theolog. Scholastic. Dogmat.,"

Paris, 1721); and the Thouiists Gonet

("Clypeus Theolog. Thomist, contra

Novas ejus Impugnat.," Burdigal. 1650),

Contenson ("Theologia Mentis et Cor

dis," Colon. 1722), Witasse ("Tractat.

Theolog." Paris, 1 722) , and Billuart ( " Cur-

«us Theolog. juxta Ment. S. Thom."1745).

We mav also notice Tournely ( " Prselect.

Theol.,"' Venet. 1739) ; Gotti (" Theolog.

Scholast. Dogm.," Venet 1750) ; Berti

(" Be Theolog. Bisciplin.," Venet. 1776) ;

Hubert (" Theolog. Dogmat. et Moral,"

August. Vindeb. 1751). 1

In the latter part of the eighteenth

century scholastic theology almost died

out, or if the study of it was maintained

in Italy and Spain, at all events few

books of this kind were written. Tlie

dogmas of the Church were of course

still carefully studied by clerics in their

course of preparation for the priesthood,

but scholastic philosophy was neglected,

no other philosophy permanently replaced

it, and hence theological speculation was

impossible. This element is almost

entirely wanting in works like those of

Liebermann and Perrone, valuable as they

are in many respects. Some thirty or

forty years ago the interest in scholastic

philosophy, and, as a natural consequence,

in scholastic theology, revived. Cardinal

Franzelin's treatises, though full of Scrip

tural and patristic learning, do not by

any means omit the consideration of the

speculative questions raised by the school

men. The short treatises of Jungman,

the dogmatic theology of the Jesuit

Hurrter, and that of Dr. Murray of May-

nooth, also deserve mention. The present

Pope has done much to encourage the

study of the schoolmen, and this study is

not likely to fall again into disrepute or

even to be neglected. Experience has

proved that no scientific knowledge of

the Catholic doctrine can be gained with

out the study of dogmatic theology, so

that when this foundation has been laid,

then and not till then other branches of

1 The editions quoted are not alwayB the

first which apjieareu.

theological inquiry may be pursued with

safety and advantage. (In great part

from the introductory volume of Kuhn's

" Dogmatik.")

SOLOVB8 Or THE BLESSED

virgin. St. John mentions that the

Blessed Virgin, w ith other holy women and

with St. John, stood at the foot of the cross

when the other Apostles had fled. At

that time the prophecy of Simeon, "a

sword will pierce thine own soul," was

most perfectly fulfilled ; and very naturally

the sorrows of Mary have been a favourite

subject of contemplation with the Saints,

among whom St. Ambrose and St. Ber

nard deserve particular notice. They

dwell specially on the intensity of her

mental suffering, and on the supernatural

constancy with which she endured it.

The famous hymn "Stabat Mater" cele

brates Mary's sorrows at the foot of the

cross in sublime language. The seven

founders of the Servite order, in the thir

teenth century, devoted themselves to spe

cial meditation on the Dolours of Mary, and

from them the enumeration of the Seven

Sorrows (i.e. at the prophecy of Simeon, in

the rl ight to Egypt, at the three days' loss,

at the carrying of the cross, at the cruci

fixion, at the descent of the cross, at the

entombment) is said to have come. The

feast of the Dolours, was instituted at u

Provincial Council of Cologne in 1423, at

a time when the Hussites were destroying

crucifixes and images of the Mother of

Sorrows with fanatical zeal. Bene

dict XIII., in 1725, caused this feast to

be celebrated in the States of the Church

on the Friday after Passion Sunday. This

feast is now observed as a greater double

throughout the Church. Pius VII., in

1814, directed that a second feast of the

Dolours should be kept, on the third Sun

day of September. In allusion to her

seven sorrows, the Blessed Virgin is re

presented in ait transfixed by seven

swords. (Benedict XIV. "DeFestis";

" Manuale Decret.")

domicile is the place in which a

person is living, or to which he has

actually come with the purpose of re

maining there for good -i.e. until some

fresh reasons call him away. Thus, as Zal-

linger points out, two things go to consti

tute domicile: (1) the external fact of

habitation in a place ; (2) the internal in

tention of fixing the abode there. Quasi-

domicile is acquired by a person who has

moved to a place with the intention of

•remaining there for a considerable time—

e.g. for several months. There is a thiid

T 2
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class of persons known as vagi—$'.e. who

at the time have neither domicile nor quasi-

domicile. It is possible for a person to

have two domiciles—if, that is to say, he

has two abodes in different places and

spends about equal portions of the year in

each.

The question of domicile enters into

the regulations (1) on orders. In or

dinary cases a candidate must be or

dained by the bishop of the diocese in

which he was born (" episcopus originis ").

However, if he has fixed his domicile in

another diocese he may be ordained by

bis new bishop, the " episcopus domicilii,"

provided that he has lived in his new

abode for ten years, or has transferred to

it the greater part of his goods, having

lived their " for a considerable time, and is,

moreover, ready to swear that he intends to

remain there for good ("perpetuo "). So

Innocent XII.,Constit. 96. (2) Persons are

obliged to make their Easter communion,

to have their banns proclaimed, to be

married, to have their children baptised,

to receive extreme unction, from the

parish-priest of their domicile or his

deputy. If persons to be married live in

different parishes, the banns must be pro

claimed in the parish church of each ; the

marriage may be celebrated in either

parish church. Persons with a double

domicile may choose the parish-priest of

either for the celebration of their mar

riage, &c. If either party has established

a quasi-domicile he may be married by

the parish-priest of the place. If one of

the parties nas no domicile or quasi-domi

cile, then any parish-priest may marry

them, provided that he has found on in

quiry that they are free to marry, and has

obtained leave from his ordinary. (Chiefly

from Qury.)

DOMI1TE, NON BUM DIGITUS.

" Lord, I am not worthy that Thou

shouldst enter under my roof, but only

speak with a word, and my soul will be

healed." Words used by the priest before

communicating, and again before giving

communion to the people. The custom

of employing this prayer before com

munion is alluded to by Origen and Chry-

eostom. It is adapted from the prayer of

the centurion in Matt. viii. 8.

SOMXHTCAX. LETTER. [See

Cycle.]

soMXzrxCAITO. The founder of

this celebrated order, St. Dominic, was

born in 1170, at Calaruega, a small town

in the diocese of Osma, in Old Castile.

He was educated at the university of

Palencia, which afterwards was removed

to Salamanca. From the time when he

first came to the use of reason, he appears

to have had a heart burning with the

love of God, and a consequent horror of

sin, coupled with an unquenchable zeal

for the promotion of God's honour and

service among his rational creatures.

After leaving the university, he preached

with great power in many places. The

Bishop of Osma at this time, whose name

was Diego, was a prelate of great earnest

ness and piety ; the laxity and tepidity

which prevailed among a portion of the

Spanish clergy were a aerious grief to

him, and he pondered how he might

introduce the type and germ of a better

state of things. He wished to introduce

a regular and quasi-conventual life amoDg

the canons of his cathedral, and the young

Dominic appeared a fit instrument for his

purpose. Appointed a canon, and strenu

ously aiding in the introduction in the

chapter of the rule of St. Austin, Dominic

more than answered every expectation

that had been formed of him, and ob

tained the entire confidence and affection

of the bishop. In 1204 and 1205 the

Bishop of Osma was sent into France on

the affair of a contemplated marriage

between King Alfonso IX. and a princest

of the house of La Marche ; Dominic

accompanied him as his chaplain. The

southern provinces of France were then

teeming with the heresies of the numerous

sects which pass under the general name

of Albigenses [Aj.bioensks], and the

peril seemed imminent that large numbers

of persons would before long, if no re

straining influence appeared, throw off

the bonds of religion, social order, and

morality. The bishop, his mission having

come to an end by the death of the

French princess, earnestly desired to

renmin and combat heresy in Languedoc.

With Dominic he went to Rome (1206)

to obtain the necessary permission from

the Pope, who was then Innocent III.

The Pope, although strongly approving

the enterprise, would not sanction Diego's

absence from his diocese being prolonged

beyond two years, at the end of which

time he was to return to Osma. Return

ing to Languedoc, Diego and his com

panions found there two Papal legates,

Peter of Castelnau and Raoul, contending

with the heretics with but small effect.

The bishop suggested that the words of

exhortation would be more effectual if the

legates came unattended by a splendid

retinue, and unprovided with equipages
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and a sumptuous apjtareil. He himself

■et them an example, going barefoot,

practising great abstinence, and sending

back his carriages and servants into Spain.

The legates took his words in good part,

and to some extent acted upon them ;

moreover, the abbot of Oiteaux and

several other Cistercian abbots came to

their assistance, to take part in the re

ligious campaign, which now b^gan to be

Srosecut*d with much zeal and fruit.

iut after a time Peter of Castelnau was

assassinated by the heretics, and the

other legate took his departure ; the

abbots returned to their monasteries ; the

bishop was obliged to return to Osma,

where he soon after died; and Dominic

was left alone. Some years passed; he

was joined from time to time by earnest

men, who aided him in that work of

continual preaching which he felt to be

the great work of his life ; but many of

them, after the novelty of the work had

worn off, abandoned him without scruple,

and he felt that in order to give stability

to his efforts he must bind his followers

to himself and their work by a tie stronger

than could be supplied by enthusiasm and

the voluntary system. Such a tie could

only be supplied by the establishment of

a new order, and to this consummation

he now bent his energies. In 1215 he

had gathered round him sixteen men,

of whom eight were Frenchmen, six

Spaniards, one an Englishman, and one a

Portuguese—all prepared to embrace any

way of life that he might prescribe to

them. The Pope (Innocent III.), when

his sanction was sought, hesitated. The

Council of the Lateran, then concluding

ito sittings, had declared that it was not

desirable to add any new orders to those

already existing. The Pope refused his

assent several times, but at length—in

fluenced, it is said, by a vision similar to

that which he had before the confir

mation of the Franciscan order—he

yielded. It was, however, upon the

understanding that the founder should

choose for the new institute some rule

already sanctioned by the Church, and

that the statutes of the order should be

submitted to the Pope for his approval.

Dominic selected the rule of St. Austin

[Ano. Rule] for the use of his order;

many of the statutes were borrowed from

th.iee of Premontre" [Norbhktines].

"The chief articles enjoined perpetual

silenct!, there being no time when conver

sation was permitted without leave from

the superior ; fasts almost without inter

mission, at least from September 14 to

Easter Day; complete abstinence from

meat, except in serious illness ; the use of

woollen garments in the place of linen ;

a rigorous poverty, and many other

austerities."1 The dress which St.

Dominic gave to his religious was that of

regular canons, such as he had himself

worn at Osma—viz. a black cassock and

rochet. Some years afterwards this was

exchanged for the dress which has been

ever since retained in the order— a white

habit and scapular, with a long black

cappa or mantle. When everything had

been settled, and the first monastery was

being built at Toulouse, Dominic went to

Rome to obtain the final confirmation of

the Holy See. Arriving in the autumn of

1210, he found Honorius III. occupying the

Papal chair, and obtained from him in the

following December a bull fully legalising

and confirming his institute, under the

title of the " Preaching Brothers," or

friars, Fratres Prffidicantes. He made

his solemn profession before Honorius,

as the first member of the order, and then

returned to Toulouse. Houses under his

direction soon arose in different places—e.g.

at Paris, Metz, and Venice, and in 1221

a freneral chapter was held at Bologna, at

which—perhaps in imitation of the Fran

ciscans—a constitution was adopted re

nouncing all rents and possessions. The

effect of this, of course, was to make the

Dominicans a mendicant order, wholly

dependent for their subsistence and

advancement on the charity and zeal for

religion of the Christian people. At this

same chapter-general it was found that

the order already numbered sixty convents :

these were now distributed into eight

provinces (England being one), eaeh under

a provincial. St. Dominic, therefore, dying

in this year, had the happiness of leaving

his order firmly planted in Europe.

Under subsequent muster-generals it ex

tended itself far and wide ; the white

robe of St. Dominic became a familiar

object in Poland, Denmark, Greece, and

the Holy Land ; their missioners were

found in the Canaries in the fifteenth

century, and after the discovery of

America preaching friars took a promi

nent part in spreading the Gospel among

the natives of Mexico, New Granada, and

Peru. Las Casae, who first introduced

the African negro into the West Indies,

with the benevolent intention of thus

saving from destruction under their

Spanish task-masters the feebler Carib

> H<lvot.
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Indians, was a Dominican friar. This

order has contributed three Popes to the

roll of the Roman Pontiffs, and can

enumerate more than 60 cardinals,

about 160 archbishops, and upwards of

800 bishops. The Master of the Sacred

Palace in the Pontifical Court has always

been a religious of this order since St.

Dominic was first invested with the office

by Pope Honorius in 1218.

In England, at the time of the disso

lution, there were fifty-eight Dominican

friaries. From an examination of the

names of these, given below,1 it is evident

that they settled by preference in towns,

where their primary vocation of preaching

could most easily be exercised. The

memory of their great friary in London is

preserved in the name of Blackfriars

Bridge : the building stood between Lud-

gate Hill and the river; Playhouse Yard1

marks the exact site. Of their great and

fiimous house at Oxford, though the site

is well known, no traces now remain.

Into the intellectual movement of the

age, of which the foundation of many

universities, and the rapid development of

others were the chief outward signs, the

Dominicans eagerly flung themselves.

They opened schools, and commissioned

able lecturers at most of the universities,

awakening thereby a fierce opposition

1 List of Dominican Hovset, takenfrom

Tanner's 1 iVoriiia.'

Arundel 30. Langley (Herts.)

Bamborough „ (Surrey)

Bangor Leicester

Berwick Lincoln

Bevcrlev London

Bliburgh (Saff.) Lynn

Boston Newcastle (Staff.)

Brecknock Newcastle-on-Tyne

Bristol Newport (Monm.)

10. Cambridge Northampton

Canterbury 40. Norwich

Cardiff Oxford

Carlisle Pontefract

Chelmsford Rhaddlan

Chester Rutland

Chichester Salisbury

Derby Scarborough

Doncaster Shrewsbury

Dunstable Stamford

20. Dunwich Sudbury

Exeter 60. Thetford

Gloucester Truro

Guildford Warwick

Haverfordwest Wilton

Hereford Winchester

Hull Worcester

Ipswich Yarm

Ivelchester (Som.) Yarmouth

Lancaster York

' So called from the theatre (of which

Shnk-pere was co-proprietor) patched up out

of some of the ruinous buildings of the friary.

on the part of the authorities, who per

haps dreaded in part lest crudities and

novelties should issue from the lips of

these enthusiastic mendicants, but whose

concern for their own vested interest in

and monopoly of teaching was much more

real. The saintly Albertus Magnus,

entering the order in the time of the

second general, Jordanus Saxo, lectured in

the university of Paris on the philosophy

of Aristotle, which, according to Mohler,

he had the honour of first making

thoroughly comprehensible to the Euro

pean intellect. His fame has been eclipsed

by that of the still larger and stronger

mind of him who was his ardent disciple,

and also a Dominican, St. Thomas of

Aquinum. The " Summa Theologies," at

which the sciolists of the last century

affected to sneer, has been lately anew

commended to the respect of all Christians,

and the careful study of the clergy, by

His Holiness the present Pope. The system

of St. Thomas was so vast as to aflord

scope for the labour of many commen

tators and explicators, and a school hence

arose, consisting chiefly of Dominicans,

named Thomists. Franciscan theologians,

among whom the chief was Duns Scotus,

raised objections to portions of the teach

ing of St . Thomas ; the problems of Realism

and Nominalism were imported into the

controversy ; and the contentions of

Scotists and Thomists, taken up often by

men of inferior mental calibre, tended at

last to make men weary of the scholastic

philosophy altogether.

Among the numerous writers and

thinkers produced by this order may be

mentioned first that gToup of ethereal

minded men, sometimes called the " Ger

man mystics,'' among whom the Master

Eckhardt (t 1329), Johannes Tauler

(t 1361 ), and the Blessed Henry Suso

(t 1306), were all sons of St. Dominic

St. Raymond of Pennafort, the third

general of the order, will be celebrated to

all time as the codifier of the canon law.

In France arose Peter of Tarentaise, and

Vincent of Beauvais, author of that vast

repertory of all knowledge then accumu

lated, the " Speculum Majus." England

produced Richard Claypole, Robert Hol-

cot, and Robert Kilwardby, Archbishop

of Canterbury. The learned Cardinal

Cajetan belongs to the period of the

Reformation. Dominic Soto (t 1660),

Francis a Victoria, and Dominic Bannez

(f 1604), were eminent in theology and

public law. Las Casas, already men

tioned, and Peter of Montesino belonged
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to the illustrious band of Spanish Domi

nicans who followed at the heels of

the conquerors of the New World, and

■trove to shield the Indians from their

rapacity, and to open the minds of their

Dew fellow-subjects to the light of Christ.

With regard to the present condition

of the order, it may be said that in spite

of the injustice and violence of the revo

lution, which in all the principal countries

of Europe has at one time or other ex-

Sropriated its convents and silenced its

octors, it is not altogether unprosperous

or unpromising. The orderhas priories

and convents in France, in England, and

in Ireland. There are 10 houses of Sis

ters of the Third Order in England, and

7 convents of Dominican nuns in Ireland.

The Third Order of St. Dominic,

called also the Brothers and Sisters of

the Penance of St. Dominic, grew out

of the institution of the " Soldiery of

Jesus Christ," which St. Dominic found

ed in his lifetime, for married men who

should desire to undertake the work of

protecting the Church, rec laiming her an

cient rights, recovering property of which

she had been despoiled, and repress

ing heresy ; and for the wives of these

men. To this Third Order belonged

the canonised saints Catherine of Sienna

and Rose of Lima, and the beatified

Colomba of Rieti, Ingrida of Sweden,

Sibylla of Paira, Margaret of Hungary,

and many others. (Ilelyot; Mohler's

" Kirchengeschichte.")

The Dominican Order was introduced

into California under the Spanish do

minion, but the first foundation in the

United States was made in 1807 at

Springfield, Ky., by Father Fenwick, a

Marylander, afterwards Bishop of Cin

cinnati, with three friars from a con

vent of the English province near Ant

werp. The Sisters of the Third Order

were introduced in 1823, and still later

a foundation was made of the Second

Order. Dominican friars are now

found in Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio,

Illinois, California, the District of Co

lumbia, Maryland, New Jersey, New

York, and Maine, while convents and

schools of the Second and Third Orders

are widespread. In 1881 the Sisters of

the Third Order changed the black

habit they had hitherto been wearing

for the ancient white habit, similar to

that worn by the Second Order.

DOMINUS VOBXSCT7M (" The

Lord be with you ") is, with the " Pax

vobis" (among the Greeks tlpqvi) ircuri),

the common salutation in the Ma«s and

office. It was adopted from the Jews,

who used it in daily li e (Uuth ii. 4).

The Oriental liturgies, except the liturgy

of St. Mark, have no " Dominus vobiscum.

In the West, on the other hand, its use if

very ancient. A Council of Hippo iu

393 1 forbids " readers " (lectures) to use

it, and at this day no minister of the

Church below the rank of deacon can do

so. A bishop, after the "'Gloria in Kxcelsis"

on feast days, t-avs " Pax vobis " instead

of " Dominus vobiscum," a custom men

tioned in a letter of Leo VII., anno 037.

These salutations are used even in private

Mass or office, and are addressed to the

Church, in whose name her ministers

speak, and with whom they are united in

spirit.

DONATION OF CONSTANTINH.

[See States of the Church.]

DONATISTS. Here'ics and schis

matics who held (1) that the validity

of the sacraments depended on the

moral character of the minister ; (2)

that sinners could not be members of the

Church and could not be tolerated by a

true Church, unless their sins were secret.

The former of these errors was an

exaggeration of Cyprian's erroneous belief

that baptism depended for its validity

on the laith of the minister: the latter

was allied to Novatianism, though the

Donatists did not deny the Church's

power to readmit repentant sinners.

Mansurius, Bishop of Carthage, al

lowed the heathen during Diocletian's

persecution to destroy heretical books

which he left in the church instead of

the sacred books which they sought.

Thereupon, a party of zealots, with

Donatus of Casanigra at their head,

charged him with "traditio"—i.e. with

the crime of surrendering the sacred

books, and so practically denying the

faith. Mansurius died in 311 and his

archdeacon, Caecilian, was chosen and

consecrated Bishop of Carthage. Seventy

Numidian bishops protested, asserting,

among other things, that Ceecilian had

been consecrated by a " traditor " or

betrayer of the sacred books, and so in-

validly. In his place they chose Major-

inus, and on his death, in 313. Donatus,

from whom, and from the other Donatus

named above, the sect took its name.

The Bishop of Carthage being Primas of

North Africa, the schism aflected the

whole of that territory, and the Donatists

were specially popular with the peasants.

1 Hefele, Cmcil. ii p. 66.
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Constantino fearing for the unity of the

empire, declared himself against the

schismatics. Their case was examined

by Pope Melchiades, with a commission

of three Galliean bishops, at Rome, in

813; in the following year, at the

Council of Aries ; and by the emperor

himself, to whom the Donatists appealed,at

Milan, in 316. All these decisions were

adverse to the new sect ; still it spread,

and in 330 no less than 270 Donatist

bishops met in council, although out of

Africa they had only two congregations—

one in Rome, another in Spain. Their

fanaticism rose to such a pitch that

crowds of Donatists carried devastation

through Africa, uniting the coarsest

vices with a morbid desire of martyrdom,

which sometimes led to suicide. Down

to 429, the date of the Vandal invasion,

the Christian emperors restrained the

Donatist fury by severe enactments, but

without complete success. Towards the

close of the fourth century St. Optatus of

Milevi wrote his seven books " On the

Schism of the Donatists, against Par-

menius," the successor of Donatus ; from

400 onwards the new Bishop of Hip

po, St. Augustine, was active in oppo

sing them, and in 41 1 he met 279 of their

bishops in conference at Carthage. The

Donatists split up into many sects. They

sank into comparative insignificance

after the Vandal invasion, and are heard

of no more after that of the Saracens

in the seventh century. (From Kraus,

" Kirchengeschichte. ")

BOVAT BIBLE. A name com

monly given to the translation of the

Holy Scriptures current among English-

speaking Catholics. The name is mis

leading, for, as we shall presently see,

the Bible was not translated into English

at Douay, and only a part of it was

published there, while the version now

m use has been so seriously altered that

it can scarcely be considered identical

with that which first went by the name

of the Douay Bible.

1. We begin with a history and criti

cism of the original version. The College

of Douay was founded in 1668 by the

exertions of Cardinal Allen, and, owing

to political troubles, its members a few

years after its foundation took refuge at

Rheims. There they set to work at an

English version of the Bible, made from

the Vulgate, but with diligent compari

son of the Hebrew and Greek texts. The

divines chiefly concerned in the transla

tion of the New Testament were—Dr.

William (afterwards Cardinal) Allen,

Dr. Gregory Martin, Dr. Richard Bristow,

and John Reynolds, all of them bred at

the University of Oxford. Martin trans

lated, the rest revised, Bristow and Allen

wrote the annotations. Martin also trans

lated the Old Testament, Dr. Worthington

furnishing the notes. The publication

was delayed by lack of means, but in

1582 the New Testament was published

at Rheims, the Old in 1609-10 at Douay,

both in quarto. There was a second

edition (quarto) of the Old Testament in

1635, of the New (quarto), with some

few changes, in 1600; a third edition of

the New (16mo) in 1621, a fourth

(quarto) in 1633, a fifth (folio) 1738,

with the spelling modernised and a few

verbal alterations; a sixth (folio) at

Liverpool in 1788. In 1816-18 an edi

tion of the whole Bible appeared in

Irvland, in which the Rhemisn text and

uotes were mainly adopted for the New

Testament. An eighth edition of the

Rhemish New Testament, text and

notes, was published by Protestants at

New York (octavo) in 1834. Thus

there have been two editions of the Old

Testament, eight of the New, according

to the original Douay and Rheims

version. This version comes to us with

the recommendation of certain divines in

the College and cathedral of Rheims and

of the University of Douay. It never

had any episcopal imprimatur, much

less any Papal approbation.

What was the value of this transla

tion of the Vulgate ? It certainly had

great faults, for it is disfigured by un

couth and sometimes scarcely intelligible

language, but it had also great merits,

which we prefer to state in the words of

the celebrated Protestant scholar, Dr.

Westcott. Martin, he says (and Martin

had the chief share in the work), wai

" a scholar of distinguished attainments,

both in Greek and Hebrew." "The

scrupulous or even servile adherence of

the Rhemists to the text of the Vulgate

was not without advantage. They fre

quently reproduced with force the

original order of the Greek, which is

preserved in the Latin, and even while

many unpleasant roughnesses occur, there

can be little doubt that this version

gained on the whole by the faithfulness

with which they endeavoured to keep

the original form of the sacred writings.

.... The same spirit of anxious fidelity

to the letter of their text often led the

Rhemists to keep the phrase of the
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original when others had abandoned it.

.... When the Latin was capable of

guiding them the Rhemists seem to have

followed out their principles honestly :

but whenever it was inadequate or am

biguous, they had the niceties of Greek

at their command. The Greek article

cannot, as a rule, be expressed in Latin.

Here, then, the translators were free to

follow the Greek text, and the result is

that this critical point of scholarship is

dealt with more satisfactorily by them

than by any earlier translators. And it

must be said that in this respect also the

revisers of King James [i.e. the Protes

tant authorised version] were less accu

rate than the Rhemists, though they had

their work before them." Dr. Westcott

also observes that the Douay Bible

" furnished a large proportion of the

Latin words, which King James's revisers

adopted." 1

In the eighteenth century two indepen

dent translations of the New Testament

appeared as substitutes for the Rhemish,

one by Dr. Cornelius Nary (1718), priest

of St. Michan's, Dublin ; the other (1730)

by Dr. Witham, president of Douay.

A new epoch was made by Dr.

Challoner, who revised the Rheinia and

Douay text, making alterations so many

and so considerable that he may really

be considered the author of a new

translation. His chief object seems

to have been that of making the English

Catholic Bible more intelligible, and in

this he has succeeded, but," undoubtedly,"

says Cardinal Newman, " he has sacri

ficed force and vividness in some of his

changes." He approximates, according

to the same authority, to the Protestant

version. Dr. Challoner, then coadjutor

to the Vicar Apostolic of London, pub

lished the first edition of his New Testa

ment in 1740, of the whole Bible in 1750.

In 1752 he published the New Testa

ment again ; in 1763-4 the Bible ; in

1772 and 1777 fresh editions of the New

Testament. Early in 1781 he died, being

then in his ninetieth year. In these

editions many variations occur. The

notes are Dr. Challoner's own.

Dr. Challoner's text was itself revised,

and fresh alterations were introduced by

Mr. McMahon, a Dublin priest, who pub

lished the New Testament in 12mo anno

1783, and the whole Bible (quarto) in

1791. This edition of the whole Bible

was undertaken at the request of Dr. Troy,

1 These extracts are from Dr. Westeott's

History of the English Bibit.

Archbishop of Dublin, and by his name

this text is generally known. In 1803

and 1810 the New Testament, and in

1794 the Bible, were reprinted according

to the revision of Challoner, which was

also adopted in the Philadelphian edition

of the Bible, anno 1805.

However, Mr. McMahon's alterations

are mostly confined to the New Testament :

the text of the Old, in Cardinal New

man's words, " remains almost verbatim"

as Challoner left it. But subsequent edi

tions of the New Testament vary very

much, because the editors have had to

choose between this or that of Challoner's

three texts of the New Testament and

Dr. Troy's text.

We need not follow the history of

our English Bible further, for subsequent

editions are mere reprints of texts already

mentioned. Challoner's second edition of

the Bible (1703) was reprinted at Phil

adelphia in 1790, and this was the first

Bible printed in America for English-

speaking Catholics. We have, however,

still to mention^ an independent revision

of the Rhemish and Douay texts by

Archbishop Kenrick (Gospels, 1849; rest

of New Testament, 1851 ; Psalms,

Wisdom, Canticles, 1857 ; Job and the

Prophets, 1869).

(Chiefly from Cardinal Newman's

Essay on the Rheiins and Douay versions

in " Tracts Theological and Ecclesiastical."

But Dr. Westcott on the English Bible,

and Shea's Bibliographical account of

Catholic Bibles, &c, printed in America,

have also been used.)

double. [See Feasts.]

DOVE is frequently used as a symbol

of the Holy Ghost, who appeared at

Christ's baptism under that form. The

custom of depicting the Holy Ghost in

this form i3 mentioned by St. Paulinus of

Nola, and must have been familiar to

Eastern Christians in the sixth century ;

for the clergy of Antioch in 618, among

other complaints made by them to the

see of Constantinople against the intended

bishop Servius, accuse him of having

removed the gold and silver doves which

hung over the altars and font (K0A171-

jiqOpa) and appropriated them, on the

ground that this symbolism was un

fitting.1 The dove as a symbol of the

Holy Ghost is often placed in the pictures

of certain saints—e.g. of Fabian,* Hilarv

of Aries, Medard of Noyon, &c. It is

1 Hefele, Condi, ii. p. 771.
• For the origin of this see Euseb. H. E.

vi. 29.
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also a figure of innocence, and so, e g., the

souls of SS. Eulalia and Scholastica are

represented as flying to heaven in the

form of a dove. Lastly, the dove serves

as a figure of peace and reconciliation

(see Gen. viii. 11).

A vase in the form of a dove (»r«pi-

arrmmv, peristerium) was in the East and

in France suspended over the altar and

used as a repository for the Blessed

Sacrament. Thi9 custom is mentioned by

the author of an ancient Life of St. Basil,

by St. Gregory of Tours, and in several

ancient French documents. Martene

mentions that even in his time such a

tabernacle was still in use at the church

of St. Maur des Fosses. The custom

probably came to France from the East,

for it never seems to have existed in

Italy.1

DOXOLOGT. I. The greater dox-

oiogy or " ascription of glory " is usually

called, from its initial words, the " Gloria

in excelsis." It is not mentioned by the

earliest writers, but it is found nearly,

though not quite, as we now have it, in

the Apostolic Constitutions (vii. 47), so

that it can scarcely have been composed,

as is asserted in the " Chron. Turonense,"

by St. Hilary of Poictiers, and the real

author is, as Cardinal Bona says, un

known. It was only by degrees that it

assumed its present place in the Mass.

In Gaul, according to St. Gregory of

Tours, it was recited after Mass in

thanksgiving. St. Benedict introduced

it into lauds ; while it was also recited on

occasions of public joy—e.g. in the Sixth

General Council. It was sung at Mass

according to the use of the Roman Church

first of all on Christmas Day, during the

first Mass in Greek, during the second in

Latin. It was of course on Christmas

night that the first words of the " Gloria

in excelsis " were sung by the angels.

Afterwards bishops said it at Mass on

Sundays and feasts, priests only at the

Mass of Easter Sunday, as appears from

the Gregorian Sacramentary. This rule

lasted till the eleventh century. At

present it is said in all Masses, except

those of the dead, of ferias which do not

occur in the Paschal season—(it is said,

however,on MaundyThursday)— Sundays

from Septuagesima to Palm Sunday in

clusive. It is not said in votive Masses,

except those of the Angels, and the B.

Virgin on Saturday.

II. Lesser doxology—«.«. " Glory be to

the Father," &c, recited as a rule after

l See Chardon, UitL da Sacr. vol ii.p. 242.

each psalm in the office and after the

" Judica " psalm in the Mass. Forms re

sembling it occur at the end of some of

the Acts of the Martyrs—e.g. those of

St. Polycarp. St. Basil ("De Spiritu

Sancto ad S. Amphilochiiim,'' which

work, however, is of doubtful authen

ticity) defends the formula "Glory be

to the Father, and to the Son, and to

the Holy Ghost." contends that its an

tiquity is attested by early Fathers,

Clement of Rome, Irenseus, &c, and that

it is at least as ancient as the Arian form,

" Glory be to the Father in " or " through

the Son," &c. Anyhow, the former part

of the Gloria must date as far back as

the third or fourth century, and arose no

doubt from the form of baptism. The

concluding words, "As it was in the

beginning," are of later origin. The Galil

ean Council of Vaison, in 629, ordered

their use, adding that they had been

already introduced in Rome, Italy, Africa

and the East against heretics who denied

the Son's eternity.1 And the rule of

St. Benedict contains directions for the

recital of the Gloria after each psalm.

(Benedict XIV. " De Missa," Kraus, art.

Doiologia.)

DSEAMS arise, according to St.

Thomas (2 2ndce, qu. 06, a. 6), from in

terior or exterior causes. Among the

former he enumerates the thoughts which

occupied the mind in waking hours, and

the state of the body. Among the latter,

the effect produced on the bodily organs

by material things—e.g. cold and heat,

sound or light, Sic.—and also the influence

of good or evil ppirite. It is reasonable

to believe that God may speak to the

soul through dreams, for the influence of

God extends to sleeping as well as to

waking hours ; and that God has used

dreams as a means of revealing his will

is fully attested by the Old and the New

Testament (see Gen. xx. 3, 7, xl. 5, Num.

xii. 6, Matt. ii. 12, xxvii. 19). Ac

cordingly, to regard dreams proceeding

from merely physical causes as indi

cations of a future with which they have

no natural connection, is superstitious

and therefore sinful. It is also, of course,

unlawful to seek or accept signs of future

events in dreams from demons. But, on

the other hand, if there are grave reasons

for doing so, we may lawfully believe

that a dream has been sent by God for

our instruction. But it is to be noted

that a disposition to trust in dreams is

always superstitious, for in the Christian

1 Hefele, Concil. ii. p. 742.
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dispensation there is a strong presump

tion against their use as means of for-

telling the future. Even in the Old

Testament the greater number of pre

dictive dreams were given to those outside

the Jewish covenant. If given to God's

servants, they were given to them, as a

rule, in the period of their earliest and

most imperfect knowledge of Him.' In

the New Testament, often as we read of

ecstasies and visions, dreams are never

mentioned as a vehicle of revelation,

and they rarely occur in the lives of the

saints.

ST/EX,. A fight between two persons

(or several pairs of persons), the place,

time, and weapons having been previously

settled by mutual agreement. In one

case such an agreement is lawful—viz.

when in time of war such a contest is

arranged between two or more soldiers of

the opposing armies. In such a case

the duel may be considered part of the

war, and such duels, when the issue of

the war has been made to depend on

tbem, may even be regarded as a merciful

way of settling a public quarrel.

In all other cases duels are strictly

forbidden by the Church. It was the

custom among the German nations to

permit accuser and accused to settle

their dispute by duel, and this mode of

decision was looked upon as an appeal

to the judgment of God. It was long

before the Church could eradicate this

1 In Joel ii. 28, it bos been thought that

dreams mark the decays, visions the flower of

strength.

superstition, and for a time provincial

councils seem to have contented them

selves with moderating it.1 However,

the Council of Valence (865) absolutely

prohibited duels, imposing penance for

homicide on the man who killed his

antagonist, and depriving a man slain in

duel of the Church's prayers.' Among

modern nations it was long the common

practice to settle affairs of honour by

duel, and against this custom the Church

has vigorously protested. Julius pub

lished a bull strongly condemning it in

1510;* while the Council of Trent ex

communicated all who engaged in duels,

and those who counselled or promoted

them, besides depriving persons who died

in a duel of Christian ourial. The Holy

See has condemned the excuses which

have been made for this detestable

practice. Thus Benedict XIV., in 1762,

censured those who taught that a man

might accept a duel to save his repu

tation for courage, or to keep his post as

an officer in the army. Moreover, theo

logians teach that such excuses do not

save a man from sin against the natural

law, or from incurring ecclesiastical

penalties.4

bui,xa. [See Crams.]

DTIVO, PRAYERS FOB. [See

Commendation op Soul.]

1 See the decrees of Dingolilng and Reuelw

ing in the eighth century. Hefele, Cmcil.

vol. iii. pp. 611, 614.

» Fleury, livr. xlix. 28.

* Ibid, contin. livr. cxxi. 81.

4 Liguori, TheoL Moral, lib. iv. 809 teg.

E

EASTER, FEAST Or. The feast

of our Lord's resurrection. The word

Ea9ter is derived from that of the Saxon

goddess Eastre, the same deity whom

the Germans proper called Ostara, and

honoured (according to Grimm, in his

" German Mythology ") as the divinity of

the dawn. l3ede tells us that the Anglo-

Saxons called the spring month Eoster-

monaht, and similarly Eginhard calls our

April Ostannanotu. Naturally, there

fore, the German nations called the great

Church-feast which fell at the beginning

of spring Easter, and the.name continued

among us, like such names as Thursday,

long after the heathen goddess had been

forgotten.1 All Christians, except those

1 He Me, Btitragt, ii. p. 286.

of the German family, call the feast of

Christ's resurrection by some modification

of pnscka, the term which the Church

herself uses in her liturgy. This term is

of Jewish origin, and therefore we must

begin with a few words on the feast of

Pasch, or Passover, from which the

Christian feast is in a certain sense

derived.

Passover is a literal translation of the

Hebrew name for the feast, viz. npQ -

from this we get the Chaldee KnpB, and

from the last the irao-xa1 or pasch of the

1 Many among the earl v Christiana, being

ignorant of Hebrew, derived it from »«»*«"',

to suffer. This derivation, worthless of course

in itself, deserves notice, for it influenced their

language and ideas of the feast
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New Testament and of Christian writers.

The Passover, then, or Pasch, was the

feast celebrated on the 14th of Nisan, in

stituted in commemoration of the won

derful deliverance which God wrought

foT the Jews on the night of their exit

from Egypt. The destroying angel smote

the first-born of Egypt but passed over

(nop)1 the houses of tbe Hebrews. This

deliverance was granted on a certain con

dition. Each head of a Hebrew house

was to sky a lamb or kid without blemish

on the evening of Nisan 14. He was to

sprinkle its blood on the lintel and side-

posts of the door. Afterwards, the lamb

was to be roosted, no bone being broken,

and eaten with unleavened bread and

bitter herbs by all the family, no uncir-

cumcised person, however, being allowed

to partake of it, and the feast was to

be observed year by year as a perpetual

ordinance of the Jewish people.

It is certain that Christ observed the

Passover the night before He died, that He

made it the occasion of instituting the

Eucharist, and that He, iu his Passion,

was the true paschal lamb prefigured by

the lamb of the old Hebrew feast. Thus

St. John calls special attention to the fact

that not a bone of our Lord was broken

on the cross ; and St. Paul, writing prob

ably just before the Passover of A.D.58,in

his first Epistle to the Corinthians, v. 7, 8,

" Purge out the old leaven that you may

be a new lump, as you are unleavened ;

for also our ird<r\a or passover Christ

has been sacrificed for us, therefore let us

keep the feast ... in the unleavened

bread of sincerity and truth." Christ,

St. Paul argues, is the true paschal lamb,

and the life of Christians is to be a per

petual feast of thanksgiving for the de

liverance they have obtained by Christ's

blood. As tbe Jews removed leaven from

their houses at the time of Passover, so

Christians are to purge away once for all

the leaven of malice and wickedness.

The celebration of a special Paschal

or Easter feast among Christians goes

back to the remotest antiquity, though it

is impossible to determine the date of its

introduction. When St. Polycarp came

to Rome, about 160, there were two

modes prevalent among Christians of

1 See Exod. xii. 13, 23, 27,and cf. Is. xxxi. 5.

Philo in his Lift of Moses, iii. 29, trans

lates it <iaSaTiif>ta. Of course the account of

the Jewish is merely meant as an introduction

to that of the Christian feast ; else much would

have to be said of the connection between the

l'assover and the spring.

celebrating the Easter, and apostolic

precedent was pleaded on each side. The

Roman Church and the great majority of

Christians celebrated the Pasch on the

Sunday after Nisan 14— i.e. on the Sun

day following the first full moon after

the vernal equinox, because on that day

Christ rose again, finished the work of

redemption, and accomplished our de

liverance from the Egyptian bondage of

death and hell. But besides this feast

they also celebrated on the previous Fri

day the memory of Christ s death, and

for a long time this latter day also was

called Pasch. Thus, Tertullian, about

the year 200, distinguishes between the

Pasch on which there was a strict obli

gation of fasting, and on which too the

usual kiss of peace was omitted—i.e. our

Good Friday—and the other Pasch, be

tween which and Pentecost Christiana

stood at prayer instead of kneeling—i.e.

our Easter Sunday.1 Later writers dis

tinguish these two days from each other

as the Pasch of the crucifixion and resur

rection (fl-do^a crravpaHTiiiov ko.1 avaara-

The Roman Church claimed to follow

the practice of St. Peter and St. Paul on

this matter. On the other hand, the

Churches of Asia Proconsularis, appeal

ing to the authority of St. John, ended

this time of fasting and kept the feast of

Passover or Pasch at the same time as the

Jews—viz. 14 Nisan—on whatever day it

might fall. On this day, as they main

tained,3 our Lord kept the Pasch and

instituted the Eucharist. On the same

day, therefore, they celebrated the me

mory of the institution and of our joyful

deliverance by Christ's death. As they

kept the Jewish day, though not the

Jewish feast, they were called " Obser

vants" (rripoiims) and as this day fell

on Nisan 14, they were also called

"Quartodecimani." Polycarp and Pope

A nice t us discussed the matter,and though

no agreement was reached, each party was

allowed to continue its own custom in

Seace. The matter, however, led to sharp

iscussion, about 100, between Pope Victor

and Polycrates of Ephesus, and Victor was

near excommunicating the Asiatics. The

intercession of Gallic bishops, especially

1 Tertull. Dt Omt. 18, De Coron. 8.

3 The point, however, is very doubtful.

Prima facie, the three first Gospels appear to

imply this. St. John seems to say that Christ

died on the day of the Passover—i.e. on Nisan 14,

the Passover beginning on the evening of that

day.
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Irenesus, kept matters from coming to

this pass.1 The Quartodeciman prac

tice was finally set aside by the Nicene

Council. The same council settled fur

ther the way in which Easter Sunday

was to be reckoned, as has been shown in

the article Cycle. (See Hefele, " Ooncil." i.

86 ieq., 320 leg.)

Easter is, as St. Leo calls it, the

" feast of feasts," the greatest of Christian

solemnities. Down to the twelfth century

each day in Easter week was a holiday

of obligation. At present this is the case

only with the first three days, and now in

most countries even Easter Monday and

Tuesday are only days of devotion. All

moveable feasts are calculated from Easter.

The joyful character of the time is marked

in the services of the Church—e.g. by the

chanting ofthe " Vidi Aquam " instead of

the "AspergeB" before Mass; by the con

stant repetition of the "Alleluia" in Mass

and office all through the Paschal sea-

eon—i.e. till Trinity Sunday. On Easter

Sunday the office is very short, because

in old times the services were prolonged

far into the night of Holy Saturday, so

that little time was left for the matins

and lauds of Easter Sunday. The short

office is continued during the week, pro

bably, as Benedict XIV. and Martene say,

because the first day determined the office

for the days that followed, and because

there would have been a special incon

venience in changing it in a week when

so many neophytes had just been bap

tised and were taking part for the first

time in the full service of the Church.

(See Benedict XIV. " De Fest.")

KBXONXTES. Judaising Christians,

and the direct successors of the Judaisers

whom St. Paul opposed so strenuously—

e.g. in the Epistle to the Galatians. As a

distinct sect the Ebionltes seem to have

made themselves first known in the reign

of Trajan. Although they were con

nected by origin with the Church of Jeru

salem, and had their head-quarters near

the Dead Sea, they were not confined to

Palestine, but were found in Rome and

probably also in the other great cities of

the empire. They held that the Jewish

law was still binding on all Christians;

and, consequently, they rejected the

authority of St. Paul, whom they treated

as an apostate. Christ, they said, was a

mere man, the son of Joseph and Mary,

distinguished by his strict observance of

the law. It is a probable conjecture that

1 Kuseb. B. E. v. 24.

after the final destruction of Jerusalem,

the Judaising Christians received large

accessions from the Essenes ; and, in any

case, it is certain that Ebionitism became

mixed up with ascetic and mystical ele

ments foreign to its original character.

According to this mystical Ebionitisui,

still existing in the forged homilies and

Recognitions of Clement, the law ofMoses

had been corrupted, and by a capricious

process they continued to remove from it

all that was distasteful to them, specially

the law of sacrifice. They held that the

Word of God had been incarnate in

several Christs, of whom Adam was the

first, Jesus the last. Early in the third

century, one of the Ebionites brought to

Rome the book of Elchasai, or " hidden

wisdom," in which the same mystical

Ebionitism was propounded. In the fourth

century the Ebionites were still pretty

numerous in eastern Palestine, but in

the following age they had almost dis

appeared. Carefully to be distinguished

from the Ebionites are the Nazarenes

whom Jerome mentions as living in his

time on the east of Jordan. These latter,

probably the descendants of the old Jew

ish Christians of Jerusalem, though they

observed the law, did not lay it upon

others, admitted St. Paul's authority, and

possibly held orthodox doctrine on the

divinity of Christ.

The name Ebionite means " poor " (Heb.

D*jt'2K)j and most likely was adopted to

indicate the Apostolic or Essene poverty

which they professed. A founder called

" Ebion " is an uncritical fiction which

appears verv earlv. (Justin, " Dial. c.

Tryph."47; Iren." i. 26; Euseb. "H. E."

iii. 27 ; and, among modern books,

Lightfoot on Galatians, p. 311 seq.)

ECSTASY (enoraais). A state in

which a man passes out of himself— i.e.

out of that state of cognition which is

natural to him. Ecstasy is usually taken

as equivalent to rapture, though the word

rapture, unlike ecstasy, implies distinctly

that the person subject to it is carried

out of his own control and placed in a

state which he does not reach by natural

inclination. Such rapture or ecstasy,

St. Thomas says, may proceed from

bodily causes ; as, for example, if a per

son is alienated from his senses by disease .

or it may be wrought by the agency of

devils ; or, lastly, it may come from the

Spirit of God. In this last state, St.

Thomas continues, a man, being with

drawn from the senses, is raised to the

contemplation of supernatural things
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(tpiritu divino elevatus ad tupernatur-

alia cum abttractiont a sensibus).

Such ecstasies or raptures are, of

course, frequently mentioned in the Old

and New Testaments, and have occurred

in the lives of many saints. In ecstatic

prayer, according to a mystical writer

(Antony a Spiritu Sancto), the body

seems as if dead, and the senses are

suspended; but the will, as St. Teresa

points out, retaining full power is ab

sorbed in Qod. True rapture unites the

bouI to God, increases humility, &c. If

these effects are not present or are not

Listing, a director may generally conclude

that the rapture is not supernatural. Still

more may lie do so, ifhe sees in the person

who pretends to ecstasy a love of extraordi

nary gifts rather than of solid virtue.

(St. Thomas, " Summ." 1 2ndce, 28, 3 ;

2 2nd®, 175; St. Teresa, "Autobiog."

Eng. Transl. ch. xx.; in which last

useful extracts from the mystics are given.)

ECTHESIS. [See Mo.NuI HELIXES.]

ESliCATXOXr. The moral and in

tellectual discipline by which the human

faculties are trained and unfolded, in

subordination to a certain end. If no

end or object is proposed to himself by

the educator beyond that of making the

most of his pupil's faculties, he does not

educate, but merely informs. For the

domain of knowledge extends in every

direction to infinity ; and the pupil who

simply learns all that his faculties enable

him to learn necessarily becomes, unless

of a very marked idiosyncrasy, a dilet

tante, a sciolist—one who knows a little

of everything—but is not truly educated.

Something like this is said to be the ob

served effect of the training given in the

common schools of the United States, in

which no dominant idea, or one wholly

inadequate—such as that of the greatness

of the Republic, or the excellence of

democracy—supplies teachers and pupils

with a compass to steer by.

Education, however, may, and must,

be directed to several ends sim ultaneously ;

for, as man is a complex being, and has

himself various ends—e.^., as a subject

of Ood, as a subject of Caesar, as a

member of a family, &c.—so the educa

tion of man must propose to itself several

ends. Of these some one must be chief

and paramount, and must direct the form

and measure in which the other ends are

to be pursued ; otherwise the school

would be the battle-ground of inde

pendent forces, each struggling for the

mastery; and the result would be con

fusion. Now, since the object of educa

tion is to form man, the prime end, in

subordination to which it must be con

ducted, must be identical with the prime

end of man himself. What this is we

learn from the Catechism : it is to know

and serve God in this life, and to enjoy

Him for ever in the next. In subordina

tion to this main end all educational pro

cesses are to be carried on. Human

beings ought to be so educated that they

may know God here, and through that

knowledge possess Him hereafter. How,

then, are they to obtain this necessary

knowledge ? The Catholic answer is,

that they mast seek and receive it at

the hands of the one divinely-appointed

and infallible witness of the revelation by

which He has made Himself known to

mankind — the Catholic and Roman

Church. It thus appears that, in the

logical order, the first and highest autho

rity in all that regards education is the

Church. With her sanction it should be

commenced, and under her superintend

ence it should be continued ; for were

her intervention to be excluded at any

stage, there would be danger lest those

under education came to mistake one of

the subordinate ends of man for his main

end, to their own and others' detriment.

At the same tioie, it must not be

forgotten that man is a social being.

The opinion of the best writers (see, for

instance, De Maistre's examination of

Rousseau's "Contrat Social") is, that

man was originally created and adapted

for society, not that society arose out of

a compromise between the warring cupi

dities of originally isolated savages. If

human society be aboriginal, then power

in that society—i.e. government—is also

aboriginal, since without it—man being

what he is—we cannot conceive it pos

sible for society to subsist. This power,

St. Paul tells us,1 is "from God." Its

main object is, to secure the permanence

and temporal welfare, so far as the cir

cumstances admit, of the society itself

and of each member of the society. For

this the power exists ; and it is therefore

entitled to take all measures required to

enable it to fulfil its functions. Now, one of

the conditions without which these func

tions could not be effectively discharged

is a control over education. The organised

power in society—in other words, the

State— may reasonably require that all

its citizens should early receive that

mental and moral training which may

1 Rom. xiii. 1.
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dispose them to restrain anti-social pas

sions, to obey the laws, and by industry

to promote their own and the public

welfare. Whatever control over the

machinery of education may be necessary

to secure the attainment of this end, that

control the State may reasonably pretend

to. Its claims only become unjust and

oppressive when, ignoring the still more

sacred right of the Church to secure in

education the attainment of man's highest

end, it compels or tempts Catholics to

place their children in schools which the

ecclesiastical authority has not sanctioned.

The end pursued by the Church is

primary ; that pursued by the State is

secondary. Each may justly demand

that its authority be recognised ; but the

injury caused by disallowing the autho

rity of the Church is more serious than

in the contrary case, by how much that

which affects man's eternal interest is

more important than that which ailects

his temporal interest only.

A third authority in education is that

of the family, the head of which is under

a moral obligation to see that all its

members receive such a training as may

fit them to maintain their place in the

social hierarchy of their country, keep up

all sound family traditions, and—should

that be necessary, as in most cases it is—

earn their own living. Catholic parents

are, of course, bound also to see that the

teaching in the schools to which they

send their children has ecclesiastical

sanction, and to resist all attempts to

make them patronise schools without

that sanction.

It thus appears that education has

three principal ends—the first religious,

the second political, the third domestic ;

but that among these the religious end

takes the lead and dominates over the

other two, on account of its intrinsically

greater importance. And since, as ex

plained above, we cannot walk securely

in religion one step except in union with

and obedience to the Church, every

well-instructed Catholic understands that

the Church must preside over the educa

tion of Catholics at every stage and in

every branch, so far as to see that they

rxre sufficiently instructed in their reli

gion. With regard to non-Catholics,

who in modem times are often mixed

with Catholics in the same school, the

Church accepts in practice what is called

the "Conscience Clause." [See the ar

ticles Schools and Univebsity, in which

the practical means of reconciling the

concurrent authorities of Church and

State in the work of education are con

sidered.]

UBOTIOV. [See Predestina

tion.]

ELEVATION'. The Church has

adored the Blessed Sacrament from the

time of its institution. St. Ambrose

says, " We adore in the mysteries the

flesh of Christ, which the Apostles

adored." " No one eats that flesh," gays

St. Augustine, " without first adoring it.' 1

But the outward signs by which the

Church has expressed this adoration have

not always been the same.

In the Greek liturgies the elevation of

the Eucharist takes place shortly before

the communion. Ancient authors tell us

how at the elevation the curtains which

concealed the sanctuary during the rest

of the canon were drawn aside and the

sacred mysteries presented by the priest

for the adoration of the faithful. For

merly in the Latin Mass the Blessed

Sacrament was elevated only at the

words " omnti honor et gloria " just before

the " Pater Noster." This is now usually

known as " the little elevation." The ele

vation of host and chalice immediately

after consecration was introduced in

detestation of the denial of transuhstan-

tiation by Berengarius. It seems to

have begun about 1100, for the ancient

Ordines Romani and the liturgical writers

Amalasius, Walafrid, and the author of

the " Micrologus" are silent concerning it.

Even after 1 100 itwas the host only which

was elevated in some churches, and,

indeed, according to Benedict XIV., the

Carthusians still adhere to this old

custom of elevating the host only after

consecration. The further custom of

ringing a small bell at the elevation

began in France during the twelfth

century, was introduced into Germany in

1203 by Cardinal Qui, legate of the Holy

See, and is enjoined in several English

councils. About the same time the

ringing of the large bell at the con

ventual Mass was ordered in the statutes

of some monastic orders. Ivo of Chartres,

who died in 1115, congratulates Maud

Queen of England on having presented

the church of Our Lady at Chartres

with bells which were rung at the conse

cration. (From Le Brun, " Explication

des Ceremonies de la Messe ; " and Bene

dict XIV. " De Miss.")

1 Ambros. De Spir. San. Ui. 12. August

In Pt. xcviii., apud Le Brun.
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BKBIB SATS 1 (quattuor tempora) .

The Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday

which follow December 13, the First Sun

day in Lent, Pentecost, and September 14

(Exaltation of the Cross), are days of

fasting, and are called in English Ember

Days, in the Breviary and Missal " Quat

tuor Tempora," because these days of fast

ing recur in each quarter of the year. The

Ember Days were observed at Rome in

St. Augustine's time—nay, so ancient

was the practice of observing them in

that city that St. Leo ascribes an Apo

stolic origin to the fast. The same Pope

says the object of the fast is that we may

purify our souls and do penance as we

begin each quarter of the year. The

fast was introduced into England by its

Apostle, St. Augustine. At first the

weeks in which the Ember Days occur

were not definitely fixed, and even in the

eleventh century a German council

speaks of the Ember fast as jejunium

mcertum. According to ancient custom

the clergy are ordained only on the

Saturdays of the Ember weeks, while

the whole Church fasts and prays. (See

Acts xiii. ad ink.)

EMBOX.IS1OTS (also Emboli* and

Embolum). Literally, a prayer " thrown

in " or " intercalated." It consists in an

extension of the last clause in the Lord's

Prayer, " Libera nos a malo," and occurs

in all the liturgies, Roman, Mozarabic,

Gallican, Greek, Coptic, Armenian, &c.

In the Eastern liturgies it occurs im

mediately before the communion ; in the

Roman Mass, the embolismus ("Libera

nos, qusesumus, Domine ") is followed by

the breaking of the host, the Pax with the

accompanying prayer, two prayers in

preparation lor communion, and then by

the communion itself.

Embolismus is also used by some

mediaeval writers instead of Epact.

(Kraus, " Real-Encycl.")

eminence (title of a Cardinal).

Before 1630 the Cardinals of the holy

Roman Church were addressed by the

titles of " Most Illustrious " and " Your

most illustrious Lordship " (dominatio) ;

but in that year Urban VIII., by a

consistorial decree, ratified and confirmed

1 It may be regarded as nearly certain that

the English word is not derived from " ember,"

in the sense of ashes. It may come from the

Anglo-Saxon ymbren, a revolution or circuit.

But more probably it is a corruption of the Latin

quattuor tempora. The Dutch quatertemper,

German quatemhrr, Danish kvatember, exhibit

the corruption in Its process. (From Smith and

Cheetham.)

the report of the Congregation of Rites,

recommending that the titles "Most

Eminent " and " Your Eminence " should

for the future be substituted for the

above, and strictly confined (with the

sole exception of the Master of the Hos

pital of St. John of Jerusalem) to the

Cardinals, so that, on the one hand, if

anyone, however highly placed (those of

imperial and royal rank excepted), should

address a Cardinal by any other title, no

notice should be taken of his letter, and,

on the other, any prelate of whatever

rank, assuming these titles, was to be

under the displeasure of the Roman

Pontiff, and liable to various severe

penalties. (Ferraris, Cardinalcs, art. 2.)

EMPIRE. THE HOLY IOHU.

The empire founded by Charlemagne

with the aid of the Roman Pontiffs had

come to nothing through the degeneracy

of his descendants. In 962 it was

revived, through the coronation of

Otho I. King of Germany, by Pope John

XII., and this was called the transfer of

the empire from the Franks to the

Germans (tramlatio imperii a Francit ad

Oermanos). The institution so founded

lasted for eight centuries and a half, and

in the course of ages German publicists,

meditating upon its theory and its powers,

invented lor it the above designation. It

was the Soman empire, for it represented

and revived the Empire of Charlemagne,

which again, according to the ideas of

Latin Christendom, represented and

replaced the old Byzantine empire, which

had fallen into heresy. It was also the

Holy Roman empire, and this not merely

because it was erected with the bene

diction of the Roman Pontiff, but also

because, whereas the old Roman empire

was Pagan, this was Christian, and was

bound to use that universal dominion

which it had inherited in theory from

Pagan Rome for the extension of the

kingdom of Jesus Christ—that is, of the

Catholic Church. As the Church was

one, not many, and knew but one head

on earth, the successor of St. Peter, to

whom all nations and all individuals were

de jure subject in their spiritual concerns,

so, according to these reasoners, all tem

poral dominion was of right summed up

in the one empire, governed by the one

emperor, under whom, as his vicegerents,

the kings of the nations ruled in their

respective countries. It is needless to

remark that this brilliant generalisation

scarcely emerged out of the region of

theory, that it was never countenanced
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by the Popes ; and that the kings of the

Franks, the Normans, and the Spanish

Goths, whose ancestors had never been

subjugated by the Romans, were not

likely to surrender an atom of then-

independence in deference to this figment

of Qhibelline lawyers. Yet so captivating

was the idea to the mediaeval mind, that

special protests were sometimes deemed

necessary, as in the case of the Emperor

Sigismund's visit to England in 1416,

when as his ship lay off the shore at

Dover, and he was preparing to land, the

Duke of Gloucester, by Henry V.'s

order, rode into the water with his

sword drawn, and " inquired whether the

imperial stranger meant to exercise or

claim any authority or jurisdiction in

England." 1 The answer being in the

negative, he was allowed to land.

The crown of the Holy Roman Empire

was elective, this being deemed, probably

from the example of Papal elections, a

more august mode of appointment than

hereditary descent. The electors for a

long period were seven in number, four

secular princes, and three ecclesiastical ;

afterwards they became eight, and finally

nine. Nevertheless the imperial crown

tended to become hereditary, and from

the accession of Albert in 1437 to the

end the only emperors not of the house of

Hapsburg were Charles VII. and

Francis I. The first Napoleon, aiming at

reviving in his own person the empire of

Charlemagne, insisted after Austerlitz

on the suppression of the ancient title ;

this was done in 1806, the reigning em

peror taking the title of Emperor of

Austria.

ElfCXiOSTTRE (clmisurd). Enclo

sure is that rule of the Church which

separates a convent from the world by

the prohibition or restriction of inter

course with persons outside its walls.

From the nature of the case, since preach

ing and other active ministerial duties

are incompatible with enclosure, only a

certain proportion of the orders of men

observe it; and in the case of these it

relates principally to the admission of

women to the interior of the monastery.

Hence the term is commonly used of

nunneries rather than of the convents of

men. The Church desires that the en

trance of any person into religion should

be his or her free and voluntary act,

done with a pure intention; and sbe en

joins that a postulant of tender years

1 Lingard, vol. UL p. 249.

be closely examined on these points by

the bishop.1 She will not allow a pos

tulant of either sex to be professed be

fore the completion of the sixteenth year,

and at least a year of probation, after

taking the habit, must precede the pro

fession.3 Having thus provided, so far

as possible, that persons of weak resolu

tion and unstable character, shall not

be professed, she surrounds them, when

once professed, with rigorous safeguards,

with a view to minimise to the utmost

that peril of inconstancy to which frail

human nature is ever liable. The Council

of Trent ordered that where the enclosure

of nuns had been broken, it should be

restored by the bishops, who were for

the future to maintain it most strictly.

" Let it not be lawful for any nun after

her profession to go out of her convent,

even for a short time, on any pretext

whatever, except for some legitimate

cause to be approved by the bishop, not

withstanding any indults and privileges

whatsoever. And let no persons, what

ever be their rank, condition, sex, or age,

be allowed to enter within the enclosed

part of the convent unless with the leave

of the bishop or superior, given in writing,

under pain of incurring excommunication

ipso facto." 3 The " legitimate cause "

was interpreted W extend only to three

things—fire, leprosy, or some epidemic

disease ; but according to Barbosa other

grounds are admissible: for instance, the

danger, in time of war, of a convent fall

ing into the hands of an undisciplined

soldiery. The prohibition against any

one entering the convent prevents the

chaplain or any other priest from entering

the part of the church where the nuns

sing, and requires that even the bishop,

when the nuns are electing an abbess or

other functionary, shall take their votes

at the grate and not elsewhere. But

there are certain cases of necessary ex

ception : as when a nun is too ill to go to

the confessional in the church, in which

case the confessor must go to her cell and

the sacraments must be taken to her;

medical men and surgeons have also to be

admitted, and some persons of the trades

man class ; but these must always be

accompanied by two of the older nuns.

A bishop has power to order that no

one shall go to a nunnery, even for the

purpose of conversation at the grille, un-

1 Cone. Trid. Sess. xxv. De Beg. et Mon.

c 17, 18.

» /Aid. c. 15.

» Ibid, c 6.
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less with his or his commissary's per

mission. (Ferraris, Clautura.)

It is, however, important to note that

the legislation of the Church on enclo

sure applies, in its full strictness, only to

the monasteries of real " moniales," and

not to the numerous modern congrega

tions of women bound by simple vows,

whose convents are more properly called

contervatoria.

ElfCKATITJE (fyKpareis, fyiepari-

rai). A Gnostic sect founded by

Tatian in the latter part of the second

century. Tatian was by birth an Assyrian,

taught rhetoric at Rome and became a

Christian under the influence of Justin

Martyr. After Justin's death his exag

gerated theories on the evil inherent in

matter led into definite heresy. Accord

ing to Irenseus (i. 28), he adopted a fanciful

system of " eons similar to that of

Valentinus and Clement of Alexandria

(" Strom." iii. p. 548, ed. Potter) ; he be

longed to the class of anti-Jewish

Gnostics—i.e. he denied the divine origin

of the Mosaic law. He denounced mar

riage as impurity, and made his followers

abstain from animal food. Hence the

name Encratites or "Continent." This

false ascetisisui, which had its origin in

the East, was widely diffused in early

times, so that we need not be surprised to

hear of " Encratites" or false ascetics who

may really have had no connection with

Tatian. Such were the Aquarii or

iSpowapao-rarai, so called because, re

garding wine as evil, they would use

water only in the celebration of the

Eucharist. (Neander/'Kircbengeschichte,"

ii. p. 157.)

EXTCrcXiXCAXi (literee encyclica).

A circular letter. In the ecclesiastical

sense, an encyclical is a letter addressed

by the Pope to all the bishops in com

munion with him, in which he condemns

prevalent errors, or informs them of im

pediments which persecution, or perverse

legislation or administration, opposes in

particular countries to the fulfilment by

the Church of her divine mission, or ex

plains the line of conduct which Christians

ought to take in reference to urgent

practical questions, such as education, or

the relations between Church and State,

or the liberty of the Apostolic See. En

cyclicals are "published for the whole

Church, and addressed directly to the

bishops, under circumstances which are

afflicting to the entire Catholic body ;

while briefs and bulls are determined by

circumstances more particular in their

nature, and have a more special destina

tion."1

In early times the use of the term was

not restricted as at present; thus the

well-known letter of the Church of

Smyrna, describing the martyrdom of

Polycarp is headed 'En-KrroXij cyroxXunw,

a circular letter; and the same designa

tion was given by St. Cyprian to his

letters on the Lapsi. (Ferraris, Epistola,

§ 15.)
EVD OF MAV. [See BBATITUDR]

END OF TBI WORLD. [See

Last Things.]

SITOOWMElfT (Fr. dotation, Ger.

Begabung). Any property permanently

set apart, in order that its annual profits

may contribute to the support ot some

institution of public utility or recreation,

is an endowment of that institution. An

ecclesiastical endowment is such property

set apart for the support of a church, or

of some institution the management of

which is in ecclesiastical hands. From

the fifth century the Church began to be

richly endowed, chiefly with lands ; at a

later period lordships and jurisdictions

were showered upon her, especially in

Germany, where the three Prince Bishops

of Cologne, Mainz, and Treves were Elec

tors of the German empire. Our own

forefathers, alike in Saxon and Norman

times, were full of a generous zeal to

secure by endowments the services of a

permanent priesthood, and to provide for

the competent or splendid celebration of

the divine worship. A considerable part

of the provision thus made was confiscated

and squandered during the Reformation ;

what remained was, by the effect of the

Acts of Uniformity and Supremacy,

transferred to the Anglican body, and is

still enjoyed by them. The calamities

and oppressions under which English

Catholics have existed during the last

three centuries, have, till recent times,

thrown great obstacles in the way of a

renewed flow of endowments. Yet such

instances are not quite unknown ; we

could mention a pious couple near Kendal,

who bequeathed a good estate two or three

generations ago to found a permanent

mission in order to "evangelise the

dales ; " and there must be similar cases

in other counties. In Scotland and Ire

land, no less than in England, the old

endowments belonging to the Catholic

Church have been either lost or diverted

from their original destination. In Scot

land, through the extraordinary influence

1 Art. by Dux, in Wetzer and Welte.
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of Knox in the sixteenth century, the

greater part of the population embraced

the heresy of Calyin, and the Presby

terians of the " Established Kirk " still

enjoy what is left of the ancient endow

ments. In Ireland, the Protestant Church,

to which the power of England trans

ferred the tithes and Church lands at the

Reformation, was disestablished and no

minally disendowed by the Act of 1869 ;

but the compensations were calculated on

so liberal a scale as almost to amount to

re-endowment.

SNEBOQKBN (ivtpyoifitvot— i.e.

worked upon, as by a demon). A word of

frequent occurrence in early Christian

literature. The energuiuens correspond

to the persons " possessed by a demon "

(Sai/ioptfo/io'oi), tormented " (cVo^Xow-

lumt), " overpowered by the devil " (irnra-

bui';i<TT(v6ii<i>(n inrd r6 bta@6\ov), 11 with

an unclean spirit" (jtmO^u dxadapTov

(\oiTts), who are mentioned in Matt,

iy. 24, Luc yi. 18, Acts x. 38, Acts

viii. 7, and elsewhere in the New Testa

ment. In ecclesiastical language the

energumens are also called " demoniacs,"

"possessed of the devil" (Satiioi/ioXrjn-

roi) ; and, among the Latins, " arrepti "

ana " arreptitii," sc. " a dssmone." We

also find (e.g. in "Oonstit. Ap." viii. 12)

the word xtifia{6ptvoi—i.e. "the storm-

tossed." The Church derived her belief in

demoniacal possession from the words of

Christ, who (e.g. in Matt. xii. 22 teq.) ex

pressly appeals to the fact of his driving

out the devil from the possessed as a

proof of his divine mission. The Apo

logists generally prove the divinity of the

Christian religion by the power which the

Church had to heal the possessed ; and

among these Apologists, Tertullian, " Ad

8cap. 2, speaks of the healing power as

* fact generally recognised and of daily

The number of possessed persona, or

energumens, in the early Church ori-

nated a regular discipline with regard to

them. This discipline began in the third

century, died out in the East in the

course of the following, while in Spain it

continued in force till the seventh cen

tury. The energumens were divided into

baptised and catechumens,1 the former

being examined (to ascertain the reality

of the possession) at the altar, the latter

outside of the church. Their names were

put in a register, they were maintained

at the expense of the Christian com

munity, and had dwellings assigned them

1 Anns. i. can. 14, 15.

near the church.1 They were set to work
—e.g. in sweeping the church a—and led a

penitential life. Sometimes the exorcist,

with the bishop's approval, exorcised them

privately*; sometimes the ceremony was

performed by the bishop himself assisted

by his clergy, after the "Mass of the

Catechumens," with prayer, the sign of

the cross, and laying on of hands. Other

means of exorcism—e.g. application of

blessed water and salt, of spittle, breathing

upon them (exmfflatio, instiflatio), in

some places anointing, were also used.

The older practice was to debar ener

gumens, except at death, from all the

sacraments till they were cured,4 but the

Council of Orange, in 441, admitted them

to the sacraments of baptism and the

eucharist, if they behaved peaceably.*

They were of course excluded from ordi

nation, or, if ordained, from exercising

their orders till their recovery was

thoroughly proved. It is impossible to

say for certain where they were placed

in church ; probably those who were

violent were placed outside the church,

those who were peaceable in the narthex,

both classes being called up by the deacon

nearer to the altar for the exorcism. When

healed, the former energumen fasted for

a period varying from twenty to forty

days. He was dismissed by the priest,

after prayer, and his name was entered in

the list of the cured.

The Church, in the Roman Pontifical,

still recognises the possibility of demoni

acal possession ; but cases of possession

are infrequent or infrequently recognised,

and the energumens no longer occupy the

position and attract the interest which

belonged to them in the early Church.

airox.zsH catholics. A brief

sketch of the principal facts bearing on

the fortunes of Catholicism in this country,

from the accession of Elizabeth, in 1668,

to the restoration of the hierarchy, in

1850, will be attempted in the present

article.

In a previous article (Anglicaw

Church) the passing of the Acts of Uni

formity and Supremacy at the beginning

of the reign was described. The con

sternation among sincere Catholics was

great ; nevertheless it is clear that there

was a much larger number who were ex

ceedingly unwilling to oppose the Gov

1 Concil. Carthag. iv. can. 92.

> Ibid. can. 91.

' Omcil. Laod. can. 26.

« Concil. IUib. can. 29, 87.

» Can. 14.
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ment, and who flattered themselves tfiat

if they complied for a while and attended

the Protestant service, the storm would

blow over, and the Mass be restored as

before under Mary. Ribadeneira 1 states

that in the first years of Elizabeth the

Catholics in great numbers frequented the

parish churches, thinking it sufficient if

they did not enter or leave them in com

pany with Protestants ! But this was

stopped as soon as the matter was re

ferred to a committee of theologians (one

of whom was Laynez) at the Council of

Trent, whose unanimous decision was

that such attendance at Protestant wor

ship was sinful. The oath of supremacy

not being generally tendered even to the

clergy, and not at all to the laity unless

they wished to hold office under the

Crown, did not at first cause much diffi

culty. But the lawfulness of the oath

was warmly discussed, and its essential

repugnance to Scripture and tradition

demonstrated, in writings which soon

began to issue in swarms from the presses

of Flanders, where Catholic exiles found

a secure refuge. The Government of

Elizabeth found a legislative, if not a

theological, answer ready in reply to the

Catholic pamphleteers. In 1563 a law

was passed hy the obsequious Parliament

making the second refusal of the oath of

supremacy an act of high treason, punish

able with death. The Emperor Ferdi

nand, in whose dominions at that time

Protestants received a full toleration,

wrote to Elizabeth, appealing for more

indulgence towards the English Catholics,

and asking that they might have one

church in every considerable town in

which to celebrate their worship. This,

Elizabeth, whose imperious humourwould

not brook that any of her subjects should

have a different religion from herself,

flatly refused.

The other persecuting Acts of this

reign, or the chief of them, were as

follows:—

1. Statute of 1571. In the preamble,

offences against the Act of 1663, and the

late insurrection in the north, are named

as circumstances calling for fresh legisla

tion. It is enacted that if any persons

procure or use bulls for reconciling per

sons to the " usurped authority " of the

see of Rome, or if any should " obtain or

get from the said Bishop of Rome or any

of his successors . . . any manner of

bull, writing, or instrument, written or

1 In his book De Schismate, quoted by Mr.

Hallam, Const. Hid. L

printed, containing any thing, matter, or

cause whatsoever . . . then all and every

such act . . . shall be deemed to be high

treason ; and the offender and offenders

therein," on conviction, " shall suffer pains

of death, and also lose and forfeit all

their lands, tenements, hereditaments,

goods, and chattels.'' After the passing

of this Act, any man who might get a

dispensation from Rome to marry his

first cousin, did so at the risk of being

reduced to beggary and hanged! We

have given the very words of the statute,

stripping them of technicalities, because

even now it is a common belief with Pro

testants that the Catholic martyrs under

Elizabeth died for treason, not for reli

gion. If the Government could justly

make into a treason the profession of

what had been the religion of the country

for nine hundred years, then the Catholics

were traitors, but not otherwise. Treason

meant, under the old English law,1 com

passing the sovereign's death, or levying

war within the realm, or joining his

foreign enemies,9 and must be proved by

some overt act. What resemblance is

there between any of these offences and

such acts as the refusal to swear that the

Queen is supreme head of the Church, or

persuading a person to become a Catholic,

or being absolved by a priest and recon

ciled to the Church ? These acts did not

change their nature by being called

" treasons ; " the only difference was that,

after the passing of the Elizabethan sta

tutes, the blood of the Catholics could be

shed under colour of law, instead of

openly and avowedly for " cause of re

ligion."

2. Statute of 1581. Any act of per

suasion to the Romish religion was de

clared by this statute to be high treason,

and punishable as such. Anyone, after the

end of the session, who should be willingly

absolved by, and promise obedience to,

" the said pretended authority," being

taken, tried, and convicted, was to " suffer

and forfeit as in cases of high treason."

By another clause, any person saying

Mass was to forfeit two hundred marks

and be imprisoned for a year; anyone

hearing Mass was to forfeit one hundred

marks, and also undergo a year's im

prisonment.

3. Statute of 15S5. This Act ordered

1 Statute of Treasons, 1351.

1 Besides Rome other offences—counterfeiting

the great seal, murdering the king's judges.

with which no one ever thought of taxing the

Catholics.
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all Jesuits, seminary priests, and other

Sriests to quit the kingdom within forty

ays after the end of the session ; if any

such should be found after that date, they

were to be adjudged traitors, and suffer

as in case of high treason. Any person

sheltering or aiding such Jesuit, &c, was

to be " adjudged a felon without benefit

of clergy, and suffer death."

4. btatute of 1587 : for the speedier

execution of the Act of 1661. It made

void all dealings with property, subse

quent to 1568, by persons who had not

attended, or should not attend, the An

glican service, and declared such property

forfeit to the Crown. Everyone who

had been convicted of not going to church

was to pay a fine calculated at the rate

of 20/. per month since the date of such

conviction.

6. Statute of 1593 : against " Popish

recusants." Such were " to repair to their

own homes, and not to travel five miles

therefrom; if they had not goods to

satisfy the monthly fine of 20/. for

non-attendance at church, they were to

abjure the realm ; and if they refused

to do so, they were to suffer as felons." 1

These laws were not intended to be a

brutum fulmen ; they were skilfully de

signed with a view to terrify the English

people into embracing the royal religion,

ana to kill and reduce to beggary those

who preferred the religion of their fathers.

Being vigorously executed, they accom

plished to a great extent the ends pro

posed ; and if a Catholic remnant still sur

vived at the end of the reign, and the

estates of many Catholics still remained to

them, this was not because the laws were

deficient, but because common humanity

and English good-nature induced many,

who had conformed themselves, to screen

their less complying friends, so far as they

could, from a persecution which they felt

to be iniquitous. Under these laws the

following persons lost their lives in the

reign of Elizabeth :—

128 priests and members of religious

orders
68 laymen a

3 women
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1 AnnaU of England. 1862.

9 "No layman was brought to the bar or to

the block under its provisions " (those of the

Act of 1581) ; Green's Short History of the

English People. Possibly not ; but Mr. Green

should have added that under other Acts of the

same class fifty-eight laymen were put to

death for religion.

besides thirty-two Franciscans said by

Mr. Law to have been starved to death

in prison in 1683.1 The names of many

others are recorded as having "died in

prison," slowly sinking under the effects

of the noisomeness and filth of the

horrible bastilles of those days. In the

above list there is one layman who died

under the torture. No statesman ever

made a more systematic use of torture

to extort the confessions which he wanted

than the sanctimonious Burleigh. Under

his direction Topcliffe, the pursuivant,

put the noble Kobert Southwell ten

times to the torture, to make him confess

in whose houses he had been staying ;

but not a syllable could be extracted

from him. " The rack," says Mr. Hallam,

" seldom stood idle in the Tower for all

the latter part of Elizabeth's reign." 2
The ■ Holy See regarded with sorrow

and alarm the sufferings of the English

Catholics, and the rapid progress of the

schism. It is commonly said that Paul IV.

spoke roughly to Sir E. Carne when he

announced to him Elizabeth's accession,

but at last declared that if she would

place herself in his hands, he would do

what he could to serve her. This story

appears to rest only on the authority of

Sarpi, the historian of the Council of

Trent. It is certain that, in May 1660,

Pius IV. made friendly overtures to her ;

for we have the text of a letter of that

date,3 announcing, in courteous and even

affectionate terms, that the Pope was

sending to her Vincenzo Parpalia, whom

Bhe knew personally, to confer with her ;

that he earnestly desired to accord to her

whatever she might wish for the con

firmation, of her princely dignity ; and

that nothing could express the joy of

himself and of the fathers about to attend

the Council (of Trent) were they to hear

of her returning into the bosom of the

Church.4 Parpalia was not allowed to

come into England, and the work of

anti-Catholic legislation went on. Re

monstrance and admonition having proved

useless, the Holy See resolved, while there

was yet time, before a generation educated

in Protestant schools had grown up, to

1 Calendar of the English Martyrt, T. G.

Law (1876). The names and other particulars

are given, except in the case of the Franciscans.

* Conit. Hi»t. ch. iii.

5 Dodd's Church Hittory, III. cccxxi.

* The story told by Camden that Pius IV.

offered to settle the English liturgy by his

authority and to allow the English Catholics

the use of the sacrament in both kinds, seems

to rest on mere rumour.
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employ against Elizabeth the censures of

the Church. Pope Pius V. published a

bull for this purpose in lfi70 [Deposi

tion, Bull op]. It failed of its effect;

and the efforts made by Sixtus V., in

1587 and 1588, to dethrone her by means

of the fleets and armies of Philip II.,

and terminate the miseries of the

Catholics, similarly miscarried. Nothing

remained but to console and sustain the

Catholics as much as possible under the

persecution, and hope for better times

under a new sovereign. In July 1G00,

Clement VIII. wrote to the Nuncio in

Flanders that he was very anxious on the

subject of the English succession, and

instructed him, as soon as the "misera

fKmina" was dead, to write to the

English Catholics, urging them to post

pone every other consideration to the one

paramount object of having a king who

would, if not protect, at least leave free

the Catholic religion.

The effect of such laws, executed with

cold, ruthless, stealthy tenacity by very

able administrators, who were zealously

aided by the Anglican clergy, was to

reduce the profession of Catholicism, in

the last years of the reign, to a minimum.

No cruel stratagem, co conscience-rending

device, was spared ; husbands were made

responsible for the conformity of their

wives ; wives for that of their husbands ;

accumulated fines for non-attendance at

church held up before fathers the pro

spect of ruin and social descent for their

sons, for whom yet they could scarcely

by any sacrifice obtain a Catholic edu

cation ; the ancient universities were

perverted ; the ancient schools were

perverted; the town populace, long

since won over by the coarse satires of

the Lollards, was everywhere against

Catholics ; the circumstances of the

time made it easy to flx on them the

brand of disloyalty. If anyone wishes to

understand their unhappy condition in

detail, let him read the report of Father

Holtby, in 1594, to Garnet the Provincial,

published in the third volume of Dodd

(ed. Tierney). It is commonly estimated

that, at the end of the reign, about half

the population were still Catholics ; but

this can only be understood of secret in

clinations, if, even so limited, it be true ;

those who actually practised their religion

must have borne a much smaller propor

tion than this to the mass of the popula

tion.

The time came when she who, for the

security of her crown, had shed so much

blood, broken so many hearts, ruined so

many lives, had to depart out of this

world. " Heaven was just," says the

Catholic historian, "in making her in

consolable who had been the author of so

much grief to others." 1 She fell into a

settled melancholy; would sit silent in

her chair for days and nights together;

and when urged by the Lord Admiral to

go to her bed, told him that if he had

seen what she saw there, he would not

ask her. " She became tedious to her

self, and troublesome to all about her." 8

While she was in this state the Arch

bishop of Canterbury and other prelates

called to see her, at which she was very

angry, " bidding them be packing, saying

she was no atheist, but knew full well

that they were hedge priests, and took it

for an indignity that they should speak

to her." 3 Such—assuming that the

words are correctly reported—was her

final estimate of those " Anglican orders "

which she had done so much to establish.

In this state of mind she died.

Catholics under James I. — Aware

that James had carried on the govern

ment of Scotland in a tolerant spirit,

and not foreseeing what an insurmount

able attraction the theory of "head

ship of the Church " would have for a

learned fool, and how it would work on

a despotic temper, the English Catholics

hailed with joy his accession to the throne.

But in the following year (1604) was

passed an Act " for the due execution

of the statutes against Jesuits, semi

nary priests, and other priests." It

was enacted that two-thirds of a Cath

olic landowner's real estate might be

seized to meet the fine of 20/. per

month for not attending church, if the

money was not paid. Under Elizabeth

many Catholics, without much molesta

tion, had provided for the education of

their children abroad. That scanty

liberty was cut off by this statute, which

fined anyone sending a child abroad for

education "in Popery," for each offence

100/., and made the person so sent

incapable of inheriting or enjoying any

property, real or personal, unless he

conformed to the Established Church.

Another clause prohibited the keeping of

a school by or in the house of any

' Dodd's Church Hiilory, iii. 70.

» Ibid.

3 Dodd, loc. cit. His account is taken

from the narrative of Lady Southwell, one of

the queen's waiting women, who was present.
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recusant.* The alarmed Catholics, still

unwilling to believe that the hopes which

they had indulged must he renounced,

petitioned the king for the free exercise

of their religion in private houses, re

minding him how much they had suffered

" for your good mother's sake." ' For

answer, James issued a proclamation

(September 1004) banishing all the

Catholic missionary priests out of the

kingdom. This climax of tyranny drove

some of the Catholics to desperation ;

they began to conspire, and the Gun

powder Plot (1605) was the result.

Nothing can be fairer than what Bellar-

min writes on this subject : " I excuse

not the deed ; I hate murders ; I detest

conspiracies; but no one can deny that

men were driven to despair. For the

Catholics hoped .... that under a new

prince, who had always been noted lor

clemency, and whose accession they had

cordially welcomed, they would draw

breath again after so long a persecution,

and be free to retain that faith and

religion which the king's own mother

and all his ancestors had piously prac

tised. But when they saw that the cruel

edicts of Queen Elizabeth were confirmed,

that crushing fines were imposed on those

refusing to frequent heretical places of

worship, and that under colour of accu

sations for breaches of the law they were

being gradually despoiled of all their

property, some among them, who could

not put up with their wrongs, driven to

despair, framed that plot which we and

you alike deplore." *

Soon after the Gunpowder Plot, James,

with the assistance of Bancroft and Chris

topher Perkins, a renegade Jesuit, framed

a new oath of allegiance for Catholics,

the object of which was to divide them—

to extract as much disloyalty to the Holy

See from those who took it as was com

patible with not absolutely withdrawing

their obedience—and to mitigate the

foreign outcry against the persecution in

England. To understand what followed,

it is necessary to describe the measures

which had already been taken to give

English Catholics a new organisation.

While the hope was not yet extinct that

the nation might be restored to Catholi-

1 Recusants were those who refused the oath

of supremacy under Elizabeth, and the oath of

allegiance, presently to be described, under

James 1. and his successors.

» »odd, iv. App. 82.

* From Bellarmin's replv to the Apology

for the Oatk of Allegiance ; Opera, iii. 646.

cism, and some of the old bishops, de

posed by Elizabeth, were still alive,

questions of government and jurisdiction

remained, more or less, in suspense.

When, however, after the foundation of

a seminary college at Douay 1 by Al

len, an ex-canon of York, in 1668, fol

lowed by a similar foundation at Home

in 1679, English priests came over

iuto England in considerable numbers,

and Jesuits and Franciscans hastened

to the post of peril, questions of juris

diction and administration could not

but emerge. In 1597 Father Persons

drew up a petition to the Holy See,

requesting that two English bishops

might be appointed, one to reside in

England, the other in Flanders; this

last being ready to take the place of his

English brother, should he fall into the

hands of the persecutors. The petition

also recommended that the bishop in

England should be assisted by seven or

eight ecclesiastics of higher rank—arch-

pnests or archdeacons.1 It was not

thought prudent at Rome to do all that

the petition recommended ; but to provide

a head for the struggling mission, Cardinal

Cajetan (1598), the protector of the

English nation, appointed George Black-

well archpriest, with a council of twelve

consultors, of whom six were nominated

by the Cardinal, six were to be selected

by Blackwell himself.

In 1606 the king caused an " Act for

the better discovering and repressing of

popish recusants" to be passed, which

contained the new oath of allegiance

above mentioned. The Catholic was

no longer required to swear that the

king was the supreme spiritual authority

in England. " He was to declare that

James was lawful king, and that the

Pope had no kind of authority to depose

him, or to authorise others to depose

him, or to release his subjects from their

allegiance. The person thus swearing

was moreover to declare that he would

support the king, notwithstanding any

excommunication or deprivation. . . .

He was to add: 'And I do further

swear that I do from my heart abhor,

detest, and abjure as impious and here

tical, this damnable doctrine and position,

that princes which be excommunicated

by the Pope may be deposed or murdered

by their subjects, or any other whatso-

1 On all that relates to Douay, see the

preface by F. Knox of the Oratory to tho

Douay Diaries, pt. i. (1877).

» Dodd, iii. App. No. 21
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ever.'"1 The theory underlying this

oath evidently was, that the right of a

king to his throne was original andjure

divmo, and that no power on earth,

whether emanating from his own subjects

or from any other source, could lawfully

depose him. In times when a high

doctrine of royal prerogative was gene

rally accepted, such an oath, it was

thought, would be particularly ensnaring

to Catholics ; and so it proved. The

archpriest Blackwell published an opinion

favourable to it, and advised that it be

taken. Cardinal Bellarmin, who had

been a fellow-student with him, wrote a

letter, gently remonstrating against the

course he was taking, and reminding him

how inconsistent it was with the teach

ing which they had received. James,

with the help of Bishop Andrewes, then

published an " Apology for the Oath of

Allegiance," which Bellarmin met with

a " Responsio " (1610), under the feigned

name of Matthias Tortus. In this

masterly treatise the Cardinal shows that

for a Catholic to swear that he would

continue to obey the king in spite of any

sentence of excommunication by the

Pope, was as much as to say that the

Pope was not the head of the Church,

had no power of binding and loosing

given him by Christ, and could do

nothing against a heretic king. It was

equivalent to saying that the duty of a

man to his king was antecedent to, and

of higher obligation than, his duty to

Cod and the Pope his vicar. But this

touched faith, and was not a matter of

civil allegiance merely, as the king and

his Anglican advisers laboured to prove.2

The Pope (Paul V.), wrote a brief to the

English Catholics in 1606, and another

in 1607, warning them against taking

the oath ; and after some time the general

body of English Catholics carefully re

frained from doing so. But not only did

a contumacious minority accept or at

least defend it, but it cannot be doubted

that a large number of waverers, thinking

or pretending to think that continued

adhesion to their religion was inconsistent

with their civil duty, took this occasion

of conforming to the establishment. The

steady continuance of sanguinary re

pression of course contributed to this

result. According to the list in Dodd *

twenty-four Catholics were executed for

1 Canon Flanagan's Hittory of the Clmrch

in England, ii. 292.

» Bellarm., Opera, iii. 638.

» Dodd, iv. 179 (Tiemev).

religion under James L, but Mr. Law1

gives the names of twenty-seven, of

whom eight were laymen. These exe

cutions were scattered pretty evenly over

the years of James's reign. The king's

resolution to seek a wife for the Prince

of Wales among the Catholic royal

families of Europe, not the Protestant,

inspired new hopes at Rome, as we learn

from a touching letter addressed to him

by Urban VIII. on October 2, 1623.'

Under Charles I.—The hopes created

by James's matrimonial projects were not

entirely defeated. Though the Spanish

match fell through, a marriage was

arranged with Henrietta Maria, daughter

of Henri Quatre and sister ofLouis XIII.,

the Pope granting a dispensation in con

sideration of articles in the marriage

treaty promising a free exercise of their

religion for Henrietta and her attendants,

and some relaxation of the penal laws

for the English Catholics. This relax

ation, if we regard the reign as a whole,

actually took place. It is true that

Charles did not carry out the stipulation

in favour of the Catholics uniformly ; but

it must be remembered that he had to

deal with a Parliament and a populace

which a long course of Protestant teach

ing and preaching had now inflamed

with a superstitious hatred of Catholicism.

Whenever Parliament met, they pe

titioned the king to execute the penal

laws more rigorously, and the rejoicings

of the mob in London at the news of the

failure of the Spanish marriage had

shown how strong was the popular

prejudice. Charles could not openly defy

this mass of popular sentiment ; we read

accordingly of proclamations issued by

him ordering priests to quit the kingdom,

parents to recall their children from

foreign schools, &c, and in two cases

(1628) the blood of Catholics was shed.*

But after the dissolution of 1629 the

penal laws gradually almost ceased to «

be executed; no one was put to death

for many years ; the celebration of Mass

was little impeded ; even the fines for

recusancy, unless the king's wants were

urgent, were languidly exacted.4 Still,

seventy years ofseverancefrom Rome had

effectually done their work : the nation

1 Calendar, &c.

» Dodd, v. App. No. 58 (Tierney).

5 Father Arrowsmith and Mr. Richard

Herat. A remarkable story is told about the

former in Milner's End of Controvert!/.

* Hallam, Const. Hist, ch. viiL ; Clarendon,

vol. i. app. B.
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was now Protestant. Panzani, a secret

agent sent by Urban VIII. to England

in 1635, reported that the Catholics in

the kingdom were about 150,000 in

number.1 Among these doubtless a much

larger proportion were persons ofproperty

and standing than was the case in the

general population. Numerous conver

sions added to their strength about this

time. Panzani declares, in the Report

iust quoted, that " while he was in

London, almost all the nobility who

died, though reputed Protestants, died

Catholics." Goodman, the Anglican

bishop of Gloucester, died a Roman

Catholic. Secretary Cottington, Secre

tary Windebank, Crashaw the poet, Sir

George Calvert the coloniser of Mary

land, Sir Toby Matthews the diplomatist,

Abraham Woodhead one of the Oxford

proctors, Cressy a canon of Windsor,

with many others, submitted to the

Church before the middle of the century.2

It was to these conversions that Milton,

whose religious sympathies were Puritan,

referred in his " Lycidas" (1638) :

*' Besides what the grim wolf, with privy paw,

Daily devours apace, and nothing said.'1

The Catholics began, even in London,

to go openly to Mass ; schemes of re

union were in the air ;3 Laud's ritual

innovations, and the measures of harsh

repression taken in the High Commission

Court against, the Puritans, all seemed to

point one way.

In the civil war between the king

and the Parliament, which soon broke out,

the English Catholics, to a man, took

the king's side. This has been spoken of

sometimes in their honour, sometimes to

their dispraise ; but, in fact, they had no

alternative. It was no preference for an

absolute compared with a constitutional

monarchy which led the descendants ot

the men who forced reforms from John

and the first Edward, now to rally to the

royal standard ; but a simple political

necessity. They could expect some

justice from the king; they could expect

none from the Parliament. The popular

party under Charles I., and the country

party in the next reign, reserved all their

' Hallam, he. cit. ; the total population at

this time was probably between four and five
million*

* Flanagan, ii. 827, note.
J Montagu, Bishop of Chichester, made

overtures in this sense to Panzani ; but he

6ecms not to have appreciated the difficulties in

theway, and bis proposals were somewhat coolly

received. Hallam, be cit.

indignation against intolerance for Pro

testant persecution of Protestants ; Protes

tant persecution of Catholics was in their

eyes right and necessary. This is the

more remarkable because at this very

time the Protestants across the Channel

were enjoying full toleration under the

Edict of Nantes. It is, however, an in

disputable fact ; and besides being

proved in many other ways, it is estab

lished by a mere reference to the returns

of the executions of Catholics during the

reign. Between 1625 and 1640, only the

two persons already named suffered death ;

but in the period between the meeting

of the Long Parliament in the autumn of

1640 and the death of Cromwell in 1658,

the penal laws claimed twenty-four vic

tims. A few of these were executed by

royal authority, that authority being put in

force in consequence of pressure from the

Parliament ; but the greater number were

hanged at Tyburn, after the king had

ceased to govern in London. For the

death of the aged Father Southworth,

hanged in 1654 solely for his priesthood,

Cromwell, who was then at the head of

the government, was responsible. There

is therefore nothing surprising in the de

votion with which Catholics fought and

suffered in the cause of Charles I. Many

of them fell in battle : e.g. Robert

Dormer, Earl of Carnarvon, killed at

Newbury (1643), and Sir Arthur Aeton,

who perished in the massacre after the

storm of Drogheda (1649). The pages of

Dodd record the names, services, and

manner of death of many others. It was

estimated (though the proportion is pro

bably too high), that out of about five

hundred gentlemer. who lost their lives

for Charles in the civil war, a hundred

and ninety-four were Catholics.' A finer

type of a brave and loyal gentleman,

" true as the dial to the sun," than the

Marquis of Worcester,5 lord of Raglan

Castle, it would not be easy to produce.

When the Parliament got the upper hand,

the Catholics were treated with great

severity; their estates were often confis

cated, when their Protestant neighbours

were suffered to compound. After the

king's execution, they ceased to play an

active part in public life ; nor did they

seek to maintain relations with the exiled

1 Dodd, quoted by Hallam, Const. Hi,t.

en. x.

» His son, Edward, was also a staunch

Latholic j bis grandson, Henry, first Duke of

(DoddL)'' COn&rmod to the Churcn of England.
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royal family. Cromwell's government,

on the whole, treated them leniently.

But, in truth, after the battle of Wor

cester (1650) all parties were sick of

bloodshed, and this feeling protected for

some years the Catholic priests, and caused

a comparative toleration of their worship.

Under Charter II.—Reverting to the

subject of ecclesiastical organisation, we

find that the archpriest Blackwell (who,

being thrown into prison after the Gun

powder Plot, had consented to take the

new oath of allegiance) was on this

account deprived by the Holy See of his

office and of all faculties (1608), George

Birkhead being appointed to succeed him.

Harrison succeeded Birkhead in 1614.

Our space does not permit us to do more

than glance at the dissensions which

troubled the Catholics, arising out of the

contention of certain priests that Black-

well's jurisdiction was invalid, and out of

differences between seculars and regulars.

The necessity for the presence of a bishop

in England became more and more mani

fest, and at length, in 1623, Dr. William

Bishop was appointed by Gregory XV. as

the first vicar apostolic. He erected a

chapter, which exercised some kind of

jurisdiction, in the face of considerable

doubt and opposition, down to 1695, when

a decree of Propaganda appeared, declar

ing that since the deputation of the four

vicars apostolic in 1688, all previously

existing jurisdictions had ceased. Dr.

Bishop dying in 1624, Dr. Richard Smith

succeeded him in the following year, but

withdrew into France in 1629, in conse

quence of a proclamation having been

made for his arrest, and never again re

turned to England. He died in 1665.

The Holy See did not deem it prudent to

appoint a successor for many years, though

strongly urged to do so by Sir Kenelm

Digby and others.

Charles II., who, from the time of his

enforced residence on the Continent,

appears to have been intellectually con

vinced of the truth of Catholicism, but

had not moral courage enough to avow it,

was as favourable to the English Cath

olics all through his life as he dared to be.

The Pendrells, honest Catholic yeomen

who sheltered him while he was in hiding

at Boscobel after the battle of Worcester,

were now rewarded with a pension,

which their descendants are said to receive

to this day. Between 1660 and 1677 not

s single Catholic was executed ; two Test

Acts, however, were passed, requiring that

before entering upon any office under the

Crown, or taking his seat in Parliament,

a man must receive the sacrament accord

ing to the rites of the Church of England.

The effect of these statutes, joined to the

other penal laws, was to make English

Catholics mere sojourners in their own

land till the passing of the Emancipation

Act in 1829. In 1678, through the

machinations of Shaftesbury, the frantio

popular excitement about a supposed

"Popish Plot" arose, and between that

year and 1685 the blood of twenty-four

victims, all absolutely guiltless of any

crime, flowed upon the scaffold. The

last of these was Oliver Plunket, the

saintly Archbishop of Armagh. Charles

II. himself was reconciled to the Church

on his deathbed by Father Huddleston.

Under James II.—James had become

a Catholic, while Duke of York, and

his change of religion was generally

known about 1673. When he came to the

throne in 1685, he was full of zeal for

Catholic interests ; but it was a zeal little

" according to knowledge." Moreover,

the scandalous immorality of his private

life justly damaged his advocacy; pious

Protestants could not be blamed for re

garding with distrust the efforts of the

married lover of Catherine Sedley 1 to

advance the interests of his religion by

over-riding the existing laws. It was a

time when special caution was necessary,

and James proceeded with singular rash

ness. The Catholics had by this time
dwindled fearfully ; a their political

weight in the country was gone ; Par

liament was more likely to add new

penal laws against them than to repeal

the old ones ; their one hope lay in the

favour of the executive. Nor need this

hope have been fallacious; for the

English, when not alarmed or flurried,

are a good-natured and indulgent people ;

the penal laws were intrinsically unjust ;

and the exemption of here and there an

individual from their stringency by means

of the dispensing power, assuming that

the individuals so exempted had been in

disputably fit for posts of public trust,

would have led to no commotion. That

the dispensing power was really a part

of the royal prerogative, as till then

understood, and might lawfully be exer-

1 Lingard, vol. x. ch. 2.

' According to a return quoted by Hallam,

the number of Catholics above sixteen soon

after the Revolution was only 13,856, which

would give under 30,000 for the whole Catholic

population. Const. Hut. ch. xv. However,

this number, as he adds, " appears incredibly

anialL"
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cised, mi decided by eleven out of twelve

judges at Sir Edward Hales' trial in

1686, and cannot truth full}' be quest ioned.

But James, with that perverse stupidity

which was natural to hiui, proceeded to

use his power to dispense with, as if it

were equivalent to a power to repeal,

the law, and tilled the public service with

Catholics to an extent far beyond what

either their numbers or their qualifica

tions justified. He gave commissions in

the army to a number of Catholic officers,

and caused Catholic soldiers to be freely

enlisted ; he ordered four Catholic lords

to take their seats in the Privy Couocil

without taking the test required by law ;

and he actually made Father Petre, one

of the worst qualified men in England

for such a post, a privy councillor, al

though the appointment, owing to the

s'rong opposition raised, remained in

abeyance. He worried the two univer

sities, especially' Oxford, where he forced

his candidate, Parker (who bad professed

himself a Catholic), upon the Fellows of

Magdalen instead of the President of

their choice ; made Massy (another

Catholic) dean of Christ Church ; and

induced the old Master of University

(Obadiah Walker) to fit up a chapel for

Catholic worship within the college pre

cincts. But the most utterly foolish and

suicidal act of all was when, borrowing a

weapon from the anti-Catholic armoury

of Queen Elizabeth, he appointed a court

of Ecclesiastical Commission to control

the Anglican Church, and by its means

suspended the Bishop of London, because

he had not taken severe measures against

one of his clergy who had preached

against the Court I The members of the

commission, it is true, were Protestants,

with the exception of the crafty Sunder

land, a nominal convert, who boasted

of having counselled rash courses to the

king, the sooner to arouse the Protestant

feeling of the country. But they were

mere courtiers, and the odium of their

acts justly fell on the king, who appeared

to be using an ecclesiastical supremacy

which his own Church disowned and con

demned, in order to vex and weaken the

body for whose behoof it was originally

claimed. None can wonder that the

indignation felt was general and deep.

1 James tried hard to obtain the Cardinal's

hat for F. Petre, bat this the Pope (Innocent

XI.) courteously but firmly declined. Dryden,

who was a good judge of men, augured ill from

the political elevation of the favourite {Mind

and Panther, book iii.).

All this time the Whig leaders were

secretly negotiating with William of

Orange ; an army of fourteen t housand

veterans was equipped with all the expe

dition and secrecy possible; an invasion

was determined on ; and the landing of

the troops was safely efiected in Tor Bay

in November 1688. The general history

of the period shows how the shameless

treachery of Churchill and others, and

the skilful use of calumnies against the

" Papists," 1 paralysed the resistance on

the king's side. Yet nothing can be more

clear, on the whole, than this—that it

was the solid military strength of the

foreign troops who had been landed

which enabled the Revolution to succeed.

That strength would not have su Diced

without those calumnies, and without the

king's unpopularity ; but these last causes

could not have overturned the throne

without the presence of the Dutch troops.

Macaulay describes with exultation

William's entry into Exeter on the 9th of

November, at the head, not only of his

Dutch regiments, but of mercenary bat

talions ofSwedes, Brandenburghers, Swiss,

and even negroes, followed by a foroii-

dable train of artillery. Against these

veterans James's inexperienced troops,

though much superior in numbers, would

probably have made no etiectual stand ;

and Churchill's desertion may have had

more motives than one. As Flamininus

proclaimed the liberty of Greece at the

Isthmian Games, so William displayed a

banner inscribed with " the Liberties of

England ; " but a thoughtful Englishman

reading the narrative might well repeat

the verse of Wordsworth—

"Ah! that a conqueror's words should be so

dear!"

The Revolution was accomplished ; for

Catholics, both in England and Ireland, a

long period of humiliation began. Never

theless, from one point of view, the event

justified them and confounded their ad

versaries. There was, then, a "deposing

power," after all ! Catholics had been

tortured and put to death, not for main-

1 " Danby," says Macaulay, " acted with

rare dexterity." At a general meeting of the

gentry anil freeholders of the three Ridings

which had been summoned to York to address

the king en the state of affairs, " the discus-

Bion had begun, when a cry was suddenly raised

that the Papists were up, and were slaying the

Protestants." They were mure likely, as

Macaulay says, to be trembling for their own

safety ; but the thing was believed, the popu

lace were gulled, and Yorkshire went for

William.—Hi$t. of Engl. ch. ix.
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taining only, but simply for refusing to

deny, that a king who grossly abused his

trust might justly be deposed by the

sentence of the Pope, as the common

father of Christendom. Protestantism

had maintained that this was a wicked

doctrine : that no power could depose an

anointed king ; the duty of passive

obedience had been solemnly enunciated

by the University of Oxford only five

years before the Revolution. Now, on a

sudden, the king was, deposed, and most

Protestants were delighted. It appeared,

therefore, that there was a lawful "de

posing power," but that it resided, not in

the Pope, but in any strong political party

assisted by a foreign army. The case

resembled, in some respects, the struggle

of the League with Henri Quatre in the

sixteenth century. The Catholic League,

helped by the Pope, prevented the un

reconciled Henry from reigning peaceably;

the Whig party, helped by a Dutch

army, prevented the Catholic James from

reigning at all. Which of these foreign

interventions—the helping power being

moral in the first case, material in the

second—involved the greater amount of

national humiliation, it may be left to the

justice of the future to decide.

Since the Revolution.—From 1688 for

nearly a hundred years English Catholics

were debarred from any share in tbe

public life of the nation and subjected to

countless disabilities and indignities. A

new batch of penal laws came in with

William " the Deliverer." First it was

enacted (1680) that Papists and reputed

Papists should remove at least ten miles

from Westminster. Another statute of

the same year ordered that Papists and

reputed Papists should be disarmed, and

that a horse worth more than 51. be

longing to any Papist should be seized.

In the Toleration Act (16891 a proviso

was inserted, "that neither this Act, nor

any clause, article, or thing herein con

tained, shall extend, or be construed to

extend, to give any ease, benefit, or ad-,

vantage to any papist or popish recusant

whatsoever." In the Bill of Rights it was

declared that no Papist, nor anyone that

married a Papist, should inherit the

crown. In a later statute (1699) "for

further preventing the growth of Popery,"

a reward of 100/. was offered for in

formation leading to the conviction of

a Catholic priest for saying Mass or

keeping school, and such priest was to be

imprisoned for life. It contained also

provisions of which the object was to

disinherit Catholic landowners, and trans

fer their estates to the next of kin being,

or becoming, Protestant. The Act of

Settlement (1701) confirmed the decision

of the former Act, by which the son of

James II. had been included in the sen

tence of deprivation passed against the

father, and settled the crown on the

Princess Sophia and her issue, being

ProteBtants. In the Bill of Rights before

mentioned a new oath of allegiance was

inserted, by which aspirants to public

employment were required to deny that

any foreign prelate—and therefore, by

implication, the Pope—had or ought to

have any ecclesiastical or spiritual juris

diction within the realm. The object

being now to exclude English Catholics—

not, as it had been under James I., to

entrap them—this was the simplest way

of attaining the end proposed, since no

Catholic could take the oath without

abjuring his religion. In violation of

the treaty of Limerick (1691) to which

William's faith was pledged, the Irish

Parliament framed, in the course of this

and the next reign, their notorious penal

code, with the deliberate object of destroy

ing the nationality, breaking the spirit,

and plundering the remaining property,

of the Catholic people of Ireland.

A large proportion—perhaps the ma

jority— of the English people regarded

William as a usurper; many of the very

men who had set him up, in particular

Marlborough and Russell, repented of

what they had done, and opened secret

negotiations with the exiled Court ; there

were the war in Ireland, the plot of Sir

J. Fenwick, James's conciliatory Declara

tion of 1693, and the war carried on by

France from 1691 to 1697. Everything

however miscarried—partly through Wil

liam's sagacity and good fortune, but

chiefly owing to the rooted aversion of a

community king inured to heresy to come

to any terms with Catholicism. As Pope

says—

Hopes after hopes of pious Papists failed,

While miihty William's thundering arm

prevailed.

James died in 1701, and Anne his

daughter succeeded in the following year.

Her brother, James III., was brought up

at the French Court ; the chivalrous gene

rosity of Louis XIV. never suffered him

to feel that he was a dependent and a

helpless exile. If the young man would

have consented to embrace the Anglican

religion, his accession, upon Anne's death,

woidd have been effected with ease.
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Curious evidence of this may be seen in

Lord Middleton's correspondence with

Cardinal Gualterio.1 For instance, writing

in 1712 to complain of a certain coldness

and want of sympathy on the part of the

Pope (Clement XI.) towards his unfortu

nate master, Middleton says this is all

the harder to bear when the king is

surrounded by temptations, and " the

English are resorting to every means, in

the endeavour to gain him and bring him

over to their side ; he would have but to

comply, in order to be recalled, and to

reign peaceably in his three kingdoms."

But, he adds, his master's religious faith

is too firm and pure to allow him to listen

to such overtures for a moment.

As soon as Anne was dead, James

made the attempt to regain the throne

of his fathers for which he had been long

preparing; and the rising of 1715 was

the result. But for the incompetency of

the leaders, Mar and Korster, opposed as

they were by Whig chiefs of great vigour

and ability, the enterprise might have

succeeded ; for the rule of a foreigner who

could not speak a word of English was

most unacceptable to the great majority

of the people. Both after this rising, and

the much more serious one of 1745, the

scaffold streamed with the blood of Jaco

bite and Catholic traitors, men who died

bravely for hereditary right, and were

immolated by the Whigs on the altar of

revolution and parliamentary sovereignty.

The elder Chevalier died in 1758; the

younger, as time wore on, was said to

have fallen into vicious courses. Despair

ing of ever seeing the ancient line restored,

the Catholics of England had begun to cool

in their loyalty to the Stuart family, just

about the time when the disasters of the

later years of the War of Independence

hadwarned the English Government of the

expediency of conciliating the proscribed

classes in the population of England and

Ireland. Sir George Savile's Act of 1778

repealed the worst portions of the statute

of 1009; a new oath of allegiance was

framed, which it was possible for a Catho

lic to take without denying bis religion ;

and Catholic noblemen and gentlemen

flocked up to Westminster in great num

bers to take it. It would ill become us,

who are in the enjoyment of full civil

rights, to sit in judgment on the conduct

of men so severely tried as were the

1 Gualterio Papers, Add. MS.S. 31,257,

Brit. Mas. Middleton, a man of character and

capacity(see Macaulay), was Secretary of State

*t the exiled Court.

English Catholics of those dAys. Yet it

may be remarked that their abandonment

of the Stuart cause, whether justifiable or

not, was far from bringing them the ad

vantages which they expected from it.

Parliamentary life and public employment

were still barred against them by the

Test Acts. Fifty years had still to elapse

before those barriers were removed by the

Act of Emancipation. During all that

time the Catholics—at least an educated

and influential section of them—were

incessantly agitating ; they were ready

to go to lengths which seem to us ridicu

lous ; to call themselves " Protesting

Catholic Dissenters"—give Government

a veto on the appointment of bishops—

pledge themselves to support the Angli

can Establishment—and repudiate the

temporal jurisdiction of the Roman Pon

tiffs in every conceivable form,1 if only

they might be admitted within the pale

of the constitution. All was in vain ; and

it was not till the imminent danger of

civil war in Ireland, with a great man

like O'Connell leading the Catholics,

frightened the English Parliament into

new courses, that the Catholic claims

were conceded (1820). It is also in

dubitable that the sight of so many

Catholic gentlemen coming up to London

to take the oaths excited the slumbering

bigotry of the Protestants : Wesley wrote

several violent anti-Catholic tracts; the

Protestant Association was formed; and

the terrible riots of 1780 wrecked in a

week—for the London mission at least—

the slow and difficult reparations of two

hundred years.2 Moreover—as if some

secret link existed in the minds of many

Catholics between loyalty to their princes

and fidelity to their religion—the aban

donment of the Stuarts was followed by

the open defection from the faith of several

Catholics of high standing, and even of

some priests.3 The death, in 1807, of the

last male daseendant of James II., Henry,

Cardinal of "x'ork, appeared to the general

1 See Charles Butler's Historical Memoir*

(1819) and Milners Supplementary Memoirs

(182U) for the history of the famous Catholic

Committee of 1787.

* The number of Catholics was now con

siderably increased, nnd '* appears, by the re

turns made to the House of I^ords in 1780, to

have been [in Knffland and Wales] 69,376."

Husenbeth's Life of Bi*hop Milner. p. 91.

3 Milner gives the names of nine peers, four

baronets, and five priests, with an " &c." after

each list. See Suppl. Mem. p. 44, note. He is

speaking of the year immediately following

1780.
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public to confer1 on the fortunate House

of Hanover, besides its existing titles of

posseasion and Parliamentary sanction, the

title also of hereditary right. During the

long Continental war, the Catholic body

strenuously supported, with whatever so

cial and political influence was left to it,

the king and the aristocracy, in their

struggle against the crowned anarchy in

France. Soon after Emancipation (which,

as shown above, was obtained for English

Catholics by the growing political power

of their Irish brethren), what is known as

the Tractarian movement developed itself

within the English church (1833). The

chief lender and most gifted representa

tive of the movement, John Henry New

man, followed by Dr. Ward, Mr. Oakeley,

and several hundreds of the clergy and

laity of the Establishment, came over to

the Catholic Church in or about the year

1845. An Irish immigration during the

last forty years has largely increased, in

all the large towns, the Catholic element ;

so that the total Catholic population in

England and Wales is believed at the

present time to be at least one million.

The number of clorgy of and above the

sacerdotal order, secular and regular, with

in the same limits, is close upon two

thousand.

Reverting again to the subject of

ecclesiastical organisation, we 6nd that,

after the long interval of nearly sixty

years (1G29-1685) during which there

was no resident bishop in England, the

Holy See, at the request of James II.,

nominated four bishops of sees m parlibas

to be vicars apostolic in as many districts

into which England was now divided—

the London, the Midland, the Northern,

and the Western. The first holders of

these vicariates were Drs. Leyburn,* Gif-

ford, Smith, and Ellis, and the succession

whs from this time uninterrupted. The

saintly bishop Cballoner governed the

London district, at first as coadjutor,

from 1741 to 1781, dying at the age of

ninety. The rugjred, energetic, noble-

h-arted Milner, Bishop of Castabala, au

thor of the "End of Controversy" and

many other well-known works, was vicar

apostolic in the Midland district from

1 It did not reallv do so ; for the lines of

Savoy and Savoy-Jfodena, being descended

from Charles I., have a better title to the crown

on the legitimist principle than the House of

Hanover, which traces back to Elizabeth,

Churle* I.'s sifter.

3 Dr. Levburu had been consecrated as sole

vicar apostolic three years earlier.

1803 to his death in 1826. The " Rule*

of the Mission," which put an end to

many disputes of old standing, were set

tled by a bull of Benedict XIV. in

1753.

A new division was made iu 1840,

when the number of vicariates was raised

to eight.

In 1850, by an apostolic brief of the

late Pope Pius IX., the privilege of being

governed by bishops in ordinary, after

an intermission of nearly three hundred

years, was restored to the English Cath

olics, to the unspeakable satisfaction of all

concerned, though to the consternation

of many who were not concerned, who

raised au extraordinary hubbub about

what they called the Pope's " insolent

intrusion." Parliament hastily passed an

Act (which, after remaining inoperative

for some years, was repealed), prohibit

ing the new bishops from taking terri

torial titles. By the Papal brief, the

whole kingdom, with Wales, was formed

into one province under the new Arch

bishop of Westminster,( "ardinal Wiseman,

with twelve suffragan sees: Beverley,

Birmingham, Clifton, Hexham, Liverpool,

Newport and Menevia, Northampton,

Nottingham, Plymouth, Salford, Shrews

bury, and Southwark. Of the prelates

who were the first to fill these sees, Dr.

Ullathorne, the venerated Bishop of Birm

ingham, alone survives. In 1878, the

diocese of Beverley was divided into two

new dioceses, Ijeeds and Middlesbrough;

and in 1882 the new diocese of Ports

mouth was formed out of Southwark.

There has been little opportunity for

English Catholics since the Reformation

to serve their country in civil or military

capacities, because they have been usually

under the ban of the laws. In literature,

the field being comparatively open, many

among them have attained to distinction.

The names of Pope and Dryden will occur

to everyone ; besides these may be men

tioned Habington, Crashaw, Massinger,

Alban Butler, Bishops Cballoner and Mil-

ner,Cardinal Wiseman. Waterton,&e.&c.

ENGLISH COLLECX AT SOME.

A school and hostel for the use of English

men dwelling at or visiting Rome is said

by Matthew of Westminster to have been

founded by Ina, King of Wessex, in 727.

Matthew of Westminster is a somewhat

late authority ; his statement, therefore,

cannot be accepted with confidence.

Malmesbury (" Gest. Reg." lib. ii.) a«serta

that the school was founded by Ofla, King

of Mercia. On the other hand, Matthew
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Paris 1 tells us that this same Offa only

visited the school, in 791, and found it flour-

is'iing; also that heendowed it for all time

to come with an annual penny payable

by every family in his kingdom. How

ever this may be, we have it on excellent

authority 2 that the school of the English

nation, " Angelcynnes scolu," was burnt

down in 816. Tradition said that it was

rebuilt by Egbert, again burnt down in

8.53, and restored by Ethelwulf, the father

of Alti-ed.' In 884, Pope Marinus freed it

from all tribute, at the request of Alfred.'

Nearly three hundred years afterward.?,

St. Thomas of Canterbury is said to have

resided at the hostel and visited the church

near it, in the Via di Monserrato, formerly

built by Offa in honour of the Holy

Triuity.* Close to this church, two cen

turies later, in 1380, "certain English

men, being in Rome, procured licence of

the Pope to build a hospital."'1 The

old school and hostel seem to have dis

appeared ; the church, soon after the

martyrdom, had received the name of

St. Thomas; it was desecrated by the

French Jacobins. Among the founders

were two bishops (Braybroke of Lon

don and Brampton of Rochester) and

some of the principal citizens of London.

The hospital was for the use of English

travellers or pilgrims: a gentleman was

to be lodged, but not fed, for three days;

a commoner was to be lodged and fed

for eight days; if a pregnant woman was

confined there, she was to be kept with

out charge till after her purification, and

then to depart with the child ; but if she

feared to take the child with her, it was

to be maintained till it was seven years

old. A considerable endowment must

have been provided in order to enable so

munificent a charity to be carried out.

In 1440, the hospital was rebuilt on an

improved plan ; to meet the expense a

collection was made in every parish in

England ; but the plan is said to have

answered but ill, owing to the great

cost of transmitting the money. Under

Henry VIII. several persons, whom fear of

• the tyrant had driven from England, were

' Vita Off* II.

' Sax Ckron. sub anno.

* Malmes. toe. ril.
• Asscr, sub anno.

* It does not seem impossible that St.

Thomas a Becket visited Rome in the course of

his four years' residence at Sens (1166-1170);

but no contemporary writer mentions anything

of the kind.
• Stow's History of London, quoted by

Dodd.

relieved in this Roman hospital. When

the Catholic bishops were driven from

their sees at the accession of Elizabeth,

Thomas Goldwell, Bishop of St. Asaph,

came to Rome, and was allowed by the

Pope to have the use of the hospital, along

with several Marian priests and two or

three laymen. The same Goldwell soon

afterwards sat as one of the fathers of

Trent.

A great change now passed over the

hospital ; it had heretofore served to

supply the material wants of the few

English who visited Rome ; it was now to

be remodelled, and serve for the future

the spiritual wants of the whole English

nation, then fast lapsing into heresy. The

generous soul of Gregory XIII., moved

with a deep compassion for the state of

England, and instigated by Dr. Allen

(afterwards Cardinal) and Owen Lewis,

Archdeacon of Cambrai, resolved upon

the conversion of the hospital into a mis

sionary college. For this purpose (1578)

he added plentifully to the old rents,

assigning, till other provision should be

made, 3,000 crowns annually for the sup

port of the college from the Apostolic

Datary, and making Cardinal Morone,

the legate whose able diplomacy had

done so much for the success of the

Council of Trent, its first protector. The

bull effecting all this begins Quantam

bonitat. The design was that the col

lege should maintain about sixty st udents,

all English, and that these should swear

to go on the English mission on the

completion of their education ns might be

directed by their superior. Dr. Maurice

Clenock was nominated the first rei-tor,

but in about a year 1 the college was

made over to the Company of Jesus, who

had the charge of it down to the sup

pression of the society in 1773. The

supply of students came at first from the

Rheims seminary, afterwards from the

Jesuit school of Kt. Omer. Gregory XIII.

enriched the college with many gifts and

privileges ; Sixtus V. (Peretti), though he

favoured its design, found himself com

pelled by financial difficulties to make a

large deduction from the revenue hitherto

assigned to it from the Datary; Gre-

1 The cause of Dr. Clenock 's removal was

an unhappy difference which arose between the

Welsh and English students. The latter com

plained that the rector, a Welshmnn. showed

partiality towards his countrymen, and became

insubordinate. Being required to obey or leave

Rome, they, to the number of twenty, chose

the latter alternative. See Flanagan's Chunk

Hutoty, vol. ii. ch, IS.
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gory XIV. raised the grant again, though

not to its former level. By 1647, the

college could count among its alumni

forty priests who had suffered martyrdom

in England. Pictures of many of these

hung upon the interior walls of the

college previous to the havoc and rapine

made hy the French invaders in 1708.

So near to certainty was their chance of

winning the palm considered, that when

St. Philip Neri the founder of the Oratory

met any of the students, he used to salute

them with the words, " Sahete, floret

martyrum ! " (" Hail, ye flowers of the

martyrs"). On the disputes and difficulties

which commenced in the sixteenth and

continued on in the seventeenth century,

because some of the students, either for

the sake of a more secure subsistence, or

in the belief that it could not be wrong

to embrace a more perfect way of life,

neglected the missionary oath by which

they were bound to serve as seculars on

the English mission, and joined religious

orders, some particulars may be seen in

Flanagan, vol. ii. ch. 23. All such pro

ceedings were severely condemned by a

brief of Alexander VII. dated in 1660.

After the suppression of the Jesuits, and

till the French invasion, the college ap

pears to have been managed by seculars.

The advent of the Jacobins involved it

and most of the other colleges in ruin ;

and it was only restored in 1818, during

the pontificate of Pius VII., who ap

pointed Dr. Robert Gradwell rector.

Nicholas Wiseman, afterwards Cardinal,

was rector under Gregory XVI. (1831-

1846), and celebrated the Pope's visit to

the college, in 18.36, hy a charming Latin

address, which may be seen inscribed on

the walls. The dress of the students is

the soutane, the mantellone, or long cloak,

of black cloth, and the clerical hat.

Among the Cardinal-protectors since the

restoration of the college have been Con-

salvi, Zurla, and Weld A new church

(1882), dedicated to St. Thomas u Becket,

is fast approaching completion. ( Dodd's

" Church History," part iv. ; Moroni,

" Dizionario Ecclesiastico.")

EPACT. [See Cycle.]

EFASCB7 (eimpxia). This was

the Greek word for proiincia. On the

transfer of the term to the ecclesiastical

organisation, it meant an ecclesiastical

province governed by a metropolitan

(firapxos) and containing several bishops'

sees. (For this use Suicer, in his

" Thesaurus," quotes Macariusof Ancvra.)

The Council of Antioch (341) limited the

exercise of a bishop's power to his own

(irapxia ; by which some have under

stood " diocese ; " but it is better to

understand it of his ecclesiastical province.

In the Russian schismatical church at

the present day a bishop is called an

" eparch ; " in 1839 there were in Russia

forty-six " eparchies" or episcopal sees.

EPKEsus. cotmcxx. or. The

Third General Council met at Ephesus

in 431, defined the Catholic dogma that

the Blessed Virgin is the mother of God,

and condemned the contrary error of

Nestorius.

1. The Occasion of the Definition,—

The Church had taught the reality of

Christ's human nature in opposition to the

Docetse, expressly defined his true and

perlect Godhead when it was denied by

the Arians ; and at a later date the ques

tion as to the way in which these two

natures were united began to be agitated.

Early Fathers had used different expres

sions to indicate this union, but they had

not investigated, or at least discussed, the

point with scientific precision. Ignatius

speaks of Christ as "bearing flesh (o-ooko-

<f>6pos); Tertullian describes Him as

"clothed with flesh;" very often the early

Fathers use the word " mixture " (tpaois,

commirtio) of the union between the two

natures.3 No doubt these expressions are

meant to express the Catholic doctrine

that the two natures of God and Man are

united in the one Person of the Word,

that the one Christ is both God and Man ;

but the theological controversies which

began in the fourth century made it plain

that formal definition on the union of the

two natures in Christ was imperatively

demanded.

The doctrine of Apollinaris, who

taught that the divinity in Christ sup

plied the place of intellect which is proper

to man, amounted to a denial that Christ

really was perfect man and to a confusion

of the divine with the human nature. In

opposition to this false doctrine, great

teachers in the school of Antioch, particu

larly Diodorus of Tarsus, and Theodore,

afterwards Bi.«hop of Mopsuestia, fell into

error at the opposite extreme. Theodore,

who developed the ideas of Diodorus and

is the great representative of the school,

in his anxiety to maintain the perfect

manhood of Christ, conceived of Him as a

man in whom God the Word dwelt—

1 Ad Smyrn. !>.

* See Iron. iii. 19, 1 ; Redepenning's note

on Oriff. IJePrincip. p. 196 ; Cyprian, l)e Van-

ital. Idol. ii.
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he confessed, not that the Word became

inan (ivavSpimrjiTLs), but merely that

the Word, who dwells in all good Chris

tians, dwelt in a special way and with

extraordinary power in Christ («Wio;o-ir)

True, he distinguishes the indwelling

of the Word in Christ from his indwel

ling in Christians, pointing to Christ's

supernatural birth, his sinlessness, and to

the fact that, owing to the union between

the Word and Christ, the latter partici

pated in the glory of the former ; still,

far as he may have been, and doubtless

was, from intending it, the logical result

of his premisses was to reduce Christ to a

mere man, differing from others in the

degree and not in the kind of his union

with God. Further, Theodore, as lie did

not acknowledge the unity of Person in

Christ, was forced to recognise in Him two

different and distinct agents. [See Com-

mcxioatio Idiomatum.] Catholics say

" God suffered," " the man Christ raised

the dead," because the one Person of the

W:ord suffered in his human, raised the

dead in the might of his divine nature,

just as in the case of ordinary men it is

the one personal being who reasons with

his mind and moves with his body. Here

Theodore was at issue with the language

of Scripture and the Fathers from the

earliest times. St. Peter says (Acts iii.

16") the Jews " killed the prince of life,"

and one of his earliest successors, Clement

of Rome, speaks of " the sufferings of

God." In particular, Theodore refused to

call the Blessed Virgin Mother of God,

although the title had been approved by

Origen, Alexander of Alexandria, and

Athanasius.1 Only in a loose sense, he

urged, could Mary be called the Mother

of God, viz. because God dwelt in Christ

after an extraordinary manner. Properly

speaking she bore a man, in whom the

union with the Word had begun, but was

go far from being perfect that he was Dot

ttill bis baptism] called the Son of God."

n another place he writes, " It is mad

ness to say, God was born of the Virgin ;

not God, but the temple in which God

dwelt was born of Mary."

Nestorius was a younger contemporary

of and belonged to the school of Theodore.

Born in a Syrian town, Gernianicia, he

came for his secular education to Antioch,

entered a monastery there, became after

wards a priest of the cathedral, and made

a good reputation by his eloquence and

1 See Cardinal Newman's note in Oxford

translation of St. Athanasius, p. 420 (iu the old

edition).

strictness of life. In 428 he was con

secrated Bishop of Constantinople. Al

most immediately afterwards the strife on

the title 6(ot6kos began: indeed, Nes

torius said he found the strife already

kindled when he came to Constantinople.

In homilies, fragments of which are pre

served, Nestorius defended the doctrine

which had been propounded by Theodore,

to the great scandal, not only of priests,

but of lay people. The orthodox cause

was defended in Constantinople itself by

the bishops Kusebius of Dorylneum and

Proclus of Cyzicum, while Cyril of Alex

andria stated the true doctrine in a ser

mon preached at Easter 421), and wrote

twice to Nestorius, conjuriag him to re

cant. Cyril's letters were in vain, and

both he and Nestorius referred the case to

the Horaan bishop. The Pope, Celestine

I., called on Nestorius to recant within

tendnys,and commissioned Cyril to depose

him in case of refusal. At a council held

in Alexandria Cyril published twelve

anathemas against the doctrine of Nes

torius. Nestorius answered with twelve

anathemas of his own. John of Antioch,

Theodoret of Cyrus, and others sided

with Nestorius, and to restore peace the

Emperor Theodosius II. convoked acoun-

cil at Ephesus in 431. Pope Celestine

wrote to Theodosius on May 15 of that

year promising to send legates.

2. The Hiitory of the Council.—For

some time the bishops who had assembled

at Ephesus waited tor the arrival of John,

Patriarch of Antioch ; when, however,

there seemed to be no hope of his arrival,

the council opened on June 22. There

were 100 bishops present, and before the

eud of the first session this number had

increased to 198. The Fathers met in the

cathedral dedicated to the Mother of God,

and Cyril, who, as the Acts expressly say,

represented the Pope, presided. Nes

torius refused to appear, on the ground

that the council was not complete so long

as John of Antioch and his bishops were

absent, while a considerable number of

bishops from Asia Minor, including Theo

doret of Cyrus, refused to take part for

the same reason. During the session,

which lasted late into the night, letters

of Cyril, Nestorius, Celestine, as well

as passages of the Fathers confirming the

Catholic faith, were read and compared

with the utterances of Nestorius, who was

at last solemnly deposed by the council.

All the bishops subscribed this sentence.

The people of the town received the news

| of the result with grtat joy. The city
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was illuminated in many parts, and the

bishops were escorted home with torches.

Candidian (who represented the em

peror at the council) and Nestorius pro

tested against the proceedings as null and

void, because they had taken place before

the arrival of the Antiochene bishops.

John of Antioch came at last on the 26th

or 27th of June, and in a council of forty-

three bishops deposed Cyril with Memnon,

Bishop of Ephesus, and excommunicated

all who agreed with them. On July 10th

the second session opened, in presence of

the three Papal legates, two of whom,

Arcadius and Projectus, were bishops;

the third, Philip, a priest. The legates

were directed by the Pope to see that his

sentence against Nestorius was carried

out, and, in case of approval, to confirm

the acts of the synod. The Pope's letter

wasreceived with acclamation by the coun

cil, and the Fathers declared that in their

condemnation they had but followed the

sentence and rule (tyrjfpuv mi rvirnv) of

Celestine. In the third session, the legates

approved theresolutions passed before their

arrival. In the fifth, John of Antioch

and his bishops were excommunicated.

The Fathers also addressed a letter to

Celestine, giving a history of the council

and stating their acceptance of the

Western decrees against the Pelagians.

In the sixth session, the Nicene Creed was

read and all new symbols of faith pro

hibited; in the seventh and last, Cyprus

was declared independent of the Antio

chene Patriarchate ; a circular letter was

addressed to the whole Church, and six

canons were published. The legates

signed the decrees, and they were

confirmed next year by Pope Sixtus III.

The emperor was at first extremely

averse to the proceedings of the Ephesine

Council, and he began by declaring

it his will that both Cyril and Nes

torius should be deposed. At last,

however, he sent deputies to meet the

bishops at Clmlcedon and examine the

matter, and he ended by accepting Cyril's

doctrine and allowing him the quiet

possession of his see. Nestorius was con

fined in his old monastery at Antioch, and

afterwards banished to Upper Egypt,

where he died in 440. It was only

gradually that the Syrian bishops made

pace with the Egyptian and Western

bishops. However, this opposition of the

former really arose from personal feeling

and misunderstanding rather than from

difference of faith ; and less than two

years after the council, early in 433, peace

was restored between Antioch and Alex

andria. Some, however, of the Antiochene

bishops, particularly Theodoret of Cyrus,

continued their opposition longer. The

priest Ibas, on the other hand, was here

tical as well as schismatic; he was de

voted to the doctrine of Nestorius, and his

friends, failing to obtain toleration with

in the Roman empire, emigrated to Persia,

where one of them, Barsumas, founded a

Nestorian church at Nisibis. The later

history of the Nestorians will be found in

a separate article.

Two points in the history of the coun

cil seem to call for further explanation.

First, it may be well to state more

fully the definitions of faith promulgated

by the Fathers at Ephesus. They declare

that the Blessed Virgin is mother of God

(dearoKos ') , because she "after the flesh

bore the Word from God, who had be

come flesh ; that the Word is united

substantially (kuB' {matrrcuriv) to flesh "—

i.e. as substance to substance; whereas the

Nestorians made the union one of Person
to Person, and so merely accidental a ; that

the game person (tov alrov) is God and

man, so that it is heresy to distinguish the

things which the Scripture says of Christ

in such a manner as to say that some

belong to the man, conceived of as with a

proper existence over and above the Word

of God (napa tov ck $eov \6yov Idueas

voovnivm), others only to the Word.

Further the council anathematises those

who call Christ a man " who bore God "

(dfocpopov) ; who say that the Word is

the God or Lord of Christ ; that tho

risen Christ is to be adored with tbe

Word ; &c, &c.

Next it is to be observed that the

council forbade alterations in, or additions

to, the Nicene Creed, for special reason.

The Nestorian party at the time were

using a Creed which had been written by

Theodore of Mopsuestia and imposing it

on Quartodeeimans who wished to join

theCatholic Church. To prevent abuses of

this kind the council prohibited the use

of any other Creed than that of Nictea,

under pain of excommunication. But

this was plainly a disciplinary rule, which

a competent authority had imposed and a

competent authority could abrogate.

epigotjation. [See Vestments

op Greek Church.]

1 " Dei genetrix " rather than " Dei mater "

is the accurate translation.

* The old Latin version renders vnovravxt

here by " substance : " see Petav. De IxcarwL

vL17.
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(«V«/»iw«i). A feast

kept on January G to commemorate tbe

manifestation of Christ's glory—(1) when

the Magi adored Him ; (-J) in his baptism,

when the voice from heaven proclaimed

Him the Son of God; (3) in the miracle

of changing water into wine, when

Christ began his miracles and " mani

fested " his glory. In the fourth century

the feast of the Epiphany ranked among

the greatest of the Church's solemnities.

Sometimes, as appears from St. Gregory

Nazianzen, the baptism only of Christ

was commemorated on the Epiphany,

and hence probably the Greek name for

the feast, " the holy day of lights " ftyia

ri» <j>u>Tuv rjfitpa), which alludes to the

"illumination" of baptism, or possibly

to a very ancient tradition that at Christ's

baptism lights appeared on the Jordan.

However, the Breviary hymn for the

day, composed by Prudentius in the

fourth century, proves that the threefold

commemoration on the Epiphany is

ancient in the West.

The vigil of this feast is not a fasting

day, because the whole Christmas season

is regarded as a prolonged feast. There

is no invitatory in the matins of the day,

probably because the psalm " Venite."

occurs in Nocturn III. Solemn baptism

was given in the East on the vigil of the

Epiphany ; and at the present day among

the Oriental sects it is usual for the

clergy to bless the river of the place at

this time, and the devout plunge, despite

the cold, into the hallowed water. (Tho-

massin, " Traits des Festes.")

EPISCOPACY. [See BlSQOP.]

EPISTX.E. A portion of Scripture

read after the collects and before the

Gospel in the Mass. This portion of

Scripture is generally, but not always,

taken from the Epistles of the Apostles,

and above all from those of St. Paul ;

whence in old MSS. of the Missal it is in

scribed " De Apostolo." Sometimes,

however, it is takeil from the Old Testa

ment ; in the Ambrosian and Mozarabic

Missals there are two lessons read before

the Gospel—one from the Old, the other

from the New Testament. In early

times letters of bishops and Popes were

sometimes read at Mass, especially letters

of peace and communion testifyinsr to

the unity which bound orthodox bishops

to each other, and to the see of Peter.

Our present arrangement of the Epistles

and Gospels is commonly attributed to

St. Jerome.

The priest who celebrates always

reads the Epistle, but in high Masses it

is also sung by the subdeacon, who

receives special authority to do so at his

ordination. However, the old forms of

ordination make no allusion to any such

function of subdeacons, and till the

eighth century it was the lector, not the

subdeacon, who used to exercise it. Tbe

Congregation of Rites permits a clerk in

minor orders to sing the Epistle at high

Mass, if a subdeacon cannot be had, but

the clerk must not wear the maniple.

(Benedict XIV. " De Miss.")

EPISTOXiJE ecclesiastics:.

Of these there are many kinds, the follow

ing being the most important :

1. Apottolicee. Letters written by the

Roman Pontiff in virtue of his apostolic

authority, whether they be constitutions,

or briefs, or rescripts, &c.

2. Commendatoria. [See Commen

datory Lktteks.]

3. Communicatorite. Letters granted

to all who were in the communion of the

Church, and cultivated peace with her.

4. Confessorta. Letters by which

martyrs and confessors for the faith en

treated bishops that particular Lapsi

(persons who had consented to sacrifice)

might be restored to the peace of the

Church.

5. lleci-etales. [See Decretals.]

6. Dimitsorite. [See Dimissorials.]

7. Encyclica. [See Encyclical.]

8. Ent/ironttticcn. Letters addressed

by bishops after their consecration to

other bishops, in testimony of their faith

and orthodoxy, and that they might

receive from them letters of peace and

communion in return.

9. Formata. Both commendatory

and dimissorial letters were anciently

called by this name, after the Nbene

Council had ordered that they should be

composed according to a certain form.

Some are of opinion that they were so

Culled from the form of the seal attached

to them. The object in either case was

to assure the receiver of the genuineness

of the letter. In later times it came to

mean a letter of orders, containing

certain signs, usually Greek letters, only

understood by the bishops, certifying

that an order had been conferred on the

bearer.

10. Patchalet. Letters by which

metropolitans announced to their suffra

gans, and these to their clergy, the right

time of keeping Easter.

11. Pagtoralet. Letters of instruction

sent to particular churches, as some of

x!
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those of St. Paul and of St. Ignatius.

(Ferraris, EpistoUs\ Wetzer and Welte,

Litera Furmatee.)

era (Lat. a>ra). The word is pro

bably derived from ara, the plural of as,

which seems to have been usea in classical

times in the sense of " a riven number."

It has been proposed (art. by Mr. Hensley

in the " Diet, of Christ. Antiq.," Smith

and Cheetham) to use era of any suc

cession of years commencing at a certain

date, and epoch of the date from which

such era is reckoned. But this appears

to be a departure from the ordinary use

of the word for which sufficient reason is

not shown. It seems better, with the

writer in Ferraris, to distinguish between

era, a date fixed upon by the consent of

some nation or community, and epoch, a

date fixed by chronologers.

There is no trace in the Old Testa

ment of the Jews having dated events

from a recognised era until we come near

to the time of Christ. Attempts seem

to have been made to establish an era,

but they came to nothing. We read of

events which happened " in the second

year of their going out of Egypt"

(Num. i. 1), or " in the twentieth year "

(2 Esdras i. 1), or " in the thirtieth year"

(Ezecb. i. 1) ; but in none of these

cases did the event temporarily chosen

as an era couie to be generally used as

such. The indications of time in the

Old Testament are usually, therefore,

either vague (" in the days of Josias the

king," " in the days of Heli the priest,"

&c), or else they are taken from the

regnal years of some king (" in the first

year of Cyrus," 1 Esdras i. 1 ; "in the

third year of the reign of Joakim,"

Dan. i. 1, ftc). Not till the time of the

Machabees did the Jews use an era, and

then it was one adopted from the Greeks

—that of the Seleucidae.1

Setting aside the systems of com

puting time in use in Ilindostan and

China, we find no earlier adoption of an

era than that by the Creeks, who began

in the fifth century before Christ, and

perhaps earlier, to date events by the

" Olympiad," or period of four years, in

which they happened, the first Olympiad

being that the first year of which was

distinguished by the victory of Corcebus,

and was found to answer to the year

B.C. 776. Thus a.d. 1 is the first year of

the 105th Olympiad.

1 " After Antiochus had ravaged Egypt in

the one hundred andforty-third year ; " 1 Mach.

i. 21. See also 2 Mach. i. 7, 10.

Era of Borne, a.tj.c. The exact date

of this era has been much disputed, but

the determination made by Varro is

generally received, according to which it

fell in 753 B.C.

Era of Nabonassar. Ptolemy and

other ancient astronomers employ thiB

era, which is named after a king of

Babylon who is said to have delivered his

countrymen from bondage to the Assy

rians, and corresponds to 747 B.C.

Era of the Seleucidte. This corre

sponds to the 1st October 312 B.C., at

which date Seleucus Nicator recovered

Babylon from Antigonus, and founded

his empire. It is called also the Greek

era, and the era of contracts. The Jews

adopted it, as we have seen, and used it

till the eleventh century after Christ,

when they substituted for it the supposed

date of the creation of the world. It is

still used by the Arabs.

Spanish Era. This corresponds to

38 B.C., and " is supposed to mark some

important epoch in the organisation of

the province by the Homans."1 It was

employed in the Peninsula long after the

Christian era had come into general use

in Europe, having been "preserved in

Aragon till 1358, in Castile till 1383, and

in Portugal till 1415." 2

Christian Era. Called also the

Dionysian era, from Dionysius Exiguns,

a Scythian abbot, who, writing at Rome

early in the sixth century, computed that

Jesus Christ was born in the year of

Rome 754, and proposed that events

should be dated from his Incarnation.

This era soon came into use at Rome,

and gradually spread to other countries ;

the Venerable Beda, by adopting it in

his " Ecclesiastical History," greatly

assisted in its wider diffusion. It cannot

be exactly correct, for Herod the Great,

according to Josephus, died in the year

of Rome 750, and our Saviour must have

been born some considerable time before

his death. It is usual to make a correc

tion of four years on this account, and to

date the Crucifixion a.d. 2!f instead of

A.D. 33 ; but Ilefele and others would

put back the birth of Christ as much as

six or seven years—to A.u.c. 747.'

Era of Diocletian. This era, which

is still used by the Copts in Egypt,

corresponds to a.d. 284. It was in

general use in the Western Empire, till

displaced by the Christian era.

1 Merivale's Hittory of the Roman* under

the Empire, vol. iv. p. 114. * Ibid.

5 See Hefele's art. in Wetzer and Welte.
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The Indiction. This became a com- I

mon way of reckoning time in the

Eastern Empire, the indiction being a

Seriod of fifteen years, and the first in—

iction deemed to commence on Sep

tember 24, a.d. 313.

The Hegira. This era, which is the

date of Mohammed's flight from Mecca,

and is used by all Mussulmans, corre

sponds to 622 a.d.

Era of Conitantinople : called also the

Byzantine era. This was long in use

among the Greeks and Russians, and is

still employed by the Albanians. It

reckons from the Creation, which it dates

5608 B.C.

Jetoish Era. This is used by the

modern Jews*, and is also referred to the

creation of the world, which it dates in

3761 B.C.

Chronologers have invented the

" Julian period," a multiple of the num

ber of the years in the solar cycle (28), of

those in the lunar cycle (10), and those

in the Indiction ; of this product, 7080

years, they place the first year in 47 1 3

B.C., because in that year all three cycles

stood at 1 simultaneously, and will not

do so again till i.D. 3268. Into years of

this Julian period, any year expressed in

terms of any one of the above-named

epochs may be converted, liut in fact

no era could be devised, or can be con

ceived, which is more convenient for

dating events either before or after it,

than the Christian, and it cannot be

doubted that, with the advance of the

world in civilisation, this era will super

sede all others. The Republicans of the

first French Revolution, conscious how

much the human imagination is influenced

by these things, attempted to substitute

the commencement of their own blood

stained republic, September 1702, after

first inaugurating it by the massacre of

the eleven hundred prisoners in the jails

of Paris, as the year 1 of the new period

of universal fraternity ; but the attempt

did not survive the suppression of the

anarchical factions. M. Comte, the

founder of Positivism, recommended to

his followers the adoption of this revo

lutionary epoch, or of a similar one

framed by himself; but it is not known

that the Positivists as yet make much

use of it. (Ferraris, AZra ; Wetzer and

"Welte, art. by Hefele ; Smith and Cheet-

ham, art. by Ilensley.)

ESPOUSAL (tpontalid) is defined

by Qury as "a deliberate promise to

marry made by each party, expressed by

outward signs, each being capable of

entering upon such an engagement."

This definition implies that the engage

ment refers to the future—i.e. the parties

do not give themselves to each other there

and then, but promise to do so on a

future occasion. The promise must be

made and accepted on each side. Each

party must be aware of the obligation

incurred ; hence there can be no binding

engagement between children who have

not come to the use of reason, &c. Each

party must act freely. Lastly, there must

be no impediment which would nullify

the marriage, or even make it unlawful—

e.g. one cousin cannot hind himself or

herself to marry the other, because, till

a dispensation is obtained, a union

between the two would be no marriage

at all. If a valid engagement has been

made, then neither can lawfully with

draw from it, unless the other gives

consent, or unless changes have occurred

or circumstances come to light which

alter the nature of the case. Thus a

man, having engaged to marry a girl

whom he thought virtuous, would not,

of course, be still bound if she turned out

to be of bad character.

The engagement may be made, and is

at present made, in most parts of the

Church, without ceremony or publicity

of any sort. Among Romans a man

sent a ring of iron to his future wife ;

and this custom was adopted by Chris

tians. The annultu pronubui is men

tioned by Tertullian. St. Gregory of

Tours speaks of the man as presenting

his intended wife with ring {sponsaliue

annultu [tic]) and shoes. The Franks

used to betroth their wives with pieces

of money—a relic, according to Char-

don, of the old custom of buying girls

from their parents. Betrothal among

the Greeks takes place with prayer and

much solemnity in the church, and

on the same day as the marriage. (His
torical portion from Chardon, '• Hist, des

Sacrem.")

ESPOUSALS (DESPON8ATIO)

Or THE BLESSES VZXOZJT. A

feast kept on January 2.3. An office

commemorating this event was written

by the famous Gerson. In the sixteenth

century Paul III. allowed the friars

and nuns of the Franciscan Order to

recite an office of the Espousals. The

office was simply that of the Blessed

Virgin's Nativity, except that a new

Gospel was chosen and the word " nati-

i vitas " was changed into " desponsatio."
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However, a special office of the Espousals

was written by the Dominican Peter

Dore" and approved by the same Pope,

Paul III. An indult of Benedict XIII.,

in 1725, permitted its use throughout the

States of the Church. The feast is kept

in England as a greater double. (Bene

dict XIV. " De Fest.")

ESTABLISHMENT, CHURCH.

A state of things in which the civil

power, for political and moral ends,

recognises a particular religion in prefer

ence to all others, and regards its minis

ters, as such, as bodies corporate, capable

of suing and being sued, of holding pro

perty, and transmitting it to their succes

sors.

The questions bearing on the utility

of a Church establishment have long

been keenly debated in England be

tween the Anglicans and the non-estab

lished Protestant sects ; but Catholics are

little concerned in the controversy. A

word or two of criticism on the chief

arguments advanced is all that we shall

otter. What the Anglicans say as to the

advantages secured to a nation by the

public recognition, on the part of the

civil power, of Christianity and its

ministers, is of course perfectly true ; and

when they appeal to history, and show

what benefits accrued to English society

from Ethelbert's supporting the Roman

missioners, or Ethelwulfs appropriation of

the tithe to religious uses, or from many

other like acts on the part of our civil

rulers, it is impossible not to agree with

them. So long as Englishmen continued to

be of one religion, and to be in communion

with the Hoiy See, the benefits of Church

establishment, on the whole, were unde

niable. Religion, by it, was brought to

every man's door ; it lent a form and a

splendour to human life ; and an English

man's fidelity to Jesus Christ and his

Church was made easier for him by the

fact that the king to whom he owed

loyalty was, no less than himself, an

obedient son of the same Church, and

also its zealous protector. The chief

drawback accompanying these benefits of

establishment was that, in times of luke-

warrnness and relaxed discipline, king?,

egged on by worldly counsellers, availed

themselves of the connection between

Church and State to impede free commu

nication with Rome (laws of Provisors,

Praemunire, &c), and to bring the heads

of the Church in England more under

their own power. This evil tendency,

long operating, with other causes, brought

the Church in Great Britain to the ruin

whicli we have attempted to describe in

the articles Anglican Church and

English Catholics. But to return to

the Anglican argument. Down to the

Reformation, as has been said, we differ

little from them in our estimate of the

benefits of establishment. Since that

time, as they maintain,1 the same Catholic

Church has continued to be established

in Eugland with the like beneficial re

sults; to which we must reply that the

common sense of mankind and the re

ceived use of words are against them.

Everyone but an Anglican can see

that it does not follow—assuming that

Church establishment was beneficial before

the Reformation—that it is' equally bene

ficial now, because the body established is

no longer the same. Whether, and how

far, the present Anglican establishment

is beneficial, is a question on which we

cannot here enter.

On the other side, the great argument

of the Nonconformists against Establish

ments is that there is no guarantee for

their being applied in support of pure

Christianity, and that they may thus

become the means of stereotyping error.

"Human establishments .... have been,

and are, productive of the greatest evils ;

for in this case it is requisite to give the

preference to some particular system ; and,

as the magistrate is no better judge of

religion than others, the chances are as

great of his lending his sanction to the

false as the true."2 As between the

Anglicans and the Dissenters, this seems

to be unanswerable. " The magistrate"—

i.e. Elizabeth and her Government—es

tablished Anglicanism in 1559, and things

have so continued to the present dav;

but "the magistrate" was not infallible,

nor were the handful of divines who

assisted him ; he may, therefore, have

applied the forces of Establishment to

the support of what was more or less

false ; and, of course, the Dissenters hold

that he did so apply them. Against a

Catholic theologian the argument is

powerless; for, although it is quite true

that the magistrate, as such, is "no better

judge of religion than others," yet, if he

allows himself to be guided by the Church

and the Pope, he rests upon a basis of

infallible truth, and his action in apply

ing the forces of Establishment to the

1 See Hook's Church Dictionary, art. "Es

tablishment."
• Buck's Theol. Dictionary, cd. by Hender

son, art. " Establishment."
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support of religion cannot, in that case,

be either mistaken or mischievous.

EUCHARIST. The Catholic doc

trine on the Eucharist is stated with

great clearness by the Council of Trent,

Sess. xiii. xxi. and xxii. The Church

regaids the Eucharist as a sacrament

and a' so as a sacrifice, so that our

treatment of the subject falls naturally

into two great divisions, to which we

will add supplementary remarks on the

adoration and reservation . of the Blessed

Sacrament. Considered as a sacrament,

the Eucharist is the true body and blood

of Christ under the appearance of bread

and wine. Like all the sacraments, it

was instituted by Christ, and like them,

it consists of an outward part—viz. bread

and wine, or the appearance of bread and

wine ; and an inward or invisible part—

viz. the body and blood of Christ with

the grace which they impart to those

who communicate worthily. But as this

definition of the Eucbarkt is rejected by

most Protestants, and as there are many

other points concerning this mystery

which need explanation, we are obliged

for the sake of clearness to make many

subdivisions and to take the points in

debate one by one.

I. The Eucharist as a Sacrament.

(a) Its Institution, including the Matter

and Form.—Christ Himself instituted the

Eucharist on the night before his Passion.

The three first Evangelists and St. Paul in

his first Epistle to the Corinthians give

the history of the first Eucharist. Our

Lord, they tell us, took bread into his

bands, and having given thanks (« \<i-

purrr)o-at, Luc. xxii. 19, whence the name

Eucharist), He broke it and gave it to

bis disciples, saying, " This is my body

which is given for you: this do for a

commemoration of me." In the same

manner He took the chalice and said,

" This is the blood of the New Testament

which is shed for you?' From this it

appears that bread and wine are the

matter to be used in the sacrament. It

is certain, further, that wheaten bread

ought to be used, for the Council of

Florence declares that "'wheaten bread

and wine " are the matter of this sacra

ment, and nearly all theologians hold

that no other kind of bread can be used

without invalidating the sacrament, be

cause, when bread without further quali

fication is mentioned wheaten bread

would be commonly understood.1 The

• Cajetan ( apud Billnart, De Euch. diss. Hi.

a. 1) denied that tbe use of wheaten bread was

Council of Florence, in the Decree of

Union, defined that consecration either in

leavened or unleavened bread is valid.

Latin priests are bound to use the latter ;

Orientals, except Maronites and Arme

nians, use tbe former. It is certain that

the Latin Church follows the use of

Christ Himself, for leavened bread could

not have been employed at the paschal

supper, so that the violent attacks made

on the Latin Church for its use of un

leavened bread by Michael Caerularius in

1043, and often repeated by the schismatic

Greeks, are clearly unwarranted. It is

impossible to ascertain with certainty the

use of tbe ancient Church on this bead.

Sirmond contends that even the Latins

used leavened bread for eight hundred

years and more. Authorities of equal re

putation—viz. Mabillon and Christianus

Lupus—hold that the Latins have always

used unleavened bread since Apostolic

times. Bona thinks that, whereas the

Greeks have always used leavened bread,

the Latins in the early ages used either

leavened or unleavened bread according

to convenience, and that the use of the

latter was not obligatory among them

till the tenth century.1 The wine must

of course be the fermented juice of the

grape. Water is mixed with it accord

ing to a custom which must have been

followed by Christ (for the paschal wine,

which He used in the first Eucharist, was

always so mixed), and which is proved to

be Apostolic, both because it is men

tioned by Justin Martyr2 in the sub-

Apostolic age, and because it is followed

at this day, not only throughout the

Catholic Church in all the varying rites

according to which Mass is said, but also

by all heretical sects which have pre

served the priesthood, with the single ex

ception of the Armenian Monophysites.8

But the mixture of water with the wine

does not belong to the essence of the

sacrament, and it must be made in small

quantity, since wine, not wine and water,

is a constituent part of the matter of the

sacrament. Lastly, the bread and the

wine are consecrated by the words " This

is my body," " This is my blood," as has

absolutely necessary. "Aptos is the word used bv

the Evangelists, and that means wheaten bread,

l*afa being the word for barley bread.

1 Benedict XIV. De Fe$t'. P. 1. dxiv.

* Apol. i. 56.

5 Tlicy in all probability altered this rite

to express their detestation of the Catholic doc

trine on the two natures of Christ, and the

Church has refused to tolerate their present cus

tom. Benedict XIV. De Miu. xi. 10.
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been shown in the article on Consecra

tion.

(/3) The Real Presence.—The Council

of Trent, Sess. xiii. De Euch. can. 7,

teaches that, after the consecration, the

body and blood, together with the soul

and divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ,

are contained "truly, really, and sub

stantially in the sacrament of the most

Holy Eucharist," and it anathematises

those who say that Christ's body and

blood are there in sign and figure only,

or virtually. Christ is in the Eucharist

truly—t'.e. the words " This is my body "

are not, as the Zwinglians contend, a mere

figure ; He is there really—i.e. objec

tively, so that his presence does not de

pend, as Calvin said it did, on the faith

of the recipient. He is there substan

tially, which word excludes the Calvinistic

error that Christ's body is in heaven and

nowhere else, though it exercises its virtue

and power in the Eucharist.

The real presence is clearly implied in

Scripture. It was taught first of all by our

Lord Himself in the synagogue at Capbar-

nauin, just a year before his Passion. On

the day preceding this discourse He had

fed the five thousand by the miraculous

multiplication of bread, and the crowd

went to Capharnaum next day in quest of

Him. Christ rebuked them, because they

set greater value on earthly bread than

on the food of the soul; and they asked

Him for a " sign " in confirmation of his

authority. The miracle of the yesterday

was not enough. He had, after all, only

fed the crowd with common bread.

What was that to the miracle of the

desert ? " Our fathers eat the manna in

the desert, as it is written, He gave them

bread from heaven to eat." Christ an

swered that He was the true bread come

down from heaven ; the food of the soul

to those who believed in Him, as the

manna had been the food of the body.

So far—i.e. down to verse 50—there is

nothing in the discourse to prove the real

presence. But Christ goes on to say,

" The bread which I will give " is (not my

doctrine but) " my flesh." " He who

eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood,

hath eternal life." The future tense (the

bread which I will give) shows that the

mysterious gift of which Christ spoke was

not yet bestowed. It was possible to be

lieve in Him, but it was not possible as

yet to eat bis flesh and his blood. This

feeding on Christ's flesh and blood can

only refer to the Holy Eucharist. No

doubt Christ might most fitly have spoken

of belief in Himself as a feeding on

heavenly bread ; but to describe faith in

Him as a feeding on his flesh and blood

would be a violent and unnatural use of

words in any language, and as addressed

to Jews it would have been worse than

unnatural. They were accustomed to use

the words " eating a man's flesh " meta

phorically, but the metaphor signified,

not to accept a man's doctrine, but, on

the contrary, to treat him with brutal

cruelty. Thus the Psalmist speaks of his

enemies coming near him to " eat his

flesh ; " and Job uses similar language of

his false friends.1 Our Lord, therefore,

speaks of a literal, not of a metaphorical,

eating of his flesh and drinking of his

blood. Another argument for the Cath

olic interpretation is supplied by tbe way

iu which Christ's words were received.

The Jews exclaimed, " How can this man

give us his flesh to eat ? " Whereupon

our Lord, instead of explaining that He

meant only to say that they must believe

in his doctrine, repeated his former asser

tion in the most solemn and emphatic

manner : " Amen, amen, I say to you,

unless you eat the flesh of the Son of

Man and drink his blood, you have not

life in you. . . . My flesh is truly food,

and my blood is truly drink." Others

who heard the doctrine from his disciples

found it hard and intolerable. To remove

the scandal they had taken, Christ ap

pealed to that divine power which He

was to manifest in his Ascension, and

added, " It is the spirit which quickeneth,

the flesh profiteth nothing: the words

which I have spoken to you are spirit

and life : but there are some of you who

do not believe." In the first part of this

verse Christ cannot have meant to say that

bis flesh was absolutely unprofitable : to

do so would have been to contradict

the substance of his previous discourse,

even if we accept the ultra-Protestant

interpretation of it. Christ was to give

his flesh for the life of the world, so that

He could not speak of this flesh as utterly

unprofitable. His meaning is that flesh

in itself, even his own flesh apart from

that Spirit which God had given Him
without measure a and which was united

to it, could not be of any avail. Nor

again, in the latter part of the verse,

"The words I have spoken to you are

spirit and life," does Christ contrast faith

1 Ps. xxvi. (in Ileb. xxvii.) 2. Job. zix.

22. The Chnldce Targum preserves the same

metaphor in both passages.

* 1 John iii. 84.
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in his words with feeding on his flesh, for,

apart from other objections, our Lord

does not speak of his word generally, but

of those particular words which He has

just uttered and which some of his hearers

did not believe. The discourse in the

synagogue had been a scandal to them,

and our Lord declares that his words, far

from giving any real occasion for scandal,
■were spirit and life to those who received

them ; the fault lay not in Him or in his

words, but in their unbelief.

This exposition is confirmed by the

last part ot the chapter. Clearly, the

Evangelist did not think that Christ had

softened down or explained his mysterious

promise, for he goes on to tell us that

from that time many of Christ's disciples

went back and walked no more with

Him, so that our Lord was constrained

to ask the twelve Apostles if they also

would go away. •

At the last supper, Christ explained

by the institution of the Eucharist that

mysterious eating his flesh and drinking

bis blood which he had announced a year

before in the synagogue of Capharnaum.

He celebrated with the chosen twelve

the paschal rite. This rite was a sacrifice

commemorative of Israel's redemption ; it

was, indeed, the one commemorative sacri

fice of the old law. Further, it was a

feast upon a sacrifice, and the eating of

the paschal lamb bound the Israelites

together in the unity of the Jewish

Church. Christ, as his disciples knew,

was the true paschal lamb, come to take

the sins of the world away. As He sub

stituted his atoning death for the sacrifice

of the paschal lamb, so He gave his body

and blood in place of the lamb on which

they had been used to feast. Just when

He was about to abolish types and

shadows by his death, He instituted for

all time the new paschal rite which was

more than a type or shadow. It was to be

at one and the same time a sacrifice com

memorative of the redemption, a feast on

Himself, the Limb of God, the great means

of sanctification for his people, and the

bond which was to unite the " Israel of

God " throughout the world. He said of

the bread, "This is my body," of the

wine, " This is my blood," and He invited

his disciples to eat and drink of the

banquet prepared for them.

St. Paul, in 1 Cor. x., testifies to the

same doctrine. He warns bis disciples

against participating in the sacrifices

offered to idols, and points out the incon

sistency of eating the flesh of victims

offered to idols and also eating the

flesh and drinking the blood of Christ.

Christians are to " flee from idols " be

cause they receive the Eucharist. St.

Paul contrasts the real flesh of victims

sacrificed to idols with the real flesh pre

sent in the great Christian sacrament.

" I cannot partake," he says, " of the

table of the Lord and the table of

devils "—i.e. of idols. And in order that

there may be no possibility of mistaking

the sense of his words, he asks, " The

cup of blessing which we bless, is it not a

participation in (/mtvavui) the blood of

Christ ? the bread which we break, is it

not a participation in the body ofChrist P "

St Paul does not say that the consecrated

bread and wine are a symbol of Christ's

body and blood, but a participation in

them. He uses the very same word

(koivoWi) to describe the "partaking"

in the Jewish altar. Persons " partook"

in Jewish and heathen sacrifices by really

eating the flesh of the victim; just in

the same way they " partook " of the

Christian Eucharist. But the participa

tion in each case was ordered to ends

widely different from each other, so that

it was a gross inconsistency to unite any

two of the three different participations

with each other.

We can only select a few from the

mass of patristic testimonies to the doc

trine of the real presence. St. Ignatius,

St. John's disciple, is arguing against the

Docetse, who denied the reality of our

Lord's body altogether. St. Ignatius1

points out the consequencesof this unbelief.

Not admitting that our Lord took on Him

self true flesh, those men " abstained from

the Eucharist and prayer, because they do

not confess that the Eucharist is the flesh

of our Saviour Jesus Christ." Had the

Church of those days believed that the

Eucharist was no more than a symbol,

there was nothing in the celebration of

the sacrament which need have offended

them. They granted that our Lord had

an apparent body, and they could offer

no objection to the commemoration of his

death under a symbolic form. But they

could not partake in a sacrament which

professed to communicate the true body

of Christ, for the simple reason that tbey

denied the reality of Christ's body alto

gether. It may be worth while to men

tion in passing that the celebrated Protes

tant commentator Meyer' admits the

force of this passage. In an historical

1 Ad Smyrn. 7.

> Comm. on St. Matthew, ed. 5, 1864.
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account of the Eucharistic doctrine, ap

pended to his commentary on St. Matthew,

\»e allows that St. Ignatius, in opposition

to the Doceta), " undoubtedly states the

doctrine that in the Eucharist Christ's

flesh and blood are given in a real way."

In the earliest, account which we possess

of the Eucharistic celebration among the

primitive Christians we find the same

unhesitating belief in the real presence.

" This food," says Justin Martyr, who

died in the year 16C, "is known among

us as the Eucharist. . . . "We do not re

ceive these things as common bread and

common drink; but as Jesus Christ our

Saviour, being made flesh by the Word of

God, had both flesh and blood for our

salvation, so we have been taught that

the food over which thanks have been

given (tlxapurrriOfiaav), through prayer

in his words, and from which our blood

and flesh are nourished in such a way as

to be changed, are the flesh and blood of

that Jesus who was made flesh." 1 Some

words in this passage are very difficult to

understand, or even to translate, and they

have proved the crux of commentators,

but the part relating to the real presence

is clear and simple. Justin considers the

presence of Christ's flesh and blood in the

Eucharist as certain as the fact that He

took flesh and blood in his Incarnation.

And here again we may remark that

Meyer interprets St. Justin just as we

have done. At the close of the second

century, St. Irenseus, the disciple of St.

Polycarp, who was the disciple of St. John,

uses the very argument against the Gnos

tics which St. Ignatius had employed

against the Doceta?. Against the Gnostic

error that the material world is evil and

that Christ was not the Son of that inferior

God who made the world, St. Irenseus

argues thus : " If the Lord came from

another father, how did He act justly

when, taking the bread of the creation

which lies around us, He confessed that

it was his own body, and affirmed that

the mixture of the chalice [wine mixed

with water] was his own blood ? " 2 Again,

repelling the Gnostic error that the flesh

is incapable of salvation, and so would

not rise again, St. Irenseus argues that on

the Gnostic theory Christ would not have

redeemed us with his blood, or sanctified

our bodies with his own bodv and blood

in the Eucharist. "If this lfesh of ours

is not saved, then clearly the Lord did

not redeem us with his blood, nor is the

chalice of the Eucharist the communica-

Apul. i. 66. » Iren. iv. 83, 2.

tion of his blood, nor the bread which we

break the communication of his body.

For there is no blood except that which

comes from veins and flesh and the rest

of man's substance, which human sub

stance the Word of God truly became.

He redeemed us with his blood ; . . . and

since we are his members and are nourished

through his creatures, and since He himself

bestowshiscreatureson us, . . . Heconfessed

that the chalice [taken] from the creature

was his proper blood, with which He

bedews our blood, and the bread [taken]

from the creature He affirmed with a

strong affirmation to be his proper body,

from which He nourishes our bodies." 1

Let the reader observe that St. Irenseus

puts the blood of Christ in the Eucharist

in the same category with that shed on

the cross, the former being real, just as

the latter was real ; next, that Irenseus

tells us what he means by blood—viz.

literal blood, taken from the veins ; lastly,

that Irenseus intimates that he is speaking

of a stupendous mystery, for he tells us

that our Saviour solemnly or strongly

affirmed (SufkfiaiAovTo) that the bread

was his proper body. We may conclude

our patristic citations on this head with

a few words from Cyril of Jerusalem

(died 386). " Since then He has declared

and said of the bread, ' This is my body,'

who after that will venture to doubt ?

And seeing that He has affirmed and

said, ' This is my blood,' who will raise

a question and say it is not his blood ? " *

Even if the witness of Scripture to the

real presence were doubtful, the fact that

a doctrine so mysterious, so difficult to

reason, found such speedy and universal

acceptance throughout the Church that

Ignatius a disciple of St. John could take

it for granted in his controversy with

heretics, should be enough to turn the

scale in favour of the Catholic interpre

tation.

(y) Tranmbttantiation .— It is not

enough to confess Christ's real presence

in the Eucharist. The Council of Trent

requires us further to confess the " change

of the whole substance of the bread into

the body, of the whole substance of the

wine into the blood [of Christ], only the

appearances of bread and wine remaining ;

which change the Catholic Church most

fitly calls transubstantiation." The word

" transubstantiation " appears to have come

into use during the controversy with

Berengarius, and a person who rejected it

1 Iren. v. 2, 2.

' Cyril. Hierosol. Cat. xxii. Slyttag. 4.
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as " foolish and barbarous " would not

thereby fall into heresy, though his con

duct, Suarez says, would be scandalous

and rash, and would expose him to just

suspicion of heresy. But the word im

plies a truth beyond the mere fact of

Christ's presence in the sacrament ; and

this truth is of faith. It is necessary

then to begin by explaining the word.

TheChurch has adopted the distinction

made by the Aristotelians between sub

stance and Accident. The essence or

substance is that which constitutes the

thing, which makes it what it is, and it is

distinct from accidents or qualities which

may change while the thing itself remains.

Common sense teaches us this distinction.

If water undergoes certain accidental

changes—e.g. if having been cold it be

comes heated to the boiling point—we still

call it water : in other words, we recog

nise the fact that though the water has

become hot instead of cold, the substance

of water is there still, and that the change

is merely accidental. If, however, the

water were changed by natural process

into blood, or grape-juice, or again by

miracle into wine, anyone would see that

not merely the qualities, but the thing

was changed. The substance of water

would have ceased to be, and would have

been replaced by that of grape-juice,

blood, or wine. Substance is the inner

reality in which the qualities or accidents

inhere, or in the more exact language

of the Schools, substance is that which

naturally stands by itself without any

subject or substratum in which it inheres.

An accident is that which naturally in

heres in a substance as its subject or

substratum. Now, whereas the change

which the elements in the other sacra

ments undergo is an accidental (whereas,

e.g., the water in baptism remains wcter,

and simply receives a new power to cleanse

from sin), the change of the elements in the

Eucharist is an essential or substantial one.

The substance of bread and wine ceases to

be, for it is changed into Christ's body and

blood. In one respect, however, this sub

stantial change differs from all other

substantial changes. In other cases, when

one substance changes into another, the

accidents also change. Here the accidents

of bread and wine remain unaltered ; and

so long as they remain, the body and blood

of Christ also remain concealed beneath

them. Hence it follows that in the

Eucharist there is no deception of the

senses. What we see, feel, or taste in

the Blessed Sacrament is real, for the ac

cidents are real entities, and the accidents

are all that the senses ever do perceive.

From the existence of the accidents

reason infers that of the substance to

which they naturally correspond, but with

regard to the Eucharist this inference

would be false, since faith assures us that

in this case the accidents conceal the

body and blood of Christ, not the sub

stances of bread and wine. It is, moreover,

because the accidents remain that the

Eucharist is a sacrament. They consti

tute the outward part—they are the

sensible sign of that refreshment of the

soul which follows from a worthy recep

tion of the Blessed Sacrament.

Taking for granted the real presence,

we may fairly claim to prove the doctrine

of transubstantiation from the words of

consecration as given in the Gospels. On

the Lutheran theory of consubstantia-

tion—according to which the substances of

bread and wine are still present after con

secration, though the substance of Christ's

body is there also—Christ could not have

said " This is my body," but only " My

body is here "—•" My body is present

with this bread." The sensible signs or

accidents indicate the substance which un

derlies them ; so long, therefore, as the

substance of bread remains, the proposi

tion " This is bread " must be true, and

any other proposition — e.g. "This is

Christ's body "—must be false. It is of

no avail to urge that Christ's body is

also present. The question is not whether

it is present, but whether it is directly

indicated by the accidents of bread. If

the substance of bread remains, the

natural connection between accidents and

substance remains also ; and to say of

bread " This is Christ's body " is not

less absurd than it would be to say of

bread in which a gold coin was concealed

" This (pointing to the bread) is gold."

True, we may point to a cask and say

" This is wine," necause everybody knows

that the cask is meant to contain liquid,

and by a permissible licence of speech we

put the thing which contains for that

which is contained in it. But the acci

dents of bread are not intended, on the

theory of consubstantiation, either by

nature or use, to contain the body of

Christ ; and the word " this " could only

signify the substance of bread visible by

its accidents.1

1 The argument given from the words of

consecration is adopted by most theologians,

and seems to be favoured by the language of the

Council of Trent, xiii. i. However, Scotus and
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We pass to patristic testimonies, and

here we shall have an opportunity of

adding to the proofs from tradition

already given for the real presence ; and

we shall also be able to set the doctrine

of transubstantiation in a clearer light,

and to show that, although the term

is philosophical, the truth which it im

plies is very simple. The Fathers, then,

imply this belief in transubstantiation

when they say that the bread is changed

into or becomes the body of Christ;

because, on any theory except that of

transubstantiation, the substance of bread

remains, and is not, therefore, changed

into another substance. The following

quotations are taken from Cardinal

Franzelin's treatise on the Eucharist.

Tertullian, "Adv. Marc." iv. 40, says:

"Taking bread, He made it his body."

Cyril of Jerusalem, "Cat." iv. 1, 2:

"Of old He changed water into wine,

which is akin to blood, in Cana of

Galilee ; shall we think Him unworthy

of faith now that He has changed wine

into blood ? " The change of water into

wine was, of course, an instance of tran

substantiation ; so, also, according to

Cyril, is the change effected in the

Eucharist. " Before consecration," says

St. Ambrose, "De Myster." ix. 64, "it

is called something else ; after consecra

tion it is named blood ; and thou sayest

'amen'—i.e. it is true." St. James of

Sarug writes : " From the point of time

when He took bread and called it his

body, it was not bread, but his body."

Theodoret, on Matthew xxvi. 26: "It

[the bread] is changed by a wonderful

operation, though to us it appears bread.

.... Bread, indeed, it appears to us,

but flesh in fact (rqi om) it is." Against

such testimonies (which might easily be

multiplied) it is useless to quote passages

from Scripture or the Fathers in which

the appearances which remain after con

secration are called bread and wine.

They are naturally called according to

the outward appearance which they pre

sent ; and it would be easy to prove, by

the same argument, that Catholics at the

present day do not believe in transub

stantiation.

(S) The Mode of Christ's Presence.—

The Council of Trent defines that Christ

is contained whole and entire under

either species—i.e. that his body, blood,

soul, and divinity are given both under

the form of bread and under that of wine.

Durondus denied that the words >* themselves

proved transit bsuntiation.

Where Christ's body is, there his God

head must be also, because by the

hypostatic union the Godhead became

indissolubly united to human nature.

Moreover, as Christ, having died once,

lives for evermore, it follows that the

human sold must needs be united to that

risen and glorified body which we receive

in communion. Hence Christ speaks of

eating his flesh as equivalent to eating

Him.1 Further, the same kind of reason

ing certifies that Christ is given whole

and entire under either kind. True, the

force ofthe words of consecration puts the

body under the appearance of bread, the

blood under the appearance of wine ; hut

Christ has no body except that glorified

one united to his blood—no blood except

such as is united to his body. Otherwise

Christ would be slain over again every

time Mass. is said ; for on each occasion

the body would be separated from the

blood. Again, the constant practice of

the Church relieves us from any fear

that this reasoning may be precarious.

Since the Council of Constance it has

been the general law in the West that

all except the celebrant should commu

nicate only under the species of bread.

And the Church, though it has changed

its discipline in this matter, has by no

means introduced a new principle. In

fants among the early Christians received

communion under the form of wine, and

sick persons, solitaries, &c, under the

one form of bread. The principle was

fixed—viz. that Christ was given whole

and entire under either species ; it was

merely the application of this principle

which varied. [See Cokmt/niou.]

The Council of Trent goes on to say

that whole Christ is present under every

separate part of each species (sub singulis

cujusque specieipartibus, separatione facta).

What has been said in defence of Christ's

presence under either species admits of

obvious application here ; and we will

only add that Christ said of the divided

host, " This is my body."

This seems the fitting place to explain

what theologians mean by the spiritual

presence of Christ's body in the Eucharist.

It is not meant to deny that Christ's body

in the Eucharist is a real one (such a

denial would be heresy), but just as all

bodies after the resurrection become

spiritual without ceasing to be bodies,

because they have certain properties of

spirit ; so it is with Christ's body in the

• John, vi. 57, 58, '« He that eateth me;" . .

" He that eateth this bread."
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Eucharist, only to a much wider extent

and in a more wonderful way. At one

and the same time Christ's body is in

heaven and on a thousand altars. As

the spirit is present entire in the whole

body and in each part of it, so the body

of (Christ, with all its substance and

qualities, is present in each host and in

each part of the host. Consequently, the

Eucharistic body of Christ is not ex

tended in space—i.e. one part of Christ's

body does not correspond to one particular

part of the host. All this, of course,

involves a series of stupendous miracles.

It does not, however imply any contra

diction ; and nothing, we know, is impos

sible to Go 1 Almighty.

(«) The Ministration of the Eucharist

is committed to priests. They alone cau

consecrate validly ; for it was his Apostles,

and not the faithful generally, to whom

Christ said, " Do this for a commemora

tion of me." Justin, in his account of

the Eucharist already referred to, speaks

of the irpuforrar, or president, as the cele

brant ; and Tertullian, " De Coron. Mil."

3, tells us that the Eucharist " was taken

from the hands of nobody else except

those of the presidents." The "presi

dent " is evidently another word for the

bishop, who, in early times, celebrated

the Eucharist while the priests around

him joined in the sacred acts as consacri-

ficantes. The First General Council takes

for granted that priests alone can conse

crate. It condemns the abuse of deacons

administering the Eucharist to priests,

because it was unseemly that those who

cannot sacrifice should "give the body

of Christ " to those who could otter it

(TOl'S (^OVtTiaV U.IJ t^OVTas irpotrfpfpftv TOIS

npo<r<f>«pov(Ti flifioVcu to tra>pa Toil \pmrov).

The Eucharist of course remains the

body of Christ whoever administers it.

But priests alone do so lawfully and by

virtue of their office.' Deacons may

administer it if empowered to do so, and

at one time they did commonly give the

chalice to communicants [see Deacon].

(0 The Effects of t.h* Eucharist.—To

communicate with profit we must do so

without the stain of mortal sin on the

soul. This appears from St. Paul's

words, 1 Cor. xi. 27, " Let a man prove

himself, and so let him eat of the bread

and drink of the chalice ; " from the con

stant practice of Christian antiquity, as

testified by the declaration of the Fathers,

the exclusion of penitents from com

munion, the words " sancta Sanctis" in

» ConcU. Trid. xiii. 8.

the ancient liturgies ; from the nature of

the sacrament, which is intended as the

food of the soul, and therefore can confer

no benefit on a soul dead by sin.1 In a

soul duly disposed the Eucharist pro

duces effects similar to those of natural

food on the body. It unites us to Christ,

the author of grace and virtue. It

sustains and increases the spiritual life ;

it repairs the injuries done to the soul by

sin, for it increases the love of God and

of true virtue, and fills us with spiritual

sweetness ; on the same grounds it pre

serves the Christian from future falls. It

is also both to soul and body the pledge of

future glory, since Christ is bestowed on

us for this special end, that we may pre

serve and obtain that happiness which

God reserves for the virtuous ; while the

body has a new title to a glorious resur

rection. It is fitting that Christ should

regard the flesh of the worthy communi

cant with a special interest, and con

form it in due time to his own glorified

body.

II. The Eucharist as a Sacrifice.

A sacrifice is defined as " the oblation

of a sensible thing made to God through a

lawful minister by a real change in the

thing offered, to testify God's absolute

authority over us and our entire depen

dence on Him." This is not the place to

discuss the history and meaning of the

primitive sacrifices. Catholic theologians

have generally taught that in sacrifice

the life of the victim—or the existence of

the thing, if the oblation he of a thing

without life—is substituted for the life of

those in whose name it is offered. The

thing offered must be visible, for sacrifice

pertains to external worship, and it is only

in a metaphorical sense that the prayer

of the heart and the like are called sacri

fices. It can be made lawfully to God

alone, for no other but He is the Lord of

life and death, and the very act of

sacrifice must effect a change which

destroys, or tends to destroy, that which

is ottered, for without this destruction

we should fail to confess by an external

act God's supreme dominion, and so to

satisfy the end of all sacrifice. Such

sacrifices were offered from the earliest

1 One exception must be here made. Many

theologians hold that n person who without

fault of bis own approaches communion in a

state of mortal sin, for which he lias super

natural sorrow, but not that sorrow known a«

perfect contrition, would be reconciled to God in

I he act of reception. Such a case miirhr. occur,
e.g.. if a pers on erroneously supposed that he

had been absolved.
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times to the true God bv the patriarchs,

and among heathen nations to their false

deities. God accepted and approved

sacrificial worship from the first; and

when the law was given to the people of

Israel sacrifice was enjoined and its mode

carefully regulated on divine authority.

Christ offered on the cross a sacrifice for

our redemption, and from that moment

the Jewish sacrifices ceased to have any

efficacy. They were instituted to typify

the sacrifice of Christ, and now that the

reality had come the types are no longer

needed. The worship of sacrifice, how

ever, was not to cease in the Church,

and the Council of Trent defines that in

the Eucharist or Mass a true and proper

sacrifice is offered to God.

The Old Testament 1 foretells this

sacrifice of the Mass just as clearly as it

predicts the sacrifice of the cross. No

prophet seems to speak more lightly of

the Jewish ritual than Jeremias. He

looks forward to a time when the ark of

the covenant will not be remade or even

missed. " They will not say any more

' The ark of the covenant of the Lord,' and

it will not be thought of ; they will not

remember it or miss it, and it will not be

made again " (iii. 16). He looks forward

instead to that new covenant which God

will write on the heart. But is there to

be no sacrifice under this new covenant ?

Let the following passage answer : " In

those days Judan will be saved, and

Jerusalem will dwell confidently, and

this is the name which they will call it

[Jerusalem], the Lord our justice. For

thus saith the Lord, a man shall not be

cut off to David sitting on the throne of

the house of Israel ; and to the priests,

the Levites, a man shall not be cut off

from before my face presenting the

holocaust and offering the meat [or flour]

ottering and making sacrifice all the days.

And the word of the Lord came to

Jeremias saying: Thus saith the Lord,

if ye will break my covenant [consisting

in] the day and my covenant [consisting

in] the night, so that there should be no

more daytime and night in their season ;

then also shall my covenant be broken

with David my servant, so that he should

not have a son reigning on his throne,

and with the Levites, the priests who

minister to me. As the host of the

heavens cannot be numbered, and the

sand of the sea cannot be measured, so I

1 The passages of Scripture here and else

where throughout this article are translated

for obvious reasons from the original texts.

will multiply the seed of David my

servant, and the Levites who minister to

me"(xxxiii. 16 sen.). Evidently this is

a Messianic prophecy. The son of David

is, as orthodox Protestants gladly admit,

no other than Christ the son of David,

and the son of God. Surely, then, there is

no escape from the conclusion that in the

Messianic kingdom—i.e. in the Church—

sacrifice will continue to be offered, and

will last while sun and moon endure, or, in

other words, till the end of the world and

of the Christian dispensation. A recent

Protestant writer who belongs to the

sceptical school, and has scant sympathy

with Catholic doctrine, admits that

" taken literally, the eternity of Leritical

sacrifices as expressed in xxxiii. 18,

seems quite inconsistent with all else in

Jeremiah's prophecies," and, " taken typi

cally, only fits the sacrifice of the Mass

to which Roman Catholic expositors

refer it ; for the sacrifices are to be

offered continually in all time." 1

Malachias, in a familiar passage, ex

presses the same idea still more strongly

and definitely. He speaks of God as

rejecting the Jewish sacrifices. " I have

no pleasure in you, saith the Lord of

hosts, and a meat [or flour] offering I

will not accept from your hands." But is

sacrifice to cease? On the contrary,

" from the rising of the sun even to its

going down great is my name among the

Gentiles, and in every place incense is

offered to my name, and a pure flour

ottering, since great is my name among

the Gentiles, saith the Lord of hosts "

(Malach. i. 10, 11). The sacrifices of the

old law were offered only in Palestine ;

the new sacrifice of Messianic times is to

be ottered among the Gentiles. Jewish

sacrifices could be offered only in one

place : the new sacrifice is to be offered

all over the world. The sacrifice

here predicted cannot be that of th^e

cross, which was made once for all on

Calvary. The rabbins and Protestant

scholars, whether sceptical or orthodox,

have been utterly unable to explain this

passage even plausibly. To say with

1 Robertson Smith, The Old Testament in

the Jewish Church, p. 402. The p-issage is want

ing in the chief MSS. of the LXX. The LXX

version of Jeremias omits some 2,700 words

found in our Hebrew text, and gives many ofth«

chapters in a different order, so that this omis

sion need not surprise us. Hitzi.:, ad Air., and

Kuencn, Het onstaan en de verzameling van de

boehen dee ouden verbonds, ii. p. 203. treat the

passage as an interpolation. Ewald's opinion

{Propheten, ii. p. 269) is diametrically opposita,
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Ebn Ezra and Kimehi 1 that the prophet

means that the heathens would, if God

commanded them to do so, offer acceptable

sacrifice, is doing violence to the plain

meaning of the words. Again, the whole

context, which speaks of sacrifice in the

literal sense, excludes the supposition that

the offering of the Gentiles is to be a

mere sacrifice of praise and prayer ; nor

would a prophet of the Persian period

have regarded the offering of such a

sacrifice in every place as anything ex

traordinary.3 Still more desperate is

Hitzig's interpretation, which attributes

to Malachias the modern and utterly un-

Hebrew notion that "Jahve, Oruiuzd,

Zeus (!), and perhaps others, were only

different names of the one Supreme God.''

The sacrifice of the Mass, and that only,

satisfies the requirements of a scientific

exegesis.

Christ at the last supper fulfilled these

frophecies and instituted the transfigured

'assover of the new law, in which He him

self, thf true paschal lamb, was to be con

tinually sacrificed and eaten. When He

blessed the bread andwine hiseye was fixed

on the morrow when he was to sutler and

die ; but his priesthood, begun when he

assumed our human nature, was not to

end with a single act of sacrifice. He

was to continue it throughout time by the

hands of his earthly representatives, who

were to offer Him on the altars of the

Church under the forms of bread and

wine. He speaks of Himself under the

forms of bread and wine as already in the

state of a victim offered as sacrifice for

men. He speaks of bis body in the

Eucharist as "given for you" (Luc. xxii.

19), just as He had said a year before of

" the bread which I will give is my flesh,

which I will give for the life of the world"

(John vi. 62). He says of the chalice-

is. of the blood therein contained—that it

is " shed for you " (Luc. xxii. 20). We lay

no stress on the fact that it is the present

and not the future tense which Christ

employs; to do so would show great

ignorance of Scriptural usage. But the

1 Quoted by Steiner ad Inc. in his commen

tary published in 1881.

* This interpretation, adopted by many Pro

testants (ej7. by Keil. ad Inc.), is Riven in the

Targum. In the Chaldee the verse is para

phrased thus : " Since from the rising of the

tmn and to its setting great is my name among

the peoples, an 1 in every time when you do my

will, 1 will receive your prayer and my great

name will be sanctified by means of you, and

your prayer shall be as a pure oblation before

me, since great is my name among the peoples,

eaith Jehovah of hosts."

fact remains that Christ speaks of the

body under the form of bread, of the blood

in the chalice as presented in a sacrificial

state for the life of men. The perpetual

sacrifice of the altar was to be one with the

sacrifice of the cross. The one ottering

worthy of God was to replace the ty pical

sticritices presented in the Pentateuch.

The sacrifice of the altar was to represent

and commemorate that of the cross and

also to supply all that was wanting in the

latter. The Jews were commanded to

eat of their peace offerings and so to enter

into communion with God. No one could

eat of the sacrifice ottered on Calvary, but

Christians for all time were to feed on the

divine victim present in the Eucharistic

oblation. The sacrifice of the cross was

offered once ; in the sacrifice of the altar

the Christian Church was provided with

the noblest form of worship, to be offered

day by day. The sacrifice of the cross

was " dishonoured, without public testi

mony to its dignity and power." The

sacrifice of the altar was to oe the centre

of the Church's worship and solemnities,

the object of her unceasing veneration.

It was to unite the faithful to God and

to each other ; it was to teach them how

to otter themselves, body and soul, in

sacrifice to God in union with the perfect

sacrifice of Christ ; it was to separate

them wholly and utterly from participa

tion in Jewish and heathen sacrifices.

This last point is clearly brought out by

St. Paul in a way which shows beyond

possibility of mistake his belief in the

Eucharibtic sacrifice. In urging the

Corinthians not to partake in heathen

sacrifices he reminds them, as we have

seen above, that the Kucharistic bread

imparts the body of Christ, the chalice of

benediction his blood, and he concludes,

" Ye cannot partake in the table of the

Lord and the table of devils." The

table of devils was of course the

heathen alter, and partaking in the table

of devils means eating of the sacrifices

offered to false gods, whom St. Paul

declares to be really demons. The Apostle

therefore sets altar against altar, sacrifice

against sacrifice, communion against com

munion.

This belief in the sacrifice of the altar

has prevailed at all times an I all places

within the Church. St. Ignatius1 telUthe

Philadelphians they must partake of one

Eucharist, since there is one flesh of our

Lord Jesus Christ ; one chalice which

unites us to his blood : one Ovaiaa-Ttipwn

1 Ad PhUad. 4.
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or place of sacrifice. " The chalice," says

Irenasus,1 " which comes from this world

of ours, He [Christ] confessed to be his

blood and taught the new oblation of the

New Testament, which oblation the

Church, receiving it from the Apostles,

offers in the whole world to God."

"The oblation of the Church," he con

tinues, referring to the prophecy of

Malachy, "which our Lord taught to be

offered in the whole world, is counted a

pure sacrifice before God." He proves

that Catholics alone have the right to

celebrate this new oblation, heretics being

excluded because a belief in the real pre

sence is inconsistent with their other

theories ; Jews, because " their hands are

full of blood, for they have not received
the word which is offered to God." a This

is nothing less than a distinct assertion of

the Catholic truth that the divine victim

who 9hed his blood for us on the cross

applies to us the merits of his Passion, by

offering Himself continually on the altar.

We may add that the Fathers, from very

earlv times, explained the words in Psalm

cix., " Thou art a priest for ever after the

order of Melchisedech," as referring to

the Eucharistic sacrifice. They knew

from the Epistle to the Hebrews that Mel

chisedech, " the king of justice and of

peace," was a type of Christ. They re

membered the words in Genesis xiv. 18,

" Melchisedech, king of Salem, brought

forth bread and wine, and he was the

priest of God most high," and the pro

phecy in Psalm cix., " Thou art a priest for

ever according to the order or manner of

Melchisedech," and accordingly they

found the reality typified by Melchisedech

in the Eucharist when Christ offers Him

self through his priests under the appear

ances of bread and wine. " Who," asks

Cyprian, "is more truly a priest of God

most high than our Lord Jesus Christ,

who offered a sacrifice to God the Father

and offered the same sacrifice which

Melchisedech offered (that is, bread and

wine)—namely, his ownbodyand blood?" 3

"His body," says St. Augustine, "is

offered up instead of all those sacrifices

and oblations, and it is given to the com-

l Iran iv. 17, 5; 18, 1.

s Iren. iv. 18, 4. " Verbum quod ofTertur ; "

this is the reading of the three best MSS.

(Clarom., Vet. et Voss.), except that the two

latter omit the unimportant word " Deo." The

rending adopted by Harvev and Neander

(Kirchengeschickte, i. p. 424) rests on very

inferior authority.

5 " Suum scilicet corpus et sanpuinem;" Cy

prian, Ep. 63. See also Clem. Al. Strum, iv. 25.

municants." Ambrose, Chrysostom, and a

multitude of other Fathers bold similar

language. The ancient liturgies, written

in many languages and used in many

different parts of the Church, testify like

wise to the universality of this belief.

They speak of the " tremendous, divine,

unbloody, the perpetual, the living sacri

fice" of tbe Lamb " who, being sacrificed,

never dies ;" they declare that " our sacri

fice is the body and blood of the priest

himself, Christ our Lord."1

Having established tbe truth of the

Church's doctrine on the sacrifice of the

Mass, it only remains to state and explain

that doctrine more fully, avoiding, how

ever, as far as possible, merely scholastic

questions. All that is included in the

idea of sacrifice is found in the Eucharist.

There is the oblation of a sensible thing—

viz. of the body and blood of Christ under

the appearances of bread and wine. The

oblation is made bv a lawful minister—■

viz. by Christ Himself acting through

earthly priests, who are his representa

tives. There is a mystical destruction of

the victim, for Christ presents Himself on

the altar " as in a state of death, because

He is deprived of those functions ofnat ural

life which He exercised on earth, and be

cause He is there with the signs of death

through the mystical separation between

body and blood"* made by the words of

consecration. There is the protestation

of God's supreme dominion, for the Mass

is and can be offered to God alone. More-

over,it fulfilsthe form and ends of sacrifice.

Like the holocausts, it offers homage to

God ; like the sin-offerings, it propitiate*

Him by the very fact that it is an oblation

of Christ, the victim for our sins. Like

the peace-offerings, it pleads for grace, for

we offer here the victim of our peace.

In this sacrifice of thanksgiving we offer

God the most excellent gift He has

bestowed on us—namely, the Son in

whom He is well pleased. Lastly, the

sacrifice of the altar is one with that of

the cross. True, no blood is shed on the

altar, nor does Christ die any more, so

that it is by the sacrifice of the cross, not of

the Mass, that we were redeemed from

1 See the quotations in Franzelin, Dt Euck.

p. 319 mo.

* Le Brun, Explication tie la Mcsse, i. 22

The words of consecration would of them

selves put the body; only under the form of

bread, the blood only under that of wine,

were it not for the fact of concomitance ex

plained above. But theologians hold different

theories as to what constitutes the essence of

the sacrifice.
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gin and its penalties. But on the cross

and altar we have the same victim and

the same priest, and therefore, in the

words of the Council of Trent, the sacri

fice of the Mass, though a commemora

tion, is " not a mere commemoration of

the sacrifice on the cross." It is truly

"propitiatory"1 and may be offered for

the living and dead, for sins and penalties,

for satisfaction and other needs, spiritual

and temporal. " Moved,-' says the same

council, " by offering up this sacrifice, the

Lord, granting grace and the gift of re

pentance, forgives crimes and sins, even

if they be great * and in another place

that it is the most efficacious means of

helping the souls in Purgatory.3 The

Mass is offered for the salvation of all t he

living and of all the dead who still suffer

in the state of purgation ; but it may also

be applied specially for the needs of indi

viduals. It is necessary that the priest

should communicate in every Mass which

he celebrates, for consumption of the

species forms an integral part of the

sacrifice, but it is not necessary that

anyone else should do so. The Council

of Trent does, indeed, express a desire that

in each Mass the faithful who assist, as

well as the priest, should communicate ;

but it " does not condemn, as private and

unlawful, those Masses in which the priest

alone communicates sacramentally, but

approves and even commends them, since

such Masses should be considered public

(communes), partly because the people

in them communicate spiritually, partly

because they are celebrated by a public

minister of the Church, not for himself

only, but for all the faithful who belong

to the body of Christ." *

III. Adoration, Reservation, fyc, of

the Blemed Sacrament,

Several other subjects connected with

the Eucharist are treated of under sepa

rate articles — e.g. Benediction, Com

munion, Corpus Chribti, Exposition,

Procession, Reservation of the

Blessed Sacrament. But it will be

well to state here one or two dogmatic

principles relating to these matters.

Christ gives Himself in this sacra

ment to be the food of the soul ; and

every host is consecrated in order that

ultimately it may be received by the

communicant. Thus the host which is

used for Benediction is, after a few days,

received by the priest at Mass, and

the particles reserved in the tabernacle

1 Seas. xxii. can. 8. 5 Sess. xxv. De Purgat.

* Sets. xxii. cap. 2. 4 lb. cap. G.

are all given to communicants and re

placed by other particles. However, as

lood has the qualities which nourish

before it is eaten, the actual reception

being only the condition without which

it will not actually nourish, so the

Eucharist, so long as the appearances of

bread and wine remain, is always the

true body and blood of Christ. This

truth appears from the words of insti

tution. Our Lord said of the bread,

" This is my body ; " not " This will be

my body the moment you receive it;"

and it is defined by the Council of Trent,

Sess. xiii., can. 4. In consequence of this

belief, the Church has from the earliest

times treated the Blessed Sacrament with

the most anxious reverence. " We are

full of anxiety," says Tertullian,1 " lest

anything of our chalice and bread should

full to the ground." Severe penalties were

imposed, both in East and West, upon

the ministers of the altar, if through their

negligence any accident happened to the

Blessed Sacrament. Again, the Church

commands, and at the same time regu

lates by stringent laws, the reservation of

the Blessed Sacrament for the sick.

Lastly, Catholics pay to the Eucharist,

present on the altar, reserved in the taber

nacle, or carried in procession—to the

Eucharist, in short, wherever 'it may

be present—that supreme worship which

is due to God alone. "The Eucharist,"

says the Council of Trent,''1 " is not the

less to be adored because Christ instituted

it in order that it might be received ; for

we believe that that same God is present

in it of whom the eternal Father, bring

ing Him into the world, said, ' Let all

the angels of God adore Him ;' that God

whom the Magi adored falling down

before Him ; who, finally, was adored by

the Apostles in Galilee, as the Scripture

bears witness." (A masterly summary of

the New Testament doctrine on the

Eucharist will be found in Diillinger's

"First Age of the Church." Chardon,

torn, ii., is the best authority on the

history of the rites. The great work

" Perpe'tuite' de la Foi " is a storehouse

of materials for the defence of the Catholic

doctrine.)

EUCHOLOOT (EiyoXdywi-). The

book which contains the ritual of the

Greek church, for the celebration of the

Eucharist and other sacraments, and all

ecclesiastical ceremonies. It corresponds

to the Missal, Pontifical, and Kitual of

1 Dr. Caron. Mil. 8.

' Sess. xiii. cap
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the Latin Church. It was published by

Goar, at Paris, in 1647, under the title

" Euchologion, sive Rituale Graecorum,

complectens ritus et ordines divinse litur

gies, officiorum, sacramentorum, &c, juita

usum Orientalis Ecclesise."

eudists. A congregation of secu

lar priests established under the names of

Jesus and Mary for the purpose of train

ing clergy and giving missions, and

named, after their founder, the Pere

Eudes. M. Eudes (a native of the diocese

of S6sz, in Normandy) was born in 1601.

At the age of fourteen he made a vow of

chastity, and, having a strong predilec

tion for the ecclesiastical state, was re

ceived into the French Oratory, lately

founded at Paris by the celebrated Abbe',

afterwards Cardinal, de BiSrulle. After

being ordained priest, he laboured for

several years as an Oratorian, chiefly in

Normandy, preaching with great power

and abundant fruit. Desiring to found a

special congregation for the ends specified

above, he left the Oratory, and, being

joined by eight zealous priests, established

the first house of his community at Caen

in 1643. In the course of his long life

he conducted no less than a hundred and

ten missions in all the principal towns of

France. He wrote several works, among

which " Le Bon Confesseur '' and " Le

Prfidicateur Apostolique '' are distin

guished. He died at Caen in 1680,

leaving his community in a flourishing

condition. The Eudists make no vows ;

yet very few, after being once incorporated

in the congregation, have been known to

leave it. They wear the ordinary dress

of secular priests. It is their principle,

while residing in any house of the order,

scrupulously to obey the superior, al

though they are not bound by vow to do

so. Frequent change of the superiors of

the different houses, with the approval

of the bishop, is a fundamental rule of

their institute. They are said never to

have been infected by Jansenism. At the

Revolution the general of the order was

M. Pierre Dumont, superior of the house

at Coutances. His coadjutor, M. Hubert,

was chosen by Louis XVI, in 1791, to

replace his former confessor, who had

taken the oath to the Civil Constitution

of the Clergy. Soon after he was arrested,

and lost his life in the butchery of the

priests at the Carmelite convent ordered

by the Paris Commune in September

1792. There was a chapel in the convent

garden : on the steps of the altar, before

a statue of the Blessed Virgin, M. Hubert

took refuge. The assassins broke in ; osi

of them saw him, and, brandishing his

sword over him, said, "Take the oath."

" No," he replied ; " I will not deny the

faith." The murderer then attacked him,

and despatched him with repeated blows

of his sword. Eight or nine other Eudists

were butchered in the same massacre.

Many found refuge in England. In 1826

the order was revived, with F. Blanchard

for superior ; thirty year9 afterwards they

were more than eighty in number, with

four flourishing colleges, the chief house

being at Rennes, in Britanny. Mgr.

Poirier, the late Archbishop of Trinidad,

who had been himself a Eudist, suc

ceeded in procuring for them the formal

approbation of the Holy See ; before the

Revolution, owing to the opposition of

the Oratorians and other causes, they

had only obtained partial approbation.

(HSlyot.)

EVXiOOXS (from tvXoytlv, to bless,

Matt. xxvi. 26). The Blessed Sacrament

is the great bond of union among the

faithful. " We being many," says the

Apostle, " are one bread " (I Cor. x. 17).

However, when many of the faithful

no longer communicated as a matter of

course at every Mass,1 the need was felt

of showing by some outward sign that

they were in full communion with the

Church. Accordingly the celebrant con

secrated so much only of the bread

placed on the altar as was needed for the

communicants ; the rest of the bread was

merely blessed and distributed to those

who did not actually communicate, though

they had the right to do so. The Eulogia,

then, was a substitute—though of course a

most imperfect one—for Holy Communion,

whence the Greek name, avridapov,

'' that which is given instead."

The custom can scarcely have arisen

before the third century. In the fourth

it was well known throughout the East.'

In the West we find it mentioned by

Gregory of Tours in the sixth century,

and by the Council of Nantes in 658.

The bread used was sometimes the same

as that which was set aside for consecra

tion ; sometimes ordinary bread was

placed on the altar and used for the Eulo

gise. Usually the latter bread was blessed

after the offertory, but sometimes, as

Honorius of Autun tells us, at the end of

Mass. The Council of Nantes gives a form

of benediction which the Church still

employs in the blessing of bread at Easter.

1 See Cyprian, De Oral. Dom. c 18.
■ Condi. Laod. can. 14.
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The Eulogise were not given to the catechu

mens, to the excommunicated or to the

possessed. Eulogiaj were also sent by one

bishop to another in sign of intercommu

nion and as a mark of peace and good

will. Here too the Eulogia was a sub

stitute for the Eucharist, since in the

earliest times the Blessed Sacrament itself

was sent from Church to Church.1

Various traces of the Eulogise may

still be discovered in the present usages of

the Church. The avribupov or Eulogia

is still distributed among the Greeks, and

the " Pain BtSni " is given in some French

churches at Mass.' Moreover, words

which occur in the canon of the Roman

Mass after the consecration, " by whom, O

Lord, Thou dost ever create all these good

things, dost sancti + fy them, quick + en

them.ble + ss them and bestow them on us,:'

in all likelihood were used at first over the

Eulogia, not over the Blessed Sacrament.3

(Chardon, Hefele, Kraus, " Real-Encycl.")

EtnroMIAN'S. The followers of

Eunomius, a disciple of Aetius [see

Aktians]. Eunomius, born of poor

parents jn Cappadocia, probably about

320, not feeling disposed to hold the

plough, trusted to his wits for a living.

After various adventures, he heard that

there was a great teacher (Aetius) re

siding at Antioch. He went there, and,

finding that Aetius had departed, followed

him to Alexandria, where George, his

countryman (a violent Arian), had at

that time (350) intruded himself into the

see of St. Athanasius. Eunomius at

tached himself to Aetius, and learned

from him theology—i.e. Arianisin. In

358, Eudoxus, an Arian, having estab

lished himself in the see of Antioch, sent

for Aetius ; he went there, accompanied

by Eunomius. But a serni-Arian council

held the same year deposed Eudoxus, and

banished him and his friends from An

tioch. Eunomius was sent to Midaea in

Phrygia. Two years afterwards there

occurred an extraordinary revolution ; a

council held at Constantinople raised

Eudoxus to the patriarchal throne there,

and made Eunomius Bishop of Cyzicus.

Here he soon began, in spite of the warn

ings of his friend Eudoxus, to broach

his heretical opinions. Complaints were

carried to the emperor (Constantius) ;

and Eudoxus, being pressed on all sides,

was obliged to depose him. This was in

361 or 302. Eunomius, retiring to his

i Iren. apud Euseb. H. E. v. 24.

3 Chardon. Sacrem. torn. iii. p. 684 seq.
s Hefele, Beiirage, ii. p. 288.

1 native country, lived there for many

years, frequently ordaining bishops and

priests, though he had been deposed. He

made known his opinions freely ; and his

numerous admirers, considering that he

had been ill-used by Eudoxus, attached

themselves ardently to him in his mis

fortunes and took his name. St. Gregory

of Nazianzum, writing to Nectarius, who

had succeeded him as Patriarch of Con

stantinople in 381, calls Eunomius "our

bosom mischief," to fymJArrioi' i)nwr

kokov. Gregory, it will be remembered,

was himself a Cappadocian.1 The live

orations of this author " De Theologia "

are mostly directed against the Euno-

mians, who, he says, "confessed, when

pressed in argument, that the Son was

God, but said that it was oply a partici

pation of name and designation 5—i.e.

not one of nature. St. Basil, another

great Cappadocian (t 370), also wrote

a treatise against Eunomius. (Fleury,

" Hist. Eccl. xii.-xiv.)

EUSEBIANS. [See Ariass.]

BUSTATHXAITS. I. A congrega

tion of fanatical monks, said to have oeen

founded by the versatile Eustathius,

Bishop of Sebaste, about 300, in Armenia.

These monks, like the Cathari of later

times, condemned marriage as impure,

rejected the religious services of priests

who had been married, and, while they

disregarded the Church fasts, fasted on

Sundays and feast days, like those sati

rised in " Hudihras"—

"That with more care keep holiday

The wrong, than others the right way."

The council of Gangra, the date of which

is uncertain, condemned and suppressed

these monks.

II. The party among the Christians of

Antioch who, after the unjust deposition

of their bishop (St. Eustathius) by the

machinations of the Eusebians (330 or

331), refused to recognise any of the

Arianising successors whom that faction

thrust into the see, and would not hold

communion with those who did so. When

Meletius was appointed in 360 there was

a prospect of peace; but although Mele

tius was personally orthodox, the Eusta-

thian party would not accept him, be

cause he had communicated with Arians.

In a short time the Arian party, dis

gusted with Meletius for the open profes

sions which he had made of agreement

with the faith of Nicsea, obtained his

deposition and the appointment of Euzoiua

1 Or. xlvi. ' Or. xxxv.

T 2
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in his place. There were now three

bodies of Christians at Antioch ; two or

thodox—the Eiutathians and the Mele-

tians (« e. those who held that the removal

of Meletius was unjust, and regarded him

as still bishop), and one heretical —

namely, those in communion with Euzoius.

Many holy bishops desired the termina

tion of the schism between the orthodox

parties ; and (since Euetathjus had died

in exile) this result would soon have been

brought about by the general reception of

Meletius but for the officious zeal of

Lucifer of Oagliari, who, going to Antioch

in 3C2, consecrated Paulinus bishop. The

Eustathian party at once recognised him ;

and through tho influence, in a great

measure, of Lucifer, he was recognised

at Rome and in other parts of the West.

Nevertheless, as Ballerini shows,1 the

mediate communion of St. Meletius with

the see of St, Peter was not broken, for

he was in full communion with St. Basil

and others, who were in communion with

Home. This state of things lasted many

years. St. Meletius, who had been

allowed to return to Antioch, died in

881. His followers elected Flavian to

succeed him ; but the Koman see still

recognised Paulinus as true Bishop of

Antioch. Paulinus dying in 388, Evag-

rius was chosen in his place ; but the

Eustathian party had by this time

dwindled to insignificant proportions, and

Evagrius obtained little recognition either

in East or West. At the death of Evag

rius, Flavian succeeded in preventing the

election of a successor, and was himself

admitted to communion as Bishop of

Antioch by Pope Siricius in 308. But

a small Eustathian party lingered on

for some years, until the vigorous action

of Alexander, the second successor of

Flavian, about 414, finally extinguished

them.

EUTYCHIANS. [See MoNOPHTS-

ITES.]

EVANCEIIAHIUM Or LVANGE

IISTAkium. A book containing the

sections of the Gospel to be read at Mass.

Such a book is called by the Greeks evay-

ye\inv j they give the name tlayytKurrapiov

to a book which merely marks the begin

ning and end of each Gospel, but which

gives,besides,rule8 for findingtheGospelon

each Sunday, a calendar with canons

for fixing the date of Easter Sunday

(naox&Kiov &ir)Vfices), the tones of the

chant, and the matins for the different

Sundays.

' Dt ci tt ratione Primatut, p. 881.

evawcehcai cotrsrsnx^. St.

Thomas thus explains the difference be

tweencommandments and counsels. Eter

nal happiness is the end at which every

man is bound to aim, and this end he

cannot possibly reach except by the keep

ing of the commandments. The observ

ance of the commandments, then, is a

matter of absolute necessity for all who

wish to be saved. He who makes the

things of this world his end, and worlily

prudence his ultimate rule of action,

must needs forfeit eternal life and is

laying up for himself everlasting misery in

the world to come. However, a man

may wish to do more than what is abso

lutely necessary to secure heaven. In

stead of asking simply, " What mutt I do

to be saved ? he may inquire what are

the readiest and surest means of securing

his salvation. He knows that if he

makes the good things of this life his end,

he has no hope of life in the world to

come, and, recognising the danger there is

in earthly pleasures, he tries to see how

far he can keep from them. He learned

from the commandments how to avoid

being blinded by the god of this world,

and to take the indispensable means of

securing his salvation. Now the counsels

come to his help. They teach him the

shortest way to heaven, the most perfect

manner of serving God. The great ob

jects which men pursue are riches, plea

sure and honour, the desire of the eyts,

the desire of the flesh, the pride of life,

spoken of by St. John. The three evangeli

cal counsels encourage us, so far as we can,

to renounce all these desires—to renounce

riches for voluntary poverty, pleasure for

perfect chastity, our own self-will and

love of power for obedience to a religious

superior.

The distinction between precept and

counsel, although denied by the Protes

tant Reformers, is recommended by the

common sense of mankind. We all feel

and recognise in our ordinary language

the difference between a man who simply

does his duty and another who does acta

of singular generosity. Moreover, this

distinction is clearly marked by Christ

He told the young man that" if he would

enter into life" he must keep the com

mandments, but that if he wished to be

perfect he was to sell all he had and give

it to the poor. St. Paul imposes strict

precepts on the Corinthians (1 Cor. vii.)

of abstaining from immorality, remaining

in the married state if they had already

entered it, &c. But he gives bis " coon
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■el " in favour of perfect chastity on the

ground among others that it is easier for

the unmarried to serve God with an un

divided heart.1 There is little occasion

to dwell on the tradition of the early

Church. In fact, the very quarrel of the

Reformers with Christian antiquity arose

in great measure from the high estima

tion in which the Fathers held the evan

gelical counsels. So strong was the

feeling of the early Christians in favour

of these counsels, that even in Apostolic

limes the danger was that men would

refuse to see, not the excellence of vir

ginity, but the lawfulness of marriage.

(See"l Tim. iv. 3.)

An objection is made to the whole

idea of " counsels " on the ground that we

cannot even keep the commandments

perfectly. At the best we are " unprofit

able servants." How, then, can we pre

tend to do more than the law of Christ

requires ? Now, it is most true that no

one can perfectly observe either the pre-

cepts or the counsels of Christ. No one

can observe either the one or the other at

all without God's help, so that a man who

thought he did his duty perfectly, and

could therefore go on to do more than

his duty, would show that he had not

learnt the rudiments of Christian humi

lity. But the saints who practised the

evangelical counsels were of all men fur

thest removed from such Pharisaical

pride. They attributed all that they did to

grace, and sincerely acknowledged tbe im

perfection of their best actions. Moreover,

it is an obvious fallacy to speak as if by fol

lowing the counsels, men take on them

selves fresh difficulties, whereas the observ

ance of the commandmentsis hard enough.

On the contrary, a man who, being called

to it by God's grace, embraces evangelical

perfection, removes from himself number

less temptations to break the command

ments. Indeed, all Christians find the

necessity of following the counsels to a

certain extent. Such is the weakness of

human nature that a man who never gave

away money he could keep without posi

tive sin, never thought of foregoing a

lawful pleasure of sense, never submitted

to another except under the constraint of

positive duty, would infallibly fall into

sin. It is easy to imagine special cases in

which a man finds that the religious life is

the only one in which he can save his soul.

1 The celibate state, he says, in *a\6v—i.e., as

Meyer translates it, "something morally ex

cellent"—and, again, cpciovor, of higher moral

excellence.

Again, it is urged that if the whole

world followed the evangelical counsels,

society would be disorganised and would

rapidly come to an end. The answer to

this is, that the evangelical counsels are not

meant for most, much less for all.' Tbe

state most perfect in itself would increase

temptation and endanger the souls of

those who lack the vocation, and there

fore the strength, to follow it. Those

who have the strength have been the salt

of Bociety, the men who cared for others

because they forgot themselves, and ex

hibited an ideal life before a corrupt and

sordid world. (St. Thorn. " Sum." 1 2ndm,

qu. 108.)

EVAVOBLIST8. The authors of the

four gospels, Matthew, Mark, Luke and

John. The breviary office of Evangelists,

says Gavantus, is the same as that of

Apostles, except that they differ from

each other in the prayer and in the lessons

of the three nocturns ; and he adds that

the same arrangement is to be found in

the most ancient MSS. of the Breviary.1

From the second century at latest the

living creatures mentioned in Kzekiel

and the Apocalypse, were believed to

typify the four evangelists. Commonly

Matthew is supposed to be signified by

the man, since he begins with the human

origin of Christ ; Mark by the lion, on ac

count of the " voice of one crying " in the

desert, at the opening of his gospel ; Luke

by the ox, the beast offered in sacrifice,

since be sets out with the history of the

priest Zacharias; John by the eagle, be

cause he wings his flight at once beyond

all created things to the contemplation of

the eternal Word. This interpretation is

found in Jerome,8 and has been generally

adopted. Irenaeus,3 however, assigns the

lion to John, tbe ox to Luke, the man to

Matthew, the eagle to Mark. Augustine,

followed by Bede, makes Matthew the

lion, Mark the man, Luke the ox, John

the eagle. These symbols appear for the

first time in Christian art on the mosaic

of S. Pudenzinna, assigned by De Rossi to

the time of Pope Siricius, 384-S98.4

avxnrnra prater . [See

Prayer.]

EVix,, OSionr or. The Church

has combated and condemned two ex

tremes of error on this point. The Gnos

tics and the Manichees, in early times,

denied that God could be in any sense ths

1 Gavant. torn. II. § viii. cap. 1.
• Pmam. in Matt.

» iii. 11, 8.

* Klaus, Encyd.-lieal.
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author of evil. Hence, observing the

patent fact that evil does exist in the

world, they attributed the creation of

material things to an inferior God ; to a

principle ignorant and defective, or even,

as some of them asserted, positively

wicked and malicious.. Again, the Re

formers, especially Calvin, went to the

other extreme. Rightly maintaining that

God is the author of all that exists, they

made Him the author of sin. They shrank,

at least after a time, from asserting this

in plain words, but the Calvinistic doc

trine that God predestines some men to

eternal ruin, leaves them without the

grace which is essential for good actions,

even instigates them to wicked actions

(" Dei impulsu "),' is in fact tantamount to

a declaration that God is the author of sin.

Before stating the doctrine of the Church,

which is opposed to the error of t he Mani-

cheans on the one hand, of Calvinists and

Lutherans on the other, it will he well to

give a brief sketch of St. Thomas's teach

ing on the nature of evil.

Evil according to the Thomist theology

has no positive existence. It is the priva

tion of good—i.e. not the mere absence of

it,5 but its absence in a person, an action,

or thing, when the integrity or perfection

of the person, action, or thing demands it.

It is evil, e.g., for a man to be blind, for

sight is a sense necessary to man's physical

integrity : evil for wood to be subjected

to the action of fire, because in such a

case the wood is corrupted and soon

ceases to be wood altogether: evil for a

man to get drunk, because the drunkard

secures a certain sensual pleasure at the

cost of taking from his action that recti

tude which would belong to it if it were

moderated by reason and directed to God.

The reader will now be able to understand

the way in which St. Thomas classes the

different kinds of evil. Evil may arise in

the natural course of things in such a

manner that it need not have any connec

tion with the free will of creatures.

Substances are corrupted, animals die, by

the mere operation of natural laws. This

1 " Homo justo Dei impulsu ajrit quod sibi

noil licet." Calvin, Instil. I. iv. 18, § 2. Beza

and Zwingli teach the same doctrine in still

more offensive terms. So did Melanchthon at

first, but he and the Lutherans generally altered

their doctrine on this point for the better. See

the accurate and interesting account in MShier,

Symbolik, i. 1, § 4.

1 Kugenius IV. in the decree for the Jaco

bites teaches that " evil is' not a positive entity

(nullam maliesse naturam), because every natu

ral thing as such is good."

is what St. Thomas calls "malum in ocr-

mptione rerum." Modern writers usually

call it physical evil. Again, evil may be

a privation inflicted just because it Is con

trary to the free will of him who has to

endure it. This is " malum pcenaa," evil

inflicted as punishment. Lastly, evil may

consist in this, that the agent being free

to conform his actions to God's law, refuses

to do so. This Is " malum culpa?," the evil

of sin—evil in the strictest sense of the

word.

There is no difficulty in admitting that

God causes -physical aud retributive evil.

He does not, indeed, intend even this kind

of evil for its own sake, but He causes

corruption and deatli because they sub

serve the order and perfection of the

universe. The power of God is mani

fested, and the beauty of the world

enhanced, by the constant changes which

bring life out of dpath. So, again, God

inflicts punishment because his justice

requires that sinners should suffer, and

that fear of God's judgments should lead

men to take refuge in his infinite love.

Hut God cannot be the author of sin ; if

so, God would Himself be responsible for

it and would cease to be God, for holiness

is his very essence. Sin arises only from

defect in the free will of creatures who

will not correspond to God's grace and

order their actions to Him their last end.

God does, indeed, for wise and holy ends,

permit moral evil, and brings good even

out of sin. The malice of persecutors

occasioned the heroism of the martyrs,

and enabled them to win their crowns.

It only remains to confirm the above

by the testimonies of Scripture and the

authority of the Church. Scripture, then,

constantly declares that there is one God,

who is the creator of all things, and is

therefore the cause of physical evil from

the very fact that He has made creatures

subject to corruption. " The Lord killeth

and maketh alive " (1 Reg. ii. 0). " Shall

there be evil in the city, and the Lord

hath not done it P " (Amos iii. 6). It also

in numberless places speaks of God as

inflicting punishment. He "renders to

every man according to his works "

(Rom. ii. 6). Vengeance is his, and He

"will repay" (Heb. x. 30), though He

has " no pleasure in the death of him who

dieth " (Kzech. xviii. 32). These truths

have been enforced by implication in the

Nicene Creed and more explicitly by the

Fourth Lateran Council. But God is not

and cannot be the author of sin. His

" works are perfect, and all his ways are
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judgments " (Deut. xxxii. 4). He is not

a God that " wills iniquity " (Ps. v. 6).

" Is there injustice with God ? God forhid "

(liom. ix. 14). The contrary error is ana

thematised by the Council of Trent, Sess. vi.

I)e Justif. cap. 16. (See at. Thomas,

" Sum." i. qu. 48, 40.)

EX CATHEDRA. [See CATHEDRA.]

EXALTATION OF CROSS. [See

Cross.]

EXAMINATION OF bishops.

A bishop-elect has to make a profession

of faith according to the formula pre

scribed by Pius IV. in the, constitution

In Sacromncta, and to answer eighteen

questions, which may be read in the Roman

Pontifical. These questions relate " to

the obedience due to the authority of the

Church, to the moral conditions of a life

truly episcopal, to the profession of re

vealed verities, and to the rejection of the

opposite errors." 1 To the first "question

the bishop-elect replies, " So with my

whole heart it is my will to consent and

obey in all things" ; to the eight following

questions he answers Volo, " I will ; " to

the rest, Credo, " I believe." At the end

the consecrator says, " May this thy faith,

most beloved brother in Christ, be increased

by the Lord unto true and everlasting

beatitude." There is also a liturgical ex

amination, which may be described as the

formal outcome of the more strict inquiry

into the canonical qualifications of the

bishop-elect, already made in the process

of information instituted in every such

case by order of the Holy See.

EXAMINATION OF CONSCI

ENCE. It is necessary to ascertain the

nature of the disease before remedies can

be applied ; and in the moral and spiritual

life persons have to search their conscience

in order to ascertain their past and present

sins, that they may confess them to God,

repent, and be forgiven, and take precau

tions against future falls. Spiritual writers

recommend that this examination should

be made at least every evening, in order

to ascertain and to repent of the sins com

mitted that day. Such examination is a

matter of absolute necessity before ap

proaching the sacrament of penance. The

penitent must try, with such reasonable

care as be would use in any other matter

of grave importance, to ascertain at least

all the mortal sins he has committed since

his last confession ; otherwise he is in

capable of absolution." (Concil. Trid. Sess.

xiv. cap. 6.)

i Mast in Wetzer and Welt*.

1 Of course peculiar circumstances may

St. Ignatius, followed by many other

ascetical writers, also recommends a par

ticular examen to be made, at least daily,

not on sin in general, but on that particu

lar sin into which the individual most

frequently falls.

exarch (f£qpx<>r, ruler). A bishop

having charge of a province, and next in

rank to a patriarch. The terms " Metro

politan," " Archbishop," " Exarch," and

" Patriarch," are used by the early eccle-

isastical writers with little discrimination ;

thus, in the First Council of Constanti

nople, we find the Bishops of Alexandria,

Antioch, and Constantinople, who in

later times were only known as patriarchs,

denominated " exarchs." In the " Notitia

Imperii " (supposed to have been compiled

about the beginning of the fifth century)

the (civil) diocese of Asia has ten pro

vinces : the ecclesiastical " exarchia " ot the

same, eleven ; and so in other cases. The

Bishops of Ephesus, Heraclea,and Csesarea

in Cappadocia, were exarchs, and claimed

to exercise jurisdiction over the metro

politans of their respective provinces.

This brought them into conflict with the

Patriarch of Constantinople : the subject

was considered at the Council of Chalce-

don ; and the result was that the jurisdic

tion of these three exarchs was abolished,

though they retained the title and the

rank, and were allowed to sit in council

next after the five patriarchs. (Thomas-
sin, '• Vetus et Nova Eccl. Disciplina.")

excommunication. An eccle

siastical censure by which a Christian is

separated from the communion of the

Church. It is a power included in the

power of the keys, or of binding and

loosing, given by Christ to Peter and the

Apostles, and may be deduced from our

Saviour's words (Matt, xviii. 17)—"If he

will not hear the Church, let him be to

thee as the heathen and publican." For

to treat a man as a heathen and a publican

is to repel him from the Church and all

things sacred—that is, to excommunicato

him. We find it put in practice by

St. Paul (1 Cor. v. Ji), when he said of

the incestuous Corinthian—" I . . . have

already judged . . . him that hath so

done, in the name of our Lord Jesus

Christ, you being gathered together and

my spirit, with the power of our Lord

Jesus, to deliver such a one to Satan,'' &c.

St. Augustine explains : " Because outside

the Church is the devil, as within it is

Christ, and accordingly he who is sepa-

exense the penitent from the fulfilment of toil

obligation.
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rated from the communion of the Church

is as it were delivered to the devil."

Excommunication is of two kinds, the

major and the minor. The minor kind

is an ecclesiastical censure, by which a

Christian is deprived of the right to par

ticipation in sacraments,1 and indirectly,

as a consequence, of the right of receiving

a benefice. It is incurred by communi

cating with a person under major excom

munication, in any case where such com

munication is not excused.

The major excommunication deprives

of all ecclesiastical communion, and is

equivalent in substance to anathema, from

which it only diners in regard to the

formalities by which the latter is sur

rounded. For the major excommunica

tion can be inflicted by mere force of law,

or by the written sentence of a judge,

whereas an anathema is publicly pro

nounced, and " cum strepitu."

Those under major excommunication

again fall into two classes: tolerati, whom

the faithful are not bound to avoid; and

non tolerati (i.e. those excommunicated by

name and publicly denounced, and those

notoriously guilty, by themselves or

others, of violence to clerics), with whom

the faithful are forbidden to hold either

religious or civil communication. Civil

intercourse is, however, permitted, for

the sake of the faithful themselves, under

various circumstances and to various

classes of persons.

Excommunications are also divided—

and this is a most important distinction—

into those ferenda sententia, and those

lata sentcntiee. In the case of the former

it is enjoined that a sentence of excom

munication be pronounced (e.g. " we for

bid this on pain of excommunication ;

whoever does it, let him be excommuni

cated," or " will incur excommunication,"

&c), but the delinquent does not actually

incur the sentence till it has been inflicted

by a competent judge. In the second case,

the words of the law or other instrument

are so chosen that upon a given act being

done the doer of it falls at once under the

ban of the Church, as when it is said—

" let him incur excommunication ipso

facto." Nor are such sentences unjust, as

some have argued, on the ground that the

delinquents who incur them have not been

duly warned, as tie Gospel requires, of

the nature of their offence; for the law

itself, which they must be presumed to

know, is a standing and perpetual warning.

At the same time, the excommunication

1 Ferraris.

Ititte sentential is operative only in the in

ternal forum and in the sight of God ; to

make it effectual in the external forum

also it is necessary that the guilt be proved

before, and declared by, a competent judge.

Excommunications are also divided

into those reserved to the Pope, and those

not reserved. Those of the first class now

in force are enumerated in the constitu

tion " Apostolica? Sedis," issued by Pius

IX., in 1869, in which are also specified

all excommunications lata sentential and

ipso facto incurred henceforth in vigour.

If it be asked, Who can excommuni

cate P it may be answered, those who

possess ordinary or delegated jurisdiction

in the external forum in regard to those

subject to them; but not parish priests

(who have as such only jurisdiction in the

forum of conscience), and never laymen or

women. To the question, Who can be

excommunicated ? the answer is, that

only Christians, alive and of sound mind,

guilty of a grave offence and persisting

in it, and subject to the judge giving sen

tence, can be excommunicated. Not Jews,

therefore, nor Pagans, nor the unbaptised

heathen, nor the dead ; but the sentence

may justly be inflicted on heretics or

schismatics.

The effects of excommunication are

thus summed up. " As man by baptism

is made a member of the Church, in which

there is a communication of all spiritual

goods, so by excommunication be is cast

forth from the Church and placed in the

position of the heathen man and the

publican, and is deprived accordingly of

sacraments, sacrifices, sacred offices, bene

fices, dignities, ecclesiastical jurisdiction

and power, ecclesiastical sepulture—in a

word, of all the rights which he had ac

quired by baptism—until he make amends,

and satisfy the Church." 1

EXECRATION. [See PisECRA

TION.]

EXEMPTION. A privilege by

which persons or places are withdrawn

from the jurisdiction of the ordinary and

immediately subjected to the Holy See.

It may be compared to dispensation, the

object of both being the same—viz. to

avoid friction in government. It differs

from dispensation, in that this last with

draws persons from the operation of a

law, while exemption withdraws them

from the authority of a ruler. To take

familiar instances—religious are eiemptin

many respects from the jurisdiction of the

bishop in whose diocese their convent is ;

'Soglia, lib. ir. cap. 4.
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the Spanish, and their descendants of

Spanish-America, are dispensed, by a

special Papal indult, from the general law

of abstinence on Fridays.

The exemption of regulars from the

jurisdiction of the ordinary is, however,

carefully limited by the law ; were it

otherwise, the abuses and conflicts that

would inevitably arise would more than

counterbalance the benefits of the free

dom of action which exemption confers

on those possessing it. Speaking gene

rally—in what' relates to property and to

delinquencies (unless attended by public

scandal), and to their rule and conventual

life, regulars are exempt. ; in what relates

to preaching and the administration of

the sacraments they are not exempt.

For details treatises on canon law mu9t be

consulted. An important contribution to

the latest law on this subject was made by

the Constitution " Komanos Poutifices,"

published by His Holiness Leo XIII., on

May 8, 1881, in which the relations

between the bishops and the regular

clergy in this country were more ac

curately defined. (Ferraris, Regulars,

art. 2.)"

EXEQUATUR. The right claimed

on behalf of bishops or temporal rulers to

examine Papal bulls and constitutions,

and judge of the expediency of admitting

them, before suffering them to take effect

and pass into execution in their dioceses

or territories.

With regard to this claim, so far as

bishops are concerned, Benedict XIV.1

laid down that it could have no reference

to Papal constitutions treating of faith or

morals, or of sacred rites, ceremonies,

sacraments, and the life of the clergy,

since such Constitutions cannot in any

wav be subjected to the judgment of in

feriors. In regard to other matters, it is

held that if a bishop is of opinion that

the execution of a particular Constitution

in his diocese would, on account of the

existence of special circumstances, pro

duce serious inconvenience or scandal, he

may be justified in delaying its execution

for a while, until he has laid these circum

stances before the Pope, if at the same

time he have the firm intention of obeying

the final direction of the Holy See in

the matter, whatever it may be.

The exequatur, as claimed on behalf

of temporal rulers, differs little from the

placitum reghim, on which see under

Canof Law. In England, the extreme

doctrine of exequatur was carried out in

1 See Soglia, In$U Can. i. 1, § 24.

the statute of lYcemunire (1303), which

"vindicated the right of the State of

England to prohibit the admission or the

execution of all Papal bulls or briefs

within the realm."1 Martin V., the able

Pope elected at the Council of Constance,

protested against this statute, but with

out effect ; it was, however, greatly re

strained in its operation by the exercise of

the dispensing power of the Crown. In

later times the sovereigns of Naples and

Piedmont were conspicuous for their

vexatious assertion of the exequatur : see

a letter of Clement VIII. (16!KS), quoted

bv Ferraris, to Olivarez, the Viceroy of

Naples. The Holy See has never ad

mitted as a matter of right the claim of

the State to impede the execution of

Papal rescripts ; but de facto, and to pre

vent greater evils, it has often acquiesced,

and does so at the present day, in the

exercise of this power. Thus, although

the Roman Pontiff does not recognise the

Italian kingdom as constituted by the re

volutionary movements of 1800-1870, yet

he allows Italian bishops on their election,

that the churches may not be widowed of

their chief pastors, to apply for the ex

equatur to the sovereign of that kingdom,

as the tie facto occupant of power.

Among the writers on canon law who

have been favourable to the exequatur

are Oliva (a celebrated Portuguese doc

tor), Salgado, and Van Espen. On the

other side are Bellarmine, Suarez, Zall-

wein, Zaccaria (author of " Antifebronius

Vindicatus "), Droste zu Vischering, and

John de Uominis (writer of the treatise

"II Regio Exequatur," Naples, 18C9).

(Ferraris, Ptacitum Set/ium.)

EXERCISES, BPIBITtTAL. A

name given by St. Ignatius of Loyola to a

series of meditations on the truths of

religion, accompanied by examination of

conscience and considerations respecting

present or future duty in the choice of a

new state of life, &c. &c. St. Ignatius

wrote them at Manresa, near Montserrat,

in Spain, during the early days of his

spiritual life. The saint had at the time

little acquaintance with human letters,

but the Spirit of God supplied to the

full what was wanting in human learning,

and the book abounds in maxims of

extraordinary wisdom, and instruction in

the highest points of spirituality. Medi

tation and retirement had always been

practised by pious persons, but the ad

mirable order of the meditations, the

1 Milnmn's Latin Christianity, bk. xiii.

ch. 6.
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judicious choice of maxims, and the mar

vellous knowledge of the human heart

shown in the book belong to St. Iunatius

himself. There is no ground for disputing

its authorship or for supposing, ns a

Benedictine writer has done, that the

plan of the book was due to Garcias

Cesniros, abbot of Montserrat. The per

son who makes tlje exercises is supposed

to receive them from a director, and the

exercises are arranged for a retreat of

four weeks ; they can, however, be

adapted for a much shorter time. The

exercitant begins with meditations on the

end of man, and on the penalties of sin,

that he may flee with horror from it ; passes

next to those on Christ's life and death,

Christ being the model which we have to

copy ; and ends by contemplating the re

surrection of Christ, happiness of heaxen,

&c, that he may learn to unite himself to

God. The Exercises were written ori

ginally in Spanish, translated into Latin,

revised nnd published at Rome in 1548 ;

" all and everything " which they con

tain having been solemnly approved in

a bull of Paul III. It is the glory of

the Jesuits to be "men of the Exercises,"

and they have been from the first an in

strument of extraordinary power for good

in the hands of those apostolic men and

great masters of the spiritual life.

EXORCISM and EXORCIST.'

The custom of attempting to drive out

the devil from possessed persons was

familiar to the Jews, as appears from

Matt. xii. 27, Acts xix. 13. For this

end they employed magical forms said to

be derived from Solomon. Our Lord gave j

his disciples the real power of driving

out demons, and in the earliest times this

power was exercised by such persons,

whether clerics or lay people, men or

women, as had received the special grace

(charisma) which enabled them to do so.

However, in the middle of the third i

century, Pope Cornelius (apud Euseb.

" H.E." vi. 43) speaks of the Exorcists as

a special order of the clergy ; and the

Council of Laodicea, can. 26, forbids

those who have not been ordained to '

exorcise either in church or in private

houses. The so-called Fourth Council i

of Carthage (anno 306) prescribes a form !

for the ordination of exorcists the same

• 'E{op«t£u in classical Greek means to put a

person on oath. So 1. XX, Gen. xxiv. 3. In LXX,

Jud. xvii. 2, it meant* to take an outb. Then

in eccfesiastical Greek it has the sense of driv

ing out by adjuration, and «'■: <y» is so used

in the Acta.

in substance as that given in the Roman

Pontifical and used at this day. The

bishop gives the book of exorcisms into

the hand of the person to be ordained,

bidding him learn them by heart and

receive power of laying his hands on the

possessed. Innocent I. (Ep. i. ad Decent.)

prohibited exorcists from exercising

their ministry on the possessed with

out express permission from the bishop,

and this law is still in force. The order

of Exorcist is the third of the minor

orders. Power is still given to drive out

the devil, but the exercise of this power

is restrained, and the order of Exorcist

has come to he regarded chiefly as a step

to the priesthood.

2. Catechumens, even if not possessed,

still belonged in a sense to the kingdom of

darkness, and exorcisms were from early

times employed, as they are in our present

Ritual, to snap the band between the

soul of the candidate for baptism and the

devil. As even baptism does not com

pletely destroy the devil's power over the

soul, these exorcisms are supplied after

baptism, when—e.g. a child in danger of

death has been baptised without the cere

monies and afterwards recovers. Hence

the exorcists of the ancient Church came

to exercise a general superintendence

over the catechumens as well as over the

possessed. It would be their business,

for example, to remove energumens and

catechumens before the more solemn

part of the Mass. This probably serves

to explain the words the bishop addresses

at this day to those who are to be or

dained exorcists when he tells them it is

their office to see that those who do not

communicate "give place."1

3. Exorcisms are also used at this

day by priests over inanimate objects—-e.g.

in blessmg water for baptism, Sec. This

practice is also very ancient, for Cyprian

(Ep. 70) alludes to it. It springs, not

from any Manichean idea that matter is

evil, hut from the Christian doctrine that

nil creation, since the fall, has been

marred by the powers of evil.

EXPECTATlVE. The right of

being collated to a benefice not at present

vacant. If the right be determined to a

particular benefice, it is a survivorship ;

if not, it is simply a provision. The

Popes began to create expectatives about

the twelfth century, by issuing mandata

de providendo to bishops and chapters in

favour of clerks not ordained to par-

1 See Vales. Not. in Euseb. Mart. Pale*.

c.2.
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ticnlar benefices. These recommendations

usually had reference to prebends and

other preferment in capitular patronage.

Kings followed the example of the Holy

See, and began to claim the jus pri-

marum precum, by which was meant the

right of claiming for their nominees the

collation to the first prebend in each

chapter which might fall vacant after

their accession. Chapters themselves gave

the survivorships to some of their pre

bends to particular individuals, often on

the ground merely of noble birth and social

influence. The Third Council of the

Lateran (1179) abolished all survivor

ships, but did not touch Papal expecta-

tives, because they were indeterminate.

The Council of Trent (sess. xxiv. can. 19,

De Ref.) abolished these last also; but

their decree was never carried into com

plete execution. (Wetzer and Welte,

art. by Buss.)

exposition or the EXCES

SES SACRAMENT. The Church has

adored Christ in the Eucharist ever since

that great sacrament was instituted, as

has been shown in another article (see

Eucharist), but it is only in times com

paratively modern that the most Holy

Sacrament has been publicly exposed for

the veneration of the faithful. In the

learned and laborious work of Thiers on

this subject, all that is known on the his

tory of this devotion has been collected,

and we take the following details from

his book.

The procession of the Blessed Sacra

ment on Corpus Christi was probably

introduced some time after the institution

of the feast, under Pope John XXII.,

who died in 1333. We cannot be sure

that even then the Blessed Sacrament

was exposed, for the earliest vessels in

which it was carried seem to have hidden

it completely from view. However,

Thiers found in a vellum Missal"1 dated

1373 a miniature picture of a bishop

carrying the Host in procession, the

monstrance in which it is borne

having sides partly of glass. We may

thus reasonably conclude that in the

fourteenth century the Host was exposed

at least on Corpus Christi. In the six

teenth century it became common to

expose the Host at. other times—on oc

casions, e.t/., of public distress—and gene

rally the Blessed Sacrament was exposed

for forty continuous hours. Thisdevotion

is still familiar to Catholics throughout

1 The Missal is a Roman one, and the MS.

written by a native of Bologna.

the world as the usual form for the more

solemn exposition of the Blessed Sacra

ment. The Ilnst alter high Mass (the

Mass of Exposition) is placed on a throne

above the altar in tbe monstrance. Per

sons are appointed to relieve each other

night and day in watching and praying

before it. On the .second day a Mass " fir

peace " is sung, and the third the Host is

again placed in the tabernacle after a

high Mass (that of Doposition).

The first introduction of this devotion

was due, so far as can be ascertained, to

Fr. Joseph, a Capuchin of Milan (died

1560). He arranged the forty hours

exposition in honour of the time that our

Lord suent in the tomb. In 1560

Pius IY. approved the custom of an

association called the Confraternity of

Prayer or of Death. They exposed the

Host for the forty hours every month.

In 1692 Clement YIII. provided that the

public and perpetual adoration of the

Blessed Sacrament exposed on the altars

of the different churches at Rome. The

forty hours in one church succeeded to

those in another, so that the Blessed

Sacrament was always exposed in some

church the whole year round. Earlier

than this, in 1 5oG, the Jesuits in Macerate

exposed the Blessed Sacrament for forty

hours in order to meet the danger of

disorders prevalent at that time, and

St. Charles adopted this devotion for Cur-

nival with great zeal. At present the forty

hours' prayer is observed successively

by all the parishes, once at least in the

year, in the United States.

In the " Instruction " of Clement XI.

and the decrees of the Congreg. Rit.

there are numerous rules with regard to

public exposition of the Ble.<sed Sacra

ment. It cannot take place even in the

churches of regulars without leave from

the bishop or Apostolic indult. Twelve

lights at least must burn liefore the Host.

Relics and images must be removed from

tbe altar of exposition, and no Mass

celebrated there, so long as the B'essed

Sacrament is exposed, except the Mass of

Deposition, and the bell is not rung at

the Masses which are said during the

exposition at the other altars. (The

great authority is Thiers in the work

already quoted. The " Manuale Decre-

torum " contains numerous rules to be

observed with refrard to exposition.)

EXTBAVAOAVTB. The fifth and

sixth portions of the Canon Law are so

called because they wander over various

matters not touched upon in the Decretals,
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and because, till brought into the code,

they had no recognised place in ecclesias

tical jurisprudence. They consist (1) of

the Extravagants of John XXII. (1316-

1334), to the number of twenty constitu

tions, divided into fourteen titles ; (2) of

the Extravagants Common (so called

because they issued not from any one

Pope, but. from several), divided into five

books, containing a number of titles and

chapters, each title being devoted to one

or more " extravagant " Constitutions.

[See Canon Law.] (Ferraris, Jus.)

extreme trarcTXOir may be

defined as a sacrament in which the sick

in danger of death are anointed by a priest

for the health of soul and body, the anoint

ing being accompanied by a set form of

words.

St. James (v. 14, 15) describes the

nature and effects of this sacrament. " Is

any man sick among you P Let him

call to himself (irpoa-KaKta-atrBm) the

presbyters of the Church, and let them

pray over him, anointing him with oil in

the name of the Lord. And the prayer

of faith shall save the sick man, and the

Lord will raise him up, and if 1 he has

committed sins, it shall be forgiven

him." Let us see what the passage im

plies.

Oil was an ordinary means of healing

familiar to the Jews, as appears from

Luc. x. 34 (</. the " balm " in Jerem. viii.

22, xlvi. 11). However, it is plain that

St. James does not here recommend an

ordinary application of the medical art,

for if so, apart from the objection that

unction could only be of use in certain

kinds of illness, he would have advised

the sick man to summon the physician

and not the presbyters of the Church.

Nor, again, can we reasonably suppose that

the Apostle is referring to those extra

ordinary gifts of healing (the xap'lalJtaTa

lafiariop, 1 Cor. xii. 9) common in the

primitive Church. There is not the

faintest reason for believing that pres

byters generally possessed any such

powers ; and it was imposition of hands,

not unction by which, as a rule,2 the extra

ordinary grace of healing was conveyed.3

1 This is the usual and natural rendering

of the Greek. It is right, however, to remark

that 'if in the New Testament never means

" and if" («al Mr), but only "even if."

9 Mark xvi. 18 ; but sometimes supernatu

ral cures of the body were effected by unction.

See Mark vi. 18.

5 Probably it is not the sacrament of unc

tion which is mentioned in Mark vi ; but we

Nor does St. James make any allusion to

the \apuTun or grace of healing in this

place. The unction, then, of which St.

James speaks was intended primarily to

heal the soul. The chief effect of the

rite is definitely stated : " The Lord will

raise him up ; and if he has committed

sins, it shall be forgiven him." No doubt

bodily cure is indicated also as an effect

of the unction, for the words " the prayer

of faith will save the sick man," " the

Lord will raise him up," include bodily

healing. But as St. James saw the first

generation of Christians dying out before

his eyes, he cannot haw supposed that

this unction of the sick was an infallible

remedy for disease. In short, we have

all the constituents of a sacrament in

these two verses of St. James. There is

the outward sign—-viz. unction by the

priest accompanied with prayer. There is

the grace given on condition of faith and

repentance—viz. forgiveness of sins, the

renewed health and strength of the soul

and, if God sees fit, of the body. There

is institution by Christ, for St. Jamea

could not have asserted that the unction

would convey grace unless Christ, the

author of grace, had promised that the

grace of forgiveness and spiritual healing

should accompany the use of the oil.

Lastly, the effective sign of grace was to

be emploved permanently in the Church,

for St. James recommends its use to

Christians generally without distinction

of time or place, and we find clear though

scarcely abundant traces of its use in

Christian antiquity. " Origen," says

Chardon (torn. iv. p. 383), " rightly con

sidering this last sacrament as a comple

ment to that of penance, marks it out

(Horn. 2 in Levit.) as a means which

God has put into our hands in order that

we may cleanse ourselves from our sins.

St. John Chrysostom (' De Sacerdot'

i. p. 384) uses the passage of St. James

already quoted, to snow that priests have

received from Jesus Christ the power to

remit sins. Pope Innocent L, the con

temporary of this last Father, speaks of

the sacrament still more clearly in his

letter to Decentius. . . . He puts extreme

unction among the Bacraments, telling

Decentius it should not be given to

penitents (still unreconciled), because it

is a kind of sacrament." We can now

pass on to consider one by one different

may reasonably believe that it foreshadowed

the sacrament, and was meant to prepare the

disciples for Christ's further teaching on this

point.
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points in the administration and doctrine

of the sacrament.

1. The matter of the sacrament, accor

ding to the Council of Trent (sess. xiv.

cap. 1), is "oil blessed by the bishop."

Most theologians hold that this blessing is

essential, though it suffices for validity

if the blessing has been given by a priest

who has received jurisdiction to do so.1

Innocent in the letter already referred to

says priests are permitted to administer

the sacrament if the oil has been blessed

by the bishop. The Council of Florence,

in the Decree of Union, prescribes that

the unction is to be given with olive oil

on eyes, ears, nostrils, mouth, hands,

feet, and reins, and such is the present

custom of the Church, except that the

unctio renum is omitted in the case of

women. Some theologians hold that

without unction of the five senses the

sacrament is invalid. On the other

hand, Chardon proves that the discipline

of the Church on this matter has varied

at different places, and in different times,

to an extraordinary degree. The com

mon practice was to anoint the five

senses, but sometimes the unction was

given only on one place—e.g. on the

breast or on the seat of the malady.

According to the Roman ritual the oil is

applied in the form of a cross. The out

side of a priest's hands are anointed,

the inside of a lay person's, probably

because the inside of the priest's hands

have already been anointed in ordina

tion.

2. The form of words used in the

Roman Ritual is fat the unction of the

eyes), " By this holy unction, and by

his most tender mercy, may the Lord

forgive thee whatsoever sin thou hast

committed by sight," the same words

being repeated at each unction, except

that for " by sight," " by hearing," &c,

is substituted. The Greek unction is

also accompanied by prayer. Still,

although a vast number of mediaeval

theologians have maintained that the

words must be precatory, and although

both Latins and Greeks* do in fact

employ a form of the kind, the ancient

1 The Greek priests bless the oil of the sick
by commission from the bishop, and this cus

tom of theirs was approved by Clement VIII.

in a Constitution dated 1598. See Billuart, De

Extrcm. Unct. art. 2.

' The Greek form is Uarip ayit, iaro» tw*

fvxir *.t-a. : " Holy Father, physician of souls

and bodies, heal this thy servant from that

infirmity of body and soul which possesses

him."

Rituals contain sometimes precatory,

sometimes absolute forms, sometimes

such as are partly precatory, partly

absolute ; and hence the best critics

(Menard, Martene, Chardon, &c.) deny

that a precatory form belongs to the

essence of the sacrament. It seems to be

enough if the unction is given " in the

name of the Lord " and the words indicate

the grace conferred.

3. The minuter of the sacrament is a

priest. " Let him bring^ in the presbyters

of the Church." It is certain that a

priest only can give this sacrament, and

the present discipline of the Church

forbids anyone but the parish priest,1 or

some other priest with his leave to do so.

Some difficulty has been caused by the

letter of Innocent, in which he lays down

the principle that the oil of the sick is to

be blessed by the bishop and then used

by all Christians in their noed: "Quod"

(sic apud Chardon) " ab episcopo con-

fectum, non solum sacerdotibus sed et

omnibus uti Christianis licet, in sua aut

in suorum necessitate inungendum." At

first sight, no doubt, these words seem

to mean that Christians generally could

apply the holy oil, and Tillemont thought

it impossible to take them otherwise.

Chardon, however, and many other

authors, explain the words to mean that

with the oil consecrated by the bishop

all Christians might be anointed in their

need—viz. by the priest. In ancient

times all over the world several priests

jointly administered the sacrament,

though examples are not wanting of the

administration by a single priest, so that

clearly the ancient Ohurch did not

consider the presence of more than one

priest essential. Among the Greeks the

sick man is anointed by seven, or if that

is impossible, by three priests. " Some

times," says Chardon, speaking of ancient

usage, " one priest applied the holy oil

while the other pronounced the form of

prayer ; sometimes all together anointed

the different parts of the body, each

reciting the same form. Sometimes

several priests anointed one part, others

other parts, the prescribed prayers being

recited by the anointing priests in each

case."

4. The persons tcho may receive the

sacrament, (a) They must be sick, as

St. James declares, and the Council of

Trent understands the Apostle to speak

of dangerous sickness. Hence the sacra

ment is not intended for persons ill but

1 In England, the rector of the mission.
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not dangerously ill, or, again, for such as

are in danger of death but not from

sickness. After a sick man, among the

Orientals, 1ms been anointed, the priests

anoint each other and the bystanders

with the holy oil, but Renaudot points

out that the prayers are said only over

the sick man, so that evidently there is

no intention of administering the sacra

ment except to him. (3) The sacra

ment being intended to remit sin, it

cannot be received, according to the

common opinion, except by those who

have committed sin after baptism. In

fants, therefore, and all such other

persons as have never had the use of

reason, are incapable of the sacrament

(y) In order that it may be received

with profit, the recipient must be in a

state of grace. All the Oriental Rituals,

according to Renaudot, prescribe previous

confession.

4. The effects of the sacrament are

thus stated by the Council of Trent (sess.

xiv. cap. 2) : " The inner part (res) and

effect of this sacrament is set forth in these

words—'And the prayer of faith will save

the sick, and the Lord will raise him up,

and if he be in sins they will be forgiven

him.' For this inner part (res) is the

grace of the Holy Spirit, whose unction

wipes away sins, if any are still to be

atoned for, and the remains of sin," (i.e.

the proneness to evil, torpor, and weakness

left by past and forgiven sins), " raises and

strengthens the soul of the sick man, by

awakening a great confidence in the divine

mercy, bv which confidence the sick man

being relieved bears more patiently the

troubles and pains of his sickness, more

easily resists the temptations of the devil,

.... and sometimes obtains health of

body when it is expedient for the health

of the soul."

Of course the sacrament cannot be

contemned without great sin, and very

often a person may be under a grave obli

gation of receiving it, on account of the

care he is bound to take of his eternal

salvation. Still the sacrament is not in

itself necessary to salvation, and this may

account for the fact that we hear so little

of it in the first ages of the Church, when

the heathen persecution made its adminis

tration a matter of serious difficulty.

Some authors of the twelfth century held

that it could only be received once by the

same person; and, on the other hand,

some ancient Rituals show that it was

once customary in certain parts of the

Church to reiterate the unction during

seven successive days. Chardon refers to

several ancient Rituals in proof, and St.

Rembert, bishop of Hamburg, was

anointed, as we learn from a contemporary

Life, on several consecutive days. It is

now certain, from the words of the Tri-

dentine Council, that the sacrament may

be received again and again by the same

person if he recovers from a dangerous

illness and afterwards falls into another ;

but once only by the same person while

he remains under the same danger of

death.

6. The time of administration. The

present custom of the Church is to give it

after the reception of Viaticum. Formerly,

it was usual to administer it before

Viaticum, and Chardon gives numerous

instances from the churcbes of England,

France, and Germany, in which this order

was observed. St. Thomas evidently was

accustomed to see extreme unction ad

ministered first, for he says ("Sum."iii. 66,

a. 3), " By extreme unction a man is pre

pared worthily to receive Christ's body."

Even from ancient times, however, in

stances of the present order may be

adduced, so that the matter cannot be of

any great moment. (Chiefly from Char

don, " Hist, des Sacrements.")

rABBIc. A church —that is, a

building set apart, for the public divine

worship of the faithful—can only be

erected with the approval of the bishop

of the diocese, and after due provision has

been made, by endowment or otherwise,

for the permanent sustentation of the cure.

Once built, canon law adopts many pre

cautions with a view to its fabric being

kept in good repair. The Council of

Trent ordered that bishops, on their

annual visitations, should see that churches

which required repair received it,1 and
a later decree a specified the funds on

which, and the persons on whom, this

obligation rested. A parish church fallen

out of repair was to be repaired, first of

all, out of the fabric endowment fund, it

1 Sess. vii. c. 8, De Ref.

' Sess. xxi. c. 7, De Ket
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Buch existed. If there were no such fund,

or it were insufficient, the charge was to

fall on the patron or patrons, and other

persons deriving auy benefit from the

parochial endowment. If these resources

were insufficient, the bishop was to

compel the parishioners by every means

in his power, omni appellatione retnota, to

defray the cost of the necessary repairs.

Finally, if the poverty of all concerned

were such as to disable them from meeting

the outlay required, the bishop was to

annex the parish either to that of its

mother church (matricis ecclesue) or to

some neighbouring parish, with leave to

use the dilapidated cnurch for secular pur

poses not of a mean or degrading charac

ter, after having erected a cross there.

The erection of a cross is not now required.

The actual state of the law as to the re

paration of the fabric is stated by Ferraris

to be this. Those are bound to it in the first

place on whom either custom or a statute

imposes the burden. If there be no such

custom or statute, the part of the endow

ment, if any, reserved to the fabric must

be resorted to. If there be no such part,

the legal obligation next falls on the

revenue derived by the parish priest from

the benefice, after deducting what is suf-

ficent for his decent maintenance. Next,

all others deriving benefit from the paro

chial revenues—e.g. lay impropriators of

tithe—are bound to contribute. Under

this head many disputed questions have

arisen, on which special treatises must be

consulted. These disputes resemble, in

certain points, the long controversy be

tween the Anglican clergy and the non

conformists respecting church rales—a

controversy settled a few years ago by an

Act (1874) which relieved the latter from

the burden.

In the case of a cathedral church, the

bishop is bound to put and keep it in

repair, reserving to himself the right of

taking legal steps against those who are

bound to aid him in doing so (e.g. the

chapter, or, in the last resort, the inferior

clergy), or against those on whom the

obligation is imposed by custom.

In France the duty of keeping churches

in repair rests on the conseil de fabrique,

an institution organised with admirable

skill and completeness by a decree and an

ordinance dated in 1800 and 1825, and

corresponding to the vestry of nu Anglican

parish . The official persons on the council

are called marguiUiers (churchwardens).

FACUXTY. I. A constituent part of

a university, being the body of professors,

lecturers, teachers, graduates, and stu

dents engaged in the study of a particular

department of learning (e.y. medicine, law,

theology, &c), or stamped as proficients

in the same. In a narrower sense, the

term " faculty " is restricted to the pro

fessors labouring in this department of

learning. These, in a normal state of

things, form a council which meets peri

odically, under a dean elected by them

selves, to arrange all questions respecting

the due ordering and development of the

studies of the faculty. If a university be

fully organised, it has five faculties, viz.,

theology, arts (or, philosophy and letters),

law, medicine, and natural science.

II. An authorisation properly authen

ticated, addressed to any person or persons

by the Roman Pontiff or some Catholic

prelate, empowering him or them to per

form some act or occupy some position

which they could not otherwise legally

perforin or occupy, is called a faculty.

FAITH. An act of divine faith is

the undoubting assent given to revealed

truths, not because of the evidence which

can be produced for them, but simply

because they are revealed by God. Thus

the truths which faith accepts are not

evident in themselves, or if evident, as is

the case with the truths of natural re

ligion, are not accepted with divine faith,

because so evident.

Divine faith excludes all doubt. So

much is implied in the very word, for

nobody would say that we put faith in a

man's statement if we doubted its truth ;

and the faith required in the New Tes

tament is clearly incompatible with

doubt. " I know," St. Paul says, " in

whom I have believed, and I am certain "

(2 Timothy i. 12).

Yet this exclusion of doubt is not

caused by the mere force of the evidence.

No words are needed to show that the

truths of the Christian religion—such,

e.g., as the divinity of Christ, the person

ality of the Holy Ghost, the atoning

efficacy of Christ's death—are not self-

evident. Moreover, the evidences of

Revelation, which is in the first place an

historical fact, are not of such a nature

as absolutely, like metaphysical or mathe

matical reasoning, to constrain assent.

No doubt, from the fulfilment of pro

phecy ; from the way in which the

Gospel triumphed ; from the moral cha

racter and teaching of Christ ; and from

other grounds of a like kind, we get an

accumulation of arguments, certUsima

tigna et omnium intelligentice aceommo
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data, " most certain proofs, and suited to

the intelligence of all," as the Vatican

Council says,1 which, taken together,

make it perfectly certain that Christianity

is divine, and are abundantly sufficient to

convince a prudent man that he ought to

assent undoubtingly to the truths which

the Church of Christ propounds. Still,

all this evidence is not enough it itself

to account for the certainty of divine

faith, the very highest of all certainty.

We must, then, make a sharp distinc

tion between the " motives of credibility "

on the one hand, and faith on the other.

On account of these motives we prudently

judge that the truths faith accepts are

deserving of belief. If some knowledge

of the arguments in favour of Christianity

did not prepare us to believe it, our belief

would be uureasonable and fanatical ; nor

could anyone be justly condemned for

lacking faith. The arguments are not,

however, of such a nature as to constrain

assent, and men will form very different

opinions of their strength according to

their moral dispositions. That Christ, for

example, in the Sermon on the Mount,

"spake as never man spake" is a strong

argument for the divinity of our religion,

but it will scarcely come home to a man

who cares little for moral excellence. In

short, the "motives of credibility" are

necessary : a man incurs great moral re

sponsibility by the way in which he deals

with them ; but they cannot produce the

absolute and perfect certainty of faith.

When the mind is convinced that the

objects of faith are worthy of belief and

that here and now there is an obligation

of accepting them, the grace of God fills

the soul with a pious inclination to believe

i" pia affectio ad credend um "), having

or its motive that duty and obligation of

believing which has been brought home to

it by the motives of credibility, and then,

putting aside all doubt and looking away

from all human arguments and motives, it

assents simply ou the authority of Qed

who reveals the truths in question. God

cannot deceive and cannot be deceived.

He is the eternal essential truth, and hence

truths received on his word are more cer

tain than any of those which present them

selves to natural reason.

The reader will observe that the

Catholic Church is not mentioned in the

definition with which we began. The

reason is that faith does not rest on the

authority of creatures. It is a theological

virtue—i.e. one which relates immediately

1 De Fide, cap. iii.

to God, and therefore it is founded nlti

mately upon His word and on that alone.

The Church is the ordinary and the infalli

ble means by which we know what the

truthsarewhichGod hasrevealed. The tes

timony of the Church is the rule by which

we can distinguish between true and false

doctrine. In other words, we learn from

the Church that God has spoken, and then

because of His word, not because of the

Church's authority, we believe without

doubt. It is possible, moreover, for a man

who does not believe in the infallibility of

the Church to possess true and divine faith.

He may have assured himself on good

grounds— e.g. by the reading of Scripture

—that God has revealed certain truths ; he

may without fault of his own be ignorant

of the Church's authority, and be perfectly

willing to accept the whole of divine re

velation so far as he knows it. If such a

man, moved by the grace of God, receives

the revealed truths with which he is ac-

uainted on the divine word, then he has

one all that is necessary to constitute an

act of faith.

" Without faith it is impossible to

please God." Man is intended for a super

natural end ; he must know this end, for

otherwise he cannot direct his actions so as

to reach it, and this knowledge can never

be attained by natural reason. Ignorance

may excuse a man for living in heresy and

schism ; nothing can excuse the lack of

faith, and God gives every man the means

of attaining ft. No man can be saved who

does not at least believe with divine faith

that God exists and that He rewards those

who seek Him (Heb. xi.C). A great many

theologians say that under the present dis

pensation it is absolutely necessary for

salvation to know and believe the mysteries

of the Trinity and the Incarnation. This

is a doubtful point, but it is certain that

all who have the opportunity are bound to

ncquaint themselves with the primary

truths of religion contained in the Creed,

and to know the commandments of God

and the Church, as well as the most essen

tial truths regarding the sacraments and

their use. Moreover, all are bound (and can

only be excused from doing so by invincible

ignorance) to believe all that the Church

teaches. Of course a person is not bound

to ascertain all the definitionsof the Church,

but he must believe that the Church can

not err, and that whatever it teaches is

infallibly true. Although faith is neces

sary, it is not sufficient for snlvation unless

it is perfected by charity. In the latter

case it is the " faith working by charity *
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of which St. Paul speaks (Gal. v. 6) as

opposed to that " faith without works

which is dead." Still faith without

charity is a true faith, for a man immersed

in vice may accept the truths of revelation

with a supernatural belief. The virtue of

faith, however, is destroyed by a single

act ofdisbelief ' in revealed truth previously

accepted on the authority of God.

(Any of the treatises " De Fide " in

dogmatictheologians may be consulted, and

also Concil. Trident. l)e Justine, sess. vi.,

Concil. Vatic. De Fide, cap. iii., and the

corresponding1 canons. The possibility of a

habit of faith in infants is explained in the

article on Baptism, the rule of faith in

those on the Church and on the Tope.)

rAITHrni (Jidelet) in itself means,

persons who have the faith ; but even in

Acts X. 45 (oi « ntpiroiir,! jrioToi) we

find the word used as a technical expres

sion for persons incorporated by baptism

and Christian profession into the Church,

and this use of the word has been con

tinued ever since. Thus the "Mass of

the Faithful" was distinguished from

the " Mass of the Catechumens," although

catechumens might of course have faith ;

and in the same sense the Church con

stantly prays in the Moss and office for

the faithful living and dead.

FALDSTOOL (faldistorium). A

seat which can easily be moved, and

which is used by bishops and other pre

lates in the sanctuary when they do not

occupy the throne. The faldstool is much

more simple than the throne, the latter

being covered with a baldacchino and

furnished with a back and arms. More

over, the faldstool, unlike the throne,

may be occupied by a prelate who has

no ordinary jurisdiction. Thus the Con

gregation of Rites requires auxiliary

bishops and administrators when assisting

pontifically at Mass to content themselves

with the faldstool. However, a bishop in

his own diocese sometimes sits in or kneels

at a faldstool—e.g. in giving Confirma

tion, in making his thanksgiving after

Mass, &c.

FALSE DECBETALS, The col

lection ostensibly made by Isidorus Mer-

eator, in the middle of the ninth century,

passes by this name. [See Canon Law.]

The exact date of its first appearance

1 So that, e.g., if a Catholic ceases to believe

in Transubstantiation but continues to do so in

the Trinity, his belief in the latter is merely a

natural nssent and does not proceed from divine

(kith. This is the general, though nut the uni

versal, teaching of Catholic theologians.

cannot be determined. It could not have

been before 820, because it quotes a canon

of a Council of Paris held in that year.1

Before 8-15, according to Mohler,3 it was

well known and often quoted ; he therefore

dates its composition lietween 820 and

845; the place of origin he heiieves to

have been Mayence. Hinschius, on the

other hand, thinks that the place of

origin was Rheims, and that the work

was compiled between 847 and 853. It is

quite uncertain who wrote it. It has

been variously ascribed to Benedictus

Levita of Mayence, to Paschasius Rad-

bert, to Otgar, archbishop of Mayence,

and to Agobard, archbishop of Lyons.

All that is known on the subject is that

the writer chose to call himself Isidorus

Mercator ("Peccator" in some MS8.),

probably after the great St. Isidore, who

had made a similar compilation [Canon

Law, p. 105] ; that (if his preface speaks

the truth) he had been strongly urged by

many ecclesiastics of rank to make such

a collection, and that the frequent mis

carriages of justice which he had seen,

owing to uncertainty as to the law and

the jurisdiction, had powerfully impelled

him to undertake the work.

The collection, as soon as made, passed

into immediate acceptance and use; it

met a palpable want, and no one thought

of questioning the genuineness of the

Papal letters which it contained. It

opens with the fifty Apostolic Canons

tsee that article] received and published

py Dionysius Exiguug ; then it proceeds

to give a quantity of decretal letters

written by early Popes, from Clement of

Rome, one of the Apostolic Fathers, to

Melchiades, at the end of the third cen

tury. None of these letters is genuine.

A quantity of conciliar decrees, beginning

with those of Nicsea, and ending with the

second Council of Seville (619) are next

inserted ; many of these are unauthentic.

To the decrees of councils a fresh series

of decretal letters of Popes succeeds,

beginning with Sylvester (who succeeded

Melchiades) and ending with Gregory

the Great. In this series the first that is

genuine is a letter of Pope Siricius (384-

399). The last thing in the compilation

is a copy of the canons passed by Gre-

1 This is Mahler's view, but Hefele (art. in

Wetzer and Welte) thinks it as likelv that

the council quoted from the Pseudo-Isidore

as the other way. This is a sample of the in

extricable difficulties by which the determina

tion of date and authorship is surrounded.

' Kirchenguch. ii. 174.
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gory II. (t731) at a council held at

Rome.

According to a Protestant writer,

this famous collection comprehends " the

whole dogmatic system and discipline of

the Church, the whole hierarchy, from

the highest to the lowest degree, their

sanctity and immunities, their persecu

tions, their disputes, their right of appeal

to Rome. They are full and minute on

Church property, on its usurpation and

spoliation ; on ordinations ; on the sacra

ments, on baptism, confirmation, mar

riage, the Eucharist; on fasts and festi

vals; the discovery of the cross; the

discovery of the reliques of the Apostles ;

on the chrism, holy water, consecration

of churches, blessing of the fruits of the

field ; on the sacred vessels and habili

ments." 1

Of the unknown author, Mohler

writes :—" Pseudo-Isidore seized exactly

that in his own age which corresponded

to the wishes of all the higher and

better order of men. Thence it was

that this legislation was so joyfully

received. No one suspected anything

false, because it contained so much that

was weighty and true. If we examine

carefully these invented decretals, and try

to characterise their composer in accord

ance with their general import and spirit,

we must confess that he was a veryEarned

man, perhaps the most learned man of

his time, and at the same time an ex

tremely intelligent and wise man, who

knew his age and its wants as few did.

Rightly he perceived that he must exalt

the power of the centre—that is, of the I

Pope—because by that way only was de

liverance possible. Nay, if we would

pass an unconstrained judgment, we may j

venture even to call him a great man."

Nevertheless, the work is in great

part what we now call a forgery ; ana

chronisms and blunders have been dis

covered in it, which force this conclusion

on the mind of every fair critic. But at

the time of its appearance, and for many

centuries afterwards, it was in such

thorough harmony with the prevalent

temper of European society, and with the

ecclesiastico-political ideas which were

held to indicate the true path of human

progress, that those who appealed to it,

and even those whose action was thwarted

by it, never troubled themselves to ques

tion the authenticity of the documents

which it contained. Supposing some one

in the twelfth century had anticipated

1 Milman, Lot. Ckrtitianity, iii. 192.

the labour of the moderns, and announced

the spuriousness of a great part of th«

decretals; what then ? The feeling would

have been : what Fabian, Cornelius, Syl

vester, &c, are made to say is true and

useful ; if they did not actually write it,

they might have written it ; if these are

not the genuine letters, then the genuine

letters which they did write, and which

would have been to much the same effect

as these, have been lost; finally, if the

Popes of the third century did not com

mand all this, the Popes of the twelfth

century are ready to command it , because

it is true, wholesome, and highly ne

cessary to be observed. If in the four

teenth century some one had demon

strated the spuriousness of the charters

(see the "Chronicle of Ingulfus") by

which Croyland Abbey held its lands;

what then ? The lands had unquestion

ably been given to the abbey ; but the

title-deeds had been lost or destroyed

during the Danish invasions ; and when a

litigious race like the Normans, who

would not be satisfied except by the pro

duction of actual documents, got posses

sion of England, the monks had to manu

facture charters, utterly false as to the

form, but true as to the substance, or they

would have been ousted from their pos

sessions. A passage in the preface of the

Pseudo-Isidore shows plainly enough that

some similar motive was present to him

in making his compilation. " Most good

Christians," he says, " keep silence [when

wrong is done] for this reason, and put up

with the sins of others which they know,

because they are often unprovided with

documents by which they could prove to

the ecclesiastical judges things which

they themselves know ; since, although

certain things may be true, those tilings

only are to be believed by judges which

are demonstrated by certain proofs,

established by a clear sentence, and pub

lished iu judicial form and order." To

supply "documents" so desirable, and

also to provide for the use of the faithful

generally a store of authoritative state

ments on matters affecting Christian life

within the Church, seem to have been

the principal objects of the writer.

The first note of doubt respecting the

genuineness of the work came from

Nicholas of Cusa, an eminent theologian

of the fifteenth century. The Magdeburg

Oenturiators [Church History] took

up the matter eagerly, and many Pro

testant writers following them have

shown much zeal in demonstrating the
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unauthentic character of most of the de

cretals, imagining that they were in some

way sapping the foundations of the Papal

power by doing so. The fact really is,

that the authority of the Popes derives no

confirmation from the False Decretals,

but that the Fake Decretals derived the

currency and influence which they once

had from their agreement with the idea of

the Papal power pre-existing in the miuds

of men. The life, in fact, of St. Wilfrid,

the story of the foundation of the Anglo-

Saxon and German churches, the letters

of St. Leo the Great, and innumerable

other evidences, show that there is abso

lutely nothing new in the doctrine of the

Pseudo-Isidore on the Papal power.

Moreover, as has been shown by

Phillips and Hefele, it is certain that the

greater number of the spurious documents

incorporated by the Pseudo-Isidore in his

collection were not manufactured by him,

but hadbeen in existence, some fora longer,

others for a shorter period of time. Such

are the Apostolic Canons, the Donation of

Constantino, the Letter of Pope Sylvester,

&c. &c.

The names of the principal writers on

this question are :—the brothers Ballerini,

Dumont, Eichhorn, Gfrorer, Hefele, Hin-

schius, Knust, MSbler, Noorden, Phillips,

Rosshirt, Spittler, Walter, and Wasser-

schleben.

(Hefele, in Wetzer and Welte ; Paulus

Ilinschius, " Decretales Pseudo - Isido-

riame," Leipsic, 1863.)

FAMILI&S. The familiaris of a

Pope or bishop is a person belonging to

his household, v.-ho is supported by him

or at his table, and renders him domestic,

but not menial, services. It is not neces

sary that be should live under the same

roof with bis master, but the law will not

treat him as his familiar if he lives habitu

ally out of the diocese, or in a distant

city. The nephews and cousins of a bishop

living in his palace, in order to be con

sidered his familiars, must render him real

service.

For eight centuries previous to the

French Revolution, the clerical profession

—owing to the largeness of the clerical

immunities and the wealth and power

possessed by the Church—was the object

of desire to many whose motives were

mixed, or altogether worldly. An easy

way by which such persons could obtain

ordination, was by entering the household

or family of a bishop. It was commonly

and reasonably held that a bishop ordain

ing members of his own family, knew

what he was about, and would not lay

hands on unworthy persons; great free

dom, therefore, in respect to these ordina

tions was for a long time allowed. But

abuses arose ; a class of ecclesiastics with

out benefices appeared, who hung about

Rome and the great episcopal cities,

and were importunate petitioners to the

holders of preferment. Hence the Council

of Trent decreed 1 that no bishop should

be able to ordain his familiar, who was

not his tubditus,1 unless he had first lived

with him three years, and unless the

bishop, immediately and actually, con

ferred a benefice upon him.

The familiars of the Pope [Curia.

Romaxa—Famiglia Ponti/icia] enjoy many

privileges. Cardinal priests have the right

of conferring on their familiars, if they

have lived three years with them, the ton

sure and the other minor orders. A Con

stitution of Innocent XII. (" Speculetores

domus Israel ") adds to the requirements

of the Council of Trent the condition that

before ordaining his familiar, if not his

svbditus, the bishop must make him pro

duce testimonial letters from the bishop of

origin or domicile. [See Dimisborials.]

(Ferraris, Familiarit.)

TAX (Jlabellum, mu»carium; whence

ennoucher, mouchoir ; purls, pmi&tov)

is mentioned as a liturgical instru

ment in the Apostolic Constitutions,

viii. 12. There the rule directs that be

tween the offertory and communion two

deacons should stand by the altar and

use fans of linen, fine skin, or peacocks'

feathers to drive away insects and keep

them from touching the sacred vessels.

The use of the fan during the consecra

tion is also mentioned in the liturgies of

St. Basil and St. Chrysostom. Indeed,

ancient writers speak of the " holy " or

" mystical fan " (Sytov pm'tbiuv, pvarud}

pmli), and regard it as one of the in

signia of the deacon's office. Although

the fan is not mentioned in the ancient

Roman " Ordines," its liturgical use was

undoubtedly known in the West, for we

find it noticed in ancient monastic rules—

e.g. in that drawn up by St. Benignus of

Dijon, and in the Dominican ceremonial.

TheWestern Church does not seem to have

reserved its use to deacons. After the

fourteenth century it fell into disuse

throughout the West. However, magni

ficent fans of peacocks' feathers are still

carried by the attendants of the Pope in

solemn processions, and in several Italian

1 Sess. xxiii. c. 9, De Kef.

1 Belonging to his diocese.
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churches—according to the writer of the

article on this subject in Kraus' " Archao-

log, Encyclopadie "—the use of the fail

is still retained, not only at processions

but also at the altar.

FAST. 1 . The Principle ofFasting.—

Theologians distinguish the natural from

the ecclesiast ical fast. The former consists

in total abstinence from food and drink,

and is required of those who are about to

communicate ; the latter, which alone con

cerns us here, imposes limits both on the

kind and quality of our food. What these

limits are will be explained in the course

of this article, but the definition given is

sufficient for our immediate purpose—

viz. to justify the Catholic practice

from reason and revelation. Experience

tells us that there is a perpetual struggle

between the spirit and the body, and that

mortification of the flesh is a great means

of preventing it from inciting us to re

bellion against God's law. Again, by

denying ourselves the lawful pleasures of

sense, we are able to turn with greater

freedom and earnestness to the thought of

God and virtue, so that spiritual writers

speak of fasting as one of the wings of

prayer. Lastly, our conscience tells us

(and even heathen have felt and acknow

ledged it) that we ought to suffer for our

sins and mortify the flesh which has

offended God.

However, we are not left to the mere

exercise of reason on this point. Fasting

as a means of grace has been approved

by God himself. A day of fasting—viz.,

the Day of Atonement on the tenth day

of the seventh month—was imposed by

God on the Israelites. Moses and Elins,

those great servants of God, fasted for

forty days : so did Christ Himself before

beginning his public ministry. He takes

for granted (" when ye fast," Matt. vi. 16)

that his disciples will fast, and warns them

against doing so ostentatiously. The

Apostles fasted (Acts xiii. 2, xiv. 22,

2 Cor. xi. 27), and St. Paul expressly

3leaks of fasting as a means by which

hristians are to commend themselves as

servants of God.1 It may, indeed, be ob

jected that, after all, no fasting-days are

imposed under precept in the New Testa

ment, and that, therefore the Catholic is

different from the Apostolic idea of fasting.

To this it may be answered that of such

1 2Cor.vi. 5 j nj«7-T«t'oi? cnn onlv moan volun

tary abstinence from food, as Meyer, ad loc,

proves. In xi. *27, fastinir (Jv *Tj<r7«i<us) is clearly

distinguished from involuntary want of food

(«V At^up Kai ill'!** ).

Protestants as make this objection scarcely

any ever fast at all, and most of them

would regard the practice as superstitious,

a plain proof of the Church's wisdom in

providing for the weakness of human

nature by positive legislation. Besides,

as St. Thomas points out, secular princes

have the right of making regulations more

strict and definite than the precepts of

the natural Jaw, in order to promote the

welfare of their subjects. The natural

law requires us to pay just debts, the

prince may order them to be paid within

a certain time and with certain formalities.

The Church surely may take similar means

of securing the spiritual well-being of its

subjects. The law of nature imposes the

duty of fasting: our spiritual rulers de

termine the time and the way in which

this duty is to be performed.

2. The Present Law of the Church.—

All baptised persons who have completed

their twenty-first year are bound under

mortal sin (see Prop. 23 condemned by

Alexander VII.) to observe the days of

fasting. On these days they are required

not to eat more than one full meal, which

must not be taken before midday. They

may, however, take wine, &c.,at discretion,

for drink, according to the maxim received

among theologians, does not break the fast,

unless the drink be such as chocolate and

the like, which are really intended to

nourish rather than to satisfy thirst or

maintain the animal spirits. Of course

a person may by drinking wine in large

quantities act against the spirit of the law

and forfeit, the advantages which fasting

is intended to secure. Even at the full

meal flesh meat is prohibited. Eggs, milk,

cheese, &c, are only forbidden during

Lent. Besides this single meal, the

Church permits a collation of about eight

ounces, consisting of fruit, vegetables,

bread, Sec, or even of fish, provided that

the fish are small, or that not more than

two or three ounces of larger fish be taken.

Custom, moreover, in this country al

lows about two ounces of bread to be

taken at breakfast. Persons engaged in

hard labour ; the poor who have a diffi

culty in obtaining sufficient food at any

time ; those who are over sixty years of

age ; persons in weak health, &c, are ex

cused from the law of fasting.

By a recent indult granted to the

English bishops the use of milk, butter

and cheese at collation on fasting days is

permitted.

8. History of Fasting.—From the

earliest times Catholics have observed
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fasting davs of precept. Tertullian, con

trasting tie numerous fssts of the Mon-

tanists with the less strict observance of

Catholics, says of the latter, " They think

that in the Gospel those days are marked

out for fasting during which the bride

groom was taken away " —i.e. the days of

Holy Week, alluding to Luc. v. 35. St.

Jerome (Ep. 64), making the same com

parison between Montanists and ( 'atholics,

says, " We fast one Lent according to the

tradition of the Apostles." St. Ambrose

(Serm. 25) asserts that it is " no light

sin " to break the fast of Lent. The

Greek Fathers hold similar language ; and

one of them, St. Epiphanius (" Hoar." 75),

tells us that Ainua the heresiarch was

condemned because he maintained that all

fasting on particular days was a matter of

devotion, not of obligation.

As to the manner of fasting, it may be

said generally that there was less formal

precept and therefore greater variety of

custom ; but that still fasting in the early

was much more severe than in the modern

Church. Throughout East and West,

Catholics abstained on fasting days from

wine as well as from flesh meat, the

former as well as the latter being only

permitted in cases of weak health. The

Fathers constantly put abstinence from

wine and animal food on the same level.

The days of Holy Week were known as

davs of xerophagv, or dry food (Epiphan.

in" Exposit.Fid." n. 22; " Constit. Ap."

v. 17), because then the faithful were ac

customed to feed on bread and salt, to

which some added vegetables. The meal

was not taken before sunset (Greg. Nvss.

"Orat. in Princip. Jejun.") : till that

time an absolute fast even from water was

observed. Hence the ancient custom in the

Latin Church of celebrating Mass during

Lent, in the evening and encouraging all

the faithful to communicate at it. Dinner

—i.e. the midday meal—and fasting were

regarded in ancient times as incompatible ;

so much so that in order to comply with

the law of the Church which forbade

fasting on Sundays, the ancient monks

took their single meal on that day at noon.

Usually the faithful went to church on

week-days in Lent at 3 p.m. for none,

followed by Mass and vespers, after which

they were at liberty to eat. We find the

first traces of relaxation near the close of

the eighth century. Theodulf, bishop of

Orleans, in a Capitulary of 707, blames

people who began to eat at the hour of

none (3 p.m.) without waiting for office

or Mass. About the same time Charle

magne introduced the custom of having

none sung at his Court an hour before the

usual time, iu order to spare the courtiers,

who dined after him at several tables

in succession according to their Tank.

Ratherius, bishop of Verona, in the middle

of the tenth century, speaks of this custom

of dining at none as already established.

St. Thomas (2 2ndse, qu. 147, 7) fully re

cognises the lawfulness of this usage. He

even considers it enough if the meal was

taken about the hour of none, and makes

allowance for persons in weak health

who were unable to fast so long and

needed dispensation to eat earlier in the

day. The office of none, Mass and vespers

were all concluded in the later part of the

middle ages before three o'clock, and

Paludanus and other schoolmen were so

little aware of the ancient discipline of

the Church on this point that they re

garded the old prohibition to eat before

evening (" ante vesperam ") as meaning

simply that the fast was not to be broken

before the vesper office ; thus completely

ignoring the fact that the hour of vespers

during Lent had been changed. Lastly,

the rule of St. Thomas that the fast

might be broken about none was inter

preted more and more loosely till, in

1600, we tind the synodal decrees of

Paris approving the modern custom of

taking the meal at midday. The Greeks,

according to Goar, have adopted the same

relaxation.

The word " collation," in its present

sense, marks another important change in

the manner of fasting. St. Benedict in

his rule requires his religious to assemble

after supper and before compline and listen

to " collations "—i.e. conferences (of Cas-

sian), the Lives of the Fathers, or other

edifying books which were then read aloud

by one of their number. Now, in an

ancient monastic rule known as the " Re-

gula Magistri," we find the religious per

mitted on the special fasts of the order

to partake together of wine and water in

very moderate quantity; and in a chapter-

general of abbots and monks held at Aix

la Chapelle, in 817, the monks were per

mitted to drink before compline, even on

fasts of the Church, if wearied by manual

labour, the recitation of the office of the

dead in addition to the ordinary office, or

the like. This refreshment was taken just

before the reading of the "collations;"

and in 1308, in a statute of the congrega

tion of Clugny, we meet with the word

" collation " used for this refreshment. It

was not till a still later date that any
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Bolid food was taken on fasting days in

the Western Church, except at the single

meal. The Greeks, indeed, even in the

eleventh century, ate of fruits and vege-

tahles in moderate quantity over and

above the single meal, but Cardinal Hum

bert reproached them with breaking the

fast by this very practice. St. Thomas

only permits the use of " electuaria " out

of the single meal on the ground that they

were taken as medicine, not as food. In

Gereon's time, a collation of vegetable

food was approved by custom. The rule

of the Theatines, drawn up under Clement

VII., mentions these collations and the

spiritual reading which accompanied them.

The quantity permissible at collation has

been gradually enlarged. St. Charles, in

the rules which he made for his servant*,

only allows them a glass of wine with an

ounce and a half of bread to be taken

as a collation on the evening of fasting

days.

(The present rules of fasting will be

found in any modern treatise on Moral

Theology. The principle of fast ing, and the

practice of his own time, are explained by

St. Thomas, " Summa," '2 2ndse, qu. 147.

The sketch of the history of lasting given

above, and the references, are taken from

the " Traits sur lesJeunes," by Thoniorsin.)

FATHER (TITLE OF) was given

in parly times to all bishops. The title

of spiritual father was also used to desig

nate confessors, and thus an early Bene

dictine rule provides that none of the

religious should become a spiritual father

without leave from his abbot. Lastly,

the head of a monastery was called

" Father," this name being of course a

translation of the Oriental word abbot.

A new use of the word Father came

into vogue, owing to the changes which

occurred in the monastic life. In almost

all the Western orders of men it became

the rule, instead of the exception, for the

members to receive the priesthood, and

thus the title of Father was given to all

priests in religious orders. It marked

their superior dignity, and served to dis

tinguish them from novices, students, lay

brothers, and the like. Hence in all

Catholic countries priests who are reli

gious or members of a congregation are

called " Father." Secular priests are, in

deed, so addressed in the Mass and in the

confessional, but they ought not to re

ceive the title in common intercourse.

This, at least, is still the custom on the

Continent, and was till lately universally

followed in England, nor does there seem

to be any reason for obliterating a con

venient and venerable mark of distinction.

In Ireland and in the U. S. secular priests

are commonly spoken of as Father.

FATHERS OF THE CHURCH.

The appellation of Fathers is used in a

more general and a more restricted sense

In a general sense it denotes all those

Christian writers of the first twelve cen

turies who are reckoned by general con

sent among the most eminent witnesses

and teachers of the orthodox and Catholic

doctrine of the Church. Taken in this

sense, it includes some names on which

there rests more or less the reproach of

heterodox doctrine. Origen, whose works,

as we have them, contain grave errors

frequently condemned by the highest

authority in the Church, is one of these.

Nevertheless, his writings are of the high

est value for their orthodox contents.

Eusehius of Caesarea is another. Tertul-

lian became an open apostate from the

Catholic Church ; yet his writings as a

Catholic are among the most excellent

and precious remains of antiquity. There

are some others included among the

Fathers in this greater latitude of desig

nation who have uot the mark of eminent

sanctity.

In its stricter sense the appellation de

notes only those ancient writers whose

orthodoxy is unimpeachable, whose works

are of signal excellence or value, and

whose sanctity is eminent and generally

recognised. The following list includes

the names of the most illustrious Fathers,

according to the most exclusive sense of

this honourable title:—

First Century—St. Clement of Rome.

Second Century— St. Ignatius, St. Justin,

St. Irenseus. Third Century— St. Cy

prian, St. Dionysius of Alexandria.

Fourth Century—St. Athanasius, St. Hi

lary of Poitiers, St. Cyril of Jerusalem,

St. Basil, St. Gregory Nazianzen, St.

Gregory of Nyssa, St. Ephrem, St. Am

brose, St. Optetus, St. Epiphanius, St.

John Chrysostom. Fifth Century—St.

Jerome, St. Augustine, St. Cyril of Alex

andria, St. Leo ihe Great, St. Prosper, St.

Vincent of Lerins, St. Peter Chrysologus.

Sixth Century—St.Cassarius of Aries, St.

Gregory the Great. Seventh Century—

St. Isidore of Seville. Eighth Century—

Ven. Bede, St. John Damascene. Eleventh

Century—St. Peter Dnmian, St. Anselm.

Twelfth Century-—St. Bernard. A com

plete collection ofthe works of the Fathers

contains many more names than these.

Moreover, it is plain that the Fathers of
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the first six centuries, by the mere fact of

their priority in time, are much more

valuable -witnesses to primitive faith and

order, and that their writings are in a

stricter sense sources of theological tradi

tion, than the works of those who came

later, however illustrious the latter may

be. There is also a gradation of rank

among the Fathers, some having a much

higher authority than others. As private

doctors, no one of them has a final and

indisputable authority taken singly, ex

cept in so far as his teaching is warranted

by some extrinsic and higher criterion, or

supported by its intrinsic reasons. As

witnesses, each one singly, or several con

curring together, must receive that cre

dence which is reasonably due in view of

all the qualities and circumstances of the

testimony given. Their morally unani

mous consent concerning matters pertain

ing to faith has a decisive and irrefragable

authority. It. has always been held that

God raised up in the earlier ages of the

Church these highly gifted, learned, and

holy men, and endowed them with special

and extraordinary graces, that they might

be the principal teachers of the mysteries

and doctriues of the faith. Their writings

are the great source of light and truth in

theology, after the Holy Scriptures. The

authority of their doctrine, in the proper

sense of that word, is nevertheless derived

from the sanction of the Ecclesia Docens,

the only supreme and infallible tribunal.

PEAB OF GOD falls into two

great divisions. Servile fear is the fear

such as a slave might have for his master,

and it looks to the punishments which

God inflicts. Filial fear is the fear of

sons; it consists in dread of offending

God who is worthy of all love, and of

being separated from Him by sin.

If servile fear be so utterly servile that

it is united with the will to sin if only it

were possible so to do without risk of

punishment, it is of course evil. But the

fear of God's punishments proceeds, ac

cording to the Council of Trent, from the

Holy Ghost, disposes the sinners to justi

fication, and remains even in the saints

while on earth and still liable to fall. " Per

fect charity " does, indeed, " cast out fear"

(1 John iv. 18), but it does this only so

far as a man perfected in the love of God

has a growing knowledge that his con

science is free from sins which will incur

the judgment of God, and has also an in

creasing confidence in God's mercy. The

fear of God's judgment still remains, and

the saints more than other men were

ready to make the Psalmist's words their

own : " Pierce my flesh with thy fear : for

1 am afraid because of thy judgments "

(Ps. cxviii.).

Filial fear increases with the increase

of charity, since the more a soul loves God

the more it will fear offending Him, so long

as there is any danger of doing so. Even

this filial fear of otfending God is absent

in the case of the blessed, because they

are not exposed to any such peril. But

they are still said to fear God in the sense

that they constantly recognise their own

nothingness, and revere God's infinite

majesty. (See St. Thomas, " Summa,"

2 2ndte, qu. 19 ; Estius on 1 John iv.)

FEASTS OF TBS CHURCH.

Days on which the Church joyfully com

memorates particular mysteries of the

Christian religion or the glory of her

saints. Such daye have not been imposed

on us, as on the Jews, by the express

enactment of God, and in this as in other

respects the Christian law is one of

liberty. The whole life of a perfect

Christian is, as Origen says, a perpetual

feast, on which he dies to sin, rises with

Christ, and receives the gifts of the Holy

Spirit. But the Church has wisely insti

tuted recurring festivals, which impress

the great truths of religion ou our minds,

and bid us remember that " we are the

children of the saints." 1

At first the number of the Church's

feasts was small. Easter, the Ascension,

Pentecost were celebrated in St. Augus

tine's time, and, as he believed, byApostolic

tradition. He was familiar with the

feasts of Christmas and Epiphany. The

feasts of martyrs were at first only local,

and those of confessors were of later in

troduction even as local feasts. We may

form some idea of the number of feasts

during the first five centuries, from a

Calendar of the African church published

by Mabillon. It is, according to that

great critic, the most ancient which we

possess, and it agrees in a remarkable

degree with a list given by Possidius of

St. Augustine's sermons on the festivals.

This Calendar notes feasts of African

martyrs, and of some confessors. It men

tions also the feasts of certain martyrs

not Africans—e.g. St. Stephen, St. Law-

1 St. Paul reproaches the Galatians (iv. 10)

for observing "days" (9uch an the Sabbath),

" months " (such as the Feast of the New Monn),

"times" (icocpavt, annual festivals, such as

the Passover), '* years " (such as the Sabbatical

Year and Year of Jubilee, &c). The reference

is clearly to J ewish feasts. The Apostles them
selves observed " days "—viz. Sundays.
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rence, St. Vincent, SS. Gervasius and

Protasiua, of St. James the Greater, of

" the Holy Apostles," of St. John Baptist,

the Holy Innocents, St. Andrew, St. Luke,

and the Maehabees. It gives no feast of

the Blessed Virgin, nor is there a word in

St. Augustine's genuine works which

would lead us to believe that such feasts

were known to him. Thomassin thinks

the multiplication of feasts and their

more solemn observance must be attribu

ted in great measure to the monastic

orders.

(1) Feasts are divided into holidays of

obligation (" festa fori "), on which the

faithful are bound to hear Mass and rest

from servile work, and holidays which the

Church observes in the Mass and of&ce

without imposing any obligation on the

faithful.

(2) Again feasts are divided, accord

ing to their rank, into doubles, semi-

doubles, simples, &c. The following

seems to be the origin of these names.

Lanfranc speaks of double, simple, and

semi-double offices. It was the custom,

till late in the middle ages, always to re

cite the office of the feria [see Feria], in

spite of any feast which might occur on

it. Hence on greater solemnities, clerics

were obliged to recite a double office—one

of the feria, another of the feast. These

double offices were few in number:

even the office for the feasts of the

Apostles was not double. On lesser feasts

the office was simple—i.e. the feast was

merely commemorated—and on a third

class of feasts the office of the feria and

feast were welded into one, much after

the fashion of the modern breviary offices

for certain Sundays in the Octave—e.g. of

the Ascension. These last offices were

called semi-double. As time went on

the ferial gave way more and more to

the festal offices, and we find Durandus,

who died in 1296, using the words

"double," " semi-double," " simple," in a

new sense. He applies the word " double,"

not to the two offices recited on one day,

but to the single office of a feast on which

the antiphons were doubled—i.e. repeated

fully at the bejrinning and end of a psalm.

On semi-doubles, half of the antiphon

was repeated before, the whole after the

psalm : in other words, it was half doubled.

The office for simple feasts differed little

from that of the feria. The practice of

taking the hymn on simples from the

common of saints and reciting the Sun

day psalms at lauds only dates from

Pius V.

In the modern office-books the doubles

are further subdivided into doubles of the

first class, doubles of the second class,

greater doubles, and ordinary doubles.

The object of this division is to determine

which of two feasts must give way to the

other, should both fall on the same day.

Further, certain great feasts have octaves—

1.e. are celebrated throughout eight days,

and on the eighth with special solemnity.

Lastly, feasts are moveable or immoveable,

according as the time of their celebration

is fixed for a particular day of the civil

year, or calculated from Easter.

ThePope or General Councilsmaymake

feasts ofobligation for the whole Church ; a

bishop may do so for his own diocese,

after consulting the clergy and faithful

But a bishop cannot, on his own authority,

institute new feasts, alter the breviary or

missal, nor can be change the rank of

feasts—e.g. by making a semi-double a

double—except by Apostolic indult or

leave from the Congregation of Rites.

(See Thomassin, " Traite des Festes ;"

Gavantus with Merati's notes; and Probst,

" Brevier und Brevier-gebet." There was

a celebrated controversy between Granco-

las, who explained the origin of the terms

"double," " simple," &c, from the old prac

tice of reciting two offices, and Guyetus,

who argued that the term "double" re

ferred to the doubling of the antiphon . An

account of the arguments of both is given

by Merati on Gavantus, P. II. sec. iii. cap.

2. The view of Probst, which we have fol

lowed, does justice to the facts adduced

on either side.)

FEBSOHIAI7I8M. A name given

to certain views on the constitution of the

Church and the relations of Church and

State, which may be roughly described as

an exaggeration of Gallicanism. They

were propounded in the middle of last

century by an author who assumed the

name of lebronius. '

His real name was John Nicolas von

Hontheim. He was born of a noble

family at Treves in 1701, and studied

canon law with great diligence at

Louvain, under the famous Van Espen.

The principles which Hontheim learned

from his professor evidently left a lasting

impression on his mind, for Van Espen

was remarkable for his spirit of opposition

to Rome 1 no less than for his undoubted

talents and learning. Having taken his

Doctor's degree in law, Hontheim returned

to his native city and lectured on the

1 He would not accept the bull "Unigenitus,"

and had to flee from Louvain.
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"Ditrests" in the University of Treves

from 1732 to 1738. Ten years later, he

was consecrated suffragan or auxiliary

bishop of Treves with a title m partibue,

and under three successive Prince-Arch

bishops exercised great influence, both on

the spiritual administration of the arch

diocese and on the temporal government of

the electorate. He was justly esteemed

for his exemplary life, and, in spite of en

grossing occupations, he found time to

write and publish two learned works on

the history of Treves ; nor was it till he

had reached old age that he did anything

to tarnish his fair name. In 1763 a book

appeared under the following title:—" De

Statu Ecclesiee et de legitima Potestate

Komani Pontificis, liber singular-is ad

reuniendos dissidentes in religione Ohris-

tianos compositus. Bullioni. The real

name of the author remained for a con

siderable time unknown, and at this day

the name of Febronius, which occurred to

Hontheim as a nam de plume because his

niece was called Febronia in religion, is

familiar to many who never heard of

Hontheim himself. The book, however,

soon became notorious. It put into shape

opinions which were exceedingly popular

at the time—nowhere more so than among

German Catholics.

Christ, according to Febronius, had

conferred the power of the keys on the

whole body of the faithful, although it

was to the prelates of the Church that

the actual administration of the power

was committed. Each bishop, as a suc

cessor of the Apostles, received his power

straight from Qod, and had unlimited au

thority to dispense, judge heresy, and con

secrate other bishops. Peter, indeed, and

his successors, were endowed by Christ

with the primacy, but through this

primacy, which, by the way, was not

necessarily attached to the lioman see,

the Pope was superior to his brethren in

the episcopate, only so far as a metropolitan

is superior to the other bishops of his pro

vince. Moreover, although the Pope was

superior to any single bishop, the body of

the episcopate was superior to him. He

could do nothing against the canons, his

power being confined to watching over

their execution. An appeal might always

be made from the Pope to a general

council, since the Pope was not a supreme,

and much less an infallible, judge ; nor

could it be said that a council without the

Pope was like a body without its head,

since the Pope had to exercise his primacy

in the Church, not over it. Without the

consent of the Church, he could issue no

laws of universal obligation, and it was

idle to try and enforce such laws by

threatening the disobedient with excom

munication. True, partly by the conces

sions of the bishops themselves, still more

by Papal extortion, the power of the

Holy See had grown to monstrous dimen

sions; but it was high time to restore

primitive discipline. To effect this, it was

the duty of the bishops to refrain from

publishing in their dioceses such Papal

bulls as were injurious to episcopal au

thority, while secular princes ought to

promote the same end by convoking

General Councils, and by availing them

selves of the Placet aniappelcomme (Tabui,

and by open refusal to submit.

These propositions are manifestly

opposed to Catholic doctrine, and they

are not even consistent with each other.

The book, moreover, was every way un

worthy of its author, for it shows no

sign of the learning which he actually pos

sessed. What he said, had been said before

by Richer and by the Spaniard Tostatus,

but Febronius does not seem even to have

had recourse to them, and was content to

draw from Dupin. Clement XIII. con

demned the book on February 27, 1704,

although only some of the German bishops

—among whom, however, was the Arch

bishop of Treves—prohibited it in their

dioceses. Many refutations appeared, of

which the most famous are the " Antife-

bronio" of the Jesuit Zaccaria (Pisaur.

1767, 4 vols. 8vo., " Antifebronius vindi-

catus, Caesen. 1768, 4 vols. 8vo), the

"Italus ad Febronium " of the Capuchin

Viator a Cocaleo (Luc. 1768, Trident.

1774), and the " De Potestate Ecclesiastica

Summorum Pontificum et Conciliorum

generalium liber,una cum vindiciis auctori-

tatispontifici83 contra opus Just. Febronii,"

by Peter Ballerini (Veron. 1768, 4to).

Febronius defended himself under various

new pseudonyms, such as Justinianus

Novus, Joannes Clericus, Aulus Jordanes,

&c. Further, he was energetic in at

tempting to have his principles realised,

for he had a great part in the composition

of a document in which the three ecclesi

astical Electors of Germany protested

against Papal interference in their dio

ceses. This document was addressed to

the Emperor in 1769. That sama> year

Clement XIII. died, and the troubles

which embarrassed his successor, Clement

XIV., prevented him from taking any

fresh step in the matter.

So things stood till 1778, when
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Pius VI., feeling the need of more strin

gent measures, pointed out to the Arch

bishop of Treves that Febronius must

make a formal recantation or else fall under

the censures of the Church. With great

difficulty Febronius was persuaded to give

a general explanation of his meaning,

which explanation was sent to Rome and

returned as insufficient. At last, the

Pope and the archbishop persuaded him

to make a specific retractation of erroneous

propositions in his book, which by this

time had grown to six volumes. Pius VI.

announced the good news in the con

sistory, and communicated it to the

Catholic Courts. They, however, and

particularly the Courts of Vienna and

Madrid, regarded it as anything rather

than good news, and the " Gazetta Uni

versale" of Florence charged the Pope

and the Prince Archbishop with tyranny,

Febronius himself with cowardice and

hypocrisy. Thereupon, the archbishop

pressed his auxiliary to explain himself

further, and accordingly Febronius did

before the clergy of Treves assert the

reality of his conviction that he had

fallen, although unwittingly, into error.

Unfortunately, the documents printed by

"Wyttenbach and Mtiller in the third

volume of their " Gesta Trevirorum "

show that Febronius did not really and

thoroughly renounce his errors. In 1781

he published a commentary on his re

tractation ("Juslini Febronii J Cti Com-

mentarius in suam Retractationem Pio VI.

Pont. Max. Kal. Nov. Ann. 1778 sub-

missam." Francof. 1781, 4to) which con

tained many propositions which must

have been highly offensive to the Pope.

Pius VI. handed it for examination to

Cardinal Gerdil, who replied to it in his

treatise headed, " In Commentarium a

Justino Febronio in suam Retractationem

editum Animadversiones," and to be found

in volume xiii. of his collected works.

But Febronianism appealed to prejudices

and interests against which learned

treatises could avail little. The notorious

Church reforms of Joseph II. may be

fairly called Febronian, and the Ems

Congress in 1786 acted on similar prin

ciples. The Archbishops of Cologne,

Treves, Mayence—all of them secular

princes as well as ecclesiastical dignitaries

—and»the Archbishop of Salzburg were

offended at the sending of a Papal nuncio

to Munich, and the activity of the nuncio

Monsignor Pacca at Cologne. Accor

dingly, they appointed representatives

who met at Ems and drew up a " Punc-

tetion " in 28 articles, the object of which

was to make the archbishops practically

independent, of Rome. The Pope's power

was to be reduced to that which Feb-

ronians supposed him to have exercised in

the first three centuries. Exemptions of

religious orders were to be annulled ; no

recourse was to be had to Rome for

dispensations ; the bishops were no longer

to take the oath of obedience to the Holy

See ; Papal bulls were to have no auth

ority till approved and published by the

bishops. Owing to the firmness of the

Pope and his representative, Pacca, as

well as to the loyalty of the inferior

bishops to Rome, and their dread of

archiepiscopal autocracy, the threatened

schism came to nothing, and in 1789 the

three episcopal Electors acknowledged

the right of the Holy See to give dispen

sations and send nuncios. Febronius,

who was already a very old man, does

not appear to have taken any active part

in the contest. He died in peace with the

Church on September 2, 1790. In a short

time the French Revolution changed the

face of Europe, and Febronianism, though

remnants of it lingered on to our own

day, has never since been the occasion of

any serious danger in the Church.

FERXA. A name given in the eccle

siastical calendar to all days of the week

except Sunday (" Dies dominica ") and

Saturday ("Sabbatum"). It seems strange

that the title of Feria or feast should be

given to dayswhich are not feasts, or at least

are not considered as such, so far as they are

called FeriaB. Theexplanation given in the

breviary (Feast of St. Silvester, lect. vi.),

that clerics are to be free from worldly

cares and keep a perpetual feast to God,

scarcely suffices, and perhaps is not in

tended, to account for the actual origin of

the name. The true explanation is pro

bably this. The Jews were accustomed to

name the days of the week from the Sab

bath, and thus we find in the Gospels such

expressions as " unam sabbati," filar tS>v

o-afifiarav,* " the first day from the Sab-

bath,"or,in otherwords,thefirst dayof the

week. The early Christians reckoned the

days in Easter week in the same fashion :

only as all the days in that week were

holy days, they called Easter Monday, not

the first day after Easter Sunday, but the

second feria or feast-day ; and as every

1 In Rabbinical usage, the word " Sabbath "

became equivalent to week, and hence in Rab

binical language (adopted in the Gospels)

r>5B*a is onr Sunday.
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Sunday is a lesser Easter, the practice pre

vailed of calling each Monday " feria se-

cunda," each Tuesday, " feria tertia," and

so on. Feriae are divided into greater and

less. The latter give place to any feast-

day within an octave or vigil, without

even being commemorated. The " greater

feria? " are the week-days of Advent and

Lent, the Ember Days and Monday (not

Tuesday) in Rogation Week. If a simple

feast falls on such a feria, the ferial office

and Mass are said, the feast being only

commemorated,' and if a double, semi-

double, or day within an octave coincides

with the feria, the festal office is, indeed,

said, but the feria is commemorated. The

privilege granted by Apostolic indult of re

citing a votive office on certain days of

the week or month cannot be made use of

on these greater feriae.

Some, moreover, of the greater ferise

are privileged, and this is the case with the

days of Holy, Easter, and Whitsun weeks,

as also with Ash Wednesday. They ex

clude any feast of however high a rank,

and cause it to be transferred to another

day. This must be understood of the cele

bration in choir, for the obligation of rest

ing from servile work and hearing Mass on
holidays of obligation usually a remains,

even if that holiday falls on a gi eater

feria. (Gavantus, with Merati's Notes,

P. II. sect. iii. cap. 5.)

FETTDETIW ECC&ESIASTXCUIIX.

By an ecclesiastical fief was meant, strictly

speaking, a domain belonging to the

Church, which the bishop, abbot, or other

possessor, granted as a fief to a prince,

baron, knight, or other secular person, in

return for protection, escort, and other

similar services. The bishop, 4c., retained

the suzerainty in the name of the Church,

and the infeoffed person did homage to him

as hia vassal. Tithes were also regarded as

a feudum eccletiasticum. By an improper

use of the term it was extended to the

secular estates granted in fief to the

Church. (Ferraris, Feudum.}

TEOZlilULXTB. [See Cistercians.]

fxx.xoq.ite. [See Creeds.]

FINAL PEX8EV£BANCS is de

fined by Billuart (" De Grat." diss. viii. a. 5)

as that great and special gift in virtue of

which a man remains in a state of grace

till the moment of death. The Council of

1 If a vigil coincides with a greater feria,

the office is of the feria alone ; the Mass is of

the vitril with a commemoration of the feria.
s Usually ; for if the Annunciation falls on

Good Friday or Holy Saturday, all obligation

of observance is transferred.

Trent (Sess. vi. can. 16 and cap. 13) teaches

that no one without special revelation can

know for certain that he will persevere,

and also that we are utterly unable to

secure this gift by merits of our own. It

comes from the grace of God, " who is able

to establish him who stands so that he may

continue to stand, and to re-establish him

who falls." The teaching of the council is

confirmed by reason and Scripture. To merit

a gift from God, it is necessary that God

should promise to bestow the gift in ques

tion, as a reward for good works. No such

promise has been made. On the contrary,

Scripture reminds the just that they must

work out their salvation " with fear and

trembling," and warns him who stands "to

take heed lest he fall."

It is possible, however, to obtain this

gift by prayer and good works, which

appeal, not to the justice, but to the liberal

ity and kindness of God ; and some theo

logians speak of final perseverance as ob

tained in such cases by merit "de congruo."

In this sense St. Augustine (" De Dono

Persever." cap. 0) says we can merit

final perseverance by prayer (" suppliciter

emereri ").

rni'sntrc OF CROSS. [SeeCROSS.]

FIRST-FRUITS. By the law ofMoses

the first-fruits of man, of animals, and ot

"whatsoever thou bast sown in the ne'd,'',

were owed to the Lord. A command was

given to Aaron, as representing the priestly

caste—"For the first-born of man thou

shalt take a price, and every beast that is

uncleaikthou shalt cause to be redeemed."'

In another place3 the Levites are said to

be taken by the Lord in commutation of

this price (" I have taken them instead of

the tirst-born that open every womb in

Israel "), but it was still required that a

first-born son should be presented to the

Lord in the Temple, and redeemed by the

payment of five shekels.4 The firstlings of

clean beasts—cows, sheep, and goats—were

not to be redeemed, but offered in sacrifice;

and of the meat, the consecrated breast

and right shoulder were assigned to the

sons of Aaron. Of this meat only the

males in the priestly families were to par

take ;5 but the first-fruits of the produce of

the land were given " to thee, and to thy

sons, and to thy daughters, by a perpetual

law." The Levites themselves, though,

being without land, thev could not offer

" first fruits of the barn-floor and the wine

press," 6 yet were instructed to offer the

1 Ex. xxiii. 16. ' Num. xviii. 15.

s Num. viii. 16. 4 Grotm*, adLuc. ii. 28.

4 Num. xviii. 10. • Num. xviii. 80.
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first-fruits of the tithes paid to them by

the children of Israel to the Lord—that is,

" the tenth part of the tenth."

A Hebrew tradition mentioned in the

body of the canon law assigns some part of

the crop not less than a sixtieth, and not

more than a fortieth, as the proportion

which ought to be given as first-fruits. In

substance, the obligation to offer first-

fruits, which is equivalent to an intention

of sustaining the Church and its ministers

with our temporal goods, is still valid under

the new law ; but in form it is not binding,

except in cases where they are demanded

under an ancient custom. (Ferraris,

Primitice.')

FISTULA (also called siphon, cala-

muSfpitffillatit). A pipe through which the

faithful used to receive the blood of Christ

from the chalice. This manner of com

municating is mentioned in the most

ancient Roman Ordines (the oldest is

attributed by Mabillon to the time of

Gregory the Great), and a curious relic of

this custom remains to this day. At Papal

Masses, the deacon brings the Precious

Blood to the Pope, who takes it through

a fistula.

rx.A.GEX.X.AXl'TS. So called from

the scourges (Jlagella) which they carried

in their processions, and with which they

lashed their bare arms and shoulders.

They first appeared in the thirteenth

century, an age when Christian architec

ture reached a height of glory and

perfection never since equalled, and ex

traordinary sanctity revealed marvels of

grace and divine power before unsus

pected, but in which, also, the reign of

law being but imperfectly established, the

world was often startled from its pro

priety by the apparition of monsters of

cruelty and lust, like Eccelin da Romano

and his brother, whose touch was con

tamination and their very existence a

curse. No human arm seemed able to

reach far enough, or strike hard enough,

to punish a twentieth part of the crimes

that were committed. God appeared to

be the one refuge left. Numbers of per

sons—men,women andchildren—collected

together ; they veiled their faces and un

covered their shoulders ; in each town

that they entered, forming a melancholy

procession, they sought by tears, groans,

and voluntary penance—singing peniten

tial songs the while—to appease the

divine wrath ; the sound of the lash was

continual, and blood flowed abundantly.

The first association of Flagellants ap

peared at Perugia in 1280. The sympathy

and agitation which their proceedings at

first excited would almost surpass belief ;

everywhere they were joined by crowds

of fervent neophytes. The rule of the

association was that every person should

remain a member of it during thirty-three

days, in honour of the thirty-three years

of the life of our Lord. A contemporary 1

writer says that, whatever might be

alleged against them, "nevertheless by

this means many who were at enmity

were reconciled, and many good things

were done." The secular governments,

after a time, observing that the Holy See

and the bishops in general did not en

courage the movement, began to prohibit

the Flagellant processions. After the

black death (1348) the Flagellants again

appeared. They now gave way to many

extravagances; their leader spoke of a

mysterious letter which had fallen from

heaven and been found at Jerusalem, in

which Jesus Christ promised to be

gracious to all penitents in the processions

of Flagellants, " because their blood was

mingled with his blood." Clement VI.

repressed them ; but they appeared again,

and for the last time, about the date of

the Council of Constance, among the

canons of which is one condemning their

excesses.

FMCTA1WTTS OE2TT7A ("Let US

bend our knees "). Words used by the

deacon before the collects in the office of

Good Friday and in certain Masses. The

subdeacon immediately afterwards says

"Levate" ("rise," literally "raise them

up,") and the ministers at the altar do so,

having knelt on one knee for a second. In

ancient times each summons came from

the deacon ; the people knelt, and a longer

space was allowed for silent prayer.

(Benedict XIV. " De. Miss." ii. 5.)

Florence, couvcix of.5 Se

veral remarkable attempts to heal the

schism of the East and West were made

during the fourteenth century. In 1 339,

Andronicus III. Palreologus sent the

Abbot Barlaam to negotiate with one of

the Avignon Popes, Benedict XII. ; but

the Pope would not listen to Barlaam's

proposal—viz. that the churches should be

united, while the dogmatic differences

remained as they were. New attempts

at reconciliation were made by John V.

1 Quoted by Milman, Latin Christianity,

book xl. chnp. 2.

' This is the usual name, becanse at Florenoe

the chief work of the council was done ; but in

reality it met first at Ferrara and ended at

Rome.
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Palssologus, who was hard pressed by

the Turks. The emperor himself became

a Catholic in 1369, but his example was

not followed by the clergy or the people.

At last John VL Palseologua was re

duced to straits which made him see the

impossibility of saving the Byzantine em

pire without help from the Western

Christians. The Turks had taken Adrian-

ople, and his throne was already totter

ing beneath him. In his extremity he

was willing to negotiate for peace with

the Catholic Church. Nicolas of Cusa

went to Constantinople and smoothed the

way for reconciliation. No doubt, there

was also a real desire for unity and

doctrinal agreement among many of the

Creeks, apart from the political motives

which induced them to come to terms

with the Latin Church. One of the

Greek ecclesiastics expressly said at a

council held for preliminary consultation

at Constantinople that a union on merely

political grounds would not last. At

the end of November 1437, 700 Greeks

sailed from the Bosporus. The emperor,

the Patriarch Joseph of Constantinople,

deputies from the other Patriarchs, en

trusted by them with complete power

to act as their representatives, and

Bessarion, the famous archbishop of

Nicffia, were among their number. On

February 8, 1438, they landed at Venice.

Early in March they reached Ferrara, to

which, the Council of Basle had been

transferred, and were received with great

solemnity by the Pope, Eugenius IV.

On April 9th the council was opened, and

the discussion on the addition of the

word " Filioque " to the Creed began. It

lasted for fifteen sessions, after which,

partly because the plague had broken out

at Ferrara, partly because the Florentines

wished to have the council in their city

and offered to supply the Pope with

money, which he sorely needed for the

maintenance of the Greeks, the council

was transferred thither. At Florence the

council continued to sit from 1439 to 1442.

First of all, the great dogmatic ques

tion on the procession of the Holy Ghost

was decided. The Greeks accepted the

Latin terminology—viz. that the Holy

Ghost proceeds from the Father and

the Son, when its real meaning was

explained to them. The Latins fully ad

mitted and the council defined that the

Holy Ghost proceeds from the Father and

the Son as from one principle and by a

single spiration. The Latins, moreover,

fully allowed the orthodoxy of the Greek

terminology—viz. that the third Person

proceeds from the Father through the

Son ; and this expression alsowas approved

by the Council. Other points of difference

were next discussed. It was defined that

the body of Christ is truly consecrated

either in leavened or unleavened bread,

Latins and Greeks being required to fol

low in this matter the custom of their

respective churches; further, that such

souls as have departed in God's grace, but

without having done penance enough for

their sins, are detained in Purgatory, and,

while there, are assisted by the sacrifices,

prayers, and good works of Christians on

earth ; that, on tbe other hand, souls per

fectly purified or, like infants just bap

tised, needing no purification, go straight

to heaven and see God face to face,

whereas the souls of those who die in

mortal sin descend at once to hell. The

discussions on the primacy of the Roman

bishop were much morn long and keen.

John of Torquemada (Turrecremata) , John

of Ragusio, and Ambrose Traversari were

the great advocates of the Papal preroga

tives. At last, however, the council de

fined that " the Holy Apostolic See and

Roman Pontiff hold the primacy over all

the world ; that the Roman Pontiff is the

successor of Peter, prince of the Apostles ;

that he is the true vicar of Christ, the

head of the whole Church, the father and

teacher of all Christians ; and that to him

in [the person of] blessed Peter full power

has been committed by our Lord Jesus

Christ of feeding, ruling, and governing

the universal Church ; as also (quemad-

modum etiam, xaff hv rpdnov) 1 is con

tained in the acts of oecumenical councils

and in the holy canons." On July 6,

1439, all the members, except Mark ot

Ephesus and the bishop of Stauropolis,

signed the Decree of Union containing the

above definitions. On the evening of the

same day the Greeks again appeared be

fore the Pope, and Bessarion declared

their belief that the transubstantiation of

the bread and wine in the Mass is effected

by the words of consecration, thus aban

doning the opinion which ascribed the

change to the <VucXr/o-ic or invocation of

the Holy Ghost. The Decree of Union

was solemnly published next day (Sunday)

in the Cathedral of Florence, being read

1 Recent examination of the original docu

ment signed with the autograph of the Greek

emperor, and preserved nt Florence, removes all

shadow of doubt that this is the true reading.

Four or five original copies bear the same

witness.
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aloud by Cardinal Julian in Latin, and by

Bessarion in Greek. On August 26, 1439,

the Greek emperor left Florence.

The union effected was of short dura

tion. Joseph, Patriarch of Constantinople,

had died during the council; his suc

cessor, Metrophanes, who was well dis

posed to the union, died shortly after it,

in 1443. Mark of Ephesus and other

enemies of unity were active in their

intrigues, and it was not till 1452 that

Cardinal Isidore, the fugitive metropolitan

of Kiew and legate of Pope Nicolas V.,

succeeded in having the Florentine decrees

acknowledged and promulgated in the

church of St. Sophia. But on May 29,

1453, the Turks took Constantinople, and

the Sultan Muhammed II. appointed the

anti-Roman Gennadius to the Patri

archate. In 1472 the decrees of Florence

were formally repudiated by a schismatical

council at Constantinople.

Other Orientals besides the Greek

schismatics were reunited with the

Church during the course of the council.

Iu 1439 the Armenians, in 1440 a part

of the Jacobites or Monophysite Chris

tians, were received into Catholic com

munion, and Eugenius IV. issued special

instructions for them which are still

extant. After Eugenius had returned to

Rome, in 1443, the council was still con

tinued and sessions held in the Lateran

church. At the second session of the

council after it had been transferred to

Rome, in 1445, Timothy, the Chaldean or

Nestorian Metropolitan of Tarsus living in

Cyprus, with his clergy and people, made

their submission to the Pope, and about

the same time the Maronites in that

island became Catholics.

For a time certain Gallican divines

denied the claims of Florence to rank as

a General Council, because they held that

the Pope exceeded his powers in trans

ferring the council from Basle to Fer-

rara. Even at Trent the French refused

to admit the Florentine delitiition on the

Papal authority. But the learned Gallican

Natalis Alexander points out that the

Pope has the right to modify and dispense

from the canons of councils, if public

necessity or the good of the Church re

quires him to do so. He argues further

that the " sounder part " of the Fathers of

Basle consented to the removal of the

assembly from Basle to Ferrara. It is

scarcely necessary to say that such doubts

have long since ceased to be possible

among Catholics.

The Acts of the Council have perished,

1 but we possess (1) a minute history in

the form of Acts, written in Greek, and

evidently by a Greek member of the

council. Hefele, Frommann, and other

scholars attribute the history to Doro-

thcus of Mitylene. It will be found in the

collections of Mansi or Hardouin, with a

I^atin translation by the Cretan Caryoptilus.

(2) A history agreeing in all the most

important points with the one just men

tioned was published, in 1638, by Jus-

tiniani, Custos of the Vatican Library.

This history is drawn up, partly from

notes made by the Papal advocate

Andreas de Sta. Cruce,who was present at

the council, partly from other documents

in the Vatican archives and in other Ro

man libraries. Hardouin has printed

Justiniani's history in his collection.

(3) A history by Syropulus, a Greek

priest and dignitary of Constantinople.

Syropulus was present at the council

and signed the Decree of Union, but he

was from the first a secret, and soon be

came an open and most bitter, enemy of the

council. A very inaccurate Latin trans

lation from a Paris MS. was published by

the Anglican Robert Creygliton, at the

Hague, in 1660. The best modern history

of the Council is by Hefele (vol. vii.).

FORTY HOURS. [See Exposition

OF THE BLKSSBD SACRAMENT.]

FORUM SCCXiESIASTXCmt.

The tribunals of the Church are of two

kinds, internal and external. The in

ternal forum is the tribunal established

in the sacrament of penance, where the

coercive power is the Holy Ghost acting

on the conscience, the penitent is his own

accuser, and the confessor, guided by

Moral Theology, remits or retains sin,

exacts satisfaction, and directs restitu

tion, according to the circumstances of

each case. [Penajtcb.]

Under the name ciforum externum is

included every exercise of ecclesiastical

jurisdiction external to the tribunal of

penance. The judicial office in the ex

ternal forum belongs to bishops in their

respective dioceses, metropolitans in the

cases assigned to them by the canons,

and supremely and universally to the

Holy See. But a previous question

arises—viz. Is the exercise of an exter

nal coercive jurisdiction a right inherent

in the constitution of the Church P Is it

not rather an encroachment on the rights

of the civil power ? It will be found on

a close examination that this is part of

a larger question—viz. Whether the

Church instituted by Jesus Christ really
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possesses a native and supreme authority,

parallel—not subordinate—to the supreme

authority of the State ? If the Church is

and ought to be thus independent, then

the right of making laws for the govern

ment of her children not liable to the

revision of the civil power cannot be

denied to her ; and if she has the right of

legislation, she must also possess that of

coercive jurisdiction, since in human so

ciety it is useless to pass laws if one has

not the power of enforcing them. But if

Christ never meant his Church to be an

independent society, these rights could not

be claimed for her. Among Protestants

it is generally held that the Church pos

sesses no power originally and absolutely

independent of that of the State. The view

of Putfendorf, or some modification of it,

is still generally accepted, according to

which the Christian Church is a kind of

college or society within the State—in

which all the members, qua Christians,

are equal, and can meet together as in

other colleges to elect officers, transact

business, adopt rules and by-laws, and so

on—but which has no power of passing

laws, administering justice, condemning,

or punishing.

Catholic teaching, grounded on Scrip

ture and tradition, rejects so degrading a

view of the Church which God Incarnate

founded upon earth, and endowed with

supernatural power and grace. To Peter

and the other Apostles Christ gave the

power of binding and loosing. He

commanded them to go and teach all

nations ; He promised to be with them all

days even to the consummation of the

world ; He said that while the things of

Csesar were to be rendered to CiBsar, the

things of God were to be given to God ;

finally He declared, " He that beareth you

heareth me, and he that despiseth you

despiseth me."1 He promised to build

his Church on Peter, and that against

this Church, which St. Paul calls " the

pillar and the ground of truth,"11 the

gates of Hell should not prevail. There

is not the slightest hint anywhere that

Christ intended that these powers should

be exercised in subjection to the civil

power. We find abundant evidence that

the Apostles and the early Church freely

exercised the powers thus committed to

them, not in preaching, converting, and

working miracles only, but also in the

three specific modes with which we are

concerned—viz. in making laws, in

judging, and in punishing. At a synod

» Luke x. 16. » 1 Tim. iii. 15.

publicly held in Jerusalem to decide

whether the Gentile Christians were to

be obliged to receive circumcision, a de

cision was arrived at which was to all

intents and purposes a law—which was

promulgated under the formula " It

seemed good to the Holy Ghost and to

us"1—and which St. Paul enjoined his

converts to obey, as being "precepts

of the apostles and ancients." The powers

ofjudging and punishing were exercised

in the cases of Ananias and Sapphira,

Elymas the sorcerer, and notably in that

of the incestuous Corinthian.8 Following

the example of the Apostles, the bishops

in the first and every succeeding age of

the Church have been accustomed to

meet in synod and enact canons—that is,

ecclesiastical laws, concerning every reli

gious interest and duty of man ; and they

never considered it incumbent on them to

submit these laws for the approval of the

civil power. The emperors themselves

often endorsed the doctrine of eccle

siastical liberty. Areadius and Honorius,

in one of their Constitutions,3 say,

" Whenever the cause is one of religion,

it belongs to the bishops to judge ; " and

the Theodosian Code contains an explicit

direction in the same sense.4 In the early

ages of the Church the judicial office was

largely exercised by episcopal synods, in

which important cases of heresv, immor

ality, &c, were tried and decided, and

the punishments of excommunication,

deposition, suspension, degradation, or

imprisonment were indicted. In course

of time ordinary cases came to be heard

in the individual bishops court, whilst

causa majores—i.e. those of bishops—were

reserved to the Holy See. At the same

time a settled mode of procedure with

regular officials became established in the

episcopal courts. By the twelfth century

this change had been generally effected,

and still continues substantially in force,

though, in some cases, the regular officials

and procedure are necessarily dispensed

with to a greater or less degree, accord

ing to the position of the Church in dif

ferent countries.

It will be admitted that the right

of legislation draws with it the judicial

power ; if the Church possesses one, she

possesses also the other. But it has been

contended that the sanctions of her

judicial decisions ought to be of a spiritual

nature only, and as such should involve

no suffering to the criminal except either

' Acts xv. 28. » 1 Cor. v. 8.

* Soglia, lib. iv. cap. 1. * Soglia, nil tup.
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within the self-accusing conscience, or in

another world. The Church may have

courts, it is said, hut she may not enforce

the decisions of these courts by temporal

penalties ; if these are required, she must

ask the civil power to apply them. Mar-

silius Ficinus maintained that " the

Pope, or the whole Church taken col

lectively, cannot punish any man, how

ever wicked he may be, with a coercive

punishment, unless the Emperor give

them authority to do so."1 But this

was condemned as erroneous by John

XXII., and a similar opinion promulgated

by the too-famous synod of Pistoja was cen

sured by PiusVII. in the bull " Auctorem

ftdeL" To admit such a doctrine would

be tantamount to condemning the heroic

bishops of the early Church, who feared

not to depose an Arius or a Dioscorus

against the opposition of the civil power.

For certainly deposition is a "coercive

punishment, and in numerous instances,

if the leave of the State had been waited

for before inflicting it, it would never

have been inflicted at all. Even while

all along asserting her independence, we

know what the Church has had to suffer

at the hands of heretical and despotic

princes ; what, then, would have become

of Christianity if she had admitted that

she had no right of punishing except by

their hands ? What has lately happened

in the Anglican community may help us

to answer the question. The Anglican

bishop of Natal in South Africa published

books in which he was said to have

denied the inspiration of Scripture. A

synod of his brother bishops met at

Capetown and deposed him. But the

Anglican Church is grounded on an

Erastian principle : its supreme head on

earth is the temporal sovereign ; hence

the deposed bishop found it an easy

matter to enlist the secular courts on his

side, and after eighteen or twenty years

he still occupies the see of Natal I

Miserable as are the present times, such

a scandal could scarcely now happen

within the Catholic Church.

The punishments inflicted in the forum

externum are of various kinds: besides

those already enumerated (excommuni

cation, deposition, &c), they include, or

have included, stripes, fines, and rele

gation to a monastery. It is the general

opinion of canonists that they should be

such as not to involve the shedding of

blood—citra sang-u.vn.it effusionem ; and

this because the Church can never, like

1 Soglia, iv. 1, 6.

human justice, merge the consideration

of the possible reformation of the offender

in that of what is required for the safety

of society, and to deter others from doing

the like. The Holy Office, in the day of

its most unsparing severities, did not

itself inflict the death-penalty on those

whom it sentenced, but delivered them

over to the secular arm. Practically it

amounted to much the same thing ; but

the reason of this was that secular go

vernments in those days sincerely be

lieved that the heretic not only sinned

against God, but was also a dangerous

offender against human society. It may

be rejoined that the ecclesiastical author

ities not only shared iu this opinion of

the rulers, but by their writings and

exhortations partly caused it. This can

not be denied ; but it may probably be

held that they did so in their civil

capacity, as members of a community,

rather than in their ecclesiastical capacity,

as churchmen. With regard to stripes,

the change in manners scarcely permits

of its being included at the present day

among ecclesiastical punishments. With

regard to fines, the canonists prescribe

that they should be imposed with great

caution, and so that no suspicion can

arise that the judges or officials derive

any benefit from them.

Lay encroachment and usurpation

have laboured to destroy the network

of ecclesiastical jurisdiction which for

merly overspread Europe. In the day

of their power the canonists, speaking

generally, comprehended well the limits

of the two jurisdictions, and never

encroached systematically on the temporal

domain ; the lawyers, on the contrary,

taking advantage of the decline of faith,

and the confusion caused by the heresy of

northern Europe, have everywhere en

croached on the ecclesiastical domain,

and laboured to substitute their various

systems of local law for the jurisprudence

founded on divine revelation, the tra

dition of the Church, and general reason.

They say, indeed, that their jurisprudence

is guided by the principles of universal

morality, and ask what more is needed '<

Even if this were true to the fullest

extent, it would not follow that the civil

courts should assume jurisdiction in

spiritual causes. Morality—justice—

must be the norm of every endurable

jurisdiction set up amongst men ; but it

will not take us far enough : for man is

not only capcuc morum, but also capax

rdigionit. J urisprudence requires not only
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» rule, but an end. This end, for the

Roman jurists, was found in the arbitrary

pleasure of the prince (quod principi

placuit, &c); for modem jurists, it is

found in the arbitrary pleasure of a

majority. In either case the general

good of the community is the real end,

which is supposed at one period to be

best attained through despotism, at an

other through universal suffrage. This,

which is the highest end of man conceived

as living in time, is treated by the un

believing governments of the day as if it

were his sole end. His religious destiny

is absolutely ignored, and the jurispru

dence which rests on the assumption that

he has such a destiny is trampled upon

and suppressed. To lawyers and olficials

of this stamp it does not appear unjust to

disperse religious congregations and con

fiscate their property, because they do

not consider the temporal welfare of

society to be promoted by their existence,

and they will not allow the reality of

any higher end. In the middle ages the

lawyers admitted that the jurisprudence

of the Church was informed by a loftier

aim than their own, and the two systems

were administered side by side with—on

the whole—extraordinary success and

advantage. (Ferraris, Forum Eccleti-

atticum.)

foditdation. [See Benefice,

Endowment, Establishment.]

FRAHCE, CHURCH OF. In the

articles Civil Constitution of the

Clergy and Concordat, the transition,

during the French Revolution, from the

ancient ecclesiastical order in France to

the present state of things was briefly

described. Some account of the organi

sation and working of the modem church

of France, will be attempted in the pre

sent article.

Since the commencement of the Second

Empire in 1852, the dioceses of Metz and

Strasbourg have been lost to France ; on

the other hand, the Savoyard dioceses of

Annecy, St. Jean de Maurienue, and

Tarentaise, with the archdiocese of

ChamWry, have been annexed to it, and

Algiers, which was then subject to the

Archbishop of Aix, has been erected into

an archiepiscopal see, with the suffragan

sees of Oonstantina and Oran. There are

now in France and her dependencies

eighteen archbishoprics,1 and seventy-two

1 Viz. Aix, Alby, Algiers, Auch, Avignon,

Besancon, Bordeaux, Bourses, Carabrai, Cham-

Wry, Lyons, Paris, Kheims, Kennes, Kouen,

Bens, Toulouse, and Tours.

A

bishoprics. The number of the parochial

clergy amounts to upwards of forty thou

sand. They are divided into Cures and

Desservants, and the distinction between

the two classes is important The Con

cordat between Napoleon and Pius VII.,

made no mention of Desservants ; it merely

stipulated that the priests serving the

cures should receive certain emoluments.

In this, nothing but bare justice, or rather

a small instalment of justice, was asked

from the State ; for the " traiteuient " or

annual grant was to replace the far larger

income from tithes and other Church pro

perty, which had been confiscated during

the Revolution. But if every parish priest

should receive a decent stipend, the govern

ment considered that it would not have

mode a good bargain. It was accordingly

resolved to recognise as priests for the

purposes of the above-mentioned article,

speaking generally, only the curH of the

chief places in the several cantons 1 in

France. These curd cantonauj-, were

about 3,500 in number ; they were, and

still are, divided into two classes, the

stipend for the first class being 1,500, that

for the second 1,200 francs per annum.

Under each curi cantonal are usually

several vicaire*. The priests serving all

the other churches within the canton,

are called Desservants. They are first

mentioned in the Organic Articles [Con

cordat], where it is said that they shall

be under the surveillance of the cures—

i.e. the cure's cantonaux. They were so

for a time, but their real canonical

position gradually prevailed, and a des-

servant is now immediately under his

bishop, and is commonly called, and is,

" M. le Cur6 " in his own parish, as

much as the dignitary in the chef lieu

de canton, to whom alone the law allows

the title. Their position, however, is so

far different that, while the cur6 proper

can only be appointed, and perhaps re

moved, by the bishop, with the approval

of the government, the desservant is ap

pointed by the bishop alone, and can be

removed by him, on his own sole autho

rity.

The religious orders and congregations

which adorn the modem French church

are very numerous; it is estimated that

their members amount to 140,000, of

whom about 20,000 are men and the rest

women.

The total amount of the annual grant

1 A canton is a division of an arrondittt-

matt, containing usually from ten to twenty

communes.

A
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from public funds for the support of

the French clergy somewhat exceeds

2,000,000/. sterling. The ecclesiastical

buildings are in the hands of Conseils de

Fabrique [Fabric]. The annual salary ofa

desservant is 900 francs, or $180. The

commune is bound to provide him with a

residence rent-free ; if it is too noor to do

this, the State will sometimes give assist

ance ; hut in most cases private subscrip

tions have to be resorted to. Every

diocese has a great or upper seminary for

the education of priests, and there are

also about a hundred and fifty little

seminaries, which give an education corre

sponding to that given in the State lycees,

but under ecclesiastical management, to

boys destined both for clerical and for secu

lar life. Of the orders and congregations,

some—e.g. the Lazarists, the Sulpicmns,

the Sisters of Charity, &c.—are recognised

by the State, and may possess property

and also acquire it by bequest, but under

close and constant inquisition on the part

of the department of Public Worship.

The unrecognised congregations also have

of late years acquired a great amount of

property ; it is said that, taking the re

cognised and unrecognised congregations

together, the value of their property ex

ceeds a thousand million francs. With

regard to political privileges, the French

law recognises no distinction between

cleric and layman; hence bishops and

priests are capable of being elected to

the Chambers. Chapters of canons are

attached to the cathedrals, but the canon-

ries are regarded chiefly in the light of

a dignified provision for aged or distin

guished clergymen; the canons have no

share in the government of the diocese.

The old Church tribunals, abolished at

the Revolution, have not been revived;

the bishops act- ex infonnata conscientia,

and there is no appeal for the inferior

clergy except to Rome. Of the close,

vexatious, and almost ridiculous character

of the surveillance which the lay power

exercises over the Church, some idea may

be formed from the fact that the depart

ment of Worship undertakes the furnish

ing of a bishop s palace, and requires a

yearly inventory, that it may know what

to expend in repairs and new purchases !

(Wetzer and Welte ; " Statesman's Year

Book for 1881/')

FRANCISCANS. This order takes

its name from its founder, St. Francis of

Assisi, who died in 1226. The Life of St.

Francis has been so frequently written

that we shall confine ourselves to the men

tion of those incidents in it which are con

nected with the rise and growth of the

order. The saint had entirely broken with

the world in 1206, when, being then in bis

twenty-fifth year, he had stripped himself

of the clothes which he wore belonging to

his father, and embraced a life of strict

poverty. He lived for several years in a

cottage near Assisi, in the practice of

almost continual prayer accompanied by

severe bodily discipline. In 1200 Bernard

of Quintavalle, a rich merchant of Assisi,

and Peter of Catana, a canon in the cathe

dral of the same city, who had long wit

nessed and admired the heroic virtue of

the saint, openly joined themselves to hira;

this is considered the date of the founda

tion of the order. A third disciple soon

appeared in Giles of Assisi, who was after

wards beatified. The rule which the

saint at first prescribed to his followers is

not now extant : it consisted, says Alban

Butler (October 4), " of the gospel coun

sels of perfection, to which he added some

thiugs necessary for uniformity iu their

manner of life. He exhorts his brethren

to manual labour, but will have them con

tent to receive for it things necessary for

life, not money." In the later editions of

the rule this prohibition against the hand

ling or use of money, even by the inter

vention of a third person, was maintained.1

" He bids them not to be ashamed to beg

alms, remembering the poverty of Christ ;

and he forbids them to preach in any place

without the bishop's licence." In a larger

(extant) version of the rule he laid down

twenty-seven precepts, all of which several

Pontiffs have declared to be binding on the

friars of the order under pain of mortal

sin. They prescribe the particular means

by which the vow of poverty is to be car

ried out, regulate the dress to be worn,

order that the friars shall go barefoot,

specify the fasts to be observed, and enjoin

a blind unlimited obedience to superiors

for the love of God. The habit which he

gave them was a grey gown of coarse cloth

with a pointed hood or capuche attached

to it, one under-tunic and drawers, and a

cord round the waist. This costume

closely resembled that worn by poor shep

herds in that part of Italy. After several

other disciples had joined him, the cottage

at Assisi was found too small to hold

them, and St. Francis was in doubt

whether it was not the will of God—who

had already announced to him in visions

1 A curious discussion on the subject may be

read in Pecock's Repressor of oner-muck IVytvu)

[blaming] of the Clergy (1456).
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that the destined work for him and his

company was to preach and labour for the

conversion of souls, and bring sinners to

penance—that he should establish the

order elsewhere. But about this time the

Benedictines of the neighbouring monas

tery of Soubazo gave him a small plot of

ground near Assisi called Portiuncula. on

which stood an abandoned church dedi

cated in honour of Our Lady of the Angels.

Francis would not accept the land as an

absolute gift, but by the tenure of render

ing yearly to the Benedictines a basket of

little fish, called latchi, caught in the

stream that flowed hard by. From this

humble site, which thus became the cradle

of the order, thousands of monasteries

were to be planted, missioners were to go

forth to all parts of the world to preach,

toil, and in many cases suffer martyrdom for

the gospel of Jesus Christ, and a vast

multitude of doctors and holy prelates

were to issue, by whom the purity of the

faith was sustained, and its principles

methodised and applied. In 1210 St.

Francis went to Home to obtain the con

firmation of his rule. The Sovereign Pon

tiff at that time was Innocent III. At

the first interview he rejected the saint's

petition. Francis humbly withdrew ; but

the same night the Pope dreamt that he

saw a palm spring up from the ground be

tween his feet and wax gradually till it

became a great tree; at the same time

an impression was borne in upon his mind

that by this palm tree was designated the

poor petitioner whom he had repelled the

day before. The Pope ordered that search

should be made for him ; Francis was

found, and, being brought before the Pope

and the Cardinals, expounded in simple

but glowing language the plan and aims

of his institute. The Pope was much

moved, but some of the Cardinals thought

that the poverty required surpassed the

strength of man. i rands betook himself

to prayer, and at the next interview Inno

cent granted him a verbal approbation of

his rule. The Pope declared that he had

seen in a dream the Lateran basilica tot

tering to its fall, but saved by a poor de

spised man, who set his back against the

wall and propped it up. "Truly," said

he, " here is that man who, by his work

and teaching will sustain the Church of

Christ." The above particulars are taken

from the Life of the saint by St. Bona-

venture, who heard them from the Pope's

nephew. Some years later, St. Francis

drew up the rule in a more compendious

form, and in this shape it was solemnly

ratified by Honorius III. in 1228.

It is difficult to realise in this nine

teenth century the extraordinary attraction

which the example and preaching of St.

Francis exercised on his contemporaries.

Long before the final confirmation by

Honorius III., the Friars Minors (such

was the name which the founder in his

humility chose for them) had made their

way into the principal countries of Europe,

preaching penance and founding convents.

St. Francis himself visited Spain in 1214,

was well received by Alfonso IX., the

grandfather of St. Louis of France, and

founded houses of his order at Burgos and

other places. In 1216 he sent Pacifico,

who had been a trouvb-e and was called

the " king of verse," to France, Rernard of

Quintavalle to Spain, and John of Penna

to Germany, besides many others whom

he despatched to various parts of Italy.

The noble instructions, full of divine light

and evangelical fire, with which he dis

missed them—instructions on the whole

so faithfully observed by his followers—

go far to explain the wonderful success

which has attended them in every age in

doing their Master's work. Amongst

other things he said, " Let your behaviour

in the world he such that everyone who

sees or hears you may praise the Heavenly

Father. Preach peace to all ; but have it

in your hearts still more than on your lips.

Give no occasion of anger or scandal to

any, but by your gentleness lead all men

to goodness, peace, and union. We are

called to heal the wounded, and recall the

erring. For there are many who appear

to you limbs of the devil, who will be one

day disciples of Jesus Christ." 1

The missions above mentioned all

prospered greatly, except that to Germany,

which failed chiefly because the friars did

not know the language. England wel

comed the messengers, Angelo of Pisa and

eight others, whom the saint sent to ita

shores in 1210: landing at Dover in 1220,

they formed their first convent at Canter

bury, and another soon afterwards at

Northampton. The romantic story of two

friars finding their way to Oxford, and

beginnintr the great friary there (in St.

Ebbe's parish) may be read in the Monasti-
con.a In London, at Coventry, and other

places, there were famous Franciscan con

vents ; the list will be given further on.

So rapidly did the order increase that at

1 Fleury, Hitt, du Christianume. ch. 7.
• iJupdaie's Man. Angl vol. viii. p. 1624

(ed. of 1846).

2
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the first general chapter, that called of

Mats, held at the Portiuncula in 1219, up

wards of five thousand friars were present.

St. Francis, after receiving the sacred

Stigmata, died in 1226. The next Minister-

Qeneral of the entire order was Elias of

Cortona, an ambitious, restless man, of a

tyrannical spirit. He relaxed the rule of

poverty, admitting rents and foundations;

he also mitigated the fasts, &c, and op

pressed those who desired to keep up the

original strictness of the rule. A long

controversy arose, which ended in the

division of the order into two great

branches, Conventuals and Observantines

—the former living in large convents and

following a mitigated rule ; the latter living

more in the manner of hermits, in low,

mean dwellings, and according to the

original rigour of the institute. Of the

Friars Minor of the Strict Observance—

Observantines or Observants—there are

three branches : the oldest being the Re

formed, that is, the original reform of St.

Bernardino of Siena in 1419 ; the Recol

lects, founded in 1500 by John of Guada

lupe ; and the Alcantarinea, founded in

1555 by St. Peter of Alcantara. But

there is no essential difference between

these three families, who are subject to

the one Minister-General at Rome, and,

properly, are all barefooted. The AI-

cantarines, however, wear a white habit,

while the others now wear brown, ex

cept in England and in Spanish conn-

tries, where they wear grey. In France

they were popularly called Cordeliers,

on account of their girdle. Pope Leo

X. attempted to heal the schism in the

Order, but failing, gave to the head of

the Observantines precedence over him

of the Conventuals. The Conventuals

wear a black habit and cowl, and are

shod. As for the Capuchins, who are a

distinct order, see that article. The Sec

ond Order is popularly called Poor Clares

[which see]. Pope Leo X. arranged the

rule of St. Francis for those Tertiaries—

Brothers and Sisters—who live in com

munity, and Pope Leo XIII., in 1882,

revised the rule of secular Tertiaries.

No Order in the Church has surpassed

the Franciscans in zeal for the propaga

tion of the gospel. St. Francis himself

visited the Holy Land, and endeavored to

convert the Sultan of Egypt (1220), and

sent five friars to Morocco, who were all

martyred. Franciscans preached in Tar-

tary about the middle of the 18th century,

and in China and Armenia before the end

of it. By a bull of Clement VI. (1342)

the guardianship of the Holy Places at

Jerusalem was committed to the order,and

they still retain it. Franciscan missions

were established in Bosnia in 1340, in Bul

garia about 1366, and in Georgia in 1370.

We find them taking a large share in the

conversion of the natives of the Canary

Isles in and after 1423; they got into

Abyssinia in 1480, and established a

mission on the Congo, which for a long

time bore great fruit, about 1490. The

order was instrumental in the discovery

of America. Fr. John Perez de Marchena,

guardian of a convent near Seville, himself

a learned cosmographer, entered warmly

into the designs of Columbus, and used his

influence with Isabella the Catholic, whose

confessor he had been, to persuade her to

fit out the memorable expedition of 1492.

In the following year Fr. John himself

went to America, and opened the first

Christian Church in the New World, at a

small settlement in the island of Hayti.

Not to speak of the Franciscan missions

in India, Brazil, and Peru—in all which

countries other orders effected yet more—

it was Observantine friars who were wel

comed to Mexico by Cortes in 1B23, and

who, under their holy leader, Martin de

Valenza, planted Christianity firmly in that

empire, whence they went forth to preach

the gospel in New Mexico (1580), in Texas

(1600), and, lastly, in California (1769).1

The order of St Francis has given five

Popes, more than fifty cardinals, and an

immense number of patriarchs and bishops

to the Church. The great statesman

Cardinal Ximenes was a Franciscan.

Among the schoolmen, St. Bonaventure, the

Seraphic Doctor; Duns Scotus, the Subtle

Doctor; Alexander of Hales, the Irre

fragable Doctor ; and William of Ockham

(the last three being natives of the British

Isles), were members of this order. Its

history is recorded in the elaborate

" Annals " of Fr. Luke Wadding, an Irish

Franciscan of the seventeenth century.

At the dissolution there were sixty-five

Franciscan houses in England ; the names
are given below.a The English province

was restored by Fr. Jennings, about 1617.

1 Henrion, Hist. Gen. da Missions Cathol.
J Lut of Franciscan Houses in England,

taken from Dugdale and Tunncr.

Aylesburv

Babwell (SufT)

Becmachen (Man)

Bedford

Berwick

Beverley

Bodmin

Boston

Bridgnorth

10 Bridgewater

Bristol

Caermartnen

Cambridge

Canterbury

Car.liff

Carlisle
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In 1844 the present Franciscan custo-

dia, or wardenship, of Cincinnati was

established by Reformed friars from the

Tyrol, that of Allegheny, N. Y., by Re

formed friars from Rome, and later war-

denships both of Reformed and Recol

lects were established at various points

in the U. S. The Conventuals are found

in New Jersey and New York. Besides

the Poor Clares, members of the Third

Order—as Tertiaries, Sisters of the Poor

of St. Francis, School Sisters of St. Fran

cis, &c. —are to be found in all the North

ern and in some of the Southern States.

FRANKFORT, COUNCIL OF. At

this, the first national council of Germany,

convened hy Charlemagne in 794, three

hundred bishops and abbots2 weve present.

Under the guidance of the English Alcuin,

the council confirmed the condemnation

of the Adoptionist heresy of Elipandus

and Felix, pronounced at Ratisbon two

vears before [Adoptionists^, and also re

jected the decrees of the Second General

Council of Nicsea which the Fathers of

Frankfort knew only in a grossly erroneous

translation. [See Iconoclasts.]

[See Missions.]

Newcastle

Northampton

Norwich

Nottingham

Oxford

Plymouth

Pontefract

Preston

60 Reading

Richmond (Snr.)

Richmond (York.)

Salisbury

Scarborough

Shrewsbury

Southampton

Stafford

Stamford

Walsingham

60 Ware

Winchelsea

Winchester

Worcester

Yarmouth

65 York

Chester

Chichester

Colchester

20 Coventry

Doncaster

Dorchester

Dunwich

Exeter

Gloucester

Grantham

Greenwich

Grimsby

Hartlepool

30 Hereford

Ipswich

Lancaster

Leicester

Lewes

Lichfield

Lincoln

Llanvais (Anglsy.)

IjOndon

L

40

Newark

1 Namely, at—

Drogheda

Mult vfarnham

Athtma

Dublin

Wexford

Thurles

Cork

and Fertiariet, at—

Clara

Ennis

Killamey

Limerick

Waterford

Carrickbeg

Clonmel

Galway

| Oran

* So Baronlus, whom other writers have fol-

bat this number, according to Hefele, is

In the original accounts.

CORRECTION.

An admonition which in certain circum

stances we are bound to give our neigh

bour in order to withdraw him from sin.

The duty of so admonishing is founded

on the natural law, which obliges us to

help our neighbour in the necessities of

his soul, and also on the command of

Christ (Matt, xviii. 15), " If thy brother

shall offend thee, go and reprove him

between thee and him alone."

In order to be under such an obliga

tion, we must be certain that the sin has

heen committed ; we must have reason to

think that it has not been repented of,

and some reasonable hope that the cor

rection will do good. We must also have

grounds for supposing that no one else

who is equally fit with ourselves to give

the correction is likely to do so. The

admonition must of course be given with

great prudence and charity. Bishops,

parish-priests, parents, &c, are more

strictly bound than others to the duty of

fraternal correction. Many causes, such

as inconvenience and loss, or even bash-

fulness, may often excuse private persons

from administering it. (St. Liguori, iii.

3,2.)

FBATICEX.X.X (lit, "little friars").

An heretical sect which issued from the

Franciscan order in the thirteenth cen

tury, attracted many adherents and caused

great confusion, chiefly in Italy and

Sicily, and disappeared towards the end

of the fifteenth century. The Franciscans

were divided, soon after the death of their

founder, into two great parties, one of

which—represented by Elias, the second

general—was favourable to some relaxa

tion of the rule in regard to poverty, while

the other vehemently opposed the least

abatement of the original rigour. The

contention hecame so warm that the

Popes were obliged to interfere, and re

served to themselves the right of inter

preting the Franciscan rule. Gregory

IX., Innocent IV., Alexander IV., and

Nicholas III. successively undertook this

task, and settled the rule in such a modi

fied form as to allow the convents to

possess the usufruct of landed estates, the

property in which was vested in the Holy

See. This did not satisfy the rigorists,

some of whom were so carried away by

a false zeal as to forget the earnest and

repeated precept of their founder, that his

friars should be ohedient to the Holy See,

and fanatically to declare that the Pope and

the Church were in error. Among their

leaders were Peter John Oliva, Raymond,
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Peter of Macerata, Henry of Ceva, &c.

Apostate Franciscans formed at all times

the chief strength of the sect, but they

were glad to accept the co-operation of

laymen, and even of women. They

wandered about Italy, Sicily, Greece, and

countries further east, proclaiming that

the Popes had ceased to be the vicars of

Christ, and that the Church, corrupted by

riches, bad failed. They pretended to

consecrate popes and bishops from among

themselves. In their dress, and all about

them that met the eye, they affected ex

treme poverty and simplicity ; but a con

temporary writer, Pelagius the peniten

tiary of Pope John XXII., reports that

this external austerity was the cloak of

abominable vices. The bull of John

XXII. against them (1318) attributes to

them various errors, some of which were

revived by Wyclif sixty years later, and

condemned by Gregory XI. and the

Council of Constance. For instance, the

bull of John XXII. gives ad one of their

tenets that " those who are regularly or

dained lose their power by their sins ;"

and the council condemned as a Wyclifite

error the proposition that " The power of

a temporal lord, of a prelate, or of a

bishop, is null while he is in mortal sin." 1

Martin V. (1418) published a bull and

took other active measures against the

sect, employing for this purpose the great

preacher St. John Capistran, whose efforts

appear to have been crowned with signal

success.

FREEDOM OF Will., says St.

Thomas (" Sum." i. qu. 83, a. 2), consists

essentially in the power of choice. We

are said to be endowed with free will be

cause we are able to accept one object,

rejecting another ; which acceptance we

call " choice." A few words will explain

the doctrine of the scholastic philosophers

on this point and serve as the best intro

duction to the decisions of the Church.

The will is an appetite which follows

upon intellectual cognition, which tends,

in other words, to the good apprehended

and proposed by the mind. It is there

fore proper to intellectual beings, and

wholly distinct from the animal appetites,

which tend to good apprehended t>y the

senses. Now, if the object apprehended

by the intellect be purely and simply

good, and seen only as such, the will tends

to it of necessity, and there can in such a

case be no question of choice or freedom.

1 Fifteenth error, "Xullus est dominuscivi-

lis, nnllos est praelatus. nullus est episcopus,

dum est in peccato mortali."

No man can will to be unhappy or can

help willing the objects which he only

thinks of as necessarv means of happiness.

But a vast number of objects apprehended

by the intellect are neither perfectly nor

in all respects bad or good. A virtuous

act, for example, may involve self-restraint

and suffering; the mind, influenced by

the will, may fix its attention chiefly on

this element of evil, and the will in its

turu may reject the good act because of

the physical suffering or evil which accom

panies it. So again, stealing may relieve

a man from great discomfort, and here,

again, the lesser good may be chosen, ac

companied though it is by a moral evil.

To the metaphysical arguments other very

obvious ones may be added from psycholo

gical experience, e.g. the sense of sin if we

choose wrongly, and the general feeling of

all societies, in which criminals have been

punished precisely on the ground that

they were free and therefore responsible

agents.

The Reformers generally denied that

man, after the fall, possessed free will;

or, if they admitted it in words, they ex

plained the freedom of the will to mean,

not the power of choice, the power which

the will has to determine its own acts,

but a mere freedom from external re

straint (libertas a coactione). The same

error was revived, though more cautiously

asserted, by Baius and the Jansenists.

On the other hand, it was defined under

anathema by the Tridentine Council (Sess.

vi. can. 6), that free will remains really

and truly in man after the fall ; and the

true sense of this definition was frequently

enforced and insisted on by subsequent

Popes.

FREEnxASOiniY. is the system of

the Freemasons, a secret order and pan

theistic sect, which professes, by means

of a symbolical language and certain

ceremonies of initiation and promotion,

to lay down a code of morality founded

on the brotherhood of humanity only.

Some writers apply the term Freemasonry

not only to the Freemasons proper, but

also to all secret organisations which seek

to undermine Christianity and the political

and social institutions that have Christian

ity for their basis.

The origin of Freemasonry is disputed.

The Freemasons themselves, in the lan

guage of their rituals, assume the sect to

have begun its existence at the building of

Solomon's Temple, but serious Masonic

writers, as well as all writers of repute,

declare this to be merely a conventional
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fiction. Nor is any more value to be

attached to the attempts that are occa

sionally made to find a link between the

pagan mysteries and Freemasonry. Some

writers trace Freemasonry to the heresies

of Eastern origin that prevailed during

the early and middle ages in certain parts

of Europe, such as those of the Gnostics,

Manicheans, and Albigenses, some of

whose mischievous tenets are, no doubt,

apparent in the sect. The suppressed

order of the Knights Templars, too, has

been taken to have been the source of the

sect; and this theory may have some

countenance in the facts that a number of

the Knights in Scotland illicitly main

tained their organisation after the sup

pression, and that it was from Scotland

that Freemasonry was brought into

France at the beginning of the last

century.

But it seems more in consonance with

many known historical facts to trace the

sect to the mediaeval guild of stonemasons,

who were popularly called by the very

name of Free Masons. During the middle

ages the various trades -were formed, with

the approbation of the Church, into guilds

or close protective societies. In general

no one was permitted to follow a trade for

wages or prolit, as apprentice, journey

man, or master, until he had been made

free of the guild representing that trade.

Each guild had its patron saint, and seve

ral guilds, it is certain, had each its pecu

liar ritual, using its own tools and tech

nical language in a symbolical way in the

ceremonies of initiation and promotion—

that is to say, in entering an apprentice,

and at the end of his time declaring him

a worthy fellow-journeyman or craftsman,

&c. The guild of Free Masons was singular

in this: that it was a migratory one, its

members travelling under their masters in

organised bodies through all parts of

Europe, wherever their services were re

quired in building. When first referred

to they are found grouped about the

monasteries, especially about those of the

Benedictines. The earliest form of initia

tion used by the guild is said to have been

suggested by the ritual for the reception of

a Benedictine novice.

The south of France, where a large

Jewish and Saracenic element remained,

was a hotbed of heresies, and that region

was also a favourite one with the guild

of Masons. It is asserted, too, that as far

back as the twelfth century the lodges of

the guild enjoyed the special protection of

the Knights Templars. It is easy in this

way to understand how the symbolical

allusions to Solomon and his Temple might

have passed from the Knights into the

Masonic formulary. In this way, too,

might be explained how, after the sup-"

pression of the order of the Temple, some

of the recalcitrant Knights, maintaining

their influence over the Free Masons, would

be able to pervert what hitherto had been

a harmless ceremony into an elaborate

ritual that should impart some of the

errors of the Templars to the initiated. A

document was long ago published which

purports to be a charter granted to a lodge

of Free Masons in England in the time of

Henry VII., and it bears the marks in

its religious indifference of a suspicious

likeness between Freemasonry then and

now. In Germany the guild was nume

rous, and was formally recognised by a

diploma granted in 1489 by the Empe

ror Maximilian. But this sanction was

finally revoked by the Imperial Diet in

1707.

So far, however, the Free Masons were

really working stonemasons; but the so-

called Cologne Charter—the genuineness

of which seems certain —drawn up in

1535 at a reunion of Free Masons gathered

at Cologne to celebrate the opening of the

cathedral edifice, is signed by Melanchthon,

Ooligny, and other similar ill-omened

names. Nothing certain is known of the

Free Masons—now evidently become a

sect—during the seventeenth century, ex

cept that in 1640 Elias Ashmole, an

Englishman, founded the order of Rose

Croix, Rosicrucians, or Hermetic Free

masons—a society which mingled in a

fantastic manner the jargon of alchemy

and other occult sciences with pantheism.

This order soon became affiliated to some

of the Masonic lodges in Germany, where

from the time of the Reformation there

was a constant founding of societies,

secret or open, which undertook to for

mulate a philosophy or a religion of

their own.

As we know it now, however, Free

masonry first appeared in 1725, when

Lord Derwentwater, a supporter of the

expelled Stuart dynasty, introduced the

order into France, professing to have his

authority from a lodge at Kilwinning,

Scotland. This formed the basis of that

variety of Freemasonry called the Scotch

Rite. Rival organisations soon sprang up.

Charters were obtained from a lodge at

York, which was said to have been of very

ancient foundation. In 1754 Martinez

Fasquales, a Portuguese Jew, began in
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gome of the French lodges the new degree

of " cohens," or priests, which was after

wards developed into a system by the

^notorious Saint-Martin, and is usually re

ferred to as French Illuminism. But it

remained for Adam Weishaupt, Professor

of Canon Law at the University of Ingol-

stadt, in Bavaria, to give a definite shape

to the anti-Christian tendencies of Free

masonry. In 1776, two years after the

expulsion of the Jesuits from the univer

sity, he brought together a number of his

pupils and friends, and organised the order

of the Uluminati, which he established on

the already existing degrees of Free

masonry. The avowed object of the

niuminati was to bring back mankind—

beginning with the Illuminated—to their

primitive liberty by destroying religion,

for which this newest philosophical inven

tion was to be substituted, and by re

shaping ideas of property, society, mar

riage, &c. One of the Hluminati, a Sicilian,

Joseph Balsamo, otherwise Ongliostro,

organised what he called Cabalistic Free

masonry, under the name of the Rite of

Misraim. He it was who in 1783 pre

dicted, as the approaching work of the

Freemasons, the overthrow of the French

monarchy. Indeed, Freemasonry was

very active in the French Revolution, and

assisted in bringing about many of the

calamities which accompanied the great

upturning of society.

Freemasonry in the meantime had

split up into numerous sects, or " rites," all

working to the common effort of destroying

a belief in the divine revelation of Christ

ianity. In 1781 a great assembly of all

the Masonic rites was held at Wilhelms-

bad, in Hanover, under the presidency of

the Duke of Brunswick, which refused to

recognise Weishaupt's system, but at the

same time permitted the most mischievous

tenets of Illuminism to be engrafted on

the higher degrees of Freemasonry, espe

cially of the so-called Scotch Rite. About

this time the Scotch Rite was established

at Charleston, S. C, by some officers of

the French auxiliary army. The York

Rite had been introduced into the United

States by English colonists.

Freemasonry in continental Europe

has been the hatching-ground of most of

the revolutionary societies, many of which

were affiliated to the higher Masonic de

grees. In France the sect was officially

recognised by the government of Napoleon

III., but advanced Freemasons bore this

unwillingly, as it involved restraint. An

avowed belief in God was required for

initiation, but this requirement, through

the efforts of M. Macs', of the University,

was finally abolished in the convention of

Freemasons held at Paris, September 14,

1877.

A recent French writer maintains that

Freemasonry is—unknown to most of the

craft—managed by five or six Jews, who

bend its influence in every possible way to

the furtherance of the anti-Christian

movement that passes under the name of

Liberalism. Throughout continental Eu

rope, in the Spanish-American States, and

in Brazil, Freemasonry has of late years

again become very active. The war

against the Catholic Church in Germany

had no more bitter supporter than Free

masonry. If the Culturkampf was not

directed from the lodges, at least nearly

all its leaders were Freemasons. During

"the Commune" of Paris, in 1871,

Masonic lodges took part as a body in the

insurrection, marching out to the fight

with their red banners. In France and

Belgium the lodges have officially com

manded their members to assist the IAgue

de VEnseignement—a league intended to

bring about the complete secularisation of

the primary public schools.

In the English-speaking countries,

however, Freemasonry has hitherto pro

tested its respect for government and esta

blished society, and it has not had any im

mediate action on politics, its members

being usually found as numerous in one

political party as another. But it has

never failed indirectly to use its influence

for the advancement of its members over

others. English-speaking Freemasons

have usually been accustomed to regard

the pantheism of their rituals as an

amusing mummery rather than as a

reality. These Freemasons usually disown

for their order any aims but those of

a convivial and mutual-benefit society,

but no one can fail to see that indiffer-

entism in religion at least is one of the

necessary results ofEnglish-speaking Free

masonry at its best. But the constant

influx into the English-speaking countries

of Jews and Continental Freemasons must

necessarily impregnate the order with all

the poison of the Continental sect.

Freemasonry is essentially opposed to

the belief in the personality of God, whose

name in the Masonic rituals veils the

doctrine of blind force only governing the

universe. It is also essentially subversive

of legitimate authority, for by professing

to furnish man an all-sufficient guide and

help to conduct it makes him independent

*
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of the Church, and hy its everywhere ridi

culing rank in authority it tends, in spite

of its occasional protests of loyalty, to

bring all governments into contempt.

The sect has been repeatedly condemned

by learned and respectable men of all

countries, Protestant and Catholic. Five

bulls have been directed against it by

name—viz. " In eminenti," Clement XII.,

1738; " Providas," Benedict XIV., 1751 ;

" Ecclesiam Jesu Christi," Pius VII., 1821;

"Qui graviora," Leo XII., 1820; "Quanta

cura," Pius IX., 1804.

ntlAS. The word is a corruption of

the French frhre, the distinguishing title

of the members of the mendicant orders.

The Franciscans and Dominicans, approved

by the Holy See in 1210 and 1210 respect

ively, were the first friars ; to these Inno

cent IV. in 1246 added the Carmelites,

Alexander IV. the Augustinian hermit9

(1 256), and Sixtus IV. theilinims (1473).

Hence Chaucer speaks of " alle the ordres

foure."1 The Servites received in the fif

teenth century the same privileges as the

four mendicant orders from Martin V. and

Innocent VIII.

rROWTAL (antipendium, pnUiuni).

An embroidereij cloth which often covers

the front side of the altar. The colour,

according to the rubrics of the missal,

should vary with the feast or season. In

early times the altar was open in front, so

that there was no need of such a covering,

and even now Qavantus says it may be

dispensed with if the altar is of costly mate

rial or fine workmanship. (Gavant. P. I.,

tit. xx.)

funeral (e.requue). The follow

ing are the chief points in the funeral rite

as prescribed in the Roman Ritual. The

corpse is borne in procession with lights

to the church. The parish-priest assists

in surplice and black stole ; the clerks

carry the holy water and cross ; the coffin

is first sprinkled with holy water and the

psalm " De Profundis " recited ; then the

corpse is carried to the church while the

' Cant. Tata, Prol I. 210.

"Miserere" is said. The coffin is then placed

in the middle of the building, with the feet

to the altar if the dead person was a lay

man, the head if he was a priest. Caudles

are lighted round the coffin, and the office

and Mass of the dead, followed by the ab

solution, accompanied by aspersion and

incensation over the corpse, are said. Then

another procession, and the corpse is carried

to the tomb. At the grave the "Bene-

dictus" is sung, with the antiphon, "I

am the resurrection and the life," and a

prayer for the soul of the departed. The

body is sprinkled for the last time with

holy water, just before the prayer. The

funeral of infants is very different. The

psalms said are of praise and thanksgiving,

nor is there, of course, any prayer for the

repose of the soul. The vestments used by

the officiating clergy are white, a crown of

flowers is placed on the coffin, and the

church bells are not rung, or else rung with

a joyful tone. The Ritual speaks of these

rites as handed down by "most ancient

custom ; " and with good right. The custom

of bearing the dead body to the grave with

psalms, and the Mass for the soul of the

departed, can be traced back to very early

times ; indeed, the funeral procession is the

oldest of all, being mentioned by Fathers

such as Gregory Nazianzen, Jerome and

Chrysostom, who wrote in the age imme

diately following the heathen persecution

of the Church. The last of these Fathers

(Horn. iv. in Hebr.) notes the custom of

carrying lighted torches at these pro

cessions, and as early at least as the sixth

century (see Greg. Turon. " Vit. Patr." c.

14) the cross was carried. The practice,

on the other hand, of tolling the bell at

funerals does not date beyond the eighth

or ninth age. (See Smith and Cheetham,

Article, HuriaU.)

In the Greek rite, as given by Goar, the

clergy keep vigil and sing psalms by the

corpse. The kiss of peace is given to the

corpse or at least to the coffin, and at the

actual interment the priest sprinkles the

coffin with earth and then with oil from

the lamp, or else ashes from the censer.

G

The object of the pre

sent article is, not to write a Life of Galileo,

but to give an account, as clear as our

limits will permit, of the two condemna

tions of the doctrine of the immobility of

the sun and the rotation of the earth, pro

nounced by the Congregations of the Holy

Office (Roman Inquisition) and the Index,

with special reference to the teaching and

writing of Galileo in 1010 and 1033.

After the most material facts have been

narrated without comment, it will b>
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necessary to examine three separate points :

1. What was the precise nature of the

condemnation pronounced ? 2. What was

the character of the considerations which

appeared to the Pope and the cardinals to

justify them in pronouncing it ? 8. Was

Galileo, as some writers hava maintained,

really put to the torture P

In 1613 the great astronomer, who had

long inclined to the heliocentric 1 system of

Copernicus, published a letter addressed

to his friend the Padre Castelli, in which

he says that it is not the object of God in

the IIolv Scriptures to teach us science

and philosophy, and that the received

Ptolemaic system could no more be re

conciled to the text of Scripture than the

Oopernican. Some time afterwards, in

1615, he wrote a much longer and more

important letter to the Grand Duchess

Christina of Tuscany, in wliich he is said 2

to have endeavoured to accommodate to

the Copernican theory the various pas

sages in Scripture which seem to be in

consistent with it. This letter was not

published till 1636, but its tenor appears

to have become known to many persons.

Galileo visited Rome towards the end of

1615, and was shortly summoned before

the Congregation of the Holy Olhce. The

original minutes, showing exactly what

occurred, have been published by M. de

l'Epinois.3 On February 25, 1616, Cardinal

Miftin reported to the Congregation that

the Pope (Paul V.) had ordered that Car

dinal Bellarinine should call Galileo before

him, and should " warn him to abandon the

said opinion [of the immobility of the sun,

&c], and if he refused to obey, the Father

Commissary .... was to lay a command

upon him to abstain altogether from
•teaching or defending a doctrine and

opinion of this kind, or from dealing with

it [in any way]." If he was refractory,

he was to be imprisoned—" carceretur."

The minutes of the following day show

how all this was done, and an injunction,

as above, laid upon Galileo ; " in which

command the said Galileo acquiesced, and

promised to obey it." The prohibition of

1 The terms " heliocentric " ana " geocent

ric," :is denoting the systems which assume the

sun or the earth respectively to be the fixed

centre round winch the planets revolve, are

borrowed from two articles in the Dublm Re

view (believed to be by Dr. Ward), of which

we have made free use in the present paper:

one is headed " Copernieanism and Pope

Paul V." (April 1871); the other, "Galileo

and the Pontifical Congregations" (July 1871).

* Hallam, Lit of kurope, iii. 413.

5 Lea Pieces du JProcet de GaliUe, Rome,

Paris. 1877.

the Pope was identical in intention 1 with,

that contained in a decree of the Con

gregation of the Index dated a week later,

March 5, 1616. This decree lirst con

demns five theologico-political works, and

then goes on to eay that it has come to the

knowledge of the Sacred Congregation

"that the well-known doctrine—of Pytha

gorean origin and wholly repugnant to

the sacred Scriptures—concerning the

mobility of the earth and the immobility

of the sun," formerly taught by Copernicus

and Diego of Astorga, " was now being

spread abroad and embraced by many ;

.... therefore, lest such an opinion should

insinuate itself anymore, to the destruction

of Catholic truth, it gave sentence " that

the books of Copernicus and Diego "should

be suspended [from circulation] till they

were corrected, that the work of a certain

Foscarini upholding the same opinion

should be altogether prohibited and con

demned, " and that, all other books teach

ing the same thing were to be similarly

prohibited."

That this decree was sanctioned and

confirmed by the Pope it is impossible to

doubt. The writer of the article Galileo

in the " Encycloptedia Britannica " main

tains that its responsibility rests with a

disciplinary congregation in no sense re

presenting the Church, and that it was

never confirmed by the Pope. This view ia

untenable in view of the fact that in any

decree of one of the Sacred Congregations

confirmed and ordered to be published by

the Pope, it is the Pope himself who

speaks—not the cardinals merely—if not

always in his capacity of Universal Doctor,

yet always in that of Supreme Pastor or

ruler. That the decree was not confirmed

by Paul V. there is not, so far as we know,

the smallest shred of evidence for main

taining; and the onus probandi rests on

those who make an assertion so improbable.

Galileo was thus estopped by a decision

in which he had acquiesced, and which he

had promised not to- infringe, from pub

lishing anything more on the Copernican

theory. Some ye:irs passed; Urban VIII.

ascended the Papal chair in 1623; he was

an enlightened man, of considerable learn

ing, aud, as Cardinal Barberini, had had

much frieudlv intercourse with Galileo.

The philosopher visited Rome in 1624,

and was received with great warmth and

1 This is certain ; for Bellarmine, In the

certificate which he gave to Galileo in 1616—

of which we shall again have occasion to speak

—pays that " the declaration made by the Pope,

and published by the Sacral Contjreotttitm of tht

Index [italics ours], was notified to him," tec
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kindness by the Pope. Soon after this he

began to return to the forbidden subject ;

in an essay on sun-spots he assumed

the fact of the suns immobility. In his

famous Diafoyo on the " System of the

World," published at Florence in February

1032, he spoke out still more plainly. The

dialogue is carried on between three per

sons, Salviati, Sagredo, and Simplicio; the

last being a well-meaning ignoramus, who

supports the Ptolemaic side by arguments

manifestly futile. At the conclusion of the

work the question is in words left open ;

but the whole effect of the treatise is said

to be that of a powerful and vehement de

fence of the Oopernican theory. The book

reached Rome at the end of February

1632, and caused great excitement. The

Pope was very angry; he said that Galileo

had been ill advised ; that great mischief

might be done to religion in this way,

greater than was ever done before.' Ric-

cardi, the Master of the Apostolic Palace,

whose licence Galileo had obtained for the

printing of the book by representations

which do not seem to have been quite

straightforward, complained that argu

ments which Urban himself had used to

Galileo against the Copernican theory

were in the Dinlot/o placed in the mouth

of Simplicio, a ridiculous personage. Tbe

authority of Aristotle was in that age in

conceivably great, and Aristotle had be

lieved the earth to be immovable. The

Peripatetics—so his followers were called,

—flocked round the Pope, urged against

Galileo the breach of his promise, and the

insulting neglect of the prohibition of 1616,

and pressed for the condemnation both of

the book and its author. Urban, still

desirous of keeping the case out of the

Inquisition, appointed a commission of

theologians to examine and report on the

book. Their report was submitted in

September 1632; it was highly unfavour

able to Galileo. The Pope then wrote to

the Grand Duke of Tuscany, in whose ser-

vice Galileo was at the time, saying that

the case must go before the Inquisition,

and that the accused must come to Rome

and stand his trial. After a considerable

delav, which produced a stern letter from

Urban (December 30, 1032) to the effect

that if Galileo could travel at all he was

to be sent up to Rome in chains, the

philosopher departed from Florence and

arrived in Rome about the middle of Feb

ruary 1633, taking up his abode at the

Tuscan embassy. The trial came on in

April ; for ten days after its commence-

' L'Epinois, La (Jutst on de (Jalilee, p. 114.

ment Galileo was committed to the house

of the fiscal of the Holy Office; but on his

complaining that from his feeble state of

health he could ill bear the confinement,

he was allowed to return to the Tuscan

embassy.

The minutes of the Holy Office show

that Galileo was examined on April 12

and 30, May 10, and June 21. The report

of the commissioners, one of whom was

Melchior Inchofer, told heavily againsthim.

Melchior said that the author of the

Dialogo did not put the case in favour of

the immobility of the sun " hypothetiee,"

but " theoreiuatice," and that his having

written in Italian, so that " vulgares etiam

homines " might read it, made the matter

wonse. The disobedience to the comuiard

issued by the Holy Office in 1616 was also

much dwelt upon ; to which Galileo could

only reply by putting in the certilicate

which he had obtained at the time from

Hellarmine,1 and pleading that as the

latter had not in this expressly referred to

the injunction not to write any more on

tbe question, he had forgotten all about it.

It is probable that this was not believed,

and that some intention other than one

purely scientific was ascribed to him, as

accounting i'or his open disregard of the

prohibition of 1616. We read in the

minutes for June 16, 1633, that the Pope

ordered that Galileo should be questioned

" concerning his intention, a threat even

of torture being used to him ; and that if

he persisted in his statement (rf si susiin-

uerit), his abjuration having been first

taken, he was to be condemned," &c.

On June 21 he was examined according

to this instruction. Being asked whether

he had not held the opinion [of the im

mobility of the sun] since the decree of

1010, he said, "I do not hold and have

not held this opinion of Copernicus since it

was intimated to ine by authority (con

jyrecetto) that I must abandon it ; for the

rest, I am here in your hands: you must do

what you please." He was then warned to

speak tbe truth, otherwise the torture
•would be applied. He answered, " I am

1 Tbe certificate ends thus—after stating

that Galileo had made no abjuration, nor been

put to penance—" but only the declaration made

by the Pope and published by the Sacred Con

gelation of the Index was solemnly notified to

him, in which it is contained that the doctrine

attributed to Copernicus that the earth moves

round the sun, and that the sun remains in the

centre of the world without moving from east

to west, is contrary to the Sacred Scriptures,

and therefore cannot be defended or held. In

testimony whereof," &c.
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hero to make my submission, and I have

not held this opinion since the decision was

given, as I have said.'' He was then

allowed to withdraw. The sentence was

pronounced the next day in the convent of

the Minerva. A full narrative of what

assed may be read in a letter addressed

y the Cardinal di S. Onofrio on July 2,

1633, to the Inquisition of Venice.1 The

sentence opened with the words, " Whereas

thou, Galileo," &c, and after reciting the

proceedings of 1615 and 1616, stated that

the Holy Office appointed theologians on

that occasion as qualificators, who reported

to this effect :—

1. That the sun is the centre of the

world and immovable is a proposition ab

surd and false in philosophy, and formally

heretical, as being expressly contrary to

Holy Scripture.

2. That the earth is not the centre of

the world, nor immovable, hut that it

moves even with a diurnal motion, is in

like manner a proposition absurd and false

in philosophy, and, considered in theology,

at least erroneous in faith. The accused

is reminded that, after Bellarmine had

advised and admonished him, the then com

missary of the Inquisition told him that

he could not defend nor teach that doc

trine any more, either orally or in writing.

In publishing the Dialogo he had mani

festly disobeyed the precept, and in con

sequence of the publication, the tribunal

understood, the said opinion was spreading

more and more. He had acted disingenu

ously in saying nothing about the precept

when he applied for the licence to print.

Mistrusting him, the tribunal had thought

it right to proceed to the rigorous examen

(" rigoroso esame ") in which he had

answered as a Catholic should (" rispon-

desti cattolicamente "). " We therefore,"

Sroceeds the tribunal, "say, pronounce,

eclare, &c, that you, Galileo, have made

yourself vehemently suspect of heresy to

this Holy Office—i.e. of having believed

and held a doctrine false and contrary to

the sacred and divine Scriptures." He had

therefore incurred all the usual penalties ;

nevertheless the tribunal would absolve

him if he abjured and detested the said

errors. But as a warning to others, they

ordered : 1, that his Dialogo should be

prohibited : 2, that he should be " for

mally " imprisoned9 during the pleasure of

the Holy Office; 3, that he should say

1 Printed in Venturis Memorit e Lettere

Jnedite (Modena, 1818).

' Under restraint, but not in * material

prison.

once a week for three years to come, the

seven penitential psalms. Galileo then

abjured the condemned opinion,1 and swore

never to promote it in future, and to de

nounce to the Holy Office any whom he

might find maintaining it.

Harsh as this sentence sounds, the fact

is that Galileo was treated with little that

can be called severity for the remainder of

his life. He resided at first at Siena,

afterwards in his own villa at Arcetri,

near Florence. He was so far under re

straint thnt he was not allowed to go into

the city, nor to remove elsewhere without

permission ; but within his own house and

grounds he seems to have been left entirely

free. Milton visited him at Arcetri in

1638 or 1639. "There [i.e. in Italy] I

found and visited the famous Galileo,

grown old, a prisoner to the Inquisition."*

Perhaps Milton did not mean to mislead,

but the common inference drawn from his

words has been, that he found Galileo

immured in the dungeons of the Inquisi

tion,9 instead of living as a private gentle

man in his own country house. The

philosopher died at an advanced age at

Arcetri in 1642.

Such, in brief outline, were the fact*

of this celebrated condemnation. Before

considering the motives actuating those

who pronounced it, let us examine what

the sentence itself amounted to. Did the

Roman Pontiff, at any stage of these pro

ceedings, pronounce ex cathedra that the

theory of Copernicus was wrong, and that

the earth was the fixed centre of the world ?

The writer in the " Dublin Review " already

referred to appears to us to make it quite

plain that the Roman Pontiff did nothing

of the kind. Whether the decrees of Pon

tifical congregations on matters of doc

trine, in which there is a clause expressly

asserting the Papal sanction, are or are not

to be regarded as e.r cathedra and infallible

judgments, is a point, according to the

reviewer, on which theologians are not

entirely agreed ; but no one, he adds, has

ever doubted that decrees not containing

this clause are not to be regarded as de

cisions e.r cathedra. Now, the decree of

1 The clever fiction which makes him say

at this point, Eppur n amove (" And vet it

[the earth] does move"), first appeared, ac

cording to the writer in the Enc. Brit., in an

Historical Dictionary, published at Caen in

1789.

9 Areopagitica.

5 Thns Dr. Johnson says, in his Life of

Milton, " He had perhaps given some offence by

visiting Galileo, then a prisoner in the Jnquisi~

Hon [italics ouraj for philosophical heresy.

i;
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tbe Congregation of the Index of Mnrcli 5,

1616, does not contain the clause ; it can

not, therefore, be regarded as defining ex

cathedra.

What, then, does the decree decide or

do P It decides that the theory of Coper

nicus is " false " and " entirely contrary to

Scripture," and that the books which teach

it are to be prohibited. To this must be

added the language used by tbe Holy

Office in the preamble of their sentence, as

given in a previous paragraph. It is

abundantly clear that both Pontifical con

gregations held that the opinion about the

earth's motion now universally received

was false and contrary to Scripture, and

that no Catholic could hold it without

falling into heresy. The reviewer main

tains that it was natural and inevitable

that they should so regard it, seeing that

the obvious sense of Scripture is unques

tionably opposed to the Copernieaii theory,

and only "some overwhelming scientific

probability" (p. 150) could render it legiti

mate to override the obvious in favour of

an unobvious sense. Later researches have

supplied this overwhelming probability,

and consequently all Catholics now " admit

that the Holy Ghost for wise purposes

.... permitted the sacTed writers to

express themwlves in language which was

literally true as understood by them, but

was figurative in the highest degree as

intended by Him." (Ib.)

The reviewer moreover contends that,

although all Catholics were bound to as

sent to the decrees, they were not thereby

obliged to hold the geocentric theory as an

article of divine faitli—i.e. with an assent

excluding all doubt. To maintain the con

tradictory of this proposition would be ab

surd, since the heliocentric theory was al

lowed to be proposed hypothetically, but, t lie

Church would never lor a moment allow

even the hypothetical maintenance 1 of an

opinion contrary to an article of faith. For

instance, what impossibility is grea'er than

that, since 1854, the Church should allow

any Catholic theologian to maintain, as a

hypothesis, that the doctrine of the Imma

culate Conception is untrue ? hut that

the heliocentric theory might be hypo

thetically propounded after the decree of

1016 is indisputable. For, first, Galileo

deposed before the Holy Office in 163.'! *

that in 1C16 Cardinal Bellarmine spoke

approvingly, both as to him and Coper

nicus, of their holding the opinion of the

1 Except for the purpose of a reduetio ud ab-

ntrdum, which of course is not here in question.

' L'Epinois, La Piieet, &&, p. 00.

movement of the earth " ex gttjyjwsitione

and not absolutely." Secondly, the same

Dellarmine declared in 1020, "that if a

scientific proof of Copernicanism were dis

covered, scripture should then be Coper-

nically interpreted ; " 1 and the theologian

Amort, writing in 1734, expressed himself

to the same eflect.a Thirdly, the report

of Melchior Inchofer speaks of "the

reasons by which Galileo assertively,

absolutely, and not hypothetically ....

maintains the motion of the earth ; "

whence it may be inferred to maintain it

hypothetically would not have been cen

surable.'

II. The meaning and effect of the

decrees being what we have described, the

question arises, Was there any urgent, and

at the same time justifiable, motive for

issuing them at all r Alter all, it may be

said, the opinion condemned by the decrees

has come to be universally believed ; was

it not therefore a mistake, to say the least,

to attempt thus to suppress it? Has not

the logic of events proved that course to

be wrong ? Such questions as these will I

be diHerently answered according to the

varying estimates which people may form

of the value of a stable religious convic

tion. The Pope and the cardinals believed

in 1016 that if everyone might freely

teach, at universities or by printed books,

that the earth revolved round the sun, a

great weakening of religious faith would

ensue, owing to the apparent inconsistency

of such teaching with a number of welt

krown passages in the liible. They might

remember that Giordano Bruno, an ardent

Copernican, had also taught pantheism

with equal ardour. The standing danger

on the side of Protestantism was, they

might think, sufficiently formidable, with

out the addition to it—while it could still

be staved off-—of a danger on the side of

physical science. At the present day the

youth of Italy listen to infidel lectures

and read bad books without restriction;

one single book of this kind, Kenan's Vie

de JittuA, is said to have caused loss of

faith to innumerable readers in Spain and

Italy. With loss of faith there comes

too often, as we all know, a shipwreck in

morals. Are the young Italians of to-day,

whom no one thinks of shielding from the

knowledge of attacks on Christianity,

morally purer and intellectually stronger

than their partially-protected predecessors

of the seventeenth century ? We are not

in a position to answer the question ; but

> Dub. Rev., vol. Ixix., p. 164.
• lb., p. 162. * L'Epinois, p. 76.
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those who believe that the case is uot so,

but much otherwise, may well approve the

solicitude of the rulers of the Church at the

former period —when the repression of bad

books was still possible—to protect the

Christian faith ot the rising generation of

Italians. Few Catholics would hesitate

to say, even now, that it would have been

to the unspeakable advantage of European

society and individual souls, if the bad

book by Kenan just adverted to had been

summarily suppressed at its birth, and the

writer imprisoned, at least " formally."

Far be it from us so to disparage the

honoured name of Galileo as to suggest for

a moment that the two cases are parallel.

Galileo was a Christian all along, and

could no more have written the sentimental

impieties of the Vie de Jesus than could

Urban VIII. himself. Still there can be

no doubt that the Pope and cardinals—

besides thinking his personal behaviour

censurable, because he had broken a dis

tinct promise and disregarded a solemn

warning—believed that the interests of

religion required thatCopernicanism should

be no otherwise taught than as a scientific

hypothesis. The decrees, it is true, say

nothing as to a hypothetical propounding;

to them the Copernican theory is simply

false. But this is the usual style of all

disciplinary tribunals. The words of

Bellarmine before quoted leave no doubt as

to the Church'smind,and an important step

towards their realisation was taken when in

1757—the Newtonian philosophy which

involves the centrality of the sun having

been favourably received at Home—Bene

dict XIV. suspended the decree of the Con

gregation of the Index above described.1

III. One more question remains—

whether Galileo was or was not tortured

in the course of his examination. It is

extremely painful to read of torture being

even threatened to a man so warmly loved

by a host of friends, and to whom science

was under such profound obligations.

However, one may feel reasonably con

fident that it was no more than a threat.

M. l'Epinois (La Question de OalUie, p.

104) enters fully into the question, and

shows ( 1 ) that no one in the seventeenth cen-

1 There need be no question at to the sin

cerity of the Pope ami cardinals in repudiating

O'pernicanisin. So tar as was then known, the

appearances of nature might be equ.-illy well ex

plained on either theory, and Scripture in its

obvious meaning agnu-d with one and not with

the other. Neither Bacon, nor Tycho Brnhe.

nor Descartes, accepted the Co]>ernican theory.

Milton, in the Paradise Lott, wavers between

the two systems.

tury ever said or thought, so far as appears,

that Galileo had been actually tortured ;

(w) that a special "interlocutory sentence"

of the judge must have been given before

the application of the torture, and that of

such sentence there is no trace ; (3) that

even if such sentence had been given,

Galileo might have legally appealed against

it on the ground of age and ill-health, and

that his appeal must have been allowed.

For these and several other reasons which

we have not space to analyse, L'Epinois

considers that it is scarcely possible to

doubt that the torture, though threatened,

was not actually administered.

OA1.J.TCAX UTUR6IS8. [See

Liturgies.]

OAUIOUIW, The tendency to

enlarge the prerogatives of a national

church—in the particular case, of the

church of France—and to restrict pro

portionately the authority of the Holy

See. It was this tendency which was

exemplified alike in the Harlays and Le

Telliers in France, and the Gardiners,

Heaths, and Bonners among Anglicans.

The habit of thinking of Rome as a power

to be kept in check rather than loved and

obeyed, produces a desire to restrict its

authority in all directions, in regard to

doctrine no less than discipline. Hence a

secondary phase of Gallicanism was—the

tendency to exalt the authority of a gene

ral council, and to depress correspondingly

that of the Pope.

Gallicanism in the first sense is the

natural growth of a state of things in

which despotic kings and corrupt metro

politans play into each other's hands, in

order to dispose of Church property, patron

age and influence as they please. For

three hundred years after the death of

Charlemagne, such kings and such metro

politans were but too common, both in

France and Germany. The wealth of

the metropolitan sees being very great,

princes used often to contrive that their

brothers or their illegitimate sous should

be appointed to them ; often, too, they

would sell the nomination for a large sum ;

and in that turbulent age the simoniacal

intruder was generally able for many

years, perhaps for a lifetime, to set the

canons at nought and retain the benefice.

The bishops, less exposed to corrupting

influences than the metropolitans, main

tained discipline as well as they could ;

but episcopal decisions were often referred

by appeal to metropolitans, and were re

viewed—when these had been appointed

in the manner above described—in no
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equitable or conscientious spirit. A metro

politan decided a cause, perLaps for money,

against a bisliop ; what was the bishop to

do t Appeal to Rome, of course, whence

he might hope to obtain a final and over

riding sentence, quashing the unjust judg

ment of the metropolitan. Against such

appeals the latter, and his prince also,

would naturally protest. Why should not

the bishop be content with a decision given

in the highest ecclesiastical court in the

country, and approved by the civil power?

Why should he go to Rome ? Ilere we

have Gallicanism at its fountain head.

The opposite view—that which makes

Rome the mother and mistress of all

churches, and persists in regarding her as

qualified to review all causes and redress

all wrongs in matters ecclesiastical—

though sometimes called Ultramontane,

has been adopted by all the saints, and all

clear-sighted Catholics, in every age of

the Church. It comes out forcibly [False

Decretals] in the pseudo-Isidorian com

pilation, a work of the ninth century, and

it dictated the celebrated Concordat of

Worms (1122), where the right of the

Pope to intervene in the appointment of

all bishops was distinctly recognised.

For many generations those ecclesias

tics in France who desired to uphold the

royal power, and strengthen the preroga

tives of the national church, were content

to appeal to the old canonical practice (usus

canonum, observantia juris antiqui) against

what they regarded as Roman encroach

ments. Gradually—asaconsequence. partly

of the contest between Boniface VIII. and

Philip le Del, partly of the declarations

made in the Councils of Constance and

Basle—two principles began to be enun

ciated by the national party : one, that the

King of France wns absolutely independent

of the Pope in all temporal matters ; the

other, that the Papal power was not abso

lute, must be exercised within the limits

of the canons, and was infeiior to that of

a general council. By the Pragmatic

Sanction of 1438, passed at Bourges, the

Gallican church, in union with the king,

adopted the decrees of the Council of

Basle abolishing Papal reservations and

expectatives, and restricting appeals to

Rome to the causa majwres. Many Popes

protested against the Pragmatic Sanction ;

but it was maintained till the date of the

concordat (1616) between Leo X. and

Francis I., and although it was then

abolished, several of its provisions continued

to be in force. On the whole, there was in

the sixteenth century a large body of cus

toms and privileges, more or less ancient,

which the courtly portion of the clergy de

lighted to speak ofas the "Gallican liberties."

A crisis came in the seventeenth century.

Through the arbitrary extension by Louis

XIV. of the royal right called Regalia [see

that article], a collision occurred bet ween

the Crown and two bishops, those of Aleth

and Paniiers. The bishops excommuni

cated the Crown nominees ; the metropoli

tans of Toulouse and Narbonne, on being

appealed to, cancelled the sentences of the

bishops; these last then appealed to- Rome,

and Innocent XI. annulled the decisions

of the metropolitans. In these circum

stances an assembly of the French clergy

was convened. Bossuet, just elected to

the See of Meaux, was requested to preach

the opening, sermon; he delivered the

celebrated discourse "On the Unity of the

Church ; " concerningwhich there is nothing

more remarkable than that the man who

defended so eloquently the rights of the

chair of Peter should a few days after

wards sign the Gallican Articles.

These Articles, four in number, were

drawn up in March 1682, and are to the

following effect :—

The first denied that Peter and his

successors had received any power from

God extending to civil and temporal affairs,

declared that kings were subject to no

ecclesiastical power in temporals, and

denied the deposing power of the Pope.

[Deposing Powek.J

The second ratifies the third and fourth

sessions of the Council of Constance [see

that article] concerning the. authority of

the council relatively to that of the Pope,

and denies that these sessions refer only to

the time of the schism.

The third asserts the force and validity

of the laws, customs, and constitutions

of the realm and of the Gallican church.

The fourth is as follows : " The Pope

has the principal share in questions of

faith ; his decrees regard all the churches

and each church in particular ; neverthe

less liisjudgment is not irreformable, unless

the consent of the Church be added." 1

The question of the Regalia tell into

the background, after the publication of

the Articles of 1682 ; besides, the bishops

would not oppose the Court, and the Tope

could not successfully vindicate the rights

of the French church without some help

1 It is scarcely necessary to remark, that to
adhere to this last proposition of the fourth

article, since the promulgation of the constitu

tion Btmuinutn I'tmtijicem nt the Vatican Coun

cil, would amount to formal heresy.
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from its leaders. It will be observed that

the two tendencies of Gallicanism—that

which would limit the action of Rome in

discipline, and that which would place its

authority below that of a general council

in doctrine—were both broadly affirmed in

these articles. The Spanish, Flemish, and

Italian clergy repudiated them ; Alexander

VIII. (1690) pronounced them null and

void; Clement IX. (1716), and afterwards

Pius VI. renewed the condemnation.

Louis XIV. withdrew in 1692 the edict

by which he had approved the four

articles ; but he did so, not on the ground

that they were condemned by the Holy

See, and unsafe for Christians to hold, but

because the particular conjunction of

affairs which gave rise to them had passed

away.

Far from ushering in a period of

greater freedom for the French church,

the declaration of 1682 was merely another

link in the chain which politicians and

lawyers had long been forging, for the

enslavement of the Church to the laity.

Fenelon wrote: "In practice the King of

France is more the head of the Church

than the Pope. Liberty towards the Pope :

servitude towards the king. The king's

power over the Church has fallen into the

hands of the civil tribunals. Laymen

lord it over the bishops. Secular judges

go so far as to examine even those Papal

bullswhich relate onlyto matters of faith."

Jansenism, in so far as it fostered in

subordination towards the Holy See,

co-operated with Gallicanism. When the

Revolution came, and the doctrinaires of

the Convention produced the Civil Con

stitution of the Clergy (see that article),

they were only pushing the worst side of

Gallicanism to its logical outcome. But

the great majority of the French clergy

saw and recoiled from the snare, and from

the day that they did so Gallicanism was

doomed. In our own day, there has, in

deed, been a party among the French clergy

which has been less Ultramontane than

the rest; hence the "inopportunist*' oppo

sition at the Vatican Council. But the

definition of the Infallibility of the Pope

has made the doctrinal basis of Gallican

ism formal heresy ; and the breach made

by the revolution in the ecclesiastical tra

ditions of France, the suppression of the

old tribunals, and the generally deepened

apprehension in Catholic society of the

rights and divinely founded authority of

the Papacy, combine to render it unlikely

that even the Gallican temper, in relation

to the supreme ecclesiastical authority on

the one hard and the civil power on the

other, will ever reappear on any large

scale in the Church.

OAVOBA, COTTWCIX. OF. We

possess the twenty-one canons of this

council, which was held at Gangra, the

capital of Paphlagonia, but its precise date

is unknown. The chief intention of the

canons is that of condemning the false

asceticism of Eustathius of Sebaste, or

rather of his followers [see Etjstathiaics]

Eustathius no longer held the See of

Sebaste in 380, and some have thought

that he was deposed by this Council of

Gangra ; if that were so, its date would

probably be 379 pt 380—not earlier, be

cause St. Basil, who died in 379, makes no

mention of it. It anathematises those

who out of spiritual pride and a false con

ception of purity blamed marriage, and

despised those who were married ; at the

same time it guards itself from being sup

posed not to honour and admire virginity

and continence, when embraced with

humility and charity. (Fleury, " Hist, du

Christ. Book xvii. ; Smith and Wace,

"Christian Biography," art. Eustathiut,)

OBHEHWA. [See Hell.]

OEVEBAL (ot an Order). From the

foundation of the orders of friars it

became usual for religious orders and

congregations of men to be under the

rule of a general superior, usually elected

in general chapter for three years, or some

other fixed term. In the Society of Jesus

the general is elected for life. The Bene

dictine order, as such, is not governed by

a general ; but a precedency of rank is

accorded to the abbot of Monte Cassino,

who is styled " Abbas abbatutn." Most,

if not all, of the congregations that have

sprung from the Benedictine order, or

grown up within it (e.g. the orders of

Cluny and Citeaux, and the congregation

of St. Maur), have established generalates.

In such cases, the general has been

usually the abbot of the mother house,

as at Cluny ; hence the title " Abbas

generalis."

The prelates of regular orders enjoy

special powers and privileges. A gen

eral has ordinary spiritual jurisdiction

over his subjects in tUroque foro. Gener

als and provincials have the same power

of absolution in reserved cases, in rela

tion to their subjects, which bishops have

in relation to their diocesans. Generals

can reserve to themselves eleven cases

(specified in the decree of Clement VIII.,

1593), but not more, without the consent

of the chapter general. Although neither
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abbots nor superiors of orders were sum

moned to the first six general councils,

yet from the date of the seventh onwards,

exemptions from episcopal control having

been freely granted to religious orders by

the Holy See, the custom was gradually

established that, not only abbots with

quasi-episcopal jurisdiction, but also the

generals of orders, "should be present at

a general synod as judges, and subscribe

its decrnes, having a decisive vote, and

the right of defining/'1 Seven generals

of religious orders subscribed the decrees

of Trent.

These powers and privileges of regu

lar prelates are shared in part by the

Superiors General of regular and secular

clerks, such as the Theatines, Barnabites,

Redemptorists, Passionists, &c. Several

modern congregations of women have

also general superiors, but their canonical

position is of course quite different.

Generals are forbidden by the law to

enter without necessity the convents of

nuns subject to them ; their visitations

of such convents are, as a rule, to be

made not oftener than once a year. Nor

can they hear the confessions of such

nuns without the approbation of the

bishop. Nor can they, on pain of excom

munication, grant any office or dignity,

or remit any punishment, to one of their

subjects at the instance of any person

outside the order, whatever the rank of

that person may be.

(Ferraris, Regularis Pralotut, ReJig.

Regulare* ; Tamburinus, " De Jure Abba-

tum," Rome, 1629.)

CEITEKAX. CONFESSION. A

confession of sins committed by the peni

tent since baptism, so far as they can be

remembered. Such a confession is of

course necessary in the case of those who

have made no previous confession, or whose

previous confessions have been invalid—e.g.

because they wilfully concealed a mortal

sin or were wanting in true and supernatu

ral sorrow. It is advisable if the validity

of the past confessions is very doubtful.

But sometimes persons repent in a general

confession sins for which they have al

ready received absolution, although there is

no reason to consider this absolution inva

lid. Moral theologians and ascetical writers

admit the utility of this practice in certain

cases. Thus a person may reasonably desire

to make such a confession in order to obtain

direction when he proposes to enter on a

new state of life ; or, again, to acquire deeper

humility and a better knowledge of him-

» Tamburinus, i. 368.

B

self. Hence it is common to make a gene

ral confession before first communion, or

dination, religious profession, &c. But

the practice of frequently making general

confessions leads to great loss of time, oc

casions scruples, and is stronglvdiscouraged

by spiritual authors and prudent confessors.

OEHTjrx.EXXOXr (the bending of the

knee) is a natural sign of adoration or re

verence. It is frequently used in the

ritual of the Church. Thus the faithful

genuflect in passing before the tabernacle

where the Blessed Sacrament is reserved ;

the priest repeatedly genuflects at Mass in

adoration of the Eucharist, also at the

mention of the Incarnation in the Creed,

&c. Genuflexion is also made as a sign of

profound respect before a bishop on cer

tain occasions. A double genuflexion—i.e.

one on both knees—is made on entering or

leaving a church, where the Blessed Sacra

ment is exposed.

The early Christians prayed standing

on Sundays, and from Easter till Pente

cost, and only bent the knee in sign of

penance ; hence a class of penitents were

known as Genuflectentes. A relic of this

penitential use of genuflection survives,

according to Gavantus (P. I. tit. 16;, in the

practice enjoined by the rubric of genu

flecting at the verse " Adjuva nos," in the

Tract of Masses during Lent.

GHOST. Among the ancient Greeks,

Romans, and Germans, the belief in appa

ritions of departed spirits was widely

spread. In the Old Testament there are

many allusions to necromancers, who

professed to summon up the spirits of the

dead; and possibly in 1 Reg. xxviii. 7, we

have the account of a real apparition.

Some of the Fathers (e.g. Justin and Origen)

suppose that Samuel s ghost really did

appear to Saul when he consulted the witch

of Endor ; others {e.g. Tertullian and

Jerome) regard the supposed appearance of

Samuel's spirit as a diabolical imposture.

Many apparitions of saints after death are

recorded in the history of the Church.

The theological principles on the

matter are stated by St. Thomas, " Summ."

Supp. qu. 69, a. 3. According to the

natural course of things, no soul can leave

heaven or hell, even for a time, or quit

purgatory till its purification is completed.

But God may permit departed souls to

appear on earth for many wise reasons—

e.g. that the saints may help men ; that

the sight of lost souls may warn them ;

that the spirits in purgatory may obtain

prayers. St. Thomas even thiuks that

God has communicated to the saints a

B
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permanent power of appearing on earth

when they please.

OHOST, HOLT. [See Tbihitt and

Macedonism.]

OXX.SB, OTTXXDS (A.-S. gildan, to

pay). The history of the word is obscure ;

in the Anglo-Saxon poems inscribed to

Caedmon— Genesis and Daniel—gild or

gyld is used in the sense of " sacrifice,"

and also of" idol." Among the Teutons

of the north its original meaning is said

to have heen " sacrificial feast." 1 Yet so

early as the time of Ina it is used in one

of the three allied senses attached to it by-

Christian civilisation—namely, that of a

society of contributing members associated

for mutual help and assurance. By the

laws of Ina, no were, or compensation for

blood, was due to the guild-^men (gegyld-

an) of a stranger, whom some ono

might have slain in the honest belief that

he was a robber.2 At a later period we

meet with these Frith-gilds under the

names of Frith-borg and Frank-pledge,

when their relation to the existing system

of public justice, and responsibility lor

the good conduct of their members, is the

single point in their association considered.

The passages in the Laws of Ina which

mention gegyldan, if carefully weighed,

aeera to point to a general system of as

sociation, for the exacting and payment

of were-gilds due from, or in respect of

any of the members, which was probably

common to all Teutonic communities, and

dated hack to the times of paganism. The

vonjuratores of the Salic and Ripuarian

laws may lie regarded as the Frankish

equivalent to the grt/t/ldim of Ina.* On

this ancient foundation were grafted the

religious rites and kindly custonH, gradu

ally developed in a hundred beautiful

ways, of the mediaeval Gild?, which in no

country of Europe flourished so much as

in England.

The geldonice or confratrice of the

Oarolingian times [Coxfraterxitt] were

gilds to all intents and purposes, but the

imperial legislation discountenanced thein,

and their precise rules and constitution

are little known. The first extant char

ter of a gild is that by which in the

reign of Canute, Orcy gives the guild-hall

(gegyld-healle) at Abbotsbury in Dorset,

" for God's love and St. Peter's," to the

gyldtcipe of the place.4 Every guildsman

(gegylda) was to pay annually, three

1 Brentano j see end of art.

* I.e^es Ina), 21.

* Guizot, Cimlitation en France, lect ix. x.

* Kemble, Cod. Dipl. 942.

days before St. Peter's Mass, one penny,

or a pennyworth of wax. On the eve of

the feast every two guildsmen were to

bring one large loaf, well sifted and raised,

for the common almsgiving. Five weeks

before the same festival each member had

to bring a measure of clean wheat, and

within three days afterwards, a load of

wood. On the death of any member,

each of his fellows was to pay "one

penny at the corpse for the soul." These

were the "Mass pence," of which we hear

so much in later times. Other rules pro

vided for an annual feast, for almsgiving,

the nursing of sick members, the decent

burial of the dead, &c. The ends of the

gild appear here to be purely religious

and social ; yet, in the somewhat later

charter of a Cambridge gild, the old prin

ciple of mutual assurance against crime

and its penalties receives marked illustra

tion. Gradually this feature disappears,

and the gild assumes the aspect of "a

voluntary association of those living

near together, who joined for a common

purpose, paying contributions, worship

ping together, feasting together periodi

cally, helping one another in sickness and

poverty, and frequently united for the

pursuit of a special object," 1 usually a

religious one. These objects the gilds

continued to promote down to the Re

formation, when they were destroyed

and plundered.2

1 he Frith Gilds, as we have seen,

came first ; out of them grew what some

have called the Religious, some the Social

Gilds. In Norfolk alone there were 909

gilds of this class. Out of these pro

ceeded in the 13th and 14th centuries, the

[ Trade Gilds, divided into Gild-mer-

chante and Craft-gilds.

Every gild had its distinct livery ;

hence the name of the " Livery Com

panies " of London. Five of the Canter-

I bury pilgrims, the Haberdasher, Carpen-

I ter, Weaver, Sec, are described as —

clothed in oo [one] lyvere"

Of a solempne and gret fraternite,

I or religious gild. The Craft Gilds of a

city would often combine together, and

each undertake to represent one scene in

a great religious drama or miracle-play.

» F.ncy. Brit. art. " Gilds."

* Mr. Toulmin Smith, who looks with in

dulgence on the dissolution of the monasteries,

is indignant at the spoliation of these lay in

stitutions ; *' A case of pure wholesale robbery

and plunder ; " ... " no page so black in

English history," &c. &c—Eng. UUdi, p. xlii.
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Hence came tbe " Chester Plays," written

by Dan Randal of Chester Abbey, aud

exhibited by twenty-four tiades or craft-

gilds of the city.1 (See the interesting

volume " English Gilds," containing the

original ordinances of more than a hun

dred of them, and edited by Mr. Toulmin

Smith for the Early English Text Society

[1870], with a preface by Dr. Luis Bren-

tano.)

OIBDLE (cingulum, balteum, {a>mj).

A cord with which the priest or other

cleric binds his alb. It is the symbol of

continence and self-restraint, as is said

by Innocent III., and implied in the

prayer which the priest about to celebrate

Mass is directed to use while he ties the

girdle round his waist. The Congregation

of Rites (January 22, 1701) lays it down

that the girdle should be of linen rather

than of silk, though it may also be

(S.R.C., December 23, 1862) of wool.

Usually it is white, but the use of coloured

girdles, varying with the colour of the

vestments, is permitted (S.R.C., January

8, 1700).

As to the orgin of the girdle, its use

was common among Greeks and Romans

in their daily life, and thence took its

* place, as a matter of course, among the

liturgical vestments ; but it is not till

the beginning of the middle ages that we

meet with liturgical girdles richly adorned.

Anastasius, in the ninth century, mentions

muranuke—i.e. jewelled girdles in the

shape of lampreys or eels. We also read

of girdles variegated with gold, and of

others (zotu? lileratee) with letters or

words woven in. The Greek girdle is

shorter and broader than ours, and often

richly adorned. (See Benedict XIV. " De

Miss.;" LeBrun; Hefele, " Beitrage.")

GXiEBI! (gleba). Land permanently

devoted to the sustentation of the incum

bent of a particular parish. The word

gleba is used for a farm or estate in the

Theodosian code. In the body of tbe

canon law it means tbe land which, along

with a hou.-e, constituted the ecclesiastical

mrmmt of right appertaining to a benefice.

Mediteval charters present many instances

of this use of the word ; thus Simon

Islip, archbishop of Canterbury, in a

charter dated about 1360, says, " Item

habebit vicarius duas acras terra? arabilis

de dote sibi de gleba ipsius ecclesise jux*a

ipsam ecclesiam jacentes " (the vicar shall

have as his endowment two acres of

arable land adjoining the church, out

1 Wright's Chttter Play; edited for the

Shakspere Society, 1843.

of the glebe of the church itself). 1 The

fee-simple of a glebe was in abeyance ;

the freehold was in the incumbent. A

glebe could not be alienated without the

bishop's permission. The canon law recog

nises only four justifying causes for such

alienation—(1) necessity, as when the

church is overburdened with debt; (2)

an opening for an advantageous exchange ;

(3) to redeem captives or feed the poor

in time of famine ; (4) incommodity—

e.g. when the land is so far off that ita

produce cannot be gathered without great

expense. ( Ferraris, Alienatio.)

GLORIA IN BXCBX.SXS. [See

DOXOLOGY.]

OIiOBU PATSI. [See DOXOLOGY.]

OZ.OSSA OBDINAKIA and XV-

TERLINEAKIS. Originally the word

gloss (yXio-o-u) was used—e.g. by Aristotle

—to signify a bard word in the text of

an author, the explanation being called

glossema (yXaxrvijua). However, asearlv

at least as Quintilian, we tind the difficult

word called " glossema," and the inter

pretation of it " gloss,'' and the latter use

continued during the middle ages, and has

passed into the languages of modern

Europe. A Glossariurn was distinguished

from an ordinary lexicon by the fact that

it contained only the difficult words of the

language. Hesychiue, an Alexandrian

grammarian of the fourth century, pub

lished such a Glossariurn, though he calls

it a lexicon in the preface. The glosses

which illustrate the language of Scripture

were collected by Ernesti from the works

of Hesychius, Suidas (an author otherwise

unknown.of the tenth century ),Phavorinus

(an Italian Benedictine, died 1537, a pupil

of the Greek Lascaris), as well as from

the " Etymologicum Magnum," by an un

known author of the eleventh century,

and published at Leipsic in 1785-6 under

the title " Glossse Sacra Hesychii," &c.

There are two celebrated Glosses on

the Vulgate. The former is the " Glossa

Ordinaria." by Walafrid Strabo, a German,

born in 807. He had some knowledge of

Greek and made use of many Patristic

authors, especially of Origen, Augustine,

Jerome, Ambrose, Gregory the Great, Isi

dore of Seville, Bede, Aleuin, Rabanus

Mauruv^c. His object is to give the literal

meaning, though he adds sometimes the

mystical, and here and there the moral,

sense. This Gloss is quoted as a high au

thority by St. Thomas and other school

men, and it was known as " the Tongue of

Holy Scripture." Indeed, from the ninth

1 Twyaden, Decern Script., p. 209C.

b2
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to the seventeenth century it was the fa

vourite commentary on the Bible. The

" Postilla" of Nicolas of Lyra (died 1340)

and the " Additiones "of Paulus Burgensis

were merely appended to it.
The second Gloss, the '• Interlinearis,"

by Anselm, Scholasticus and dean of

Luon (died 1117), derived its name from

being written over the words in the Vul

gate text. Anselm had some acquaintance

with Hebrew, as well as with Greek, and

his Gloss also had a great reputation. Very

often the " Gloss* ordinaria " was inserted

in the margin, at the top and at the sides,

the Gloss of Anselm wasplaced between the

lines of the Vulgate, while from the four

teenth century onwards the " Postilla " of

Nicolas of Lyra and the "Additiones" of

Paulus Burgensis were placed at the foot

of each page. A fine edition of the Vul-

gute, " cum glossis, interlineari et ordi

naria, Nic. Lyrani postillis et morali-

tatihus, Burgensis additionibus et Thuringi

replicis," was printed at Venice iu 1588.

The Douay theologians published an im

proved edition in 1617. The last and

best is that edited by the Benedictine

Leander a Sto. Martino, Antwerp, 1634.

Each of these three editions is in six folio

volumes.

glossator (a barbarous word

formed from the Greek y\5><r<ra, tongue).

The writer of a " Gloss " or explicative

commentary on the text of some authori

tative document, legal or theological.

The early gloss-writers only pretended to

clear up difficulties connected with the

words used, not those of the subject^

matter.

On the writers of glosses on the Vul

gate see Glossa Ordinaria. In the

twelfth century a school of interpreters

of the Koman or civil law [OrviL Law]

arose at Bologna. The first of these,

Irnerius, was a native of that city ; besides

lecturing on jurisprudence, about 1120,

he enriched the law books which he used

with a gloss, or short running interpreta

tion. Many other jurists took up the

same business of glossing the Roman law,

an occupation thoroughly practical and

useful in an age when politics and trade

and every sort of civic activity flourished

among the free Italian commonwealths.

In the next century the celebrated Accur-

sius, or Accorso, who, though a native

of Florence, taught in the university of

Hologna, selecting from among the glossers

tbo-e whose works he thought most suit

able for his purpose, compiled his great

" Corpus Juris Glossatum," in which, with

great acuteness and extraordinary ac

quaintance with the whole body of

Justinianian law, he labours to solve

difficulties and reconcile apparent incon

sistencies. Accursius died in 1260. "His

great compilation," says Hallam, " made

an epoch in the annals of jurisprudence.

It put an end in great measure to the

oral explanations of lecturers, which had

prevailed before. It restrained at the

same time the ingenuity of interpretation.

The glossers became the sole authorities,

so that it grew into a maxim—No one

can go wrong who follows a gloss ; and

some said, a gloss was worth a hundred

texts." Yet the writings of Accursius

and his forerunners are full of ridiculous

philological and historical blunders (such

as deriving " Tiber " from " Tiberius ;"

supposing that Justinian lived before

Christ, &c), which, though they have

little to do with their value as jurists,

appear to have been the cause why, after

the revival of learning, they were so much

discredited. In the fourteenth century,

Bartolus and Paul of Castro rose to emi

nence as leaders among the " scholastic

jurists ; " thev were thinkers of great

power, who invented innumerable dis

tinctions, and imagined and solved everv

sort of case which the law-text suggested".

After the publication of the " Decretum"

of Gr.itian, gloss-writers began to deal

with the canon law as they had with the

civil, the great object always being to

make it consistent with itself, and work

able in the courts. The glosser Pauco-

palea gave his name to the well-known

gloss or commentary, called Palea. The

Decretals were glossed, among others, by

Sinibaldi Fieschi, afterwards Innocent

IV. Andrea did the same service for the

Sext, and Zabarella for the Clementines.

Of all these early jurists and their writ

ings, a connected account was given by

Pancii olo (t 1590) in his " De Claris Juris

Interpretibus." (Hallam," Lit. of Europe,"

Part I., ch. i. ; Rosshirt, in Wetzer and

Welte.)

gnosticism (yvSnris) is a name

given to the doctrine held by a large num

ber of sects whicli flourished towards the

close of the first and during the whole of

the second century after Christ. These

bodies differed from each other in many

important respects, but the words Gnostic

and Gnosticism indicate the common cha

racteristic which united them in a certain

sense to each other, and mark the common

principle of their opposition to the Catho

lic Church. In itself, of course, yr&trw, or
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Gnosticism, means no more than " know

ledge," but even in the Epistles of St. Paul

(1 Cor. xii. 8, xiv. 6) it begins to acquire

a - technical significance, and implies a

peculiar insight into the depths of Chris

tian doctrine. St. Clement of Rome

(1 Ep. 86 and 40), the author of the

Epistle ascribed to St. Barnabas (c. 2),

and St. Justin Martyr (" Dial. c. Trvph."

c. 112), use yvSxTis to describe the gift of

understanding the Old Testament typo

logy: and of these the Epistle of Barnabas

expressly distinguishes between faith and

" Knowledge." It is the object of the

letter to assist Christians in adding to

" faith perfect knowledge (yvuo-iv)." Cle

ment of Alexandria gives the word

yvixrn, or knowledge, and its derivative

■yvojoTiicor, or Gnostic, a still more special

and technical meaning. The greatest of

his extant works is meant to show that a

Christian may do more than believe and

keep the commandments. Beyond the

" ordinary faith," he says, we may reach

by instruction and the perfect observance

of God's law a knowledge 1 which is
" the perfection of man as man." a The

" Gnostic " is his ideal Christian. He is

free from the disturbance of passion,8

contemplates divine things,* knows truth

with a peculiar accuracy,* and can
'•' demonstrate " the things received by

faith." He can penetrate the hidden

meanings of Scripture,' and use all

sciences as a means of raising his mind to

God. He uses learning as a means of

confuting error, and conveying to others

exact notions of the truth.8 He is the

champion of " true and orthodox know

ledge,"* to which faith is as needful as

air to natural life,10 and which is never

separate from the practice of Christian

virtue."

So far, it is plain, the esteem for supe

rior knowledge is consistent with a loyal

adherence to Christianity ; it was the

fruit of reason exercising itself on the

things of faith, and it grew, as a matter

of course, with the growth and progress

of the Church. But this holds good only

1 Strom v. 1, p. 644.

» Ibid. vii. 10, p. 864.

» Ibid. iv. 6, p. 581 ; vi. 9, p. 775.
• llnd. vii. 11, p. 867.

» Ibid. vii. 16, p. 891.
• Ibid. vii. 10, p. 865.

» Ibid. v. 9, p. 680.

» Ibid. vi. 10, pp. 780-1.
• Ibid. vi. 16, p. 816. rnr iA^eij ««t <«A>|-

'0 Ibid. ii. 6, p. 446.

» Ibid, ii 10, p. 446.

of the knowledge which starts with an

acceptance of revealed truth. The spirit

of speculative inquiry may strike into

another path. Reason may set itself

above faith ; it may criticise and alter the

contents of revelation, till it comes to

look on faith as a gilt for the simple,

with which a man of cultivated mind

may dispense. This was the line

which heathen philosophers hod taken

with the popular mythology : they were

far from denying that it contained some

measure of truth ; nay, they thought it

necessary for the multitude, who were un

able to receive truth in its pure and

philosophic form. Now, the allegorical

method of interpretation which was asso

ciated to some extent with this superior

knowledge among Christians was very

apt to be perverted till it led to a false

and heretical assumption of knowledge.

It was by this very method that the

philosophers had refined the gross notions

of popular heathenism. Philo, at the be

ginning of the Christian era, had chosen

I the same expedient for adapting Judaism

to Greek philosophy. Even in the

" Epistle of Barnabas " we may dis

cover the germs of this dangerous ten

dency, for the author, not content with

giving a typical sense to the ceremonial

precepts of the old law, denies that they

ever bound in their literal meaning at all.'

Only one step was wanting to turn

this " higher knowledge " into the formal

principle of heresy. Let the allegorical

interpretation be applied to the New

Testament, and let its literal sense be put

aside as false or worthless, and then,

under the plea of higher knowledge,

Christianity might be changed at will.

A man had hut to suppose himself pos

sessed of this higher gift, and then, on the

plea of allegorising, he might explain away

every fact and doctrine in the traditional

belief. Nor need he even trouble himself

about explaining it away. He might, in

the confidence of his insight into higher

truth, distinguish between elements of

truth and falsehood in the received doc

trine ; he might mutilate the text of the

Gospels ; he might mix tenets borrowed

from the heathen philosophy or religions

with Christianity ; he might end by

treating the moral law as he had treated

Christian doctrine, and invent a new code

of ethics. All this he might do, and all

this the Gnostics actually did. In fact,

when the way was once opened, the

motives for pressing into it were strong

» Via. t.g. cc 4, 9, 10.
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enough. The age of the Gnostics was

eager for novelties in religion, and addicted

to fantastic superstitions. It was the

fashion of the time to mingle philosophy,

mythology, and magic. There was the

more inducement to amend Christianity

by the introduction of foreign elements,

because, while it showed a life and power

to which neither philosophy nor heathen

ism could pretend, its teaching on creation

out of nothing, on the resurrection of the

body, on salvation through the sufferings

and death of Christ the Son of God, ran

counter to every prejudice of the heathen

world. There was not a sect among all

the countless sects of Gnosticism which

did not deny each one of these doctrines.

Above all, the central idea of Gnosticism

made it welcome to many who were half-

converted from heathenism. It was a

knowledge superior to and independent

of faith. Faith was for the multitude,

knowledge for the few. The aristocratic

instinct which was the very soul of Greek

and Roman culture revolted at the

authority of a Church which imposed ihe

same belief on all, and exacted the same

submission from the philosopher and the

barbarian slave. In a system of com

promise, like Gnosticism, it escaped from

this ignominy.

Such, then, was the nature of Gnosti

cism. It waa a false knowledge which

threw off the trammels of faith and eccle

siastical authority. It subjected every

thing, as St. Irenieus 1 declares, to the

caprice of the individual, and made any

fixed rule of faith impossible. It " aban

doned the faith which the Church pro

claimed, and cavilled at the simplicity of

the holy presbyters." * It destroyed, as

Olemeut puts it, the efficacy of baptism 3—

that is, it set at naught faith, the gift

conferred in that sacrament. The Gnostic

professed to impart a knowledge " greater

and deeper " 1 than the ordinary doctrine

of Christians, a knowledge which forgot

the limits of reason and scorned to believe

what it could not understand.5 This

knowledge, to those who were capable of

it, was the means of redemption ; indeed,

in most of the Gnostic systems it was the

one and sufficient passport to perfect bliss.6

1 Adv. Hmr. ii. 27, 1.

* Iren. v. 20, 2.

3 Strom, ii 3, pp. 443-4.

* Iren. i. 81, 3. * Ibid. ii. 28, 2.

6 We have explicit evidence on this point

with regard to most of the Gnostic systems.

Thus see, for the Naasseni, Philotophumena (ed.

Buncker and Schneidewin, v. 8, p. 162) j for the

Peratas, v. 17, p. 190; for the Sethians, v. 21,,

It is, however, important to observe that

Gnosticism was not a philosophy. True,

it was as unfettered and unstable as any

philosophy could be, and it addressed itself

to the same kind of questions. But it

kept the semblance of Christianity, for in

nearly all the Gnostic systems Christ

occupied a central place, and, as a rule,

Gnosticism answered the speculative ques

tions which it raised, not in the abstract

language of metaphysics, but by the in

vention of an elaborate mythology.

Without its Christian elements it could

not have entered into such close conflict

with the Church ; without its mythological

garb, it would have missed the popularity

which made it dangerous.

It was in the East that Gnosticism

began, and in its rudimentary form it

appears very early in the history of the

Church. The Fathers in the latter half

of the second century speak of Simon

Magus as the first Gnostic. Both Simon

and his successor, Menander, were Sa

maritans 1 ; while Saturniuus, the disciple

of the latter, taught at Antioch in the
time of Hadrian (117-138).s All three

taught that the world was made by

inferior powers more or less in antagonism

with the supreme God. Either the

highest God, or else some seon (a name

the Gnostics gave the spiritual beings

who play so large a part in their

systems), appeared on the earth in the

person of Christ and redeemed man by

the "knowledge*' He gave from the

dominion of matter and of the angels who

ruled the world. Menander, however,

made important contributions to the

development of Gnosticism. He was at

least more emphatic than his predecessors

in denying that Christ took a real body

or degraded Himself by contact with the

impurity of matter. Further, he main

tained that the angels had made two kinds

of men, our Saviour having come that

He might overcome the evil men and the

demons who helped them, and might

save the good.3

There were two other forms which

Gnosticism assumed while still on Asiatic

soil. Whereas Simon Magus attributed

the Hebrew prophecies to the inspiration

p. 212 ; for the Gnostic Justinus. v. 24, p. 216 ;

ibr the Marcosians, vi. 52, p. 336 ; for the Ba-

silidians, vii. 27, pp 374-6 j for the Valen-

tinians, Iron. i. 6, 1.

1 Justin, 1 Apol. 26. On the connection of

the three heresiarchs, see Iren. i. 23, 5 s«j.

' Eu«eb. H. E. iv. 7. Theodoret, Hmr.

Fab. 1, 2.

3 Iren. i. 24, 2.
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of the same lower powers which had

made the world, and Saturninus held that

the Saviour descended to destroy the god

of the Jews ; yet Cerinthus, a contempo

rary of St. John the Evangelist, and the

Gnostics who are denounced in the

Ignatian epistles, united a leaning to

Judaism with their Gnostic speculations.

With strange inconsistency they advo

cated Jewish rite*, and denied the funda

mental doctrine of Judaism—viz. the

unity of God.' Besides those Judaising

Gnostics, we find a cluster of Oriental sects,

known as Ophites, or worshippers of the

serpent. They hetray their Eastern origin

by the use they make of Chaldee names,

and it is generally supposed that they

represent one of the oldest varieties of

Gnosticism. To them belonged the

Naasseni (from the Hebrew word for

serpent), the first of those " who dared

to celebrate with hymns the serpent

which was the cause of transgression,"

and boasted that they " knew the depth"

of truth : * the Pirates, who professed to

impart the secret by which the initiated

could " pass through the corruption " of

matter.3 If we inquire what was meant

by this mysterious knowledge, we find

Judaism, Christianity, and heathenism

mixed together in the wildest confusion.

They held that an aeon descended on

Jesus and made him the prophet of the

truth. But they also appealed to Moses,

Hercules, Homer, Orpheus, Linus, to

astrology, and to heathen mysteries.4

Probably Baur is right in regarding the

Opbitic doctrine bb a mere phase of

Oriental heathenism, which ranks as a

heresy only because it adopted some

Christian terms.5

In Origen's time scarcely thirty of

Simon's sect were left,' and we hear little

from early writers about Menander,

Cerinthus, or Saturninus. But in Alex

andria, the Gnostic tendencies gathered life

and strength. There Gnosticism learned to

clothe the ideas of Greek philosophy in a

religious garb ; there it formed its elaborate

aeon systems—partly Christian, partly

Platonic, partly mythological. Basilides

1 Iren. Inc. cit. The Essenes (see Joseph.

Antiij. xviii. 1, 5) nnd the Judaising Christians

represented in the Ckm. Horn, (see ii. 38. 50, M,

52 ; iii. 4(5, 49 ; xviii. 20) made selections from

Judaism in the same arbitrary way.

3 Phihtnphum. v. 6 seq.

5 lb. v. 16.

* lb. v. 26, v. 7, v. 8, v. 13, v. 26, v. 8. Some

of them canonised all who were held up to

special reprobation in the Old Testament.

6 Kin-hengtschichte, p. 195.
• C. Cels. I 67.

was the first of the great Alexandrian

Gnostics. He had been a companion of

Saturninus in Syria,1 but it was in Alex

andria that he began his public life, and

the Basilidians were large y indebted to

the schools of Greek philosophv in that

city. By comparing the original teaching

of Basilides, as given by Irenreus, with

the later development of his doctrine as

reported in the " Philosophumena," we can

note the increasing influence which the

physical theories of the Stoie3 exercised

on the Basilidians.3 The Alexandrian

Valentinus made a fusiou of Christianity

with Platonism, much as the Neo-Plato-

nists united the latter with heathenism.

Valentinus went to Rome about 141 and

stayed there till 157. He had numerous

disciples, who formed two great divisions

of Valentinianism, known as the Eastern

and Western. Many of his followers

could boast of fame and influence : one of

them, indeed, Heracleon, will be remem

bered while history lasts, for he wrote the

first commentary on St. John's Gospel.

Evidently St. Irenaeus considered Valen

tinianism the most formidable heresy of

the day.

The Valentinians set out from the

Platonic principle that the ideal or

heavenly world, the " Pleroma," as they

culled it, alone possesses reality. God

dwelt for countless ages alone with his

thought (Ennoea), then after long silence

produced two aeons, who became the

parents of others. Just as Plato pic

tures the supreme God as dwelling in

eternity with the ideas or archetypes of

things ever present to Him, so the Valen

tinians peopled their celestial world with

a long series of aeons, which are the

Platonic " ideas " translated into the

language of mythology. The neons are

arranged on the Pythagorean and Platonic

principles that certain numbers have a

mystic efficacy. Some of the names given

to them were suggested by the Catholic

doctrine of the Trinity or by the divine

attributes ; others, such as " man," " the

church," &c, point to the theory, also

Platonic, that things below are shadows

cast from a higher world.

So much for the nature of God and

the aeon world. But how did the material

world with its attendant evils come tobeP

It could not, of course, on Valentinian

1 Epiphan. Hmr. xxiii. 7, jixiv. 1.

3 Hilgenfcld and Lipsius rightly maintain

against Biuir nnd others tiiat the oldest form

of Bnsilldian teaching is found in Irenseua.

Sec ililgt-nleld, Judisch. Apocalyptik, p. 287

seq
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principles, be attributed to the supreme

God. They supposed that the aeons were

less perfect the further they were removed

in the long line of generation from the

Father of all. The lowest of them was

overcome by desire to comprehend God,

and by this fruitless desire gave birth to

another aeon, Achamoth (ntopri—t'.e.

■wisdom), who wandered outside the aeon

world in helpless misery. Higher teous

freed her from her sufferings, and these

sufferings thickened into matter, and out

of this pre-existent matter men and things

were moulded by the demiurge, the "God

of this world." This demiurge (here,

again, we have both a notion and a

name borrowed from Plato) was the God

of the Jewish religion, a being imperfect,

ignorant, and, indeed, incapable of spiritual

ideas. Of men some were earthly

(xourol), made from the worse kind of

matter and necessitated to evil. Others

were "animal" (^uyotol), capable of

receiving the ordinary Jewish or Christian

religion. They were endowed with free

will and would obtain a partial happiness

hereafter, if they led virtuous lives. But

there was a third class, of "spiritual"

men, in whom there were certain germs

which had fallen from the ason world.

They were destined, whatever their actions

might be, to enter the higher world, but

meantime they were enslaved by the

demiurge and by matter. An aeon, called

Christ, clothed himself in a body which

looked like ours, and communicated to

these aeons the " knowledge " of their

higher destiny, teaching them to slight the

god of this world and his law. The

Valentinianj hiild that it was not deeds.but

the possession of a spiritual nature which

led to the higher world, and thev made

little account of Christ's death. Some of

them held that only the body which he

had formed for himself could euffer ;

others that Christ had descended on a

man, Jesus, and abandoned him at the

crucifixion.1

Another Gnostic, as great as Valen-

tinus, came to Rome a little later and

made great changes in Gnosticism. He

surrendered the fantastic aeon-systems,"

but, on the other hand, he represented the

demiurge god of this world as actually

1 See the account of Ptolemv the Valcn-

tinian. Iren. i. 8, ad fin. Cf. Massuet, J)it$.

i. n. 83. The differences among the Valen-

tinians were not verv serious.
• Massuet denies" this (Din. i. n. 188) ; but

hi" only real authority—Greg. Naz, Orat. 23

and 24^-is a very poor one in such a matter.

cruel and wicked.1 He showed the

bitterest hostility to the Old Testament

and in the New admitted only ten Epistles

of Paul and the single Gospnl of Luke,

mutilating even these books and inter

polating passages according to the re

quirements of his theory.5 Marcion gave

greater prominence than the Valentinians

to moral ideas and to the death of Christ,'

and apparently did not make salvation

depend on an original difference in the

natures of men.

In the preceding sketch an attempt

has been made to note the principal

features of Gnosticism, and though the

division adopted—viz. into the Oriental

Gnostics, the philosophical Gnostics of

Alexandria and the Marcionite Gnostics

with their more practical and Christian

religion, which presents many points of

contact with modern Protestantism,4 is not

altogether satisfactory, it is perhaps as

simple as any other which has been pro

posed. Some of the Gnostics were led by

their belief in the impurity of matter to

asceticism, others to unbridled licence;

but we cannot classify the Gnostics on

this principle, for we find the two opposite

tendencies appearing in the same sect. At

least we know that while Basilides re

spected the moral law, the Basilidians set

it at nought.5

After Marcion the development of

Gnosticism came to an end, though the

heresy held its ground more or less for

centuries, and like tendencies reappear in

the Manichees and in the Manichean

heretics of the middle ages. But Gnosti

cism has left an enduring mark on the

history of the Church. It was in opposi

tion to this heresy that Irenaeus wrote the

earliest treatise which we possess on

Catholic dogma. It was the conflict with

this heresy from which the need arose of

formulating with greater precision and

stating with greater fullness the Catholic

doctrines on the Incarnation, on the sacra

ments, and above all on the authority of

the teaching Church. The Arian heresy

itself did not produce a greater crisis in

the Church's history, or contribute more

to the development of Catholic doctrine.

1 Philotnphnm. vi'u 30 j Iron. i. 27, 2.

* Epiphan. Hair, xlii. 9.

3 lb. xlii. 8 ; and the Armenian bishop

Eanig, apud Baur, Chriitlkht Gnosis, p. 272.

* Neaniler ( Kirchengesvhichte, ii. p. 162), sees

in Marcion "the spirit of a genuine Protestant

ism." He represents, says Lipsius (GnotH-

eiimvi. p. lt'5), "the Protestantism of ecclesi

astical antiquity."

* Clem. AL 'Strom, id. 1, p. (09 -q.
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This account of Gnosticism has been

made with some care from the sources, of

which Irerueus and the " Phjlosophumena"

are the chief. But great use has also been

made of Mas*uet's dissertations " DeGnos-

ticorum Rebus ; ' Neander in the last

edition of his" Church History;" Mobler's

essays collected by Dollinger, 1839 ; Baur,

" Christliche Gnosis," 1835, and " Kirchen-

geschiclite der drei ersten Jahrhunderte,"

3rd ed., 1863 ; Lipsius, " Gnosticismus,"

1860.

SOB. In the Apostles' and in the

Nicene Creed, we begin by professing our

belief in one God, creator of heaven and

earth, and the Fourth Lateran Council

explains more fully what we know by

reason and revelation of bis nature and

attributes. The Vatican Council, al

though to a great extent it merely

reiterates the Lateran definition, adds at

least two important truths concerning

God's relation to us and ours to Him.

For, after stating that there is one true

and living God, creator and Lord of

heaven and earth, almighty, eternal, im

mense, incomprehensible, infinite in in

tellect and will and in every perfection ;

concerning whom, seeing that He is one,

singular, altogether simple and unchange

able spiritual suWance, we must assert

that He is in reality and essence distinct

from the world, most blessed in Himself

and from Himself, and infinitely exalted

above all that is or can be thought of be

sides Himself, the council adds that God

" by his most free counsel," constrained

by no necessity of any kind, created the

world, and then, in the next chapter, that

wo can, by the natural light of reason,

and from the consideration of created

things, attain a " sure " knowledge of God,

who is the beginning and end of all. It

is the object of this article to explain the

Vatican definition, and to show its perfect

consistency with reason and. with the

previous teaching of theologians. It is

obvious that we cannot attempt, in the

space at our command, anything like a

full and philosophical treatment of the

subject, or even try to explain many of

the difficulties which are often urged.

The utmost which we hope to do consists

in indicating the general line which

Catholic philosophers and theologians

have taken in proving the existence of

God, and treating of his attributes.

We begin with a definition sufficient

to explain the sense we give to the word

God, and which would be accepted pro

bably both by theists and atheists, at

least in civilised countries. By God we un

derstand the one absolutely and infinitely

perfect spirit who is the creator of all ; and,

taking this definition for granted, we pro

ceed to state the following propositions.

I. It is certain from mere reason,

apart from revelation,that God exists; and

this may be proved, according to the coun

cil, from a consideration of created things.

"His invisible things," St. Paul says

(Rom. i. 20), " from the creation of the

world, are clearly seen, being understood

by the things that are made. His eternal

power also and divinity : so that they "

(i.e. the heathen, who did not believe in

the true God) " are inexcusable." Every

one knows the popular form in which the

argument is put, and has been put from

the time of the Fathers of the Church.

There are, it is said, plain marks in the

mechanism of created things which show

that they are the work of an intelligent

being. The laws, for example, which

govern the physical world must come

from an intelligence of some kind, for

they display a high degree of wisdom

united to immense power. Plainly this

intelligence does not reside in the things

themselves. The world, therefore, was

created and is supported and governed

by an intelligent Ireing whom we call

God. Nor does there seem to be any

valid answer to this argument. True,

there are many things in the world which

are not, so far as we can see, arranged to

wise ends, and others which even seem to

contradict the supposition that they come

from a wise and benevolent Creator. All

this may be admitted, but it cannot do

away with the fact that we do on every side

discern unmistakable traces of intelligent

design. When these traces abound, it is

not only humility, but. common sense

which prompts us to acknowledge a wise

Creator, and to believe that all is created

for a good end, though in many cases our

ignorance prevents us from discerning it.

A man who does not understand the

mechanism of an engine is still within

his rights when he concludes that it is

due to an intelligence possessed of under

standing which he himself lacks, and

would most certainly transgress the

plainest rules of common sense, if he

attributed all the parts of the machinery

which he could not understand to mere

chance, or, again, to a want of knowledge

or power on the part of the constructor.

Accordingly, we may fairly conclude that

the argument from design will always

keep its place among the proofs of God's
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existence. It has the great advantage of

being easily grasped, and no valid objec

tion ean be urged against it.

While, however, St. Thomas gives this

argument, he places it last among the five

which he adduces at the beginning of the

"Summa,"and though it is the most popu

lar, it does not seem the most cogent. His

other argunien ts are more metaphysical and

subtle, but they have the advantage of

leading the mind more directly and more

conclusively to the belief in an absolutely

perfect being. His first argument is from

motion, and it assumes no more than the

patent fact that movement exists.

Whence does it come ? Not simply

from the things themselves, for nothing

can in the same respect be at once the

cause and the subject of motion. Motion

implies passivity: in other words the

thing moved must be under the influence

of something distinct from itself which

causes the movement or change. Life

offers no instance to the contrary, for

though, no doubt, we say, and rightly,

that living things have the cause of

motion in themselves, this only means

that one part in living organisms com

municates movement to other parte. The

heart sends the blood through the frame,

but the heart iteelf receives the first im

pulse from the parent to whom life is due.

Nor are even intellectual beings the inde

pendent cause of their own movements.

The will is influenced by the thoughts,

the mind cannot think unless objects are

proposed or have been originally proposed

to it from without. Hence, even if we

assume an infinite series of created things,

still, so long as they all are subject to

motion and change, this motion and

change calls for explanation, and we are

forced to the belief (a sublime one truly)

of a first mover, Himself immoveable, of

a Being who is at once the perfection of

activity and life and the perfection of

rest, the cause of movement and change,

while He Himself changes not.

The second proof is taken from the

activity, as the former fiom the passivity,

of things. Certain causes in the world

produce certain effects, aud we find these

causes existing in a regular series or order.

Causes are themselves the effects of other

causes ; the parent is the cause of his

child's being, and he himself owes his

being to his own parents. Here again,

if we prolong the series to infinity, we

cannot escape from the conclusion that

there is a God. Even in such a series,

there is no cause which is not itself the

effect of another cause—which does not

require a cause outside of itself as the

origin of its being. No explanation can

be devised except that of a first cause,

who is Himself uncaused.

The third argument is drawn from the

contingency of things. Existence does

not belong to the essence of things ; they

are not in their own nature determined to

be, for most of them fade and die : of all

of them it may be said, once they did not

exist. Besides, then, the series of contin

gent entities (and here again we may,

without prejudice to the argument, multi

ply the series to infinity) there is a neces

sary and absolute being.

We cannot do justice in the space at

our command to the fourth argument of

St. Thomas, taken " ex gradibus bonita-

tis "—i.e. from the degrees of perfection

in things. It is perhaps the most subtle

and ditncult of all, and the commentators

are not agreed about its meaning. The

following account, however, may be given

as the substance of the reasoning. We

find by observation that creatures are

more or less wise, noble, good, and the

like. These qualities do not belong to

their essence, for if so, there could be no

question of more or less. Socrates and

Pluto were both men : humanity consti

tuted their nature, and in the strict sense

neither could be more truly and perfectly

a man than the other, since the definition

of man may be predicated of each. The

very fact, then, that one man or angel is

more wise, noble, powerful than another

proves that wisdom, nobility, power,

do not belong to the human or angelic

natures as such or in themselves. As

they are not wise, &c, in themselves, or in

virtue of their mere existence, their per

fection must come to them from without,

and we end with the idea of a Being

absolutely and perfectly wise, holy,

strong, &c, because wisdom, holiness

and strength are in Him more than mere

attributes— are, in short, identical with

his nature. Thus St. John says, not

merely that God is charitable or loving,

but that He is charity. Such a statement

is untrue of any being except God.

St. Thomas's fifth argument, vis. from

design, has been already stated.

The reader will find another from con

science—i.e. from the fact attested by ex

perience, that man has by nature a sense of

right and wrong altogether distinct from

the knowledge that certain actions are

hurtful to others, hurtful to or unworthy

of himself, drawn out with surpass
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ing genius by Cardinal Newman, in his

"Grammar of Assent." This argument has

the advantage of leading us more directly

than any of those given from Sit. Thomas

to a true conception of God's character,

as a just, holy, and merciful God.

Such are the chief arguments by
■which Catholic theologians prove God's

existence. Hut are any arguments ne

cessary ? Have we not an intuitive per

ception of God's existence ? Or again, can

we not be sure of his existence, the

moment we understand the meaning

which the word God is intended to con

vey ? The great majority of theologians

answer this question in the negative. St.

Thomas holds that the mode of cognition

corresponds to the nature of him who

knows. Our soul, he sa3'S, informs a

material body. By nature, therefore, it

can only know directly things which are

themselves partly, at least, material. It

recognises the existence of purely spiritual

beings only by a process of inference. But

itisteid of explaining and developing this

Thomist (or rather Aristotelian principle),

we will take the simpler ourse of pointing

out the flaw in the reasoning of those who

have advocated the theory that the know

ledge of God's existence is self-evident.

St. Anselm, who has been followed in

modern times by Descartes, began with

the assumption that all men, theists and

atheists alike, understand the name of

God to denote the most perfect being

that can be conceived, and so far we may

allow that he was right. When, however,

he goes on to argue that the idea of the ut

most perfection implies existence, he con

fuses, as St. Thomas j ustly objects, between

the real and the imaginary. The mere fact

that we can form a notion of a beiug the

most perfect that can be conceived, cannot

prove that such a beiug has existence ex

cept in our imagination. Nor have the

attempts of ontologists in our own day to

show that the belief in God is intuitive

been more successful. We begin, they

say, with the notion of being, and this

notion of existence, without which we can

understand nothing, is nothing else than

the divinity. The obvious answer is that

although we do begin with the vague and

abstract notion of existence, the existence

which we predicate of the things around

is wholly distinct from the sell-existent

and all-perfect spirit whom we call God.

In 1801 the Roman Inquisition decided

that ontologism as it has just been ex-

{ounded could not be " safely taught "

"tuto tradi ').

II. The Nature of God.—All human

conceptions of God's nature are of course

imperfect ; still, since reason euables us

to ascertain God's existence, it also enables

us to knew something of his nature.1 Wo

learn what God is, partly by removing

from the idea we form of Him all imper

fections which belong to creatures, partly

by attributing to Him, in a more excellent

form, all the perfection we find in them.

The schoolmen set out with the notion of

God as " pure actuality," which notion is

immediately derived from the proof given

for the divine existence. Creatures have

potentiality, or the power of becoming

what they are not, in different modes and

degrees. There was a time when they

were not, and merely had the capacity of

existence: once existing, they are capable

of further perfections, which determine

their nature ; and again they are subject

to the possibility of falling away from the

perfection of their nature, or of ceasing

to exist altogether. All these capacities

are expressed by the Aristotelian word

" potentia," which is opposed to "actus,'' or

actuality. Now, because capacity can be

reduced to act. only by something which

is already in act, God as the first cause,

as the mover of all, Himself immoveable

and changeless, as the necessary and self-

existent being, must be pure actuality.

He is infinite iu all perfection, for other

wise He would be subject to the capacity

of change and improvement. His essence,

as we have already seen, is one with his

existence. His attributes also, such as

goodness, justice, and the like, are iden

tical with his nature. Goodness, justice,

&c, perfect an intellectual or rational crea

ture, but nothiug can perfect the infinite

and perfect nature of God. His justice is

really one with his mercy and love, and

although we rightly distinguish the one

from the other, this is only because He,

notwithstanding the absolute simplicity

of his nature, produces in his govern

ment of the world a variety of eil'ects

equivalent to those which would bo pro

duced by distinct attributes in creature*.

All the pure perfections of creatures are

found in Him, and though certain quali

ties of creatures, such as bodily form, are

wanting in God, who is a pure spirit, this

is because these qualities involve imper

fection, because, e.g., a corporeal being

cannot, from the nature of the case, be

1 Here Is the radical difference between

the view of Catholic theologians and that pro

pounded with great ability by the late Dean

Mansel in his famous Hampton Lectures.
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infinite or perfectly simple. Lastly, all

these perfections belong to the one, true

God. If there were more gods than one,

there must be something to constitute the

individuality, to distinguish the one deity

from the other. Either, then, the distin

guishing attribute must be a defect, or

else a perfection proper to the one deity

and absent in the other. Each alternative

is inconsistent with infinite perfection.

III. An important conclusion results

from the principle that God by natural

reason can be known as the author of the

world. Men may be excused on the plea

ofinvincible ignorance, if they in good faith

reject certain truths of faith. But all

men who have come to the use of reason

are bound to know, love, and obey God.

(An admirable exposition of St.

Thomas's arguments for the existence of

God will be found in the last part of

Kleutgen's " Theologie der Vorzeit.")

eOLSEV NUMBER. [See CYCLE.]

OOLDES ROSE. Au ornament

blessed by the Pope every year on Loetare

Sunday "(fourth Sunday in Lent), and

sent occasionally to Catholic sovereigns,

male or female, to noted churches and

sanctuaries, to great generals, and to illus

trious Catholic cities or republics. Origi

nally, it was a single flower of wrought

gold, coloured red ; afterwards the golden

petals were decked with rubies and other

gems ; finally, the form adopted was that

of a thorny branch, with several flowers

and leaves, and one principal flower at

the top, all of pure gold. The practice

appears to have arisen in the thirteenth

centurv, but by what Pope it was institu

ted in its present form is uncertain. That

Popes used to send presents in very early

times to princes who had deserved well of

the Church, is well known: Gregory the

Great was accustomed to send with this

intention golden keys containing filings

of St. Peter's chains, and Boniface V.

sent to Edwin, king of Northumbria, in

620, a comma or shirt with a gold orna

ment, and to Ethelberga his queen, a

gilded ivory comb and a silver mirror.3

Urban V. sent a golden rose in 136C to

Joanna of Naples. Among the recipients

of the rose have been Gonsalvo di Cor

dova, Napoleon III., and Isabella II. of

Spain. Morone records a large number of

instances in which this favour has been

conferred : a few of the most noteworthy

are the following. Henry VIII. received

the rose from three Popes, the last time

from Clement VII. in 1624. It was sent

> Bed. EM. Eccl ii. 10, 11. I

to his daughter, Queen Mary, by Julius

III., in 1555. The republic of Lucca was

thus honoured by Pius IV., in 1564 ;

the Lateran Basilica by Pius V. three

years later ; and the sanctuary of Loretto,

by Gregory XIII., in 1584. The Queen of

France, Maria Theresa, received it from

Clement IX., in 1068; and the Queen of

Poland, Mary Casimir, from Innocent XL,

in 1684, in recognition of the recent

deliverance of Vienna by her valiant hus

band, John Sobieski. Benedict XIII.

(1726) granted the Golden Rose to the

cathedral of Capua ; and in 1833, it was

sent by Gregory XVI. to the Basilica of

St. Mark's, Venice. (Morone, " Dizionario

Eeclesiastico.")

GOOD FRIDAY. [See HOLT Wffli.]

coos works. [See Merit.]

cospex. (Lmrxcic&L vum

OP). The practice of reading the gospels

in the Christian assemblies is mentioned

by Justin Martyr, and prescribed in all

the liturgies. The First Council of Orange,

in 441, and that of Valentia in Spain,

order the Gospel to he read after the

Epistle and before the offertory, in order

that the catechumens might listen to the

words of Christ and hear them explained

by the bishop. We give here first of all

the ceremonies with which the Gospel is

sung at High Mass according to the Latin

rite, adding illustrations from history and

the other liturgies. We conclude with

an account of the way the Gospel is read

at Low Mass.

I. The Gospel at High Mam.—The

deacon places the book of the Gospels on

the altar, kneels and prays that God may

purify his lips, as He purified those of

Isaias, takes the book of the Gospels, asks

the priest's blessing, and then goes to a

place in the sanctuary on the right hand'

of the altar, where the Gospel is to be

sung. The deacon is accompanied by

acolytes bearing lights ; he announces

the title of the Gospel, the choir singing

"Glory to Thee, O Lord;" he makes

the sign of the cross on the book, then

on his forehead, lips, and breast ; he in

censes the book, the incense having been

previously blessed, and sings the Gospel,

which the priest has previously read in a

low voice on the right side of the altar.

Finally, he incenses the priest, to whom

the book is presented open, and who kisses

it saying, " By the words of the Gospel

may our sins be blotted out."

The singing of the Gospel was not

1 I.e. the richt hand of the crucifix or of one

who stands with his back to the altar.
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always reserved to the deacon, as has been

shown in the article under that word,

and, according to Benedict XIV., the

lector still recites the Gospel in the Greek

Mass. In ancient times the book of the

Gospels was carried in procession to the

altar at the beginning of Mass, a custom

noted in the liturgies of St. Basil and

St. Chrysostom, and observed for a long

time in the West. This procession fell

iuto disuse when missals containing all

that is said or sung at Mass replaced the

old Gospel-book, sacramentaries, lection-

aries, and antiphonaries, which contained

different parts of the Mass, each in a

separate form. All the ancient liturgies

recognise the use of incense at the Gospel.

It signifies the "good odour of Christ."

The lights at the Gospel were familiar to

St. Jerome, and St. Isidore, who says

they were carried in sign of joy, and to

signify tbat Christ is the light of souls.

In the old churches, which were usually

turned to the east, the south side was

occupied by the men, and down to the

middle of the ninth century the deacon

turned towards them when h« reached

the " ambo " or place where tlie Gospel

was sung. On the other hand, Keiui

of Auxerre, who wrote about 882, assumes

that the Gospel is read towards the north,

the region of darkness, in order to signify

the power Christ's words have to annul

evil influences. Le Brun thinks that this

mystical reason was commonly adopted ;

tbat then a similar evil signification was

attributed to the left side of the priest

(i.e. his left when he faces the altar),

and that hence it became usual to move

the missal which the priest uses to his

left, before he reads the Gospel. In the

older Ordines, the missal is not changed

to the left, till the offertory,1 when con

venience obviously requires the moving of

the book. The people stand at the sing

ing or reading of the Gospel, to indicate

their alacrity in obeying Christ's words ;

and for a like reason members of military

orders stand with drawn swords. In the

earliest of the Roman Ordines, all the

clergy kiss the book of the Gospels, and

Jonas, bishop of Orleans in the ninth

century, speaks of this rite as an ancient

one even in his day. It appears from

Remi of Auxerre that the people made

the sign of the cross at the end as well as

at the beginning of the Gospel.

II. At Low Masses the book is moved

to the G ospel side at the end of the Grad ual,

1 Ss even an OrJo of Monte Cai-sino written

about 1100.

the priest says the prayer " Munda," &c, in

the middle of the altar, and begs a blessing

from God, saying "Jube, Douiine, bene-

dicere," " Pray, Lord, a blessing," whereas

the deacon uses the form, " Jube, domne,"

&c, " Pray, Sir, a blessing.'' He then

signs the book, &c, as has been described

above, the server saying, " Gloria tibi,

Domine." At the end the server says,

" Praise be to thee, 0 Christ," and the

priest kisses the book, with the prayer

" By the words of the Gospel," &c. The

old custom was to say " Amen " at the end

of tha Gospel, as is still done in the Moi-

arabic Mass. Alexander of Hales tells us

that some in his time said "Amen,"

others " Deogratias,"but his words imply

that " Laus tibi, Christe," had already

become the prevalent form. (See Le

Brun, and Benedict XIV. " De Miss.")

cothic utt/hgies. [See Litea-

outs.]

GOTHS. [See Missions.]

OOTI1BOAUVI, or GOTTS-

CHAX.K. [See Predestination.]

GRACE. I. Definition and Divisions

of Grace.—All that we receive from

God—our existence, our natural powers,

the good things of this life—are God's free

gift, and may therefore be rightly called

graces or favours received from Him.

But God has been pleased to call man to

a supernatural end—i.e. to a destiny out

of all proportion to the exigencies of his

nature, and which cannot be attained by

the use of his natural powers. Man has

been created that he may see God face to

face in his glory, and God, who calls

him to eternal life, also furnishes the

means by which it may be secured.

Hence the Scriptural writers and the

theologians of the Church distinguish

grace from nature ; and grace in this

stricter and narrower sense may be de

fined as a supernatural gift freely be

stowed by God on rational or intellectual

creatures in order that they may attain

eternal life. We say that it is freely

given, apart, at least in the first instance,

from all merit or claim of ours, otherwise,

as the Apostle argues, it would not de

serve the name of grace. We call it

supernatural in order to distinguish it

from gifts which come to us in the natu

ral order, although the definition is not

meant to exclude those special provi

dences which dispose even natural events

for the furtherance of our salvation. We

speak of it as bestowed on intellectual

and rational creatures, for angels and

men are the only creatures capable of
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knowing and loving God, and conse

quently the only recipients of grace. All

grace since the fall has been given to man

on account of Christ's merits. Whether

the grace of the angels or of Adam in his

innocence was due to the same cause, is a

question freely discussed in the theological

Schools.

Grace thus understood is divided (1)

into external and internal grace. The

former term includes such external gifts

aa the preaching of the gospel, the ex

amples of Christ, and the Saints, occasions

of pood actions, the removal of exterior

temptations—in a word, all the effects of

supernatural providence by which the

cause of our salvation is promoted. In

ternal grace directly affects the under

standing and the will, either inhering in

the soul as a permanent quality, or merely

moving and aiding the soul at the time

to acts of supernatural virtue. Internal

graces may be conferred for two great

ends. They may be given in order that

the recipient may promote the spiritual

good of others among whom he labours,

and in this case the schoolmen speak of

graces as " gratis datse," and infer from

1 Cor. xii. 8, that they are nine in number

—viz. the word of wisdom, the grace of

healing, &c. Or, on the other hand,

graces may be given with the direct object

of bringing the subject of the grace nearer

to God, and such graces are called " gra-

tum facieDtes "—graces, which make man

pleasing to his Creator. We have already

explained that internal graces may be

actual (i.e. passing movements of the soul

by God), or habitual (i.e. permanent

qualities residing in the soul or its facul

ties). Habitual grace may inhere in the

substance of the soul, which it sancti

fies and renews by the very fact of its

presence there. It is then called sancti

fying grace, and is, says the Council of

Trent (Sess. vi. can. 1 1), shed abroad in our

hearts by the Holy Ghost, who is given

to us. This sanctifying grace makes us

the triends of God and partakers of the

divine nature (2 Pet. l. 4), it creates

within us new hearts and spirits (Ezech.

Xxxvi. 26), and its existence in the soul

is incompatible with mortal sin (1 John

iii. 9). The infused virtues are another

form of habitual grace. They inhere in

the faculties of the soul ; they do not

directly sanctify, but they complete and

perfect sanctification and make the soul

capable of supernatural acts. Actual

grace also is subdivided into grace of

operation (gratia operant), and of co

operation—the former exciting the mind

to action, the latter working with it and

assisting it in operation already begun—

into prevenient and subsequent, into suf

ficient and efficacious grace, &c. This

last subdivision will be explained in the

account which we have to give of the

doctrinal systems of grace maintained in

the Church.

II. Catholic Doctrine on Grace.—The

Church teaches, in opposition to the Pela

gians, not only that the grace of Christ

is absolutely necessary for justification

before God, but also that without the

prevenient inspiration of the Holy Ghost

and his assistance a man " can neither

believe, hope, love, or repent, as it is

necessary he should do, in order that the

grace of justification may be conferred

upon him" (Concil. Trid. Sess. vi. De

Justif. can. 3). In no case can a man

merit the first grace by natural good

works. "No man," says our Blessed

Saviour, " can come to me except the

Father who hath sent me draw him "

(John vi. 44) ; and the Apostle, " It is

God who worketh in us to will and to

do " (Philipp. ii. 13). The very wish to

believe or to rise from sin comes, accord

ing to the definition of the Council of

Orange (can. 3, 4, 5), from the grace of

God. Moreover, although we can by our

own strength do good actions in the

natural order, and although our nature is

not wholly depraved and corrupt, even

after the fall and before it is healed by

the grace of Christ, still so great is the

weakness left by original sin, and by the

disorder consequent on the very fact that

a man destitute of grace is necessarily

turned away from his last end—viz. God

apprehended by supernatural means—that

we need grace in order to resist grievous

temptations against natural virtue, nor

can we fulfil the whole natural law of

God without its help. Hence Scripture

constantly attributes triumph over temp

tation to the grace of God, who with

temptation makes a way of escape that

we may be able to bsar it (1 Cor. x. 13). 1

Finally, even a person who is in a state

of graco and friendship of God needs a

new impulse of actual grace before he

can think a good thought or perform a

good deed ; * while a special grace, which

cannot be merited, is required in order

1 On this part of the subject, see the Second

Council of Orange, anno 529, confirmed by Pope

Boniface II.

1 I.e., of course, a thought or deed profitable

to eternal salvation.
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that be may persevere to the end. " In

the case of those who are regenerate and

holy there is always need to implore God's

help that they may come to a pood end or

persist in a good work " (Concil. Araus.

li. can. 10). In short, the world of grace

is like the world of nature, which is not

only crested but also sustained at each

instant by the band of God.

As the Pelagians and Semipelagians

erred in the estimate they formed of

man's natural powers, so the Calvinists

fell into another and much more per

nicious error by denying the freedom of

the will altogether and making grace

irresistible ; and the Jansenist doctrine on

these points is substantially identical with

that of the Calvinists. The Council of

Trent (Sess. vi. l)e Justi f.) condemns under

anathema those who maintain that the will

of man is merely passive under the action

ofgrace.and has not the power of resisting

it. It also defines that a state of grace is

not, as the Calvinists supposed, the mere

external favour of God, but that it is a gift

inherent in the soul, in virtue of which

the sinner is not only accounted just, but

really becomes so, and that the gift of sanc

tifying grace is forfeited by any single

mortal sin. We discuss these points

more fully under the articles Calvinism,

Final Pehseverance, Justification,

Merit, only remarking here that the very

essence, not only of Christianity, but of

natural religion, is at issue in the dispute

between Catholics and Calvinists. That

God will accept no man as just except

he really be so ; that nothing else, neither

ritual nor sacrifice, nor imputed merit

can be taken as a substitute for personal

holiness—that is the central truth of all

religion ; it is the very truth which the

prophets of God maintained against the

priests of Baal or Moloch. We are of

course well aware that there are many

excellent Christians who profess Cal

vinism, and do not dream of holding the

consequences which may fairly be de

duced from their tenets. But this should

not blind us to the fact that the Oalvi-

nistic theories on imputation, irresistible

grace, the impossibility of falling from a

state of grace, are in themselves not only

irreligious but immoral.

III. Theological Syitemt on Grace.—

All Catholics, as we have seen, believe in

the necessity of grace for all supernatural

acts, and therefore also, since God desires

the salvation of all, they hold that He

offers to all grace, really and abundantly

•ufficient for their salvation. They fur

ther maintain that the will always re

mains free to reject grace or to corre

spond with it. But when we inquire into

the nature of the distinction between

efficacious and sufficient grace, Catholic

theologians giv% different answers. We

begin with a general definition which

may suffice for the understanding of the

question in dispute. A sufficient grace

is one which merely enables the soul to

perform a supernatural act ; an efficacious

grace is one which does really effect the

purposes fur which it is given. Thus

Judas received sufficient, Peter efficac'ous,

grace for conversion : in other words, grace

was given capable of converting Judas,

but to Peter grace which actually did

convert him. The question is, whence

does the efficacity of grace proceed ?

The Dominican theologians defend

what is usually called the Thomist system

of grace, because those who hold it allege

that it is in substance to be found in the

writings of St. Thomas Aquinas.' This

theory may be stated in the following

propositions :—

(1) Second causes act only so far as

they are determined to act by the first

cause—i.e. God. Hence it is not enough

to say that the power to work out our

salvation comes from God. He also

moves to the good action itself, and the

existence of two kinds of grace must be

admitted—viz. sufficient, which merely

enables the recipient to act ; and efficient,

which is always followed by, and, indeed,

produces the action ("dat non solum

posse sed agere ").

(2) God sincerely wishes all men to be

saved, and offers to all the means of sal

vation. But He wishes some to be saved

absolutely, and considering all the cir

cumstances ; others, only on certain con
ditions which ares not realised. To the

latter He gives sufficient, to the former

efficaciouf , grace.

(3) In either case grace is given with

out any claim or merit on man's part.

(4) There is an intrinsic difference

between sufficient and efficacious grace—

i.e. between tho graces in themselves—su

that it is always true to say that a man

consented to gTace given because it was

efficacious: never true that the grace was

efficacious because the man consented.

(5) Man always remains free and

capable of merit under efficacious (Traces

free and responsible for his demerit with

merely sufficient grace. For God as the

1 An allegation, however, by no means ad

mitted by their antagonists.
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first cause in no way interferes with „he

agency of second causes, but, on the con

trary, moves each second cause according

to its nature, so that beings with free

will do not cease to be free because

efficaciously moved by God. Sufficient

grace gives full power to act, so that a

man is perfectly responsible if he does

not exert the power ; while efficacious

grace leaves perfect power of resistance.

The readar will perceive the extreme

difficulty, or, as the adversaries of

Thomism would say, the impossibility

of reconciling this last with the fore

going propositions; but the fact that

the Thomists do honestly hold this last

proposition places a wide gulf between

Thomism on the one hand, Calvinism

and Jansenism on the other.

The three first of the Thomist pro

positions are admitted 1 by that large

number of Jesuit theologians known as

Congruists, but they make the efficacity

of grace depend, not on anything in the

grace itself, but on the fact that it is

given under circumstances which, as Uod

foresees, are suitable to the dispositions

of the recipient. He foreknows what all

creatures would do in all possible cir

cumstances—in what combination of

circumstances they would accept or

reject grace. If lie decrees their pre

destination absolutely he gives them

grace in circumstances under which they

will certainly correspond to it ; otherwise

He confers grace which is in itself per

fectly sufficient, but which they will cer

tainly reject. Congruism has the advan

tage of admitting the full force of

scriptural texts which attribute the whole

difference between sinner and saint to the

grace of God, while at the same time

there is no difficulty in reconciling it

with belief in the freedom of the will.

The Molinists (so called from Louis

Molina, a celebrated Jesuit) hold that the

efficacy of grace depends simply on the

will which freely accepts it, The dif

ference is not in the graces in themselves,

nor even in the circumstances under

which they are given. A powerful grace

given at the most favourable juncture may

be rejected, and soremain merely sufficient ;

a much less powerful grace may be given

with much less favourable circumstances,

and the consent of the will may make it

efficacious. God predestines those who, as

1 So at least Billnart puts the case in his

treatise De Gratia, but probably the Jesuit

theologians would demur to the form at least of

the first proposition.

He foresees, will correspond to that grace

which He offers to all.

The Augustinians advocate a third

system. Like the Thomists, they admit

an intrinsic difference between efficacious

and sufficient grace, but they maintain

this position on purely theological, not on

philosophical grounds : on the weakness

of man's will since the fall, not on the

general principle that all second causes

must be moved to action by the first

cause. Hence they propound a Molinist

theory for the period before, a Thomist

theory for that after, the fall.

A singular theory, adopted, however,

by St. Liguori in his treatise on prayer,

was devised by Tournely, a doctor of the

Sorbonne and author of a " Dogmatic

Theology " justly held in high esteem.

Tournely supposed that God gave men

first of all sufficient grace, in the Molinist

sense, for certain initial works, especially

prayer, which grace, if rightly used, was

followed by grace efficacious in the

Thomist sense. The obvious objection is

that prayer, if it fulfils the conditions

necessary for obtaining the requests mide,

is one of the most excellent and difficult

of all good works, so that either there is

no need at all of grace efficacious in its

own nature, or else such grace would be

imperatively demanded for prayer.

The controversy on grace and pre

destination between the Dominicans and

Jesuits began in Spain about the year

1580. Bannez, a Dominican professor

at Salamanca, maintained the intrinsic

efficacity of grace as explained above.

Setting out from the notion of God as the

first cause and the first mover, he repre

sented efficacious grace as determining the

free consent of the will by " physical pro

motion," and this promotion which was

infallibly followed by the consent of the

will came, as he alleged, from God's abso

lute decree that the person so moved by

grace should correspond to it. The Jesuit

college at the same university met this

doctrine of intrinsic efficacity of grace and

physical premotion on the part of God,

with vigorous opposition. As early as

1581, a Jesuit, Prudentius de Monte-

Mayor defended in public disputation a

doctrine which had already been pro

pounded by another member of his order,

Ponseca, in 1566—viz. that God knew,

apart from any decree except the general

one of concurring with free Hgents in this

determination, where and when the will

would correspond to or reject grace, that

efficacious grace was imply that which,
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aa God foresaw, would be accepted. This

doctrine was eagc.ly defended in the

Society of Jesus, auarez maintained it at

Coimbra, Vasquez at Alcala, Gregory of

Valentia at Ingolstadt, Lessius in the

Netherlands, Toletus at Itome. But it

was Molina, professor at Evora, in Portu

gal, and a disciple of Fonseca, who carried

out the principles of his waster to their

utmost consequences. His famous book,

" Liberi Arhitrii cum gratia; donis, divina

praB9cientia, providentia, prsedestinatione

et reprobatione concordia," was published

at Lisbon in 1588. It made an epoch in

theology and roused the keenest contro-

Tersy amongst Catholics for more than a

century. The controversy turned on pre

destination as well as grace, for Molinists1

held (1) that sufficient grace became effi

cacious simply by the free consent of the

will which corresponded to it; (2) that

God predestined those who He foresaw

would consent to grace, so that predesti

nation was an effect of God's prevision

that his creatures would consent, not

vice versa.%

In 1594 Clement VIII. intimated that

he reserved the decision of the controversy

to himself, and in November 16SJ7 the

famous Congregations de Auxiliis—i.e.

concerning the helps or assistance of g-ace

—were instituted for the examination of

the question. The congregation consisted

of eight consultors (of these eight two

were absent, and were replaced by three

new members) of whom all except two

condemned Molina's book after consider

ing it for little more than two months.

They repeated this adve rse sentence alter

a second consultation. Molina begged to

be heard in his own defence, and accord

ingly the Pope ordered that colloquies

should be held, in which the generals of

both orders and the great Cardinal Bel-

larmin took part. The limits of the

question were seriously narrowed in these

colloquies, for the Jesuits refused to com

mit themselves to the opinions of Molina

and Lessius on predestination, and the

1 We say Molinists in deference to tisane,

though the name is really inaccurate. Le>nius

held proposition (2). \folina. on the contrary,

"doctrinam gratia: conirrua: una cum piitdcsti-

natione Ante prsevisa merita et bonnrtim operum

prrcdelinitionem adumhrnvit," Srhneemann,

Gmtrttversiarum de divinse gratiie Ubtiique arbi-

trii ccncordia initio et progrensus, p. 23/.

* On the Con^ruist and Thomist theories,

God, apart from all prevision of merit or de

merit, determines who are to be saved, and then

gives to the elect efficacious grace by which they

ikely merit their salvation.

C

dispute was confined to the efficaeity of

grace. In 1600 Cardinal Madrucci, who

presided ot the conferences, died, and

the conferences themselves ended with

out definite result. Once more Mo

lina's hcok was submitted to a Congre

gation on which two Jesuits and two

Dominicans sat, and twenty propositions

contained in it were censured by a

majority of the members. Prom 1002

to 1000 Congregations were held in

the Vatican before Clement VIII. and

Paul V. The Dominicans were repre

sented by Didocus Alvarez and Thomas

of Lemos, the Jesuits during the first

nine sessions by the learned and pious

Gregory of Valentia, and later by Arrubal,

Bastida, and De Salas. The Spanisb

Court pressed for the condemnation of the

Jesuits, who had ollended Spanish pre

judices and selfishness by espousing the

cause of Henri IV. in France. It has

been alleged that Clement VIII., shortly

before his death in 1005, had prepared a

bull condemning Molina, but this supposed

tact has never been proved. In any case

the bull was not promulgated and the

Congregations, which met sixty-eight

times under Clement, held twelve more

sessions under Paul V. On August 28,

1007, the latter Pope convoked the College

of Cardinals (excluding, however, those

who had been consultors or secretaries of

the Congregation), and handed an ency

clical to the generals of the Dominicans

and Jesuits, which they in turn were to

communicate to the provincials. The

theologians of each party were allowed to

bold and teach their respective opinions,

provided they did not stigmatise their

opponents with theological censures.

Urban VIII. and Clement XII. declared

themselves in the same sense.

In 1013 Aquaviva, general of the

Jesuits, required the members of his order

to teach the doctrine on grace known as

Cougruisiu, and defended by Bellarmin,

Suarez, and others as distinct from the

doctrine of Molina, Lessius, Becanus, &c,

known as Molinism (but see Schneemann,

p. 302 teg.). It is scarcely necessary to

add that the Molinist and Congruist

theories are held by many theologians who

are not Jesuits, just as the so-called

Thomist doctrine is accepted by many

besides the Dominicans.

All the large courses of dogmatic

theology published during tha seventeenth

and earlier part of the eighteenth century

enter fully into the controversies on grace.

Santamour and other writers inclined to
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Jansenism published Acts of the Congre

gations de Auxiliis, attributing them to

Pegna, Coronell, and De Lemon, along
•with a constitution said to have been

drawn up, but never promulgated, by

Paul V., in condemnation of Molinisni.

The Pope is said to have abstained from

promulgating this constitution because

the Jesuits at the time were sutf'erii'g for

their obedience to the interdict issued by

Paul V. against Venice. But in 1654,

Innocent X. declared that no faith was to

be given to these documents. In spite of

this, the Dominican Hyacinth Serrv, com

piled a history of the controversy drawn

in great measure from the spurious Acts

and full of bitter attacks on the Jesuits.

It was published at Louvain early in the

last century. In reply, the Jesuit Livi-

nus Meyer under the pseudonym of Theo

dore Eleutherius wrote his " Historia Con-

troversiarum de div. gratife auxilio sub

S. P. Sixto V., Clemente VIII., et Paulo

V." (Antwerp, 1705). A Bavarian Car

melite, Alexander a Sto. Johanne, in his

continuation of Fleury, repeated the

charges of Serrv, and was answered in

the Latin treatise of the ex-Jesuit Man

gold, " Reflexions on Fr. Alexander's

Continuation of Fleury." See also Mann-

hart, " De ing-nua indole gratite efficacis,"

in Zaccaria's " Thesaurus," torn. v. and

Schneemann's treatise quoted above.

GRACE AT MIUI, In this ex

pression " grace " represents the Latin

gratia, thanks (see Matt. xv. 36 ; Mark

viii. 6; John vi. Ill ; but it als.i covers

the notion of benedictio, blessing (Matt,

xiv. 10; Mark vi. 41; Luke ix. 16);

bence the Italian equivalent to " saying

grace," is "benedire la tavola." In the

passages above cited, and also in other

places, our Lord sets us the example of

praying for the blessing of Cod on the

daily bread which He gives us, and giving

Him thnnks for what He thus provides,

both before and after partaking of it.

Christians have from the first complied

with this teaching. "Whether you eat

or drink," says St. Paul (1 Cor. x. 31 ). " or

whatsoever else you do, do all to the glory

of God ; " and this precept is further

developed in Col. iii. 17 : " Whatsoever

you do in word or in work, all things do

ye in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ,

giving thank* to God and the Father by

him." Compare also 1 Thess. v. 18, and

1 Tim. iv. 3. Many of the Fathers—e.g.

Clement of Alexandria, Tevtullian, St.

Cyprian, St. John Chrysostom, and St.

Basil—enjoin the punctual performance of

this duty. St. Basil says,' " Let prayer*

be said before taking food, in meet ac

knowledgment of the gifts of God, both

of those which He is now giving, and of

those which He has put in store for the

future. Let prayers be said after food,

containing a return of thanks for the

things given, and request for those pro

mised." A variety of specimens of early

graces are given in the Gelasian Sacra-

mentaiy, which dates from the end of

the fifth century. In the Apostolical

Constitutions as given in Bunsen's " Hip-

polytua" (§ 21), meals in the church are

spoken of, of which the bishop is always

to be ready to partake along with the

faithful, and at which he is to dis

tribute a portion of the bread amoDg

those present, " for a blessing," before

they begin to eat. This custom still pre

vails in the East, and a relic of it sur

vives in the eulogies or pain hfnit of cer

tain French churches. The Constitutions

also say, " Everything which they shall

eat they shall give thanks to God for.""

(Smith and Cheetham, art.byScudamore.)

GSASUAXi An antiphon sung after

the Epistle, and so called either because it

used to be sung on the altar steps, or

because it was sung while the deacon

ascended the steps of the ambo to sing

the Gospel. It is also called " responsory,"

because it answers to the Epistle, or be

cause sung antiphonally. The " Liber

Pontificalia," in tlie Life of Celestine I.,

attributes its origin to that Pope: others

refer its introduction to Gregory the

Great. It is omitted in Lent- (From

Benedict XIV. " De Missa.")

CSASUAL PSALMS. A title

given to Psalms cxx.-cxxxiv , in the

Hebrew—cxix.-exxxiii., in the Vulgate

numeration.3 All these Psalms have

much in common. All except Ps. exxxii.

are short ; the same tone of joyful trust

in God's protection runs through them all:

and although some of them (viz. Ps.cxxii.,

exxiv., exxxi., exxxiii.) are ascribed to

David, exxvii. to Solomon, it is pretty

plain that they all belong to the early

period of the return from the exile.

The Latin "canticum grnduum," is a

translation of the Hebrew ni^Sl Tp>

(in exxi. n\b]pih)> which occurs in the

inscriptions. The LXX have <u8^ dva/3a6-

1 Ep. ii. ad Greg. Nsz. (quoted in Mr. Scu-

damnre'a art., Vict, of Christ. Antiq.)

1 Apost. Constit., from the Coptic, Tattam,

1848 ; p. 74.
3 The Hebrew numeration is followed in tht

rest of this article.
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p&v. But it is impossible to Bay for certain
■what this title moans. The following are

the chief attempts at solving the problem.

(1) The oldest explanation given by

Jewish and Christian scholars, and implied

perhaps in the LXX transition, is that

the psalms were so called because sung

on the fifteen steps which led from the

court nf the men to that of the women.

According to the Talmud, two priests

were stationed on the evening of the first

day of the feast of tabernacles, at the top

of the steps with trumpets, while the

Levites sarrg the psalms on the steps (ac

cording to a later tradition one psalm on

each step). We have no historical evi

dence apart from the Talmud for such a

custom ; the steps most likely did not exist

till Herod's time ; and there is strong

reason to suspect that the custom was

imagined to account for the title of the

psalms.

(2; Others have suggested that the

psalms were sung by the exiles, in re

turning or "going up" from Babylon, so

that the word translated " gradiium "

would answer to the Greek avaffairis.

This explanation was adopted, parflSUv

at least, by the Syriac translator, and

seems to have been in the mind of Aqnila,

Symmachus, and Theodotion, when they

used ava^iiant to render nibjJD. This

view was advocated by Chrysostom and

Theodoret among the Fathers, as well as

by modern scholars of name. No doubt

the words ^3^!? n^yJ} do occur in Es-

dras vii. 0, in the sense of return, or

avafjams, from Babel. But the plural

number in Tvbyo retained in the Vul

gate "graduum " is against this interpre

tation; and, besides, Ps. cxxii. implies that

the exile was over some considerable time,

and the Temple and city rebuilt.

(3) Closely allied with the foregoing

is another explanation adopted by many

great scholars—e.g. by Eichhorn, Maurer,

Hengstenberg, Keil, Hupfeld, Kuenen, &c.

—and which has very much to recommend

it. They suppose that these psnlms were

sung during the "goings up " or pilgrim

ages to Jerusalem for the great annual

feasts. This account satisfies the laws of

grammatical usage (e.g. it accounts for

the use of the plural), and is perfectly

consistent with t he contents of the psalms

in question. We may reasonably con

jecture that some of the psalms were

actually written for the pilgrims, while

others were placed in this collection be-

cause they dealt with subjects or expressed

feeling* which had a powerful attraction

for the pious Israelite in general, and so

for the pilgrim in particular. "Thus Ps.

cxx.-cxxii., Ps. cxxxiii., cxxxiv. (i.e. the

first and the lost songs in the collection)

point directly to the pilgrimages; Ps.

cxxiv., cxxvi., cxxviii., cxxix., cxxxii.,

treat of subjects more or less connected

therewith; lastly, Ps. cxxiii., cxxv.,

cxxvii., cxxx., cxxxi., are more general,

but at the same time contain nothing

which makes their incorporation in a

' petit nsautier des pelerins du second

temple ' inexplicable or even strange."

We add for the sake of completeness,

two other explanations. Ge.se.nius, fol

lowed by De Wette, Winer, Delitzsch,

&c, suggested that the name described

the ascending rhythm of the psalms, for

the sense goes on progressively, and the

first or last words of a preceding are

often repeated at the beginning of a sub

sequent sentence. It is scarcely fair to

urge against this view, that the same

rhythm is found in the song of Deborah,

and in Isa. xxvi. o, 6. It is, however, a

strong objection that this ascending

rhythm is not found at all in Ps. exxvii.-

cxxxiv. ; and is, to say the least, not

strongly marked in Ps. cxxv. Besides,

this explanation will not suit the inscrip

tion of Ps. cxxi.—viz. a song " for ascents *

not "of ascents :" "gradihus," not "gra

duum" (rivm?).

Fiir.st*s theory, given in his Concor

dance and in his Lexicon (sub voc. n^Slj),

may be dismissed in a singlo sentence.

He translates the titles " songs of excel

lence," a meaning which is not. justified

by usage, which is unlikely on the face of

it, and which leaves the plural number

unexplained. (Chiefly from the essay in

Hupleld's " Commentary on the Psalms,"

vol. iv. p. 274 seq., and from Kuenen,

" Histonsch-kritisch Onderzoek naar het

Onstaan en de Verzameling van de Boeken

des Ouden Verbonds,"vol.iii.,p. 218 seq. :

the words in inverted commas are from

the latter author.)

We may now pass on to the use of

the Gradual Psalms in the Christian

Church. The Fathers, as well as later

Catholic writers, found various mystical

meanings in the number fifteen, and re

garded these Psalms as marking the steps

by which the soul ascends to God. The

Breviary divides the Gradual Psalms into

three sets of five each, the first five end

ing with the common conclusion " Ro

o 0 2
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quiem seternam dona eis, Domine," and

with a prayer for the dead, while each

of the remaining psalms ends with the

" Gloria Patri,'' and each of the remain

ing sets with a collect. This arrange

ment and the practice of reciting these

dins before matins are mentioned by

ulphus, a contemporary of Innocent

III. At one time the Gradual Psalms

were said before matins every day in

Lent, but Pius V. limited the recitation

to all Wednesdays in that season, except

ing Wednesday in Holy Week, and days

on which an office of nine lessons occurs.

Moreover, Pius V. made the private reci

tation a matter of devotion, not of pre

cept. He attached an indulgence of tifty

days to the devout repetition. When,

however, ofHce is said in choir, the obliga

tion of reciting the Gradual Psalms still

continues, as appears from the Constitu

tion of Pius V. on the Breviary as inter

preted by various decisions of the Congre

gation of Rites. (From Gavantus, sect. 9,

dp. 2.)

CRATIJE EXPECTATrVJE. [See

Exi'ECTATIVES.]

GREATER TITHES. [SceTjTHES.]

GREEK [SCHISMATIC] CHURCH.

Under this title we include all those Chris

tians who, being separated from the com

munion of the Pope, acknowledge the pri

macy of the Patriarch of Constantinople.

The Russian church, however, which is

really Greek in the sense of the above de

finition, we put aside for the present, re

serving our account of it for another article.

At one time, as everybody knows, the Greek

churches were in full communion with the

Holy See. We begin, therefore, with the

history of the schism and of the origin of

the Greek church as an independent body.

Ignatius, a member of the imperial

family and a monk, was made Patriarch

of Constantinople in 846 or 847, during

the reign of Theodora. When Theodora's

son Michael 1H., known as Michael the

Drunken, began to reign, he fell entirely

under the influence of his uncle Bardus, a

profligate of the most abandoned cha

racter, who lived in sin with ltis own

stepdaughter. On the feast of the Epi

phany 867 Ignatius refused to give Bardus

communion, and further offended him by

declining to clothe Theodora and her

daughters against their will with the

religious habit. Accordingly, Ignatius

was banished, and in 868 Photius was

consecrated Patriarch in his place. Pho

tius was the most learned man of his

time, among the most learned of any

time—as his Bibliotheca (or /xvpio^i/JXioy,

as he entitled it, consisting of extracts

from 280 books which he hud read) still

remains to testify. But he was am

bitious and unscrupulous. Hi.- consecra

tion was utterly uncanonical. For, first,

Ignatius, a pious and virtuous man, was

the lawful patriarch ; next, Photius, who

was a layman at the time of his election,

was promoted to the episcopate withiu

six days ; and, lastly, he was consecrated

by a bishop who was himself under sen

tence of deposition.

This violent change in the govern

ment of the church caused discontent

among the clergy and people, and in

order to .quiet them, the Emperor Michael

sent ambassadors with costly presents to

Pope Nicholas I., in order to secure his

approbation. In spite of false statements

made by the ambassadors, the Pope re

fused to decide till he had investigated

the matter, and for this purpose de

spatched two legates to Constantinople.

Those legates, yielding to bribery or to

threats, confirmed the deposition of Igna

tius on the ground that he had been elected

through the undue influence of Theodora,

and acknowledged the jurisdiction of

Photius. This took place in a synod at

Constantinople, held iu 863, but the Pope

remained inflexible. He sent word to

the Eastern bishops that he condemned

both the deposition of Ignatius and the

usurpation of Photius, and in the same

year, 863, he deposed the latter from the

office into which he had intruded.

Three years later Barduswas murdered

by the army, but the schism which he

had originated still continued ; nay, fresh

causes of quarrel arose. The Bulgarians,

a Slav people, had been converted in the

middle of the ninth century by the Greek

teachers, St. Cyril and St. Methodius.

Some time later, when Cyril and Metho

dius had gone to the Moravians and Bo

hemians, the Bulgarian king, Michael,

sent envoys to Pope Nicolas desiring in

formation on various points. Nicolas sent

Latin missionaries to the country, and the

Roman missionary bishops re-confirmed

all those who had received confirmation

from Greek priests, denying that Photius,

who was himself without real jurisdiction,

could empower his priests to confirm.

In 867 Photius, now more embittered

than ever, convoked a council in the im

perial city, and delivered sentence of de

position and excommunication against the

Pope. Further, he accused the Latin

church of heresy for adding the words
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"Filioque" to the Nicene Creed, and at

tacked the discipline and usages of the

Latins, particularly their practice of fast

ing on Saturday, their use of milk and

cheese on fasting days, and the enforced

celibacy of their clergy.

Scarcely had Photius issued his pre

tended deposition of the Pope, when he

himself was removed from office by the

new Emperor, Basil, who had murdered

Michael ; and Ignatius was reinstated.

The new Pope, Hadrian II., worked

zealously for the restoration of peace ;

the Eighth General Council met at Con

stantinople in 809, and then the excom

munication of Photius was recognised,

though his followers were admitted to

the communion of the Church if they con

sented to express their sorrow for the

past. Thus Greeks and Latins were

again united, but Bulgaria was still the

cause of strife, and in 872 Pope John

VIII. threatened Ignatius with excom

munication if he insisted on regarding it

as subject to his see. Peace was not

actually broken till 878, when after the

death of Ignatius, Photius again ascended

the patriarchal throne of Constantinople.

John VIII. would not acknowledge him,

except on condition that he begged pardon

for his offences, and renounced his claim to

jurisdiction in Bulgaria. Once more Pho

tius circumvented legates sent from Rome.

At a Council of Constantinople in 879 he

contrived to evade the Pope's demand for

apology, and those who made any addi

tion to the Nicene ('reed were anathe

matised. The Pope, however, was not to

be deceived. He despatched the Roman

deacon Marinus (afterwards Pope) to

Constantinople, and he annulled tne acts

of the late synod. The excommunication

of Photius was reiterated by Marinus,

John's successor, as well as by Pope

Hadrian III. Things took a new turn

under Pope Stephen V. (885-891). The

emperor Bieil died in 886, and his suc

cessor, Leo VI., " the Philosopher,"

banished Photius, who died in 891. The

schism was healed after a fashion, but

the ashes of the old dissension were still

smouldering, and it only needed a new

Photius to kindle them into flame.

This new Photius was found in

Michael Cerularius, also Patriarch of Con

stantinople, who in 1053, under Pope

Leo IX., wrote to the bishop of Trani, in

Apulia, reproaching tho Latins with their

use of unleavened bread in the Mass, their

habit of eating flesh with the blood

(anurnfor; see Acts XT. 20), their cus

tom of omitting the Alleluia during Lent,

4c. The Pope wrote a reply which mnde

a good impression on the Emperor Con

stantino Monomachus, and in 1054 the

Papal legates went to Constant inople. The

Patriarch, however, would not hear of

peace, and the legates left the document

containing his excommunication on the

altar of St. Sophia. Michael succeeded

in withdrawing the Oriental bishops from

communion with the West, a task which he

did not find difficult, for the Greeks gene

rally were averse to the addition of the

" Filioque," and to the use of unleavened

bread in the Eucharist. Since then the

Greeks have as a body been severed from

Catholic communion, although the separa

tion of the Russo-Greek church from

Rome was not effected till the twelfth

century.

Many attempts were made to repair

the breach, but without lasting results.

In 1098, Urban II. convoked a synod at

Bari, in which St. Anselm of Canterbury

defended the doctrine of the Holy Ghost's

procession from the Son. Negotiations

were carried on between Alexander III.

and the Emperor Manuel Comnenus, and

the latter assembled a council at Constan

tinople, in 1108, to promote the reunion

of the Greeks, but the resistance of the

Greek Patriarch defeated the Emperor's

intentions. The presence of the Crusaders

in the East only served to aggravate the

schism. Latin patriarchates were esta

blished in Antioch and Jerusalem. On

the capture of Constantinople by the

Latins, a Latin empire and patriarchate

were set up there (in 1204) ; the Greek

Patriarch of Alexandria returned to

Catholic communion ; and learned Greeks,

such as Nicholas, archbishop of Thessa-

lonica, the monk Nicephorus Blemmidos,

and John Beceus, archivist of the church

at Constantinople, were courageous advo

cates of the union, but the cause which

they had at heart was ruined by the

selfishness of the Emperor, the fanaticism

of the Greek monks, the cruelty and

avarice of the Crusaders. The Greek

Patriarchs of Constantinople settled at

Nicsea, where Theodore Lascaris had

founded a kingdom on the ruins of the

Byzantine empire. In 1262, ths Latin

empire fell, the Greeks recovered possession

of Constautinople, and the schism con

tinued in full force. The union effected

at Lyons (1274), when the Greeks ac

knowledged the primacy of the Pope and

the procession of the Holy Ghopt from the

Son, did not last six years, and the Decree
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of Union at Florence (1430) was repu

diated in 1443 by the Patriarchs of

Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem. In

Constantinople it was only the Patriarch

and the prelates of the Court who ad

hered to the union ; and when (in 1403)

this city fell before theTurks, its Patriarch

fled to Italy, and Gregory Scholariua, a

schismatic, was chosen in his place by

command of the Sultan Mahomet II.

Peace was at an end between Rome and

Constantinople. In the Russian empire

proper, the decree of Florence had never

been accepted. The Greek exarchs, how

ever, subject to the Metropolitan of Kiew

anion? the Lithuanians and Poles, and the

Greek churches in Italy, illyria, Hungary,

Slavonia, &c, were faithful to the union

effected at Florence. They are known

w " United Greeks," or Catholics of the

Greek rite.

II. The Present State of the Greek

Schismatic Church.—The Patriarch of

Constantinople is superior in rank to the

three other Patriarchs—viz. of Alexan

dria, Antioch, and Jerusalem. His direct

spiritual jurisdiction extends over all the

Greeks of Turkey in Europe, and overall

the Greeks of Turkey in Asia who are

not subject to the other Patriarchs. His

power has been greatly lessened withiu

the last three centuries. The Russian

church was emancipated in a consider

able degree by the erection of a patri

archate at Moscow in 1 589, and completely

by the institution of the Holy Governing

Synod in \7'2\. The bishops in the king

dom of Greece asserted their independence

in 1833, and it was acknowledged in

1SC8 by the Patriarchs themselves. Quite

recently, the Bulgarian church has placed

itself under an exarch or primate who is

independent of Constantinople. Still the

Patriarch retains under his rule a large

population, for the schismatic Greeks in

Turkey number between eleven and

twelve millions.1 He inflicts spiritual

penalties, including excommunication, on

any of the clergy or people in his

patriarchate. He nominates and de

poses archbishops and bishops. He has

also ample civil jurisdiction, for he can

summon criminals before his court and

inflict punishment ; he has his own police,

and his priun, and he is the supreme

arbiter in all civil disputes between Greeks

and Greeks. The council of the Patri

arch is the Holy Synod—a body which

1 This calculation, however, includes Bul

garians.

consists of twelve metropolitans, though

the Patriarch may reduce the number to

ten. The metropolitans of Heraclea, Cy-

zicus, Nicomedia, and Chalcedon are ex

officio members ; the rest are nominated

by the Patriarch, but all bishops who

happen to be in Constantinople at the

time are entitled to take part in the de

liberations and decisions of the synod, if

matters of great import are at issue. The

Patriarch needs the synod's consent for

matters which concern the general good

of the church, whether these affairs

are spiritual or temporal, and for the

nomination of bishops. When the patri

archate is vacant, the synod chooses three

candidates, who, according to the present

rule, must all be metropolitans. The

names are announced to the "com

munity," composed of dignitarie9, lay and

cleric, belonging to the patriarchal palace,

of notables from the merchants, and

of heads of corporations. The " com

munity ' then elect one of them by

acclamation, and the Porte grants the

Berat, or diploma of investiture. The

day after, the Grand Vizier presents the

new Patriarch with a pastoral staff, a

white horse and rich ornaments. The

Patriarch may be tried by the synod, and

if he is found guiltv the Porte is requested

to depose him. Tlie Patriarch is assisted

by the officials of his household. Of these

the principal are—the GSconome (jityas

oiKovoyLos), who manages the revenues

and presents candidates for ordination;

"Visitors" (o-aKtWafiioi) , who inspect

the monasteries and convents; the Charto-

phylax, who superintends ecclesiastical

causes ; the Protonotary, who has charge

of wills, contracts, and the patriarchal

correspondence; the Great Logothete

(/it'yiis Xoyo&'rqj), a layman who repre

sents the Patriarch at the Porte ; the Prot-

ecdicos (ny>a>r«8«or), who, with twelve

assistant judges, forms a court of minor

instance.

The other patriarchates are mere

shadows of former greatness. That of

Alexandria comprises Egypt, Lybia,

Nubia and Arabia, but contains only

about 5,000 members of the Greek

church. Next comes the Patriarch of

Antioch, ruling over about 28,000

Greeks in Syria, Cilicia, Mesopotamia,

Isauria, &c. There are some 15,000

Greeks in the Holy Places subject to the

Patriarch of Jerusalem, who lives at Con

stantinople. These patriarchs have their

synods, officials, &c. The Berat of their

investiture is obtained from the Porte by
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the mediation of the Patriarch of Con

stantinople.

There are few ecclesiastical provinces

in Turkey, and the title of archbishop is

merely honorary. As bishops are neces

sarily celibate, they are selected by the

Patriarch and Holy Synod from the

monks, a Berat being required to confirm

the appointment. The bishops appoint

the parish priests, and no monastery can

be erected in their dioceses without their

leave. Collections are made for them in

the parishes; they receive dues from their

priests, besides honoraria for dispensations,

marriages, burials, Masses, &c, so that

their revenues are sometimes large. They

also wield considerable political influence.

They, like the Patriarchs, have their

officials, such as the Protosyncellus, an

swering to the Latin Vicar-General ; the

Proto-Presbyter, who visits the churches,

installs the new parish-priests, and exe

cutes episcopal sentences; the Charto-

phylax or chancellor. There is, moreover,

in' every diocese a commission consisting

of three members : one of them examines

candidates for orders; another watches

over the administration of the sacraments

and the publication of books, to which he

gives his imprimatur in case of approval ;

a third superintends the schools.

In large parishes there is a Proestos,

who baptises, marries, and buries ; a

Pneumaticos, who is approved by the

bishop to hear confessions; and an Ephe-

merios, who fays Mass and recites the

canonical hours ; but poor parishes have

only one priest, with a deacon or lector to

assist him. The clergy are usually Li

poid. As a rule, they are married.

The religious men and women gener

ally follow the rule of St. Basil, for

houses of St. Antony's order are only

found on Sinai and Lnbauon, and by the

6hores of the Red Sea Most of the

monks are laymen ; if priests, they are

called 'upafiovaxoi. The monks never

taste flesh, and are bound to the recita

tion of the hours. The superior of a

monastery is called Hegoumenos, or in

the case of the great monasteries, Archi

mandrite. The name for the superioress

of nuns is Hegoumenissa. The monks

wear a long robe of coarse cloth, a belt,

cloak, scapular, and a hood with five

crosses. Some of the religious houses are

subject to th* bishop, others are placed

immediately under the Patriarchs. On

Mount Athos there are still anchorites, or

solitaries, and the Greeks have preserved

the old custom, according to which pious

virgins and widows lead an ascetic and

quasi-religious life in .the bosom of their

families.

The Greeks reject the words " Filio-

que " in the Creed, aud they do not use the

word Purgatory, but they teach that

there are two hells, from one of which

there is no redemption ; and they pray for

the dead. " In all other points of doc

trine,' says Hefele, " they are in full agree

ment with the Latin church," though we

ought to add that they consider the

marriage tie to be dissolved by adultery.

In 1570 the Patriarch Jeremias of Con

stantinople sent a document to the Pro

testant theologians of Tubingen, in which

he asserted the belief of his church in the

saving efficacy of good works, the seven

sacraments, the change of the bread and

wine into Christ's body and blood, the

necessity of detailed confession to a

priest, the veneration due to the saints,

the utility of prayers for the dead, and

the sanctity of the monastic life. The

Greeks offered a stubborn resistance to

Cyril Lucar, Patriarch of Alexandria, and

afterwards of Constantinople, who en

deavoured to introduce among his own

people the doctrines which he had

learned in Geneva. He wrs driven re

peatedly from his see, and finally mur

dered by the Janissaries in 1038. During

the controversy of Amauld and Nicole

with the Ciilvinist Claude on transubstan-

tiation, the most distinguished Greek

theologians were asked for their opinion,

and gave it in the most decided way for

the Catholic doctrine.

There are, however, great differences

on points of ritual and discipline between

Latins and Greeks, whether united or

schismatic. The Greek church retains

its ancient and beautiful rites. Mass is

celebrated throughout Turkey in Greek,

except where the " orthodox " community

is Slav or Roumanian. The liturgy of

St. Chrysostom is used all the year round,

that of St. Basil only on certain fixed

days. Leavened bread is consecrated at

Mass. During Lent, except on Saturdays

and Sundays, there is no Mass in the

proper sense, but only a " Mass of the Pre-

sanctitied," corresponding to our office on

Good Friday. Ihe liturgies for Mass,

and the forms for the administration of

the sacraments are contained in the

" Euchologion," of which an excellent edi

tion by the Dominican Goar was pub

lished at Paris in 1047. The canonical

hours are given in the " Horologion," the

office for Lent in the ''Triodion," that
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from Easter Sunday to the octave of

Pentecost in the !' Peritecostarion. The

" fleortologion " is a calendar of the feasts,

fasts, and ferias ; the " Typicon,*' an Ordo

which marks the order of prayers in

the office, while the " Menaea '' contains

lives of the saints honoured in the

East. The greater feasts of our Lord

and the Blessed Virgin are nearly the

same as with us, except that their Epi

phany or Theoplmny on January 6 merely

commemorates the baptism of Christ,

and that the greater solemnities are pre

ceded by a Proertia or Ante-feast.

Sunday is sanctified by hearing Mass and

resting from servile work, and holidays

of obligation are observed in the same

manner, the number of these holidays

being different in different nations.

Every Wednesday and Friday, and

the vigils of the great feasts are fasting-

days. In addition to Lent, the Greeks

keep the fast of "the Mother of God,"

from August 1 to August 15 ; the fast of

Christinas, from November 15 to De

cember 24 ; the fast of the Apostles St.

Peter and St. Paul, from the first Sun

day after Pentecost to June 28. On

Wednesdays and Fridays and during

Lent the use, not only of meat, but of fish,

eggs, milk, cheese, wine, beer and oil is

strictly forbidden.

The Greek canon law is based on the

Apostolic canons and constitutions, the

canons of the Councils of Nicsea, Con

stantinople, Ephesus, Chalcedon, in Trul-

lo; on the canons of the particular

councils held at Gangra, Laodicea, and

Antioch ; on the canonical letters of the

bishops ; on the council of Photius, and

the synodal decrees of the schismatic

Patriarchs. Mgr. Pap-Szilagyi has made

a methodical compendium of these docu

ments in his " Enchiridion Juris Eccle-

sise Orientalis."

(The substance of this article is chiefly

taken from an elaborate essay on the

Greek church by Hefele in his " Beitrage."

But in the description of the present

Greek church great use has also been

made of an article by Professor Lamv iu

the "Dublin Review " for July 1880.

Professor Lamy refers to Selbernagel.

" Verfassung und gegenwiirtiger Bestand

siimmtlicher Kirchen des Orients," Lands-

hut, 1865.)

GREGORIAN MUSIC. [See PLAIN

Chant.]

oseookiait bacsakeit-

TAKT. [See Liturgies.]

GREMIALE. A piece of cloth often

adorned with gold or silver lace, which

is placed on the bishop's lap when he

sits in celebrating Mass or conferring

orders. Probably its original purpose

was to keep his vestments from being

soiled. It must be distinguished from a

similar vestment, the " subcinctorium,"

which is only used by the Pope. (Merati

on Gavantus, Tom. I. p. ii. tit. I.)

GREY FRIARS. [See FRANCIS

CANS.]

GUARDIAIT. I. A person responsible

in the eye of the law for the proper bring

ing up of children whose father is dead

or incapable. Under the ancient disci-

filine, a cleric might not act as guardian,

est he should be too much entangled in

worldly business ; and e converso, a Coun

cil of Carthage decreed that a guardian

should not be ordained to any ecclesiasti

cal function, till the period of his responsi

bility had come to an end. (Smith and

Oheetham.) .

II. The superior of a Franciscan con

vent, lie is elected for three years, and

cannot hold the guardianship of tfct

same convent twice, though he may be

chosen head of another convent. [Abbot,

Franciscans.]

GYROVAGI (lit. " circuit-wan

derers "). There was a class of spurious

monks in the early Christian centuries—■

nor were they unknown even to the

middle ages—who were without real piety,

and, like the tramps of modern times,

preferred a lazy rambling life to one of

steady regular activity. St. Benedict

mentions them by this name in his Rule,

and describes them as the fourth, last,

and worst kind of monks—men who

" spend their life in travelling up and

down the different provinces, lodging in

each cell [ = monastery], some three or

four days; always wandering, never

stable; enslaved to their own pleasures

and to gluttony ; and worse in all respects

than the Sarabaita? " (the third class of

monks). More than a hundred years

later, the Synod in Trullo (691), when

regulating monastic discipline, orders that

a man who wishes to be recognised as a

true monk shall pass three years at least

in the same monastery, and that " the

vagabonds calling themselves hermits,

clad in black, and with long hair," be

driven away from the cities into the

desert. This is evidently the same class

of persons as those whom St. Benedict

calls " Gyrovagi."
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HALO. [See Aureolk ]

BEABI OF JESUS (SACKED

HEART). The special and formal devo

tion to the Heart of Jesus, which is now

so popular in the Church, owes its origin

to a Freuch Visitation nun, the Blessed

Margaret Mary Alacoque, who lived in

the latter part of the seventeenth century.

Her biographers relate that our Lord Him

self appeared to her and declared that this

worship was most acceptable to Him ; and

her director, the famous Jesuit, Father

de la Oolombiere, preached the devojion at

the Court of St. James's, and zealously

propagated it elsewhere. The most popu

lar book in defence of the new devotion

was that of Father Gallifet, S. J., "De

Cultu SS. Cordis Jesu in variis Christiani

orbis partibus jam propagato." It was

published with a dedication to Benedict

XIII. and with the approval of Lamber-

tini (afterwards Benedict XIV.) ; the

French translation appeared in 1745, at

Lyons. On February 6, 1765,1 Clement

XIII. permitted several churches to cele

brate the feast of the Sacred Heart, which

was extended in 1866 to the whole

Church. It is generally kept on the Fri

day (in the U. S. as other countries) after

the Octave of Corpus Christi. In Eng

land, Italy, France, Netherlands, Ger

many, Spam and Portugal, indeed through

out the Catholic world, the devotion and

the feast found a ready and enthusiastic

acceptance. However, the worship of

the Sacred Heart encountered keen oppo

sition, particularly from the Jansemsts.

They who practised it were nicknamed

" Cardiolatree " or " Cordicolse, " and

charged with Nestorianism, as if they

worshipped a divided Christ, and gave to

the created humanity of Christ worship

which belonged to God alone. The

Jansenist objections were censured as

injurious to the Apostolic See—which

had approved the devotion, and bestowed

numerous indulgences in its favour—by

Pius VI. in his condemnation of the Jan

senist synod of Pistoia. This condemna

tion was issued in the bull " Auctorem

fidei," bearing date August 28, 1794.

A further approval of the devotion was

1 The Congregation of Rites had refused to

sanction the feast in 1697 and 1729.

implied in the beatification of Margaret

Mary Alacoque in 1864.

The bull " Auctorem fidei " contains

the following explanation of the prin

ciple on which the devotion rests, an ex

planation which is at once authoritative

and clear. The faithful worship with

supreme adoration the physical Heart of

Christ, considered " not as mere flesh, but

as united to the Divinity." They adore

it as " the Heart of the Person of the

Word to which it is inseparably united."

It is of course absurd to speak of this

principle as novel; it is as old as the

belief in the hypostatic union, and it was

solemnly defined in 431 at the Council of

Ephesus. All the members of Christ

united to the rest of his sacred humanity

and to the eternal Word are the object of

divine worship. If it be asked further,

why the heart is selected as the object of

special adoration, the answer is, that the

real and physical heart is a natural sym

bol of Christ's exceeding charity, and of

his interior life. Just as the Church in

the middle age3 turned with singular de

votion to the Five Wounds as the symbol

of Christ's Passion, so in these later days

she bids us have recourse to his Sacred

Heart, mindful of the love wherewith he

loved us " even to the end." Nothing

could be made of the fact, if it were a

fact, that the devotion actually began

with Blessed Margaret Mary, for though

the doctrine of the Church cannot change,

she may, and does from time to time, in

troduce new forms of devotion. But the

special devotion to the Heart of our

Saviour is as old at least as the twelfth

century, while early in the sixteenth the

Carthusian Lansperg recommended pious

Christians to assist their devotion by

using a figure of the Sacred Heart.1

(An account of the theology of the

devotion will be found in Card. Franzelin,

" De Incarnatione," and of the propagation

of the devotion in the admirable Life of

Blessed Margaret Mary, by F. Tickell,

S. J. Both the doctrine and the history

1 See F. Ryder's quotations (Catholic Con-

fmtwrjy, p. 148-9) from the Vitis Mystica, a

series of meditations printed oniony the works

of St Bernard, c. iii. 8, and from Lanspergiua,

IHvini Amoru 1'haretra, ed. 1572, p. 78.
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are exhaustively treated by Nilles, " De

Rationibus Festorum Sacratissimi Cordis

Jesu et Piirissimi Cordis Marite," 1873.)

HEART Or MARY (IMMACU

LATE). The principles on which the

devotion rests are the same (mutatis mu

tandis) as those which are the founda

tion of the Catholic devotion to the

Sacred Heart. Just as Catholics worship

the Sacred Heart because it is united to

the Person of the Word, so they venerate

(with hyperdulia) the heart of Mary be

cause united to the person of the Blessed

Virgin. In each case the physical heart

is taken as a natural symbol of charity

and of the inner life, though of course

the charity and virtues of Mary are in

finitely inferior to those of her Divine

Son.

The devotion to the Immaculate Heart

was first propagated by John Eu4.es,

founder of a congregation of priests called

after him Eudistes. Eudes died in 1680.

The Congregation of Rites in 1660, and

again in 1726, declined to sanction the

devotion. However, a local celebration

of the feast was permitted (but without

proper Mass and office) by Pius VI. in

1700 ; and in 1866 Pius IX. extended the

feast—which is kept with a special Mass

and office, either on the Sunday after

the Octave of the Assumption or on the

third Sunday after Pentecost—to the

whole Church. The Arch-confraternity

of the Immaculate Heart established

some twenty years earlier at the chureh

of Notre Dame des Victoires, in Paris,

did much to spread the devotion and make

it popular.

(Nilles, " De Rationibus Festorum SS.

Cordis Jesu et Purissimi Cordis Marise.")

HEATEV. A full account of the

joy which constitutes the essential hap

piness of heaven has been given in the

articles on the Beatific Vision and on

Beatitude. In these articles, particularly

in the former, it has been shown that all

the blessed see God face to face, some,

however, more perfectly than others, ac

cording to the degree of their merit, and

that the soul's entrance into perfect bliss

is not deferred till sentence has been

passed at the day of judgment. Here,

however, it is as well to point out that

heaven is, not only a state, but a place of

beatitude. It is the place where God

manifests his glory to the blessed, and

clearly shows Himself to them. This

appears from the fact that Christ has

ascended to heaven in that body which He

took from Mary, and that the body of

Mary herself is according to the belief

of the Church already reunited to her

soul, so that she is, body and soul, with

her Divine Son. Since then the sacred

humanity is not omnipresent, heaven is a

definite place in which Christ and the

Blessed Virgin exist, and in which the

angels and blessed souls are gathered to

gether. After the general resurrection,

heaven will also be the home in which

the bodies of the just will live for ever.

Where the place is, we do not know, but

Scripture clearly indicates that itis beyond

this earth. (See Jungmann, " De Kovis-

simis," a. viii.)

We may here add a few words " on the

third heaven " of which St. Paul speaks,

2 Cor. xii. 2-4. Catholic commentators

are not agreed about the meaning of the

words " caught up," and it is of course law

ful to hold, as St. Thomas appears to do

C'Summa," i. 68,4),that St.Paul waasimply

raised to the highest kind of supernatural

vision. But in any case the metaphor

implies belief in a corresponding reality,

and hence St. Thomas maintains (loc.

cit.) that there are three heavens, viz.

the sidereal, the crystalline, and the em

pyrean, the last of which is heaven in the

proper sense. Further, it is generally

taken for granted that St. Paul identifies

this third heaven with paradise. There

is a difficulty, however, in supposing that

the Apostle alludes to this triple division,

for the statement of Grotius, that the

Rabbins recognised three heavens, is un

supported by good evidence. There is

some Rabbinical authority for the belief

in two heavens, but the Jewish doctors

almost unanimously taught that there

were seven, and we find this belief re

cognised in a Christian document of the

second century—viz. the " Testament of

the Twelve Patriarchs," iii. § 3. The pro

bability, therefore, is that St. Paul alludes

to this belief without necessarily assert
ing its truth. Wre may, then, reasonably

distinguish " the third heaven " from

paradise. The former was a resting-point

on the journey upwards, whether that

journey was local or merely spiritual:

the latter marks the end of the journey,

the " Paradise of God." or heaven in tie

usual acceptation of the word. This dis

tinction between " the third heaven " and

paradise is in keeping with St. Paul's

own language. " I know a man ....

caught up ... . even to the third heaven

.... and I know of such a man ....

that he was caught up into paradise."

This distinction is made by several Fathers
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as well as by Estius and others among

modern commentators.

BELL may be defined as the place

and state in wnich the devils and such

human beings as die in enmity with God

suffer eternal torments. In this article

we have to consider the proofs for the

existence of hell, the nature of the punish

ment there indicted, and the eternity of

these torments. This triple division of

the subject arranges the difficulties at

tached to it in an ascending scale. No

one who accepts the Christian revelation

nt all, no one perhaps who believes in a

(iod at all, is likely to find much difficulty

in believing that obstinate and unrepented

sin will be punished in the next world.

It is much harder to ascertain the nature

of the torments which God reserves for

those who die in rebellion against Him ;

while the dogma of eternal punishment

is undoubtedly one of the most awful

and mysterious truths taught by Scripture

and the Church.

1. TheRvittenceof Hell.—TheHebrew

Bible contains few direct and clear an

nouncements of a life beyond the grave,

so that it is not the place to which we

should naturally turn for the prools that

hell exists. Three passages are most

commonly quoted as decisive on the point

—viz. Is. xxxiii. 14 ; Is. lxvi. 24 ; Dan.

xii 2. The first of these must, we think,

be put aside, for it has no real connection

with the matter before us. Isaias, writing

probably at the close of his life, foretells

the judgments of God which are to fall

both on the Assyrians and on the immoral

and irreligious part of the Jewish nation.

This judgment, by a metaphor familiar

in the Hebrew Scriptures, he describes as

firo which is, like God Himself, eternal.

" Sinners shudder in Sinn : trembling

seizes unholy men. O who will dwell in

devouring fire ? O who will dwell in

eternal burnings ? A man who walketh

in justice, and speaketh upright things,

who rejecteth the gain of oppression, who

shaketh his hands, so that they lay not

hold of a bribe, who stoppeth his ears

so that they hear no deeds of blood, and

closeth his eyes so as not to look on evil

—he shall dwell on heights ; fastnesses of

rocks are his fortress: his bread has been

given to him, his waters are sure. The

king in his beauty shall thine eyes behold ;

they shall see a land that stretches far."

In other words, the fire which consumes

the wicked will leave the just man un

harmed : he will be secure from the sword

and the famine. Then when the Assyrian

is destroyed, he will see the King of

Judah i'.i the fullness of his royal splen

dour, the city no longer beleaguered, the

land no longer held by the foe, but peace

fully inhabited by its rightful owners and

stretching to its ancient limits.

The second passage (Is. lxvi. 24)

comes near the point, if it does not actu

ally touch it. It clearly refers to the

Messianic age. " All flesh " is to come

and worship at Jerusalem, " from new

moon to new moon, from sabbath to sub-

bath." " And they shall go out and look

on the corpses of the men who rebelled

against me, for their worm shall not die,

and their Are shall not be quenched, and

they shall be an abomination to all flesh.'

Immediately, of course, the prophet only

mentions the dead bodies of the wicked,

but we may reasonably suppose that the

prophet is depicting punishment in the

future world in imagery borrowed from

that in which he lived. For it is impos

sible to take his words literally. " All

flesh " could not gather in Jerusalem :

worms cannot live in fire, or dead

bodies continue to burn for ever. The

heavenly Jerusalem and the eternal suf

ferings of the lost are the real object of

his prophecy. Such is the interpretation

found in the Torgum, and so, as we shall

presently see, the words of Isaias are

applied in the deutero-canonical books,

and by our Lord himself. We say ap

plied, for neither the deutero-canonical

books nor our Lord give an authorita

tive explanation of the prophet's actual

meaning.

The words of Daniel xii. 1,2, are

more definite. A time of trouble such as

has never been known is to come. Mich

ael, however, is to stand up for the

people of God, and everyone whose

name is written in the book is to be

delivered. " And many of them that

sleep in the dust of the earth " (literally,

"earth of the dust," i.e. grave) shall

awake, some to eternal life, and some to

shame and to everlasting contempt."

Here we have an explicit statement that

some will meet with eternal punishment.

We must beware, however, of pressing

the words further. Even if the word

D'3T which in all other places means

" many," could be regarded here (cf.

Romans v. 16, ol ttoXXo! cmiBavov with

Romans v. 12, «r wdvras dv8pa>irove 6

Bavaros SiTj\6tv) as equivalent to "all," this

sense is absolutely excluded in the passage

before us by the construction {i.e. by the
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partitive }{p which follows). To say that

" many from or out of those who sleep in

the dust " means " all who sleep," &c, is

not to interpret language, but to abuse it

There are two passages in tho deuterc-

canonical books, in which the language of

Is. lxvi. 24, is evidently borrowed, but

at the same time applied more definitely

to the future sufferings of the wicked.

" Humble thy soul exceedingly/' says the

book of Eeclesiasticus vii. 17 ; " remember

that wrath will not tarry, and that fire

and worm take vengeance on the im

pious." And in Judith xvi. 17, we read

" Woe to the nations that rise up against

my people : the Almighty Lord will take

vengeance on them in the day of judg

ment, appointing fire and worms for their

flesh, and feeling it they will weep for

ever." The last passage is very import

ant from an historical point of view. It

is well known that the Talmudical doc

tors disputed whether immortality and

resurrection were common to the bad and

the good, or reserved for the latter; and,

again, whether any but Israelites partook

in the future life. The book of Judith

speaks clearly on this question.

No one doubts that the New Testa

ment teaches the existence of hell ; and

here it is enough to refer to such passages

as Matt, xviii. 8, xxv. 41 seq. ; Mark ix.

48, &c. The New Testament has a

special name for hell, viz. Gehenna (yttvva,

which occurs repeatedly in St. Matthew

(v. 22, 29, 30, x. 28, xviii. 9, xxiii. 15,

33) ; three times in St. Mark (ix. 43, 46,

47); once in St. Luke (xii. 6) ; and once

in St. James (iii. 6). The name, which

is taken from the Hebrew Bible (D3H

Jos. xv. 8, or more fully 'n \}3 'rrp »J),

simply means " the valley of [a man

called ] Hinnom." It was a deep and

narrow glen to the south of Jerusalem, in

which from the time of Achaz Jews

offered their children to Moloch. Josias

in consequence of these abominations pol

luted the valley (4 Reg. xxiii. 10), and

into it the dead bodies of criminals and

every kind of filth were cast, and, if we

follow -late and somewhat questionable

authorities, were burned. Thus it became

the image of, and gave a name to the

place of punishment for the wieked after

death—a usage which is common to the

Targums and to Rabbinical literature

generally.1 It would be useless in this

place to produce evidence from Christian

1 It becomes one word ; gee BuxU.rf,

tub toe.

traditions and from the definitions of the

Church, since we shall have to discuss

them in considering the eternity of pun

ishment.

2. The Nature of the Punishment.—

Theologians divide the punishments of

the damned into that of loss and that of

sense. The former of these("pcena damni")

is indicated in our Lord's words, " Depart

from m', ye cursed," and consists in the

deprivation of the vision of God, which

each human soul was intended to enjoy.

It is from the knowledge of the bliss

which they have forfeited that the chief

suffering of the lost arises. It is the loss

of the kingdom of heaven, as St. Chryso-

stom explains at length (" Ad Theodor.

laps." i. n. 10, 12), which is the most bitter

torment of all. " So great a punishment,"

says St. Augustine (" Encherid." c. 112),

" that no torments known to us can be

compared to it."

The "punishment of the sense" ("poena

sensus'') comprehends all the suffering and

torment inflicted in hell, except that

which springs from the loss of the sove

reign good. The origin of this term is

uncertain. Suarez ("I)e Angel." lib. viii.

c. 12, quoted by Jungmann) supposes that

this class of torture is so called because

it arises chiefly from a sensible substance,

viz. tire. This explanation is not accepted

by all, but of course the term cannot

mean punishment inflicted on the senses,

for separated souls who have no senses

are still undoubtedly subjected to the

" poena sensus."

However this may be, it is certain

that the devils and disembodied spirits of

the damned suffer from material fire.

True, Origen (" De Princip." ii. 4 seq.)

distinctly teaches that the fire of bell is

merely figurative, while St. Ambrose (in

Luc. xiv. ), and Theophylact (in Marc, ix.)

express the same opinion. Petavins, how

ever (" De Angel." III. 6), has shown that

the preponderating weight of tradition is

on the other side, and sums up this part

of the question in the following words :

" At present, all theologians—nay, all

Christians—are agreed that the fire of hell

is corporeal and material, though, as Vas-

quez rightly observes, the matter has not

been settled as yet by any decree of

the Church." To those who ask how ma

terial fire can affect spirits no certain an

swer can be given. St. Thomas (" Suppl."

qu. 70, h. 3) thinks that God gives to the

fire as the instrument of his justice a

preternatural power of constraining the

spirit and impeding its action, so as to
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cause intense suffering. Other theories

have been propounded—e.g. by Suarez,

who argues that just as God elevates and

ennobles the soul by grace, so He may use

the fire of hell to deform and disfigure it.

But it is really impossible to understand

much about a question which is above our

reason and on which revelation is silent.

Though the fire of hell is the chief, it

is by no means the only, cause of the posi

tive punishment. The lost are afflicted

by " the worm which never dies "—».e. by

the anguish of remorse. They are doomed

to endure the society of others, reprobate

like themselves, and they know that all

hope is over. Their will is entirely de

praved because entirely averted from God,

the end to which each thought and action

should be directed. After the resurrec

tion the body also is subjected to torment.

Further it is certain from Scripture

and tradition that the torments of hell

are inflicted iu a definite place. But it is

uncertain where the place is. According

to the common opinion of Fathers and

theologians, it is in the centre of the

earth, but many other theories have been

propounded, and St. Thomas(" Suppl." qu.

i)7, a. 7), quoting St. Augustine (" DeCiv.

Dei," xv. cap. 16) and St. Gregory the

Great (" Dial." iv. cap. 42), admits that no

ODe can know where hell is, unless he has

had a speciul revelation on the point. St.

Thomas himself thinksit " more probable "

that hell is under the earth.

3. The hternityof Punuhment in Hell.

—Here, as we have already said, we reach

the most awful and mysterious part of

the subject, and one which, at a time

when the Catholic doctrine of eternal

punishment is rejected and attacked by

so many and with such vehemence, it is

necessary to treat carefully and in detail.

We begin with the teaching of Scripture.

(a) Our Lords words are plain enough

to make reasonable doubt impossible. He

speaks of " the eternal tire," Matt, xviii.

8; of "hell, where their worm dieth not

and their fire is not quenched," Marc. ix.

48. He tells us that He will say to the

wicked at the last day, " Depart from me,

ye cursed, into the eternal fire, prepared

for the devil and his angels." Daniel,

long before Christ, had held similar lan

guage (see xii. 2, quoted above), and so

do the Apostles after Christ (2 Thess. i. 9 ;

Jude 13; Apoc. xiv. 11).

Now, it may be admitted that the

word translated " eternal " (atuwoc) is

not in itself decisive. Thus in Titus i. 2,

St. Paul mentions the hope which God,

who cannot lie, promised " before eternal

times " where the Greek nyo xpovav alvy-

iav is very happily rendered by the

Vulgate " ante tempora saeeularia." The

promise of salvation had not, of course,

been made from all eternity ; it had been

made long ages before by the prophets

who are said in Luc. i. 70, to have been aV

alavot (Vul. " a seeeulo ")—i.e. from of old

or since the age of the prophets first began.

Again, the word alavmt in the LXX and

the Hebrew noun to which it. corresponds

(D^iy) are still more loosely used : e.g. (to

quote the strongest instance which occurs

to us), Is. lviii. 12, predicts that the chil

dren of Israel " will build up the eternal

ruins "(DSlV ni3in, «i ?/>rj/ioi oiiiww^

though the ruins present to bis mind had

only been ruius for some fifty years. So

much may be freely granted. But the

fact that Christ sets eternal tire in sharp

antithesis to eternal life, assures us that

He did mean to warn men that there was

no hope in hell and no escape from it.

Moreover, He speaks of tire which will

never be quenched ; of an undying worm ;

He declares it would have been better for

Judas not to have been born; and He does

not breathe a syllable which can be urged

on the other side or applied to qualify his

language about eternal tire. The cele

brated Protestant commentator Meyer

fully admits that the words " eternal tire"

must be taken in their strict and absolute

sense. Nobody will accuse Meyer of igno

rance on the one hand or on the other of

prejudice in favour of the dogma. Nobody,

we may be sure, would doubt Christ's

meaning who considered it with a really

unbiassed mind. The fact is, men persuade

themselves that the doctrine is untrue

and inhuman, and therefore that Christ,

being the eternal truth, could not have

taught it. Their exegesis will scarcely find

acceptance either with Christians prepared

to accept the doctrine or with non-Chris

tians who come with purely historical in

terest to the study of the Gospels.

Here we turn for a moment to two

passages alleged against the doctrine which

we are maintaining from the dicta of the

Apostles. One is from 1 Cor. xv. 24 seq.

" Then is the end when he [Christ] shall

give up the kingdom to the God and 1' ather,

when he shall bring to nought every

princedom and authority and power ; for

hemust needs reign, until he has put all his

enemies under his feet. The last enpmv

that shall be brought to nought is death

.... and when all things have been sub
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jected 1o him, then even the Sod himself

will be subjected to him [God] who sub

jected nil things to him [Christ], that God

may be all in all." 1 here are dogmatic

and exegetical difficulties in thistextwhieh

do not concern us here, but the last clause,

" that God may be all in all," presents no

difficulty to believers in eternal punish

ment. All are to be subject to Christ.

Christ as man is and will be recognised as

subject to God, and " God will be all in

all —i.e. will be seen to be the one source

of every blessing in all the subjects of the

kingdom of heaven. The context clearly

limits the meaning of the word " all?'

God is not to be " all in all " to Christ's

enemies. On the contrary, Christ is to put

them under his feet.

The second passage is Acts iii. 20, 21,

when St. Peter tells the Jews that the

heavens must receive Christ until the

times of restoration of all things." The

Apostle seems to mean that Christ will re

main in heaven till the people of God are

converted and renewed and their dun and

original relation to God restored ; and this

is the motive for penance which St. Peter

urges. Our Lord's words, Matt. xvii. 1 1,

'• Elias indeed cometh and will restore all

things, ' and the prophecy of Malachyiv. 0

(Ileb. iii. 23), " Behold I send to you Elias

the prophet, before the day of the Lord

comes, the great and terrible [day]. And

he will turn the heart of fathers to sons,

and the heart of sons to their fathers, lest

I come and smite the earth with a curse,"

probably supply the key to the sense.

Anyhow, St. Peter has in mind a renewal

and restoration which is to take place on

earth and not in hell: before the judgment,

not after it

(j9) Tradition.—The historical objec

tions to the doctrine of eternal punishment

may really be reduced to one head—viz. the

views of Origen. In his " De Principiis,"

i. 6, this great man gives it as his opinion

that even the devils will undergo a long

course of purification and be saved at last;

and in his commentary on Josue (Horn,

viii.) be asserts the same thing of men who

have been condemned at the day of judg

ment. In " Princip."iii. 6, he puts forward

the interpretation of St. Paul's words,

" God will be all in all," which we com

bated a little further back. Origen's piety,

genius, and learning, and his reputation as

a commentator on the Bible gained for him

a wide and an enduring influence in the

(,'hurch, so that we cannot be surprised to

rind that other Fathers followed him in

his hopes of a universal restoration.

Petavius (" De Angelis," iii. 7) shows that

St. Gregory Nyssen did bo, that St.

Gregory Nazianzen entertained the hope

that the punishment of sinners in the next

world would not last for ever—a hope

which St. Jerome limits to such sinners

as had died in the Catholic faith. St.

Ambrose, as quoted by Petavius, says that

men may, though angels will not, be puri

fied and restored, even after an adverse

sentence has been passed upon them at the

judgment. Carefully to be distinguished

from this error is the opinion of Augustine

and other Fathers, viz. that the sufferings

of lost souls may be mitigated by the

prayers and good works of the faithful.

" Concerning this amelioration of the con

dition of lost men at least " (so Petavius

writes in words which Cardinal Newman

has made familiar to all) "the Church as

yet has laid down nothing as certain, so

that for this reason this opinion held by

Fathers of high sanctity is not to be

dismissed offhand as absurd, though it

differs from the common feeling of modern

Catholics." 1

We ha%"e tried to give as fairly as pos

sible the patristic evidence for the view

that the torments of hell will come to an

end. But the whole stream of tradition

runs in the contrary direction. There is

no real trace of such a view within the

Church before Origen's time. Theophilus

of Antioch (" Apol." 1, ad fin.) contrasts

the eternal joys of heaven with the eternal

woes of hell. St. Irenants (iv. 28, 2) and

St, Cyprian (" Ad Demetrium," cc. 24, 25)

express themselves in a way which puts

their meaning beyond all possibility of mis

apprehension. " Tho6e, says the former,

"to whom Christ addresses the words

' Depart into everlasting fire ' (perpetvum,

not (sternum) will be always condemned,

and those to whom he says, ' Come ye

blessed,' &c, always obtain the kingdom."

" Hell ever burning," says St. Cyprian.

" will consume those who are given over

to it, nor will there be any means by

which their torments can ever rest or

cease."

Petavius has collected • catena of pas

sages from later Fathers, some of them

1 Zaccariain his notes on Petavin* has shown

that both in the East a-.d West prayers were

said at Mass for the damned. He cites, tjg , an

ancient Latin Missal which contains a touching

prayer for a person taken away without time

for penance, beseeching God, if the dead man's
crimes make it impossible for him to ••rise to

glory," at least to make his torments endur

able.
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expressly reprobating the error of Origen.

It is doubtful whether or not his error

was condemned at the Fifth General Coun

cil. Certainly his name stands in the

present text of the eleventh anathema,

which is levelled at "Alius, Eunomius,

Apollinarius [«c], Nestorius, Eutyches and

Origen, together with their impious writ

ings," and Hefele (" Concil." ii. 898) de

fends the authenticity of the textaswe have

it against Gamier and many other critics.

But no particular doctrine of Origen is

mentioned in the anathema. Cardinal

Noris and the Ballerini in their edition of

his works tried to show that part of the

Acts of the council have perished, and that

a special investigation and specific con

demnation of Origen's errors took place.

There are plausible grounds for this

opinion, which is, however, rejected by

Hefele (Joe. ext. p. 858) after an elaborate

discussion. He thinks that the Church

historian Evagrius, one of the chief wit

nesses cited by Cardinal Noris, confused

the general council of 553 with another

held ten years earlier at the same place.

But whether or no Origen was expressly

condemned by a general council, it is a

Slain matter of fact that a council has de-

ned that the punishment of hell lasts for

ever. The Fourth Council of Lateran

(anno 1215) speaks of the "everlasting

punishment" (pcenam perpetuam) which

awaits the reprobate, and the force of the

word "perpetuam" cannot be evaded even

by those who explain away the word

"eternal." And, apart even from this de

finition, the question is closed by the con

stant teaching of the Church through her

pastors.

(y) If we turn from the history of the

doctrine to the doctrine itself, and ask

"Is it reasonable or credible?" the diffi

culties are unquestionably great and ter

rible enough, and never have they been felt

more keenly than in the present age. We

must of course put aside erroneous or even

unwarranted presentation of the Church's

belief. God condemns no single soul un

less He has first bestowed upon it full

opportunity of securing a life of eternal

happiness with Himself. Moreover, He

desires the salvation of all, whether

Catholics or Protestants, Christians or

heathen, and will judge all according to

the advantages or disadvantages they have

had. " Thou sparest all, because they are

thine, 0 Lord, thou lover of souIb.1 Again,

He remembers the frailty of our nature

and condemns to eternal banishment from

his presence, those only who die separated

utterly from Him by mortal—i.e. by de

liberate and grievous—sin. Nor canwe say

who these persons are, or guess with uny

degree of probability what proportion they

bear to the whole race of man. Sins

which seem grievous to us may be excused

by ignorance or want of deliberation, and

even men who appear to end evil lives

with evil deaths may nevertheless be en

lightened by God's mercy at the last—per

haps just as their souls are passing out of

t heir bodies—and so die in peace with Him.

Even after these and other abatements

have been made, the awful and mysterious

character of the doctrine remains. Why

does not God, who holds all'hearts in his

hand, turn the hearts of sinners to Him

self? It is no answer to say that He

chooses to confer the gift of free will on

men with its attendant responsibilities,

for it is the common doctrine of theo

logians that Ood could soften the heart of

each and every sinner, and yet leave the

freedom of the will- in its integrity ; and

one who seriously reflects on the meaning

of omnipotence as a divine attribute will

scarcely venture to contradict the pro

position. The only safe reply is that God

so acts for reasons inscrutaole to us, and

that if reason cannot penetrate God's de

signs, it is at the same time unable to show

that the conduct which the Scripture

attributes to God is unjust. "Retri

butive justice," Cardinal Newman writes

(" Grammar of Assent," p. 415), " is the

very attribute under which Ood is

primarily brought before us in the teach

ings of our natural conscience." If,

then, God will by no means clear the

guilty, it is not at any rate inconceivable

that He should punish a man who ends

the period of trial in utter rebellion against

Him who is at once his sovereign and his

loving benefactor, by the most extreme

punishment which can be conceived.

"The great mystery," to continue our

quotation from Cardinal Newman—" the

great mystery is, not that evil Bnould

have no end, but that it had a be

ginning." From this latter mystery there

is no escape to those who believe in a God

at all.

Some other arguments have been ad

duced for the Catholic doctrine, but we

have preferred to rest our belief on

the words of merciful warning spoken by

Christ Himself. For it is not surely with

out siiraiticance that it is from Christ

Himself rather than from the Apostles

that we have the plainest statements of

the doctrine.
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Christ on Himself, considerate Master, took

The utterance of that doctrine's fearful sound ;

The fount of love his servants sends to tell

Love's deeds ; Himselfproclaims the sinner's

hell.

henoticojt (irwTtKov). A docu

ment issued by the Emperor Zeno in 482,

and addressed to the Christians, lay and

clerical, of Alexandria, Egypt, Libya,

and Pentapolis. It was composed by

Acacius, Patriarch of Constantinople,

and Peter Mongus, the Monophysite Pa

triarch of Alexandria. The object of the

Henoticon was to reconcile Catholics and

Monophysites. It condemned both Nes-

torius and Eutyches, but rejected all

Creeds except that of Nic»a, with the

additions made at Constantinople, and

carefully avoided the formula of " two

natures," which had been accepted at

Chalcedon. The Henoticon was accepted

by the more moderate Monophysites, such

asPeter the Fuller, Monophysite Patriarch

of Antioch ; but, on the one hand, the

strict Monophysites would have none of

it, and, on the other, it was condemned by

Pope Felix II. For thirty-five years (484 -

619) the Henoticon caused a schism be

tween Fast and "West. At last peace was

restored by the Emperor Justin I. (518-

527), who acknowledged the authority of

Chalcedon.

HERESY (ntpfais, from aipt'iaBai, to

choose) is used in a later Greek (e.g.

by Sextus Empiricus) to denote a philo

sophical sect or party. In the Acts of

the Apostles (e.g. v. 17, xv. 5) it is ap

plied to the parties of Sadducees and

Pharisees, who were divided from each

other in religious and political views.

But in the New Testament we also find

the word employed in a distinctly bad

sense. In 1 Cor. xi. 18, it indicates an

aggravated form of division (Si^oo-rao-ia)

among Christians—i.e. of division grown

into distinct and organised party. We

find St. Paul (Gal. v. 19), placing

" heresies " on the same level with the

most heinous sins, and St. Peter (2 Ep.

ii. 1) speaks of false teachers among

Christians, who will bring in " heresies

[or sects] of perdition." St. Ignatius in

his epistles also uses the word as a term

of bitter reproach, and Tertullian (" Pre

script." 5 and 6) accuiately draws out the

meaning of the term. The name, he

says, is given to those who of their own

will choose false doctrine, either institut

ing sects themselves, or receiving the

false doctrine of sects already founded.

He adds that a heretic is condemned by

the very fact of his choosing for himself,

since a Christian has no such liberty of

choice, but is bound to receive the doc

trine which the Apostles received from

Christ.

The nature of heresy is further ex

plained by St. Thomas in the " Summa,"

(2 2ndse, gu. 1 1 ). Heresy, according to St.

Thomas, implies a profession of Christian

belief, so that persons who have never

been Christians, or who have utterly

renounced Christianity, are infidels and

apostates, but not heretics. The heretic,

he says, is right in the end which he pro

poses or professes to propose to himself—

viz. the profession of Christian truth—

but he errs in hie choice of the means he

takes to secure this end, for he refuses to

believe one or more of the articles of

faith " determined by the authority of

the universal Church." St. Thomas adds

that this rejection of Catholic dogma

must be deliberate and pertinacious, so

that his teaching, which is that of all

theologians, may be summed up in the

following definition. Heresy is error

pertinaciously held and manifestly re

pugnant to the faith, on the part of one

who professes the faith of Christ. It is

clear from this that such Protestants as

are in good faith and sincerely desirous of

knowing the truth are not heretics in the

formal sense, inasmuch as they do not

pertinaciously reject the Church's teach

ing. Their heresy is material only—i.e.

their tenets are in themselves heretical,

but they are not formal heretics: i.e. they

do not incur the guilt of heresy, and may

belong to the soul of the Church.

Formal heresy is a most grievous sin,

for it involves rebellion against God, who

requires us to submit our understandings

to the doctrine of his Church. This guilt,

if externally manifested, is visited by the

Church with the greater excommunica

tion, absolution from which, except in the

article of death, can only be given by the

Pope, although the power of imparting it

is communicated to bi.-hops, under certain

restrictions, in their q uinquennial faculties,

and to priests in missionary countries such

as England. Ecclesiastics who fall into

heresy are liable to irregularity, perpetual

deprivation of their offices and benefices,

and to deposition and degradation. The

sons of an heretical mother, the sons and

grandsons of an heretical father, are in

capable flf entering the clerical state.1

1 Provided the heresy «u notorious, and

that the parents died in it. St. Lig. TheoL

Moral, lib. vii. § 868.
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HEXMESlAiriSM. The name is

given to principles on the relation of

reason to faith which were propounded

by George Hermes, a German priest and

professor. These principles were accepted

with enthusiasm by many German Catho

lics, were vehemently attacked by others,

and were finally condemned by the Holy

See.

Hermes was born at Dreyerwalde, in

Westphalia, in 1775. He was ordained

priest in 1792,studied and to a great extent

adopted the philosophy of Kant, published

a little treatise on " The Inner Truth of

Christianity " in 1805, and in 1807 was ap

pointed to a chair of theology at Miinster.

In 1819 lie became theological professor at

Bonn, and was nominated to a canonry by

his diocesan, the Archbishop of Cologne,

in 1825. In 1831 he died, revered for

the purity of his life, and beloved by his

pupils. Although his writings and lec

tures excited great opposition, particularly

during the last six years of his life, no

authoritative condemnation of them ap

peared till 1835, when Gregory XVI.

censured his " Introduction to Theology,"

parte 1 and 2 (Munster, 1819 and 1829),

and the first part of his Dogmatic Theology

(published after the death of Hermes;

Munster, 1834). The same Pope, by a

decree of the Congregation of the Index,

declared that the second and third parte

of the Dogmatic Theology were included

in the previous condemnation. The chief

error of Hermes lay in his theory that

Christians ought to begin by doubting

everything which was not self-evident,

and hold themselves loose in theory from

the faith they had been taught, till it had

been demonstrated to their satisfaction by

reason. Some of his disciples held obsti

nately to their master's doctrine, and the

former condemnations were repeated by

Pius IX. in 1847. Hermesianism is now

extinct.

HERMITS. Eremite (from the Gr.

ipjjfios, desert), a dweller in the desert.

Anchorite (avaxaprp-rfs , one who has re

tired from the world) has the same mean

ing. On the life of St. Paul the first

hermit, who was born in the Thebaid

about 230, and died in 342, after ninety

years spent in solitude, see Alban Butler

for Jan. 15, and the " Acta Sanctorum."

Though the lives of the hermits are not

proposed by the Church for the imitation

of ordinary Christians, she holds them

up for our admiration, as men who, com

mitting themselves to the might of

divine love, buoyed up by continual

prayer, and chastened by life-long pen

ance, have vanquished the weakness and

the yearning of nature, and found it pos

sible to live for God alone. "They ap

pear to some," says St. Augustine,1 " to

have abandoned human things more than

is right, but such do not understand how

greatly their souls profit us in the way of

prayer, and their lives in the way of ex

ample, though we are not allowed to see

their faces in the flesh." St. Paul fled to

the desert during the persecution of

Decius, when he was twenty-two years

old, and never afterwards left it. He

was visited in his cell by St. Anthony

shortly before he died (see his Life by St.

Jerome). Experience soon proved that it

was seldom safe for a man to essay the

life of a solitary at the beginning of his

religious career. The prudent plan was

found to be, to spend some years in a

monastery, in rigorous conformity to all

the ascetical rules of the ccenobitic life,

and then, the spiritual strength being

tested and the passions subdued, to pass

on to the hermit's celL Thus we read in

Surius (" Vita Euthymii abbatis'') of an

abbot Gerasimus, who presided over a

great monastery near the Jordan, round

which there was a Laura consisting of

seventy separate cells. Gerasimus kept

everyone who came to him for some

years in the monastery ; then, if be

thought him fit for solitary life, and the

disciple himself aspired to it, he allowed

him to occupy one of the cells, where he

lived during five days in the week on

bread and water, in perfect solitude, but

on Saturday and Sunday rejoined his

brethren in the monastery and fared as

they did.

On the Hermits of St. Austin, and

those instituted by St. Romuald, see

Auqustinian Hermits and Camaldoli.

Among the more famous English hermits

were Bartholomew of Fame, St. Godric

of Finchale, and St. Wulfric of Hasle-

bury ; all these flourished in the twelfth

century. St. Cuthbert lived an eremitical

life on Fame Island for nine years, from

676 to 685. Helyot in his history of the

monastic orders, mentions a Spanish order

of Hermits of St. John of Penance, and

two Italian orders, one called Colorki,

the other, of Monte Senario.

HESYCHASTS (Gr. n<rvXos, quiet).

So-called because they held the opinion,

shared by the Quietiste of later times

[Quietism], that the absolute repose of all

1 Dt Mor. Ecel. Cuth. i. 31, quoted by

Thomasfiiu.
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the faculties both of mind and body, was

the best preparation by which the soul

was made tit to receive divine communi

cations. The monks of Athos in the

fourteenth century endeavoured to reduce

this quietism to a system, adopting the

principles of a certain abbot Simeon ; who

m a work written about three centuries

before had taught that if the body was

kept motionless day and night, the mind

raised above transitory thiugs, the eyes

steadily fixed on the contemplative's own

navel, and the thought searching for the

place of the heart within the frame, the

result would be, if the monk persevered

long enough, that he would find himself

enveloped in a wonderful light and full of

discernment. Barlaam, a Calabrian abbot,

returning from Italy about 1340, where

he had been negotiating for the termina

tion of the Greek schism, met some of

these monks at Thessalonica, and fell

into controversy with them. He called

them " omphalopsychi " on account of the

singular tenet above mentioned. They

maintained that the light which Simeon

spoke of was none other than the un

created light which the disciples saw on

Mount Tabor, during the Transfiguration

of Christ. Barlaam took up the ex

pression " uncreated light," and charged

them with believing in two Gods, one

visible, the other invisible. A synod held

at Constantinople in 1340 condemned

Barlaam, who was supported, however, in

his dispute with the Hesychasts by the

monk Gregory Akindynos, and Nicephorus

Gregoras.theByzantine historian. (Fleury,

xcv. 9 ; Mbhler, " Kirchengeschichte.")

HIERARCHY (Upapxis, a president

of sacred rites, a hierarch : whence Up-

apx'a, tne power or office of a hierarch).

The word first occurs in the work of the

pseudo-Dionysus (a Greek writer of the

fifth century) on the Celestial and Eccle

siastical Hierarchies. This author appears

to mean by it " administration of sacred

things," nearly in accordance with its

etymology. The signification was gra

dually modified until it came to be what

it is at present : a hierarchy now signifies

a body of officials disposed organically in

ranks and orders, each subordinate to the

one above it. Thus we speak of the

"judicial hierarchy " and the "adminis

trative hierarchy." However, when the

hierarchy is spoken of, what is meant is

the organisation of ranks and orders in the

Christian Church. In a wide and loose

sense, when the whole Catholic Church is

considered as existing in the midst of

heretics, schismatics, and the heathen,

even the laity may be considered as form

ing a portion of the hierarchy. With this

agrees the expression of St. Peter, calling

the general body of Christians in the

countries to which he is sending his epistle

" a kingly priesthood " and " a holy

nation " (1 Pet. ii. 9). St. Ignatius,

writing to the Smyriifeans,1 salutes " the

bishop worthy of God, and the most reli

gious presbytery, my fellow-servants the

deacons, and all of you individually and

in common." So at the Mass, the priest,

turning to the people, bids them pray that

" his and their sacrifice " mav be acceptable

to God ; and at the incensing before the

Sanctus, the acolyte, after the rite has

been performed to all the orders of the

clergy within the sanctuary, turns towards

and bows to the laity, and incenses them

also. But according to its ordinary sig

nification, the word " hierarchy " only

applies to the clergy—with varieties of

meaning which must be clearly distin

guished. I. There is a hierarchy of divine

right, consisting, under the primacy of St.

Peter and his successors, of bishops,priests,

and deacons, or, in the language of the

Tridentine canon, " ministers." " If any

one shall say," defines the council,3 " that

there is not in the Catholic Church a

hierarchy established by the divine ordina

tion, consisting of bishops, presbyters, and

ministers, let him be anathema." The

term " ministers " comprehends those

minor orders of ecclesiastical institution

which, as occasion arose, were, so to speak,

carved out of the diaconate. II. There is

also a hierarchy by ecclesiastical right, or,

a hierarchy of order. This consists—be

sides the Roman Pontiff and the three

original orders of bishops, priests, and

deacon9—of the five minor orders (two in

the East) of subdeacons, acolytes, exor

cists, lectors, and porters (ostiarii), which,

as was said above, were in the course of

time severed from the diaconate. IH.

There is also the hierarchy of jurisdiction.

This is of ecclesiastical institution, and

consists of the administrative and judicial

authorities, ordinary and delegated, which,

under the supreme pastorate of the Holy

See, are charged with the maintenance of

the purity of the faith and of union among

Christians, with the conservation of dis

cipline, See. These authorities exercise

powers conferred on them by delegation,

expressed or implied, from the order above

them : thus the powers of cardinals,

1 Ad Smyrn. xii.

* Seas, xxiii. cm. 6.
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patriarchs, exarchs, metropolitans, and

archbishops, proceed from the Pope, either

expressly or by implication ; again, the

Sowers of archpriests, archdeacons, rural

eans,vicars-general, foran, &c, are derived

to them from bishops. (Thoruassin,1

I. iii. 23 ; art. by Phillips in Wetzer and

Welte.)

holiness, as a title of the Pope.

[See Popb.]

HOLT WATER (aqua benedicta).

Washing with water is a natural symbol

of spiritual purification. "I will pour out

upon you," says God by the prophet

Ezechiel, xxvi. 25, " clean water, and you

shall be clean.'' In the tabernacle a laver

was placed in the court between the altar

and the door of the tabernacle for the

priests to wash their hands and feet before

offering sacrifice ; and the later Jaws, as

may be inferred from Mark vii. 3, deve

loped the frequent washing of the hands

into a matter of ritual observance. If we

look into a modern Jewish prayer-book,

we find the same importance attached to

ritual ablutions, and in particular washing

of the hands is prescribed before prayer.

The use of the " aqua lustralis" with which

the Romans sprinkled themselves or were

sprinkled by the priest shows that the same

symbolism existed among the heathen.

A like custom, beautiful and natural

in itself, though of course it may degene

rate and often has degenerated into super

stition, has been adopted by the Church.

Water and salt are exorcised by the priest

and so withdrawn from the powerof Satan,

who, since the fall, has corrupted and

abused even inanimate things ; prayers

are said that the water and salt may

promote the spiritual and temporal health

of those to whom they are applied and

may drive away the devil with his rebel

angels ; and finally the water and salt are

mingled in the name of the Trinity. The

water thus blessed becomes a means of

grace. Even common" water, if devoutly

used as a memento of the purity of heart

which God requires, might well prove

useful for the health of the soul. But as

the Church has blessed holy water with

solemn prayers, we may be sure that God,

who answers the petitions of his Church,

will not fail to increase the charity, con

trition, &c, of those who use it, and to

assist them in their contests with the

powers of evil. The reader will observe

that we do not attribute to holy water

1 Thoma!iin's Verm et Nova Eccl. Di$c':pi:na

is quoted by the part, book, chapter, and para

graph.

D

any virtue of its own. It is efficacious

simply because the Church's prayers take

effect at the time it is used.

Holy water is placed at the door of

the church in order that the faithful may

sprinkle themselves with it as they enter,

accompanying the outward rite with in

ternal acts of sorrow and love. Before

the High Mass on Sundays the celebrant

sprinkles the people with holy water ; and

holy water is employed in nearly every

blessing which the Church gives. And at

all times, on rising and going to bed,lflaving

the house or returning home, in tempta

tion and in sickness, pious Catholics use

holy water.

The use of holy water amongChristians

must be very ancient, for the Apostolical

Constitutions (viii. 28, ed. Lagarde) con

tain a formula for blessing water that it

may have power " to give health, drive

away diseases, put the demons to flight,"

&c. But there does not seem to be any

evidence that it was customary for the

priest to sprinkle the people with holy

water before the ninth century.

HOLT week. The week in which

the Church commemorates Christ's death

and burial, and which is spoken of by

ancient writers as the Great, the Holy

Week, the Week of the Holy Passion

(twx AyLav wadav, tov <Tu>Tr)p'iov irddovs,

wdaya o-ravpmo-iiiov), the Penal Week, the

Week of Forgiveness (hebdomnt indui-

(lentia). The observance of Holy Week

is mentioned by Irenseus (apud Euseb.

"H. E." v. 24), towards the end of the

second century ; while Eusebius (ii. 17) evi

dently believed that the custom of keeping

Holy Week dated from Apostolic times.

In the East Holy Week was distinguished

from the rest of Lent by the extreme

strictness of the fast. Thus Dionysius of

Alexandria, in his Epistle to Basilides, tells

us that some Christians kept an absolute

fast the whole week, others did so for

one, two, three or four days. 1 Epiphanius,

in his exposition of the orthodox faith,

says much the same. In the Latin Church

(according to Thomassin, "Traite des

Jennes," p. 50), it is difficult to discern

any proof that the fast of Holy Week

exceeded the strictness of the ordinary

Lenten fast.

We have said that in Holy Week the

Church commemorates Christ's Passion,

and it may be objected that the definition

1 This strictest form of fasting, which im

plied a total abstinence from food till the

dawn of the next day, was called WfJwu or

iuperpo$ilio.

dS
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is incomplete, since on Palm Sunday, the

first day of Holy Week, it is Christ's

triumphant entry into Jerusalem which is

chbdy contemplated. But, in fact, Holy

Week begins with the Monday, not with

the Sunday. At least this is the reckon

ing of St. Cyril, Theophilus and St.

Epiphanius quoted by Kouth in his

" Ileliquiffi Sacrae " (torn. ii. p. 52). We

therefore reserve our account of Palm

Sunday for a special article, and confine

ourselves here to the ceremonies of Holy

Week.

The Tenebree.—This is the name given

to the matins and lauds of the following

day, which are usually sung on the after

noon or evening of Wednesday, Thursday,

and Friday in Holy Week. The "Gloria

Patri " at the end of the Psalms and in

the responsories, tie hymns, antiphons

of the Blessed Virgin, &c, are omitted in

sign of sorrow. The lessons of the first

nocturn are taken from the Lamentations

of Jeremias, the Hebrew letter which

begins each verse in these acrostic 1 poems

being retained in Latin. At the begin

ning of the office thirteen lighted candles

are placed on a triangular candelabrum,

and at the end of each psalm one is put

out, till only a single candle is left lighted

at the top of the triangle. During the

singing of the Benedictus the candles on

the high altar are extinguished, while at

the antiphon after the Benedictus the

single candle left alight is hidden at the

Epistle corner of the altar, to be brought

out again at the end of the office. This

extinction of lights (whence probably the

name tenebra or darkness) is best ex

plained by Amalarius Fortunatns, who

wrote in 820. It figures, he says, the

growing darkness of the time when Christ

the light of the world was taken. The

last caudle, according to Benedict XIV.,

is bidden, not extinguished, to signify that

death could not really obtain dominion

over Christ, though it appeared to do.

The clapping made at the end of the

office is said to symbolise the confusion

consequent on Christ's death.

Holy Thursday.—On this day one

Maes only can be said in the same church,

and that Muss must be a public one.

The Mass is celebrated in white vestments,

because the institution of the Eucharist is

joyfully commemorated, but at the same

time there are certain sijrns of the mourn

ing proper to Holy Week. The bells,

1 I.e. acrostic in the original Hebrew. No

attempt is mode to preserve the acrostic in the

Vulgate.

which ring at the Gloria, do not sound

again till the Gloria in the Mass of Holy

Saturday, and the Church returns to her

ancient use of summoning the faithful or

arousing their attention by a wooden

clapper. Nor is the embrace of peace

given. The celebrant consecrates an

additional Host, which is placed in a

chalice and borne in procession after the

Mass to a place prepared for it. In

ancient times this procession occurred

daily, for there was no tabernacle over the

altar for reserving the particles which re

mained over after the communion of the

faithful. Mediaeval writers connect the

procession with the Blessed Sacrament on

Holv Thursday with our Lord's journey to

the Mount of Olives after the Last Supper.

The " Pange lingua " is sung during

the procession, and the place to which the

Blessed Sacrament is removed—often

called the Sepulchre, but properly the

altar of repose—is decked with flowers

and lights. Afterwards the altars are

stripped. This used to be done, accord

ing to Vert in his explanation of the cere

monies of the Mass, every day after the

celebration of the sacrifice, and is re

tained on Holy Thursday to remind the

Christians of the way in which their

Master was stripped of his garments.

In St. Peter's the chief altar is washed

with wine, and a similar custom prevails

among the Dominicans and Carmelites,

and in some churches of France and Ger

many.'

The stripping of the altars is followed

by the washing of the feet, called " Manda-

tum " from the words of the first antiphon

sung during the ceremony—" Mandatum

novum," &c, " A new commandment I

give unto you, that you love one another ; "

whence our English word Maundy

Thursday. The principal priest or prelate

of the church assisted by deacon and

subdeacon washes the feet of twelve poor

men. The Pope washes the feet of thir

teen poor persons, all of whom are priests ;

and some churches follow the Papal

custom. The observance of the Mandatum

is mentioned as a recognised custom, and

is enforced under penalties, by the twenty-

second Council of Toledo in 094.

Since the seveath century the holy

oils, formerly consecrated at any time,

have been blessed by the bishop in the

Mass of this day. Twelve priests and

seven deacons assist as witnesses of the

ceremony. The bishop and priests breathe

1 So says Benedict XIV., Bpeaking of bis

own time.
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three times upon' the oil of the cate

chumens and the chrism, meaning by

this action that the power of the Holy

Spirit is about to descend on the oils ; and

after the consecration is complete they

salute the oils with the words, "Hail,

holy oil; hail, holy chrism." Another

rite proper to Holy Thursday, now passed

into disuse, was the reconciliation of

penitents. This reconciliation on Holy

Thursday is mentioned by Pope Innocent I.

and St. Jerome. The Mass now cele

brated is one out of three which used to

be said, the other two being for the con

secration of the chrism and the recon

ciliation of penitents.

Oood Friday (iraaxa oTavp&crtfiov,

paratceve, or napao-xevn—i.e. the day of

preparation for the Jewish Sabbath—ccena

pura, diet abtolution.it, diet salutarit).

On this day the Church commemorates

the Passion of Christ, so that it is the

most sad and solemn of all the days in

Holy Week The officiating clergy appear

in black vestments, and prostrate them

selves before the altar, which still remains

stripped. Nor are the candles lighted.

After a short pause, the altar is covered

with white cloths, and passages of the

Old Testament, followed by the history of

the Passion from St. John are read.

Next the Church prays solemnly for all

conditions of men, for all the members

of the hierarchy, for the prosperity

of Christian people, for catechumens,

heretics, Jews and Pagans. Before each

prayer the sacred ministers genuflect,

except before that for the Jews, when

the genuflection is omitted in detestation

of the feigned obeisance with which the

Jews mocked Christ. When the prayers

are ended, the cross, which has been up

to this time covered with black, is exposed

to view, " adored " [see the article Cross]

and kissed by clergy and people. During

the adoration the " Impropena " are sung,

each improperium being followed by the

Trisagion in Greek and Latin. Impro

perium is a barbarous word used by Latin

writers of a late age meaning " reproach,"

and these " reproaches " are addressed in

dramatic form by Christ to the Jewish

people. They begin with the touching

words, " My people, what have I done to

thee, wherein have 1 vexed thee ? Answer

me." The Trisagion is so called because

the word " holy " occurs three times in it :

" Holy God, holy [and] strong, holy [and]

immortal, have pity on us." It was first

introduced at Constantinople, and it is

probably because of its Greek origin that

it is recited in the Good Friday office in

Greek as well as in Latin.

We have now to speak of the most

striking and singular feature in the Good

Friday ritual. From very ancient times,

as appears from the Council of Laodicea,

canon 49, and the Synod in Trullo,

canon 62, the Greek Church abstained

from the celebration of Mass in the proper

sense of the word during Lent, except on

Saturdays and Sundays, and substituted

for it the Mass of the Presanctified, in

which the priest received as communion

a Host previously consecrated. The

Greeks still observe this ancient use, but

the Latin Church contents herself with

abstaining from the celebration of Mass on

Good Friday, the day on which Christ

was offered as a bleeding victim for our

sins. This Mass of the Presanctified on

Good Friday is mentioned by Pope Inno

cent I. in his letter to Decentius. The

Blessed Sacrament is borne in procession

from the chapel where it was placed the

day before, while the choir sing the hymn

"Vexilla Regis." The priest places the

Host on the altar, the candles of which

are now lighted. The Blessed Sacrament

is elevated and adored while the wooden

clapper is sounded ; it is divided into

three parts, one of which is put into a

chalice containing wine and water.

Finally the priest receives the portions of

the Host which remain on the paten, and

then takes the wine with the third portion

of the Host. According to a Roman Ordo

written about the year 800 and quoted by

Thomassin ("Traits des Festes "), the cere

mony ended with the silent communion

of the faithful ; but the present discipline

of the Church forbids communion to be

given on Good Friday except in the case

of sickness.

Holy Saturday.—Before entering on

the history of the ceremonies for this the

last day of Holy Week it is necessary to

say something about the time at which

they are performed. We learn from the

Epistle of Pope Innocent already quoted

that in his time no Mass was said during

the day hours of Holy Saturday. The.

office began at the ninth hour, i.e.

at three o'clock p.m. ; the faithful kept

vigil in the church, and the Mass cele

brated at midnight belonged rather to the

morning of Easter Sundav than to Holy

Saturday. This state of things lasted till

late in the middle ages. Hugo of St.

Victor (died 1140) mentions the custom

then creeping in of anticipating the vigil

office ; hut the old mode of observance is
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spoken of hs still subsisting in some

churches by Durandus (lived about 12fr>0)

and Thomas Waldensis (after 1400).

Though the time is changed, the words of

the office remain as they were. This

explains the joyous character of the Mass,

the fact that the history of the resur

rection is sung in the Gospel, and the

allusion to the night time in the Preface,

the " Communicantes," and the majestic

language of the Collect, "0 God, who

didst illumine this most holy night with

the glory of the Lord's resurrection."

At present the ceremonies begin early

in the morning with the blessing of the

new tire struck from the flint. This

blessing was unknown at Rome in the

time of Pope Zacharias (anno 751),

though it is recognised about a century

later by Leo IV. Apparently it was the

custom in some churches daily to bless

the fire struck for the kindling of the

lamps, and about the year 1100 this bene

diction was reserved exclusively for Holy

Saturday, when the fire is an appropriate

image of the Light of light rising again

like " the sun in his strength." From this

tire a candle with three stems, and placed

on a reed, is lighted and carried up the

church by a deacon, who three times

chants the words " Lumen Christi."

The same symbolism reappears in the

paschal candle, which is blessed by the

deacon, who fixes in it five grains of

blessed incense in memory of the wounds

of Christ and the precious spices with

which he was anointed in the tomb, and

afterwards lights it from the candle on

the reed. The use of the paschal candle

goes back very far—as far at least as the

time of Zosimus, who was made Pope in

417—and the sublime words of the

" Exultet," a triumphant hymn of praise

which the deacon sings in the act of

blessing the candle can scarcely be less

ancient. The great critic Martene attri

butes it to St. Augustine.

The blessing of the candle is followed

by the twelve prophecies, and after they

have been read, the priest goes in pro

cession to bless the font. This last blessing

carries us back to the days of the ancient

Church in which the catechumens were

§resented to the bishop for baptism on Holy

aturday and the vigil of Pentecost. The

water in the font is scattered towards the

four quarters of the world, to indicate the

catholicity of the Church and the world

wide efficacy of her sacraments; the priest

breathes on the water in the form of a cross

and plunges the paschal candle three times

into the water, for the* Spirit of God is to

hallow it, and the power of Christ is to

descend upon it; and lastly a few drops of

the oil of catechumens and of the chrism

are poured, in order, says Gavantus, to

signify the union of Christ our anointed

king with his people. On the way back

from the font the Litanies of the Saints

are begun, they are continued while the

sacred ministers lie prostrate before the

altar, and, as they end, the altar is decked

with flowers and the Mass is begun in

white vestments. At the Gloria the organ

sounds and bells are rung, and the joyful

strains of the Alleluia peal forth after the

Epistle. The vespers of the day are in

serted in the Mass after the Communion.

The reason lor the jubilant character

of the Mass has been given above, but

there are some other peculiarities which

need explanation. The kiss of peace is

omitted, because in the ancient rite the

faithful kissed each other in the church

as day was breaking, with the words,

" The Lord is risen ; " there was therefore

a natural objection to anticipating the

ceremony in the Mass at midnight. The

Agnus Dei, which was introduced by Pope

Sergius towards the end of the seventh

century, was never added to this Mass.

The Communion and Postcommunion are

simply replaced by vespers. But why is

there no Offertory ? Liturgical writers

give many different answers, none of

which are satisfactory. Gavantus alleges

that the celebrant alone communicated,

and that hence there was no oblation

of bread and wine on the part of the

faithful. But, though now custom and a

decree of the Congregation of Bites forbid

communion, itis certain, as Meratus points

out, from the Gelasian Sacramentary, that

the faithful in former times did communi

cate and did make the usual oblations on

this day. Meratus himself has no better

explanation to give than the desire to

shorten the Mass as much as possible on

account of the long offices which preceded

it. (Chiefly from Gavantus, Meratus,

Thomassin, "SurlesFestes/'and Benedict

XIV. " De Festis.")

HOMICIDE. The violent slaying of

one human being by another. The modes

are various—e.g. shooting,stabbing,strang-

ling, causing abortion, drowning, throwing

from a height, the denial of food, &c.

Homicide may be either intentional or

accidental. If intentional, it may be so

either directly or indirectly : directly, as

when one man kills another with the fall

intention of killing him ; indirectly, as
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when a man, without actual intention to

kill, does that which he knows is danger

ous to life—e.g. kicks a fallen man violently

about, the head. Intentional homicide may

be either just or unjust. The cases when

it may be justly done are these four : the

command of God ; the execution of public

justice ; a just war ; and necessary defence

either of oneself or others. For the first

case the canonists cite the command of

God to Abraham to slay his son, and the

putting to death by the Israelites of the

women and children whom they found in

Jericho. The second case is that of judges,

civil or military, who justly condemn men

to death,1 and of executioners or soldiers

putting their mandates in force. For the

third case, see the article on Wab. The

case of life justly taken in necessary de

fence is one that requires a careful exam

ination of the surrounding circumstances.

Homicide is only lawful in this case if it be

done "cum moderamine inculpatse tutelse,"

" under the limitation of an unblamable

defensiveness." Adefence of oueself which

exceeds the measure of the assault made

upon one (as, if a man were to kill an un

armed footpad, or an assailant whom it

was in his power to disarm or get rid of in

some other way) does not comply with the

condition just mentioned. Nor is that

defence of oneself " unblamable," and

therefore justifiable, which would make a

criminal who was being led to execution

ri-e up against the officers of the law and

kill them in order to effect his.own escape;

for in such a case there would be no juita

ratua for defending his life, and so it would

be blamable. Nor, thirdly, is that a law

ful self-defending homicide which takes

away the life of the aggressor, not at the

moment of the assault, but after some time

has elapsed, and by way of revenge. But

if the condition " cum moderamine incul-

patie tutelae " be duly observed, a man may

lawfully kill an unjust aggressor, not only

in defence of his own life, but in defence

of the life of a parent or a wife or any of

his kindred, or even of an innocent

stranger. It is lawful also to kill an un

just aggressor in defence of temporal pos

sessions, if they are of great value to their

possessor, and cannot otherwise be pro

tected or recovered. But it is not lawful

even in defence of honour and reputation,

to kill a man in a combat offered or ac

cepted on private authority. [See Duel.]

Several other forms of unlawful homicide

are enumerated among the Condemned

Propositions.

1 Rom. xiii. 4.

In unjust intentional homicide a man

may be either a principal, an accomplice,

or an accessory. If a principal, it is

by one of the various ways of killing

specified at the beginning of the article.

If an accomplice, he is so either by

counsel (inflaming the wrath of another,

exaggerating his wrongs, &c), or by co

operation (supplying the principal with

weapon?, hindering the person assailed

from defending himself, &c). If an acces

sory, it is in one of three ways—by pre

cept, by protection, by permission. An

unjust judge knowingly condemning inno

cent persons to death is an accessorial

homicide by precept ; the executioner in

such a case would incur no blame. A

master ordering his servants to kill his

private enemy falls under the same cate

gory; the servants are also guilty, because

they should not have obeyed an unlawful

command : Bothwell's ordering some of

his retainers to murder the Lord Darnley

is a case in point. Persons who shelter,

maintain, and favour homicides are acces

sory to homicide by protection. Lastly,

magistrates who neglect to enforce the

law against murderers and highwaymen,

and so allow them to practise upon other

men's lives with impunity, are accessory

to homicide by permission. (Ferraris,

Homiuida, Homiciaium.)

HOHILT (from o^iXi'a, intercourse)

is used by ecclesiastical writers to signify

a familiar discourse on Holy Scripture.

The homily differs from the Xdyor, or dis

course, because the homily does not, like

the oration or discourse, set forth and

illustrate a single theme. It sacrifices

artistic unity and simply follows the order

of subjects in the passage of Scripture to

be explained. On the other hand, a homily

is distinct from mere exegesis or exposi

tion, because the latter is addressed to the

understanding, while the homily is meant

to affect the heart also and to persuade

those who hear to apply the lessons of

Scripture for the reformation of their lives.

The word homily in the sense of discourse

first occurs in the Epistle of St. Ignatius

to Polycarp, c. 5. Ihe earliest homilies

on Scripture which we possess are those

of Origen, though for the most part they

only survive in a Latin version. Jerome

calls the homilies of Origen " tractatus ™

so that this word may be fairly regarded

as the equivalent of the Greek 6fuXia.

Homilies were written in abundance by

later Fathers, and early in the middle

ages Homiliaria or collections of homilies

were compiled. The famous Homiliarium
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of Paul Warnefried was made at the

command of Charlemagne and contains

homilies for the Sundays and festivals of

the year. Wherever the lesson in the

matin office of the Breviary is taken from

the Gospels, a homily by one ofthe Fathers

is appended to explain and apply the

words of the sacred text. (See Probst,

" Lehre und Gebet in den ersten drei Jahr-

hunderten," p. 203.)

homoousion (of one essence or, as

it is usually translated, of one substance), a

word used by the Fathers of Nieaea, to

express the truth that the Son is one God

with the Father. The heretical party,

starting with the notion common to their

heresy in all its varying shapes that the

Father and Son were of distinct essence,

confessed at most that the Sou was of like

essence with (the dfuuomrior) or eveu only

"like" (o/M<or) the Father. "Here, then,"

says Cardinal Newman, " the word ' one

in substance ' did just enable the Catholics

to join issue with them, as exactly ex

pressing what the Catholics wished to

express viz. that there was no Buch dis

tinction between them as made the term

' like ' necessary, but that their relation to

each other was analogous to that of a

material offspring to a material parent, or

that as material parent and offspring are

individuals under one common species, so

the Father and Son are persons under one

common individual substance." 1 The his

tory of the words " homoousion " and

" homoeousion " will be found in the article

Arians.

BONOBAKT CANONS. Besides

the residentiary Canons there are, in con

nection with all the cathedral chapters of

France, Austria, and Prussia, a certain

number of honorary canons, who are not

bound to residence. These are nominated

by the bishops, and selected from among

the higher clergy—deans,eur& cantonaux,

and priests who have rendered eminent

services to the Church—and many of

then- become in time titular canons, with

all the privileges attaching to that posi

tion ; but they cannot claim this succession

as a matter of right. They usually re

ceive a small emolument. (Wetzer and

Welte.)

HONORXTTS. The condemnation of

Pope Honorius by the Sixth General

Council is a fact so remarkable in itself,

and possesses so much additional interest

from the discussion which it has occa

sioned in modem times, that it seems

1 Newman, Treatises of St. Alhanasius.

Edition of 1812, p. 144.

best to give some account of the facts

and the inferences to be drawn from them

in a separate article. There is a vast

literature on the question, for it was for

a long time a matter of contention be

tween Gallicans and Ultramontanes, while

the definition of Papal infallibility in our

own day has served to bring Honorius

once more before the bar of history, and

to reopen the controversy on the sense of

his famous letters, and the precise mean

ing of the anathema which the council

hurled at hi-* head. We cannot, there

fore, pretend to state, and much less to

examine all the views which have been

advanced, or to give anything like a

detailed history of the controversy. We

shall content ourselves with mentioning

the most prominent facts, and adding

what we believe to be a fair and impartial

estimate of their bearing on the Papal

claims..

We will first of all remind the reader

of the points at issue in the Monothelite

controversy to which the letters of Hono

rius relate. The Monothelites, who were

really Eutychians or Monopbysites in dis

guise, held that there was in Christ only

one will (viz. the Divine Will) and one

operation. The Catholic doctrine on the

other hand, is that, as Christ had two

natures, there were in Him two operations,

or modes of acting, viz. the Divine and

human, for each nature, from the very

fact that it is a living nature, must needs

act, must needs have an energy proper to

itself; and again, since Christ is man, He

must have a human will, for human

nature without a human will is not human

nature at all.

Honorius became Pope in 626, and in

633 or 634 Sergius wrote asking his help

in the following difficulty. Cyrus, Patri

arch of Alexandria, had succeeded in

bringing certain Monophysites (viz. the

Theodosians) to the Church by admitting

that, as in Christ there was but one per

son, so there was but one operation proper

to the God-man Christ (nia ftonV«'i if

tpytia)t~ Sophronius, monk in Palestine,

and about 634 Patriarch of Constanti

nople, justly objected to this term of

union as a betrayal of the faith defined at

Ohalcedon. The doctrine of St. Leo and

the Church is, two natures, therefore two

operations. The doctrine of Cyrus was

one person of the Word, therefore, one

operation ; so that in reality he was join

ing the Monophysites, not the Monophys

ites the Church. The compromise, how

ever, was warmly espoused by Sergius,
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and he was naturally anxious to prevent

the Pope from interfering on the side of

Sophronius, and so undoing the work of

reunion already effected. But let the

reader observe that Sergius did not put

his doctrine honestly and fairly before the

Pope.1 He did not ask him to accept the

doctrine of a single operation, but he ex

pressed his desire that peace should be

secured and scandal saved by avoiding

either expression, one operation or two

operations. The former, he said, though

found in the Fathers, might cause surprise

to the simple ; the latter had no support

in tradition, and might lead to the false

doctrine that in Christ there were two

contrary wills (Suo BtXripara ivavriuit

jrpos oXXi/Xa f^on-u). Accordingly Hono-

nus addressed two letters to Sergius ; the

earlier of the two exists entire in a Greek

translation, but this version may be ac

cepted as an accurate one, for it was com

pared with the Latin original in the

archives of Constantinople by John de

Prato, Papal deputy at the Sixth Council.

Of the second letter we have fragments

only, which are preserved in the Acts of

the Sixth Council, Session xiii.

In his former letter the Pope praises

Sergius for his moderation and prudence.

He teaches that Christ wrought both as

man and Qod, which is equivalent to a

confession of the two operations, but he

expresses his strong wish that neither

formula, " one operation " or " two opera

tions," should be used, and adds contemp

tuously that such formula? should be left

to the vain disputes of cavilling gram

marians. Moreover, after speaking about

the union of the natures in a single per

son, he proceeds to say, " Whence aim we

confesf one will of the Lord Jems Christ "

(odiv Kai iv Ofkrjpa 6po\oyovptv tov Kvpiov

'Inoov Xpurrov), " since plainly our nature

was taken by the Godhead, and that na

ture sinless, as it was before the fall.''

In his second letter, so far as we can

judge from the fragments of it which

remain, Honorius does not reassert his

belief that Christ had but one will, and

on the other hand he puts forward still

more strongly the doctrine of two opera

tions. For he confesses two natures in

Christ, " unmixed, undivided, unchanged,"

operating what is characteristic [of each]

(*vtpyovo~as ra tdia), though he again re

pudiates as inexpedient, the formula " two

operations."

It is certain that Honorius found

1 He had, however, already modified his

language before he wrote to Honorius.

orthodox advocates, who maintained that

he had written with good intentions, and

that his words had been miscor.strued.

Thus Pope John IV. in a letter to the

Emperor Constantine, dated (541, defended

Honorius on the ground that, when he

said " we confess one will of the Lord

Jesus Christ," he meant one human will,

and the Roman abbot, John Symponus,

whose services Honorius had used iu

writing to Sergius, takes the same line

of defence. But in the Sixth Council

Honorius met with harder measure. In

Session xiii., held March 28, 081, the

fathers declare that after reading the

letter of Honorius to Sergius, they found

that it was " altogether alien from the

Apostolic dogmas, and followed the false

doctrine of the heretics." They anathe

matised the Monothelite leaders, and with

them Honorius, who " in all things fol

lowed his mind [i.e. the mind of Sergius]

and confirmed his impious doctrines "(Kara

navra ra rf/ tKtivov yvuprj i^aKoXovdrjaavra

Kin ra avruv aVrj9r} Kvpuaavra doypara).

In the acclamations of Session xvi.,

the bishops shouted " Anathema to Hono

rius the heretic ! " and in the decree of

faith, Session xviii., Honorius is spoken

of as a tool in the hands of the devil.

This decree was signed by the whole

council, including the Papal legatee, and

by the Emperor. In a letter to the

Emperor confirming the conciliar defini

tion, Pope Leo II., after anathematising

Cyrus, Sergius, &c, " the discoverers of

new error,' continues thus: "Also Hono

rius, who did not endeavour to sanctify

this Apostolic church by teaching of

Apostolic tradition, but permitted the

spotless one to be defiled by unholy be

trayal." 1 The anathema of the Sixth was

repeated in the Eighth General Council,

its justice was recognised by Pope Ha

drian II., and for a time each Pope at his

election swore that he acknowledged the

Sixth Council, which pronounced eternal

anathema against Sergius, Pyrrhus, &c,

and also against Honorius, " because he

fostered the perverse statements of the

heretics " (" quia pravis bereticorum as-

sertionibus fomentum impendit '').

The reader is now in possession of the

chief facts, and the following questions

naturally rise out of them—viz. (1) What

is the independent judgment which would

be fairly passed on ihe letters of Hono-

1 And so ir. Leo's letter to the Spanish
bishops, u flammam ha?retici dogmatis, non, ut

decuit apostolicam auctoritatem, incipientem

extinxit, sed negligcndo coufovit."
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rius, apart altogether from the fact of

their condemnation by Pope and council ?

(2) What is the judgment of the Church

on the matter ? (3) Were the letters of

Honorius ex cathedra? Catholic writers

of great name have given very different

answers to each of these questions.

Pighius, Baronius, and in modern times

Bamberger, have maintained that the

documents and particularly the Acts of

the Sixth Council have been falsified.

This view is not likely to find a respect

able defender in the future, and may be

here summarily dismissed. But admit

ting that the documents alleged are

genuine, some writers, like Dupin and

Bossuet in his defence of the Gallican

declaration, have asserted that the letters

of Honorius were heretical, and as such

condemned. Others—e.g Gamier, Baller-

ini, and a multitude besides—strenuously

maintain the orthodoxy of Honorius.

Finally, though most Ultramontane

authors deny that his letters were ex

cathedra, some (and notably a recent

Italian author, Pennachi) admit it. In

developing our own view, we shall briefly

note how far we are supported by the

judgment of Catholic critics.

(1) The Orthodoxy or Heresy of

Honorius.—At first sight, no doubt it

seems diffirllt to excuse from heresy

letters which repudiate the Catholic for

mula, " two operations," and infer the

unity of Christ's will from the unity of

his person. But, we think, only at first

sight. We have seen that the Pope dis

tinctly admits that each nature in Christ

was operative, which implies two opera

tions. Further, the Pope evidently did

not understand the precise sense in which

Sergius used the word " operation," for

he (the Pope) asserts that Christ's opera

tion was manifold (n-oXin-pdViur (vcpytt).1

As for the " unity of will," we must re

member that Sergius drew the false con

sequence, " if two wills in Christ, then

there are two contrary wills," so that the

words of Honorius on the unity of the

will admit of an interpretation which

makes them perfectly orthodox. He

argues thus. Because Christ's humanity

was united to, and perfectly controlled by,

the Woid, and because He assumed a sin

less humanity, therefore " we confess

one will"—i.e. his will, though not physi

cally, is still morally one ; there can be

no opposition of human and divine will in

1 I.e. the Pope takes " energy" for a single

act, not for the whole class of operations proper

to one nature.

Him. But while Honorius was free from

heretical error, and did not teach heresy,

he neglected the only means by which the

new heresy could be met. He prohibited

and contemptuously dismissed the for

mula "two operations," which exactly

summed up the orthodox faith,1 and

though he meant only to assert a moral

unity in the two wills of Christ, he did so

in language which lent itself easily to

abuse on the part of the Monothelites,

and he abstained from stating the exist

ence of two wills in Christ, just when the

occasion imperatively demanded this state

ment. Thus he fomented the heresy

which it was his duty to check, and his

exalted position made his conduct doubly

mischievous, and therefore doubly repre

hensible. For all that, his position is

separated by a very wide gulf from that

of the heresiarchs Sergius and Cyrus.

This first part of our thesis may claim

the support ot many Catholic critics, and

among them of the learned Jesuits, Gar-

nier and (in recent times) Schneemann,

of Ballerini, and of Hefele.

(2) The Judgment of the Church.—

Ballerini, in his famous treatise " De

Primatu," and many others, hold that it

was only in the sense given above that

the council condemned Honorius. It was,

they say, for negligence, not for heresy,

that the Pope was anathematised. We

confess that we cannot see how the words

of the council, taken by themselves, are
capable of this sense ;a and here again we

have great authorities on our side, and

these far from Gallican. Pennachi allows

that Honorius was condemned as a formal

heretic, and Hefele's view in his second

edition is substantially the same. But

how, it may be asked, can we defend the

orthodoxy of letters which the Church

has branded as heretical ? We answer

that it was the council, not the Church,

which did so, for the Church consists of

head as well as members. The decisions

of the council, on Catholic principles, are

binding only so far as confirmed by the

Pope, and Leo II. approved the Pope's

anathema on Honorius so far as it im

plied the assistance which his neglect

1 Observe, however, that, as has been al

ready said, Honorius did not clearly apprehend

the meaning of the word "energy ' as the

heretics employed it.

9 No doubt the council made an emphatio

distinction between Honorius and the heresi

archs Cyrus, Sergius, &c but onlv, if we under

stand it rightly, because it looked on Cyrus,

Sergins, Ac, as the inventors of the heresy, on

Honorius as their dupe.
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bad given to heresy, not go far as it im

plied the formal heresy of Honorius him

self. Whether we say with Schneemann

that the Pope continued the decrees of

the council under this reserve, or,
■with Hefele, that he determined the

precise sense which the words of the

council were to bear (" Sie [«.«. die

Briefe Leo's] pracisiren nur die Schuld

des Honorius genauer und expliciren

dadurch den Sinn in welchem die Oon-

ciliensentenz zu fassen sei ") does not

appear to make any essential difference.

(3) Were the Letters of Honorius ex

Cathedra t—Hefele, even in his secoud

edition, answers this question in the

affirmative, and we follow him in believ

ing that Honorius exercised his apostolic

authority, and did implicitly address the

whole Church. He addresses Sergius, but

be lays down rules to be observed every

where. Nor is there, so far as we can

see, any reasonable doubt that Honorius

issued a doctrinal pronouncement. True,

he will not deiine that the words " one

operation " or " two operations " express

the truth, and it is plausibly argued that

bis refusal to define was the very head

and front of his offending. But though

he does not define the Monotholite doc

trine, he most distinctly teaches that it is

vain and foolish to talk of " one opera

tion " or of " two operations," and that

such subtleties of language should be left

to the grammarians. If Honorius had

imposed his own belief with regard to

this point on the Church, and threatened

to sever from his communion all who did

not believe that the phrase " two opera

tions " was frivolous, we do not see how

such a fact could be easily reconciled

with the Vatican definition. Such a pro

position would be so closely connected

with faith as to amount to nothing less

than au° error in dogmatic fact. But this

imposition of his own belief on others is

just what Honorius abstained from. He

wished to impose the disciplinary law,

that the form " two operations " was to be

avoided, but he Btops short of requiring

anyone to believe that the expression is

idle and unmeaning. For this reason, as

we think, Honorius did not teach ex

cathedra, and there is nothing in his

letters or in his condemnation, fairly con

sidered, which can be justly urged against

the doctrine of Papal infallibility aB de

fined in 1670.

The different opinions on this question

are given with tolerable fulness by Schnee

mann, " Studies, iiberdie Honoriusfrage,"

1869, and by nefele, " Concil.," vol. iii.,

1877. Pennachi's treatise " De Honorii 1.

Komani Pontiticis causa" appeared at

Rome in 1870, and wag sent to all the

bishops of the Vatican Council. The

learned author is (or was) Professor Sub

stitute at the Koman University in place

of Archbishop Tizzaiii, who had become

blind.

HOSPITAL. The term is at present

restricted to institutions for the treatment

of the sick, and in this sense only we shall

use it in the present article. For a

general account of early hospitals (Noso-

comia, from voo-okoimiov ; the term first

occurs in the fourth century) see the article

on Charity, Works of. " Hospital atten

dants are called in the language of the

canon law parabolani. The infirmary

(infiitnaria) with which every large

monastery was provided (see tho liule

of St. Benedict, c. 35, 3(i), appears to

h;ive furnished the model for the hospitals

of later times. The synod of Aix in 810

ordered that every ecclesiastical founda

tion, whether of canons or monks, should

provide accommodation for the poor, the

sick, widows, and strangers. As a rule,

hospitals were in early times under the

jurisdiction of the bishop. Even at the

Council of Trent 1 large powers ofvisitation

and supervision of the accounts of hospi

tals were assigned to the bishops ; but in

practice these powers were greatly limited

from the first by the existence of contrary

customs and privileges, and. at present

they are hardly exercised at all. The

special endowments which in course of

time were founded for the support of hos

pitals came to he much diverted from

their original destination ; in consequence

of which the Council of Vienne (1312)

forbade that the charge of a hospital, un

less it was expressly so ordered in the

original foundation, should be conferred

ti/ulo beneflcii on any secular clerk, but

ordered that their government should be

committed to prudent and capable men of

good character, who should make periodi

cal reports to the ordinaries or their dele

gates.* From this decree the lay ad

ministration of hospitals may be said to

date.

The earliest distinct record of the

establishment of a hospital in England

connects it with the name of Archbishop

L'nifranc, who built wooden tenements

outside the west gate of Canterbury

(about 1080) for the reception of persona

1 Spss. xxii. De Ref. 8, 9.
• Fleury, xci. 60.
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afflicted with the king's evil.1 The priory

and hospital of St. Bartholomew's, Smith-

field, were founded by one Rahere, a

minstrel, in 1102. The hospital of St.

Thomas, in the Borough, was founded hy

the prior of Bermondsey in 1213 ; it was

removed to its present site in Lambeth

in 1871. The priory and hospital of

Bedlam (a corruption of " Bethlehem ")

were founded in 1247. These three in

stitutions were given up or sold to the

citizens of London by Henry VIII. after

the dissolution of monasteries, and have

continued to be flourishing hospitals down

to the present time. A great movement

in the building of hospitals took place in

the eighteenth century ; the writer in the

" Enc. Brit." gives a list of forty-nine

erected in England and Ireland between

1 7 19 and 1797. Of late years the Catho

lics of Ireland have shown a most laud

able and fruitful energy in this direction,

especially in the dioceses of Dublin and

Cork. The Mater Misericordire hospital

'in the first-named city is a splendid

monument of their zeal and humanity.

It has been often urged, and not with

out plausibility, that the treatment of the

sick in hospitals is less conducive to their

recovery than their treatment at home.

The returns of the mortality at these in

stitutions are said to prove that it varies

in the ratio of the size of the hospital, and

the consequent aggregation of patients;

the larger the hospital, the higher is the

rate of mortality. The statistics ofsurgi

cal cases and lying-in cases have been

carefully examined ; and it has been

established that out of a thousand ampu

tation cases in the London hospitals, four

hundred, on the average, are followed by

death, whereas in only a hundred and

eight cases out of a thousand, in country

practice, is this the case. Similarly, in

the lying-in hospitals, thirty-five women

out of a thousand die, whereas the general

average of deaths in country practice is

only 4} per 1,000. The diseases which

are specially fatal in hospitals, and which

it is most difficult to keep out of them,

are hospital gangrene, erysipelas, surgical

fever, and puerperal fever. On the other

hand it is urged that, for the poor at any

rate, the treatment of their diseases in

hospitals enables them to obtain an

amount of care, and of suitable food and

medicine, which they could not possibly

command at home ; that medical practice

would suffer severely if deprived of that

clinical instruction for which hospitals

l Malmesbury, Gut. Font i, 44.

afford facilities ; and that rigorous pre

cautions as to ventilation and drainage,

and against overcrowding, have been

always found effectual in reducing the

rate of hospital mortality. (Ferraris,

Hotpitah ; " Encycl. Britan." art. Hos

pital, by Prof, de Chaumont ; Smith and

Cheetham.)

HOSPITAX.X.EKS. I. Hospitales ;

Knights of the Hospital of St. John of

Jerusalem; Knights of Rhodes; Knights

of Malta. This celebrated order, which

in its palmy days had vast possessions in

every country in Europe, and enjoyed

immunities which almost rendered them

independent of the lex loci, grew up out

of humble beginnings. Some merchants

of Amain founded at Jerusalem about the

middle of the eleventh century a convent,

church, and hospital, for the benefit of

poor pilgrims visiting the Holy Places.

At the date of the siege of Jerusalem by

the Crusaders (1099), the hospital was in

charge of Abbot Gerard, a Provencal.

The intrepid devotion with which Gerard,

before and after the city fell, sought to

relieve human suffering without distinc

tion of creed or class, drew forth the

admiration of Duke Godfrey, who author

ised the separation of the hospital from

the convent, and gave to it one of his

own manors. Others among the princely

and noble crusaders followed this example,

and the " Brothers of the Hospital of St.

John the Baptist " soon became a wealthy

fraternity, and founded dependent hospi

tals in various places. Gerard died in

1118; bis successor, Raymond du Puy,

took the title of Master, and drew up a

rule for the order, which Calixtus II. con

firmed in 1120. The rule was exceed

ingly austere; all the brothers, laymen

as well as clerks, were required to take

the three vows of poverty, chastity, and

obedience; abstinence was to be kept on

all Wednesdays and Fridays, and from

Septuagesimn to Easter; all faults were

sternly punished ; gross sins visited by

expulsion. Knights began to join the

brotherhood; Raymond himself was one;

and the members were divided into three

classes—knights, who were all of noble

birth ; priests or chaplains ; and brothers

servants, who were not noble. The reve

nues of the order being by this time very

considerable, and Jerusalem being in a

settled condition, new views presented

themselves to the more aspiring among

the members. Of the religious fervour

of the first knights who joined the order

it is impossible to doubt, when one con-

i
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riders the rigour of the life which they

voluntarily embraced ; still they did not

cease to be knights ; and the critical con

dition of the little Christian kingdom,

planted as an outpost in the midst of

a swarming population of misbelievers,

might naturally suggest to them that

they would bear the sword in vain if

they did not wield it as occasion arose in

support of the Christian cause. They

therefore first joined, then initiated expe

ditions against the Moslems; returning

from which, they laid aside their arms and

resumed the core of the sick in the hos

pital. By degrees their military duties

assumed the first place in their own minds,

and in the thoughts of other men ; and

they became, with the Templars, one of

the chief bulwarks of the Christian power

in the East. Dissensions arose, and were

of long continuance, between them and

the Templars; on one occasion (1250),

the forces of the two orders fought a

pitched battle on the soil of Palestine.

When, in 1187, Jerusalem fell before the

arms of Saladin, the tenth Master of the

order transferred the convent and hospital

to Markab, in Phoenicia, whence, on the

retaking of Acre by the Christians in

1103, they were removed to that city.

Acre, the last stronghold of Christian

fower, fell before the Mussulmans in

201, and the Hospitallers withdrew to

Cyprus, whence they carried on a naval

war for some years against the Saracenic

nations of the Levant. After the sup

pression of the Templars (1310), their

lands were made over to the Hospitallers ;

but the latter " had to purchase the sur

render from the King [of France] and

other princes at such vast cost of money,

raised at such exorbitant interest, that

the Order of St. John was poorer rather

than richer from what seemed so splendid

a grant." 1 The sojourn in Cyprus is said

to have witnessed a great moral declension

among the Knights, and a departure from

the spirit and letter of their rule. In

1310 they seized the island of Rhodes,

and maintained themselves there for more

than two centuries, in spite of all the

efforts of the Turks. But in 1522, the

Grand Master (this title had been used

since 1268) being then Villiers de l'lsle

Adam, Solyman the Magnificent sent an

immense fleet and army against Rhodes,

and though the defence was valiant, and

great numbers of the besiegers were

killed, yet being assisted by treachery

1 VUlani, quoted bv Milman, Lai. Christ.

xii. 2.

within the walls, the Sultan at length

compelled ITsle Adam to capitulate.

Some years later, in 1530, the Emperor

Charles V. granted to the dispossessed

order the island of Malta. Here, after

repelling a vigorous attack made by Soly

man in 15G5, they remained undisturbed

till, in 1708, under the Grand Master Fer

dinand d'Hompesch, a German, some of

the French knights having previously

been won over by the bribes and promises

of the French Government, the island

was tamely surrendered to Napoleon

Bonaparte, then on his way to Egypt.

It was soon after blockaded by an Eng

lish fleet, and the garrison was compelled

by hunger to capitulate in 1800, since

which time Malta has been held by Eng

land. The Grand-Master Hompesch, in

1700, resigned his office in favour of the

Czar of Russia, Paul I. In that and

following years the order was suppressed

in several European States where it still

had possessions. Paul was assassinated

in 1801; Hompesch died in 1803; the

head-quarters of the order were then,

with Papal sanction, fixed at Catana, and

afterwardsat Ferrara. An order ofknight

hood, designed apparently for the purpose

of decorating members of the nobility with

crosses and ribands, was founded in Prussia

in 1812, under the same name—Johanniter-

Orden—by which the Hospitallers had

always been known in Germany.

After the order had attained its full

development, it was divided into eight

" languages," Provence, Auvergne, France,

Aragon, Castile, England, Germany, and

Italy. The Grand Commander was always

a Provencal, because that was the nation

ality of Raymond du Puy ; the chief of

the language of Auvergne was Grand

Marshal; that of France, Grand Hospi

taller; of Italy, High Admiral; of Ara

gon, Grand Guardian ; of Germany, High

Bailiff ; of Castile, Grand Chancellor ;

and of England (before that " language "

was suppressed on account of the national

adoption of Protestantism), General of

Infantry. Each language was divided

into grand priories and bailiwicks, which

again were subdivided into commanderies.

The ordinary knights, "chevaliers do

justice," were required to prove noble

birth ; but a certain number of knights

by favour, " chevaliers de grace," were also

admitted, though not noble, in considera

tion of distinguished valour or other

merit. The dress of a Knight in time of

peace was a long black mantle, with a

white cross of eight points (the " Maltese "
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cross) upon it ; in the field he wore a red

coat with similar crosses in front and on

the back. The banner displayed a similar

cross on a field gules. (Heiyot, " Ordre

de Malte ; " " Conversations Lexicon,"

Johanniter- Orden . )

HOST (from hostia, a victim). It is

used in the Vulgate both of Christ the

victim of expiation for our sins, Eph. v.

2, and also of spiritual sacrifices, such as

almsgiving, Phil. iv. 18. In the liturgies

and ecclesiastical writers, the word is

used (1) of Christ present on the altar

under the appearances both of bread and

wine: thus, the Mozarabic Missal men

tions the " host of bread and wine ; " (2)

of Christ present under the form of bread :

this use is recognised by the three earliest

Roman Ordines, which were drawn up

between the seventh and ninth centuries :

(3) of the bread before its consecration ;

so the word is employed in the ordinary

language of Oatholics at the present day,

and the word in this sense occurs in the

Offertory of the Roman Missal, when the

priest prays " Receive, O Holy Father,

this unspotted Host," &c, taking the

bread, not for what it is, but for what

it is to become after consecration. Le

Brun (" Explic. de la Messe," p. iii. a. 6)

says that this prayer was borrowed from

the Spanish liturgy, and inserted in the

Roman Missal towards the end of the

eleventh century. The writer of the

article Host in Smith and Cheetham,

maintains that in the Spanish liturgy the

words were used of the consecrated Host,

the uncoosecrated elements being known

in early times as " oblata."

The form and material of the altar-

breads, the offertory, the cunsecration and

elevation of the Host, are explained in

separate articles, but this is perhaps the

most convenient place to speak of the

breaking of the Host.

All liturgies, following the example of

our Lord at the last supper, require the

Host to be broken. The Greeks break

the Host into four parts, of which one is

received by the celebrating priest, another

by the other communicants, while a third

is reserved for the sick, and a fourth put

into the chalice. In the Mozarabic rite

the Host is divided into nine parts. In

the Roman Mass the Host used to be

divided into three parts, one for the cele

brant, another for the communicants pre

sent and for the sick, while a third was

placed in the chalice. Traces of this

ancient usage still remain in the Papal

Mass, when the deacon and subdeacon

communicate from the samo Host as the

Pope, and in the Mass of episcopal conse

cration, in which the consecrator and the

new bishop receive portions of the Host

consecrated jointly by both. Moreover, in

the ancient Roman Mass the celebrating

bishop put into the chalice the consecrated

Host sent from another church in sign of

peace and unity, saying as he placed this

Host in the Precious Blood, " The peace of

the Lord be always with you. " The Pope,

according to the two oldest Ordines, per

formed the same rite of mixture with the

Host which had been reserved from a

previous Mass, and which was placed on

the altar and adored by him before his

own Mass began. At present it is only

from the Host consecrated at the Mass

that a part is taken and dropped into the

chalice. Just before the celebrant pute

this portion in the chalice, he says, "Pax

Domini," &c, words originally intended

for the portion consecrated at another

Mass and reserved to symbolise the unity

of the Church and of the sacrifice. The

words "Htec commixtio," "May this mix

ture of the Boly and Blood of our Lord

Jesus Christ keep my soul unto everlast

ing life," are said after the portion of the

Host is placed in the chalice, and have

kept their original reference.

This custom of mixing the Host and

the Precious Blood is very ancient. It

occurs in the Liturgy of St. James, and is

mentioned by a Council of Orange in 441.

And liturgical writers tell us that it

figures the reunion of Christ's body and

blood after his resurrection. But if we

ask what was the historical origin of the

rite, the question is not easily answered.

Le Brun suggests that the Host sent

from another church would become hard

and dry (for altar breads were thicker in

those days), and that this led to the prac

tice of moistening them witli the conse

crated wine. He supports this explana

tion by analogies from the discipline of

the early Church, and it seems at least

very probable. As to the portion of the

Host consecrated in the same Mass and

dipped in the chalice, Pouget and Vert

suppose it sprang from an old custom

connected with communion. If the con

secrated wine did not suffice for the num

ber of communicants, ordinary wine was

poured into a chalice, and the liquid was

sanctified by contact with a portion of

the Host. Benedict XIV. justly rejecta

this theory as destitute of any solid foun

dation. There is no proof that the cus

tom alleged is older than the practice
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which still continues of placing part of

the Host in the chalice ; and the theory is

open to other objections. We are not

aware, however, that any better explana-

tion has been devised. (Le Brun and

Benedict XIV. on the Mass.)

HOUSEI. For many centuries this

was the English name lor the Blessed

Sacrament ; it had not become obsolete

even in the time of Shakespeare, who

makes the Ghost in Hamlet lament that

he had been hurried " unhouselled " out

of the world. The Anglo-Saxon form

was hutel; compare the Gothic huntl,

which in the version of Ulfilas is the trans

lation of irpoir<i>opd, " offering," in Eph.

v. 2, and is seen in the rendering huntljnda

of a-nivSopm, " I am being offered up," in

2 Tim. iv. 0. Grein 1 connects the word

with the Gr. xaivm and Sanskr. Uhnn, " tn

kill." Husel to the ancient English meant

the highest good and absolute enjoyment;

thus Cynewulf (about 700 A.l).), writing

of the happiness of the blessed in heaven,

Bays, " him bifi lenge husel," " housel shall

be their portion." Robert of. Gloucester

(1270) says that the Normans made their

shrift before the battle of Hastings, " and

amorwe hoin let hoseli," in the morning

caused themselves to be houselled.11 The

word does not occur in either of the

"Wycliffite versions of the Bible.

BOZANN& (ao-avva). A Hebrew

word taken from Ps. cxviii. (Vulg. cxvii.)

26. " O Lord, we beseech thee, save now :

O Lord, we beseech thee, send now

prosperity." The words of the Psalm,

ttt ny'v^in, " save, we pray," were shouted

by the Jews at the most joyful of their

feasts, that of tabernacles, wliile they

waved their branches of palm and willow.

So closely was the feast associated with

this shout of joyful prayer that it came

to be called the " Hosanna " (Njy^in or

njV6*in), the last or great day of the feast

being known as " the great Hosanna ''

(njH npvtfnn).* It was with this joyful

shout that the crowds met our Lord as

He entered Jerusalem on Palm Sunday.

" Hosanna in the highest " probably

means " Send help from thy place in the

highest heavens to the Messias."

The word is retained in the Sanctus

at Mass, and in the hymn in the Mass of

Palm Sunday.

1 Glouar der Angelt'dchii$chen Dichter,

1864.
a Quoted in Morris and Skeat's Specimene,

Part 2.

* Buxtorf, Lex. ChalJ. et Rabbin, sub voc,

HtTMEKAL VEIL. An oblong

scarf of the same material as the vest

ments, worn by the subdeacon at High

Mass, when he holds the paten, between

the Offertory and Paternoster ; by the

priest when he raises the monstrance to

give benediction with the Blessed Sacra

ment ; and by priests and deacons when

they remove the Blessed Sacrament from

one place to another, or carry it in proces

sion. It is worn rouud the shoulders,

and the paten, pyx, or monstrance is

wrapped in it. According to Le Brun

(" Explication de la Messe," i. p. 310),

this veil was introduced because in many

churches it was the ancient custom for

an acolyte to hold the paten at High

Mass, and he, not being in holy orderB,

could not lawfully touch the sacred vessels

with bare hands. The Levites, as may

be seen in Numbers iv., were only allowed

to tear the sacred vessels after they had

been wrapped up in coverings. This

reason obviously does not supply any ex

planation of the use of the veil by the

priest at Benediction, &c. But though

the priest is permitted to touch vessels

containing the Blessed Sacrament, he ab

stains from doing so at certain solemn

moments out of reverence. We ought to

add that the use of the humeral veil at

Benediction is strictly prescribed in

several decrees of the Congregation of

Kites.

hussites. The followers of the

Bohemian John Huss, rector of the uni

versity of Prague, who was burnt tor

heresy at the Council of Constance. His

countrymen, or a large proportion of

them, rose in arms in 1418 against the

imperial government, and during a war

which lasted thirteen years inflicted many

defeats on the German armies, and laid

many churches in ashes and many cities

was-te. Their principal leader was John

Ziska, who died in 1424, and the blind

Procopius, an ex-priest. Terrible ex

cesses were committed on both sides, the

war being to a great extent one between

twro hostile nationalities, the Slavonian

and the German. Bohemia was at that

time celebrated for the grandeur and

beauty of the churches and other religious

edifices which met the eye in everv part ;

but the Hussites destroyed most of these ;

in Prague alone may still be seen evidence

of the ancient architectural glory of the

land. Several crusades were preached

against them, but with little result. After

the victory of Taoss (1481), which dissi

pated the forces of the Fifth Crusade, the
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war ceased ; and the bishops of the Coun

cil of Basle, which met in that year,

laboured earnestly to bring about a peace

ful arrangement. The council conceded

to that section of the Hussites called

Utraquists the communion under both

species, besides certain reforms on points

of discipline ; the sect was thus divided ;

and when war broke out again in 1434,

the insurgents sustained a crushing defeat

at Lepan from the imperial forces. The

legate, Philibert, bishop of Coutances,

succeeded at last in negotiating a peace ;

and by the treaty of Iglau (July J436)

the Bohemian and Moravian nations re

turned to the unity of the Church. Never

theless, heretical opinions continued to be

rife, until the preaching of St. John

Capistran, the glory of the Church in the

fifteent h century—between 1451 and 1453

—wrought a great and sudden change.

Eleven thousand Hussites are said to have

renounced their errors before him.

HYMN. I. In the wider and ancient

sense, including Psalms and Canticles:

Vfont meant originally a song of praise

in honour of gods or heroes. It had a

religious character, and was distinct for

this reason from the ryim/uov (sc. tnos),

or laudatory ode in honour of a mere man.

In the LXX the word is adopted as a

translation of several Hebrew terms,1 and

here the word hymn keeps its old classical

meaning, except, of course, that it is used

of songs in honour of the true God. The

use of the New Testament is the same as

that of the LXX. Thus we read in Matt,

xxvi. 30, Mark xiv. 26, that Christ and

his disciples sang a hymn (v/iinjo-airfs)

at the close of the last supper. This

hymn, no doubt, was the latter part of

the Hallel (?.?l0, or ascription of praise,

consisting of Ps. cxiii.-cxviii., which was

sung on the feast of the new moon, the

dedication, and the three great solemnities

of Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles.

The former part of the Hallel (Ps. cxiii.

cxiv.) was sung before beginning the Pas

chal meal : the latter (Ps. cxv., cxvi.,

cxvii., cxviii.), after the assembled com

pany had drunk of the fourth and last
cup,a over which the "blessing of the

1 Often the Hebrew word does not answer

at all closely to the Greek —e.g. in Ps.

Ixxi. 20, the LXX have vnvoi for "prayers"

(ni^pn)i and the Vulgate translates ipLvot into

*' laudes."

' All present mast taste the four cups, and

after the. fourth no more wine onuM be drunk

that ni){ht, to both of which point* our Lord

teems to allude (Malt. xxvi. 27, 29). The

song " was said, beginning with the words,

" Let all thy works praise thee, O Lord,"

and including the beautiful and solemn

ascription, " Blessed is he who createth

the fruit of the vine." In the gospels, then,

the word hymn is not distinct from psalm.

St. Paul, however, does make a distinc

tion. He tells the Ephesians (v. 19, cf.

Coloss. hi. 16) that they are not to imitate

the drunken revelry of the heathen, but to

express their joy in a different way. They

are to " speak to each other in psalms and

hymns and spiritual odes." Probably by

psalms the Apostle means poems in the

style of the Hebrew psalter ; by hymns,

songs in praise of Cod and Christ (see

v. 19); while spiritual odes (iooul irvevfta-

Tucal) is perhaps a generic term includ

ing both psalms and hymns. In the first

part, then, of this article weshall continue

to use the word in the wide sense with

which we set out, including under it any

composition in praise of Cod which is

adapted to be chanted or sung.

We do not believe (though the autho

rity of Probst, " Lehre und Gebet in den

drei ersten christlichen Jahrhunderten,"

p. 256 «»»., may be quoted against us) that

bt. Paul in the passage just quoted refers

to the use of psalms and hymns in public

worship. The context appears to show

that he lias in view the private intercourse

and social meetings of Christians, and

desires to point out the kind of joy and

mirth which should accompany them.

But it is certain that from the earliest

times psalms and hymns were sung in

Christian assemblies. Pliny, in his famous

letter to Trajan, written about 104, men

tions the Christian custom of singing a

hymn (carmen) to Christ as God in their

assemblies. Christian hymns are spoken

of by Justin Martyr ("Apol." i. 13), and it

would be useless to multiply citations on

the use of the psalms in the primitive

Church. In them the Church of the first

three centuries found the most natural

expression of her own sorrow and hope

when persecution weighed hard upon her ;

of her joy in the midst of tribulation.

There, too, she found the most natural

expression of her faith, for " nearly all the

psalms,"Tertulliansays("Adv. Prax." 1 1),

" are spoken in the person of Christ "

(" Christi personam sustinent

student interested in such matters may be

referred to the fascinating article in Buxtnrf8

Chaldee and Rabbinical Lexicon, subvoc. tyf]

1 There is, however, some doubt about the

reading. Oehler reads "omnes psalmi qui Christi

I ersonam sustinent."
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The psalm9 still form the hulk of the

Breviary office, and portions of them con

stantly occur in the Mass. They are sung

antiphonally—i.e. alternate verses of the

psalms are chanted by each side of the

choir. A legend given by Socrates attri

butes the introduction of#this antiphonal

chant to St. Ignatius. Theodoret, with

better reason, says that it was begun at

Antioch by the two monks Flavian and

Diodorus, in Constantine"s reign. This

mode of singing came to the West some

time later. Justina, the AriaD empress,

sought to imprison St. Ambrose. His

people gathered round him in his church,

and passed their time in the singing

psalms and hymns antiphonally. This

was the earliest instance of the custom in

the Latin Church.

Besides the hundred and fifty psalms,

the Roman Breviary contains seven can

ticles taken from the Old and three from

the New Testament. Their use in the

offices is at least as ancient as Amalarius,

who wrote in 820.' The following is a

list of the canticles in question :—

"Benedieite," from the book of Daniel

(the deuterocanonical portion), with ab

breviations and ascription of praise to the

Trinity inserted at the end. This addi

tion, though not quite in the present form,

is mentioned by Amalarius. This canticle

is fitly said on Sunday, the first day of

the creation, at lauds.

" Confitebor," from Isa. xii. Monday

at lauds.

The Song of Ezechias, from Isa.

xxxviii. Tuesday at lauds.

The Song of Anna, 1 Reg. ii. Wed

nesday at lauds.

The Song of Moses, Exod. xv. Thurs

day at lauds.

The Song of Habac. cap. iii. Fiiday

at lauds.

The Song of Moses, in Deut. xxxii.

Saturday at lauds.

The three New Testament cant icles are,

the " Benedictus " or Song of Zacharias;

" Magnificat," called by Amalarius the

" Hymn " of the Blessed Virgin ; and the

"Nunc Dimittis" or Song of Simeon. At

the chanting of these last all stand, out

of reverence for the Incarnation, to which

they directly refer, and particular honour

is shown to the " Magnificat," because of

its special connection with that mystery.

While it is sung at solemn vespers the

altar is incensed by the officiating priest.

1 His remarks on the canticles as used in

the office are quoted by Gavantus, torn. ii. § 5,

cap. 9.
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Further, the Roman Church uses other

canticles, which are not to be found in

Scripture—viz. the " Te Deum," and the

"Trisagion," of which an account is given

in separate articles, and the " Gloria in

excelsis " and "Gloria Patri," of which we

have spoken in the article Doxology. The

Greek church is rich in canticles. A beauti

ful evening hymn or canticle still used by

them, and as old probably as the beginning

of the third century, is given by Routh in

the " Reliquise Sacra," vol. iii. p. 615.

It belongs to the first division of our

subject, for it is not metrical, and may

be rendered thus :— " O joyful light of the

immortal Father, who is heavenly, holy,

blessed, O Jesus Christ, having come to

the setting of the sun, and having seen

the evening light, we hymn the Father

and the Son, and the Holy Spirit of God.

Worthy art thou at all times to be hymned

with holy voices, O Son of God, who

givest life : wherefore the world glorifieth

thee."

II. Hymns m the modern and more

restricted sense,—Hymn is now generally

used for a religious poem adapted to be

sung, and written in metre. The earlinst

hymn of this kind which we possess is

by Clement of Alexandria. It occurs at

the end of his " Peedagogus," and is entitled

vfivos tqv aoyrfjpos X/norm'. We have

hymns by other Greek Fathers—e.g. by

Gregory Nazianzen and Synesius—but the

hymns actually used in the Greek offices

are by later authors, St. John Damascene,

Joseph of Constantinople, Cosmas and

Theophanes. Hilary of Poictiers is the

first Latin hymn-writer whose hymns sur

vive ; he was followed by Ambrose, Pru-

dentius, Fortunatus, Paul the Deacon,

Sedulius, Gregory the Great, Venerable

Bede, St. Bernard, St. Thomas of Aquin,

&c. &c. The Council of Agde, can. 30

(anno 600) ; that of Tours, canon 23 (auno

507) ; that of Toledo, can. 13 (anno 033),

approve the use of hymns in the office ;

though it is plain from the words of the

canon cited last that many felt an objec

tion to using even the hymns of Hilary

and Ambrose, on the ground that they

were not Biblical. It was, however, very

late (not, according to Grancolas, till the

thirteenth century) that the Roman

Church admitted hymns to a place in her

Brevinrv offices.

Hefele, " Beitrage," ii. p. 302, thus

traces the origin of the hvmns which

occur in the Breviary and Missal. The

list is in alphabetical order.
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Breviary Hymns.

1. "A solis ortns cardine." Used at

Christmas. The first part of the hymn is

called Ahecedarius, because the first verse

bejrins with A, the second with B. By

Cielius Sedulius, a poet of the fifth cen

tury. Most likely (Siodhul) an Irishman.

2. " Ad regias agni dapes." Used on

Low Sunday. By a very ancient imitator

of St. Ambrose.

8. " Ad sacros virgo thalamos." For

the Feast of St. Gertrude. Author un

known ; of the mediaeval period.

4. " Adoro te devote." In the thanks

giving after Mass. By St. Thomas of

Aquin (fl274).

6. " yEterna Christi munera." For

feasts of Apostles. Ascribed by the Bene

dictines to St. Ambrose. Mone doubts

whether it is St. Ambrose's, but ascribes |

it to the fifth century.

6. " ./Eterna coeli gloria." Friday at

lauds. By an ancient imitator of St.

Ambrose.

7. " -lEterne rector siderum." For the

feast of Angel Quardians. By Cardinal

Bellarmine (rf. 1621).

8. " yEterne rerum conditor." Sun

day at lauds. St. Ambrose.

0. " /Eterne rex altissime." For the

Ascension. St. Ambrose, but altered.

10. " Ales diei nuntius." Tuesday at

lauds. By Prudentius (born in Spain,

348).

11. " Alma Redemptoris Mater." An-

tiphon from Advent to the Purification.

Bv Hermannus Contractus, monk at

Reichenau (rf. 1064).

12. " Alto ex Olympi vertice." Dedi

cation of churches. A continuation of

" Coelestis urbs." See below.

18. " Antra deserti." For feast, of St.

John Baptist. By Paulus Diaconus,

eighth century.

14. "Aspiee infami." Feast of the

Passion. Unknown author, sixteenth to

eighteenth century.

15. " Aspice ut verbum Patris." Feast

of Our Lord's Prayer. Author unknown,

sixteenth to eighteenth centurv.

16. " Athleta Christi nobilis." Feast

of Venantius. A continuation of " Martyr

Dei Venantius."

17. "Auctor beate seeculi." Sacred

TIeart. Author unknown, sixteenth to

eighteenth century.

18. "Audi, benigne conditor." For

Lent. By Gregory the Great (d. 604).

19. " Audit tvrannus anxius." Holy

Innocents. By Prudentius. See No. 10.

20. "Aurora coslum purpurat." Sim-

days after Lent, Old imitator of St.

Ambrose.

21. " Aurora jam spargit polum."

Saturday, lauds. Same as preceding.

22. " Ave, maris Stella." Ascribed

bv Cardinal Thomasi to Fortuuatus,

bishop of Poictiers (<i. 600), hut certainly

much later. Daniel places the date of its

origin between the sixth and ninth cen

turies. Mone considers even this date

much too early.

23. " Ave, Regina coelorum." Anti-

phon at compline and lauds. Author

unknown ; tenth to fifteenth century.

24. " Beata nobis gaudia." For Pente

cost. According to Daniel, by Hilary of

Peitiers (rf. 370) ; but thi9 is very doubt

ful.

25. "Beate pastor Petre." Feast of

St. Peter and St. Paul, &c. By Elpis,

the first wife of Boethius, the famous

minister of Theodoric. Boethius was

executed at Pavia in 524.

26. " Christe, sanctorum decu9 ange-

lorum." On the feasts of Gabriel,

Michael, and Raphael. By Rabanus

Mauius, archbishop of Mayence (rf. 856).

27. " Christo profusum sanguinem."

Common of Martyrs. Except that the

initial words are altered, this hymn is

taken from the " ^Eterna Christi munera."

See No. 5.

28. "Civis beatae patriae." Feast of

Holy Relics. A modern hymn.

29. " Coelestis agni nuptias." Feast of

St. Juliana Falconieri. By her biographer,

Lorenzini (anno 1719).

80. " Coelestis urbs Jerusalem." Dedi

cation of churches. Author unknown.

Date from tenth to fifteenth century.

31. " Coeli Deus sanctissime." Wed

nesday at Vespers. By an old imitator

of St. Ambrose.

32. "Coelitum Joseph decus." Feast

of St, Joseph, sixteenth to eighteenth

century.

33. "Ccelo redemptor praetulit."

Maternity of Blessed Virgin. As pre

ceding.

84. " Consorspaterailuminis." Tues

days at matins. St. Ambrose.

35. " Cor arealegem continens." Sacred

Heart. Sixteenth to eighteenth century.

36. " Corpus domans jejuniis." A

continuation of "Gentis Polonse gloria."

See No. 54.

37. " Creator alme siderum " (in the

original text " Conditor alme siderum.")

Imitated from St. Ambrose, but at least

200 years later.
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88. "Crudelis Herodes." Altered

from Sedulius. See No. 1.

39. " Crux fidelis." Passion Sunday.

A part of the "Pange, lingua, gloriosi

lauream certaminis." By Venantius For-

tunatus. See No. 22.

40. " Custodes hominum psallimus

angelos." Guardian Angels. By Bellar-

mine (d. 1621).

41. " Decora lux." St. Peter and St.

Paul. By Elpis (see No. 25), but much

altered.

42. " Deus, tuorum militum." Com

mon of a Martyr. By an old imitator of

St. Ambrose.

43. " Domare cordis impetus." Feast

of St. Elizabeth of Portugal. Bv Urban

VIII. (d. 1644).

44. " Dum nocte pulsa lucifer." A

continuation of "Martyr Uei Venantius."

See No. 89.

45. " Ecce jam noctis tenuatur umbra."

Saturday at lauds. By St. Gregory the

Great (d. 604).

46. " Egregie doctor Paule." St.

Peter and St. Paul, and Conversion of St.

Paul. By Elpis (see No. 25).

47. " En clara vox rcdarguit." For

Advent. By an old imitator of St.

Ambrose. Altered from the original text.

48. "Enutsuperbacriminum." Sacred

Heart. Sixteenth to eighteenth century.

49. " Ex more docti mvstico." Sun

day matins in Lent. Attributed by Mone

to St. Gregory the Great. Daniel puts

it in seventh to ninth century.

60. "Exite, Sion rilias." Crown of

Thorns. Sixteenth to eighteenth cen

tury.

51. " Exultet orbis gaurliis." Feasts

of Apostles. Tenth to fifteenth century.

52. " Festivis resonent." Precious

Blood. Sixteenth to eighteenth century.

63. " Fortera virili pectore." Com

mune non Virginum. Cardinal Silviuus

Antoniamis (d. 1603).

64. " Gentis Polonse decus." Feast

of St. John Cantius. By an author of the

eighteenth century.

56. " Gertrudis area numinis." Feast

of St. Gertrude. Mediaeval author.

66. " Gloriam sacrse celebremus omnes

Sindonis." Feast of Our Lord's Winding-

sheet. Sixteenth to eighteenth century.

67. " Usee est dies qua Candida."

Feast of St. Theresa. By Urban VIII.

68. " Hominis superne conditor." Fri

day vespers. Ambrosian.

69. " Ilujus oratu, Deus alrae, nobis."

Commune non Virginum. A part of "Vir

ginia proles." See 171.
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60. "Jam Christus astra ascenderat."

Pentecost. Ambrosian, and, according to

Mone, actually by St. Ambrose.

61. " Jam faces lictor ferat." Feast of

St. John Nepomuc. Eighteenth century.

62. "Jam lucis orto sidere." At

prime. By an old imitator of St. Am

brose.

63. "Jam noctis umbras lucifer."

Feast of St. Catharine of Ricci. Eigh

teenth century.

64. " Jam sol recedit igneus." Trinity

Sunday, and Saturday at Vespers. Imi

tated from Ambrose, hymn 11. Thomasi

gives a similar hvmn by Ennodius, bishop

of Pavia (rf. 621).

65. " Jam toto subitus." Seven

Dolours. Sixteenth to eighteenth cen

tury.

66. " Jesu, corona celsior." Commune

Conf. non Pont. By an imitator of St.

Ambrose.

67. "Jesu, corona virginum." Com

mon of Virgins. As preceding.

68. " Jesu, decus angelicum." Feast of

the Holy Name. A part of " Jesu, dulcis

memoria." See No. 70.

69. " Jesu, dulcis amor metis." Feast

of the Winding-sheet. Sixteenth to

eighteenth century.

70. "Jesu, dulcis memoria." Feast, of

the Holy Name. By St. Bernard (d.

1153).

71. " Jesu, redemptor omnium." Com

mon of Conf. Pont. Tenth to fifteenth

century.

72. Jesu, redemptor omnium, quern."

Christmas. By an old imitator of St.

Ambrose.

73. " Jesu, rex admirabilis." Feast of

Holy Name. A part of St. Bernard's

hymn, " Jesu, dulcis memoria."

74. " Immense cceli conditor." Mon

day at vespers. Imitated from St. Am

brose. Regarded by Mone as probably

the work of St. Gregory the Great.

75. "In profunda noctis umbra."

Feast of St. John Nepomuc. Eighteenth

century.

76. " Invicte martyr." Common of

Martyrs. Tenth to fifteenth century.

77. "Invictus heros." Feast of St.

John Nepomuc. Eighteenth century.

78. " Ira justa conditoris." Precious

Blood. Eighteenth century.

79. " Iste confessor." Common of

Confessors. Mediaeval, but in the manner

of St. Ambrose.

80. " Iste qucra laeti colimus. Feast

of St. Joseph. Sixteenth to eighteenth

century.
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81. "Legis figuris pingitur." Crown

of Thorns. As preceding.

82. " Lucis creator optima." Sunday

at vespers. Ambrosian, and older than

St. Gregory.

83. " Lustra sex qui jam peregit."

Passion Sunday, &c. A part of the

"Pange, lingua, gloriosi laureani certa-

minis." See No. 108.

84. " Lux alma, Jesu, mentium." Feast

of Transfiguration. Urban VIII.

85. " Lux ecce surgit aurea." Thurs

day at lauds. Slightly altered from

Prudentius. See No. 10.

86. " Magnse Deus potentue." Thurs

day at vespers. By an old imitator of

St. Ambrose.

87. " Maria castis oculis." Feast of

St. Mary Magdalen. According to same,

by Gregory the Great ; according to others,

by Odo of Olugny (rf. 942).

88. " Martina celebri." For Jan. 30.

By Urban VIII.

89. " Martyr Dei Venantius." Feast

of St. Venantius. Sixteenth to eighteenth

century.

90. " Memento, rerum conditor." In

the Little Office B. V. M. From " Jesu,

redemptor omnium." See No. 72.

91. " Miris modisrepente liber." Feast

of St. Peter's Ohains. Ascribed to Pau-

linus of Nola (but ?).

92. " Mcerentes oculi." Feast of the

Passion. Eighteenth century.

93. " Mysterium mirabile." Feast of

the Winding-sheet. Sixteenth to eigh

teenth century.

94. " Nocte surgentes." Sunday ma

tins. St. Gregory the Great.

95. " Nox atra rerum contigit.*'

Thursday matins. According to Thomasi,

by Ambrose ; to Daniel, merely Ambro

sian ; to Mone, by Gregory the Great.

06. "Nox et tenebrea et nubila."

"Wednesday at lauds. By Prudentius

Clemens Csee No. 10), but altered.

97. "Nullis te genitor blanditiis."

Feast of St. Hennenejiild. From " Re-

gali solio." See No. 122.

98. " Nunc sancte nobis Spiritus." At

tierce. Ascribed by Hincmar to St.

Ambrose ; probably only Ambrosian.

99. " O glorinsa virginum." Feasts of

the Blessed Virgin. From " Quern terra,

pontus, sidera." See No. 117.

100. "O nimis felix." Feast of St.

John Baptist. From " Ut queant laxis."

See No. 164.

101. " O quot undis lacrimarum."

Seven Dolours. Sixteenth to eighteenth

century.

102. " O sol salutis." Lent at laud a.

Tenth to fifteenth century.

103. "O sola magnarum urbiurn."

Epiphany. By Prudentius Clemens, See

No. 10.

104. "O Stella Jacob." Purity of

Blessed Virgin. Sixteenth to eighteenth

century.

105. " O virgo cui pnecordia." Feast

of St. Catherine of Kicci. Eighteenth

century.

106. "Opes doeusque." Feast of St.

Elizabeth of Portugal. By Urban VIII.

107. " Pange, lingua, gloriosi corporis."

Corpus Chrisli. By St. Thomas of Aquin

(d. 1274).

108. " Pange, liugua, gloriosi lnuream

(pradium) certaminis." Passion and Palm

Sunday, &c. By Venantius. See No. 22.

109. " Pange, lingua, gloriosse Lance»

prseconium." Feast of Lance and Nails.

A medifeval imitation of the preceding.

110. " Paschale mundo gaudium."

On Feasts of the Apostles. From the

" Aurora ccelum." See No. 20.

111. " Paschali jubilo." Feast of the

Lance, &c. Author unknown, but the

hymn found in MS. of fourteenth cen

tury.

112. " Pater superci luminis." As

cribed to Odo of Clugny, but perhaps by

Bellarmiue, who inserted it in the Bre

viary.

113. " Placare, Christe, servulis." For

All Saints. Written late in the middle

ages.

114. " Prseclare custos virginum."

Purity of Blessed Virgin. Sixteenth to

eighteenth century.

1 15. " Primo die quo Trinitas." Al

tered from St. Gregory the Great.

116. "Quoenam lingua tibi." Feast

of the Lance, &c Sixteenth to eighteenth

century.

117. "Quern terra, pontus, sidera."

Feasts of Blessed Virgin Mary. Altered

from Venantius Fortunatus. See No.

22.

118. "Quicunque certum quaeritis."

Sacred Heart. Of late and uncertain

origin.

119. "Quicunque Christum quseritis."

Transtiguration. Bv Prudentius Clemens.

See No. 10.

120. "Quodcunqueinorbe." St. Peter's

Chair. From the " Miris modis." See

No. 91.

121. "Rector potens." At sext.

Ambrosian.

122. " Regali solio." Feast of St.

Hermenegild. Urban VIII.
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123. "Regina cceli, hetare." Easter

Antiphon at lauds and compline. Tenth

to fifteenth century.

124. "Regis supemi nuntia." Feast

of St. Teresa. By Urban VIII.

125. " Rerum creator optime." Ma

tins of Wednesday. Ambrosian, and per

haps by Gregory the Great.

126. " Rerum Deus tenax vigor." At

none. Ambrosian.

127. " Rex gloriose martyrum." Com

mon of Martyrs. Written early in the

middle ages.

128. " Rex sempiterne ccelitum." Sun

day matins. Ambrosian.

129. " Sacras reliquiao." Feast of

Relics. See No. 28.

130. "Sacris solemniis." Corpus

Christi. St. Thomas of Aquin.

131. "Saspe dum Christi." Feast of

Blessed Virgin Help of Christians. Nine

teenth century.

132. " Sacro dolorum turbine." Feast

of the Passion. Sixteenth to eighteenth

century.

133. " Salutis humanse dator. All

Saints. Late in middle ages.

134. " Salutis esterase sator." Ascen

sion. Ambrosian.

135. " Salve, Regina." Antiphon at

lauds and compline. By Ilermannus

Contractus, or by Peter of Monsoro,

bishop of Compostella.

136. " Salvete, Christi vulnera." Pre

cious Blood. Sixteenth to eighteenth

century.

137. " Salvete, clavi et lancea." Lance

and Nails. As preceding.

138. " Salvete, floresmartyrum." Holy

Innocents. Prudentius.

130. Sancta mater, istud agas." See

« Stabat Mater."

140. " Sanctorum mentis." Com

mon of Martyrs. Sixth to ninth cen

tury.

141. " Solemne laudis canticum."

Feast of St. Catharine of Ricci. Eigh

teenth century.

142. " Somno refectis artubus." Mon

day matins. St. Ambrose.

143. " Splendor paternee glorioe."

Monday lauds. As preceding.

144. " Stabat Mater." Seven Dolours.

According to Wadding, by Giacopone da

Todi, a disciple of St. Francis in the

thirteenth century. It is inserted in the

works of St Bernard as given in a MS.

at Utrecht.

145. " SummsB Deus clement in;."

Seven Dolours. Sixteenth to eighteenth

' century.

146. "Summaa parens dementias."

Saturday matins. Ambrosian.

147. " Summaa parens dementia?."

Trinity Sunday. Compiled from the pre

ceding and other ferial hymns.

148. " Summi parentis filio." Sacred

Heart. As No. 118.

140. "Summi parentis uniee." St.

Mary Magdalen's day. By Odo of Clugny

(<i.042).

150. "Te deprecante corporum."

End of " Gentis Polonae." See No. 54.

151. " Te Deum laudamus." Sunday

matins. Attributed to St. Ambrose, but

certainly older.

152. "Te Joseph celebrant." St.

Joseph. Sixteenth to eighteenth century.

153. " Te lucis ante terroinum." Com

pline. Ambrosian.

154. "Te, mater alma." Feast of

the Maternity. Sixteenth to eighteenth

century.

165. " Te redemptoris." Blessed Vir

gin Help of Christians. Modern.

156. " Te splendor et virtus Patris."

St. Michael and All Angels. By Rnbanus

Mauius, archbishop of Mayence (d. 866).

157. " Telluris alme conditor. ' Tues

day vespers. Ambrosian, and, as Mone

thmks, by Gregory the Great.

158. "Tibi, Christe, splendor Patris."

St. Raphael. By Rabanus Maurus. An

adaptation of the " To splendor." See

No. 166.

160. " Tinctam ergo Christi sanguine."

Lance and Nails. Sixteenth to eighteenth

century.

160. " Tristes erant Apostoli." Feasts

of Apostles. The second half of "Aurora

coelum." See No. 20.

161. "Tu natale solum." Feast of

St. Martina. Urban VIII.

162. "Tu Trinitatis unitas," with the

second strophe "Nam lectulo." Friday

matins. Gregory the Great.

163. " Tu Trinitatis unitas," with the

second strophe "Ortus refulget." Imi

tated and partly borrowed from preced

ing.

164. "Ut queant laxis." St. John

Baptist. By Paulus Diaconus, properly

Paul Warnefrid, a scholar at Charle

magne's Court, and author of the " His

tory of the Lombards."

165. " Veni, creator." Pentecost.

Commonly attributed to Charlemagne,

but found in MSS. written before his day.

Probably by St. Gregory the Great.

166. " Venit e coelo." Agony in the

Garden. Sixteenth to eighteenth cen

tury.
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167. "Verbum supermini prodiens e

Patris seterni sinu." Advent. Am-

brosian, and not later than second half of

fifth century.

168. " Verbum supernum prodiens,

nec Patris linquens deiteram." Corpus

Christi. St. Thomas of Aquin.

169. " Verbum supernum prodiens,

salvare quod perierat." Feast of Lance,

&c. A text of this hymn is given by

Mone from a MS. of the fourteenth cen

tury.

170. "Vexilla regis." Passion Sun

day, Finding and Exaltation of the

Cross. Venantius Fortunatus. See No. 22.

171. " Virginis proles." Common of

Virgins. A mediaeval imitation of St.

Ambrose.

1 72. " Virgo virginum prseclara."

From " Stabat Mater." See No. 144.

17.3. " Vix in sepulcro." Feast of St.

John Nepomuc. Eighteenth century.

Hymns and Sequences in the Missal.

1. "Diesirae." By Thomas of Celano,

disciple of St. Francis, about 1250.

2. " Exultet jaw angelica." Holy-

Saturday at blessing of the Paschal

candle. Ascribed to St. Augustine.

3. " Gloria in excelsis." [See Dox-

OLOGT.]

4. " Gloria, laus et honor." Palm

Sunday at the procession. By Theodulf,

bishop of Orleans (<i. 821).

5. " Lauda, Sion." Corpus Christi.

St. Thomas of Aquin.

6. " Salve, sancta parens." Introit in

Mass of Blessed Virgin. Sedulius, in fifth

century.

7. "Stabat Mater." See above, No.

144.

8. " Veni, Sancte Spiritua." By the

French King Robert, son of Hugh Capet

(d. 1031).

9. " Victimse paschali." Easter. At

tributed by an Einsiedeln MS. of the

eleventh century to Wipo, chaplain to

Conrad II. (eleventh century).

(Cardinal Thoraasi, " Opp. torn, ii.,

continens psalterium," Romm, 1747 ;

Daniel, " Thesaurus Hvmnolog." Ilalle,

1841; and Mone, "Lat. Hymnen dea

Mittelalters," Freiburg, 1853, are the

chief authorities on the subject. Moull,

" Lat. Hymnen des Mittelalters," Einsie

deln, I860; Schlosser, "Die Kirche ia

ihren Liedern," Freiburg, 1863 ; Neale,

" Hymns of the Eastern Church," London,

1863 ; " Mediaeval Hymns and Sequences,"

1863; Birnghi, " Inni sinceri e carmi di

S. Ambrogio," Milan, 1862; Huemer,

" Untersuchung iiber die iiltesten lat.

Christ. Rhythmen," Wien, 1879, may

also be consulted.)

HYPOSTATIC UNION. The

union of Christ's human nature to the

hypostasis or person of God the Word.

[See Cubist.]

icoito cr,asts (" Breakers ofima

ges 1). A name given to the powerful

partj' which set itself against the religious

use of images, and disturbed the peace of

the Church during the eighth and the

former half of the ninth century.

1. First Staije ofthe Controversy (726-

775).—Leo III., known in history as " the

Tsaurian" (717-741), published an edict

against images. Both the exact date

(Hefele places it in 726) and the purport

of this edict are uncertain. The Emperor

Vs said to have acted by the advice of

Constantino, Bishop of Nacolia, and it is

certain that shortly before the Khalif

Jezid II. had set the example—natural,

of course, in a Mohammedan—of destroy

ing images. Possibly Leo may have be

lieved that he was removing a cause of

scandal to Jews and Saracens, and taking

away an occasion of superstition from

ignorant Christians. Leo, however, met

with immediate and strenuous opposition.

The destruction of a famous image of

Christ over the brazen door of the palace

led to an uproar among the people. Leo

was resisted by Germanus, the Patriarch

of Constantinople,and condemned by Pope

Gregory II. St John of Damascus, who

was living under the rule of the Khalifa,

published three discourses in defence of

images, entitled Ao'yot dnoXoyrfTiKoi. The

Emperor threatened to destroy St. Peter's

image at Rome and to take the Pope

captive: and his rage was further in

flamed by the rebellion of Cosmas. The

suppression of the rebellion was followed

by a new edict against images, in 730, and
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by fresh acta of violence. A fleet was sen t

to Koine, in order to revenge Gregory's

anathema published in a Roman synod of

the year 732 ; and, although this attack

failed, Illyria was torn from the Holy See,

and its possessions in Lower Italy seized.

Leo's successor, Oonstantine V. (Ooprony-

mus), continued his father's work. Again

the Emperor's zeal against images caused

a rebellion, but this, too, was quelled, and

in 754 Constantine convoked a council of

338 bishops—with which, however, neither

the Pope, nor tho Patriarchs of Alexan

dria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, would have

anything to do. This Council of Con

stantinople, which pretended to be oecu

menical, anathematised those who vene

rated images : and this anathema was the

excuse foradditionalseverity. Monasteries

were destroyed, and many monks—among

them John of Monagria and the abbot

Stephen—died as martyrs for the faith

and traditional usage of the Church.

2. Second Stage of the Controversy

(775-842).—The persecution abated,

though it did not cease, under Leo IV.

(776-780). His wife, Irene, who held

the regency after her husband's death,

set herself to restore the veneration of

images, and was supported by Tarasius,

the new Patriarch. Irene and Tarasius

convoked a general council, to which Pope

Hadrian I. was invited, and to which he

promised to send legates. The soldiers

made it impossible to hold the assembly

in the imperial city, but the Fathers met

in 787 at Nicaea. The Papal legates—viz.

the archpriest Peter and the abbot Peter—

presided, their names being always men

tioned in the Acts before those of the

other members, but the business was

mainly conducted by Tarasius. The de

crees were signed by at least 308 bishops,

or proxies for bishops, but it appears from

the Acts that besides the bishops a large

number of monks and clerics, not entitled

to vote, were present at the deliberations.

It was on October 13, and in the seventh

session, that the Spot or detinition of faith

was issued. In it the council teaches that

the figure of the cross, and " holy images,

whether made in colours, or of stone, or

of any other material,'' are to be retained.

They are not to become objects of " ado

ration in the proper sense (tt/v a\-r)8ivr)v

^arpeiav), which is to be given to God

alone,'' but they are useful because they

raise the mind of the spectator to the ob

jects which they represent. It is right

to salute, honour, and venerate them

(aanaapQii xai Tifu]Tti<i]v npooK\im]aiv)y

to burn lights and incense before them,

not only because this is in accordance

with the tradition of the Church, but also

on the ground that such honour is really

given to God and his saints, of whom the

images are intended to remind us. The

council uses the word " worship " (jrpoo--

Kvvti) of the veneration due to images,

but, as we have seen, carefully explains

the sense in which the word is employed.

This decision was approved by Pope Ha-

driaD, as he himself declares in a letter

to Charlemagne.

The Iconoclast spirit revived in Leo V.,

" the Armenian " (813-820), Theodore, ab

bot of the monastery of Sludion, at Con

stantinople, being the champion of the

orthodox cause. Michael II., " the Stam

merer " (820-820), tried to reconcile the

friends and enemies of images, but his

son Theophilus (829-842) persecuted the

monks who adhered to the Nicene defi

nition. On February 10, 842, his widow

Theodora, brought the images hack in

triumph to the chief church at Constan

tinople, and this day, which marks the

close of a long and dreary strife, is still

kept by the Greeks as the " Feast of Or

thodoxy."

3. The Controversy in the West.—Pope

Hadrian sent a very unfortunate transla

tion of the Acts of the Nicene Council to

Charlemagne. The latter stated his ob

jections in a document sent to the Pope,

and known as the " Libri Carolini." 1 He

rejects both synods—the Iconoclast one

at Constantinople in 754, and Second

Council of Nicsea—and asserts that God

alone is to be adored (adnrandus) and

worshipped (colendus), while the saints

are only to be venerated (ceveravdi). A

certain " adoration " (adorului) may, in

deed, be given to men —e.g. by bowing

reverently before them, or by kissing,

but even this is to be withheld from

images, because they are lifeless, acd it is

foolish to burn incense or lights before

them. Moreover, although images may

lawfully be used in churches, their use is

by no means necessary. The great Coun

cil of Frankfort, in 704, also rejected

the Nicene decree, evidently misled, as

1 Petavius (De Tncarnat. XV. 12, 3, 8) thinks

that only extracts from the " Libri Carolini"

weresentto Pope Hadrian ; and f-o Hele'e, ConciL

iii p. 713. 2nded. The authenticity of the " Lihri

Carolini " was denied by IVllnrniin, tor reasons

abundantly refuted by later Catholic scholars—

e.g. Sismond and Natalis Alexander. An un

successful attempt to attack the authenticity

was made once more by Dr. Floss, l)e Sunpecla

Librorun Carolinortm . . . Fid*, Bonn, I860.
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Charlemagne had been, by the faulty

translation, which made no distinction

between supreme worship (Xarptia) and

secondary veneration. Indeed, this synod

attributes to and condemns in the Nicene

council a doctrine which it had expressly,

and in set terms, rejected.

(The principal ancient authority on the

Iconoclasts is Theophanes (d. 818). His

" Chronographia " is published among the

Byzantine historians (Bonn, 1839). Later

authors—e.g. Cedrenus (sec. xi.), Zonaras

(sec. xii.), Constantino Manasses (sec. xii.),

Glycas (sec. xv.), draw from him. In

modern times, the whole or part of the

history has been investigated by the Pro

testants, Goldust, " Imperialia Decreta

de Cultu Imaginum," 1008; Dallas us,

" De Cultu Imaginum," 1012 ; Spanheim,

" Restitute Historia Imaginum," 1086 ;

and by the Catholics, Maimbourg, " His-

toire de I'Heresie des Iconoclastes " (not

always trustworthy), Paris, 1083 ; Marx,

" Bilderstreit der Bvzantinischen Kaiser,"

Trier, 1 830 j and by Ilefele, " Concil." iii.—
■which last has been chiefly followed here.)

ICONOSTASIS (ttVovoWao-ir). A
■wooden wall which in Byzantine churches

separates the choir from the nave. It is

so called because icons or images of Christ,

the Blessed Virgin, &c, are placed upon

it. The iconostasis is found in Greek

and Russian churches, but it is doubtful

whether it was known before the middle

ages.

IBOUTKT. [See Images and

Saints.]

icnosancb. St. Thomas (1 2ndre,

lxxvi. 2) distinguishes ignorance from

mere nescience. The latter he explains

to mean the simple absence of knowledge ;

the former implies absence of knowledge

in one who is capable of acquiring it.

lie proceeds to show that ignorance may

easily involve sin, since a person is bound

to use all reasonable means in order that

he may have the knowledge necessary for

the performance of his duties. Thus all

men are bound to learn, so far as they

can, the general principles of religion and

morals ; and a man sins grievously who

remains from his own negligence in the

belief that a false religion is true, or that

an unlawful course of action which he is

pursuing is really lawful. The degree of

his sin will differ according as the obli-

ligations which he does not fulfil through

ignorance are more or less serious, and

according to the amount of negligence or

malice which his ignorance implies. Thus,

while a man is never excused from sin of

omission or commission on the plea of

ignorance which he can be fairly expected

to overcome, this vincible ignorance, as it

is called, admits of subdivisions, repre

senting different grades of guilt. A niaa

may use some but not enough industry

in removing his ignorance, which in that

case is said to be " simply vincible ; " he

may take scarcely any pains to remove it :

then bis ignorance is " crass ; " he may

positively wish to be ignorant, in order

that he may sin more freely : then his

ignorance is known as " affected." The

reader must understand that up to this

point we have been speaking of the sin

which lies in the ignorance itself, not in

the evil act to which the ignorance leads;

and the conclusion which we have reached

is that all vincible ignorance of the

things a man's duty requires him to know

is in itself sinful. A physician who

practises his profession without the know

ledge which he can and ought to have

sins, even if as a matter of fact he

happens to prescribe what is really best

for his patients.

With regard to the guilt of sins

ignorantly committed, invincible igno

rance altogether excuses from sin, because

no man can incur moral guilt without any

intention direct or remote to transgress

God's law. A Protestant who thinks the

Catholic religion idolatrous, and cannot

reasonably be expected, considering his

education, circumstances, &c, to think

otherwise, is guiltless so far in the sight

of God. So, again, if a person is aware

that he sins but is invincibly ignorant of

circumstances which aggravate or change

the nature of his crime, he is responsible

only so far as he knows or may know

what he is about. A man, for example,

who, meaning to kill his enemy, kills his

father unawares, is of course a murderer,

but he is not a parricide. We pause

here to observe that although every man

may know the first principles of the

moral law and the most obvious deduc

tions from them, he may be invincibly

ignorant of certain precepts which belong

to the natural law of right and wrong.

This point is profusely argued and illus

trated by St. Liguori, " Theol. Moral."

lib. i. § 170.

Supposing that a man is responsible

for his ignorance, it may still diminish

the guilt of the sins which he ignorantly

perpetrates. Such is the case with ignor

ance " simply vincible," and even, though

in a less degree, with " crass" ignorance.

When, however, a man remains ignorant
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to sin more freely (ignorantia affectatd)

St. Thomas (loc. cit. a. 4) holds that

"such ignorance seeins to increase the

voluntary character of his act and its

sin " (" videtur augere voluntarium et

peccatum ").

Censures are not incurred by those

who are invincibly ignorant of their

existence, though they may be aware that

the action forbidden under censure is'

wrong. If the censure is imposed only

on those who sin knowingly, it is held by

some theologians that even a person

whose ignorance is " affected " escapes

the censure. The other opinion is better

supported ; but " crass " ignorance un

doubtedly would serve to save a person

from a censure promulgated in these or

similar terms.

We may mention in conclusion that

St. Thomas (1 2ndse, qu. vi. a. 8) and

other theologians also divide ignorance

into that which is " antecedent "—i.e.

which precedes all action of the will ;

" consequent " or voluntary ignorance ;

"concomitant,"' when a man acts in

ignorance, but is so minded that he would

act in just the same manner if he under

stood the nature of his deed. We need

not, however, dwell on this distinction,

since " antecedent " coincides with

vincible, " consequent " with invincible

ignorance, while "concomitant" ignorance

has no influence on moral action.

IMAGE or OOO. We read in

Genesis i. 26 that God said, " Let us make

man to our image and likeness, and let

him rule over the fishes of the sea and

the birds of the air," &c. Petavius, " De

Opificio Sex Dierum," lib. ii. cap. 2-4,

elaborately discusses the meaning of these

words and the history of their interpre

tation. We select the most important

points from his account, adding a few

remarks drawn from other sources.

1. Although the text quoted speaks

of Adam only as created in God's image,

it is plain that neither this likeness itself

(see Genesis v. 1-3) nor the dominion

over the beasts which flows from it (see

Genesis ix. 3, and cf. Ps. viii. 6) has

been wholly forfeited by the fall. At

the same time it has been partially lost,

and thus St. Paul, Coloss. ni. 10, speaks

of the likeness to God as restored in

Christ.

2. We may at once dismiss the anthro-

pomorphite error mentioned by Epi-

phanius that the likeness to God consists

primarily in the bodily shape. Such an in

terpretation is contrary to the principles of

the Mosaic as well as of the Christian re

ligion. God has no body, and no bodily

form as such can be like Hini (see Exod.

xx. 4, Deut. iv. 12, 16 seq., Is. xxxi. 3).

Here we may observe that though many

parallels to the expression with which

we are concerned may be quoted from

heathen writers (e.g., Knobel and Dill-

mann, ad loc., quote cuc»i> Otov from

Lucian, "De Imag." 28, "Ad effigiem

moderantum cuncta deorum,'' from Ovid,

" Met.'' i. 83, and also refer to Juvenal xv.

142), the force of the passages is blunted

by the fact that the heathen had much

less perfect notions than the Jews of

God's spiritual nature.

3. We may also set aside the beauti

ful explanation of Tertullian, who makes

the likeness refer to the Incarnate Word,

who made man in the likeness of that

bodily form which He was to take. " So

runs," he says (" Resurr. Carnis/' 6), " the

speech of the Father to the Son, 'Let

us make man,' &c. . . . lie made him to

the image of God, i.e., Christ. Thus that

slime, even then taking the image of

Christ who was to come in the flesh, was

not only a work of God, but also a

pledge." Even if the plural number

indicates the mystery of the Trinity,

there is no hint in the text that man was

made in the image of one Divine Person

rather than in that of another.

4. Petavius distinguishes that which

was made like to God and that in which

the likeness resides. The whole man, he

says, with his double nature (bodily and

spiritual), was made in the likeness of

God. But he maintains, following the

general teaching of the Fathers, that the

reason or foundation of this likeness

resides chiefly in the soul. The essential

point of the resemblance lies in man's

possession of intellect and will, which

separates him specifically from the beasts

and makes him like God. This essential

likeness is perfected by accidental qualities

—viz. by the natural and supernatural

virtues—and in consequence of these

accidental perfections one man may be

more like God than another. In man,

who is the head of the woman, this

accidental likeness is more perfect than

in woman (1 Cor. xi. 7).

5. He goes on to say that this likeness

overflows (redundat) from the soul to the

body, and no doubt his erect carriage,

the perfection of his form, the way in

which his intelligence manifests itself in

his features, mark man out as like God

and fit to rule over the lower creation.
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This seems to be the view adopted in the

recent edition of our English Catechism,

where man's likeness to God is said to

reside " chiefly " in his soul.

6. From the time of St. Ambrose

(Petavius quotes "De Dignitate Oon-

ditionis Humanse," cap. xi.), it has been

common to see the image of the Trinity

in the three powers of the one soul—
■viz. memory, understanding and will.

Different writers, however, have fixed

upon different powers of the soul as

representing the Persons of the Trinity.

7. Still older is a distinction made

between " image" and "likeness." Irenasue

(v. 6, 1), whose view has been largely

accepted in the Church, supposes that

man was made in the image of God by

nature, and became like God by the gift

of the Holy Spirit. A similar distinction

has been defended by so good a scholar

as Delitzsch, but Petavius is surely right

in rejecting it. The Hebrew (literally

" in our image, according to our likeness )

shows more clearly than the Greek or

Latin, which insert the copula "and,"

that the two words are practically

synonymous.

IMAGES. The idolatrous worship

of images is vehemently condemned in the

Scriptures, and in the Old Testament two

forms of idolatry are specially reprobated.

First, we find denunciations of worship

paid to images of false gods, such as

Moloch, Astarte, &c. Here the whole

meaning and intention of the religious

act was bad. No respect was due to

such a divinity as Baal; to worship him

was an act of treason against the living

God, so that there could be no possible

excuse for venerating his image. But

besides this, the law and the prophets

condemn worship given to images of the

true God. It seems clear that the calf

worship begun at Mount Sinai, and con

tinued in the northern kingdom at Bethel,

&c, was meant as the worship of the true

God set before Israel in this symbolical

form.1 But this worship also is de

nounced—e.g. by Amos and Osee—and

was really idolatrous, because it conveyed

false notions of God, who is a pure

spirit, so that although, e.g., Jeroboam

professed to worship Jehovah, he was

really serving a god of his own imagi

nation. To prevent such idolatrous

1 See Exod. xxxii. 5, where Aaron calls the

idolatrous feast a feast to Jehovah ; and 3 Kings

xxii. 6, from which it appears that prophets

who sanctioned the calf-worship were still con

sidered prophets of Jehovah.

errors, to which the Jews were constantly

tempted by the example of the surround

ing heathen, the Hebrew worship was

regulated in each detail by God. linages

they had in the tabernacle and the

Temple, for the cherubim were placed in

the holy of holies, and the walls and

pillars were adorned with figures of

palms, pomegranates, &c. But these

figures were placed in the tabernacle from

wmch the pattern of the temple was

taken by the express ordinance of God,

and the Jews were by no means left to

their own discretion in the use of sacred

images and symbols.

The prohibition of idolatry conveyed

in the first commandment continues, it is

needless to say, in full force. Idolatry is

evil in its own nature, and necessarily a

sin of the deepest dye, whoever it may

be that commits it. Moreover it is pos

sible to commit this sin without fall

ing into the gross and brutal error of

identifying a lifeless image with the

Divinity. Therefore the Council of

Trent (Sess. xxv. De Invocatione, &c.)

not only reprobates the delusion that

the godhead can be really portrayed by

material figures; it also states that in

images there is no divinity or " virtue,

on account of which they are to be wor

shipped, that no petitions can be ad

dressed to them, and that no trust is to

be placed in them."

At the same time the Tridentine

Fathers, following the Second Council of

Niceea, advocate the true use of images.

The danger of idolatry has at least to a

very great extent passed away from

Christian nations. Further, God Himself

has taken a human form which admits of

being represented in art. So that the

reasoning of Moses in Deut. iv. 15 no

longer holds,1 and on the whole matter

the liberty of Christians is very different

from the bondage of Jews. Images,

according to the Tridentine definition, are

to be retained and honoured, hut abuses

and all occasion of scandal to the rude

and ignorant are to be removed. The

object of images is to set Christ, his

Blessed Mother, the saints and angels

before our eyes, while the council adds

that " the honour which is given to them

is referred to the objects (prototypa)

which they represent, so that through

the images which we kiss, and before

1 " Ye did not sec any likeness on the day

that the Lord spake to yon on Horeb from the

midst of the fire, lest ye should act wickedly

and make for yourselves a graven image," he.
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which we uncover our heads and kneel,

we adore Chri9t and venerate the saints,

whose likenesses they are." " The

council," eays Petavius, " De Incarnat."

xv. 17, " could not have declared more

expressly that the cultus of images is

simply relative (o-xerixov) '■ *na' *ney ftre

not in themselves and strictly speaking

(per se ef, proprie) adored or honoured,

but that all adoration and veneration is

referred to the prototypes, inasmuch as

images have no dignity or excellence to

which such honour properly appertains."

We cannot imagine any better exposition

than that of this great theologian, who,

among many other merits, is always

distinguished for his sobriety and his

avoidance of useless subtleties. His

words explain the doctrine of the Church

and remove all possibility of scandal,

when we find the Church in the Good

Friday Office inviting the faithful to

adore the cross. It is the suffering

Saviour, not the dead wood which

Catholics adore [See Cross].

The use of images in the Church dates

from the very earliest times. The Church

no doubt was cautious in her use of

images, both because the use of them in

the midst of a heathen population might

easily be misunderstood, and also, because

the images might be seen and profaned

by the heathen persecutors. It is, as

Hefele and De Rossi maintain, for this

latter reason that the Council of Elvira, in

the year 306, forbade the placing of

"pictures in the churches, lest what is

worshipped and adored should be painted

on the walls." Certainly the Church of

that time did not reject the use of

Christian art—witness the numerous

sacred pictures recently brought to light

in the Roman catacombs. Many ancient

works of art which have come down to

us from the old Spanish church—e.g. the

beautiful sarcophagi of Saragossa—prove

that there was no difference of feeling or

opinion on this matter between Spanish

and Roman Christians. But whereas

the Roman churches were under, the

Spanish were above, ground. Hence the

anxiety of the council to avoid the

mockery and actual danger which the

sight of images might have created.

We can trace the veneration of images

and the Tridentine doctrine concerning

it through the whole history of the

Church, but here a few instances must

suffice. The early Christian poet Pruden-

tius speaks of himself (" Peristeph." ix. 0

teq.) as praying before an image of the

martvr Cassian. We read that at a

conference held between St.Maximus and

the bishop Theodosius the Fathers present

bent the knee to the imasesof Christ and

the Blessed Virgin.1 The principles of

Gregory the Great on the respect due to

images are well known. When Serenus,

Bishop of Marseilles, removed images

from the church on the ground that tbey

had proved an occasion ' of idolatry,

Gregory tells him (Ep. ix. 105) that he

ought not to have broken images placed

in the church as means of instruction,

not objects of adoration. In sending

Secundinus images of Christ, the Blessed

Virgin and St. Peter and St. Paul,

Gregory writes (Ep. ix. 62) : " I know

you do not ask for the image of our

Saviour to worship it as God, but that,

being reminded of the Son of God, vou

may be inflamed anew with love of Him

whose image you long to see. And we

on our part do not prostrate ourselves

before it as a divinity, but we adore Him

whom by means of the image we bring

to mind in his birth, in his passion, or as

He sits on his throne."

Two qualifications must be made to

the doctrine stated in a previous part of

this article. We have said that no

images can really resemble the divine

nature which is immaterial. But there

is no harm in symbolical representations

of the Holy Trinity, or of the divine

Persons singly. The contrary proposition

was condemned by Pius VI. (Synod of

Pistoia, prop. 60), in the bull " Auctorem

fidei." Again, though images have no

virtue in themselves, God may be pleased

to give special graces at particular

shrines. This is taught in the same bull,

and the words of St. Augustine (Ep. 78)

are aptly quoted: "God, who divides

special gifts to each according as He

wills, was not pleased that these [marvels]

should take place in all the shrines of the

saints."

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION

OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN. 1. The

Meaning of the Doctrine.—Benedict XIV.

(" De Feat." clxxxvii. teq.), quoting Eras-

sen, a Scotist theologian, distinguishes be

tween active and passive conception. The

former consists in the act of the parents

which causes the body of the child to be

formed and organised, and so prepared

for the reception of the rational soul

which is infused by God. The latter

> See Kraus, Encyclopitd., art. "BUder-

verehruQg."
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takes place at the moment when the

rational soul is actually infused into the

hody by God. It is the passive, not the

active, conception which Catholics have

in view when they speak of the Im

maculate Conception. For there was

nothing miraculous in Mary's generation.

She was begotten like other children.

The body, while still inanimate, could

not be sanctified or preserved from

original sin, for it is the soul, not the

body, which is capable of receiving

either the gifts of gr.ice or the stain of

sin, Moreover, from ihe fact that Mary

sprang in the common way from Adam

our first father, it follows that she was

the daughter of a fallen race and incurred

the " debt " or liability to contract, original

gin. Adam was the representative of

the human race : he was put on his trial,

and when he fell all his descendants fell

with hiin, and must, unless some special

mercy of God interposed, receive souls

destitute of that grace in which Adam

himself was created. In Mary's case,

however, God's mercy did interpose.

For the sake of Him who was to be Dorn

of her and for " his merits foreseen,"

grace was poured into her soul at the

first instant, of its being. Christian

children are sanctified at the font : St.

John the Baptist was sanctified while

still unborn. Mary was sanctified

earlier still—viz. in the first moment of

her conception. She received a gift like

that of Eve, who was made from the

first without sin, only the immaculate

conception is rightly called a privilege,

and a privilege altogether singular, be

cause in the ordinary course of things

the Blessed Virgin would have been con

ceived and bom in original sin. We beg

the reader to remember that what we

have written up to this point is the

universal teaching of theologians, and we

have carefully abstained from entering

on scholastic disputes (e.g. as tc the

remote and proximate debt of sin),

because we be!iieve that the mere state

ment of the doctrine is enough to remove

many prejudices from the minds of candid

Protestants. So far from derogating

from, the Catholic doctrine exalts, the

merits of Christ. He who redeemed us

redeemed her. He who sanctified us in

baptism sanctified her in her conception.

Nor could any Catholic dream of com

paring Mary's exemption from sin, we do

not say with the sinlessness of the Divine

nature, for such a comparison would be

insane as well as blasphemous, but with

the sinlessness of Christ as man. Sin

was a physical impossibility in the human

soul of Christ, because it was hypo-

statically united to the Divinity. Mary,

on the other hand, was sinless by the

grace of God. " Thou art innocent,"

says Bossuet, addressing Christ, " by

nature, Mary only by grace ; Thou by

excellence, she only by privilege ; Thou

as Redeemer, she as the first of those

whom thy precious blood has purified "

(" Sermon pour la fete de la Conception

de la Sainte Vierge"). No better

summary could be given of the Church's

doctrine.

2. History of the Controversy on the

Doctrine.—The controversy, so far as we

know, began in the twelfth century.

The church of Lyons had adopted the

custom, which already prevailed else

where (see the article on the feast), of

celebrating the feast of Mary's con

ception. St. Bernard (d. 1153) remon

strated sharply with them, in great

measure because the feast had not been

approved at Koine. The authenticity of

this letter has been disputed, but on

grounds, as Benedict XIV. implies, abso

lutely insufficient. Besides, little would

be gained even if the letter were spurious,

for Petavius (" De Incarnat." xiv. 2) has

proved, from other passages in his works,

Bernard's opinion to have been that the

Blessed Virgin was not conceived im

maculate, but was sanctified in the womb

like Jeremias and St. John the Baptist.

Benedict XIV., following Mabillon,

declines to accept, the theory that St.

Bernard had the active, not tie passive,

conception in his mind. At the same

time it must be remembered that the

saint refers the whole matter of hia

dispute with the canons of Lyons to the

judgment of the Roman Church. The

quotations in Petavius from St. Peter

Damian, St. Anselra, Peter Lombard, and

others, abundantly prove that St. Ber

nard's opinion was the prevalent one

before and during his own age. In the

following century St. Thomas (iii. 27, 2)

held that Mary was only sanctified in

the womb after her bodv was already

informed by the soul (post ejus om-

matiimem), and he argues that if the

Virgin "had not incurved the stain of

original guilt," she would have stood in

no need of being saved and redeemed by

Christ, whereas Christ, as the Apostle

declares, is the saviour of all men.' But

1 Cardinal Lambruschini in a polemical dis

sertation on tbe Immaculate Conception(Booms,
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the strongest evidence to the prevalence

of the belief that the Virgin was not

conceived without sin is supplied by Scotus

"In Lib. III. Sentent." d. iii. qu. 1, n. 4).

He gives his own opinion in favour of

the immaculate conception with a

timidity which clearly betrays his con

sciousness that the general opinion was

on the other side. After maintaining

that God might, had He so chosen, have

exempted the Blessed Virgin from original

gin, and might on the other hand have

allowed her to remain under it for a

time and then purified her, he adds that

" God knows " which of these possible

ways was actually taken ; " but, if it is

not contrary to the authority of the

Church or of the saints, it seems com

mendable (prubabilf.) to attribute that

which is more excellent to Mary.'*

Scotus, however, farther on in the

same work (d. 18. qu. 1. n. 4), expresses

a more decided view, and he inaugurated

a new state of opinion, though the change

did not come at once, and the story told

by Cavellus, an author of the fourteenth

century whom Benedict XIV. quotes, is

probably a mere legend. According to

this story, Scotus defended the doctrine of

the immaculate conception at Cologne

and Paris, and a disputation which he

held in the latter place induced the Paris

University to adopt the doctrine, and won

for Scotus himself the title of the " Subtle

Doctor." Scotus died in 1308, and events

which happened in 1387 show how

rapidly the Scotist opinion had spread

and how deeply it had struck root at

least in France. A Dominican doctor,

John Montesouo, had publicly denied the

immaculate conception, whereupon he

was condemned by the University and

by the Bishop of Paris, and though

he appealed to the Pope (or anti-Pope)

Clement VII., he did not dare to appear,

and was condemned for contumacy. The

Fathers of the Council of Basle begged

Cardinal Torquemada (Turrecremata) to

prepare a treatise on the question, and so

he did ; but circumstances prevented him

from laying it before the council, and his

treatise, which was adverse to the doc

trine, was practically unknown till it was

published by the Master of the Sacred

Palace with the consent of Paul III., then

Pope. The decree of Basle, which de

fined that the doctrine asserting Mary's

1842), declared that here, as in other places,

the MSS. of St. Thomas had been corrupted.

Hut this position does not admit of serious

defence.

immunity from original sin was "to be

approved, held, and embraced by all

Catholics, as being pious and consonant

to the worship of the Church, to Catholic

faith, right reason, and Holy Scripture,''

was passed in 1430, when the council

had become schism atical, so that it in no

way bound the consciences of Catholics.

It serves, however, to mark the general

feeling of the time ; and other signs of the

hold the doctrine had obtained are not

wanting. It was asserted at a provincial

synod in Avignon in 1457. Forty years

later the University of Paris required an

oath to defend the doctrine from all who

proceeded to the doctor's degree, and the

tenet was embraced with ardour by the

Carmelites, the different branches of the

Franciscan order, and by men of the

highest distinction among the secular

matter gave rise to keen discus

sion at Trent, and although most of the

bishops held the doctrine, the council

contented itself with a declaration that

in defining the truth that the whole

human race fell under original sin it did

not intend to include in the decree "the

blessed and immaculate Virgin Mary,"

but desired that the Constitutions of

Sixtus IV. should be observed. These

Constitutions had been issued in 1470 and

in 1483. In the forrrer the Pope granted

indulgences to those who said the Mass

and office which he had approved for the

feast of the Conception. In the latter he

condemned those who accused persons

who celebrated the feast of mortal sin. or

those who maintained that the doctrine

itself was heretical. Pius V., in 1670,

forbade all discussion of the doctrine in

sermons, permitting, however, the ques

tion to be handled in assemblies of the

learned. Paul V , in 1017, prohibited

attacks on the doctrine in public as

semblies of any kind, while Gregory XV.,

in 1022, strictly forhade anyone to main

tain, even in private discussions, that the

Blessed Virgin was conceived in original

sin. He made an exception, however, in

favour of the Dominicans, to whom he

granted leave to maintain their own

opinion in discussions held within their

own order, and he was careful to add

that he in no way meant to decide the

theological question, but, on the contrary,

forbade anyone to accuse those who

denied the immaculate conception of

heresy or mortal sin. Benedict XIV.,

writing about the middle of the last cen

tury, sums up the whole state of the

-r.v.
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question in his day thus : " The Church

inclines to the opinion of the immaculate

conception; but the Apostolic See has

not yet defined it as an article of faith."

So matters stood, when on February

1, 1849, Pius IX., wrote from Qaeta to

the bishops of the Catholic world. He

asked them for an account of their own

opinion and of the feeling entertained in the

churches subject to them on the expe

diency of defining the doctrine that the

Blessed Virgin was immaculate in her

conception. The Italian, Spanish, and

Portuguese bishops, about 490 in number,

were nearly unanimous in their wish for

the definition. On the other hand, there

were bishops of great eminence in France,

Germany, and Switzerland who were of

a different mind. Some of these last

thought that the doctrine was not promi

nent enough in Script ure or tradition to

be made an article of faith ; others depre

cated a definition which would put fresh

difficulties in the way of Protestants or

timid Catholics ; others, again, were

afraid to pronounce at all on so hard a

matter. Nearly six years later the ques

tion was closed. On December 8, 1854,

Pius IX., in the presence of more than

200 bishops, issued his solemn definition

that the immaculate conception of Mary

was a truth contained in the original

teaching of the Apostles and an article of

divine faith. The definition was accepted

by Galileans as well as by Ultramontane?,

for it was notorious that the entire epi

scopate gave full assent to the doctrines

of the Papal bull. Indeed, the opposi

tion made within the Church to the new

definition was of the most insignificant

kind.

3. The Doctrine in its Relations to

Scripture and Tradition —A Catholic is

hound to hold that the doctrine recently

defined was contained in the faith once

delivered to the saints by the Apostles.

On the other hand, he is under no obliga

tion of believing it possible to produce

cogent historical proof (over and above

the Church's decision) that the doctrine

was so contained. It is enough to show

that no decisive argument can be brought

against the apostolic origin of the ( Jhureh's

present belief,and there are at least probable

traces of its existence in the Church from

the earliest times. Petavius—justly, as we

think—dismisses many passages from the

Fathers, which have been cited in support

of the doctrine. He points out that if

the Fathers speak of Mary as " stainless,"'

" incorrupt,'' ' ' immaculate "(3xpavros,a<f>6-

apros, afiiavros), it by no means follows

that they believed her to have been con

ceived immaculate. Still tradition does

supply solid arguments for the belief

in question.

First, from the earliest times and in

every part of the Church Mary in her office

at the Incarnation was compared and

contrasted with Eve before the fall. We

find the parallel between the two drawn

by Justin Martyr (" Trvpho," 100), by

Irenajus (iii. 22, 34, v. 19), by Tertullian

(" De Carne Christi," 17), not to speak of

later Fathers ; indeed, the doctrine .that

Mary ft in some sense the second Eve is

a commonplace of primitive theology.

This comparison enters into the very

substance of the theology of St. Irenteus.

He urges the parallel between Mary and

Eve, just as he insists on the resemblance

between Adam and Christ, the second

Adam. As Eve was married and yet a

virgin, so Mary, "having an appointed

husband, was yet a virgin." Eve listened

to the words of an angel : so also Mary.

Eve's disobedience was the cause of our

death : Mary, " being obedient, became

both to herself and all mankind the cause

of salvation." " The knot of Eve's dis

obedience was loosed by Mary's obedience."

The Virgin Mary became " the advocate

of the virgin Eve." It is true that

whereas Eve of course was made im

maculate, yet this is just the point where

Irenasus fails to draw the parallel between

Eve and Mary. It must be remembered,

however, that in Irenseus, as in the Ante-

Nicene Fathers generally, there is no

explicit statement of the doctrine of

original sin, so that we cannot expect an

explicit statement that Mary was exempt

from it. There is further a presumption

that if Irenseus could have had the

question, " Was Mary conceived in sin ? "

proposed to him he would have answered

in the negative. His whole theory of the

Incarnation turns on the proposition,

" Man could not break the bonds of sin,

because he was already bound fast by

them." lie in Adam had been already

worsted by the devil. When, therefore,

he tells us that Mary untied the knot of

Eve's disobedience, we may infer that

she never had been bound by it in her

own person.

The tradition that Mary was the

second Eve was familiar to great Fathers

of the later Church. But one of these,

St. Ephretn (a.d. 379), gives much more

explicit evidence—the most explicit evi

dence, so far as we know, to be found in
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patristic writings—of belief in the im

maculate conception. Not many years

ago the famous Syriac scholar Bickell

edited, with a Latin version of the Syriac,

the "Carmina Nisibena" of the saint.

There is no doubt as to the authenticity

of these poems. In hymn 27, strophe 8,

St. Ephrem speaks thus : " Truly it is

Thou and thy Mother only, who are fair

altogether. For in Thee there is no

stain, and in thy Mother no spot. But

my sons [i.e. the members of the Church

of Edessa] are far from resembling this

twofold fairness." Elsewhere Ephrem

places first among falleu men infants who

die in baptismal innocence; so that it

must be freedom from original not actual

sill which he ascribes to Mary. So

(ii. 327 a.), "Two were made simple,

innocent, perfectly like each other, Mary

and Eve, but afterwards one became the

cause of our death, the other of our life."

It is most important to appreciate this

testimony at its real value. It is not

only or chiefly that it proves the existence

of the belief which we are discussing, in

the fourth century. This no doubt it

does, and it enables us summarily to

dismiss the confident assumption of many

Protestant scholars that the belief arose

for the first time in the middle ages. But

besides and above this, St. Ephrem supplies

an authentic commentary on the meaning

of the tradition that Mary was the second

Eve. We may well believe, considering

how early and in what various quarters it

appears, that this tradition was Apostolic.

And just at t''t; time when the doctrine

of original sin becomes prominent in

Christian theology, St. Ephrem assumes

without doubt or question that this tra

dition implies Mary's entire exemption

from the cause, and supplies us with

reasonable grounds for believing that the

doctrine of the immaculate conception is

coeval with the foundation of the Chris

tian Church.

A word or two must be said about

St Augustine. Undoubtedly his theory

on the transmission of original sin by the

act of generation drove him to believe

that Mary, being conceived in the ordinary

way, must have been conceived in sin.

So Petavius understands him, and the

Saint's own language seems to be clear

and decisive on this point. Thus (" De

Nuptiis et Concep." l 12), he teaches

that all flesh born "de concubitu" is

" flesh of sin," and (" In Genesim ad lit."

x. 118) he expressly affirms that on this

ground Mary's flesh was, while Christ's

was not, " caro peccati." Again, in

" Co^itr. Julian." v. 15, his language is still

more definite, for he says that original

sin passes to the child from the " con-

cupiscentia" of the parents, and that

therefore original sin could not infect

the flesh of Christ, since his Virgin

Mother conceived Him without con

cupiscence. It may, we think, be affirmed

without irreverence to so great a doctor,

that this language about sin passing to

the flesh involves contusion of thought,

and probably very few nowadays would

maintain that " concupiscentia " in itself

natural and innocent, though caused as a

matter of fact by the fall, can possibly be

the cause of original sin. The fact that

St. Augustine is driven to the position he

takes with regard to Mary by the exig

encies of a theological theory, probably

mistaken, and certainly never approved

by the Church, diminishes, if it does not

altogether destroy, the force of his testi

mony. On the other hand, great weight

belongs to the testimony which St.

Augustine bears to the immaculate con

ception, because in giving it he speaks,

not as a theologian, but as a Christian.

He is impelled in this latter case by

Catholic instinct and tradition, not by

any theory of his own. His testimony is

as follows. He is arguing (" Be Natura

et Gratia," cap. 30) against the Pelagian

theory that some of the saints had been

wholly exempt from actual sin. He

denies the truth of the statement alto

gether. All have sinned, " excepting the

holy Virgin Mary, concerning whom for

the honour of the Lord I would have no

question raised in treating of sin. For

how do we know what excess of grace to

conquer sin on every side was bestowed

on her whose lot it was (qua meruit)

to conceive and bring forth Him who

certainly had no sin." We fully admit

that it is actual, not original, sin which

St. Augustine is thinking of directly.

But on his own principles he was bound

to hold that, exemption from actual

implied freedom from original sin. Thus

he asserts categorically (" Oontr. Julian."

v. 15) that if Christ had been conceived

in sin, He must needs have committed

actual sin (" peccatum major fecisset, si

parvulus habuisset "). Let the reader

observe that this theory, unlike that

referred to above on the transmission of

sin, is supported by the tradition and

subsequent decision of the Church. It is

of course conceivable that Mary might

have been conceived in sin and then
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enabled by a Bpecial and extraordinary

grace to avoid all actual trespass. In

any case we may safely say that St.

Augustine might easily have accepted

the Church's present doctrine. It would

have satisfied most fully this inclination

to believe that Mary " for the honour of

the Lord " was enabled to " overcome sin

on every side." The freedom from actual

would have followed suitably upon her

preservation from original sin, and the

progress of her life would have been

consonant with its beginning.

Finally, the rapid acceptance of the

doctrine within the Church, when once

it came under discussion, might of itself

dispose individual Christians to believe it

and prepare the way for definition. The

one positive objection was that if Mary

was conceived immaculate Christ could

not have been her saviour and redeemer.

When once the truth was apprehended

that Mary's exemption from original ein

was due to the merits of her Divine Son,

and magnified instead of detracting from

them, the belief in this exemption grew

and spread throughout the Catholic

world. We cannot expect Protestants

to appreciate this argument. But to a

Catholic, who believes that the Holy

Spirit directs the minds of the faithful,

and specially those of the saints, the very

fact of the doctrine's acceptance affords a

strong presumption of its truth. He

would naturally be loath to believe that

God allowed the Christian people to

cling bo zealously to a doctrine which had

no solid foundation, and which, if untrue,

would be an error of a very serious kind.

He would recognise in the belief of so

many saints a judgment superior to his

own, and a greater quickness to discover

the " analogy of the faith." The solemn

definition of the Church would but

enable him to hold with greater security

what he already held as a certain and

pious opinion.

(The evidence for and against the

doctrine is given by Petavius, " De In-

carnat." xiv. 2. Perrone published his

treatise " De Immaculate B. V. M. Con-

ceptu : an dogmatico decreto definiri

possit," at Rome in 1853. Still better

known is the work of Passaglia, also at

that time a Jesuit, " De Immaculate B. V.

Conceptu," Romse, 1854. A collection of

ancient documents relating to the doctrine

was made by a third Jesuit, Ballerini.)

IKK&CUXATE CONCEPTION,

FEAST OP. The Greek emperor

Manuel Comnenus (died 1180), in a

Novella quoted by Balsamon, mentions

the feast of the Blessed Virgin's Conception

as one to be observed by the people on

December 9. In the West it is kept on

December 8. England, it is said, was the

first among the countries of Western

Europe to keep this feast, and a Council

of London held in 1328 attributes its

introduction to St. Anselm ; but an

Epistle of the Saint which begins with a

formal notice on the subject is probably

spurious.

From England the celebration seems

to have passed to Normandy, and then

south to Lyons. St. Bernard reproved

the canons of that city for introducing a

custom which had not the sanction of

the Roman Church. St. Buonaventura

(died 1274) (" In Lib. III. Sentent."d. iii.

qu. 1) meutions the custom of keeping

the feast, and says he does not dare

either to approve or disapprove it. It is

certain, however, that the feast had es

tablished itself in the calendar of the

Roman Church before the middle of the

fourteenth century. Sixtus IV., towards

the close of the fifteenth century, sanc

tioned an office and Mass proper to the

day ; for which, however, a new office was

substituted by Pius V. Clement VIII.

made the feast a greater double. Clement

IX.. added an octave; Clement XI. made

it a holiday of obligation. Under Pius IX.

the office was again changed, and the

feast was entitled that of the " Im

maculate Conception of the Blessed

Virgin Mary." The present Pope raised it

to a double of the first class. (Benedict

XIV. " De Festis.")

IMMOElailTT OF SOTTX.. [S?ee

SOUL.]

IMMOVEABLE. [See Feasts.]

IMMUJIITI. Ecclesiastical im

munity is defined to be "the right by

which churches and other sacred places,

as well as ecclesiastical persons and their

property, are free and discharged from

secular functions and burdens, and from

acts repugnant to the sanctity and reve

rence which are due to them." 1 It is of

three kinds—local, real, and personal. On

local immunity, which is of ecclesiastical

institution, see SlMOTUABX. Real im

munity is the right whereby it is claimed

that the property of the Church and the

clergy are exempted from secular juris

diction and from all fiscal and other

burdens imposed by secular authority.

Personal immunity is the right of the

1 Ferraris, " Iranian. Eccles." L 4.
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clergy to be exempted from all lay juris

diction [see Jurisdiction].

The real and personal immunity of the

clergy are generally held by canonists to

be of divine right. Several passages are

adduced from the Old Testament, among

which the most striking is 1 Esdr. vii. 24,

where the emperor Artaxerxes, addressing

through Esdra-s the " keepers of the public

chest beyond the river, gives them to

understand that " concerning all the

priests, and the Levites, and the singers,

and the porters, and the Nathinites, and

ministers of the house of this God," they,

the keepers, " have no authority to im

pose toll or tribute or custom upon them."

The words of Christ (Matt. xvii. 24, 25)

form an important text bearing on the sub

ject. Earthly kings exempt from tribute

their own children and their servauts ;

Christ, therefore, &s the Son of God, is

rightfully exempt from the payment of

the didrachma, which was destined for

the support of the divine worship in the

Temple. Moreover, the words " that we

may not scandalise them " show that

Peter and the other Apostles, as Christ's

servants, are included under the same

exemption. In Peter it is held that the

clergy of the Catholic Church of every

age is included by representation. Christ

and his servants the clergy are therefore

by right exempt from tax or tribute ;

nevertheless, sooner than cause scandal by

availing Himself of this exemption, Christ

bade Peter pay the sum demanded for

them both ; and the pastors of the Church

have generally acted similarly in later

times.

Political reasoning on general grounds

might be employed in support of the claim

of the clergy to an exemption from taxa

tion. As kings do not tax their own

children, so Governments, in a natural

state of things, do not tax their own

servants or officials. The officials of a

Governmentconstitutethe agency by which

it fulfils its duty of protecting and re

gulating society ; and taxes are raised in

order that it may have the means of sup

porting these officials while so engaged.

To make the officials themselves pay taxes

is, theoretically, an absurdity ; it is giving

them money with one hand and taking it

away with the other ; though of course

there may be sound reasons of practical

convenience why this should be done. So

it ib with the Catholic clergy ; regarding

them as the inural police of society, a wise

State would recognise them as its children

and its servants, and assume that, as a

general rule, they would spend their own

money in such a way as to promote peace,

order and well-being more effectually

than would be the result if the State were

to tax them to the same amount, and

spend the money for them.

The early history of clerical immunity

is given in great detail by Thomassin.1

Constantine exempted from all tribute his

private property and "ecclesias Cath-

olicas ; " he also ordered that no public

functions of a lay character should be im

posed on the bishops.5 Constantius at

the beginning of his reign passed edicts

highly favourable to this immunity, but

revoked them after the Council of Arim-

inum (360), except in the case of clerics

who were very poor, and whose temporal

business was of trilling value. By a law

passed shortly before his death he replaced

things nearly on their old footing. These

vacillations in the policy of the emperors

were of continual occurrence ; thus while

Julian the Apostate abolished all clerical

immunities, Valentinian restored them.

The great bishops of the fourth century

took patiently the imperial demands on

their temporalities, and complied with

them ; but on the spiritual side they were

inflexible. Writing of his refusal to grant

one of the Milan churches to the Arians,

at the request of Valentinian II., St.

Ambrose said, " If he asks for tribute, we

do not refuse it We pay to Cassar

the things which are Caesar's, and to God

the things which are God's. A church

belongs to God, and ought not certainly to

be assigned to Caesar." Thomassin argues

that St. Ambrose was quite aware that

immunity was the Church's right, but that

he preferred to pay taxes rather than cause

offence. "Ambrose knew that from

Christ—the Church—the Clergy—tri

bute was not due, but yet was paid ; and

paid all the more nobly because it was

not owed."

In the feudal ages, when fiefs and

manors were granted to the Church to be

held on feudal terms, the question of eccle

siastical immunities became much com

plicated. As a bishop who held a fief

under some secular prince had to do

homage to him for it, kneeling before him,

placing his hands between the lord's

hands, and swearing to become his " man "

— a spectacle which moved grief and in

dignation in the breast of many a zealous

pontiff and saint—so, as to all other ser

vices (rent, corvees, troops, &c.) which

1 III. i. 83-15.

» Eimcb. H. E. x. 5.

r P
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the vassal was bound to render to his lord

by the condition of his tenure, he could

not, if a churchman, plead the ecclesias

tical immunity, though it still subsisted

in full force as to lands held in frank

almoigne.

The Council of Trent 1 entreated all

Catholic princes not to allow their ser

vants and officials to violate, through

cupidity or carelessness, "the immunity

of the Church and of ecclesiastical persons

which had been established by the ordi

nance of God and canonical sanctions." At

the present day, through the continual en

croachments of the lay power, immunity as

regards taxation exists nowhere in Europe ;

and even that shred of privilege by which

the burden of military service was taken

off the necks of aspirants for the priest

hood has been swept away by the so-called

Liberals in France and Italy. (Ferraris,

Immunitas Ecclesiastica ; Thomas9in,

" Vetus et Nova Eccl. Disciplina.")

IMPEDIMENTS OF 1K&BXI-

AOE. The contract of marriage be

tween certain persons and in certain

cases is null and void by the law of God,

natural and revealed. So far Protes

tants are at one with us, for they would

not dream of holding that marriage be

tween father and daughter or brother

and sister was valid. But Catholics

further maintain with the Council of

Trent (Sess. xxiv. De Matrimon. can. 4)

that the Church may institute im

pediments which nullify the contract

of marriage. The principle on which

this tenet rests is a very simple one.

Marriage between baptised persons,

according to the Catholic doctrine, is a

sacrament, and therefore this contract

falls under ecclesiastical authority. Just

as the State may pronounce certain

natural contracts which are lawful in

themselves null and void—just as, for

example, it may for the general good

nullify certain engagements made by

minors or at play, so the Church may

interfere with the freedom of the marriage

contract. The State, on the contrary,

has no power to nullify marriage, because

the sacrament of marriage does not fall

under civil jurisdiction, although as the

formalities of marriage affect the public

order, the State may regulate them—e.g.

provide that persons about to be married

should have their names registered, &c.

Impediments are of two kinds. They

may render marriage unlawful merely, in

which case they are called " mere impedi-

1 Sess. xxv. De Reform, o. 20.

entia ; " or they may nullify it, in which

case they are known as " dirimentia."

We shall treat of these impediments aa

settled by the existing law, adding his

torical notices.

1. Impedimenta mere lmpedientia :—

(a) Time. The solemnities of Mar

riage must not take place between Advent

Sunday and Epiphany, or between Ash

Wednesday and Low Sundav. So the

Council of Trent, Sess. xxiv. De Re

form. Matr. cap. 10. Marriage, solemnly

celebrated, is forbidden in these times

because they should be devoted to pen

ance or else to a joy purely spiritual.

Marriages in Lent were generally pro

hibited in ancient times : marriages in

Advent and Christmas time only in

certain places, though Gratian inserts

this latter prohibition in his " Decretum."

Some provincial councils forbade mar

riage on Sundays, from three days before

the Ascension to the first Sunday after

Pentecost, &C.1

()9) Ecclesiastical Prohibition.—This

includes the marriage of a Catholic with

a baptised person not a Catholic, which

marriage is valid, but, unless a dispen

sation has been obtained, unlawful. Such

marriages are forbidden by the Councils

of Elvira (anno 306), can. 16, and of

Laodicea, can. 10 and 31. The Council

of Chalcedon, can. 14, forbids "readers

and singers " (avayvaarat ml ^aXral) to

marry an heretical girl. The reason of

this prohibition has always been the

same, viz. the danger that the children

will not be brought up Catholics. Hence

in some of the rules just quoted exception

is made in favour of marriage with

heretics who promise to become Catholic.

Marriages without previous proclamation

of banns are also forbidden by the Church.

(y) Simple vow of chastity, such as

is made privately or in congregations like

the Sisters of Mercy, Sec, which are not

religious orders in the canonical sense.

(8) Previous engagement to another

person, unless the engagement has been

lawfully annulled—e.g. by mutual consent.

This impediment, like (y), depends on

the natural law.

2. Diriment Impediments:—■

(a) Error and conditio affecting the

substance of the contract. Thus a man

who goes through the form of marriage

with one woman, mistaking her for an

other, really marries neither. This im

pediment comes from the natural law.

1 See Chardon, Hist, dei Sacr. torn, vi,

" Manage," c. 3.
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If a person marries a slave unawares, the

marriage is null. For the Roman and

early Church law on this subject see

Dollinger, " Hippolytus and Callistus,"

Engl. Transl. p. 147.

(/9) Vows of chastity, if solemn, and

holy orders. The reader will find under

the article Celibacy an account of the

gradual process by which holy order

came to be a diriment impediment. The

ancient Church did not expressly distin

guish between simple and solemn vows, hut

Ohardon quotes a letter of Pope Innocent

I. to Victricius of Rouen in which a very

similar distinction is recognised. The

Pope divides nuns who have made the

vow of continence into two classes—viz.

those who have and those who have not

received the veil publicly from the Church.

The former, if they marry, he treats as

unfaithful to Christ their spouse, and

excludes from communion till the person

they marry is dead. On the latter he

merely imposes penance for a time.

Moreover, the Synod of Elvira, can. 13,

forbids virgins consecrated to God, in

case they break their vow, to communi

cate, even on their deathbeds, unless they

have done penance and ceased to cohabit

(" abstineant a coitu So again the

First Council of Toledo (anno 400), canon

16, only admits a nun (" devota "), to pen

ance if separated from the man she has un

lawfully married (" caste vivere coeperit,

recesserit et pcenituerit"). So the Second

Synod of Orleans, canon 17, with respect

to deaconesses ; and many other ancient

authorities. The Trullan Synod, canon

44, treats the marriage of a monk as an

act of unchastity.

(y) Consanguinity and affinity. [See

the articles so entitled.]

(8) JVWiccircorumC'publicahonestas").

If A is or has been betrothed to B, A

cannot validly marry a third person re

lated in the first degree of kindred to B.

He cannot, e.g. marry B's mother, daugh

ter, or sister. A similar rule, of course,

binds B. So the Council of Trent, for in the

older canon law the impediment from

betrothal extended to the fourth decree.

Again, if A has been married to B, but has

not consummated the marriage, he cannot

marry afterwards anyone related to B in

the first, second, third, cr fourth degree.

This impediment was adopted from the

Roman law, and is not referred to by the

Fathers.

' Even then only in case this fall has been

a single act of weakness atoned for by a life

long penance.

(f) Crime. (1) Adultery between

two persons accompanied by a promise of

marriage when they are free to contract

it. (2) Successful conspiracy to murder

a husband or wife in order that the con

spirators may marry. (3) Adultery and

murder with the intention of marriage

combined, even if there be no conspiracy

or previous promise of marriage, are

diriment impediments. Also from the

Koman law.

(0 Difference of religion (" disparitas

cultus ") makes the marriage of a baptised

and unbaptised person null. In the early

Church, such unions, though often pro

hibited, were not regarded as invalid, and

nearly all theologians, according to Char-

don, are agreed that custom only has

made the impediment a diriment one.

(ij) Grave fear, if unjustly caused with

a view of bringing marriage about. Pro

bably this cause nullifies marriage by the

natural law.

(8) Another marriage tie still existing

("ligamen"). If one of the parties hasbeen

previously married, there must be a moral

certainty that his or her previous partner

is dead. In any case in which the priest

or the parties themselves doubt, recourse

must be had to the bishop, who will judge

whether the moral certainty exists.

(«) Defect of age. Boys cannot

marry before completing their fourteenth,

girls before completing their twelfth,

year, " nisi malitia suppleat eetatem."

(k) Clandettinity. No one doubts

that from the earliest times marriages,

wherever it was possible, were contracted

in the face of the Church ; indeed Tertul-

lian (" De Pudic.'' c. 4) tells us that mar

riages contracted otherwise were thought

extremely disreputable. Chardon quotes

a declaration of Charlemagne, Capitularies

of French kings, and decrees of Eastern

emperors, which prove that marriage

without the ecclesiastical ceremonies was

treated as absolutely null, and such was

the discipline both in East and West till

the twelfth century, for Ivo of Chartres

quotes the False Decretals to this effect.

But, soon after, the discipline changed in

the West. The validity of clandestine

marriages was fully recognised by the

Church, and the common opinion of

the mediaeval doctors made the essence

of marriage consist in the free consent

of the contracting persons. The Coun

cil of Trent introduced a new condition for

the validity of the contract, and therefore

of the sacrament. It declared all mar

riages null unless contracted before the

W I
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parish-priest, or another priest approved I

by him for the purpose, and two or three I

witnesses. Hence, e.g., two persons

marrying in France merely before the

magistrate are really not married at all.

But in order to avoid the difficulties

which would otherwise have arisen, the

decree of Trent was not promulgated in

Great Britain, several German States—

indeed, in Protestant countries generally,

nor in the United States; so that the

marriages of Protestants or Catholics made

before the Protestant clergyman or magis

trate or without any functionary in these

countries are valid. In 1741 Benedict

XIV. declared clandestine marriages in

the Low Countries valid unless each of

the parties was Catholic. Pius VI. in 1785

made a similar declaration with regard to

Ireland.1

(X) Impotentia {antecedent et per-

petua).

(/x) Raptus. If a man carries off a

woman from one place to another with the

view of marrying her, the Church nullifies

any marriage between them so long as the

woman is in the man's power. The im

pediment still exists even if the woman

consents to the marriage. The Church

will accept no proof of freedom on the

woman's part short of her removal from

her suitor's power. Severe laws were

made against the crime of raptus by the

Roman emperors, beginning with Con

stantino. Justinian absolutely prohibited

marriage between the raptor and the

woman he had carried off. So did Charle

magne in his Capitularies ; and the Greek

Church maintained a similar discipline

" It is," says Chardon, speaking of the

Western Church—" it is specially in the

ancient councils of France that raptus has

been expressly declared a diriment im

pediment." The councils he quotes range

from the sixth to the eighth century, and

they certainly prohibit subsequent mar

riage between the raptor and his victim,

though it may be doubted whether they

meant to pronounce it null. However,

in the anarchy towards the end of the

ninth and during the tenth centuries these

canons fell into disuse. Pope Lucius III.

decided that when a girl was carried off,

her marriage with the man who had

seized her was valid, provided she con-

1 As to the question whether clandestine

marriages of Protestants are valid where the

Council of Trent h.<s been proclaimed and not

restricted by any Papal declaration such as

those just quoted, see Ballerini on Gury

De Matrim.

sented to it freely. Innocent III. fol

lowed the same principles. The Council

of Trent introduced the present rule at the

request of the French king. The reader

will observe that it is less strict than the

prohibitions of the old French canons.

The Council of Trent permits marriage

between the raptor and the raptoe, pro

vided the latter is out of the former's

power when she gives her consent.

3. Dispensationsfrom Impediments.—-

If the impediments arise from the natural

or divine law, no human power can dis

pense from them. The Pope may dispense

from such as are of ecclesiastical origin;

while bishops in virtue of their ordinary

power can only set aside the "impedi

menta mere impedientia." Bishops, how

ever, may often dispense from certain

diriment impediments as apostolic dele

gates. The facility with which dispen

sations are given has increased enor

mously since the thirteenth century.

Gregory the Great granted marriage

dispensations in favour of the English

who were just converted to the faith.

So Gregory II. in favour of the Ger

mans. But in numerous instances dis

pensations, such as would easily be

granted nowadays to ordinary Catholics,

were refused even to crowned heads. It

was in vain that the Council of Trent

tried to restore the ancient rigour. (See

Chardon, " Hist, des Sacr.," and Gibert,

" Histoire ou Tradition de I'Eglise sur le

Sacrement du Mariage."

imposition OF hands even

in the old dispensation (Gen. xlviii. 14,

Deut. xxxiv. 9) symbolised the convey

ance of grace and power. The rite has

been retained under the new law, and in

two instances (the imposition of hands in

ordination and confirmation) it has re

ceived a sacramental efficacy. The follow

ing are the most noteworthy instances in

which the Church employs or once em

ployed the rite.

(1) As Christ blessed the children,

laying his hands on them (Matt. xix. 13),

so the bishop laid his hands on the cate

chumens as they made the first step to

wards reception into the kingdom of God.

Thus Eusebius (" Vit. Constant." iv. 61,

where see the note of Valesius) tells us

that Oonstantine, when preparing shortly

before his death for baptism, first received

the imposition of hands accompanied with

prayer (rii>v oui xcipndcirlas (v\a>v tj£iovto).

This ceremony was repeated during the

catechumen's course of preparation, at the

renunciation of the devil (TertulL " De
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Coron." 3) and at the exorcisms (Orig. " In

Jos." Horn. xxiv. 1). Probably it is this

imposition of bards which is intended in

can. 39 of the Council of Elvira and can. C

of the Council of Aries (see Ilefele, " Con-

ciL" i. p. 172 ieq.), and it is still retained

in our baptismal rite.

(2) As Christ laid his hands on the

sick, so did the Church's ministers (" Con-

stit. Ap." ii. 41, Cyprian, " De Laps." 10)

on those who were spiritually sick—viz. on

Emitents. It is no longer the custom to

y on hands in the sacrament of penance,

but it seems to have lasted till some time

after the Reformation, and is still practised,

if we have been rightly informed, by

priests of the unreformed Carmelite order.

Hands were also laid on heretics when

reconciled to the Church. " Let no change

be made," such are the words of Pope

Stephen (apud Cyprian, Ep. 174) "beyond

the traditional usage of laying hands on

them unto penance."

Imposition of hands was also used in

blessing marriages (Clem. Al. " I'ied." iii.

1 1, p. 201 , ed . Potter), in miraculous healing

of the sick (Irenseus, <7purf Euseb. " H. E."

v. 7), in consecrating virgins and ordain

ing deaconesses. These last customs do

not exist in the modern Church, except

that in the ceremonies which precede

extreme unction the priest holds his hand

over the sick man.

The imposition of hands in confirma

tion and onler is treated of in the articles

on these sacraments, but it may be con

venient to notice here a rite which occurs

in the Roman Mass, just before the con

secration, though it does not, strictly

speaking, form part of our present subject,

since it is an extension and not an im

position of hands. It is, however, con

nected with an imposition of hands in the

old law. Then he who offered sacrifice

put his hand on the head of the victim

(see Levit. i. 4, iii. 2, 8, 13, iv. 5, 15).

whether "the sacrifice was a holocaust,

eucharistic, or expiatory. This rite indi

cated the " personal ana intimate relation

between the worshipper and the victim "

(Kalisch on Levit. i. p. 176). It is with

the name intention that the priest holds

his hands extended at the prayer " Hanc

igitur'' over the gifts of bread and wine

" which are soon to be changed into the

victim of our peace." The rite does mt

appear to be ancient, for the Ordo Romaims

down to the fifteenth century simply pre

scribed the extension of the hands at this

prayer, and Le Brun (" Explic. de la Messe,"

part iv. a. 5) does not seem to have found

our present rubric in any missal older

than 1481.

xwciiKirATzoir. The Catholic

doctrine of the Incarnation has been

already explained under the word

Christ. Here we confine ourselves to

an account of the word and its synonyms.

The history of the word and its syn

onyms is given with great fulness by Peta-

vius, " De Incarnat." ii. 1. In St. John's

gospel we are told that the Word " was

made flesh," where, as Maldonatus re

marks, " flesh " (like the Hebrew "ifn : e.g.

in Gen. vi. 12, " all flesh had corrupted its

way") is only another word for '' man,"

though the word is fitly chosen to mark

the extreme condescension of God the

Word. St. Justin, " Apol." i. 61, com

bines the two words " became flesh " into

the single verb " flesh-made " (<rap<cojroiij-

Btts ') ; while in the Latin version of

Irenseus, v. 1, 3, we meet with the tech

nical term which has been so familiar ever

since, viz. Incarnation (incarnatio). The

Greek Fathers use a word nearly equi-

volent, viz. o-apxao-is. They also employ

ivavdponrqais, " being made man," for

which St. Ambrose has the word

Immanatio, in order to express the truth

that the Word took perfect human nature,

that He had a human intelligence as well

as a human body and animal soul, and so

to exclude the heresy of Apollinaris. The

Fathers also use other words which are

less plain and explicit. Most commonly

they call the Incarnation the " economy

{oiKovofila) , meaning that Christ took

flesh in order to provide for our salvation.

They often substitute for the bare word

" economy " fuller expressions, such as " the

economy according to the flesh," " accord

ing to man," and the like. Thoy also speak

of the Incarnation as the "condescension"

(o-vyKciTdfiao-is), the " taking," " assum

ing," " clothing Himself in flesh," as the

" mingling " (viz. of the two natures), in

corporation (inrorporatio) ; &c. &c.

incense. It is certain from Ter-

tullian, "Apol." 42, and from many other

early writers down to St. Augustine, that

the religious use of incense was unknown

in the primitive Church. I>e Brun quotes

St. Ambrose to prove that incense was

used in the churches of his day, but the

quotation can scarcely be said to prove

the point. On the other hand, Dionvsius

the Areopagite—whose works were first

quoted in 532, but may have been written

a good deal earlier—distinctly mentions

1 Cf. <w««»««'>T« in the Nicene Creed,
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("Hierarch. Eccles." iii. § 2) the censing of

the altar by the chief priest. The use of

incense is also mentioned in the lirst Ordo

Romanus, which may belong to the seventh

century, and in the liturgies which go by

the names of St. James, St . Basil, and St.

Chrysostom. Possibly also the fourth

(cd. third) canon of the Apostles, which

forbids anything to be placed on the altar

at the oblation except " oil for the lamp

and incense," may refer to the incense as

liturgically used. If so, we should be

justified with Le Brun in supposing that

incense was introduced into the Church

services when the persecution of the

heathen ceased and the splendour of

churches and ritual began.

Some authors believe that incense was

at first introduced to sweeten the air, and

certainly a "Benediction of Incense" used

in the time of Charlemagne and given by

Martene points in this direction. But the

mystical signilications of incense are ob

vious. It symbolises the zeal with which

the faithful should be consumed ; the good

odour of Christian virtue ; the ascent of

prayer to God. It is used before the in-

troit, at the gospel, offertory and elevation

in High Mass ; at the Magnificat in

vespers ; at funerals ; &c.

XWCX.UBX, INCLUSJE. Recluses,

men and women. A monk or nun might,

with the permission of the superior, be

shut up permanently in a cell, either near

to or within the precincts of the monas

tery,whence he orshe could not come forth

but by licence of the bishop. Cassian de

scribes the inclusi of his day ; as a class,

they were not then held in great esteem.

The manner of life of a female recluse in

the twelfth century may be clearly seen

from the treatise "De Institutione Inclus-

arura,'' 1 ascribed to St. Ailred of Rievaulx.

The writer addresses his counsels to his

own sister, who had retired into a cell;

he earnestly warns her to shun idleness

and frivolous conversation; from the

general tone of his remarks it is plain that

the life of a female recluse was beset by

great and peculiar dangers and tempta

tions. (Ducange, Inclusi.)

INDEX Or PROHIBITED

books. Since the dawn of civilisation,

the perception of the influence for good or

evil exerted by books has induced the

authorities of every strongly constituted

State to control their circulation. Not to

search for other instances, the speech

which Livy9 puts in the mouth of the

1 Printed in Migne's Patrologia, vol. xxxii.

* Book xxxix. c. 16.

consul Postumius (B.C. 186) shows the

sternness of Roman feeling on the subject.

Addressing the assembled people in the

forum, and about to denounce the foul

Bacchic rites of which he had discovered

the trace, " How often," he says, " in

the time of our fathers and grandfathers,

was the duty imposed on the magistrates

of forbidding the practice of foreign rites ;

of driving away [foreign] priests and pro

phets from every corner of the city ; of

searchingfor and burning books of magic:

of putting a stop to every system of

sacrificing that was not according to the

custom of Home ! " In Christian times

the danger of bad books was recognised

from the first. The converts at Ephesus

(Acts xix. 19) voluntarily brought their

magical books to St. Paul and cast them

into the flames. One of the Apostolic

Canons (lx.) orders the deposition of any

one in the ranks of the clergy who should

publish in the Church as holy " the falsely

inscribed books of the impious." The

practice of the primitive Church in con

demning and suppressing heretical or dan

gerous books was uniform. The erroneous

writings of Origen were brought to the

Roman Pontiff, Pontianus, to be con

demned by him ; Leo the Great by letter

suppressed and prohibited the books of

the Priscillianists.1 Descending to the

middle ages, we find Leo IX. in a synod

at Vercelh (1050) condemning and order

ing to be burnt the writings of Erigena

and. Berengarius on the Eucharist.9 The

Council of Constance (1415) ordered all

the books of John Hus3 to be publicly

burnt at the council, and that all bishops

should make diligent search for copies and

burn them wherever found. Leo X. in

the bull JExsurge, Domine (1520), con

demned the earlier heretical writings of

Luther. The invention of printing, and

the extension of facilities of communica

tion between State and State, made it

evident to the hierarchy that if the in

fluence of books was to be kept under

control, new methods must be adopted.

When copies of books were slowly multi

plied by the labour of scribes, it was suffi

cient to await their publication before

examining them, and trust to being able,

if they were to be suppressed, to call in,

get hold of, and cancel the few copies in

circulation. But when the printing-press

could turn out a thousand copies of a

work in a few days, everything was

changed. It then became necessary that

1 Fleury, xxvii. 10.
9 Ibid. Ux. 69. •
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the books should be examined before they

were printed ; censors were appointed,

and a system of licensing came into force.

" The first known instance of the regular

appointment of a censor on books is in the

mandate of Berthold, archbishop of Mentz,

in 14tt6 ; " and a few years later, in 1601,

"a bull of Alexander VI., reciting that

many pernicious books had been printed

in various parts of the world, and espe

cially in the provinces of Mentz, Cologne,

Treves, and Magdeburg, forbade all

printers in these provinces to publish any

book without the licence of the arch

bishops or their officials." 1

In the movement of what is called the

Reformation, a deluge of books containing

doctrine more or less erroneous was

poured over Europe, and it became evident

that if booksellers were to know with

certainty what they might sell, and the

Christian faithful what they might read,

it would not do to trust to an " im

primatur " on the title-page, which might

be forged, or come from Protestant censors ;

but that a list or catalogue of books con

demned by the Church must be drawn up

and published. The matter was taken up

by the Council of Trent (sess. xviii.), which

appointed a commission of some of its

members to collect and examine the cen

sures already issued, and consider and

report on the steps which it was advisable

to take about books generally. This

commission compiled an Index of Pro

hibited Books accordingly, but the council

in its last session (1603), finding that from

the multiplicity of details it was not de

sirable to frame any conciliar decision, re

mitted the whole matter to the Pope. In

conformity with this reference, St. Pius V.,

a few years later, erected the Sacred Con

gregation of the Index, with a Dominican

friar for its secretary. Sixtus V. con

firmed and enlarged their powers.

" The Congregation of the Index of

Prohibited Books consists of a competent

number of Cardinals, according to the good

pleasure of the Pope, and has a secretary

taken from the Order of Preachers, and a

great number of theological and other

professors who are called Consultors, the

chief of whom is the Master of the Apo

stolic Palace [Curia Romaha], the primary

and official Consultor of this Congrega

tion."'

A Constitution of Benedict XIV.

(1763) gives minute instructions as to the

principles and methods to be observed by

1 Hallam, Lit. of Europe, i. 254.

* Ferraru, Congregatioues.''

the Congregation in its work of examining

and judging books. Some idea of these

principles may be gained from the follow

ing paragraph. " Let them know that they

must judge of the various opinions and

sentiments in any book that comes before

them, with minds absolutely free from

prejudice. Let them, therefore, dismiss

patriotic leanings, family affections, the

predilections of school, the esprit de corps

of an institute; let them put away the

zeal of party ; let them simply keep be

fore their eyes the decisions of Holy

Church, and the common doctrine of

Catholics, which is contained in the de-

creesof General Councils, theConstitutions

of the Roman Pontiffs, and the consent of

orthodox Fathers and Doctors; bearing this

in mind, moreover, that there are not a

few opinions which appear to one school,

institute, or nation to be unquestionably

certain, yet nevertheless are rejected and

impugned, and their contradictories main

tained, by other Catholics, without harm

to faith and religion—all this being with

the knowledge and permission of the

Apostolic See, which leaves every parti

cular opinion of this kind in its own de

gree of probability."

Numerous editions of the Index have

appeared from time to time. That issued

under Benedict XIV. (Rome, 1744) con

tains between nine and ten thousand

entries of books and authors, alphabetically

arranged ; of these about one-third are

cross-references. Prefixed to it are the

ten rules sanctioned by the Council of

Trent, of which the tenor is as follows.

The first rule orders that all books con

demned by Popes or General Councils be

fore 1616, which were not contained in

that Index, should be reputed to be con

demned in such sort as t hey were formerly

condemned. The second rule prohibits all

the works of heresiarchs, such as Luther

and Calvin, and those works by heretical

authors which treat of religion ; their

other works to be allowed after examina

tion. The third and fourth rules relate to

versions of the Scripture, and define the

classes of persons to whom the rending

of the Bible in the vulgar tongue may be

permitted. The fifth allows the circula

tion, after expurgation, of lexicons and

other works of reference compiled by

heretics. The sixth relates to books of

controversy. The seventh orders that all

obscene books be absolutely prohibited,

except ancient books writ ten by heathens,

which were tolerated "propter sermonls

elegantiam et proprietatem," but were not
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to be used in teaching boys. The eighth

rule is upon methods of expurgation.

The ninth prohibits books of magic and

judicial astrology ; but " theories and

natural observations published for the sake

of furthering navigation, agriculture, or

the medical art are permitted." The tenth

relates to printing, introducing, having,

and circulating books. Persons reading

prohibited books incur excommunication

forthwith (gtatini).

Luther, Oalvin, Melanchthon, Cranmer,

Jewel, &c, are named as in the first class

—i.e. as heresiarcbs. Among books of more

or less note are named the Dialogo of

Galileo, the Satire Menippte, the Anti-

Coton, and the Augustinus of Jansenius.

Among the English authors whose works

are prohibited occur the names of James

I., Barclay, Usher; bishops Sanderson,

Bull, and Pearson ; Cave and Hobbes; but

not Hooker, nor Milton, nor Chillingworth,

nor Bunyan, nor Swift.

XXTDXCTloxr. A fiscal term, mean

ing the proclamation of a tax, " quicquid

in prsestationem indicitur." After the

reorganisation of the empire under Dio

cletian and Constantine, it was customary

to proclaim the taxes yearly, and the

name of the notice thus given, indictio,

was transferred to the year itself. Every

fifteen years there was a re-valuation of

property, which would lead to material

alterations in the terms of the tax-notices.

To one of these quindecennial periods the

name of " circle of indictions, and then

briefly "indiction" was given. This

came to be used as a means of denoting

the date of a transaction : a thing was

said to happen " indictione V."or " X."—

that is, in the fifth or tenth year of the

circle of indictions then current. Of

course the denotation of time was in

complete, for it included no statement of

the number of such circles which had

elapsed since the epoch from which the

computation started. This mode of

reckoning the years, which makes its

appearance about the middle of the

fourth century, continued to be used even

into the middle ages, after all notions

connecting it with taxation had dis

appeared. The first indiction is sup

posed to have commenced on September

24, 312, on which day Constantine gained

a great victory over Maxentius. The

rule for finding the indiction of any year

is as follows: to the given year a.d.,

reckoning it to commence on January 1,

add 3 ; divide the amount by 15 ; the

remainder is the number of the indiction ;

if there is no remainder, the indiction w

16. The number 3 must be added, in

order to make the portion of the data

A.D. which is anterior to the commence

ment of the indictions (312 years),

divisible by 15 equally with the portion

subsequent to that date. Suppose we

wish to know the indiction of a.d. 595,

the year in which Pope Gregory de

spatched St. Augustine to Britain;

595 + 3 _ 39 rem 13. the jjj.
15

diction number for this year is therefore

13. " Indict. XV." applies only to the

portion of the year from January 1 to

September 24; from the latter date to

the end of the year it is Indict. I.

XNDTXXiG'EirCB. Indnlgentia is a

technical term in the Roman law, mean

ing amnesty or pardon ; and in much the

same sense it occurs in the Latin of the

Vulgate, where it is synonymous with

remissio, as may be seen by comparing

Isai. lxi. 1, with Luc. iv. 18. In the

language of the Church it has acquired a

much more definite and restricted mean

ing, and an indulgence in the theological

sense of the word is defined by Amort in

his classical work on the subject, as "a

remission of the punishment which is still

due to sin after sacramental absolution,

this remission being valid in the court of

conscience and before God, and being

made by an application of the treasure of

the Church on the part of a lawful

superior."

1. The Catholic Doctrine on Indul

gences, as given in the preceding definition,

implies several points of Catholic belief

which need elucidation.

(a) An indulgence does not remit

either the guilt or the eternal punishment

of sin, much less are the authorities of

the Church wicked and blasphemous

enough to give permission to commit sin

for the future. The guilt of sin is for

given chiefly by the sacraments of bap

tism and penance, and even these are of

no avail unless the sinner turns to God

with sincere and supernatural sorrow and

with firm purpose of amendment. An

indulgence cannot be obtained for unfor-

given sin. Before anyone can obtain for

himself the benefit of an indulgence the

guilt must have been washed away and

the eternal punishment, if his sin has

been mortal, must have been forgiven.

Thus, instead of being an encouragement

to sin, the desire to obtain au indulgence

is a powerful motive to repentance. If

the phrase "remission of sin" occurs in
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the grant of an indulgence, the Church,

after the example of Scripture (e.g. 1 Pet.

ii. 24), uses the word to denote the re

mission of punishment. Benedict XIV.

(" De Syn. Dioec.'' xiii. 18, 7) holds that

indulgences granted " from punishment

and guilt" ("a poena'et culpa") are spurious.

Others (see Ferraris, " Prompt. Bibliothec."

art. IndxUgentia) understand the form

as conveying to the confessor power to

absolve sacramen tally from reserved cases.

((3) Even when the guilt of sin and

the eternal punishment sometimes due to

it have been removed by repentance and

absolution, a temporal punishment may

still remain. Even after Nathan told

David his sin was forgiven, it was never

theless punished by the death of his

cBild. Baptism, it is true, annuls both

the guilt and all the penalty due to sin.

The absolution accorded in the sacrament

of penance is less efficacious (Concil Trid.

sess. xiv. De Poan. can. 15). St. Paul

made the incestuous Corinthian suffer

in this world that his soul might be

saved. The Church of all ages in giving

sacramental absolution has imposed

penances on the sinner. Usually speak

ing, the sacramental penance, at least in

the present mild discipline of the Church,

leaves a debt of temporal punishment,

and this debt is cleared by grant of an

indulgence. The grant of this indulgence

is an act of jurisdiction, not of order, and

it is quite distinct from sacramental

absolution. Of course, this indulgence

cannot free the repentant sinner from

temporal punishments involved in the

very fact of repentance—e.g. from restor

ing stolen goods, retracting calumnieB,

taking - the necessary means, however

painful, to avoid future falls; or, again,

from the natural consequences of sin, such

as shame, sickness, and the like. Nor,

again, does the Church ever excuse a

sinner from all sacramental penance ; nay,

more, a person most enlightened on the

real value of indulgences, and most eager

to gain them, is of all others the most

likely to afflict himself with voluntary

mortifications, recognising in them

powerful helps to overcome himself, to

obtain that perfect aversion even from the

slightest sin which is required before a

plenary indulgence can be gained, and to

avoid future falls. Heaven helps those

who help themselves. We have seen that

indulgences are a powerful incentive to

repentance; now we see that they en

courage strictness of life and, indeed, all

Christian virtue.

(y) Indulgences are not merely a

remission of canonical penances (this

error is condemned by the Church, Thes.

Lutheri, prop. 19 ; Synod. Pistoi. prop.

40), but they also avail before the justice

of God. Otherwise, as St. Thomas argues

("Suppl." qu. xxv. a. 1), the indulgence

would be a loss and not a gain, and

the Church would excuse her children

from canonical penances, and abandon

them to more grievous sufferings iir Pur

gatory. The error of Luther and the

Jansenist Synod of Pistoia on this part of

the subject really springs from miscon

ceiving the nature of canonical penance.

This will appear more fully when we

discuss the history of indulgences. Here

it is enough to say that just as in

imposing canonical penance the Church

acts in the name of God and exer

cises a power of binding given by Him

for the profit of souls, so in remitting

it she exercises a power of loosing by

the same divine authority. The power

of the keys (Matt. xvi. 19, xviii. 18; cf,

John xx. 22, 23) enables her not only to

forgive sins, but to open the kingdom of

heaven. Thus St. Paul (1 Cor. v. 4) im

posed penance " with the power of the

Lord Jesus " and relaxed it (2 Cor. ii. 10)

" in the person of Christ." Penalty so

relaxed was no longer due, either here or

hereafter, so that the doctrine of indul

gences exhibits at once the justice of God

and his infinite mercy.

(8) An indulgence does not only

remit, but also satisfies the justice of God

for, the temporal punishment of sin. The

Church has recourse to the infinite merits

of Christ, which suffice to satisfy for all

guilt and all penalty, and to the merits of

saints who have done penance more than

sufficient to pay the temporal punishment

due to their own sins. They obtained an

abundant reward for their own good

deeds, but many of their actions had a

penitential character which availed for

others if not needed for themselves.

Theologians express this characteristic

of an indulgence when they say it is so/.utio

as well as absolutio, both payment and

remission ; or, again, that it is " a juridi

cal absolution," including a payment of

the debt from the treasure of the merits

of Christ and the saints.

We may end this explanation by

quoting the words of the council, which

anathematises those who " assert that

they [indulgences] are useless, or deny

that the power to grant them exists in

the Church."
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II. The History ofIndulgences confirms

the teaching of the present Church, be

cause it shows that the difference between

ancient and modern practice is to be

explained by change of circumstances,

not of principle.

(a) In primitive times many years of

heavy penance were exacted for great

sins, but these penances were curtailed if

the penitent had displayed great con

trition (Cyprian, Epp.15-17, and 33), and

this indulgence was usually granted when

persecution was impending or begun

(Cyprian, Ep. 57, 7). We read of one

case (Euseb. " H. E." v. 32) in which the

canonical penance, which had, as a rule,

to be performed before absolution, was

wholly remitted. The way in which

this indulgence was most commonly

granted deserves particular notice. A

confessor in prison and expecting death

for Christ, sent a letter of peace (" libellus

pacis ") to the bishop in favour of some

brother who was under penance—e g. for

apostasy—and the bishop, if satisfied of

his contrition, restored him to the peace

of the Church (see Cyprian, Epp. 16-17,

and 33). Here we have the modern

doctrine of indulgence in full operation

among the Christians of the third cen

tury. We find the belief in the " treasure

of merits," for Tertullian (" I)e Pud." 22),

when he had become a Montanist, re

proaches the Catholic Church on this

very ground. " Yon give," he says,

"even your martyrs this power. Who

permits man to grant the things which

must be reserved for God ? Who pays

for another's death " (i.e. the death due

to sin) " save only the Son of God ? "

The indulgence was given by ecclesi

astical authority, as has been already

shown. Lastly, it availed before God,

and was no mere remission of canonical

penance. For Cyprian (Ep. 18) speaks

of those " who have received letters from

the martyrs, and can be assisted by this

prerogative before God." " He [the

Lord] can mercifully pardon him who

repents, labours, prays ; He can set down

to his account whatever the martyrs have

asked, and the bishops (sacerdotes) have

done for such persons " (" De I Jips." 3ti).

No modern theologian could put the

Church's doctrine better.

(/3) From the Seventh Century to the

Crusades.— As public was gradually re

placed by private penance (though canoni

cal penance was still very severe), in

dulgences were often granted in the form

of commutation—i.e. a lesser work was

supplemented from the " treasure of

merits " and made equivalent to a greater

one. Alms to churches, monasteries, or

the poor, the pilgrimages—greatly in

vogue from the tenth century onwards—

to Jerusalem, Rome, and Compostella,

were substituted for so many days, years,

&c.,of canonical penance. This commu

tation is said to nave begun in England

and then to have spread south ; and we

may notice here the origin of the termin

ology still in use, when indulgences are

granted for forty days, seven years, &c.

After the eleventh century plenary in

dulgences, though rare, are met with.

Thus Urban II., in the famous assembly

at Clermont to promote the Crusades,

gave a plenary indulgence to the Cru

saders ("iterillud pro omni poenitentia

reputetur") by the authority of St. Peter

and St. Paul. At the First General

Council of Lyons, Innocent IV. gave a

plenary indulgence to those who went on

the Crusade at their own cost, provided

they were contrite for their sins ; and an

indulgence proportioned to their zeal to

those who helped the Crusaders by money

or advice.

(y) Later History of Indulgences.—

The period of the Crusades marks a

turning-point in the history of indul

gences, for they were given more and

more freely from that time onwards. In

the first place it is to be noted that in

dulgences were given for wars analogous

to the Crusades. For example, at the

Council of Siena, in 1425, a plenary in

dulgence was offered to those who took

arms against the Hussites; while wars

against the Waldenses, Albigenses,

Moors and Turks were stimulated by

the same means. From the eleventh

century indulgences were given at the

dedication of churches and on the anni

versaries of such dedications. Innocent III.

in 1215, at the Fourth I / it •■ran Council,

limited these spiritual favours to the

grant of a year's indulgence at the dedi

cation and one of forty days at the anni

versary. The great indulgence of the

jubilee was given first in 1300. Urban IV.,

Martin V., Eugenius IV., granted in

dulgences to those who assisted at the

divine office on Corpus Christi. The

canouisation of saints was accompanied

by grants of indulgence, the first known

instance being an indulgence given by

Honorius III. at the canonisation of

Lawrence, Archbishop of Dublin. Since

the Dominicans made the use of the

rosary, and the Franciscans that of the
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crucifix, popular in the Church, it became

customary to attach indulgences to such

objects of devotion, and at last indul

gences were so freely given that there is

now scarcely a devotion or good work of

any kind for which they may not be

obtained. This common use of indul

gences led theologians to draw out more

fully the theory on which the doctrine of

indulgences rests, and thus, just at the

beginning of the eleventh century, the

phrase " treasure of merits " occurs. The

attacks of Wiclif, Huss, Luther, and the

Janseuists served to develop the teaching

of the Church on this head still more

perfectly. The Council of Trent, how

ever, energetically prohibited the " dis

reputable gains " made from those who

desired to obtain indulgences (" pravos

quiEstus pro his consequendis "), " from

which a most plentiful cause of abuses

had Mowed into Christian nations (Sess.

xxv. Decret. de Indulg.).

III. Application of Indulgence* to the

Dead.—In the ninth century Pascal I. and

John VIII. bestowed such indulgences on

the souls of those who had fallen lighting

for the Church, and it is evident from the

language of St. Thomas (" Suppl." qu. Ixxi.

a. 10) that such indulgences were common

in his day. No doctrinal difficulty will

be felt on the matter if the real intention

of the Church be apprehended. Sixtus

IV., in his Constitution of Nov. 27, 1477,

lays down the principle that indulgences

of this kind are only given " by way of

suffrage." His meaning is that the

Church has no direct power over the

souls of the departed. She can but

humbly entreat God to accept the merits

of Christ, and, having respect to them,

mercifully to remit the whole or a portion

of the pains due to the souls suffering in

Purgatory. The Church has reprobated

the error of those who maintained that

indulgences could not profit the dead

(Prop. Lutheri, Prop. 22 ; Synod. Pistoi.

Prop. 42).

IV. Indulgences may be given by the

Pope throughout the Church ; by primates,

metropolitans, and bishops within the

limits of their jurisdiction. By bishop

must be understood a bishop actually

ruling a diocese ; bishops in partibus,

and even coadjutors with the right of

succession, have no such power; nor

again have vicars general or capitular,

abbots, generals of orders, &c, &c. The

power, however, may be delegated to any

cleric. Moreover, the Fourth Lateran

Council, can. 62, confined the bishop's

power in the matter to an indulgence of

a year at the dedication of a church, and

of forty days on other occasions. Nor

can a bishop add another forty days for

an ind ulgence already given for the same

good work by bis predecessor (see the

decree of Clement IX., Novem. 20, 1008).

Archbishops may give the same indul

gences as bishops, not only in their own

dioceses, but also in those of their suf

fragans, and this even if they arc not en

gaged in visitation (cap. " Nostro ; De Pojn.

et Rem.," v. #8). Cardinals, even if not

bishops, may give an indulgence of 100

days in their titular churches ; the Great

Penitentiary exercises the same power;

while legates and nuntios may give an

indulgence of 100 days and more (not,

however, of a year) within the terri

tories committed to their care, and may

also grant an indulgence of seven years

and seven periods of forty days to those

who visit a particular church or chapel,

provided they worthily confess and com

municate and pray according to the

intention of the Pope. All persons who

grant indulgences are bound to do so only

for reasonable causes, and to take care

that there is some proportion between

the work done or at least between the

object in view and the grace accorded.

Thus the Council of Constance orders

persons suspected of heresy to be asked

"if they believe the Roman bishops can

grant indulgences for reasonable causes."

V. The conditions on which indul

gences may be obtained are that the per

son desirous of gaining them be a member

of the Church ; that he should perform

the good work exactly as prescribed ; and

that he should be, at least Wore con

cluding the work prescribed, in a state of

grace. Whether this last, condition is

necessary to obtain indulgences for the

dead is uncertain ; it can hardly be so in

the case of indulgences applicable only to

the dead—e g. in the case of a Requiem Mass

at a privileged altar. In order to gain

the whole of a plenary indulgence it is

further necessary to detest and have the

purpose of avoiding so far as possible

even the least venial sin. If an indul

gence is granted for a particular day, the

day is reckoned from midnight to mid

night, unless the day be a feast with

a vigil, for then the time for gaining the

indulgence extends from first to second

vespers. For plenary indulgences, it is

usual to prescribe confession, communion,

and prayer for the Pope's intention.

Those who are accustomed to confess
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every eight days may, without further

confession, gain all indulgences which are

offered during the week. Communion

may be made the day before the feast on

which the indulgence is given. Five

Paters and Aves for the Pope's intention

are considered sufficient. No indulgence

can be gained for a work already com

manded.

VI. Divisions of Indulgences.—Plenary

remit all, partial a portion, of the tem

poral punishment due to sin—e.g. an

indulgence of forty days, as much as

would have been atoned for by forty

days of canonical penance. " Indtilgentiae

pleniores " convey to the confessor faculties

to absolve from reserved cases ; " plenissi-

mae" further faculties to commute vows.

Indulgences maybe temporal—i.e. granted

only for a time; or again perpetual or

indefinite, which last till revoked. Even

indulgences granted by delegated power

continue in force after the death of the

cleric who bestows them. If a feast on

which an indulgence is given is trans

ferred, the indulgence remains attached

to the original day, unless the celebration

inforo—i.e. the abstinence from servile

work, &c.—is transferred also. Personal

indulgences are those granted to par

ticular persons—e.g. to an order, confra

ternity. Local indulgences may be gained

only in a particular place. Supposing a

church is pulled down to be re-erected

under the same title, or if it iB replaced

under competent authority by a church

with the same title in another place, the

indulgences may be gained in the new

building. But a church which pos

sessed indulgences as the church of a

religious order, forfeits them if it passes

into the hands of seculars ; however,

French churches which belonged to

Franciscans before 1789 and are now

Franciscan no longer, still have the in

dulgence of Portiuncula. Real indul

gences are those attached to crucifixes,

medals, &c. It is only the original owner

of these objects (i.e. the first owner after

the indulgence was attached) who can

gain the indulgences, and the indulgence

is lost if the object is sold or given away.

A person, however, may get objects in-

dulgenced with a view of distributing

them to others. In that case the indul

gences remain good, even if they pass

through the hands of any number of

persons, provided that they have not been

appropriated to use by the intermediate

persons. The owner must have the object

with him, though not necessarily in his

hands, unless this condition is expressed in

the grant. A rosary may be restrung and

some of the beads (not, however, the

greater number) may be replaced by

others without forfeit of the indulgences.

Among the most famous of plenary

indulgences are that of the jubilee

already mentioned ; the indulgence given

by priests (who receive power from the

Pope to confer it) to the dying ; the in

dulgence given with the Papal blessing

[see the article Blessing]. The most

celebrated local indulgence* are gained by

visiting the seven chiefchurches and privi

leged altars at Rome ; by pilgrimages to

the holy places in Palestine ; or visiting

the stations mentioned in the Missal. The

Popes (especially Clement XII., in 1731)

gave all the indulgences to be gained at

the holy places to those who make

devoutly the Way of the Cross at the

" Stations " erected by Franciscans.

Faculties similar to those of the Fran

ciscans are now granted to others. An

account of other indulgences, such as that

of the Portiuncula and the Sabbatine

indulgence, will be found under special

articles. Indulgences without number

have been given to confraternities, per

sons who wear scapulars, medals, &c.

Pius IX. (April 14, 1864) bestowed on

those who wear the blue scapular of the

Immaculate Conception and pay six

Paters, Aves, and Glorias in honour of

the Trinity and the Immaculate Virgin,

and for the exaltation of the Church, ex

tirpation of heresy, &c, all the indul

gences which could be obtained by

visiting the seven Roman basilicas, the

holy places of Jerusalem, the Church

of Portiuncula at Assisi, and that of

Compostella. Even confession and com

munion are not required for these indul

gences. Large and often plenary indul

gences are attached to the recitation of

short prayers (though usuallv confession

and communion are required, if the indul

gence is plenary), and to the use of

blessed crosses, medals, &c. Sixtus V., at

the close of the sixteenth century, intro

duced the custom of blessing objects, and

so attaching indulgences to them. A

priest with the necessary faculties has

only to make a sign of the cross over the

rosary, medal, &c. Other acta of piety—

e.g. examination of conscience, hearing

sermons, visiting the Blessed Sacrament

—are also largely indulgenced.

VII. Indulgences which have been Ab~

rogated or declared Apocryphal.—(a) Ac

cording to a supposed decree of September
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18, 1609, and Benedict XIV. (" De Syn."

xiii., 18,8), no partial indulgence of 1,000

years or upwards in authentic. But the

decree cannot he found in the Archives

of the Congregation of Indulgences, and

its existence is disputed. (/9) The Coun

cil of Trent (Seas. xx. cap. 9) lays down

the principle that indulgences mast be

given everywhere gratis, and the hull

* Etsi dominici " of Pius V., issued in 1567,

annuls the indulgences of the quiestors

and collectors of alms, (yl Clement VIII.

and other Popes have abrogated indul

gences said to be given in the form of a

jubilee, as also (d) the indulgences given

to rosaries, images, &c, before the rescript

of Clement VIII. "Deforms indulgentiae"

(anno 1597). («) All indulgences given

before the Constitution of Clement VIII.

" Qusecunque" (March 7, 1004), " Ronia-

nus Pontitex " (May 13, 1606), and before

the Constitution of Paul V. (November 23,

1610), to orders, confraternities, colleges

or chapters, are revoked unless these

indulgences have been renewed, (f) The

indulgences said to have been given by

Alexander VI. to the Bridget rosary are

apocryphal ; so are those which Urban

VIII. is said to have given to the crosses

of St. Turibius, and Pius V. to the crosses

of Caravaca in Spain. A long list of

apocryphal indulgences is given in the

decree of Innocent XI. " Delataj saepius "

(March 7, 1673).

(The chief authorities on the subject

are Bellarmine, " De indulg. et jubilreo

libri duo ;" Amort. " De orif*, progressu,

valore ac fructu indulg.," Aug. Vind.

1735; Theodorus a Spir. S. "Tract,

dogmatico-moralis de indulg.," Roma?,

1743; Benedict XIV. "De Syn. dioec."

lib. xiii. cap. ]8; Ferraris, "Prompt.

Biblioth." We have been chiefly in

debted to Amort and to the excellent

article "Ablass" in the new edition of

"VVetzer and Welte.)

xsrouXiT (induitum, something

granted by favour). A licence or per

mission granted by the Pope, whether to

a corporation or to an individual, author

ising something to be done which the

common law of the Church does not

sanction. A familiar instance is that of

the Lenten indults, by which the Pope

authorises the bishops, according to the

circumstances of different countries, to

dispense more or less with the rigour of

the canons as to the quadragesimal fast.

In former times indults chiefly related to

the patronage of church dignities and

benefices.

uruiaanr, [See Church

07 Christ and Popb.]

imoiXi One who is not among

the Jidda, the faithful of Christ. Popu

larly, the term is applied to all who

reject Christianity as a divine revelation.

In order to reject it, they must have

heard of it ; those, therefore, who have

never heard of Christianity are not

in popular language called infidels, but

heathens, though they are included under

the theological term " infideles." Nor

are heretics, even Unitarians, to be called

infidels, for they do accept the religion of

Christ as divinely revealed, however

erroneous or fantastic their notions as to

the nature of the revelation may be.

nraocEiTTs, holy, feast of,

is celebrated in the Latin Church on

December 28, in the Greek on December

29th. Among the Greeks the feast is

known as that of the " 14,000 holy chil

dren " (t£>v iyltov i!f xtX/noW vrjn'u&v).

From the earliest times the Church

has regarded the children whom Herod

slew in his desire to make sure of killing

Christ, as Martyrs. Irenseus (iii. 16, 4)

asserts this clearly, and so does St. Augus

tine (lib. iii. " De Symbolo ad Catech.").

But it is uncertain when this feast began

to be kept. A homily attributed to

Origen in which this feast is mentioned

is certainly spurious, and although in an

ancient catalogue of St. AugustiDe's

discourses we find two " tractatus " " De

Octavis Infantium," Thomassin (" TraitS

des Festes," p. 275) explains this as refer

ring to Low Sunday, the octave of Easter

Sunday, on the vigil of which children

were in those times commonly baptised.

However, a separate festival of the Holy

Inn' cents is mentioned in the " Calendar

of Carthage," the date of which may be

approximately fixed from the fact that

the latest martyrs whose names it gives

died in 484. In the rule of Chrodegang

(d. 76C) the feast is placed among the

" chief solemnities." The Mass is said in

purple vestments, probably because the

Innocents did not enter heaven imme

diately after their martyrdom. They had

to wait till Christ at his Ascension opened

it to " those who believe." On the octave,

Mass is celebrated in red, the usual

colour of martyrs.

St. Thomas (2 2ndae, qu. cxxiv. a. 1)

mentions the opinion of some who thought

that the use of reason was accelerated in

the case of the Innocents, so that they

were able consciously to embrace death

for Christ. But he himself dismisses the
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opinion as without warrant in Scripture.

" The shedding of blood," he says, " for

Christ takes the place of baptism.

Whence, as in children the merit of

Christ operates through the grace of

baptism, and obtains glory for them, so

in those slain for Christ the martyrdom

of Christ operates and obtains for them

the palm of martyrdom."

In the middle ages it was usual for

children to keep a time of festivity in

honour of the Holy Innocents, which

lasted, according to Durandus, from St.

Stephen's Day to the Octave of the

Epiphany. Boys used to sit in the

canons' stalls ; one of them, who was

vested in episcopal robes, gave his blessing

pontifically. The Council of Basle (Sess.

xxii.) condemned the extravagances of

this celebration, which was accompanied

by the celebration of the Feast of Fools.

But the feast of children is still inno

cently observed in some monasteries and

convents, and Thomassin surely errs by

excess of rigour when he speaks of it as

impious.

inquisition. In no age of

Christianity has the Church had any

doubt that in her hands, and only in hers,

was the deposit of the true faith and

religion placed by Jesus Christ, and that,

as it is her duty to teach this to ali

nations, so she is bound by all practicable

and lawful means to restrain the malice

or madness of those who would corrupt

the message or resist the teacher. Some

have maintained that no means of co

ercion are lawful for her to use but

those which are used in the internal

forum [Forum Internum] and derive

their sanction from anticipated suffering

in the next world. The power of the

Church, according to Fleury,1 is " purely

spiritual," and he held with Marsilius

that the Pope could employ no coactive

punishment of any kind unless the em

peror—i.e. the civil power—gave him

leave. From such a view it logically

follows that St. Paul ought to have

asked the permission of Sergius Paulus

before striking Elymas the sorcerer with

blindness! The overwhelming majority

of the canonists take the opposite view—

namely, that the Church can and ought

to visit with fitting punishment the

heretic and the revolter; and since the

publication of the numerous encyclical

letters and allocutions of the late Pope

treating of the relations between Church

1 Fleury, Dernier Viseoun, ch. 14.

and State, and the inherent rights of the

former, the view of Fleury can no longer

be held by any Catholic.

For many ages after the conversion

of Constantine it was easier for the Church

to repress heresy by invoking the secular

arm than by organising tribunals of her

own for the purpose. Reference to ec

clesiastical history and the codes of

Justinian and Theodosius shows that

the emperors generally held as decided

views on the pestilent nature of heresy,

and the necessity of extirpating it in the

genu before it reached its hideous ma

turity, as the Popes themselves. Thev

were willing to repress it ; they toot

from the Church the definition of what it

was; and they had old-established tri

bunals armed with all the terrors of the

law. The bishops, as a rule, had but to

notify the appearance of heretics to the

lay power, and the latter hastened to

make inquiry, and, if necessary, to repress

and punish. But in the thirteenth cen

tury a new race of temporal rulers rose to

power. The emperor Frederic II. perhaps

had no Christian faith at all ; John of

England meditated, sooner than yield to

the Pope, openly to apostatise to Islam ;

and Philip Augustus was refractory to

wards the Church in various ways. The

Church was as clear as ever upon the

necessity of repressing heretics, but the

weapon—secular sovereignty—which she

had hitherto employed for the purpose

seemed to be breaking in her hands. The

time was come when she was to forge a

weapon of her own ; to establish a tribunal

the incorruptness and fidelity of which

she could trust ; which in the task of

detecting and punishing those who misled

their brethren should employ all the

minor forms of penal repression, while

still remitting to the secular arm the

case of obstinate and incorrigible offenders.

Thus arose the Inquisition. St. Dominie

is said by some to have first proposed the

erection of such a tribunal to Innocent III.,

and to have been appointed hy him the

first inquisitor.1 Other writers trace the

origin of the tribunal to a synod held at

Toulouse by Gregory IX. in 1229, after

the Albigensian crusade, which ordered

that in every parish a priest and several

respectable laymen should be appointed

to search out heretics and bring them

before the bishops.8 The task of dealing

with the culprits was difficult and in

vidious, and the bishops ere long made

1 Ferraris, " Inquisition^ S. Otficium."

* Mokler, Kirchengeschicite, ii. 651.
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over their responsibility in the matter to

the Dominican order. Gregory IX. ap

pointed none but Dominican inquisitors ;

Innocent IV. nominated Franciscans also,

and Clement VLI. sent as inquisitor into

Portugal a friar of the order of .Minims.

But the majority of the inquisitors em

ployed have always been Dominicans,

and the commissary of the Holy Office at

Rome belongs ex officio to this order.

The Congregation of Cardinals of the

Holv Inquisition was first erected by

Paul III. (1542), and remodelled by

Sixtus V. about forty years later. " It is

composed of twelve cardinals ; of a com

missary .... who discharges the func

tions of a judge ordinary ; of a counsellor

or assessor, who is one of the presidents

of the Curia ; of consultors, selected by

the Pope himself from among the most

learned theologians and canonists ; quali

ficatory who give their opinions on

questions submitted to them ; an advo

cate charged with the defence of persons

accused, and other subordinate officials.

The principal sittings of the congregation

are held under the immediate presidency

of the Pope." 1 This supreme court of in

quisition proceeds against any who are

delated to it, and in former times used to

hear appeals from the sentences of similar

courts elsewhere, and to depute inquisitors

to proceed to any place where they might

appear to be needed. The duties and

Sowers of inquisitors are minutely laid

own in the canon law, it being alwavs

assumed that the civil power will favour,

or can be compelled to favour, their

proceedings. Thus it is laid down that

they " have power to constrain all magis

trates, even secular magistrates, to cause

the statutes sgainst heretics to be ob

served," and to require them to swear to

do so ; also that they can " compel all

magistrates and judges to execute their

sentences, and these must obey on pain of

excommunication ; " also that inquisitors

in causes of heresy " can use the secular

arm," and that " all temporal rulers are

bound to obey inquisitors in causes of

faith."9 No such state of things as that

here assumed now exists in any part of

Europe ; nowhere does the State assist

the Church in putting down heresy ; it is

therefore superfluous to describe regula

tions controlling a jurisdiction which has

lost the medium in which it could work

and live.

The canon law also assumes that all

1 De Mov, in Wetzer and Wclte.

' Ferraris, he. eit. §§ 33-37.

bishops, being themselves inquisitors ex

vi termini into the purity of the faith in

their respective dioceses, will co-operate

with the official inquisitors. Each may

inquire separately, but the sentence ought

to proceed from both ; if they disagree,

reference must be made to Home. The

proceedings taken against the Lollard

followers of Wyclif by Archbishops

Arundel and Chichelev between 1382

and 1428,1 illustrate "both the points

noticed above: 1. that the civil power in

pre-reformation times was wont to give

vigorous aid to the bishops in extirpating

heresy ; 2. that the bishops themselves

could and did exercise stringent inquisi

torial powers apart from the appointment

of special inquisitors.

It does not appear that Papal inquisi

tors were ever commissioned, eo nomine,

in England. In France the Inquisition

was established in pursuance of the

decrees of the synod of Toulouse (1229)

already referred to. Its tribunals were

converted into State courts by Philip the

Fair, who made use of them to condemn

and ruin the Templars. In this condition

they remained till the Reformation. In

1638 the Grand Inquisitor, Louis de

Rochette. was convicted of Calvinism and

burnt ; soon afterwards the powers of

| these courts were transferred to the

i parliaments, and finally to the bishops

""(1600). In Germany, Conrad of Mar

burg, a man of a harsh and inflexible

temper, the confessor of St. Elizabeth,

attempted to establish an inquisition in

[ the thirteenth century ; he was assassi

nated, and the tribunal never gained a

footing in the country. [On the Spanish

Inquisition, see the next article.]

INQUISITION, SPANISH, THE.

It was founded by Ferdinand and Isa

bella at Seville in 1481, the first judges

of the tribunal being two Dominicans.

The clergy and many of the laity of the

Castilian kingdom had for some time

pressed the adoption of some such measure

in order to check the profanations and

frauds which the sham conversion to

Christianity of a large number of Jews

and Moors had occasioned. Even the

episcopal thrones of Spain are said to

have been not always preserved from the

intrusion of these audacious hypociites.

Torquemada, another Dominican, ap

pointed in 1483, was Grand Inquisitor for

fifteen years. Under him three new tri

bunals of the Holy Office were erected, at

Cordova, Jaen, and Villa Real; afterwards

1 Lewis' Life of Wyclif, p. 126.
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a fifth was added at Toledo. These tri

bunals were always popular with the

lower orders and the clergy in Spain,

but terrible in the eyes of the nobles and

the rich middle class, who believed that

they were often used by the government

as engines of political repression in order

to diminish their influence. Ranke calls

the Spanish Inquisition "a royal tribunal,

furnished with spiritual weapons." In

1402 an edict was issued for the banish

ment of all Jews refusing to embrace

Christianity from Spain, chiefly on ac

count of their alleged incorrigible obsti

nacy in persisting in the attempt to con

vert Christians to their own faith and

instruct them in their rites.' About a

hundred thousand went into banishment,

and an equal or greater number are sup

posed to have remained in Spain, where

their merely nominal Christianity and

secret addiction to their ancestral doc

trines and usages gave employment to the

Inquisition for centuries.

The history of the Spanish Inquisition

was written by Llorente, who was secre

tary to the tribunal of Madrid from 1700

to 1702. Hence he has been supposed- to

have possessed great opportunities for ob

taining exact information ; and his state

ment, that during its existenceof'330 years

the Spanish Inquisition condemned 30,000

persons to death, has been quoted with

credulous horror in every corner of the

civilised world. Dr. Hefele, now bishop

of Rottenburg, has examined with great
care and ability a the worth of the above

statement, and the question of the credit

due to Llorente. First, there is the

general fact of the greater relative se

verity of penal justice in all countries

alike, till within quite recent times. The

Carolina, or penal code in force under

Charles V., condemned coiners to the

flames, and burglars to the gallows.

Burying alive and other barbarous pun

ishments were sanctioned by it, none of

which were allowed by the Inquisition.

In England, in the sixteenth century,

persons refusing to plead could be, and

were, pressed to death. The last witch

burned in Europe was sentenced in the

canton Glarus by a Protestant tribunal as

late as 1785. Secondly, Llorente omits

to draw attention to the fact that the

Spanish kings obliged the Inquisition to

try and sentence persons charged with

1 Prescott's Reign of Ferdinandand Isabella,

ii. 122.

* In his Life of Cardinal Ximeneg, translated

Canon Daltun, 1860.

I many other crimes besides heresy—t\g.,

with polygamy, seduction, unnatural

crime, smuggling, witchcraft, sorcery,

imposture, personation, &c. A large pro

portion of criminals of this kind would,

down to the present century, have been

sentenced to death on conviction in any

secular tribunal in Europe. Thirdly,

Llorente does not pretend to base the

above statement as to the number executed

by the Inquisition on written documents,

but on calculations of his own making, in

some of which he can be proved to be

inexpert and inexact. Fourthly, Hefele

gives a list of palpable misstatements and

exaggerations which he has detected in

Llorente's volumes. Fifthly, the man's

career, when closely examined, does not

invite confidence. At the end of the last

century he was a liberal ecclesiastic, im

bued with French ideas, and on intimate

terms with Freemasons. In 1806, at the

instigation of Qodoy, he wrote a book

against the fuerot, or ancient privileges,

of the Basque provinces. He accepted

employment from the usurping govern

ment of Joseph Bonaparte. Banished

from Spain on the fall of Joseph, he

escaped to Paris, and published his

"History of the Inquisition" in 1814.

He next translated the abominable novel,

" Faublas,'' into Spanish ; and, being exiled

from France in 1822, died at Madrid the

next year.

"The celebrated Autot-da-FS (i.e.

Acts of the confession of the faith),''

says Mohler,1 " were as a rule bloodless.

But few inquisitorial processes terminated

with the death of the accused." The

auto, speaking generally, was a form of

reconciling culprits to the Church. Never

theless, the severities practised by the tri

bunals were such that Rome frequently

interfered. The Spanish Inquisition was

abolished in 1813.

INSPIRATION Or SCRIPTURE.

The word inspiration, like many other

theological terms, comes to us from the

Latin version of the Bible. Thus St.

Paul's words, 2 Tim. iii. 10, naaa ypa(pr)

df6-nv€voToe, "Every Scripture breathed

bv God," is rendered " omnis Scriptura

divinitus inspirata," and again when

St. Peter, 2 Ep. i. 21, speaks of the

prophets as ino irvcvuaros dyiov <ptpoutvot,

" moved by the Holy Ghost," the Latin

has "spiritu sancto inspirati." Just as

God is said in Genesis ii. 7, Wisdom

xv. 11, to have breathed man's soul into

his body; just as in Job xxxii. 8, the

1 Kirckenaachicktt, ii. 655.
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" inspiration of the Almighty " (inspiratio

omnipotentis), is said to " give under

standing," so the sacred writers are de

scribed as inspired because God breathed

into them or, to drop the metaphor,

suggested the thoughts which they wrote

down. Inspiration, therefore, may he

defined as a supernatural impulse by

which God directed the authors of the

canonical books to write down certain

matter predetermined by Him. Inspi

ration is a grace gratis data—i.e. it was

bestowed upon the writers for the edifi

cation of others, and like all graces it is

specially attributed to God the Holy

Ghost.

To a certain extent the Old Testament

claims to be inspired. Thus the prophots

constantly represent their own words as

being in reality the oracles of God. Our

Lord and his Apostles confirm this claim.

Christ, for example, in Matt. xxii. 43,

declares that David spoke " in the Spirit,"

while St. Peter, Acts i. 16, and St. Paul,

Acts xxviii. 25, use similar language.

Ecclesiastical writers, from the time when

the New Testament canon was first

recognised in the Church, speak in just

the same way of the books which went

to make it up. St. Irenteus regards

(" Adv. IBer." iii. 14, 2) the influence of

the Holy Ghost as extending to the

least word in the gospels, for he main

tains that the divine Spirit directed St.

Matthew in i. 18 to write the "gene

ration of Christ " instead of the " gene

ration of Jesus." " The divine Scriptures,"

" the divine oracles," " the Scriptures of

God," " the Scriptures of the Lord," are

the usual phrases by which the Fathers

express their belief in inspiration. The

actual term apparently is of rare occur

rence in the early ages. However, in the

Acts of the Martyr Speratus (Holland. 17

Jul. p. 214) we are told that when

the proconsul asked him what the books

were which Christians " read witli ado

ration " (quos adoratis legentes), the

saint replied that they were the four

gospels, St. Paul's epistles, "and all

the divinely inspired teaching" (omnem

divinitus inspiratam doctrinam). In the

" Symbol of Faith " which was approved

by Ijeo IX., and which is still used in

the consecration of bishops as a test of

orthodox belief, God is affirmed to be
the fa one author " of the Old and New

Testaments. The same words (unus

motor) are repeated in the definitions of

Florence (Bull "Cantate Domino' ), and of

Trent (Seas. iv. Decret. de Can. Scr.).

e

On the other hand the Vatican Council

(cap. 2), comes nearer to the actual word

" inspiration," for it defines that the

Bible was written " Spiritu sancto in-

spirante."

Moreover, the same council to which

we referred last made the idea of in

spiration more precise and settled a

question once debated among Catholics.

The great Jesuit theologian Lessius,1 a

man who has many titles to respect, was

charged with maintaining that a book

might justly claim to be inspired, although

it had been written by mere human

industry, provided the Holy Ghost had

afterwards declared by the mouth of the

Church that the book in question was

free from error. His enemies said he

looked upon the second book of Macha-

bajusasa possible instance of such a book,

and Bonfrero in his " Praeloquia " main

tained that such a ease was at least

possible. The view was condemned by

the chief theological faculties of the day,

and surely with good reason, for how can

we call a book inspired if the Holy

Ghost had no special connection with its

origin and merely approved it when

already written P This theory is now

distinctly proscribed. The Church, accord

ing to the Vatican Council (lor. tit,.), does

not count books canonical because they

were written naturally and afterwards

approved by her, or because they contain

revelation without error, but because

they were inspired in the first instance

and as such were committed to the

Church.

The common teaching of theologian*

helps us to understand the definitions

which have just been given. They dis

tinguish first of all between inspiration

and the mere " assistentia " or assistance

1 In a treatise l>y F. Kleutgen, appended to

Schncemann's work on the Congregations de

Auxiliis, it is clcurly shown Ironi the original

documents in the archives of the Roman

Jesuits that the doctrine of Lessius was mis

represented by his enemies at J.ouvain. He

held that n book might he written by the

imputae, hut without the special assistance of

the Holy Ghost, and theu, if God testified that

it was free from error, might have the au

thority of Holy Scripture. He did not suppose

that the case had actually occurred. F.

K'eutgen considers that there is still no defini

tion of the Church whi -h expressly excludes

this view; at the same time he considers it

erroneous, on the ground that God cannot

reasonably be called the author of books,

if He merely impelled the writers to com

pose them, ami did not actually assist and direct

them in doing so.

S
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of the Holy Ghost, the Utter conveying a

merely negative, the latter a positive idea.

General councils have the " assistentia ''

of the Holy Ghost because He protects

them from error in their decrees, although

the Pope in convoking the council and

roposing to it the subjects, may have

een guided only by the ordinary motives

of faith and reason. Inspiration implies

over and above this protection a special

impulse of the Holy Ghost to write, and

to write on particular subjects. Next, a

clear line must be drawn be* ween reve

lation and inspiration. God reveals to

the soul truths which it did not know

before, without necessarily pro npting the

recipient to commit the revelation to

writing ; an inspired author has received

the impulse to write, and is directed from

above in his work, but it is not necessary

that any new truths should be communi

cated to him. There is no reason to

suppose that the author of the book e.g.

of Esther received any revelation.

In an inspired book there are evidently

two factors—the natural powers of the

writer on this side, aud the impulse and

direction of the Holy Ghost on that.

The Church has not decided where the

one factor ceases and the other begins to

operate. Holden, in his " Analysis Fidei "

(1685), defended the extreme opinion

that the- Holy Ghost secured the wriler

from error only in matters of faith and

morals. Others (and this opinion, which

seems to find some support in the Fathers,

found wide acceptance among the older

Protestant theologians) have believed in

what is known as " verbal inspiration ; "

they have argued as if the authors of the

Biblical books were no more than scribes

who wrote down the words which the

Holy Ghost had dictated. If Holden's

theory sins against the received teaching

and tradition, most certainly that of

verbal inspiration 1 as it has just been

explained sins against the most patent

facts. Evidently, the style and method

1 The Jesuit Kleutgen, in the treatise al

ready referred to, cites some of the greatest

theologians of the Church against the theory

that the Holy Spirit dictated the material

words to the sacred author. Thus he quotas

Suarez, De Fide, disp. 5, § 3, n. 8, 6, who

maintains it is enough to believe that the

Hoi v Spirit " specially assisted him ("the author

of the inspired book, while writing) and kept

hitn from all error and falsehood, and from all

words which were not expedient." To the

same effect Hellannin's De Verba Dei, lib. v.

15 ; Melchior Canus, De Loc. Thcolng. lib. ii.

cc 17 et 18.

of the sacred writers is coloured through

out by their own individuality, and the

differences in thought and language

between Isaias and Ezechiel are utterly

inexplicable if we regard them as passive

agents under a mechanical inspiration.

St. Augustine in well-known words

l'ormulises the prevailing belief of the

Church, without fallinginto the exaggera

tions of the theory that inspiration is

mechanical. " To those books, ' he says,

" which are already styled canonical, I

have learned to pay such reverence and

honour as most firmly to believe that

none of their authors has committed any

error in writing. If in that literature I

meet with anything which seems contrary

to truth, I will have no doubt that it is

only the manuscript which is faulty, or

the translator who has not hit the sense,

or my own failure to understand."

(Almost entirely from Kaulen, " Einleit-

ung in die heilige Schrift." Part I. pp. 12

teg.).

ISTSTALLATIOIf (Low Lat. stal-

lum, a stall). The actual visible estab

lishment (inttitutio corporalit) in the

possession of an ecclesiastical dignity or

benefice. In early times money often

passed on such occasions; in one of the

Novels Justinian forbids that any payment

should be made on installation to the

clergy of any church excepting only the

great church at Constantinople. In

another place he says that the custom,

though intrinsically a had one, is too

firmly rooted to be destroyed ; he there

fore decrees that twenty pounds of gold

may be paid on installation by the patri

arch of any one of the five sees, Rome,

Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and

Jerusalem, if the custom is to that effect,

but no more. The sum to be paid by a

metropolitan or a bishop he limits to

100 shillings for enthronisation, and MOO

shillings given to notaries and other

officials. In spite of his apparent zeal

for purity of election, Justinian was the

first emperor who exacted payment for

confirming the election of the Roman

pontiffs ; this abuse was not removed till

the time of Constontine Pogonatus.

It was afterwards settled by the

canon law that the fees paid on instal

lation, in any grade of orders, should

never exceed one year's profits of the

benefice conferred.

Installation, in the case of a bishop, is

called enthronisation ; it is the solemn

entry into possession of his cathedral and

episcopal residence on the part of the
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newly consecrated bishop, who wears all

his pontifical insignia on the occasion.

When a hishop is consecrated in his own

church, the enthronisation becomes iden

tified with the consecration ; but when

the latter rite has been performed in

another diocese, then, " according to the

ancient tradition, the bishop, dressed in

the garb of a pilgrim, with his crosier in

bis hand, and the pastoral hat on his

head, is received on arriving at the

boundary of his diocese, by the chapter

and clergy of the cathedral city and

district ; by them he is escorted t# some

neighbouring church, where, after a

short prayer, he is presented with the

episcopal ornaments and insignia,and then

conducted in solemn procession to the

sound of bells into his cathedral, where

he is welcomed with the anthem Ecce

tacerilos magnus and the Te Deum, while

he takes his seat on his throne, from the

raised dais of which he imparts to the

assembled throng his episcopal bene

diction. After this he is escorted to his

palace, the cross being borne before

him." 1

The installation of a canon is his

solemn reception into a cathedral or

collegiate chapter. In presence of the

dignitaries and canons seated in the

chapter-house the new titular, after being

chorally vested, makes his profession of

faith and takes the capitular oath. He

ia then admitted to his seat in chapter,

and afterwards conducted into the church,

and installed in his proper stall in the

choir.

In the case of a simple parish priest

the installation is usually effected by a

delegate from the bishop, who admits

the new incumbent both to the spiritual

and temporal rights of his benefice. In

some countries a commissary attends on

the part of the civil government, and

admits him with certain formalities into

the possession of his temporals. Thoiu-

assin, " Vetus et Nova," &c, iii. 1, 56.

nmrnm or the blessed

VIRGIN MART. (Dames Anglaises,

" English Ladies," or " English Virgins.")

As this appears to be the only religious

order of purely English origin founded

since the Keformation, we propose to

trace its history in some degree of detail,

aided by a series of papers which ap

peared in the Catholic periodical the

"Month." These papers are entitled

" Passages from the Life of a Yorkshire

1 W'etzer and Welte, art. " Provision Can-

Lady," and notify, while they partly

anticipate, the publication of a forth

coming work on the saintly -foundress of

the " English Ladies." 1 Mary Ward,ibe

eldest daughter of Marmaduie Ward, of

Givendale, near Kipon, a gentleman of

good estate and ancient lint-age, was born

in 1585. Her parents were steadfast

Catholics, and dedicated the child to the

Blessed Virgin from her cradle. Those

were days in which the professors of the

ancient faith were continually harassed,

and in danger of death, under the opera

tion of the penal laws ; and it is not sur

prising to find the fervent child, who,

there is reason to believe, never stained

the grace of her baptism by mortal sin,

growing up in the thought and with the

burning desire of martyrdom. When she

was about 15 or 16 yeurs old, she began

to long for the religious life. She was

very beautiful, and projects were

formed with a view to her marriage;

many suitors sought her favour ; but she

resisted all solicitations, and with the

assistance of Father Holtby, ofthe Society

of Jesus, left England and her father's

house in 1606, and passed over to St.

Omer. We are told thnt " the description

of the devotion of those of her sex abroad

had drawn her to a foreign land." At

first she entered the convent of Colettines

at St. Omer, as a lav sister, and many duties

of a kind for which she was little fitted

were imposed upon her. In May or June

1607, with the advice of tlie novice-

mistress, and after having experienced,

while in prayer on St. Gregory's day, a

stroug inward impulse, prompting her to

found a convent of the order for English

women exclusively, Mary quitted the

Colettine convent. With the help of her

confessor, Father Roger Lee, and the good

bishop Blaise, of St. Omer, she obtained

access to the Archduke Albert and his

wife Isabella, and obtained from them

the grant of a vacant piece of ground at

Gravelines, and permission to build a

house of English Poor Clares upon it.

Many English ladies (for the persecution

at home at that time caused numbers of

Englishwomen to seek freedom and

security in Catholic countries) joined her,

and the new community was begun at

Christmas 1607, in a large hired house at

St. Omer, pending the erection of a con-

V9nt at Gravelines. Mary procured from

the Duchess of Feria, a member of the

1 Vol. I. of the Lift of Mary Ward, by

Marv C. E. Chambers, ed. by Father Coleridge,

has just appeared (Oct. 1882).

O G 2
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English family of Dormer, a copy of the

original rule of St. Clare. Against the
■wish of tha bishop, who desired that

Mary, having passed what was equivalent

to a noviciate as a lay-sister among the

Colettines, should be professed at once,

the Superior of the new institute insisted

on her commencing as a novice in the

usual way. Mary readily complied, and

conformed with joy to the strictest obser

vances of the rule during the term of

noviceship. However, on May 2, 1608,

she received, while sitting at work,

making " girdles of St. Francis," a sudden

communication, as she believed it to be,

the purport of which was that she " was

not called to the order of St. Clare, but

to another vocation and employment."

Her confessor, when she made known to

him what had happened within her, re

proved her with some severity. Being,

however, more and more convinced that

she was called to another way, she left

the Poor Clares in the spring of 1609,

having first made a vow of perpetual

chastity before her confessor, and also one

of obedience to his directions. Her con

duct drew upon her censure from many

quarters, and she was for a long time in

great perplexity, but her confidence in

God never wavered. Gradually the con

ception of a teaching order, recruited from

the ranks of her Catholic countrywomen,

not cloistered, nor under obedience to any

other order, but living under the rule of

the Society of Jesus, and bound by termin

able, not perpetual, vows, took form within

her mind. She returned to England, and

being joined by many postulants whom

the force and purity of her character

attracted to her, she founded the first

community of the " English Virgins " at

Spitalfields in 1611. A year or two later

she returned to St. Omer, and there also

succeeded in establishing a community.

Before his death in 1616 Father Lee had

come round to her views, and laboured

effectually to procure the confirmation of

her institute from Rome. A letter

addressed to her by order of the Arch

duke in May 1613 sets forth the precise

nature of her work. He says he has

heard with pleasure that she and her

companions are established at St. Omer,

" where you receive and teach a number

of young girls of your nation, in order

that, after they have been well instructed

in all that belongs to our holy faith,

Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman, and

carefully trained to virtue, they may be

sent back to their parents, to be married

and bring up their children in the fear of

God, unless they prefer to stay in our

countries and become religious." In 1616

a letter came from Rome signed by

Cardinal Lancellotti, the president of the

Sacred Congregation ofthe Council,recom-

mending the new community to the care

of Bishop Blaise, and speaking of the

probability of a formal confirmation at a

future day. In the years between 1013

and 1627 Mary paid several visits to

Englaud, during one of whicli she was

arrested and imprisoned by order of Arch

bishop Abbott, who said that "she did

more harm than six Jesuits." Details are

wanting ; we are only told that " sentence

of death was passed upon her for religion,

but that there was no execution, for fear of

odium." Probably the Spanish Ambas

sador, Gondemar, who saved the lives o f

many English Catholics in this reign by

menacing the despicable king with the

anger of his master, interfered on her

behalf ; something is said also of a hrge

bribe paid by her relations. In 1617 she

opened a second house at Liege ; and about

the same time the Bishop of St. Omer

wrote to Mary a " public letter of ap

proval of the Institute, by which he con

stituted its members as religious." At.

Liege she was protected by Ferdinand,

the Prince Bishop, who loved to hear the

music in the church of the English Ladies,

and sometimes said Mass for them. Pope

Gregory XV. (1621-3) gave her permis

sion to found houses of her Institute at

Rome and in other Italian towns. In

1627 she established a house at Munich.

Charges being brought against the purity

of her faith, Urban VHI. ordered, in 16-50,

that she should be examined, and that her

houses should be (provisionally) closed.

Through the intercession of the good

Maximilian, Elector of Bavaria, the nuns

were still allowed to continue the common

life, under certain restrictions The result

of the examination was favorj-able to her,

and Marysucceeded in obtaining a decision

from Rome that the hull of 1630 closing

her houses should be regarded as tacitly

abolished ; but it was only in 1703, many

years after her death (which happened in

1645), that the Institute was again for

mally confirmed by Clement XI. Since

that time the succession in her community

has never failed ; and at this day, accord

ing to the " Month," her order is " a very

flourishing religious institute, largely in

strumental in the education of girls of

all classes, in Bavaria, Hungary, Rou-

mania, Italy, and other parts of the Coa
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tinent," and is " commonly known as the

institute of the ' English Virgins.' "

The noble and valiant foundress im

printed the seal of perpetuity even on the

community which she abandoned. The

English Poor Clares, after she left them,

prospered greatly at Gravelines, and sent

forth several filiations. In the French

Revolution the nuns " had their full share

of sufferings though they escaped the

guillotine." Banished from France, they

took refuge in England, and finally estab

lished themselves at Clare Abbey, near

Darlington, " which now represents the

Gravelines foundation and those of its

three daughter-houses."

HTTSBCALART TEAS. [See

Calbndab.]

XVTERXtXCT. 1. The interdictum of

a Roman prajtor was a decree pronounced

between two litigants, ordering, or (more

commonly), forbidding something to be

done. A banished man was also said to

be interdicted from the use of fire and

water in Italy (aqua et igne ei ivter-

ditivm est). Something of each of these

notions—e.g. the prohibition of saying

Mass, and the interdiction of the guilty,

and often of the innocent also, from

approach to the sacraments—appears in

the ecclesiastical interdict, which is de

fined to be "an ecclesiastical censure, by

which persons are debarred from the use

of certain sicraments, from all the divine

olfices, and from Christian burial." 1

Interdicts are divided into local,

personal, and mixed. In the first kind a

place is interdicted, so that no divine

office may be celebrated or heard in it,

either by the inhabitants or by strangers.

By the second kind persons are inter-

dieted, so as to be debarred from using

the sacraments or exercising the functions

prohibited, in whatever place they may

be. By the mixed kind both place and

persons are directly interdicted—e.g. a

city and its inhabitants. Again, each of

the first two kinds may be either general

or particular. A particular local interdict

strikes a single locality—e.g. a church ;

a general one comprehends many localities,

being pronounced against a kingdom, a

province, or a city. A particular personal

interdict strikes a single person ; a general

one of the same class is extended to a

number of persons—e.g. to all the people

in a province, all the members of a uni

versity, all the monks in a convent.

A general interdict of the clergy in a

country does not touch the religious

1 Ferraris, " Interdictum. '

orders in that country unless it be so

expressed, or unless the intention to

include them can be clearly inferred from

the circumstances, and the same holds

good vice versd. Nor does a general

interdict of the clergy include bishops

unless it be so expressed.

When a city is laid under an interdict

its suburbs are understood to be included,

even though they belong to a different

diocese ; otherwise the interdict might be

rendered nugatory through the citizens

being able to hear Mass, &c. in the

suburban churches. In the same case

the cathedral church no less than others

is interdicted, and also the churches of

regulars.

Interdicts are either imposed per

modum poena, as a punishment for a par

ticular offence, in which case they last

for a prescribed period, and then cease—•

or per modum censures, as a weapon to

beat down contumacious resistance to

the laws and discipline of the Church.

In this last case they ordinarily last till

the resistance ceases, and the offender

makes amends, and are then relaxed.

Interdicts proceed either a jure, or

nb homine, that is, either by operation of

law or by the act of some one competent

to impose them. Everyone who can ex

communicate or suspend enn also inter

dict, except the superiors of monasteries,

both because their jurisdiction is not

local but personal, and also because, if

they had the power of interdicting, the

effects of their action would extend to

and damnify lay persons who are not in

any sense their subjects (mbditi).

The law declares persons or places

interdicted in a great variety of cases.

As instances may be given—hindrance of

a Papal legate or nuncio from discharging

his duty, in which case all the dominions

of the prince or State so hindering are

interdicted ; the burial of a heretic,

knowingly, in a church, in which case

the church is interdicted ; appeal from

the Pope by any university chapter or

college to a future general council, the

result being the interdict of the offend

ing corporation; and the illegal alien

ation of Church property by bishops or

abbots.

In order that innocent persons might

suffer as little as possible from the effects

of an interdict the canon law gradually

introduced mitigations. Baptism and con

firmation might be administered to

persons in danger of death ; the sacra

ment of penance was opened to all but
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those guilty of having caused the interdict

(who could not approach it before having

made satisfaction) ; marriage might be

celebrated, but without solemnities ; ordi

nations might be made if there was a

deficiency of priests ; ecclesiastics who

had observed the interdict might be

buried in the churchyard, but in silence ;

one low Mass might be said every week,

and High Mass might be sung on the five

great festivals of Christmas, Easter,

Whitsunday, Corpus Christi, and the

Assumption, the persons guilty of the

interdict beinp carefully excluded.

General interdicts are rarely mentioned

in ecclesiastical history before the eleventh

century, and for this three causes are

assigned : 1. the comparatively stronger

sense of religion in the Christian society

of the earlier times, restraining a whole

people from themselves falling into, or

conniving at in their rulers, any notorious

transgression ; 2. the salutary dread of

excommunication everywhere prevailing,

so that that form of censure was sufficient

of itself to restrain offenders; 3 the

general readiness of temporal princes in

those times to aid the Church in main

taining her discipline.

Non-catholic writers are prone to

judge a Papal interdict according to the

measure of what they deem its success.

If the contumacy of the prince whom it

strikes is overcome, the firmness and

policy ofthe Pope are usually commended ;

but If, as has sometimes happened, it be

not overcome, the inference drawn by

such writers is that the increasing intelli

gence and civilisation of the age have

deprived the " Papal thunders " of their

terrors, and that the time has come for

disowning and abandoning the use of

them for evermore. Such language shows

an ignorance of the deep foundations on

which the interdict, with other Church

censures, rests. Our Lord gave the

power of binding, as of loosing, to his

Apostles, and He lias never withdrawn it.

But Jesus Christ did not tell them that

whatever they should " bind on earth "

should also be punished on earth, but

that it should be " bound also in heaven."

Through the dwindling of faith and the

decay of virtue a people may sink so low

as to countenance its rulers in resisting

the Church ; the rulers themselves may

be atheists and disregard ecclesiastical

censures ; and all this may pass with

apparent impunity. What thenP If

the interdict or other censure be just,

there is no real impunity; the sin of the

offender is " retained " in heaven as the

priest has retained it on earth, and if he

make not amends in this life he will

have to make all the more amends in the

next. Nevertheless the Church has with

good reason suspended for a long time

past the proclamation of these general

censures ; lest, if the contumacious were

to contemn them with impunity, and so

gain an apparent triumph, the faith of

the common people, already weak and

assailed from many quarters, might be

still more shaken and impaired

2. In canon law the term interdict is

also used of a judicial order, in the sense

familiar to the civil law, from which the

threefold distinction into interdicts for

restoring, obtaining, and retaining, and

numerous other provisions are also bor

rowed. (Ferraris, Interdicta, Inter-

dictum.)

INTERSTICES (interstitia) . The

intervals which canon-law requires be

tween the reception of the various de

grees of orders. The Council of Trent

recommends that even minor orders be

conferred at intervals, so that the candi

date should have time to perfect himself

in the theory and practice of each, before

proceeding to the next; this, however,

it leaves to the discretion of the bishops.

After taking the last grade of minor

orders, the Council requires the interval

of a year liel'ore the candidate proceeds

to the sub-diaconate, "unless necessity or

the good of the Church should in the I

bishop's judgment dictate a different

course." With the like salvo, it is pro

vided that a full year must elapse between

the sub-diaconate and the diaconate, and

the same period between the diaconate

and the priesthood. This full year need

not be the solar year of 305 days, but

may be the ecclesiastical year, as from

one Lent to another, or from one Pente

cost to another. A bishop cannot dis

pense with the interstices in ordaining

candidates coming to him from another

diocese, unless in their dimissorial letters

[Dimissoeials] this privilege is allowed

them. The members of religious orders

can be ordained in many cases by virtue

of special concessions obtained from the

Holy See, without observing the inter

stices; this is notably the case with

regard to the Society of Jesus. The

non-observance of the interstices, on

the part both of the ordinans and the

ordinand, is a sin ; but no penalty if

affixed to it in the law. (Ferraris, Inter-

stitia.)
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ixttkoxt. Words said in the Mass

when the priest has finished the Confiteor

and liaa ascended the altar. Le Bran and

Benedict XIV. attribute the introduction

of introits to Gregory the Great The

name refers either to the fact that it is

said at the beginning or "entrance" of

the .Mass, or else to the practice of having

the introit sung by the choir as the priest

"entered to" the altar.

The introit consists of an antiphon,

GloriaPatri,and usually of a psalm, which

it was once the custom to sing entire.

But some introits, called by Durandus

irregular, are taken from other parts of

Scripture. Such are the Puer natus, on

Christmas day, Spiritus Domini, on

Pentecost, Viri Galilsei, on the Ascension.

Some few in our present Missal give verses

from uninspired writers. Such are the

Salve Sancta Parens, Gaudeamus omnes

in Domino, Benedicta sit Sancta Trinitas.

On Whit Sunday the verse of the introit

is taken from the fourth (apocryphal)

book of Esdras. The version of Scripture

used in the introits is usually the Old

Latin, not the Vulgate.

The word for introit in the Ambrosian

Mass is Ingreasa, in the Mozarabic, Car

thusian, Dominican, Carmelite Missals it is

called Otticium.

ZZrVXTATORXTTM. (Inritatory

JWm.) The invitatory psalm, i.e. Ps. 94,

" Come let us rejoice before the Lord,"

is said at the beginning of Matins on all

days except the Epiphany and the last

three days of noly Week. The invita-

torium has an ant iphon,the whole of which

is repeated six times, and the half three

times, in the recitation of the psalm. The

recital of the invitatory psalm at the

beginning of the divine office is prescribed

in the rule of St. Benedict. Amakrius

(anno 822) tells us that in his time the

invitatory was used by the Romans in

the dominical but not in the ferial office,

so that the present practice on the three

last days of Holy Week is a relic of the

ancient use. The invitatory psalm, with

its antiphon, is omitted on the Feast of the

Epiphany simply because Ps. 94 occurs in

the third nocturn. Mystical reasons, e.g.

detestation of Herod's calling together the

scribes, and again because the Mngi came

to adore Christ without invitation, are

suggested by mediieval writers.

XBXSH CHURCH. In the fifth cen

tury Ireland was divided, as it was for

centuries afterwards, into several small

kingdoms. Some unknown preachers must

have found their way into the country

even before the mission of Palladius, and

converted some of the natives to the

faith of Christ, for St. Prosper in his

chronicle (published about 434), writes

that Palladius was sent by Pope Celes-

tiue in 431 " ad Scotos in Christum cre-

dentes," to the Scots believing in Christ.

The terms Scotia and Scots originally be

longed to Ireland and the Irish. This mis

sion of Palladius, who was deacon of the

Roman Church, did not last long, and

bore little fruit. So much we learn from

the Book ofArmagh (written before 700),

with the additional fact that Palladius

died in Britain on his return from Ireland.

The general conversion of the Irish

nation was reserved for St. Patrick, who

was probably born at the place now called

Kilpatrick on the Clyde,1 whence he was

carried as a slave into the north of Ireland

while still a youth. The degradation and

darkness of the inhabitants profoundly

impressed his pure and geuerous heart,

and from the time when he regained his

liberty, at the age of twenty-one, he de

voted himself to the divine service, and

the task of spreading the doctrines of sal

vation. After going through a course of

study at Marmouticr and Lerins, he

repaired to Borne. We next hear of him

as accompanying St. Gurmanus and St.

Lupus on their anti-Pelagian mission to

Britain. Being selected by St. Germanus

to preach the faith in Ireland, he went

first—if we may accept the testimony of

Probus*—to Rome to obtain the apo

stolic blessing. Celestine dying soon after,

Patrick left Rome and journeyed towards

Ireland. Hearing on his way of the death

of Palladius, he went to St. Amatorex,

who ordained him bishop. Landing in

Ireland in 432, he attended the assembly

of the Irish kings and chieftains held on

the hill of Tara in that year. His recep

tion was not very encouraging ; however,

he converted several, and among others

the father of St. Benignus, his immediate

successor in the see of Armagh.

St. Patrick fixed his principal resi

dence at Armagh, which became the pri-

matial see of the island. In the course

of his long career, extending beyond sixty

years, he visited and converted the greater

part of Ireland, and established bishoprics

m all the provinces. Among his chief

1 Dr. Moran, Bishop of Ossory, who for

merly leant to the opinion that the place was

near Boulogne in France, has lately written

convincingly in favour of ihe Scottish site.

' Probus wrote a Life of St. Pntrick in

the tenth century ; see O'Curry's Material! of

Ancient Iritn JJistory.
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companions and assistants were Auxilius,

Isserninus, and Secundinus. The Irish

people received the gospel with extraordi

nary readiness. St. Patrick left few

writings behind him; his " Confession," a

kind of autobiography, is his chief work.

We have also his circular letter against

Coroticus, and the canons of a synod

which he held with Auxilius and Isser

ninus, about 453, to regulate Church dis

cipline. Iu his " Confession " he does not

mention the Pope or the Holy See, and

Beda, in his " Ecclesiastical History," is

silent about St. Patrick's mission. Hence

Protestant writers have inferred that he

had no mission from Rome, and preached

a Christianity of his own, distinct from

that of the Popes ; in short, that he was a

kind of Protectant, This hypothesis has

been exploded by Dr. Lanigan, Bishop

Moran, and others, who show that al

though St. Patrick, having a special

object in view when he wrote the " Con

fession," says nothing in it about Rome,

yet the history of the early Irish Church

is unintelligible unless we assume a close

and filial relation to the Holy See to have

existed from the first. Within a cen

tury after St. Patrick, St. Columbanns,

the great Irish missionary of the sixth

century, said to the Pope, " The Catholic

faith is held unshaken by us, as it was

delivered to us by you, the successors of

the holy Apostles." 1 Another theory was

put forward by the learned Usher, the

Protestant Archbishop of Armagh ; it

was that Ireland did not owe her Chris

tianity to Rome, nor even to St. Patrick,

since alio already possessed a hierarchy at

the time when the saint arrived. But

when che names of the bishops supposed

to have belonged to this hierarchy—Ailbe,

Declan, Ibar, Kieran, &c—came to beex-

amined, Dr. Lanigan was able to prove

that they were all posterior in date to St.

Patrick.1

With respect to Beda, although it is

true that he ones not mention St. Patrick

in hi6 Ecclesiastical History, the circum

stance—singular as it must be admitted

to be—may perhaps be explained on the

ground that he chose to confine himself

strictly to the religious concerns of the

Angles and Saxons. It is impossible to

infer from it that Beda passed over the

conversion of Ireland in silence, because

he, a zealous adherent of Rome, disap

proved of a work effected independently

1 Moran, Essayt on the Early Irish Church,

P- 4-
* Ibid. p. 40.

of Rome. Had he so felt, he would have

studiously avoided speaking of St. Pat

rick in his other writings, as well as in his

history. But the fact is that in both his

" Martyrologies," Beda does give the

name of St. Patrick. In the prose one,

under March 17, he says, "In Scotia, the

birthday of the holy Patricius, bishop

and confessor, who first in that country

preached the gospel of Christ." In his

metrical martyrology, under the same

day, he says, " Patricius, the servant

of the Lord, mounted to the heavenly

court."

The death of the apostle of Ireland

occurred in 493. The present sketch of

the history of the Church in Ireland from

that time to our own day will be divided

into three periods: 1, that of sanctity,

learning, and missionary energy (493-

800) ; 2, that of invasions and usurpation,

(VOO-1530) ; 3, that of persecution (1530-

1829). The period commencing at the

last-named date will be regarded by our

descendants, if present appearances may

be trusted, as an era of restoration.

I. The Irish saints are divided by the

national hagiographers into three classes.

In the first, which consists of those of the

earliest Christian age down to about 530,

the principal figures are those of St. Pat

rick himself, St. Brigid of Kildare, St.

Ibar, St. Declan, and St. Kieran. The

second class, from 530 to 600, contains

St. Coemgen or Kevin, the two Brendans,

.Jarlath of Tuam, and the great St. Co-

lumba or Columbkill. The third class,

whose period is from 600 to about 660,

contains St. Maidoc, the first Bishop of

Ferns ; St. Colman of Lindisfarne, Ulton,

Fursey, &c. The first class, in the words

of the ancient authority quoted by Dr.

Lanigan,1 " blazes like the sun, the

second like the moon, the third like the

stars . . . the first most holy, the second

very holy, the third holy."

That learning, in all the branches

then known, was eagerly followed by

Irish students from the time of the con

version, is a fact of which there is abun

dant evidence. A copious literature

sprang up, consisting of monastic rules,

tracts on ritual and discipline, homilies,

prayers, hymns, genealogies, martyrolo

gies in prose and verse, and lives of saints.

This literature, as was to be expected,

was partly composed in the vernacular

and partly in Latin : but the bulk of it

was in the Gaelic. The extant remains

are still considerable; that they are not

1 Hietory of the Church of Ireland, U. 880.
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yet more copious is explained by Professor

O'Currv in a remarkable passage, wbich

will be cited in a different connection

further on.

The English Beda bears ungrudging

testimony to the high character of the

Irish missionaries who had laboured in

Northumbria, and to the general belief in

the excellence of the Irish schools. " The

whole solicitude of those teachers," he

says, " was to serve God, not the world ;

their one thought was how to train the

heart, not how to satisfy the appetite." 1

The special excellence of the Irish schools

was the interpretation of Scripture ; thus,

about 650, Agilbert, a French bishop,

resided a long time in Ireland " for the

sake of reading the Scriptures." ' Some

years later (664) it became a common

practice with the Northumbrian thanes

to visit Ireland, either with a view to

greater advance in the spiritual life, or

for the sake of biblical knowledge, " divinse

lectionis." These last would go from

place to place, attending the cells of the

different masters ; and so generous were

the natives, that they provided for

them all " their daily food free of cost,

books also to read, and gratuitous teach

ing." 3

The missionary energy of the Irish

Church, commencing with a little island

off the coast of Mull, which it made a

basis for further operations, ended by

embracing France, Switzerland, and Italy

within the scope of its charity. St. Co-

lumba, of whom Montalembert in his

" Monks of the West " has given to the

world a graphic portraiture, founded the

monastery of Hy or Iona in 663, chiefly

with a view to the conversion of the Picts

dwelling in the north of Scotland. For

more than 230 years Iona continued to

flourish, and was a centre of pure religion,

education, art, and literature to all the

surrounding countries. Here, as in a

" sacred storehouse," 4 rest the bones of

not a few Irish, Scottish, and Norwegian

kings. It was devastated by the Danes in

795, and the monks were dispersed a few

years later. From Iona the monk Aidan,

at the invitation of king Oswald, came into

Northumbria, the Angles of which were

still mostly Pagans, and founded in 633

a monastery on the isle of Lindisfarne, of

which he became the first bishop. To

him and his successors the conversion of

• Bist. Eccl. iii, 28.

* Ibid. iii. 7.

» Ibid. iii. 27.

4 Shaksp. Macbeth, Act II. sc. 4.

the northern English was chiefly due.

Lindisfarne in its turn became a great

school of sacred learning and art, and its

bishopric ultimately grew into the palatine

see of Durham. In East Anglia the Irish

St. Fursey assisted Felix the Burgur.dian

in the conversion of the natives ; in Wessex

the Irish Maidulf founded the great con

vent of Malmesbury. In the sixth and

seventh centuries Irish missionaries were

active in France: Fridolin restored re

ligion at Poictiers, and recovered the relics

of St. Hilary ; St. Fursev founded a mon

astery at Lagny; St. Fiacre settled at

Paris ; and Oolumbanus founded in Bur

gundy the historic monastery of Luxeuil.

In Switzerland the name of the town and

canton of St. Gall perpetuates the memory

of an Irish anchorite, who in 613 planted

a cross near a spring in the heart of a dense

forest, south of the lake of Constance, and

by despising the world drew the world to

him. Bobbio, in Italy, was the last founda

tion and resting-place of St. Columbanus.

In Germany, the Irish Fridolin, the hero

of many a tender Volktlied and wild

legend, was probably the lirst apostle of

the Alemanni in Baden and Suabia.1

The well-known controversy respecting

the right observation of Easter, which

raged in the seventh and eighth centuries

between those who had received a Roman

and an Irish training respectively, turned

on the fact that the Irish Church, from its

isolation in the far west, and the diffi

culties of communication with the centre

of unity, had fallen somewhat behindhand

in ecclesiastical science, and not adopted

the improved methods ofcalculation which

had come into force in Latin Christendom

generally.3 After there had been time for

a full discussion and comparison of views,

the Irish gradually came round to the

better practice. At a synod held at Old

Leighlin, in 630, a letter having come

from Honorius I., tie Roman cycle and

rules for computing Easter were adopted

in all the south of Ireland.3 At Iona and

in the north of L-eland the necessary

1 Art "Fridolin," by Hefele, in Wetzer

and Welte.

* The erroneous practice was not that of

the Quartodecimans [Easter, Cyci.k], for the

Irish always waited for Sunday betore cele

brating the feast ; it consisted in keeping

Easter from the fourteenth to the twentieth

day of the first month, instead of from the

fifteenth to the twenty-first ; the consequence

being that when Sunday fell on the fourteenth,

Easter began to be kept on the evening of the

thirteenth day, that is before the occurrence of

the Paschal full moon.

* Laaigan, ii. 889.
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change was deferred for many years.

Adaninan, Abbot of Hy, laboured hard

between 701 and 704 to introduce the

Roman Easter, and met with considerable

success. But the decisive adoption of it

at Hy is said to have been due to the per

suasions of St. Egbert, about 716.1

II. Peri/d of Invasions.—The Danes

(called "Ostmen " by the Irish), appeared

on the Irish coasts about the end of the

eighth century. Wherever they came,

they desecrated churches, burnt monas

teries, destroyed books, pictures, and sculp

tures ; murdered priests, monks, and poets.

To the ferocity of the wild beast they

joined the persevering energy of the

Teuton ; their arms were better than those

of the Irish, and perhaps they had more

skill in handling them. Confusion and

lamentation were soon in every part of

the island. Men, after a while, seeing the

continued success of these odious Pagans,

began to doubt of Providence, and to

grow slack in faith. Sauve qui pent be

came the general feeling, and the gene

rosity towards the Church of the converts

of the age of St. Patrick underwent a

selfish but not unnatural reaction in their

descendants. " When foreign invasion

and war had cooled down the fervid de

votion of the native chiefs, and had dis

tracted and broken up the long-established

reciprocity of good offices between the

Church and the State, as well as the

central executive controlling power of the

nation, the chief and the noble began to

feel that the lands which he himself or

bis ancestors had offered to the Church,

might now, with little impropriety, be

taken back by him, to be applied to his

own purposes, quieting his conscience by
the necessity of the case." a The beautiful

Glendalough, founded by St. Kevin about

649, being near the sea, was peculiarly ex

posed to Danish assault ; but not one of

the principal monasteries—Armagh, Kil-

dare, Clonmacnoise, Slane, &c.—escaped

destruction at one time or other. Dublin—

of which the Irish name is " Ath-cliath "—

became a Danish city. From time to time

the invaders were heavily defeated—as in

the battle of Clontarf (1014) when the

victorious Brian Boru fell in the hour

of victory. Gradually they adopted

Christianity, lost their national language,

and were blended with the natives, never

having, as in England, succeeded in sub

jecting the whole island to their rule.

In the course of the twelfth century,

> Bed. HM. Eccl. v. 22.

' CCurry, MaUriaU, &c. p. 843.

the power of the O'Neils of Ulster, who

had for a long period been over-lords of

the whole of Ireland, declined, and the

O'Connors of Connaught attempted to

take their place. But it was a weak and

wavering sovereignty, and the kings of

the five petty kingdoms were continually

plotting, combining, and making war one

against another. A state of general in

security and lawlessness was the natural

result ; and though the faith of the people

remained intact, moral disorder in every

form was rampant, and the discipline of

the Church was often set at nought. The

clergy, probably for the sake of greater

stability and safety, tended to cluster

together under some monastic rule; and

the laity, abandoned to themselves, fell

a prey to gross superstitions and excesses.

The Popes, by sending legates, and writing

admonitory letters from time to time,

attempted to reform the state of society.

In the first half of the twelfth century a

powerful influence for good was exerted

by the admirable sanctity of St. Malachy,

who died at Clairvaux under the eyes of

St. Bernard, in 1148, and whose life was

written by his great friend. The state of

things at Armagh, when Malachy was

elected to the primacy in 1125, is a good

illustration of the disorder which pervaded

the Irish Church. A certain powerful

family had for more than two hundred

years claimed the primatial chair as a

hereditary possession ; for fifteen genera

tions they bad made good their claim ;

and of these fifteen occupants of the see

only six were in holy orders, the rest

being married laymen, who, though they

did not presume to exercise the episcopal

functions, enjoyed the title and emolu

ments of the bishopric.1 Celsus, the last

of the series, being a good man, procured

the election of St. Malachy as his succes

sor ; but the family resented thisintrusion

on their "rights, and presented to the

see one of themselves, Mnrchadh by name,

upon the death of Celsus. For the sake

of peace, St. Malachy waited live years

before entering Armagh ; on the death of

Murchadh, in 1133, he was peaceably in

stalled. In 1138 the saint visited Koine,

where the Pope, Innocent II., received

him with the highest honour, and ap

pointed him his legate in Ireland. His

zeal, but still more his saintly example,

effected a salutary change in the northern

parts of Ireland, where, having obtained

leave to resign the primacy, he spent the

i Lingard, But of Eng., ii. 89.
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last ten years of his life as bishop of the

email see of Down.

At the beginning of his reign, Henry II.

had obtained the approbation of Pope

Adrian IV., an Englishman, for his pro

ject of entering Ireland, ostensibly with a

view to extirpating vice and ignorance

among the natives, and attaching the

island more closely to the see of St. Peter.

Of this bull Henry made no use for many

years, and the actual invasion of Ireland

by Strongbow and other Norman knights

was in a manner accidental. For several

generations things went on much as before ;

the English power was confined to the

" Pale," or strip of country on the eastern

coast ; in the rest of Ireland the native

princes, though they often recognised an

ill-detined over-lordship in the English

kings, reigned practically after their own

fashion. Outside the Pale, Brehon, not

feudal law prevailed. One benefit, at

least, resulted : the Normans were great

builders ; and noble churches of stone soon

covered the land. It is true that in this

reform they were preceded by St. Malachy,

who had built a church of stone at Bangor,

near Carrickfergus, to the great amaze

ment of the natives, who had, till then,

seen only their own ingeniously constructed

edifices of timber and wickerwork.

Three great Irish synods were held in

the twelfth century. At the first, that of

Kells (1152), at which a Roman cardinal

presided, the metropolitan dignity of the

three sew of Cashel,' Dublin, and Tuam

was solemnly recognised ; but the primacy

over the whole island was still reserved

to Armagh. At the second, that of Cashel

(1172), held immediately after the inva

sion, Church property was declared to be

exempt from the exactions of the chief

tains, the regular payment of tithes was

enjoined, and it was ordered that all

matters of ritual should bo arranged in

future " asrreeably to the observance of the

Church of England "—in other words, ac

cording to Roman usage. The third synod,

that of Dublin (I1H0), passed several

canons of ritual ; it is chiefly noted for a

sermon, preached before it by Gerald de

Barri, or Cambrenais, in which, while

praising the orthodoxy and the continency

of the Dish clergy, he lamented that too

many of them were addicted to intem

perance.

Many of the English and Normans

who settled in Ireland after the invasion

1 Cashel was already regarded as a metro

politan see as early as 1111, and its bishops

exerted corresponding powers to some extent;

adopted by degrees the dress, customs,

and laws of the natives, and became no

less intractable than they in their attitude

towards the English government. An

effort was made to stop this process by

the Statute of Kilkenny (11307), which

made it treasonable for those of English

descent to marry, or enter into the rela-

tion of fosterage, or contract spiritual

affinity with the natives ; and forbade to

the same class, on pain of forfeiture of

property, the adoption of an Irish name,

or the use of the Irish language, dress,

or customs. But this statute was to a

great extent inoperative, and from the

date of its enactment to the time of

Henry VIII. there were two parties in

continual opposition to the government,

the " English rebels," and the " Irish

enemies." The demarcation between

English and Irish which the civil go

vernment thus did its utmost to maintain,

was partially introduced, and with the

most unhappy results, into the adminis

tration of Church affairs. In the coun

ties of the Pale it was scarcely possible

for an ecclesiastic of Irish race to obtain

preferment. The invasion by the Scots

under Edward Bruce in 1315, though

ultimately defeated, caused great con

fusion, and called forth during its con

tinuance many tokens of sympathy from

the Irish clergy. This, says Mr. Malone,

was made a pretext for "throwing off

the mask," 1 and under colour of disloyalty

Irishmen were excluded from all the

higher dignities and benefices. Yet it

would appear that this exclusion could

not have extended much beyond the Pale ;

for if we examine the lists of bishops occu

pying the Irish sees in 1350, we find that

out of thirty-three names, eighteen are

certainly Irish, thirteen English, while

two may be doubtful. All through this

time of confusion and disunion a strong

religious feeling was abroad, animating

the men of both races alike, and direct

ing them to common objects. In the

thirteenth century we hear of 170 mon

asteries being founded ; about 55 in the

fourteenth ; and about 60 in the fif

teenth. Two unsuccessful attempts were

made to found universities : one at Dublin

(1320) by Archbishop Bicknor ; the

other at Drogheda, by the Parliament

which sat there in 1465.

III. Period of Peneeution. By the

in 1140 it was formally recognized as such by

Innocent II. at the request of St. Malachy

(Lanigan, iv. 20).

1 Church Hutory of Ireland, ch. ix.
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aid of Brown, the Archbishop of Dub

lin, an Englishman, who had embraced

the Lutheran opinions, Henry VIII.

had some success in imposing' his doc

trine of the royal supremacy on the

Irish clergy. Under Mary all progress

in this direction was reversed. Soon

after the accession of Elizabeth, in 1560,

a packed Parliament was convened at

Dublin which passed an Act of Uniform

ity, declaring the royal supremacy over

the Church, and imposing the Protestant

Prayer-book. By many Protestant writ

ers 1 it has been maintained that the

bishops, with the exception of two, either

approved of, or acquiesced in the new

order of things, and that the people for

many years frequented the churches

where the English service was performed.

The falsehood of all such statements has

been exposed by the Bishop of Ossory.3

The real state of the case appears to

have been this. The Archbishop of Dublin,

Ourwin, conformed to Protestantism, and

O'Fihel, Bishop of Leighlin, did the same.

The conduct of four bishops (Ossory,

Ferns, Cork, and Clonfert) is more or

less suspicious. The remainder of the

Irish hierarchy, viz. the Archbishops of

Cashel and Tuam (the see of Armagh

was vacant), two bishops holding sees

in the Pale (who were deprived by the

government), and sixteen other bishops

of suffragan sees, remained faithful to

their canonical obligations. As these

bishops died, or as, in the course of the

Elizabethan wars, the government was

able to consolidate its power in the re

moter parts of Ireland, the cathedrals,

Church lands, and other Church property

were made over to Protestant bishops

and ministers appointed under the Act

of Uniformity. The Catholic Bishop of

Kilniore, Richard Brady, was expelled

from the see so late as 1 585. The Holy

See did all that it could to support the

oppressed Church of Ireland, and animate

the clergy to meet their sufferings with

an unbending fortitude. A nuncio was

sent to reside at Limerick, money and

arms were liberally provided, the inter

vention of Spain solicited, and Irish

ecclesiastics visiting Rome welcomed and

assisted. Except in the case of Dublin,

the seat of the Anglo-Irish government,

where the see was left vacant for many

years from the absolute impossibility of

1 Bishop Mant, Dean Murray, &c

* Episcopal Succession in Ireland, See also

an article in the Contemporary RexiewJ for May

1880, on " Dr. Littledale," &c.

any prelate residing there in safety, the

successions of bishops in all the Irish

sees appear to have been regularly main

tained through all the period of perse

cution.

The cause of learning, to which the

Irish Church had been ever devoted,

could not but suffer in this prolonged

conflict. Before the change of religion

in England there had been some encourag

ing signs of progress in the reconciliation

of the races through the influence of a

common interest in intellectual pursuits.

Among the distinguished Oxford students

of the first thirty years of the sixteenth

century, a considerable proportion were

Irishmen,' and it is impossible to doubt

that had peace and religious unity been

preserved, this resort to the English uni

versities would have gone on increasing

until it bore its natural fruit in the

establishment of a great university on

Irish soil. The change of religion in

England cut off the supply of Irish

students; Catholicism became a perse

cuted creed ; and the effect on learning—

its professors, seats, implements, and

productions—may be understood from

the following vigorous passage. " From

about the year 1 630, in the reign of the

English king Henry VIII., to the year

1703, the priests of Ireland were ever

subject to persecution, suppression, dis

persion, and expatriation, according to

the English law; their churches, mo

nasteries, convents, and private habita

tions were pillaged and wrested from

them; and a Vandal warfare was kept

up against all that was venerable and

sacred of the remains of ancient lite

rature and art which they possessed.

When, therefore, we make search for the

once extensive monuments of learning

which the ecclesiastical libraries contained

of old, we must remember that this shock

ing system continued for near 300 years ;

and that during all that long period the

clergy—the natural repositories of all the

documents which belonged to the history

of the Church—were kept in a continual

state of insecurity and transition, often

compelled to resort to the continent for

education, often forced to quit their homes

and churches at a moment's notice, and

fly for their lives, in the first instance to the

thorny depths of the nearest forest or the

damp shelter of some dreary cavern, until

such time, if ever it should come, as they

could steal away to the hospitable shores

1 See the list in Wood's Athena Oxon.

Wood does not go farther back than 1500.
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of some Christian land on the continent

of Europe." 1

Under James I. and Charles I., the

Oathalic clergy having been now stripped

of all their property, and the laity of a

considerable portion of theirs, some

toleration was extended by the govern

ment to Catholic worship. The terrible

rising of 1641 was the commencement of

a war of eleven years, ending with the

surrender of Galway in 1662. Innocent

X. sent the Archbishop of Fermo (Rin-

uccini) as his nuncio to Ireland in the

autumn of 1645, with considerable sup-

5lies of arms and money. Unfortunately

issension arose in the national ranks ; a

moderate section of the clergy, with most

of the Catholic gentry and laity, were for

aiding the King against the Parliament,

and not exacting from him very stringent

conditions ; but the bulk of the population,

supported by the nuncio and the inferior

clergy, were for turning the war into a

struggle for complete religious freedom

and national independence. Cromwell

transported his victorious army to Ireland

in 1640, and by several successful sieges,

followed by bloody military executions,

broke the strength of the resistance.

The conquest of the island was completed

by his lieutenants. The sufferings of the

Irish clergy during, and still more after,

the war were indescribable. Bishop

O'Brien of Emly was executed by Ireton's

order (1651) after the fall of Limerick.

Bishop Egan of Ross was murdered by

Ludlow's soldiers in 1650. In the same

year Bishop McMahon of Clogher, being

in command of a body of Irish troops,

fell into the hands of the Puritans, and,

though quarter had been promised, was

hanged. A letter of Br. Burgatt, after

wards Archbishop of Cashel, written in

1667, says that in the persecution begun

by Cromwell "more than 300 [clergy]

were put to death by the sword or on the

scaffold . . . ; more than 1000 were

sent into exile, and among these all the

surviving bishops," except the Bishop of

Kilmore, who was too old to move.' The

Puritan soldiers put every priest to death

whom thev fell in with ; and yet so close

a tie of affection bound the clergy to their

native land and their people, that even in

1658, about the worst time of all, there

were upwards of 160 priests in each pro

vince.3 The regular clergy were no better

1 O'Currv's Materials, fcc. p. 355.

' Moran," Hist. Sktlch of the Persecution

ultder Cromwell (1862), p. 82.

* lb. p. 98.

off; the Acts of the General Chapter of

the Dominican Order held at Rome in

1656, mention that out of 000 friars who

were in the island in 1646 not a fourth

part were 'left, and of forty-three con

vents cf the order, not one remained

standing.1 All these horrors the Puritans

pretended to justify, as done in retalia

tion for the massacre of Protestants in

1641. That a great number of persons

were cruelly put to death at the time of

that rising is undeniable: but, as Lingard

points out, 2 the main object pursued was

not the murder of Protestants, but the

recovery of the confiscated lands. He sig

nificantly adds, " That they [the Irish]

suffered as much as they inflicted cannot

be doubted."

The exiles, both priests and laity, were

cast on the French coast in a st ate of such

utter destitution, that, but for prompt and

ample relief, many must, have perished.

Happily, a saint was at hand to help them.

St. Vincent of Paul, filled with compas

sion for these victims of war and fanati

cism, collected money and clothing for

them, and provided them all with homes

and shelter; he even sent considerable

supplies to Ireland.3 The Bishop of Ossory

also gives detailed proof of the unwearied

solicitude of the Holy See, for many years

after the Cromwellian invasion, in pro

curing succours of every kind for the Irish

Catholics, and itself aiding them with

money to the utmost of its power.4

The Act of Settlement (1060) legalised

the Cromwellian spoliations ; but the

Catholic worship was tolerated all through

the reign of Charles II. At the Revolu

tion, the Irish espoused the cause of their

king, who, whatever quarrel the English

might have with him, had done Ireland

no wrong. Neither the letter nor the

spirit of the constitution enjoined that

the Irish Parliament and people should

change their king whenever it might suit

the English people to change theirs. But,

in the absence of effectual aid from abroad,

the superior resources of the stronger

nation crushed the resistance of the weaker;

and a period commenced for the Irish

1 Moran, op. cit. p. 74.

* Hitt. of Engl. vii. app. note nnn.

5 Moran, op. cit. p. 52.
* Ahout 1688, 72,000 francs a year were

supplied by Rome for the support of the Irish

peculnr clergy and laity. In 1699 the Pope

sent to James II., at St Germain's, 58,000

francs for the Irish ecclesiastic* exiled that

year. From about 1750 to 1800 the Popes

sent the I rish bishops a huudred Roman

crowns a year in aid of Catholic poor schools.
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Church and people sadder than any that

had preceded it. The writings of Burke, and

—among recent publications—Mr. Leckys

"History of the Eighteenth Century,"

paint in detail the picture *of Ireland

ruined and outraged by the penal laws.

Whatever iniquitous law and crafty ad

ministration could devise to destroy the

faith of the people was tried during the

gloomy century which began at the Revo

lution, but all to no effect. The ill-success

of the Americanwar compelled the English

government to propose the first relaxation

of the penal laws in 1778. From that

time the Irish Church has been step by

step regaining portions and fragments of

the rights of wnich she was deprived in

the sixteenth century. The Protestant

Church was disestablished in 1869. The

last twenty years have seen the island

covered with beautiful religious edifices-

cathedrals, parish churches, convents, col

leges, &c. Of such a people it may be

justly said, " In much experience of tribu

lation they have had abundance of joy,

and their very deep poverty hath abounded

unto the riches of their simplicity." 1

The following is a list of the Irish

sees, of which four are metropolitan and

twenty-four suffragan :—

Province of Armagh.

Armagh Meath

Derry Clogher

Dromore Raphoe

Down and Connor Ardagh

Kilmore

Province of Dublin.

Dublin Oasory

Kildare and Leighlin Ferns

Province of Cashel.

Caahel and Emly VVaterford and Lismore

Cork Cloyne

Rillaloe Ross

Limerick Kerry

Province of Tuam.

Tuam Elphin

Achonry Gahvay

Kilniacduagh and Kil- Clonfert

fenora Killala

Mitred Abbot: The Most Rev. the Abbot of

Mount Melleray, Cappoquin.

(Lanigan, " Ecclesiastical History of

Ireland," 1829; Plowden, "Historical Re-

viewof the State of Ireland," 1803 ; Malone,

" Church History of Ireland," 3rd edition,

1880; Moran [Bishop of Ossory], "Spici-

legium Ossonense : ' " Essays on the

Origin, Doctrine, and Discipline of the

early Irish Church," 1864; "Historical

Sketch of the Persecutions suffered by the

1 2 Cor. viii. 2.

Catholics of Ireland under Cromwell ana

the Puritans " [1862].)

IRISH COI.USOE. The munificent

Pontiff to whom the English College owed

its foundation—Gregory XIII.—contem

plated a similar institution for Ireland ;

but on mature consideration he judged

that whatever portion of the Papal reve

nues could be spared to aid that injured

people would be better spent in sending

them money and arms, at a time when

they were engaged in a deadly struggle

with their English oppressors, than in

any other way. His original desire was,

however, carried out by his nephew the

Cardinal Ludovico Ludovisio, who in

1628 founded a college near the Piazza

Barberini for the instruction of Irish

theological students, who were afterwards

to return to their own land, and do their

best to keep alive the flame of religion

among their persecuted countrymen. The

celebrated Irish Franciscan Fr. Luke

Wadding, the historian of his order, was

the first rector of the college, which

opened with six students, and a dotation

of fifty scudi per month. Cardinal Ludo

visio by his will bequeathed to it a

large vineyard at Castel Oandolfo, and a

thousand scudi of annual rent ; he further

directed that its management should be

transferred to the hands of the Society

of Jesus. A permanent site for the

college was found near the convent of the

Dominican nuns of the Annunziata.

The students attended lectures at the

Collegio Romano [Roman College].

The college remained under Jesuit

management till 1773, when the order

was suppressed ; from that time to the

date of the French invasion—when it

shared in the general ruin which fell on

all the Roman colleges— it was governed

by an Irish rector assisted by three or

four secular priests of that nation. In

1826 it was restored by Leo XII. who

placed it in a suitable building near the

church of S. Lucia de' Ginnasi, with

Mgr. Blake for its first rector. Soon

afterwards it was arranged that the

Cardinal Prefect of Propaganda pro tern.

should always be the protector of the

college. Card. Cappellari, afterwards

Gregory XVI., who thus became their

protector, conceived a singular affec

tion for this Irish community and loaded

it with favours. In 1836 he paid a

formal visit to the college, while Paul

Cullen, afterwards Cardinal Archbishop

of Dublin, was rector; and in the same

year he made over to it the monastery
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and church of S. Agata alia Suburra. As

another proof of his regard, he granted

to the students the privilege of carry

ing in the annual procession of Corpus

Christi the staves of the baldacchmo

under which the Pope carries the Blessed

Sacrament, from the end of the colonnade

in the piazza of St. Peter's to the great

gate ot the Accoramboni palace.

its missa est. The meaning

of the word Missa is discussed under

Mass. Here it may suffice to say, that

after the Gospel the catechumens were

dismissed by the deacon with the words,

Ite Missa est; Go, you are dismissed, liter

ally "a dismissal is made;" and that the

same formula was repeated at the end of

the whole Mass. In the liturgies of St.

James, St. Basil, and St. Chrysostom, we

find the form " Let us go in the peace of

Christ," the people answering "In the

name of the Lord," " Benedicamus

Domino" is substituted in Masses of

ferias and Sundays in the penitential

seasons, " Requiescant in pace in Masses

of the dead, because these Masses were

followed by penitential prayers, and by

the absolution at the tomb, lor which the

people waited. (Benedict XIV., "De

Miss." Hefele, "Beitriige.")

ITINERARY (Itinerarium). A

form of prayer consisting of the canticle

Benedictus, with an antiphon, "preces,"

and two collects, intended for the use of

clerics when setting out on a journey, and

placed for their convenience at the end of

the Breviary. The collects are found in

the Gregorian Sacramentarv. The itiner

ary is not inserted in the older Breviaries.

But Gavantus refers to an ancient Ponti

fical which contains an itinerary for

prelates rather longer than ours but very

similar. (Gavant. torn. 11, § 69, cap. 6).

jacobins. The Dominicans had

before the Revolution three convents in

Paris, of which the chief was that of

St. James (Lat. Jacobus), in the Rue St.

Jacques. This was considered the princi

pal house of their order in France, and

from it French preaching friars were

called Jacobins. The second of their

houses at Paris was in the Hue St, Honors,

between the church of St. Roch and the

Place Vendome; before the Revolution it

had a noviciate and a library of thirty-two

thousand volumes. The Club Breton, con

taining the ablest and most dangerous men

in the National Assembly, began to iiold

its sittings in the library of the convent

in the Rue St. Honors in 1789; hence

their name was soon changed to Club

Jacobin. Later on, the church was used

as a place of meeting, and many of the

worst infamies and atrocities of the Re

volution were there debated and decided

on.

JACOBITE CHRISTIANS. A

name given to the Monophysites in Meso

potamia, Syria, Kurdistan, and East India,

who are subject to the heretical Patriarch

of Antioch. In 1850 they were said to

number about 80,000.

They call themselves Surigani, or

Syrian Christians ; the name Jacobite, by

which they are commonly known, is de

rived from Jacob or James, a monk of

Phasilta near Nisibis, and a disciple ol

the Monophysite Several of Antioch.

This monk, who was zealous in resisting

the authority of the Fourth General Coun

cil held at Chalcedon, and in denying

the two natures in Christ, was ordained

Metropolitan of Edessa by heretical

bishops, and with the consent of Severus.

When Severus died, in 639, James conse

crated his successor, and so the line of

Monophysite Patriarchs of Antioch has

been continued to this day. In 730 the

Jacobites entered into communion with the

Armenians, who also deny that there are

two natures in Christ, but the peace

between the two 6ects did not last long.

On the other hand, the Jacobites, al

though a distinct and independent body,

are in communion with the Monophysite

Copts of Egypt.

The Jacobite clergy are divided into

singers, readers, sub-deacons, deacons,

archdeacons, priests, chorepiscopi, perio-

deutai, bishops, metropolitans, and patri

arch ; but of these the archdeacon, cho-

repiscopus, and periodeutes are merely

nominated by the bishop without special

ordination.

The Patriarch is chosen in the follow

ing manner. Three names are selected by

the assembled bishops and placed in an

urn beneath the altar. After Mass has

been said, he whose name is first drawn

is chosen Patriarch. He holds office for

life, but may be deposed by the bishops if
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he falls away from the tenets of the

Jacobite Church. He is enthroned with

the title " Patriarch of the City of Anti-

och, and of the whole dominion of the

Apostolic chair." He has the right to

name and consecrate the other bishops

and metropolitans, and the blessing of

the chrism is reserved to him ; but before

he can exercise jurisdiction, his appoint

ment must be confirmed by a firman of

the Sultan. The ancient rule, observed

down to 1222, forbade anyone already a

bishop to be chosen Patriarch. Now,

generally speaking, it is a bishop who is

chosen, so that no further consecration is

needed. Since 878 it has been the cus

tom for the Patriarch to take a new

name on election, and since 1 293 that of

Ignatius, the martyred Bishop of Antioch,

has always been adopted. At first the

Patriarch had no fixed residence ; in 1166

Amida, the modern Diarbekir, became the

patriarchal residence, and at the close of

the fifteenth century it was transferred to

the monastery of Zapharan or St. Ananias,

near Mardin. The Patriarch is supported

partly by the monastery, partly by a con

tribution of grain from all the Jacobite

congregations.

Next comes the Maphrian, a dignity

which arose in the seventh century, when

the Jaeobitos gave the title of Katholikos

or Primate of the East, held since Jus

tinian's time by the Metropolitan of Se-

leucia and Ctesiphon, to one of their own

bishops. The first Maphrian, Maruthos,

appointed in 629, had twelve bishops in

Arabia and Persia subject to him, and

over them he had quasi-patriarchal

power, though he himself was nominated

by the Patriarch. At present the dignity

is merely titular.

The metropolitans are distinct in

name only from the other bishop. The

bishops, who are usually taken from the

monks, are very ignorant, rarely preach,

and though they read, scarcely under

stand the Syriac of their ritual. The

archdeacon, as syncellos, is the chief re

presentative of the bishop in settling dis

putes between the clergy, &c. Formerly

there were twenty metropolitans and 103

bishops. The number has fallen since to

eight Metropolitans and three bishops,

the Metropolitan of Jerusalem being

Maphriau.

The secular priests have to recite the

prayers of their Beth-gaza or Breviary

daily, and to administer the sacraments,

hut they support themselves in part by

agriculture, trade, &c. They may be

married men, but cannot contract •

second marriage. The Jacobite monas

teries, once exceedingly numerous, are

now comparatively few. The rabban or

abbot is chosen by the monks of his house,

but the election must be confirmed by the

bishop. The religious observe perpetual

abstinence from meat, and except in sick

ness from wine. They keep four fasts

besides Lent : viz. fifty days in honour of

St. Peter and St. Pajil, fourteen days in

honour of the Blessed Virgin's Assump

tion, twenty-five in honour of Christ's

birth, and the Niniviticum, or fast of

three days, at the beginning of the third

week before Lent. In other respects their

mode of life is most severe.

In a quarter of their own at Mardin,

a curious community of about 100 fami

lies are loosely attached to the Jacobite

church. They are descendants of the

Shemsiel, or worshippers of the sun, and

in 1762 the pasha inquired about their

religion, and told them no toleration was

granted except to those who possessed

divine books— i.e., to Mohammedans,

Jews, or Christians. Thereupon some

embraced the faith of Islam, the rest

were about to be executed, when the

Jacobite bishop interceded for them, and

afterwards induced them to join his

church. They are baptised Christians

and conform to the Jacobite rites, but

the}' only intermarry among themselves,

and have customs and ceremonies of their

own. (Assemani, " Bibliotheca Orient.,"

torn. ii. ; " Diss, de Monophys," No. I. III.

VI.. ; Le Quien, " Oriens Christianus,"

torn. ii. p. 1343 seq. ; Silbernagl, " Kir-

chen des Orients," Landshut, 1865, pp.

253 seq.)

JANSENISM. It is very difficult to

defirlb Jansenism, or even to describe it in

general terms, and therefore still more

dilficult to give a compendious history of

the movement. Properly speaking, it was

a heresy which consisted in denying the

freedom of the will and the possibility

of resisting divine grace. But from the

very beginning, Jansenius and his followers

had many objects in view, quite distinct

from their opinions on the efficacy of grace.

Perhaps the best description of Jansenism

is that it was a professed attempt to restore

the ancient doctrine and discipline of the

Church. The Reformers professed to re

store apostolic doctrine and discipline by

making new churches; the Jansenists

wished to remain in the Catholic Roman

Church, and to reform it from within.

The Reformers appealed to Scripture and
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made light of tradition. To the Jansenists

the Fathers were all in all, though, practi

cally, St. Augustine, and Western I'athers

under his influence, were taken as the sole

representatives of the Church's doctrinal

tradition, Rnd Jansenist contempt was re

served for the mediaeval Schoolmen. This

position of the Jansenists wit bin the Church

occasions fresh di tficulty in treating of their

history. Theycalled themselves Catholics,

and treated the existence of a Jansenist

sect as a mere phantom, invented to trouble

consciences and calumniate piousCatholics.

Nobody admitted he was a Jansenist, and

the Jansenist tendency displayed itself in

so many ways, in attempts to correct

doctrines, devotions, discipline, more or

less established, that it is often no easy

matter to decide where the reproach of

Jansenism was deserved. Undoubtedly,

some Catholics were far too ready to

narrow the limits of orthodoxy, and to

charge their opponents with Jansenism.

Thus, the " Bibliotheque Janseniste," which

appeared in 1722 and 1735, was placed on

the Index in 1744, and, ten years later,

the new edition, entitled, " Dictionnaire

des livres jansenistes," met with the same

fate. This book, ascribed to the Jesuit

Colonna,stigmatises even the great Aigus-

tinian theologians, Noris and Berti, and

others, as Jansenists. In this article we

propose to trace the different manifesta

tions cf Jansenism in chronological order ;

paying special attention to the authorita

tive condemnations of the Church.

1. Jansenius and his Book.—Cornelius

Jansen was born in 1585, at Accoy, in the

Dutch province of Leerdam, studied at

Utrecht, Louvain, and Paris, became con

nected with several disciples of Baius {e.g.,

James Bams and James Jansen), and,

from 1004, was the intimate friend of

John du Verger de Hauranne, born in

1581, and better known as the Abbe' de

St. Cyran. Jansenius, who taught for

some time at Bayonne, till, in 1017, he

became professor at Louvain, devoted him

self to the study of St. Augustine, while

his friend Hauranne, now Abb6 of St.

Cyran, near Poitiers, took on himself the

task of depicting the ancient constitution

of the Church. Jansen made several

journeys to the Spanish Court, as repre

sentative of the Louvain University, was

promoted to the see of Ypres in 1636,

and died May 6, 1638. Two years after

his death, Frommond published Jansen's

posthumous work, " Augustinus S.: Doc-

trina S. Aug. de Hum. Natures Sanitate,

jEgritudine, Medicina, adversus Pelagia-

nos et Massilienses," Lovanii, 1640, torn. 4,

Jansen had studied St. Au-rustine lor

twenty years. He submitted the book to

the Pope's judgment, though he could not

believe that it contained doctrinal error,

but this declaration was suppressed by the

editor. The work falls into three great

divisions, treating (1) of the history of the

Pelagian heresy; (-) of reason and au

thority in theological matters, the grace

of Adam and the angels, of fallen nature,

of mere nature (nntura pura) ; (3) of re

deeming grace, and the errors of the

Semipelagians and some moderns. The

following is a sketch of the doctrinal sys

tem maintained in the hook.

Since the fall, man's will is entirely

dominated by a double attraction, viz.

the heavenly attraction, or pleasure (delec-

tatio), which leads to good, the earthly

attraction which induces to evil, and the

will necessarily follows the attraction

which is stronger at the moment. Jan

senius did not deny the freedom of the

will in express terms, but he utterly re

jected the Catholic notion of freedom, viz.

the power to choose at the time good or

evil (libertas contradictionis), and asserted

merely the existence of freedom from ex

ternal constraint (libertas a coactioue).

He also destroyed all belief in grace

merely suflicient, as Catholic theologians

understand it: i.e., there was, according

to him, no grace which enabled a man to

perform a good action, and which failed,

or could fail, to produce its effect from

defect in correspondence on the part of

the agent. The grace which a man did

not follow might have been suflicient in

other circumstances, viz. if the impulse to

evil had not been so strong; but it was

insufficient relatively to the force on the

other side. If grace, or the impulse to

good, be represented by 6, the temptation

or impulse to evil, by 6J, the agent must

needs sin ; if the proportions were re

versed, he necessarily did the good pro

posed to him. Hence even the just are

not always able to fulfil God*s command

ments (see Prop, i., below) ; interior grace

is irresistible (Prop, ii.) ; there is no free

dom from interior necessity, but only from

exterior compulsion (Prop. iii.). Further,

he held that the error of the Semipela-

gians lay in making grace resistible (Prop,

iv.), and maintaining that Christ died for

all.

2. The History of Jansenism down to

the Constitution of Innocent X. in 1 053.—

The book excited great attention in the

Low Countries and in France when a

H
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second edition was issued in 1641. In

the same year it was condemned by the

Roman Inquisition, and, in the year fol

lowing, by Urban VIII., in general terms,

as renewing the errors of Bains. The

authenticity of Urban's bull was disputed ;

Flemish bishops, headed by Boonen, arch

bishop of Malines, and the University of

Louvain, resisted its publication for a con

siderable time ; and, although the French

king and the Sorbonne ranged themselves

on the side of authority, " the disciples of

St. Augustine "—as the Jansenista styled

themselves—were numerous and powerful.

The learned Antoine Arnauld, born in

1612, and after Richelieu's death Doctor

of the Sorbonne, was especially active.

He signalised himself in the early stage

of tho controversy by attacking Isaac

Habert, a Sorbonniste, and champion of

the Catholic doctrine on grace.

In 1649 Nicolas C jrnet submitted Five

Propositions from the " Augustinus " to

the Sorbonne, and a commission was

nominated to examine them. Friends of

the Jansenist doctrine, among whom Dr.

Louis de St. Amour was most prominent,

appealed to the Parliament, of which body

also many favoured Jansenism. The Par

liament prohibited the Sorbonne from

taking any further step, and committed

the inquiry to the assembly of the clergy.

On April 12, 1651, eighty-five bishops

wrote to Innocent X., begging him to

pronounce judgment on the Five Propo

sitions, although eleven bishops protested

against this immediate appeal to Rome, as

subversive of the Gallican liberties. The

Pope appointed five cardinals and thirteen

theologians to decide the question, and

after two years had been occupied in this

task, during which the Jansenists were

heard at length in their own defence, a

bull appeared (May 19, 1653), in which

a definitive sentence was given. Propo

sition I.—" Some commandments of God

are impossible to just men, wishing and

striving (to observe them) according to

the strength which they have at the time ;

moreover they lack grace, which would

make them (the commandments) possible."

Proposition II.—"No resistance in the

state of fallen nature is ever made to in

terior grace." Proposition III.—" For

merit and demeri* in the state of fallen

nature, man does not need freedom from

necessity, but only freedom from compul

sion." Proposition IV.—" The Semipela-

gians admitted the need of interior pre-

venient grace for each act, even for the

beginning of faith : and they were hereti

cal on this account, viz. because they

held that grace to be such that the human

will could resist or correspond to it'"—

were condemned as heretical. Proposi

tion V.—" It is Semipelagian to say that

Christ died, or shed his blood for all men

together," as false, rash, &c.,and, if meant

in the sense that Christ died only for the

elect, as heretical. Shortly after it was

iasued, an edict of the French king com

manded the reception of this bull ; the

French bishops, assembled atParis, thanked

the Pope for it, and it was registered by

the Sorbonne and the Louvain University.

The famous Franciscan Wadding, for

merly an advocate of the Five Proposi

tions, submitted to the judgment of the

Church.

Meanwhile the Jansenist spirit had

been active in other directions. St. Cyran

(" Lettres Chre'tiennes et Spirituelles,"

Paris, 1646), recurring, as he said, to the

primitive practice, held it inadvisable to

confess venial sins, or the number and

circumstances altering the species, of

mortal sins, while he required the utmost

perfection and purity of conscience for

communion, or even for assisting at Mass.

Under his direction, some of the nuns

belonging to the Convent of Port Royal,

near Paris, actually died without thf

sacraments. St. Cyran also published a

" Brief Explanation of the Mysteries of

Faith," and an edition of " St. Augustine

on Virginity," with notes inimical to vows.

He was imprisoned on suspicion of false

teaching by Richelieu, was liberated on

that statesman's death, and died, revered

as a martyr by his followers, in 1043.

A large number had come under his

influence—Singlin, his successor in the

direction of Port Royal, Antoine Arnauld,

his no less gifted sister, Ange'lique, &c.

Of these, Antoine Arnauld published his

famous book, " De la frequente Commu

nion" (Paris, 1643), in the year that

St. Cyran died. The object of the book

was to mend the relaxed discipline of the

Church. It urged the duty of imposing

public penance for mortal sins, even if

secret, and of preparing sinners for abso

lution and communion by a long course

of rigorous discipline. It was approved

by sixteen bishops and twenty doctors of

the Sorbonne, who, however, had not read

the preface with which it appeared, and j

which gave special offence, home eccle

siastics, i-.ij. Du Hamel, in the diocese of

Sens, ventured to reduce the Jansenist

theology to practice, and restored public

penance.
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3. Jansenism from the Bull of Inno

cent X. in 1653 to the Death of Arnauld in

1694.—The condemnation of tbe Five

Propositions by the Pope necessitated a

change in Jansenist tactic6, for the

Jansenists resolved to remain in external

communion with the Church. Some

appealed to a general council, but Arnauld

was now the real leader of the party, and

he hit upon a device which became the

main point of contention for many years.

He was willing to reject the Five Pro

positions, but he denied that they were

to be found in Jansenius or, if so found,

that they bore the sense imputed to them

in the Papal Constitution. Bishops and

theologians disproved Arnauld's assertion,

and the Pope reprobated it September 29,

1654. This only led Arnauld to develop

his views more thoroughly. The Duke of

Liancourt was refused absolution in the

parish of St. Sulpice, because of his con

nection with the Jansenists, and Arnauld

addressed two letters to the peer. In his

second letter ("Seconde Lettre de M.

Arnauld, docteur de Sorbonne, a un Due

et Pair de France, pour servir de reponse

a plusieurs Merits qui ont 6t6 publics

ci nitre la premiere lettre sur ce qui est

arrive1 a un seigneur de la cour dans une

l>aroisse de Paris." A Paris, 1655), he

distinguished between the "question of

law " (question de droit), and that of fact

(i/uestion defait) ; in other words between

the question whether the Five Propositions

as condemned by the Church were errone

ous, and the question whether the book

of Jansenius contained them in the sense

condemned. On the former question he

admitted the Church's infallibility and

the duty of entire submission ; the latter,

he said, was a question of historical fact

on which the Church might err, and it

was enough if the faithful received her

decision upon it with " respectful silence."

We mav remark in passing that nobody

claims infallibility for the Church in

facts merely historical, but here was a

question intimately, nay indissolubly,

connected with doctrine. Of what avail

would the Church's infallibility be if she

was liable to error in interpreting the

natural sense of books and propositions

submitted to her, and so of mistaking

truth for error, error for truth ? We

say the natural sense, for again it must

not be supposed that the Church professes

to read the heart of an author. He may

have used words in an unnatural sense,

he may have suffered from some mental

confusion or aberration, and on all that

hrS

the judgment belongs to God alone, to

God who searches the heart. But the

Church can judge of the natural and

obvious sense which words bear in a

book, nor could she execute her divine

commission to feed the flock of Christ if

she had no power to distinguish between

wholesome and poisonous pasture.

Generally speaking, the Jansenists

accepted the means of escape which

Arnauld had suggested. The nuns of

Port Royal, however, did so with diffi

culty, and only when overpersuaded by the

Abbess Angelique Arnauld. Anumg the

distinguished men of the party who took

up their abode in the Convent of Port

Royal des Champs after the nuns had

moved to Port Royal de Paris, Pascal

utterly refused to accept the compromise.

This did not hinder him, however, from

accomplishing a mighty work in the

Jansenist interest. In his " Provincial

letters" (Paris, 16561, published under

the pseudonym Louis Montalt, ho attacked

the Jesuits for relaxed morals and de

fended the Jansenist doctrine of grace

with a refinement of style and delicacy of

wit which have never been surpassed in

any literature. There were many members

of the party more learned than Pascal,

but he had no equal in genius. Nothing

can be more amazing than the interest

with which he invests the dry controversies

on grace, and although no doubt he wag

often unfair to the casuists whom he held

up to scorn and detestation, and although

many of his charges were rebutted— e.g.

by the Jesuit Father Daniel—the charm

of his book led his readers enptive, and

the answers were read by few. No one

who has read the " Provincial Letters " is

likely to lose the impression which they

make ; it may be said without exagger

ation that they touch every chord of the

human heart, and the sudden transitions

from logic and wit to sublime and

pathetic eloquence produce an effect

which can neither be resisted or effaced.

Pascal's " Pensees, fragments, et lettrea "

are a lasting monument of deep and

subtle thought, and have done good work

for religion, though even these are marred

here and there by Jansenist tendencies.

Pascal died young, in 1662. His friend

Nicole, also one of the solitaries of Port

Royal, wrote chiefly on moral subjects in

French which is still esteemed as a

model of correct writing. It must be

remembered that the work of the Jan

senist writers was very far from being

wholly evil. Arnauld and his friends
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defended many Catholic doctrines against

the Calvinists, and the elaborate work,

" Perpetuity de la Foi," by Arnauld and

Nicole, is perhaps the very best, as it

certainly is the most learned and ex

haustive, defence of the Catholic doctrine

on the Eucharist. Everyone knows what

important contributions the Port Royal

Jansenists made to the sciences of logic,

grammar, and philosophy, nor is it the

least among their many titles to enduring

fame that the great historian Tillemont

was their pupil.

The. Jansenists were not left long in

peace. Arnauld's thesis on the dis

tinction between the " question de droit "

and the " question de fait " was con

demned by the Sorbonne, and he with

sixty other doctors was expelled from that

society. " To-day," he writes to his

beloved sister Ang61ique, " they are

erasing my name from the list of doctors,

but I hope our Lord will not erase it

from the number of his servants." In a

Constitution of October 16, 1656, Alex

ander VII. declared that the Five Pro

positions were condemned " in the sense

of the author," and in 16C5 imposed on

all ecclesiastical persons the subscription

of a " formulary consisting of a solemn

profession so to accept the Papal condem

nation. Four bishops—those of Alet,

Anders, Beauvais, and Pamiers, refused

to sign except with the evasive distinction

between " droit " and " fait." After

nearly two years of strife and much

intrigue, Clement IX., early in 1669, re

stored the bishops to his favour, and

this step known as " the peace of

Clement was hailed by the Jansenists as

a triumph for themselves and a revocation

of past censures. In reality the Pope

was led to believe that the bishops had

made an unqualified submission. The

Jansenists were jubilant again when

Innocent XI. in 1679 censured a large

number of propositions extracted from

the lax casuists. Nobody certainly who

reads them will wonder at the scandal

and the reaction which lax theology

created. What, e.g., is to be said of a

writer professedly Christian who held

that " frequent confession and communion,

even in those who live like heathen, is a

mark of predestination " (Prop. 56) ?

But the peace of which the Jansenists

dreamed did not last. The Flemish bishops

in their zeal against error had required the

" formulary " to be signed with additions of

their own. These additions, as well as

vague accusations of Jansenism, the Pope

forbade in a brief of 1694, but Ht the

same time he did strictly require subscrip

tion to the original " formulary," and the

condemnation ofthe Five Propositions " in

the obvious sense which they bear." A

few months later " the great Arnauld," as

his disciples loved to call him, died in the

Low Countries, and his friend Nicole fol

lowed him the year after. Arnauld's

sister Angelique was gone more than

thirty years before ; the Society of Port

Royal des Champs had been scattered,

while the nuns had been forbidden to take

novices and ordered to dismiss their

pupils. It was during our next period, in

1709, that the nuns were all expelled ;

the convent itself was utterly destroyed in

1710.

4. Jansenism under Quesnel, down to

the publication of the Bull Unigenitus in

1713.—Pasquier Quesnel was born at Paris

in 1634, and ordained priest in 1659. At

an early age he had entered the Oratory

founded by Cardinal Be>ulle, in which

Jansenist principles had become dominant,

and devoted himself to learned pursuits.

In 1671 he published "Moral Reflexions

on the Gospels," and in 1675 a learned

edition of St. Leo, which was censured

by Clement X. On account of his refusal

to sign the formulary he was first ban

ished to Orleans, then in 1684 expelledfrom

the Oratory, and finally fled to Brussels,

whither Arnauld had gone in 1679. Here

he extended his Moral Reflexions on the

Gospels to Reflexions on the whole of the

New Testament. This enlarged work

appeared in two editions more and more

Jansenist than those of 1687 and 1692.

It was in Quesnel's arms that Arnauld

died, and to him he entrusted the care of

the party. Gerberon, a Benedictine of

the Congregation of St. Maur, was Ques

nel's companion in prison and exile, and

laboured long and zealously in the same

cause

Clement XI. (Pope from 1700 to 1721)

issued two bulls against Jansenism, each

of which marks an epoch in the contro

versy. The formerof these, the " Vineam

Domini," was occasioned by the " Cas de

Conscience." In 1701 a Jansenist con

sulted the Sorbonne on the lawfulness of

absolving a dying ecclesiastic who was

not convinced that the Five Propositions

as condemned by the Church were to be

found in the book of Jansenius. Forty

doctors, among whom were Dupin and

Natalia Alexander, signed a document

affirming that absolution should be given.

Bossuet's influence led nearly all these
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doctors (Dot, however, Dupin) to retract

their opinion, and Noailles, archbishop

of Pans, ranged himself, after some

wavering, on Bossuet's side. Dupin was

banished ; Quesnel, who had addressed a

violent letter to Noailles, was imprisoned

by the Archbishop of Malines, but escaped

to Amsterdam. In 1705 the Pope, at

the instance of the French Court, (rave a

fresh decision on the matter. In the

" Vineam Domini " he renewed the Consti

tutions of Innocent X. and Alexander

VII. and the Briefs of Clement IX. and

Innocent XII., and ujrain insisted that

Catholics were bound to give full and un-

doubting assent to the Church's decision on

the matter of fact, a " respectful silence "

being by no means sufficient. In 1711,

after difficulties and delays occasioned

chiefly by Colbert, archbishop of Rouen,

the Pope was satisfied that the French

episcopate had accepted the decree.

\V orse troubles were in store. Ques-

nel's "Moral Reflexions" had been pro

scribed by the Pope in 1708, but the

Parliament of Paris objected to any pro

hibition of French books except by their

own authority, and Noailles, the weak-

minded archbishop of Paris, was swayed

by the Jansenist Renaudot (now remem-

l«;red chiefly for his admirable translation

and edition of the Oriental Liturgies, still

the classical work on the subject), l)e la

Tour, general of the Oratory, Le Noir,

Boileau, and Duguet. The king, how

ever, and many French bishops were

waiting anxiously for the Pope to speak

out more fully. FeWon informed him of

the way Jansenism spread in France and

in neighbouring States. In 1713 the ex

pected answer came from Rome. The

bull " Unigenitus " condemned 101 pro

positions from the later editions of Ques

nel s book, and furnished a more complete

exhibition of the Church's mind on the

controversy than any which had hitherto

appeared. Forty-three of the condemned

propositions concern grace and predesti

nation ; twenty-eight treat of the theologi

cal virtues ; thirty deal with the Church,

with discipline, and with the sacraments.

The errors of the first class need not detain

us here. As regards those of the second,

Quesnel was condemned for holding that

all love except the supernatural love of

God was evil, t hat without this love there

could be no true hope, observance of the

law or religion, that every prayer made

by a sinner was sinful. The errors of the

third class consisted in Quesnel's assertion

that the Church was made up ofthe elect

alone, and that the chief pastors must not

excommunicate except with the consent of

the whole body ; that all without excep

tion should read the Bible ; that the

faithful at Mass should join their voice to

that of the priest;1 that sinners should

not hear Mass at all ; that absolution

should be deferred till penance had been

done. No note was affixed to the par

ticular propositions, some of which plainly

are not positively heretical, while others,

apart from their context and the spirit by

which they are animated, are capable of

a good sense. But they are condemned

in mass (in globo), as respectively false,

captious, ill-sounding, scandalous, impious,

&c, and even as heretical.

5. The last Strugglt* of the. Jansenittt.

—Quesnel was a very old man when the

"Unigenitus" appeared, and he died but

a few years later, in 1719. With him the

significance of Jansenism as a great theo

logical and literary movement came to an

end, for no intellectual leader arose to re

place the great men who had passed away.

Partly, no doubt, Jansenism lost its youth

ful vigour by the same law of decay which

seems to affect all religious and political

parties. Enthusiasm dies out, and with

it, to a certain extent, self-sacrifice : men

of genius leave no successors. But be

sides, it bad become very hard for a man

of sense to join the Jansenist ranks. It

had grown clearer and clearer that the

whole teaching authority of the Church

had uttered itself against the Jansenist

doctrine. Those who had already com

mitted themselves might be content with

the evasions to which the later Jansenists

had recourse ; they might agree that

Papal decisions were worthless because a

few bishops had not assented to them, or

because the vast majority of the episco

pate which had assented were deficient

in learning, were corrupted by their belief

in Papal infallibility, had forgotten to

consult the clergy of the second order, &c,

&c. They might require an absolute

unanimity on the part of the episcopate,

or make the Church's infallibility depend

on an assent of the laity which could not

possibly be ascertained. Scarcely any

one, we say, could accept these evasions

except under stress of circumstances, and

mure logical minds were sure to reason

more boldly and consistently, and to re

ject the Church's authority altogether.

Jansenism in its sincere form ended in

fanatical superstition. Miracles were sup

posed to be worked at the tomb of a

1 This Beems to be the tense of Prop. 86.
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Jansenist deacon, Francois de Paris, who

died in 1727, and was buried in the ceme

tery of St. M6dard. Accounts of his life

and miracles were printed at Utrecht,

Brussels, Paris, and Cologne. Crowds

made pilgrimages to his grave, and many

fell into ridiculous ecstasies and horrible

convulsions which gained for the Jan-

senists the name of " Convulsionnaires."

Louis XV. closed the cemetery in 1732.

A melancholy end surely for the party of

Pascal and Arnauld.

But we have been anticipating. Louis

XIV., always a determined foe of Jan

senism, died in 1715 ; his great-grandson,

Louis XV., was a child of live, and under

the Regency freer rein was given to the

opponents of the Roman decisions. In

1717 the Bishops of Mirepoix, Mont-

pellier, Boulogne, and Seez notified to

the Sorbonne their appeal against the

" Unigenitus " to a future council. The

" Appellants," as they were called, were

supported by the Universities of Rheims

and Nantes, by the Sorbonne, although it

had previously accepted the Papal bull,

by the Bishops of Verdun and Pamiers,

by Noailles, archbishop of Paris, and

practically by the Regent. In 1721 the

Bishops of Senez, Boulogne, Montpellier,

Pamiers, Macon, Auxerre, Tournay, ad

dressed a letter to the new Pope, Inno

cent XIII., which he condemned in the

following year as schismatical and full of

the heretical spirit. In 1723 the as-'

sembly of the French clergy besought

the king to declare the two bulLj, " Vi-

neam Domini " and " Unigenitus," binding

laws of Church and State; and in 1727,

Soanen, bishop of Seez, was suspended

with the Pope's sanction by the provincial

council of Embrun and banished. But

confusion and strife still prevailed in the

French Church. Twelve bishops, headed

by Noailles, protested against the sen

tence of Embrun. However, the begin

ning of the end was now near, so far as

episcopal opposition to the bull went.

Noailles recanted in 1728, shortly before

his death, and the next year the Sorbonne

again accepted the " Unigenitus." These

steps were followed in 1 730 by a vigorous

declaration on the part of the king against

the Jansenists.

Here we may close the history of

Jansenism as a theological system, for an

account is given in separate articles of the

Jansenist Church in Holland, and of the

council of Pistoia. Unhappily, the spirit

of opposition to the Church which Jan

senism had aroused was powerful for evil

long after Jansenism itself had ceased to

be dangerous. From 1731 down to about

1757, the Parliaments indicted a long

series of persecutions on the clerjry who,

faithful to their duty, refused the sacra

ments to the Appellants. De Beaumont,

archbishop of Paris, was banished from

his see because he would not abandon

Catholic principles on this point. And

even at the beginning of the Revolution

which swept the ancient Church and

Monarchy of France away, the Jansenist

Camus undertook the thankless task of

justifying the notorious " Civil Constitu

tion of the Clergy " on theological prin

ciples.

(The facts in this article are taken

from Cardinal Hergenrotlier's "Church

History," vol. ii. Vol. iii. contains a very

full account of the enormous literature

on the Jansenist controversies )

TAVS&1TXST CHTJKCH OF

lOUan. The revolt of the Dutch

Provinces from Spanish rule led to some

measures of repression against the Dutch

Catholics. The Church property was

confiscated and the hierarchy overthrown.

The first and last Archbishop of Utrecht

died in 1580, just before even the public

worship of the Catholic religion was for

bidden by William of Orange ; two

successors nominated by Spain could not

reach their see, and except at Utrecht

and Haarlem, the members of the ancient

chapters were nearly all dead. Accord

ingly, in 1583, Gregory XIII. appointed a

Vicar Apostolic for the Dutch mission,

and in 1 597 this dignitary, who of course

possessed only a delegated authority, which

could be withdrawn at the mere will of

the Pope, was subjected to the supervision

of the nuncio at Brussels. A step which

afterwards led to important results was

taken by Philip Roven van Ardensal,

Vicar Apostolic of Holland and Arch

bishop of Philippi in partibui. In 1631

he formed the remaining canons of Utrecht,

along with certain parish priests and

other ecclesiastics, into a collegiate body.

We shall speak of this body for the sake

of brevity as the Utrecht Chapter, but it

must be remembered it had no just claim

to the rights and privileges of a cathedral

chapter. Later on in the same century,

French Jansenists fled to Holland, and

imbued nianv of the Dutch Catholics

with their principles. Even a Vicar Apos

tolic, Peter Kodde, consecrated at Brussels

in 1080, supported the Jansenist cause,

and was suspended by Clement XL in

1702. Jansenist intrigues led to the
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banishment of Van Kock, whom the

Pope had named Pro-Vicar, from Hol

land.

Kodde organised a schism, and, when

Rome deposed him altogether, declared

that he had been elected Archbishop of

Utrecht by the chapter of that see. He

refused to sign the formulary of Alex

ander VII., and died without recantation

in 1710. Fifty-two missions and eighty

priests fell from Catholic communion,

while Quesnel, Gerberon, Petitpied, and

other French Jansenists were allowed to

labour in the interests of their party by

the Protestant government. The Chap

ter of Utrecht refused obedience to suc

cessive Vicars Apostolic, and joined the

French Appellants in their resistance to

the " Unigenitus." They were able to keep

up a supply of schismatical priests by

sending their candidates with dimissorials

to French Appellant bishops.

In 1723 the Chapter of Utrecht chose

Stenhoven, formerly Vicar General, Arch

bishop of Utrecht, and he was consecrated

by Varlet, suspended Bishop of Babylon

m partibus. Two years later the Pope

excommunicated all who took part in this

act, and the great canonist Van Espen,

who defended its legality, had to leave

Louvain in consequence. Altogether,

Varlet consecrated no less than four Arch

bishops of Utrecht, all of them excom

municated by Rome, and when he himself

died, Meindarts, the last archbishop whom

he consecrated, established the schisma

tical bishopric of Haarlem in 1742, and

of Deventer 1752-8. In 1763 Meindarts

held a synod at Utrecht and sent the acts

to Rome, where of course they were

rejected. Meindart's successor was con

secrated by the schismatical Bishop of

Haarlem, and so the succession of bishops

and priests has been maintained down to

our own day. But they have been con

stantly diminishing, and the Bishop of

Deventer is obliged to officiate as a parish

priest, not having any Jansenists in his

diocese. The Dutch Jansenists now num

ber less than 5,000 souls. They protested

against the definition of the Immaculate

Conception in 1854, and the Papal Infal

libility in 1870, and they attracted some

notice when Loos, so-called Archbishop of

Utrecht, consecrated Dr. Reinkens bishop

for the German " Old Catholics." They

are completely overshadowed by the great

and flourishing Catholic Church of Hol

land. Since 1851, when Pius IX. restored

the Dutch hierarchy, there has been a

real Archbishop of Utrecht, with Bishops

of Haarlem, Herzogenbuach, Breda, and

Roermond.

The Dutch Jansenists are in manyways

an interesting body. Unlike most other

sects, they remain just where they were

on their separation from Rome. They

have retained valid orders, the celibacy

of the clergy, the Mass and other services

in Latin. They are known in Holland as

old-Roman (oud-Roomsch), for they pro

fess to be not only Catholics but Roman

Catholics, and they acknowledge the

Pope as the visible head of the Church,

out of which there is no salvation, and

one of their synods condemned the doc

trine that the schismatic Greeks are part

of the Church of Christ. The Blessed

Sacrament is reserved in their churches.

The writer of this article has carefullv

read recent editions of their prayer-book

corresponding to our "Garden of the Soul,"

their popular catechism and their hymn-

book, procured for him by the kindness of

a friend, and has found them to be exactly,

or almost exactly, like English Catholic

books of the same sort, or to speak more

accurately, like what our English Catholic

books were some fifty years ago,before many

modern devotions were introduced. Thus

in a short summary of belief appended

to a sort of layman's Missal, published at

Utrecht in 1870, the unity of the Church

under the Pope, the seven Sacraments,

the duty of prayer for the souls in Pur

gatory, the Invocation of Saints, and espe

cially of the Blessed Virgin, Mother ofGod

and of all Christians, are taught j u9t in the

language familiar to us. The " Hail Mary "

occurs in the morning and evening devo

tion, and two hymns are addressed to

the Blessed Virgin in the hymn-book.

The ordinary ' of the Mass is given in

Dutch, though of course the priest recites

it in Latin. We have been unable to

discover any trace of heresy in these

books. The Jansenists wo believe, as a

rule, practise their religion by hearing

Mass, going to confession, &c, and am

under strict discipline, absolution being

sometimes deferred for a very long time.

The friend already referred to was told

by the Catholic Archbishop of Utrecht,

that conversions of Jansenists to Catholic

ism are very rare. He himself had only

known of one instance at Utrecht during

a ministry of nearly fifty years in that

city.

JATTT7ARIUS, ST.,MIKACLE OF.

Januarius, Bishop of Benevento, was be

headed for the faith near Puteoli in the

persecution of Diocletian, and his relics
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after a time were removed to Naples. In

the great church there are preserved his

bead and some of his blood, which, as hiB

Acts relate, was gathered up from the

ground by a poor woman at the time ol

the martyrdom, and enclosed in two small

glass phials (ampulla) of peculiar con

struction. On several occasions it is re

corded that his relics were carried in

procession during eruptions of Vesuvius,

and that danger was averted from the

city. The celebrated standing miracle of

the liquefaction of the blood of St. Janu-

arius consists in this : that when the

dried up, congealed blood in the phials,

which is ordinarily hard and solid and in

several pieces, is brought near to the

head (the phials, or one of them, being

placed on the altar, and prayer being

made to God), the blood, after a longer or

shorter interval, is usually seen to become

liquid and flow, and bubbles to arise on

its surface. Among many other eye

witnesses, the learned and gifted Picus of

Mirandola says : " I saw that blood with

my own eyes . . . when the head was

brought near to it, grow red, melt, and

bubble up as if it had been newly shed

from the veins." (See the " Conimen-

tarius Pnevius " in the Acta SS., vol. vi.

of September, where the whole question

is fully discussed.)

mONTKlTEB. The example of I

St. Jerome, who spent four years in the

Syrian desert, wrestling with the powers

of evil and his own irregular thoughts,

was followed by great numbers of holy

men in the middle ages, who passed under

the general name of Hermits of St.

Jerome or Jeronymites. H61yot, the

historian of the Monastic Orders, dis

tinguishes four Congregations of Jerony

mites, of which the first was incomparably

more important than the others. These

are—

1. The Hermits of Spain. Disciples

of the Blessed Thomas of Sienna, a

brother of the third order of St. Francis,

passing into Spain about the middle of

the fourteenth centurv, lived at first like

hermits, but afterwards deciding for the

coenobitic life, were approved in 1374 by

Gregory XL, who gave them the rule of

St. Austin. Ferdinand de Guadalajara

was their first prior ; his convent, at

St. Bartholomew de Lupiana in Castile,

was always regarded as the principal

house of the order. Another division of

these hermits from Italy settled in Va

lencia, adopted the life in common about

the same time as their brethren in Castile,

and in the course of time founded several

convents, the fame of which spread

through Europe. These were, 1. Our

Lady of Guadeloupe in Estremadura (of

which we shall speak presently) ; 2. that

commonly called St. Just, but more

accurately the convent of St. Jerome at

Yuste near Placencia, to which Charles V.

retired after his abdication ; 3. St. Law

rence of the Escurial near Madrid, built

and adorned on a majestic plan by

Philip II. ; and 4. Belem near Lisbon,

the burial-place of the royal family of

Portugal. Of the magnificent convent of

Our Lady of Guadaloupe, famous for its

wonder-working image, Helyot, writing

early in the eighteenth century, says:—

" The house is so large and spacious that

when Philip II. passed by it in 1560 on

his way to the war of Granada with the

Archduke Rodolph, afterwards Emperor

.... these princes resided there for

twenty days with all their court, without

causing the least inconvenience to the

monks, who are a hundred and twenty

in number. . . . The alms received are

very considerable, and serve for some

portion of the maintenance of the large

number of religious, of a seminary of

forty clerical students, who arc here

taught the humanities and the exercises

of a clerical life, of two hospitals for men

and women adjoining the monastery,

and of a great number of servants and

workmen in all kinds of trades. The

hospital for men is served by more than

forty attendants, and that for women by

an equal number of Oblates ; and without

counting the pilgrims, of whom as many

as two thousand sometimes arrive in a

day, and who are entertained during

three days in the convent, the establish

ment feeds more than seven hundred

persons daily."

In 1416, when the first chapter general

was held, there were twenty-five houses

of Jeronymites in Spain and Portugal.

2. The Hermits of the Observance, or

of Lombardy. This branch of the Jerony

mites was founded bv the prior Lope de

Olmedo, who, not being able to persuade

his monks at Guadalajara to give up

certain relaxations, went to Rome (1424),

and being cordially received by Martin V.,

ultimately established in Lombardy and

other parts of Italy a flourishing congre

gation of Jeronymites, whose chief house

was at Ospitaletto near Lodi. In Helyot's

time this Congregation had seventeen

houses in Italy.

3. The Hermits of the Blessed Peter
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ftf Pisa. Pietro Gambacorti, born in

1355 of a noble Pisan family, quitted the

world about 1377, and lived as a hermit

at Montebello in Umbria. Many joined

him ; he made his follower practise a

very austere rule, and formed them into a

congregation under the patronage of St.

Jerome. When Helyot wrote, there

were forty houses of this order in Italy,

besides a few in Tyrol and Bavaria.

4. The Hermits of Fiesole. The

founder of this branch, Carlo di Monte-

graneli, was born about 1340. They

were suppressed by Clement IX. in 1008,

along with the Jesuats. So far as we

can discover, no Jeronymite convents

exist at the present day. •(Helyot, " Hist,

des Ordres Monastiques.")

nanrsAMK, patriarchate

OV. The tirst bishop of Jerusalem was

James the Less, who was appointed by

the Apostles (Euseb. "H. E." ii. 23).

After his d«ath the Apostles and disciples

of Christ chose Simeon son of Clopas, a

relation of our Lord, to fill the vacant

see (Euseb. " H. E." iii. 11). It is a

natural inference from tho words of

Ilepesippus (Euseb. " H. E." iii. 32), that

Jerusalem at that time had a prominence

over all the churches in Palestine, which

were, like the church of Jerusalem itself,

mostly composed of Jewish Christians.

Things were entirely altered when

Hadrian punished the Jewish revolt by

the destruction of the holy city, and

replaced it (a.d. 130) by .lElia Capitolina.

The old Judseo-Christian community was

scattered ; Hadrian made it an offence for

a Jew to enter the new city built on the

site, or rather part of the site, of Jeru

salem, so that uiere was no hope of fresh

converts from Judaism, and a series of

gentile bishops began of whom Mark was

the first (Euseb. " II. E." v. 12). The

church of yElia Capitolina was subjected

to that of Csesarea, partly because of the

civil prominence which belonged to the

latter, partly because it could claim a

connection with the Apostles (there St.

Peter had baptised Cornelius) and an

antiquity to which the new church of

JE\ia Capitolina could not pretend. The

very name of Jerusalem fell out of use

till after the Nicene Council.

Still it was impossible to ignore en

tirely the associations connected with

Jerusalem. Towards the end of the

second century Eusebius (" H. E." v. 23)

tells us that the bishop of JEW& presided

along with (and no doubt as second in

rank to) the bishop of Csesarea at Pales

tinian synods, and we can see how near

the two sees stood in rank from the fact

that Eusebius in giving a list of bishops

mentions the bishop of ^Elia once before

(" H. E. " v. 25), and once after (*. 22),

the bishop of Csesarea. The letter of

the Synod of Antioch in 209 is sub

scribed first by Helenus of Tarsus next

by Hymenseus of Jerusalem, while the

name of Theotecnus of Csesarea holds

only the fourth place. (Euseb. '• H. E."

vii. 30; cf. 22.)

The interpretation of the seventh

Nicene canon, which treats of the eccle

siastical rank of Jerusalem, has given rise

to much discussion, and it is impossible

to be certain about its meaning. These

are its words: "Since a custom has pre

vailed and an ancient tradition that the

bishop in ^Elia should be honoured, let

him have the next place of honour (rf/v

axoXovSiav rijt Ti/ifjr ), its proper dignity

being secured to the metropolitan church
(rij flT)TpOTTo\(t),n

There can, we think, be no reasonable

doubt, though a question has been raised

on tho point, that the metropolitan church

is that of Csesarea. But what are we to

understand by the words e^fVa> rf/v

aKoXovdiav tt)s rifiijr P The "next place,"

De Marca replies, after the three great

sees of Rome, Alexandria and Antioch,

mentioned in the previous canon, the

precedence, however, being one of honour

merely, and the bishop of yElia remain

ing subject in actual jurisdiction to the

metropolitan of Csesarea. Beveridge, on

the other hand, will not hear of an

honorary patriarch subject to a metro

politan, and supposes the meaning to be

that the bishop of JEW& is to rank next

the metropolitan of Csesarea. He is to

be the first of his suffragan bishops, just

as in the Anglican Church the bishop

of London holds the first rank as dean of

the province after his metropolitan of

Canterbury.

Beveridge is probably right, and his

theory is confirmed by the fact that for

some time afterwards the two bishops

struggled for pre-eminence with alternate

success. Soon after the Nicene Council

Maximus of Jerusalem held a Palestinian

synod in favour of Athanasius, without

reference to the authority of Csesarea,

though he was blamed for this assumption

of power (Socrat. ii. 24). At the Second

General Council Cyril of Jerusalem signs

before Thalassius of Csesarea. On the other

hand, Eulogius of Csesarea presided in

415 at the Synod of Diospolis, although
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John of Jerusalem was present. More

over, although Juvenal of Jerusalem took

a very prominent part at Ephesus in 431,

and signed immediately after the bishop

of Alexandria (the bishop of Csesarea

was absent), still Cyril resisted Juvenal's

attempt to obtain conciliar recognition ot

his authority over Palestine, and begged

the Pope to interfere (Leo, Ep. 62). At

the seventh session of Chalcedon (October

26, 451) Maxinius of Antioch declared

that after long strife with Juvenal he had

at last consented to cede the three Pales

tinian provinces to Jerusalem—an ar

rangement which was approved by the

council and the Papal legates.

The patriarchate of Jerusalem was

severed like the other Eastern patriar

chates from the unity of the Church by

the Greek schism. The city was rescued

from the Mohammedans by the crusaders

in 1090 : a Latin ecclesiastic—Dagobert,

archbishop of Pisa—was appointed patri

arch, and the hierarchy was reorganised.

After the Christian defeat at Gaza in

1244, and the consequent capture of

Jerusalem by the Sultan of Egypt, the

Latin patriarchate became little more

than a nominal dignity, and Nicolas de

Anapis, a Dominican and Roman peni

tentiary, appointed by Pope Nicolas IV.

in 1288, was the last Latin patriarch

down to our day who resided in

Palestine (Fleury, livr. Ixxxviii. c. 49).

In the Decree of Union (Florence, 1439),

the Greek patriarchate of Jerusalem was

again united to the Church and recognised

as holding the fifth place after Rome, but

the union only lasted a few years. Pius IX.

gave Jerusalem a resident Latin patriarch,

Joseph Valerga (1847-1872). lie was suc

ceeded by Vincent Bracco (Hergenrbther,

" K. Geschichte," ii. p. 1008). There is no

Greek Catholic patriarch of Jerusalem.

The United Greeks or Melchite Catholics

of this patriarchate are subject to the

patriarch of Antioch. He is represented

by a vicar who is a bishop inpartibus and

resides at Jaffa.1 (Le Quien, " Oriens

Christianus," torn. 3. Hefele, " Ooncil."

vol. i., on the 7th canon of Nicsca, and

vol. ii., on Chalcedon.)

JESUATS. A congregation founded

by St. John Colombini, and confirmed by

Urban V. in 1367. Colombini was a

native of Sienna, and had held the highest

offices in that republic; but being con

verted entirely to God by accidentally

reading the Life of St. Mary of Egypt, he,

with his wife's consent, embraced a life of

1 Silbemagl, Kirchen da Orient*.

continence, turned his house into a hospi

tal, preached frequently, and delighted to

humble himself to the condition of the

poorest and most miserable. He soon had

a ring of fervent disciples around him.

Proceeding to meet Urban V., who was

coming from Avignon to Rome, in 1367,

the new society is said to have been called

the " Gesuati " by children, who noticed

how, as they walked, they continually

repeated " Viva Gesii ! " Alexander VI.

obliged them to add to the name Jesuats,

" of St. Jerome." Urban V. confirmed

them, in 1367, and gave them a white

habit and hood, with a large brown mantle,

and wooden shoes. For more thau two

centuries, it waj a strictly lay order, but

Paul V. (1606) permitted them to receive

holy orders. In many of their houses they

practised pharmacy and distillation, and

sold the alcoholic liquor which they manu

factured ; hence thev came to be known

as the "Aquavita Fathers." For this

and other reasons Clement IX., in 1668,

deemed it advisable to suppress the order.

(Hdlyot.) •

JESTTXTEsses. Isabel Rosella, a

pious lady of Barcelona, assisted St. Igna

tius greatly with her alms when he was

studying at that city in preparation for a

university career. She, with two com

panions, came to Rome, where the saint

then was, in 1546, and entreated him to

take the direction of them, and allow them

to live by the Jesuit rule. St. Ignatius

thought himself bound, in gratitude for

her former kindness, not to refuse her

request ; but be soon found that the direc

tion of these three women took up an un

duly large proportion of his time, and he

obtained from Paul III., in 1547, an order

that the Company should not undertake

the direction of nuns. " When certain

women in Flanders and Piedmont after

wards assembled in houses under vows' and

this rule, and called themselves Jesuitesses,

their institute was abolished byUrbanVI II.,

in 1633, the end and exercises of thia

society not suiting that sex." (Alban

Butler, July 31.)

JESUITS. The annals of this great

order, and the Life of its founder, have been

so frequently written, that the general

outlines of both are familiar to most per

sons. St. Ignatius Loyola, born in 1491,

of a noble family in Biscay, and trained

to the military profession, received a severe

wound in the leg while defending Pampe-

luna against the French in 1521. During

his slow recovery he called for books to

1 Vows self imposed, aocording to H<3yot
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amuse him; romances were brought, and

also a volume of " Lives of the Saints."

Heading this last, at first carelessly, but

afterwards with ever-increasing interest,

Ignatius recognised the heroism of the

true servants uf God, and saw how much

their glory, being founded on the abase

ment of the Cross, tiansceuded what till

then he had been accustomed to call so.

When he had sufficiently recovered, he

broke with his former life, embraced

poverty and mendicancy, confessed him

self to a Benedictine ot Montserrat, and

passed a noviciate of sublime but terrible

trial in the cave of Manresa. Gradually

the thought of founding an order, which

should support the Ohair of Peter, menaced

by the German heretics, sustain by ex

ample, preaching, and education, the cause

of the Gospel and Catholic truth, and carry

the light of Christ to the heathen, rose

into clearness in his mind. But to carry

out all this, he must become a priest ; the

soldier must turn himself into a clerk.

With unfailing patience he laboured to

obtain the necessary knowledge. After

being driven from twoSpanish universities,

because his efforts to influence the students

caused him to be esteemed a mischievous

fanatic, he went to the University of

Paris, and there completed his studies.

Here it was that he made the acquaintance

of a number of remarkable men, chiefly

Spaniards, with whom being made one in

heart and spirit, he understood that it was

now possible to carry out the project which

he had long cherished. He conducted

them first through the " Spiritual Exer

cises," which he had composed at Manresa.

On the feast of the Assumption, in 1534,

Ignatius and his companions,1 after they

had all received communion from Peter

Faber, who was then the only priest

among them, pronounced the vow which

constituted the order. Its tenor was, " to

renounce the world, to go to preach the

gospel in Palestine, or, if they could not

go thither within a year after they had

finished their studies, to offer themselves

to his Holiness to be employed in the

service of God in what manner he should

judge best."'2 Ignatius then passed into

Spain, partly on medical advice, to recruit

his wasted health by breathing the air of

his native hills, partly to transact some

necessary business for those of his com-

1 Their names were : Francis Xavier, Jame9

Lavnez, Alphonsug Snlm^ron, Nichulas Boba-

dilia—Spaniards ; Simon Rodriiruez, a Portu

gese ; and Peter Fobcr, a Savoyard.

' Alban Butler, July 31.

panions who were Spaniards. It was

agreed that they should all meet at Venice,

in January 15,'i7. Before that time three

others had joined the society—-Claude le

Jay of Savoy, Oodure of Dauphine', and

Pasquier Brouet of Picardy. His followers

travelled on foot from Paris, in the winter

of 1530, and through much danger and

hardship made their way to Venice at the

appointed time ; Ignatius had come from

Barcelona by sea. While at Venice, they

occupied themselves in preaching and

serving in the hospitals. In the summer,

after sending the others to preach and

labour in various towns of North Italy,

Ignatius, taking with him Faber and

Laynez, eet out for Rome. At La Storta,

not far from the Eternal City, while

praying in a wayside chapel, he fell into

an ecstacy ; be seemed to see the Almighty

Father, who commended him to his Son ;

Christ at the same time said to him, " I

will be favourable to you at Rome." 1 Be

fore the parting, ho had told his followers

that if asked to what congregation they

belonged, they should say that they were

of the Company of Jesus. The Pope

(Paul III.) gave Ignatius a cordial recep

tion, and commissioned Faber and Laynez

to lecture on divinity at the Sapienza, the

Roman University. The Holy Father

doubtless felt the full significance of the

adhesion of such a band at such a crisis.

The huge fabric of the German empire

was in wild confusion ; the king of Eng

land, saluted by his predecessor, not twenty

years before, as " defensor fidei," had just

destroyed six hundred monasteries, and

stopped all intercourse between his king

dom and Rome ; France was unquiet ;

Sweden lost. At this moment a company

of devout combatants, disciplined alike in

mind and will, serving under a leader

every lineament of whose face bespoke

force and majesty, but all under the

strictest control, offered themselves to the

Pope, to do service of whatever kind and

against whatever adversary he might ap

point. The encouragement which he re

ceived led Ignatius to set earnestly to work

at framing the constitutions of the new

order. As might be expected from the

man and the times, a military and mon

archical spirit pervaded them. He resolved

to establish in his order " a general whom

all, by their vow, should be bound to obey,

who should be perpetual, and his authority

absolute, subject entirely to the Pope, but

not liable to be restrained by chapters."'

1 u Ero vobis Romic prnpitius cr?.'1

* Alban Butler, July 31.
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He also determined to prescribe a fourth

tow—that of going, without question or

delay, wherever the Pope might think fit

to send them for the salvation of souls.

As to property, he resolved that the pro

fessed lathers of the society should possess

no real estates or revenues, either indivi

dually or in common, but that colleges

might enjoy revenues and rents, for the

maintenance of students of the order and

the advancement of learning. He sum

moned all his followers to Rome, and at

last, in 1540, was able to lay the pro

gramme and constitutions of the new order

before the Pope, who, after the opposition

raised by some of the cardinals had been

overcome, solemnly confirmed them by

the bull (dated Sept. 27, 1540) " Regimini

militantis ecclesiie ." The bull recites and

approves the " form of life " which had

been devised by the founder for those

who should join his institute. Preaching,

spiritual exercises, works of charity, teach

ing the catechism, and hearing confessions,

were to be their employments. The gene

ral or prelate to be chosen was to decide

on the work to be done by each individual

member, and to frame any new constitu

tions that might be needed, with the con

sent of his associates. Before admission,

all were to undergo a long probation.

The Society being thus confirmed, the

members met for the election of a gen

eral, and Ignatius was unanimously nom

inated. He refused at first, but afterwards

yielded, and entered upon the office in

April 1541. The Constitutions, which

were wholly composed by the saint, and

in his native tongue, were translated into

Latin by Polanco, his secretary, and first

published in 1558. In them his aims

and ideas, and the chief methods by

which he hoped to realise them, are

clearly set forth. He desired to " stand

on the ancient ways," to teach men that

they could not safely do otherwise, and

thus prevent new defections. Novelty,

curiosity, ambition, and self-indulgence,

were all on the side of Protestantism ; if

they were to be resisted effectually, it

could only be by using the same weapons

of which the temper had been tried

against the Ceesarism of the Romans,

and the idolatry of the barbarians. This

weapon was the personal sanctification of

the defenders of Catholic truth. The

holiness of St. Antony and the hermits

won the battle for Christ in the third

century. When St. Aidan began to con

cert the Angles of Northumbria, he estab

lished himself and his monks in a remote

island, so that monastic piety might not be

interrupted in its daily duties and sancti

fying discipline never relax its bold on

those who were preaching Christ to the

heathen. Similarly St. Ignatius, instead

of writing a great book, settles a round

of spiritual exercises which he and his

followers are to go through before attempt

ing anything serious. His aim is to

sanctify the soldiers, that by them he may

sanctify the world. The rules which he

prescribes are partly drawn from the

contemplative life (e.g. mental prayer,

examination of conscience, pious reading,

frequentation of the sacraments, retreats),

partly suited to form men of action.

He gives no particular habit to his fol

iowera, because he designs them to live

in the world and to be continually mix

ing with it, that they may overcome its

evd, while remaining interiorly separate

from it. None are to be received who

have worn the habit of another order.

The postulant must renounce his own

will, his family, and all that men hold

most dear on earth. The vows could

not be taken before the age of thirty-

three. A Jesuit must canvass for no

office, and take no ecclesiastical dignity

unless constrained by the Pope on pain

of mortal sin. Six grades of member

ship are described: (1) novices, (2)

formed temporal coadjutors, (3) approved

scholastics, (4) formed spiritual coadjutors,

(5) the professed of the three vows, (6)

the professed of the four vows. These

distinctions are observed to this day, but

the professed of the three vows form

only a small claRS ; the professed of both

grades and the spiritual coadjutors form

not quite one half of those whom the

world calls " Jesuits."

It should be observed that the name

by which they are commonly known was

given to them by their enemies, or by

the people, not assumed by themselves.

Till 1600 they never called themselves

anything else but the "Company of

Jesus."

Among the generals there have been

Spaniards, Italians, Germans, Poles, and

Belgians, but never a Frenchman.

Already in 1603 the usefulness of the

new society must have been signally

manifest, for the Council of Trent in

that year, while laying down general

rules about novices, declares that it

intends not to make any change which

should prevent "the religion of the clerks

of the society of Jesus from being able

to serve the Lord and his Church accord
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ing to their pious institute approved by

the holy Apostolic See." 1

St. Ignatius, after haviog founded the

Germau College at Rome, and assisted in

founding the great " Collegio Romano,''

having lived to see the fruit of his la

bours—his order being solidly established

in many countries of Europe, and engaged

in successful missions among the heathen

in Asia, Africa, and America—passed to

his reward in 15o6. The following brief

sketch of the subsequent history of the

Society arranges events under the names

of the generals down to the death of

Aquaviva; and, from that point to the

suppression of the Society, under the

principal countries and missions in which

its influence was exerted. Some of the

more prominent successes and reverses

which it has experienced since 1814 are

all that our limits will allow us to

give of its history subsequent to the re

establish ment.

L Father James Laynez, who had as

sisted as a theologian at the deliberations

of the Tridentine Council, succeeded St.

Ignatius in 1558. The chief event of his

rule was his visit to Paris in 1501, on

wliich occasion he confronted the repre

sentatives of the Huguenots at the

Conference of Poissy, and did much to

overcome the opposition which the Paris

parliament had hitherto made to the

admission of the Society. The parlia

ment did in fact ratify in 1502 the royal

edicts of Henry II. and Francis II.,

granting permission to the Company to

erect a college in Paris. During this and

the two following generalates, the pro

gress of heresy in Germany was stopped,

and much lost ground recovered, by the

labours of the Jesuits, among whom the

Blessed Peter Canisius was pre-eminent.

This great man won the affection of the

powerful archbishop of Augsburg, Otto

Truehsess, who made over to the Society

the University of Dillingen. They had

already, in 1550, obtained a firm footing

in the Bavarian university of Ingolstadt,

whence they extended their efforts to

other parts of Germany. The favourite

calumny of the German Protestants, that

the Catholic Church was hostile to learn

ing, received an effectual practical refuta

tion through the Jesuit colleges, in which

all subjects—humanities, philosophy, the

sciences, &c.—were taught according to

the newest methods, and more skilfully

and energetically than elsewhere.

Meantime missions to the heathen

> Sess. xxv. c. 16, De Keg. et Mou.

were carried on with much success. The

first Jesuit mission in India had been

founded by St. Francis Xavier, wl.o

landed at Goa in 1542, and by his preach

ing and miracles converted great, num

bers of the inhabitants of Travancore,

the Fishery Coast, and Madura. After

wards he carried the Gospel to Celebes

and the Spice Islands, and (1540) estab

lished a flourishing church in Japan. The

saint died on the island of Sancian near

Macao in 1552, while endeavouring to

penetrate into China. The field of the

missions was tilled by many different

orders, among which the Company cert

ainly was not the least zealous. Father

de Nobrega had been sent to Brazil by

St. Ignatius himself, and had made a

good commencement ; we shall presently

see by what a strong and holy hand the

work was continued. By 1500 the

Society had extended its activity in every

direction ; Melanchthon, as he lay on his

deathbed in that vear, is reported to have

said, " Alas ! "VVhat is this P I see the

whole world being filled with Jesuits."

Laynez died in 1505.

Under the rule of St. Francis Borgia,

the third general, a relation of the em

peror Charles V. (1605-1573), the ad

vance of the Society was uninterrupted.

St. Pius V. was dissatisfied with the

exemption from the obligation of saying

the office in choir which the order pos

sessed under the Constitutions, and was

inclined to insist on a change. But the

fathers presented a memorial in which it

was shown that the existing regulation

was the result of profound meditation on

the end and means of his institute on the

part on the founder ; St. Francis himself

with a respectful firmness supported this

view ; and the Pope gave way. Affairs

prospered in Germany; Austria and Ba

varia, where heresy had nearly got the

upper hand, remained on the whole true

to the ancient faith. Canisius founded

colleges at Wiirzburg, Olmiitz, and

Wilna. The Duke of Bavaria in the

decree founding a Jesuit, college at Lands-

hut declared that "certainly it was to

this Society that Bavaria owed the re-ee-

tablishment of the faith of her ancestors,

that had been shaken by the calamities of

the times." The present church of the

Gesu at Rome was begun in 1507. St.

Charles Borromeo warmly befriended the

Society in his archdiocese of Milan,

founding (1572) a novitiate for them at

Arona at his own expense. How danger

ous the order was felt to be to the pro
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gress of Protestantism was shown by a

terrible event in 1670. A Portuguese

ship bound for Brazil, in which were F.

Azevedo, of the Society, and thirty-nine

companions, mostly novices, was attacked

by a French privateer commanded by the

Oialvinist Jacques Sourie, of Dieppe. After

a brave resistance the Portuguese vessel

was overpowered, the sailors who were

left alive were spared ; but the Calvinists

put all but one of the Jesuits to death.

A somewhat similar incident happened

the next year, and resulted in the murder

of twelve Jesuits, of whom the chief was

F. Francis de Castro, bv the Huguenot

captain, Capdeville, and his crew.

Under the fourth general, F. Mer-

curian, a Belgian (1573-1580), the genius

of the great Bellarmin began to show

itself; he was engaged for several years

before 1577 in combating the errors of

Baius, a doctor of Louvain. The members

of the society, who in 1565 had numbered

3,500, distributed among 130 houses, in

eighteen provinces, amounted in 1680 to

upwards of 5,000, divided among twenty-

one provinces.

Under the prudent but energetic rule

of Aquaviva (1681-1615) the prosperity

and reputation of the Society were at

their height. Enterprises formerly begun

developed themselves now with great

rapidity and brilliancy, and new under

takings, the fame of which still resounds

through the world, were commenced.

The Roman College, which in 1555 had

but 200 students, in 1 584 had grown into

a flourishing university, with more than

2,000 students, in which all the faculties

but those of law and medicine were

worthily represented. The ideas of St.

Ignatius on the methods of instruction

were worked out by Aquaviva into a

systematic ratio ttudiorum, of which the

chief fenfire was the thorough mastery

which it aimed at giving to all their

scholars over the Ijvtin language. In the

mission field, we find that extraordinary

progress was made in Japan, where the

Christians, who numbered but 200,000 in

1588, were 750,000 in 1612, most of these

being Jesuit converts. In Brazil the work

of F. de Nobrega was carried on for forty-

four years by the Yen. Joseph Anchieta

of the Society, who instituted native

settlements much resembling the later and

more celebrated Paraguayan "reductions,"

and has been called the Apostle of Brazil.

The Jesuit missions in India, which had

languished or been retarded for a time,

passed into a new phase on the arrival of

F. Robert de' Nobili, in 1605. Nobili

thought [Missions] that ideas of caste,

being grounded in the very structure of

Hindoo society, should be temporarily

complied with, so far as was lawful, by the

ambassadors of Christ. Accordingly he

assumed the dress and manners of a

Brahmin, and kept aloof from the inferior

castes, making after a time many conver

sions. He died many years later (1056),

and his tomb, near Madura, is still an ob

ject of popular veneration. A breach was

made about this time in the heathenism

of China by the success of F. Ricci and

his followers. Ricci was a sound mathe

matician, and skilled in mechanics ; and

when, after twenty years' residence in

China, he succeeded (1601) in making

himself known to the emperor at Pekin,

he soon obtained his confidence, and made

the favour extended to him cn account of

his scientific acquirements contribute more

or less to the spread and protection of

Christianity. Ricci died in 1610, but

was succeeded by missioners not less able

and zealous—Schall, Verbiest. Gerbillon,

and Bouvet. Of the differences which

arose between the Jesuit and Dominican

missionaries in China, something will be

said in the next section. F. Valdivia

carried the gospel to the Indians of Chili

in 1503 ; a harbour, a city, and a peak of

the Andes immortalise the name of the

intrepid missionary. The first Paraguayan

"reduction" was made in 1610, but of

this great civilising enterprise a connected

view must be reserved lor the article on

Missions.

In Europe generally the progress of

the order was maintained in peace ; but

complications aro9e at three principal

points. The Venetian oligarchy, enraged

against the fathers because they observed

ihe interdict laid by Pope Paid V. upon

the republic in 1606, banished them from

Venice ; and, although the rupture with

the Holy See was repaired soon after

wards, would not readmit the order for

fifty years. In France, where the Par

liament of Paris was always hostile to the

Society, the members of the latter, being

charged with complicity in the attempt

of Chatel to assassinate the king, Henry

IV., were expelled from Paris in 1095.

Henry, however, recalled them in 1601,

and on that occasion administered a telling

reproof to the officials of the Parliament,

who had, under the influence of the

jealousy which has too commonly actu

ated French lawyers in regard to eccle

siastics, laid before him a paper fall of
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ridiculous calumnies against the Com

pany. In England, where Jesuits first

arrived in their pastoral work was

attended by greater danger than even in

Japan. The Protestant government put

to death, under Elizabeth, Fathers Cam

pion, Briant, Southwell, Walpole, &c. ;

and, under James, Father Oldcorne, the

two Garnets, and F. Page. These

martyrdoms, though unable to produce

their full natural effect on account of the

terrorism practised by the Government,

undoubtedly led to numerous conversions,

sustained the wavering faith of many, and

powerfully contributed to keep alive the

name of Catholicism in the breasts of a

down-trodden but unconquerable mi

nority.

The Company numbered in its ranks

at this time some of the finest and

strongest minds in Europe: 6uch were

Cardinal Bellarmin, Emanuel Sa, Mal-

donatus, Suarez, Olavius, and Cauisius.

The saintly life of St. Aloysius Gon-

zaga, who died in 1597 at the age of

twenty-three,, reflects a yet purer lustre

on their annals. The series of " Lettres

Edifiantes et Curieuses,7' sent by the

Jesuit missioners to Europe, commences

from this period.

II. 1015-1773. In this section—after

a brief survey of the Jesuit missions—the

history of the order in Europe, the cir

cumstances which led to its expulsion

from various kingdoms and its suppres

sion by Clement XIV. will be related.

In India, De' Nobili, whose method of

extending the gospel was approved by a

bull of Gregory XV. in 1C23, was suc

ceeded by Fathers Fernandez, Pe An-

drada, Blessed John de Britto, Resehi,

Bouchet, &c. Pe Britto was beheaded

by the king of Marava in 1693. The

question of the Malabar Kites, which

arose about the beginning ofthe eighteenth

century, caused an agitation unfavourable

to the progress of the missions. Still, if

Southern India and Ceylon are to a

great extent Christian countries, it is to

these unwearied labours of the Society

that the result is chiefly due. The Inst

provincial, Father Anthony Bouarte,

after the suppression of the order, did

not desert his converts, but, dying at a

great age in 1788, bequeathed to them a

box of papers relating to the mission,

which he charged them to give to the

future Provincial of the Jesuits in India.

In China, the establishment of the

Tartar dynasty at Pekin in 1644 threat

ened to injure the missions, but the new

rulers were at first not unfriendly. The

Dominicans had come to China in 1633;

they found that the Jesuits tolerated in

their converts the continued adherence to

certain customs and ceremonies which

appeared to savour of idolatry; a pro

tracted controversy arose which spread

from China to Europe. [For an account

of these ceremonies see Chinese Rites,

in the appendix.] Clement XI. sent out

De Tournon, the patriarch of Antioch, in

1703, to India and China as his legate.

Soon after his lauding at Goa, De Tour-

non issued a pastoral, in which he un

conditionally condemned the Malabar

rites. The Jesuits, fearing the effect of

the prohibition on the native mind, re

solved on appealing to the Holy See, and

De Tournon gave his verbal consent to

their doing so. From India the legate

passed to China, and in 1706 condemned

the ceremonies as unfit for Christians to

use. The emperor Rang Hi, who had

always maintained that they had only a

civil meaning, was extremely angry, and

gave up De Tournon into the hands of

the Portuguese at Macao, by whom he

was imprisoned and ill-treated, dying in

consequence in 1710. A brief of Cle

ment XI. in 1710, followed by the bull

"Ex ilia die" in 1715, confirmed the

legate's condemnation, first of some, then

of all the obnoxious caremonies. The

indignation of Kang Hi was extreme, and

the new legate, Cardinal Mezza Barba,

perceiving the great difficulty of the case,

authorised the Jesuit fathers to make

a fresh application to Rome, and in the

meantime to suspend their obedience to

the briefs. The application was vain ;

Clement XII. confirmed the bull "Ex

ilia die," and Denedict XIV. by his bull

in 1742 (before which the Jesuits are

said to have submitted unreservedly)

confirmed the decisions of his predeces

sors, and finally settled the question.

Kang Hi, after a reign of sixty years,

died in 1722, and was succeeded by

Yung Tchin, who immediately ordered

a persecution of the Christians. His son,

Khian-loung, was a man of singular

character ; political and personal motives

prevented him from embracing Chris

tianity, but he respected and loved the

Jesuit fathers, whom he drew to his

Court at Pekin, and was especially grati

fied by the skill with which they minis

tered to his scientific and artistic tastes.

Father Renoist constructed a fountain to

please him ; other Jesuits mode wonder

ful clocks and automata, or prepared
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charts, or painted the halla of his palace.

Yet he was afraid of allowing Chris

tianity to hecome powerful iu the empire,

lest it should open the door to an ascen

dancy on the part of some European

nation, similar to what was taking place

before his eyes in India. While, there

fore, the Jesuits at Pekin were safe and

honoured, the Christian communities in

many provinces were cruelly persecuted.

Eight Jesuits were strangled at Nankin

in 1748. The decree of suspension be

came known at Pekin in 1774. The

fathers Amiot, Cibot, Dollieres, and

others, though wounded to the heart by

the ruin of their beloved society, remained

at their posts, and there died, Amiot not

till 1794. The benevolent dispositions of

the emperor towards them were never

changed.

In Japan, where the prospects of

Christianity had been so bright, all was

suddenly overclouded. Taicosama, who

seized the supreme power in 1583, com

menced a persecution of the Christians,

but with no great malignity or fixity of

purpose. Hence at his death in 1598 the

native church was more flourishing than

ever. Daifusama, who succeeded him as

regent, reigned till 1615. In 1612 an

English merchant captain, named Adams,

is said to have made the regent believe

that the real designs of the Jesuits were

political, and that his only safety lay in

exterminating them. A terrible persecu

tion was then begun, which Xogun, the

son of Daifusama, carried on with demon

iacal cruelty and persistency. Before

1640, after scores of thousands of Japanese

Christians had suffered martyrdom, and

great numbers had apostatised, all public

profession of Christianity was stopped,

and the Jesuit mission—the missioners

having been killed or banished—came to

an end. From that time Europeans could

onlv land their goods at one port in Japan,

and then after trampling on the cross.

The missions of the society in North

America have been described by an Ame

rican Protestant,1 in a tone generally fair

and almost sympathetic. Samuel de

Champlain, a French naval officer, founded

Quebec in 1008 ; in 1025 Jesuit mission

aries arrived there, and after providing for

the spiritual wants of the colonists, began

to preach to the Red Indians. The Huron

nation proved to be the most tractable :

most of them became Christians, and

showed considerable aptitude for agricul-

1 The JauiU in North America, Samuel

Parkman.

ture and other civilising employment

under the guidance of the fathers. The

Iroquois from the south, instigated by the

settlers in the British colonies, made war

on the Hurons and nearly annihilated

them. Fathers Lallemand, Daniel, and

Brebeuf were put to death with every

species of torture in 1649. The Abenakis,

a tribe living on the Kennebec river be

tween Canada and New England, asked

for and received baptism in a body. The

remnant of the Hurons was gathered round

Montreal and Quebec. The treaty which

in 1760 transferred the French possessions

in North America to Great Britain pro

vided for the maintenance of the Catholic

religion in the ceded provinces ; hence it

is that the Indian and half-caste population

of British America, among whose ancestors

the Jesuits laboured and suffered, are to

this day mainly Catholic. In the early

part of the eighteenth century, the Abe

nakis were in the care of -Father Rasles ;

a body of armed colonists from New Eng

land (1724) attacked their settlements on

the Kennebec, dispersed the, Indians, and

butchered the unresisting missionary.1

In 1673 the Jesuit Father Marquette,

making his way to the south-west from

Lake Michigan, discovered the Mississippi,

which Frenchmen soon descended, and

founded the colony of Louisiana at its

mouth. The French nation, which first

opened the valleys of the St. Lawrence

and the Mississippi, long ago wrested from

them by their rivals, realised to the full—

history can show no more striking in

stance—the bitter truth of the adage,

Sic not non vobis.

Jesuits assisted Sir George Calvert in

founding the Catholic colony of Maryland

in 1633.

St Peter Claver (t 1654), a Spanish

Jesuit, called the Apostle of the Negroes,

spent more than forty years in New

Granada, assisting corporally and spirit

ually the poor Africanswhom the Spaniards

were bringing over in great numbers at

that time to work on the plantations.

Of the Jesuit mission in Paraguay—

the most remarkable example of a whole

people transformed and exalted through

Christianity that has been known since

the middle ages—an account will be

found under Missions. The first " Re

duction," or colony, was founded in 1610;

in 1717 the Christian Indians in all the

Reductions numbered 120,000. A trans

action between Spain and Portugal in

1 Henrion, Hat. Gin da ititnoot, livr. iii.

ch. 36.
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1758 caused the transfer of the territory

on which the Reductions stood to the

latter power; Potnbal dispersed the Jesuit

teachers; the white settlers, with their

■elfish greed and indifference to native

rights, had everything their own way, and

the fair experiment was ruined.

Returning now to Europe, we find

that the history of the Society in Italy and

Spain in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries was marked by few striking

events. In Germany the fathers devoted

themselves with gTeat ardour to the miti

gation of the miseries caused by the Thirty

Years' War. The emperor Ferdinand III.,

and also his general, Count Tilly, had re

ceived their education in Jesuit colleges ;

both of them loved and valued the society.

In Poland a Jesuit ascended the throne in

1048 in the person of John Casimir. In

Belgium arose in the seventeenth century

the great modern school of hagiographers

[Bollandists], Bullandu8 publishing the

first volume of the " Acta Sanctorum " at

Antwerp in 1643. He and all his coad

jutors, Ilenschen, Papobroch, Stilting, &c,

were Jesuits, and the resumed work is

still in the hands of the Society.

In England the penal laws forbade any

freedom of action to Jesuits even more

than to seculars; yet in 1634 two hundred

and fifty members of the Company are said

to have been in the kingdom. Father

Arrowsmith suffered in Lancashire in

1628 ; under Charles II. five Jesuits were

executed during the panic at the time of

the Popish Plot The favour of James II.

inspired them with falso hope, and led to

an extension of operations ; colleges began

to rise, but these buds were nipped by the

" killing frost " of the Revolution. Yet,

the laws being now more mildly executed,

the fathers in England in 1 700 numbered

131 ; and this number probably did not

vary much down to the suppression.

In Ireland, the barbarous tyranny of

the government under Elizabeth and

James I. was replaced in the next reign

by a somewhat easier state of tilings.

The Jesuits on the mission, who had

before 1020 been attached to the houses

of the Catholic nobility, after that date

were able to live in a more regular way,

and in a short time they had eight colleges

and residences. But, as the Vandal

heretics extinguished civilisation in 1toman

Africa, so the renascent well-being and

culture of Ireland were uprooted by the

Puritan invaders under Cromwell. Amidst

an infinite number of other calamities

which then fell on the country, the Jesuit

colleges were destroyed, and the mission

broken up. In 1713 there were but

eleven Jesuits in all Ireland, with Father

Knowles as their superior ; and these

could only exercise their ministry in

secret. A few continued to labour there

till 1773.

The fortunes of the order in France,

Spain, and Portugal have still to be

noticed. In France the success of the

fathers in education was remarkable.

The College de Clermont, founded in

1502, changed its name to " College de

Louis le Grand," and towards the end of

the seventeenth century numbered 2,500

scholars. In the confessional, the fathers

were charged with letting off too easily

such of their penitents as desired to con

ciliate the claims of the world and the

flesh with those of the Gospel. They

were said to be lax casuists; and on this

ground Pascal attacked them (1650) in

his celebrated " Lettres Provinciales." On

the struggle between them and the Jan-

senists, see the article Jansenism, and,

on the Quesnel controversy, the article

Unibenitus, Bull op. With the

declaration of the French clergy in 10»2

[Gallicanibm] the French Jesuits had

nothing to do ; but they incurred the dis

pleasure of Innocent XI. by refusing or

neglecting to publish the bull against

Louis XIV. on the question of the Regalia,

and the Pope forbade them to receive

novices. The great preacher Bourdaloue

(tl/04), and F. de la Colombiere, the

director of St. Margaret Mary Alacoque,

flourished at this time. In the middle of

the eighteenth century, a league of many

parties and persons was formed for the

destruction of the order. The Marquise

de Pompadour hated them because they

would not countenance in any shape the

immoral relation subsisting between her

and the king, Louis XV. Voltaire, him

self one of their pupils, a;id not averse to

doing them justice on occasion, as many

passages in his works prove, desired their

extinction as the defenders of revealed

religion and the upholders of the purity of

private morals. The whole party of the

EncyclopfBdists and freethinkers were

naturally their enemies ; the remains of

the Jansenict party longed to be revenged

on them ; the Parliament and university

were hostile to them, as they had ever

been. Lastly, the Minister, the Due de

Choiseul—who by his blundering had just

lost Canada for France—being in sym

pathy with the freethinkers, was disposed

to yield to the clamour which the many

1 1
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ill-wishers of the Company raised, and to

induce the king also to yield. In April

and August 1702 edicts of the Parliament

of Paris closed the Jesuit collets and

declared their order to be inadmissible in

any civilised State. The archbishop of

Paris, Christopher de Beaumont, put

himself courageously on th*ir side, and

the secular clergy generally took the

same line. Nevertheless, Louis XV. con

firmed (November 1704) the edict of

the Parliament, and about four thousand

Jesuits, their colleges having been closed

and their property plundered, were com

pelled to depart from France.

The fall of the order in Spain was a

mysterious event. It was the work of

the irresponsible despotism which ruled

the country, and which, as it had been

swift and stern for ageB in repressing

whatever was against the Cliurch, so

now, being itself perverted, dealt sudden

blows that none could parry on the great

Company—the creation of Spanish genius

—which existed only for the Church's

defence and glory. D'Annda, the

Minister of Charles III., is said to have

induced him to believe that the Jesuit

general, Hicci, had boasted of possessing

documents showing that the king was an

illegitimate child. The wrathful Charles

immediately caused a despatch to be

written to all the government authorities

in Spain and the colonies, requiring that

all the Jesuit fathers should be forthwith

conducted to the nearest port, and com

pelled to take ship for some foreign

country. Six thousand Spanish Jesuits

were ruined and exiled at a blow, by

what caii only be regarded as the act of

a lunatic.

Previously to this, the order had been

despoiled and banished from Portugal bv

the famous Carvalho, Count de Pombal.

Pombal was a man of iron determination,

and unscrupulous in the choice of means.

In 1750 he had been made Secretary of

State to Joseph I., and set himself

actively and ably to work to revive the

languishing trade and industry of Portu

gal. He had been Portuguese minister in

England for several years from 1730. A

mind so observant must have been struck

by the docility of the Anglican clergy,

and the ease with which, being isolated

from the rest of Christendom, they were

managed by the Government of the day,

and it was probably this experience which

led him to form plans for a similar

national church in Portugal, separated

from the Holy See and the hierarchy.

The Jesuits, the sworn defenders of Papal

rights, stood in his way ; they must

therefore be suppressed. Into the intri

cate history of the plot to assassinate the

king, and the manner in which Pombal

used it against the Jesuits, besides attack

ing them in other ways, it is impossible

here to enter. In the end, their property

was sequestrated, the University of Coim-

bra tsken out of their hands, and the

fathers themselves (1759) to the number

of two hundred and fifty-five, banished

from Portugal. Clement XIII. vainly

pleaded that they might be treated with

ordinary justice. On the death of

Joseph I. in 1777 Pombal was disgraced,

declared a criminal, and forbidden to

live within twenty leagues of Lisbon.

A new inquiry beinir ordered into the

alleged conspiracy of 1758, those who by

Pombal's management had been con

demned to death or imprisonment were

exonerated from all criminality. From

some of these had been extorted by

torture the statement that the Jesuits

were concerned in the plot ; this state

ment, of course, if the revising tribunal

may be trusted, falls to the ground.

The order had been expelled from

France, Spain, Portugal and Naples, but

it was still protected in Austria by Maria

Theresa. Her son, afterwards Joseph II.,

used all his influence against them ; he

was said to covet their estates. Diplo

matic pressure was used by all the Courts

which had expelled the order to induce

Clement XIII. to decree their suppression,

but the aged Pope stood firm. On his

death in 1709, the Bourbon sovereigns

used every effort to secure the election of

a Pontiff who would comply with their

views. Cardinal Ganganelli wns elected

and took the name of Clement XIV. He

hesitated long before taking the decisive

step to which he was urged. At length

(1773) he signed the Constitution " Domi-

nus ac Redemptor noster," by which, on

the ground of the numerous complaints and

accusations of which the Society was the

object, without declaring them to be

either guilty or innocent, he suppressed

the order in every part of the world, and

directed that those of its members who

were priests should fall into the ranks of

the secular clergy.

In 1026 the Society had possessed

15,000 members. At the time of the

suppression the total number was about

20,000.

Lalande, the astronomer, said of the

suppression, " Carvalho and Choiseul
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have irretrievably destroyed the finest

work of man, unrivalled by any human

institution. . . . The human race has

lost that wonderful and invaluable as

sembly of 20,000 men, disinterestedly

and unceasingly occupied with functions

most important and most useful to man."

III. Frederic the Great, King of

Prussia, refused to have anything to do

with the suppression ; he retained the

Jesuits in his dominions, and desired

them to exercise their teaching and other

functions, so far as was possible, as if

nothing had happened. Catherine IT.,

Empress of Russia, supported them with

so much zeal that the Pope ultimately

exempted Russia from the operation of

the bull of suppression ; novices . were

received in that country without inter

ruption during the interregnum. Other

attempts were made to keep the order

alive (see Baccaxarists). In 1814 Pius

VII., bv the constitution " Solicitudo om

nium Ecelesiarum," derogated from the

brief ofsuppression, and appointed Francis

Karen, who was then provincial in

Russia, general of the whole nrder. Since

the restoration the fortunes of the Society

have varied with the varying strength of

the infidel and revolutionary forces which

from time to time have been opposed to

it. In France, where their colleges had

been brilliantly successful, an envious

agitation was set on foot against them by

the University, to which the government

of Charles X. weakly yielded and closed

their colleges (1828). Under the Second

Empire they enjoyed freedom ; the Re

publican Government has again (1880)

closed their colleges, and denied them the

right of corporate and regular existence.

In Switzerland they had a noble uni

versity at Fribourg, and their influence

was great in the Forest Cantons and the

"Valais. The anarchic and infidel ele

ments in Swiss society, combining with

the Protestants and encouraged by Lord

Pahrerston, raised in 1846 the war of

the Sonderbund ; the Catholic cantons

were crushed by superior numbers, and the

Jesuits banished from the Confederacy.

At the present day the total number

of members of the Society is believed to

be about ten thousand.

(CreHineau Jolv, " Histoire de la Com-

pagnie de Josus,'' 1840; "The Jesuits,

their Foundation and History," by B. N.

(a useful compilation) ; Ferraris, Jem

Societat; Helyot ; Henrion, "Histoire

Generate des Missions ; " Bouchot, " His

toire du Portugal.")

JESUS ('lijo-oCr, y-lti'.l). Name and

Feast of the Name.—The name means, not,

as is often said, " Saviour " or " God the

Saviour," but " the I^ud [i.e. Jehova] is

help or salvation." It is simply a short

ened form of Josue (y5>'iiT)> which in the

LXX appearsas " Jesus,''and,acoordingto

Delitzsch ("History of Redemption," p.

182), was a common name in post-exilic

times. InourLord'scase, it had, however, a

pre-eminent fitness becausein I lim, through

the perfect example of his life and through

his death, the salvation of God came to

the children of men. This name was

announced to the Blessed Virgin by the

angel, and actually imposed on our Lord

at his circumcision. It was his personal,

whereas " Christ " was his official, name.

In all ages of course Christians have

spoken with devotion of this holy name,

and St. Paul's words in the epistle

to the Philippians will occur to every

one. The devotion received a new im

pulse and took a tangible form in the

fifteenth century. The Franciscan friar

St. Bernardino of Sienna (d. 1440)

used to exhibit before the people to

whom he preached a board with the

holy name painted on it in the midst of

rays, and he persuaded a poor man who

used to paint cards and had been ruined

by the saint's sermons against gambling to

make a living in another way—viz. by

painting the holy name. The new devo

tion was examined before Martin V., pro

hibited for a time, defended by St. John

Capistran, and finally approved by the

Holy See. A third Franciscan, Bernardino

de Bustis, composed an oflice of the Holy

Name, which he offered for approval to

Sixtus IV. and Innocent VIII., but with

out success. At last Clement VII. ap

proved the oflice for use in the Franciscan

order ; permission to use it was extended

by subsequent Popes to other churches,

and at last Innocent XIII., yielding to

the prayers of the Emperor Charles VI.,

on November 2f». 1721, ordered the feast

to be celebrated throughout the Church

on the second Sunday after Epiphany.

JEWS, CHURCH LAWS RE-

SPECTCTTO. When Christianity be

came supreme, we find Oonstantine pub

lishing restrictive edicts against the Jews,

in which it was declared penal for them

to insult or injure converts to Christianity,

and the adoption of Judaism bv those not

born to it was forbidden. The Theodosian

Code brands the desertion of Christianity

for Judaism as apostasy, and the blending

I it
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together the rites and doctrines of the two

as heresy. In Spain, where Jews were

numerous, a long series of canons regulat

ing the relations between them and Chris

tians may be quoted from the Acts of the

early councils. These were severe in their

tenor, for, indeed, the Talmudic Jew, with

his intense pride of race, and scorn and

hatred of other nations, was a difficult

person to deal with. The Fourth Council

of Toledo (633), over which St. Isidore of

Seville presided, ordered that Jews should

be no longer coerced to become Christians,

but that those who had been so coerced

in the reign of king Sisebut, should not,

since they had received Christian sacra

ments, be allowed to return to Judaism.

This council also ordered that the children

of Jews should be separated from them

and placed in monasteries, or in pious

Christian families, to be instructed in

Christianity. This sweeping measure can

only have Deen partially carried out ; for

at the Eighth Council of Toledo (653) we

find the king undertaking to protect the

Catholic faith against Jews and heretics,

and it is ordered that the decrees of the

fourth council respecting Jews should be

observed. Again, a canon of the ninth

council (055) directs that baptised Jews

be obliged to repair to the cities on the

principnl festivals, in order that the bishops

might be able to judge of the sincerity of

their conversion. The Jews in Spain,

being through Talmudic influences more

in sympathy with Islam than the religion

of Christ, assisted the Moors in the eighth

century to master the country and destroy

the kingdom of the Visigoths.

The Third Council of Orleans (538)

made some important canons. It allowed

that Christians should be in servitude to

Jewish masters; if, however, a Christian

slave took sanctuary because his master

was tampering with his religion, he was

not to be returned to bondage hut re

deemed at a fair valuation. Jews were

not to appear in the streets nor hold inter

course with Christians on the three last

days of Holy Week and Easter Sunday.

In the later legislation, a constitution

of Clement XI. (" Propaganda per univer-

Bum "), another of Benedict XIV. (" Pos-

tremo mense "), and an epistle of the last-

named Pontiff, are prominently cited. By

the first it is provided that if a Jew become

a Christian, the portion of his father's

goods falling to him shall not be with

held by the family on account of his con

version. But he is not allowed to dis

inherit his other brothers, as in the case

of that infamous law of the Irish Parlia

ment, according to which, if the younger

son of a Catholic landowner became a

Protestant, he could take the whole

estate, and reduce the rest of the family

to beggary.

The following were some of the pro

scriptions of the ancient law. The Jews in

Rome were bound to observe Church holi

days so far as their public occupations

were concerned. They were required to

live together in a particular quarter (the

Ghetto). Some distinction of dress,

sufficient to show that they were not

Christians, was required from both sexes.

The word of God wae to be preached to

them once a week by a master in theology

—if possible, one who was versed in

Hebrew. The tribunals of the Inquisi

tion were allowed to proceed againstJews

only in case of their having made them

selves amenable to their jurisdiction by

certain definiteovert acts. It was lawful

for Christian princes to tolerate Jews,

their rites and synagogues, within their

dominions; and having been once so re

ceived and assured of protection, they

could not, except for some just and

weig hty cause, be expelled.

The children of Jews, not having the

use of free-will, ought not to be baptised

against the will of their parents. A

Jewish boy who asks to be baptised, not

having attained to the use of reason, is

to be given back to his parents ; but not

otherwise. Infant children of Jews, bap

tised validly, though illicitly, by a nurse

or some other person, must be educated

by Christians, and when they have come

to the use of reason must be compelled to

perseverance in the Catholic faith. Under

the operation of this rule arose the cele

brated Mortara case, about eighteen

years ago. Copies of the Talmud are to

be searched for and burnt. In justification

of this and other severities the canonists

are wont to make copious extracts from

that extraordinary compilation, which,

with much that is grave and noble, con

tains also so many puerilities, immoral

precepts, and anti-social maxims, that

Christian courts may well have deemed

it right to resort to stringent measures to

prevent Christians from being seduced

icco adhesion to a system so preposterous.

For illustrations—not to speak of those

given by Ferraris,1 which may not be

entirely trustworthy—the reader is re

ferred to the Abb<5 Chiarini's transl*-

i Art. " Hebrasus."
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tion,1 and to a recent work by Oort.'

It must not be supposed that the modern

Jews are free to reject any part of the

Talmud that may displease them. If

the Old Testament is the written, the

Talmud contains the oral, law of Jehovah ;

a consistent Jew believes that God speaks

to him through the Rabbins as much as

through the prophets.' Even the legen

dary part, the " Haggadah," according to

the Jewish editor of " Selections from

the Talmud " published in the " Chandos

Classics," does not stagger them. " The

majority of the [Jewish] people," he says,

" clung to it, and regarded the Talmud as

a complete whole worthy of their reve

rence."

"The Talmud," says the Abbs

Chiarini,4 " explains the written law by

the oral in the name of the Eternal," and

the Jews, he declares, have ever valued

it highly as " a wall raised between Jews

and non-Jews always and everywhere."

JOHN OF COD, ST., ORDER OP.

St. John of God established his Order of

Charity for serving the sick at Granada

in 1540. It spread so rapidly that at the

close of the last century, before the

Jacobins had shut the doors of its hos

pitals in France, and the " Liberals " in

Spain, the two generalates of Spain and

1 l.e Talmud, Leipzig, 1831.
f Evanyelie en Talmud, Leiden. 1881.—

Oort has been answered by the Dutch ItAbbi

Tal, " F.en blik in Talmoed en Evangelic''

The learned works of Martini f" Pugio Fidei "),

Amsterdam, 1881. The Cath'olic work of Kohling,

" Der Tnlmuiljude " (1877), is severely handled

by Delitzsch, " Kohling's Talmudjude

beleuchtet " (1881). A really scientific account

of Jewish theology will be found in Webpr's

excellent work, " Svstem der Altsvnagngalon

PalKstinischen Theologie" (Leipzig, 1880).
Wagenwil (•' Tela ignea Satanw," 1C81), Ki-en-

mpnger (" Entdecktes Jurienthum," 1777), are

marred by controveisial bias. From them

anti-Semitic writtrs draw their "facts."
JThe pTot-Talmndic treatise Sopherim com

pares the Bible to water, the Mishna to wine,

the Gemara to spiced wine. But it would be

quite wrong to judge the more educated Jews

by the Talmud. A reform was inaugurated by

Moses Mendelssohn (d. 1786). A reformed

synagogue was founded at Berlin in 1814, in

London about 1840, at New York in 1843.

The Reformed Jews who reject the divine

authority of the Talmud, though they differ

much among themselves, many of them being

mere Dei-ts, are very numerous in Germany

and America. Moreover, the Reform has had

great influence on educated Jews who have not

openly abandoned the orthodox synagogues.

For a history of the Reform, see The Jews, their

Custom* and Ceremonies, by the American

Kabbi Myers (New York, 1877).

* Of.eiLf. 69.

Italy, into which the order was divided,

numbered 2,9i4 religious, with 281 hos

pitals under their enre, in which there

were more than 10,000 beds, and an

average of 85,000 patients were re

ceived and attended to yearly. The

brothers of this order are said to have

been the first to establish the rule in

hospitals that every patient should have

a bed to himself. From a minute state

ment of their system of hospital manage

ment, printed by the continuator of

Helyot, it would appear that they

practised all the regulations which the

regime of the best modern hospitals

prescribes for the comfort and medical

treatment of their patients, and in ad

dition were tenderly solicitous for their

souls, urging those to confession who had

long discontinued or were disinclined to

it, and facilitating the return to Ood of

all the sutlerers who passed through their

hands. (Helyot, continuation [Migne],

iv. 612.)

JOHN, ST., OF JERUSALEM,

ORDER Or. [See HosriTALI-EKS.]

JOSEPH, ST. St. Joseph occupies a

place of his own in the devotion of

modern Catholics, such as is given to no

other saint. This and the fact that the

history of the devotion is peculiarly

instructive on the one hand, specially

liable to misunderstanding on the other,

are the reasons for inserting this article in

a work which does not profess to give

Lives of the Saints. The devotion to

St. Joseph is a striking instance of

Catholic usage, modern in itself and yet

based on most ancient and Scriptural

principles.

The facts of the gospel history con

cerning St. Joseph need not be repeated

except so far as they exhibit his dignity.

He was the true husband of Mary, and

as such her head. Moreover, Christ

Himself (Luc. ii. 51), was "subject "to

him. In consequence of his authority

and his provident care, he is honoured

with the title of the " Father" of Christ

(Luc. ii. 48), although of course Christ

had no man for his father in the proper

sense of the word. To have been chosen

by God Himself as the husband of the

Virgin Mother and the foster-father of

our Lord—these surely are solid grounds

for a singular devotion to St. Joseph.

We may notice here that, as he is never

mentioned after our Lord's public life

began, he is supposed to have died before

our Blessed Lord, and is therefore reckoned

among Old Testament saints.
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At the same time, it was long before

there was any general manifestation of this

devotion. The Monophysite Christians

of Egypt are said first to have assigned

a festival to St. Joseph, viz. on July 20,

which is thus inscribed in a Coptic

almanac : " The rest of the holy old man,

the just Joseph, the carpenter, husband of

the Virgin Mary, Mother of God, who

merited to be called the Father of Christ"

(quoted in Smith's " Bible Dictionary "

sub voc.). In Western martyrologies of

the ninth century the name of Joseph is

found, and from the same time the

Greeks commemorated him along with

the other saints of the Old Testament on

the Sunday before Christmas, and along

with Mary, David, and James the Less,

on the Sunday in the octave of Christmas

(Holland. 19 Martii, in "Comment, prsev.

ad S. Joseph," § 2). In the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries several orders in

the West celebrated the feast of St.

Joseph on March 19. Still " the feast

of St. Joseph," Thomassin says (" Traits

des Festes,'' p. 439), was still unknown

(i.e. as a feast of the whole Church)

in the time of Gerson, who wrote differ

ent letters to cause it to be celebrated—■

one to the Duke of Berry in 1413, another

to the cantor of the church of Chartres,

another to all the churches. Gemecius,

who has written the Life of Cardinal

Ximenes, testifies that that cardinal " insti

tuted in his church the feast of St. Joseph."

St. Teresa and St. Francis of Sales in

modern times were zealous in propagating

the devotion, and Gregory XV., in 1021,

as well as Urban VIII., in 1042, made

St. Joseph's day (i.e. March 19) a holiday

of obligation. Benedict XIII., in 1720,

ordered his name to be inserted in the

Litany of the Saints and in the Litany

used in the "Commendation of the Soul,"

after that of St. John the Baptist (Gavant.

torn. ii. p. 310). In 1871 Pius IX., con

firming a decree of the Congregation of

Rites, put the whole Church ' under the

patronage of St. Joseph, chose him as the

Church's protector, and made his feast a

double of the first class. It was fitting

that Christians should appeal to him who

once protected the human life of our

Saviour, and ask his intercession in

behalf of Christ's mystical body. The

same Pope had in September 1847 ex

tended the feast and office of St. Joseph's

Patronage to the whole Church. The

Tope required it to be celebrated on the

third Sunday after Easter as a double of

the second class (" Manuale Decret. S.

Rit. Cong." No. 2108). In other ways

the Church has marked her approval of

the growing devotion to St. Joseph. The

Creed is now said in the Mass of both his

feasts ; his name is inserted after that of

t he Blessed Virgin in the prayer " A

cunctis ; " he is commemorated after her

in the Suffrages of the Saints ; and his

name comes before that of any other

patron except the Angels and St. John

Baptist. (" Manuale," 3709.)

JOSEPH, ST., ORDERS Or.

1. Josephites. Two communities bear, or

have borne, this name. The first was

founded by Jacques Cretenet at Lyons

about 1640, with the designation of

" Priests of the Mission of St. Joseph ; "

it was governed by a director-general ;

its members did not take vows ; and it

devoted itself chiefly to the foreign

missions. At the Revolution it wag

suppressed. The second is a teaching

institute, founded in 1817 at Grammont

in Belgium by the Canon Van Crom-

brugghe, for giving a good education to

the sons of persons in the commercial and

industrial classes. Several houses of the

institute, which is understood to be in a

flourishing condition, have since been

founded at various places in Beljrium.

2. Lai/ Hospitallers, Datu/hters of St.

Joseph. This society, the chief employ

ment of which was the education of

orphan girls, was founded at Bordeaux in

1 0-38 under the auspices of the archbishop

Henri de Sourdis, by Marie Delpech, who

afterwards established a great house of

her order at Paris, called " De la Provi

dence." These daughters of St. Joseph

were introduced into many large towns

in France, but Helyot's continuator does

not mention whether they survived the

Revolution.

3. Attn* Hospitaller* of St. Joseph.

Founded in 1043 at La Fleche in Anjou

by Mademoiselle de la Ferre. Besides

the three vows of religion, these nuns

took a fourth vow, to serve the poor.

Before the Revolution they had five or

six houses, one of which was at Montreal

in Canada.

4. Kttns of St. Joseph of the Good

Shepherd. This congregation was founded

by the bishop of Puy, Henri de Maupas,

at the suggestion of the Jesuit Father

MiSdaille, in 1050. Though dispersed at

the Revolution, the religious retained the

spirit and the love of their instit ute, and

in 1811 they were reorganised under an

imperial decree, the mother houBe beinir.

settled at Clermont in Auvergne. This
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congregation is actively at work, main

tain i ug board i ng-sehools and free schools.

5. Sinters of Churity of St. Joseph.

The original name of the community of

Sisters established by Mrs. Sctonat Eui-

mittsburg, Md., in 1809. In 1850, with its

dependencies, it assumed the habit and

the vows of the French Sisters of Charity

of St. Vincent de Paul, of which the

Emmittsburg house and its dependencies

now form a province. But these Sis

ters in the diocese of New York, whose

mother-house is at Mt. St. Vincent's on

the Hudson, were in 184G made inde

pendent of Emmittsburg. [Sisters of

Chauitt, Supplement.]

6. Sisters of St. Joseph of Cluny.

The first efforts of this community,

founded by Anne Marie Javouhey, may

be traced back to 1807, but it was first for

mally authorised in 1810, being then

established at Autun. The reverend

mother Javouhey was superior till her

death in 1851. She visited all the

French colonies in Asia, Africa, and

America, besides several of those belong

ing to England, aud resided for a con-

siderahle time in some of them. A

burning desire to labour in the conversion

and civilisation of the negro and other

aboriginal races took possession of her in

consequence of these visits. She estab

lished her sisters in nearly all the French

colonies ; they never spared themselves

when teaching, or nursing, or any other

good work was required of them, and

they have happily paved the way for the

eventual reception of Christianity by

many an African nation and American

tribe. The congregation was confirmed

by the Holy See in 1854. In 1850 it

had 135 houses with 1 323 members, in-

chiding lay sisters. The establishments

abroad (at the Senegal, French Guiana,

Madagascar, Tahiti, Sc.) employed 430

sisters, all natives of France, with the

exception of a few who came from

Reunion, Martinique, and Trinidad.

7. Sisters of St. Joseph of Bourg.

This institute, founded in 1828 by Mgr.

Devie, bishop of Belley, in concert with

the reverend mother Saint Benoit, at

Bourg in the department of Ain, and

devoting itself to teaching and works of

charity, has spread itself in many parts of

France, Switzerland, aud America. In

1850 an average of two hundred candi

dates yearly presented themselves for the

noviciate.

8. Sisters of St. Joseph of the Appar-

» Helyot, Contin. iv. 670.

ition. Of this congregation, founded in

the south of France by Madame de

Vialard in 1833, there were thirty houses

in 1850, chiefly in Algeria and Aus

tralia. The mother house is at Mar

seilles; teaching and nursing the sick are

their chief employments.

9. Sisters or Daughters of St. Joseph.

This offshoot of the nuns of St. Joseph

(No. 4 above) was in 1830 introduced

into the diocese of St. Louis by Bishop

Rosati. The Sisters of St. Joseph have

since been introduced into many other

dioceses of the United States as well as

Canada.

XUBix.EE. The year of jubilee

PJji'O njtT) was an institution of the

Levitical law (Levit. xxv. 8 ad Jin.).

The Jews were to number seven sabbaths

of vears—ie. forty-nine years, and the

fiftieth (not the forty-ninth, as Petavius

and many others have maintained against

the plain words of the text v. 10, and

Jewish tradition attested by Philo,

Josephus, and the Talmud, was the year

of jubilee. The blast of the trumpet

proclaimed the jubilee throughout the

land on the tenth day of the seventh

month—i.e. on the day of atonement.

The land was to rest, as in sabbatical

years ; land and houses in the open country

or in vDlages, without walls, reverted

to their original owners or their heirs;

all Hebrew slaves were to go free. The

law as a whole has no parallel in any

other code, and it had a distinctly

theocratic character. The Hebrews were

the servants of God and could not, there

fore, be the servants of men ; the land

belonged to God, and was only lent to the

Hebrew tribes and families, who could

not, therefore, be driven out by an^

human arrangement. The original posi

tion of affairs was to be restored after the

sacred sabbatical period of years and on

the day of atonement, when Israel's sins

were purged and his communion with

God renewed. Various explauations are

given of the word jubilee, which is the

English form of ?3i\ Some (e.g.

Gesenius and Knohel) suppose that the

word means "joyful sound" (from

^3<) ; others make it refer to the

lengthened blast of the trumpet or the

streaming crowds of people (from

to flow. See Hitzig on Jer. xxxiv. 8.)

Probably it is an old word for a horn or

trumpet (Ewald, ': Alterlhiim," pp. 417

seq.; Dillmann on Levit,, p. 000 ; cf. Exod.

xix. 13, Jos. vi. 4-13). Most likely the
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"year cf setting- free," Ezek. xlvi. 16-18,

is the year of jubilee. (So UillmanTi,

against Kuenen, " Godsd." i. 06 ; Well-

hausen, " Geschiehte des Volkes Israel," i.

pp. 122 seq. ; Sniend on Ezek. pp. 882

seq., who take it to mean the sabbatical

year.)

The Church of Christ has adopted

the terra jubilee from the Jewish Church,

and proclaims from time to time a "year

of remission "—from the penal conse

quences of sin : she offers to her chil

dren, if they repent and make their peace

with God and perform certain pious

works, a plenary indulgence, and during

this year she empowers even ordinary

confessors to absolve from many reserved

cases and censures, from vows, &c, &c.

An ordinary jubilee occurs at Rome

every twenty-fifth year, lasts from Christ

mas to Christmas, and is extended in the

following year to the rest of the Church.

An extraordinary jubilee is granted at any

time, either to the whole Church or to par

ticular countries or cities, and not neces

sarily, or even usually, for a whole year.

If the jubilee, whether ordinary or extra

ordinary, be granted to the faithful

generally, the conditions for gaining it

usually are to fast for three days—viz. on

a Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday; to

visit certain churches, and pray according

to the intention of the Pope, to give alms,

to confess and communicate.

It was in 1300 that the first jubilee

was given. An impression prevailed at

that time that a great indulgence was

granted in Rome at the beginning of each

century, and with this belief many pil

grims flocked to the city. No document

in the Papal archives was found to con

firm the tradition, but Boniface VIII.

granted on February 22, "and for each

hundredth year to come, not only a full

and more ample, but. rather a most full

pardon of all sins " to those who repented

and confessed, and visited the churches

of St. Peter and St. Paul thirty times if

Romans, fifteen times if strangers. The

contemporary historian Giovanni Villani

reckons the number of pilgrims to Rome

that year at 200,000. Clement VI. in a

bull of 1343 made the jubilee recur every

fiftieth year, adding to the previous con

ditions a visit to the Lateran church.

This year the number of pilgrims is said

to have reached a million. Urban VI.,

in 1380, i educed the cycle of the jubilee

to thirty-three; Paul II., in 14/0, to

twenty-five years. (The chief works on

the subject are " 1st una degli Anui Santi,"

scritta da Alfani, Napoli, 1725; "Trec-

tatus historieo-theologicus de Jubibeo,

auctore Fr. Theodora a Sp. 3.," Romas,

1750; the Bull of Benedict XIV.,

"Inter prseteritos," Dec. 3, 1749.)

judgment, oevebal. The

fact that Christ will judge all men and

angels together at the last day is taught

with such clearness and iteration in the

New Testament and in all the Creeds

that we need not set about proving it

here. It will be more to the purpose if

we attempt to give a summary of the

common theological teaching and popular

belief on the matter, endeavouring to

distinguish what is doubtful from that

which is certain. We may remark by

way of preface that the general judgment

is intended to manifest before all intelli

gent creatures the justice of God, to ex

hibit Christ in his majesty before their

eyes, to glorify the just, and to put the

wicked to open shame.

1. The Circumstances ofthe Judgment.

—" As to the way in which that judgment

will take place, and in which men are to

be assembled, much cannot be known for

certain.'' So St, Thomas writes (" Suppl."

lxxxviii. 4) and no sober-minded person

will hesitate to agree with him. But he

goes on to say that there is a probability in

the inference from Scripture t hat as Christ

ascended from Mount Olivet to heaven, so

He will descend upon it to judge the

world. This probability will not be rated

high by those who believe that our Lord

did not ascend from the summit of the

mountain, but from Bethany, on its east

ern slopes.1 It was most natural that He

should bid his disciples farewell in a re

tired place, endeared by many sacred

memories, but such a spot offers no strik

ing fitness for his re-appearance to judge

the world. At the " sound of a trumpet "

—i.e. according to St. Thomas (" Suppl."

lxxvi. 2), either the voice or the mere appa

rition of Christ—the dead will wake.

" The sign of the Son of Man will appear

in heaven " (Matt. xxiv. 30). There is no

thing in the context to indicate the precise

nature of this sign, but as the previous

verse speaks of the darkening of the hea

venly bodies, the " sign " seems to con

sist in some luminous appearance follow-

1 See Luc. xxiv. 50. The Empress Helena

built, in memory of the Ascension, a church on

the top of Mount Olivet, close to a cave in which

our Lord was said to have taught (Euseb. Vit

Cnnilant. in*. 43). The position of the church

probably occasioned the belief, of which no

tracer appear till a much later date, that Christ

ascended from the summit.
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ing the darkness and ushering in the

Messianic glory. The common opinion of

the Fathers since Cyril of Jerusalem

(" Cat.'' 15), and of the schoolmen, is that

the " sign " is the sign of the cross, con

spicuous in the sky, and this opinion de

veloped in the minds of some into the

notion that the fragments of the wooden

cross on which Christ died would be

united miraculously and exhibited in the

sky. Scripture tells us that Christ will

apuear in his majesty " in the clouds "

(Matth. xxvi. 64), " with the angels of

his might, in a flame of fire " (1 Cor. iii.

13,2 Thess. i. 7)— fare which, according to

Suarez (" In III. P." disp. 57, quoted by

Jungmann), " will precede the judge on

his way to judgment, in order to strike

the damned with instant terror and to be

the beginning of their torment. Christ

will take his seat on his throne, and the

just will be placed on the right, the

wicked on the left, of Christ (Matth. xxv.

31-33). It is impossible to say how far

these expressions are to be taken strictly,

and great Catholic authorities have leant,

some to a literal, some to a metaphori

cal explanation (see e.g. the authors

quoted by Aluldonatus on the passage in

Matthew). Lastly, it has been a popular

belief among Christians, as well as among

Jews and Moslems, that the judgment

will take place in the valley of Josaphat,

which has been identified with the narrow

ravine of the Kidron on the eastern side

of Jerusalem. This belief arose from the

words of Joel (iv. 1 ; cf. v. 12), " For be

hold in those days, and in that time, when

I will turn again the captivity of Judah

and Jerusalem, I will gather together

all the nations and bring them down to the

valley of Jehoshaphat, and will contend

with them there Decause of my people

and my inheritance Israel." It is very

doubtful whether the valley of Josaphat

was a real place at all ; in verse 14 it is

called the " valley of decision," and the

name Jehoshaphat means " the Lord has

judged." If the prophet had a real

place in view he may possibly have had

the valley in the wilderness of Tekoa

(2 Paralip. xx.), where Josaphat won

asignal victory over three heathen nations.

Anyhow, no valley of Josaphat near

Jerusalem is mentioned in the Scriptures

or in Josephus, or in any document older

than the " Onoraasticon of Eusebius. Re-

migius, on the strength of Joel's words,

asserted, in the middle of the ninth cen

tury, that the wicked would be placed for

trial in the valley of Josaphat, while

the just were caught up in the air to

meet their judge. This, says Merx, in his

recent commentary on Joel (p. 199), is

the earliest place in a Christian commen

tary on Joel, "where the final judgment

is fixed geographically and topographi

cally at Jerusalem in the valley of Je-

hosaphat." In the commentary to

which we have just referred an elaborate

account of Christian and Jewish opinion

on the matter will be found.

2. "The man Christ is the judge, but

[He exercises this office] with a power and

authority which is not human but divine "

(Petav. ""De Incarnat." xii. 10). The

saints (1 Cor. vi. 2) act with Him in his

judicial functions ; though probably this

only means that tbey approve the justice

of the sentence. It seems plain from

Matth. xix. 28, that the Apostles are

to judge the world in a stricter sense,

though it is hard to imagine what this

sense can be. St. Thomas conjectures

(" Suppl.'' lxxxix. 1 ) that the Apostles and

" perfect " men will notify the sentence to

others. It is certain that all men will be

judged (see the Athanasian Creed), and it

is commonly held that the word " all " is

to be taken quite literally so as to include

unbaptised infants, while it is at least the

more approved opinion among theologians

that angels also will then be tried. The

books will be opened ( Apoc. xx. 12)—

the books, perhaps, of conscience and of

God's remembrance. The examination

made will consist in this, that God will

enlighten the mind of each concerning his

own thoughts, words, and deeds, and

those of all others. Nearly all theologians

hold (though the Master of the Sentences

was of a different mind) that the sins

even of the just will be openly declared, in

order that the judgment may be com

plete, and that God's justice and mercy

may shine forth. In each individual

case sentence will be pronounced. St.

Thomas ("Suppl." Ixxxviii. 2), deems

it more likely that no oral words will be

used in the sentence. Many, however,

who are at one with him in thinking that

no oral words will be used to individuals,

still believe that the words in Matth. xxv.

" Come, ye blessed of my Father," &c,

" Depart, ye cursed," &c, will be orally

addressed to the multitude of the saved

and of the lost.

JTJXtOMEXTT, PARTICULAR.

The doctrine of the Church on this point

is clearly explained in the following

words of the Roman Catechism (P. I.

a. 7 of the Creed). There are " two
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occasions on which each and every man

must appear before God, and render an

account of every thought, action and

word, undergoing finally the immediate

sentence of the judge. Of these occasions

the first happens when a man departs

this life ; for straightway he is set before

the judgment-seat of God, and there a

most just inquiry is made into all that he

has ever done, said, or thought, this being

called the private "(or, as we usually say in

English, the particular) " judgment.'' The

essence of the doctrine lies in the belief

that the eternal lot of the soul is deter

mined by the judgment of God imme-

mediately after its separation from the

body, and so much as this must be con

sidered an article of faith, although there

has been no formal and explicit definition

on the point. The doctrine, however, is

clearly implied in the statement of the

Council of Florence, that souls wliich quit

their bodies in a state of grace, but in

need of purification, are1 cleansed in pur

gatory, whereas souls which are perfectly

pure " are at once (7fiar) received into

heaven," and those which depart " in

actual mortal, or merely with original,

sin," " at once descend into hell " 1 (" De-

cretum Unionis"). The Fathers of Flor

ence follow in this part of their decree the

Constitution " Benedictus Deus," issued by

Benedict XII. in the year 1330.

It cannot be said that many testimonies

can be produced from Scripture to prove

the doctrineasit has just been propounded.

Nor need we wonder at this. The books

of the Hebrew Bible for the most part

speak obscurely of the life beyond the

grave, while those of the New Testament

are chiefly occupied with the great truths

that Christ had risen and that He would

come again to judge the world. Still at

least one passage from the gospel of St.

Luke, xvi. 29 teg., justifies the belief of

the Church and excludes reasonable doubt

on the matter. Our Lord represents

I^aznrus and Dives as receiving their re

spective rewards immediately after death.

The former goes to the " bosom of Abra

ham ;" the latter lifts up " his eyes in

Hades, being in torments." He must of

course have been sentenced before the

general judgment, because the rich man's

brethren are spoken of as still alive. It is

true that we cannot draw dogmatic infer

ences from all the details of this or any

other parable, and it is often hard to de

termine how much belongs to the clothing

1 " Infeniuro." Hell must be taken here in

a large sense to include the Limbo of intuitu.

of the narrative, how much is meant to

teach a moral or doctrinal lesson. StiU

we may confidently regard the truth, that

judgment follows hard on death, as part

of the main teaching which the story con

veys^ and so, as we shall presently see, St.

Augustine understood the passage.

Several other places of Scripture are

quoted in proof, but some, as we cannot

help thinking, are irrelevant, none cogent.

Eccli. xi. 27 ttq. may refer to the judg

ment which God brings on the wicked by

the very act of cutting them off in the

midst of their prosperity. Eccles. xi. 9,

xii. 1, is far too vague to serve the pur

pose for which it is alleged. Our English

Catechism urges the verse in the Epistle

to the Hebrews (ix. 27), "It is appointed

unto all men once to die, and after that

the judgment." Thewhole passage scarcely

encourages us to understand the judgment

as the particular one. " As it is appointed

unto all men once to die, and after this

the judgment, so also Christ, being once

offered to bear away the sins of many,

will be manifested a second time without

sin to those who wait for him unto salva

tion." The natural meaning seems to be

that as men have to die once only and

afterwards to be judged, so Christ bad to

die once only and afterwards will come,

no longer laden with the sins of the

world, to judge mankind. At all events,

St. Thomas and Estius both think that

the writer of the Epistle had the general,

not the particular, judgment in his mind.1

The tradition of the Church on the

particular judgment was for a long time

obscured by the Millennarian errors which

were held in early times even by many

Catholics, otherwise orthodox, and by the

uncertainty which long prevailed on the

state of souls in the period between death

and the general resurrection. St. Augus

tine, however, speaks clearly and em

phatically, and that, not for himself only,

but for the Church of his time. He is

speaking of books on the soul written

by Vincentius Victor, and he insists that

there is nothing in them except what is

vain or erroneous or else mere common

place familiar to all Catholics. As an

instance of the last, he gives Victor's

teaching on the meaning of the parable

from St. Luke about which we have

already spoken. " For with respect to

1 Protestant commentators are also divided

on the meaning of the word "judgment." See

LUnemann, ad toe. Lttnemann himself con

siders that the p«t« toOto leaves the time at

which thejudgment is to follow quite indefinite.
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that," says St. Augustine ("De Aniraa et

ejus Origine," lib. ii. n. 8), " which he

[Victor] most rightly and very soundly

believes, viz. that souls are judged when

they quit the body, before they come to

that judgment which must be passed upon

them when reunited to the hotly, and are

tormented or glorified in that very flish

which they inhabited here—was this, then,

a matter of which you were actually un

aware ? Who is there with a mind so

encrusted with obstinacy against the

Gospel as not to bear, or hearing not to

believe, these things, in the story of the

poor man, taken after his death to Abra-

hams bosom, and of the rich man, whose

torment in hell is set before us ? "

Theologians adduce various arguments

to show the reasonableness of belief in the

particular judgment. " The time,'' sjijs

Suarez, " for merit and demerit ends with

death ; that, therefore, is the most suit

able time for judging each man's acts,

no reason existing for further delay"

(Suarez, "In III. P." disp. 52, § 2,

quoted by Jungraann, " De Noviss." cap.

i. art. 2). St. Thomas meets the obvious

objection that there is no need of two

judgments, by pointing out that it befits

each to be judged both as an individual

and as a member of the whole human

race; that God's justice must be publicly

as well as privately manifested; and thnt

the sentence passed in the particular

judgment cannot be completely executed

till the body is reunited to the soul

(" Suppl." Ixxxviii. 1).

The common opinion is that souls are

judged at the moment and in the place of

death. God manifests to the soul by some

interior illumination its state and its future

lot, whereupon the soul, to borrow the

illustration of St. Thomas ("Suppl.'' Ixix.

2), finds the place which belongs to it in

heaven or purgatory, or hell, just as bodies

find their place according to the law of

gravity. Popular representations which

describe the soul as borne by angels before

the tribunal of God, there to be accused

by devils and defended by the guardian

angels, are innocent in themselves, and

are, indeed, sanctioned by Scripture. Still

they are popular representations, after all,

not intended as accurate statements of the

literal truth.

JTTDICA PSALM. Ps. xlii. is said-

preceded and followed by the versicle

" Introibo " (" I will enter to the altar of

God,"&c.)—at the beginning of all Masses

except those for the dead and those said

during the time of the Passion. On these

occasions the psalm is omitted because of

its joyful character. St. Ambrose tells

us trie verse of the psalm already referred

to, " I will enter to the altar of God : of

God who niaketh glad my youth," was

recited by the neophytes as they walked

after baptism and confirmation from the

font to the altar in order to receive com

munion. Since the ninth century, at

least, this psalm has been said at the

beginning of the Mass, and this use was

common to the churches of Spain, France,

Germany, and England from about the

same time. Le Urun, i. p. Ill, gives

minute details on the history of the psalm

as used at Mass.

jitdicatuk. [See Three Chap

ters.]

JUDICSB 8THODAIES, The

judges to whom the Koman Curia com

mits the trial of causes in different coun

tries are so called. They must hold some

dignity in a cathedral church, and must

be nominated by the bishop in the diocesan

synod. There should be not less than four

for each diocese. If a judex tynodalis die

in the interval between two synods, the

bishop nominates some one to take his

place until the next synod meets. All

nominations, whether in or out of synod,

mutt be reported to the Pontifical Secre

tary of Pelitions (mpplkum libeUorum).

(Ferraris, Judex, § u'IS.)

JVSZCZXrBE SEX (ordeal, jugement

de Dieu). The proof of facts by testi

mony being attended with many dilli-

culties in an unsettled state of society, it

has been commonly believed in many

countries that for the protection of inno

cence and the detection of guilt, the case

being doubtful, if the divine justice were

solemnly appealed to, the necessary proof

would be supplied by a direct exhibition

of divine power.1 All the early barbarian

codes, the Snlic, Ripuarian, liurgundian

law, &c, allow the appeal to the "judg

ment of God." The modes were various:

among them were walking over red-hot

ploughshares or live coals, handling red-

hot iron, eating blessed bread [Eulogi.*],

the trial by hot water, and»the trial by cold

water. It was believed that a perjurer

could not swallow blessed bread. In

the trial by hot water the person whose

innocence was in question had to plunge

his arm into a caldron of boiling water.

In that by cold water, he was bound hand

and foot and thrown into a pond, a cord

being fastened to him ; if he floated, it

was held that the water rejected him and

1 Cp. Soph. Ant. 204, Virg. ASn. xi 787. ,
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that he was guilty ; if he sank, that he was

innocent. Lastly, there was the trial by

combat ; it being devoutly believed that

the man whose cause was just would not

be permitted by heaven to be vanquished

by his adversary. To give a few instances

—the Empress Cuneguude (about A.D.

1010) is said to have walked unhurt over

red-hot ploughshares, when she appealed

to the judgment of God in disproof of her

alleged unchastity ; the champion of the

Empress Theutburga (860) passed vic

toriously through the trial of not water ;

a monk, Petrus Igneus, in the eleventh

century, to establish the truth of his

testimony against the Bishop of Florence,

walked between two great fires placed

cIobo together, and was not scorched.

See the curious article by Kober in

Wetzer and Welte, in which the view

is taken that the Church permitted these

ordeals, the issue of paganism, but with

out approving of them, and gradually,

through the decisions of Popes and the

treatises of doctors, assisted to put them

down. Most of the ordeals were aban

doned in the course of the twelfth cen

tury. The trial by combat was abolished

by St. Louis (about 1250) within his own

dominions ; in England it was nominally

legal down to a much later period.

JURISDICTION. (Jus dicere, to

administer justice, was one of the " tria

verba " which denoted the functions of a

Roman praetor.) Jurisdiction is defined

as " the power of anyone who has public

authority and pre-eminence over others

for their rule and government."

Jurisdiction is first divided into

ecclesiastical and civil. The former is

that which is concerned with causes

relating to the worship of God and the

spiritual salvation of souls ; it is exercised

either in the forum externum or in the

forum internum. Civil or political juris

diction is conversant with secular causes,

and has in view the temporal government

of the commonwealth. It is exercised

only in theforum cttemum.

Jurisdiction is again divided into vol

untary and contentious. The first is exer

cised over persons who voluntarily submit

themselves to its operation, as in the

case of manumissions and adoptions in

the civil order, and ordinations, benedic

tions, absolutions, &c, in the ecclesiastical

order. It must not be supposed that the

validity of such acts depends upon the
■willingness of the parties interested to

submit to them ; as when a club empowers

a president whom it hag elected to frame

' bylaws for them, the validity of which

depends upon the voluntary acceraion of

the members. The acts are valid, firstly

and chiefly, because done by a power

which had the right to do them—ije.

which had jurisdiction. Contentious

jurisdiction is that which is exercised

over persons even against their will ; it

implies a dispute, contending parties, and

a tribunal. Thirdly, jurisdiction may be

either ordinary or delegated. Ordinary

jurisdiction is that which belongs to any

one of his own right, or by reason of hia

oifice, in virtue of some law, canon, or

custom. Delegated jurisdiction is that

which a man has, not of his own right,

but by the coaituiss-ion of another, in

whose place he officiates. [Delegation.]

Ordinary jurisdiction may be acquired

in three ways: (1; by commission from

the supreme ruler, conceded either to the

dignity or to the individual ; (2) by law

or canon ; (3) by custom or prescription.

Thus, by the Supreme Pontiff are con

stituted as ordinary judges, legates,

patriarchs, primates, archbishops, bishops,

the officials of the Curia, &c. By the

supreme lay power are constituted, in the

civil order, viceroys, governors, prefects,

magistrates, &c, who all enjoy ordinary

jurisdiction. Bv law or canon those are

constituted ordinary judges who are

elected to office by public bodies according

to the statutes of their foundation, and by

public functionaries according to law.

This is the case with the rectors of uni

versities, the superiors of convents, the

provosts of chapters, and the vicars-general

of bishops. The third way is by custom ;

a jurisdiction which has been exercised

without challenge for forty years is held

to be validated by prescription, and is

considered ordinary.

AH the Apostles received their juris

diction, which (except in the case of St.

Peter) was personal and extraordinary,

immediately from Christ. This jurisdic

tion they did not transmit ; the bishops

and their successors receive their jurisdic

tion from Christ, but through Peter.

Such at least is the view now generally

held ; but even if the bishops be deemed

to derive their jurisdiction immediately

from Christ, all Catholics agree that it U

in such manner subject to the supreme

pastorate of the Pope, that "it can be

rest rained by his authority and sovereignty,

and, for a lawful cause, altogether token

away."1

Confessors belonging to the regular

1 Benedict XIV., quoted bv Ferraris, § 28.
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orders have jurisdiction from the Pope

over the faithful generally in the tribunal

of penance, the approbation of the bishop

having been obtained.

Every confessor must have jurisdiction

in foro interna, otherwise he cannot

validly absolve. An absolution given by

a priest without jurisdiction is void.

Nevertheless, if the penitent be in artieulo

mortis, or sincerely believed to be so, he

maybe validly absolved, not only from sins,

venial and mortal, which have been be

fore confessed, but from all ecclesiastical

censures, even in reserved cases, by any

simple priest, even though he be degraded,

or an apostate, or irregular [iKREGtJ-

LAKlTl], or a heretic.

The jurisdiction of the priest is of

ecclesiastical right, so far as its bestowal,

enlargement, and restriction are con

cerned, for it is the Church which confers

it, and in such a manner as she deems to

be expedient in the Lord ; but it is of

divine right inasmuch as the faculty of

remitting sin, for the sake of which it

exists, is " conferred on the priest in ordi

nation through the power of the Holy

Ghost."1 (Ferraris, Jurisdictio.)

JUS SPOZ.II (lit. " right of spoil").

By " spoli um " is meant the property belong

ing to a beneficed ecclesiastic at the time

of his death which he could not legally

dispose of by will. According to the

canons a bishop or other ecclesiastic

has only a right to such a portion of

the diocesan revenues as is sufficient

to maintain him and enable him to dis

charge bis functions efficiently. What

ever exceeds this is the property of the

Church. If therefore an ecclesiastic at

his death be found to be possessed of

property, the result of savings from his

share of Church emoluments, that pro

perty ought to return to the Church ,

his natural heirs have no right, to it. It is

recorded of a great number of saints that,

penetrated by this feelinjr, they took care

to dispose of their ecclesiastical revenues

to the last farthing in almsdeeds and

other good works, so that, when death

came, they might depart naked out of this

world as they had come naked into it. St.

Thomas of Villanova on his deathbed,

" having commanded all the money then

in his possession (which amounted to four

thousand ducats) to be distributed among

the poor in all the parishes of the city,

then ordered all his goods to be given to

the rector of his college, except the bed

on which he lay. Being desirous to go

1 Cone. Trid. Sess. xiv. 7.

naked out of the world, he gave this bed

also to the jailer for the use of prisoners,

but borrowed it of him till such time as

he should expire."1 Warham, the last

Catholic archbishop of Canterbury, re

joiced to hear oj he was dying that only

thirty pounds were left in his coffers.

St. Francis stripped himself of the very

clothes that he wore and gave them back

to his father, that neither he nor the

world might henceforth have any claim

upon one another. Such examples might

be indefinitely multiplied. A dim feeling

in the popular mind, that such was the

more perfect way for the ministers of

Christ, may have had something to do

with the rise of this singular jus spolii

(or, as it was also called, rnpite capite,

"seize and take"), in virtue of which, in

the rude ages following the fall of the

Western Empire, anyone who was present

when a beneficed ecclesiastic expired

thought himself at liberty to seize and

carry oft' whatever property belonging to

the deceased he could lay his hands on.

Naturally the bulk of this spoil fell to lay

men, who were more rapacious and less

scrupulous than clerks. The scandalous

abuses to which the custom led may bo

conceived ; for ages councils denounced

them and legislated against them, but in

vain. If, however, we consider the ex

treme opposite to the jus spolii—what we

may call the jus /utreaitatis et leyationis—

the right claimed by beneficiaries in non-

Catholic communions to transmit and

bequeath the savings of their ecclesiastical

revenues to their children, we must admit

that, while preserving the outward sem

blance of decorum, this practice is intrin

sically far more scandalous than its

opposite.

As the power of sovereigns increased

in Europe, they began to restrain the

indiscriminate plunder just described, and

in the case of bishops, to draw the jus

spolii to themselves. Innocent HI. com

plained (1207) that the servants of Philip

II. had stripped the house and lands of a

deceased bishop of Auxerre of property of

every description, leaving only the bare

walls. The inferior feudal lords claimed

the same right over the property of

deceased ecclesiastics on their domains.

The incessant efforts of councils gradually

obtained the renunciation of the right on

the part of sovereigns and lay lords. In

the thirteenth century it began to be

claimed, in a modified form, by the

Church herself; and many Constitutions

' Alban Butler, Sept. 18.
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of later Popes confirmed and defined the

claim. Thus it came to be a principle

of law that the " spoils " of beneficiaries

dying without the faculty of devising, or

in a foreign country, or which were ac

quired by illicit trading, belonged of

right to the Camera Apostolica or Papal

treasury. This right, admitted in Italy

for all orders of clergy, and in Castile

in the case of bishops, was not allowed

in France, Germany, Belgium, or Por

tugal.

It need hardly be said that this jus

spolii does not extend to the patrimonial

property of ecclesiastics, nor to personal

gifts and other acquisitions lawfully

derived to them during life from non-

ecclesiastical sources. The law lays down

various rules for distinguishing as equit

ably as possible between the two classes

of property, if an ecclesiastic has died

possessed of both. From the end of the

sixteenth century the right of spoil was

compromised in the kingdom of Naples

for an annual payment to the Camera.

(Ferraris, Spolium ; art. by Kober in

Wetzer and Welte.)

justice, in the widest sense, the

sense which concerns us here, is nota special

virtue, because it includes all the super

natural virtues. According to St. Thomas

(1 2udie, qu. cxiii. a. 1), it "implies a certain

rectitude of order, even in the interior

disposition of a man, inasmuch, namely,

as the highest part of man is subjected to

God and the inferior powers of the soul

are subjected to that which is supreme,

viz. to reason." Justice in this sense

involves subjection to God and therefore

the absence of mortal sin, which is rebel
lion against Him; ■while perfect justice is

identical with the perfection of every

virtue. Scripture constantly uses justice

{?!"$ npTV, Sueawcrini) in this large

acceptation—e.g. "Abraham believed God,

and he reckoned it to him as justice "

(Gen. xv. 6 ; cf. Galat. iii. 6, James ii.

23, and innumerable other passages). The

" authorised version " renders the Greek

and Hebrew words in these cases

" righteousness," and this has become the

familiar name among English Protestants.

The change of word does not seem to

mark any difference of principle, though,

of course, the older Protestants held that

the justice of Christ is imputed to us—i.e.

reckoned to our account—whereas the

Catholic doctrine is that justice or

righteousness does indeed come from the

grace of God, but that it inheres in the

soul and consists in a real change of the

moral character. " He who doeth justice

is just" (John, 1 Ep. iii. 7).

It is this general sense of the word

justice which is important in theology,

and the plan of this Dictionary does not

require that we should treat at length of

justice as a particular virtue. As such, it

is commonly defined in words adopted by

theologians from Ulpian as the " firm

and abiding resolve (voluntas) to give

each his own right." It is subdivided

into legal justice—which orders a man's

actions to the common good, in which, of

course, he himself shares—and particular

justice, which orders the duties of man to

man. This latter again is subdivided into

distributive justice—which inclines su

periors to a just distribution of burdens

and advantages among their subjects—

and commutative justice, which consists

in giving to each his strict rights—e.g.

paying debts, taxes, &c. Commutative,

unlike legal, justice lies solely in the per

formance of duties to others, whereas the

agent's own good is part of the common

good; unlike distributive justice, it deals

only with strict rights and is for these

reasons justice in the most proper sense of

the word.

JUSTIFICATION. The difference

of belief on the way by which sinners are

justified before God, formed the main

subject of contention between Catholics

and Protestants at the time of the Refor

mation. " If this doctrine " (i.e. the doc

trine ofjustification bv faith alone) " falls,"

says Luther in his " Table Talk," " it is all

over with us." On this account the

Council of Trent was at pains to define

most clearly and explicitly the Catholic

tradition on the matter, placing it in

sharp opposition to the contrary tenets of

the Reformers. We confine ourselves

here to the process by which adults are

elevated from a state of death and sin to

the favour and friendship of God ; for

with regard to infants the Church of

course teaches that they are justified in

baptism without any act of their own.

Justification, then, according to the

council (Sess. vi. 6, 0), begins with the

grace of God which touches a sinner's

heart and calls him to repentance. This

grace cannot be merited ; it proceeds solely

from the love and mercy of God. It is,

however, in man's power to reject or to

receive the inspiration from above; it is

inhispower to turn to God and to virtue or

to persevere in sin. And grace does not

constrain but assist the free-will of the

creature. So assisted, the sinner is dis
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posed or prepared and adapted for justifi

cation ; he believes in the revelation and

promises of God, especially in the truth

" that a sinner is justified by God's grace,

through the redemption which is in

Christ Jesus ;" he fears the justice, hopes

in the mercv, of God, trusts that God will

be merciful to him for Christ's sake,

begins " to love God as the fountain of

all justice, hates and detests his sins."

"This disposition or preparation is followed

by justification itself, which justification

consists, not in the mere remission of sins,

but in the sauctification and renewal of

the inner man by the voluntary reception of

Eod's] grace and gifts, whence a man

comes just instead of unjust, a friend

instead of a foe, and so an heir according

to hope of eternal life." ..." By the

merit of the most holy Passion through

the Holy Spirit the charity of God is shed

abroad in the hearts of those who are

justified," &c.

We mayturn to the views of Lutherans

and Calvinists, as they are to be found in

their authoritative Confessions. They are

at one with Catholics in attributing the

beginning of justification to the mere

grace of God, and in excluding all merit

or title on the part of the sinner. But

Lutherans maintained that man " could

contribute absolutely nothing to his own

conversion," that " faith in Christ,

regeneration, renewal," are to be ascribed

" solely to the working of God and to the

Holv Spirit" ("Solid. Declar. de Lib.

Arb'itr." § 20, p. 635, quoted in Miihler's

" Symbol." p. 1 08). Here the Lutherans fol

low their master, who compared mnn under

the action of grace to " a trunk or a

stone" ("In Gen." xix.; Moliler, p. 107).

The Calvinists, on the other hand, did

admit that man was active as well as

passive under the influence of grace

(" Confess. Helvet." cap. ix. p. 21 ; Mobler,

p. 118); but as they held grace to be irre

sistible they could not, of course, allow the

Tridentine doctrine that man is free to

accept or reject the invitation of God.

Both the Lutheran and Calvinist errors

with regard to human co-operation are

excluded and condemned (Seas. vL De

Justif. can. 4, 5, 6). Secondly, whereas

Catholics understand by justification the

renewal of man's moral nature by divine

grace, the reformers took it to mean " the

remission of sins and the imputation of

the justice of Christ" (Calvin. "Instit."

cap. xi. $ 2; Mobler, p. 136; and so

" Solid. Declar." iii. De Fid. Justif. § 11 ;

Mohler, p. 135), faith being the condi

tion on which these benefits are given.

Here is the hinge on which the whole

controversy turns. Catholics regard

justification as an act by which a man is

really made just; Protestants, as one in

which he is merely declared and reputed

just, the merits of another—viz. Christ

—being made over to his account.

With (Catholics justification is effected by

grace inherent in the soul ; with Protes

tants it is something external to the soul al

together—a sentence which is pronounced

by the divine judge. True (and we are

bound in fairness to lay great stress on

this), Protestants hold that real and

interior sanctitication follows upon justi

fication, so that change in heart and life

is the sure and only test that a man really

has been justified by faith, or, in other

words, that the merits of Christ have

been imputed to him. Still a very im

portant difference between the Catholic

and Protestant views remains. To the

Catholic, sanctitication and justification

are the same thing, or at most two

aspects of the same thing—viz. of the act

by which God makes a soul just and holy

in his sight. To the Lutheran or Cal

vinist, they are distinct, both in themselves

and in the order of time at which they

take place. For it was the contention of

Protestant theologians that a soul is first

justified— i.e. accepted as just for the

merits of Christ apprehended through faith

and then, as a necessary consequence,

sanctified—i.e. really made holy. Lastly,

as Protestants believed that concupiscence

—i.e. the mere interior temptation to

sin, unaccompanied by wilful consent—

constituted sin in the strict sense, and

since all are liable to such temptations,

they held very inadequate notions of

sanctitication. " God," Calvin writes,

" begins this work of interior renewal

in his elect, and proceeds with it

throughout the whole course of their lives,

and that sometimes slowly, so that they

always remain subject to the sentence of

death before his tribunal " (" Instit." iii.

1 1 ; Mohler, p. 144). Very dillerent is

the Catholic belief, according to which

justification excludes all mortal sin from

the soul and makes the love of God and

man sovereign within it, so that the just

man is in no way liable to the sentence

of death at God's judgment seat. Sin,

no doubt, remains, more in some, less in

others, but it is venial sin, which does not

incur the sentence of eternal woe or

forfeit God's friendship.

The Protestant doctrine has only an
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apparent foundation in Scripture. Un

doubtedly, the Hebrew word pHXn, the

Greek ducaiou in the Sept. and N.T.,

often mean, not to make, but to pro

nounce just by a legal sentence. The

judge may in this sense "justify " a man

because his cause is good, or from corrupt

motives although his cause is bad. Thus

in Deut. xxv. 1, the judges are directed to

justify (Ip'iyrj), LXX hucaincruHri) the

just (i.e. to pronounce him just) and to

make the wicked wicked—«.e. to pro

nounce him to be so. Here the Vulgate has

"justitisB palmam dabunt "—but in Prov.

xvii. 16, " he whojustifies the wicked and

condemns " (lit. " makes wicked," or as we

might say " makes out to be wicked ") the

just—an abomination to the Lord are

both the one and the other," it represents

p'lVn by " justifico." We do not there

fore, for a moment, dream of bringing any

philological objection to the Protestant

view, nor do we deny that the Scrip

tural idea of justification does imply legal

acquittal. But why does God pronounce

the sinner just ? Not because he comes

to trial with clean hands, for by the

hypothesis he comes laden with guilt.

Not because, being actually unjust, he is

pronounced just on the ground of a legal

fiction by which the merits of another

are made over to his account, for such a

procedure would be unworthy of a human,

much more of divine, justice. The true

answer surely is that God purifies the

soul by turningitfromloveof self to divine

love, and that thus He at the same moment

renders and pronounces the sinner just.

Scripture abundantly confirms the

reasonableness of the inference. It describes

God as "destroying" and taking away

iniquity ; it speaks of the blood of Christ,

which " cleanses us from all sin." If in

Ps. xxxi. (Heb. xxxii.) we read that the

man is blessed " whose iniquity is taken

away, whose sin is covered, to whom the

Lord doth not reckon or impute sin,"

this blessedness does not consist in mere

forgiveness, for the verse ends, " in whose

spirit there is no guile." Two passages in

St.. Paul show that he knew nothing of

the spurious distinction between justifica

tion and Banctification. After telling the

Corinthians that great sinners, thieves,

profligates, slanderers, &c, will not inherit

the " kingdom ofGod," he continues "And

such were some of you, but you washed

yourselves" (Vulg., "you were washed"),

"but you were sanctified, but you were

justified, in the name of the Lord Jesus,"

&c. (1 Cor. vi. 11). Here sanctification

is put before justification, and if the Pro

testant theory were correct, the whole

matter would have been thrown into

obscurity and confusion. Again in

Ephes. iv. 24, " Put on the new nuu ,

who has been created according to God

in justice and holiness of truth.

K

KINGS AITS QUEENS, EM

PERORS, ETC., PRAYERS I-OR.

St. Paul (1 Tim. ii. 1) commands prayers

to be made for kings and all in authority,

and there is abundance of proof that the

early Christians faithfully observed this

duty, even if their rulers were heathen or

heretical. Two instances out of many

will suffice. " We sacrifice," says Ter-

tullian (" Ad Scap." 2), " for the health of

the Emperor, but to our God and his."

So Athanasius prayed publicly for the

heretical Emperor Con9tantine, as we

know from his own words. (" Apol. ad

Constant." c. 11): "I did but say, 'Let

us pray for the most pious Emperor

(Auyouo-rov) Constantius,' and straight

way all the people shouted with one

voice, ' Christ, help Constantius ! ' and

kept on praying thus." At a later date,

however, the names of emperors who

formally separated themselves from the

Church were left out in the diptychs.

When the diptychs fell out of use the

name of the king or emperor was put in

the (/anon of the Mass, and it is wanting

in very few niediseval missals. Not only

did the ancient English liturgies put the

names of the sovereigns in the Canon,

but many editions of the Sarum Missal

I have a votive Mass " pro Rege " (Maskell,

" Ancient Liturgy of the Church of

England," p. 276). The name of the

sovereign, however, is left out in the

modern Roman Missal, and Gavantus

("Thesaur." P. H. tit. viii.), says that it

cannot be added except in virtue of an

Apostolic privilege such as that granted

to Philip II. of Spain by Pius V.' Merati

in his note modifies the statement so far

as to allow that the name of the sove-

1 This fact has been disputed by Binterim.
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reign may be inserted by " old and lawful

custom, " such as prevailed in France and

Venice, when the names of the king and

the doge were inserted. In the U. S. all

lawful authorities are remembered pri

vately in the prayers of the faithful,

though no mention is made of them in

the liturgy. (Le Bran, torn. ii. ; Hcfele,

"Beitrage," vol. ii. pp. 299 seq.)

Kiss . (A) Kiss ofPeace.—( 1 ) Among

Jews (Gen. xxxiii. 4, 2 Kings xiv. 33,

Job xxi. 27) and heathen the kiss was

used much more frequently than among

ourselves as a mere sign of good will and

charity. Among the Romans, indeed, the

use of the oteufum was regulated by cus

tom and law. The custom was naturally

adopted and raised to a higher significance

among Christians. Thus St. Paul tells

those to whom he wrote that they are to

salute each other in " a holy kiss " (c'v

fj>ikfifiaTt dyi'a), Rom. xvi. 10, 1 Oor. xvi.

20, 1 Thess. v. 26), while St. Peter (1 Ep.

v. 14) speaks of a " kiss of charity " («»

<^ikr]fiaTi dydirrji). *1>iA';/<h ayiov, <pi\rjfia

aydrrrjs, doiraofiot, rtjiXrjua pvoriKov—and

in liturgical language fi^i^;—are the Greek

words most used by Christian writers for

the holy kiss ; the Latins employ osmium

latwfum, otculum pacts, pacem dare,

offerre. Sic. Tertulhan (" l)e Orat." 18)

speaks of the " kiss of peace which is the

seal of prayer," and Clement of Alexan

dria (" Pffidagog." iii. 1], p. 301, ed.

Potter) says the kiss " should be mysti

cal," and enlarges on the purity of inten

tion with which it should be given.

(a) At .Mass.—The kiss of peace was

given at Mass from the earliest times, as

appears from Justin, '' Apol." i. 05. To

avoid the dangers of abuse to which

Athenagoras Legat. 32 (quoting ap

parently an earlier writer) refers, the

"Apostolic Constitutions" (viii. 11)

order a rigid separation of the sexes.

In two striking ways the Roman

practice with regard to the kiss of peace

at Mass differs from that of other ch urches.

In all the Eastern, as well as in the Moz-

arabic and Ambrosian liturgies, the kiss

is given before the offertory and consecra

tion. This is the order recognised by

Justin (loc. cit.), and probably arises partly

from a desire to begin the sacred action

in peace, partiy because the exhortation

of the Apostle, at the close of some of his

epistles, led Christians to salute each other

at the end of the lections, which came in

the Mass of the Catechumens (i.e. in the

earlier part of the service). In the Roman

Mass, on the other hand, the kiss of peace

follows the consecration, and is closely

connected with the communion ; an order

which Innocent I. defends in his cele

brated letter to Decentius, on the ground

that the kiss of peace is set as a "seal"

on the whole of the sacred action. Again,

among the Orientals (see Concil. Laodie.

can. lit) the priests gave the kiss of peace

to the bishop, then the laity to each other ;

and so, e.g., in the liturgy of St. Jamra,

and in that of St. Chrysi stom as used at

this day in the Givek Church, the cele

brant simply wishes " peace to all," where

upon the deacon says, " Let us kiss each

other (dyaTTTio-tDfitv dXX^Aoi's ) that we may

airree in oneness of mind." In the Roman

Mass the kiss of p*ace, as it were, passes

down from the bishop to the priests.

It is plain from the decrees of the

Councils of Frank fort (704, can. 60) and

Mayence (813, can. 44), that the kiss of

peace long continued to be given in the

West. It was oulv at the end of the

thirteenth century that it gave way to the

use of the " osculatorium "—called also

" instrumentum" or " tabella pacis," " pax,"

" pacihcale," " freda " (from Friede), &c.

—a plate with a figure of Christ on the

cross stamped upon it, kissed first by the

priest, then by the clerics and congrega

tion. It was introduced into England by

Archbishop Walter of York, in 1250.

Usually now the Pax is not given at all

in low Masses, and in high Mass an em

brace is substituted for the old kiss and

given only to those in the sanctuary.

The Pax is not given on the three last

davs of Holy Week. (Cf. Tertull. "De

Orat." 14.)

(0) At other Sacraments.—The kiss of

peace was also given at baptism (Cyprian,

lip. 04, § 4, " Ad Fidum '), of which

custom the "Pax tecum " in our ritual is

a relic ; and at absolution of penitents (see

Euseb. " II. E." iii. 23, and Martene, "Ord."

13). The kiss given by the other bishops

present to a bishop just consecrated is

mentioned " Oonstit. Apost." viii. 5. This

custom is still prescribed in the Roman

Pontifical. So, too, is another ancient

rite, according to which the bishop gives

the kiss of peace to a priest at his ordina

tion. In the Greek Ordinal (Goar, " Eu-

chol." p. 208) it is the new priest who

kisses the bishop and other priests.

(y) The kiss at betrothal, in the Roman

law, gave the betrothed woman certain

rights of inheritance and made her a

quasi-uxor. This rite is mentioned by

Tortullian (" De Veland. Virg." 6 and 11)

and by Greek canonists.

r
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(8) The habit, of giving communion

and the kiss of peace to the dead was for

bidden by the Council of Auxerre (anno

586, alias 578), canon \ but the Greeks

still give the kiss to the dead.

(B) The Kiss at a Mark of Honour.—■

The "woman who was a sinner" kissed

(KaT«j)L\ei) Christ's feet (Luke. vii. 38),

and the same mark of affectionate reve

rence is in common use among Catholics.

(a) In early times the Christians used

to kiss the altar as a mark of reverence to

the place on which the Eucharist is

offered. The priest still does so re

peatedly in the Koraan Mass, out of

reverence for the altar and for the relics

of saints enclosed there. So the celebrant

at Mass signifies his love for the teaching

of Christ by kissing the gospel. This

practice is also ancient, being mentioned

in the first of the Koman Ordines. Jonas,

bishop of Orleans, in the ninth century

recognises the antiquity of the custom.

(Le I3run, i. p. 231 ; and see under

Gospel.)

(;3) The Pope's feet are kissed as

a mark of homage immediately after he

has accepted office; by Cardinals newly

created ; by those to whom audiences are

grauted ; &c, &c. The kiss is given on

the golden cross of the sandal which the

Pope wears on his right foot.

It must be remembered that this mark

of honour was not originally reserved to

the Pope. It was given, as Oriental

customs spread throughout the empire, to

the emperors, as well as to patriarchs

and bishops. " In the Liturgy," says

Kraus (art. Fussktus, in the "Encyclo

paedia of Archaeology "), "the ritual as

cribed to Gelosius directs the deacon

before reading the Gospel to kiss the

Pope's feet. The same mark of honour

was given occasionally to the Popes even

by the highest personages on earth—e.g.

by the emperors Justin and Justinian,

by the kings Luitprand, Pepin, by Charle

magne, &c. ; but it is also to be observed

that the Popes, on the other side, also gave

the act of adoration to the emperors.

Only late in the middle ages the adoration

by kissing the feet of sovereigns and

bishops fell more and more into disuse,

and was confined to the Vicar of Christ,

and then a cross was worked on the

slipper to show that this honour was done

not to the mortal, but to the Son of God."

Charles V. is said to have been the last

royal personage who did obeis ince in this

way, for although Benedict XIV. received

it from the KingofNaples, this is explained

by the peculiar relations of the Neapolif an

enwn to the Pope.

According to present custom, the

Pope immediately after his election is

divested of his cardinal's dress, puts on

the hou*e-dress of the Pope and is led to

the altar, whereupon the cardinals kiss

his foot and right hand, receiving the

kiss of peace in return. Next, when the

Pope's naine has been proclaimed to the

people, his foot is kissed by the Govtrna-

tore of Rome and by all the " Conclavists'*

who have accompanied the cardinals.

Both of these " adorations " take place in

the couclave itself. The third " adora

tion" is made by the cardinals in the

Sixtine chapel, on the altar of which the

Pope is placed in Pontifical vestments. The

Popo is then carried on a litter to St.

Peter's, placed on the high altar, and

ag:iin receives solemn " adoration." A

newly-created cardinal kisses the Pope's

foot and then his hand. Patriarchs,

archbishops, and bishops kiss the Pope's

foot and then his knee. Other ecclesiastics

and laymen (except sovereigns) merely

kiss the foot.

(A full account of the literature on the

"kiss of peace "will be found in Kraus,

art. Friedenskim. There is a modern
book on the subject by Kahle, '• I>e

Osculo Sancto," Regireont. 16(37. On the

kissing of the Pope's foot there are

treatises by Valeut'uii, " Do Osculatione

Pedum Romani Pontiticis, ' Roime, 1588;

by Pougard, "Pel Bacio de' Piedi de'

Sommi Pontetici,'' Roma, 1807.)

KYEIE ELEISON, CH3ISTE

ELEISON, eto. Greek words, meanirg

" Lord, have mercy on us," " Christ, hav e

mercy on us," &c, retained by the Latin

Church, and used in the breviary offices,

the prayers of the Rituale, the Litany of

the Saints, &c, and in the Mass. Imme

diately alter the iutroit, the celebrating

priest and the server say alternately " Ky-

rie Eleison " three times. " Christe Elei-

son " three times, and then once more

" Kyrie Eleison " three times. Martene

(" De Antiq. Eccles. Rit.") and Mabillon

(in "Old. Rom.") show that the number

of Kyries to be sung by the choir used to

be left to the discretion of the celebrant,

and also that the Kyrie was left out al

together in Masses which were to be

followed by the Litanies. St. Thomas

(III. ix. 83, a. 4) supposes that the first

triplet (Kyrie Eleison, &c.) is addressed

to the Father ; the second (Christe Elei

son, &c), to the Son ; the third (Kyrie

Eleison, &c), to the Holy Ghost.
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The use of the words at Mass is un

doubtedly very ancient. Kvptt fXAprov

occurs in the Clementine liturgy as part

of the prayer for the Catechumens ("Con-

stit. Apost." viii. 0), and also as a part of

the Mass of Catechumens in the ancient

liturgy of St. James. It is certain also

that these Greek words have been kept

from ancient times in the Latin liturgy.

The Second Council of Vaison, in the pro

vince of Aries, which met in 520, or

dered the Kyrie Eleison to he said at

Mass and other services, appealing; to the

custom of the "Apostolic See, and of all

the Italian and Eastern provinces." (Le

Brun, " Explication de la Messe,"tom. ii. ;

Benedict XIV. " Be Missa.")

XiABAKlTM (derivation uncertain).

The banner of the cross, used by Con

stantino in his campaigns. Eusebius, a

contemporary writer, in his " Life of

Constantine," gives the following account

of it: "He [Constantine] kept invoking

God in his prayers, beseeching and im

ploring that He would declare Himself to

him, who He was, and stretch forth his

right hand over events. While the king

was thus praying aud perseveringly en-»

treating, a most extraordinary sign from

Heaven appears to him, which perhaps it

were not easy to receive on the report of

anyone ehe, but since the victorious king

himself, a long time afterwards, when we

were honoured with his acquaintance and

friendly intercourse, repeated the story to

us who are compiling the record, and

confirmed it with an oath, who would

hesilate to believe the recital? especially

as the ensuing period furnished unerring

testimony to the tale. About midday,

when the day was now on the turn, he

said that he saw with his own eyes in the

sky, above the sun, the trophy-like figure

of a cross (o-ravpov r^on-moc) composed of

light, and that a writing was attached to

it, which snid, ' By this conquer.' That

astonishment at the sight seized upon

both himself and all the troops whom he

was then leading on some expedition, and

who became spectators of the portent."

That same night, Constantine went on to

say, " t he Christ of God " appeared to him

in a dream with the same sign which he

had seen in the sky, and bade him have

an imitation of it made, and use it in war.

Constantine sent for goldworkers and

jewellers, and liad a costlv banner made

[see Banner], surmounted by a crown,

on which was the monogram formed of

the first two letters of the name of Christ.

"With this borne at the head of his army,

he crqased into Italy, defeated Max-

entius in several battles, and became

master of Rome. Fifty men of his guards

were selected to have charge of the La-

barum, and victory was the unfailing

attendant of its display. 1

XiACTXCXSTXA. A late Latin word

meaning milk, or food made of milk. St.

Thomas (II. 2ndse, cxlvii. a. 8) distin

guishes lacticinin from flesh and from

eggs. The Greek Church (Council in

Trullo, can. 50) forbade the use of eggs

and Utrticinia on all fast days, even at the

one permitted meal. The Latin Church

forbade their use on the fasting days of

Lent; and Alexander VII. condemned

the proposition that the obligation of

abstaining from eggs and Iwticinia in

Lent was doubtful. With regard to

other fasts, St. Thomas (Inc. cit.) says the

obligation of abstaining from eggs and

lacticim'a varies in different places, and

that individuals are bound to conform to

the cuBtom of the country. St. Liguori

(" Theol. Moral.'' iv. 1000) lays down the

same principle. Even in Lent the uso of

eggs and lac/icinia has been allowed,

especially in Northern countries, by Papal

dispensation, or else by custom, which

the Popes have tolerated till in course of

time it became a perpetual privilege.

Moreover, the bishops in their quinquen

nial faculties receive power to dispense

on this point. In the United States, as

elsewhere, the extent to which Incticinia

may be used in Lent is determined by the

indult published in each year. A recent

Papal dispensation made it lawful to take

lactitinia on most fasting days, even at

collation.

LXTABE SU1TSAT. The fourth

Sunday in Lent, so called from the first

word in the antiphon of the iutroit, " Re-

1 Eusebius, Vit. Const, i. 28-37, ii. 7-9.

k2
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joice.O Jerusalem, and gather together, all

ye who love her," &c. This day is also

known as Mid-Lent or Refreshment

Sunday. On that one Sunday in Lent

the altar is decked with flowers, the

organ is played, and at the principal Mass

rose-eolouied vestments are worn instead

of violet ones.

laMPS have been from very early

times used in Christian churches, and

have had a sacred character attributed to

them. Thus the fourth Apostolic Canon

forbids anything to be offered at the altar
except '• oil for the lamp, and incense at

the tune of the holy oblation." The contro

versy of Jerome with Vigilantius, who

objected to the practice, shows that lamps

were not only used to give light, but

were burned before the tombs of the

martyrs in their honour. Again, Cyril of

Jerusalem (referred to in Wet/.er and

Welte, Art. Lrnnpe) notices the practice,

which still continues among us, of re-

liglitiug the lamps on Holy Siturday in

token of joy. The Cterimoniale Episco-

porum favours (suadet) the practice of

burning a lamp be ore each altar, several

before the high altar. (Gavant. Par. L,

tit. xx.)

Universal custom requires that a lamp

should be kept burning before the Blessed

Sacrament, wherever it is reserved. The

oil in the lamp must he made ol olives, or

if it cannot be had, the bishop may per

mit the u?e of other oils, not, however,

of mineral oils, except in case of abso

lute necessity (Decret. S. R. C. 9 Julii,

1864). Authors speak of the practice of

burning a perpetual l'ght before the

tabernacle as very ancient, but do not, so

far as we can tind, furnish early evidence

of it.

LANCE, THE HOLT. In 1008,

when the Christian army, pfter having

taken Anticch and driven the Turks into

the citadel, were besieged in the city by

a great host of infidels under Kerboga, a

Provencal clerk (named by some writers

Peter Bartholomew, by others Peter

Abraham) came to Raymond Count of

Toulouse, his liege lord, and to the Bishop

of Puv, the Papal legate, and declared

that St. Andrew had revealed to him in

a vision the existence in the Church of

St. Peter, in Antioch, near the altar, of

the head of the spear with which our

Saviour's side was pierced during the

Passion. Search was made, and the earth

excavated ti a great depth without result ;

Peter then went down himself, and found,

or professed to find, the head of a lance.

The Christians, who had been reduced to

great straits, now took courage to attack

the Moslems, and defeated them, the

holy lance being carried before them in

the battle. But Bohemond and others

threw doubt upon Peter's good faith, and

it was arranged that he should undergo

the ordeal of walking through a fire ;

he did so, but died shortly afterwards,

apparently from the injuries that he

received. The lance was taken by Count

Raymond to Constantinople, and remained

there till Bajazet II. (1482) made a

present of it to Innocent VIII.; it is now

in the Vatican basilica.

LANCE (<iyi'a Xoyxv)- A small knife

used in the Prothesis or early part of

the present Greek liturgy to divide the

Host from the holy loaf. The action

commemorates the piercing of our Lords

side. The priest makes four cuts in the

loaf and stabs it more than once, accom

panying each action with texts of Script

ure—"He was led as a lamb to the

slaughter," &c.

1 he rite is probably not a very ancient

one. It is wanting, not only in the Oriental

liturgies of other families, but also in

that of St. James, and is not mentioned

by St. Germanus. It is observed, how

ever, in the monastery of Mount Sinai,

where all the new rites of the present

Greek Church have not been admitted.

Martignv gives a drawing of a"Culter

Eucharisticus," said to have belonged to

St. Thomas of Canterbury, and to have

been used for a similar purpose. (See

Goar, who gives a drawing of the litur

gical lance; and Le Brun, Tom. 111. vi.

4)

LANGUAGE OF THE CHURCH.

This title is used for want of a better

to denote the Church's practice of cele

brating Mass, administering the sacra

ments, and generally of performing her

more solemn services in dead languages.

For the Church cannot be said to use, or

even to prefer, any one language. She

requires some of her clergy to use Greek,

Svriac, Coptic, Armeniau, Slavonic, in

Mass, just as strictly as she requires others

to employ Latin. Latin no doubt is far

more widely used thnn other ancient lan

guages in the offices of the Church, but

this has arisen chiefly from the fact that

those who would naturally use Greek, &c,

in their offices have fallen away from

Catholic communion. We will begin with

an historical account of the discipline ob

served, and then give the principal reasons

adduced to justify it.
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Benedict XIV. ("De Missa," lib. ii. cap.

2) mentions the opinion of those who

held that the Apostles said Mass in

Hebrew, or that originally Mass was said

only in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, the

three languages on the title of the cross ;

and he continues, " Those who are skilled

in ecclesiastical history have shown

sufficiently that the Apostles and their

successors did, not only preach, but also

celebrate the divine offices in the vulgar

tongue of the people in whose land they

preached the Gospel." He quotes Bona,

Le Brun, and Martene in support of his

own statement, which surely does not

need support. Mass, then, and the other

offices, were said originally in the vernac

ular, because it was the vernacular, but

the Church, so far as we know, has never

once allowed a change in the language of

the liturgy when the language in which

it had been originally written had be

come unintelligible to the people. Nor

at present is Mass ever said in a tongue

still generally spoken snd understood.

Latin, Coptic, and /Ethiopic, are, and

have long been, dead languages, while

the ancient Greek, Syriac, Armenian,

and Slavonic, used in the liturgies, are

quite distinct from the modern languages

which bear the same names. Even schis-

matical and heretical bodies which have

preserved the true priesthood, and there

fore the true Mass, have not ventured to

substitute translations into the vulgar

tongue for the ancient language of their

liturgies. Indeed, Mass said in such a

langunge as Coptic is much lens under

stood than Mass in I>atin, not only

because Coptic has no affinity with the

Arabic spoken by the people, but also

because many of the Coptic priests can

hardly read the Coptic words of their

church books, and do not understand

the meaning of a single sentence. One

exception may here be mentioned, the

only one with which we are acquainted, to

the general ru'e, that all schismatical and

heretical bodies preserve the ancient lan

guage of their liturgies, and clearly it is an

exception which proves the rule. Le Brun

(Tom. III. diss. vi. a. 6) notices that the

Melchites—i.e. schismatic Greeks in the

Patriarch utes of Alexandria, Antioch,

and Jerusalem, who are in communion

with the " orthodox " Greek Church of

Constantiople—sometimes say Mass in

Arabic, because it is often bard to find

deacons and other assistants who can

even read Greek. A friend versed in

liturgical science and in the Oriental

; languages informs us that this excep

tional usage still occurs, e.g. at Jeru

salem.

On the other band, the Church has

not pursued the same uniform policy in

dealing with nations newly converted to

the Christian religion, and therefore

destitute of a liturgy. In the middle of

the ninth century the Oriental monks

St. Cyril and St. Methodius introduced,

not a Latin or Greek, but a Slavonic or

vernacular liturgy among their Moravian

converts. This measure of theirs was

approved by Pope Hadrian II., and

tolerated by John VIII. on condition

that the translation was faithful, and the

Gospel read first in Latin, then in Sla

vonic. But in 1001 the legate of Alex

ander II. in a council of Croatian and

Dalmatian bishops prohibited the use of

the Slavonic liturgy—which must not be

confounded with the Slavonic versions of

the Greek liturgies still used—and the

prohibition was repeated by Gregory VII.

in a letter of the year 1080 to Ladislaus,

King of Bohemia. However, even as late

as 1248 Innocent IV. allowed a Slav

bishop to use it by special dispensation.

In 1015 Paul V7. gave the Jesuit mission

aries leave to celebrate Mass and the

divine offices in Chinese, but the brief

never reached those to whom it was

addressed. The Jesuits renewed their

petition, and a Chinese version of the

Missal was presented to Innocent XI

but nothing came of the negotiation. In

the " PropyUeutn " of the Bollandist Lives

for May a summary is given of the

reasons urged for a vernacular Chinese

liturgy by Father Couplet, Procurator-

General of the Jesuit missions.

Such, then, is the rule of the Church.

She never allows an ancient liturgy to

be altered because the language in which

it is written has been altered or dis

placed by a modern one, and she is un

willing, though she does not alwais

absolutely refuse, to allow the use of

vernncular liturgies among nations newly

converted. The Council of Trent declares

(Seas. xxii. cap. 8, I)e Sacrific. Missse)

that the Fathers of the council thought

it inexpedient to have Mass " celebrated

everywhere in the vulgar tongue," and

condemns those who affirm " that Mass

ought only to be celebrated in the vulgar

tongue (tb. can. 0). We must beware,

1 So Benedi'-t XIV. in the edition before

us; l)Ut he says this wrs done in 1G.H1, l'-n;?

before Innocent XI. begun to reign. Possibly

KUtl is a muprint l'ur lOHl.
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however, of pressing these statements too

far. Benedict. XIV. defends Colbert,

bishop of Rouen, who taught in a pas

toral that the ancient mode of celebrating

Mass in the language of the people was

the fittest means to prepare the minds of

the congregation for participation in the

sacrifice ; or at least argues that this con

viction is not condemned by the Couucil

of Trent. The Church may have had

good and weighty grounds for foregoing

a usage which in itself would tend to the

greatest spiritual edification.

These reasons seem to consist, first of

all, in the jealousy with which the Church

guards her ancient rites, and her un

willingness to face the danger of constant

change in them to meet the changes in

modern languages. Such changes might

seriously endanger the purity of doctrine,

or at least the reverence of the faithful

for the rites of the Church. Let the

reader only consider how much of the

reverence which Protestants feel for the

Biok of Common Prayer is due to the

fact that its pure and noble language has

been preserved unchanged for centuries.

A new edition in modern English would

certainly be better understood, but how

much of its power to soothe the heart

and to inspire a sober and rational de

votion would be lost in the process?

Again, the preservation of the ancient

forms enables priests to celebrate and the

faithful to follow Mass in all lands, and

thus impresses upon us, in a way which

no one who has experienced it can forget,

the unity of the Church. lastly, the

words of the Missal, admirably fitted as

they are for the use of the priest, are by no

means fitted for the use of uneducated

persons, and this difficulty would not be

met by a translation.

Protestant objections arise to some

extent from misunderstanding the nature

of Catholic worship. The Mass is a great

action in which Christ's sacrifice is con

tinued and applied. Those who are

present bow their heads at the conse

cration, and unite themselves in spirit, if

they do not actually communicate, with

the communion of the priest. Christ

crucified is set forth in their midst, and

they know that they, on their part, must

offer their souls and bodies in constant

sacrifice to God by a life of purity, labour,

and self-denial. It is the expressed wish

of the Tridentine Fathers that the mean

ing of the Mass and its rites should be

constantly explained to the people by

their pastors ; and surely the most iguor-

ant person who follows Mass in the way

just described, and accompanies the

priest's action with prayers which come

iroin his own heart, offers to God a

reasonable service. A life of self-sacrifice

and devotion—that is the great lesson

taught by the sacrifice of the Masai i<d

it is a lesson independent of the language

in which Mass is said.

The texts quoted from 1 Cor. xiv.

against the Catholic usage are not to the

point. " I would rather," says St. Paul,

" speak five words in the church through

my intelligence, that I may instruct others,

than ten thousand words in a tongue."

We believe St. Paul is referring to ecstatic

utterances—sighs, exclamations, broken

sentences which were unintelligible to

others, and in which the tongue of the

speaker was not controlled even by his

own intelligence. Be this as it may, no

parallel can be drawn between " speaking

in tongues " and the use of Latin in the

Mass. Strangers would not think a priest

" mad * (v. 2;i) if they heard him reading

the Latin Missal. The priest prays with

" his understanding " (v. 14), for he knows

Latin ; others are " edified " (v. 17) ; and

no extraordinary gift of interpretation

(v. 13) is needed, for our English prayer-

books give translations of the Mass.

Moreover, St. Paul was familiar with a

custom closely analogous to ours, and wit h

this neither he nor any other Apostle finds

fault. The services of the temple and the

synagogue, like those of the synagogue at

this day, were in a dead language, with

the difference only that more pains are

taken to diffuse the knowledge of Hebrew

among poor Jews than of Latin among

poor Catholics.

lapsed (1AMX). A name given

to those who fell away from the faith

under heathen persecution. The name

comes into special prominence in the per

secution of Decius (249-251), which ex

ceeded all previous ones in method and

severity. Some Christians fell away by

actually offering sacrifice to the false gods

(thurificati, sacrijicuti) ; others bought a

certificate that they had sacrificed (libcj-

laiici) ; others allowed their names to be

. enrolled on the official lists as having

obeyed the imperial edict (acta facientes).

Dr. Benson (in Smith and Cheetham)

argues that the " libellus," or certificate,

was of two kinds— either a document

coining from the Christian himself to the

effect that he had recanted his religion,

or from the magistrate, who certified that

the Christian had recanted, the Christian
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himself remaining passive and merely

accepting this means of escape.

The " Lapsi " were subjected to long—

sometimes life-long—penance, varying ac

cording to the degree of their guilt, and,

if priests, were reduced to lay communion.

But great weight was given to the " libelli

pacis "— i.e. documents from confessors or

martyrs in prison, begging the restoration,

of those who had fallen and repented, to

the peace of the Church. (See under

Indulgences. Cyprian's Letters " and

his treatise " De Lapsis" are the chief

authorities on the subject.)

LAST sat. We have already had

to speak of the Last Day, under the articles

Antichrist and Judgment, General

and Particular. In this place we pro

ceed to note certain points in ordinary

Catholic belief not included under these

previous articles.

(1) Scripture tells us of certain sisms

which will precede the Last Day. The

Gospel will first be preached all over the

world (Matt. xxiv. 14), which, as St.

Augustine warns us (Kp. 00), does not

mean that all men will be converted, but

that the Church will exist in all nations.

"When the fulness of the Gentiles has

come in, then— for the words need not

imply more than this (see Estius, ad loc.)

—the great mass of the Jews will em

brace the Christian belief (Rom. xi. 26).

Enoch and Eliiis, according to the common

•belief, will appear to preach penance. This

idea has an interesting history, which de

serves more special mention, but we will

begin by introducing the current belief

itself in the words of St. Augustine:

"Enoch and Elias" (Serm. 200), he

savs, " live ; they have been translated ;

wherever they are, they live. And if a

certain conjecture of faith made from the

Scripture of God is not wrong, they will

die. For the Apocalypse relates that nt

a future time two wonderful prophets

will both die and rise again, in the sight

of men, and go up to the Lord ; and they

are understood to be Enoch and Elias,

although in that passage their names are

not given." Let us trace the origin of

that belief. Genesis and the Book of Kings

tell us that Enoch and Eli lis were removed

from the earth in an extraordinary way.

From Malachias iv. 5, and from Matt,

xvii. 11—though the inference is pre

carious—it was inferred that Elias, not

only in spirit and power, but in his proper

person, would reappear before the end of

the world. From the words of Ecclus.

xliv. 16, " Enoch pleased God, and was

translated into Paradise, that he may

give penance to the nations," the same

conclusion was drawn with regard to

Enoch, though in the Greek the words

simply are, " Enoch pleased God, and was

translated, [being] an example of repent

ance to the nations." This belief in the

reappearance of Enoch and Elias was con

nected with, and, as it was thought, sup

ported by, that remarkable section of the

Apocalypse, xi. 1-18. The holy city—

i. e. Jerusalem (see v. 8)—with the excep

tion of the vabs, or temple in the strict

sense of the word, is to be trodden under

foot by the heathen. Two witnesses of

Christ, who are compared with the lamps

and olive-trees in Zacharias, are to pro

phesy lor about three yenrs and a half,

and to show miraculous power, but at last

they are to be killed by "the beast."

However, after three days and a half, they

are to live again and go up " to heaven

in the cloud." The fat« of Jerusalem here

depicted was taken as an allegory of the

fortunes of the Christian Church, and it

was commonly supposed that Enoch and

Elias were the two witnesses. This be

lief is expressed clearly by Tertullian

(" De An. 60), and was undoubtedly the

prevalent and, indeed, all hut universal

opinion of the ancients. Thilo, on the

" Evangelium Nicodemi,"' c. 25, has treated

the- wbole question elaborately. Bede,

however, is said (by Du^terdieck, on the

Apocalypse, r.d loc.) to have rejected this

interpretation ; and we are able to quote

Maldonatus (on Matt. xvii. 11) for what

is, as we venture to think, a far more

likely interpretation—viz. that St. John

refers to Moses and Elias, who represented

the law and the prophets, and had already

witnessed to Christ in his transfiguration.

Another sign of the nearness of the

last day is " the Apostasy " of 2 Thess.

ii. 3, which St. Thomas and Estius,

against many other interpreters, take to

mean " a defection from the Catholic

faith, and that a universal one, by which

not only persons, however many (a thing

that has often happened in former ages),

but also the kingdoms and all, or all but

all, provinces will withdraw from the Ca

tholic Church." Signs, too, are the natural

portents, famine, pestilence, earthquakes,

darkening of the sun, &c, mentioned in

Matt. xxiv. and Luc. xxi. But, after all,

" concerning that day or hour no man

knoweth, not even the angels in heaven,

nor the Son, but the Father ' (Mark xiii.

82). The mistakes which even able and

pious men have made on this point are
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well known. " Even some of the Fathers,"

Jungmann writes (" De Noviss." p. 208),

'as St. Cyprisn, St. Ambrose, St. Ba»il,

St. Gregory, St. Bernard, and distinguished

Sreachers of the divine word, like St.

'orbert and St.Vincent Ferrer, have some

times expressed the opinion that the day of

the Lord was at hand, because of the signs

which seemed to them to he present." The

persons who have been led away after

this fashion in our own time have been of

very different intellectual and spiritual

calibre, and their warnings have occasioned

some amusement but very little panic.

The order of events on the last day

is quite uncertain. St. Augustine con

jectures (" De Civit. Dei," xx. 30), but

merely conjectures, that the appearance of

Elias will come first, then the conversion

of the Jews, the persecution of Antichrist,

Christ's advent, the resurrection, the

separation of the good and the wicked, the

conflagration and finally the renovation

of the world. On the other hand, St.

Thomas (" In Sentent. IV." dist. xlvii. qu.

2. a. 3), whose opinion is most commonly

followed, argues that the action of fire will

begin before the judgment. It will, he

thinks, kill and destroy the bodies of all

upon the earth, torturing the evil, serving

as purgatorial torment to the imperfect,

and inflicting God's vengeance on the

wicked. Further, it will cleanse and

renew the earth, not after the judgment,

as St. Augustine thought, but bel'ore it.

This St. Thomas gathers from Rom. viii.

21, which, as he considers, makes the

renovation of the world synchronous

with the resurrection of the just.

XiaST THINGS. The four last

things are generally said to be Death,

Judgment, Heaven, Hell. These are not

all, but the most important, things which

happen to men as they leave and after

they leave this world. The Germans

speak of Eschatology (4 rS>v iaxarav

Xo'yof) as a special department of theology,

and the name has been adopted by some

English writers. It includes the con

sideration of purgatory, the resurrection,

the eternal reign of Christ, the destruc

tion and renovation of the world. A

very useful treatise " De Novissimis " has

been published by Jungmann (Ratisbonae,

1874). Most of" the subjects which fall

under this head are discussed in separate

articles.

MTHtAS CHTTKCH AJXJt

COTTUCIX.S. The family of the Plau-

tii Laterani had a magnificent house on

the Coelian hill—" egregiae Lateranorum

cedes," as Juvenal calls it. This house,

or a house on the same site, was known

as the I^ateran palace, and belonged to

the Empress Fausta (Fleury, " II. E." x.

11). Her hushand, Oonstantine, built

close to it the Church of " the Saviour,"

known as the Basilica Constantiniaua,

and also—because the Emperor built a

Baptistery there, and Baptisteries are

associated with St. John Baptist—as the

Church of St. John Lateran. It is the

chief or Cathedral Church of Rome, and

there the " Stations '' are held on many

solemn days (ib. xi. 30).' Bulls of

Gregory XL, in 1372, and of Pius V., in

1509, have confirmed its pre-eminence

over all other churches, even St. Peter's,

and justified the proud inscription which

meets the eye at the entrance, " Omnium

urbis et orbis ecclesiarum mater et caput."

In this church, besides an important

council in 04!) against the Monothelites,

five general councils have been held.

(1) Under Calixtus II., in 112a

More than 300 bishops and 600 abbots

were present. This was the Ninth Gen

eral Council, and the first ever held in the

West. The chief object was to end the

strife on Investiture between the Emperor

Henry V. and the Holy See. The

arrangement made at the Concordat of

Worms was confirmed. Henry agreed to

leave the choice and consecration of pre

lates free, to resign all claims to invest with

ring and stafF, and to restore Church goods,,

while the Pope allowed the elections to

take place in the Emperor's presence, gave

hi.n the right to decide in contested elec

tions after taking counsel from the metro

politans and provincial bishops, and to

confer the regalia with the sceptre.

(2) The Second Lateran Council

(Tenth General Council), held in 1139

under Innocent II., and attended by about

1 ,000 prelates, excommunicated Roger of

Sicily (champion of Anacletus II., the

Antipope), suspended clerics promoted by

Anacletus, and imposed silence on Arnold

of Brescia, the great ecclesiastical dema

gogue of the day. Thirty canons were

passed on simony, incontinence, clerical

dress, breaking the " Peace of God," and

contests dangerous to life.

(3) The Third Lateran and Eleventh

General Council was convoked in 1179, by

Alexander III., was attended by more

than 300 bishops, and numbered about a

thousand members in all. It ordered

1 " Ob est marquee la station des jours les

plus solennels." But this is not borne oat, at

least by the present Missal.
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that future Popes should be elected by a

majority of two thirds, and passed sen

tence of excommunication on anyone who

accepted the Papacy on other conditions,

as well as upon those who supported him.

Disciplinary enactments were also made

against simony, clerical incontinence,

intercourse with Saracens and Jews.

(4) Innocent III. opened the Fourth

Lateran and Twelfth General Synod, the

most imposing probably of nil councils

ever held, in 1215, for the recovery of the

Holy Land and the reform of the Church.

The representatives of Frederic II., of

Henry, Emperor of Constantinople, of

the Kings of England, France, Arngon,

Hungary, Cyprus, Jerusalem, and of

other princes, 412 bishops, 800 abbots,

many representatives of absent bishops

and chapters, were present. The seventy

decrees of the council concern most im

portant points of discipline and doctrine.

The Bishop of Constantinople was made

the first of the Eastern patriarchs; the

Greek rites, the jurisdiction of the other

patriarchs, were fully acknowledged ; while

at the same time the Greek practice of

r.'baptising children already baptised by

Latins, and of washing altars to mark

thdr defilement if they had been used by

Latin priests, was reprobated, and the

supremacy of Rome insisted on. Regula

tions were made and indulgences offered

for the coming crusade. The duty of

annual confession "propriosacerdoti" was

enforced. Definitions were issued on the

absolute unity of God. Abbot Joachim

had maintained that the three divine

Persons were one God only in the same

sense as many human persons are all men or

Christians one with each other and with

Christ. In other words he substituted a

specific or moral for that numerical unity

in which, with the real distinction of the

three Persons, the mystery of the Trinity

consists. The council, on the contrary,

defined that each of the three Persons is

identical with the one divine substance.

It also defined the Catholic doctrine on

the sacraments, &c. , against the Albigenses,

and in particular that the bread and wine

in the Mass are " transubstantiated " into

Christ's body and blood.

(5) The Fifth Lateran Council (Eight

eenth General) was opened by Julius II.,

in 1512, and closed by Leo X., in 1517.

The Church was distracted at the time

by the schismatic Council of Pisa. The

Fifth Lateran was attended by 15 card

inals and 79 (afterwards 120) bishops,

mostly Italian. The decrees of Pisa

were declared null, the " Pragmatic Sanc

tion " condemned, and the French Con

cordat was approved, canons passed on

preaching, exemption of regulars, mortis

de piel6, Sec, &c. Two decrees of the

council are of wider interest. It de

fined (Hull " Pastor aeternus'*) the Pope's

"authority overall councils" and (Bull

" Apostolici regiminis ") condemned those

who held that the intellectual soul is

mortal, or only one in all men, or that

these propositions were true at least

philosophically. For the French objec

tions to the oecumenical character of

the council, see Hefele, " ConciL" i. p.

08, and the article Councils.

JsATnt. [See Language of the

Church.]

LATRIA (Xarpct'a) in itself simply

means " service," whether rendered to God

or man ; but the usage of the Church has

made it a technical term for that supreme

worship which can lawfully be ollered to

God alone. The word is so used by the

Greek Fathers and the Seventh General

Council; and St. Augustine (" Contr.

Faust." xx. 21) adopts it on the ground

that no one Latin word will do instead. It

was probably St. Augustine's influence

which made it a familiar term in Latin

theology. The sacrifice of the Mass is the

principal act of latria, hence it is called in

patristic literature Xarptla ttJs oiKovoptat

(Petavius, " De Incarnat." xv. 2).

XiATROCXHTXlTM (avvodos \r](TTpiKrj I

" Council of Bandits "). A name given by

Pope Leo (and current ever since) to the

heretical council which met at Ephesus

in 449. Dioscorus, Patriarch of Alex

andria, had come forward in defence of

the doctrine that there is but one nature

of the Incarnate Word, and being discon

tented with the decision of the bishops

who met at Constantinople and atlirmed

that Christ was one Person in two

natures, he used his influence with the

Empress Eudocia to have a general

council convoked at Ephesus. Pope Leo

did not oppose the meeting of the council,

although he had clearly laid down

the doctrine of the two natures in his

letter to Flavian, bishop of Constantin

ople. Dioscorus presided at the council,

the Papal legates, Juvenal of Jerusalem,

Domnus of Antioch, and Flavian of Con

stantinople, being present. Dioscorus tore

their papers from all notaries except his

own, and is accused of having falsified

the Acts ; he called in soldiers and fana

tical monks, armed with cudgels, Flavian

was trodden under foot and imprisoned,
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and the other hishops, with few exceptions,

were forced hy violence and starvation to

sign a blankpaper on which Dioscorus after

wards set the condemnation of Flavian.

The Papal legates, however, protested at

once, llavian died shortly afterwards on

his way to exile. Theodosius confirmed

the decrees ofthis synod, hut it was rejected

by the churches of Syria, Asia Minor,

Pontus. and the West. Pope Leo of

course absolutely refused to acknowledge

it. [See Chalcedon, Oottncil op.]

lauoa, sxoxr. [See Hymns.]

lauds. [See Beeviabt.]

LAURA (Gr. \avpa, properly, an

alley or lane). An aggregation of separate

cells, tenanted by monks, " under the not

very strongly defined control of a su

perior." 1 Usually each monk had a cell

to himself, but in the laura of Pachomius

one cell was assigned to three monks.

For five days in the week the tenants of

the laura remained in their cells, living

on bread and water, and working at

basket-making, or some similar employ

ment ; on the Saturday and Sunday they

took their meals together in the common

refectory, and worshipped God in the

common church. The discipline of the

laura was a kind of intermediate stage

between the eremitical life of St. Antony

and the monasticism founded by St.

Basil and St Benedict. It flourished in

the fourth and fifth centuries in the

desert country near the Jordan ; St.

Euthymius, St. Sahbas, and the abbot

Gerasirnus were its chief types and pro

moters. St. Euthymius lived to be

ninety-six years old ; just before he died

he told the person whom the monks had

designated as his successor, that it was

the will of God that the laura should be

turned into a monastery, as if foreseeing

that this was the discipline of the future

for the more perfect souls. (Fleury, livr.

xxviii., xxix., xxx. ; Smith and Oheet-

ham.)

LATTS TIBX, CHRXSTE. [See

Gospel.]

LAVABO. The first word of Ps.

xxv., which the priest recites while the

acolytes pour water on his hands shortly

before he begins the Canon of the Mass.

The rite indicates the perfect purity of

heart with which the priest should cele

brate those holy mvsteries. This wash

ing of the hands ("by the deacon, how

ever) is mentioned by St. Cyril of

Jerusalem. The psalm is also recited

during the washing of the hands in the

1 Dictionary of Chrittian Antiq.

I liturgies of St. Chrysostom and St. Basil.

I It is not said in the Ambrosian Maps, in

which the priest purifies his hands

silently just before the consecration.

There is great, variety on this point in

the old English l ites. In that of York the

washing is accompanied by a .verse of Pa.

xxv., the " Veni, Creator," and a prayer ;

in that of Hereford, by the " Veni , Creator,"1

and a prayer; in those of Sarum and

Bangor (?), simply by a prayer. (Le

Brun, Benedict. XIV., MaskeU.)

LAV. The word is used in two

widely different senses. When we speak

of the " law of gravitation," we mean an

observed invariable uniformity of co

existence and succession connecting cer

tain effects with certain conditions or

causes, so that when the conditions are

present the effect invariably follows. The

necessity which links the cause to the

effect we do not understand, nor can

account for ; we only know by an unfail

ing experience that it exists ; and as it

forms an element in the phenomenal

system of motions and changes in the

midst of which we live, we call it a

physical necessity, and the resulting uni

formity we term a law of nature. But

when we speak of the law of the Twelve

Tables, or of the laws of Lycurgus, or

the Mosaic, or the Gospel law, we mean

a uniformity which ought to be imposed

(assuming the law to be just) on the

actions of those subject to it, but which

is not always imposed in fact, because the

subjects of the law are free agents and

can refuse to obey it. The necessity

which should, but does not always, make

the conduct conformable to the precept,

we call a moral necessity, or obligation ;

and the precepts which, being addressed

to free agents, enjoin but do not compel

their own fulfilment, we term moral

laws, aud divide into civil, criminal,

natural, positive, &c. Of laws in this

second sense, the first is the natural law,

which we must carefully distinguish from

" laws of nature " or physical laws. This

natural law is implanted by God in the

mind of every one of his reasonable

creatures, distinguishing for them good

from evil, and bidding them follow the

one and shun the other. But since the

will of mau has been weakened by the

fall, he is not able to obey the dictates of

this natural law without some kind of

assistance or reinforcement. This assis

tance is given, partly by human ordi

nances, directing, forbidding, rewarding,

and punishing, partly by the revealed law
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of God ; through the operation of which

it appears to have been his will, first, to

educate a single people to a more perfect

knowledge and obedience ; next, gradually

to leaven and transform all the tribes of

mankind, as they become one by one in

corporated in the Catholic Church. Ac

cordingly the revealed law is divided,

historically, into the law of the Old aud

that of the New covenant. The law of

the Old covenant, given on Mount Sinai,

prepared the way for the kingdom of

Christ, and—except as to that portion of

it which was a restoration of the natural

law and is perpetually binding—lost its

divine authority on the establishment of

the Church. The law of the New cove

nant is that which Christ the king pro

poses through the Church [see CncHcn

of Christ, Grace, Sacraments] to the

human race. Thus every man, besides

being subject to the internal or natural

law seated in the conscience, is under two

external laws. He is first—if not actually

and de facto, yet potentially and de jure

—under the divine law as interpreted and

administered by the Catholic Church.

Secondly, he is under the lex loci, the

system of. human law belonging to the

country of his birth or domicile. If a

couHict arise between the two external

laws—as when the law of the land enjoins

idolatry, or forbids the frequentation of

the sacraments—it is manifest that the

lower law ought to yield to the higher,

and that individual Christians are bound,

whatever may be the consequences,

to " hear the Church," and disooev any

contrary inj unction. (Wetzer and Welte,

art. by Aberle\)

IAZ. [See Moral Theologt.]

LAY BROTHERS AND SISTERS.

Persons who take the habit and vows of

religion, but are employed mostly in

manual labour, and are exempt therefore

from the duties of choir, when they exist,

or from the studies, &c, incumbent on

the other members of religious orders,

where there is no choir.

The first instance of a distinction be

tween lay brothers (fratres conversi, freres

convers) occurred in the monasteryot Vall-

ombrosa, founded in the earlier part of

the eleventh century by St. John Gual-

bert. Afterwards we rind lay brothers

among the monks of Hirsauge, and the

Abbot William is said in his Life to have

instituted this kind of religious. The

Carthusians adopted the new practice, and

now lay brothers and sisters are to be

found in most religious orders, even

among the Benedictines, who knew no

thing of such a distinction at first.

Two causes, according to Fleury,

contributed to the change. The greater

part of the monks (contrary to the old

usage) in the eleventh century were

ecclesiastics, and it was necessary to pro

vide for those who had the religious but

no ecclesiastical vocation. Next, in the

eleventh century, Latin was no longer a

vulgar tongue, and hence many of the

religious, ignorant of Latin and often

unable to read, were unfit for the duties

of the choir. (Fleury, " II. E." lxi. 4, lxiii.

58; Discours viii. a. 5.)

lay conxMTTjriOR' is a phrase

scarcely used at present among Catholics.

But in the language of the early Church

it often occurs to describe the state to

which a cleric was reduced 4y forfeiting

the right to exercise his functions with

out being excommunicated and losing the

ordinary privileges of a Christian. Thus

the Council of Agde (anno 600), canon

50, orders that bishops, priests, and

deacons, guilty of certain great crimes,

should for the rest of their lives only

receive lay communion (eommunionem

laicam).

A cleric maybe reduced to lay commu

nion in three ways, (a) A cleric in minor

orders may lawfully marry, but in this

case the canon law deprives him of office,

benefice, and the privileges of his state.

The Council of Trent, however (Sess.

xxiii. c. 17, De lieform.) allows the promo

tion of men already married to minor

orders, provided they are not " bigami "

and there is a lack of other candidates.

They have the privileges canonis et fvri if

they wear tonsure and cassock, (fi). A

cleric in holy orders may be dispensed

from his obligations—e.y., of wearing the

clerical dress, reciting his breviary, of

celibacy, &c.—by the Pope. In that case

the cleric in question is usually prohibited

from exercising the functions of his office,

(y). The old law of the Church reduced

to lay communion clerics who were de

posed or removed from their office. But,

according to the more modern canon law,

the loss of clerical privileges is only en

tailed by degradation.

&ATBUUT. One of the people (X<ii>r),

as distinguished from the clergy. The

Septuagint (Exodus xix. 24, Isai. xxiv. 2)

used the word Xaos in contradistinction to

the priests. The other Greek versions

have the words Xaucut, "laic," and XaucoOv

"to profane;" and so the Vulgate (1 Keg.

xxi. 4) has the expression " laicos panes.'
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Clem. Rom., Ep. i. 40, uses laic or layman

(Aaticor) for the first time iu Christian

literature, but he means by it a Jewish

and not a Christian layman. But in the

Clementine Homilies, Epist. CI. §. 5 ; in

Clem. AL "Strom." iii. 12, p. 552, ed.

Potter; in Tertullian " Prsescr." 41, we

find the modern use of Xoikos and lawns

for Christian layman.

LAZABIST8, This is the popular

name for the " Congregation of the Priests

of the Mission," founded by St. Vincent

of Paul in 1626, and established a few

years later in the College of St. Lazare at

Paris. St. Vincent, being engaged as a

tutor in the family of the Countess de

Joigny, was summoned one day to the

sick bed of one of her vassals, a well-to-

do peasant held in general esteem, who

desired to make his confession to him.

Pressing the inquiry firmly into the state

of the man's soul, St. Vincent discovered

with consternation that he had the burden

of several unconfessed mortal sins on his

conscience, in spite of which he had been

going on for many years making sacri

legious confessions and communicating.

Being brought by the saint to a proper

sense of the enormity of his conduct the

man was very grateful, and declared with

out scruple 1] is conviction that he owed

more than his life to St. Vincent. The

countess, hearing what had happened, en

treated the holy man to preach in the

church of Tolleville (near Amiens), where

most of the congregation were her vassals,

on the sin and dansrer incurred by making

bad confessions. The consciences of the

hearerswere aroused, and n umberscrowded

to the confessional who had hitherto made

no use, or a bad use, of it. The countess

now conceived the idea of founding and

endowing an institute for the purpose of

preaching missions in country districts.

Shedesired Vincent to obtain if possible the

services of Jesuits or French Oratorlana ;

but neither society was able to undertake

the work at the time. Finally it was

arranged that Vincent, aided by several

pious secular priests who had for some

years been associated with him in his

various works of mercy and instruction,

should commence the missions ; that the

institute should be established in the

College des Bous Enfans, offered for the

purpose by the Archbishop of Paris ; that

the countess should endow it with forty

thousand livres ; but that Vincent should

not leave her house while she lived. Thus

was the institute founded in the March of

1624; the countess died the same year.

The congregation (which was confirmed

by a bull of Urban VIII. in 1632) had a

threefold end—the sanctitication of its

own members, the work of the missions,

and the training of an exemplary clergy.

As a rule, eight months in the year were

devoted to missions, which were conducted

nearly on the same plan on which Re-

demptorist and Passionist missions are

conducted at the present day. St. Vin

cent, having liven to see twenty-fife

houses of the new institute established—

in Franca, Italy, and Poland—died in

1660, being eighty-five years old. It has

been already stated that the congregation

removed to the College of St. Lazare

(which had belonged to the regular

canons of St. Victor) in 1632. It was a

spacious site, and the third superior-

general, Edmond Joly, erected on it the

vast range of buildings still seen there.

St. Vincent of Paul was beatified in 1720,

and canonised in 17S7. In the time of

Helyot—that is, early in the last century—

there were eighty-four houses of the in

stitute in nine provinces, whereof six were

in France, two in Italy, and one in Poland.

Some of the fathers showed an inclination

towards Jansenism and refused to accept

the bull " Unigenitus ; "■ but the firm and

prudent government of the general of

that day, M. Bonnet, checked in time the

evil tendency. At the Revolution St.

Lazare was twice plundered by the mob ;

several of the fathers were massacred in

September 1702 ; and those who would

not take the condemned oath were driven

out of France, their property being con

fiscated. The maison St. Lazare was

turned into, and still remains, a prison for

women. Under the first Napoleon the con

gregation was allowed to re-enter France,

and under the Restoration the grant was

made to it of a house iti the Rue de

Sevres in lieu of St. Lazare. The mis

sions left vacant in China and the Levant

on the suppression of the Jesuits in 1773

were transferred to the Lazarists.

In 1816 a colony of Lazarists arrived

in St. Louis from Rome. They opened a

seminary there, nndhiive since made foun

dations and opened seminaries in other

dioceses, especially in the Northern

States, from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

LECTION OR LESSON (Lectio,

avayvaiais). Some details on this subject

have been given under Epistle, Gob-

pel, Breviabt. But something remains

to be said now on the history of lections

in general, and on the variety of practice

which separates the ancient from the
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modem, and again the Eastern from the

Western Church.

There was a far more extensive and

continuous use of Scripture in the puhlic

services of the early Church than there

is among us. Usually speaking, our

people only hear the Gospel and Epistle

read in the Mass, with the psalms

and the little chapter (scarcely more

than a verse or two), usually from

the Epistle, at vespers and compline on

Sundays or great feasts. In the prim

itive Church it was very different. Thus

St. Augustine ("Praef. Exposit. in 1

Joann.") says that he "was accustomed to

handle (tractare) the Gospel according to

John in the order of the lessons ; " and

that, although this order had been necess

arily interrupted by lessons for special

solemnities, the continuous reading had

only been " intermitted, not omitted."

In this way Genesis was read in Lent,

Job in Holy Week, Acts between Easter

and Pentecost, &c, &c. Our Breviary

lessons for the first noctum are no doubt

a relic of this custom. But they are only

a relic, partly because they are very in

complete, partly because the multiplica

tion of festivals causes many even of the

portions given in the office to be left out

altogether ; above all because the laity,

as a rule, cannot assist at those Breviary

offices. Chrvostom, says Mr. Scrivener

referring to "Horn. x. in Joann." exhorts

his hearers to peruse and mark the pass

ages (n-fpucorrat) ofthe Gospels which were

to be publicly read to them the ensuing

Saturday and Sunday. (See his " Intro

duction to the Criticism of the New

Testament," 2nd ed. p. 69 «ey.). These

sections, still preserved with little altera

tion in the modern Greek Church, are

very different from our Gospels and

Epistles. They contain the whole text

of the Gospels, and at least nearly the

whole text of the Acts and St. Paul's

Epistles. On the other hand, while the

Greeks read the Gospel on Sunday morn

ings in the office as well as in the lit

urgy, their daily offices contain no lessons

from Scripture.

It is certain, however, that the cus

tom of introducing lections in the Breviary

office, still maintained in the West, was

at one time familiar to the Eastern

churches. The Council of Laodicea, canon

1 7, requires a lesson to he read after each

psalm, and Cassian (" Ooenob. Inst." ii. 4)

mentions that the. Egyptian monks read

two lections, one from the New, one from

the Old, Testament, after each series of

twelve psalms. This practice was already

very ancient even in his time. At the end

of the sixth century at latest, as appears

from Gregory the Great (Kpist. xii. 24)

and from the Rule of St. Benedict, not

only Scripture but also homilies upon

it by Fathers and Doctors of the Church

were read in the office. Charlemagne, in a

" Constitutio de Emendalione Librorum et

Officiorum," of 788, caused these lections

from the Fathers to be revised and altered

by Paul the Deacon. We have earlier

evidence for the custom of reading the

Acts of the Martyrs, which had begun

before St. Augustine's time (Serm.

cccxv. c. 1).

X.ECTXOJTAK'r. The oldest Latin

Lectionary was known as the " Comes ''

(t.e. the cleric's "companion") — the

" Comes Major " if it contained the Epistles

and Gospels for the year in full, the

" Comes Minor " if it merely noted the

beginning and end of the portions read.

The authorship was attributed to St.

Jerome, and although there is no sufficient

evidence for this belief, the Cornea must

have been compiled about St, Jerome's time,

for it is mentioned by name in a docu

ment dated 471 (Mabillon, " De Re Di

plomat." 1. vi. 482 seq,, edit. 3, Neapoli ).

It has, however, undergone serious alter

ations. A Gallican Lectionary contain

ing sections from the Pnphets, Epistles,

and Gospels, was discovered by Mabillon,

and edited by him (" De Liturg.Gall."tom.

ii.). It is written in Merovingian char

acters, recognises among the tew feasts

which it names that of St. Genevieve, and

usually assigns three lections to each

Mass, after the manner of the ancient

Gallican Liturgy.

In the Greek church the Lectionaries

consist of lessons from the Gospels

(tvayy(\urrdpia) ; from the Acts and Epis

tles (jrpafajiwroXoi) ; while a few books

known as airo<rro\oivayyt\ia have lessons

taken both from the Gospels and Apo

stolic writings. Traces of Church lessons

occur in MSS. of the fifth and sixth cen

turies—viz. in the Alexandrine MS. and

and in the Codex Bezie. Of Greek Lect

ionaries in separate volumes, none perhaps

are older than the eighth century. The

general name for tables of lessons, corre

sponding to the "Comes Minor" in Latin,

is <rwa£dpiov ; for tables of week-day

lessons fVXoydSw (tu>v & <u«yy«Xt(rra>F or

toO (ijroo-roXou) while tables of lessons for

Saints' days are called p^voXoyui. The

j oldest known Synaxarion is prefixed to the

. Codex Cyprius (K),of the eighth or ninth
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century ; another is found in the Codex

Onmpensis (M), which is perhaps a little

later. An elaborate account of the Greek

lessons will be found in Scrivener

(" l'lain Introduction to the Criticism of

the N.T."), from whom the latter part of

this article has been taken.

LECTOK (avayvu>(TTT]i). A cleric,

in minor orders, whose duty originally

consisted in reading the Church lessons.

The great antiquity of the order—the

second of the minor orders among the

Latins, the first among the Greeks—is

proved by the facts that it is mentioned

by Cornelius, Bishop of Rome, in the

middle of the third century (apud Euseb.

" II. E." vi. 43), and that it is common to

sects who differ from each other, and

who separated from the Catholic Church

in the fifth century—viz. Copts, Syrian

Jacobites and Nestorians, not to speak

of the schismatic Greeks. The Ethi

opians, indeed, ignore this order, but it is

mentioned in their ancient canons and

councils. (Denzinger, " Ritus Orienta-

lium," torn. i. p. 118.)

The very form of ordination, as it

still exists with very slight alteration

among us at the present day, is given in

canon 8 of the so-called Fourth Council of

Carthage, at the close of the fourth cen

tury. The bishop is to give the book

(codicem) from which the Lector is to

read, with the words "Take it, and be a

reader of the word of God, to have, if

thou fulfil thy office faithfully and use

fully, part with those who have miuistered

the word of God."

The Greeks, according to Chardon

(" Histoire des Sacrements,'' torn. iv. ch.

2), have from ancient times ordained

their Readers by imposition of hands,

the handing of the book after ordination

being among them comparatively modern.

As to the other Oriental rites, the Jacob

ites, Copts and Syrians do not, the

Nestorians do, confer this order by laying

on of hands : all of them hand the book

at the end of the ordination rite, but

without anv form of words. (Denzinger,

torn. i. p. 134.)

Besides reading in church, the Lec

tors were also employed as secretaries to

bishops and priests. They were often

younger than the Ostiarii or Porters, for

the Lectorate was the first older con

ferred on young clerics ('Chardon, loc. cit.)

The Roman Pontifical also assigns to

them the office of blessing bread and the

new fruits, a dutv first mentioned in

Pontificals of the "years COO and 700.

(Art. Lector in Wetzer and Welte)

At present this order is regarded chiefly

as a step to the priesthood, and it is only

in the office of Good Friday that the

Missal recognises their functions.

Altogether distinct from the Lectors

just described are the " Lector Mensae,"

or reader at table in religious houses ; the

" Lector dignitarius," who regulated the

reading of the lessons in some cathedral

churches; and the Lectores—i.e. lecturers

or professors—in monasteries and uni

versities.

1IOATE, Among the Romans

legati were either ambassadors, or officers

of high rank appointed with the sanction

of the senate to assist a dictator, consul,

or proconsul in the performance of his

duties, military or civil. In modern

acceptation the term is confined to ec

clesiastics representing the Holy See and

armed with its authority. Legates are of

three kinds—legates a latere, emissaries or

nuncios (legati missi, nuntii, intemuntii),

and legates by virtue of their office (legati

nati). The dignity of a legate a latere

is, and has long been, confined to car

dinals, though in former times it was not

so: e.g. Pandulf, the legate sent by

Innocent III. to receive the submission of

King John, was only a sub-deacon.

Legates a latere are either ordinary or

extraordinary : the first govern provinces

belonging to the Ecclesiastical State—such

as were (before 1800) the Romagna and

the March of Ancona—in the Pope's

name; the second class are deputed to

visit foreign Courts on extraordinary occa

sions, such as a negotiation for a peace,

or arrangements for a general council,

&c. Legati missi correspond to the am

bassadors and ministers maintained by

secular States at foreign capitals. For

merly they were called apocritiarii

[Apocmsiarit/s] : now, nuncios or inter

nuncios—the latter being of inferior rank.

Legati nati are, or were, archbishops to

whose sees by an ancient Papal concession

the legatine authority was permanently

attached: as was the case with Canterbury

in England, and Salzburg and Prague in

Germany.

All three classes of legates above

mentioned formerly enjoyed an ample,

and even an immediate, jurisdiction, as

representing the Holy See, in the pro

vinces where they resided. Hence fre

quent collisions with episcopal authority

arose. To put an end to these conflicts,

the Council of Trent 1 decreed that legates,

1 Sess. xxiv. cap. :!0, De Kef.
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eren those de latere, nuncios, ecclesiastical

governors, or others, were not to presume,

on the strength of any faculties what

soever, to impede the bishops in matri

monial causes or in those of criminous

clerks, nor in any way to curtail or dis

turb their jurisdiction ; nor, on the other

hand, were they to take proceedings

against clerks or other ecclesiastical per

sons, unless after recourse had been had

to the bishop and he had neglected to act.

The jurisdiction 6f legates is now, there-

lore, chietly appellate. (Ferraris, Ltyafus ;

article by Phillips in Wetzer and

Welte.)

X.ECZND, THE OOZ.SCH. By

this name is known the earliest collection

made in the West of the Lives of Saints,

as the work of Metaphrastes was the

earliest Greek collection of the same kind.

The compiler was Jacobus de Voragine

(so named from his birthplace, Varaggia,

near Genoa), archbishop of Genoo in the

thirteenth century. The "Legenda"

contains 177 chapters, each of which

treats of a saint or a festival, according

to the order of the ecclesiastical calen

dar. There is an entire absence of

critical discrimination in the use of

materials. The work became very popu

lar, was translated into several languages,

and is said to have passed through more

than a hundred editions. Capgrave's

" Legenda Angliae," a work of the fifteenth

century, printed by Caxton, was doubtless

modelled upon the " Golden Legend," the

success of which must have encouraged

Lipomani and Surius in their labours, and

prepared the ground for the great com

pilation of the Bollandists.

LEGITIMATION BT STJBSE

QUEXTT MAKKIACE. The Civil Law

and the Law of the Church agree in

ascribing so great efficacy to the marriage

fie that it is held to spread itself over,

reach back to, and legitimate the birth of

children to the same parties before the

marriage. The Civil Law recognised this

principle somewhat less unreservedly than

the Canon, inasmuch as it ascribed a cer

tain measure of relative lawfulness to the

relation of concubinage. Against this the

Church set its face, refusing to allow that

there could be any lawful union between

persons of opposite sex except by the way

of marriage, and treating the child of a

concubine as in no superior position,

legally, to the child of a courtesan.

However long a time may have passed,

even though the father may have had a

lawful wife and children in the interval,

nevertheless, the first wife being dead,

marriage with the mother of his natural

children, even although he may be no

longer capable of being a father, or be on

the bed of death, legitimates the children

of the illicit union, and makes them as

capable of inheriting as if they had been

born in wedlock. The reason is that the

Church, like Christ, whom she represents

in the world, yearns over her erring

children, and desires to leave open for

them a locus pemitentite ; and this all the

more because the temporal interests and

natural feelings of the innocent children

are promoted and consulted by such

lenity.

All that has been said, however, pro

ceeds upon the assumption that at the

time when the natural children were con

ceived or born the parties were free to

marry. It is only in that cose that the

efficacy of the subsequent marriage can

be held to reach back to the illicit union.

If either the father or the mother was

married at the time of the birth of the

child, it is the offspring of adultery, and

no subsequent marriage can legitimate it.

It has been strenuously maintained by

many canonists that if one of the parties

was not free to marry at the time of the

conception of the child, even though such

freedom existed at the date of birth, the

child is adulterine, and cannot be legiti

mated by subsequent marriage. The

tendency of opinion, however, has for a

long time past been towards the doctrine

that the question should be decided simply

by the date of birth ; and that if at that

time either party were so circumstanced

that he or she could not possibly, even

with the aid of a dispensation, have

married the other, the child cannot be

afterwards legitimated; but not other

wise.

A letter addressed by Benedict XIV.,

writing as a private doctor, to the Arch

bishop of St. Domingo, in 1744, discusses

this important subject in all its bearings

with the utmost lucidity and force.

The Common Law of England, follow

ing, it may be supposed, some ancient

Teutonic custom, does not allow that

children born out of wedlock can be

legitimated, or can inherit, through a

subsequent marriage between the parties.

This was decided so far back as 1230. At

a council of the great men of the king

dom held at Merton, the bishops, who had

found that collisions were of frequent

occurrence between the spiritual and

secular jurisdictions on account of their
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different views on this question— persons

being bastardised by the one who were

legitimated and held capable of inheriting

by the other —" requested that the king's

writs should no longer direct them to in

quire specially whether the individual in

question were born before or after mar

riage, but generally whether he were

legitimate or not. They objected to the

practice of the other courts: (1) that it

was contrary to the Roman and Canon

Law ; (2) that it was unjust, because it

deprived of the ri-rht of inheritance the

issue of clandestine marriages, though

such marriages were not annulled by any

law ; and (3) that it was inconsistent

with itself, because, while it bastardised

the child born, it legitimated the child

that was only conceived before marriage,

though in both cases the moral guilt of

the parents was exactly the same. But

their arguments were fruitless. The earls

and barons unanimously returned the

answer 1 which has been so often repeated

and applauded : ' We will not change the

old and approved laws of England.' " 2

This difference continues to exist in

England, but in the U. 8. the Common

Law has, in nearly nil the States, been

modified by statute so that, in conformity

with Roman Law and Canon Law, and

with the law of all the countries of Conti

nental Europe, children born out of wed

lock are rendered legitimato by the mar

riage of their parents, and cease to suffer

from the slur of bastardy, from which in

England nothing can ever deliver thein.

(Ferraris, Legitimation

ISNT. A fast of forty days pre

ceding Easter, kept, after the example of

Moses, Elias, and, above all, of Christ

Himself, in order to prepare the faithful

for the Easter feast, and also of course ou

account of the general advantages to be

derived from a long period of penance.

The Greek and Latin names for the fast

(TKrarapuKoar!), Quadragesima) indicate

thenumberofdays. Theltalian Quaresima

and the French Careme come from the

Latin ; the German Fastenzeit and the

Dutch Vasten denote the fast by pre

eminence, like !j vifcrTfta in the Greek

calendar ; our own word Lent comes

from the Anglo-Saxon Leneten, i.e. spring

(cf. German Lenz, Dutch Lente, spring).

There is no mention in Scripture of

the observance of Lent, or, indeed, of any

determined time for fasting among Chris

tians, In Acts xxvii. 9, St. Paul and his

1 " Nolunt leiies Annliie murare."

* Lingaru, Hit. of Eng. ii. 245.

companions are said to have put to sea at

a dangerous time, viz. " when the fast

was already over." But the fast in view

was evidently the one Jewish fast com

manded in the law, that on the Day of

Atonement, the tenth of Tisri. At that

time the autumnal equinox was past, and,

as a rule, no more voyages were under

taken for the season.

There is, however, proof that Lent, in

the general sense of a fast preceding

Easter, has been known from, or nearly

from, Apostolic times. Thus Tertullian, in

his Montanist treatise on fasting, tells us

that according to his Catholic adversaries

those days were set apart for fasting

" under the Gospel dispensation (in

Evangelio) in which the Spouse was tnken

awav" ("De Jejun." 2 ; cf. 13), whereas

the Montanists kept additional fasts. An

earlier writer, Irenseus (apud Euseb.

" H. E." v. 24), speaks of the fast before

Easter, and the different modes of observ

ance which prevailed in different places.

The words occur in a letter to Victor, who

was Bishop of Rome from about IOC till

202 ; and it is important to notice that

Irenseus says the difference of observance

was no new thing, but had ari'en " even

long before, in a past generation " (*ai

nnXit irpoTfpov (n\ tgjv Trpb rjiitav*). It is

plain also that from very early times the

Lenten fast, whatever its duration may

have been, was considered obligatory.

This is clearly implied in the language

of Tertullian in the passages quoted above :

" dies jejuniis determinates ; " constituta

esse solemnia huic fidei scripturis vel

traditione majorum." Passages to the

same effect abound ic the later literature

of the Church. The Council of Gangra,

in the middle of the fourth century, ana

thematises (Can. 19) those who neglected

to keep thefasts "observed by the Church."

Jerome, Ep. 41. lays down the strict

obligation of keeping the Lenten fast

(see also Ambrose : e.g. " De Xoe et Area,"

13). A number of similar statements

may be seen in Thomassin, " Traits des

Jeunes," Part I. ch. v. A famous incident,

mentioned by Sozomen (" H. E." i. 11^,

and often alleged against the Catholic

practice, is really an exception which

proves the rule. There the story is told

of a Bishop Spyridon, who, having no

other food, not even bread or flour, in the

house, gave an exhausted traveller swine's

flush at the beginning of Lent, and bade

him eat it without scruple. But the

Btranger at first refused to eat it, on the

ground that he was a Christian ; and the
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bishop before furnishing this food " prayed

and begged pardon " of Heaven. All

things, as the bishop argued, are pure to

the pure, and then, as now, the Lenten

rule yielded to charity and necessity.

We have taken Lent hitherto in its

widest acceptation, as meaning a fast of

some sort before Easter, and in Ante-

Niceno Fathers, so far as we are aware,

no clear notice occurs of a fast consist

ing even approximately of forty days.

In a very obscure and possibly corrupt

passage of Iremeus (apud Euseb. v. 24)

the Benedictine editor Massuet (Diss. ii.

23 teq.) sees an allusion to tho forty days

with which we are now familiar. He

understands the saint to say that some

kept the fast of extraordinary strictness

known as xerophagy for one day, others

for two or more, others for all the forty

days of Lent. This is a possible and

even plausible explanation, but it cannot

be considered certain, and many scholars,

Catholic and Protestant, believe that

Irenteus refers to an absolute fast from all

food during two or more days, or for

forty hours. However, from the early

part of the fourth century onwards, there

are many references to Lent as a period of

about forty days. The wordTeo-o-n/ja/roen-q is

found in Can. 5 of the Nicene, and Can. 50

of the Laodicean, Council, the latter being

held, according to Hefele, somewhere be

tween 313 and 381. Even if the word

was originally connected with the forty

hours during which Christ lay in the

tomb, it was taken in the fourth century

at least to mean a period of forty days.

St. Gregory Nyssen (torn. ii. p. 253)

reckons Lent as a time of rather less than

two months ; while, in the West, St.

Augustine (Ep. lv. c. 15, " Ad Januar.")

connects the last of Quadragesima with

the forty days' fast of Moses and Elias.

Still in this century, and the next also, tho

duration of Lent varied very considerably

in different churches. Socrates (" H. E."

v. 22) expresses his surprise that all used

the same name TtvaapaKnarri to describe a

fast which lasted in different places for

seven, six, or only three weeks. There are

no doubt inaccuracies in the statement as

Socrates makes it, but we see no grouud

for questioning its correctness as to the

main fact. From Sozomen, also a writer

of the fifth century, we get more trust

worthy information. All Africa, Egypt,

Palestine and the Westerns generally, he

says (" H. E." vii. 19), kept Lent for six

weeks, the church of Constantinople and

the neighbouring provinces for seven.

Cassian (" Collat." xxi. c. 24-27) says in

general terms that some fasted seven,

others six, weeks, but he gives the reason

-—viz. that some excepted Sundays and

Saturdays, others Sundays only, from the

fast. St. Ambrose (" De Eliaet Jejunio,"

c. 10) recognises the exemption from fast

ing on both days. The practice, however,

of the Roman Church and of most Latins

was to fast six weeks excepting Sundays—

i.e. for thirty-six days. The usage of

Constantinople, on the other hand, pre

vailed in the East, and the Council in

Trullo, in 692, ordered (Can. 55) that there

should be no fasting on Saturdays in Lent,

and no Mass said except on Saturdays,

Sundays, and the feast of the Annunci

ation (Can. 52). Mass and fasting are in

the minds of the Greeks incompatible, so

that they observed seven weeks or thirty-

five days of fasting—all Saturdays ex

cept Holy Saturday, the feast of the

Annunciation, and all Sundays, being

deducted.

However, more than a century before

the Council in Trullo the Greeks could

fairly claim to count forty days in their

Lent. True, it is only on the Monday in

Quinquagesima week that they enter on

the strict abstinence both from flesh meat

and lactidnia, and so Quinquagesima is

called by them rijr Tvpo<payov, because, ac

cording to their way of calculating, it

ends the week in which cheese, &c, may

he eaten. But after Sexagesima Sunday

(hence named r?js d7roKpe'<a) no meat is

eaten, and this their present custom was

already in force under the Emperor

Justinian in 546 (see Fleury, " Hist."

livr. xxxiii. No. 23, and cf. Thoniassin,

Part U. ch. i).

Various attempts were made in the

West to complete the number of forty

days. St. Ambrose (Serin. 34) blames

the custom of those who began the fast in

Quinquagesima week, aud the Fourth

Council of Orleans (anno 541 ; Can. 2)

likewise enforces uniformity and censures

those who began Lent with Sexagesima or

Quinqungesima. The Eighth Council of

Toledo (Canon 9; anno 603) expresses a

feeling then and earlier very common in

the Church, wheu it describes the thirty

six days of Lent as a tithe of the year

which Christians dedicated to God. But

the monks aimed at greater strictness, for

the " Kegula Magistri " which Thomassin

places at the beginning of the seventh

century, enjoins religious to fast three

days in Sexagesima aud three in Quinqua

gesima week, in order to supply for the

LI
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six Sundays of Lent which were not fast-

days.

At last the Latin Church added the

four days of fasting before the first

Sunday in Lent, which now began with

Ash Wednesday. This new discipline is

recognised in Canon 76 of the Council of

Meaux (anno 8415), and it appears from

the words of the monk Ratramnus, who

wrote about the same time, that these

additional days were observed by the

Roman Church and in the West generally.

Still in the eleventh century St. Margaret

of Scotland (Surius, Junii die 10) had to

introduce the habit of beginning Lent

with Ash Wednesday among her subjects ;

and St. Charles Borromeo, in the first

council which he held, fully acknowledged

the right by which the churches in the city

of Milan and in othor parts of the diocese

which had retained the Ambrosian rite

began Lent with the first Sunday and

thus maintained their ancient usage.

We can only touch lightly on the other

acta of piety by which Lent has been

sanctified from early times. It was a

season in which the faithful begged God's

mercy for themselves, and were therefore

expected to show mercy to others. The

money spared by fasting was given in

alms ; the Imperial laws (see the refer

ences in Thomassin, Part I. ch. xxviii.)

forbade criminal processes, and while the

Church reconciled penitents at the altar,

the emperors released prisoners, masters

pardoned their slaves, and enemies became

friends. It was a season of mourning,

and heuee the Church has always strongly

discountenanced festivities of all kinds

during Lent. Lastly, the body is morti

fied, in order that the soul may be in

vigorated, and so from early times com

munions, sermons and spiritual exercises

generally have been multiplied in Lent.

(Thomassin, "Traits' des Jeunes," Paris,

1635. Liemke, " Die Quadragesimal-

fasten der Kirche," Miinchen, 1853.)

libblutici. [See Lapsed.]

libelli pack. [See Lapsed

and Indulgences.]

UUB SlinurUS. An ancient

collection of formularies used in the

Roman church. The learned Jesuit

Gamier supposes that it was compiled

shortly after 714. It has been divided by

(Jarnier into seven chapters, which are

subdivided into " titles.** The seven

chapters treat of the following subjects:

(1) formularies used by the Pope in

writing to the Emperor, Exarch, Consul,

Patriarchs, Archbishop of Ravennu, &c;

(2) formularies for the election and

consecration of the Pope, with the ac

companying notice to the Emperor,

Exarch, &c. : (3) for the election and

consecration of the episcopi sulrurbicarii ;

(4) four formularies for giving the

Pallium ; (5) twenty-one formularies for

despatch of business with Italian bishops

consecrated by the Pope ; (6) on the ad

ministration and alienation of the pro

perty of the Roman church; (7) on

privileges granted by the Popes to mon

asteries and other ecclesiastical institutes.

Fragments of the " Liber Diurnus "

occur in the mediaeval canonists, but the

book in its entirety was long unknown.

An edition was prepared at Rome in

1660 bv Lucas Holstenius, bat pro

hibited "by the Roman censors; and the

first edition which actually appeared was

that of Gamier (Paris, 1680), with learned

introduction, notes, and dissertations.

Additions were made by Mabillon in his

" Museum Italicum." These additions and

various readings were used by Hoffmann

for the edition in his " Nova Collectio,"

torn. ii. Garnier's edition with Mabilion's

additions has been reprinted by Migne in

his " Patrologia."

1IBEB PEHTXTElTTXAXiXS. [See

Penitential Books.]

LIBER PONTTIFICAUB. [See

Church History.]

LIBER SEPTHWTXS. By this

name are known two different collections,

neither of which is of authority. 1. Pierre

Matthieu, of Lyons, made a collection

of Decretals from the pontificate of Gre

gory XI. to that of Sixtus V., arranged

them in five books and a cert.iin number

of titles, according to the classification

prevailing in the "Corpus Juris," and

printed them in 1590. They have been

included in two or three editions of the

" Corpus," but are generally held to have

no validity as a collection ; the separate

Decretals have whatever authority they

may possess apart from their inclusion in

this " Liber Septimus." 2. It was under

contemplation in the time of Clement

VIII. (1502-1605) to publish under this

name a collection of recent Papal Consti

tutions and conciliar dixrees, including

those of the Council of Trent. The book

was actually printed in 1508, but was

suppressed through the well-grounded

fear that as soon as it appeared it would

be glossed and commented for use in the

courts, and that in this way the order of

Pius IV. (1564), reserving to the Holy

See the interpretation of the Tridentine
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decrees, would be nullified. (Wetzer and

Welte, art. by Kober.)

LIBER S£XTU8. The Sext (" Liber

Sextus Decretalium ;" see art. on Canon

Law) was compiled by order of Boniface

VIII. and published in 1298. It received

its name with reference to the Jive books

of Decretels published by order of Gre

gory IX., but is itself divided, like that

earlier collection, into five books and a

certain number of titles.

LIBEBA NOS, 4lc. A responsory

sung by the choir after the Mass of the

dead and before the absolution of the

corpse. [See Absolution and Fphe-

BA.L8.]

UBEBA NOS, &.o. The embolie-

mus or continuation of the Lords Prayer

in the Roman Mass. The prayer with

slight variation is found in the Gelasian

and Gregorian Canons. The principal

changes that have been made are in the

mention of the saints. At present only the

Blessed Virgin, St. Peter and St. Paul

(the founders of tho Roman church), and

St. Andrew, who was first called to the

Apostolate, are mentioned by name. But

other names occur in the Gregorian canon

—viz. Dionysius with Rusticusand Eleu-

therius and Chlodoaldus. Even in the

middle ages, as appears from the " Micro-

logus," the officiating priest could add

names of saints here at discretion.

Allthe Western liturgies havea prayer,

not only corresponding to, but resembling

cur " Libera nos. The prayer in the

Ambrosian Mass is merely a form of our

prayer with slight variations. The Moz-

arabic prayer " Liberati a malo " has at

least a general resemblance. The old

Gallican liturgy is furthest removed from

the Roman standard. There the con

tinuation of the Lord's Prayer varies with

the Mass. That for Christmas begins

" Libera nos, omnipotens Deus, ab

omni malo," &c. (Benedict XIV. " De

Missa." Hammond's " Liturgies, Eastern

and Western.")

UBEXtxus was Bishop of Rome

from 352 to 300. Because of the firm

support he gave to the Nicene faith, and

to Athanasius, its champion, he was

banished to Bercea by the Arian Em

peror Constantius, some time after the

Synod of Milan in 355, the Arian Felix

being put in his place at Rome. Liberius

was separated even from his companions

in exile in order to increase the rigour of

his punishment and break his constancy.

In 357 Constantius was in Rome, and

found that scarcely anyone communicated

L L,

with the usurper Felix, and that the popu

lace were clamouring for the recall of

Liberius. At last, nearly a year later,

the Emperor consented to restore Libe

rius to his see. But on what conditions ?

Many ancient documents (we shall have

to examine their real value further on)

testify that Liberius bought his pardon

dear—viz. by condemning Athanasius,

communicating with heretical bishops,

and subscribing a formula which denied,

or at least betrayed, the Nicene faith.

This is the view, not only of Protestant,

but also of many Catholic historians. It

is held, e.g., by Baronius ; Petavius, " De

Trin." i. 9; Bossuet, "Def. Cler. GalL"

p. iii. lib. ix. c. 33 ; Fleury, " Hist." livr.

xiii. 40 ; Dollinger, " Papst-Fabeln "; He-

fele, " Concil." (i. 681 >eq.) ; arid many

others. On the other hand, the Bollandist

Stilting, " Acta SS." torn. vi. Sept. ; Zac-

caria, " De Commentitio Liberii Lapsu " ;

Palma, " Prselect." torn. i. par. 2 ; and

recently Reinerding, "Beitrage zur Hono-

rius-und Liberiusfrage," 1865; and Car

dinal Hergenrother, " KircheDgeschichte,"

vol. iii., 1880, p. 100 ttq.), treat the " fall

of Liberius" as an Arian fiction. The

question has naturally assumed great pro

minence from its bearing on the Papal

infallibility. In this article we treat of

the historical fact and of its dogmatic

import separately.

Theodoret, Socrates, and Sulpicius

Severus are altogether silent on the fall

of Liberius, and we may fairly take their

silence as proof either that they had not

heard of or else did not believe it. But

we have, on the other hand, the distinct

and contemporary evidence of Athanasius

twice repeated : " Liberius, being exiled,

later on, after a period of two years, gave

way (axXaae) and, in fear of the death

with which he was threatened, subscribed

(<f)ofiq6fts tov uTTuXi'ViMrni' Odvarov vjr-

iypa^rtv). But even this shows their vio

lence and the hatred of Liberius against

the heresy and his decision (^ij<£oc) for

Athanasius when his will was free. For

things done through torments contrary to

the original judgment—these are not acts

of will on the part of those who have been

put to fear, but of those who inflict the

torture" (" Epist. ad Monach. et Hist.

Arian." 41). He speaks to much the

same effect in the " Apol. contr. Arian."

89. " O wretched man that you are,"

says another contemporary, St. Hilary,

addressing Constantius ("Contr. Constant.

Imper." c. 11); " I know not whether there

was greater wickedness in your banishing
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him [Liberius] than in your sending him

back (" nescio utrum inaiore impietate

relegaveris quam remiseris ' ). This looks

like an allusion to the price Liberius had

to pay for his recall. Sozomen (" II. E."

iv. 15) gives us the details. " Con-

stantius," he says, " united the delegates

from the bishops of the East [i.e. from

the Semi-Arian Council of Ancyra] to the

prelates who happened to be present with

him in the Court at Sirmium. They com

bined the definitions of the Antiochene

Council in 2(i'J against Paul of Samosata

and those of Sirmium against Photinus

with the symbol of the Antiochene Coun-

cilof 341" (probably Sozomen refers to the

fourth of their symbols), " and persuaded

Liberius to subscribe the new formula or

collection of old formulas in which the

word ' consubstantial ' was abandoned.

They brought him to take this step by

telling him that the opoovcnos was a mere

cloak for Sabellianism. Liberius, however,

insisted that he who did not confess the

Son to be in essence and in all things like

the Father was to be excommunicate."

Lastly, Jerome, in his Chronicle, says of

Liberius, " overcome by the weariness of

exile, setting his name to heretical error,

he entered Kome as a conqueror." And

again, " Catal. Script." 07, he charges

Fortunatius of Aquileia with compelling

Liberius to subscribe heresy.

This surely is a fourfold cord of evi

dence not easily broken. All the wit

nesses are of great, two (Athanasius and

Hilary) of the greatest conceivable weight.

And all the accounts are at once indepen

dent of and consistent with each other.

Liberius would make no terms with the

Anomoeans, or extreme Arians, but he

did communicate with the Semi-Arians,

who condemned Athanasius, and aban

doned the touch-stone of orthodoxy—

viz. the Nicene term ouoovaios. He

subscribed the Semi-Arian formula which

was compiled from older documents and

is known as the third formula of Sir

mium.1 But he did all this under fear,

consented to omit the 6/xoouo-tor only

when persuaded that it was understood

in an heretical (i.e. Sabellian) sense, and

he accompanied his subscription with a

protest against pronounced Arianism. We

can easily understand why Athanasius

speaks with such touching gentleness of

Liberius in the moment of his infirmity.

1 This is given as highly probable, for his

torians differ much as to the particular formula

signed by Liberius. See Newman's Arians,

2nd ed. p. 332, and Bossuet, loc. ciU

Moreover, Liberius soon recovered himself

from his fall, lor we find him confirming

the orthodox Council of Alexandria in

362.

Stilting and his numerous followers,

who exculpate Liberius altogether, are

driven to expedients which we cannot

help regarding as desperate. They ex

plain away the words of Hilary, regard

Jerome and Sozomen as deceived by

Arian rumours, and try to show that the

decisive words of Athanasius are interpo

lations. " Hilary's words," says Cardinal

Hergenrother, " may only mean that on

this occasion also [i.e. in the recall of

Liberius] Constantius displayed his im

piety." But how could he display in re

calling Liberius impiety greater or equal

to that which he had shown in driving

him from his see if he allowed him to

return to it without dishonourable condi

tions? Next, as to the places in St.

Athanasius. Undoubtedly it is true that

the passage in the " Hist. Ar. ad Mon."

did not belong to the original draft sent

to the monks, for it was written before the

supposed fall of Liberius ; but then Athan

asius begged them (see the introductory

epistle, c. 3) to send the letter back, and

afterwards (" Epist. ad Serap." i. 1 ) he for

warded it to his friend the Bishop Serapion,

and there is not the least difficulty in sup

posing that Athanasius completed his his

tory by adding to it the account ofan event

which had happened in the interval. The

same chronological objection is made to

the second passage from Athanasius, and

is disposed of by Hefele just in the same

way. Besides, it is hard even to ima<rine

what could have led to the interpolation

of the passages. Certainly they were not

forged in the interests of Arianism. In

style and tone they are every way worthy

of St. Athanasius, while the statement

they make explains, and at the same time

is confirmed by, the words of Hilary.

We should have to think much more

severely of Liberius if certain Fragments

attributed to Hilary (particularly Frag

ments iv.-vi.) and the letter of the Pope

incorporated in Fragment vi. were

genuine. In Fragment vi. Liberius is
called an " apostate • and a " traitor "

(pr&uaricator) and anathematised three

times ; while Liberius himself makes a

formal and deliberate confession of Arian

belief. The Fragment containing these

letters was supposed by the Benedictine

editor Constant to belong to a lost work

of Hilary against Ursacius and Valens.

There is nothing to allege in favour of
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this supposition except a note in the

margin of the MS., ".Sanctus Hilarius illi

[sc. Liberio] anathema dicit." And there

are the strongest reasons for rejecting the

fragment as none of Hilary's, and regard

ing the letters of Liberius as suppositi

tious. We must refer the reader lor the

arguments drawn from chronological

errors, the barbarism of the style, the

clumsiness and unnaturalness of the for

gery, to Ilefele. He thinks the letters

were forced in the name of Liberius and

in the Anomoean interest by a " Gnecu-

lus " who had but a very slight knowledge

of Latin. Even Mr. Renouf, though

opposed to Hefele's view, and much more

hostile to liberius, is obliged to give up

part at least of Fragment vi. as spurious.1

It is amazing that anyone after an

impartial consideration of the facts

should have pressed them into the ser

vice of Galhcanism. Liberius, at the

time of his fall, taught nothing and im

posed no belief. Besides, if the Pope is

to teach ex cntherlra, common sense re

quires that he should be free. Liberius,

on the contrary, subscribed the Semi-

Arian formula separated from his friends

and counsellors and in terror of death.

It is as if, to borrow an illustration of

Cardinal Newman, an English Chief Jus

tice were hurried away by bandits, kept'

without notes, books, or counsel, and

forced under terror of death to decide a

legal case in one particular way. No

body, save from prejudice, would pretend

that such a decision was valid. What

the case does prove is the extreme im

portance attached to the judgment of

Liberius. They knew his zeal and

energy, and " the impious," writes Athana-

sius, " said to themselves, ' If we persuade

Liberius, we shall quickly master all ' "

(" Hist. Ar. ad Mon/' c. 35).

(The literature has been given with

tolerable fulness in the body of the

article. We ought to add that Cardinal

Newman, even in the second edition of his

" Arians " (1871), assumes the authen

ticity of "Hilary" Frag. iv. and vi. and

consequently of* the letters attributed

to Liberius, but he seems not to have

seen Hefele's counter-arguments. See

" Arians," p. 332.)

LIBK&KIES. The two captures of

Rome in the fifth century, first by Alaric

1 The writer of this article, though he has

read Mr. Renoufs pamphlets, has not a copy at

his command, and takes the reference ( Contiem-

nalion of Pope Honoriut, p. 41) from Hergen-

rother.

and afterwards by Genseric, must have

been fatal to any large accumulation of

books in the Eternal City ; but mention is

made of a Vatican library in the time of

Pope Vigilius (t555), and under Leo IV.

(t855), the Cardinal Bishop of Ostia was

its librarian. (Thomassin, II. i. 05).

Gregory the Great had certainly the com

mand of a large library. The famous

Alexandrian library—a monument at once

of the enlightenment of the Ptolemaic

dynasty, and of the high grade of culture

which the confluence of the Semitic with

the Aryan intellect at that city rendered

possible—perished, it we accept the com

mon story, through the bigotry of Omar ; 1

but a few years later new libraries began

to he formed on northern shores and

islands, where barbarism had hitherto

reigned supreme. Beda a tells us that

the abbot Benedict Biscop conveyed to

his monastery of Wcarmouth , on returning

from his numerous Roman journeys, a

large and splendid library (bibliothecam

nobiliseimam copiotissimamque), which,

" as necessary for a completely furnished

church, he ordered should be kept entire,

and neither damaged through neglect, nor

dispersed " in the hands of borrowers.

This was about a.d. 680. Archbishop

Egbert founded at York a " nobilissima

bibliotheca " about 750 ; the fact is men

tioned in one of Alcuin's letters.' The

library of Glastonbury, for some time

after St. Dunstan had been abbot there,

was the best in England. William of

Malmesbury, to whose sterling literary

qualities the student of English history

is under such deep obligation, himself

actively aided abbot Godfrey in forming

a large and well-chosen library at Mal

mesbury Abbey.4 That every large

Anglo-Saxon monastery had its library

there can be no doubt. In Ireland, at

all the great monastic centres, such as

Armagh, Clonmacnoise, Inisfallen, Boyle,

Kells, &c, there were large collections of

books; a fact which the number of Irish

MSS. still surviving, in spite of the havoc

made by war and rapine, and the effects

of a damp climate, amply attests. Gene

rally it is true of Europe that all through

the mediaeval period a threefold process,

of accumulation, loss or dispersion, and

re-accumulation of books was going on.

1 Hut, as Gibbon says (ch. li.), the common

story is more than doubtful ; it resta on the

sole authority of Auulphnragius, a writer of the

thirteenth centurv.

* Hilt. Ahbatunt, § 9.

5 Will. Malm. Gelt, Pontif. p. 246.

* a. p. 43i.
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Barbarians from Scandinavia ruined most

of the libraries of Anglo-Saxon monas

teries, and a large number of those in

Ireland. Under St. Dunstan books were

again copied and collected ; a second dark

period ensued till about 1050 ; after the

Conquest a long era of comparative peace

and progress began. A glance at the

" Phiiobiblon" of Richard of Bury (tl 345),

the learned and politic bishop of Durham,

shows that the collection, binding, con

servation, and utilisation of books, every

thing in short that appertains to the office

of a librarian, was already well under

stood in the fourteenth century. The

Kings of France began from about 1370

to form the library of the Louvre. In

the fifteenth century, the printing-press

having come into use, and ancient learning,

especially Greek learning, being held in

greater esteem than ever before, new books

and editions were multiplied and libraries

extended. In this work Italy took the

lead. The Vatican library, founded by

Nicholas V. (1447-1455) and enriched by

later gifts and collections, soon became

the best library in Europe. Even at this

day, although in the department of printed

books it is probably surpassed by many,

there can be few, if any, that can point to

so superb a collection of MSS. The

Medici family founded the Laurentian

library at Florence, which could also

boast of the public library of St. Mark,

established in 1437. Venice and Fei rara

laboured in the same field. Out of Italy,

Matthias Oorvinus founded, about 1480, a

celebrated library at Buda, and stored up

in it a large number of Greek MSS. which

he had rescued from the Turkish con

querors ofConstantinople. Unfortunately,

his capital was too near to the still ex

panding power of the Ottoman, and his

literary treasures were in great part dis

persed or lost. Heidelberg, Vienna, and

Leyden, all founded libraries in the fif

teenth century. The great Cardinal

Ximenes added a well-stocked library to

the university which he founded (about

1500) at Alcala. In England the views

of the early Reformers were not favour

able to the interests of learning. It is

well known that the commissioners of

Edward VI. ordered a large collection

of MSS., which had been given to the

University of Oxford by the good Duke

Humphrey, to be burnt, on the suspicion

that they contained matter of Papistry.

Sir Thomas Bodley, about the end of

Elizabeth's reign, repaired this havoc, >

built a large portion of the present library, 1

brought into it a fine collection both of

books and MSS., and endowed it with

ample estates. The library of the British

Museum, originating in the purchase from

Sir Hans Sloane in 1753, lavishly aided

ever since by public money, and enriched

by the grant of the library of the Kings

of England, and the purchase of George

III.'s collections from Ge.'irge IV., takes

the lead of all similar institutions in Eng

land in the number both of books and

MSS. The Bodleian, with its 200,000

volumes and 25,000 MSS. occupies the

next place. (Hallam's " Literature of

Europe.")

light or olobt, [See Bea

tific Vision.]

X.ICTTORI. [See MoRiL Theology.]

UMBO, The Latin word Limbui

(or " fringe ") was used in the middle ages

for that place on the fringe or outskirts of

hell in which the just who died before

Christ were detained till our Lord's re

surrection from the dead. It likewise sig

nifies a place (also supposed to be beneath

the earth and on the outskirts of hell)

inhabited by infants who die in original

sin.

(A) The Limbiui Valium is the Para

dise of Luc. xxiii. 43, so called because it

was a place of rest and joy, though the

joy was imperfect. In Luc. xvi. 23, it is

called by the Rabbinical name " Abra

ham's bosom "' (Qrnag ip'OJ), be

cause there the just remained in loving

intercourse with Abraham, the father of

the faithful. Fstius thinks it was to the

spirits in the Limbo of the Fathers as well

as to those in Purgatory that Christ is

said to have preached (1 Pet. iii. 10. 20).

The passage, however, is very difficult,

and very different interpretations are

given by Fathers and other Catholic com

mentators.

(B) L'mbus Infantium.— [t isan article

of faith that those who die without bap

tism, and in whose case the want of bap

tism has not been supplied in some other

way, cannot enter heaven. This is plainly

stated, e.g., by the Council of Florence in

the Decree of Union. But there was a

natural repugnance to the belief that

those who had committed no sin should

be tortured in hell, and this difficulty led

theologians to adopt various theories as

by way of escape.

1. Some few theologians thought that

God might be pleased to supply the want

of baptism in infants by other means.

Thus St. Bernard (" De Baptismo," c. i
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n. 4, c. ii. n. 1) thought that possibly such

infants might be saved by the faith of

their parents. A similar opinion is at

tributed to Gerson, Cardinal Cajetan and

others—viz. that the lack of baptism might

be supplied by the wish for the sacrament

on the part of their parents or others ;

Cajetan requiring in addition the use of

some external sign with the invocation of

the Trinity. (See Billuart, " De Baptism."

diss. iii. a. 1.)

Another theologian, Albertus a Bal-

sano (" Compend. Theol." vol. ii. § 325,

quoted by Jungmann, " De Noviss."), be

lieved that God might commission angels

to confer baptism on infants who might

otherwise perish without it.

2. The theologians of the Augustinian

order {e.g. Cardinal Norisand Berti) held

an opinion at the opposite pole—viz. that

the infanta in question were punished both

by exclusion from heaven and by positive

pain, though much less pain than is in

flicted on those who die in actual mortal

sin. This undoubtedly is the opinion of

St. Augustine (Semi. 294, where ho

teaches that unbaptised infants were con

signed to eternal tire), though their dam

nation will be " the lightest of all " (" De

Peccat. Meritiset Remiss." i. 20).

3. The great majority of theologians—

the Master of the Sentences, St. Buona-
■venture, St. Thomas, Scotus, &c.—teach

that infants dying in original sin suffer no

" pain of sense," but are simply excluded

from heaven. This opinion is no modern

invention, for it is found in St. Gregory

Nazianzen (" Or. in Sanct. Baptism." 23).1

But do they grieve because they are shut

out of Heaven ? Bellarmin (" De Amiss.

Gratise," vi. 6, apud Jungmann) answers

Yes. St. Thomas answers that they do

not, because pain of punishment is pro

portioned to personal guilt, which does

not exist here. He says they do not

grieve because they cannot see God, any

more than a bird is grieved because it

cannot be emperor or King : " nay, they

rejoice, because they share in God's good

ness and in many natural perfections."

The opinion of St. Thomas is the common

one in the Church. It is believed that

unbaptised infants in Limbo know and

love God by the use of their natural

powers, and have full natural happiness.

The existence of the Liinbo of Infants

has never been defined by the Church,

1 He thinks that infants who die unbap

tised " will neither be ^lurified nor punished by

the just jud^e, as beinir without the seal [i.e.

baptism] indeed, but without wickedness."

although the Jansenist Council of Pistoia

was censured by Pius VI. for scoffing at

it as a Pelagian fable. The doctrine of the

Pelagians was widely different. They de

nied original sin and obliterated the dis

tinction between grace and nature, and

when pressed to explain the need ofbaptism

replied that it was necessary to secure ad

mittance to the kingdom of heaven, but not

to obtain eternal life. " Eternal life," to

which the Pelagians admitted unbaptised

infants, was of the same order as the

Kingdom of Heaven. The happiness ob

tained in the Limbo of Infants is ofwholly

different order, being natural instead of

supernatural.

XiXTAiviES (XiraM'n, earnest sup

plication). A form of united prayer by

alternate sentences, in which the clergy

lead and the people respond : usually of a

penitential character. A litany may thus

be distinguished from other modern de

votions, such as that of the Stations, in

which, with much that is alternate, there

is also much that is not. There are three

forms of litany recognised by the Church

as suitable for use in public worship : viz.,

the Litany of the Saints, that of the

Blessed Virgin) usually called the Litany

of Loreto), and that of the Most Holy

Name of Jesus. The Litany of the Saints

is chanted on the feast of St. Mark

(April 25), and on the three Rogation

days ; on the former occasion it is called the

Greater (litanice tnojorei) , and on the Ro

gation days the Lesser (titanice minores).

During the devotion of the Forty Hours,

the Litany of the Saints is sung with the

addition of certain verses ; on the other

hand, when it is 6iing on Holy Saturday

and Whitsun Eve, a number of verses are

omitted. The Litany of tlie Blessed

Virgin—in which titles expressive of the

transcendent dignity and privilege of the

Mother of God, as well as of the lovo,

trust and veneration of her children

towards her, are woven into a chain of

animated supplicatiou—is now usually

sung at Benediction. It came into general

use from having been observed to be sung

on Saturdays and festivals of Our Lady

in the Santa Casa of Loreto, whence

pilgrims carried it into all Christian

lands; but a large portion of it is far

older than the foundation of the sanc

tuary, which of course only dates from

the thirteenth century. The bull " Sanc-

tiasimus " of Clement VIII. directs that,

whereas a number of unauthorised litanies

had lately been published, no one should

for the future presume to publish, or to
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use in public worship, any litany but

those in Breviaries, Missals, Pontificals,

and Rituals (».r. the Litany of the Saints

in its various forms), and the Litany of

Loreto. But it is universally held that

the use of the Litany of the Most Holy

Name, having been already sanctioned

by the Holy See before the date of the

bull " Sanctissimus," is in no way affected

by its prohibitions.

If the Greater Litanies fall on Easter

Day they are transferred to the Tuesday

following. Priests are bound tub mortali

to recite the Litanies both on St. Mark's

day and on the three Rogation days. No

new names of saints can be inserted with

out the special permission of the S.O.R.

The earliest and simplest form of litany

is the " Kyrie eleison," which was recited

in various ways in primitive times, but in

the twelfth century settled down to the

form still in use. Tho first litanies were

embedded in the liturgy ; later on they

were developed independently, chiefly

through being used in processions. Under

the heading " Litania Romana " there is

extant in a Sacramentary of the age of

Gregory the Great a Litany of the Saints,

evidently intended for use in some Gaul

ish church ; 1 it contains 101 names.

There is a manifest connection between

such a litany and collections of short

metrical Lives of saints—such, e.g., as

that in a Bodleian MS (No. 779), which

contains 104 Lives.

The practice of singing the Litany of

the Saints on St. Mark's day is said to

have been instituted by St. Gregory.

Seven processions, starting simultaneously

from seven Roman churches, and singing

litanies as they went, all met in the

church of St. Mary Major.1 Their use

on the Rogation days was begun by St.

Mamertus, archbishop of Vieune, in the

year 447, the special intention being the

deliverance of the people from wolves,

which in that year were more than

usually ravenous.

UTKU roRMATX. [See Epi-

STOLiE Ecclesiastics.]

LITEM FATSVTES. Certain

public documents were so called from the

form in which the notaries commenced

them : e.g. " Per prsesens publicum inBtru-

mentum cunctis pateat evidenter ; ' 3 " Let

1 Art. by Mr. Hotham, in Smith and

Chcetham.

1 Hotham, ubi sup.
s This is the opening of the notarial report

of a sermon preached at Oxford in 1382 (MS.

BodL 210, p. 848).

it be clearly made known to all by the

present public instrument." Canonists

speak of the Letters Patent of Louis XI.

in 1475, as the earliest instance in France

of the application of the doctrine of the

royal parentis (" ye may obey '*) or

placitum regium 1 to the reception of

bulls, briefs, &c, from Rome. Pithou,

in his work on the Gallican liberties, seta

forth this doctrine in its full tyrannous

absurdity. " Bulls or Apostolic letters

of citation, executional, fulminatory, or

other, are not executed in France with

out the pareatis of the king or his officers."

" All hulls and despatches from the Court

of Rome must be carefully examined, to

ascertain if there be anything in them

likely to operate to the prejudice, in any

manner whatever, of the rights and

liberties of the Gallican church, and of

the king's authority." a

LITHE OFFICE OF THE

blessed virgin. The authorship

has often been attributed to Peter

Damian, but Cardinal Bona (" Divin.

Psalm." c. 12, quoted by Probst, '• Bre

vier." p. 299) holds that it existed at the

beginning of the eighth century, and that

Peter Damian only restored its use.

It consists of psalms, lessons, and

hymns in honour of the Blessed Virgin,

arranged in seven hours like the Breviary

office, but much shorter. It is not in

fluenced by the course of the Church

year, except that the Alleluia is omitted

in Lent, and that a change is made in

the office from Advent to the Purifi

cation. Even the Alleluia is not added

to the invitatory, antiphons, responsories

and versicles in Easter time (Dec.,

S. R. 0, 28 Martii, 1620).

The Council of Clermont, under

Urban II., in 1090, made the recitation of

the Little Office obligatory on the clergy,

but secular priests who are not bound to

recite the office in choir are now free

from all obligation of reciting the Little

Office, as has been clearly stated by

Pius V. in his bull "Quod a nobis pos-

tulat" prefixed to the Breviary (see

Maskell, " Mon. Rit." vol. iii. p. lxii).

Where there is a custom of reciting it,

the obligation continues. Even in that

case, however, it need not be said on

feasts of nine lections (if, however, there

is a custom of saying it on Sundays and

semidoubles the custom is to be main

tained), on the vigil of Christmas, in

Holy Week, in the octaves of Easter and

1 See above, p. 104.

» Wetzer and YVelte, art. "Placitum Reg."
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Pentecost, and on Saturdays when the

larger Office of the Blessed Virgin is

said (Gavant. torn. II. § 9, cap. i. n. 2-8).

The matins and vespers are said

before, the other hours after, the corre

sponding hours of the divine office

(Gavant. he. cit. n. 13). In many re

ligious orders, and in rules for persons in

the world—{e.g. the tertiaries of St.

Francis), the Little Office is prescribed

instead of the Breviary hours.

XiITTJBGXES. I. Meaning of the

Word.—The word Xtirovpyia means a

public service, and specially at Athens a

public service which the richer citizens

discharged at their own expense. The

theocratic constitution of the Jewish

commonwealth naturally led the Sep-

tuagint translators to use \tirovpyla and

the kindred forms chiefly of the service of

God in the sanctuary. It answers to

various words in the original Hebrew

(see e.g. Exod. xxviii. 21, Num. xxxviii.,

25, 2 Paralip. xxxi. 4). In Luc. i. 23

it denotes the service of a Jewish priest,

and it is used in the New Testament of

any service rendered to God (see, e.g.,

Philipp. ii. 17). There is no clear

instance in the New Testament of Xttruvp-

yia or \iiTovpytiv signifying a service

performed by the Christian clergy, though

in Acts xiii. 2 the words, " As they

ministered to the Lord (Xnrovpyovvrov

avrav) and fasted," may possibly refer to

the action of the " prophets and teachers "

in preaching and guiding the devotions

of the congregation. Clem. Rom. 1 Ep.

44, does use Xeirovpyia for the func

tions of the Christian presbyters. In the

fourth century the use of the word

for priestly ministrations was fully recog

nised (see, e.g., the Council of Ancyra,

canon 1 j anno 314), and from that date

down at least to the sixth century it was

used for any solemn serv ice (e.g. evening

prayer, baptism, &c), but especially for

the Eucharistic service. In this sense it

has been adopted by the Greek church,

which speaks of "divine liturgy " where

Latins would say "holy Mass." It is

in this, its narrowest signification, that

we take the word here. Under " litur

gies " we include all forms and services

in anv language and in any part of the

church for the celebration of the Euchar

ist. We may add here that o-vm£it

(assembly) is another word UBed by the

Greeks for the Mass, and that domimca

solemnia (Tertull. " De Fug." 14), donuni-

cum celebrare (Cyprian, "De Op. et

Eleem." 16, Ep. 63), offirium (Tertull. " De

Orat." 18), besides "sacrifice,"" offering,"

" bloodless and rational sacrifice," are

names common among the Fathers. The

word " Mass " first appears in St. Am

brose. [For its meaning see the article

Mass.]

II. Liturgical Notices to the Middle of

the Fifth Century.—Scripture tells us

little or nothing of the way in which the

Apostles celebrated the Eucharist, but

from the year 150 onwards we have

abundant proof that the Church in all

parts of the world had a fixed order and,

to a certain extent at least, fixed words

for this the greatest of all her services.

This section of our article is taken from

Le Brun, vol. iii. diss. i. a. 5, from whom

we borrow the patristic references.

The Mass was said by the bishop, or

in his absence by priests assisted by at

least one deacon (Cyprian, Ep. 6).

It began with lections from the

prophets, Apostles and Evangelists.

These lessons from the Old or New

Testament aro mentioned by Justin in

his first Apology, written in 138 or 13V).

And it was the custom of the Etist, as

attested by St. Chrvsostom ('Horn. 19

in Act. Ap."), of Gaul (Sulj,ic. Sever.

" Vit. Martin." 7), Milan and Spain, to

read the prophets as well as the Epistles

and Gospels. On the other hand, in the

Roman and African churches there were

usually only two lections—one from the

Epistles, another from the Gospels, with

a psalm between them (August. " Serm."

176 al. 170). These lections were not,

as now in our Mass, preceded by an

introit.

Then followed a sermon, after which

certain prayers were said over the cate

chumens, and they were dismissed (Am

brose, Ep. 14). Here we have the first

great division of tho Mass into the " Missa

catechumenorum " and " Missa fidelium."

The Council of Laodicea, canon 19,

mentions a prayer for the penitents who

were dismissed after the catechumens,

but in 390 Nectarius of Constantinople

abolished public penance in the East.

The altar was then covered with

cloths (Optat. lib. vi.) and the celebrating

bishop's hands were washed by a deacon

(Cyril. "Mystagog." 6), and in all the
East (Justin, '• Apol." 2 ; Concil. Laod.

can. 19; Chrysost. " De Compunct. Cor

dis"), in Spain and Gaul, the faithful gave

each other the Kiss of Peace ; whereas

in Rome and Africa the Pax immediately

preceded the Communion. The bread and

the mixed chalice (of which latter even
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Justin speaks) were presented, and in

Carthage from St. Cyprian's time verses of

the psalms were sung at this part of the

Muss.

The " Sursum corda" is mentioned by

Cyprian, and Augustine says the Church

over all the world answered, " that, they

lifted up their hearts to the Lord " (" De

Vera Relig." 3). The Preface, according to

St.Chrypostom and St. Cyril, was followed

by the Sanctus. We know very little

from the Fathers about the words of the

Canon. They tell us generally that the

words of institution were accompanied by

prayer, the faithful answering "Amen" at

the end ; and St. Augustine (" In Symb.")

says the sign of the cross was made at

the consecration^ The fraction of the

host in Africa, and, before the time of St.

Gregory the Great, at Rome, took place,

as it still does in the Ambrosian Mass,

before the Pater Noster. In the ancient

use of the Roman and African churches

the Pax was given after the Pater Noster.

At Jerusalem the celebrant, in other

Eastern churches the deacon, said, " Holy

things for holy persons." The veil of the

sanctuary, as St. Chrysostom and St.

Cyril of Alexandria mention, was par

tially drawn aside and the faithful received

communion under the form of bread in

their hands from the bishop or priest,

while the deacons gave them the chalice.

In the church of Carthage from the

fourth century verses of the psalms were

sung, and we know from St. Cyril that

they used to sing the verse " Taste and

see that the Lord is good " in the church

of Jerusalem. The faithful were taught

to say " Lord, I am not worthy," &c, as

they went to communicate. All ended

with thanksgiving and the salutation or

blessing from the bishop, " Grace be with

you and peace" (Chrys. "Horn. iii. ad

Coloss."). These extracts from the Fathers

are not, of course, meant to convey the

impression that one liturgy or even that

all the forms just given were used through

out the Church. What they do prove is

that the Church everywhere had certain

forms, and with regard to some of these

forms the date and the character of the

incidental notices which survive show

that their origin may be traced almost to

Apostolic times and that their reception

was universal.

III. When were Liturgies first

written?—Very different answers have

been given to this question, which would

not arise at all if we could assume that

the Liturgies of St. James, St. Mark, and

St. Clement were rightly named. It is,

however, absolutely impossible to sup

pose that these liturgies, as we have them,

came from those whose names they bear.

The Clementine Liturgy comes to us

under the most suspicious circumstances

in the latest book of a notorious forgery,

and there is no reason to believe that it

ever was actually used in any church.

The Liturgy of St. James contains inser

tions from that of Constantinople which

must have been made as late as the

fifth—one (the hymn ot tce xepovBiti) as

late as the seventh century ; words of

controversial theology abound in it (see

Hammond, "Ancient Liturgies," xliv) ;

and the very fact that no extant liturgies

(except the Clementine) have any form of

dismissing penitents points to a time later

at least than the abolition of public

penance in the East by Nectarius in 390.

Doubtless these liturgies contain older

elements, but we can only know or con

jecture what they are by collecting infor

mation from extraneous sources.

These sources are of course the writ

ings of the Fathers and the decrees of

councils, and from these it may, we

think, be safely inferred that there was

no entire written liturgy during the first

three centuries of the Church. Tertullian

("De Corona," 3) assumes that various

most important liturgical usages (e.g.

celebration of the Eucharist early in the

morning, oblations for the dead on the

feasts of martyrs (pro natalicUt), reception

of the Eucharist from the hand of the

"president") rest simply on "custom"

and "tradition." He makes no allusion

to a written liturgy. Cyprian (Ep. 63)

argues against those who used water

only, instead of wine mixed with water,

in the Eucharist. He argues at length,

and is evidently anxious to adduce every

possible reason against the novelty; but

he, again, appeals simply to " the tradition

of the Lord," without the remotest refer

ence to liturgical documents. These, it may

be said, are, after all, only arguments from

silence. But if we contrast Cyprian's ar

gument with that of the Council in Trullo,

between four and five hundred years later,

we shall see how strong this argument

becomes. The council (canon 32) strictly

forbids the Armenian custom of consecra

ting wine unmixed with water, and in

proof that this was wrong appeals to the

three Liturgies of St. James, St. Basil,

and Chrysostom—i.e. to the three liturgies

then as now used in the Patriarchate of

Constantinople (Le Brun, torn, iii p. 9).
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Further, notwithstanding the full infor

mation we have about the sacred books

which the Christians were required to

surrender in the Diocletian persecution,
■we hear nothing of their liturgies.

We assert, then, with confidence, that

there -was no written liturgy in the first

three centuries, and this though Probst

(" Littirgie der drei ersten Jahrhunderte,"

ad ink.) has tried hard to show that such

liturgies existed from 150. Probst's

learning and accuracy deserve all respect,

but we cannot think equally well of his

logical power, and we confess that we are

utterly unable to discover anything which

approaches proof in his laborious argu

ment. We are disposed, however, to go

further and follow Le Brun to the full

extent of his thesis—viz., that written lit

urgies did not exist for the first four centu

ries. He relies on Basil " De Sp. Sancto,"

c. 27: "Which of the Saints has left us

in writing the words of invocation at the

exhibition of the bread of the Eucharist

and the chalice of benediction ? For we are

not content with those mentioned by the

Apostle or the Gospel, but we also say

other words before and after, as having

great force with respect to the mystery,

receiving thera from unwritten tradition."

The reader must judge for himself as to

the import of these words. So excellent

an authority as Mr. Maskell (" Ancient

Liturgy of the Church of England," ed.

3, xxvii) believes that St. Basil only means

to deny that the liturgical words were

contained in Scripture. Early in the fifth

century Pope Innocent I. writing to the

Bishop Decentius, who had applied to him

for the Roman Use, reminds him that he

had often come to Rome and witnessed

the customs observed " in consecrating the

mysteries and in the performance of other

secret rites" (^" in creterisapendis arcanis''),

and that this sufficed. He tells him,

however, that the Pax should be given,

not (as in the East) before the consecra

tion, but "after all the things which I

ought not to disclose." This does not

look as if the Canon of the Mass had even

then been committed to writing in the

Roman church. Long before this, how

ever, there may have been a fixed, even if

there was not a written, Canon of the

Mass. The memory of the ancients, who

were obliged, before the invention of

printing, to use the faculty much more

than we are, must not be measured by

our modern standard. It was a common

thing in the ancient Church for persons to

know the Psalter by heart, and priests

learned to repeat the Canon without book

(even now no surprising feat) long after

it had been written.

IV. Familief of Liturgies.—The most

superficial observer cannot fail to be

struck by the difference between the

Eastern and Western liturgies. Each of

the former can be printed in very narrow

space, because it is only in the lessons and

subordinate hymus that any variation

occurs. It is very different, e.y., with our

Roman Mass, with its wealth of collects,

Prefaces, &c. Moreover, in the Roman

Mass there were at one time a much

larger number of variable Prefaces. There

is the same variety in the liturgies of

Gaul and Spain, and in these last even

a great part of the prayers corresponding

to the Roman Canon vary also. Thus it

comes that a separate volume is needed for

each Western liturgy, while all the chief

Eastern ones, with slight omissions, can be

printed in one manual.

We are able, however, to divide the

liturgies on a more exact and thorough

system. " It is now thoroughly recog
nised," says Mr. Hammond ('• Ancient

Liturgies"), "that there are five main

groups or families of liturgies, which are

distinguished from each other chiefly,

though not solely, by the different arrange

ment of their parts." Three of these are

Oriental, two AVestern—one purely so, the

other Western in respect of the countries

where it was used and many of its

characteristics, but presenting at the same

time certain Oriental peculiarities.

(o) The Weft Syrian Family places the

great intercession for the living aud the

dead (which is common to all liturgies and

which is familiar to us as the Mementoes

for the living and for the dead) after the

invocation of the Holy Spirit—which in

Oriental liturgies follows the consecration.

The oldest member of this family is the

Liturgy of St. James, but this again is,

" without doubt, a direct modification of a

liturgy nearly if not quite identical with

the so-called Clementine." St. Basil's

Liturgy is a recast from that of St, James,

and St. Chrysostom's an abbreviation of

St. Basil's. In its chief characteristics,

and even in part of its wording, the

Armenian liturgy follows St. Basil's. The

Liturgies, then, of St. James, St. Basil,

St. Ohrysostom, of Armenia, are the

members of this family. Palestine,

Armenia, the whole teriitories of the

Greek and Russian churches, are, as we

shall see, the countries where it prevails.

The Clementine Liiuryy never seems
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to have been actually used in any church.

Le Brun places its composition at the end

of the fourth century. Mr. Hammond

thinks it may represent liturgical use in

the middle of the third century, at a time
■when the worship of the Church, though

not uniform, still had not been broken

up into the separate and developed forms

of the later liturgies. It bears unmis-

takeable marks of great antiquity. Such

are the exact agreement with the order

of the parts of the liturgy mentioned by

Justin ; the prayers over catechumens, the

possessed, penitents ; the prayer for perse

cuting emperors, &c. A^ain, the great

length of the Preface points to a time

when there was no elaborate cycle of

feasts to fix the mind on particular

grounds of thanksgiving. The eighth

hook of the Apostolic Constitutions as it

stands is probably not older than the fifth

century. But the compiler would not

have ventured to put an entirely new

liturgy into the mouths of the Apostles.

The puzzling feature of this liturgy is the

absence of the Lord's Prayer.

Liturgy of St. James.—Its antiquity

is proved by its correspondence with the

description of the Liturgy by St. Cyril of

Jerusalem. It was once current through

out the Patriarchates of Jerusalem and

Antioch. It exists in two recensions,

Greek and Svriac, of which, as Iienaudot

has shown, the Greek is the original. In

its Greek form it is now used only by the

Schismatic Greeks at Jerusalem on St.

James's day, October 23. It is also said

to be used in some islands of the Archi

pelago. (See Article Liturgy in Smith

and Oheetham.) In its Syriac form, it

is the chief and prototype of the many

liturgies used by the Jacobites or Mono-

physite Syrians and by the Maronites

who are Catholics. The Maronites,

however, have changed the words of

consecration to the Roman form and re

duced the invocation of the Holy Spirit

to a prayer for the spiritual benefit of the

communicants, who now receive only

under one kind.

The Liturgies of Constantinonle—viz.,

those of St. Basil and St. Chrysostom—are

now used far more widely than any other

Eastern liturgies. The Liturgy of St.

Basil may very likely be his in subst ance,

and since the Council in Trullo (i.e. from

the close of the seventh century) the

" Liturgy of St. Chrysostom " (an abbre

viation of St. Basil's) has borue its present

name. The Liturgy of St. Basil is said on

Sundays in Lent except Palm Sunday, on

Holv Thursday and Saturday, the Vigils

of Christmas and Epiphany, and on St.

Basil's day. In Lent, except on Sundays

and Saturdays the Liturgy of the Pre-

sanctified (of uncertain date and author

ship) is used ; on all other days of the

year the Liturgy of St. Chrysostom. The

Litunries of Constantinople are used, not

only by all Greeks subject to Constanti

nople, or again (in Slavonic) throughout

the Russian church, by the Bulgarians,

Georgians, &c, but also by the Melchites

or Oriental " Orthodox" in communion

with Constantinople, and by the United or

Catholic Greeks in Italy and other parts

of the world. A letter of Balsamon

shows that Constantinople in the twelfth

century had already imposed her liturgies

on a remnant in the other Eastern Patri

archates which had not become Nestorian

or Monophysite. She had thus secured a

barren uniformity at a heavy price. If

it had not been for the vitality of

Nestorian, Monophysite, and Monotbelite

heresy, the liturgies of Constantinople

might have obtained exclusive possession,

and rites no less Catholic and venerable

than those of Constantinople might have

erished altogether under the influence of

igotry and ambition.

The Armenians use ouly one liturgy,

founded on the Greek one of St. Basil.

The United Armenians use the same rite

wiih some modifications. Bartholomew

of Bologna, a Dominican missionary, had

the Roman Missal (Dominican edition)

translated into Armenian, and introduced

it in the middle of the fourteenth century

among the " United Brethren,'' an order

for converted Armenians. The two most

striking peculiarities in the true Armenian

rite—the use of unleavened bread and

wine without water—are shewn by Le

Brun (torn. IV. diss. x. a. 10) to have

been introduced by an Armenian council

about G40, in order to symbolise the

Monophysite doctrine that Christ had

only one nature.

(/3) The Second or Alexandrian

Family is characterised by the occurrence

of the " Great Intercession ' for living and

dead in the midst of the Preface, and by

the prominent part assigned to the

deacon. The original Church language

of the Alexandrian church was Greek,

and we possess three Greek liturgies

belonging to it : viz. those of St. Mark,

St. Basil, and St. Gregory. Originally

there were twelve Coptic liturgies, and

these are still preserved in Ethiopic by

the Abyssinians, who depend on Alexan-

1'

b
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dria ; but Gabriel, 70th Patriarch of the

Copts, who lived in the twelfth century,

limited the Copts to three liturgies—viz.,

those of St. Cyril, St. Basil, and St.

Gregory, all in Coptic. Of course the

Alexandrian Liturgy of St. Basil,whether

Greek or Coptic, must be carefully dis

tinguished from that of Constantinople.

The Greek Liturgy of St. Mark is in

its main features very ancient, for it con

tains references to persecution as still

likely, though it has been altered under

the influence of Constantinople. The

Coptic Liturgy of St. Cyril, exhibits

close and olten verbal agreement with

that of St. Mark, and has the true Alex

andrian arrangement of parts throughout.

The ("optic St. Basil, on the other hand,

is identical with that of St. Cyril up to

the Anaphora, but in the Anaphora—i.e.

from the " Sursum corda" to the end it

conforms to the Constantinopolitan or

West Syrian model. Mr. Hammond sup

poses on very plausible grounds that, the

Alexandrian St. Basil, whether Greek or

Coptic, arose from uniting the Anaphora

of St. Basil used by the Greek church to

the proanaphoral portion of the original

Alexandrian liturgy. Finally, the Liturgy

of St. Gregory follows the type of the Cop

tic St. Basil. The chief Ethiopic liturgy,

the "canon universalis," closely follows

the Greek St. Mark and the ('optic St.

Cyril. It is unique, as Mr. Hammond

points out, in omitting the "Sursum

corda," with its response. Of their three

existing liturgies, the Copts ordinarily

use that of St. Basil. St. Gregory's is

only used in the midnight Masses of

Christmas and Epiphany ; St, Cyril's,

which, as we have seen, is the purest re

presentative of the old national liturgy,

only on the Friday before Palm Sunday.

(Marquis of Bute, " Coptic Morning

Service for the Lord's Bay," Introduc

tion.) The Catholic or United Copts

have imitated the Latins in several points

—viz., communion under one kind, the use

(mostly) of unleavened bread, and kneel-

at communion. (Marquis of Bute,

(y) The East Syrian Family places the

general intercession between the words ol

institution and the invocation of the Holy

Ghost. It includes tlie liturgies in the

Syriac tongue used by the Nestorians and

Chaldeans, &c, descendants of Nestorians

who abjured heresy and returned to the

Church, preserving, however, their ancient

rites.

The Nestorians have three liturgies.

The most ancient, and also that in ordin

ary use, is " The Liturgy of the Blessed

Apostles, composed by Lord Addreus

[prob. Thaddeus] and Maris, Doctors of

the Children of the East." It omits in

its present form the words of institution,

though Bickell has proved that it origin

ally contained them (see Hammond, lix).

The other two liturgies are called after

Theodore <of Mopsuestia) and Nestorius,

though there are reasons for believing

even this last to be older than the Nesto-

rian schism in 431. The liturgy of

Nestorius is the only one of the three

which has been corrupted in the interest

of heresy (I,e Brun, diss. xi. a. 10).

Le Brun (i°6. a. 11) asserts that the Chal

deans or Nestorian converts of Diarbekir

have adopted a Syriac translation of the

Roman Missal, using, however, leavened

bread. He seems to have been misin

formed ; at all events this is not the case

now. Dr. Badger, the leaiwed author of

the " Nestorians and their Ritual," whoso

authority is decisive on such a point, says

the Catholics of the Chaldean rite use the

same three liturgies as the Nestorians.

They have, however, introduced the

words of institution in the liturgy of the

Apostles, and placed them alter the in

vocation in the other two liturgies. They

elevate the Host and chalice, and they

give the laity at communion the Host

dipped in the Precious Blood. Moreover,

the priest reserves the particles over after

the communion of the people, instead of

consuming them like the Nestorians;

priests say Mass daily, and even, if there

are several priests in one church, have

more than one Mass on the same altar

(Badger, vol. ii. p. 241 seg.).

(8) The Kindred but Independent

Lituryiet of Gaul and Spain.—Here the

Great Intercession comes just after the

offertory, though the Mozarabic Mass has

also a Memento ot the living before the

Pater Noster. Not only collects, lections,

&c., but also the greater part of the

prayers which correspond to the Canon

are variable. It has been supposed that

these liturgies are partly due to the

church of Asia Minor, with which the

ancient church of Lyons was connected.

However that may be, certain it is that

this Western family of liturgies has some

Eastern peculiarities: such are " Sancta

Sanctis " in the Mozarabic Liturgy, and,

in both the Gallican and .Mozarabic rites,

the regular reading of a lection from the

Old Testament, the various proclamations

by the deacon, the " Preces " (i.e. probably

in-

ib.)
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a series of intercessions like the ectcne,

or deacon's litany in Eastern liturgies),

find the giving of the Pax early in the

service, whereas in the Roman Mass it

has always been given, according to the

earliest notice extant, after the consecra

tion.

The word " Mozarabic " is from Moz-

tarab, the participle of an Arabic verb

meaning " to adopt the Arab mode of

life." It must have been applied to Chris

tians living under the Moors, but the

liturgy is much older than its name, for

it is substantially the same as that known

to Isidore of Seville in the sixth century.

It was, indeed, this Saint and his brother,

St. Leander, who had the principal share

in compiling the Spanish Missal, and St.

Isidore presided over a Council of Toledo

which imposed it on all Spain and on

Narbonne, which did not. belong to the

Franks i ill 759. In Charlemagne's time

the Mozarabie or Gothic rile fell into

some disrepute because of expressions in

it supposed to favour the Adoptionist

heresy. Early in the ninth century, after

much discussion between Rome and Spain,

the Missul, from which the incriminated

phrases had been removed, was declared

orthodox ; the Spaniards, however, being

required to conform the words of consecra

tion to those in the Roman Missal. But in

the next century, Alexander II., Gregory

VII., and Urban II., made great efforts to

substitute the Roman Missal In the

thirteenth century, the Mozarabic rite had

disappeared from every cathedral church,

and at the end of the fifteenth it had

disappeared altogether. In 1500, Cardinal

Ximenes published the Mozarabic Missal

with some few assimilations to Roman

use, and built a collegiate church in which

this Mi«sal and the Mozarabic Breviary

(printed 1 502) were to be used. Dr. Neale

(quoted by Hammond, p. lxv) tells us

that at present the Mozarabic rite is fol

lowed, not only in this church, but in

two parish churches in Toledo and one at

Salamanca. The most remarkable feature

in the Mass to an ordinary observer is

the elaborate symbolism of the Fraction.

The Host is divided first into two, then

into nine parts, each with a separate

name, taken from the mysteries of Christ's

life.

Gallican Liturgy. — This venerable

liturgy does not exist in a complete form,

since no Gallican " Antiphonarium " (the

took containing introit", offertories, Sec.)

has yet been found. But we have three

Baoramentaries printed by Cardinal

Thomasi in 1C80, and again by Mabillon

in his " I)e Liturgia Gallicana," in 1085.

The first is called by Mabillon " Gallieo-

Gallicanum," and was probably used in

South Gaul ; the second, " Missale Franc-

orum," used in North-Westerii Gaul, con

tains a large admixture of Roman elements

—the prayers are Gelasian, the Preface,

though retaining its Gallican name,

" Contestatio." ends like the Preface in

the Roman Mass ; the third, " Gallicanuin

Vetus," seems free from Roman admix

tures, except in the otticeMbr Good Friday.

Besides, we have a Gallican Lectionary

edited by Mabillon in his work cited

above, and a " Sacramentarium Gallica

nuin," found by Mabillon in the monastery

at Bobbio, and printed by him in his

" Museum Italicum." But this last has

the Gregorian or Roman Canon. Further,

we have a most detailed and valuable ex

position of the old Gallican Mass, in an

extract from two letters of St. Germanus

of Paris, written in the middle of the

sixth century. Additional fragments of

elevenGallican Masses have been published

by Mone (" Griechische und lateinisclie

Missen," Frankfort, 1850), and a few luoie

by Bunsen (" Analects Ante-Nicen.") and
Mai (•' Script. Vet. Vaticana Oollect."

torn. ii.). From the materials at his com

mand, Le Brun has been able to give a

very full and trustworthy account of tho

Gallican Liturgy, which in the order

(though not in the name) of its various

parts is almost identical with the Moz

arabic Liturgy, which we possess entire.

Want of space compels us to refer our

readers to Le Brim's clear and interesting

account in torn. iii. It was under the

influence of Pepin and Charlemagne that

the Gallican gave way to the Roman rite.

The Caroline books, composed in 700,

certify that the Roman was alieady re

ceived in " the provinces of all the Gauls,"

in Germany and Italy, as well as among

the Saxons and " certain nations of the

North." It is needless to say that the

revision of the Roman Missal made for

the use of their dioceses by French bishops

in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen

turies, and now at last entirely aban

doned, must not be confounded with the

ancient Gallican Missals. Rome never

approved these modern revisions by epi

scopal authority, while, on the other hand,

the ancient Gallican rite, if it had been

retained, would have been in no way

affected by the decree of Pius V. forbid

ding any deviation from the Homan Missal

as approved by him, except in churches
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where a prescription of two hundred years

could be claimed for the liturgy iu use.1

The Roman Masai and ill Derivative!

are characterise by the position of the

Pax just before communion, and the

division of the Great Intercession into a

Memento of the living before, and of the

dead after, the consecration. The early

history of the Roman Liturgy is unknown.

Writers of (Treat name, Miliuan, De Rossi,

Lightfoot, Westcott, &c, have contended,

with great probability, that the original

Roman church was composed mainly of

persons who spoke Greek. A large pro

portion of the names in the salutations of

the Epistle to the Romans, and nearly

all the names of the Roman bishops for

the first two centuries, are Greek. So is

all the early literature of the Roman

church. And it is held by Westcott

(" Canon," p. 209) and many others

that the early Latin versions of the New

Testament, were made for Africa, not for

Rome. Again, St. Paul wrote to the

Roman Churcli in Qreek ; for few now

will adopt the unfortunate suggestion of

the scholiast in the Pesbito, that the origi

nal of the Epistle was in Latin. If we

adopt this view, we shall also be led to

the supposition that the liturgy was in

Greek. When Justin wrote his " Apology "

to the Emperor Pius, he was living in

Rome. If in describing the celebration

of the Eucharist, he draws his picture (as

would be most natural) from the Roman

church, then, undoubtedly, the Roman

Liturgy was Oriental in character. The

liturgical order in Justin differs in marked

features from the Latin Mass of Itoine, as

it was when we first bear of it and as it

is now, and agrees with the Oriental

liturgies of family I.

The oldest authentic notice of the

Roman Mass is in Innocent's letter to

Decentius (anno 410). He mentions two

characteristics which distinguish the Ro

man Mass from all other liturgies—viz.

the giving of the Pax towards the end of

the Mass, and the Memento of the living

after the oblation and in theOnnon (" Prius

argo orationes sunt commendandie ac tunc

eorum nomine quorum sunt, edicenda, ut

inter sacra mysteria nominentur "). The

1 But certain genuine Gallicnn rites were

preserved down tn 1 he Revolution in many

French churches, notably the episcopal bene
diction between the Pater Xoster :.nd the l' Pax

Domini" (preserved at Sen*, Pari)*, Auxerre,

Tr ies, Mennx, he), and the lection from the

Old Testament in the Masses of Christmas Pay.

JLc Uruo, torn. 111. iv. 4.

| Roman order was already ancient, for

Innocent attributes it to St. Peter. The

I Canon of the Roman Mass must have been

fixed iu every detail in St. Leo's time

(440-401); for, according to the ancient

author of the " Lives of the Popes," he

added the words " Sanctum sncriticium,

immuculatam hostiam." We have a Leo

nine Sacramentarv, published by Muratori

i in his " Liturgia Romana Vetus," but un

fortunately it contains merely collects and

Prefaces without Ordinary or Canon. The

" Lives of the Popes " attrihutes a more

important work of revision to Gelosiua

i (492-490), who, it is there said, composed

prayers and Prefaces. Walafrid Strabo

adds that Gelasius set in order the prayers

composed by himself and others. The

Gelasian Sacramentarv was edited at

Rome from a MS. " copied before the year

700 " (so Le I M il ii, torn. III. diss. ii. a. 2. ;

Mr.IIammondjOn the contrary, says "from

an early ninth century MS."), and after

wards from other MSS. by Gerhertus, in

his work on the old German Liturgy

(1770-79). It agrees closely, and has

perhaps been altered into conformity with

the Gregorian Ordo and Canon. Pope

Vigilius (elected 538) sent the Riman

Canon (" Canonical precis textum ") to

Profuturus, bishop of Braga, in Spain.

He tells him that this Canon was in

variable the whole year through (and

here let the reader note a distinguishing

mark of the Roman as contrasted with

all other Western liturgies), except that

on the solemnities of Easter, Ascension,

Pentecost, Epiphany, and of the Saints,

certain " Oapitula " appropriate to the day

were added. These " Oapitula " were

most likely, as Le Brun conjectures, short

additions similar to those now made in

the "Coinmunicantes"and "Hanc igitur."

The finishing stroke was put to the work

by Gregory the Great (590-004), whose

Sacramentary was edited by Pamelius in

the second volume of his " Liturgicon

Latinum " (Cologne, 1571), by Rocca

(Rome, 1597), and bv the Benedictine

Me'nard (in 1042) with learned notes.

Gregory made a slight change in the

Canon—viz. by adding the words " dies-

que nostras," &c. (see article Canon), and

another of far greater moment, by placing

the Fraction after, whereas till then it had

occurred before, the Lord's Prayer. He

abbreviated the rest of the Mass. Thug

he substituted verses for entire psalms,

and whereas the Gelasian Mass had two

or three prayers before the Epistle, one

Secret, two Post-communions—of which
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one was said over the people (" super

populuni")—Gregory reduced theordinary

number of these prayers to three : Collect,

Secret, Post-communion : and of the Pre

faces—very numerous in ancient times—

kept only those few which we still have

(Muratori, " De Rebus Liturg."p. 14 ; and

Mabillon, " De Lit. Gallican." i. cap. 2,

iv. aptui Maskell). Since Gregory's day,

rubrics have been multiplied, Massesadded

for new feasts, &c. &c, "but there has

been," says a learned Protestant, " no

change of importance in the Roman

Liturgy. That is to say, the number of

prayers composing the Mass, the order in

which they occur, and the names of them,

have remained unaltered " (Hammond,

p. lxxiii).

The Ambrosian Mass is not a daughter,

hut a sister of the Roman or Gregorian

Liturgy. In the crucial tests, the position

of the Pax and of the Great Intercession,

it differs from the Mozarabic and Gallican,

and exactly agrees with the Roman Mass.

But like the Roman Liturgy before Gre

gory, it is rich in Prefaces, and has the

Fraction before the Pater Nbster. It has,

however, adopted the "diesque nostros,"

&c, from the Gregorian Canon ; and seve

ral introits, and the arrangement of the

three Masses on Christmas, have been bor

rowed from Rome. It has been thought

that Greek influence may be traced in the

prayers over the corporal (" super sindo-

nem "), the litanies said on Sundays in

Lent, the proclamation by the deacon

before the Epistle, &c.

We pass over the Liturgy of the

Patriarchate of Aquileia, which seems to

have been a mere variety of the Roman

Use, but of which little is known ; and we

paBS on to a subject of far greater interest

to us—viz. the Liturgical Use of the

Ancient Church of Engliind down to the

Reformation. We take as our guide the

admirable works of Mr. Maskell—one

entitled the " Ancient Liturgy of the

Church of England," and the other,

" Monumenta Ritualia." It is probable,

from St. Augustine's question to Pope

Gregory, that the ancient British churches

used a liturgy akin to those of Gaul and

Spain. But the influence of St. Augustine

led to a wide adoption of the Roman

Liturgy in its main features. In 7-17 the

Council of Cloveshoo, which may fairly

be taken as representing south and middle

England — for the Archbishop of Canter

bury, the Bishop of Rochester, three

bishops from Mercia, two from Wessex,

one from Lincoln, and oue from Sussex,

were present (see Hefele, " Concil.'' iiL p.

562)—-decreed that " the holy feasts of our

Lord's dispensation in the flesh, in all

things duly pertaining to them—i.e. in the

office of Baptism, in the celebration of

Masses, in the manner ofthe chant—should

be celebrated according to the copy which

we have in writing from the Roman

Church." These words are clear and ex

press, nor is there room for doubt that as

Christianity spread among the Saxons,

the Roman replaced the Gallican Canon,

and that gradually the whole Missal, in its

main features, was modelled after the

Roman prototype.

It is true then, in a general way, that

the English used the Roman Liturgy.

But only in a general way : first, because

before the invention of printing, the uni

formity which has prevailed since Pius V.

issued his authoritative edition of the

Roman Missal was a matter of impos

sibility ; and, next, because the power of

bishops to regulate public worship in their

dioceses was not restrained, as at present,

and they used this power in introducing

minor differences, though they preserved

all the main character of the Roman Mass.

Thus different Uses arose. About. 1085

Osmund, bishop of Salisbury, promulgated

a form for his diocese, which became ac

cepted in the South of England and spread

into Ireland and Scotland. Then there

were the Uses of York and Hereford, and

(in fewer dioceses) those of Lincoln and

Bangor. Many of the ancient books were

destroyed at the Reformation, and only a

fragment of the Lincoln Use remains. It

is not certain that we know the Use of

Bangor, though Mr. Maskell believes that

a MS. from which he has printed the

Ordinary and Canon contains the Use of

that church. Besides, there was a Use of

St. Paul's in London (where the Strum

books were not received till 1414), of

which we know nothing. And no doubt

there were varieties in the Sarum rite

which might be, and were, to a certain

extent, regarded as separate Uses.

Mr. Maskell has placed the Ordinary

and Canon of the Mass according to the

Sarum, (supposed) Bangor, York, Here

ford, and Roman Uses, in parallel columns.

To this we must refer the reader, for a

complete enumeration of the points iu

which these Uses differ from each other

would be long and tedious, and would,

after all, convey a much loss vivid impres

sion than any reader familiar with the

Roman Mass can gain for himself with

little pains by reading the texts. Wecon
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tent ourselves,therefore, with a few general

remarks.

There is—we will not say no difference

of doctrine : between the old and the pre

sent ritesofthe English church there is,with

one exception, no point of difference from

which any theological argument could be

deduced. This exception occurs in a single

prayer. After the priest has put a frag

ment of the Host in the chalice, he prays,

in the four English Uses, that this mixture

of Christ's body and blood may be to him

self and to all who partake of it (" omni-

busque sumentibus," " et omnibus sumenti-

bus ) health of mind and body. The words

italicised are a relic of the time when the

faithful communicated under both kinds,

retained long after they had ceased to do

so. They, of course, are no evidence of

change of doctrine, though they do prove

change of discipline; but Archbishop

Crammer, in his answer to the Devon

shire rebels, availed himself of them as an

argument for communion in both kinds.

The first impression upon a modern

Catholic reader made by the reading of

these old English Uses will be, we think,

one of surprise that he finds himself so
■ much at home in them. They are utterly

unlike the "Communion Service" of the

church now established, while we are con

vinced that if they were re-introduced

in England, the English people would

scarcely feel any difference. In the Ordi

nary of the Mass, the old English and

modern Roman rites agree part for part

and, as a rule, word for word. In the

Canon, almost every word is the same

down to the end of the " Libera nos "—

i.e. to the end of the Canon proper. After

that, many of the prayers are different.

This difference is easily explained, for the

prayers which follow the " Libera nos "

are later than St. Augustine's time ; nay,

with the exception of the " Agnus Dei "

(added by Pope Sergius, and adopted in

all the English Uses), they are later—some

of them much later—than the Council of

Cloveshoo, which imposed the Roman

Missal on England. Indeed, the prayer

whioh the priest says before the Pax

(" Domine Jesu Christe ") was not to be

found in the Roman Missal even in 1090,

alter St. Osmund's time. We need not

wonder, then, that there is in this part

considerable divergence between the Eng

lish Uses and the Missal of Pius V.

What the English had, was, not a

national Liturgy like that of the Copts

or Chaldeans, or even a Liturgy so distinct

from the Roman as that of Milan, but Eug-

lish editions or recensions of the Roman

Liturgy. Nor must it be supposed that

Rome deprived the English of their

ancient usages. Rome in no way inter

fered, or would, so far as can he conjec

tured, ever have interfered. She has not

only tolerated, but enforced, the ancient

Liturgies of the East. She allows the

Dominican variety of the Roman Mass,

See., &c. The bull of Pius V., as he ex

pressly stated, did not impose the new

edition of the Missal on any church which

had rites of its own with a prescription of

two hundred years. The Reformers set

themselves energetically to destroy the

Saruiu books; copies became extremely

rare, and the clergy, forced to get their

education abroad, naturally preferred to

say Mass and office from the modern

Roman books which were so much more

easily procured.

(A full account of the literature will be

found in Smith and Cheetham, article

LUurgiea. Some of the most important

works have been noticed in the course
of this article. Le Brun, •' Explication

de la Messe," is a most accurate and

convenient repertory of all the results

obtained by Renaudot, Mabillon, Menard,

&c. It abounds besides in original research,

and gives full accounts of the chief Litur

gies, with learned notes. But no student

should be without Mr. Hammond's reprint

of the texts of the Ancient Liturgies, ac

companied by an excellent Introduction.

Mr. Hammond puts the student in pos

session of a rational classification of the

liturgies, and teaches him to fix his at

tention on the cardinal points in reading

larger books.)

X.OCX THEOZ.OOZCZ. The sources

from which theological arguments are

drawn. The name has become familiar

through the celebrated work of Melchior

Oanus (1623-1560), a Spanish Dominican,

Professor of Theology at Salamanca,

employed at the Council of Trent under

Paul HI., and finally Bishop of the

Canaries. In this work, which is written

in most elegant and classical Latin, Canus

uses the word loci or tottoi exactly as

Aristotle and Cicero had done—i.e. in the

sense of tedes e guibus aryumenta pro-

muntur. It discusses the use to be made

by the theologian of Scripture, Councils,

Fathers, Philosophy,&c.,and forms a scien

tific introduction to Dogmatic Theology.

Oanus complains that theologians argued

little from the Councils, not frequently

enough from Scripture, scarcely at all

from History, and he sets himself to guide

II
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them into a fuller and more discriminating

use of the material which the revival of

letters was opening up. Both in style

and in method Canus marks a new era.

He had a most powerful influence in

inaugurating the critical and historical as

distinct from the merely scholastic theo

logy. (From the work of Canus itself,

and from Kuhn, " Dogmatik,*' i. p. 480

$eq.)

LOGOTHETE (Xoyo&'rnf, properly,

an accountant). Besides a number oi'

officers in the civil service who bore this

title at the Byzantine Court,' it was given

to the chief official of the Patriarch of

Constantinople, the loyotheta eccleaiasticus,

whose functions closely resembled those

of an episcopal chancellor in the Western

Church. [See Chancellor, Episcopal.]

(Wetzer and Welte.)

LOXETO. In the Ecclesiastical

State, a few miles south of Ancona, on a

hill three miles distant from the sea,

there is a stately domed church, the work

of Bramante, rising among the houses of

the little city of Loreto. On entering the

church, the pilgrim or traveller observes

under the dome " a singular rectangular

edifice, of no great height, constructed

apparently of white marble, and richly

adorned with statues and sculpture."

This is the famous Santa Casa, or Holy

House, which tradition asserts to be the

very same building in which the Bbssed

Virgin Mary dwelt at Nazareth, where

she heard the message of the archangel,

and where the Holy Family resided

during the childhood and hidden life of

our Ijord. Its internal length is about

31 feet ; its breadth, 13 feet. The roof

is modem. Externally, the original walls

cannot be seen ; but within the building

the coarse stonework of the original

masonry is exposed to view. The material

is a dark reddish-coloured stone. It was

once thought to be brick, in which case

this could not have been the house which

once stood at Nazareth, where brick

houses are unknown. But on this ques

tion of the stone of which the Santa

Casa is built, more will have to be said

further on, when the current objections

to the legend come under consideration.

Towards the eastern end of the house

stands an altar, and behind the altar is an

image, said to be of olive wood, now

blackened by the smoke of the lamps ;

this is the famous image of our Lady of

Loreto.

The legend of the Holy House in its

> See Gibbon's Decline and Fall, ch. liii.

main features runs as follows. The

Christian power having been finally ex

pelled from Palestine,1 the house in which

God's Mother dwelt for many years with

her Divine Son and St. Joseph wag com

pletely at the mercy of the infidels. That

it might be removed to a place of safety,

and be for the future in Christian hands

angels lifted it from its foundations, and

bore it through the air, in the first place

to Illvria, where it rested on the top of a

hill at Tersatz or Tersatto, near Fiume, in

the night of May 10, 1291. In the

morning the inhabitants wondered to 8»e

a house standing where none had been

before ; they approached it, noticed that

it was without foundations, and upon

entering saw an altar and an image of the

Virgin and Child. But the Holy House

of Nazareth, for such it was, did not long

remain at Tersatz. After three years and

a half, on December 10, 1294, it was re

moved to the opposite side of the Adriatic.

Shepherds near Kecanati are said to have
seen it borne through the air,s and de

posited in a wood near the sea called

Liurettim, either from the laurels which

grew there or because it belonged to a

rich lady of Kecanati named Laureta. *

Soon pilgrims visited it in great numbers,

but, the place being remote, brigands also

made their appearance, and to approach

the house became a work of danger. In

less than a year (August 1205) there was

a third removal, to a hill three or four

miles from the wood, along which passed

a public road. The spot where the Holy

House alighted belonged to two brothers,

who quarrelled as to their respective

rights of property in the site. Again, in

December 1295, the house was removed

from its place, but only for a very short

distance, and was set down in the middle

of the public road above mentioned,

where it has remained to the present day.

The Blessed Virgin, appearing in a vision

to a holy hermit who dwelt near Kecanati,

soon after the final translation, unfolded

to him the true character of the house.

After a time the people of Tersatz heard

1 By the capture of Acre. 1291.

' The accounts vary ; Baptists says that

the great-great-grandfather of a certain Paul of

Kecanati saw the house " gliding over the

waves of the sen like a ship ; " Tursellinus,

though his narrative is otherwise consistent

with this view, adds that, " there was one

among them [the shepherds] who affirmed that

he saw it when it was being borne in mid air

over the sea ; " Jerome An,Telita (who wrote

about 1S30, and before Tur-ellinus) simply gays

that it was " miraculously carried over the sea."
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where it was, and numbers of them

crossed the sea to visit it. These simple

pilgrims are said to have solemnly en

treated our Lady to return to them,

exclaiming, "Torna, torna a noi, bella

Signora, con la tua Casa."

Such being the legend, it remains to

inquire by what kind of testimony it is

supported, and to consider objections

which have been advanced against various

portions of it. The evidence producible,

whatever may be its value, is not so strong

and conclusive as of itself to exclude the

Cability of doubt. No contemporary

k or record, with the exception of two

documents which will be considered

further on, can be appealed to as noticing

the translation. No extant writing of the

fourteenth century directly 1 mentions it.

The archives of Tersatz and Recanati,

which are said to have contained state

ments confirmatory of ditferent parts of

the above narrative, have perished. The

earliest account of the translation which

can be distinctly traced was drawn up by

Peter George Teremanus, or Teramauo,

guardian of the Santa Casa, in 1400 ; on

this the accounts given by Baptista and

Angelita were evidently based. Tere

manus examined witnesses and took down

their evidence ; one of these, named

Francis, deposed that his grandfather,

who lived to be 120 years old, had

told him that he had seen the House

while it was still in the wood, and often

gone in and prayed there. Teremanus

put together a narrative which he in

scribed on a tablet and hung up in the

Santa Casa ; this tablet was seen and read

bv Baptista and Angelita. Two bulls of

Paul II., dated 1404 and 1471, speak of

the " Doinus et Imago " of the Blessed

Virgin Mary at Loreto ; the later of the

two refers in general terms to the transla

tion.

The first writer who, in works still

extant, speaks of the translation, seems to

have been Baptista Mantuanus, an Italian

poet of some note who joined the Car

melite order (to which the custody of the

1 The expression "directly" is used because

Jerome Angelita, who was perpetual chancellor

of the commune of Recanati, and wrote on

Loreto early in the sixteenth century, declares

that he had found among the town records a

brief of Benedict XIII (for XII.) dated in 1341,

which he understood as indirectly referring to

the image contained in the Santa Casa. The

brief imiulgenceu a picture in a church at

Recanati, which, being a copy of the said

image, was visited by aged persons who could

not walk out as far a.- Loreto.

sanctuary of Loreto was committed by

Sixtus IV.) and wrote a history of the

church about 1480.' He derived his in

formation chiefly from the tablet of

Teremanus, whom he calls Neronianus.

In his " Agelarii," a poem in Latin hex

ameters,9 Baptista enlarges in a florid

style on the marvellous translation. After

Baptista came the Jerome Angelita

already mentioned, who dedicated his

circumstantial history of the Santa Casa

to Clement VII. ; he was followed by the

Jesuits Torsellino and Riera, and many

others.

There is, however, evidence of earlier

date that Loreto was, and had long been,

a celebrated shrine of our Lady ; and the

question suggests itself, on what did that

celebrity rest ? Flavius Blondus, born in

1388, in his work " Italia Illustrata," of

which we may place the date between

1430 and 1440,3 speaks of the " sacellum "

of the Blessed Virgin at Loreto as of a

shrine of great celebrity, and notices the

number of costly e.v-voto$, testifying to

the gratitude of the offerers, which were

hung on the walls of the church. It can

hardly be doubted that this " sacellum "

was identical with the Santa Casa now at

Loreto. The same word is frequently

used by Baptista in his history already

mentioned, and there it evidently refers to

the Santa Casa, the migrations of which

he describes nearly in the same manner

as in the legend given above. There

fore, if Flavius did not mean the Sunta

Casa by the ''sacellum" of the Virgin

(which he distinguishes from the " basi

lica" to which it was attached), he must

have meant some building which in the in

terval between 1430 ana 1480 totally dis

appeared and was replaced by a hotife

built of stone brought from Palestine for

the purpose,4 to represent our Lord's abode

at Nazareth. To adopt such a view

without a particle of evidence would be

uncritical. Flavius, therefore, when he

mentions the " sacellum celeberrimum " of

Loreto, is speaking of the present Santa

Casa, the antiquity of which is thus

traced to within 150 years of the time at

which the legend says it was brought

to Loreto. But surely his words authorise

us to go further ; he speaks of this as the

1 Baptista, Opera omnia (Antwerp, 1576),

vol. iv. p. 216.

» lb. vol. i. p. 862.

3 At the end of the treatise Fl avius speaks

of Eugenius IV. (f 1447) as still living.

* The necessity of this inlarence will be

shown further on.

M M 2
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most famous shrine of the Virgin "in the

whole of Italy ;" but the growth of such

a fame must have been an affair of many

years ; we should naturally suppose that

the commencement of the devotion could

not have been later than the middle of

the fourteenth century. Hence by a pro

cess of legitimate inference we are led to

the conclusion that the present Santa

Casa must have been at Loreto within

some fifty years of the time which

the legend fixes for its arrival.

A further question arises—Can the

existence of the Santa Casa be traced

before its alleged removal to Loreto ? A

remarkable passage in a description of the

Holy l^and by a Greek writer named

Phocas, of which a translation 1 is given

in the article on Loreto by Mr. Meyrick,
in the '• Christian Remembrancer ' for

April 1854, throws light on this point.

Phocas visited Nazareth in 1185, and

says that he found two churches there,

one of which contained the house of

Joseph in which the Annunciation and

Conception were said to have taken place.

He says in one place that this house

was " transformed into a most beautiful

church " ; but a few lines further on we

come to a passage which shows what his

meaning was. For after saying that in

this church, on the left side, near the

altar, there was a cave, he adds : " Pro

ceeding from the mouth within the cave,

you come down a few steps and thus gain

a view of that which was anciently the

house of Joseph, in which, after her return

from the fountain, . . . the angel thus

saluted the Virgin. Now on the spot

where the salutation took place, there is

a cross of black stone, graven in relief on

white marble, and on the right side of

the said altar was a small cot {umpbs

oiKiaKot), in which the ever Virgin

Mother of God had her chamber." It is

contended that either the whole house

here mentioned, or else the " cot " on the

right side of the altar,3 was the Santa

Casa now at Loreto. This much, at any

rate, is clear, that about 100 years before

the date assigned to the first removal of

the house to Tereatz, there was a building

within a church at Nazareth which

tradition named " the house of Joseph."

Notoing seems to have been changed at

a period nearly seventy years later ( 1 253),
•when St. Louis visited Nazareth. About

1 The oriftinal may be read in the Acta

Sanctorum, I. ii. Mai. p. 3.

* Benedict XIV. favoured the second of

these supposition*.

1262 this church, as is mentioned in s

letter from Urban IV. to St. Louis, dated in

the following year,1 was " levelled to the

ground " by the Sultan of Babylon. But

it does not necessarily follow that the

house was destroyed, for the Christians

would be likely to block up and conceal

the entrance of the cave. For a specimen

of the way in which travellers spoke of

the state of things at Nazareth after 1291,

we may take the passage cited by Mr.

Meyrick from Sir John Mavmdevile, who

visited Palestine about 1350. "It [the

church] is now all downe ; and men have

made a litylle resceyt, besyde a pilere of

that chirche, for to resceyve the offrynges

of pilgrymes." There is no mention here

of anything like what Phocas saw.

Gradually a new subterranean chapel

was fashioned, smaller than the Santa

Casa, but partly on the same area ; this is

now called the " Chapel of the Angel."

The original foundations of the " house of

Joseph " were explored in the seventeenth

century by the Franciscan guardians of

the shrine at Nazareth ; and they testified

that tbey exactly tallied with the dimen

sions of the house at Loreto.'1

Adamnan of Iona, a writer of the

eighth century, also speaks of the two

churches at Nazareth, and his language

has been supposed to imply that the

bouse of Joseph had existed on the site of

one of them, but was in existence no

longer. But the words nsed not neces

sarily be so understood ; they are perfectly

compatible with the actual existence of

the house at the time when Arculfus,

Adamnan's informant, visited Nazareth.

Respecting many other points of in

terest relating to the Santa Casa, such as

the frequeucv of the miracles wrought

there, the visions of our Lady at Tersatz

and Loreto, the bulls of Pontiffe, and

the alterations made by Papal order in the

house itself, the reader is referred to one

or more of the works mentioned at the

end of the article, particularly to those of

the Abbo Caillau, Archbishop Kenrick,

and Father Hutchison.

A few of the common objections to

the authenticity of the Holy House call

for some remark. Tlie late Dean Stanley,

who gives a glowing and really beautiful

description of the environs of the Lake of

Gonne9areth in his " Sinai and Palestine,"

was led to treat of the history of the Santa

Casa in connection with hi9 visit to Naza

reth. No one can be surprised that a man

1 Meyrick, p. 357.

* Hutchison, p. 74.
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bo prepossessed in favour of a non-miracu

lous and non-clericnl Christianity rejected

the Loreto legend, though he cannot have

been iusensihle to its beauty. He thought

he could shew tbat if the Santa Casa was

ever connected with a grotto in the side

of the hill at Nazareth , according to the

received view, either the house had no

door, or there was a dead wall between

it and the grotto, and no way of passing

from one to the other. His argument is

met and shown to be fallacious in the

work of Father Hutchison. The Dean

thought that the house must have been

built of set purpose by some devout

person or persons in the middle ages, to

keep alive devotion to the mystery of the

Incarnation, just as the chapels of the

Sacro Monte at Varnllo were built, and

with the feeling that prompted the Pisans

to bring home earth from Palestine in

their Baileys and cover their Caiupo Snnto

with it. It is enough to say that this is

pure conjecture, and that if such a work

had ever been undertaken at Loreto, some

record of it could hardly fail to have been

It was for a long time a common

Protestant objection that the Santa

Casa could not have been the house at

Nazareth, because it was of brick, and

brick buildings were unknown at Naza

reth. It is now well known that the

house is built of stone ; but it has been

maintained that this stone is the common

red volcanic stone of the neighbourhood,

and " wholly unlike anything in Pales

tine." The contradictory of this assertion

appears to have been established through

the exertions of Mgr. (now Cardinal)

Bartolini, who sent to an eminent profes

sor of chemistry at Rome four samples ol

stone—two brought from Nazareth, and

two taken (with the Pope's permission)

from the walls of the Santa Casa—with a

request that he would analyse and report

on them. The professor reported that the

chemical composition of the four samples

was absolutely identical, although in ap

pearance and mechanical characteristics

they differed considerably.1 Father Hutchi

son concludes that " the stone of which

the Holy House is composed is limestone,

identical with that of Nazareth, the stone

about Loreto being of a totally different

character."

Mr. Meyrick, perhaps the ablest of all

the assailants of the legend, has fallen

into several inaccuracies. Endeavouring

1 Hutchison, p. 79. The Report is given

in exttnsu by Father Hutchison, p. 80.

to show that the views taken by different

Pontiffs have not been in agreement with

one another, he says (p. 308), " The bull

of ... . Julius II makes the

house pati at once from Nazareth to

Recanati." It is true that Torsellino

says so, hut the fact is otherwise ; the

bull of Julius, of which Archbishop

Kenrick (p. 145) prints the text, dis

tinctly states that the house was first

removed " ad partes Sclavoniee et locum

Flumen nuncupatum." Again, Mr. Mey

rick, when endeavouring to throw discredit

on Jerome Angelita's statement that

Nicolas Frangipani, loid of Tersatz, was

absent at the time of the first translation,

having gone to the war with the Emperor

Rodolph, states that tbat emperor died

" on the 15th July, 1201," only some two

months after the date assigned to the trans

lation. But in fact Rodolph died on

September 30, 1 291 . An error of more im

portance is the assertion that there is an

absolute lack of contemporary evidence for

the legend. Mr. Meyrick must surely have

seen the large work of Martorelli ; in this

(vol. ii. p. 49) the text is given of a

letter of instructions, dated September 9,

1295, and addressed by the priors of the

commune of Recanati to their emissary,

one Alexander de Servannis, in which

they state that the " Sancta Domus " has

wonderfully been removed from its rest

ing-place in the wood to the land of two

brothers of the Antici family, and that he

is to confer with the town's agent at

Borne with a view to obtaining from the

Pope a brief authorising the transfer of

the new f-ite to the town of Recanati.

Cinelli, a Florentine, author of a work on

Loreto never printed, but in the possession

of a Roman canon at the time when

Martorelli wrote, is said to state in it

that he had copied this letter from the

original in the possession of the Marchesi

Antici. Cinelli wrote about 1705. In

his unprinted history is also said (by

Martorelli) to be contained a letter from

Paul of the Wood, written in 1297 to

Charles Duke of Sicily, and informing

him of various particulars respecting the

translation. It is plain that these state

ments of Martorelli require more investi

gation than they have yet received. If

the original letter of the priors existed in

his time, there seems no reason why it

should not be still preserved in some

Italian library, and if it were found, and

declared by palaeographers to be really of

the date assigned to it by Cinelli, the

question of the truth of the legend would
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be nearly settled. On the other hand, if

the letters can be proved to be fabri

cations, or if the credit of Cinelli can be

shown to be nil, the question would

remain where it was before.

(Caillau, " Hist. Critique et Relig. de

N. D. deLorette," 1843; FlaviusBlondus,

" Opera," Basle, 1650 ; Hutchison, " Lo-

reto and Nazareth," 1863 ; Jerome An-

gelita, " Hist, della Traslatione della

Santa Casa," 1571 ; Kenrick, " The Holy

House of Loretto," Philadelphia, 1876 ;

Mantuanus, Baptista, "Opera Omnia,"

Antwerp, 1576; Msrtorelli, " Teatro

Istorico.' &c, Rome, 1732 ; Meyrick, art.

on Loreto in " Christ. Remembrancer,"

April 1854; Torsellino, " Historia Laur-

etana." Cologne, 1622; English version of

Torsellino," by T. P., 1608; Zucchi,

" Istoria di Loreto," Italian version of

Torsellino, with an additional book,

Venice, 1010.)

low SUNDAY. The first Sunday

after Easter. The name given to it in

the Missal rnd Breviary is " Dominica in

Albis," because then the newly-baptised

wore their white robes for the last time.

St. Augustine mentions this custom in a

sermon for the day, and it is alluded to

in the noble Breviary hymn still used in

the vespers of Low Sunday, " Ad re-jias

Agni dapes."

The name Low Sunday, like the

Greek dtrrmdaxa, emphasises the contrast

between the great Easter solemnity and the

Sunday which ends the octave. Another

Latin name " Pascha clausum " is pre

served in the Dutch name, ''Beloken

Paschen," i.e. " close of Easter." The name

" Quasimodo " is taken from the first word

of the introit in the Mass, and is the

common name for this Sunday in France

and Germany.

IVTBEB AND UTTHEEANISM.

Martin Luther was born at Eisleben,

Saxony, Noiember 10, 1483, and died

there February 18, 1546. His father was

a peasant who afterwards became a miner.

Soon after Martin's birth the family re

moved to Mansfeld, and there the lad

received his early education. The public

or elementary schools at this time were

very numerous in Germany. Martin's

gifts were marked from the beginning.

He had a fine voice, was admitted to the

choir, and, following the custom of the

time, sang before the houses of the rich to

gain money enough, to enable him to

prosecute his studies in a higher school.

At fourteen he was sent to the school of

the Franciscans at Magdeburg, where he

remained a year. From Magdeburg he

went to Eisenach, where his voice at

tracted the attention and favour of Dame

Ursula Cotta, a wealthy lady, who re

ceived him into her house and supported

him until he entered the university of

Erfurt (1501). Martin's father was now

a master-miner and in a position to

advance his son. He sent him to Erfurt

to study law. There he remained until

1505, when he took his degree of Master

of Arts and began a course of lectures on

Aristotle. He was of an ardent and

impulsive temperament and had strong

religious leaning*. The sudden death of

a friend, who was struck by lightning at

his side, seems to have determined his

vocation. In spite of the opposition of

his father and friends, he entered the

Augustinian Convent at Erfurt to dedicate

himself to God (July 17, 1505). There

he went, through the customary discipline,

and in 1507, his father objecting to the

last, he was ordained priest. Luther's

earnestness and application won the favor

of Dr. John Staupitz, the Augustinian

provincial of Meissen and Thuringia.

Frederick the Wise, elector of Saxony,

had opened a university at Wittenberg

and was looking for capable professors.

At the recommendation of Staupitz,

Luther was offered the chair of dialectics

(1608) and afterwards lectured in theo

logy. Urged by Staupitz, he undertook,

though at first with extreme reluctauce,

to preach. His abilities were so marked

and his zeal so apparent, that in 1610 be,

with a brother friar, was chosen to visit

Rome on business of the order. The

sight of Rome and the memories it called

up moved the impressionable young man

so deeply that he fell on his knees and

cried : " Hail, Rome, holy city, thrice

sanctified by the blood of martyrs ! "

From his coming to man's estate Lu

ther's mind seems never to have been

wholly at rest, nor were his convictions

wholly clear on certain doctrinal points.

At Rome, the Rome of Leo X., he was

scandalised to hear that many priesls

were unbelievers. Returning to" his uni

versity, he resumed his lectures and his

studies, was made Doctor of Theology

(1512), and studied closely Greek and

Hebrew in order to enable him better to

expound the Scriptures. About this time

Pope Leo X. proclaimed indulgences in

Germany, for those who contributed to

the completion of St. Peter's basilica in

Rome. Albert of Brandenburg, elector

and archbishop of Mentz and Magdeburg,
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Probably none of (he parties engaged

in the controversy had any idea at this

time -whither it was drifting. The Topo

took the matter easily. Nevertheless he

appointed a court to try the case and

summoned (August 7, 1518) Luther to

Rome to defend himself. At the request

of the Elector Frederick, the Diet of

Augsburg was substituted for Rome as

the place of trial, and Cardinal Cajetan,

Papal legate, was appointed to repre

sent the Pope at the Diet. Luther ap

peared (October, 1618). The cardinal's

instructions were to enter into no con

troversy, but demand an absolute retrac

tation on Luther's part. Luther claimed

that he had said naught against the

Scriptures, the doctrine of the Church,

the decrees of Popes, or reason. He con

sented to declare formally his reverence

and obedience to " the Roman Church in

every word and deed, whether in time

past, present, or future," and if he had

said aught contrary to thi.s declaration he

wished it to be considered as having been

never spoken. He fled from Augsburg

angry at heart.

The Pope issued a bull explaining

clearly the true teaching of the Church

ou indulgences (November 0, 1618), and

sent Charles of Miltitz, himself a Saxon,

as nuucio iuto Germany with a view to

reconciling all parties and bringing about

peace. Miltitz seemed to side with Lu

ther as against Tetzel. He prevailed

upon Luther to write another letter

(March 3, 1510) of complete submission

to the Pope and to the authority of the

Church ; but the nuncio was deceived in

imagining his mission accomplished.

While the German bishops were pre

paring to meet and confer on the points

of dispute a public discussion took place

at Leipzig between Luther and his friends

and their opponents. George, duke of

Saxony, presided, and a large and culti

vated audience assembled. With Luther

were his friend Carlstadt and the "Witten

berg professors. Opposed to them was

the learned Eck, and the professors of

Cologne, Louvain, and Leipzig. The

chief matters of discussion were the con

dition of man after the fall; free-will and

grace ; penance and indulgences ; and the

primacy of the Church of Home, which

primacy, Lutber maintained, rested only

on human authority, claiming that the

Pope had no more jurisdiction than the

Archbishop of Magdeburg or the Bishop

of Paris. Here also Luther gave open ex

pression to his doctrine that faith aloue,

ordered to publish the indulgences,

and John Tetzel. of Leipzig, a learned

and eloquent Domiuican, was appointed

by Albert to preach the indulgences

among the people.

The proclamation of indulgences was

not new in Germany, nor was opposition

to it on the part of the people and of

both civil and ecclesiastical authorities

new. [See Indulgences.]

When Tetzel began to preach the in

dulgences, opposition at once broke out,

and Luther took the lead in the opposi

tion. He drew up his objections in the

shape of ninety-five propositions, which

he fa.-tened to the door of the castle

church at Wittenberg on All Saints'

eve (October 31, 1517). In these he at

tacked the abuse, not the doctrine, of

indulgences, pronouncing anathema on

whosoever spoke against the truth of

Papal indulgences ( Prop. 71). lie stated,

furthermore, that he had no purpose to

speak against Holy Writ or the doctrines

of the Popes and Fathers of the Church.

Nevertheless the propositions contained

the germ of his future heresy.

In assailing the abuse of indulgences

Luther only gave voice to a widespread

feeling in Germany. He at once gained

a number of adherents, among them men

of influence both in Church and State.

The Bishop of Wurzburg wrote to the

Elector Frederick to protect Luther. A

heated controversy arose. There were

various replies to Luther, one of the

ablest being by Tetzel. A more famous

and learned opponent still was Dr. John

Eck, vice-chancellor of the University of

Ingoldstadt. Luther, now wholly roused,

replied with heat and haste lo his adver

saries, and in a style and manner not

lit all in accord with modern ideas of

controversial courtesy. His opponents

were asses, pigs, dolts, &c, and were as

sailed with still viler epithets. Where he

failed in argument he took refuge in in

vective, often of the coarsest kind. As

the controversy deepened he struck far

ther away from the doctrinal truths he

had hitherto preached and taught. Yet

he claimed to be in perfect accord and

sympathy with the centre of Catholic

doctrine, and in the letter to Pope Leo

X. which accompanied his propositions

and their defence he wrote : " Most Holy

Father, I cast myself at thy feet with all

that I have and am. Give life or take

it ; call, recall, approve, reprove ; your

voice is that of Christ, who presides and

speaks in you."
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■with or without good works, secures

salvation. He furthermore denied free

will in man and the infallibility of the

oscumenical councils. Duke George,

seeing the danger of these propositions,

stopped the discussion.

The universities of Paris, Louvain,

and Cologne condemned Luther's propo

sitions (1610). Lutber retaliated with

abuse of the faculties of those establish

ments, and on October 11, 1 520, wrote to

the Pope, sending him his pamphlet on

" Christian Liberty," and assailing in

virulent terms the whole office and dig

nity of the Papacy. Meantime he was

incessant in defence of his theories, and

between 1620 and 1521 he launched out

pamphlet after pamphlet, that were

eagerly caught up by the German people

and spread abroad, creating discussion

and tumult evervwhere. In these he

taught that the Bible was the only source

of faith ; that human nature was wholly

corrupted by original sin ; that conse

quently man was not free, and whatever

he did, whether good or ill, was toe work

of God ; that faith alone saves ; that the

hierarchy and priesthood are unnecessary,

and exterior worship is useless ; that the

sacraments were profitless (a doctrine

that he afterwards modified), and that

Christian priesthood is universal.

These doctrines, especially the last,

caught the hearts of multitudes, the

?ist of them being an absolute freedom

rom all restraint and a practical sanctifi-

cation of sin. Luther appealed strongly

to the spirit of nationality and greed.

He addressed the emperor, the nobles,

and the peoples. He urged the emperor

to overthrow the power of the Pope,

confiscate the wealth of the Church,

abolish feasts and holidays and Masses

for the dead. He substituted German

for the Latin, which was the literary

language of the time, and by this means

his teachings spread the more readily

among his countrymen, while he made

use of vile illustrations to caricature the

Pope, the monks, and the teachings of

the Church.

On June 16, 1520, the Pope issued a

hull specifically condemning Luther's

teachings and excommunicating him if he

refused to retract within sixty dnys. Lu

ther retorted with a pamphlet in which

he held the author of the Dull to be Anti

christ. He succeeded in winning over

the elector of Saxony, who used his good

officeB in Luther's behalf with the em

peror Charles V. Lather appealed (No

vember 17, 1520) from the authority of

the Pope to a general council, and on

December 10, 1620, publicly hurned the

Pope's bull at Wittenberg, consigning

the Pope himself to " fire eternal." The

emperor, seeing the flame that was being

kindlftd over the land, convoked the

German Diet at Worms (1521). Luther

appeared before the Diet to answer the

charges against him, and refused to re

tract unless " convicted of error by Scrip

ture proof or by plain reason," he relying

absolutely on his own interpretation of

Scripture. All efforts to change him

being unavailing, he was ordered to quit

Worms, and left under a safe-conduct.

He was taken to Wartburg, near Eisenach,

and there remained from May 1521 to

March, 1522, living under the name of

" Master George " and dressing as a

knight. The Diet of Worms placed him

under the ban of the empire as a heretic.

But the circumstances of the time and

the opposition of the German States ren

dered tbe edict ineffective.

At Wartburg, which he called his

" Patmos," Luther employed much of his

time in translating the Bible into German

and in issuing more pamphlets. Leo X.

died December 1,1521, and was succeeded

by Adrian VI., who took up with great

earnestness the subject of reform within

the Church. He urged the Diet of Niirn-

berg (November 1 522) to take active and

vigorous steps against Luther, for " the

revolt now directed against the spiritual

authority will shortly deal a blow at the

temporal also." The Diet confessed that

it was impossible to enforce the edict

against Luther for fear of a popular up

rising. Adrian died in 1523 and was

succeeded by Clement VII.

Clement sent Cardinal Campeggio to

the Diet at Niirnberg, but he was as un

successful as his predecessors. Most of

the princes seemed to favour a break with

Rome, and Frederick, the elector of

Saxony, made himself the chief protector

of Luther and those who followed him.

The States divided: Mecklenburg, An-

halt, Mansfeld, Prussia, and the cities of

Brunswick and Magdeburg declared for

Luther, under the leadership of John, the

new elector of Saxony, and Philip, land

grave of Hesse, an alliance being con

cluded at Torgau (May 4, 1526). The

other side made an alliance at Dessau,

and thus began the division between the

Catholic and Protestant States of Ger

many.

Luther's teachings had already taken
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effect among the people. Many religious

renounced their orders and their vows.

Carlstadt, Luther's friend, raised a moh

at Wittenberg and destroyed the altars

and images of Christ and the saints.

The same was done elsewhere. Infant

baptism was rejected at Zwickau, where

Nicholas Storch organised a society that

developed into the Anabaptists. These

attracted Carlstadt and other prominent

Lutherans, and great excesses were com

mitted by them at Wittenberg. Luther

took alarm, and leaving Wartburg reached

Wittenberg on Good Friday, 1522.

All through Easter week he harangued

his followers and condemned their vio

lence. More monks left their convents,

took wives, and recruited the Lutheran

ranks. The teaching of human irrespon

sibility for gin and disregard of all au

thority took effect among the masses.

The peasants rose in rebellion against

their lords, burned convents, and stormed

the castles of the nobles. Thomas Mun-

zer took the lead, preaching' human

equality. Luther himself was compelled

to preach against those whom his doc

trines had aroused, and he urged the

nobles to slay without mercy these " chil

dren of the devil." His advice was taken

and it is estimated that a hundred thou

sand peasants were slain in the " Peas

ants' War."

Luther called Henry VIII. the

"crowned ass, liar, varlet, idiot, snivel

ling sophist, and swine of the Thomist

herd." The learned Erasmus was also

drawn into the controversy against

Luther, and was answered in similar

strain. Luther had now thrown off his

monk's habit, ard on June 13, 1525, he

married Katharina von Bora, an ex-nun

of Nimptschen, in Saxony. He had been

already famed for his free life even among

his own followers, and this final step

brought great ridicule on the Reformer.

" It was thought,1' wrote Erasmus, " that

Luther was the hero of a tragedy; but

for my part I regard him as playing the

chief part in a comedy that has ended,

like all comedies, in a marriage."

Luther's adherents had become so

numerous that he found it necessary to

systematise a form of faith and of eccle

siastical government for them in lieu of

that which he had taught them to reject.

A synod was called at Homburg by

Philip of Hesse (October 1526). It was

there agreed to adopt a synodal constitu

tion which gave each congregation com

plete control over its own ecclesiastical

discipline. This plan, with some modifi

cations to secure outward uniformity,

was adopted in the Lutheran States.

Preachers were appointed by a commis

sion of ecclesiastics and laymen. The

established ecclesiastical foundations were

abolished, and the head of the State was

made the supreme authority within the

State on matters of Church government.

To educate the rising generation in his

doctrines Luther published a larger and

a smaller catechism to be used in the

schools (1529). These measures brought

the Lutherans closer together, and at the

Diet of Spires, held in 1526, the Lutheran

States presented a bold and organised

front in the persons of their princes. The

emperor was at war and consequently not

in a position to enforce any demands.

The Diet, accordingly, at the dictate of

the Lutherans, recognised, until the meet

ing of an oecumenical council, the right of

each State to act for itself in regard to

religious matters. The Diet assembled

again at Spires in 152!) to determine reli

gious difficulties and take measures against

the Turks. The conditions proposed by

the Catholic princes were moderate

enouirh, but the Lutherans solemnly

protested against them, whence the

name of Protestants (April 19, 1529).

They claimed to be the exclusive heirs

of the true religion, the only members of

the one saving Church of Jesus Christ,

and pronounced the Mass an idolatrous

act of worship which should not be

tolerated.

Disputes arose among the Lutherans

themselves concerning the Eucharist.

Luther denied the Catholic doctrine of

transubstantiation, and denied also

Zwingli's figurative interpretation of the

words " This is my body." He invented

the theory of consubstantiation. A con

ference was held at Marburg (October 1,

1529) to settle the dispute, but it only

served to widen the dissension, and mani

fest the absurdity of Luther's claim to

free interpretation of the Scriptures.

A Diet was held at Augsburg (June

1530) , at which the emperor Charles V.

presided. The Emperor demanded a

written confession of faith from the Pro

testant princes and a list of the practices

of which they complained. Hence origi

nated what is known as the Augsburg

Confession, or Symbol of Faith, which

was drawn up by Melanchthon and suf

fered subsequent changes. Luther fully

approved of it. The Confession was an

embodiment of Luther's teachings in a
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partially disguised form, and among the

pretended abuses were Communion under

one kind, private Masses, clerical celibacy,

confession, and the ecclesiastical hierarchy.

The Catholic theologians drew up a Con

futation of the Confession, which met the

approval of the emperor and of the Catho

lic princes, and the Protestants were

ordered to renounce their errors and re

turn to the ancient faith. A hopeless

attempt to bring about unity was made,

but frustrated by Luther and his more

resolute followers. The Zwinglian cities

drew up a Confession of their own, and

Zwingli himself another of his own.

The emperor put an end to the profitless

discussion, giving the Protestants till

the 15th of the following April to deter

mine on their course.

The Protestant princes met at Smal-

kald on Christmas Day, 1530, and there

entered on an offensive and defensive

alliance, known as the League of Snial-

kald (March 29, 1531), to bind them for

seven years. Both Luther and Melan-

chthon now authorised the use of arms for

the maintenance of Protestantism. The

emperor, needing the Protestant alliance,

entered into negotiations with them,

conceding at Niirnberg (Julv 23, 1532')

that until the assembly of" a general

council no action should be taken

against the Protestants, but that every

thing should remain as it was. This is

known as the Peace of Niirnberg.

Clement VII. died in 1534, and was

succeeded by Paul HI., who was anxious

to convene a council, that the Protestants

might attend. But they rejected all

overtures. The League of Sraalkald was

renewed (1535) for ten years. In 1534

Luther completed his translation of the

whole Bible, and in 1537 issued the Arti

cles of Smalkald, which were accepted

by the League, and which embodied a

spirit of deep hostility to the Catholic

Church. " May God till you with hatred

of the Pope ! was his parting benedic

tion to the League, and thenceforth the

League refused to attend any council of

the Church.

The Swiss joined the Protestant

League in 1538, and the elector of

Brandendurg in 1539. The duchy of

Saxony also joined, and Luther con

tinued to inflame the minds of princes

and people against the Catholic Church

and the council. The emperor summoned

another religious conference, which finally

met at Worms (January 14, 1541). It

resulted in nothing. A Diet was next

called at Ratisbon (April 5), which proved

equally ineffectual.

The Anabaptists, supposed to have

been crushed in the Peasants' War, now

rose up again and appeared in Miinster

under John of Leyden and others. Poly

gamy was introduced, and riot of every

kind reigned, until the city, after a siesre

of eighteen months, was taken by ttcmi

(June 25, 1535) and the leaders executed

with extreme cruelty. Philip of Hesse,

who had been married sixteen years, and,

with his wife living, was a notorious free-

liver, asked Luther to authorise him to

marry a second wife. After much hesi

tation the Reformer, fearful of losing

Philip's assistance, granted the requisite

authorisation " in order to provide for the

welfare of his body and soul, and to bring

greater glory to God."

Lutheranism now began to be intruded

into various places by force of arms'.

Luther saw the seeds of religious dissolu

tion already at work. His health was

broken and his spirit, save as against

Rome. He entertained grave doubts

about the efficacy of his work. The re

form he saw to be a reform downwards.

Public morals were at a lower grade than

they had been before. " Since we began

to preach our doctrine," he said in bis

pulpit at Wittenberg in 1532, " the world

has grown daily worse, more impious,

nnd more shameless. Men are now beset

by legions of devils, and, while enjoying

the full light of the Gospel, are more

avaricious, more impure and repulsive,

than of old under the Papacy. Peasants,

burghers, and nobles—men of all degrees,

the highest as well as the lowest—are all

alike slaves to avarice, drunkenness,

gluttony, and impurity, and given over to

shameful excesses and abominable pas

sions." " Let us go from this Sodom,"

he wrote to Catharine in 1545, and quitted

Wittenberg in disgust, only returning at

the demand of the elector and of the uni

versity. At Eisleben he died shortly

after delivering a most violent sermon

against the Jews.

Owing to the wars, scandals, and dis

turbances of the time Lutheranism spread

rapidly over many of the German States

and cities, being imposed upon some by

force of arms. Albert of Brandenburg

introduced it into Prussia, and at his death

in 1568 Lutheranism was the predominant

religion in his domain of West Prussia.

It readily made its way into Silesia, where

the Lutherans soon quarrelled among

themselves on doctrinal matters. It
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entered more slowly into Poland, and

after a severe struggle its pre press was

stayed by the exertions of some holy and

zealous prelates and the coming of the

Jesuits. It made more rapid advances in

Livonia, Courland, Esthonia, Hungary,

and Transylvania, though in Hungary it

was supplanted by Calvinism. In Sweden

it was established by Gustavus Vasa, and

soon passed into Denmark, Norway, and

Iceland. The same causes were at work

everywhere to favour its progress: cor

ruption of public morals, wealth of the

Church, scandals among the clergy, greed

of gain on the part of the princes, nobles,

and people. Alter the first flush of con

quest Lutheranism never made any ad

vance in territory.

In 1834 Frederick William III., King

of Prussia, by a royal edict, united the

Lutherans, Zwinglians, and Calvinists in

his dominions into what he was pleased

to call the " Evangelical Church," much

to the disgust of many of them. A

number of Lutherans, rather than sub

mit to this interference of the state in

their religious affairs, emigrated to the

U. S., where the first colony of Luther

ans, composed of Swedes, had been made

about 1680. It ought to be noted that

the Danish, Swedish, and Norwegian

Lutherans have preserved much more of

Catholic doctrine and tradition than

have the German Lutherans. [See The

Reformation.] The masses of the Lu

theran population in Germany no longer

attend church. It is estimated that

there are about 40,000,000 Lutherans

in the world, 20,000,000 of these be

ing Germans. To-day Lutherans rank

about fourth in numerical order among

the Protestant denominations of the

United States. The number of their

communicants is rated at 738,302 for the

year 1882. This would represent a Lu

theran population of from three to four

millions.

itons, councils or. I. The

first General Council of Lyons ended the

long strife between the emperor Frederic

II. and the Church. The emperor, who

was educated under Innocent III., was a

man of extraordinary abilities and of a

wide culture, most unusual in that age.

He was a great statesman, he fostered the

schools ofPalermo and Naples, encouraged

the study of Arabic, philosophy and

mathematics, and set in his own person

an example of taste in Italian literature.

Unhappily, he had a superstitious belief

in astrology, he was charged with grave

immorality, his temper was cruel and

despotic, and his word could not be

trusted. He had been crowned emperor

in 1220, and his differences with the

Church, which had begun under the gentle

Pope Honorius III., broke out into open

war under Gregory IX., in whom Frede

ric met an antagonist as determiued as

himself. In 1227, the Pope excommuni

cated the emperor for constantly deferring

a crusade which he had promised to under

take. The latter replied by seizing Rome

and driving out the Pope. When he did

go to Jerusalem, he was still excommuni

cate; he showed that he had undertaken

the crusade purely from political motives ;

stories were circulated of his contemptu

ous speeches in the Holy City, which

gained for him the reputation of an un

believer; and it was not till 1230 that

he was absolved from excommunication.

In 1230 he again incurred excommunica

tion for his attack on the Lombards, and

for setting Ids natural son Enzio on the

throne of Sardinia, a fief of the Church.

He seized the States of the Church, and

in the midst of the strife Gregory IX.

died. Celestine IV. reigned only for a

few days, and the Holy See was vacant

for two years. In 1243, Innocent IV., a

former friend of Frederic's, was elected

Pope. The new Pope refused to absolve

Frederic except on conditions which the

emperor would not accept. Frederic

promoted sedition and tumult in Rome,

aud by occupying all roads, bridges, and

harbours, cut the Pope oft' from intercourse

with the rest of the world. In this ex

tremity, the Pope fled from Sutri by

Civita Vecchia and Genoa to Lyons,

whither, on January 3, 1245, he sum

moned all kings, princes and prelates to

a general council.

The IJyzantine emperor, Baldwin II.,

the Latin Patriarchs of Constantinople,

Antioch, and Aquileia, and 140 bishops,

besides cardinals, were present at the con

sultation previous to the council, while

the famous jurist Taddeo di Suessa, de

fended the cause of his master, Frederic.

At the first, session (June 28, 1245), in the

cathedral church of St. John, the Pope,

in a long speech, enlarged on the five

wounds of Christendom—viz. the sins of

the higher and lower clergy, thesupremacy

of the infidels in the Holy Land, the straits

of the Latin emperor in Constantinople,

the excesses of the Tartars in Hungary

and the neighbouring countries, the op

pression of the Church by the emperor
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Frederic. He accused the emperor of

perjury, sacrilege, and heresy ; of immo

rality ; of maintaining an understanding

with the Saracens ; of friendship with the

Sultan of Babylon. In the third session

various decrees were passed on elections

to benefices, contributions to be levied for

the Holy Land and the Latin Empire in

the East, and for help againBt the Tartars ;

on the abuse of Church censures, &c. &c.

Again Taddeo sought to exculpate his

master, and, failing in this, he protested

against the proceedings of the council,

denied that it was oecumenical, though

there were now 250 bishops present, and

appealed to a future Pope and true gene

ral council. The Pope, at the council's

request, solemnly renewed the sentence of

excommunication against Frederic, de

posed him from his office, and absolved his

subjects from allegiance, authorised a new

election to the empire, excommunicated

all who should serve him, whether as

emperor or liing, and promised that the

Holy See would provide for Sicily. The

bishops dashed their candles to the ground,

in token of assent, and set their seals to

the instrument of excommunication.

In 1240, the electors who took the

ecclesiastical side raised Henry Respi of

Thiiringen, and after his death, in 1247,

William of Holland, nephew of the Duke

of Brabant, to the royal dignity. Frede

ric had still a considerable following,

but bis son Conrad had been defeated at

Frankfort in 1246, and he himself met

with a decided reverse before Parma, in

1248. In 1250, he died in Apulia, 56

years of age. He had made his confession

to his friend the archbishop of Palermo,

and been reconciled to the Church.

II. Pope Gregory X., who was eager

for a new crusade, opened the Second

Council of Lyons (the Fourteenth General

Council) in May 1274. James I. of Arra-

gon, the Latin Patriarchs of Constanti

nople and Antioch, ambassadors from

England, France, Germany, and Sicily,

500 bishops, besides other prelates, met

in the cathedral church. St. Thomas of

Aquin died on his way to the conncil;

St. Buonaventure was actually present,

and died before it was over. A tax was

imposed on ecclesiastical benefices in

favour of the East. On June 24 the Greek

ambassadors arrived, and in the Mass on

the feast of St. Peter and St. Paul the

Gospel and Creed were sung in Greek as

well as in Latin, the clause "Filioque"

being repeated three times. In the fourth

session, July 6, the documents from the

Greek emperor, Michael Palteologus, from

the heir to his throne and from their

prelates were publicly read, the emperor's

representative swore that his master re

nounced the schism and returned to the

obedience of the Pope. The union thus

effected was scarcely more than nominal,

and certainly was of short duration, but

it led to an important definition by the

council—viz. that " the Holy Ghost pro

ceeds eternally from the Father and the

Son," " as from one principle " and " by a

single spiration." An important measure

was passed to regulate and accelerate

Papal elections. The cardinals were to

assemble in the town where the last Pope

died, ten days after his decease; they

were to be strictly secluded "in conclave"

from the outer world ; their rations were

to be diminished after the first three days

and diminished yet further after eight

days, if their business still remained to be

done. Other decretals (collected in the

"Sextus Decretalium ") were published by

the Pope, partly during, partly after, the

council. (Hefele, " Concilien.")

M

MACABEGS, FEAST OT. [See j brought the Trinitarian controversy into a

Saints.] new stage. Confessing that, the Son was

MACEDONIAN'S (called also Pneu- like the Father in substance, he held that

mntomachi). Heretics who denied that the ! the Holy Ghost was a creature, like the

Holy Ghost was God, equal to and con- ! angels, and a servant of the Father and

substantial with Father and Son. Mace- j the Son. He was joined by several of the

donius was a Semiarian and bishop of I Semiarian leaders, Eustathius of Sebaste,

Constantinople till his deposition by the j Eleusius of Cyzicus, and Marathonius of

Aca'cians, who were pronounced Arians ! Nicomedia. This last was a chief support

in 360. After his deposition, his influence I of the party, and from him they were
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sometimes called Marathonians. The

doctrine, owing partly to the strict life of

its apostles, was widely accepted, not

only in Constantinople, but also in all

Thrace, Bithyuia, and the neighbouring

Srovinces. Under Julian, the Mace-

onians held synods especially at Zele in

Pontus. They were condemned in a

Roman synod under Pope Damasus in

374, at a great lllyrian synod in 375, and

finally in the Second General Council in

381. In 383, Theodosius prohibited all

exercise of their religion. (Ilefele, " Con-

cil." vols. i. ii.)

■MUTnini OF THE

church. [See Chubch of Christ.]

BKAJOB ORDERS. The superior

ranks of the sacred ministry—-bishops,

priests, deacons, and subdeacons—are said

to have major orders. Before the thir

teenth century the subdiaconate was one

of the minor orders.

MANICBEES. Mani or Manes, the

founder of this sect, was born at Babylon

about the beginning of the third century.

From the religion of the Persians he

derived the doctrine of the two principles,

and from Gnostic sects the notion of tbe

hatefulness of matter. He and his fol

lowers must not be regarded as Christians

lapsed into heresy, but as heathens who

adopted so much of Christian ideas as

suited their purpose. Mani was an

Oriental philosopher ; the notion of a

moral fall, and a personal conviction of

sin, on which Christianity is built up,

were repugnant to him. In his view the

soul of man suffered, not from a weak and

corrupt will, but from contact with

matter. Whatever evils the soul allows

itself to commit are on this view physical,

not moral—miseries, not sins. Again,

the restorative energy must be looked for,

not in a religion which reforms the will,

and after it the whole nature, but in an

enlightening philosophy, which reduces

the contaminating contact with matter

to a minimum. According to Mani,

" two systems stood eternally opposed—

God with the kingdom of light and the

teons [see Gnostics], and Satan with

his kingdom of darkness and the de

mons." 1 Light is the animating principle

in all nature ; and all beings are higher

or lower according to the measure of

their participation in the light. Woman

is the gift of the demons, who impel men

to propagate their kind in order that

emancipation from matter and darkness

may never come to them. The ideal light-

' Miihler, i. 316.

clad soul is the Redeemer, or Christ, who

descended from heaven in what was a

body only in appearance, to teach men to

bridle and extirpate their desires, so that

they may return to their true home, the

kingdom of light. The sect observed

three seals (signacula)—the seal of the

mouth, the seal of the hands, and the seal

of the bosom. By the tirat they were

forbidden to eat meat or eggs, or to drink

wine or milk : by the second, to kill any

animal or tear in pieces any plant ; by

the third, to marry, or at least to have

offspring. The members were divided

into the " elect " and the " hearers ; " the

former were expected to observe the

Manichasan doctrine strictly : from the

latter less was required. They could

gather plants and prepare them for food,

and when so prepared, the " elect " took

them from their hands. The Manichees

rejected the Old Testament altogether,

and while accepting the New Testament

put aside such passages as did not suit

them on the pretence that they were in

terpolated. They regarded Mani as the

Paraclete promised by Christ, and had a

hierarchy imitated from that of the

Catholic Church. The sect became

numerous in the East, flourished in North

Africa,and even spread to several countries

of Southern Europe. The promises of

light, wisdom, and enfranchisement which

they held out to their disciples seduced

for a time the powerful mind of St.

Augustine. Everyone knows how he

shook himself free from them, and wrote

eloquent treatises against them. Several

Christian emperors, down to and includ

ing Justinian, published edicts against

them, and little is heard of Manicheeism

after the sixth century, although the dis

tinctive doctrines of the sect reappear

among the Paulicians, the Cathari, the

Albigenses, the Bogomiles, and other

mediaeval heretics. (Mohler, " Kirchen-

geschichte.")

UKAxrxFXiB. An ornamental vest

ment worn by subdeacons and by clergy

of higher orders at Macs. It hangs from

the left arm below the elbow (Gavantus

says above the elbow, but he is corrected

by Meratus), and is fastened by strings

or pins. It is of the same colour and

material as the chasuble. Priests put it

on before Mass after the girdle. Bishops

do not take it till they have said the Con-

fiteor at the foot of the altar. It is sup

posed to symbolise penance and sorrow,

and the prayer which the priest is directed

in the Missal to say as he puts it on
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alludes to this signification. " Be it mine,

0 Ijord, to bear the maniple of weeping

and sorrow, that I may receive with joy

the reward of toil." And tho prayer said

by the bishop is much the same. Liturgi

cal writers also see in the maniple a

symbol of the cord.s with which Christ

was bound on his capture.

Many writers, following Cardinal

Bona, have thought that they could trace

the mention of the maniple to Gregory

the Great, who wrote to John of Ravenna

because the clergy of that see had begun

to use mappula, which, up to that time,

had been peculiar to Roman ecclesiastics.

It has been shown, however, by Binterein

tlmt the mappvlce were not maniples but

portable baldacchini. The mosaic of St.

Vitalia at Ravenna (sixth century) repre

sents the bishop and clergy without

maniples, and it is not till the eighth and

ninth centuries that any trace of the

maniple is found. It was originally a

handkerchief (hence the name manipulug)

used for removing perspiration and the

moisture of the eves. Mabillon quotes

from a document of t he year 78 1 , in which

"five maniples" are named along with

other vestments. In 830, Bishop Riculf,

of Soissons, required each church to have

at least two girdles and as many clean

maniples ("totidem nitidas manipulas ").

In the tenth century, Bishop Ratherius

forbade anyone to say Mass without

amice, alb, stole, " fanone et planeta." The

planctaia the chnsuble ; the fano (Goth.

fana, allied to the Greek nijvos and the

Latin pamius, and the same word as the

modern German J-'a/nir) is the maniple ;

hantfan or fiatitvan being the translation

of manipulus or mampula in mediaeval

vocabularies.

The followingare the principal changes

which have occurred in the form and use

of the maniple. Originally, as has been

said, it was a mere handkerchief, used

indeed at Mass, but then for ordinary

purposes. But it was richly ornamented.

Thus in 906, Adulbeio, bishop of Augs

burg, offered a maniple worked with gold

at the shrine of St. Gallus. In the

Basilica of St. Ambrose at Milan there

are four figures of saints, constructed in

8.')5, with ornamental maniples on their

left arms, much like Gothic maniples of a

much later date. Hofele gives a figure

(belonging to the ninth century) of a

priest with little bells on his maniple, in

imitation doubtless of the bells on the

coat of the Jewish High Priest. But

even as late as 1100 Ivo of Chartree

mentions the use of the maniple for wip

ing the eyes, and it was only gradually

that the maniple became entirely of stiff

material. The prayer in the Missal, as

we have seen, still alludes to the old and

simple use.

Again, in 1100 a Council of Poitiers

restricted the use of the maniple to sub-

deacons, and such is the present custom.

But only a little before the council Lan-

franc speaks of the maniple as commonly

worn by monks, even if lavmen. A

statute of the Church of Liege (1287)

directs that the maniple should be two

feet long, which is much more than its

present iength. Moreover, since the

chasuble used to cover the entire bodv,

the priest did not put on the maniple till

the chasuble was raised after the Confiteor

and his arm left free. A memory of the

old state of things is preserved by bishops

at their Mass. (Gavantus, with Merati's

notes. Hefele, " Beitrnge.")

MANSUS. In the Capitularies of

Charlemagne respecting Saxony (Ba-

hize, i. 183, quoted by Stubbs in "Const.

Hist.," i. 228) it is ordered that for every

church a house with enclosed yard (curtit)

and two mangi of land shall be provided.

Here and in many other places the word

seems to signify merely a measure of land,

and is probably equivalent to bovata or

ox-gang, the quantity of land—usually

about twelve acres—which could be tilled

with one ox. Gradually the meaning of

the word changed, till it came to signify

" a house with land attached to it," a

residence. Thus in an agreement male

in 1219 between the bishop of Lincoln

and the abbot of St. Albans,' it is stipu

lated that the vicar of Leighton shall

have a " mansus conipetens " along with

the small tithes and other advantages.

As used by Matthew Paris in his Life of

Abbot Paul, who lived soon after the Con

quest, (" terra triutn mansuum cum toti

dem hortis "), the expression seems to be

passing from its earlier into its later

meaning.' In the Chronicle of Brompton

(9. 1200) the term is used simply for

mansion or residence.*

kanteli£TTA. A vestment

made of silk or woollen stuff, open but

fastened in front, reaching almost to the

knees, without sleeves but with openings

for the arms and with a low collar round

the neck. It is worn by cardinals, bishops,

abbots, and the " prelati " of the Roman

1 Matt. Paris (Wats), p. 130.

* lb. p. 60.

* Twvs. A Script. 913.
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Court, as well as by others to whom the

privilege is granted by the Pope. It is

used to cover the rochet, so that bishops

wear it only when they are out of their

dioceses, the uncovered rochet being the

sign of jurisdiction. The mantellette of

cardinals are of three colours—viz., red,

violet, and rose-coloured (rosacea) ; those of

a bishop are always of the same hue.

(Moroni, " Dizionario istorico.")

MANITAL. [See Ritual.]

MA3TXJJX1. MASSES. [See Mass.]

ManciomiE. [See Gnostic]

DSAaoiTZTES. There has been

much dispute on the origin of the name, but

the following is probably the true account.

Maro, a Syrian monk, contemporary

with St. Chrysostoiu, settled on Mount

Lebanon, and after his de ith a monastery,

called after him the monastery of St.

Maro, was founded between Apamea and

Emeaa, on the Orontes. A monk belong

ing to this house, and known as John

Maro, was named bishop of Botrys in

070 by Macarim, Patriarch of Antioeh,

who was afterwards deposed as a Mono-

thelitebythe Sixth General Council. John

Maro thus became the spiritual and tem

poral head of the Christian population on

Mount Lebanon, and contended success

fully both against Saracens and Melchites.

On the destruction of the old monastery

of St. Maro by the Imperialists, another

was founded at Kefr-Nay, in the district

of Botrys, and thither the head of St.

Maro was brought. Partly from the John

Maro who died in 707, partly from St.

Maro, the patron of the monastery, the

Monothelite Christ ians on Mount Lebanon

were called Maronites.

In 1182 a Latin Patriarch of Antioeh

united them to the Catholic Church. A

schism was caused through Greek influence,

and a Maronite Patriarch fell away. But

the rent was healed in 1210, and ever

since the Maronites have been stedfast

Catholics. Originally the Maronites

acknowledged their Patriarch as civil

ruler, but after a brief space they were

governed on a feudal system by an Emir

chosen by the aristocratic families, and he

in turn nominated the Sheiks. In 1842

an arrangement was made by which the

government of the Lebanon was divided

between two Emirs, one chosen by the

Maronites, another by the Druses, the

former having a Druse, the latter a

Maronite, assessor. The terrible massacres

of Maronites by the Druses in 1800

(10,000 Maronites were slain, 100,000

were driven from their homes) led to fresh

changes. The Ciebanon was placed under

one governor nominated by the Turks;

feudal rights were abolished, but each

nation has its own Sheiks. In 1805 the

number of Maronites was about 1 50,000.

The Patriarch is chosen by the bishops,

the Pope confirming and sending the

pallium. He is subject to Propaganda.

He appoints and consecrates the bishops.

He alone cousecrates the holy oils and

chrism. No translation from Syriac into

Arabic can be made without his approval.

Every three years he must summon the

bishops to a synod. His title (conferred

by Alexander IV. in 1254) is Patriarch

of Antioeh, and he always adds the name

of Peter to his own. His income consists

of 100,000 piastres derived from three

monasteries, with about 100,000 more from

a poll-tax levied on all adult Maronites,

a tax of five piastres each levied from the

priests, tithes, and a subsidy from bishops

and religious houses.

Metropolitan is a mere title of honour.

Formerly the faithful of each diocese re

commended a candidate for a vacant

bishopric. Since 1730 the Patriarch has

nominated with the advice of his bishops

and also of the clergy and nobles of the

vacant diocese. The bishops alone give

the sacrament of Confirmation. There

are also titular bishops, two of whom are

the Patriarch's vicars, another administers

his diocese, another is his agent at Rome,

&c. The. diocesan bishops are supported

by lands belonging to the diocese, reserves

in the taxes and tithes colleoted for the

Patriarch, and Btole fees. Since 1736

there have been only nine bishoprics,

counting that of the Patriarch, of which

Beyrout, Tripolis, Aleppo, Damascus,

Baalbek, Sidon, Cyprus are archiepis-

copal, Byblus (the Patriarch's bishop

ric), and Eden episcopal sees. The arch

deacon, ceconmnus, periodeutet or bardut,

archpriest and chorepiscopus are the

officials of the diocese.

The parish-priests, usually married,

are chosen by the people. There are

300 parishes, 500 secular priests. The

parish-priest is allowed to till land, and

his income consists in offerings of corn,

oil, silk, &c, and stole fees. There are

three lower or minor orders—viz., psaltist,

reader and subdeacon, three greater or

higher, deacon, priest, bishjp. The ton

sure is given before the minor orders.

There are three general and several dio

cesan seminaries, the latter of recent

origin. There is also a Maronite college

at Rome. Education is given in Arabic,
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' the vulgar, and in Syriac, the liturgical,

languflge, and also of course in the theo

logical sciences.

The Maronite religious follow the rule

of St. Antony. Down to 1757 there were

only two congregations, one of St. Isaias,

another of St. Antony or St. Elisceus. The

statutes of both congregations were

approved by Clement XII. But in 1770

Clement XlV. approved the subdivision of

the latter congregation into that of Aleppo

and that of the Baladites or " natives "

belonging to Mount Lebanon. These

Baladites are chiefly laymen. Each of

the three congregations has a general

superior, chosen for three years and inde

pendent of the Patriarch, and a procurator

at Rome. There are (or were in 1865)

about 1,000 lay brothers and 600 Fathers.

Fourteen monasteries belong to the con

gregation of St. Isaias, four to that of

Aleppo, nineteen to that of the Baladites.

There are seven nunneries of the strict

observance. There are also many irre

gular monasteries and nunneries where

the rule is less strict, and the superior

must belong to the founder's family. In

one convent of Maronite nuns, a Western

rule, that of the Visitation, is observed.

n&BXIAOE. I. The Nature of

Marriage as such.—Marriage is a natural

contract between man and woman, which

Christ has raised to the dignity of a

sacrament. Heathen may be, and are,

united in true marriage, and their union is

of course a lawful one, sanctioned and

blessed by God Himself, who is the author

of nature as well as of grace. But it is

only among baptised persons that the con

tract of marriage is blessed and sanctified

in such a manner as to become a means

of conferring grace, so that we must dis

tinguish between marriage in itself or ac

cording to the natural law on the one

hand and the sacrament of marriage on

the other. Theologians commonly give

the following definition of marriage taken

from the Master of the Sentences. It is

"viri mulierisque conjunctio maritalia

inter legitimas persouas individuam vitre

societatem retinens." It is "conjunctio

viri et mulieris"—i.e. the union of man

and woman, the persons between whom

the contract is formed ; it is " maritalis "

—i.e. it implies the giving to each power

over the person of the other, and so is dis

tinct from the union of friend with friend,

man with man in business, and the like ;

it is " inter legitimas personas"—i.e. be

tween those who are not absolutely pre

vented by lawful impediment from con

tracting such an union ; " individuam

vitae societatem retinens/' it binds them

to an undivided and indissoluble partner

ship during life, and so is distinct from

such unhallowed unions as are contracted

for a time or may be ended at will. If

we add, " gratiam conjugibus confereu-

damsignificans"— i.e. being an (efficacious)

sign of grace to be bestowed on the

persons contracting—we have the full

definition of marriage as a sacrament. Of

course, the definition gives the bare essen

tials of marriage, for it ought to include

the most perfect union of heart and soul,

sympathy and interest.

Two points in the above definition

may cause some difficulty, _ since it as

sumes that even in the law of nature a

man can only have one wife (and of course

a woman only one husband), and further

that by the same law the marriage tie

lasts till death.

With regard to the former point, poly

gamy, according to St. Thomas (" Suppi."

bcv. 1), does not absolutely destroy the

end of marriage, for it is possible that a

man with several wives should protect

them and provide for the education of his

children. And therefore (as many theo

logians suppose, from the time of the

Deluge) God allowed the Patriarchs and

others, whether Jews or heathen, to have

more wives than one. But polygamy

cruelly injures the perfect union of mar

riage ; it degrades man by sensuality and

exposes woman to the miseries of jealousy

and neglect ; it endangers the welfare of

the children, and so may be justly stig

matised as contrary to the law of nature.

Moreover, monogamy alone is contem

plated in the institution of marriage :

Gen. i. " Therefore a man will leave

his father and his mother and will cleave

to his wife, and they shall be one flesh.''

The legislation in Deut. xxv. 5 »eq. appears

to assume that monogamy was the rule

among the Hebrews ; so does the book of

Proverbs throughout, and particularly the

beautiful description of the good wife in

ch. xxxi.,1 and the same idea pervades the

noble poetry of Ps. cxxviii. (see also in

the Deutero-canonical books, Tob. i. 11:

Ecclus. xxvi. 1). It was not till ' k.V.

1020 that a law of Rabbi Gershon ben

' The estimate of women is high through

out the Old Testament. We need only remind

the reader of Mnry the sister of Moses, De

borah, Anna. See also Prov. xiv. 1 ; xviii. 22 j

xix. 14 (even xxi. 9, 19, are not really diffe

rent in spirit). The most unfavourable judg

ment is that of Eccles. vii. 28.
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Judah in the Synod of Worms absolutely

prohibited polygamy among the Western

Jews. It was practised by the Jews of

Castile even in the fourteenth century,

and still survives among the Jews of the

East (Kalisch on Exodus, p. 370; on

Levit. p. 374). But our Lord Himself

expounded and enforced the natural law

of marriage, and recalled men to the idea

of marriage given in Genesis. It is worth

noticing that He quotes the Septuagint

text, which is more express in favour of

monogamythan the Hebrew: "And the two

shall be one flesh." (So also the Sama

ritan D!T3BT3 n»ni, "and there shall be

from the two of them one flesh " ; the

New Testament invariably, Mark x. 8 ;

1 Cor. vi. 10 ; Ephes. v. 31 ; and the

Vulgate. The Targum of Onkelos, on

the other hand, exactly follows the

Hebrew.) Again, since Christ spoke

generally of all mankind and not simply

of those who were to be members of nis

Church, theologians hold that He with

drew the former dispensation, and conse

quently that polygamy is unlawful and a

violation of natural law even in heathen.

(Billuart, " De Matrimon.'' diss. v. a. 1.)

The same principles apply to the

second point of difficulty. Moses, our

Lord declares, permitted divorce because

of the hardness of men's hearts, i.e. to

prevent greater evils ; and in consequence

of this dispensation it was perhaps lawful

for the heathen to imitate the example of

the Jews in this respect also. But here,

too, Christ has recalled all mankind to the

primitive institution. The apparent ex

ception which our Lord makes will be

considered below, and certain cases in

which marriage may be really dissolved

have been explained in the article on

Divorce.

II. (a) The Sacrament of Marriage.—

A sacrament is an outward sign, and no

body doubts that in marriage, as in all

other contracts, some outward sign on the

part of the contracting parties is necessary.

They must signify their consent to the

solemn obligation of living together as

man and wife. It is plain, too, that mar

riage may be called a sacred sign, for it

typifies, as St. Paul (ad Ephes. v.) assures

us, the mvsteriou8 union between Christ

and the Church, which is his bride. But

is it an efficacious sign of grace ? That

is, is the contract of marriage accom

panied by signs which not only betoken

but necessarily, in consequence of Christ's

institution, convey grace to all baptised

persons who do not wilfully impede the

entrance of the grace into their hearts P

This is a question on which Catholics are

divided from Protestants, and which was

agitated among Catholics themselves late

even in the middle ages. St. Thomas

("Supp."xlii. a. 3),though he assumes that

marriage is a sacrament of the new law,

inquires whether it " confers grace," and

mentions three opinions: first, that it

does not do so at all, and this opinion he

dismisses at once; next, that it confers

grace only in the sense that it makes acts

lawful that would otherwise be sins (this

opinion he also rejects, but in a less sum

mary way) ; and thirdly, that when

" contracted in the faith of Christ," it

confers grace to fulfil the duties of the

married state, and this opinion he accepts

as " more probable." It is plain that all

which the second opinion attributes to

marriage may be truly said of marriage

as a natural contract, and does not by any

means amount to a confession that mar

riage is a Christian sacrament in the

sense of the Council of Trent. What

St. Thomas gives as the more probable

opinion is now an article of faith, for the

council (Sess. xxiv. De Sacram. Matr.),

after stating that Christ Himself merited

for us a grace which perfects the natural

love of marriage and strengthens its in

dissoluble unity, solemnly defines (Can. 1)

that marriage is " truly and properly one

of the seven sacraments of the evangelical

law instituted by Christ."

The same council speaks of Scripture

as insinuating (innuit) this truth, and

more can scarcely be said. One text, in

deed, as translated in our Douay Bible,

would certainly seem to settle the ques

tion—viz. Ephes. v. 31, 32, "For this

cause shall a man leave his father and

mother, and shall adhere to his wife ; and

they shall be two in one flesh. This is

a great sacrament, but I speak in ' Christ

and in the Church." But we venture to

think that this is not the true sense of

the Vulgate, " Sacramentum hoc mag

num eit, ; ego autem dico in Christo et

in eccleoia," which exactly answers to

the original Greek, except that " in

Christo et in ecclesia" would be better

rendered as in the old Latin of Tertullian

(" Contr. Marc." v. 18 ; " De Anima," 11),

" in Christum et in ecclesiam." " Sacra

mentum " need not mean a " sacrament "

any more than the Greek nva-rfipiov which

it represents, nnd to prove this we need

not go beyond the text of the Vulgate

itself, which speaks of the " sacramentum "

of godliness, 1 Tim. iii. 10 ; the " sacra

if H
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mentum " of the seven stars ; the " sacra

mentum," of the woman and the beast,

Apoc. i. 20 ; xvii. 7. Indeed, though the

word " sacramentum " occurs in fifteen

other places of the Vulgate, it cannot

possibly mean a sacrament in any one of

them. We translate, accordingly, '' This

mystery is great, but 1 speak with refer

ence to Christ and the Church"—that is,

the words, " For this cause shall a man

leave," &c, contain a bidden or mysterious

sense,' in virtue of which St. Paul regards

Adam's words about the union between

man and wife as a type or prophecy of

the union between Christ and his Church.

We have the authority of Estius for this

interpretation, which is that generally

adopted by modern scholars, and he

denies that the ancients appealed to this

text to prove marriage a sacrament.

On the other haud, St. Cyril ("Lib.

ii. in Joaun.") says that Christ was present

at the wedding in Cana of Galilee that He

might sanctify the principle of man's

generation, " drive away the old sadness

of child-bearing," " give grace to those also

who were to be bom ; " and he quotes the

words of St. Paul, " If any man is in

Christ, he is a new creature ; old things

have passed away."

St. Augustine (" Tract. 0 in Joann."

cap. 2) holds similar language. This

theory, however credible in itself, certainly

does not lie on the surface of St. John's

narrative.

More may be made of 1 Tim. ii. 11 seq.

" Let a woman learn in quietness, in all

subjection. But teaching I do not permit

to a woman, nor to have authority over a

man, but to be in quietness. For man

was first formed, then Eve, and Adam

was not deceived, but the woman being

deceived hath fallen into transgression ;

but she shall be saved through her child-

bearing," if they continue in faith and

love and sanctification with temperance."

St. Paul excludes women from the public

ministry of the Church, and reserves that

for men. But he assigns them another

ministry instead. They are to save their

own souls by the faithful discharge of

1 The formula, "This is a great mystery,"

is a common Rabbinical one, KTp» 8TT SI-

See Schoettgen, Horn, p. 783 teq., and the

same Chaldee word for " mystery" is preserved

in the Peshito rendering of the verse.

2 Bishop Lllicott, ad toe, translates

" through the child-bearing "—i e. through the

birth of Christ. It seems to us incredible that

St. Paul, if he really meant this, should have

expressed it by an allusion so obscure and

abrupt.

their duties as wives, and to be the source

of the Church's increase, for it cannot

subsist without marriage any more than

without the sacrament of order. Women

are to be the mothers of children, whom

they are to tend and train for the service

of Christ. And just as a special grace is

given to those whom God cnlls to the

priestly state, so is " the state of marriage

placed under the protection and blessing

of a special grace, as being dedicated to

the Church and subserving its continual

growth and expansion." Thus the inter

course of the sexes, which is apt to

become a source of fearful corruption, is

blessed and sanctified, more even than in

its primitive institution, and directed to a

still higher end, that of earn ing on the

Church's life on earth. The natural

union is holy and beautiful : Christ per

fects the union of heart and soul and

makes it still more holy and beautiful by

sacramental grace ; and, hallowed by

a sacrament, marriage becomes the perfect

antitype of Christ's union with his

Church. He cleansed his Church that

He might unite it to Himself. He sanc

tifies Christian man and woman in their

union that it may be " a hallowed copy of

his own union with his Church" (see the

eloquent passage in Dtillinger, in " First

Age of the Church," Engl. Transl. p. 361,

362).

The reader must remember that we

do not allege this last passage as in any

way conclusive from a controversial point

of view, though we do think it fits in well

with the Catholic doctrine. Many au

thorities are alleged from tradition, one or

two of which we have already- given in

speaking of the marriage at Cana. St.

Ambrose. " De Abraham," i. 7, says that

he who is unfaithful to the marriage bond

" undoes grace, and because he sins against

God, therefore loses the share in a hea

venly mystery (sacrameiiti ccdestit contw-

tium amittit)." St. Augustine, " De Bono

Conjugali," cap. 24, writes : " The advan

tage of marriage among all nations and

men lies in its being a cause of generation

and a bond of chastity, but as concerns

the people of God, also in the holiness of

a sacrament (in sanHitnte lacrnmenti)."

Here the distinction drawn between

natural and Christian marriage, and still

more the comparison made between the

" sacranienta of marriage and order,1

seem to warrant our rendering of " sanc-

titate sacramenti."

1 He says the " sacramentum ordiDntionis "

remains in a cleric deposed for crime, and that
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(3) The Nature of the Sacramental

Qrace,S>-c.—Marriage, then, is a sacrament

of the new law, and as such confers

grace. The sacrament can only be re

ceived by those who have already received

baptism, the gate of all the other sacra

ments ; and marriage is not, like baptism

and penance, instituted for the cleansing

of sin, so that grace is conferred on those,

and those only, who are at peace with

God. Christians who are in mortal sin

may contract a valid marriage, but they

receive no grace, though they do receive

the sacrament and therefore have a claim

and title to the sacramental grace when

they have amended their lives by sincere

repentance. Christians, on the other

hand, who contract marriage with due

dispositions receive an increase of sancti

fying grace, and, besides, special graces

which enable them to live in mutual

and enduring affection, to bear with each

other's infirmities, to be faithful to each

other in every thought, and to bring up the

children whom God may give, theiu in his

fear and love. They may go confidently

to God for every help they need in that

holy state to which He has deigned to

call them, for He Himself has sealed their

union by a great sacrament of the Gospel.

Theologians are not agreed about the time

when Christ instituted the sacrament.

Some say at the wedding in Cana ; others

when He abrogated the liberty of divorce

(Matt, xix.) ; others in the great Forty

Days after Easter.

(y) If we ask, further, how this grace

is conferred, or in other words who are

the Ministert of the Sacrament, what are

the words and other signs through which

it is given, the answer is far from easy.

It is evident that there must be a real

consent to the marriage on both sides,

otherwise there can be no contract and

therefore no sacrament. But is the ex

pression of mutual consent enough ? The

great majority of mediaeval theologians,

though William of Paris is quoted on the

other side, answered yes. They held that

wherever baptised persons contracted

marriage, they necessarily received the

sacrament of marriage also. On this

theory, the parties themselves are the

ministers of the sacrament; the matter

so the bond of marriage is only loosed by

death. However, cap. 18 proves that St. Au

gustine did not use the word " sacramentuni "

iu its precise m<><1ern sense, for hi' calls the

Dolvgamv of the Jews "sacramentuni pluralium

nuptiarum," as typifying the multitude of con

verts to the Church.

consists in the words or other signs by

which each gives him or herself over to

the other ; the form, which gives a deter

minate character to the matter, consists

in the acceptation of this surrender by

each of the contracting parties. Hence

(apart from the positive enactments of

Trent, for which see Clandestinity, under

Impediments of Marriage), wherever

Christians bind themselves by outward

signs to live as man and wife, they receive

the sacrament of marriage. No priest or

religious ceremony of any kind is needed.

A very different view was put forward in

the sixteenth century by Melchior Canus

(" Loci Theol. " vii£ 6). He held that

the priest was the minister of the sacra

ment ; the expressed consent to live as

man and wife the matter; the words of

tbo priest, " I join you in marriage," or

the like, the necessary form. A marriage

not contracted in the face of the Church

would, on this theory, be a true and valid

marriage but not a sacrament. Theolo

gians and scholars of the greatest learning

and highest reputation, Sylvius, Estius,

Tournely, Juenin, Reuaudot, &c. (see

Billuart, "De Matrim." diss i. a. C) em

braced this opinion. In its defence an

appeal might be made with great plausi

bility to the constant usage of Christians

from the earliest times, for they have

always been required to celebrate marriage

before the priest. But it is to be observed

that Tertullian (" De Pudic." 4), strong as

his language is against marriages not con

tracted before the Church, says that such

unions " are in danger * {pi-riclitantur) of

being regarded as no better than concu

binage, which implies that they were not

really so. Nor does he make any distinc

tion between the contract of marriage in

Christians and the sacrament, though it

would have been much to his purpose

could he have done so. Besides, the

language of the Fathers quoted above

points to a belief that Christ elevated the

contract of marriage to a sacrament, not

that Ho superadded the sacrament to

marriage. Moreover, Denzinger ("Ritus

Orientales," torn. i. p. 162 seq.) shows

that the Nestorians, who have retained

the nuptial benediction from the Church

and believe in the obligation of securing

it, still consider that marriage, even as a

sacred rite, may be performed by the par-

tins themselves if the priest cannot be

had ; and he quotes from Gregorius Dat-

heviensis this dictum, " Marriage is effected

through consent expressed in words, but

perfected and consummated by the priest's

if 2
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blessing and by cohabitation." Now, at

all events, the former of the two opinions

given is the only tenable one in the Church.

Pius IX. in an allocution, September 27,

1852, laid down the principle that there

" can be no marriage among the faithful

which is not at one and the same time a

sacrament ; " and among the condemned

propositions of the Syllabus appended to

the Encyclical " Quanta Cura of 1864,

the sixty-fourth runs thus :—" The sacra

ment of marriage is something accessory

to and separable from the contract, and

the sacrament itself depends simply on

the nuptial benediction." Whether, sup

posing a Christian (having obtained a

dispensation to that effect) were to marry

a person who is not baptised, the Chris

tian party would receive the sacrament

as well as enter into the contract of mar

riage, is a matter on which theologians

differ. Analogy seems to favour the

affirmative opinion.

(S) The Condition*for the Validity of

Marriage are mostly identical with the

conditions which determine the validity

of contracts in general. The consent to

the union must be mutual, voluntary,

deliberate, and manifested by external

signs. The signs of consent need not be

verbal in order to make the marriage

valid, though the rubric of the Kitual

requires the consent to be expressed in

that manner. The consent must be to

actual marriage then and there, not at

some future time; for in the latter case

we should have engagement to marry or

betrothal, not marriage itself. Consent to

marry if a certain condition in the past or

present be realised (e.y. " I take vou N.

for my wife, if you are the daughter of

M. and N.") suffices, supposing that the

condition be fulfilled. Nay, it is generally

held that if a condition be added de

pendent on future contingencies (e.g. " I

take you N. for my wife, if your father

will give you such and such a dowry")

the marriage becomes a valid one without

any renewal of the contract, whenever

the condition becomes a reality. The

condition appended, however, must not be

contrary to the essence of marriage—e.g.

a man cannot take a woman for his wife

to have and hold just as long as he

pleases. (See Gury, " Theol. Moral." De

Matrimon. cap. iii. )

III. Indissolubility of Marriage.—The

law of Israel (Deut. xxiv. 1) allowed a

man to divorce his wife if she did not

find grace in his eyes, because he found in

her some shameful thing (~\^~\ nily> lite

rally the "nakedness or shame of a

thing;" LXX, Sajftf0* fpayfxa\ Vulg.

aliquantfoeditateni) , and the woman was

free at once to marry another man. The

school of Shammai kept to the simple

meaning of the text. Hillel thought any

cause of offence sufficient for divorce—

e.g. " if a woman let the broth burn ; "

while R. Akiva held that a man might

divorce his wife if he found another

woman handsomer. (See the quotation

from " Arbah Turim Nilchoth Gittin," i.

in McCaul, " Old Paths," p. 180). The

Pharisees tried to entangle Christ in these

Rabbinical disputes when they asked

Him if a man might put away his wife

" for any cause." In Athens and in

Rome under the Empire the liberty of

divorce reached the . furthest limits of

Rabbinical licence. (For details see Dollin-

ger, "Gentile and Jew," Engl. Transl.

vol. ii. p. 236 teg. p. 254 teg.) Our Lord,

as we have already seen, condemned the

Pharisaic immorality, annulled the Mosaic

dispensation, and declared, " Whosoever

shall put away his wife, except for

fornication, and shall marry another,

conimitteth adultery, and he who marrieth

her when she is put away committeth

adultery" (Matt. xix. 9). The Catholic

understands our Lord to mean that

the bond of marriage is always, even

when one of the wedded parties has

proved unfaithful, indissoluble, and from

the first Christ's declaration made the

practice of Christians with regard to

divorce essentially and conspicuously

different from those of their heathen and

Jewish neighbours. Slill it was only by

degrees that the strict practice, or even

the strict theory just stated, was ac

cepted in the Church. And before we

enter on the interpretation of Christ's

words, we will give a sketch of the

history of practice and opinion on the

matter.

Christian princes had of course to deal

with the subject of divorce, but they did

not at once recast the old laws on

Christian principles. Constantine, Theodo-

sius the Younger, and Valentinian III.,

forbade divorce except on certain specified

grounds; other emperors, like Anastasius

(in 407) and Justin (whose law was in

force till 900), permitted divorce by

mutual consent, but no one emperor

limited divorce to the single case of

adultery. Chardon says that divorce (of

course a wiculo) was allowed among the

Ostrogoths in Spain till the thirteenth

century, in France under the first and
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second dynasties, in Germany till the

seventh century, in Britain till the tenth.

(Chardon, " Hist, des Sacrements," torn,

v. Manage, ch. v.)

It would be waste of labour to accu

mulate quotations from the Fathers in

proof of their belief that divorce was un

lawful except in the case of adultery.

But it is very important to notice that

the oldest tradition, both of the Greek

and Latin Churches, regarded marriage as

absolutely indissoluble. Thus the " Pastor

Hermte (lib. ii. Mand. iv. c. 1), Atheu-

agoras, " Legat." 33 (whose testimony,

however, does not count for much, since

he objected to second marriages alto

gether), and Tertullian (" De Monog." 9),

who speaks in this place, as the context

shows, for the Catholic Church, teach this

clearly and unequivocally. The principle

is recognised in the Apostolic Canons

(Canon 48, al. 47), by the Council of

Elvira held at the beginning of the fourth

century, Canon 0 (which, however, only

speaks of a woman who has left an un

faithful husband), and by other early

authorities.

However, the Eastern Christians,

though not, as we have seen, in the ear

liest times, came to understand our Lord's

words as permitting a second marriage in

the case of adultery, which was supposed

to dissolve the marriage bond altogether.

Such is the view and practice of the

Greeks and Oriental sects at the present

day. And even in certain parts of the

West similar views prevailed for a time.

Many French synods (e.g. those of Vannes

in 466 and of Compiegne in 756) allow

the husband of a wife who has been un

faithful to marry again in her life-time.

Nay, the latter council permitted re

marriage in other cases : if a woman had

a husband struck by leprosy and got

leave from him to marry another, or if a

man had given his wife leave to go into a

convent (Canons 16 and 19). Pope

Gregory II., in a letter to St. Boniface

in the year 726, recommended that the

husband of a wife seized by sickness

which prevented cohabitation should not

marry again, but left him free to do so

provided he maintained his first wife.

(Quoted by Hefele, " Beitrage," vol. ii. p.

376.) At Florence the question of divorce

was discussed between the Latins and

Greeks, but after the Decree of Union ;

and we do not know what answers the

Greeks gave on ihe matter. The Council

of Trent confirmed the present doctrine

and discipline which had long prevailed

in the West in the following words

"If any man say that the Church is in

error because it has taught and teaches,

following the doctrine ot the Gospels and

the Apostles, thatthe bond ofmarriage can

not be dissolved because of the adultery of

one or both parties, let him be anathema."

(Sess. xxiv. De Matrim. can. 5). The

studious moderation of language here is

obvious, for the canon does not directly

require any doctrine to be accepted ; it

only anathematises those who condemn a

certain doctrine, and implies that this

doctrine is taught by the Church and

derived from Christ. It was the Venetian

ambassadors who prevailed on the Fathers

to draw up the canon in this indirect

form, so as to avoid needless offence to the

Greek subjects of Venice in Cyprus,

Candia, Corfu, Zante, and Cephalonia.

The canon was no doubt chiefly meant to

stem the erroneous views of Lutherans

and Calvinists on divorce.

Our Lord's utterances on the subject

of divorce present some difficulty. In

Mark x. 1], 12 ; Luke xvi. 18, He abso

lutely prohibits divorce : " Whosoever

shall put away his wife and marry

another, committeth adultery against her ;

and if a woman put away her husband

and be married to another, she committeth

adultery." But in Matt. xix. 9, 10, there

is a marked di (Terence : " Whosoever shall

put away his wife, except for fornication,

and marry another, committeth adultery;

and he who marrieth a woman put away,

committeth adultery." So also Matt. v.

32. Protestant commentators understand

our Lord to prohibit divorce except in the

case of adultery, when the innocent party

at least may marry again. Maldonatus,

who acknowledges the difficulty of the

text, takes the sense to be—" Whoever

puts away his wife except for infidelity

commits adultery, because of the danger

of falling into licentiousness to which he

unjustly exposes her, and so does he who

in any case, even if his wife has proved

unfaithful, marries another." He takes

St. Mark and St. Luke as explanatory

of the obscure passage in St. Matthew.

Subsequent scholars, we venture to think,

have by no means improved on Maldon

atus. Hug, who is never to be mentioned

without respect, suggested that Christ

first (in Matt. v. 32) forbade divorce

except in case of adultery ; then Matt,

xix. 9, 10, forbade it altogether, the

words " except for fornication " in the

latter place being an interpolation—a

suggestion perfectly arbitary and followed
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by nobody. A well-known Catholic com

mentator, Schegg, interprets the words

" for fornication («Vi nopvtiq) to mean,

" because the man has found his marriage

to be null because of some impediment,

and so no marriage at all, but mere

concubinage." In this event there would

be no occasion for or possibility of

divorce. On Matt. v. 32 (napon-os \6yov

iropvdat, save where fornication is the

motive reason of the divorce) he thinks

Christ took for granted that the adulteress

would be put to death (according to Levit.

xx. 10) and so leave her husband free, an

hypothesis which is contradicted by the

" pericope of the adulteress." (John viii.

3 teq.). Dollinger's elaborate theory given

in the Appendix to his " First Age of the

Church is less ingenious than that of

Hug, but scarcely lees arbitrary. He

urges that wopptutw can only refer to " for

nication," and cannot be used of sin com

mitted after marriage ; but nopvtia and

iropvtvctv are used of adultery (1 Cor. 1 ;

Amos vii. 17; Sir. xxiii. 33), so that

we need not linger over Dollinger's con

tention (which has no historical basis, and

is objectionable in every way) that ante

nuptial sin on the woman's part annulled

the union and left the man free, if he was

unaware of it when he meant to contract

marriage.1

IV. The Unity of Marriage.—The

unlawfulness of polygamy in the common

sense of the word follows from the

declaration of Christ Himself, and there

was no room for further question on the

matter. With regard to reiteration of

marriage, St. Paul (1 Cor. vii. 30, 40)

distinctly asserts that a woman is free to

marry on her husband's death. Still there

is a natural feeling against a second mar

riage, which Virgil expresses in the beau

tiful words he puts into Dido's mouth—

Ille meos, primus qui me sibi junxit, amores

Abstulit; ille haln-.it secum servetque sepulcro.

And this feeling, of which there are

many traces among the heathen, was yet

more natural in Christians, who might

well look to a continuance in a better

world of the love which had begun and

1 Dollinger objects to the instance from

1 Cor. v. 1, because he says there is no Greek

word for "incest," so that the Apostle was

obliged to use iroprua. Why nopxtia rather

than n-,v,-,y -*8 t0 Amos VIt 17, "Thy wife

will commit fornication in the citv," he urges

that this defilement was not U> be voluntary on

the woman's part, and therefore was not adul

tery. This argument proves too much. If it

was not adultery because not wilful, no more

was it " fornication." (

grown stronger year by year on earth.

Moreover, the Apostle puts those who had

married ngain at a certain disadvantage,

for he excludes them (1 Tim. iii. 2;

Titus i. 6) from the episcopate and

priesthood. And the Church, though

she held fast the lawfulness of second

marriage and condemned the error of the

Montanists (see Tertullian, " De Monog."

" Exhortat. Oastitatis "), and of some

Novatians (Concil. Nic. i. Canon 8), treated

such unions with a certain disfavour. This

aversion was much more strongly mani

fested in the East than in the West.

Athenagoras ("Legat." 33) says

Christians marry not at nil, or only

once, since they look on second marriage

as a " specious adultery ' (tin-por^s

f'o-ri n«i\<ia\. Clement of Alexandria

("Strom." iii. 1, p. 651, ed. Potter)

simply repeats the apostolic injunction,

" But as to second marriage, if thou art

on fire, says the Apostle, marry." (In

iii. 12, p. 651 , he is referring to simulta

neous bigamy.) Early in the fourth

century we find Eastern councils showing

strong disapproval of second marriage.

Thus the Council of Neocaesarea (Canon 7)

forbids priests to take part in the feasts of

those who married a second time, and

assumes that the latter must do penance.

The Council of Ancyra (Canon 10) also

takes this for granted, and the Council of

Laodicea (Canon 1) only admits those

who have married again to com

munion after prayer and fasting. Basil

treats this branch of Church discipline in

great detail. For those who married a

second time he prescribes, following

ancient precedent, a penance of one year,

and of several years for those who marry

more than once. (See the references in

Hefele, " Concil." i. p. 330; "Beitrage,"

i. p. 50 seq.) Basil's rigorism had a

decided influence on the later Greek

church. A Council of Constantinople, in

020, discouraged second, imposed penance

for third, and excommunication for fourth

marriage. Such is the discipline of the

modern Greek church. At a second mar

riage the " benediction of the crowns " is

omitted, and "propitiatory prayers" are

said ; and although some concessions have

been made with regard to the former

ceremonv, Leo Allatius testifies that it

was still omitted in some parts of the

Greek church as late as the seventeenth

century. A fourth marriage is still abso

lutely prohibited.1

1 The Oriental sects (Copts, Jacobitea,

Armenians) are even stricter than the Greeki,
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The Litin Church has always been

milder and more consistent. The " Pastor

Hermae " (lib. ii. Mandat. iv. 4) emphati

cally maintains that there is no sin in

second marriage. St. Ambrose (" De

Viduis," c. 11) contents himself with say

ing, " We do not prohibit second mar

riages, but we do not approve marriages

frequently reiterated." Jerome's words

are, " I do not condemn those who marry

twice, three times, nay, if such a thing

can be said, eight times (won damno

digamot, into et trigamos, et, si did poteit,

octogamos)" but he shows his dislike for

repeated marriage (Ep. lxvii. " Apol. pro

libris adv. Jovin."). Gregory III. advises

Boniface, the Apostle of Germany, to

prevent, if he can, people marrying more

than twice, but he does not call such

unions sinful. Nor did the Latin Church

impose anv penance for reiterated mar

riage. W e do, indeed, find penance im

posed on those who married again iu the

penitential books of Theodore, who be

came archbishop of Canterbury in 668.

But Theodore's view came from his Greek

nationality ; and if Herardus, archbishop

of Tours, speaks of third marriage, &c,

as " adultery," this is probably to be ex

plained by the Greek influence which had

spread from England to France. Any

how, this is the earliest trace of such

rigorism in the West.

The Latin Church, however, did ex

hibit one definite mark of disfavour for

reiterated marriage. The " Corpus Juris "

contains two decretals of Alexander III.

and Urban HI., forbidding priests to give

the nuptial benediction in such cases.

Durandus (died 121)6) speaks of the cus

tom in his time as different in different

?laces. The "Rituale Romanum " of

•aul V. (1605-1621) forbids the nuptial

benediction, only tolerating the custom

of giving it, when it already existed, if it

was the man only who was being married

again. The present Rubric permits the

nuptial benediction except when the

woman has been married before.

V. Ceremonies of Marriage.—From

the earliest times and in all times Chris

tians have been wont to celebrate their

marriages in church, and to have them

blessed by the priest ; nor can they cele

brate them otherwise without sin, except

in case of necessity. " It is fitting,"

Ignatius writes (" Ad Polycarp."o), "for

men and women who marry to form this

The Nestorians, however, are, as might have

been expei ted, free from any spirit of strictness

on this point. Denziuger, Ait. Orient, i. p. 180.

union with the approval of the bishop,

that their union mav be according to

God." " What words can suffice," Ter-

tullian says ("Ad Uxor." ii.O), " to tell the

happiness of that marriage which the

Church unites, the oblation confirms, and

the blessing seals, the angels announce,

the Father acknowledges ! "

In the form approved for the U. S. the

priest in surplice and white stole questions

the man and woman as to their consent.

Then each party expresses this consent at

length and in the vulgar tongue, with

joined hands :—" I N. take thee N. to

my wedded wife, to have and to hold

from this day forward, for better for

worse, for richer for poorer, in sickness

and in health, till death us do part, if

Holy Church will it permit, and thereto I

plight thee my troth." '' I N. take thee

N. to my wedded husband," &c. Where

upon the priest, " I join you into mar

riage in the name of the Father, and the

Son," &c. The bridegroom then places

gold and silver on a plate or on the book

which he afterwards gives to the bride,

and a ring which the priest sprinkles

with holy water and blesses. The bride

groom takes the ring from the priest and

gives the money to his wife, saying,

" With this ring I thee wed, this gold and

silver I thee give, with this body I thee

worship, and with all my worldly goods I

thee endow" ; then he puts the ring on

the thumb of his wife's left hand, saying,

" In the name of the Father " ; on her

second finger, saying, " and of the Son " ;

on her third finger, saying, " and of the

Holy Ghost " ; and on her fourth finger,

where he leaves it, Baying, " Amen." The

nuptial mass is then celebrated, and the

priest gives the nuptial benediction after

the Paternoster and again after the

"Ite Missa." Nothing can exceed t he grace

and tender beauty of these prayers of

benediction.

Many of these ceremonies belonged

originally to the betrothal. [See Es

pousals.] The ring, or annvlxis pronubvs,

was used to plight troth before Christian

time by the Romans. So again, espousing

with gold and silver, called arrh<e, cer

tainly existed among the Franks previous

to their embracingChristianity,also among

the Jews, whence it may have passed into

the Greek ritual. The joining of hands

(once accompanied by a kiss) is alluded

to by Tertullian (" De Virg. Veland." 1 1).

St. Isidore of Seville, quoted by Chardon,

says the ring was put on the fourth finger

of the left hand, because it contains a
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vein immediately connected with the

heart. This sage reason was the current

one in the middle ages.

The words of the priest, " Ego

jungo" ("I join you into marriage'),

are of comparatively recent origin. "Any

one," says Ohardon (torn. v. " Mariage,"

ch. 2), " may convince himself of this by

looking through the extracts from ancient

Sacramentaries and Missals published by

Father Martene." They are omitted, the

same author continues, in a Pontifical of

Sens (only) 300 years old, and they are

wanting in the " Ordo ad faciendum

sponsaha " reprinted by Mr. Maskell from

a Sarum " Manuale " of 1543. On the

other hand, two striking ceremonies men

tioned by Nicolas I. in his answer to the

Bulgarians, and both older than Chris

tianity itself, are now unknown among us.

These are the solemn veiling of the bride

and the wearing of crowns by the married

couple. The Greeks have kept this latter

rite: indeed, "crowning" among them is a

common word for the nuptial benediction.

The marriage service according to the old

English use of Sarum is substantially the

same as the modern Roman one, but more

elaborate. The couple stood at the

church door till the man had placed the

ring on the woman's hand (the right

hand, by the way), and certain prayers

had been said over them. Additional

prayers were said over them at the altar

steps : then, before Mass began, they were

placed in the presbytery—" that is to say,

between the choir and the altar " (rubric

of Sarum Manual). The rubric of the

Hereford Missal directs them to hold

lights in their hands. The Nuptial Mass

was "of the Trinity," with prayers for

the occasion. After the Sanctus, four

clerics in surplices held a veil (pallium)

over them while they lay prostrate, and

the special benediction was given after

the Fraction of the Host. At the " Agnus

Dei," the pallium was removed, both rose,

the bridegroom received the pax from the

priest and kissed his wife. There is

nothing in the Sarum Manual which

answers to our -nuptial prayer before the

" Ite Missa est," though the Hereford

Missal gives a special form of benedic

tion with the chalice. After Mass, bread

and wine, or some other liquor, were

blessed and tasted by the newly-married

couple. At night the priest blessed the

nuptial couch.

It must not bo thought that these rites,

even so far as they differ from those now

in use, were in any way peculiarly

English. They occur almost exactly in

the same order and form in a Ritual of

Rennes and a Pontifical from the monas

tery of Leri, from which Chardon (foe.

cit.) gives copious extracts. But we can

find no parallel'for the placing of the ring

on the bride's right hand.

In the Greek church the marriage

service is known as aKokovBia toO irrtt^ava-

liaros, the office of crowning. After the

espousals, in which two rings, one of gold

and another of silver, are placed on the

altar and given by the priest to bride

groom and bride respectively, the persons

to be married enter the church, preceded

by the priest with the incense. After

Psalm xxxi. and various prayers the priest

puts a crown on the head of each with

the words, " The servant of God N.

crowns the servant of God N. in the

name," &c. There is no mention of Nup

tial Mass in the modern Greek Eucho-

logies, and Greeks are usually married

in the evening. From more ancient MSS.,

however, Goar found that the bridegroom

and bride used to receive Comntfunion

from a particle of a Host previously con

secrated and placed in a chalice with

ordinary wine. The offices of marriage

among the other Orientals are given by

Denzinger.

MABTTB (fiaprvs, then fioprvp,

which was originally the ^Eolic form).

A witness for Christ. In early times

this title was given generally to those who

were distinguished witnesses for Christ,

then to those who suffered for Him;1

lastly, after the middle of the third cen

tury, the title was restricted to those who

actually died for Him. The very first

records of the Church which we possess

tell us of the honours done to the martyrs.

It was the martyrs who, first of all, were

regarded as saints ; the relics of the

martyrs which were first revered ; to the

martyrs that the first churches were

1 Maprvt and the cognate words begin to

assume their later technical sense in Acta xxii. ;

Apoc. ii. 13. This technical sense is probably

intended in Clem. Rom. \,Ad. Cor. b ; certaiolv

in Ignat. Ad Eiihn. 1 ; Mart. Polvc. 19; Me-

lito (apnd Kuseb. H. E. iv. 26) ; Dionvs. Co

rinth, (ii. ii. 25) ; Hcgesippus (ii. ii. 23, fv. 22);

Eniit. Gall. (>7>. v. 1, 2); Anon. Adv. Caiapi).

(ii. v. Ifi); Iren. i. 28, 1, &c. ; though at the

same time the -words were also used of testi

mony which was not sealed by death. The

epistle of the Martyrs of Vienue and Lyons

just quoted distinguishes between confessors

(ofAoAovot) and martyrs, but in Clement Alex.

(Strom, iv. 9, p. 596) and even in Cyprian the

distinction is not observed. The Decian perse

cution tended to fix it.
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dedicated. The name " martyrium "

(naprvptov), which at first meant the

church built over a martyr's remains, was

given to churches generally, even if dedi

cated to saints who were not martyred,

though this usage was partly justified

by the fact that a church was not conse

crated till the relics of some martyr had

been placed in it.

Benedict XIV., in his work on

"Canonisation" (lib. iii. cap. 11 seq.),

gives the modern law of the Church on

the recognition of martyrdom with great

fulness. He defines martyrdom as the

" voluntary endurance of death for the

faith or some other act of virtue relating

to God." A martvr, he says, may die

not only for the faith directly, but also to

preserve some virtue—e.g. justice, obe

dience, or the like, enjoined or counselled

by the faith. He mentions the dispute

among theologians whether a person who

died for confessing the Immaculate Con

ception of the Blessed Virgin, which in

his time had not been defined, would be

a martyr. He gives no decided opinion

on the point, but says that "in other

cases the safe rule is that one who dies

for a question not yet denned by the

Church dies in a cause insufficient for

martyrdom." Further, he explains that

to be a martyr a man must actually die

of his sufferings or else have endured

pains which would hare been his death

but for miraculous intervention.

KASTTXOLOOT. A list of martyrs

and other saints, and the mysteries com

memorated on each day of the year, with

brief notices of the life and death of the

former. It is these brief notices which dis

tinguish a Martyrology from a mere calen

dar. It is read in monastic orders at Prime

after the prayer " Deus, qui ad principium."

It is followed by the versicle " Precious in

the sight of the Lord is the death of his

saints," and by a petition for the inter

cession of the heavenly court ; and these

words are retained even in the secular

office when the Martyrology is not actually

recited. Mr. Maskell has collected many

proofs that in England the Martyrology

used to be said in the monastic chapter,

not, like the office, in the choir. This

custom, however, was in no way peculiar

to England, as may be seen from the

notes of Meratus on the subject (Pars. II.

sect, v. cap. xxi.). After Prime, or some

times after Tierce, the monks adjourned to

the chapter, heard the Martyrology and

said the prayers which now form part of

Prime, "Deus, in adjutorium meum " ;

Dignare, Domine, die ista," &c, before

setting out to their daily labour.

Gregory the Great speaks of a Martvr-

ology used by the Roman Church in his

day, but we do not know for certain

what it was. A Martyrology attributed

to Jerome is printed, e.g., in Vallarsi's

edition of his works. It has undergone

many revisions and later editions. It is

quite possible that Jerome may have col

lected a Martyrology from the various

calendars of the Church, and that the

Martyrology which goes by his name, as

we have it, is the corruption of a book

used in St. Gregory's time at Rome. The

lesser Roman Martyrology was found at

Ravenna by Ado, archbishop of Vienne,

about 850. A third Martyrology is attri

buted (erroneously, Hefele says) to Bede,

and the foundation of the work may

probably come from him. All Western

Martyrologies are based on these three.

We have Martyrologies from Floras, Ado,

Usuard, in France ; from Rabanus and

Notker of St. Gall, in Germany.

The Roman Martyrology mentioned,

as we have seen, by Gregory the Great

is mentioned again at the English Coun

cil of Cloveshoo. Such a work is of course

subject to constant alterations from the

addition of new feasts, &c. A revision

of the Roman Martyrology was made by

Baronius and other scholars in 1584. It

was revised again under Urban VIII.

(See Laemmer, " De Mart. Rom." Ratis-

bonaj,1 1878.)

MAST (Mapio>,5 DJ"]P). The object

1 This scholar classifies Martyrologies thus:

(1) that attributed to Jerome j (2) Martyr.

Rom. Parv. published by Rosweyd in 1613, and

written in Home about 740 ; (8) a genuine

Martyrology of Bede, with interpolations from

Floras of Lyons j (4) that of Usuard, dedicated

to Charles the Bald, u?ed from the ninth cen

tury, not only in Benedictine houses, but

throughout i he West. In the fifteenth century

no other was in use except in St Peter's, and

even there the Martyrology was but a transla

tion of Usuard.

» The nominative and vocative of Mary,

the Mother of our Lord, is alwavs Mopt^i

(Matt. xiii. 66 ; Luc. i. 27, 80, 34, 38, 89, 46,

56 ; ii. 84 ; Acts i. 14), the only exception

being i. 19, where the reading is doubtful.

Sometimes the genitive is Mapmv ; sometimes it

is indeclinable, as in Luc. ii. 5, 16. The word

Mapuip, or Mary, is of course identical with

Miriam, the name of the sister of Moses. The

meanings, "bitterness "(from Heb.^{j),"lady "

(from Chaldeeand Syriac, KjLb ](l0, the same

word which is familiar to all in Maranatha,

" our Lord cometh," 1 Cor. xvi 22), must cer

tainly be abandoned on philological grounds.

There can scarcely be a doubt that the deriva
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of this article is to sum up and justify

the teaching and practice of the Catholic

Church in her devotion to the Blessed

Virgin. Catholics do not stand alone in

this devotion, for the schismatic Greeks,

and most of the ancient Oriental sects,

agree with Catholics in magnifying

Mary's dignity and seeking her inter

cession. Protestants, on the other hand,

are all but unanimous in condemning the

Church's devotion, and have often de

nounced it as idolatrous. Some points

which concern us here will be passed

lightly over, because we have considered

them elsewhere. The Immaculate Con

ception is discussed in a special article.

We have endeavoured to show (see

Beatific Vision) that Mary and the

other saints already see God face to face ;

we assume further that she and they are

able to hear our prayers, reserving the

treatment of that question to the article

Saints.

I. Mary in Scripture.—It may be

fairly alleged that the Bible begins with

Mary. When God cursed the serpent, He

said, " I will put enmity between thee

and the woman, and between thy seed

and her seed." Of course those who

think the serpent was only a serpent will

see no prophecy or anything more than a

prediction of the strife in Eastern lands

between man and the serpent, his deadly

and insidious foe, the serpent stealthily

aiming at the man's heel, the man aiming

at the serpent's head. But Protestants

who believe, as the Apocalypse implies,

that the serpent was the devil, and that

our Lord is the promised " seed of the

woman " who was to crush the serpent's

head, are logically bound to understand

the woman who is to be at enmity with

the serpent as Mary. The woman and

her seed are put close together—the

" enmity " of the one is compared with

tion generally accepted among scholars from
rnip' " *° rebel,'' is correct ; so that u Mary,"

or "Miriam" = "rebellion." The mediaival

notion that the word "Mary" was connected
■with the Latin " mare " is curious. The last

syllable "yam," Q», does mean the sea. But

how St. Bernard came to think " Mary " meant

"star of the sea," we cannot say (qi "lixtji

"light of the sea" ?). No part of the word

resembles any word for "star" in Hebrew,

Syriac, Chaldee, or, so far as we are aware, in

any language. It might easily (though, of

course, quite wrongly) be taken to mean "Lord

of the sea," and perhaps this led to the notion

that it meant "stir," unless our suggestion in

brackets be right.

that of the other, and to what woman is

all this applicable except to Mary ? She

was the virgin 1 (this is not the place to

discuss the meaning of the word in the

original) who was to bear a child, and

that child was to be called Emmanuel,

"God with us."

This prediction was fulfilled, and

Mary received the highest dignity pos

sible to a mere creature. She was not

indeed the mother of the Godhead, but

she was the mother of God, for the

simple reason that Christ her Son was

God and man in one Person. True, her

Son did not take his divine nature from

her, any more than a son who is mere

man receives his soul from his mother.

The soul is infused by God, but as body

and soul are united in one human person,

we reasonably speak of a woman as the

mother of her son, not merely as the

mother of a human body. And granting

this, it is strange that sincere Christians

should stumble on the language in which

the Church speaks of Mary. She is

exalted above the angels, for surely God's

mother is nearer to Him than the angels

who stand before the throne. From her

Christ took the blood He was to shed

for her and for us all. Moreover, whereas

the two great dignities of virginity and

maternity are, according to God's ordinary

law, incompatible, in Mary's case they

were united. Joseph " took unto him his

wife, and he knew her not until she

brought forth her first-born son : and he

called his name Jesus" (Matt. i. 24, 25).

We do not know where to find more

beautiful or more impassioned language

used by the Church about Mary than the

words which occur in the " Common " of

the Breviary office :—" Holy and stainless

virginity, with what praise to extol thee

I do not know ; He whom the heavens

cannot contain was contained in thy

bosom. Blessed art thou amongst

women, and blessed is the fruit of thy

womb." Yet these words, strong as they

are, simply state a primary tenet of the

Christian faith. Her virginity, her

divine maternity, lwr position as the sole

parent of Him who had no man for his

1 Too much is made by some Catholic

writers of the article in the Hebrew of Is. vii. 14,

"Behold the virgin with child and bringing

forth a son." Probably " the virgin " means

the virgin standing before the prophet in vision.

Besides, the definite article is used in Hebrew

where we should not employ it in English. See,

tor. Num. xi. 27, lit. " the lad ran and told

Moses," though this is the first mention of any

lad (Ewald, Gram. § 277 a).
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father— these are the deeply-laid foun

dations of Mary's glory.

But Mary was not merely the passive

instrument of the Incarnation. By the

free use of her own will she co-operated

in our salvation, and was associated with

her divine Son. It depended on her

will whether or no the divine economy

by whic'i the Incarnation and our re

demption were accomplished was to be

frustrated, as the first dispensation had

been by the disobedience of Adam and

Eve. The account in Luc. i. 26-38, and

especially Mary's question, " How will

this be, se ing that I know not man ? "

are proof of the deliberate way in which

Mary chose her part, and the freedom of

the consent is expressed in her words,

"Behold the handmaid of the Lord, be

it unto me according to thy word." And

so her cousin, St. Elizabeth, acknow

ledges not only Mary's dignity as the

Mother of the Messias, " Whence is this

unto me that tbe mother of my Lord

should come unto me ? " but also Mary's

personal holiness and share in the work

of our salvation. " Blessed is she who

believed, because " (or perhaps " that ")

" there will be an accomplishment of the

things spoken to her by the Lord "

(Luc. i. 43-45).

Mary maintains and exercises her

rights and privileges as the mother of

Christ throughout the Gospel history. It

is she who bore the Light of light into

the world in the stable at Bethlehem.

She nourished at her breast and with a

mother's love that human life which her

divine Son liad condescended to take from

her. He Himself has told us how grate

ful He is, how bountiful his reward for

a cup of water given in his name. It

was Mary's privilege to minister to Him

directly, and, first by herself, then in union

with St. Joseph, actually to support

Christ's life during his early years. To

her and to St. Joseph He, the Lord of

all, "was subject" (Luc. ii. 51). Not less

but more " subject " than ordinary sons,

because He was " made under the law,""

and came to give a perfect example of

the wav that the law which commands

filial obedience should be kept. In her

company Christ spent thirty out of the

three and thirty years of his earthly

Bojourn. At her request He made the

water wine, and so inaugurated his public

ministry and manifested his glory. When

nearly all the Apostles had fled she stood

at the foot of -his cross, suffering surely

M no other mother ever suffered, and

drinking, as no other creature ever drank,

the chalice of Christ's Passion.

There is no hint in Scripture of any

sin or imperfection on Mary s port. No

doubt our Lord, when she told Him at

the wedding that there was no wine,

answered, " Woman, what is there to me

and to thee : mine hour is not yet come ? "

(the translation is that of Dr. Westcott).

The passage is confessedly a hard one.

Possibly Christ may have meant that

there was nothing in common between

his divine and her human nature. She

could not fathom the counsels of his

omniscience. The hour of fi ll triumph

which she naturally and innocently de

sired had not come yet, was not to come

till that hour which St. John again and

agrin calls Christ's own (John vii. .'20,

viii. 20, xiii. 1), the hour of his weak

ness, his passion, and his death.

Be this as it may, two things are

certain. First, in the word woman (we

quote the same distinguished Protestant

scholar), there " is not the least tinge of

reproof or severity. The address is that

of courteous respect, even of tenderness."

Next, Mary cannot possibly have been

guilty of fault in asking, or rather suggest

ing, the very thing that Christ did. Nor

does the New Testament ever imply that

Mary ceased to be a virgin ; on the con

trary, it. confirms, though it nowhere

states, the Catholic dogma of her per

petual virginity. We read of our Lord's

brethren, but the same word is used in

Genesis xiii. 8, xxix. 16, for the relation

ship between Abraham and Lot, Laban

and Jacob, and yet we know that they

were uncles and nephews, not brothers in

the strict sense. Again, those who press

the word " brother " against the virginity

of Mary, must be reminded that St.

Joseph is called the " Father " of Jesus,

and that not only by those who knew no

better, but by the Blessed Virgin herself,

who knew all (Luc. ii. 48). The evan

gelist himself calls Joseph the Father of

jesus (Luc. ii. 33), and Mary and Joseph

(Luc. ii. 41, 43) his " parents," and it is

interesting and most instructive to note

that later scribes have taken offence and

altered the reading in each of the three

cases. Another objection to the Catholic

doctrine is often drawn from the words

of St. Matthew i. 25 : Joseph " knew

not " his wife " till she brought forth a

son "(the word first-born is wanting in

the best MSS.) ; and of St. Luke ii. 7 :

Mary brought forth " her first-born

eon. But St. Matthew's evident purpose
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is to accentuate the fact that Mary -was

a virgin at Christ's birth ; he asserts and

implies nothing as to what happened

afterwards. In St. Luke the prominent

idea is the consecration of the first male

child, and this appears from v. 23 of the

same chapter, " As it has been written in

the law of the Lord, every male opening

the womb shall be called holy to the

Lord." With him the first-begotten is

equivalent to the " male opening the

womb,"1 and has nothing to do with

subsequent children. «St. John furnishes

positive evidence, urged, Bishop Light

foot writes, " with fatal effect, against

the view that Mary had other children

than Jesus. Our Lord on the cross (John

xix. 26, 27) commended his mother and

St. John to each other's care. Why, if

she had children of her ownP Even

Meyer admits that it will not suffice to

say that Christ's " brethren " did not

believe in Him (John vii. 6), for "the

speedy overcoming of this unbelief (Acts

i. 14) could scarcely be concealed from "

Christ. And indeed it is inconceivable

that Christ should appear to one of Mary's

supposed sons, that this son should be

specially entrusted with the administration

of the Mother Church of Jerusalem, that

Mary herself should join in worship with

her "sons" (Acts i. 14), and yet all the

time live in the house and under the care

of a comparative stranger. We may add

that this interpretation of Scripture has

approved itself, not only to Catholics and

learned High Churchmen like Pearson

and Mill, but also to recent Protestant

scholars who cannot be suspected of undue

bias in the matter—viz. to Westcott (see

the Commentary on John, ad vii. 3, xix.

26), and to Lightfoot (on Galatians, p.
253).a

1 Not, of course, in so strict a sense as to

exclude the integrittu rarnig port parlum.

1 It would require a treatise to give the

reasons alleged for the different views on the

*' brethren of the Lord," bccauao these reasons

depend on a number of details, most of which

must be given at length or not at all. Here

we can do little more than state the views

themselves, with the history of their re

ception or rejection. (1) Helvidius, who

lived at Rome, maintained, about 880, that

these " brethren " were the sons of Joseph and

Mary. This theory was supported about the

same time by Bonosus, bishop of Sardica, and

apparently also by Jovinian, a monk probably

of Milan. It was condemned soon after it ap

peared, in Synods at Rome and Capua. It has

no support in antiquity, except perhaps from

Tertullian, and is regarded by all Catholic

writers as heretical. Thus Petavius calls it

" detestable to Christian ears, and sacrilegious

Mary, then, was the Virgin Mother of

God. She remained in perpetual virginity ;

according to the judgment of the ancient
Fathers ; " nav, heretical, since even general

councils call Mary d«i »rfp«c«w (De Ineanutt.

xiv. 8). It has, however, been adopted by very

many Protestants. (2) " Nearly all ihe

Greeks," according to Maldonatus, besides

Hilary and Ambrose, held that the "brethren "

were sons of Joseph bv a former marriage, and

consequently that ** James, the brother of the

Lord," wad a different person from James, the

Bon of Alpheeus, one of the twelve. In reality, as

Lightfoot shows, this theory was common to all

writers, Greek and Latin (except, of course,

those who held the heretical view mentioned

first ), down to Jerome's time, and after his time

to all Greek writers, except Chrysostom in bis

latest works and Theodoret.* It is incorporated

in the Greek offices, which distinguish between

James, " the Lord's brother," and Alpbsus.

Maldonatus (see Matt. xii. 46) rejects but does

not censure this view. Petavius simply savs it

is " more probable that Joseph had not been

previously married." In modem times this

hypothesis has found a powerful advocate in

Bishop Lightfoot. This older opinion afforded

a ready explanation of the term "brethren."

All who took Joseph for our Lord's father

would look on his sons by a former marriage as

our Lord's half-brothers, and speak of them ai

his " brethren." The use of the word is pos

sible, but not nearly so natural, on the view

to be mentioned next. At the same time it

must be admitted that Catholic feeling, espe

cially during the last three centuries, has

attached itself strongly to the virginity of St.

Joseph, as most in keeping with his office as

the guardian ofour Lord and the Blessed Virgin.

(3) Jerome advocated and to all appearance

started a third view—viz. that the " brethren"

were sons of a sister of the Blessed Virgin also

called Mary. The " brethren " of Jesus were

James, Judas, Joseph, or Joses, and Simon

(Mark vi. 8). Now, of these, James, the

Lord's brother, is said by St. Paul (Gnl. i. 19 j

this interpretation, however, is doubtful) to

have been sn Apostle. But the only James in

the apostolic lists whom St. Paul can mean and

name here, is James the son of Alphieus, James

the son of Zebedee being dead long before the

Apostle wrote (Acts xii. 2). Therefore, James

the Lord's brother was the son, not of Joseph, but

Alphasus. But we can also ascertain the name

of his mother, since in Matt, xxvii. 56 ; Marc.
xv. 40, we read that Mary the mother of James

and Joseph, and therefore the wife of Alphteus,

was present at the crucifixion. This Mary is

to be identified with Mary the wife of Clo'pai

and the sister of the Blessed Virgin, who St.

John says was present by the cross (John

xix. 25). It is very doubtful whether St. John

means to sav that the Blessed Virgin had a

sister also called Mary (" his mother—and his

mother's sister, Mary of Clopas—and Mary

Magdalene"), or whether he mentions four

* Theophylact's opinion—viz. that Clopas

dying childless, Joseph raised up children to

him—is obviously only a modification of the

common Greek theory.
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she was associated with a closeness im

possible to other creatures in the work of

her divine Son. She was faithful and

obedient to her Son and Saviour at the

first, faithful and obedient to the end.

Scripture is silent about her later life and

it3 close. But Christians believe that life

here is a preparation for the better life to

come, and from the greatness of Mary's

work and dignity on earth, they learned

to conceive her greatness in power in

heaven, where her love is made perfect

and she is for ever with her Son. Natu

rally, therefore, they came to discover in

the Apocalypse—the one book of the Xew

Testament which can hardly fail to have

been written after Mary's death—a picture

of Mary in heaven. " The only passage,"

savs Cardinal Newman—(but see Wisdom

ii. 23, 24)—" Development," p. 414—

" where the serpent is directly identified

with the evil spirit occurs in the twelfth

chapter of Revelation ; now, it is ob

servable that the recognition, when made,

is found in tho course of a vision of ' a

woman clothed with the sun, and the

moon under her feet : ' thus, two women

are brought into contrast with each other.

Moreover, as it is said in the Apocalypse,

' The dragon was wroth with the woman,

and went about to make war with her

seed,' so it is prophesied in Genesis : ' I

will put enmity between thee and the

woman, and between thy seed and her

seed. He shall bruise (?) thy head, and

thou shalt bruise (?) his heel ' Also the

enmity was to exi*t, not only between the

serpent and the seed of the woman, but

between the serpent and the woman her

self; and here, too, there is a correspon

dence in the Apocalyptic vision." There

is, then, "reason for thinking that this

mystery at the close of the Scripture

record answers to the mystery in the

women at the foot of the cross (" his mother

and his mother's sistt-r—M«ry of Clopas and

Mary Magdalene"). Anyhow, Jerome's theory

is rendered still more plausible by the fact, for

so it may be fairly regarded, that " Alpha:us "

and "Ciopas" (this is the true reading in

John xix. 25 ; " Cleophns," in Luc. xxiv. 18, is

another name altogether) are two forms of

the same Aramaic name "Chalpai" ('fj^n)-

This view that our Lord's brethren were his

cousins became the accepted one in the Latin

Church, which in her Mass and office only recog

nises two Jameses, one the son of Zebedee, the

other son of Alphieus, " brother" of the Lord

and hishop of Jerusalem. Among Protestants,

Dr. Mill, of Cambridge, has defended it with

great learning and ingenuity in a treatise

entitled The Accounts of our Lord's Brethren

UtheN.T. vindicated (.Cambridge : 1843.)

beginning of it, and that the woman

mentioned in both passages is one and the

same, and that she can be none other

than " Mary. We need not be at a loss

to imagine the way in which Mary exer

cises ber great power in heaven. Once

the body of Christ was entrusted to her

care, surely in heaven she cannot fail to

intercede for his mystical body—for all

those who are her children because thev

are the brethren of her Son. And this

Son is her Son still ; He hears her prayers

with filial love and tenderness, since—as

the Scripture, and especially the Epistle

to the Hebrews, assures us—Christ has

carried his human nature to the right

hand of the Majesty on high, and He

cannot continue to be man if he has

ceased to be a son. When Protestants

assert that the relation of son and mother

ceased to exist between Jesus and Mary

when his earthly years were over, they

thereby do away with all claim on our

part to the human sympathy of Christ.

Yet it is this human sympathy of his in

heaven to which great prominence is given

in the Epistle to the Hebrews, and to

which devout Protestants, who will not

hear of devotion to Mary, cling as their

comfort and stay.

II. The Tradition of the Church on

Devotion to Mary.—It would be vain to

deny that devotion to the Blessed Virgin

was far less prominent in ancient than in

modern times, and we shall have occasion

shortly to show how easily this difference

may be explained. But it would be a

gross mistake to suppose that Catholics

at any time doubted her great place in

the work of redemption or ignored her

dignity, as most Protestants do. The

latter have always, and almost univer

sally, shrunk from using the title " Theo-

tocos," or Mother of God. We believe

we are not wrong when we say that the

use of this expression would serve of itself

to mark the person who employed it as a

Catholic.1 Yet " it was familiar to Chris

tians from primitive times, and is used,

among other writers, by Origen, Eusebius,

St. Alexander, St. Athanasius, St. Am

brose, St. Gregory Nazianzen, St. Gregory

Nyssen, and St. Nilus " (Newman's " De

velopment,1 p. 145). It is the universal

' Of course we put the Greeks &c, out of

count, and also that modern school in the

Church of England which studiously imitates

Catholic phraseology. And even anions these

the popular use of the words " Mother of Gnd "

is, we imagine, very recent, if it exists even

now.
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doctrine of the early Church that Mary

was the second Eve (see Immaculate

CoNCEFrioN). St. Irenseus says that

" Mary, being obedient, became, both to

herself and to all mankind, the cause

of salvation ; " that " the knot of Eve's

disobedience was loosed by Mary's obe

dience ; " that " what the Virgin Eve

bound by unbelief, this the Virgin Mary

unbound by faith ; " that " as by a virgin

the human race had been given over to

death, by a virgin it is saved " (Iren. iii.

22,4; v. 10, 1); thus absolutely excluding

the common Protestant notion that Mary

was merely a passive instrument in the

Incarnation, to whom no special gratitude

is due. Further, he says that " she was

drawn to obey God, that of the Virgin

Eve the Virgin Mary might become the

advocate" (v. 19, 1). In the last place,

St. Irenoeus speaks of Mary as " prophesy

ing for the Church " when she uttered her

" Magnificat," and it is certain that from

the second century at latest Mary was

taken as a type of the Church of Christ.

Thus, the " Virgin Mother " is a title

given to the Church in the letters written

by the Christians of Vienne and Lyons in

the vear 177 (see Euseb. " H. E." v" 1,45),

and"by Clem. Alex. (" Paid." 1, 6). And

this language was adopted by Marcus, a

Gnostic heretic of the same period, who

made the Virgin hold the place of the

Church in his symbolical system (Iren. i.

15, 3). It is important to notice this, for

it proves that when Catholics go to Mary

as to their mother, a title and office wh;ch

also belong to the Church, their practice

is consonant with the spirit of ancient

Christianity. Nor, again, does it by any

means follow that because the Fathers

take the woman in Apoc. xii. 1 to repre

sent the Church, we are really following

an opposite interpretation if we believe

the Blessed Virgin to be primarily and

directly intended.'

We have two instances of Mary's

interposition from heaven in favour of

Christians on earth, preserved from the

scantyliterature of the first three centuries.

St. Gregory Nyssen, in the fourth age, re

lates that his namesake Gregory Thau-

maturgus, in the third, was pondering

theological doctrines shortly before he

was made priest; that the Blessed Virgin

1 Erasmus cenied that any of the early

Fathers understood the woman in Apoc. xii. to

be the Blessed Virgin. The passage quoted

agaitist him from St. Augustine by Bnllerini

iu his Syllttgc of Document* on the Immaculate

Conception is not regarded as genuine by the

Benedictine editors.

appeared, and bade St. John disclose to
the young man the •' mystery of godliness,"

and that St. John answered, " that he was

ready to comply in this matter with the

wish of the Mother of the Lord, and

enunciated a formula well turned and

complete, and so vanished." So, St. Gre

gory Nazianzen records an incident con

temporaneous with that just given—viz.

that a Christian woman had recourse to

Mary, and so obtained the conversion of a

heathen who was trying to pervert her by

magic. (See Newman, " Development,"

pp. 415, 416.) "We need not defend the

truth of these stories. True or false, they

prove that in the fourth century devotion

to the Mother of God was well established

and already regarded as ancient ; and in

both instances " the Blessed Virgin ap

pears especially in that character of

Patroness or Paraclete, which St. Ireuaeus

and other Fathers describe, and which

the mediaeval Church exhibits—a loving

Mother with clients." (Newman, ib.)

But till the hist part of the fourth

century there were strong reasons which

kept devotion to the Blessed Virgin in the

background. There was the danger of

scandal to the heathen, who, with their

own inadequate notions of worship, might

misconstrue the honour paid to Mary ;

and then there was the long struggle

with Arianism, when the Church was

contending for the very centre of the faith.

When once the belief in the full Godhead

of the Son had been fenced round by

formal definition, when once it had been

decided that no exaltation of the Son

would suffice unless He was confessed to

be the one eternal God, then there was

no longer any danger of confusing Mary's

honour with that of her Divine Son. To

honour Mary was not idolatry, unless the

Arians, who had employed far higher

language of Chiist than Catholics have

ever used of his Blessed Mother, were

orthodox iu their belief. Nay, it became

clearer than ever that the belief in Mary

was necessary to a right belief in Christ

Nestorius denied the unity of his Person.

He allowed that God dwelt in Him, but

not that the man Christ Jesus was God ;

and this was tantamount to denying the

Incarnation altogether, and reducing the

difference between Christ and his creatures

to a matter of degree, since God dwells

in the hearts of all the just. In order,

therefore, to secure right faith in the

manhood of the Eternal Son, the Church

defined at Ep!:esus, T hat she had held

everywhere and from the beginning, that
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Mary is the Mother of God. Cardinal

Newman has collected a catena of patris

tic passages (" Development," p. 145 teq.)

on the Blessed Virgin, which date from

the conclusion of the main controversy

with the Arians and the rise of that

with Nestorius. Augustine will allow no

question of sin to be raised when Mary

is concerned. Antiochus calls her " the

Mother of Life, of Beauty, of Majesty,"

•'the Morning Star." St. Proclus, "the

Fair Bride of the Canticles," " the Stay

cf Believers," " the Church's Diadem."

'• Let us make confession," says an early

writer, probably one of the Fathers of

Ephesus, " to God the Word, and to his

Mother . . . Hail, Mother, clad in Light !

. . . Hail, all-undefiled Mother of Holi

ness ! . . . With her is the fount of life,

and breasts of the spiritual and guileless

milk, from which to suck the sweetness

we have even now earnestly run to her,"

&c. We have only taken a few words

here and there from Cardinal Newman's

quotations, but surely we have done

enough to show that the Church of the

fifth century addressed the same language

to Mary as the Church of the nineteenth.

It is true that the great Fathers St.

Basil, St. Chrysostom, and St. Cyril of

Alexandria, sometimes express themselves

in a very ditferent tone. Cardinal New

man has considered these passages in his

" Letter to Dr. Pusey " (" biff, of Angl."

vol. ii. p. 128), and we will only venture

on one remark. It may sound paradoxical,

but we believe it true, that these passages

tend to confirm Catholic belief in Mary's

spotless sanctity. Some great Father

alleges that the sword which was to

pierce Man 's heart was doubt iu her Son's

divinity which took possession of her

soul beneath the cross, and again, that

Christ reprehended his mother for some

fault, of haste or the like, at the Marriage

of Cana. We do not think any sober Pro

testant scholar would approve of such

exegesis. And when individual Fathers

argued in such a way, the Church was

justified in disregarding their opinions,

great saints and doctors though they

were. Common sense, as well as the

sense of the fiiithful, was against them,

and they had neither right nor power to

arrest the stream of devotion to Mary.

The stream grew, no doubt, in its course

through the aires, but its source was in

the Eternal Hills.

Evil, indeed, woidd this devotion be,

if it diminished or obscured, ever so little,

that supreme devotion to God, who is

over all, and to Jesus Christ whom He

has sent. But one who dared to put

Mary on an equality with God, or to deny

that Christ is the "one mediator between

God and man "—i.e. the sole author of

our redemption, the beginner and the

finisher of our faith—would, by that very

fact, cease to be a Catholic. Every Catho

lic child is taught that Mass can be offered

to God alone, and the obligation of hearing

Mass every Sunday, the adoration paid to

the Blessed Sacrament, &c, keep the

supreme character of the worship due to

God constantly before the mind. We are

far, of course, from any wish to defend

exaggerated or imprudent language. One

of the greate t of the Church's theologians,

among whose many virtues a tender de

votion to the mother of God was not the

least, protests against extravagant and ill-

founded praise of Mary. " This kind of

idolatry," he writes, "secret, and, as

Augustine says, natural to the human

heart, is far removed from the grave cha

racter of theology—that is, of heavenly

wisdom." And he quotes certain " golden

words " of Gerson, also a devout client of

Mary, in which he (Gerson) "restrains

immoderate licence in setting forth the

praises of the Blessed Virgin, and confines

it within the limits of a sober and manly

piety" (Petav. " De Incarnat." xiv. 9).

Admonitions to the same effect may be

found in the work of another famous

Cathnlic scholar— highly esteemed by

Benedict XIV. and Clement XIV.—

Muratori, "De Moderaniine Ingeniorum."

We would only urge that the eHect of

Catholic devotion to the Blessed Virgin

must not be judged on « priori grounds

but tested by experience. It is among

Protestants who have repudiated this de

votion, not among Catholics, who have

retained it, that imperfect and false ideas

on the divinity of Christ have struck

root.

(There is a vast literature on this sub

ject. We would specially notice the

chapters of Petavius, in his treatise on

the " Incarnation ; " Cardinal Newman, in

his " Development," and " Letter to Dr.

Pusey;" "Jesus, the Son of Mary," by

Mr. J. B. Morris—a work full, not only

of recondite learning, but also of deep

thought, and which, marred though it is

by eccentricities, will well repay careful

study ; and a short but masterly rationale

of the doctrine and devotion in Father

Ryder's " Catholic Controversy.")

' MAST, feasts or. Benedict

XIV., quoting a note of Mabillon on St.
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Bernard, says that, even as late as the

twelfth century, four feasts only of the

Blessed Virgin were celebrated in the

Church—those of the Purification, An

nunciation, Assumption, and Nativity.

At present, the number of her feasts has

risen to about twenty. An account has

been given, in separate articles, of those

which relate to events in the Blessed

Virgin's history—viz. to her Conception,

Nativity, Name, Presentation, Espousals,

Annunciation, Visit to St. Elizabeth

(Visitation), Purification (see Candle

mas), Dolours, and Assumption. There

are other feasts which commemorate

Mary's interest in the Church militant on

earth, and these will be mentioned here.

(1) Feast of Mary the Help of Chris

tians, May 24—in the Supplement of the

Breviary. The title "Help of Christians "

was added to the Litany of Loreto by

Pius V. after the naval victory of Lepanto

over the Turks. The feast was instituted

by Pius VII., who attributed his deliver

ance from a captivity of five years at

Savons and his return to Rome, out of

which he had been twice driven by

violence, to the intercession of the Blessed

Virgin.

(2) Feast of " The Blessed Virgin Mary

of Mount Carmd."—For the connection of

the Carmelite order with the mountain of

that name, see the article on the Carmel

ites, and for the privileges attached to the

Carmelite scapular, see Scapulars. The

feast was approved for the Carmelites by

Sixtus V. in 1587. Paul V. inserted new

lections in the office, which was revised

by Bellarmin. Benedict XIII. extended

the feast to the whole Church.

(3) St. Mary of Snow (Dedicationis

ecciesiee S. Maria ad Nives).—This church

is sometimes called, from the Pope who is

said to have founded it, the Liberian

Basilica; the Sixtine Basilica, because Six

tus III. enlarged, or, as Tilleraont thinks,

founded it ; the Church of St. Mary of the

Crib (B. Maria ad Prasepe), because the

relics of the crib in which Christ is be

lieved to have been laid were brought

there about the middle of the seventh

century ; and, most commonly, the Church

of St. Mary Major, a name given to it

from the eighth century, because of its

magnificence and its rank as the second

church of Christendom, the Lateran

Church being the only one which takes

precedence of it. The name ad nives

given in the Martyrology and Breviary is

due to the following story. John, a

Roman patrician, and his wife, being

childless, wished to spend their fortune in

honour of the Blessed Virgin. She sig

nified to them and to Pope Liberius in

dreams that she wished a church dedi

cated to her on the Esquiline Hill, and

told them that the site would be marked

out by snow. Next day it was found

that the promised snow had actually

fallen, though the month was August

and the heat intense. Benedict XIV.

collects all the evidence which can be

produced for this miracle, his oldest

authority being that of Pop Nicolas IV.

in 1287. The lections in the older

Breviaries add that when Liberius began

to dig the foundation, the earth opened

of itself.

(4) Our Lady of Mercy1 (de Mercede),

September 24.—The order of Our Lady of

Ransom was founded by St. Peter Nolas-

cus, St. Raymond of Pennafort, and

James King of Arragon, with the object

of freeing Christian captives from the

Turks. The feast was approved first of

all for the order itself, then extended to

Spain, next to France, and lastly by

Innocent XII. to the whole Church.

(5) Feast of Our Lady of the Rosary,

first bunday in October.—The victory < '

Lepanto was won by Don Juan of Austria,

October 7, 1571, while the members of

the Confraternity of the Rosary at Rome

were making special supplication for the

success of the Christian arms, and Pius V.,

then Pope, ordered that an annual com

memoration should be made of "St. Marr

of Victory." Gregory XIII. instituted

the feast of Our Lady of the Rosary on

the first Sunday in October for all

churches with a chapel or altar dedicated

to the Blessed Virgin under that title.

Clement X. extended the feast to all the

dominions of the Spanish king. The

Emperor Leopold begfred Innocent XII.

to extend the feast to the whole Church,

but the Pope died before he was able to

do so. Atlast Clement XI., after another

victory over the Turks had been obtained

in 1710 by the Emperor Charles VI., and

Corfu been freed from Turkish besiegers

in the same year, made the feast of uni

versal observance. The lections of the

Second Nocturn, which contain a history

of the origin of the feast, were added under

Benedict XIII.

1 " Ransom " wonld, of course, be the natural

translation. But " Our Ladv of Mercy " is the

common rendcringin most English Calendars ;

and so in German, " von der Barmherzigheit-"

And this appears to be correct, for, according

to Dufresne, " merces," in mediaeval Latin, is

used for " miaericordia.''
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(6) Patronage of the Blessed Virgin.

—The feast was approved fur Spain in 1679,

for the States of the Church by Benedict

XIII , in order to celebrate the power of

the Blessed Virgin's intercession. It is

now usually kept iu churches which have

permission to celebrate it on the second,

not, as at first, on the third Sunday in

November. Other feasts of the Blessed

Virgin are celebrated by permission in

ceitain parts of the Church. Such are

the feasts of the Divine Maternity and of

the Purity of the Blessed Virgin, kept on

the second and third Sundays of October

(the former feast is observed in the

U.S.); the Prodigies ofthe Blessed Virgin,

kept at Rome and some other places on

July 0 ; the Mother of the Divine Pastor,

kept in Tuscany on the first Sunday in

May by leave of Pius VII. ; Our Lady of

Consolation, on the first Sunday in July ;

Our Lady of Peace, on the fourth Sunday

in October. (See "Manuale Decret. S.

Kit. Cong." No. 2139 seq.)

(7 ) The Feast of Our Lady's Expecta

tion (Expectatio partus) should have been

mentioned in a separate article. The

Spanish Church used to keep the feast

of the Annunciation on December 18,

by a decree of a Council of Toledo in

the seventh century. The object was to

prevent the feast falling in Holy or Easter

Week. When the Spaniards adopted the

Roman usage with regard to the Annun

ciation, they instituted the feast of the

Expectation to replace their old observance

on December 18, and the latter feast

was approved by Gregory XIII. The

Spaniards also call it the Feast of 0," be

cause the first of the greater antiphons is

said in the vespers of its vigil. It was

extended to the Venetian territory in

1695 and to the States of the Church bv

Benedict XIII. in 1725. It is kept in

England, but is not a feast of the whole

Church. (Chiefly from Benedict XIV.,

" De Festis.")

MAST, FEAST OF THE VAHE.

The real and supposed meanings of the

name have been explained in the article

on the Blessed Virgin. The feast of the

Name arose at Cuenca, in Spain, and its

local celebration was approved by the

Pope in 1513. This permission was with

drawn by Pius V. and restored by Sixtus

V. Originally, the feast seems to have

been kept on September 22. Innocent

XL. after the victory obtained against the

Turks and the consequent relief of Vienna

from siege in 1683, extended the feast and

office to the whole Church.

MART OFFICE OF 9ATUSDAT.

The office of the Blessed Virgin is said on

all Saturdays, not, however, when a feast

of Nine Lessons fall?, on that day, not

during Advent and Lent, on ember days,

vigils, or ferias on which the lessons of a

previous Sunday have to be said at Matins.

In this office of the Blessed Virgin the

twelve ferial psalms are said, and there are

only three lessons, the last, however, being

followed by the Te Deum. This rule was

authorised by Urban II. at the Council of

Clermont in 1090. The present office was

composed and issued under Pius V.

Clement VIII. revised it, and substituted

a lesson from St. Jerome instead of the

previous one from St. Epiphanius for the

month of April. Mystical reasons are

given by liturgical writers fur this com

memoration of the Blessed Virgin on the

Sabbath —e.g. that the eternal Word

rested in her. (Gavantus on the Rubrics

of the Breviary.)

MASS. The Catholic doctrine on the

sacrifice of the Mass has been explained

in the article Eucharist, the general

history of the Roman Mass under

Liturgy, and the history of the com

ponent parts of the Mass under special

articles, Canon, Collect, Introit,

Kyrie, and the like. Here we confine

ourselves to matters of terminology and

special regulation.

(1) The word " Mass."—About its

meaning and derivation theie is not the

least room for reasonable doubt. Attempts

have been made to find its origin in

Hebrew. Asi (ntfy) means to do, and

sometimes to perform a sacred action, to

sacrifice (like itpa pifciv in Homer), and it

was suggested that a noun, Misah (ntfyp),

might be derived from the verb. Such a

formation is a sheer impossibility in He

brew, and cannot be thought of without

a shudder. Maaseh (ng'jru) is the proper

form. A Hebrew word " Missah * (n^ij)

does occur Deut. xvi. 10,' and an attempt

was made to derive the Latin word from

it, though the Hebrew word in question

means "number," "rate," &c, and has

nothing to do with sacrifice. It only

occurs once, and if the Church had wished

to adopt a Hebrew word for " sacrifice,"

she would have chosen,wemay be very sure,

one of the numerous Hebrew words which

1 T}' nil) nO!?- Here HDD comes nex*

a word which docs mem 41 free-will offer

ing." and the Vulgate rendering, " oblationem

sponUineam manus tuas," is probably the inno

cent cause of confusion.

0 0
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occur times without number in the Old

Testament, and one of which, " corban,"

occurs in the New (Marc. vii. 11 ; cf. Matt,

xxvii. 6), and is frequently used in the Pe-

shito or chief Sy -iac version for "sacrifice."

Besides, if the early Church had adopted

the word from the Hebrew, as it did adopt

other Hebrew words, such as " Hosanna,"

"Amen,'' "Alleluia," "Sabaoth," we should

find some trace of it in the Greek and Orien

tal churches. We should expect to find it

above all in Syriac, a language closely

allied to Hebrew, and which has in its

New Testament version three words for

sacrifice as close to the corresponding

Hebrew words as, e.g., the French homme

is to homo. But no trace of " Mass " can

be found except in Latin, and the lan

guages which are daughters of Latin.

Here and there we find fuWa in Greek,

but in such a way as shows at once that

it is merely a Latin word written in Greek

Litters. Thus the " Chronicon Paschale,"

written about 000, describes Justinian as

dismissing the officers of the palaces' and

bidding them keep their houses. The

words are Kai e&WKfV ev0eo>s iii<ro~as rots

tov 7ra\aTwv, Kai Xf'yrc rots trvyK\r)TiKOts,

'AiTfkOaTt, (Kaa-ros q5vXa£« tov oikov

airov—"and straightway he gave their dis

missals to the otticials of the palace and

said to the senators, 'Go away: let each

keep his house.' " The word fiiWas is here

clearly taken from the Latin.just as "Pala-

tium is. We are ashamed to linger so

long over such a question, but. unhappily

the class of people who think that any

word can be derived from any other word

a little like it is not yet extinct.

The word " Missa," then, is of purely

Latin origin and comes from " mittere,"

to send. St. Thomas (III. lxxxiii. 4, ad 9) 1

suggests among other explanations that

" Missa " may mean prayers sent to God ;

and a similar explanation—viz. that

" Missa " means the sending or ottering up

of the sacrifice to God—has been defended

with great learning in recent times by a

Srofessor at Wiirzburg, the late Hermann

liiller, in a treatise on "Missa: the Origin

and Meaning of the Name " (" Missa,

Ursprung und Bedeutung der Benennung,"

Wertheim, 1873). This writer proves

that " mittere " is sometimes used by

classical writers in connection with "in-

ferise," the sacrifices of the dead. But

this is not enough to explain why the

1 Milller (p. 87) quotes Peter of Clugny

(lib. ii. Mirac. 28) : " Sacrificium offeriinus,

quod et usu jam veteri tracto nomine, quia Deo

mittitur, Missani vocamus."

Church adopted an obscure and scarcely

intelligible word for " sacrifice,-' when plain

and familiar terms, "sacrificium," "obla-

tio,'' &c, were at hand. Moreover, the

history of the word is adverse to any theory

which connects it with the notion of sacri

fice. We may then dismiss this account

also and give the accepted explanation.

" Missa ' is only another form of " mis-

sio," "dismissal." A good instance of a

similar form is supplied by "repulsa" ( =

"repulsio") in the line of Horace, "Virtus

repulsaa nescia sordidse ; " and many more

examples present themselves from the Latin

of a later period—" ascensa " for " ascensio,"

" collects " for "collectio," " confessa " for

" confessio," and last of all " remissa " for

" remissio,"&c. About the year 600Avitus

of Vienne, writing to the Burgundian king

Gundobald (Ep. 1, Migne,lix. p. 186), who

wished for an explanation of the words

"non missum facitis" in the old Latin ver

sion of Mure. vii. 11, 12, says that in

churches and law-courts " Missa fieri pro-

nuntiatur, cum populus ab observations

dimittitur" ("dismissal is announced when

the people are let free from [further] atten

dance). This derivation of " Missa '' from

" mittere " was clear roSt. Isidore of Seville

(" Etymolog." vi. 19). Now.in theliturgy

there were two solemn dismissals—6rst, of

the catechumens after the Gospel and Ser

mon ; next, of the faithful at the end of the

service. The word for dismissal then came

to denote the service from which the

persons in question were dismissed. The

first authority for this use of Missa for the

liturgy, putting aside a spurious letter of

Pius I., is St. Ambrose (Ep. 20, 4.)

He uses the words " Missam facere "

More than two hundred years later Si.

Gregory of Tours uses the modern phrase,

" Missam dicere." And it must be re

membered that, so far from the word

Missa having any necessary connection at

the first with the Eucharist, it was

employed, not only, as we have already

seen in law-courts, but also for church

services which had nothing to do with

the Eucharist. Matins, as Sirraond in his

" Notes on St. Avitus," (Ep. 1) shows, were

called " Missee matutinre," Vespers " Missa)

vespertinfe." " Missa " also occurs in a

canon of the ninth centurv in the sense of

festival (He tele, " Concil> iv. p. 256 of

the second edition).

II. Customs and Regulations concerning

Mass.—Some of these are given in separa te

articles—e.g. under Altar, Vestments,

Communion. Others may be mentioned

here.
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(a) The Frequency of Celebration.—

In early times :he bishop and priests

celebrated together. This custom seems

to have continued in Rome long after it

had ceased elsewhere, being mentioned by

Amalarius of Metz in the ninth century,

and later still by Innocent III. It has not
■vet entirely died out among us, for at the

Mass of Or.lination the newly-ordained

priests say Mass jointly with the bishop,

though they do not partake of the same

Hast or of the Precious Blood. In

churches outside the city priests celebrated

independently ; on the other hand, the

priests of the Roman tituli, practically

equivalent to urban parishes, used the

Host consecrated and sent to them by the

Pope.

Ordinnrily speaking, then (an exception

will be noted presently), there was but one

Mass each day in the same church, and

this is still the custom of the Greeks and

Orientals, unless where, as in the case of

Uniates, they have been influenced by

Western practice. Nor was Mass said

everywhere on all days of the week. It

may perhaps be inferred from Acts ii. 42,

40, that the Apostles celebrated the

Agape ending with the Eucharist daily.

Justin, however (" Apol."i. 67), only speaks

of the Eucharistic celebration on Sunday.

St. Augustine (Ep. 54, " Ad Januar.") in

forms us that in some places there was

Mass daily, in others only on Sundays, in

others on Saturdays and Sundays. Mass

was said daily in Africa (Cyprian, lip.

lviii.), in Rome and Spain (Hieron. Ep.

lxxi."AdLucin."),atMilan(LeBnin quotes

Ambrose, lib. ii. ep. 14. " Ad Marc.''), at

Antioch and Constantinople (Chrys. " In

Ephes." Him. iii. d.1) But at Caesarea

St. Basil tells us Mass was said only on

Sundays, Fridays, and Saturdays, and the

feasts of the Martyrs. Of course, when

we speak of Mass every day, we except

Good Friday and Holy Saturday in the

Roman Church, all the days of Lent

except Saturdays and Sundays in the

Church of Constantinople.

On many occasions Mass was reiterated

by the same celebrant where now one

Mass would be said and a commemoration

made or more than one Mass said by

different celebrants. AVe have spoken of

this custom in the article on Christmas

Bay, and need not dwell on it longer

here. Apart from this, a twofold spirit

prevailed in the middle ages. Some

1 Tillcmont has shown that these homilies

were delivered there, and Montfaucuu is of the

9 opinion.

oo

priests said several Masses daily out

of devotion. " Priests were allowed to

celebrate," says Moratus (Pars I. in

Rubr. Gener.), " several times a day, as

often as they thought good, so that one

would say Mats twice, another three

times, another as often as he pleased on

the same day, believing that God was

inclined to mercy as often as Christ's

Passion was brought to mind : " and he

quotes Walafrid Strabo, "Be Rebus

Eccles." cap. 25, who relates that Pope

Leo III. sometimes celebrated nine times

in one day. Pope Alexander II. forbade

any priest to say Mass more than once in

the day, and his enactment is incorporated

in the " Becretum " of Gratian. The

Pope, however, mentions, and apparently

without disapproval, the habit of say

ing two Masses daily, " one of the day,

another for the dead." St. Anselm

and St. Albert are said by Meratus to

have done so. Mr. Maskell (" Ancient

Liturgy of the Church of England," p.

228) collects many English canons pro

hibiting the repetition of Mass on the

same day by the same priest. Thus a

Provincial Constitution of Archbishop

Langton prohibits anyone from celebrat

ing more than once a day except on

Christmas and Easter Sunday, and on

occasion of a funeral in the church ; and

one of the last injunctions published

in England before the change of religion

was, that " no priest say two Masses in

one day, except Christmas Bay, without

express iicence."

Bevotion led some holy persons at the

same period in quite an opposite direction.

St. Thomas of Canterbury did not cele

brate daily ; and a contemporary, noting

this, says the practice of priests on this

point varied, that those who celebrated

often were to be commended for the

purity of their lives; those who acted

like St. Thomas, for their humility (Fleury,

"H. E.*' livr. lxx. § 64). Mass was

said rarely among the Carthusians, and

St. Francis of Assist, in his " Testament/

wished one priest only to celebrate each

day in his convents. The other priests

were to content themselves with hearing

Mass (Fleury, livr. lxxix. 25).

By the present law priests are strictly

prohibited from saying Muss more than

once on any day except Christmas Bay.

Bishops, however, have often leave to cele

brate, or allow their priests to celebrate,

twice on a Sunday or holiday of obligation,

if a large number of people would other

wise be unable to hear Mass ; and most
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English priests hold faculties, renewed at

intervals, to this effect. The ablutions

must not be taken at the former Mass.

Tbe present Pope, moved by the necessity

of the case, has permitted bishops ill

Mexico to have three Masses celebrated

by one priest on the same day. No law

requires a priest, as such, to celebrate

daily, and it is commonly held that he is

Dot bound to do so except on the more

solemn feasts (St. Liguori, " Theol.

Moral." lib. vi. § 313). A parish priest

must say Mass whenever at least the

people are bound to hear it. Modern

saints— e.g. St. Ignatius and St. Francis

of Sales—strongly encourage priests to

celebrate daily, and this is now the

common, though by no means the uni

versal, custom.

(#) The hour of Mast was subject to

no special regulation down to the middle

of the fifth century, though it was usually

said early in the morning. Le Brun

thinks that the custom of saying Mass

at tierce (i.e. at 9 A.M.) began with

the mouks. It is mentioned by Cassian,

Sidonius ApoUinaris, a Council of Orleans

in 51 1 , and bt. Gregory of Tours. On the

stations—i.e. Wednesday and Friday, and

in Home on Saturday (all usually fasting

days) it was said at sext—i.e. noon ; on

other fasting days after none—i.e. three

o'clock ; at ordinations the fast was con

tinued through Friday or Saturday till the

early morning of the day following, when

the Mass was said. (See Le Brun, torn iii.

diss. i. art. 9.) According to the present

law Mass must not be said before dawn

or later than midday, and it is a serious

matter notably to trangress these limits

except in virtue of Apostolic indult. The

rule which requires the priest to have said

Matins and Lauds previously is not so

strict. There are special rules on the

relations of Office and Conventual Mass,

Mass of Requiem, &c, in the rubrics of

the Missal.

(y) The Application of Mast.—The

Mass is a sacrifice of adoration, of praise

and thanksgiving; it is also a sacrifice of

propitiation for sin, and a means of

obtaining all graces and blessings from

God. In the Canon of the Roman Mass

and all other liturgies the sacrifice is

always off 'red specially for certain persons

—e.g. for those present in the church, for

those who contributed the bread and wine

for the consecration, &c. Theologians,

following Scotus, recognise a threefold

fruit of the sacrifice. There is the general

fruit, in which all the faithful participate,

the more special fruit, which belongs to

those for whom the priest specially offers

the sacrifice, and the most special fruit,

proper to the celebrant himself. Tbe

Canon of the Mass recognises this dis

tinction, and so bears witness to its

antiquity. The celebrant offers " for thy

holy Catholic Church " ; again he speaks

of those " on whose account we offer to

Thee, or who offer to Thee, this sacrifice of

praise"; he also calls the Mass "the

oblation of our ministry," and in an

earlier part of the liturgy offers the Host

" for my numberless sins and offences and

negligences." Theologians dispute how

far and in what way the eHect of the

oblation is limited, very many denying that

there is any such limit except in the

capacity of those for whom the. offering is

made, so that,e.y., Mass said for a hundred

persons would profit each as much as if

said for one only. Practically, however,

a priest has to act on the opinion that the

effect of the sacrifice is limited by the

ordination of Christ, or in some other

manner over and above the limitation

already mentioned. Here, then, it suffices

to say that in " saying Mass " for a person

or persons a priest applies in their interest

the more special fruit of the sacrifice. If

under an obligation of making this applica

tion, he must not extend it to others save

with the implied condition that he does

not intend to interfere with the rights of

those who have the first claim. But

of course he always offers generally for

the whole Church, and reserves the special

fruit of the Mass to himself. The follow

ing regulations exist with regard to the

application.

All bishops and priests with cure of

souls are bound to say Mass for their

people on Sundays and holidays of obliga

tion. If the holiday of obligation has

become a day of devotion, the duty of

saying Mass for the flock continues.

Missionary priests, such as those in the

United States, are mere delegates of

the bishop without cure of souls in the

strict sense. They are not therefore

bound to offer the sacrifice on these days

for the people in their district, though

charity makes it fit that they should do

so. In all cathedrals and collegiate

churches the Conventual Mass (see below)

must be said daily for benefactors, and

chaplains, &c, are bound to say Mass

daily for the founder of the chaplaincy or

benefice, unless it appear from the terms

of the foundation that this was not in

tended. Lastly, a strict obligation of
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saying Mass for the donor's intention is

incurred by priests who accept an alms on

that condition. This alms or stipend is

meant for the celebrant's support, and

corresponds to the offerings of bread and

wine made by the faithful in old days.

The bishop fixes the amount of this

stipend or tax, as it is called, and the

priest must not ask, though he may accept,

more. If he has leave to duplicate or say

fwo Masses he must receive alms for one

only, and if he asks another priest to say

the Mass in his stead, he must hand over

the whole alms. Many rules have been

made, particularly of late, to prevent any

appearance of traffic or avarice in this

matter. Moreover, Benedict XIV. points

out that the rich have no unfair advantage

over the poor because of their greater

power to have Masses said for them. All

souls are God's, and He can give the poor

a special share in the general prayers of the

Church, and supply their wants in a thou

sand ways. Riches and poverty are each,

if rightly used, the means of salvation.

III. Names for different, kinds of

Masses.—(a) High Mass, in Latin Missa

tolemnis, is Mass with incense, music,

the assistance of deacon and sub-deacon,

&c. It is usually sung, when there is a

sufficient number of clergy, at least on

Sundays and great feasts. Meratus quotes

the term Missa alta from Rymer's

" Foedera," and the term, Mr. Maskell

says, seems to have been chiefly in use in

England. But the fact that in Dutch

and Flemish exactlv the same term—viz.

Hoogmis, is used, while the Germans have

Hochamt, surely proves that Missa alta

must have been familar in other countries.

" Missa dominica " and " aurea " were

mediaeval names for Masses of special

solemnity. Under solemn Masses, Me-

ratus classes Pontifical Masses, celebrated

the bishop with his insignia, and

pal Masses, celebrated by the Pope on

certain great feasts with special rites.

The Pontifical Mass (the thing, not the

name) is mentioned in a Roman Ordo

supposed to belong to the former part of

the eighth century. Meratus refers to a

treatise on Papal Masses by Marcellus,

archbishop of Corcyra—" Rituum eccle-

siasticorum sive S. Cnrimoniarum S.

Romanse Ecclesiae."

(/3) Low Mass : Missa bnssa in French

and English documents ; Basse Messe ;

Missa plana in the " Cserimomale Episc."

Mass said without music, the priest at

least saying, and not singing, the Mass

throughout.

(y) Missa cantata ; also called media.

A Mass sung, but without deacon and

sub-deacon and the ceremonies proper to

High Mass. In some American dioceses

the use of incense is permitted at such

Masses.

(8) Missa publico (sometimes com

munis) ; a Mass to which the faithful of

either sex are admitted. Hence Gregory

the Great prohibited such Masses in

monasteries. From the sixth century at

least, nine o'clock was the time fixed for

such Masses. The decree on this point

attributed to Telesphorus in the second

century is of course a forgery.

(») Missa privata (also secreta, fami-

liaris, peculiaris) is difficult of definition.

Meratus gives one explanation which

identifies it with Low Mass; another

according to which it is any Mass at which

the priest alone communicates. It would

be convenient if we could use this word

or had another word to describe Mass

which the priest says chiefly for his own

devotion or that of his friends, and not

to satisfy the wants of a parish, college,

&c. In all private Masses the priest

must have at least a server to represent

the body of the faithful. Solitary Masses

were once celebrated by indulgence or

pririlege in monasteries. They are now

strictly forbidden.

({) Misia jxirochialis ; the "Assembly

of the faithful in which they offer public

pravers and sacrifice by the ministry of

their pastor, and learn from him what

they should do and not do for their own.

salvation and the edification of their

neighbours." The Council of Trent

directs bishops to warn the faithful that

they should hear Mass in their parish

churches at least on Sundays and greater

festivals.

(17) Capitular Maw is the High Mass

on Sundays or festivals in collegiate

churches.

(#) Conventual Mass is that which

"the rectors of cathedral and collegiate

churches are bound to have celebrated

every day solemnly and with music after

tierce." It must, as we have already

seen, be applied for benefactors. It is

also known among regulars as Missa

canonica, tertia, publico, communis, major.

(1) Votive Masses are those which do

not correspond with the office of the day,

but are said by the choice (mtum) of the

priest. On all days except Sundays,

feasts of double and more than double

rank, and certain other days specially

excepted, a priest may say a Votive Maw

bv

Pa
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of the Trinity, the Angels, St. Peter and

St. Paul, the Holy Ghost, for the dead,

&c. &c, instead of that assigned for the

day.

(*) Miana adventitia or manualis is a

Mass said for the intention of a person

who gives an alms; and is opposed to a

Missa legata, said for a special intention

in consequence of a legacy or foundation.

Thus Missa adventitia or manualis is a

" chance " Mass—one which " comes to

hand."

(X) The Missa prasanctificatorum is

really not a Mass at all. Some account

of it will he found under Holy Week

and Lest.1 Still more remote from the

true idea of Mass is the Missa sicca, a

celebration without either consecration or

communion, very common in the middle

ages in the presence of the sick, at sea,

and on other occasions when a true Mass

coidd not be said. St. Louis of France

used habitually to have this Missa sicca

said at sea. Sometimes it was celebrated

with all the ceremonies of High Mass. It

is now fallen out of use, except that

persons learning the ceremonies of Mass

sometimes say a Missa sicca before ordi

nation. A real Mass was sometimes said

at sea. Gavantus (Pars I. tit. xx. f.)

disapproves the practice, because of the

danger that the chalice may be over

turned. Benedict XIV. ("De Missa,"

lib. iii. cap. 6, § 11) holds that Mass

cannot be said at sea, even if there seems

to be no danger of irreverence, without

an Apostolic indult.

R. [See Degrees.]

3TEK Or THE SACKED

I (maffister sacri palatii). This

is a dignity of the Roman Curia [Curia

Romana], and is said to have been first

conferred on St. Dominic, who, observing

that the attendants of cardinals, while

their masters were transacting business

with the Pope, for want of employment

used to indulge in idle and frivolous pas

times, obtained the permission of Hono-

rius III. to form them into a class and

explain the Bible to them. Originating

thus, the office gradually became one of

greater importance, until it included the

right of nominating the preachers before

the Pope on certain great festivals, that

of acting as consultor to several congre

gations, that of conferring the degree of

doctor in theology and philosophy, with

1 The thirty-sixth canon of jElfric, in 957,

shows that one office of the Presanctified on
Good Friday was used in England a thousand

years ayo (Jlaskcll, Ancient Lit. p. 214).

other privileges, as well as the duty of

examining and licensing all books pub

lished in Rome.

MATRXCTTXiA (dim. of matrix, a roll

or register). The roll containing the

names of the clergy permanently attached

to a cathedral, or a coLVgiate, or a parish

church ; also, the list of the names of the

students regularly admitted into any

university.

IWATRXCDXATXOjr (viatricula).

The act of entering the name of a student'

upon the matricula or roll of a university,

which in ordinary cases is not done till

the candidate for admission has proved

his campetency bv passing an examination

in certain prescribed subjects.

MAUNDY THURSDAY. [See

Holy Week.]

MAURISTS. The famous congrega

tion of St. Maur, an offshoot of the Bene

dictine order [Benedictines], took its

name in honour of the favourite disciple

of St. Benedict so called, who extended

the order greatly in France in the sixth

century, and founded the Abbey of

Glanfeuil, called after him St. Maur-sur-

Loire. Hence, in these northern coun

tries, the Benedictine rule was regarded as

having him for its author almost equally

with St. Benedict himself; cf. Chau

cer's—

" The reule of sevnt Maure or of seint Beneyt

(Prol. C. T.)

In the sixteenth century, much relaxation

having crept into the monastic observance

of Benedictine houses in the South of

Europe, various enterprises of reform were

set on foot by monks in whom the ancient

fervour still glowed. There was estab

lished in Lorraine, by Dom Didier de la

Cour, the austere congregation of St.

Vanne. Many convents in France de

sired to embrace this reform, and it was

solemnly adopted at the monastery of

St. Augustine at Limogesin 1613. Here

and at other French houses the congre

gation of St. Vanne planted monks who

might teach their principles and procedure.

But, Lorraine being at that time politi

cally separate from France, it was thought

expedient that a new congragation should

be erected for the latter. This being

effected in 1018, the new institute, of

which Dom BiSnard was the chief propa

gator, took the name of St. Maur ; and

being supported by Card, de Retz, and

afterwards by Richelieu, rapidly extended

itself among the Benedictiue convents in

France. In and near Paris they even
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tually had three great houses, the Blancs

Manteaux, St. Germain des Pros, and

St. Denis. The rule was at first observed

in its full strictness in the houses whicb

adhered to the congregation ; and in

union with this religious movement an

enthusiasm for literature and learning;

developed itself, which modified all the

arrangements adopted. A general, ap

pointed for life, governed the whole in

stitute, which, at the time when Ilelyot

wrote (about 1 7:20), compiised one hundred

and eighty abbeys and priories, grouped

in six provinces. In every province there

were one or two noviciates; on leaving

which, the young novice whs admitted to

profession in some monastery, and trained

in piety and ecclesiastical knowledge

during two years. After that he was

engaged for five years in the study of

philosophy Rnd theology, and finally for

one year, called the "year of recollection,"

in the exercises and studies designed to

fit him for receiving the priesthood at the

end of it. If we may judge by the fruils,

the preparation must have been exceed

ingly well fitted to train men for success

fully engaging in the pursuits of literature

, and criticism. Those " Benedictine

editions " of the Fathers, which scholars

know so well and value so highly, all

came from members of the congregation

of St. Maur. Among their colossal

labours may be mentioned " Gallia

Christiana," the " History of French

Literature," the " Recueil " of the his

torians of France, Mabillon's " Annals

of the Benedictine Order," and " Lives of

Benedictine Saints," Tassin's literary

history of the congregation, Martene's

" Amplissima Collectio," &c, &c The

majority of their own countrymen appear

to be in haste to forget them ; but the

rest of the world will not soon forget the

gentle, pious, genial, indefatigable Mubil-

lon, the Venerable Bede of these later

times ; nor Edmond Martdne, that model

of exact and thorough research ; nor

Montfaucon, whose vast erudition illus

trated by the engraver's art the whole

field of Greece-Roman antiquity and

founded the science of archaeology: nor

Kuinart, the historinn of the Martyrs;

not to speak of Kivet, Bouquet, Lami,

Labat, Luc d'Achery, Le Nourri,

Me'nard, Martianay, and many more,

whose names all suggest priceless services

rendered in this or that field to the cause

of secular and sacred learning.

The later history of the congregation,

from the time of Helyot to their suppres

sion in 1702, is more chequered. Jan

senism insinuated itself into some of the

convents ; and in the controversy which

grew out of the publication of the Consti

tution " Unigenitus" (1713), although the

general and the superiors remained loyal

to the Holy See, many of the monks

joined the party of opposition. After

90me time, relaxations of the rule, such

as the abandonment of the old habit,

modification of the prohibitions respecting

food, and the curtailment of the mid

night office, were demanded in many

convents, and to a great extent conceded.

The pseudo-philosophic spirit that was

abroad infected even a congregation which

had commenced as an austere reform not

two centuries before ; and if Helyot'a

contiuuator may be trusted, a Freemasons'

lodge was established at Glanfeuil in

1775, and the prior of the Maurist

monastery there became the venerable of

the lodge. Nevertheless, the congregation,

though it no longer produced minds of the

calibre of those which adorned it at the

beginning of the century, continued to be

devoted to learning and literature. The

" Academy of Samnur," established in the

abbey of that town, achieved a wide re

putation. In education also their colleges

and schools were most successful, and

attracted, particularly after the suppres

sion of the Jesuits, pupils of the best

blood of France ; among these colleges

were Soreze in Burgundy—reopened in

our times by Lacordaire—Tiron, Pont

Levoy, St. Germer, and Auxerre. After

1780 the dissensions which had long

troubled the peace of the congregation

grew more violent, and would probably

have led to its dissolution even if the

Revolution had not occurred, and turned

them out of their monasteries. (Helyot,

continued by Badiche.)

MAT. In recent times, a custom has

arisen of addressing public prayer to the

Blessed Virgin, decking her altar with

flowers, singing hymns in her honour, &c,

daily during the month of May. The

prayers ufed are from books of popular

devotion, for the Church does not recog

nise this " Month of May " by any change

in the Mass or Office. However, Pius

VII. in a brief, March 21, 1815, granted

an indulgence of 300 days daily to those

who practise this devotion at home or in

church, and a plenary indulgence any

one dav in the month on condition of

confession, communion, and prayer for the

intention of the Pope. It is somewhat

difficult to ascertain where or when the
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celebration of the month of May was

introduced among us.

MECHITARISTS. This congrega

tion, which exists for the purpose of

instructing and improving the scattered

members of the Armenian nation, was

founded by an Armenian named Mechitar,

who was born in 1670 at Siwas, the

ancient Sebastia, a town near the source

of the Halys, on the borders of Pontus and

Cappadocia. His family appears to have

belonged to the section of the Armenian

nation which has always adhered to the

Catholic Church. From the time when

he was ordained priest, in 1099, the

desire of labouring lor the temporal and

eternal welfare of his countrymen pos

sessed itself of his whole nature. He went

to Constantinople, and formed an asso

ciation there to carry out his design ; but

being opposed by some of the schismatic

Armenians, he transferred his operations

to Modon in the Morea, which at that

time belonged to the Republic of Venice.

Here he and his companions worked on

for fourteen years; but in 1715, war

having broken out between the Porte and

the Republic, Modon was taken by the

Turks, and Mechitar's convent was broken

up. He then retired to Venice, and

obtained from the Government the island

of San Lazzaro, which lies in the lagune

between the Lido and the city. Here he

founded that Armenian convent which

travellers from foreign lands never fail to

visit and unanimously and cordially

admire. Literary labours, which have

for their object to perfect and regularise

the Armenian language, and to translate

into it the more important works of the

various European literatures, have always

been, and are still, zealously prosecuted

here by these intelligent Orientals.

Branches from the mother house have been

founded at Vienna and Trieste, and at

several places in Hungary. The AU-

genieine Zeitung (December 17, 1850),

thus writes of the Mechitarists : " When

one takes a near view of their labours at

Vienna and Venice, one is amazed at the

powerful influence which the literary

activity of these learned monks exerts on

the Armenian nation scattered throughout

the East. The reviews, the books, the

numerous translations of works on history,

geography, philology, natural science,

and voyages and travels, which are

printed in the Mechitarist presses of

Vienna and Venice, are carried far beyond

Persia to the banks of the Indus and the

Ganges, and have everywhere called forth

| among the Armenians the desire of know-

j ledge and a taste for reading, and set on

j foot, a literary movement which was

I before entirely dormant in a people till

lately essentially and exclusively com

mercial." (Art. by Gams in Wetzer and

Welte.)

MEDIArOB (/it(TiVijr, " sequester Dei

et hominum Christus" in Tertull. " Adv.

Prax." 27). St. Paul (1 Tim. ii. 5) speaks

of Christ as the " one mediator between

God and man," and it is plain that he

vindicates this office as one proper to

Christ alone, for the passage runs : "There

is one God, one mediator also between

God and men, a man Christ Jesus, who

gave Himself also a ransom for all," Ac

Christ is the one mediator, because He

alone could draw near to God in virtue of

merits which were his own, and inde-

1 pendently of the merits of any beside

i Himself. He alone could offer a pro-
■ pitiation infinite in value for the sin of

! man and obtain in return all the gifts of

' salvation. This He did as man, not how-

1 ever as mere man, but as man who was also

j God, so that He was able to make full and

perfect atonement. Further, St. Thomas

points out (iii. 20, 2) that a mediator, from

1 the very fact that He comes between,

must be distant from each extreme. Now

" Christ as mau is far from God (dittat a

Deo) in nature and from men in the

dignity of grace and glory." Again, a

mediator's office is to join the two ex

tremes, and this Christ does " by setting

before men the commandments and gifts

of God, by making satisfaction to God

for them and by interceding for them.

Christ, therefore, as man is most truly

called mediator."

The Arian error on this point lay in

their belief that the Word in his super

human nature came between God aud

creatures. Creatures " could not bear the

hand of God," and " a mediator became

necessary that things generated might

come to be." St. Athanasius (" Defens.

Fid. Nic." cap. iii. § 8) shows the illogical

character of the error, for if the Son is a

creature, then on the Arian theory

another mediator must have been required

to create Him ; if not a creature, He is

true God.

The Protestant mistake consists in

interpreting St. Paul's words as if they

excluded the mediation of the saints.

Assuredly there is only one mediator of

redemption, and the saints, says Estius

(ad loc.), are " mediators in an imperfect

way—i.e. they intercede for us with God,
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just as all persons do who in prayer com

mend our salvation to God." " Whoever

beseeches God for others constitutes

himself after a manner a medium and an

intercessor between them and God, though

he does this leaning not on his own merits,

but on another's—viz. Christ's. For what

ever the saints seek for us in prayer, they

only seek through Christ." In this im

perfect sense St. Paul calls Moses a

" mediator " (Galatians iii. 19, 20). This

is his common title in Jewish writers and

his mediatorial otiice clearly appears, e.g.t

Deut. v. 2, 6—" I stood between the

Lord and you ; " and the doctrine of

angelic mediation is asserted in a beautiful

passage of Elihu's speech (Job xxxiii. 23)

If there be for him an angel to mediate,

One of a thousand,

To declare to man what is right for him,

Then He (God) is gracious to him and says :

" Loose him from going down to the pit j

I have found a ransom."

There can be no doubt about the

meaning of the word italicised (|"7P)-

" An angel interceding with God on

behalf of men, a /ko-itijs," is Gesenius'

commentary. So Delitzsch, "Mittler,"

" mediator (he, however, understands the

"angel of the covenant"). The Targum

rendering isParaclete, advocate (KtJ^plB).

The LXX entirely misses the sense ; the
Vulgate has '• loquens pro eo."

We may remark by the way that tht

doctrine of angelic mediation prominent

in the book of Job has not, so far as we

know, received due attention from Catho

lics ; observe the words in the first speech

of Eliphaz (v. 1).

Call. Is there one to answer thee ?

To which of the holy ones {i.e. angels) wilt thou

turn ?

On which passage an eminent Protestant

scholar comments thus : " They (angels)

appear as intercessors for men with God,

bringing men's needs before Him, and

mediating in their behalf. This work is

easily connected with their general office

of labouring for the good of men, espe

cially of the pious ; still it is here for the

first time ascribed to them." (Dillmann,

on Job, p. 44.

MESITATIOV Airs MEITTAZ.

IKATES. Meditation in its narrower

and technical sense may be defined as the

application of the three powers of the

bouI to prayer—the memory proposing a

religious or moral truth, the understanding

considering this truth in its applicntion to

the individual who meditates, while the

will forms practical resolutions and desires

grace to keep them. It is distinguished

from vocal prayer, because in meditation

no words are used, and from the higher

forms of mental prayer (e.g. affective

prayer, contemplation, &c), because in

these there is no methodical use of the

reason. Mental prayer of some kind must

be as old as the human race, but it was

St. Ignatius of Loyola who reduced the

rules of meditation to system, and con

tributed to the spread of meditation at a

regular hour and for a fixed space of time.

Thus St. Benedict supposes that some of

his monks will pray after the vocal prayers

of the office with tears and application of

heart (Uule, c. 25, quoted by Fleury,

" H. E." xxxii. 15), and an incident in

his life (c. 4, Fleury, loc. cit.) shows that

the religious used to pray in private after

the chanting of the psalms. So St.

Oolumban admonishes his religious on the

duty of private prayer and the continual

application of the mind to God.

(" Pcenit." n. 19 ; Fleury, xxxv. 10).

Modern aseetical writers are much

more precise, and in all communities of

men and women, in all seminaries, Sc., a

time is set apart daily for mental prayer,

which is imposed by rule. The practice

of mental prayer is recommended to secu

lar priests, and also to lay persons if they

have some education and desire to lead

a perfect life. The method given by St.

Ignatius in his exercise is that generally

recommended and used, at least till the

person who meditates forms a method of

his own. The best exposition of it is by

Father Roothaan, General of the Society,

"De Ratione Meditandi " (lionise, 1871).

The Ignatian method has been simplified

by St. Liguori, and the Sulpicians have a

method of their own, propounded by M.

Olier ; another is given by the Carmelite

John of Jesus-Mary. Books of medita

tion without number have appeared during

the last three centuries, and wo cannot

pretend to mention even the principal

names. Da Ponte, Avancini, Crasset,

Lancicius, Challoner, Chaignon are those

which most readily occur to us.

Benedict XIV., in his work on Beati

fication, naturally rebukes the rashness of

the Jesuit Hurtado, who maintained that

the daily and formal practice of mental

prayer was necessary for salvation. It

is, however, a great and powerful help

to self-improvement and advance in

virtue.

After meditation comes affective

prayer, in which the soul goes straight to
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God by affection of the will without need

of formal discourse or reasoning. Next

come higher degrees of prayer, which the

experience of the saints proves to be most

real, but which are far removed from

ordinary experience. Contemplation, we

are told, is either natural or infused in

an extraordinary manner by God, and in

the latter the soul is said to be passive—

t.e. to be in some special sense moved by

God. It is important to notice that in the

passive prayer "free will exercises itself

in the whole of its extent." Catholic

mystics insist on this, and wholly reject

the false notions of absorption in the Deity,

loss of personality, &e. Bossuet proves

this at length from St. Teresa, St. John

of the Cross, &c. (See his "Instructions

sur les Etats d'Oraison," traite' 1, livr. vii.

n. 18. This work makes the whole matter

comprehensible, so far as it can be compre

hended, and is full of learning).

MELCHITES. The word, which

comes from the Semitic word (Heb.

wJjD, Syr. yt\V), Chald. t£d, the Arabic

is the same) for king, means royalists.

"When multitudes of Christians in the

East and especially in Egypt fell away

from the Church after the Council of

Chalcedon, and clung to the Monophysite

creed, the Church of Constantinople and

the Byzantine Court remained orthodox,

and the Emperors exerted their influence

on the Catholic side. Hence the name of

Melchites was given to those Christians

in the patriarchates of Alexandria, An-

tioch, and Jerusalem, who held to the

definition of Chalcedon.1 They were of

course closely connected with the patri

archate of Constantinople, they adopted

its liturgy, and when Constantinople was

severed by schism from the Catholic

Church, they lapsed also. In fact, both

from a dogmatic and liturgical point of

view, the Melchites are simply Greeks

living in Egypt and Syria. And just as

Jacobites, Copts, or Nestorians, when

they return to the Church, retain their

ancient rites, so the Melchites who have

recovered Catholic unity retain the

liturgies of St Chrysostom and Basil,

and the canon law to which they have

been accustomed. Silbernagl, writing in

1865, reckons the number of Catholic

Melchites at about 35,000.

The Melchite or Greek Catholic Church

1 On the same principle the orthodox called

theMonothelitesof Mount Lebanon "maradaei,"

fr ;m Jjlfi, " to rebel."

of Antioch dates from 1686,1 when the

Greek Patriarch Athanasius IV. of

Antioch submitted to the Pope. From

Antioch the Catholic Melchites spread to

the patriarchates of Alexandria and

Jerusalem.

The Patriarch of Antioch is chosen

by the bishops of the patriarchate. The

election, however, must be examined and

approved by Propaganda and confirmed

by the Pope. If the election is pronounced

invalid, the Pope nominates, and the Pope

may appoint, if necessary, a coadjutor

with right of succession. The Patriarch,

who is subject to Propaganda, lives at

Ain Teraz, on the Lebanon, in the seminary

for priests. The bishops are elected by

the clergy of the diocese, the right of con

firmation and consecration resting with

the Patriarch. The bishops may be

taken from the secular clergy, if un

married. The Patriarch administers his

own diocese of Damascus through a vicar.

Subject to the Patriarch are the Arch

bishops of Aleppo, Diarbekir, Beyrouth,

Bosra, and the Bishops of Horns or Emesa,

Baalbek, Tripolis, Zahleh and FerzuL

The secular priests, who are educated at a

seminary on Mount Lebanon, may con

tinue to live as married men if married

before receiving holy orders.

A Greek Patriarch of Alexandria made

his submission and received the pallium

from Clement XI. in 1713, but he had no

Catholic successors, and the Alexandrian

patriarchate is administered by the vicar

of the Patriarch of Antioch. This vicar

is a bishop in partibut and lives at Cairo.

There are two Greek Catholic churches

at Cairo, one at Rosetta, a hospice at

Damietta. Another bishop in partibut,

also a vicar of the Patriarch of Antioch,

administers the Patriarchate of Jeru

salem. Sur (Tyre) and Saida (SidonJ are

archbishoprics, Jean d'Acre a bishopric.

The Melchite religious follow the rule

of St. Basil, with modifications. The

monks are divided into two congregations.

The congregation of St. Salvator was

founded in 1715, and is ruled by an

abbot-general, who lives at Deir-el-Muk-

hallis, a few miles north-east of Sidon.

There are 500 monks, eight monasteries,

and twenty-one hospitia. This congrega

tion has a house at Borne—Sta. Maria in

Carinis. Most of the parishes are supplied

by these monks. The other congregation,

of St John Baptist (" Mar Johanna-el-

Shuweir "), erected early in the eighteenth

1 Or rather 1720, when Ignatius, who had

resigned, was restored to his see.
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century, has also a hospice at Rome—Sta.

Maria in Dominica, detta la Navicella.

This congregation, which is recruited from

Aleppo and Lebanon, was subdivided, by

authority of Gregory XVI. in 18.32, into

the congregation of Aleppo, with four

monasteries and two hospices, and that of

the Baladites, with the same number of

monasteries and hospices, besides the

hospice at Rome. At this last, however,

the procurators of both congregations

reside.

There are three convents of nuns, one

belonging to each of the three congrega

tions just enumerated. (Silbernagl, " Kir-

chen des Orients.")

Hnmu SCHISM. The name

is equivocally applied to two entirely

different transactions.

I. Schism of Mdet.hu of Egypt.—An

admirable article by Hefele 1 throws light

on this obscure and complicated affair, in
■which the principal actor figures to dis

advantage in the writings of one saint,

and to advantage in those of another.

Meletius was bishop of Lycopolis in the

Thebaid. At the time of the persecution

of Diocletian, when many of the Egyptian

bishops were in prison, and Peter, the

Patriarch of Alexandria, absent from his

see (perhaps he was in hiding), Meletius

took upon himself to ordain priests in

dioceses other than his own—a thing

clearly against the canons—and, going to

Alexandria, associated himself with Arius,

then a layman, end ordained priests and

episcopal visitors on his own authority,

without reference to the absent patriarch.

This conduct naturally occasioned a

schism, which, beginning about. 304, was

not finally extinguished till the middle of

the fifth century. It is not known in

what year Meletius died. St. Athanasius

mentions Meletius and the Meletians in

several places of his writings, and says

that the former sacrificed to idols during

the persecution. Hefele thinks that with

regard to this Athanasius must have been

misled by a false report, since it is in

credible that St. Epiphanius should have

spoken in terms ol commendation of

Meletius if he had known him to have

consented to this act of weakness. The

Meletian schismatics joined the Arians in

all their persecution of Athanasius. On

the other hand, St. Epiphanius, in his

work on Heresies, tells the story of the

.schism from a quite different point of view.

It arose, according to him, out of a differ-

1 In YVetzer and Welt*.

ence of opinion between the Patriarch

Peter and Meletius, on the subject of the

" lnpsi," the former taking a lax view,

and being willing to consent to their re

placement in all their functions on terms

by which the zealou9 piety of Meletius

was scandalised. Hefele thinks it probable

that this version of the schism was given

to St. Epiphanius in his youth by some

Meletian priests of Eleutheropolis, where

Meletius is stated to have ordained clergv.

The Council of Nictea (325) took the

matter in hand, and endeavoured, by

means of a synodal letter, to dispose of it ;

but the cunning of the Meletians enabled

them to elude, to a great extent, the con

ditions which it was sought to impose

upon them.

II. Schism of Meletius of Antioch.—

See Eustathians.

Ksmevto. [See Dipttchs.]

MEMORIA. (1) A shrine or reli

quary containing relics of some martyr or

martyrs, which in primitive times it was

customary to carry in procession. St.

Augustine, in the twenty-second book of

the " I)e Civitate Dei " (ch. 8), speaks of

the " Memory " of the " Twenty Martyrs "

at Hippo, and mentions several instances

of " Memories " of the protomartyr St.

Stephen, belonging to different churches,

being carried in procession by the respec

tive bishops, and Decoming the occasion ot

miraculous cures. " Lucillus, bishop of

Sinita," he says, " while earning this holy

burden (pin sarcina) was cured of an

infirmity under whicli he had long la

boured."

Abuses having arisen through the

eagerness to obtain relics, a law of Theo-

dosius ("Cod. Theod." ix. 17. 7) ordered

that none should buy or dismember the

bodies of martyrs, or remove them from

place to place.1 This law cannot have

been in force in Africa at the time when

St. Augustine wrote as above.

(2) A church or chapel built in memory

of a martyr or confessor, and often over

his tomb. Such a chapel usually, if not

always, contained relics of the martyr.

MEHOLOOT (Or. /ii7")- A monthly

register. By this name the Greeks desig

nated the calendars inscribed with the

names, primarily of martyrs, but after

wards of confessors also, which in the

Latin Church were called Martyrologies.

(See Martyrology.)

MENTAI RESERVATION or re

striction (rettrictio mentalis) occurs where

1 Robertson, Hist, of the Christian Church,

i.864.
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a person uses words in a sense other than

that which is obvious and which he

knows they are likely to convey. Thus,

a man who tells a beggar that he has no

money in his pocket, meaning that he has

no money to give the beggar, uses mental

reservation. lie inserts mentally a quali

fication or restriction which is not ex

pressed.

If the restriction is of such a nature

that it cannot be perceived by the hearer,

then the person who uses it certainly sins.

So all Catholiee are bound to hold. (See

Prop. 20, 27, 28, among those con

demned hy Innocent XI.)

On the other hand, almost all theolo

gians hold that it is sometimes lawful to

use a mental reservation which may be,

though very likely it will not be, under

stood fiom the circumstances. Thus, a

priest may deny that he knows a crime

which he has only learnt through sacra

mental confession. A man may deny a

crime he has committed if interrogated

and forced to answer by one who has no

authority ; or, again, according to St.

Liguori, if asked to lend money, he may

equivocate, and say " I wish I had it."

But it must be remembered that, as

is allowed on all hands, just cause is

needed to make equivocation lawful. A

habit of equivocation is detestahle to all

good men, and the practice of perfect

simplicity and straightforwardness is not

only estimable and engaging, and virtuous,

but it is also the wisest course.

Next, St. Liguoii says plainly that all

equivocation is sinful when a man is put

on his oath by just authority ; that it is

utterly wicked for tradesmen to affirm on

oath that their goods cost more than they

really did, and then shelter themselves

under equivocation ; that no equivocation

must be used in contracts, or generally

iu matters concerning the interests of

others.

Further, many even of the strongest

opponents of mental reservation would

allow equivocation in extreme cases : e.g.

few would say that it was unlawful for a

man to equivocate if a burglar asked him

where his money was, or how much he

had ; or if a murderer asked him where

he could find his intended victim. It may

be mentioned that St. Liguori makes some

difficulty about letting a servant say his

master is not at home, when this is not

true in its obvious sense. Yet this prac

tice is common in England. If we admit,

as many Protestant authorities have done,

that equivocation is in some cases allow

able, it is hard to settle what these cases

are. No doubt, equivocation is always an

evil, though not always a sin, and the less

of it there is the better. With regard to

St. Liguori's judgment on particular

cases, it is well to bear in mind that no

Catholic is bound to follow hiiu through

out, and Cardinal Newman has recorded

his own dissent from St. Liguori's teach

ing on this matter. In some of his

decisions on mental reservation there is

high theological authority on the other

side.

We may add that Catholic theologians

justify the lawfulness of equivocation by

an appeal to John vii. 8, where our Lord

says, " I go not up to this feast " (" Taber

nacles ' '). The argument cannot be pressed

against Protestants, for the weight of

documentary evidenco favours another

reading—" I go not up yet to this feast."

(See St. Liguori, " Theol. Moral." lib. iv. ;

and Cardinal Newman, " History of my

Religious Opinions.")

MSBCT, SPIRITUAL AVS COX-

PORAXi WORKS OF. In the middle

ages Beven great works of mercy to the

souls and bodies of our fellow-men were

enumerated, and called the Spiritual and

Corporal W orks of Mercy. The classifica

tion constantly appears in works of art,

and is retained in modern catechisms.

The SevenWorks of Corporal Mercy are. to

feed the hungry, give drink to the thirsty,

to clothe the naked, visit prisoners, visit

the sick, harbour strangers, bury the

dead; of Spiritual Mercy, to convert

sinners, instruct the ignorant, counsel

the doubtful, console the alllicted, bear

wrongs patiently, forgive injuries, pray

for the living and the dead. They are

all comprised in two rude hexameters—

Visito, poto, cibo, redimo, tego, collipo, condo.

Con^uk;, curpe, doce, solare, remitte, for, ora.

MERIT, in iU strict theological

sense, is a quality which belongs to the

moral actions of free and responsible

agents and makes these actions worthy

of reward. Merit implies a real propor

tion between the work done and the

reward given. Thus, a man who labours

well in the fields deserves, or merits, his

day's wages from the master who hired

him; while, on the other hand, a beggar

who comes to receive a promised alms

cannot be said to earn or merit it. To

put it in another way, a man who merits

can claim his reward as a matter of jus

tice, but one who has been promised a

reward out of all proportion to the work

done may appeal to the fidelity and kind
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ness, but not, strictly speaking, to the

justice of the donor. In order to merit,

a man must be free, since lie cannot claim

reward for a service which he has no

power to withhold, and which, therefore,

is not his to give ; what he does must,

obviously, be good : it must be done in

the service of the person who is to confer

the reward, and the latter must have

agreed to accept the work done and to

reward it, since nobody is bound to pay

for work, however excellent, which he

does not want. We have been speaking

of merit in a sense strict and definite, but

at the same time general—of merit as it

may exist, e.g., between man and man ;

and so far, we suppose, there is no matter

for dispute between Catholics and Protest

ants.

The controversy begins, however,

when we pass from the nature of merit to

a consideration of the cases in which it

exists. Protestants admitted that man

might merit reward from his brother man

and that Christ merited eternal life for

Himself and for all who believe in Him

from the hand of God. But the Re

formers denied that the good works of the

just merited an eternal reward, and they

were bound in consistency to do so, for

they were committed to the theory that

men were justified solely by the merits of

Christ imputed to them or reckoned to

their account, and they rejected the

Catholic doctrine that God accepted

sinners, because they were renewed within

by the grace of Christ, that He counted

them just and good because they really

hid become just and good, because He

Himself had washed and cleansed them

and reformed their nature more wonder

fully than He had formed it at the first.

Hence Luther and Melanchthon held that

the best works of good men were actually

sinful—nay, that but for God's mercy

they were mortal sins. " Every work of

the just man," Lutber writes, "is damn

able and a mortal sin, if it be judged by

God's judgment." Melanchthon is just

as decided. " Works which follow justi

fication, although they proceed from the

Spirit of God, who has taken possession

of the heart of justified persons, yet be

cause done in the flesh which remains

unclean are themselves also unclean."

"We have taught that we are justified

by faith alone, that our works, that our

strivings are nought but sin." Calvin,

though his language is more moderate,

maintains the same thesis in substance—

viz. that the " good works of the faithful

lack such perfect purity as can endure the

sight of God, and are in a manner de

filed.' 1 In diametrical and conscious

opposition to this estimate, the Council

of Trent (sess. vi. l)e Justif. canon 32)

declares that a man if already justified,

" through such good works as he dues

by the grace of God and merit of Christ

whose living member he is, truly merits

increase of grace, eternal life, and the

actual attainment of eternal life, if he

dies in grace." This doctrine is limited

in several ways, and it will be better to

state these modifications and append the

grounds of the Tridentiue doctrine as we

proceed. In great measure, indeed, the

statement suffices to justify the doctrine.

(I) The just have no claim for are-

ward apart from God's merciful promise.

This is plain from the very nature of

merit as we have already seen. Even

from other men, we cannot in strict

justice claim a reward for services done,

unless they have expressly or by implica

tion agreed to remunerate them. But

besides this we cannot profit God by our

service. He is all-wise and almighty. His

bliss is complete in itself, and He has no

need of us and of our works. Besides,

our service is already due to God by

other titles. A slave looks for no reward

from his master, and any recompense he

may receive comes to him from liber

ality and not from justice. Thus, men

condemned to penal servitude, which is a

kind of slavery, work hard, but they have

no claim at law for wages. But no slave

can belong to his master so absolutely as

man to his Creator. Our existence is

God's gift : his strength supports us at

each instant ; his we are, and Him we

have to serve. There would have been

no injustice had God called us to serve

Him without reward, and our service at

the best would be imperfect. Hence our

Lord reminds us of the manner in which

God might have dealt with us. A slave,

He says, has to work in the fields, and

when he comes home he has to prepare

his master's meal and take his own after

wards. " Does he thank that servant

because he did the things he was bidden P"

So you also, when vou do all that you

are bidden, say, "We are unprofitable

servants : we have done what we were

1 The quotations arc taken from Miihler's

Symbolik, kap. iii. § 21, § 22. Hi* references

are to Luther, Amert. Omn. Art., Opp. torn. ii.

fol. 825 b; Melanchthon, J.nc. Theolog pp.

108, 158; Calvin, Upusc. p. 430; Imtit. ii. 8,

§ 59, iii. 4, § 28.
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bound to do" (Luc. xvii. 7 seq.). So, we

Bay, Giid might have dealt with us, but as

a matter of fact He has not done so.1

He has graciously promised to reward

our good works with life eternal, and

since the promise has been made, since

further there is a real proportion between

the work done and the reward given, the

reward is merited or, in other words,

God's justice, no less than his fidelity to

his promise is the warrant that it will be

given. Scripture speaks on this point as

plainly as the Council of Trent. "For

the rest, there is reserved for me the

crown of justice which the Lord will

give in that day, the just judge " (2 Tim.

lv. 8). Whatever the exact sense of " the

crown of justice " may be, the last words

" the just judge " leave no room to doubt

that St. Paul expected a reward from the

justice of God. So again in Hebrews vi.

10, the words are, " God is not unjust to

forget your work and labour of love," and

the justice consists in giving the reward

of " salvation,'' as the preceding verse

proves. The same truth follows from the

reiterated assurance that " God will

render to every man according to his

works " (Rom. ii. 6).

(2) It is only works done in the

friendship and by the grace of God which

merit eternal life. St. Paul constantly

asserts that no man can bo justified Ly

the works of the law. In the Epistle to

the Romans he shows that the heathen

(i. 18-32) and the Jews (ii. 1-29) were

alike under condemnation before God,

that, justification came by the Gospel and

through faith (iii. 21-2(5), and that all

boasting is thereby excluded (iii. 27-31).

In 1 Cor. xiii. we have the general state

ment, " If I give my body to be burnt and

have not charity, it profits me nothing."

The contrary doctrine—viz. that man

" can be justified by his own works done

through the strength of human nature or

the teacning of the law," is anathematised

by the Council of Trent (loc. cit. canon 1).

The work of our salvation begins wholly

from the grace of God and the co-opera

tion of our free will ; it springs from grace,

not from merit, from the divine mercy,

not from the divino justice. God moves

the sinuer to believe and to repent, and

pours the Holy Ghost and divine love into

his heart, not because of any merits which

He sees in him, but because of his own

1 Those who quote Luc. xvii. 7 against the

Catholic doctrine forget that Chri«t promises to

do (Luc. xii. 37) the very thing which the

masier iu the parable (Luc. xvii.) does not do.

infinite compassion. But when the

sinner has passed from death to life, the

least work done by God's grace merits

heaven. Each is the fruit of Christ's

Passion, each is done and can only be

done by those " who have received power

to become the sons of God." The Holy

Spirit in the heart is a "fountain uf water

springing up to eternal life " (John iv.

13). The smallest work of mercy, if

done by Christ's indwelling grace, is ftom

that very fact due to a principle which

utterly transcends all earthly reward, and

which therefore justly cluius recompense

in heaven. Hence St. Paul boldly tells

the Colossians (i. 10) to " walk worthily

of the Lord," and the Thessalonians

(Ep. ii. 1, 5), so to sutler as to be

" counted worthy " of the kingdom of

God. To deny the merit of the just is to

detract from the merit of Christ in whose

strength they act.

Nor can the doctrine of merit, so

understood, fail to prove a powerful in

centive to humility and gratitude.

" What merits of his own," St. Augustine

asks (Ep. 110, al. 104) " has [the sinner]

set free, to boast of, since had he received

according to his merits, he would have

been condemned ? Are there therefore no

merits of the just ? Evidently there are,

because they are just. But there were

no merits in order that they might become

just, for they were made just when they

were justified; but as the Apostle says,

' Justified freely by his grace.' " Aid

further on in the same epistle, " W?hat

merit, then, can there be in man, anterior

to grace and on account of which he can

receive grace, seeing that grace alone

works in us all our good deserts, and

seeing that God, when He crowns our

merits, crowns what are nothing else than

his own gifts. For as from the begin

ning of faith we obtained mercy, not

because we were faithful, but in order

that we might be faithful, so in the end,

when life will be eternal, He will crown

us, as it is written, ' in pity and in mercy.'

So not in vain do we sing to God, ' And

his mercy will go before me,' ' And his

mercy will follow me.' Whence also

even eternal life, which, endless itself,

will be attained at the end, and therefore

is given after merits, is itself too called a

grace, because these same merits of which

it is the reward have not been done by us

of our sufficiency, but have been done in

us by grace, because it (eternal life) is

given freely, not that it is not given in

consequence of merits, but because the
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merits to which it is given are themselves

Again, the Catholic doctrine is utterly

opposed to the legalism which expects

measure for measure, so much reward in

heaven for so much external service on

earth. There is a Jewish saying, " God

did not reveal the reward attached to

each commandment, for had He done so,

man would keep some and neglect others."'

It could not have arisen among Christians.

To them " love is the fulfilling of the

law." The love of God ahove all, and of

men for his sake—that is the one indis

pensable work ; and of itself, though all

external works may be absent, it merits

the kingdom of heaven. He who loves

-has passed from death to life ; external

good works can claim a reward so far and

so far only as they spring from love, are

the expression of love, serve to intensify

love.

It is not worth while to show at

length that the Fathers taught the

Catholic doctrine on grace and justifica

tion, for the Reformers were conscious

that they could not appeal successfully to

tradition, and they professed to restore a

belief contained indeed in Scripture, hut

forgotten even from early times in the

Church. We mav, however, refer the

reader to (Clem. Rom. 1 Ep. 30, cf. 32 ;

Ep. Barnab. 19; Iren. iv. 30, 3; Tertull.

" Scorp." 12). It was only the Gnostics

in the first ages of the Church who

denied the merit of good works. (See

Iren. i. 23, 3, i. 25, 6). It is more im

portant to note that merit is sometimes

used in a looser sense, and that theo

logians recognise an inferior or imperfect

merit.—viz. " Meritum de Congruo,"

merit of congruity. This latter is not,

properly speaking, merit at all, it is a

right founded in friendship and liberality,

not in strict justice. Thus no one can

merit the first grace or recovery from

1 Quoted from Tanchuma on Ekeb. in the

learned Jewish work. Hamburger's Heat Encyrt.

fur Bibel und Talmud, p. 701, art. " Lohn un(i

Strafe." There are noble rabbinical maxim*

on merit : e.g. '* The reward of a commandment

is a commandment (t.e. leads to the keeping of

another commandment), and the wages of sin

is sin" (Aboth. iv. 2) ; and by Antigonus of
Soto (about 198 B.C.), '• Be nut as servnnts who

serve their master to receive a reward, but be

like servants who do not serve their master

because of the reward : let the fear of heaven

rule over you" (Aboth. i. 2). But there is

nothing in the great collection of rabbinical

dicta on the subject in the article- referred to

above which approaches ever so distantly to the

spirit of Matt. xiii. 37-10 ; Rom. xiii. 10.

mortal sin, nor can a holy man merit the

conversion of another,' or his own perse

verance in grace. (See Final Persever

ance.) It is, however, lawful to hold

that a just man may merit a sinner's con

version de conyruo, because it is con

gruous or fitting that God should hear

the prayer of one who is admitted to his

friendship. In the other cases, Billuart

denies that there is any place even for

merit de congruo, unless we take it to

mean merit in a still laxer and vaguer

acceptation. Thus we may say, if we

like, that a man who, moved by God's

grace, believes, sorrows for his sin, resolves

to begin a new life, hopes in God's mercy,

&c, merits de congruo the further grace

of justification, because these previous

works dispose the soul to receive sancti

fying grace. But if the question be asked

in general terms, does a sinner, so dis

posed, merit God's pardon and grace, the

answer must be " no," and so the Council

of Trent expressly defines.

METROPOLITAN (metropolita,

metrojmlitanui). The thirty-third of the

Apostolic Canons says that the bishops

in every country (cujutque gentis) ought

to know which among them is the first,

and take him to a certain extent as their

head, and do nothing unusual without

his consent. It was manifestly the inten

tion of St. Paul that Titus should stand

in a relation of this kind to all the bishops

established in the cities of Crete ; 1 and a

comparison of 1 Tim. ch. iii. with Tit. i.

seems to justify the inference that Timothy

bore a similar rank among the bishops of

Asia. This leading bishop among his

brethren would naturally be, or come to

be, the prelate of the most important city

(metropolis) in the province or country.

In the ca?e of an entire country, such as

Syria or Egypt, each with its dependen

cies, the bishop of the capital city

(Autioch, Alexandria, &c), was called

the patriarch ; in the case of a province,

the metroiwlilan. The ecclesiastical

divisions, for a long time after the con

version of Constantino, conformed them

selves closely to the civil ; the same chief

city of a province contained the prtetor

as the head of the temporal, and the

metropolitan as the head of the spiritual

1 Ps. xlix. 8 (in the Hebrew) may be quoted

here, though it really speaks of redemption

from temporal death, " Surely a brother cannot

redeem a man ; he cannot give to God aa

atonement for him ; the ransom of his soul will

be too precious, and he must let that be for

ever."

» Tit. L
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organisation. In process of time it often

happened that the seat of the civil

government was removed to another city,

while no corresponding change took place

in things ecclesiastical ; in such cases the

name "metropolitan" ceased to be suit

able, and was replaced by " archbishop."

In former times the power of metro

politans over their suffragans was great ;

they could hear and decide any charges

made against them, and excommunicate

them if they deemed it necessary. The

Council of Trent reduced this power

within strict limits. It enacted that

criminal causes of a more serious kind, in

which bishops were implicated, should be

tried and decided only by the Supreme

Pontiff, with the proviso, however, that if

a previous local inquiry were necessary, it

should be committed to none but the

metropolitans, or bishops specially dele

gated by the Holy See. The minor

criminal causes of bishops are, under the

same canon, to be tried by the provincial

council or by persons deputed by it.1

Metropolitans cannot exercise ordinary

jurisdiction in the dioceses of their

suffragans, nor visit their cathedrals, or

any portion of their dioceses, except on

the mandate of the provincial council.

Nor have they any jurisdiction, propria

jure, over monasteries situated within the

dioceses of their suffragans.

On the rights, privileges, and dignities

still annexed to the office of a metro

politan, see the article Archbishop.

(Ferraris, Metropolitans; Soglia, ii. 5,

49.)

MILITARY OKDSRS, II61yot

enumerates between ninety and a hundred

military orders. Of these, the knights of

Oaxatrava and the Hospitallers have

been already noticed ; for the Templars

and the Tectonic order, see those articles.

Of the remainder, particulars respecting a

few of the more important are here

subjoined.

(1) Of Alcantara.—Founded in Castile

in 1177 ; its object was the subjugation of

the Moors. The knights wore a white

mantle embroidered with a green cross.

For a century after their institution they

did great service to the Christian cause ;

in the fourteenth century their quarrels

with the knights of Calatrava, resulting

in actual war, no less retarded and dis

graced it. The order became extremely

wealthy ; the rents of the grand-master

ship in the time of Ferdinand and Isabella

' Sens, xxiv. De Ref. c. 5.

amounted to forty-five thousand ducats.1

Castles, towns, and convents, belonging to

this and the other military orders, were

seen in every part of Spain. The election

to the office of grand-master, involving

the disposal of large patronage and the

wielding of great power and influence,

became the cause of infinite jealousy and

contention ; and by a prudent decision of

the Pope (1404) the control of the order

was granted to Ferdinand and Isabella for

life. In the reign of Philip II. the grand-

mastership was annexed in perpetuity to

the crown ; the subordinate dignities,

having survived the object for which they

were instituted, became the empty decora

tions of an order of nobility.

(2) The Annunziata, or the Collar.—

Instituted by Amadeus, Count of Savov,

about 1300.

(3) The Bath.—So named from one

of the ceremonies of knighthood accord

ing to the custom of England. The

esquire who was to be knighted was put

into a bath ; while he was in it two other

esquires, experienced in chivalry and its

laws, came to him, and after explaining

the duties which knighthood would im

pose upon him, poured water upon his

shoulders and so left him. After the

hath he was taken into a chapel, and con

tinued in prayer the whole night, " asking

the Lord and his blessed Mother that of

their worthy grace they would give him

power and strength to receive this high

temporal dipnitv in honour of their holy

Church, and ot the order of chivalry." *

At daylight he confessed to a priest, and

afterwards heard Mass. After the com

pletion of the ceremony by the king's

striking him on the collar with his right

hand and saying " lie a good knight," he

was led up to the altar, knelt, and placing

his right hand upon it, promised to main

tain the right of Holy Church all his life

long. Geoffrey of Anjou, the father of

Henry II., is said to have been knighted

in this manner by Henry I. in 11 2d.

The honours of the order of the Bath,

though its religious meaning is now lost,

are highly prized in England to this day.

The dignities are—Knight Grand Cross

(G.C.B.), Knight Commander (K.C.B.),

and Companion (OB.) In each grade

there is a military and a civil division.

The ribbon is crimson ; the motto, " Tria

juncta in uno." Altogether the order

numbers more than 1,0(j0 members.

1 Prescott's Ferdinand and Isabella, i. 278.
• From Nich"las Upton's book, written

about 1441, De Rt Milium, ts cited by Helyet.
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(4) Of Constrmtine.—This order seems

to have been created by the Emperor

Isaac Angelas Oomnenus about 1190,

probably in imitation of the orders amone

the Crusaders. Innumerable fictions and

forgeries have been set on foot from time

to time, in order to invest this and other

military orders with the dignity of an

antiquity to which they have no claim.

Thus the order now in question, it was

stoutly maintained, was first founded by

Constantine the Great. In the opinion of

Papebroke the Bollandist, no military order

can prove that it originated before the

twelfth century.

(o) The Dannebrog.—This Danish

order, if it had a mediaeval origin at all,

and was not, as Hfilyot was inclined to

suspect, manufactured in the seventeenth

century, was founded by Waldemar II.

about 1210. The number of knights must

not exceed 19.

(6) The Garter—Founded by Edward

III. in 1347. According to the common

story, which however appears to have

been unknown to Froissart, the Countess

of Salisbury dropped her garter in the

court at Windsor, which the king picked

up and bound round his knee, and then,

perceiving that the courtiers were inclined

to laugh, said, " Honi soit qui mal y

pense." " Honi " is old French for maudit,

accursed. The number of the knights,

including the king, was fixed at twenty-

six, and to this it was limited for several

centuries. The number at the present

time is forty-nine. The ancient dress was

a blue mantle with a red cross on the left

side, a collar whence depended a repre

sentation of St. George and the Dragon,

called a " George " (cf. Shakesperes

" Now by my George, my garter, and my

crown "), and a blue garter round the left

leg.

(7) The Glorious Virgin Mary.—

Founded at Vicenza in 1233. The

knights, who must be of noble blood,

bound themselves (like a " vigilance com

mittee" in modern times) to take up

arms against the disturbers of the public

peace, and against those who committed

outrages and escaped punishment. They

vowed conjugal chastity, obedience to

their commander, and to protect widows

and orphans. In course of time they

became rich, and thought more of enjoy

ing themselves than of anything else;

whence the people called them in derision

the " Freres Joyeux."

(8) The Golden Horseshoe.—Founded

at Paris by a duke of Bourbon in 1414.

p

Its object seems to have been to encourage

duelling, sinco the seventeen knights of

whom it was composed swore to fight

with each other, on foot or a outrance,

within two years, if they could not sooner

find seventeen gentlemen outside the order

who would tight with them.

(0) The Thistle.—Instituted by James

V., King of Scotland, in 1534. The

collar of the order is of thistles twisted

together ; from it hangs the badge of St.

Andrew, with the motto " Nemo me

impune lacesset." After the flight of

Mary Stuart to England this institute fell

into abeyance, but was revived by James

II. at Windsor in 1087, when he made

several great Scottish noblemen knights

of the order. Again it came to nothing

in consequence of the revolution of 1G88,

but was revived by Queen Anne in 1 703,

on a Protestant basis. The order, which

numbers at present twenty knights, is

accessible only to peers.

(10) The Toison dOr, or Golden

Fleece.—Instituted by Philip the Good,

Duke of Burgundy, in 142!), with a

distinctly religious and Catholic end.

The original statutes say, that out of the

great and perfect love which Duke Philip

had to the noble estate of chivalry, " in

order that the true Catholic faith, the

estate of Holy Ohurch our mother, and

the tranquillity and prosperity of the

Commonwealth may be . . . defended,

guarded, and maintained," he had insti

tuted, and did institute, on that his

wedding day, to the glory of God, in

reverence of his blessed Mother, and in

honour of the Apostle St. Andrew, " an

order and fraternity of chivalry or ami

able company of a certain number of

knights ... to be called the order of the

Toison d'Or." Charles the Bold, son of

the founder, required the knights to as

sume a magnificent dress ofcrimson velvet.

The grandson of Charles, the Archduke

Philip, marrying the heiress of Ferdinand

and Isabella, transmitted the right of con

ferring the order of the Toison d'Or to

the kings of Spain, who have ever since

retained it. The figure of a sheep in

gold, hung round the neck by a silken

ribbon or a small gold chain, is the dis

tinguishing decoration of the order.

In the long list of these military orders

there are several which accomplished in

their day real work, and work which

could not have been accomplished so well

by any other agency. When the organisa

tion of society as a whole was still im

perfect, kings were glad to employ these

P
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partial organisations, in which the actua

ting principle was religious enthusiasm or

love of fame, to check enemies abroad and

abuses at home that otherwise could not

easily have been reached. Yet it is im

possible not to suspect that a large

proportion of these institutions did more

harm than good—by fostering aristocratic

pride and exclusiveness, and pandering to

social or personal vanity—thus raising

barriers unnecessarily between class and

class, and furnishing fuel to those smart

ing feelings of envy and alienation which

are wont only to be appeased by revolu

tion. (Helyot,)

murairnrM. In the Apocalypse

(ch. xx.) it is said that after the destruc

tion of God's enemies, " the beast and

the kings of the earth and their armies,"

with " the false prophet " and Satan him

self, will be bound and cast into the pit.

The saints are then to rise and reign with

Christ a thousand years. At the end of

this period Satan is to be loosed for a

brief space. The nations deceived by him

will gather against the " beloved city " in

which the saints are encamped. Then

fire will descend and devour the wicked ;

Satan will be cast for ever into hell, and

the general judgment will take place.

Many of the early Christians took this

as a literal description of events which

wduld occur at the end of the world's

history. Those who held to such an

interpretation were known as Chiliasts or

Millenarians—i.e. believers in the reign of

a thousand years. This belief was very

common in tha early Church. It was

held by Papias, bishop of Hierapolis,

early in the second centurv (Euseb.

" H. E." iii. 39), by St. Justin Martyr

("Trypho." 81), by St. Irenaaus ("Adv.

Hser." v. 36), by Lactantius ("Div.

Inst." vii. 24), by Tertullian and Victorinus

Petabionensis (see Hieron. " De Vir.

Illustr.'' xviii., where he refers to a lost

work of Tertullian). The opinion was

no doubt Jewish in origin. (See Qrabe,

"Spicileg." vol. i. p. 231.) It was also

held outside the Church in a gross and

sensual form bv the Judaising Gnostic

Cerinthus (Euseb. "H. E." iii. 28), and

opposed by the Roman presbyter Caius

(Euseb. he. at.) At Alexandria the

allegorical mode of interpretation wns of

course unfavourable to Uhiliasm. Still,

even in the Alexandrian district Nppos,

bishop of Arsinoe, in the middle of the

third centuiy, was a vehement Millenarian.

He wrote a " refutation of the Allegorists "

(iKey^os t£>v dKXnyopurrav), directed par

ticularly against Origen, and had a

powerful following. Peace was restored

by Dionysius of Alexandria, who held

a council on the matter in 255. (See

Euseb. vii. 23, and Hefele, " Concil." p.

134 teq.) It was probably the fear of

Millenarianism which partly occasioned

the objections long prevalent in the East

to the authority of the Apocalypse. After

the establishment of Christianity, the

belief in the reign of the saints for a

thousand years almost died out. But St

Augustine ("Civ. Dei." xx. 7) confesses

that he once held it. It appeared from

time to time in the middle ages, and is

still advocated by some Protestants.

Muzzarelli (quoted by Jungmann, " De

Novissimis," p. 3Gti) sums up the common

judgment of theologians on the subject.

The theory as held by the early Fathers,

he says, is not heretical, but, considering

the weight of authority on the other side,

it is at least improbable.

MINIMS (Ordo Minimorum Eremi-

tarum Sancti Francisci de Paula). The

name commonly applied to members of

the order of Minim-Hermits, an austere

order of mendicant friars founded by St

Francis of Paola. They were kuown in

Paris before the Revolution as Bom

Hommes—" Good Men "—because, as it

is supposed, their convent in Paris had at

one time belonged to the monks of Grand

Mont, who had popularly been so called,

and in Spain as " Brothers of Victory,"

on account of the victory which Ferdi

nand V. had gained at Malaga over the

Moors as a result, according to the gene

ral belief, of the prayers of St. Francis of

Paola. They were called "Minims"

(minimi, the least) by their founder, to

humble them even below the Francis

cans, who in humility call themselves

minor (friars minor), the " less."

St. Francis, their founder, was born

about 1416 in Calabria in Italy, at Paola,

a small city on the western coast mid

way between Naples and Reggio. His

parents, James Martorillo and Vienna

di Fuscado, were a pious couple of the

middle class. When a boy of thirteen

Francis was sent to a Franciscan con

vent in his native town, for he had al

ready bejrun to dispky the extraordinary

piety which gave indication of his future

holy career. He showed a strong affec

tion for the Franciscan rule, but it was

not the will of God that he should be

come a member of that order. At nine

teen he was living as a hermit in a soli

tary place near Paola, and the foine of
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his sanctity had already spread about in

Calabria, young1 as he was in years, his

piety was so well assured that he was

prevailed on, with the approbation of the

ordinary of the diocese, to receive some

disciples, and with them he began a re

ligious community in Paola. Cells were

constructed on ground belonging to his

father, and the chapel of the new com

munity was dedicated to St. Francis of

Assist. In 1444 he established a colony

at Paterno, and eight years later he

finished on a more splendid scale his

convent and church at Paola ; the next

year (1453) making a third establishment

at Spezano Maggiore, and in 1400 found

ing still another convent at Oortona. So

far the new religious order had been liv

ing without any rule, except such as

their holy founder had from time to time

given them by word of mouth and by the

example of his own life. But from the

first a perpetual Lent had been observed

by them. In 14G4 Francis founded the

first house of his order in Sicily, at

Milazzo, where he remained until his

return to Calabria in 1468.

The fame of his sanctity having reached

Rome, a strict examination was made

into the history of his life and into the

working of his communities, and in 1473

Pope Sixtus IV. approved the new con

gregation under the name of the " Her

mits of St. Francis of Assisi." The fol

lowing year Francis was named by the

Holy See its first superior-general, and

the congregation was exempted from the

jurisdiction of the ordinaries. But Six

tus refused to sanction the perpetual

Lent, though even this was afterwards

accorded. In 1403 Francis composed his

first Rule, which was approved by Pope

Alexander VI., who changed the name of

the order to the " Minim-Hermits of

Francis of Paola," the name it has re

tained ever since. In 1405 the same

Pope confirmed the privileges hitherto

conferred on the order, also giving it all

the privileges generally possessed by the

mendicant friars. In 1601, having per

fected his first Rule and having rear

ranged it, and having also established his

perpetual Lent as a vow, and having

prepared a Rule for people of either sex

who live in the world—that is to say,

Tertiaries—he submitted these two Rules

to the Pope, who approved them the next

year (1502). The Rules, being again re

touched, were confirmed by a bull of

Alexander VI. which conferred new pri

vileges ; all of which was again confirmed

in 1505 by Pope Julius II. Finally, the

holy founder having put the finishing

touch to his two Rules, and having added

a third Rule for nuns, all three were ap

proved and confirmed by a bull of the

same Pope July 25, 1506. Besides these

three Rules Francis composed a Coii-ec-

torium, or manual of penances, and a

Ceremonial for the recitation of the Di

vine Office, &c.

Francis was invited to France by Louis

XL, whom he attended on his death

bed; and there he spent the rest of his

days, founding numerous communities

in France, Spain, Italy, and Germany.

The first colony in Spain was made at

Malaga in 1493, and in Germany in 1497.

The order was never established in the

North of Europe, nor in England, Scot

land, or Ireland, for the persecution

which soon set in in all those countries

rendered them unfit fields for so con

templative an order as the Minims. St.

Francis died in his convent at Plessis-

les-Tours, Good Friday, 1507, being then

ninety-one. In 15C2 the Huguenots,

while sacking this convent, found the

saint's body, and, having fastened a rope

about its neck, dragged it to the chapel,

where they burned it along with the cru

cifix of the high altar, but some Catho

lics afterwards recovered the saint's bones

from the ashes.

January 1, 1508, Father Francis Binet

was elected general. At that time the

order was divided into five provinces—

Italy, Tours, France, Spain, and Ger

many—but it afterwards had tbirty-one

provinces. At first the general of the

order was chosen for three years, but

since 1605 he has always been elected for

six years by the general chapter, which

consists of the general, the colleagues-

general, the provincial, and the pro

curator-general. Each province has its

chapter also. The superior of a convent

is called the corrector, because he is re

quired to correct himself and those sub

ject to him, and he is elected for one

year, ordinarily not being eligible for re

election except after an interval of at

least one year. Formerly there were

visitors-general, but these were sup

pressed as unnecessary.

As in all of the mendicant orders,

the Minims consist of First, Second, and

Third Orders so called—that is to say,

of friars, nuns, and tertiaries, these lat

ter being affiliated lay people living in

the world. The Minim tertiaries never

but once, and that for a short time only—

f2
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at Toledo, in Spain—have lived in com

munity. St. Francis of Sales is said to

have been a Minim tertiary. The first

nuns of the order took their vows in 1405

at Andujar, in Spain. The habit of the

Minim friars consists of a gown of coarse

woollen stuff, reaching to the ankles, aDd

of the natural colour of the wool without

any dye. The chaperon, or shoulder-

piece of the cowl, of the same colour as

the gown, reaches iu front to about half

way between the waist and the knee. The

girdle is a woollen, unbleached and un-

dyed rope, and has five knots for the

clerical and lay friars and four for the

tertiaries. Formerly the Minims were

barefoot, or at most wore sandals ; but

the custom was relaxed and now all are

shod. With the exception of the head

dress, -which resembles that worn by

most orders of nuns, the habit of the

Minim nuns is similar to that of the

friars.

The vow of a friar of this order is as

follows: "I, Brother N., vow and pro

mise to Almighty God and to the Blessed

Virgin Mary, to the whole heavenly choir,

and to you, my reverend Father N.,

and to this sacred order, to remain stead

fast and to persist throughout the whole

of my life in the way of living and in the

Rule of the Brothers of the Order of

Minims of St. Francis of Paola, which

has been approved by our Holy Father

Pope Alexander VI. and afterwards by

Tope Julius II. of blessed memory, per

severing in living under the vows of

poverty, chastity, and obedience, and of

the life of Lent, according to the deter

minations and the circumstances indi

cated and prescribed in the same Rule."

MINISTER. Among the Franciscans

and Capuchins the head of the order is the

minister-general, and each province is

placed under a minister-provincial. Again,

the general of the Society of Jesus has

five assistants, called ministers, who are

elected by the general congregation, and

are empowered, through the admoni/or,

to represent to the general anything

irregular which they may have observed

in his government.

MINISTERS OF THE SICK. This

order was first founded as a congregation

of priests and lay brothers by St. Camillus

of Lellis to serve the sick in hospitals.

The approval of the Holy See was given

in 1580; five years later Gregory XIV.

constituted them a religious order, under

the protection of Cardinal di Mondovi,

with their principal establishment at the

Church of St. Mary Magdalen at Rome

and in the houses adjoining. The re

ligious, besides the three ordinary vows,

take a fourth vow to assist the siclt in the

hour of death. There is a general of the

order elected for life, who is assisted by

four consultors ; the chapter-general meets

once in six years. The dress is that of

secular priests, with the addition of a

large brown cross on the soutane, and

another on the cloak. The noviciate lasts

for two years; the religious are exempt

from the obligation of singing office in

choir, and from attending processions, on

account of the absorbing nature of their

duties beside the sick. They only fast on

Fridays, in addition to the fasts prescribed

by the Church. At the death of the

founder in 1014, there were sixteen houses

of the order, containing about three

hundred religious. [HiSlyot.]

MINORITES. [See FRANCISCANS.]

MIRACX.es. The Latin word mira-

culum tutans something wonderful—not

necessarily supernatural, for, e.g., the

" Seven Wonders of the World " were

known as the " Septem Miracula." In

theological Latin, however, and in Eng

lish, the words miraculum, " miracle,"

are used commonly only of events so

wonderful that they cannot be accounted

for by natural causes. This use, as we

shall see presently, is not sanctioned by

the Vulgate translation of the New Testa-

| ment, and is not thoroughly supported by

the language of the original Greek, lit

has its disadvantages as well as its ad

vantages, though, of course, the esta

blished terminology cannot be altered

now, even if it were possible—as we be

lieve it is not—to find a more convenient

word. It will be well, however, to say

something on the Scriptural, and parti

cularly the New Testament phraseology.

(1) Miracles are called ripara (pro-

digia. See Exod. iv. 21, where it is the

rendering of D'A^ID, shining or splendid

deeds)—i.e. prodigies, because of the sur

prise they cause. The Greek word 6av-

juuria, which would exactly answer to

miracula, is found in the New Testament
once only (6avp.a,x never), Matt. xxi. 15:

and there in a wider sense than " miracle."

There is no great difference, from a theo

logical point of view, between the words

" prodigy " and " miracle." It is, how

ever, well worth notice that the New

Testament never uses the word " prodigy "

by itself. It speaks of " signs and pro-

1 Never, i.e. for a " wonderful tiling." Sec

Apoc. zvii. 7.
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digies," &c, many times ; of " prodigies "

simply, never. Evidently, the wonder

caused is not the only or even the chief

feature in a miracle, and this the New

Testament writers are careful to note.1

(2) Miracles are also frequently called

" signs " (<n;fifla ; an accurate rendering

of nin'lS, Ex. vii. 3.), to indicate

their purpose. They are " marvels " and

"prodigies" which arouse attention, but

the " wonder " excited is a means, and

not an end, and the " miracle " is a token

of God's presence ; they confirm the mis

sion and the teaching of those who deliver

a message in his name (see Acts xiv. 3 ;

Heh. ii. 4). Of course, it is only by usage

that the word " sign " acquires this techni

cal sense, and it does not always in the

New Testament mean a supernatural sign.

(3) They are often described as

" powers " (Svvafuis),2 inasmuch as they

exhibit God's power. They are evidences

that new powers have entered our world

and are working thus for the good of

mankind. God, no doubt, is always

working, and He manifests his power in

the operation of natural law. But we

are in danger of looking upon the world

as if it were governed by laws indepen

dent of God, and of forgetting that, his

hand is as necessary in each moment of

the world's existence for each operation

of created things as it was for creation

at the first. In a miracle, God produces

sensible effects which transcend the opera

tion of natural causes. Men are no longer

able to say, " This is Nature," forgetting

all the while that Nature is the continuous

work of God ; and they confess, " The

finger ofGod is here." In Christ, miracles

were the " powers," or works of power

done by Him who was Himself the power

of God. And so, miracles done through

the saints flow from, and are signs of, the

power of God within them. " Stephen,

full of grace and power, did great prodi

gies and signs among the people " (Acts

vi. 8).

1 The Hebrew fli^sj, " wonderful thing

in the land of Cham " (Ps. cvi. 22) is the word

nearest to " miracula."

8 nil^J' " deeds of strength," is th«

Old Testament word which comes nearest

Wo.ufic and the Pexhito has almost the same

word, j1-"; ^^tint. it is used very inaccu

rately for ^,1* (Acts ii. 19, 43 ; r. 12 ; 2 Cor.

Xli. 12), for rtpara (Acts XV. 12), for rtpara Kai

<7i»irr<x (Acts ii. 22; iv. 80). In Acts vii. 36

there are three Syriac terms for two Greek.

The text of the Peshito before us is that of

Leusden and Schaaf.

(4) Christ's miracles are often called

his " works," as if the form of working

to be looked for from Him in whom the

" fulness of the Godhead dwelt bodily."

They were the characteristic works of

Him who came to free us from the bondage

of Nature, to be our life, to overcome

death, to lead us, first to a worthier and

more unselfish life, and then to a better

world in which sorrow and death shall be

no more. They are the first-fruits of his

power ; the pledges of that mighty work

ing by which, one day, He will subject

all things to himself and make all things

new.

From a different point of view, then,

the same event is a " prodigy," a " sign,"

and a " power; " each word presenting it

under a distinct and instructive aspect.

The three words occur three times toge

ther—viz. in Acts ii. 22; 2 Cor. xii. 12;

2 Thess. ii. 0 (in the last passage of the

false miracles of Antichrist). In each

case the Vulgate has kept the distinction

with accurate aud delicate fidelity ; and

we cannot help expressing our regret that

the Douay version, in Challoner s recen

sion, should have obliterated the dis

tinction and blunted the sense of Scripture

by translating—e.g. Acts ii. 22—" by

miracles and wonders and signs," as if

" wonder " added anything to " miracle."

We cannot pretend to consider here,

in full, the objections made to the possi

bility of miracles, but can only give in

brief the teaching of Catholic theologians,

and particularly of St. Thomas, on the

matter. The latter defines a miracle as

an effect which " is beyond the order (or

laws) of the whole of created nature "—

" prseter ordinem totius naturro creatse "

(I. ex. 4). He explains further, that au

event may transcend the laws of some

particular nature and yet by no meaas be

miraculous. The motion of a stone when

thrown up in the air, to take his own

instance, is an effect which exceeds the

power which resides in the nature of the

stone ; but it is no miracle, for it is pro

duced by the natural power of man, and

does not therefore exceed the power of

nature in its entirety. No natural law

can account for the sun's going back on

the dial of Achaz, for the resurrection of

Lazarus, or for the cure of Peter's wife's

mother by Christ when she was sick of

a fever. All these things exceeded the

powers of Nature, though in different

degrees, and they are instances of the

three grades of the miraculous which St.

Thomas distinguishes (I. cv. 8). In the
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first case, the very substance of the thing

done is beyond the power of Nature to

effect (" excedit facultatem naturae, quan

tum ad substantiam facti ") ; in the second,

the recipient of the effect stamps it as

miraculous ("excedit facultatem naturae,

quantum ad id in quo fit"), since natural

powers can indeed give life, but not to

the dead ; in the third, it is the manner

and order in which the effect is produced

(" modus et ordo faciendi ") that is mira

culous, for the instantaneous cure of dis

ease by Christ's word is very different

from a cure effected by the gradual opera

tion of care and medical treatment. The

latter is natural, the former supernatural.

The definition given makes it un

reasonable to deny the possibility of

miracles, unless we also deny the existence

of God. Usually, He works according

to natural laws, and this for our good,

since we should be unable to control

natural agents and to make them serve

us, unless we could count on the effects

known causes will produce. But God is

necessarily free; He is not subject to

natural laws, and He may, for wise reasons,

make created things the instruments of

effects which are beyond their natural

capacity. A miracle is not an effect

without a cause ; on the contrarv, it is a

miracle because produced by God, the

First Cause. It is not a capricious exer

cise of power. The same God who ope

rates usually, and for wise ends, according

to the laws which He has implanted in

Nature, may on occasion, and for ends

equally wise, produce effects which tran

scend these laws. Nor does God in work

ing miracles contradict Himself, for where

has He bound himself never and for no

reason to operate except according to these

laws?

It is also clear from the definition

given that God alone can work miracles.

" Whatever an angel or any other crea

ture does by his own power, is according

to the order of created nature," and there

fore not miraculous according to the defi

nition with which we started (I. ex. 4).

It is quite permissible to speak of saints

or angels as working miracles ; indeed,

Scripture itself does so speak. Still, we

must always understand that God alone

really performs the wonder, and that the

creature is merely his instrument. Hence

it follows that no miracle can possibly be

wrought except for a good purpose. It

does not, however, follow that persons

through whose instrumentality miracles

occur are good and holy. St. Thomas, |

quoting St. Jerome, holds that evil men

who preach the faith and call on Christ's

name may perform true miracles, the

object of these miracles being to confirm

the truths which these unworthy persons

utter and the cause which they represent.1

Thus the gift of miracles is in itself no

proof of holiness. But, as a rule, miracles

are effected by holy men and women, and

very often they are the signs by which

God attests their sanctity and the power

of their prayer (2 2ndse clxxviii. 2^. In

all these cases, the miracle is a sign of

God's will, and cannot, except through

our own perversity, lead us into error.

It is otherwise with the " lying won

ders " which, St. Paul says, Antichrist

will work, or which Pharaoh's magicians

are supposed by some to have done by the

help of devils. Real miracles these can

not be, for God, who is the very truth,

cannot work wonders to lead his creatures

into error. But the demons, according to

St. Thomas, are so far beyond us in know

ledge and strength, that they may well

work marvels which would exceed all

natural powers, so far as we know them,

and would seem to us superior to any

natural power whatsoever, and so to be

truly miraculous (I. cxiv.). True miracles,

then, are practically distinguished from

false ones by their moral character. They

are not mere marvels, meant to gratify

the curiosity of the spectator and the

vanity of the performer. They are signs

of God's presence; they bring us nearer

to Him with whom " we ever have to do ;"

they remind us that we are to be holy as

He is holy, to cultivate humility, purity,

the love of God and man. The doctrine

which they confirm must appeal to us,

apart from its miraculous attestation.

" Jesus answered them and said, My

doctrine is not mine, but his who sent

me. If any man will do his will, he will

know of the doctrine whether it be of

God, or whether I speak from myself. He

who speaketh of himself, seeketh his own

glory, but he that seeketh the glory of

Him that sent him, he is true, and in

justice is not in him " (John vii. 16). So

our Lord appeals, in answering John's

disciples, to his miracles, not simply as

works of power, but as stamped with a

moral character, and in their connec

tion with the rest of his work. " Blind

see again and lame walk, lepers are

1 Sylvius, oue of the best known commenta

tors on St. Thomas, holds that heretics may

work miracles ; not, however, in confirmation

of their heresy.
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cleansed, and deaf hear, and corpses are

raised, and the poor have the Gospel

preached to them ; and blessed is he who

soever shall not he scandalised in me "

(Matt. xi. 6 seq.). In short, there was a

witness within, as well as without, to

Christ's mission, and the miracles had no

voice for those who were deaf to the

voice within. Because they were deaf to

this voice within, the Pharisees ascribed

Christ's miracles to Beelzebub. They

blasphemed, or were in danger of blasphe

ming, the Holy Ghost who spoke to their

hearts. And precisely the same danger

which made men reject Christ's miracles

will make them accept the marvels of

Antichrist.

So far, many Protestants are with us ;

but whereas most of them consider that

miracles ceased with, or soon after, the

Apostolic age, the Catholic Church, not,

indeed, so far as we know, by any formal

definition, but by her constant practice in

the canonisation of saints, and through

the teaching of her theologians, declares

that the gift of miracles is an abiding

one, manifested from time to time in ber

midst. This belief is logical and con

sistent. Miracles are as possible now as

they were eighteen centuries ago. They

were wrought, throughout the course of the

old dispensation and by the Apostles after

Christ's death ; and although miracles, no

doubt, were specially needed, and there

fore more numerous, when Christianity

was a new religion, we have no right to

dictate to the All-wise, and maintain that

they have ceased to be required at all.

Heathen nations have still to be converted.

Great saints are raised up in different ages

to renew the fervour of Christians and

turn the hearts of the disobedient to the

wisdom cf the just. The only reasonable

course is to examine the evidence for

modern miracles, when it presents itself,

and to give or withhold belief accord

ingly. This is just what the Church does.

The Anglican Bishop Fitzgerald, at the

end of a most thoughtful and useful essay

on "Miracles" in Smith's "Bible Dic

tionary," asserts that, according to the

confession of their ablest advocates, eccle

siastical miracles belong to the class " of

miracles which may be described as am

biguous and tentative—i.e. the event, if

it occurred at all, may have been the

result of natural causes." Then, indeed,

the question would be at an end. But

any one who looks into Benedict XIV.'s

treatise on " Canonisation," or into Car

dinal Newman's "Lectures on Anglican

Difficulties," will see what an extraordi

nary mistake this is. This able writer is

wasting words and exposing the weakness

of his own cause when he argues that the

course of Nature cannot be interrupted

" by random and capricious variation,"

that strong evidence is needed to make

supposed miracles credible, and that the

true miracles of Christianity at its birth

may have occasioned spurious imitations

of fanatical credulity. All this may be

admitted, but it does not touch the ques

tion. And when Dr. Fitzgerald rests the

belief in miracles upon the authority of

inspired writers, and urges that there is no

such authority for ecclesiastical miracles,

he forgets that the first Christians must

have believed the miracles of Christ and

the Apostles before any inspired record of

them had been made. In many cases, too,

the belief in Apostolic miracles must have

come first, that in Apostolic inspiration

second.

It must be observed, however, that

ecclesiastical and Scriptural miracles claim

widely different kinds of belief. The

Scriptural miracles rest on divine faith,

and must be accepted without doubt. No

ecclesiastical miracle can become the object

of faith, nor is any Catholic bound to be

lieve in any particular miracle not recorded

in Scripture. He could not, without un

soundness in doctrine, deny that any

miracles had occurred since the Apostolic

age, and he owes a filial respect to the

judgment of'high ecclesiastical authority;

"but within these limits he is left to the

freedom and to the responsibilities of

private judgment.

Lastly, although there is a danger in

incredulity, even when this incredulity

does not amount to abandonment of the

faith, Catholic saints and doctors have

insisted on the opposite danger of cre

dulity. To attribute false miracles, says

St. Peter Dam ian, to God or his saints,

is to bear false witness against them ;

and he reminds those who estimate sanc

tity by miraculous power that nothing

is read of miracles cone by the Blessed

Virgin or St. John Baptist, eminent as

they were in sanctity, and that the virtues

of the saints which we can copy are more

useful than miracles which excite our

wonder (Fleury, " H. E." lxi. 2). Nean-

der (" Kirchengeschichte," viii. p. 26 seq.),

after speaking of the popular taste for

legendary miracles in the middle ages,

continues : " Men were not wanting to

contend against this spirit, and a catena

of testimonies may be produced from the
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twelfth and thirteenth centuries on the

true significance of the miraculous in re

lation to the divine life, and against an

exaggerated estimation of external mira

cles. Nor were such thoughts peculiar to

enlightened men who rose above their

age ; they may be taken as an expression

of the common Christian feeling in those

centuries." The mediaeval biographer of

Bernard of Tiron says that for the con

versions of fallen women which he effected

through God's grace he was more to be

admired than if he had raised their dead

bodies to life. And the biographer of

St. Norbert writes : " It is the visible

miracles which astonish the simple and

ignorant, but it is the patience and virtues

of the saints which are to be admired and

imitated by those who gird themselves to

Christ's service." (See the references in

Neander, he. cit.) •

(On the subject of miracles generally,

Archbishop Trench's dissertation at the

beginning of his " Essays on the Miracles "

may be consulted. It is specially valuable

for its Patristic references. The opinions

of the Schoolmen on the nature of miracles

are well given by Neander, vol. viii. p. 20

of the last German edition. Cardinal

Newman's "Essay on Ecclesiastical Mi

racles " is well known.)

MlSSAXi. The book which contains

the complete service for Mass throughout

the year.

In the ancient Church there was no

one book answering to our Missal. The

service for Mass was contained in the

Antiphonary, Lectionary, Book of the

Gospels, and Sacramentary. This last,

besides matter relating to other sacra

ments, gave the collects, secrets, prefaces,

canon, prayer infra canonem, and post-

communion, and from the eighth century

at latest it was known as Missal or Mass-

book. There were " Completa Missalia,"

—t.e. Missals which contained more of

the service of the Mass than the Sacra-

mentaries ; but we do not know how far

this completeness went, for " during the

ages which intervened between the use of

the Liber Sacrnmentorum and the general

adoption of the complete book of the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the

Missal was in a transition state, sometimes

containing more, sometimes less of the

entire office. Thus the MSS. which still

exist vary in their contents (Maskell,

" Monumenta Bit.," p. lxiii. teg.).1 There

1 The ffissate Plenarium contains all the

service for Mass—i.e. it is a Missal in the modern

are, of course, printed Missals according

to the various rites—Missale Bomanum,

Ambrosianum, Missal ad usum Sarum

(first printed edition known, Paris 1487),

and the various uses of religious orders

(Dominicans, Benedictines, &c.) The

Koman Missal was carefully revised and

rinted under Pius V., who carried out a

ecree of the Council of Trent on the

matter, and strictly enjoined the use of

this Missal, or faithful reprints of it, in all

churches which could not claim prescrip

tion of two hundred years for their own

use. It was revised again under Clement

VIII. and Urban VIII. New Masses

have of course been added from time to

time, and to the Missal as to the Breviary

a " Proper " may be added by permission

of the Holy See, containing Masses for

the saints venerated in a particular

county, diocese, order, &c.

mission. Mission is inseparably

connected with jurisdiction, so that he

who is validly " sent " exercises a lawful

jurisdiction in the place to which, and

over the persons to whom, he is sent; and,

e converso, any person exercising a lawful

jurisdiction must be held to have received

true mission. Mission precedes juris

diction in the order of thought, but is

coincident with it in practice.

A priest having the care of souli

within a certain district must be sent to

thot district by the bishop, who has the

general charge of all the souls within his

diocese ; he cannot appoint himself to

it. " How shall they preach unless they

be sent ? " 1 In a regular parish there

may be more priests than one engaged in

ministerial functions, but one alone has

the responsibility, as the curattu, of the

souls within it. He has ordinary, not

delegated faculties; other priests minis

tering within his parish have not ordi

nary faculties. In missions, as here in

Englund, the head priest and the others

usually differ only in this, that the latter

receive their faculties to be exercised

" cum dependentia " of the former.

Priests, even parish priests, are not now

held to have jurisdiction in the external

forum (Soglia, ii. § 80), but only in the

internal. [FoRtra, &c]

Again, the bishop from whom the

mission of the pnrochus is derived does

not assume his pastoral office of his own

authority ; still less, in consequence of a

call from his flock; his recognition or

confirmation, if not actual election, by

the Pope as the successor of St. Peter

i Rom. x. 15.

P
(1
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constitutes his mission and the title of

his jurisdiction. The mission of the

Pope himself is from above, and rests on

the divine promises, clearly expressed as

they are in Holy Scripture, and certified

by the tradition of the Church. [Church

of Chkist ; Pope.]

"The mission of the priest," says

Beudel,1 has its prototype in that of

Jesus Christ : " As my Father hath sent

me, so send I you." Jesus Christ was

sent into the world to seek all the souls

which were lost ; the Apostles were sent

by Jesus Christ to all parts of the earth

to continue his work in his name ; the

successors of the Apostles, without any

break in the chain, are sent by the Church

to fulfil their charge, and these send in

their turn the confessors and pastors

delegated by them to spread the beams

of grace from the centre to the extremities,

and cause every soul which desires it to

participate in the benefits of their minis

try." . ..." The Church is the visible

institute ofsalvation among men ; through

her alone power is given to the priest, by

mission, to announce in the virtue of the

Holy Ghost the word of God, as it has

been all along preserved incorrupt by her,

to transmit to the faithful the graces

of which, through the merits of Christ,

she is the depositary, and to direct them

in the way of salvation in virtue of the

sovereign authority which she represents.

He who is not legitimately sent cannot

be, in the full force of the words, " a

minister of the Church having charge of

souls." •

In non-Catholic denominations the

mission to a particular locality usually

proceeds from the governing body, such

as the General Assembly in the Kirk of

Scotland, or the Conference of a hundred

ministers among the Wesleyans. But if

it be asked whence such governing bodies

derived their mission, it is invariably

found that they derived it in the first

instance from some heresiarch or other

self-appointed individual, who made a

breach in ecclesiastical unity, or else

made a fresh schism in that which was

itself a schism. Thus mission among the

Presbyterians has Calvin, and among the

Methodists, Wesley, for its fountain

head. In the Anglican Church mission is

derived ostensibly from the Crown, which

claims to be "in all causes and over all

persons, ecclesiastical and civil," within

the British empire "supreme." Every

bishop, on doing homage for his see to the

1 Art. " Missions," in Wetzer and Welte.

' sovereign, has to say, " I do acknowledge

and confess to have and hold the bishopric

of it, and the possession of the same

entirely, as well the spiritualities as

the temporalities thereof, only of your

Majesty, and of the Imperial Crown of

this your Majesty's realm." 1 Those who

find this view too Erastian hold that

mission is conferred along with conse

cration, in which case Anglican mission

must be ultimately derived from Parker,

Elizabeth's first bishop, who made a

breach in ecclesiastical unity. [See

Jurisdiction.]

mission ( = qutm-parisX). In

countries where the majority of the

population is non-Catholic, either through

having lost the faith or not having yet

been converted to it, the priests having

charge of souls are not inducted into

parishes, but stationed on missions. In

England, after the change of religion,

many such missions were entrusted to

members of religious orders, which en

joyed in a normal state of things various

privileges and exemptions. This led to a

conflict of jurisdiction between the mon

astic superiors and the vicars-apostolic,

and it was finally decided by Benedict

XIV. that " regular missionaries in Eng

land are subject to the vicars-apostolic in

all that concerns the care of souls and

the administration of the sacraments,"'

notwithstanding the privileges of their

orders. In what relates to the observance

of their rule they are subject to their

monastic superiors. Since the establish

ment of the hierarchy in England in 1850

the priests with quasi-parishes still re

main mere missioners removable at the

bishop's will, with the exception of " Mis

sionary Rectors " permanently instituted

(see Acts of Prov. Council ot Westm. I.

App.), who, in virtue of decrees of Pro

paganda and synodal statutes confirmed

by the Holy See, hold certain rights and

privileges. (Ferraris, Missiones ; Mis-

tionarii.)

missions, POPtrxAX. To quicken

faith and piety among Christians, whom

their life in the world has made tepid

and careless, is for the pastors of the

Church an object of no less solicitude

than to convert the heathen. In sub

stance, mission-preaching has been em

ployed in every age of the Church ; it

was applied with extraordinary fruit by

St. Francis and St. Dominic ; but its

1 Father Hutton, The Anglican Minittiy,

1879, p. 504 n.

1 Flanagan, Church History, ii. 378.
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reduction to a system has been the work

of comparatively recent times, and was

commenced by St. Vincent of Paul, when

(1017) he preached his first mission to

the peasants of Folleville. [See Lazar-

I8T8.J The Jesuits, Redemjrtorists,

Passionists, and Rosminians have applied

themselves with special earnestness to

this branch of pastoral work ; see those

articles. The following sketch of a

mission and of its fruits is from an article

by Stemmer.1 " A popular mission con

sists in a series of sermons and religious

exercises, lasting over a certain number

of days, directed by missionary priests

with the approbation of the ordinary, in

order to instruct and convert sinners,

and rekindle Christian faith and Christian

practice. This series or cycle of medita

tions, devotional exercises, and addresses,

the general aim of which is to excite

penitential feelings, treats of the destiny

and end of man, of free will, of the need

of grace, of the divine justice, eternity,

the necessity of conversion, the heinous-

ness of sin, its consequences, and the

misery of impenitence ; of the last things

—hell, eternal punishment, and dam

nation. Together with these terrifying

themes the preacher speaks of the mercy

and love of God, the graces stored up in

the Church, the sacraments of Penance

and the Eucharist ; usually also of loving

our enemies, Holy Communion, the re

newal of baptismal vows, and persever

ance in doing good. In this way the

sinner is brought to contrition, whence

come hope and a moral change." After

describing the availableness at this stage

of the tribunal of Penance, the writer

proceeds : " The mission is usually termi

nated by the renewal of baptismal vows,"

a general communion, " the dedication of

the parish to the Blessed Virgin, promises

of amendment and thanksgiving before

the altar, the erection of a cross or

stations, the solemn publication of the

indulgence attached to the mission, and

the celebration of Mass for the souls of

the relatives and friends of the faithful

present. Thus do the few days devoted

to a true popular misHon, with all the

truths which it proclaims, all the acts

which it disposes to and realises, form a

real source of benediction to the souls that

are willing to profit by it. It is a work

of teaching and conversion which un

deceives those who are misled, convinces

those who doubt, shakes the indifferent

1 Wetzer and Welte, '• Missions."'

in their false security, and stops hardened

sinners in full career; it is an extra

ordinary weapon with which falsehood

and error are attacked directly, boldly,

and persistently, to the destruction of

erroneous systems and the triumphant

erection of truth on their ruins. Deep-

seated prejudices and inveterate faults,

though attacked at intervals from the

ulpit, always find some corner in the

eart where they can hide themselves

and hold their ground ; but the man who

attends a mission meets an assailant who

deals blow after blow until the con

viction of the enormity of his blindness

and of his faults is forced upon the

hearer's conscience. Ill-gotten gains are

renounced, guilty practices aud criminal

connections are broken off, hatreds of old

standing are appeased, separated coupU-s

reconciled, lawsuits amicably settled ; the

converted einners show a change of

conduct, and the face of family and

parochial life is altered ; through the

whole district human existence is modi

fied for the better ; sanctificatiou spreads ;

and where unbelief, immorality, discord,

disobedience, and antipathy formerly

prevailed, the severity of Christian faith

is now established, with union, love, and

the peace of God."

MISSIONS TO THE HEA

THEXT. The kingdom of God , beginning

as a grain of mustard seed eighteen

hundred years ago, has grown into a

great tree; the stages of its growth are

here briefly noticed.

The multitude collected at Jerusalem

on the day of Pentecost, from whom the

first converts to the Christian faith were

gathered, belonged for the most part to

countries bordering on the Levant or

lying still further east. They came from

Persia, Mesopotamia, Asia Minor, Arabia,

and North Africa; some were from

Crete; the only western country indi

cated is Italy. These converts, when

they returned to their homes, must have

spread Christian belief around them.

The seed thus sown needed tending ; and

the traditions as to the teaching of the

Apostles, which tell us, that the labours

of most of them were confined to these

very Eastern countries, are therefore in

strict accordance with the report in Acts

ii. St. Thomas, according to a probable

tradition, visited India, and founded there

the Christian community which still

bears his name. The legend that St.

James the son of Zebedee passed into

Spain and founded a Church at Santiago

i
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in Qalicia, is of little authority.' It

must have beeu regarded in the Apostolic

circle as a momentous step, when St.

Paul ( Acts xvi. 0-10), crossing the Helles

pont, first carried the light of Christianity

into Europe. St. Peter, after residing for

some time at Antioch, fixed his see about

A.D. 42 at Rome, which from that time

became the centre of Christendom. But

the full bearing and import of his primacy

were only gradually discerned in the

Church ; and the Apostolic sees of Alex

andria and Antioch, with, later on, Con

stantinople and Jerusalem, and generally

the greater sees, acted as power: ul secon

dary centres to diffuse the faith among

the neighbouring countries. In Mace

donia, at Athens and Corinth, and in

Greece generally, Christianity was planted

by St. Paul. A very ancient legend

carries Lazarus and hi6 sister Martha to

the South of France, near Marseilles. A

beautiful tradition, not however older

than the middle agps, speaks of Joseph

of Arimathea as visiting Britain and

founding a flourishing Church at Glaston

bury.

Second Century.—The great work of

this period was the conversion of Roman

Gaul. Documents still extant describe

for us the persecution at Lyons in 177,

when St. Pothinus was bishop, and

Blandina suffered martyrdom. All along

the coast of North Africa, and in Spain,

the faith must have been silently spread

ing throughout this century, but details

are wanting. About 182, Pope Eleu-

therus, at the request of Lucius, a British

king, is said by Beda to have taken

measures for the introduction of Chris

tianity into Britain.

Third Cenf ui-y.—The records of the

persecution of Severus disclose the exis

tence of a flourishing Church in North
Africa. In Italy, Christianity is believed

to have been planted in t&5 principal

cities, such as Milan and Ravenna, in or

soon after the time of the Apostles ; but

detailed information, except as to the

names of the bishops, is wanting. In

Persia, the faith made rapid advances all

through this century, from Seleucia as a

centre of operations, where one of the

seventy-two disciples named Mares is said

to have been the first bishop. About 220

the Parthian monarchy gave way to the

dynasty of the Saasanides, which, under

the belief that its stability depended on

its firm adhesion to the old fire-worship

1 Hefele Keems to reject it ; see his article

on St. James, in Wetzer and Welte.

of the nation, produced after a time a

series of unrelenting persecutors of Chris

tianity.

In Central and Northern France, St.

Denys made numerous conversions in the

years 270-280. About the same time St.

Quentin planted the faith in the Verman-

dois, St. I.ucian at Beauvais, and St.

Mellon at Rouen.

Fourth Century.—The persecution of

Diocletian show ed that Spain, which gave

St. Eulalia of Merida, and Britain, which

gave St. Alban, to the roll of martyrs,

both possessed a strongly rooted Chris

tianity. The Armenians were converted

in great numbers by Gregory the Illu

minator. Frumentius planted t ho faith

in Abyssinia, and was the first bishop of

Axum (350). St. Martin of Tours ex

tinguished most of the paganism that still

lingered in Western Gaul.

Christianity at Zurich, in Switzerland,

dates from St. Felix and his sister St.

Regula, martyred in 3( .'5. Alemannie

pagan invaders overran the country in

the fifth century. After the great defeat

of Zulpieh (400), the Alemans gradually

became Christians, and a noble Aleman,

Robert, re-established the faith and built

a church at Zurich about 002. His

brother, Wichard, did the same at Lucerne

towards the end of the seventh century.

The see of Martigny in the Valais, not

far from St. Maurice, famous for the

martyrdom of the Theban legion, is said

to have been founded about 300. The

see of Lausanne grew out of that of

Avenches, which is believed to have been

founded about 350.

The Teutonic Goths, pressing south

ward from the Baltic, occupied in the

fourth century what is now Rourunnia,

on the north bank of the Danube, and

were allowed by Valens when pressed by

the Huns to cross the river (370), and

settle in the Roman province of Moesia.

Christianity, which had been introduced

among them by some cnpl ives whom in

one of their expeditions they had carried

away from Cappadocia, appears to have

made rapid progress. Theophilus, bishop

of the Christian Goths, was present at the

Council of Nicaia and subscribed its de

crees. A persecution arose about 370, of

which we have an interesting account in

the acts of the martyrdom of St. Sabas.1

At that time, according to the distinct

testimony of St. Austin,2 the Christian

Goths were all Catholics. But Ulfilas,

' All.an Butler, Apr. 12.

> D* CS». Dei, xviii. 62.
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who was their bishop after Theophilus,

visiting Constantinople in 376, was per

suaded to embrace Arianisra, and he in-

' trodneed it among his people. The same

Ultilas invented an alphabet for the Goths,

and translated the Bible into their

tongue ; of this version, large portions are

extant. These Goths of Ulfllas belonged

to the Visigothic or Western branch of

the nation, and they communicated the

Arian heresy to the Ostrogoth ic or

Eastern branch. In Theodoric the Ostro-

foA Arianism mounted on the throne of

taly ; but soon after his death it was

crushed by the sword of Belisarius. The

Arian Visigoths, driven out of Gaul by

the Catholic Franks, founded a powerful

kingdom in Spain ; their conversion will

be noticed further on.

Fifth Century.—At its commence

ment the Persian king Izdegerd listened

favourably to the teaching of St. Mar-

ruthas, who made many conversions.

A fresh persecution raged between 420

and 460, About this latter date the

Persian clergy began to side with Nes-

torius ; and the kings, from motives easily

understood, encouraged tbem to set at

- naught the decrees both of Ephesus and

Chalcedon. In 400, through the defec

tion of Babuseus, the patriarchal see of

Seleucia became Nestorian. The heresy

obtained at one time an immense develop

ment, reckoning, under the Patriarch,

26 metropolitans and 140 bishops.

Many Jews were converted (418) in

Minorca, and St. Euthymius (421)

preached with success to some Arabian

tribes.

Ireland was converted by the preach

ing of St. Patrick. [See Irish Church.]

The Burgundians, a Teutonic people,

in alarm at the approach of the Huns,

sought instruction in Christianity from

the Romanised Gauls among whom they

had settled ; and having obtained it, and

embraced the faith, they defeated the

invaders. This was about 430.' After

wards they lapsed for a time into Arian

ism.

The see of Geneva, where there are

believed to have been bishops as far back

as A.D. 200, was subjected by Leo the

Great (450) to the jurisdiction of the

Archbishop of Vienne. The first bishop

of Coire in the Grisons was St. Asimo,

for whom the Bishop of Como sigDed the

decrees of a council at Milan in 462.

The Franks, who under Clovis, had in-

Taded Gaul from beyond the Rhine, and

1 MUinan, Lett. Ckrittianity , i. 848.

destroyed every vestige of Roman domi

nation, embraced Christianity along with

their king in 496, after his great victory

over the Alemanni.

The Southern Picts in Galloway were

converted by St. Ninian, n Briton, about

the beginning of the century.

Su-tA Century.—The Arian Suevi of

Galicia were converted, chiefly by the

preaching of St. Martin of Duma, about

661. In 687, under King Recared, the

whole Visigothic nation in Spain re

nounced Arianism and embraced the

orthodox faith. Great progress was

made in converting the Flemings by St.

Vedast (f 540), first bishop nf Arras and

Cambrai, who may be regarded as their

apostle.

St.Gall,an Irishmonk, about585 pene

trated into Switzerland and established

the famous abbey. From the monastery

of Iona, founded in 570 by the Irish St.

Colm cille—i. «., " dove of the cells "—

missionaries, at first mostly Irish, evan

gelized Western and Northern Scotland.

The Celts of Cumberland, Wales, and

Cornwall still preserved the Christianity

long before received from Roman mis

sionaries. In 596 St. Augustine, with

forty monks, was sent from Rome by

Pope Gregory the Great, and began to

establish Christianity among the pagans

of the South of England.

Seventh Century.—The conversion of

the Angles and Saxons was being regu

larly carried on, not by kings forcing the

creed upon unbelievers at the sword's

point, but by bishops, monks, and secular

priests who manifestly sought not their

goods but their souls. It is true that

there were reaction and relapse here and

there, as may be seen in the pages of

Beda ; but the general movement of the

moral tide was forward. The Angles of

Deira (Yorkshire) with their king, Edwin,

received the faith (633) from the Roman

missionary Paulinus. The Angles of

Bernicia—».«. of the eastern districts of

England and Scotland from the Tees to

the Forth—were made Christians by the

preaching of the Irish monks of Iona,

whom St. Oswald (635) invited into

Northumbria. No difference of doctrine

divided the two classes of missioners;

but they were at variance on an impor

tant point of discipline—viz. the right

observance of Easter [Easter ; Irish

Church]. St. Aidan, the first bishop in

Bernicia, fixed his see at Lindisfame on

Holy Isle ; in the tenth century it was

removed to Durham.
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The Gospel was carried by English

missioners to Friesland and Holland. St.

Wilfrid, banished from his see (679),

dwelt for some time in Friesland and

converted many. But the true founder

of the Dutch Church was St. Willibrord,

who, landing- in Holland in 690, fixed his

see at Wiltenburg or Utrecht.

Eighth Century.—The German tribes

were still for the most part buried in

heathenism ; only at the north-west,

through the mission of Willibrord and

his companions, and at the south-west,

through the gradual conversion of the

Alemanni of Baden and Suabia since

their subjugation by the Franks, had an

impression been made. The eighth

century witnessed the solid foundation of

the German church through the preaching

of Winfrid (St. Boniface). In this great

affair the blessing and sanction of the

Roman See were as carefully sought and

as deliberately given as before the con

version of England. St. Boniface was

papal legate in Germany for many years,

having been first consecrated bishop by

Gregory II. in 723. In 745 he fixed his

metropolitan see at Mentz. Some time

before (740) lie had found his way into

the vatft region watered by the Danube

and its tributary streams, and there

founded the sees of Rtigensburg (Ratis-

bon), Frisingen, Passau, and Salzburg.

From the last two sees Christianity was

carried to the Teutonic or mixed popula

tions further east.

The S:ixons of Westphalia, Hanover,

and Oldenburg were coerced by Char

lemagne, who harried them with per

petual war till they submitted, into the

reception of Christianity. This was the

commencement ofthe system, too common

all through the middle ages, by which

unbelievers were scared by the threatened

loss of life or goods into embracing, or at

least professing, the religion of Christ.

There is reason to believe that the treat

ment of the Saxons was a considerable

factor in the anti-Christian ferocity which

from this time till their tardy conversion

two centuries later possessed their sea-

roving neighbours of Scandinavia, and

brought innumerable miseries, wrongs,

and losses on the innocent English and

Irish populations.

The English St. Willehad, who had

been working among the Saxons and

Frisians since 770, was consecrated to the

see of Bremen in 787.

Ninth Century.—The missionary

efforts of the Church were now chiefly

directed to the rough Scandinavian North,

and to the Slavonic peoples which every

where bordered on the German tribes and

the Byzantine empire. St. Anschar

visited Sweden in 830 and made many

converts. In 834 he was chosen Arch

bishop of Hamburg (with which Bremen

was afterwards united), in fulfilment of a

grand scheme of Charlemagne for planting

at the mouth of the Elbe a missionary

centre for the conversion of all the pagans

of Northern Europe. In 853 he was again

in Sweden, and from that time the light

of religion was never quenched there,

though it long flickered and seemed on

the point of expiring. Some progress was

made under Charlemagne in converting

the Slavs of Brandenburg. Again, on

the Danube, east of Passau, by the ex

termination of the Avars, Charlemagne

made room for the " Eastern March "

(Austria) and the great see of Vienna.

The Slavs of Bulgaria were converted by

the monk Methodius (865), whom then-

king Bogoris had invited from Constan

tinople. Constantine and the same Metho

dius brought the faith, at the request of

their duke Bartilas, to the Slavs of

Moravia. Methodius about the same

time visited Bohemia, and baptised tho

duke Boriwoy, with his saintly wife

Ludmilla. The Czech population readily

followed the example ot their rulers. The

country remained for some time ecclesi

astically subject to the Bishopof Ratisbon ;

the see of Prague was not founded till

968.

Tenth Century.—The work of con

verting the Slav races and the Northmen

continued. The Normans, after the grant

of what is now Normandy to their duke

Rollo (911), embraced the faith, and soon

began to extend and illustrate it with the

force and genius characteristic of the race.

The Slavs of Brandenburg were finally

converted under Henry the Fowler (928),

who turned their country into a march of

the empire.

From the beginning of the century

good progress had been made in Russia

in the territory of Kiew. Olga, the widow

of the Grand Duke Igor, visited Constan

tinople in 957, and was baptised in the

church of St. Sophia. The schism caused

bv Photius had been healed up, and the

E"astern church was at this time in com

munion with Rome; it was not till the

middle of the eleventh century that the

breach was reopened under Ceruliraus,

and became chronic. [Greek Church.]

Olga's example was not generally followed
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by the people ; it was not till the reign of

her gmnd--on Vladimir that a strong

movement towards Christianity took

place among the Kus.-ians. The see of

Kiew was iounded in 988.

In Denmark, where many missioners

had laboured in the nintli century with

little outward fruit, the time had at last

come for sees to he founded. Sleswig,

with Popno for its first bishop, and

Aarhuus were erected into bishoprics

about 0 18. Lunden, near the mouth of

the Eider, was made a metropolitan see

in 1104.

Misaco or Mieceslas, duke of Poland,

marrying a pious Bohemian princess,

agreed to become a Christian, and was

baptised in 966 ; his subjects made little

difficulty about following his example.

Jordan was the first bishop of Poland,

which was attached to the province of

Magdeburg.

Geisa, the duke or voyvode of the

Magyars of Hungary, became a Christian

about 995. In 996 he welcomed into his

country St. Adalbert of Prague, by whose

preaching great numbers were converted.

His son, St. Stephen, the first Christian

king of Hungary, married Gisela, sister to

the Emperor Henry II St. Adalbert gave

up bis life in the attempt (997) to con

vert t he Prussians about Dantzic.

Shortlv before the end of the century

Olaf, kiug" of Sweden (t 1024), brought

over Siegfried, the English priest, and was

baptised at Husaby in West Gotland.

Christianity became the religion of the

kingdom, but paganism lingered long in

remote districts.

Thorwald, an Icelander, having been

converted in Saxony, took home with

him the priest Friedrich (981), and had

much success in bringing over his country

men. The conversion of the islanders

was finished, after a rough fushion, by

Thangbrand, an emissary of the King of

Norway, between 997 and 999. The first

bishop fixed his see at. Skalholt in 1056.

Eleventh Century.—About a.d. 1000
the English Siegfried already mentioned

preached to the Norwegians. Olaf Trvgg-

wason, king of Norway, who fell in battle

in that year, was a Christian, hut his

people had not gone with him. Norway,

after being for many years under the

rule ol the Swedes and Danes, regained

its independence through the cauroge

and endurance of Olaf Haraldson (St.

Olaf) in 1017. By a mixture of force

and persuasion Olaf brought over the

great majority of his countrymen into

the pale of the Church. Grimkele, an

Englishman, was the first bishop of

Trondhiem.

The Slavs of Mecklenburg, among

whom Christianity had been already

preached, but inetiectually, all embraced

the faith about 1050, under their prince,

Gotschalk.

Twelfth Century.—-The conversion of

the Slavs went on. Boleslas, duke of

Poland, having conquered Pomerania,

sent for St. Otho, bishop of Bamberg,

who, having first obtained the sanction of

the Pope, came to Gnesen in 1125, and

thence passed into Pomerania, visiting

Piritz, Wollin, and Stettin. The people

readily listened to him, and were baptised

in vast numbers by total immersion.

Adalbert was appointed the first bishop

of Kaminin in 1128.

Christianity was forced upon the

Finns by their Swedish masters about

1150. The see was at first at Randa-

maki, but was removed to Abo in 1300.

The Slavs of the Isle of Rugen,

having been subdued by the King of

Denmark, showed a readiness to embrace

Christianity. They worshipped a mon

strous wooden idol with four heads,

which they called Suautovit, a corruption

of " St. \ itus,'' the name of the patron

saint of the monastery of Corbie, whence

some monks had come 300 years before,

but had been compelled to depart be 'ore

their message was half comprehended by

the simple islanders Now (1168) Suau

tovit was broken up and burnt, and the

people received baptism. They were the

last member of the great Slavonic family

to embrace the faith. The Pope placed

the island under the Bishop of Roskild.

The remaining pagan population of

Livonia, Courland, and Esthonia, waa

compelled by violence to adopt Chris

tianity towards the end of this century

by Albert the Bear, margrave of Bran

denburg, and Henry the Lion, duke of

Saxony.

Thirteenth Century.—AU the nations

of Europe were now Christian ; all be

longed to the Catholic Church, though

the Ii ussians did so in an imperfect sense,

being out of communion with the Holy

See. Attempts were made by fervent

preachers of the newly-founded mendicant

orders to carry the faith among the Ma

hometans, and the Christian populations

under Mahometan rule ia Asia Minor,

Syria, &c. These efforts, owing to the

pride and invincible prejudice of the

Moslems, met with little success. The.
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Teutonic knights, uniting themselves to

the Order of the Sword founded in 1202,

carried on from 1237 a long and cruel

war against the natives of Fast Prussia.

These last had been found intractable and

ferocious, and their rejection over and

over again of the teaching of the mission

aries was held to justify proceeding against

them by way of a crusade. The war

Listed fifty-three years, and ended in the

complete subjugation of Prussia, over

which the Teutonic order then claimed

to exercise sovereign rights. Prussians

who were willing to become Christians

were declared free men and enjoyed all

private rights, but those who chose to

remain in unbelief were made slaves to

the conquerors.

Fourteenth Century.—This was an

age of lamentable reaction. Orusades to

the Holy Land being now regarded as

impracticable, Christian princes turned

their arms against one another. The

hundred years war between England and

Fiance began. Tlie see of St, Peter

remained for seventy years at Avignon,

to the detriment of many religious

interests ; and soon after the return of

Gregory XI. (1376) began the Great

Schism, which distracted and perplexed

all Christian nations for nearly forty

years.

The people of Lithuania (1380), at the

command of their duke, Jagellon, ac

cepted the Gospel, and were baptised in

vast numbers.

Fifteenth Cent.ury.—The maritime

nations, Spain and Portugal, while ex

tending the limits of geography, were

full of zeal for the propagation of the

faith. The people of the Canary and

Azore Islands were converted in this age,

and under Portuguese auspices three

Dominican friars (1401) opened a pro

mising mission on the Congo, in Western

Africa. Immediately upon the discovery

of America (1492) the religious orders,

especially the Dominicans, Franciscans,

Augustinians, and Trinitarians, hastened

to send labourers to the new Held.

Sixteenth Century.—While some of

the European nations were being led

away by heretical teachers into revolt

from the Church, new populations were

entering her fold in the Transatlantic

regions opened out by the energy of

Spain. Cortes, as soon as he had con

quered Mexico, did all that he could to

make the people Christians. Franciscan

missioners appeared there in 1523, fol

lowed by Dominicans and Jesuits. The

heroic virtue of Martin de Valenza, and

his ze.il in preaching, converted great

numbers of the Mexicans. At the present

day but few of the people remain un

converted ; the country is divided into

eleven sees, that of Mexico being metro

politan.

In New Granada, Spanish missionaries

appeared verv earlv ; the first see was

founded at Santa Marta in 1520. St.

Louis Berlrand laboured here from 1501

to 1600, and is said to have converted

fifteen thousand of the Indians.1 St.

Peter Claver, sometimes called the

Apostle of the Negroes, after extra

ordinary labours and sufferings, died at

Cartagena in 1054. Before 1800 the

majority of the population, both Indian

and negro, had become Catholic.

In Venezuela the see of Caraccas

was founded in 1531. In 1800 three-

fourths of the Indian population of the

province were computed to be Christians.

The conquest of Peru by Pizttrro was

soon followed by the establishment of a

bishop's see at Lima (1530), raised to

metropolitan rank in J 548. St. Turibius,

the third archbishop, is regarded as the

apostle of that region. The glorious St.

Hose of Lima, who died in 1017 at the

age of thirty-one, " bloomed in the Indies

in the Hower of virginity and patience."*

Dominican, Franciscan, and Jesuit mis

sioners combined their efforts, and by the

middle of the seventeenth century the

conversion of the Peruvian Indians,

within all the districts subject to Spain,

was accomplished.

In Bolivia, Chiquisaca was erected

into a bishop's see in 1551. Jesuit

missions made rapid progress in convert

ing the Indians; about a hundred years

later not less than 100,000 of them were

Christians.

In Chili, the see of Santiago dates

from 1561. Those of the native tribes

which submitted to the Spaniards soon

became Christians ; but the nation of the

Araueanos and other tribes, preserving

their independence, retained along with

it their idolatry. To this day there are

many unconverted Indians in Chili.

The vast and fertile plains of Brazil

began to be occupied by the Portuguese

about 1500. The first missionaries were

Franciscans. The Jesuit Father, Nobrega,

was sent to Brazil by St. Ignatius in

1649. Father Anchieta joined him four

1 Sea his Life, in English, recently pub

lished, by Father Wilberforce, O.S.D.

> Collect for St. Hone's least, Aug. 30.
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years later, and spent the rest of his life

in extending the faith among the Indians.

His sanctity was demonstrated hy mira

cles, and he is often called the Apostle of

Brazil. The first see was founded at

Bahia in 1661.

The first see in La Plata, now the

Argentine Republic, appears to have been

that of Cordova (1570), where the Jesuits

had in process of time a magnificent

college. St. Francis Solano preached to

the Indians of Tucuman and the Chaco

in 1689, and converted a great number of

them.

The faith was brought into Central

America by Franciscans. Alfcnsj de

Betancos preached both to Spaniards and

Indians in Costa Rica with great fruit

from 1560 to his death in 15GC. Other

friars laboured successfully in Guatemala

during the last thirty years of the century.

Some Augustiman friars, headed by

Alfonso Gutierrez, went out to the

Philippine Islands in 1575 at the request

of Philip II., and began to preach to the

natives. Three years later they were

joined by a party of Franciscans under

the B. Pedro de Alfaro., In nine years

250,000 natives had embraced Christi

anity. At the present day, out of a

population variously estimated at from

five to nine millions, the vast majority

are Catholics ; and they have learnt the

arts of civilised life, along with the

doctrines of salvation, beneath the foster

ing wing of the Church. It is lamentable

to compare with this picture the miserable

condition of the Maories of New Zealand.

Victimised by half a dozen Protestant

sects, and unable to decide for themselves

which of the Christianities offered to

them was the true one, this brave and

gifted people, divided still more than

when they were heathens by the very

influence which should have united them,

have been unable to resist the corrupting

effects of the civilisation which has en

folded them within its toils, and are now

rapidly perishing.

The first see in the Philippine Wands

was founded at Manila in 1581. This

was made metropolitan in 1621, and

three other sees have been since erected.

The Portuguese established their

power firmly on the west coast of India

about the beginning of the century, and

a see was founded at Goa in 1534. St.

Francis Xavier arrived in India in 1542 ;

he preached on the Fishery Coast, and in

Cochin, Madura, and Travancore, and

made many thousands of converts. These

were chiefly of low caste, or of no caste

at all ; Brahmin exclusiveness and Mus

sulman rancour strongly barred the way

against the spread of Christianity among

the upper classes of Indian society.

Japan received St. Francis, when he

landed at Cangoxima in 1549, with open

arms. The progress of Christianity was

extremely rapid, and kings and princes

embraced the faith ; and it seemed as if a

national conversion, like those of which

earlier ages a Horded so many examples,

were about to be effected. Gregory XIII.

in 1585 forbade any missionaries not be

longing to the company to preach the

Gospel in Japan. About the same time a

Japanese embassy visited Rome. The

sequel will be told in the next section.

Seventeenth Century.—Xavier had

desired to carry the Gospol into China,

but he died in the neighbouring isle of

Sancian (1552) without having set foot

in the empire. Towards IbOO some

Jesuit Fathers entered China, but little

effect was produced till after Father Hicci

had made his way to Pekin (1602) and

conciliated the goodwill of the emperor.

The scientific attainments of Ricci, and,

after him, of the Fathers Schall.Verbiest,

&c, were what won from the imperial

house respect for them, and some degree

of toleration for the Chinese converts.

In 1663 there are said to have been

300,000 Catholics in China. But several

causes combined to overcloud this bright

prospect: (1) the dispute about the Chinese

ceremonies between the Jesuit and the

Dominican missioners [Jesuits] ; (2) the

persecution, more or less connected with

this dispute, raised by the Government

against the Christians towards the

middle of the eighteenth century ; (3) the

suppression of the Society of Jesus ; and

(4) the French Revolution, which para

lysed the missionary energy of the chief

Catholic nation for many years. Within

the last fifty years great efforts have been

made to regain the ground lost. China

is now divided into twenty-five sees,

under vicars-apostolic, and the total

number of Catholics can be little less

than a million. Numerous conversions

occur each year in almost every one of

the " Chrftientes,'' or Christian settle

ments, which are planted thickly in

every province of the vast empire.

The Seminary " des Missions Erran-

geres," founded in 1663 in the Rue du

Bac, Paris, has carried on ever since,

chiefly in Eastern countries, a glorious

work of evangelisation.
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In the course of this century mission-

i belonging to various orders, chiefly

Dominicans and Jesuits, carried the

Gospel to Touquin, Cochin-China, Cain-

boja, Siam, Malaysia, and Burmah,

countries which all lie within the Indo-

Chinese peninsula. The later history of

these missions has been of the usual

chequered character. In Tonquin and

Cochin-China there have been prolonged

persecutions and frequent martyrdoms.

At the present day these countries are

governed by twelve vicars-apostolic, and

the number of Catholics contained in

them may be roughly estimated at

280,000.'

Canada and Acadia (Nova Scotia)

were colonised by France early in the

seventeenth century ; the first bishop's

ese was founded at Montreal in 1050.

The Jesuit Fathers Brebeuf, Jogues,

Lallemant, and Daniel converted the

Hurons to Christianity. But the enemies

of France instigated the Iroquois to

attack the Hurons; all the above-named

missionaries met with violent deaths, and

the Hurons were nearly exterminated.*

Acridia was ceded to England in 1713,

and Canada in 1703. The French-speak

ing population of Lower Canada has

remained Catholic, and the efforts of the

missionaries have secured for the Church

the large floating half-caste population

of " voyageurs " and traders, besides con

verting many of the Indian tribes which

roam over the surface of British North

America.

In India, the Jesuit Nobili (1006),

assuming the dress and customs of a

Brahmin, and not associating with

persons of inferior caste, made a con

siderable impression. The B. John

de Britto, also a Jesuit, addressed him

self to the lower castes, and is said to

have converted 8,000 idolators ; he gave

his life for the faith. The flourishing

Christianity of Ceylon, evangelised partly

by Franciscans, partly by the Yen. Jose1

Vaz,oftheGoa Oratory, and other Fathers

of the same congregation, was injured and

retarded by the Dutch after they had

dislodged (1056) the Portuguese from

the island. When Ceylon fell into British

hands, equity was l etter observed, and

at the present day there are 400,000

Catholics, governed by two vicars-apos

tolic.

The policy of British rule in India,

with other causes, has tended to keep

1 Durand, yiissionit f'ranfaises, ch. vii.

* Parknian, The JuuiU in North America.

Christianity stationary, and at this day

the total number of Christians in British

India is said to be less than one million.

Of these, about 250.000 are believed to be

Europeans or Eurasians (half-castes). Of

the remainder about 5.14,000 are found

in the Madras Presidency, and of these

about 410,000, or four-fifths nearly, are

" returned as Iioman Catholics." 1 In

the Native States the Christians number

about 700,000. Concerning these we

have not met with creed returns, but

there is no doubt that the great majority

are Catholics.

The Goa schism arose in the following

manner. When the see of Goa was

founded in 1634, a treaty was signed

between Portugal and the Holy See,

giving to the king of that country the

right of patronage over the churches of

India on certain conditions. After their

power on the Malabar coast had been

displaced by that of the Dutch, and the

circumstances were consequently changed,

the Portuguese still refused to recog

nise the action of the Holy See in en

trusting ecclesiastical interests in those

regions to clergy of non-Portuguese

nationality. A long and painful history

is connected with these disputes, and the

schism is not entirely healed to this day.

The Indian missions were reorganised by

Gregory XVI., who in 1840, Portugal

having notoriously failed or become

unable to ful til its part of the contract,

suppressed the original bull of pntronage.

Including the two sees in Ceylon, there

are now twenty-three vicariates-apostolic

in India.

In Japan, where a considerable section

of the people hail become Christians, the

Government took the alarm, and com

menced to persecute about the end of the

sixteenth century. Xoguu became tai-

cosama, or supreme temporal ruler, in

1615, and from that time to his death in

1050 pursued a settled plan of extermi

nation. In this he was aided by the

selfish policy of the Dutch, who assisted

him in putting down the revolt of the

Christians of a large district, whom the

persecution had driven to despair. About

1650 there were but few professed Chris

tians left. When, however, alter Japan

was opened to Kuropeans a lew years

ago, the Catholic missioners returned,

they found interesting proofs of the sur

vival of a pure Christianity among a

considerable number of the people. At

present there is one bishop in Japan; the

> EncycL Urit. 9th ed. " India."
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number of Catholics we have seen roughly

estimated at 15,000.

Eighteenth Century.—The celebrated

Jesuit missions, or " Reductions," in

Paraguay attained their greatest develop

ment in the first half of this century.

The Jesuits had obtained permission

from the King of Spain to isolate their

Indian converts in the settlements founded

by them, and to manage their affairs

independently of the colonial adminis-

tmtion. A group of theocratic com

munities was thus formed in the plains of

the Parana and Uruguay, in each of

which the clergy were at once the

spiritual and temporal rulers of their

flocks ; in which crime was almost un

known, and industry universal ; and a

community of goods was established as

in the Apostolic age. The Indians " in

medium quserebant;" the crops which

they raised were thrown into a common

stock, and divided by the clergy among

the different households ; not that this

was regarded as a permanent arrange

ment, but only as that most suitable for

the new Christians at the actual stage of

mental and moral development which

they had reached. The converts after a

time displayed an extraordinary talent

for imitating any kind of handicraft,

mechanism, or artistic workmanship.

The eyes of all the philanthropists of

Europe were turned upon this new ex

periment in human education. Unfortu

nately the hostility of the colonists, the

transfer of the territory of Uruguay from

Spain to Portugal, the malignant policy

of Pombal, and finally the suppression of

the Society of Jesus, brought utter de

struction on a work than which the whole

history of evangelic enterprise presents

nothing more suggestive and encouraging.

Nineteenth Century.—In 1822 the

" Work of the Propagation of the Faith "

was established at Lyons, with a view to

assisting in the establishment and support

of foreign missions. It was computed

that in the first fifty years of its existence

the Church had received, by the instru

mentality of the missions connected with

this society, an accession of about 700,000

neophytes. It distributes at the present

time an income exceeding 200,000^. a year.

By the exertions of the present Bishop

of Salford (Dr. Vaughan) " St. Joseph's

College of the Sacred Heart for Foreign

Missions," the chief object of which is to

educate missioners to preach to the heat hen,

was founded a few years ago at Mill Hill,

near London. Its missionaries already

occupy important fields of work in the

Madras Presidency of India and Borneo,

besides the Negro Missions in the United

States.

Great efforts have been made in recent

years for the extension of the Gospel in

Africa. Besides the titular sees in Algeria

there are eleven vicariates, administered

by bishops, which embrace the greater

part of the seaboard all round the con

tinent, and also the newly-founded

vicariate of Central Africa, of which it9

bishop, Mgr. Comboni, fixed the seat at El

Obeid, in Kordofan.

In Oceania there are fifteen vioariatea-

apostolic, most of which are of recent

creation. When the Catholic missionaries

have not been interfered with (as in the

Gauibier Islands, Easter Island, and Mar

quesas Islands) the native population has

sometimes embraced Christianity en miute;

but in numerous instances the work has

been and is made difficult by the opposi

tion of Wesleyana, Baptists, and other

sectaries.

The supreme direction of all Catholic

missions rests with the Sacred Congrega

tion of Propaganda [Propaganda]. (Hen-

rion, " Hist, des Miss. Cath. ; " Durand,

" Miss. Cath. Franchises ; " Wetzer and

Welte, passim ; Fleury, " Hist. Eccl. ; "'

" Dublin Review," Jan. 1870.)

MITRE (Mitra infula). A head

dress worn by bishops, abbots, and in

certain cases by other distinguished

ecclesiastics. Mitra (ptTpa) is used in

Greek and Latin for the turban which

was worn by women, and among the

Asiatics, specially Phrygians, by men.

It had no connection with religious rites.

On the other hand, a band (infula)

was worn by heathen priests and by the

sacrificial victims. The Jewish priests

wore a cap (ny^JP, KtSapis in the LXX)

of uncertain form, though the root points

to a round shape, and the high priest

a turban (n^JVP), from * root meaning

" to wind " (in LXX, Kt&apic and uirpa),

with a plate of gold on the front

()"¥; LXX, rrtTakov; Vulg. "lamina"),

inscribtd with the words, " Holiness to

ihe Lord." The Vulgate uses "mitra"

for the high priest's head-dress (Ecclus.

xlv. 14), for the priest's (Exod. xxix. 9 ;

Levit. viii. 13). It is certain, however,

that the early Church did not adopt the

head-dress of the Jewish priesthood and

transfer it to her own priests or chief

priests. Polycrates of Ephesus, indeed,

writing about 190 (apud Euseb. " U. E."
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t. 24) says of St. John the Evangelist

that he " became a priest, having worn the

plate (n-e'raXoK)," and Epiphanius (Haer.)

about 380, makes a similar statement

about St. James, except that he makes it

in St. James's case a mark of his Jewish,

not his Christian priesthood, for he says

he was allowed both to wear the ntrakov

and enter the Holy of Holies. This

account of Epiphanius is evidently legen

dary, for on what possible ground could

the authorities of the Temple treat James

as high priest ? Bishop Lightfoot (see

alsoRouth, " Rell. Sacr. ii. p. 28) is pro

bably justified in regarding the language

of Palycrates on St. John's "plate" as

metaphorical. But, in any case, such a

" plate " answers to no vestment now in

use ; and even if we could translate it

" mitre " (as we cannot), this use by St.

John stands quite by itself. It would

have been his custom, not that of the

Church.

Hel'ele, who treats the above notices

of St. John and St. James as mere legends,

contends, nevertheless, that there are

clear traces of mitres used as part of the

official ecclesiastical costume from the

fourth century. After carefully consider

ing the proofs which he alleges, we can

see no reason for abandoning the j udgment

of Menard, the learned Benedictine editor

of St. Gregory's Sacramentary — viz.

that for the first thousand j ears of her

history there was no general use of mitres

in the Church. All Hefele's references

can, we think, be explained as poetical or

metaphorical. And, on the other hand,

Hefele himself allows that no Sacramen

tary or Ritual-book before 1000 a.d. men

tions the mitre, much less the bishop's

investment with it at consecration, though,

e.g., in a Mass for Easter Sunday written

before 986 the ornaments of a bishop are

enumerated. Again, liturgical writers,

such as Amalarius and Walafrid Strabo,

are silent on the subject, " It is not, ' we

again quote from Hefele, " it is not till

the eleventh century that representations

of popes, bishops, and abbots with the

mitre occur; though from that time

onwards they are very numerous."

The use of the mitre seems to have

begun at Rome, and then to have spread

to other churches. Leo IX., in 1049,

gave the "Roman mitre" to the Arch

bishop of Treves, and this is the earliest

instance known of such a concession.

Canons also, e.g., at Bamberg, got leave

from Rome to wear the mitre on certain

feasts, and it was used by all cardinals

till, in 1245, the first Council of Lyons

sanctioned the cardinal's hat. According

to Gavantus (torn. i. 149), the first con

cession of a mitre to an abbot was made

by Urban II. in 1091. The straight lines

and sharp point familiar to us in the

Gothic mitres first appear in works of

art of the thirteenth century. The

Italian mitre with its greater height and

curved lines came into use in the four

teenth.

Bishops and abbots (if mitred) receive

the mitre from the consecrating bishop, a

ceremony, as Catalani shows, of late in

troduction. The " Caarimoniale Episco-

porum " distinguishes the " precious

mitre," adorned with jewels and made of

gold or silver plate ; the " mitra auri-

phrygiata," without precious stones (it

may, however, be ornamented with

pearls) and of gold cloth (ex tela aurea) ;

the " plain mitre " (mitra simplex) of silk

or linen and of white colour. The bishop

always uses the mitre if he carries the

pastoral staff. Inferior prelates who are

allowed a mitre must confine themselves

to the simple mitre, unless in case of

an express concession by the Pope

("Manuale Decret." 870). " The Greeks

have no mitre. The Armenians have

adopted a kind of mitre for bishops and

a bonnet for priests since the eleventh

century. (Hefele, " Beitriige," vol. ii. ;

Gavantus, Bona, " Rerum Lit." lib. i. ;

Catalani on the " Pontifical '' ; Menard on

St.Gregorj's Sacramentary. Innocent III.

gives mystical meanings to the mitre and

its parts—« g. the two h >rns are the two

testaments ; the strings, the spirit and the

letter, &c).

MIXED MAKKIAOES are mar

riages between persons of different reli

gions. A marriage between a baptised

and unbaptised person is invalid ; one

between a Catholic and a person of

another communion—e.g. a Protestant—

is valid, but, unless a dispensation has

been obtained from the Pope or his dele

gate, unlawful. This explanation has

been already given in the article on the

Impediments of Markiaoe. But it will

| be useful to say something here on the

legislation of the Church on marriages

between Catholics and other Christians

not Catholics.

(1) Benedict XIV. ("Instruction on

! Marriages in Holland, 1741. Encyclical,

" Magna? nobis ") has declared the

Church's vehement repugnance to such

| unions, on the ground that they are not

i likely to be harmonious, that they ex

«»2
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pose the Catholic party and the children

to danger of perversion, that they are apt

to produce indifference, &c, &c.

(2) He says the Church has permitted

them for very grave reasons, and generally

in the case of royal personages ; but even

then on condition that the Catholic party

be free to practise his or her religion,

and that a promise be given that the

children of either sex be brought up

Catholics.

(3) Increasing intercourse between

Catholics and Protestants made such mar

riages far more frequent, and the conditions

insisted on by Benedict XIV. were neg

lected. In Silesia, a law of the State in

1803 required the children of mixed

marriages to be brought up in the religion

of the father. In England, till very

recent times, there was a common arrange

ment by which the boys were brought up

in the father's, the girls in the mother's,

religion ; and neither in Silesia (see Her-

genrother, " Kirchengeschichte," vol. ii. p.

856 leg.) nor in England did the Catholic

clergy, as a rule, oppose this state of

things. An attempt was made by the

Prussian Government in 1825 to intro

duce the law which prevailed in Silesia

and the other Eastern provinces to the

Rhineland and Westphalia; and this

order of the Cabinet was accepted by

Von Spiegel, archbishop of Cologne, and

also, though with some scruple, by the

Bishops of Paderborn, Miinster, and

Treves. This led Pius VIII. and Gregory

XVI. to declare a mixed marriage, when

it was not understood that the children

of either sex should be brought up

Catholics, contrary to the " natural and

divine law." Otherwise, the priest could

take no part in the celebration. In

extreme cases, and to avoid greater evils,

he might passively assist at the contract ;

but more the Pope himself could not

{iermit. Obedience to these Papal briefs

ed to the imprisonment of Droste von

Vischering, the new archbishop of

Cologne, in 1837, and to that of the

Archbishop of Posen in 1839. The

bishops, even those who had once been of

a different mind, steadfastly adhered to the

Papal regulations. One exception, how

ever, must be mentioned. Hie Prince-

Bishop of Breslau resigned his see in

1840 rather than submit, and became a

Protestant. He died in 1871. Under

the good king, William IV., peace wns

gradually restored beween Church and

State.

(4) In the U. S., as elsewhere, the fol

lowing is the present law. If a Catholic

and Protestant desire to marry, they

must promise to comply with the condi

tions given above. Then, if the bishop

is satisfied that some grave reason for the

marriage exists, he may grant a dispensa

tion, and the marriage is then celebrated

in the Cntholic Church. But the nuptial

benediction is not permitted. In Eng

land, the Anglican clergy no longer being

registrars for civil recognition, no repe

tition of the ceremony in the Established

Church is tolerated.

moliitism. [See Grace.]

moiinos. [See Quietism.]

MONASTERV. [See CONTEST;

Monk.]

MONK (A.-S. munuc, through the

Lat. monachus, Gr. ^ora^or, " solitary ").

The ascetics of the first Christian age

have been already described [Asckt-e].

They did not, as a rule, separate them

selves from men, but in the world practised

a rigid mortification, and aimed at ful

filling the counsels of perfection. Mona-

chism commenced in Egypt. In the

middle of the third century the persecu

tion of Decius caused many fervent Chris

tians to leave the cities and flee into the

deserts, there to And that freedom in the

divine service which human laws denied

them. For a long time they lived apart,

each in his own cell, supporting then -

selves by daily labour, l'he anchoritis

or hermits [Hermits] were those who

specially desired solitude ; of these, St.

Paul was the founder. St. Antonv,

whose life embraces more than a hundred

years (250-356), chose for a time absolute

solitude, but in his later years he allowed

a number of disciples to gather round

him, who, though living each apart, were

eager to profit by the depth and wisdom

of his advice, and ready to practise what

ever rules he might impose. Thus St.

Antony was the founder of Monachism,

although the coenobitic life, which has

been a characteristic of nearly all the

monks of later times, had not yet ap

peared. Of this, St. Pachoraius is regarded

as the originator, who, about a.d. 315,

built monasteries in the Thebaid. It is

easy to conceive how the common life

should appear, under given conditions,

more suitable as a road to perfection than

the separate life. How one might pass

into the other may be seen from a passage

in the " Orations of St. Gregory Nazian-

zen.1 Speaking of St. Athanasius taking

refuge with the contemplatives of Egypt,

i Or. 21.
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who, " withdrawing themselves from the

world, and embracing the wilderness, live

to God," he says that, of these, "some,

practising a life absolutely solitary and

unsocial, converse with themselves and

God alone, knowing no more of the world

than they can become acquainted with in

the desert ; others, loving the law ot

charity by way of intercourse (xoivavta),

at once men of solitude and men of society,

while dead to nil other men and to worldly

affairs in general . . . are a world to one

another, and by comparison and contact

sharpen one another's virtue." Hilarion,

a disciple of St. Antony, is said to have

been the first to introduce communities of

monks in Palestine: Eustathius ofSebaste,

in Armenia ; St. Basil, in Cappadocia.

St. Athanasius, by making known at

Rome the story of the wonderful life of

St. Antony, is said to have caused a great

movement towards monasticism ; in the

time of St. Jerome the* city had many

monasteries both of monks and nuns. St.

Martin was a strenuous upholder of the

ccenobitic life ; two celebrated French

monasteries, Marmoutier, near Tours, and

Liguge", near Poitiers, were of his founda

tion. The rule of St. Austin was perhaps

rather designed for regular clerks than

for monks, who for a long time after their

institution were all laymen. At first it

was nearly true that every monastery

followed its own rule ; gradually, how

ever, the rule of St. Basil [Bastltans]

obtained a preference, and, after its trans

lation into Latin by Rufinus of Aquileia,

was largely adopted in the West. Mona-

chism languished in Italy in the fifth

century, owing to the irruptions of the

barbarians; in the sixth (529), the strong

but gentle hand of St. Benedict of Nursia

raised it to a pedestal from which it has

never since been dethroned. [Benedic

tines.] The Benedictine rule gradually

swallowed up all the others, being found

more suitable than any to the conditions

of life in Western Europe. For several

centuries no other rule was heard of. In

the tenth and eleventh centuries, the

Orders of Cluny, Camaldoli, the Chart

reuse, and Oiteaux, branched off from the

parent stem. Jn the thirteenth century

appeared the friars ; in the sixteenth, the

Je«uits,Theatines, and other regular clerks ;

followed down to our own day by the

various congregations of both sexes, the

members of which, under their several

institutes, devote themselves to the

glory of God and the good of their

neighbour.

MONOPHTSITES. The early his

tory of the Monnphysitef , who held that

there was but one nature in Christ, and

were condemned at the General Council

of Chalcedon, has been given in a separate

article. [Chalcedon.] For two years,

Eudocia, the widow of Theodosiii9 II.,

was averse to the Confession of Chalce

don, and the monks in Palestine, counting

on her protection, drove Juvenal, the

Patriarch, from his see. In Egypt, Pro-

terius, the orthodox successor of Dioscorus,

was niurdi-red in 457 by the fanatical

populace, beaded by Timothy the Cat

and Peter the Stammerer, of whom the

former usurped the Patriarch ate, till driven

out by the troops of the Empe.or Leo I.

In Antioch, another monk, Peter the

Fuller, overthrew the lawful Patriarch,

on his refusal to insert the words, " Who

was crucified for us," in the Trisagion.

Scarcely were these Monophysite leaders

removed, when their party found a pro

tector in the usurping Emperor Bnsiliscus

(475-477). Timothy the Cat and Peter

the Fuller recovered their sees, and the

decision of Chalcedon was set aside in an

Imperial Encyclical.

The Catholics might have looked for

triumph when Zeno came to the throne.

The Bishop of Constantinople, Acacius,

had been hitherto orthodox, and Zeno re

stored an orthodox Patriarch at Alexan

dria—viz. Tiuiothv Sulifaciolus, succeeded

by Talaja. But the latter offended the

court and Bishop of Constantinople, and

Acacius leagued, with Peter the Stam

merer, who on the death of Timothy

the Cat became leader of the Egyptian

Monophysites, and Zeno hit on a com

promise meant to unite Catholics and

Monophysites. His " Henoticon " of 482

condemned Nestorius and renewed the

anathemas of St. Cyril but ignored the

Council of Chalcedon, ordered preachers

to avoid the points of controversy between

Monophysites and their opponents, and

hade the churches confine themselves to

the Nicene Creed with the additions

made to it at Constantinople. Peter the

Fuller at Antioch, Timothy the Stam

merer in Egypt, on the one hand, Aca

cius of Constantinople on the other, ac

cepted these terms. But Rome would

hear nothing of the " Henoticon," and

there was a schism between East and

West from 484 to 519. Even at Con

stantinople a powerful party, headed by

monks, known as the Aeoemeti, rejected

the " Henoticon," and again many Mono-

i physites in Egypt abhorred it, fell away
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from Timothy the Stammerer, and formed

a separate sect, that of the Acephali.

Justin I. acknowledged the authority of

Chalcedon, and the church of Constanti

nople wns once more in communion with

that of Home.

From this time the Monophysites split

up into numerous sects. The Phtharto-

latrse, or Severians, fought with Aph-

thartolatrse, or Julianists, on the cor

ruptible or incorruptible nature of Christ's

body. A subdivision of the latter held

that Christ's body since its union with the

Word was increate ; the Ctistolatra? were

of the contrary opinion. The Themistians,

or Agnoetre, held that the human element

in Christ before his resurrection was sub

ject to ignorance. A Monophysite Aris

totelian, Philoponus (560), argued that

the three Persons of the Trinity were

three distinct individuals, and his followers
■were known as Tritheistoi. Other Mono

physite sects are mentioned by Petavius.

In 636, Armenia became Persian ; in

640, the Saracens became masters of

Egypt ; and in these countries the Mono

physites were of course freed from Byzan

tine persecution. In Syria and Mesopo

tamia they were harassed by Justinian,

but their cause was maintained by the

zeal of the beggar-monk, Jacobus Zan-

galus, called El Baradai. In all these

countries, Monophysite churches still exist.

They are represented (1) by the Armenian

National Church; (2) by the Jacobite

Christians of Syria and Mesopotamia;

(3) the Coptic church ; (4) the Abyssinian

church. Ihe Schismatic Christians of St.

Thomas are now connected with the Jaco

bites. All these sects are described under

separate articles. (Hefele, " Concil." vol.

ii. For an elaborate account of the Mono

physite divisions, see Petavius, "De Incar-

nat." I. cap. 16, 17.)

ihowothelites. A name given

to those who held that Christ had only

one will. "One will ; " " one operation,"

of the Word made Flesh, were the watch

words of their party. They argued, there

is but one Person in Christ, therefore a

single will, and a single operation. The

Catholic doctrine, on the other hand, is

that there are two natures, and therefore

two operations and two wills in Christ.

The will is a faculty of the nature, and

if Christ had no human will He cannot

have been true man. He remains for ever

God and Man, in two distinct natures

each nature operates in the way proper to

itself, Nature being the principle of opera

tion ; there are therefore two operations

and two wills in Christ, the one Divine,

the other human, although these wills

are in perfect harmony with each other—

since the human will of Christ follows,

and is perfectly subject to, his Divine

will. That Christ had two wills is im

plied in Luc. xxii. 42, John v. 30, where

He distinguishes his own (human) will

from that of the Father's, which is one

with Christ's Divine will. Thus, Pope

Agatho's synodal letter, accepted at

the Sixth General Council—the Third of

Constantinople—defines that Christ has

" two natural wills, without division,

change, partition, confusion, not contrary

to each other, but the human will follow

ing and subject to the Divine." We may

here add that Catholic theologians dis

tinguish three kinds of operation in Christ ;

those which are purely Divine—e.g. crea

tion, preservation of his creatures, Sec;

those which are purely human, eating

anddiinking,weeping,(fcc.; those in which

each nature acts—the Divine, as the prin

cipal, the human, as the instrumental

cause—e.g. raising the dead, giving sight

to the blind, &c. We proceed to the

history of the heresy.

Heraclius (610-641) naturally desired

the reconciliation of Monophysites and

Catholics, for the Persians had pressed

forward to the Hellespont, and there was

urgent need to unite the Christians of the

Empire as one man against them. In

622, Heraclius, in an interview with Paul,

the head of the Armenian Monophysites,

suggested the form "one energy," as a

means of reconciling the contending parties.

He made use of the same expedient,

taught him probably by Sergius of Con

stantinople in 626, when he tried to effect

a union between Cyrus, Catholic bishop

of Phasis, and Athanasius, the Jabobite

Patriarch. When Cyrus became Patriarch

of Alexandria, he taught in nine KfcfnAaia

that Christ, because his two natures were

united in one Person, " performed Divine

and human acts by one theandric operation

{i.e. by one operation at once Divine and

human) according to St. Dionysius"

(i.e. pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite).

Sophronius, a monk of Palestine, when at

Alexandria, tried to keep Cvrus from

publishing these Kt<j>akata, and also op

posed the Monothelite doctrine at Con

stantinople. Soon after, Sophronius was

raised to the Patriarchate of Jerusalem,

and continued to oppose the union which

had been effected with a section ofthe Mo

nophysites—viz. the Theodosians. Cyrus

and Sergius, occupying the two great sees
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of Alexandria and Constantinople, vigo

rously supported the Monothelite com

promise, and the latter tried to enlist

Pope Ilonorius on the same side—with

what measure of success has been shown in

a separate article. [See Honorit/s.] On

the other hand, the Catholic doctrine was

clearly formulated by the Synod of Jeru

salem, which met under Sophronius, in

634. Three years later Jerusalem was

taken by the Saracens, and shortly after

wards Sophronius died. In 638 Ilonorius,

too, was pone, and a new phase of the

controversy began.

In 638 Heraclins gave his Imperial

authority to an Ecthesis or exposition of

the fnith composed by Sergnis. This

document forbade either phrase " one " or

" two energies," but affirmed " one will "

in Christ. The Ecthesis was supported

by Pyrrhus and Paul, successors of Ser-

gius at Constantinople, and by two coun

cils held there in 638 aDd 639 ; but it was

opposed throughout the West, condemned

by the Popes John IV. and Theodore,

Paul of Constantinople being excom

municated by the latter Pope. Moreover,

the orthodox doctrine found a powerful

champion in the abbot Maximus, formerly

secretary of Heraclius, then abbot of

Chrysopolis, who was active in defence of

the Catholic doctrine in Africa (the par

ticular place is uncertain) where he held a

dispute with Pyrrhus, and at Rome. The

Emperor Constans II. withdrew the

Ecthesis and enforced upon the empire

under strict penalties another document,

known as the Type, which forbade

all discussion of the number either of

the energies or the wills. But in the

Lsteran synod of 640 Pope Mnrtin I.

condemned both Type and Ecthesis, and

anathematised the Monothelite leaders.

Martin was seized, finally banished to the

C!<ersornese, where, after enduring much

misery, he died in 656. Maximus also

died in banishment after cruel maltreat

ment in IKW. An approach to peace

between Pome and Constantinople was

made about this time, but it was not con

cluded till Constautine Pogonatus (668-

<:85) in union with Pope Agatho convoked

the Third General Council of Constantin

ople. It met in 680, defined the existence

oi' two wills in Christ and anathematised

Sergius, Cyrus, Ilonorius, Pyrrhus, Paul.

&c. The presiding Papal legates signed

the decrees, which were confirmed by

Pope Leo II. So ended the last great

dogmatic dispute in the East, ft was

only in a corner of Asia—viz. in the

fastnesses of Lebanon—that the Mono

thelite doctrine lingered. The adherents

of this doctrine gathered round the

monastery of St. Maro, acknowledged its

abbot as their head, and persevered in

their isolation till, during the Crusades,

they were reconciled to the Church.

[See Makonites.] (Hefele, "Concil."

vol. iii.)

MOMTAKIST8. The earlier writers

call tbem " the men of Phrygia " (oi koto

*pvyor) because Montanus belonged to

that country, and it was at Pepuza that

he and two women, Maximilla and

Priscilla, claimed to exercise prophetic

gifts. The great importance of the

movement is shown by the facts that

Tertullian, the ablest of the Antenicene

Fathers except Origen, was won over to

Montanism ; that Claudius Apollinaris,

Miltiades, and Rhodon exerted themselves

against it ; that the first councils of the

Church were held in the middle of the

second century to stem its progress in

Asia Minor ; and that three bishops of

Rome, Soter, Eleutherus, and (probably)

Victor, prom unced themselves against it

—the last, according to Tertullian, after

some hesitation (Tertull. " Adv. Prax."

1). Montanus, if we may believe the

report mentioned by Euseb. (" H. E." v.

16), hanged himself, and so did Maxi

milla. The power of Montanism did

not outlast the second century, but

adherents of the sect are mentioned

even in edicts of Justinian and Leo the

Isaurian.

Montanism was a reaction against a

change which necessarily occurred as the

number of Christians increased, as the

extraordinary gifts, prophecy and the like,

became very rare, and there was no sign

of our Lord's coming to close at once the

fortunes of the world and the Church.

It was this Bpeedy coming of Christ

which the new prophets announced ; it

was the belief in its nearness which they

endeavoured to revive. " After me," said

Maximilla (Epiphan. " Hser." xlviii. 2),

" there will be no longer a prophetess, but

the consummation." The prophets had

already seen a miraculous representation

of Christ's descent from heaven (Tertull.

" Adv. Marc." iii. 24). It was time, then,

for Chri8tiansto break utterly with a world

which would ere long break with them.

The concessions which the Apostle9 even

hsd mode to human weakness were to be

allowed no longer. The Paraclete had

appeared in the prophets and inaugurated

the last and most perfect stage in the de
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Telopraent of the Church ("De Vug.

Veland." 1). The new discipline now in

force made second marriages unlawful

(Tertull. " Adv. Marc." i. 29, and " De

Monog.'' and " Exhort. Castit." through

out) ; made the fasts of the Stations

obligatory, and prolonged the fast till the

evening, whereas with the Catholics it

ended at 3 p.m. ("De Jejun." 10); and

imposed two weeks (Saturdays and Sun

days excepted) of " xerophagy " — i.e.

of abstinence from flesh-meat, wine,

dainties of all sorts, and the bath (ib. 15).

No flight in persecution was lawful (" De

Fuga, 6). But the most serious dif

ference between Montanists and Catholics

arose from their different views on abso

lution. In the " De Pudicitia " Tertullian

combats the claim of the Roman bishop

to pardon grievous sinners and restore

them to the peace of the Church. He

argues that this power belonged to the

Apostles personally, just as the grace of

miracles aid, but denies that it was trans

mitted to their successors. God alone

could forgive sins, and though, no doubt,

He might declare bis will through the

prophets, and enable the Church to ab

solve from adultery, &c, as a matter of

fact the Paraclete had said through the

prophets, " The Church can pardon

crimes, but I will not do so, lest they

commit more crimes" (" Pudic." 21).

" Psychici," or " animal men," is the

name the Montanists gave to Catholics ;

"spiritual ' men was the title they

claimed for themselves.

Except on the power of the Keys

there was no dogmatic difference between

Montanists and the Church. Tertullian

speaks of the Paraclete as inaugurating

new discipline, Dot new doctrine (" De

Pud." 11), and the author of the "Philo-

sophumena " (viii. 19) expressly says the

Montanists held Catholic doctrine, and

only attributes Sabellian 1 error to some

of them (rivis dt avruv tji tuv tiorjriav&v

alpicrti <rvvTidffifvm. k.t.X.). As the

Gnostics undermined the dogma, so the

Montanists the discipline of the Church.

The one set individual wisdom and in

tellect, the other individual holiness and

devotion against the claim of ecclesias

tical authority. And thus it is that

Gnosticism and Montanism are two great

factors in the development of the Catholic

1 " Patripassian" would be more accurate. No

one could be more opposed to such an error than

Tertullian. The general orthodoxy of the

Montanists is further attested by Firmilian, Ad

Ci/p. and Epiphan Jiaer. xlviii. L

Church. The opposition which they oc

casioned led the Church to assert explicitly

her double claim—her claim to teach the

absolute truth on the one hand ; to try

the spirits and restore the sinner on the

other. [Schwegler's work on Montanism—

Tubingen, 1841—led to a more intelligent

appreciation of the subject. Baur has

given an interesting summary of his views

in his " Kirchengeschichte," p. 2.37 teg.

But the best and most careful account, so

far as we know, is that of Ritschl,

" Entstehungder Altkatholischen Kirche,"

pp. 402 teg.]

MORAL THEOIOOT is the science

of the laws which regulate duty. It is

distinguished from moral philosophy, or

ethics, which is concerned with the

principles of right and wrong, and with

their application, so far only as they can

be discovered from the light of nature ;

whereas moral theology estimates the

moral character of actions by their con

formity, or want of conformity, not only

to the natural standard of ethics, but also

to the Christian revelation and positive

law of the Church. It is dirlerent from

dogmatic theology, which investigates the

truths of revelation, their connection

with each other and the conclusions

which may be drawn from them; moral

theology, on the other hand, looks

primarily to duty and practice, not to

speculative truth : it considers faith as a

moral obligation, and the truths of faith

as principles of conduct. But perhaps

we shall give a better, if a less scientific,

idea of moral theology by describing it

as the science of priests sitting in the

confessional, the science which enables

them to distinguish right from wrong,

mortal sin from venial sin, counsels of

perfection from strict obligation, and so

to administer the sacrament of Penance.

Indeed, it is because moral theology has

arisen from the wants and is adapted to

the needs of priests in the confessional,

because it is directed to the solution of

cases more or less likely to occur, that

treatises on the subject are mostly deficient

in scientific unity. They draw from

philosophers and dogmatic theologians,

canon and civil law, ascetical and litur

gical authors, &c, the material which a

priest wants that he may know when to

give, when to refuse, absolution, what

conditions he is to exact from his peni

tents, how he is to advise and exhort

them.

In the first centuries of the Church

public penance was in force. Thi» was
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regulated by the canons ; much less was

left to the judgment of the bishop or the

priest, and therefore there was no pressing

need for compendiums of moral theology.

The administration of the sacrament of

Penance was regulated by conciliar deci

sions or by collections of penitential

canons, such as those attributed to St.

Gregory Thaumaturgus, St. Peter of

Alexandria, St. Basil, and St. Gregory

Nyssen. From the seventh 1 to the

thirteenth century the use of penitential

books prevailed in the Latin Church—

that is to say, from the whole body of

decrees, canons, and sentences, those

things which pertained to the sacrament

of Penance were gathered in one book,

known as " Extracts from the Canons of

the Fathers for the Healing of Souls,"

"On Remedies for Sins,-' or, simply,

" Penitential Book." In the thirteenth

century moral theology arose. Up to that

time the confessor had to be guided purely

by his own reason and the authority of

ecclesiastical decisions contained in his

" Penitential Book." But now scholastic

theologians and canonists began to discuss

the sense of ecclesiastical decisions, to

harmonise them, to draw inferences from

them and from the principles of the

natural and revealed law. " Cases of

conscience " were considered and decided

on the private judgment of theologians,

and not merely, as before, by councils and

bishops, though the name of " casuist "

began, apparently, some centuries later.

Collections were made of the things

a confessor should know when he had to

decide cases and doubts proposed to him.

Among the earliest works on moral

theology are the following, which belong

to the thirteenth century : " Summa de

Casibus Penitentialibus," by St. Raymund

of Pennafort (floruit 1228). Its four

books treat (1) of sins against God; (2)

of sins against our neighbour; (3) of

ecclesiastics, their rights, privileges,

duties; (4) of marriage. It was printed

at Louvain, 1480 ; Cologne, 1495 ; Paris,

1500. "Summa de Virtutibus" and

" Destructorium Vitiorum," are two works

attributed, on doubtful grounds, to

Alexander of Hales. The "Speculum

Morale," by Vincent of Beauvais. The

" Liber Penitentiarum," by John of God,

written in 1247. Glosses on the

" Summa " of St. Raymund of Pennafort

were written by a Dominican, Gulielmus

Redonensis, about. ] 250, and widely circu-

1 They were introduced rather earlier in the

East ; 8ee the article on Penitential Books,

lated under the name of " John of Frei

burg." A little later came St. Bonaven-

ture's " Confessionale."

The chief productions of the fourteenth

century were: the " Summa Major" and

" Quaestiones Casuales," by the Dominican,

John of Freiburg; the "Summa de

Casibus Conscientioe," by a Franciscan,

Astesanus or Astensis ; " Summa Casuum

(Jonscieutias, ' by Monaldus, another

Franciscan, who flourished about 1330 ;

"Summa Casuum Conscientise, ' by Bar-

tholomasus a S. Concordia, a Dominican

of Pisa, who wrote in 1338; " Speculum

Curatorum," by a Benedictine, Ranulphus

Higdenus (1367). But the most famous

book of this age appeared in 1386 from

the pen of Joannes de Burgo It is en

titled, " Pupilla Oculi omnibus Sacer-

dotibus tain Curatis, quam non Curatis,

summe necessaria, in qua tractatur de

septem sacrameutorum administratione,

de decern prteceptis decalogi, et de reliquis

ecclesiasticorum ofliciis."

Many famous works on moral theology

are due to authors of the fifteenth century.

Gerson's " Opusculum Tripartitum de

prteceptis decalogi, de confessione, de arte

moriendi,'' had so great a reputation that

seventeen synods ordered priests to use if

in expounding the Decalogue, hearing

confessione, and visiting the sick. Three

canonised saints, St. Bernardine of Sienna

(" De Confessione "), St. John Oapistran

(" Speculum Conscientiffi," tractatus "De

(Janone Pcenitentiali," " De Usuris," " De

Contractibus," &c), and St. Antoninus,

archbishop of Florence, wrote on moral

subjects The " Summa Theologica et

Summa Confessionalis " of the last has

often been republished and is still quoted.

Many other names might be given. Nor

must it. be supposed that an idea can be

formed of mediaeval moral theology from

an account, even if an exhaustive one, of

books exclusively devoted to this science.

On the contrary, the greatest moral theo

logian of the middle ages, and the one who

has had the most enduring influence, is

St. Thomas of Aquin. But he, especially

in the " Secunda Secundaa,'' treats moral

theology in its organic connection with

dogmatic theology. His example has been

followed by many later writers ; and this,

we venture to think, is the true scientific

method, though far less convenient forprac-

tical purposes. Scotus, on the other hand,

scarcely touched on moral questions ; per

haps because he found the ground suffi

ciently occupied by Alexander of Hales

and St. Thomas.
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From the sixteenth century moral

theology has been treated with greater

completeness, and its order has been per

fected for practical use. But the great

change which has occurred consists in

this, that theories affecting the whole sys

tem of moral theology arose and divided

casuists into schools clearly sepaiated

from and often bitterly hostile to each

other. Medina, a Spanish Dominican

(1528-1581) and professor at Salamanca,

first (in his " Exposition of St. Thomas")

propounded the theory since known as

Probabilism 1 in set terms, and kindled a

controversy which raged for two centuries

after his death and is not yet quite

extinct.

A probable opinion is one which rests

on reasons which are good and solid, but

not so strong as to exclude all doubt.

Hence, in many matters of conscience

there may be a probable opinion according

to which I am free to choose a particular

course of action, and another opinion, also

probable, that I have no such liberty, the

law, human or divine, having already

decided the matter for me. After doing

my best to ascertain the real extent of the

obligation, I am still in doubt. The

'opinion which favours the law and that

which favours my liberty both seem pro

bable. In such cases, Probabilists hold

that I am free to use my liberty. A

doubtful law, they urge, is not binding.

A man's conscience can be bound by a

law only so far as he knows of its exist

ence ; and in this case I do not know for

certain the existence of the law, nor have

I the means of doing so. Therefore I

may act with safety, because I am certain

that practically the law does not bind me.

But several limitations must be made.

First, I must be sure that the opinion on

the side of liberty rests on a firm basis in

the reason of the thing, in the authors of

great name and weight who support it, or

in both. The proposition that I may

follow a probability however slight in

favour of liberty, belongs to lax, not to

Probabilist, theologians, and was con

demned by Innocent XI. (Prop. 3). Next,

if a man is under the obligation of attain

ing to some definite external end, he is

bound to take all reasonable means of

securing that end, and may by no means

1 This is the account generally given.

Echard {Script. Dominican, torn. ii. p. 257 ;

quoted by Bilfuart, Dc Act. Human, vi. 1) tries

to show that Medina was not really a Proba

bilist, though he admits that ho made way for

the thin end of the wedge.

follow an opinion probable, or even more

probable, that the end will be secured.

He roust take the most certain means

open to him. For example, a priest must

not confer the sacraments after a fashion

which leaves doubt as to their validity, if

a safer path is open to him. A man must

not pay a debt with money or a cheque

which he knows may prove worthless,

though he has strong reasons for thinking

them good. A doctor must not use

doubtful remedies, if he has better ones at

command. A man may not fire at game,

if he knows there is even a slight danger

of wounding a fellow-creature. Such

opinions, again, are lax, not Probabilist,

and are contrary not only to the funda

mental principles of Christianity, but also

to the natural conscience and common

sen«e of mankind.

Laxity manifests itself in many ways,

and the reader may form some idea of the

scandalous excesses into which it has run

by reading the list of propositions con

demned by the Popes, especially by

Innocent XI. We need not say more

about it here ; and, on the other side, we

may also dismiss the opinion of the

Rigorists, or Tutiorists, who held that

we must always take the safer way,

always sacrifice our freedom, however

small the probability that our freedom is

restrained by the law. This opinion was

proscribed by Alexander VIII. A kindred

opinion that we must not take advantage

of our liberty unless we can point to an

opinion of the highest probability in its

favour may also be dismissed, for it never

found any considerable support among

theologians. Very different is it with

another system of moral theology, known

as Prohabiliorism, for long the powerful

and even, for a time and in a certain

degree, the triumphant rival of Proba

bilism.

The Probahiliorists put no restraint on

liberty, where a roan was convinced on

solid grounds that the balance of evidence

was decidedly in favour of his liberty. In

sucli a case, they said, he acted prudently

and as became a Christian. He was doing

his best to ascertain the truth, and after

weighing the reasons, had decided that

he might do this or that without sin. He

judged according to the merits of the

case and decided according to the rules of

evidence, just as an honest judge would

do. He chose the way to which he was

inclined, not solely because of his inclina

tion, but because of the preponderating

evidence. On the other hand, a man who
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used his liberty when the probability of

the opinions for and against his right to

exercise it were evenly balanced, wantonly

exposed himself to danger of material

sin. If he acted against an opinion

which he himself allowed to be more

probnble, alleging an opinion also probable

on his own side, he was judging against

the weight of evidence and therefore

sinning against the truth. If the Proba-

bilists quoted the maxim, "A doubtful

law does not bind," the Probabiliorists re

torted, " In doubtful matters choose the

safer side." If the Probabilists pleaded

that they acted with safe and sure con

science, since, doubtful as they might be

as to the absolute lawfulness of a particu

lar action, they could be certain in practice

that the action was lawful to tbem, since

the law was uncertain, and, not being cer

tain, had no binding force, the Proba

biliorists replied, " You cannot feel certain

of this without culpable presumption.

The reflex principle which you assume to

he morally certain and make the basis of

your conviction that in the particular case

you are certainly free to act, is, in fact,

contested by all Probabiliorists—i.e. by a

vast number of grave and learned theo

logians from all nations, orders, and ranks

in the Church. Yet, if this reflex princi

ple be doubtful, if your argument, ' The

law is uncertain, and therefore I am cer

tain it does not bind,' is itself not abso

lutely and evidently cogent, then the

question is at an end. You yourselves

admit the wickedness of acting with a

conscience practically doubtful. ' What

soever is not of faith is of sin.' "

From 1580 till about 1650 Probabilism,

as even Billuart does not venture to deny,

held possession of the schools. The great

theologians prior to Medina's date did not

treat the question formally, and are quoted

on both sides. From about 1050 a power

ful reaction set in. In France, Zaccaria

writes, Probabilism was hated as " the

pest of morality," and in 1700 it was con

demned in the Assembly-General of the

French clergy. The learned Benedictines

of St. Maur and St. Vannes and the

Fathers of the French Oratory were

notoriously hostile to it. Nor must it be

thought that this hostility was peculiar to

French ecclesiastics or to Gallicans.

Most, according to liilluart, of the Do

minicans, some distinguished Jesuits (e.ff.

Gonzalez, General of the Society), and

many Italian wrilers (e.y. Goncina, the

learned brothers Peter and Jerome Bal-

lerini, Berti, Fagnauus, many years

secretary of the Congregation of the

Council) were in the hostile ranks. Bene

dict XIV. made the moral theology of

the Jesuit Antoioe (in the Roman edi

tion of the Franciscan Carbognano), an

author rigid even among the Probabi

liorists, the text-book at the Propaganda.

And it may perhaps be worth mention

that Bishop Milner recommended Collet,

another Probabiliorist, for the use of his

clergy. It was the text-book at Oscott

within the memory of priests still alive.

Henno, a well-known Franciscan, calcu

lated that when he wrote—viz. in 1710—

there were twenty Probabiliorists for one

Probabilist ; while the Flemish theologian

Billuart, in 1747, thought the preponder

ance of numbers on the side of Proba-

biliorism had been doubled in the interval.

No faith can be placed even in the proxi

mate accuracy of these estimates. Still,

they may be fairly accepted as evidence

that numbers were on the side of Proba-

biliorism.

The proportion is now reversed, and

Probabilism is the popular theory through

out the Church. It may indeed be

regarded as the only existent theory.

Carriere (died 1804), a distinguished

Sulpician, who wrote "De Oontractibus

et Matrimonio," is the only recent writer

on moral theology, so far as we know, who

is not a Probabilist. This change is due

partly, we think, to the force of reason,

for we cannot see that Probabiliurism is

logical and consistent, and the arguments

adduced by its advocates really tend to

Tutiorism ; partly to the disappearance of

the old French church and many Catholic

universities where the stricter doctrine on

morals had a strong hold ; partly to the

great influence of St. Liguori's works on

moral t'jeology. His "Theologia Moralis"

and " Homo Apostolicus " appeared about

the middle of last centuiy, and have often

been republished. Atpresentthe Probabilist

theology of this writer is accepted almost

everywhere in the Church, and the recent

works of Scavini and Gury are little more

than adaptations of St. Liguori, though,

of course, these authors do not follow him

blindly, and the Jesuit Ballerini (in his

notes to Gury) often differs from his con

clusions. Moreover, the Congregation of

Rites, in a decree confirmed by the Pope

in 1 803, declared that St. Liguori's works

contained " nothing worthy of censure."

This, as Heilig, the Redemptorist editor,

explains, by no means implies that each

statement of St. Licuori is true, or even

that none of them will ever be condemned
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by the Church. It only means that his

works are free from any " error already

recognised as such by the Church." So

again, in 1831, the Sacred Penitentiary

affirmed that a confessor might safely fol

low all St. Liguori's opinions on account of

the judgment of the Holy See just quoted,

adding, however, that there was no fault

in adopting the opinions given by other

approved authors. The recent elevation

of St. Liguori to the rank of Doctor of

the Church makes no formal difference in

the authority of his system, though it is

clearly another mark of the Church's ap

probation. The Pope would not have

made St. Liguori a Doctor of the Church

had he regarded the great literary work

of his life in defending and expounding

Probabilism as a mistake.

We passed over by design a subdivision

which exists among Probabilists them

selves. iEqui-probabiliste hold that a

man may use his liberty, if the reasons in

favour of his right to do so are at least

equal in probability to those on the other

side, but not otherwise. Probabilists

pure and simple would allow a man to

take advantage of his liberty, if he has

really probable grounds for thinking that

the law does not bind him, even if the

argument on the other side is more pro

bable. This subdivision of Probabilists is

an old one, hut it has attracted more

attention of late, now that Probabilists

are in possession of the field and have

time for disputes with each other. The

Redemptorist authors of the " Vindicia?

Alphonsianse " try, we believe, to show

that St. Liguori was an ^Equi-probabilist.

The object of their book is to correct

Ballerini, who edited the moral theology

of his brother Jesuit Gury, with elaborate

notes, in which he not only assumes that

St. Liguori was a Probabilist pure and

simple, but often defends the probability

of opinions which St. Liguori rejected.

In his third edition, Ballerini replies to

the charges of laxity which the Redemp-

torists made against him.

(The historical part of this article is

drawn from Zaccaria s learned dissertation

prefixed to some editions of St. Liguori's

" Theologia Moralis." We have said

nothing of the great moral theologians

who have written during the last three

centuries, De Lugo, Sporer, La Croix, &c,

because a useful list of them is prefixed

to Gury's work and is sure to be in the

hands of those whom the subject in

terests.)

MOKTAL siw. [See Sin.]

MOZZETTA (from mnzzo mutdut:

cf. fiirvXos and fivriKoi, curtailed). A short

vestment, quite open in front, which can,

however, be buttoned over the breast,

covering the shoulders and with a little

hood behind. It is worn by the Pope,

by cardinals, bishops, abbots, and others

who do so by custom or Papal privilege—

e.g. in England by canons. As it is the

usual state dress of a bishop, when he is

not saying mass or performing other

sacred functions, bishops, &c, are usually

painted with the mozzetta. The mozzetta

leaves the greater part of the rochet un

covered, hence it is either not worn at all

or worn only over the mantelletta by car

dinals, bishops, and others where they

have no jurisdiction. Thus the cardinals

wear the mozzetta and rochet only in

the churches from which they take their

titles; but throughout Rome during a

vacancy of the Holy See, especially at

Conclaves.

The Pope wears fi ve different mozzette.

In the hotter part of the year—viz. from

the first vespers of the Ascension to the

feast of St. Catharine, his mozzetta is of

red satin except on vigils, ember days,

Masses of the dead, and other penitential

occasions, when it is of red serge or

camlet ("di saiarossao cammellotto.")

The other half of the year, he wears a

mozzetta of red velvet, except as a mark

of sorrow or penance in Advent, Septua-

gesima to the end of Lent, vigils, &c,

when his mozzetta is of red woollen cloth

(panno rosso). On a feast, such as those

of the Annunciation and Conception, the

anniversary of his election and consecra

tion, on visiting a church where the

Blessed Sacrament is exposed, &c, he

puts aside the mourning mozzetta even

during penitential seasons. From Holy

Saturday till Saturday in Low Week, his

mozzetta is of white damask. The

cardinals have four mozzette—viz. of red

or purple silk, violet silk, rose-coloured

silk, violet serge. (Moroni, " Dizionario

Istorico.")

KUKSATOST or Purificatory. A

cloth of linen or hemp (S. 0. R. May 18,

1819), used for cleansing the chalice. It

has a small cross in the middle to distin

guish it from the Lavabo towel. It is

mentioned in the " Cseremoniale Epi-

8Coporum," but its use is of recent date

and it is not blessed. The Greeks use a

sponge instead. (Benedict XIV. "De

Miss." i. v. 6.)

MTSTICAL SENSE OF SCBXP-

TTJBE. In the historical or literal sense
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words signify things ; but sometimes God

ordained that the things signified by the

words should signify other tilings, and so

we get the mystical or spiritual sense.

St. Paul, for example, tells us in the

Epistle to the Galatians, that Ismael and

Isaac were types of Jewish bondage and

Christian liberty. The mystical sense is

subdivided into the allegorical, where the

things of the old signify the mysteries of

the new law, the moral where they

signify moral precepts, the anagogieal

where they signify future glory (St.

Thomas, I. Qu. I. a. 10). The mystical

interpretation is by no means peculiar to

Christians. Philo, St. Paul s contem

porary, found in the allegorical interpre

tation of the Old Testament an easy

means of reconciling it with Greek phi

losophy, and allegorical interpretation

has been systematised by the Rabbins.1

St. Paul's authority proves that there is

a mystical sense in Scripture; but com

mon sense warns us of the dangers

attached to such a method of interpreta

tion. And St. Thomas, following St.

Augustine, teaches that arguments can

be drawn from the literal sense alone

(loc. cit.).

MYSTICAL TBEOIOOT. One

of the subdivisions of theology classed

under the more general division of Moral

Theology. It is sometimes identified

with Ascetical Theology, but it seems

more proper to confine its definition in

such a way as to distinguish it precisely

by its specific name of " Mystical," from

that which is more pro]>erly called " As

cetical." According to this stricter de

finition it is described as comprising two

parts—viz. the doctrinal and the experi

mental. The experimental is defined as

1 They also recognise four modes of inrer-

preting Scripture—viz. the literal the

seeking of hints for laws, precepts, &c. (flpl)),

the deduction of dogma and legal determina

tions (BHl), the interpretation of mystical

theology (lip)- See Hamburger, Real. EncycL

fur Bibtl una Talmud ; art. " Exegeae."

"a pure knowledge of God which the

soul ordinarily receives in a luminous

darkness or obscure litrht of sublime con

templation, together with an experi

mental love so intimate that the soul,

losing itself altogether, is united to God

and transformed into Him." This is

called Theology because it contains acts

proximately referred to God as their

object : Mystical because acquired by a

secret operation known only to God and

the recipient of his divine favours; and

experimental, because it is only by per

sonal spiritual experience that such a

knowledge of God can be gained. Doc

trinal Mystical Theology is " a science

which considers the acts of the experi

mental, and discusses their essence, pro

perties, and effects, according to the

authority of the Scriptures and the con

templative saints, giving practical rules

for the guidance of those who have

attained, or are in the way to attain, the

state of high contemplation."

The most eminent mystical writers in

the Catholic Church are Pseudo-Diony-

sius the so-called Areopagite, St. Ber

nard, St. Thumas, St. Anselm, St.

Buonaventura, Hugh and Richard of St.

Victor, Gerson, llarphius, Tauler, St.

Teresa and St. John of the Cross, and

others. The great modern Doctor in

Mystical Theology, whose works are the

most complete and luminous, the most

sublime, and at the same time the most

philosophically exact and precise, and

whose authority is the highest which any

private theologiaD can have, is St. John

of the Cross. His works have been

translated into English in the best manner

by Mr. Lewis. A more unpretending

but very solid and useful treatise is the

" Sancta Sophia " of F. Baker, an English

Benedictine. As scientific and methodi

cal treatises for the use of directors and

professed theologians, the " Institutioues

Theologim MysticcB " of F. Schraiu,

O.S.B., and the " Directorium Mysticum "

of F. Scaramelli, S.J., are in the highest

repute.
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N

[See Jesus.]

[See Mart,

etc. [See

Baptismal Name.]

name of jesus.

NAME OF

Feast of the Name.]

HATAI.E, NATAX.XTXA. The day

on which a saint is born into eternal lite

—i.e. the day of his death. The Church

does not celebrate the natural birthday of

the saints because they were born in sin,

and the fact that she keeps the birthday

of St. John the Baptist is, as St. Augus

tine points out, an exception which

Eroves the rule, for St. John was cleansed
•om original sin before his birth.1

The use of Natale, Natalitia, &c, for

the day of a saint's death is very ancient.

Thus the Church of Smyrna says of their

bishop Polycarp, " We keep the birthday of

his martyrdom " {riju rov paprvpiov avrov

flfitpav yeveSXiov) (" Mart. Polyc." 18),

and Tertullian speaks of the Mass said on

the feasts of Martyrs as " oblationes pro

natalitiis " (" De Corona," 3). The Church

still retains the use of the word in her

collects. Thence Natale came to mean

a feast generally— e.g. '* Natale Petri

de Cathedra " in the ancient Kalendarium

Hecclerianum is the feast of St. Peter's

chair. It was also used for the anni

versary of a bishop's consecration. (Probst,

loc. cit. ; Smith and Cheetham.)

NATIONAL SYNOD. [See COUN

CIL.]

NATIVITY OF THE BUSSES

virgin. Nothing is known about the

place, date, or circumstances of the

Blessed Virgin's birth. Joachim and

Anue are believed to have been her

parents, and this belief, the earliest

authority for which is the " Protevan-

gelium Jacobi," an apocryphal gospel of

early date, was current in the East,

and West during the eighth century.

It is recognised by St. John of Damascus

1 Apparently, however, even the heathen

Romans u*ed ** natale ' as a euphemism for the

day of deal h. This, at least, seems to follow

from Mnmmsen (De ColtegiU, p. 127), as quoted

bv Probst (Kirchliche Diuciplin der drei erxten

Jahrhunderte, p. 127). A quotation is given

from Statutes of the Lanuvian Collegium, with

lists of feasts for the *'natalia" or days on

which the members had died.

and James, bishop of Edessa, while the

" Liber Pontificalis," mentions in the life

of Pope Leo III. that he had the history of

St. Joachim and St. Anne painted in the

Basilica of St. Paul. The feast of St.

Anne on July 26, which is mentioned in

the lioman and other Martyrologies, wag

sanctioned for the whole Church by

Gregory XIII. in 1684.

It is very uncertain when the feast of

the Blessed Virgin's nativity was intro

duced. The Breviary lessons for the

feast, said to be taken from St. Augustine,

are of course spurious. The mention of

the feast in Sacramentaries of St. Leo

and St. Gregory prove little, considering

the changes and frequent recensions

which books of that sort, intended, as

they are, for practical purposes, are sure

to undergo. It is not mentioned by the

Council of Mayence in 813, though it

gives a list of the feasts then celebrated,

nor again in the capitularies of Charle

magne and Louis the Pious. On the

other hand, it is mentioned by Walter,

bishop of Orleans, in 871, and in a work

on the virginity of Mary ascribed to St.

Ildefonsus, but really, as Dachery thinks,

written by Paschasius Badbertus, in the

middle of the ninth century. It is placed

in the list of holidays by the Emperor

Manuel Commenus in the middle of the

twelfth century, and the Copts as well as

the Greeks have adopted it. Both Greeks

and Latins now keep it on September 8,

though at one time this was not every

where the day fixed for the celebration.

The octave was added by Innocent IV.

in consequence, it is said, of a vow made

by the cardinals at the election of Celes-

tine IV. The dissensions between the

Church and Frederic II. made it difficult

to secure the peace necessary for an

election, and in this extremity the Con

clave begged the Blessed Virgin's prayers

and promised, in case the favour was

granted, to have an octave added to the

feast of her nativity.

NECROLOGY. A book containing

the names of the dead, especially of

bishops who had built the church to

which the necrology belonged, of bene

factors, friends, &c, that they might be
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prayed for. Such a book, as Meratus 1

shows, is mentioned by Bede 1 (" H. E."

iv. 14). According to Mr. Maskell it

seems also to have been called Album or

" White Book," Obit uarium, Mortilegium.

(Meratus on Gavantus, torn. II. $ v.

21; Maskell, "Monuments Kitualia,"

clxxvii. seq.).

NXOPHYTB (Gr. ve6<f)irros, newly

grown, of new nature). The term was

applied in the primitive Church to

converts newly baptised. They were

dressed in white garments, and continued

to wear them for eight days after their

baptism. Thus of the West Saxon king

Cedwalla, who renouncing his crown

went to Rome to be baptised, and died

soon after, we hear that he died while

still in his white garments, " in albis

adhuc positus." 3 The Nicene Council

ordered (Can. 2) that neophytes should

not be hastily admitted to holy orders,

but should undergo a probation of con

siderable length. This canon was evi

dently founded on the prohibition of

St. Paul (1 Tim. iii. 6), and occasioned

by the ill effects which had arisen from

neglecting it. In later times the neo

phytes commonly met with, at least in

Europe, were converts from heresy,

Judaism, or Islam. For these Gregory

XIII. founded an ecclesiastical college.

The matrimonial relations between

spouses, of whom one has become a

neophyte but the other refuses to leave

his or her original persuasion, give rise to

many difficult questions in canon law.

The Catholic missionaries still use the

term for their converts from the heathen,

whose fervour and steadfastness are often

found to equal anything recorded of the

primitive neophytes. (Ferraris, Neo-

phyti.)

arESTOKXAirs. A name given to

the Christians who follow the doctrine

of Nestorius, and hold that there are two

persons as well as two natures in Jesus

Christ. These two distinct persons, the

person of God and that of man, were, he

said, bound together in Jesus Christ by a

merely moral union—i.e. there was a

conformity of will between the man

Christ and God the Word, who dwelt in

Him, and hence the properties of one

nature or person could not be ascribed

to the other. He rejected, e.g., such

expressions as the " Word suffered," on

1 "Qurerant in suis codicibus in quibus

defuuctorum est annotata depositio." Bede, toe.

cti.

» Bede, H. E. v.

the ground that it was the man Christ

and not God the Word who was capable

of suffering ; " Mary is the mother ofGod,"

since Christ indeed had a mother, but

God had none (Petav. " De Incarnat."

i. 0). But a full account of the doctrine

and history of Nestorius has been given

in the article on the Council of Ephesus,

and we confine ourselves to the history

of the Nestorian Church.

The Nestorians had their original

home and centre in Chaldaja and Meso

potamia. Christianity, it is said, was

first preached there by Mar Addai and

Mar Mari, of the number of the Seventy.

The Bishop of Seleucia and Ctesiphon

held the chief see in these parts, and

after the schism became independent of

Antioch.1 The famous school of Edessa

and the writings of Theodore of Mop-

suestia prepared the way for Nestorian-

ism, and when in 408 Babseus, whom

the metropolitan Barsumas of Nisibis

had won over to Nestorianisin, ascended

the throne of Seleucia-Ctesiphon, Catho

licism disappeared almost entirely in Me

sopotamia. The Persiaus for obvious

reasons encouraged the schism which

separated their Christian subjects from

the Greek church of the Byzantine

empire. The Persian kingdom was the

refuge of Nestorianism. Thence it spread

not only through Mesopotamia, Chaldea,

and Persia, but also to Arabia, Egypt,

Media, Bactria, Hyrcania, India, and even

China. The Nestorian Patriarch in the

eleventh century had twenty-five metro

politans under him ; the Nestorian " com

munion extended from China to Jerusa

lem, and its numbers, with those of the

Monophysites, are said to have surpassed

those of the Greek and Latin Churches

together" (Newman's " Arians," p. 426).

Towards the end of the fourteenth

century the Nestorian numbers fell

rapidly, owing to the persecution by the

Mongol king Timour. Later, the Nes

torians suffered from internal schism.

On occasion of a contested election to the

Patriarchate three bishops and many

priests appealed to Pope Julius II., who

in 1553 proclaimed Sulaka " Patriarch of

the Chaldeans," and thus began the series

of patriarchs for the Chaldeans or de

scendants of Nestorians, who have re

nounced Nestorian doctrine and are in

1 Assemani holds it for certain that till the
schism the Bishop of Seleucia was a mere

metropolitan subject to the Patriarch of Antioch.

He must, however, have been superior in esti

mation to the other metropolitans.
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union with the Pope In 1682 an arch

bishop, Simeon, who had separated some

years previously from the Nestorian

Patriarch, and called himself Patriarch

of Kurdistan, also subinittrd to the Pope,

and he too received from Rome the title

of Chaldean Patriarch. These reunions

with the Catholic Church did not last

long. But since the middle of the six

teenth century there were two Nestorian

Patriarchs, one residing at Mosul, another

in Central Kurdistan, and the constant

intestine strife favoured the efforts of the

Roman missionaries. In 1780 the Nes

torian Patriarch Mar Elias at Mosul

became a Catholic, and consequently it is

only by the Lake of Uruiuiah and among

the mountains of Kurdistan that Nes-

torians are found. The Christians in the

low countries by the banks of the Tigris

are Chaldeans—i.e. the descendants of

Nestorians, now re-united to the Catholic

Church. The Nestorians proper call

themselves Suraya (Syrian) Christiane,

Meshihave (Christians) Nestoraye, but

never Chaldeans, which name is ex

clusively reserved to Catholics. It is

true the Nestorian Patriarch calls him

self " Patriarch of the Chaldeans in the

East," but this title he only only assumes

in order to place himself on a level with

the Catholic Patriarch at Mosul, and to

avoid being regarded by the Latins as the

head of an heretical sect

The Bishop of Seleucia and Ctesiphon

received the title of Catholicos in the

fourth century— as representative in the

East of the Antiochene Patriarch. He

himself assumed the title of Patriarch

after the schism. Till the middle of the

fifteenth century he was chosen by the

metropolitans and other bishops. These

last assembled with the archdeacon of

the former Patriarch and with the chief

laity and chose the new Patriarch

unanimously. In difficulty, recourse

was had to the lot, and from 987 the

secular power confirmed the election.

Since 1450 the Patriarch has been chosen

from one family, and generally the office

has descended from uncle to nephew.

The indispensable qualification for a

Patriarch is that his mother during her

pregnancy and while suckling her child,

and the new Patriarch himself till the

time of his election, should never have

tasted flesh-meat. The Patriarch con

firms the election of bishops, translates

and deposes them. He alone consecrates

the holy oils ; no book can he published

without his approbation. He prescribes

the liturgical rules and his name is always

mentioned in the daily office. The

Patriarch also exercises civil jurisdiction

in cases where Nestorians only are con

cerned, and though there is a right of

appeal to the Emir, it is seldom used.

Iu 872 the residence of the Patriarch was

transferred from Seleucia to Bagdad ;

from 1258 onwards, he resided in various

p)ace» ; after 1500 be lived in the neigh

bourhood of Mosul. After Elias XI., patri

arch of Mosul, had been reconciled to the

Catholic Church in 1780, the Bishop of

Urumiah, who had assumed the title of

Patriarch long before in 1682, became the

only Nestorian Patriarch. In 1590 he

withdrew to Kochanes, in Kurdistan.

In 1842 his residence was burnt by the

Emir, Nurallah Beg, next year he was

driven by the Kurds to Mosul ; but in

1848 he returned to Kochanes (Badger,

vol. i. pp. 258, 374.) His income is got

from a poll-tax levied every three years,

from commutation of excommunications

into fines, and from a tithe on the firet-

fruite contributed for the support of the

churches.

The new bishops used to be chosen by

clergy and laity in the presence of the

provincial bishops. At present they are

chosen, if any suitable candidate can be

found in this way, from the relatives of

the former bishop. The bishop is conse

crated by the Patriarch and sometimes by

the metropolitan; but in the latter case

he must receive the completion of the

rite, involving the confirmation of the

election, from the Patriarch himself.

Diocesan synods are to be held twice a

year, those of the metropolitan province

annually, those of the Patriarchate every

four years. Bishops in distant places

may send, instead of personal appearance,

an account of their dioceses and letters of

union to the Patriarch once every six

rears. Married men or widowers cannot

become bishops, metropolitans, or patri

archs. A law of the Patriarch Babseus

in 499 permitted the reiterated nuptials

even of the highest ecclesiastics ; but it

was repealed by the Patriarch Mar-Abas

in 614. Still the letter of two canons

in the Sinhados assumes that bishops may

be married (Badger, vol. ii. ch. 3H, p.

180). The metropolitan (matron) has

no power over his suffragans, except that

of summoning them to synods and con

secrating them. The usual title of the

bishop is "Abuna" (Father). He is

supported by an annual poll-tax, gifts in

kind at harvest-time, fees for ordination,
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consecration of churches, dispensations

for marriage, &c. The diocese of the

Patriarch is iu Central Kurdistan. There

are eight metropolitans with seven

bishops. The whole Nestorian popula

tion amounts to about 70,000 (" Silber-

nagl." p. 222). The archdeacon is the

bishop's vicar in the spiritual and tem

poral matters. The chorepiscopus (eaura

or vkitor, corresponding to the Greek

ir«pio8funjf) visits the country churches,

lie instructs the country clergy in their

functions, sees that the episcopal dues are

collected, superintends the election of

parish-priests, &.C. His place is at the

bishop's left, that of the archdeacon at

his right. Next comes the archpriest,

who is the chorepiscopus of the city.

The parish-priests, who are married

and may even marry again after ordina

tion, are chosen by the people, the bishop

confirming the choice. An office peculiar

to the Nestorians is that of the Sciahara

or cleric, who is responsible for the night-

hours of the Breviary office. He is only,

as a rule, a cantor (amurd) by ordination,

although he is called deacon or priest.

The parish-priests, though they have

great influence and are consulted in all

political and domestic affairs of import

ance, get very little money and follow a

trade. There are two minor orders,

reader and subdeacon ; three higher,

deacon, priest, bishop. The tonsure is

given before the lectorate.

The monasteries, once numerous

among the Nestoriaus, are now extinct.

The only old monastery is in the hands

of the Chaldeans — i.e. Catholics of the

same rite, and no new ones have arisen.

The monastic profession declined after the

fourteenth century, when vows of chastity

were no longer regarded as irrevocable.

The canons, however, required monks and

nuns who married to do so privately and

with the bishop's leave. A monk and

nun before their marriage were subjected

to penance. Although there are now no

nunneries, there are women under

temporary' vows of chastity who occupy

themselves in works of Christian charity

(Badger, vol.ii. p. 179).

(Assemani, " Bibl. Orient." P. ii.

cap. 1-6. Badger, " The Nestorians and

their Rituals," London, 1852. Silber-

nagl. " Kirchen des Orients," pp. 202 teg.)

xrzcEirE councils. The main

history of the Nicene councils has been

1 It appears, however, to be very possible

to obtain release from these vows (

vol. ii. p. 17U).

already given—that of the former in the

articles Arians and Cbeeds, that of the

latter under Iconoclasts. Little need be

added here. For the convocation, presi

dency, &c, of both, see the article

Councils.

1. The First Nicene and First General

Council met in 325, after Constantino

had sent Hosius to Alexandria in order

to reconcile tho Catholics and Arians,

and the mission had proved unsuccessful.

The bishops, according to Athanasius,who

was present, were 318 in number, mostly

from the East, though Hosius of Cordova

played a great part in the council, and

the Roman bishop was represented by

the priests Vitus and Vincentius. Besides

asserting the full and consubstantial

divinity of the Son, the council dealt

with various matters of discipline, especi

ally the Paschal controversy (see Easier)

and the Meletian schism. The canons

are twenty in number, for the eighty

Arabic canons are mostly of much later

date. Neophytes were not to be or

dained (Canon 2), clerics not to live with

mbintroducta (3); the metropolitans to

contiwn and superintend episcopal elec

tions (4) ; no bishop to receive persons

excommunicated by another, but an appeal

might be made to the provincial council

(5) ; the patriarchal rights of Rome,

Alexandria, and Antioch were to be

maintained (6) ; decisions follow on the

rights of the Bishop of Jerusalem (see

Jerusalem) ; on the reconciliation of the

Cathari or Novatians (8) ; then come

penitential canons (0-14) ; canons on

usury, change of place by the clergy, Sec.

(15-17) ; subjection of deacons to priests

(18); the disciples of Paul of Samosata

were to be rebaptised before they were

received into the Church (19); prayer

was to be made standing on Sundays and

during Easter time. (See also Celibacy.)

2. The Second Nicene Council, the

Seventh General, met in 787 under

Tarasius. Besides defining the venera

tion due to holy images, the council pub

lished twenty-two canons, in which the

so-called Apostolic Canons, and the oecu

menical character of the Council in Trullo

were recognised, clerics forbidden to leave

the church where they had been stationed,

the fives of bishops, the relations of clerics

and nuns regulated, doublemonasteries for

bidden, &c, &c. For the position taken

by Rome with reference to some of these

enactments, see Trullo, Council in.

[See Aureole.]

[See Breviart.]

r R
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xronixxrATXOir. One of the ways

by which the designation of a bishop to a

see may be effected. The ordinary mode is

that of election by the chapter ; this has

been the rule ever since, in the Empire,

the Concordat of Worms (1122) put an

end to the abuse of the emperor's invest

ing bishops by " ring and crosier," and

since, in England, the Papal interdict

compelled King John to cease from forcing

his nominee upon the see of Norwich. In

France, by the Concordat of 1515 TCon-

oohdat], the Holy See conceded the

nomination to bishoprics to the Kings of

France, but the persons chosen were to

be confirmed by the Pope, after due

inquiry into their canonical qualifications.

Under the Concordat of 1«02 the nomina

tion, with a similar proviso, continues to

be in the hands of the French Government.

Not the King of France only, but the

Kings of Spain, Portugal, and the Two

Sicilies, and the House of .Austria, ob

tained this right of nomination. It was

extended even to the President of Hayti,

by a Concordat signed in 1860. Yet, as

Buss well remarks,1 the monarchical

principle does not imply or require such

a right ; and if it be said that it is part

of that tu>-veiliance which a civil ruler

must exercise over all that passes within

his dominions, " one may answer that it

is solicitude for ecclesiastical interests

which ought to determine the election of

a bishop, and that this solicitude is more

to be expected in an ecclesiastical body

than in the government."

NOMOCANOV (vo'/xor, law ; Kavutv,

rule). Collections of the canons of re

cognised councils, and of such portions of

the civil law as refer to Church matters,

are called by this name. The earliest is

that of Fulgentius, a deacon of the Church

of Carthage in the sixth century. The

best known is that compiled in the ninth

century by the celebrated Photius, pa

triarch of Constantinople ; it contains the

ancient canons down to and including

those of the Seventh General Council, or

second of Niesea (787), and the imperial

constitutions affecting the church to the

same date. Balsamon, chartophylax at

Constantinople in the thirteenth century,

added a commentary to the work of Pho

tius. The Nomocanon which goes under

the name of St. Wladimir, and is accepted

as the basis of canon law in Russia, con

tains canons which are not recognised by

the Western Church.

NONE. [See Breviaet.]

1 Art. '-.Bishop," in Wetzer and Welte.

novatianism. Novatian, a

Stoic philosopher, was delivered, as is

said, from demoniacal possession by the

exorcisms of the Church, and became a

catechumen. In danger of death, he re

ceived clinical baptism, and afterwards,

without being confirmed, was ordained

priest. During persecution he refused to as

sist his brethren, but, later on, he protested

against the laxity of the Uoman clergy in

receiving the lapsed to penance, and led

away many Roman priests. Afterwards,

he was a bitter opponent of Pope Corne

lius, on the ground that he was a Itbtl-

laticus; persuaded three country bishops

to consecrate bim in the year 251, and

thus became, in Fleury's words, "the first

Anti-Pope " (Fleury, ii. p. 220). He con

secrated new bishops and sent theui as

emissaries to various parts (Cyprian,

Ep. lv.).

He added heresy to schism, for he

denied the Church's power to absolve the

lapsed 1 (Pacian, " Ad Symphor." Ep. 3).

He was condemned in councils at Rome

and Carthage, and by Dionysius of

Alexandria. I lis sect, however, continued,

and won adherents in Constantinople,

Asia Minor, and especially Phrvgia. Like

the Montanists, they condemned second

marriage, and they rehaptisrd Catholics

who joined them. They called themselves

" the pure " (icaBaoois , Euseb. " H. E." vi.

43). Even at the Nicene Council, Ascesius,

a Novatian bishop, defended these severer

principles on penance (Socrates, " H. E."

l. 10).

A modern historian (Baur, " Kirchen-

geschichte," i. p. 367) has said with

justice that the Cathari, or Ncvatiana,

sacrificed the catholicity to the sanctity of

the Church. Undoubtedly, the full privi

leges of the Church are for the pure, and

the pure alone. But the Church is the

steward of the Divine mysteries, and it is

her office, through the means of grace en

trusted to her, to effect and to renew that

purity of heart which she requires from

her children. The Church has neither

the power nor the will to exclude those

who truly repent. Hatred of sin and

mercy to sinners is the double lesson

taught by her Divine Founder. If she

refused to receive sinners, she would

cease to be catholic ; if she received them

1 It must be remembered how Btrict the

discipline of the Church was in those days.

Thus Cyprian ( Ep. lv.) tells us that some of the

Catholic bishops absolutely refused to accept

the repentance of any one who had committed

adultery: " totum pcenitentise locum contra

adulterni cluserunt."
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without true repentance, she would cease

to be holy. (The principal authorities on

the Novatian schism are Euseb. " H. E."

vi. 43 teq. ; Cyprian's numerous Epistles

to Corneliua Pacian, Ep. 8, "-Ad

Symphorian." thus sums up the doctrine

of Novatian : " Quod mortale peccatum

ecclesia donare non possit, imo quod ipsa

peccat recipiendo peccantes." For the

later history of the Novatians, see Socrat.

"H. E." v. 21,22.)

VOVICE, NOVITIATE (Lat. novi-

tius). The name of " novice " is given to

those persons, whether men or women,

and whatever their age may be, who have

entered some religious house and desire to

embrace its rule. Upon entering, they

assume the habit of the order or congre

gation, and follow the community life and

customs. The terra of probation, or

" novitiate," is at least for one year ; 1

sometimes it extends to two or three years.

During that period neither is the order

bound to the novice nor the novice to the

order. At the end of the term the order

is in no way bound to allow the novice to

make his profession, if he does not teem

to those in authority likely to adorn the

religious life ; and the novice, on the other

hand, may quit the order without censure,

and retains, should he do so, the property

which he possessed at the time of his ad

mission, or which he may have subse

quently become possessed of. Nor can

he, while a novice, legally renounce such

property in favour of the order, unless

with the licence of the bishop and within

the two months next preceding his pro

fession." But he may make a will in favour

of the order which he has joined, and for

this reason—because it is in his power at

any time, if he decides not to go on to

profession, to cancel his will. The fact of

his having made it is therefore no restraint

upon his leaving the order if he thinks

himself unfit for it ; whereas, if he had

renounced his property altogether in

favour of the order, or his parents had re

nounced it for him, this fact would tend

to restrain his freedom in the event of a

sudden reaction of feeling coming upon him

soon after his becoming a novice.

The earliest age at which profession is

allowable was fixed by the Council of

Trent at sixteen years.

The name " novitiate * is also some-

1 Cone Trid. seas, xxv. c. 15, de Reg. et

Mon.

1 Cone. Trid. scss. xxv. cap. 16, De Reg. et

Hon. But this veto upon renunciation does

not apply to novices in the Society of Jesus.

BBS

times given to the house, or separate

building, iu which novices pass their time

of probation. (Ferraris, Ifovitiiu.)

nuv (Lat. nonna. Froji the fifth

century nonnus and nonna occur pretty fre

quently in relation to monks and nuns, a

sense of quasi-filial respect being attached

to the words. Comp. the Gr. vawa, aunt,

and the It. nonno and nonna, grandfather

and grandmother). A nun is a maid or

widow who has consecrated herself to

God by the three vows of poverty, chas

tity, and obedience, and bound herself to

live in a convent under a certain rule.

1. Historical. — Ilelyot and other

French ecclesiastical writers of the last

century were of opiuion that the founder

of the first nunnery was St. Syncletica of

Egypt, of whom an ancient life is extant,

written not later than the end of the

fourth century.1 This opinion was chiefly

grounded on the belief that the author of

that life was St. Athanasius, who thus

would have been the biographer both of

the first monk (St. Antony) and of the

first nun. But the difference of style is

too great to allow us to ascribe the latter

work to St. Athanasius. No earlier

notice of a nunnery occurs than that

found iu the saint's life of St. Antony,

who, when he was renouncing the world

(about ^70), placed his sister iu a house

of virgins {irapBivtov), and many years

afterwards rejoiced to find her persevering

in a chaste and holy life, and ruling other

virgins similarly minded. But long before

the institution of nunneries, and even

side by side with them long after their

first establishment, the Church recog

nised and encouraged several classes of

pious women, such as widows, deacon
esses, hospitallers, canonesses (canonical •

their principal duty was the care of

funerals), ascet.rice, and consecrated

virgins living with their prents.8 The

letters of St. Jerome * give us a clear

view of the austere and exalted life led

by these last. Towards the end of the

fourth century nunneries began to be

multiplied at Rome. St. Augustine

founded one at Hippo under his own

sister as superior, and gave to it a rule

which is extant in his 109th Epistle.

St. Scholastica, the sister of St. Benedicr,

founded and governed a nunnery under

her brother's direction. The rule of

• Albnn Butler, Jan. 5 ; Helyot, Dissert.

Prelim. § 8.

' On nil these, see Thomassin, Veins et Nova

Discipl. I. iii. 51-2.

» " Ad Eustochium," " Ad Marccllam," &c
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enclosure [Enclosure] was gradually

enforced on nunneries with more and

more of strictness. A French council

(765) says : 1—" Nuns mast not go forth

out of their monastery ; but if any among

them have fallen into a fault, let her do

penance within the monastery under the

direction of the bishop." The chapter

" Periculoso " of Boniface VIII. settled

the question irrevocably ; enclosure has

been since imposed on all nuns taking

solemn vows. Nevertheless some convents

have evaded the rigour of the rule, and

the Holy See has tolerated their conduct.

The primitive practice in the Church

was, that virgins becoming nuns should

be veiled and consecrated by the bishop.

In process of time, " through oversight

occasionally, but more frequently owing

to absence or pressure of occupation on

the part of the bishops '' (Thomassin), the

ancient practice ceased to be 6trictly ob

served, and great numbers were veiled by

the abbesses, or by simple priests. This

was strongly condemned as an abuse by

several French councils, aud the right of

veiling virgins was reserved to the

bishops ; presbvters, however, might give

the veil to widows. Thomassin inters,

from a canon of the Council of Tribur

(895), that the Fathers of that council

recognised two veils—one, that of pro

bation, with which a young girl might

clothe herself as early as twelve years ;

the other the veil of consecration, to be

given by the bishop, and not to be as

sumed till she was twenty-five years old.

The capitularies of Charlemagne and

his son order the suppression or consoli

dation of small nunneries, in which it

was thought the rule could not be per

fectly observed.

It may be stated as a general fact,

applicable to nearly all the great orders

of men, that, soon after the foundation of

each, an order or orders of women,

subject to or in connection with it, was

established, in which the rule and statutes

of the founder were, so far as the diffe

rence of sex permitted, punctually ob

served. Even the Society of Jesus is not

an exception, for although the founder

obtained a prohibition from the Pope

against the Company's undertaking the

direction of nuns, the " Dames Anglaises,"

and several more recent institutes, though

not otherwise connected with the Society,

follow the rule of St. Ignatius.

If we consider the four principal

monastic rules separately, we find that—

1 Thomassin, I. iii. 47.

a. The rule of St. Basil [Babixiajb]

was the basis of that framed by Albert,

patriarch of Jerusalem, for the order of

MountCarmel [Carmelites], and adopted

in its original rigour by St. Teresa, for

the order of Discalced Carmelites, which

she founded in 1562.

b. The rule of St. Austin is followed

by communities of nuns annexed to every

congregation of Austin canons and

hermits ; also by Dominican nuns and

the Ursulines. All, or nearly all, the

communities of women founded since the

Council of Trent follow the rule of St.

Augustine, but have in addition a body

of constitutions or customs suited to their

special end and spirit.

e. The rule of St. Benedict is followed

by the nuns of Camaldoli, Vallombrosa,

and Fontevrault. (See Ilefyot.)

d. The rule of St. Francis of Assist is

embraced by the order of nuns called

Poor Clares, founded by St. Clare; this

is the second order of St. Francis.

The nuns of St. Jerome follow a rule

found in the works of that doctor ; the

nuns of the Visitation (1010), one given

them by St. Francis de Sales ; it is the

rule of St. Austin with a number of

slight modifications.

2. RiyhU and Oblu/ationt.—Of the

numerous and minute regulations con

tained in the canon law touching the

rights, obligations, and privileges of

religious women, a few of the more im

portant are here subjoined. The general

direction of all their houses is vested in

the Sacred Congregation of Bishops and

Regulars [Conqkbgaxions, Rohan]. The

orders and congregations of recent origin

are usually under the ordinary juris

diction of tne bishops ; of the older orders,

some are under thejurisdiction ofregulars.

It is an exceptional case when, as with

the Brigittines, and the order of Fontev

rault, the homes of the connected congre

gation of men are (or were) under the

jurisdiction of the superior general of the

nuns. Nearly all nuns who are "bound

by solemn vows are under the obligation

of performing the divine office in choir,

and this they must do for themselves;

their chaplains may not undertake it for

them. The bishop may control their

music. They use either the Roman

Breviary or that approved for some order

of men. They may solemnise, so it be

done moderately and discreetly, their

titular feast. The number of religious

who can be received in any convent is

determined according to the amount of
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revenues, or of customary alms, available

for their support. Nuns are allowed to

receive young girls as boarders for edu

cation, but upon many conditions—e.ff.

the consent of the Sacred Congregation

must be obtained ; the boarders must

sleep in a separate buildi ng or wing ;

they must not be under seven or above

twenty-five years, and if any one of them

desires to become a nun, sue cannot do

so without being first interrogated by the

bishop or bis deputy, so that the sincere

and voluntary character of her wish may

be tested. The novitiate, which postulants

in early times often passed before they

took the habit, cannot now bo passed in

a secular dre9g. Nuns cannot stand in

the relation of sponsors. While on the

one hand those are excommunicated who

attempt to force any virgin or widow to

become a nun against her will, those on

the other are visited with the same penalty

who without just cause hinder any woman

from assuming the religious habit and

taking vows.

The confessors of nuns must be selected

and approved by the bishop for convents

subject to him. For convents subject to

regulars the regular prelite appoints con

fessors, subject to the approbation of the

bishop. In either case a confessor cannot

hear confessions in the same monastery

for a period exceeding three years.

3. Government, mode of life, the veil,

fyc.—The superiors of nuns are elected in

chapter by secret voting1 (see Abbess),

in some cases for life, but generally for a

term of years. In every convent there is

a superior and a mistress of novices ; the

other offices vary. The bishop often ap

points a canon, or an experienced priest,

to exercise his authority in regard to

the external government of the convent.

Nuns take their meals in common, but

each must have her separate cell. With

regard to diet, fasting, clothing, taking

the discipline, mode of saying office, Sc.,

there is an infinite diversity of practice in

the different orders and congregations.

In primitive times, when a virgin con

secrated herself to God, her hair was cut

off ; this is expressly mentioned in the

lives of St. Syncletica (fourth century)

and St. Gertrude of Nivelle (seventh cen

tury).1 The white veil of reception is

given to the postulant either by the bishop

or the superior at the commencement of

her novitiate; the veil of profession (which

1 Cone Trid. sess. xxv. 6, De Reg. et Mon.

' Albnn Uutlcr, Jan. 5, Mar. 17, YVetzcr and

Welte, ' Gertrude.*

| is black in some orders, white in others)

is given by the bishop at the end of

it. (See Religious Profession.) The

veil of a Christian nun symbolises con

tinence in flesh and spirit, holiness to the

Lord. It signifies an espousal, not that har

monious union of two unlike human beings

on which conjugal happiness depends, but

a far more perfect union of two unlikes—■

viz. of the human soul and Christ, effected

by means of prayer, obedience, and the

sacraments. (Ferraris, Monialei; Thomas-

sin," Vetus et Nova Feci. Disc." Part I.)

ITirarcxo (nuntius, messenger).

A Legate a latere of the Roman see

[LeqaieJ discharges a commission directed

to special ends, and in its nature tempor

ary ; a Nuncio of the same see is its

permanent official representative at some

foreign court. The diplomatic agents of

the Pope are of three classes: nuncios,

internuncios, and apostolic delegates. In

1882 there were nuncios at the courts of

Vienna, Madrid, Lisbon, and Rio de

Janeiro, and to the republican government

in Paris; internuncios nt Munich and

the Hague ; and apostolic delegates at

Costa I!ica, Buenos Ayres, and Quito.

In 1805, besides the capitals named, there

were nuncios at Brussels, Mexico, and

Naples, and an internuncio at Florence.

Before the French Revolution nuncios

resided at Warsaw, Venice, Lucerne,

Naples, Florence, Cologne, and Brussels.

To the last named Clement VIII. com

mitted the oversight, of the Dutch and Eng

lish missions. A constitution of Benedict

XIV. enjoins all nuncios to watch over the

residence of bishops within their dioceses.

Papal nuncios were formerly invested

with an extensive jurisdiction; their

tribunals were courts of appeal from the

ordinary ecclesiastical courts of the

countries in which they resided. From

the langUHge of one of the Tridentine

decrees,1 it would appear that they some

times encroached on the rights of the

bishops, and tried causes in the first

instance. In Germany, the Archbishops

of Meutz, Cologne, and Treves, who were

Electors of the empire and legati nati,

resented, and often thwarted, the exercise

of jurisdiction by the nuncios; and the

establishment of a nunciature at Munich

in 1785 by the Elector of Bavaria was

the signal for an acrimonious controversy.

The troubles arising out of the French

Revolution soon absorbed the attention of

the disputants; and the Munich nunciature

was abolished in 1 790. ( Ferrari s, Nuntius.)

1 Sess. juuv. 20, De Kef.
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OATH. The calling on God to wit

ness that the statement made is true or to

make the fulfilment of a promise bind

under a more solemn obligation. Oaths

were required on certain occasions in the

Hebrew law (see,e.<7., Exod. xxii. 10, 11 ;

Deut. vi. 13, x. 20), and the prophets

(e.g. Amos iv. 2; Is. xiv. 24 ; Jer. h. 14)

speak of God Himself a« swearing. Two

places (only two, so far as we remember)

in the O.T. seem at first sight to condemn

swearing—viz. Zach. v. 3 ; Ecclesiast.ix. 2,

but it is clear from the context that false

and perhaps rash swearing is meant.

There is, however, much more diffi

culty about our Lord's teaching on oaths,

and it is well known that some sects—e.g.

thj Waldenses,the Hussites, the "Society

of Friends," have believed that oaths are

forbidden to Christians. In Matt. v.

33-37, Christ certainly seems to forbid

all oaths, whether direct—i.e. by the name

of God Himself—or indirect—i.e. by

objects related to God, such as the temple,

heaven, &c. " Let your word be yea, yea,

nay, nay, but what is beyond this, is from

the evil one." St. James's words (v. 12)

are to the same etl'ect. On the other hand,

St. Paul, far from contenting himself

always with a simple " yea," or " nay, '

most distinctly calls God to witness the

truth of his assertions (Rom. i. 9 ; 2 Cor.

xi. 81 ; Gal. i. 20; Philip, i. 8; and

especially 2 Cor. i. 23), and the fact

6eems to be that our Lord desired a state

of perfection in his followers which would

make oaths unnecessary, and therefore

wrong, so long, at least, as they were a

"little flock "known to one another. A

Christian's character was to make his

word as good as his oath. In dealing,

however, with the heathen world, Chris

tians could not expect their word to be

taken in this way, and the presence of

bad Christians in the Church made its

actual state very different from that ideal

which Christ set before his disciples.

Many who could not be trusted to avoid

the shameful sin of lying, might still

shrink from the greater sin and shame of

perjury ; and hence the Church not only

maintained the obligation of taking an

oath when it was required in civil courts,

but abo herself exacted oaths on cer

tain solemn occasions from her children

She has ever taught the lawfulness of

oaths, provided always that they are

taken with judgment—i.e. for a grave

cause ; in justice—i.e. provided the thing

sworn be lawful ; and in truth—i.e. pro

vided the thing sworn be true (Jer. iv. 2).

(See the profession of faith imposed by

Innocent III. on converted Waldenses;

the Constitution of John XXII. against

the Fraticelli, anno 1318; Prop. 43,

among the propositions of WicklifF con

demned by Martin V. and the Council of

Constance, anno 1418.)

Although it is always wicked to swear

without a conviction that the thing sworn

is true, it is not always wrong to break a

promise made on oath. A promissory

oath to commit a crime is sinful, and to

keep the promise is an additional sin.

Again, notable change of circumstances

may excuse from the keeping of an oath.

Further, though, generally speaking, no

earthly power can dispense from keeping

an oath made in favour of another, still,

in other cases a dispensation may be valid.

Thus, a superior may dispense in an oath

concerning things subject to his authority,

because such an oath is unlawful, except

with an implied condition—viz. if the

person who nas authority in the matter

consents. A parent, e.g., may annul the

promissory oaths of his children below

the age of puberty. So, again, an oath

against the common good, or an oath ex

torted by fear or fraud, may be dispensed

by the bishop or by those who have

quasi-episcopal jurisdiction— e.g. by a

chapter in the vacancy of a see, or again

by confessors with power to dispense from

vows. (St. Liguori, " Tlieol. Moral." lib.

iv. tract. 2.)

Many solemn oaths ordered by the

Church are made more solemn by touching

the Gospels; and in the middle ages

persons swearing often touched tie

Blessed Sacrament, relics, the sacred ves

sels, &c. Such an oath was called

"corporal," a term which has nothing to

do with the " corporal," or liuen cloth on

which the Blessed Sacrament is laid, but

simply refers to corporal or bodily con

tact with the sacred object. (See Maskell,

" Monument. Itit." vol. ii. p. li. seq.).

OBEDIENCE. [See EvAHGBLlC.il

Counsels.]
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OBIATES. Oblates of St. Charles.

This is a congregation of secular priests,

who " offer " themselves (whence the

name) to the bishop, to he employed hy

him in any part of the diocese he may

choose, and upon any work which he

may commit to them. St. Charles Bor-

romeo, archbishop of Milan, having found

in his large diocese, parts of which were

greatly neglected or totally abandoned,

the need of a hand of zealous self-sacri

ficing labourers, who would be ready to

go and do at once whatever he com

manded them to do, founded this congre-

gction of " Oblates of the Blessed Virgin
and St. Ambrose r' in 1578. He estab

lished them in the church and presbytery

of the Holy Sepulchre at Milan. Dividing

the congregation into six " assemblies, '

he directed that two of these should

always remain in the community house

in the city, while the four others were at

work in other parts of the diocese. There

is a house of this congregation at Bays-

water, having several affiliations in other

parts of London.

Oblates of St. Fi ances of Rome. A

community of religious women, bound

only by simple vows, established at Rome

in. 1433.

Oblates of Italy. An association of

secular priests founded hy some zealous

ecclesiastics at Turin in 1816. They

have the charge of the mission of Eastern

Burraah.

Oblates of Mary Immaculate. A

society of priests founded at Marseilles in

1815 by Charles de Mazenod, afterwards

hishop of the diocese. The Bishop of

Marseilles for the time being is their

superior general. Their numbers have

increased greatlv, and they have been of

inestimable service by placing themselves

at the disposal of the bishops to be em

ployed on the mission in Canada, British

Inolia, and the United States. These

Oblates were introduced into the

United States in 1848. There are not

many in this country, but they have

flourishing houses at Plattsburg, N. Y.,

and Rio Grande City and Brownsville,

Texas.

oblati. Children dedicated in

their early years to the monastic state.

[See Benedictines ; Schools.]

OBEATI. A class of persons of

whom ecclesiastical annals, especially in

the middle ages, furnish frequent ex

amples, who "offered" and gave them

selves and their property to a monastery

for the glory of God and their own

spiritual improvement. The father of

St. Hugh of Lincoln was an " oblatus "

in the monastery of the Great Chartreuse,

in which the saint himself was a monk,

and tenderly watched over his father's

old age. Benedict XIV. (" De Synodo

Dioeces." vi. 3) says, that although oblati

are not religious, yet if they have trans

ferred their entire property to the monas

tery, 'retaining neither capital nor rent,

they are ecclesiastical persons, and enjoy

the privUegium fori, and immunity from

secular burdens. (Ferraris, Oblati Monas-

teriorum.)

octavarium. The purpose of the

book is explained by its title, "Octava-

rium Romanum sive octavse festorum,

lectiones secundi scilicet et tertii nocturni

singulis diebus recitandse infra octavaa

sanctorum titularium, &c." Mr. Maskell

knows of no edition prior to the seven

teenth century. The use of the book is

not obligatory on tho.-e who have to say

the divine office, though it is sometimes

referred to in the Ordo.

OCTAVE. The Christian, following

the example of the Jewish, Church cele

brates certain feasts till the eighth or

octave day. The number eight is sup

posed to represent perfection, for the

seven days of the week are taken ns

figures of the ages of the world and the

eighth of the eternal rest which is to

follow them.

Octaves are privileged or non-privi

leged; and the former, again, are sub

divided into classes. In the octaves of

Easter and l'entecost, no other feast

may be kept and no commemoration

made, except of a simple, if it falls

after the first three days. In the octave

of Epiphany (not, however, on the

octave-day) the fea.t of the patron saint,

title, or dedication of the Church may

be kept. In the octave of Corpus Christi

doubles may he kept (only doubles, how

ever, of the first and second class can he

transferred to this octave), but the octave

day only gives place to a double of the

first class. During non-privileged octaves

even semi-doubles are celebrated. Those

last, to which all octaves except those

already enumerated belong, are again

arranged in order of dignity, so that the

lesser gives way to the greater in case

of concurrence. (Gavantus, torn. ii. § 3,

cap. 8.)

offertory. (1) An antiphon

which used to be sung by the choir

while the faithful made their offerings of

bread and wine for the Mass, of gifte for
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the support of the clergy, &c. From

St. Augustine's time verses of the Psalms

were sung in North Africa during the pre

sentation of the gifts, and the Offertory in

the Roman Missal has been in use from

ancient times, being found in the Anti-

phonary of St. Gregory, though the

precise date at which it was introduced

is uncertain. The oblations of bread and

wine by the faithful began to fall into

disuse from about the year 1000, but the

antiphon and its name are still retained.

The Offertory is said immediately after

the Creed.1 (Le Brun, Benedict XIV.).

(2) The oblation of bread and wine

by the priest, made after the recitation of

the antiphon just mentioned. "The

Church does really offer bread and wine,

but not absolutely and in themselves :

for in the new covenant no oblation is

made of lifeless things : indeed, no obla

tion is made other than that of Jesus

Christ ; wherefore the bread and wine are

offered that He may make them his body

and blood." (Bossuet, "Explic. des Prieres

de la Messe.") In the oblation the priest

speaks of the bread as " the spotless

victim,'' and of the chalice as the " chalice

of salvation " by anticipation—i.e. he looks

forward to the moment when they will

be changed into the body and blood of

Christ. All the ancient liturgies contain

an oblation of the gifts before consecra

tion (see the comparative table in Ham

mond's "Ancient Liturgies,"p. xxvi. leq.) ;

but the five prayers with which the

oblation is made—" Suseipe, Sancte Pater,"

" Offerimus tibi," "In spiritu huruilitatis,"

" Veni, Sanctificator," "Suseipe, Sancta

Trinitas,'' are of recent date, as ap

pears " from the silence of Walafrid,

Aiualarius, Rupert, and Innocent III."

concerning them (Benedict XIV. " De

Miss." II. x.) The incensation of the

tiblata or gifts in solemn Masses seems to

have been little known in the West till

the ninth century, when it was intro

duced in France. The ceremony occurs

in the Greek liturgies (Le Brun, torn. ii.

2 P. a. 7). The great oblation of Christ's

body and blood must, be carefully distin

guished from the Offertory or anticipatory

oblation of bread and wine.

OXX>s, holt. There are three holy

oils, consecrated by the bishop on Holy

1 Why does the priest any " Oremns " before

the offertory ? Probably because some prayer

like that " Super Sindonem" in the Ambrosian

Mass lias fallen out. Tbis is Mr. Hammond's

solution. See also " Oremua " in Smith and

Chcetham.

Thursday, and received from him by the

priests who have charge of parishes and

districts.

(1) The oil of catechumens, used in

blessing fonts, in baptism, consecration of

churches, of altars whether fixed or

portable, ordination of priests, blessing

and coronation of kings and queens.

(2) Chrism (see Confirmation), used

in blessing the font, in baptism and con

firmation, consecration of a bishop, of

paten and chalice, and in the blessing of

bells.

(3) . Oil of the sick, used in extreme

unction and the blessing of bells.

The Rituale Romanum requires these

oils to be kept in vessels of silver or

alloyed metal (itannum—properly a mix

ture of silver and lead), in a decent place,

and under lock and key. The S. Cong.

Rit. strictly forbids the pastor to keep

them in his house, except in cases of

necessity. (See " Manuale Decret.'' 2, 670-

2). The oils of the past year must not

be used, but common oil, in lesser quan

tity, may be added to the blessed oils if

necessary. For the history of the use of

these oils, see Baptism, Conpirmatioit,

&c. &c.

OLD CATHOLICS (AU-Katholiken).

A name assumed by various priests and

lay-people in Germany who protested

against the Vatican definition of Papal

infallibility, and formed themselves into

a separate body.

Scarcely was the Vatican definition

issued, when Dr. Bollinger solemnly pro

tested against it, as an innovation on

Catholic doctrine. He found large sup

port in the universities. Nearly all

Catholics in the teaching body of Munich

(44 Docenten), professors from Freiburg,

Breslau, Prague, Munster, four professors

from Bonn, joined the opposition. Some

of them, such as Reusch, Langen, Fried-

rich, were men of considerable reputation

for ability, learning, and character.

Nothing of course need be said of Dol-

linger. The party looked for encourage

ment to those German bishops who had

been opposed to the definition, but in

this they were disappointed. The leaders

of the protesting movemeut were excom

municated.

In 1871, at an Old Catholic Congress

in Munich, but against the declared wish

of Bollinger, the resolution of forming

Old Catholic congregations was formed,

and on June 4, 1873, Dr. Reiukens was

consecrated bishop by Heydekamp,

Jansenist bishop of Beventer. The
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bishop had a salary allotted him by the

Government (1 0,000 thalers from Prussia,

2,000 from Baden); but his jurisdiction

over his adherents is very limited; the

real power is vested in a Synod of

Deputies from the congregations, of

whom the majority are laymen. In

many cases the Catholic churches were

made over to the Old Catholics by the

Government, a result which was accele

rated by a decree of Pius IX. forbidding

Catholic rites in all churches where

partial possession had been granted to the

new body. The cause of " Old Catholic

ism" enjoyed the special favour of the

Government then engaged in a contest

with the Church.

Facts, however, have proved that so

inconsistent a position could not be main

tained. The first synod, in 1874, changed

the Tridentine doctrine on auricular

confession and made fasting and ab

stinence voluntary ; the second, in 1875,

reduced the number of feasts and set

aside nearly all the canonical impediments

of marriage, except those recognised by

the State ; the third, in 1870, permitted

priests to marry and receive the nuptial

blessing, but forbade them to officiate

after marriage ; the fifth, in 1878, allowed

persons in holy orders to marry, and to

perform all the functions of the ministry.

This resolution was passed in spite of a pro •

test from the Jansenist Bishops of Holland.

Friedrieh and the Bonu professors, Langen,

Menzel, and Keusch (previously vicar-

general to the Old Catholic bishop),

withdrew from their former associates.

Reusch continued to officiate at Bonn,

and thu3 formed a schism within a schism.

There is no official census of the German

Old Catholics, for in 1880 Dr. Reiukens

told his adherents to return themselves

simply as Catholics ; but it may be safely

said that their number in the wholeempire,

to judge even by their own statements,

does not reach 60,000.

In Austria they are a very insignificant

body, though they have two men of

learning among them—viz. the Canonists

Von Schulte and Maassen. In Switzer

land only three priests refused submission

to the Vatican Council ; but a " Christian-

Catholic " Church was formed in great

part from the most disreputable elements

under the auspices of the cantonal

governments. Edward Herzog was

consecrated bishop by Dr. Reinkens in

September 1870. The "Christian-Catho

lic " Church has a married priesthood, a

vernacular liturgy, and has made con

fession voluntary. This body is visibly

dwindling away. Attempts have been

made to erect schismatical churches by

the ex-Dominican Prota-Giurleo at

Naples, in Spain by the priest Aguazo, in

Mexico by eighteen priests, in Frunce by

the eloquent ex-Carmelite Loyson (" Rec-

teur de l'Eglise Catholique Gallicane) ;"

but they do not deserve serious notice.

(From the art. " Alt-Katholiken " in the

new edition of the " Kirchen-Lexikon."

See also Armenians, in the Appendix to

this Dictionary.)

OMOPHORZOV. [See Palut/k.]

OVTOX.OGXS1K. This is the name,

first given by Gioberti, which designates

a form of Platonic Mysticism whose prin

ciples were inculcated by Marsilius

Ficinus, systematically constructed by

Malebranche, and again recast by the

above-mentioned Gioberti. The name

denotes that it is a first principle' of the

theory of cognition which lies at the basis

of the system ; that the order of intel

lectual apprehension follows the order of

real being. The necessary, self-existing

being is first in the real order ; therefore

it is the first object of intellectual vision,

and is that in and by which every con

tingent and created existence becomes

visible. Gioberti's theory was, for a

time, very attractive to many Catholics,

and seemed likely to gain an extensive

sway. It was very vigorously contro

verted by Liberatore and others as con

trary to the doctrine of St. Thomas, as

rationally groundless, and as leading logi

cally to consequences which are theo

logically unsound and incompatible with

dogmas of faith. On account of this

dangerous theological tendency seven

propositions, embracing the fundamental

tenets of Ontologism, were censured by

the Holy See, as propositions which can

not safely be taught, in a decree of the

congregation of the Inquisition bearing

date September 18, 1861.

Prop. I. An immediate cognition of

God, at least habitual, is .essential to the

human intellect, so that without this it

can have cognition of nothing, inasmuch

as it is the intellectual light itself.

II. The being which we perceive by

the intellect in all things, and without

which we intellectually perceive nothing,

is the divine being.

III. The universals, considered a

parte rei, are not really distinguished

from God.

IV. The congenital knowledge of God,

as being in the simple sense of the term,
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involves in an eminent mode every other

cognition, so that hy it we possess an

implicit cognition of every being under

every respect in which it is cognoscible.

V. All other ideas are nothing but

modifications of the idea, in which God

is intellectually perceived as being, in the

simple sense of the term.

VI. Created things are in God as a

part is in a whole, not indeed in a formal

whole, bat in ono which is infinite and

most simple, which places its quasi parts

outside ol itself, without any division or

diminution of itself.

VII. Creation can be thus explained :

God, in the special act in which lie intel

lectually cognises and wills Himself as

distiuct from any determinate creature—

e.g. man—produces that creature.

Various attempts were made by par

tisans of Ontoloeism to maintain that this

censure of the Holy See was not directed

against this system, hut against another

species of pantheistic Ontologism taught

in Germany. But one of their number,

M. Brancherau, having a conscientious

doubt on the subject, drew up a summary

of the doctrine contained in a text-book

which he had himself composed, com

prised in fifteen theses, which nesubmitted

to the Honian congregation for judgment.

The decision was given in September,

1802, pronouncing the substantial identity

of these propositions with the seven

already disapproved, and declaring that

they fell under the same censure, that

they consequently could not be taught,

and that the text-book itself, which was

only a development of the same theses,

could not be placed in the hands of pupils.

On February 22, 1806, a decree of the

united Congregations of the Inquisition

and of the Index, formally approved by

the Holy Father, censured the writings

of Prof. Ubaghs, of Louvain, another dis

tinguished Ontologist, as containing the

same doctrine condemned in the seven

propositions. During the same year M.

Ilugonin, who had been nominated to an

episcopal see in France, was required by

the Papal Nuncio at Paris, as a condition

of receiving the confirmation of his ap

pointment, to publish a retractatipu of

the doctrine contained in his " Etudes

Philosophiques,Ontologie," and to promise

to do all which depended on him in the

episcopal office to prevent the teaching of

this same doctrine in the schools of

France. All these distinguished persons

submitted with docility to the sentence

of Home. Since it has become manifest

that the Holy See did intend to condemn

ns unsafe the fundamental doctrine of

Ontologism proper-—viz. that the humsn

intellect has an immediate cognition of

God as its proper object and the prim iple

of all its cognitions—the system has

fallen dead, so far as Catholics are con

cerned. It still lingers, under various

modifications, by which the genuine idea

which lies at its basis is so far altered or

obscured as to be comparatively harmless,

and really or apparently exempt from

positive censure. In such shapes, how

ever, it is no longer potent to attract

thoroughgoing thinkers, and is of small

moment.

(Kleutg-en gives a brief but thorough

exposition of the seven propositions, with

a refutation of the errors contained in

them, in a work which in the French

translation 'u entitled " Ontologisme juge

par le Saint-Siege." [Paris : Gauuie

Freres et J. Duprey, 3 Rue de l'Abbayc,

1807.] The worksof Cardinal Dechamps

may also be consulted for information

concerning the controversy.)

OPUS OPCR&TDM, A word used

by medireval theologians and adopted by

the Council of Trent (sess. vii. can. 8)

to express the nature of the effects which

the sacraments produce. Man has the

power by the perversity of his will to stay

the efficacy of the sacraments ; and certain

dispositions—such as the love of God and

man, or again, true repentance and sincere

purpose of amendment—are absolutely

necessary, in those who have the use of

reason, in order that they may derive

benefit from the sacraments. These

dispositions, however, are only conditions

without which the grace of the sacra

ments cannot be received. The grace

itself comes not from them, but from the

institution of Christ.

The following clear explanation is

given by Bellarmin (" Da Sacramentis,"

lib. ii. 1). In justification, he says, as

received through the sacraments, many

causes concur: on God's part, the will to

employ the sensible sign ; on Christ's part,

his Passion and merits ; on the part of

the minister, power and intention ; on

the part of the recipient, the will to re

ceive the sacrament, faith, and re

pentance ; on the part of the sacrament,

the application of the sensible sign. " But

of all these, that which actively, proxi

mately, and instrumentally effects the

grace of justification, is only that external

act, called sacrament, and this is the

sense of 1 Opus Operatum,' the word
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(operatum) being taken passively, so that

when we say the sacrament confers grace

ex opere operato, our meaning is that

grace is conferred by virtue of the sacra

mental act itself instituted by God for

this end, not by the merit of the minister

or the recipient."

oSABtuia, [See Stole.]

ORATE, rXATBES, &.C. So the

address begins in which, after the

Offertory and Lavabo, the priest bids the

people pray that his sacrifice and theirs

may be acceptable to God. Originally

the priest simply said " Orate," or " Orate

pro me,"" Orate pro me, peccatore." R£mi

of Auxerre, in a.d. 880, is the first to give

a fuller form, but he appends it merely as

an explanation, " Orate, fratres "—i.e. " ut

meum ac vestrum pariter sacrificium ac-

ceptum sit Domino." In the churches of

Paris and Meaux down to the seventeenth

century, and the English Missals of

Sarum, Bangor, and York, the words ran,

"Orate, fratres et sorores," &c. The answer

which the servermakes is " Suscipiat,"&c. ;

but the response is given in a vast variety

of forms by the mediaeval Missals, and it

still varies much in the rites of different

religious orders. (Le Brim, torn, ii., iii.

Part. art. x. Maskell, " Ancient Litur-

ORATORY. In the earliest times

Mass could only be said in private houses,

and after the erection of churches it was

still often said in private dwellings. The

growth of the parochial system led to a

sharper distinction between parochial

ehurches and oratories or chapels. Thus

the Council of Agde, canon 24 (anno

600), permits Mass to be said in oratories,

but not on the great feasts of Easter,

Christmas, &c. So the Council of

Clermont, can. 14 (anno 635',. In the

East, the Synod in Trullo, can. 81 (anno

692), prohibited service in oratories with

out the bishop's leave, and.many Western

councils issued similar edicts.

An oratoiy is public or private, ac

cording as it has or has not a door opening

into the public road. The older canon-

law allowed Mass to be celebrated in

either with the bishop's leave. But the

Council of Trent limited episcopal powers

in the matter, and the following is the

present state of the law.

A bishop may always permit Mass in

a public oratory, blessed and set apart for

divine service.

In the oratories ofreligious, seminaries,

hospitals, &c.

In his own palace.

In the house, wherever it may be, in

which he resides at the time. (This privi

lege whs taken away by Clement XI., but

restored by Innocent XIII.)

In private oratories for just cause and

for a time.

But a permanent privilege of celebrat

ing in a private oratory can be granted

by the Pope alone. (Concil. Trident,

i. sess. xxii. Liguori, " Theol. Moral." lib.

vi. Tract 8, cap. 3, dub. 4).

ORATORY, TBS FRX2TCR. A

society of priests founded by Cardinal de

Berulle at Paris in 1611, with the advice

of Cesar de Bus, the Pere Cotton, and

other eminent men, in order to strengthen

ecclesiastical discipline, which had beer

weakened during the troubles of tl«

League. Bossuet says that Mons. de

Berulle " preferred to give no other spirit

to his company but the spirit of the

Church itself, no other rule than her

canons, no other superiors than her

bishops, no other bond but charity, and

no vows but those of baptism and ordina

tion." To deepen devotijn, promote pro*

fessional studies, and spread an ecclesias

tical spirit among the secular clergy, that

through thera the whole population might

be reached and influenced, were the prin

cipal objects of the institute. In 1612 it

was declared a royal foundation. Alter

some hesitation Paul V. (1614) approved

tne society, under the title of " Congrega

tion of the Oratory of Our Lord Jesus

Christ in France." In 1616 a residence,

with chapel annexed, was occupied in the

Rue St. Honored The fathers paid much

attention to music, and were called " les

peres du beau chant." The favourite

work of the founder was the institution

of seminaries for the training of priests ;

of these he lived to see six—at Langres,

Nevers, &c.—in working order. He was

the friend and supporter of Descartes, and

the congregation always had the reputa

tion of being rather favourable to Car-

tesianism. The cardinal died in 1629,

leaving fifty seminaries, colleges, and

houses of retreat in the erection of which

he had been instrumental, all in full

activity. The saintly Pere de Coudren

succeeded him in the government of the

congregation ; he was followed by Bour-

going, Senault, Sainte Marthe, and De la

Tour. Jansenism took a strong hold of

the congregation, and the bull " Unigeni-

tus" was long a bone of contention among

the members ; but the sounder portion at

last prevailed, and the bull was accepted

by the society in 1746. At the Revolu
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lion the educational functions discharged

by the congregation saved it for a time ;

but the Fathers firmly resisted the Civil

Constitution of the Clergy, and when the

ceremony of consecrating the constitu

tional bishops was appointed to take

place in their church in the Rue St.

Honore", they all refused to be present.

Later, a few gave way and took the oath.

The "Oratory of the Immaculate Con

ception," founded at Paris in 1852 by M.

Petetot, curt of St. Roch, and the abbs'

Gratry, adopted the rule of the ancient

society.

Among the eminent men whom the

French Oratory produced were Thomassin

(a name often quoted in these pages),

Lejeune, Richard Simon, Malebranche,

Quesnel, Pouget, Massillon, Renaudot,

Jean Morin, commonly called Morinus, Le

Brun, Lami, and Duhamel. (" Encycl. du
XIXrae Siecle," 1852,art.by Jules Sauzay.)

ORATORY OF ST. PKXI.XP

HEEI. Philip Neri, a native of

Florence, remarkable from his childhood

upwards for the singular beauty and

purity of his character, came to reside at

Koine, at the age of eighteen, in 1533.

For some years he was tutor to the chil

dren of a Florentine nobleman living in

Rome. His life was one of habitual self-

denial, penance, and prayer. A thirst for

doing good consumed him ; and by degrees

he gathered round him a number of men,

young and old, whom he animated by his

discourses to a greater zeal for God and

hatred of evil, and to a more exact regu

larity of life than they had known before.

This he did while still a Ionian ; but on

the advice of his confessor he received

holy orders, and was ordained priest in

1551. For a short time after his ordina

tion he received in his own chamber those

whom he had won to God, and instructed

them on spiritual things; then, during

seven years, in a larger room. Out of these

colloquies was gradually perfected the

plan of evening exercises, which is to this

this day practised bv the congregation,—

plain sermons being preached, hymns sung,

and popular devotions used, in a regular

order, on every week-day evening except

Saturday. The number of persons attend

ing the exercises still increasing, he ob

tained (1558) from the administration of

the Church of St. Jerome leave to build

over one of the aisles of that church a

chapel, to which he gave the modest name

of an " oratory," whence arose the name

of the congregation. About this time

many persons afterwards eminent in the

Church and the world joined him, amongst

whom were Csesar Baronius, the ecclesias

tical historian, and Francis Maria Tarugi,

afterwards Cardinals, Lucci, Tassone, &c.

Six years later, the Florentines living in

Rome having requested him to undertake

the charge of the Church of St. John the

Baptist which tbey had just built, the

saint (1564) caused Baronius and others

of his followers to remove thither and to

receive ordination. From this date the

commencement of the congregation is

reckoned. Their numbers increasing, it

seemed desirable to the Fathers to have a

house of their own. The old church of

the Vallicella, situated in the heart of

Rome, was ceded to them in 1575 ; and

St. Philip at once caused the present

magnificent church, called the " Chiesa

Nuova," to be commenced on the site.

The Fathers removed to the Vallicella in

1577 on the completion of the church;

St. Philip joined them in 1583. Gregory

XIII. had approved and confirmed the

erection of the congregation in 1575. The

constitutions of the society—which St.

Philip desired should be composed of

simple priests, without vows, but agreeing

to a rule of life—were approved by Paul

V. in 1612. St. Philip died in 1595, was

beatified in 1615, and canonised in 1622.

The rule of the congregation from the

first was that each house should be in

dependent, the only exception being made

in favour of certain Italian oratories

(Naples, San Severino, and afterwards

Lanciano), which were at first adminis

tered by the mother house at Rome.

The Oratory was introduced into

England in 1847 by Dr. (now Cardinal)

Newman, who, during his long sojourn in

Rome following upon his conversion, had

studied closely the work of the holy

founder and become deeply imbued witi

the spirit of his institute. The first

house was at Mary Vale, »'.e. Old Oscott,

and was transferred, after a temporary

sojourn at St. Wilfrid's, Staffordshire, to

Alcester Street, Birmingham, in January

1849. A short time later a house was

opened at King William Street, Strand,

London, by F. Faber, with several other

fathers who belonged to the Birmingham

congregation, and were still subject to

Father Newman. In October 1850 the

London house was released from obedience

to Birmingham, and erected into a congre

gation with a superior of its own. It was

finally transferred to Brompton, where

it is now erecting a large domed church.

The Oratory at Birmingham has remained
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under the direction—even since his ele

vation to the purple— of its illustrious

founder, and has become a (treat centre

for the niidhtnd counties of Catholic

preaching and education.

The following passage embodies a

portion of the cardinal's conception of St.

Philip's work. '"lie was raised up,"

writes Cardinal Newman, " to do a work

almost peculiar in the Church." Instead

of combating like Ignatius, or being a

hunter of souls like St. Cajetan, " Philip

preferred, as he expressed it, tranquilly to

cast in his net to gum them ; he preferred

to yield to the stream and direct the

current— which he could not stop—of

science, literature, art, and fashion, and to

sweeten and sanctify what God had made

very good and man had spoilt. And so

he contemplated as the idea of his mis

sion, not the propagation of the faith, nor

the exposition of doctrine, nor the cate

chetical schools; whatever was exact and

systematic pleased him not ; he put from

him monastic rule and authoritative

speech, as David refused the armour of

his king. No ; he would be but an ordinary

individual priest as others ; and his

weapons should be but unaffected humility

and unpretending love. All he did was

to be done by the light, and fervour, and

convincing eloquence of his personal

character and his easy conversation. He

came to the Eternal City and he sat him

self down there, and his home and his

family gradually grew up around him, by

the spontaneous accession of materials

from without. He did not so much seek

his own as draw them to him. He sat in

his small room, and they in their gay

worldly dresses, the rich and the well

born as well as the simple and the

illiterate, crowded into it. . . . And they

who came remnined gazing and listening

till, at length, tirst one and then another

threw off their bravery, and took his poor

cassock and girdle instead; or, if they

kept it, it was to put hair-cloth under it,

or to take on them a rnle of life, while

to the world they looked as before." 1

OBDEB, HOX.T. Holy Order, ac

cording to Catholic doctrine, is a sacra

ment of the new law, by which spiritual

power is given and grace conferred for the

performance of sacred duties.

I. The Meaning of the Word" Ordo"

is explained by St. Thomas (" Suppl."

xxxii. 2, ad 4), and the investigation of

modern scholars has proved his view to

1 Scope andNature of Univertity Education^

Disc. viii.

be substantially correct. "Ordo" means

" rank," whether high or low, but the

meaning was restricted, much as our own

word "rank" often is, to "eminent rank''—

i.e. the clerical position as distinct from

that of laymen. Salmasius sugsrested (see
Hitachi. '• Entstehung der Altkatholischen

Kirche,'' p. 388) that the earliest Christian

writers in Latin borrowed the word from

the municipal constitution of the Romans,

so that " ordo " would mean " magistracy."

But it is much more likely that they

adopted it as a version of itAij^or; and, as

the reader will presently see, ,t was only

by degrees that it acquired the exclusive

sense of "eminent"or " magisterial rank."

Thus, though Tertullian implies that the

"ecclesise ordo" is distinct from the laity

("De Monog. ' 7), though he speaks of per

sons who " are chosen into the ecclesias

tical order" (" De Idololatr." 7), and,

again, of " the priestly order " (" ordo

sacerdotalis," " De Exhort. Cast.'' 7) ; he

also recognises " widows " as an " order "

of the Church (" Ad Uxor." i. 7 ; and cf.

" ordines," in the plural, " De Monog."

12). Even Jerome uses "ordo'' in its

wide and, as we believe, original sense.

For (" In Jesaiani,"Lib. V. cap. xix. 18) he

enumerates five "orders "of the Church
(•' ecclesite ordines ')—viz. bishops, pres

byters, deacons, the faithful, catechumens.

II. The Number of Orders.—In the

Latin Church the ecclesiastical orders are

those of bishops, priests, deacons, sub-

deacons, acolytes, exorcists, renders,

ottiarii, or door-keepers. The first three

are as old as the time of the Apostles ;

and all must be very ancient, for they

are mentioned incidentally by Cornelius,

bishop of Rome, in the middle of the

third century (apud Euseb. " II. E." vi.

43). Nor is there any reason to think

that their institution was recent even

then. Some canonists add another order,

that of the tonsure, but it is generally

regarded as a mere introduction to tbe

clerical state, and this view is consonant

to the language of the Council of Trent

(seas, xxiii. cap. 2). Apart from this,

very many theologians, among whom is

St. Thomas, do not regard the episcopate

as a separate order, but only as the com

pletion and extension of the priesthood,

and hence reckon the number of the

orders as seven. The title of the Triden-

tine chapter already referred to, " De

Septem Ordinibus,'' favours this view ;

but, according to the eminent canonist

Philips, it is not found in the earlier edi

tions. The theory rests on the assumption
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that all orders are referred to the Eucharist,

and thus the bishop has no power, which a

simple priest has not also, except that the

former can, the latter cannot, convey this

power to others by ordination, those

who hold the episcopate to be a distinct

order not unnaturally reject this exclusive

reference of holy order to the Eucharist

as arbitrary, and argue that the power of

ordination and confirmation sufficiently

justifies the position of the episcopate as

separate order. The orders of bishop,

priest, deacon, and (but only since the

thirteenth century) subdeacon are called

"sacred" or "greater," those of acolyte,

&c, " minor," orders. In the Greek,

Coptic, and Nestorian Churches the orders

recognised are those of bishop, priest,

deacon, subdeacon, and reader, to which

that of "singer" (x/^aXr^s) is sometimes

added. Great variety, however, has pre

vailed in the East, both as to the number

and classification of the orders, and we

must refer the reader for fuller informa

tion to Goar (" Euehologion ") ; to Den-

zinger (" Rilus Orientalium," vol. i. p.

116 erg.); and to the articles on the

individual orders in this work.

III. Holy Order as a Sacrament.—The

Council of Trent defines (sess. xxii. l)e

Sacr. Ord. can. .3) t hat order is " truly

and properly a sacrament instituted by

Christ," and that by means of it the Holy

Ghost is given (Canon 4). Evidently, in

ordination there is an external sign,

but the question at issue between Catho

lics and most Protestants turns on the

grace which, as Catholics believe, accom

panies the sign. A priest, as the Church

teaches, receives supernatural power in

his ordination, an indelible character (see

the article on Character), and, if

rightly disposed, grace to support him in

the exercise of his ministry. If this ques

tion be settled, the rest ol the contention

follows. A sign which necessarily con

veys grace cannot have been instituted

by authority which is merely human, nnd

the external sign, grace given, institution

by our Lord, are the three constituents of

a sacrament.

That grace is given, follows from the

clear statements of Scripture. Christ

" breathed on " his Apostles and said,

" Receive the Holy Ghost ; whoseso

ever sins ye remit, they are remitted

unto thera ; whosesoever sins ye retain,

they are retained " (John xx. 23).

St. Paul twice reminds St. Timothy of

the grace he had received at ordination.

"Do njt neglect the grace which was

given through prophecy, with laying on

of the hands of the presbytery '' (1 Tim.

iv. 14); "I put thee in mind to rekindle

the grace (or rather gift, xapio-pa) of God,

which is in thee through the laying on

of my hands " (2 Tim. i. 6). St. Timothy

was marked out for his office by some one

who had the prophetic spirit, common in

the early Church, and the presbyters

joined St. Paul in the imposition of

hands, just as presbyters unite with our

bishops in the same way at the present

time. But the former was an acciden

tal, the latter an unessential circum

stance, and hence St. Paul omits the

mention of both in the second passage.

The grace was conveyed by the imposition

of Apostolic hands (observe the contrast

" toith" iut&, the laying on of the hands

of the presbytery, " and ' through? but, the

laying on of my hands '), and the context

leaves no doubt that the grace given was

for the right administration of the ecclesi

astical olhce. St. Timothy is to remember

the grace received, and to let no one

despise his youth, to be the example of

the faithful, &c. &c ; he is to " rekindle

it," for the Spirit given is one of power,

love, temperance, &c, and he must not

be ashamed of the " testimony of the

Lord." It is in vain that an able

writer (Hatch, " Organisation of the

Early Christian Church," p. 133) urges

that xapurua has a latitude of meaning,

and may be rendered " talent." This is not

a fair account of its meaning in the

New Testament; but if it were, what

then ? Plainly Timothy did not receive

a natural " talent " by laying on of

hands. Nor was it merely the office en

trusted to him, for it would be senseless

to speak of " rekindling " an office. It

was, then, just what Mr. Hatch denies

that ordination can give—viz. an interior

quality, the tire of the Holy Ghost in the

heart, ever present to empower and

quicken St. Timothy in the exercise of

his duties. It did not come from man,

though man had it in his power to " re

kindle " and correspond to it. It is well

to notice that an interpretation substan

tially identical with ours is given and

justified from the context by one of the

best Protestant commentators on the

Pastoral Epistles (Huther, ad loc.}. Fur

ther, if, as Mr. Hatch supposes, the

clergy had been originally mere repre

sentatives of the people, deriving all

their power from them, and only doing

for the sake of order and convenience

what laymen might do also, then indeed
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it would be hard to believe in the sacra

mental character of the rite. St. Paul,

however, speaks of in ia-Kimoi (the precise

meaning of the word does not concern

us here) as those whom " the Holy

Ghost had appointed to tend the Church

of God which he acquired through his

own blood '* (Acts xx. 26). If the Holy

Ghost appoints those who are ordained

to their sacred function, the prophecy or

popular election which designs them for

these functions being a separable accident,

then we are not surprised to find St.

Paul assuming that the same Holy

Ghost endowtd them with grace and

power. It is quite true that Jewish

Rabbis were set apart by imposition of

hands,' and Mr. Hatch has collected many

interesting and instructive parallels to

different parts of the ordination rite from

the customs of the Roman magistracy,

&c. These, however, in no way affect

the main question. No one supposed that

the imposition of hands would of itself

prove the grace of orders, while the

other rites to which Mr. Hatch refers are

allowed on all hands to be of merely

human institution. Our appeal is to the

grace which Scripture assures us is at

tached to the imposition of hands for holy-

orders, and we fail to see that the appeal

can be set aside on the grounds which*

Mr. Hatch and so many other learned

Protestants allege.

Such is the value assigned to tne

Sacrament of Holy Order in the Scripture,

and the burden of proof lies on our adver

saries, if they maintain thut the clergy,

having first received their power from

God, sunk after the Apostolic a^e to mere

representatives of the congregation. As

a matter of fact, Christian antiquity is in

harmony with Scripture. Only, t!ie ques

tion of election or designation to office

must not be confused with the power

given in ordination to the ollice ; and

again, we must not expect full and dog-

' Ses Buxtorf. lexicon Chald. tt RaMrin.

art- n^*pp * a"d f<»r full information, with

abundant references to the Talmud, Hamburger,

Real Kniycl. ttrs Judrntltums, art. "Ordina

tion." The ordination was given sometimes on

the authority of the Prince of the Sanhedrim,

sometime* on the authority of the Prince and

Sanhedrim conjointly. The rite is as old, pro

bably, as the Sanhedrim, and was the rule till

the fifth century A.t>. Instatures of ordination

occur much later—e.g. one in the sixteenth. It

is remarknble that the O.T. books after the

Pentateuch (Numbers x.tvii. II ; Dent,

xxxiv. ;*) contain no instance of ordination

by imposition of hands.

matic statements on the nature of Holy

Order in the brief and occasional writings

of the early Fathers. Their main conten

tion against heretics did not turn on the

question of their orders, or want of orders;

in many cases heretics did possess true

orders ; but on the fact that they were

outside the one Church. Still, St. Ignatius

speaks of the bishop as having " acquired

his ministry, not from himself, nor through

men" (Philad. i.). The bishop is to be

regarded as " the Lord Himself" (Ephes.

vi.) " Let that be considered a valid

Eucharist which is under the bishop or

one commissioned by bim " (Smyrn. viii.)

—a rule, however, which in all likelihood

was meant as a warning against all schis-

matical riles, even if celebrated by a

priest, for the word fie/Hula can scarcely be

pressed. True, Tertullian (" De Exhort,

Cast." 7, " Monog." 7, 12) holds very diffe

rent, language, asserts the universal priest

hood of Christian?, and reduces the diffe

rence between clergy and laity to one of

ecclesiastical institution. But then Ter

tullian was a bitter Montanist when he

thus wrote, and it was the characteristic

of Montauism to set the claims of indivi

dual piety against the claims of the hier

archy. And, although he does certainly

assume that his premiss—viz. that all

Christians are priests—will be accepted by

Catholics, it is q^uite in the manner of this

exaggerated writer to take the .Catholic

and Scriptural doctrine that all Christians

are priests in a sense, just as Israel was in

a sense a nation of priests, and to dis

tort it into the admission that even

Catholics made no essential difference

between priest and layman. (See Dol-

linger, "Hippolytus and Callistus," Eng

lish translation, p. 320 $eq.) His reckless

use of Scripture, and misrepresentation

of fact, to enforce his Montanist views

(see e.g. " Exhort. Oast." 7 and 0), shows

how little he can be trusted. Nothing of

the sort can, so far as we are aware, be

found in a Catholic bishop who called

Tertullian his master, we mean Cyprian.

He speaks of the bishops as successors of

the Apostles (Ep. xliv. lxvi. , See also

Clarus a Mascula, " In Sentent. Episc."

79, and this by ordination, as he expressly

says) ; he derives the power of the

Episcopate (xxxiii.) not from the people

but from Christ's commission to Peter

(ib.). Just as much to the point is a pas

sage of Cyprian's contemporary Firmiliau,

who says the power of forgiving sins has

been bestowed on the Apostles, then on

the churches and the bishops, who have
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succeeded the Apostles by successive ordi

nation (ordinatione vicaria, inter " Opp.

Cypr.'' Ep. lxxv.). So again in tbe Apos

tolic Constitution, which belongs to the

same period, we read, " Neither do we

permit laymen to perform any of the

priestly functions [UparuAr epyav)—e.g.

sacrifice, baptism, ordination, blessing

great or small. For through the imposi

tion of the bishop's hands such dignitv is

given." ("Const. Ap." iii. 10.) This

rule is attributed to the Apostles. The

Council of Nicffia forbade deacons to give

communion to presbyters, and this on the

ground, which is taken for granted, that

the former had no authority or power to

offer sacrifice. " Neither the rule nor cus

tom has handed down, that those who

. have no authority to offer (i.e. to offer

sacrifice, n-potripiptiv, this principle being

assumed), should give the body of Christ

to those who do offer." (Can." 18.) Later

Fathers who treated of doctrine at greater

length furnish, as we should expect,

more explicit statements. " Who gives,"

says the author of a work falsely attri

buted to St. Ambrose,1 " the episcopal

grace P You answer without doubt,

God. But still God gives it through man.

Man imposes the hand, God gives the

grace." (" I)e Sacerdot. Dign." cap. 5.)

St. Augustine (" Contr. Epist. Parmen."

ii. 13) compares the sacrament of order

to that of baptism ; neither can be reite

rated ; ordination, even when given by a

schismatical bishop, is valid, and again

("De Bono Coningali,"' cap. 24), he

maintains the indelible character of order.

It is not lost, if the flock is withdrawn

from the pastor ; it abides in, spite of the

pastor's crimes, though of course its per

manence increases the culprit's guilt.

(" Sacramento domini semeliruposito non

carebitquamvisad judicium permanente").

This indelible character of order follows

from the principles for which we have

been contending. Man cannot take away

what he did not give. And further, if a

wicked or schismatical bishop ordain,

after all it is God who, in the words of

tbe author quoted above, "bestows the

grace."

We will only add that the existence

of the sacrifice of the body and blood of

Christ naturally inclines us to believe in

the sacrament of order. God, who in the

old law appointed a priesthood to offer

1 It is printed in all editions of the saint's

works, but the Iienedictip.ei have shown it

cannot be his. Petavias quotes it as the work

of St Ambrose.

sacrifices which could not take away sin,

did not surely leave the sacrifice in

which the " Word," as St. Irennaus say3,

is " offered up "to Him without appointed

ministers and guardians. Nor does Ca

tholic belief foster priestly pride. Such an

abuse may and does occur, for here, as

elsewhere, man's weakness and sin mars

the work of God. But the very fact that

bishops and priests hold a commission

from God and not from their flocks, is a

preservation against the temptation to

please men at the expense of virtue and

truth. A man who holds his place be

cause of his popularity has tar more

temptation to vanity than a priest who

knows he is nothing except for a grace

he has received beyond any merits of his

and in common with multitudes of others;

that he can only use this grace in accord

ance with laws which man cannot change,

and that it involves dread responsibilities.

It needs no great piety orhumility to feel

the contrast between the trust reposed in

him and his own weakness. It is the

contrast between God and nan, not be

tween men, which is the true source of

humility ; and what is said of Christians

generally is specially applicable to

priests. " We have the treasure in

earthen vessels, that the excellence maybe

tJod's, and not from us " (2 Cor. iv. 7).

Priests and people alike sink into nothing

before Him. " The eyes of man's pride

shall be humbled, and the loftiness of

men shall be bowed down, and the Lord

alone shall be exalted in that day " (Isa.

ii. 1 1).

IV. The Ordert in which the Sacrament

it given.—St. Thomas (" Suppl." xxxvii.

a. 3) holds that each order is a sacrament,

and this apparently was the common opi

nion in the middle ages. But historical

study and knowledge of the Eastern rites

do not favour this view, which is, we

believe, no longer common. Probably,

the orders lower than the diacouate are

only of ecclesiastical institution, and are

not, therefore, accompanied by sacramen

tal grace. It is certain from the proofs

given above and from the Tridentine defi

nition (sess. xxii. especially canons 4,

7), that the episcopate and priesthood

are sacraments ; and it is all but univer

sally held (Durandus and Cajetan are

quoted on the other side) that the diaco-

nate is so also. Indeed this seems to be

a clear consequence from Canon 4, just

quoted, and Billuart calls this opinion

that the diaconate is a sacrament, " so

common and certain that several theolo
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gian« charge tbe contrary sentiment of

Durandus and Cajetan with rashness"

(Billuart, " De Ord" I. a. 3, § I).

V. The Minister of Orders.—The dis

tinction by Divine right between bishops

and presbyters has been sufficiently ex

plained in the article on the former. Here

it i9 enough to say that the ordinary

minister of orders is the bishop. Priests,

however, may, by concession of the Pope

or Church, confer minor orders, and

certain abbots exercise this privilege,

though the (Council of Trent (sess. xxiii.

cap. 10, " De Reform.") withdrew from

them the right of doing so, except in the

case of their own subjects. Those who

hold the subdiaconate to be of merely

ecclesiastical institution would naturally

allow that the Pope might permit a simple

priest to give that order. It is much

harder to believe that the Pope could em

power a priest to ordain any one deacon.

Theologians of name assert that such a

privilege was given in 1489 to a Cistercian

abbot, and usjd by the Cistercian General

at Rome in 1662 with the Pope's know

ledge, but the alleged fact is disputed.

(See Billuart, loc. cit. diss. ii. a. 1.) A

bishop cannot lawfully ordain any except

those who belong to his diocese by birth,

domicile (see the Article), possession of a

benefice, or by having lived in his house

for three years. In this last case the

bishop must at once confer a benefice on

the person ordained. A bishop may give

letters dimissorial, enabling another bishop

to ordain the bearers of them, and if the

see has been vacant a whole year, then,

but not till then, tbe chapter may give such

letters. The superiors of Regulars must

send their subjects to the bishop of the

diocese, but in case he is absent, then the

superior may send his subjects with dimis-

sorials to any bishop. The dimissorials

must, however, be accompanied with a

certificate from the bishop's vicar-general,

chancellor, or secretary (Gury, " Theol.

Moral." De Ord. cap. 3). The episcopate

may be conferred on any Sunday or least

of an Apostle, the other holy orders on

Ember Saturdays, Saturday before Pas

sion Sunday and Holy Saturday. Minor

orders may be given on the days men

tioned Inst, and also, if the ordination is

not a general one, " on Sundays and other

festivals" (Liguori, " Theol. Moral." De

Ord. § 704). These rules as to the time

of ordination, and in particular the greater

freedom as to the time allowed for conse

cration of bishops and conferring minor

orders, are very ancient. The only change

consists in this, that the ordinations used

to be held, not as now, in the morning of

Saturday, but on the evening of Saturday

or Sunday morning. They were held in

the Church in the presence of the people.

As a rule, a bishop was consecrated in his

own church or that of bis metropolitan.

(Chardon, " Hist, des Sacr." torn. v. ch. vi.)

We have seen that Augustine recog

nised the validity of heretical and schis-

inatical ordinations, provided, of course,

the ordaining bishop had used the essen

tial matter and form. The same principle

had been followed by the Council of Nicsea

iu dealing with the Meletians and Nova-

tians (see Hefele, " Concil." vol. i. pp. 353,

407 seq ), and by Pcpes Leo I., Anasta-

sitis II., and Innocent I. But in the eighth

and following centuries this point of doc

trine was obscured. The fact that persons

ordained in conscious schism could receive

no sacramental grace, though they did

receive character and power, that they

had no jurisdiction, that they were recon

ciled to the Church by an imposition of

hands, mistaken perhaps for re-ordination,

led to the error. The decision of a Roman

council in 709 against the Anti-Pope Con

stantino has been variously interpreted.

But in any case, " after the death of Pope

Formosus, his adversaries. Stephen VH.

and Sergius III., regarded the orders

given by him as invalid." (The words

are Cardinal Hergenrother's, " Kirchen-

geschichte," vol. i. p. 712.) In the tenth

century, persons ordained by the Anti-

Pope lyeo VIII. were required to say at

their degradation " My Father Leo had

nothing to give, and has given me nothing."

In the eleventh century, simony was known

as the " heresy of Simon," and many

maintained that ordination by bishops

bimoniacally elected was invalid (Hergen-

rbther, ib.). St. Peter Damian defended

the true doctrine, but Peter Lombard

found the diversity of opinion on the

validity of heretical ordination so great

that he considered thequestion to be almost

insoluble. Even in the thirteenth century

William of Paris believed that the Church

could withdraw the character of holy

order by degradation, while others, start

ing with the view that the episcopate was

a mere extension of the presbyterate,

supposed that, although a degraded piiest

could still say Mass, a degraded 1 ishop

could not validly ordain. As a rule, how

ever, the great scholastics adhered to the

teaching of St. Augustine, which in the

end was accepted. (Hergenrbther, ib. p.

087 seq.).

■
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VI. The Matter and Form of Holy

Order.—An account of the rite of ordina

tion will be found under the different

articles, Deacon, Lector, &c. This, how

ever, seems the fitting place to discuss the

theological question as to the essential

matter and form of the orders in which

the sacrament is undoubtedly given—viz.

the orders of bishop, priest, and deacon.

There are three opinions.

(a) " Nearly all the scholastics," says

Catalaui (" Comm. in Pontif." torn. i. p.

197), " who discuss the matter and form

of the episcopate, make its form consist in

these words, ' Receive the Holy Ghost,'

which are uttered by the consecrating and

assisting bishops, touching the head of the

person to be consecrated, just as the book

of the Gospels is placed on his head."

Many scholastics hold that the matter

and form of ordination to the priesthood

consists in the bishop's handing to the

new priest the paten and chalice—an act

commonly called the " tradition of the

instruments," and the form in the accom

panying words. The scholastics felt special

difficulty about the diacouate, but some

of them placed the matter and form in the

giving of the dalmatic, or else of the book

of the Gospels. (See Chardon, torn. v.
'• Dt rOrdre," cu. v.) And .St. Thomas

("Supp." xxxiv. a. 4, 5l implies that he

held one or other of these theories.

((j) We do not think any theologian

at the present day would defend the theory

just stated.' The objection to it will

presently appear. Many of the later

scholastics, however, hold a doctrine which

has some resemblnnce to it. They sup

pose that Christ left the Church to de

termine the specific matter uud form of

holy order, and that this determination

has been different for different places.

According to them, the matter and form

for the West consist partly in the words

and rites just enumerated, partly in the

imposition of hands (for the ordination of

priests the third imposition in the Roman

Pontifical), and in the accompanying

words, which denote the reception of the

Holv Ghost for the office given.

The following reasons tell, as we ven

ture to think, with fatal effect against

either of these theories, the latter of which

1 Siill, even the Carmelite, Thomas a Jesu,

in his learned work, IM I'rocuranda salute

omnium Gentium (Antwerp, 1613 ; it is a fruide

for missionaries, with special reference to

Oriental rites), says (lib. vii.) that Oriental

orders, according to the truer opinion, are

invalid, because given without tradition of

instruments.

I has the additional defect of resting on ar

bitrary assumption.

The words " Receive the Holy Ghost,"

cannot he the necessary form of episcopal

consecration. They are unknown in the

Greek and Syriac rites, and not only so,

but they are of recent introduction in the

West. " They do not occur," says Char

don, writing in 1745, " in Latin Rituals

which are older than 400 years, and they

are wanting even in several modern ones"

(loc. cit. ch. i.). The testimony of Mori-

nus and Marteneis substantially the same.

" None of the English Pontificals, except

the Exeter, contain this form " (Masked,

" Monument. Rit." vol. ii. p. 274). AgaiD,

the tradition of instruments for the ordina

tion of p'iests is unknown at this day to

theGreeks,and was unknown to the Latins

till the tenth (so Moiinus) or eleventh

(Chardon) century. The last imposition

of hands in the Roman Pontifical, that

after the communion, and also the words

" Receive the Holy Ghost, whose sins ye

remit," &c, were uuknown, according to

Morinus and Chardon, even in the West,

for 1,200 years. Again, Western Rituals

previous to the ninth century say nothing

about the placing of the (iospels in the

hands of the man to be ordained deacon,

and, of course, do not contain the form of

words with which the book of the Gospels

is presented. The rite began in England

(Chardon, ch. v. ; Maskell, p. 210), and is

not to be found in any Pontifical before

the tenth century, those of English use

alone excepted. Even in the twelfth

century, Latin writers who treat in detail

about the rite for ordination of deacons

are silent about the form " Receive the

Holy Ghost, for strength," &c. It is

scarcely necessary to add that investing

of the deacon with the dalmatic cannot

be traced beyond the middle ages. These

facts are, we believe, accepted by all the

most eminent critics, Morinus, Martene,

Chardon, Sec. It is only in slight details—

e.g. as to the precise date of introduction—

that they differ, and thus we are led to

the third theory, which we state chiefly

in the words of Chardon.

(y) The form need not be imperative—

" Receive the Holy Ghost," or the like ;

no tradition of instruments is needed for.

validity. " The essential matter and form

of ordination consist only in the imposition

of the bishop's hands, joined to the invoca

tion of the Holy Spirit." 1 Morinus was

1 Thus, in a certain sense, the necesnary form

is indeterminate ; it may be precatory, imita

tive, &c But, according to this opinion, the
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led to adopt this opinion by the knowledge

he pained when member of a Roman con

gregation formed by Urban VIII. to exa

mine the Greek Euchologium. It has

been adopted, scarcely, as Ohardon asserts,

by nearly all theologians of repute, but

certainly by nearly all critics and scholars.

It is in harmony with the statements of

Scripture, of the Fathers, and the ancient

Ritual books. It in no way contradicts

the statements of the Tridentine Council,

as Morinus shows, nor the practice of

the Church in requiring those who have

not touched the instruments, to be re-

ordained conditionally. For, so long as

there is no authoritative decision on the

point, the Church rightly insists that the

safer course be taken.

Thus the matter of the consecration of

a bishop would lie in the imposition of

hands when the Gospels are placed on his

head and the form in the invocation of

the Holy Ghost which is preceded in the

present Latin rite by the words " Receive

the Holy Ghost.-' A priest is ordained

when the bishop, with the assistant

priests, imposes his hands and says,

" Oremus, fratres," &c, " Exaudi nos, qute-

suinus," &c. (i.e. when the second im

position is made). A deacon is made by

the imposition of the bishop's right hand,

and the form lies in the prayer, " Emitte

in eos, quoesumus,'' &c. But the other

ceremonies and prayers seem to determine

and speciheate the meaning of these

forms, and mark the special purpose (the

office of a deacon, &c), for which the

Holy Ghost is invoked. Hence, though

these particular rites are not absolutely

necessary, it by no means follows that if

all were omitted and nothing left in any

way corresponding to them, the grace of

orders would be conveyed. (On the

question of the matter and form we have

followed Tournely, " Pnclect. Theol./' De

Ordine.')

VII. The Subjects or Recipient! of the

Sacrament.—Any baptised male capable

of intending to receive the sacrament

may do so validly. We make the limi

tation as to intention on the authority of

Church has not determined and cannot deter

mine, PC far ns concerns validity, what Christ

left indeterminate.

1 Our own view would rather be that

whereas lhe form mny be either precatory or

imperative, the Latin Church has now adopted

an imperative form, *' Accipe Spiritum," in or

daining bishops and deacons. The change in

the form of absolution would thus oner a com

plete analogy. But we have thought it safer

to follow a recognised authority.

Tournely (loc. cit. qu. iv. a. 4, " verisi-

milius videtur "), and because it commends

itself to us on grounds of history and

reason. It is right, however, to say that

the Thomists generally believe that an

infant, or those who are hopelessly mad,

might validly receive any order except

the episcopate, to which last cure of souls

is necessarily attached.1 All admit that

in adults, with the exception just men

tioned, intention is required.

To be ordained lawfully a person

must have the due age and knowledge ;

he must have observed the intetstices ; he

must be free from irregularity, suspension,

excommunication ; he must be of good

life, and have the signs of a call or vo

cation from God. For holy orders he

needs a title. For these requisites we

refer to the articles devoted to them.

But the mention of interstices suggests

the questions raised on ordinations per

taltum—i.e. ordination to a higher order

of a person who has not received a lower

one.

The Church has always disapproved

such ordinations, except in rare cases,

and looked on the exercise of lower orders

as the best preparation for ascending

higher. Still, St. Cyprian was made

priest and bishop without passing through

the lower grades (" Vita I'ontii," cap. ."{).

St. Augustine received the priesthood in

the same way (" Vita Possidii," cap. 4).

Morinus, a very high authority, denies

that antiquity furnishes any instance of

a person who was not already a priest

being consecrated bishop. But clear

cases are produced by Chardon (ch. v.),

and Martene (" De Antiq. Eccles." lib. i.;
" Bit." cap. 8, a. 3).'J The lower order is

contained in the higher, and Church

history records sudden elevations justified

by extraordinary merit and emergency,

just as secular history records sudden

elevations like that of Xantbippus the

Lacedaemonian in the first Punic war

(I'olyb. "Hist." i. 32), or of Spinola to

the rank of general.

ORDERS, reiicious. The

fundamental conceptions which lie at

the root of the religious life (in the

technical sense of the word " religion ")

1 So St. Thomas, Suppl. 2. But

BUluart, dis^ iii. a. 8, § 1, with pome other

Thomt'U, will not admit this exception ; and,

indeed, it can scarcely be maintained.

1 Certe Joannes S. Galli discipulus,

diaconus ordinatus, episcopua Corntantiensia

factua est, presbyteratu Don suscepto, ut satis

clare docet Strabo in Vit. S. Galli, o. 28."

Martene, loc. cit. : he gives other instances.

as i
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have been more or less examined in the

articles Ascktjs, Hfrmits, Monk, and

Nun. On the external development of

that life within the Church, since the

time when religious orders first arose, a

few general remarks will find here their

appropriate place.

The conception of ordert of monks did

not arise so long as every monastery was

an independent entity, managing its own

allkirR without reference to any other

authority hut the general law of the

Church. Beda speaks of monasteries

following the rule of St. Benedict, but he

never speaks of the order of St. Benedict.

It was only when, commencing in the

tenth century, separate communities such

as those of Cluny, Citeaux, and the

Chartreuse, were formed within the great

Benedictine brotherhood, and these com

munities, however widely scattered, sub

mitted to the rule of a single superior

(usually the abbot of the mother house),

and met periodically in order to settle

tli°ir common affairs, that the term

" order " came into use. A completely

new order—the Trinitarians, was founded

by St. John of Matha towards the close

of the twelfth century for the redemption

of Christians held in captivity by the

infidelj. The institution of Our Lady of

Mercy, founded (1218) by St. Peter

Nolaaco as an order of chivalry, but

afterwards transformed into a religious

order, had tha same end in view. Early

in the thirteenth century the mendicant

orders—Franciscan, Dominican, and Car

melite friars (see those articles)—were

either founded or came into distinct

prominence ; in the second half of the

century they were joined by the Augus-

tinian friars. These four orders, having

no landed property, but subsisting on

alms, preached in all parts of Europe,

but especially in cities, where luxury and

civic pride were beginning to show them

selves, the humbling and fortifying doc

trines of the Cross. The Servites, founded

by .'even merchants of Florence and pro

pagated by St. Philip Beniti, after a

struggling existence of more than two

centuries, were recognised by Innocent

VIII. (14**7) as a fifth mendicant order,

with privileges in all respects equal to

those of the other four. The Jeronymites

and Biigittines were founded in the

fourteenth century. The founder of the

Minims (1473), a filiation of the order

of St. Francis, was St. Francis of Paula.

The movement of the Reformation,

of which the mainspring was the rebellion

! of man's lower, against the restraints

imposed upon it by his higher nature,

was met on the Catholic side partly by

direct antagonism, partly by argument,

and partly by the reassertion, under new

forms adapted to the altered circum

stances of the time, of the unchanging

Christian ideal of the moral and religious

end of man. And since the Bpirit of the

Church is most clearly seen in the re

ligious orders, it was to be expected that

the conflict with Protestantism would

fall to a large extent into the hands of

men bound by the three vows. The

Society of Jesus (1640) opposed to the

indiscipline and licence of Protestantism

a more rigid and unquestioning obedience

to authority than had yet been known

in the Church. The Theatines (1524),

Capuchins (1528), and Barnabites (1633),

were founded in order to wage war against

the corruption of morals which prevailed,

and to promote the religious education of

the people. The Discalced Carmelites,

men and women (1580, 1663), practised

the full austerities prescribed by the

original rule. On the movement among

the Benedictines, see that article, and

Maurisis. In the following century an

austere reform of the Cistercian order

was established in the monastery of La

Trappe by Doin Armand de Rancy

(1002). [Trafpists]

In the middle ages, when the power

of law was still weak, and society was

often agitated by unpunished acts of

turbulence and injustice, the sight of the

peaceful and orderly life of a monastery,

spent in a round of ceaseless prayer,

praise, aud study, was by the very con

trast deeply refreshing and stimulative

to the higher characters among the laity.

But when in process of time the " reign

of law " was firmly established, this con

trast lost much of its sharpness, and, so

far as immunity from illegal violence was

concerned, ceased to exist. It was there

fore fitting that religious society, in order

to maintain its ground in advance of

civil, and not only " allure to brighter

worlds," but also " lead the way," should

produce new manifestations of the old

endeavour after perfection. Coming forth

from the cloister into the world, but still

not of the world, the religious life has

sanctified and embraced all those varied

activities which have the relief of human

suffering, and the dispelling of that ignor

ance which is an obstacle to salvation, as

their end. Hence has arisen the multitude

of congregations which adorn the Catholic
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Church of our own day. A few of these

are noticed in the article Congregations,

Religious.

The opposition of the governing class

in nearly all the countries of Europe to

the religious orders—an opposition lately

carried in France to the length of an

ignoble persecution—is grounded not on

anything political, but on fundamental

divergence in moral and religious ideas.

The governing classes appear to think

that man has no hereafter, and that his

business is to pet. as much enjoyment out

of his short term of life here as he can.

Religious men and women know that the

case is far otherwise ; they cannot cease

therefore to hold up the teaching of

Christ and the practice of the saints for

human instruction, in spite of any im

pediments which statesmen may throw

in their way.

ORDINARY, THE. By this name,

in the language of the Church, is denoted

the diocesan bishop, " who, in union with

the common Father of Christendom, in

virtue of the mission and the powers

which he holds from our Lord, asn lawful

successor of the Apostles, is called of

common right, jure ordinnrio, to accom

plish the Divine work of the sanctitication

of the faithful in the diocese over which

he presides." 1 The ordinary performs all

ecclesiastical functions — teaching, ad

ministering the sacraments, governing the

flock of Christ—in his own right ; priests

perform them by virtue of the delegated

right which they derive from their bishop.

[See Bishop, Suffragan, and Coad

jutor]

ORDINATION. The chief rules of

law concerning the collation of holy

orders, in relation to Persons, Times, and

Places, form the subject of the present

article.

Person*.—-Women are incapable of

being validly ordained, inasmuch as both

the healthy natural instincts of mankind

and positive Apostolic injunction (1 Cor.

xiv. 34; 1 Tim. ii. 11) require that

women should be " silent in the churches."

When mention is made in the " Corpus

Juris " of the ordination of deaconesses,"

this is to be understood not of ordination

Sroperly eo called, but of a special bene-

iction in virtue of which, in convents of

women, those receiving it were em

powered to read homilies or gospels

before the community.

To receive holy orders validly, it is

1 Wetzer and Welte, art. bv Permaneder.

1 Cap. 23, caus. 27, quest, i.

necessary to have been baptised and, at

least for adults, to be acting voluntarily.

To receive them licitly, it is necessary to

be in a state of grace, to have been con

firmed,1 to take them in regular order and

not per saltum, not to be irregular [Irre-

oularity],2 to have attained the canonical

age required, to be under no censure, to be

sufficiently educated,3 to be ordained either

by one's own bishop, or, if otherwise, with

his licence, and after the production of his

dimissorial letters [Dimissorials], and,

lastly, to have a legitimate and sufficient

title, by which is understood, either a

benefice, or a patrimony adequate to a

man's support, or religious poverty—i.e.

the poverty which religious men embrace

by vow. All orders in the regular course

of things are conferred by bishops ; but

abbots also have the power—in some

cases even before they have been blessed—

of con'erring minor orders on their own

subjects (subditi).

Times.—The canonical age required

for the tonsure and the three lowest

grades of orders (ostiarius, lector, and

exorcist) is seven years completed. For

the acolvteship, twelve years completed.

For the subdiaconate, the canonical age

is 22, for the diaconate 23, and for the

priesthood 25 : in these three cases it is

the commenced not the completed yew

that is meant. For the episcopate the

full age of 30 years is required.

The tonsure can be conferred on any

day, at any hour, and in any place.

Minor orders can be conferred at general

ordinations, and also on any Sunday or

holiday,4 and not necessarily during Mass.

Sacrea orders, according to the law, can

only be conferred on the Saturdays in

the four Ember weeks, on the fifth

Saturday in Lent, or on Holy Saturday,

and always during Mass. But since the

plenitude of the Papal authority can dis

pense with any positive law, it is to be

noted that orders are lawfullvconferred on

the members of all those religious orders

which have received a special privilege of

such a tenor from the Holy See at times

1 Cone. Triil. Bess, xxiii. 4, De Ref.
• There are, however, certain cases of ir

regularity, incurred for no very grave cause,

in which the bishop can give a dispensation

and then ordain licitly.

5 In the Corpua Jurit Pope Gelasiu* sRys :

"Let none presume to promote illiterate persons

to the clerical order, for one who is destitute of

learning cannot be tit for sacred functions."

See also Coue. Trid. sess. xxiii. 4, De Kef.

* In dioceses where a special custom pre

vails to that effect, minor orders enn be given

on Fridays or on an Ember Wednesday.
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other than those named hy the law. The

episcopate is conferred on a Sunday, or

on the festival of an Apostle, unless a

Papal indult has authorised the choice of

some other day.

Two grades of sacred orders—e.g. the

diaconate and the subdiaconate—cannot

be conferred on the same day.

On the intervals to be observed be

tween the collation of the various grades,

see Interstices.

Place.—The Council of Trent enjoined

(sess. xxv. 8, De. Ref.) that sacred orders

should be publicly conferred in the cathe

dral or in one of the principal churches of

the diocese in the presence of the canons.

Minor orders the bishop can confer in his

own palace. But notwithstanding the

injunction of the council, custom has long

sanctioned the collation of sacred orders

by the bishop in his own house or chapel,

if any reasonable cause can be shown for

the non-compliance with the law. (Fer

raris, Ordo, Ordinare.)

OBDO ROMANUS. Certain ancient

collections of ritual prescriptions, or

rubrics, as observed in the Roman Church,

bear this name. They are represented at

the present day by the Ceremoniale and

the Poniilicale Romanum (q.v.) The

first of these collections which appeared

in print was the " Ordo Vulgatus " ( 1 559)

of Melchior Ilittorp. Towards the end

of the seventeenth century Mabillon, in

his " Museum Italicum," edited fifteen

"Ordines,*' the first ten1 of which are of

great but uncertain antiquity ; of the last

rive the authors and dates are known.

The rubrics and directions which they

contain relate, some to ordinary, others

to extraordinary ceremonies. Of the

former clnss are the Papal Mass, the Epis

copal Mass, the celebration of Baptism

and Extreme Unction, Ordinations, the

Communion of the sick, the ceremonial of

the last three days of Holy Week, Papal

and cardinalitial functions during the

offices of the whole year, sacerdotal func

tions on all ferias, benedictions, &c, &c.

Of the second class are the election

and consecration of a Pope, the corona

tion of the emperor and of kings, the

creation of cardinals, the nomination of

legates, canonisation, &c. (Wetzer and

"VVelte, art. by Kober.)

organ (Spyavov, organum) is used

in the LXX for instruments of any kind,

but especially of musical instruments.

It occurs not only as the rendering of

1 The first are at least older than the ninth

century, for they are mentioned by Amalasius.

the "pipe" or "flute," but alao

of "1135 and ^>33, which were stringed in

struments (Ps. cl. 4, exxxvii. 2 ; Amos

v. 2-'i, vi. 5). Our Latin psalms naturally

conform to the Septuagint use ; but the

Vulgate, so far as it is Jerome's indepen

dent work, employs the word much

more carefully. There " organum " never

means a stringed instrument. It occurs

fourteen times in Jerome's rendering of

the Hebrew text ; three times it repre

sents 33iy, a "pipe" (Gen. iv. 21 ; Job

xxi. 12, xxs. 31) ; in the other places it

is the generic word for instruments of all

kinds, a very accurate rendering of the

Hebrew D'^3, to which in this latter case

it always answers. (So 1 Paral. xv. 10;

xvi. 5, 42 ; xxiii. 5 ; 2 Paral. v. 13; vii.

6; xxiii. 13; xxix. 20, 27; xxx. 27;

xxxiv. 12). Aquila, so far as we have

observed, anticipated Jerome in accuracy

on this point, for he did not fall info the

blunder of mistaking with the LXX the

"pipe' of Job xxi. 12 for a harp (see

Field, " Hexapl. Orig." torn. ii. p. 30).

Nor, again, does he in Amos v. 23 and

Ps. exxxvii. 2, useo/jyni/n !or the stringed

instruments mentioned there (Field, torn,

ii. pp. 074, 200). Jerome not unfveqiientlv

imitated Aquila, and he may have done

so in this case.

The organ, then, in the Vulgate, so far

as it means a definite instrument at all, is

equivalent to pipe. But in St. Augus

tine's time, as appears from his com

mentary on Ps. lvi. (Hub. lvii.), it was

already used in its modern sense. He

speaks of it as a large instrument in

which the wind was supplied from

bellows. It arose from a de^ elopment of

the syrinx or set of pipes bound together.

First these pipes were placed in a box

and sounded by means of a slide which

opened the hole with which the pipe was

connected. The invention of this per

forated slide is attributed to Ctesibius.

Then, as the breath of the musiciaq was

not enough to play so many pipes, wind

was supplied by bellows worked by the

hand or by water. Such an hydraulic

organ (" organum hydraulicum ") is de

scribed by 'lertullian (" De Acima," 14),

who attributes the invention to Archi

medes; and there is also a well-known

account of an organ with a bellows

of bull's hide in an epigram by Julian

the Apostate. The hydraulic organ

is also mentimed by Talmudicol writers,

who retain the word t>8pav\a (B^sy^S),
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and the legend adds that it was not

allowed in the temple because its

soft tones spoilt the singing (Ham

burger, " Keal Encvcl. fiir Bibel und

Talmud," p. 880). In 757 the Byzan

tine Emperor Constantine Copronymus

sent an organ to I'epin, and another was

sent to Charlemagne by Constantine

Michael (references in Ducange, tub roc.

" Organum "). A little later I'ope John

VIII. begged Anno, bishop of Freising,

to send him an organ, with some one able

to manage it (Mansi, " Concil." torn. xvii.

col. 246). The development of the in

strument does not concern us here. We

only observe that keys were introduced

in the eleventh century and pedals in-

Tented in the fifteenth, by Bernard, a

German in the service of the Doge of

Venice, and pass on to the ecclesiastical

use of the organ.

It has never been adopted among the

Greeks or Orientals. Chrysostom (in Ps.

cl.) speaks of musical in.-.truments gene

rally as only " permitted " in Jewish

worship " on account of their weakness."

Theodoret (in Pa. cl. 6 and 0) holds

much the same language^ whi'.e the author

of " Qurest. et Respons. ad Orthodox./'

once attributed to Justin Martyr, but

certainly written after the conversion of

the empire, says expressly that, whereas

instruments were allowed in the temple,

singing only without instruments is per

mitted in Christian churches. (" Respons.

ad QiiHiBt." 107.) The Greeks and Rus

sians at this day rigidly follow the same

rule.

As to the West, we may at once put

aside the fables that the organ was intro

duced into the churches by Pope Vltalian

or even Pope Damasus. There is little

doubt that it was the presents of organs

made to Pepin and Charlemagne which

led to the Church use of the iustruments.

For Walafrid Strabo in the middle of the

ninth century gives an account of the

organ in the church at Aixla-Chapelle,

probably the very organ sent to Charle

magne from Constantinople. Its tones

were so sweet and powerful, according to

this writer, that they caused a woman to

faint and die (Walafr. Strabo, " Carm. de

Apparatu FJccles. Aquisgranensis"). Fur

ther, it has been shown from ancient

charters that there was an organ in the

church of Verona in Charlemagne's time.

(Ughelli, " Italia Sacra,'' torn. v. pp. 004,

610.1 A great organ with fourteen bellows

and 400 pipes was built by Elfeg, bishop

of Winchester, for the Benedictine abbey

there (Mabillon, " Annal. Benedict." torn

vi. p. 630), and another at Ramsey is

mentioned in the life of Oswald, arch

bishop of York. (Mab. ib. p. 727.)

From the eleventh and twelfth centuries

organs were usual in cathedral and mon

astic churches, and Bingham's assertion

(" Antiq." vii. 7, § 14) that they were

unknown there till after the time of St.

Thomas Aquinas is quite erroneous.

True it is, however, that protests were

occasionally made against the use of

organs. " Whence,'' says Aelred (''Spe

culum Caritatis," ii. 2.3), " whence, now

that types and figures are over, so manv

organs and cymbals in the church r

W herefore that horrible sound of bellows,

more like thunder than the sweetness of

the voice? " More remarkable still is the

opinion of St. Thomas (2 2ndae xci. 2).

lie is answering the objection that as

" the Church does not use musical iu

struments for the praise of God, lest it

should seem to Juaaise, so by parity of

reasoning " it should not permit singing.

He replies, " mus'cal instruments" such

as pipes, harps, &c, "minister to de

light and do not promote virtue, and

were only permitted to the Jews because

of their carnal dispositions ; whereas

singing does help devotion.'' It is evi

dent that he did not approve of instru

mental music. In the Papal chapel it has

never been employed. At Trent efforts

were made to banish all music from

Mass, but the majority of the bishops,

especially the Spaniards, opposed this

measure (Pallavicino, "lstoria del Concil.

di Trento," xviii. 6), and the Council

(sess. xxii. Decret. de Observ. in Celebr.

Miss.) simply required that the music

should be grave and devout. Similar in

junctions were made by Benedict XIV. in

174S).

The use of the organ is rejected in

orthodox synagogues. The Protestants

were divided on the matter ; the Luther

ans and Anglicans retaining, the " Re

formed '" at first rejecting it. Thus, it

was not till the close of the last century

that organs were introduced at Berne, and

they are still absent in most of the Scotch

Presbyterian churches, though even there

a change has begun.

[Bingham, and the articles in Wetzer

and Welte, Smith and Cheetham, Mr.

Grove's " Dictionary of Music," have been

consulted. But we have found ' by far

the most full and accurate information

in Ersch and Griiber, " Conversation's

Lexicon," article Orgtl.]
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ORIGEN. [See Hell.] |

OBlCINdL bin is the sin which

we inherit by natural descent from Adam, j

our first father. The Council of Trent i

(ses3. v. Decret. de Peccato Orig.) defines, |

as of faith, that Adam lost original

justice not only for himself but also for |

us ; that he " poured sin, which is the

death of the soul, into the whole human

race, ' and that this sin comes, not by I

imitation of Adam's transgression, but by

propagation from hiro. Further, the

council teaches that original sin does not

consist in those desires and temptations

which are common to our fallen nature,

because they remain even after baptism,

which tikes away original sin ; and the

council condemns the error of Lutherans

and others who supposed that original sin

destroyed free will and made man incapa

ble of good actions. The Fathers of

Trent, as Pallavicino informs us, carefully

abstained from interfering in the scholastic

disputes on this point. They appeal to

St. Paul, particularly in Romans v. 12

teq., and do not go beyond the plain

statements of Scripture. But it will be

well to draw out the common teaching of

theologians, putting aside for the present

points on which they differ.

God made Adam the representative of

all whn were to descend from him by

natural generation. " God. who had made

him our beginning, had made all depend on

him for himself and us In sin

ning, he lost all, as well for himself as for

us." (Bossuet, " Defense de la Tradition,"

p. ii. 1. ix. ch. 12). Had he persevered, we

should have been born in original justice.

As it is, we are conceived and bom in sin

and the children of wrath. Our nature

and faculties remain entire and we are

still capable of natural good, but we are

left without grace, and therefore without

the means of reaching that supernatural

end to which God has ordered us. " The

remission of this sin consists in being

transplanted into Jesus Christ as the Just

one, and the Author of all justice." Thus

St. Thomas places the essence of original

sin in "the privation of original jus

tice," the privation not the mere nega

tion, because the gifts of grace are

absolutely necessary for us in order that

we may prepare for heaven. Concu

piscence, or the rebellion of the senses,

though not original sin, or in itself a

sin at all, is still a consequence of the

fall.

Such is the common teaching of Catho

lic theologians, for the opinion of Gregory

of Rimini and others,1 that it consists in

a morbid quality transmitted by Adam, is

universally rejected ; while, on the other

hand, the views held by Cntharinus and

Pighius,3 that it is merely the actual sin

of Adam imputed to us, does not seem to

satisfy the requirements of the Triden-

tine definition. And so understood, the

Catholic doctrine, mysterinus though it

is, does not, like that of the Reformers,

present insuperable difficulties to the

moral sense.

For, whereas it would have been un

just had God deprived us of the gifts

proper to our nature, without actual guilt

on our part, Catholics hold that He did

nothing of the sort. Grace is in no way

a part of, or due to human nature. It is

God's free gift. He irives it and with

draws it according to his own will. We

have no claims to possess it, no ground

of complaint if it is taken away. Our

natural faculties enable us to know and

love God as our Creator and constant

benefactor, and to order our lives aright.

We have no title to more.

It may be objected that God has

ordered us to a supernatural end, that we

cannot choose one which is simply natural,

and that grace is our only means of

escaping utter misery. This is true.

But God condemns none to misery be

cause of original sin. He deprive*) us of

original justice to which we had no title,

and then He gives all abundant oppor

tunity of recovering grace and entering

heaven by the merits of Jesus Christ, by

becoming new men in Him. God ordered

us, first of all, to an end infinitely above

our nature, and gave us by his free gift

original justice to attain it. Adam for

feited the original gift, and then God,

still ordering us to a supernatural end,

and having no will to impose impossible

commands, gave us the grace of our

Redeemer as the means of reaching it.

The only exception occurs in the case of

infants who die without baptism. And

they, according to the belief now uni

versally received, far from being miser

able, attain natural happiness in the next

world. [See Limbo.]

The doctrine, then, of original sin is

mysterious, but by no means cruel or

unreasonable. We cannot fully under

stand the manner in which it is trans-

i "Nulla modo defrndi potest," Bellarmin.

says ; bat he admits it was held by Peter Lom

bard, Henricus, Grcrorj" of Rimini, and Driedo.

Bcllann. De Amin. Grat. lib. v. cap. 15.

1 See liellarm. he. cit cap. 16.
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mitted, for the soul comes directly from

God, not from the parents. But here,

too, the Catholic doctrine that original

sin is a mere privation, not a positive

quality, comes to our help. God cannot

be the author of sin, nor can He stain

the souls which come from Him. But

He can and does infuse souls deprived of

original justice; and since the infusion

follows by a natural law on the generation

of the body, in that sense natural propa

gation may be rightly called the cause of

original sin.

Theologians differ widely on the con

sequences of original sin. Undoubtedly

concupiscence flows from the depriva

tion of original justice. Had Adam

persevered, our bodily appetites would

have been in perfect subjection to reason,

our reason itself to God. But according

to the stricter Thomists, by the rebellion

of tha flesh consequent on original sin,

man sinks below his natural state.

Thomas de Lemos ("Panopl. Qrat." tract,

de Lsesione Lib. Arbitr.) insists that,

although after the fall nature remains

entire " as to its essence and faculties, it

is not so with respect to the natural in

clination to good. (So also Alvarez, " De

Auxil. Grat." lib. vi. disp. 45.) Both

these quotations are from Kuhn (" Dog-

matilt. LehrederGnade,"i.p. 2(59). Other

great theologians, and, as we think, more

reasonably, look on man's ignorance, the

rebellion of his appetites, &c, as con

natural to his finite and composite nature.

In Adam, an extraordinary grace perfectly

restrained appetites which reverted after

the fall to their natural condition. The

opposite theory is well put by Bellarmin.

When, he says, the supernatural gift was

removed, " Human nature, left to itself,

began to experience that struggle between

the lower and higher part, which would

have been natural—i.e. would have fol

lowed from the condition of matter, had

not God conferred on man the gift of

justice over and above." Human nature,

he continues, " does not suffer more from

ignorance and infirmity than it would do

had it been created in a purely natural

state." And he concludes : " The corrup

tion of nature does not come from the

want of any natural gift, or from the

accession of any evil quality, but simply

from the loss of a supernatural gift on

account of Adam's sin. ("De Gratia

Primi Hominis," apud Mohler " Svm-

bolik," p. 04.)

The Doctrine in Scripture.—The Old

Testament never asserts that we sinned

in Adam, or even inherited sinfulness

from him. But Ps. li. (1.) 7, " Behold, in

guilt I was brought forth, and in sin my

mother conceived me," " contains the

basis of the doctrine, inasmuch as it re

gards sinfulness as something inborn, and

so not as resulting from the abuse of free

dom " (Ilupfeld, ad !oc.). Job expresses

the same idea, though less distinctly.

" Who can bring pure from unclean P Not

one " (xiv. 4). In Wisdom ii. 23, 24,

death is said to have entered into the

world " by the envy of the devil," and

the Rabbins 1 developed the doctrine that

nil had sinned and incurred death, because

represented by Adam and so implicated

in his sin. Even this, however, is less

than the doctrine of original sin.

In St. Paul we have the first explicit

statement of the doctrine. " As through

one man sin came into the world, and

death by sin, and so death penetrated to
all men, because J all sinned. (The con

struction breaks oft' here.) Por until the

law, sin was in the world, but sin is not

reckoned if there is no law ; but sin

reigned fiom Adam to Moses, even on

those who did not sin after the likeness of

the transgression of Adam, who is a type

of the one to come. But not as the

trespass, so also the gift of grace. For if

by the trespass of one the many died,

much more the grace and the gift in the

grace of the one man Jesus Christ abounded

to the many.''

It may safely be maintained that

Pelngius and many other writers ancient

and modern, who understand St. Paul to

speak only of actual sin by which men

imitate Adam, distort the grammar and

1 The Rabbinical names for original sin are

"the sin of the first man" (niK NDn

)1CSt"in)> " the pollution of the serpent" (tflpfll

Wr\j Tue Targum on Ruth iv. 22

alleges that David's father, having no sin of bis

own, died on account of the counsel given lo Eve

by the serpent, for whicu all the generations of

the earth were condemned to death. Levy,

Cltaldaischa Wbrterbuch, tub coc. S^'Jf, quotes

a similar statement from Baba Bathra, 17 a,

respeciing Benjamin, Amram, father of Moses,

Jesse, father of David, and Kilab, David's son.

These four were personally sinless, and died for

the counsel of the Berpent.

1 ii,' >Z cannot mean in quo, "in whom" (cv£),

as the Vulgate renders it. But the Vjlgnte

rendering does not alter the dogmatic sense.

Estius defends the Vulgate rendering nn insuf

ficient grounds, but wilh fpreat moderation.

"Tolerari potest " is his verdict on our render

ing. Bossuct (/oc. cit. liv. vii. ch. 12 uq.) is

far more severe.
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•ense of the passage. For (o) St. Paul

describes a momentary act of sin "because

all siuned" (rjfiapTov)—i.e. in Adam. Not

" have sinned, or were sinning." (9) It is

not true that death is universal because all

have actually sinned. Millions have died

before they were capable of sin. (y) The

parallel between the two Adams would

be destroyed on the Pelagian interpreta

tion. Not, in the first instance, by the

imitation of Christ, but by the reconcilia

tion (see v. 11) which Christ's death

effected, we are saved ; just to, not by fol

lowing Adam's example, but by an act

external to us on the part of the former

Adam, we were lost. (8) St. Paul argues

that there could be no trespass against

law—i.e. law externally promulgated—

between Adam and Moses, because no such

law was given except to a few. Men

in that interval did not sin like Adam

by actual transgression of positive law.

Yetthey died because they sinned in Adam

their head.

The Tradition of the Church.—The

forcible teaching of St. Paul was, as

everybody knows, fully appreciated by St.

Augustine. It is useless to multiply cita

tions, but we may give one passage (" En-

chirid." cap. 10) which fairly represents

the form in which he constantly expresses

the doctrine. " He [Adam], exiled after

sin, bound his offspring also, which by-

sinning he had corrupted as it were in the

root, under the penalty of death and con

demnation, so that all progeny born of

himself and his wife the occasion of his

sin and partner in his condemnation by

concupiscence of the flesh, in which con

cupiscence his disobedience met a punish

ment like itself, should draw to itself

original sin, and thence be drawn through

diverse errors and pains to that last and

endless torture with the angels who de

serted and corrupted [others], and with

those who inherit and share in their

portion."

Here we have the doctrine distinctly

formulated that all men sinned in Adam,

and that we are condemned because of him,

and it is very hard to produce testimonies

which touch this, the central point at

issue, from Ante-Nicene Fathers. Iren-

teus (ii. 22, 4) speaks of "infants" as

born again to God, and of Christ as

" sanctifying infants." Clement of Alex

andria (" Strom." iii. 0, p. 640) connects

the fact of physical death with Adam's

gin. Tertulliau holds that Adam not

only imparted death to his descendants,

but also infected all who sprang from him

with lust, and generally with a morbid

inclination to sin (" Testimon. An." 3;

"De Pud." 6; "De Jejun." 3; "Adv.

Marc." i. 22, v. 17). Origen admits a

natural inclination to sin (jrrin-rr fiir

oi av6p(tyjroi TTpos to Apapravtiv irMpvKOfLtf)

" C. Cels." iii. 62-64, iv. 40 (where see a

catena of passages from Ante-Nicene

Fathers in Spencer's note) ; and, " In

Levit." Horn. viii. 3, which only exists in

the Latin version, he infers from the cus

tom of baptising infants their need of

purification. " In Levit." xiL 4. he

attributes the corruption of nature to thi-

fact that men derive their bodies from

their parents by natural generation. Cy

prian, like Tert ulliau, traces sin and death

to the fall ("De Bono Patient." 17;*-/.

" Testimon." iii. 54), but he goes in one

passage far beyond Tertullian. Adult*,

he says, be their sins ever so great, are

not to be deterred from baptism, much

less infants, who "have committed uo

sin," but only "by carnal descent from

Adam have contracted the infectiou of

ancient death," and, in whose case, " not

their own sins, but those of another, are

remitted (" remittuntur non propria sed

aliena peccata," Ep. lxiv.).

The above account has been made

from private notes, and the conclusion to

which it leads is confirmed by the greatest

historical authorities. Petavius (" De In-

carnat." xiv. 2) says the Greek Fathers

speak little, and then not clearly, about

original sin, and that Augustine wns the

first among the Latins to treat the matter

accurately. Cardinal Newman is of the

same mind, and he quotes Petavius,

Jansenius, Walch, " men of such different

schools that we may surely take their

agreement as a proof of the fact." (" De

velopment," p. 22.) Bossuet, indeed (toe.

cit. Cv. viii.), argues vigorously, but with

small success, on the other side. It

is enough for Catholics to show, as they

certainly can, that their belief in the doc

trine is due, not to St. Augustine, but to

St. Paul.

ORTHODOX CHTTXCH. [See

Qrbhk Schismatic Church.]

ORTHODOXY, FEAST OF. [See

Iconoclasts.]

OBTXARirrs, or Doorkeeper, holds

the lowest of the minor orders in the

Latin Church. His office was more im

portant in ancient times before the con

version of the Roman Empire. He had

to prevent the heathen from entering and

disturbing the service, to keep the laity

separate from the clergy, men from
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women, and to see generally that decorum

was maintained. He had to guard the

church and all that it contained, to open

the church and sacristy at certain hours,

to open the book for the preacher, &c.

(Ohardon. "Hist, dea Sacr." torn. v.

ch. 2.)

The office is mentioned by Pope

Cornelius in the middle of the third cen

tury (Euseb. " H. K" vi. 43), and in the

very ancient collection of canons com

monly but wrongly attributed to the

Fourth Council of Carthage, in 398. The

rite of ordination is the same as that in

the Roman Pontifical. The bishop gives

the keys to the persons ordained, saying,

| " Go act, as having to render God an

account of the thiDgs locked by these

keys." In the present rite the ostiarius

is led by the archdeacon to the church

doors ; he locks and opens them and rings

the bells. Neither of these two ceremonies

is mentioned in the Carthaginian canons

or in the Gelasian Saeramentary. The

former, however (the opening of the

doors), is very ancient, being given in the

Gregorian Sacramentary and in some very

ancient MSS. Of the latter (ringing the

bells) no traoe is found in ancient Pon

tificals. In the time of Charlemagne and

AiualariuH (a.d. 820), it was the priest's

business to ring the bells.

PA1E&. Certain canons in the De-

cretum of Gratian [Caron Law], about

fifty in number, have the superscription

" Palea." Some have considered this to

be a part of the word " Paucopalea," the

name of one of Gratian's disciples ; others

have thought that these canons (which in

the MSS. of the Decretutn usually appear

in the margin), as treating of matters of

slight importance, were hence called

"palea," chaff. But as many of these

canons refer to matters of the highest

importance, this derivation appears inad

missible. Whatever be the origin of the

name, it is certain that in the oldest

MSS. of the Decretum the Paleee are few,

that in those of later date they become

numerous, and that in practice they are

of equal authority with the canons known

to have been compiled bv Gratian him

self.

FALLA. A small cloth of linen

used to cover the chalice and usually

stiffened with cardixiard, &c. The upper

part may be cove ed with silk (S.C.R.,

January 10, 1852). Partof the corporal

used to be employed for the covering of

the chalice, but Innocent III. mentions

the palla as distinct from the corporal.

(Benedict XIV. " De Miss." I. v. 6.)

PAK&XTTM. A band of white wool

worn on the shoulders. It has two

strings of the same material and four

purple crosses worked on it It is worn

by the Pope and sent by him to patriarchs,

primates, archbishops, and sometimes,

though rarely, to bishops as a token

that they possess the "fulness of the

episcopal office." Two lambs are brought

annually to the Church of St. Agnes at

Rome by the Apostolic subdeacons while

the " Agnus Dei " is being sung. These

lambs are presented at the altar and re

ceived by two canons of the Lateran

Church. From this wool the pallia are

made by the nuns of Torre de Specchi.

The subdeacons lay the pallia on the tomb

of St. Peter, where they remain all night.

A bishop cannot, strictly speaking, assume

the title of patriarch, archbishop, &c,

cannot convoke a council, consecrate

bishops, ordain clerics, consecrate chrism

or churches, till be has received the pall.

He is bound, if he is elected to a fee of

metropolitan or higher rank, to beg the pal

lium from the Pope, "instanter, instantius,

inetantissme," within three months after

his consecration or from bis confirmation,

if he was already a bishop and has come

to the metropolitan see by translation.

Meanwhile, he can depute another bishop

to consecrate if he has in due time ap

plied for the pallium. He receives it

from the bands of another bishop, dele

gated by the Pope after taking an oath

of obedience to the latter, and wears it on

certain great feasts, a list of which is

given in the Pontifical. He cannot trans

mit it to his successor or wear it out of

his own patriarchate, province, &c. If

translated, he mu9t l)eg for another pal

lium. The pallium or pallia, if he has

received more than one, are buried with

the bishop to whom they were given.

The early history of the pallium is

involved in hopeless obscurity. We take
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the following facts from Ohardon (" Hist,

des Sacr." torn. v. De l'Ordre, ch. ix.).

Pallium is the Latin name for the

lliaTiov or loose upper garment of the

Greeks.1 Among the Romans, the use

of the pallium was specially affected hy

philosophers, and afterwards by Christian

ascetics (see Tertullian's treatise " De

Pallio"). Two great critics—viz. De

Marca and Baluze—believed that the pal

lium was first given to bishops as a mark

of special dignity by the emperors. It is

true Pope Vigilius would not grant the

pallium to Auxanius and Aurelian, arch

bishops of Aries, without the emperor's

consent. Gregory the Great tooK the

same precaution in granting it to Syagrius,

bishop of Autun. But this deference to

the imperial will arose from the difficult

circumstances of the time, and De Marca

admits that Gregory, before he had been

calumniated to Maurice, gave the pallium

to Vigilius of Aries without consulting

the emperor.5

We may dismiss the doubtful state

ment of Anastasius (ninth century) that

the Pope Marcus (d. 336) gave the pal

lium to the Bishop of Ostia, and the

mention of the pallium in the spurious

donation of Constantine. In all proba

bility the pallium was at first an orna

ment of prelates (probably of metro

politans), and had no special connection

with Rome. See the synod of Macon

(anno 581), canon 6, which forbids arch

bishops to say Mass without the pallium,

though it is certain that then the French

metropolitans, as such, did not get their

pallia from Rome.

The Pope then wore the pallium as a

mark of his own authority, and an ex

amination of the Liber Diumus makes it

probable that he sent it to suburbican

bishops—i.e. bishops in the provinces near

Rome, over whom the Pope exercised a

specially immediate authority. The send

ing of it marked the special dependence of

these bishops on the Pope. Next, the

Popes granted the Roman pallium to

vicars-apostolic—i.e. to their representa

tives in distant provinces. The first certain

example of such a concession is the grant

of a pallium to St. (.'ajsarius of Aries by

Pope Symtnachus in 513. Thus the

1 It was tucked round the neck in running

or other active exercise. Hence perhaps the

onpin of the present form.

* A decree of Valentinian III. (anno 432),

grunts the dignity of arclibi-hop and honor

ptillii to the prelate holding the see of Ravenna.

JBaronius and Bods deny the authenticity of

this decree.

Roman pallium .came to be regarded aa a

special mark of honour and was eagerly

coveted by bishops. Gregory the Great

granted it to Syagrius of Autun, to the two

metropolitan bishops in England (Canter

bury and York), &c. This Ohardon calls

"the third degree in the fortunes of the

pallium." Next a rule was made at a

general synod of Franks under St. Boni

face in 747, that metropolitans must ask

the pallium from Rome. This law was

not always regarded. It was enforced,

however, in a capitulary of Charlemagne,

and after that always or nearly always

observed in the Frankish Empire.

In 877,1 the great synod of Ravenna

under John VIII., representing all Italy,

required (cap. i.) metropolitans to de

mand the Roman pallium personally or

by deputy within three months of their

consecration. Otherwise, they could not

consecrate other bishops, and were liable,

after three monitions, to deposition. The

Pope insisted on this rule being kept in

France. The rule was soon afterwards es

tablished throughout the West, except in

Ireland, where the pallium was unknown

even in St. Malacbi's time, as appears

from St. Bernard's life of that saint.

Innocent III. forbade even the assump

tion of the name of archbishop till the

pallium had been obtained, and the decree

tonus part of the " Corpus Juiis."

In the East, the Patriarchs gave a

sort of pallium (uujxpdpior) to their

metropolitans. Alter the time of the

Crusades, the Fourth Lateran Council

(canon 5) required even patriarchs to

receive the pallium from the Pope.

To sum up, the pallium was an orna

ment of metropolitans, given to them

perhaps from early times by the patri

archs and by the Pope in that compara

tively narrow district which was under

his most immediate supervision. Then the

Pope gave it to his vicars in distant

parts, then as a mark of special honour

to some bishops, then he required all

Western metropolitans to ask it from

him before exercising their functions as

archbishops, and finally the rule was ex

tended even to patriarchs.

palm 6TODAY. The Sunday

before Easter, on which the Church cele

brates Christ's entry into Jerusalem. The

name, " Palm Sunday " (" Dominica in

Palmas," or " ad Pnlmas," Patop «'opnj),

is ancient, for it occurs in the " Life of

Kutbymius " (died 472), and is spoken of

1 Nicolas I. had made a still more stringent

rule, but only for Bulgaria.
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as a great day by Isidore of Seville.

According to our present rite, palms or

olive-branches are blesaed by the celebrant

before Mass, and distributed to the faith

ful ; the clergy walk in procession through

the church and pass outside. Then can

tors enter the church, leaving the rest
■without; the hymn, "Gloria, laus, et

honor," is sung, both parties, those within

and those without, taking part. At last

the subdeacon knocks at the door with

the shaft of the processional cross, and

the whole body march up the church.

The Greeks have a procession with palina

at matins.

Martene denies that any trace of the

processioj can be found before the eighth

century, and he seems to be perfectly right,

in spite of Merati's elaborate attempt

(Tom. II. pars. iv. tit. 7) to produce

earlier testimonies. Merati shows that

the name Palm Sunday occurs in an

ancient Roman Calendar published by

Martene himself in his " Anecdota," and

dating from the fourth or fifth century ;

that St. Adhelm (709) mentions the

singing of the " Ozanna ; " and that in a

prayer in the most ancient MS. of the

Gregorian Sacramentary (tenth century)

there is an allusion to the practice the

faithful had of coming to t he church with

palms. These instances clearly are not to

the point. In an " order " observed in

a German monastery, and ascribed by

Mabillon to the year 800 circ, the pro

cession is mentioned, and so in Pseudo-

Alcuin (tenth century).

In ancient times those who were to be

baptised on Holy Saturday, called "coin-

petentea," beard the whole Creed ex

plained on this Sunday. Hence its old

name, "Pascha petitum s. competen-

tium."

PAXABOLAiri (Gr. irapafia\\((r6ai,

to expose oneselfto danger. The word " para-

bolani," with its Latin suffix, was evidently

formed from irapd&oXoi, "dare-devils," the

men who for money fought with wild

beasts in the amphitheatre). The "para-

bolani," a class of lay assistants to the

clergy, principally engaged in looking

after the sick and attending to funerals,

are frequently mentioned by writers of the

fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries. Gibbon

describes them as a charitable corporation

originally founded in the time of the

Emperor Gallionus.1 They were very

numerous at Alexandria, and seem to have

formed a kind of body-guard to the

1 Declint and Fall, ch. xlvii.

patriarch Cyril at the time of his contest

with the prefect.

PARACLETE (jvapaKkriTOS ). Aword

used lour times in St. John's Gospel (xiv.

16, 26; xv. 26; xvi. 7) as a name of

the Holy Ghost, once in his first Epistle

(ii. 1) of Christ. It is found nowhere

else in the N.T. and nowhere in the LXX.

The Vulgate rendering in the Gospel is

Paracletus, in the Epistle Advocatus ; and

Paraclete (usually Paraclitus) is a common

title of the Holv Ghost in the Breviary.

The Rhemish follows the Latin.

Aquila gives jrapd/cXirroi as a rendering

of "comforters" (D'PDJl?), Job xvi. 2,

where the LXX more rightly has

napaKXrp-opa. Origen, " De Princip." ii.

4, in the version of Rufinus, says the

word when used of the Holy Ghost

means comforter (" a consolatione dicitur

Paraclesisenim Latineconsolatio dicitur").

This interpretation, thoughwidely adopt ed

by Greek and Latin Fathers, is surely

erroneous. The word means " one called

in," an advocate or pleader. This ap

pears from the passive form, the constant

classical use, the undoubted sense in

1 John ii. 1 (though even there the

Greek Fathers take it as " comforter "),

and the use of the word in Rabbinical

writers (see B^pTB in Biixtorf.)1 The

Holy Ghost pleads the Christian cause

against the world (John xv. 8), and

Christ's with the Christian (xiv. 20; xv.

26; xvi. 14).

Msasise (OI^D). An old Persian

word adopted at an early date by the

Hebrews. It only occurs three times in

the Old Testament, and always means

simply " a park " (Cant. iv. 18; Neh. ii.

8 ; Eccl. ii. 5, pi.). In the LXX (Gen.

ii. 8) and Peshito it is used for that par

ticular garden or park in which Adam

and Eve were placed ; and in the later

Jewish theology for that part of Hades

which was inhabited by the souls of the

just, and which we call " Limbo." In

this sense it occurs in Luc. x.xiii. 43.

Lastly, in 2 Cor. xii. 4; Apoc. ii. 7, it

means " heaven," or " a part of heaven."

[See Heaven, and Limbo.]

parasceve (-rrapaa-Kfifj), " pre

paration "—i.e. for the Sabbath and so

equivalent to Friday. It is retained in

the Missal as a name for Good Friday.

1 He quotes, e.g.t a gloss on the Pirke Avoth.

H. : "A paraclete is a good mediator for a man
to a king ; " M If he has good paracletes he will

be delivered ; " M Penance and good works are

a man's paracletes iu the heavenly judgment,''

&c
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PASCHAL CASSLB. [See HOLY

Week.]

PASCHAL CONTROVERSY. [See

Easter.]

paschax precept. [See Com

munion.]

passion Sunday. The Sunday

before Palm Sunday. With Passion Sun

day the more solemn part of Lent begins ;

the images are veilep with violet at the

first vespers; the Judica psalm and the

Gloria Patri are omitted at the Introit,

Ac. The name Passion Sunday is ancient,

but we have been able to find no ancient

or even mediaeval author who mentions

the veiling of the images. None is quoted

by Gavantus or Meratus. It is said to

refer to the last words of the Gospel for

the day. " Jesus autem abscondit se et

exivit a templo."

passionists. Their full title is,

" Congregation of the Discalced Clerks of

the most holy Cross and Passion of our

Lord Jesus Christ." Their founder, St.

Paul of the Cross, born near Genoa in

1094, put on the habit of the order in

1720, with the sanction of the Bishop

of Alessandria, Monsignor Qastinara.

The dress resembles that worn by regular

clerks; over the soutane hangs a heart,

suspended from the neck, with a cross

above it ; a black leathern strap is round

the waist. In 1721, having compiled the

constitutions which he wished his fol

lowers to observe, Paul went to Rome in

order to obtain sanction for his proceed

ings. This sanction was withheld for

many years, in the course of which Paul

was ordained priest and employed on

various works of charity in Rome. All

obstacles being at length removed, he

established the first monastery of his

congregation at Argentaro, near Orbitello,

in 1737. The rules of the society were

confirmed by Benedict XIV. in 1741.

Clement XIV. showed the Fathers marked

favour, and conferred on them the house

and church o£ SS. Giovanni e Paolo on

the Ccelian Hill. Here the holy founder

took up his abode, and here (1775) he

died. The congregation rapidly extended

itself after his death, but for some time

within the limits of Italy only. But Paul's

most settled purpose, and the subject of his

impassioned longing, had been to work and

prav for the conversion of England. His

desire was in part fulfilled when, in 1842,

his followers obtained a footing in Great

Britain. Their provincial was Father

Ignatius Spencer, a convert from Angli

canism. There are now five Passionist

houses in England—at Higbgate, Broad

way, Harborne, Sutton, and St. Helen's ;

two in Ireland—Mount Argus, near Dub

lin, and Belfast ; and one in Scotland—

Glasgow. The congregation has for many

years had the spiritual charge of those

Catholics iu Bulgaria and Roumania,

about 10,000 in number, who adhere to

the Latin rite. They have also houses in

Belgium and in New South Wales.

The life of a Passionist is very austere.

They fast three days in every week,

besides Advent and Lent ; they wear

nothing on their feet but sandals; they

rise at night to say Matins, and, indeed,

recite the office in choir at all the canoni

cal hours. They divide their time between

contemplation and action; being inde

fatigable in giving missions and retreats,

especially to persons living in community.

Besides the three usual vows, they make

a fourth—that they will do their utmost

to keep alive in the hearts of the faithful

the memory of our Lord's passion. On

the day of their profession they make a

vow of perseverance in the congregation.

Nevertheless, they only take simple vows.

(Helyot, "Contin.")

7'he. Passionists in America. — The

following account has been furnished

us of the introduction of the Congre

gation of Passionists into this country,

and of the present condition of the

American Province :

"The Passionists were introduced

into the United States in 1852 by the

Right Rev. Michael O'Connor, bishop of

Pittsburg. The first colony consisted of

three priests and one brother. The

superior wag Father Anthony Calandri,

who died April 27, 1878. A retreat was

soon built in a suitable location on a hill

to the south of Pittsburg, which is still

the novitiate of the order in the United

States. Applications for admission were

not wanting, and in 1859 the Fathers

were able to establish a second house in

Dunkirk, diocese of Buffalo, N.Y. In

1861 a third foundation was made in

West Hoboken, N.J., which has since

become the residence of the provincial.

These three houses were erected into a

province in 1863, with Father Dominic

Tarlattini as first provincial. Since then

three more retreats were added—one near

Baltimore, Md. ; another in Cincinnati,

O. ; and the third near Louisville, Ky. ;

to say nothing of the foundations in

Mexico and Buenos Ayres. The Ameri

can Province of St. Paul of the Cross

numbers, at present (1883), about 150
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religious — viz. 70 priests, 40 clerical

students, and 40 lay brothers.

" Although missions and spiritual re

treats are the principal external works

for the good of souls prescribed by the

rule of the Passionist fathers, still the

necessities of the faithful and the scarcity

of priests in this country compelled them

at first to undertake the spiritual charge

of the Catholics living in the vicinity of

their foundations, who otherwise would

have had no one to minister to their

spiritual wants. But as the population

increased and priests became more nu

merous, most of these charges were gradu

ally relinquished, and at present the

Passionist Fathers retain only a few

parishes. Calls for missions and retreats,

on the other hand, have become very

frequent, and during the greater part of

the year several bauds of missionaries are

at work simultaneously in different locali

ties. Their method in conducting missions

is substantially the same as that followed

by other missionaries, but the prominence

given in their preaching to the mysteries

of our Lord's passion is found to be

singularly effective in rousing the negli

gent and stimulating the devout to still

greater fervour."

pastor. Jesus Christ, who, in the

Preface for festivals of the Apostles, is

called " Pastor reternus," communicates

the characteristics of a good shepherd of

souls to all those who faithfully discharge

the office of governing iu his Church.

This communication is pre-eminently

made to the lloman Pontiti, who, in the

collect " pro Papa" is described ss" pastor

ecclesise ; " it also appertains in lesser

degrees to bishops and priests, upon each

one of whom it devolves to lead, feed,

and gently rule, like a shepherd, the nock

committed to him.

PAIEV. A plate used from the earli

est times to receive the Host consecrated at

Mass. Larger patens, called ministeriales,

were used for the communion of the

people. It is consecrated with chrism by

the bishop, and this rite of consecration is

mentioned in a Gallican Sacramentary as

old as the eighth century, published by

Mabillon in the " Museum Italicum."

PATER kosteb. The prayer

taught by our Lord to his disciples. It

occurs in all the ancient liturgies with one

notable exception—that of the so-called

Clementine liturgy—given in the Apostolic

Constitutions. Its absence there has

never been satisfactorily explained. In

all the chief liturgies it occurs much in

the same place—Le. shortly before the

Communion. In most of the Greek, in

the Mozarabic and the Ambrosian litur

gies, the Canon was followed by the

Fraction of the Host, then came the Pater.

St. Gregory settled finally the place of

the Pater in the Roman Mass, placing it

where it now stands, immediately after

the Canon nnd before the Fraction. This

seems to be the sense of Gregory's words

when he says (Lib. 7. Indict 2. Epist,

64, quoted by Le Brun) that the Sicilians

taunted him with following the use of

Constantinople and reciting the Pater,

" mox post canoneni," " immediately after

the Canon,'' and so they are understood by

Le Brun, torn. iii. Diss. ii. ; Benedict XIV.

" De Miss." ii. 19 ; Probst, " Lit. der

ersten drei Jahrhund." p. 350 ; Ham

mond, " Ancient Lit." Ixxii. The other

view—viz. that the Pater was introduced

into the Roman liturgy by Gregory, is

maintained ly Mr. Scudamore in his

article on the Lord's Prayer in Smith and

Cheetham. The Pope also tells us that,

whereas in the East (and also in the

Gallican rite) the Pater was said by

priest, and people, at Rome it was recited

by the priest alone. In nearly all the

ancient liturgies the Pater is introduced

by a preface, like the exhortation in the

Mass. " Praeceptis salutaribus," &c.'

The Pater occurs in all the Breviary

hours at the beginning and end, and

sometimes in the course of the hour

itself. But whereas in the Mass it is said

aloud, in the Breviary it is said secretly,

or at most only the first and concluding

words are said audibly. The reason is

that at the part of the Mass where the

Pater occurs the faithful only were pre

sent, while catechumens, &c. were ad

mitted to the hours. (So Benedict XIV.

loc. cit.)

The addition to the Lord's Prayer,

" For thine is the kingdom," is wanting in

the best ancient authorities. It probably

arose for the embolismus [see the

article] of the liturgy used in the Syrian

church. (See Westcott and Hort, "N.T.

vol. ii. Notes on Matt. vi. 13.)

PATBriwes. A Manich«an sect

which first came into notice under this

name in Italy about 1040, when a number

of them were convicted of heresy by

Heribert, archbishop of Milan, and burnt

at the stake. They taught that matter

1 The Ethiopic liturgy is an exception. But

the introduction to the Pater is generally in

the form of a prayer—not a statement, as in

the Roman and Ambrosian Moss.
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was essentially evil, condemned marriage,

and set at nought Church authority.

The Lombard married clergy, when

(1057) they were attacked on the score

of incontinence by Anselm of Badagio

and Ariald, taunted their assailants with

being Paterines. MShler 1 identities them

with the Boni Homines who were con

demned by the Council of Lombers in

1176. They appear again among the

heretical sects that infested Languedoc at

the end of the twelfth century, and are

then identified with the Cathari or Puri

tans. Innocent III. spoke of " impii

Manichaei, qui se Catharos vol Patarinos

appellant."" The origin of the name is

unknown. [Albiqenses ; Boni Homines ;

Bulgarians.]

patriarch. patriarchate.

The dignity of Patriarch—the Primacy of

St. Peter being considered as standing

apart—is the highest grade in the hierarchy

of jurisdiction. Immediately next to the

rank of Patriarch may come that of

" Primate ; " metropolitans or archbishops

follow ; under each metropolitan are

ranged his suffragan bishops. In the fifth

century the Exarchate [Exarch] was an

intermediate grade between the Patriar

chate and the rank of metropolitan.

The Sixth Canon of the first Nicene

Council recognises an ancient, customary,

and legitimate authority in the Bishops of

the three sees of Alexandria, Rome, and

Antioch (named in this order) over their

respective provinces. The title of " Pa

triarch," however, is not given ; the thing

is recognised, but not the word. The

title came into use in the fifth century, at

least in its present sense, for it had earlier

been used loosely for any great see. From

the latter part of the fourth century,

Constantinople gradually came to occupy

the position of a fourth Patriarchate.

That of Jerusalem, after a struggle for

precedence between it and Cresarea, be

came the fifth. For the history of each

of these Patriarchates, excluding Rome,

see Alexandria, Church of ; Antioch ;

Constantinople, Patriarchate of ;

Jerusalem, Patriarchate of. Since the

misfortunes which overtook the Eastern

church (Monophysite heresy, Mussulman

domination, Greek schism, &c.) severed

all these four sees from Catholic unity,

the Popes have continued to nominate

bishops to the lost Patriarchates ; but these

bishops have resided at Rome, except

lately in the case of Jerusalem, tbe Patri-

1 Rirchtngachichte, ii. ch. v. § 3.

* Wetter and Welte, art. " Patariner."

arch of which, Monsignor Valerga, com

menced to reside at his see in 1847. Be

sides the Latin Patriarch of Antioch, the

Holy See admits a Maronite, a Melchite,

and a Syrian Patriarch of the same see, a

Patriarch of Cilicia of the Armenian, and

a Patriarch of Babylon of the Chaldaic,

rite.

There are also three minor Patriarchs

in the Western Church—the Patriarch of

the Indies, who is the prelate of highest

rank in the church of Spain; the Patriarch

of Lisbon ; and the Patriarch of Venice.

PATRIMONY OF ST. PETES.

[See States of the Church.]

PATRrPASsiAif. TSee Sabbl-

LIAN.]

PATRON, PATRONAGE. The

word patromis is used in three senses

in canon law: it signifies (1) an advocate

or barrister; (2) the former master of a

manumitted slave, to whom under the

Roman law a certain control over his

freedman was reserved; (3) a person

having the right to present to a benefice.

The third sense only is here in question.

The subject of patronage is of little

practical interest to American Catho

lics, as there are no benefices in the

United States. Nor has it much more

importance for the Catholics of Ireland

or Great Britain, as a benefice in Ca

tholic hands in those countries since

the spoliation of the " Reformation"

has been something very rare indeed.

Patronage (juapairuiiatuii) is detimd

to be " the right or power of nominating

or presenting a clerk for preferment to a

vacant ecclesiastical benefice." It may lie

usefully considered from three points of

view, according as (1) its acquisition, (2)

its transfer, and (3) its prominent incidents

are taken into account.

1. The right of patronage is acquired

in one of three principal ways—by founda

tion, or building, or endowments—according

to the memorial line :

Putronum faciunt do?, sedificatio, fundus.

If one person founds a church by giving

the ground, a second builds it, and a third

endows it, the right of patronage belongs

to the three jointly. The consent of the

bishop is, of course, always necessary.

An endowment, in order to convey a rignt

of patronage, must be tuffitirnt—i.e. it

must be ample enough to provide a decent

maintenance for those serving the Church,

and to meet the annual expense of lights

and other Church requisites. Otherwise

it is not an endowment, but a benefaction,

and as such carries no right of patronage.
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Patronage acquired by Papal privilege,

conceded at any date anterior to the

Council of Trent, was abolished by a

decree of that Council ; 1 hence anyone now

claiming it on that ground must show that

such privilege was conceded since the

Council, with a clause expressly derogating

from its decree. Patronage can also be

acquired by prescription, if multiplied

unopposed presentations can be proved.

2. The t ransfer of patronage ordinarily

takes place in one of four ways—by suc

cession, donation, sale, or exchange. By

succession—as when, on the death of a

patron, the right passes to his heirs, whether

at law or under settlement or devise.

When the patronage passes by donation,

the consent of the bishop is usually, but

not in all cases, necessary. With regard

to the third mode—sale—it is instructive

to compare the provisions of the canon law

with the law and practice of the Anglican

communion as regards the sale of advow-
sons.s In England an advowson can be

sold separately, and for the best price.

The sole condition is that the benefice be

not actually vacant at the time of sale ;

otherwise no distinction is made between

advowsons ' and any other kind of pro

perty. The canon law does not permit an

advowson [jus pationatus) to be sold

separately at all. It can only be sold

indirectly—i.e. through being inseparably

annexed to some other property which

is susceptible of legal sale. Thus, if a

man sell his whole estate, and to this

estate an advowson be annexed, the latter

passes to the purchaser along with the

other property. Or even if the sale be

not of a man's whole estate, but only of a

particular piece of property—a palace, a

farm, a field, &c.—to which a right of

patronage is inseparably annexed, that

right is transferred to the purchaser by

the sale. But in all such cases canon law

exacts the condition that the price given

be not enhanced on account of the an

nexed patronage. Any simoniacal attempt

to sell the patronage as such is visited by

the law with severe penalties.

3. The chief incidents of patronage

are four—presentation, honour, defence,

maintenance in case of poverty. (1) The

first-named is so strictly inherent in a

patron that if he present a qualified clerk

for a benefice, the bishop is bound to accept

him, -even though he may know of one

more worthy. But the presentation must

1 Seas. xxv. De Ref. c. 9.

> An advowwm is the perpetual right of

presentation to a benefice.

be made within four months if the patron

be a layman, within six if he be a clergy

man ; otherwise it passes for that time to

the bishop. The law is more tender of lay

than of ecclesiastical patronage, because

interference with the former would tend

to discourage rich laymen from building

churches and extending Christianity.

Women are capable of presenting to

benefices equally with men. No natron

can present himself to any benefice in his

gift, although he may ask the bishop to

confer it upon him, and the bishop may, at

his discretion, legally do so. (2) By

"honour" are understood the precedence

and respect which a patron may justly

claim in a church founded by him or his

ancestor. (3) Defence " refers to the

right and duty of the patron to watch

over the beneficiary property, arid prevent

its waste or dilapidation. (4) " Mainten

ance in poverty " is the claim which the

patron has, should misfortune overtake

nim and reduce him to want, to receive a

decent maintenance (and this applies to

his wife and children also) out of the

revenues of the benefice in his gift. (Fer

raris, Jus patrimatus.)

PATRON AND TITULAR OF

CHURCH, PX.ACXS, *.c. The title of

a church is the name it bears—e.g. of the

Trinity, St. Augustine, St. Mary, St.

Saviour, &c. The patron saint is that

saint under whose special protection it has

been placed. Thus the titular is a wider

term comprehending the persons of the

Trinity, mysteries (e.g. Corpus Christi),

and saints ; the patron of a church can

only be a saint or angel. Of churches

with the title of St. Mary, the patronal

feast is the Assumption. Only a canonised

(not a beatified) saint can be chosen as

patron. (S. C. R. 23 Martii, 1630.)

The patron of a church is chosen by the

founders ("ex fundatorum beneplacito,"

Merat. § iii. 12, 1). Usually only one

patron is chosen, or else two patrons

whose feast falls on the same day. The

feast of the principal titular or patron is

a double of the first class with an octave.

This holds good even of churches not yet

consecrated. The rule, however, does not

apply to chapels of seminaries, &c. &c.

The rules for churches which have more

than one patron with independent feast

are the same as those given below for

local patrons.

The patron of a place is chosen by the

people with the consent of the clergy.

(Decret. Urban. VIII., 23 Mart. 1630.)

I A place may hive several patrons, prin

1 1
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cipal and less principal, but not more than

one principal patron except by immemo

rial custom or Apostolic indult. The feast

of the principal patron is a double of the

first class with an octave (so also, if there

are several chief patrons) ; of a " less prin

cipal," a greater double when celebrated

solemnly, otherwise a lesser double.

The feast of the chief or titular patron

of the cathedral church is kept through

out the diocese even by regulars, who,

however, are not obliged to celebrate the

octave. (S. C. R. 27 Maii, 1628.)

The constitution of Urban VIII.

(Const, clxi. " Universa," § 2) requires

that only two patronal feasts be imposed

in any one place as holidays of obligation

—one the feast of a chief patron of the

kingdom or province, the other that of a

chief patron of the city, town, village, Ac.

PATTZ. OF SAMOSATA. [See

Aiooi.]

VAUXZCXAxrs. In the fancy of

Gibbon (" Decline and Fall," ch. liv.), this

Manichean or quasi-Manichean sect, after

its banishment from Asia, " scattered over

the West the seeds of reformation." By

" reformation " can only be meant revolt;

a common fury of negation and destruc

tion may easily have induced the Pro

testants of the sixteenth century to accept

the Paulicians as the ancient exponents of

their own principles; but negation is no

permanent bond ; and when the positive

doctrines of the sect are calmly examined,

they appear to be such as no moderate

Protestant would endorse. The Paulicians

rejected or minimised the Sacraments,

abhorred images, and condemned the in

vocation of the saints ; while reverencing

tome books of Holy Scripture, they re

pudiated Church tradition and the doctrine

of a visible Church; in their eyes relics

were rubbish, miracles impostures, and

the Blessed Virgin not the mother of

God. So far all is plain sailing; and a

zealous Presbyterian might recognise in

the Paulicians the theological ancestors of

his own " Nullifiers." But the Paulicians

also believed in two Powers, one good,

the other evil, dividing the universe

between them ; and they held the earth

and all things sensible to nave been created

by the spirit of evil. The good God, they

said, created the soul of man ; the wicked

power, or Demiurgus, created his body.

Instead of sin in the body being an

offence against the " temple of the Holy

Ghost," on this view it was the natural

outcome of the bodily constitution ; there

fore, of course, inculpable. They rejected

the Old Testament as the work of the

Demiurgus. Jesus Christ, they said, did

not take his body from Mary, but brought

it down with him from heaven. They

admitted neither of St. Peter's Epistles ;

most of them rejected also the Acts.

Such was the sect which, according to

Gibbon, " scattered over the West the seeds

of reformation " !

The origin of the name " Paulician " is

uncertain ; one theory derives it from a

certain Paul, who, with his brother John,

founded a society near Samosata earlv in

the seventh century ; another—which

Gibbon prefers—sees in it merely an evi

dence of the high value which they set on

the life and writings of St. Paul. They

first come prominently into notice in the

seventh century, when they were organised

by Constantine, a native of a village near

Samosata, who took the name of Silvanus.

Other eminent leaders among them were

Simeon, Sergius, Chrysocheir, and Baanes.

They became very numerous in Armenia,

and, being persecuted by the imperial

officers, rose in revolt; nor was their

subjugation entirely effected till the

tenth century. For their later history

see the article Bulgarians. (Wetzer

and Welte, art. by Kerker; Photius,

" Contra Manichseos ; " Petrus Siculus,

Hint. Munich, in " Bibl. Patrura," vol. xvi. )

faulists. The Institute of the

Missionary Priests of St. Paul the Apostle

was founded in New York by the Rev.

I. T. Hecker and several associates in the

year 1858. Its members are engaged in

ordinary parochial work, in giving missions,

in the education of their scholastics, and

in literary labour. The monthly magazine,

"The Catholic World," is under their

direction, and they have published several

volumes of sermons as well as other works

on different topics connected with the

Catholic religion.

pax. The Kiss of Peace in the Mass

has been described under that heading.

The Pox here intended is that which was

given to the people to kiss at Mass. It was

introduced in England about the middle

of the thirteenth century, and widely

used.. It is called "osculatorium" (Syn.

Oonstit. of York, 1250 and 1252) ; "oscu

latorium pacis" (Statutes of Canterbury,

about 1281); "asserad pacem" (Council

of Oxford, in 1287); "tabula pacis"

(Council of Merton, about 1300); " mar-

mor deosculandum " (Synod of Bayeux,

about the same date). It was adopted in

France, Italy, Spain, and Germany. But

the use was almost extinct in Le Brim's
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time, on account of the absurd contentions

for precedency to which it gave rise ;

though it was presented in some cases to

communicants, &c. We have been refer

ring to the use at Mass. It is Btill used

in communities, confraternities, &c, at

times of ordinary prayer. (From Le

Brun, Tom. II. part v. art. 7. See also

Maskell, "Ancient Lit." p. 50.)

PAX VOBIS is said by bishops after

the " Gloria in Excelsis." If the " Gloria"

be not said, then the bishop's salutation is

the same as the priest's—viz. " Dominus

vobiscum." The fact that " Pax vobis "

was our Lord's Easter greeting to the

Apostles made it unsuitable for penitential

days. (Benedict XIV. " De Miss.")

PECTOSAL CROSS. A small cross

of precious metal worn on the breast by

bishops and abbots as a mark of their office,

and sometimes also by canons, &c, who

have obtained the privilege from Rome

(Deer. S.C.R. 17 Sept. 1828). Innocent III.

is the first author who clearly mentions

the pectoral cross as one of the episcopal

insignia. (Gavant. P. I. tit. 2.)

PBCOXXUM CLEKICI. The pro

perty of which an ecclesiastic can lie in

possession is divided into peculium benefi-

ciale, or ecctrriasticum, and peculium pntri-

monicde, or quasi-pntrimoniale. The former

consists (1) of the annual profits of his

benefice or benefices; (2) of the dues

which he receives in the discharge of his

clerical functions. The latter consists (1)

of property which has come to him by

inheritance, donation, or bequest ; (2) ot

that which he has acquired for himRelf—

e.g. by writing. Over property of the

former class he has no power of testa

mentary disposition ; that of the latter

class he can freely dispose of.

whs an extreme

reaction from the Gnostic and Manichean

doctrine that men were necessarily deter

mined to good or evil. According to

Peiagius (1) Adam's sin injured himself

only, so that his jMjsterity are born inno

cent. Infants were baptised that they

might be united to Christ and enter the

kingdom of heaven ; not that they might

be purged from original sin (Concil.

Carthag. anno 411, can. 2, 3). (2) It

was possible to live altogether without

sin (" hominem posse esse sine peccato,"

Pelag. apud August. " De Gratia Uhristi,"

cap. lv.). (3) Grace, as Catholics under

stand the term, was not necessary or even

possible. Peiagius made grace consist

simply in the gift of nature, and especially

of free-will. When pressed by his adver

saries, he admitted the need of exterior

grace—viz. " law and teaching," " the

example of Christ," Ac. Nay, some think

he allowed that God, by interior grace,

enlightened the understanding (August.

op. cit. 7, 10, 40; Petav. ""De Pelag.

et Semi-Pelag. Haer." cap. iv.)1 But the

essence of his heresy remained, for he

never granted that the will must be moved

and aided by God's grace before we can

take one step towards life eternal; and

even if Peiagius admitted the possibility

of interior illumination of the understand

ing, he certainly did not hold such a grace

to be necessary.

Peiagius, who was a monk or aseete,

and is said to have been born in Britain

(Bretagne ?), preached at Rome (400-410)

with great applause. Here he was joined

by Oelestius, also a monk. Peiagius at

tacked the doctrine of original sin in his

fourteen books on St. Paul's Epistles.

They still exist, but with serious altera

tions in a ( 'atholic sense, and are edited

by Vnllarsi in his edition of St. Jerome.

His letter to Dt-metrius (anno 411), and

his "Libellus tidei ad Innocentium" (anno

417) are also given thero. St, Augustine

(" De Grat. Christi, Peccat. Orig. Nat. et

Grat.") has preserved fragments of four

books by Peiagius on "Free-will." The

strife on original sin began at Home in

410. Oelestius was condemned by a

synod of Carthage, whither he had gone

in 411. Peiagius next appears in Pales

tine, whither Orosius pursued him at the

request of Augustine, who had already

written three anti-Pelagian works—viz.

" De Spiritu et Littera," " De Peccatorum

Moritis et Remissione," " De Perfectione

Justi Hominis." Jerome also attacked

Peiagius in an " Epistle to Ctesiphon " and

a dialogue against the heresy in three

books. A synod at Jerusalem in 415

tried Peiagius, but came to no decision ;

another at Diospolis, late in the same

year, acquitted him. St. Augustine at

tacked Peiagius again in his work " De

Gestis Pelagii." Theodore of Mopsuestia

defended him in a lost work (jt/>6s rovt

Af'yoiraff d>uo~fi Kai /xrj yviafij/ Trraitiv tovs

dvSpamovr) ; the Africans, again, con

demned the heresy in the Councils of

Carthage and Mileve (41 G). Both parties

had recourse to Pope Innocent, who de

clared the doctrine of Peiagius erroneous,

but died before the case could be fully

judged. Zosimus (417-18) was deceived

by a profession of faith which Oelestius

1 We cannot nee that the references given by

Petavius prove this.
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made, and declared both Celestius and

Pelagius innocent. More condemnations

of Pelagianiam' followed in the Cartha

ginian Councils of 417 and 41S, and in

the latter year Zosimus re-investigated

the matter, anathematised Pelagius and

Celestius, and notified this step in an

"epistola tractoria" to the bishops.

Eighteen Italian bishops who refused to

subscribe this epistle were deposed, among

them the learned Julianus of Eclauum,

against whom St. Augustine wrote

(" Contra Duas Kpist. ad Bonifac." aano

420; "Contr. Julian." lib. vi. anno 421;

later still, the "Opus Imperfect, contr.

secundain Julian. Kespons. '). Pelagius

and Celestius now found an asylum with

Nestorius of Constantinople, and along

with him they were condemned in the

Third General Council—that of Ephesus—

in 431. This result was due in great

measure to the energy of Augustine acd

the efforts of Marius Mercator, a Western

layman living at Constantinople.

PENANCE, SACRAMENT OF.

The Latin word pcenitentia (from

punire in an archaic form pwnire)

means sorrow or regret, and answers to

the Greek firravoux, change of mind or

heart As a theological term, penance is

first the name of a virtue which inclines

sinners to detest their sins because they

are an offence against God. Then penance

came to mean the outward acts by which

sorrow for sin is shown, and the word was

supposed by St. Augustine to come from

" poena " and by others, e.g. Peter Lom

bard, from " poenam tenere.'' The Greek

word 1 nfTavoia has war.dered further

still from its original sense, for in the

Greek liturgies it means simply a prostra

tion. Thus in the office for ordination of

deacons the rubric runs, " The priest de

parts with the deacon and they make three

bows (rroiovai furavoias rptti) to the icon

of the Lord Christ." (See Morinus, " De

Poen." lib. i. cap. 1.) In a more restricted

sense still, penance is used for the peni

tential discipline of the Church, or even

for the third station of public penitents

(so, e.g., I. Concil. Tolet. canon 2), and

again for the satisfaction which the priest

imposes on the penitent before absolving

him from his sins. Lastly, penance is a

1 The Rabbinical term is n^-IC'fb " turning,"

u conversion " ; ami the Svrian Christians have

the same word in the Syriac or (JhaMce form—

viz. *"' m I This word is the translation

of in the Peihito, and is still retained,

tjj., by the Moronites (see Morinus, i. ",.).

sacrament of the new law instituted by

Christ for the remission of sin committed

after baptism.

So understood, penance is defined as a

"sacrament instituted by Christ in the

form of a judgment for the remission of

sin done after baptism, this remission

being effected by the absolution of the

priest, joined to true supernatural sorrow,

true purpose of amendment, and sincere

confession on the part of the sinner." The

Council of Trent (Sess. xiv.) defines that

priests have real power to remit and retain

sins, that persons are bound by the law of

God to confess before the priest each and

every mortal sin committed after baptism,

so far as the memory can recall it, and

also such circumstances as change the

nature of these sins, and that the sacra

ment of penance is absolutely necessary

for the forgiveness of post-baptismal sin.

It is true that perfect sorrow for sin which

has offended so good a God, at once and

without the addition of any external rite

blots out the stain and restores the peace

and love of God in the soul. " There is

no condemnation to those who are in

Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh,

but after the spirit." But this perfect

sorrow involves in a well-instructed

Catholic the intention of fulfilling Christ's

precept and receiving the sacrament of

penance when opportunity occurs. This

implicit desire of confession and absolu

tion may exist in many Protestants who

reject the Catholic doctrine on this point

They desire the sacrament of penance in

this sufficient sense, that they earnestly

wish to fulfil Christ's law, so far as they

can learn what it is. In this sense the

sacrament is necessary for the salvation

of those who have fallen into mortal sin

after baptism. They must receive it

actually or by desire, this desire being

either explicit or implicit. This point is

of capital importance for the apprehension

of Catholic doctrine. We in no way

deny that God is ready to forgive the sins

of non-Catholics who are in good faith and

who turn to Him with loving sorrow.

But the High Church doctrine that con

fession cf mortal Bin is not an absolute

duty imposed by the law of Christ, or

that absolution is a benefit which the

penitent is not absolutely bound to seek,

is in the sharpest antagonism to the

Catholic faith as defined at Trent. The

Council also teaches that satisfaction must

be made for the temporal punishment

which may be due even to pardoned sin,

and that confession, contrition, absolution
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and satisfaction, are the four parts of

penance. The minister, and the only

possible minister of the sacrament is a

priest with ordinary or delegated power

to absolve. The form consists in the

words, " I absolve thee from thy sins,"

&e. Mortal or venial sins (for it is of

faith that, venial sins may be confessed,

though there is no obligation of doing so)1

supply the place of matter. The Council

speaks of sins as the " quasi materia," (or

though Thomists and many other theo

logians hold that sorrowful confession of

sins is the proximate mutter of tlie sacra

ment, Scotists maintain that absolution is

both matter and iorrn, and the Council

abstained from interfering in this scho

lastic dispute. In the articles on Con

fession, Absolution, &c, many details

relating to this sacrament have been

given, so that we may content ourselves

here with an elucidation of the main prin

ciples.

1. Priests have received power from

Christ to forgive sins in his name and

according to his law—i.e. in the case

of true repentance. God alone can

remit fins, but He has been pleased to

make the priest's absolution the means by

which his grace is conveyed. He said to

his Apostles, " Receive the Holy Ghost ;

whosesoever sins ye remit, they are re

mitted (i.e. become remitted) unto them,

and whosesoever sins ye retain, they have

been retained "(i.e.continue to be retained

before God, John xxi.23). This wonder

ful power must have been intended foi- the

successors of the Apostles, as well as for

the Apostles themselves, for it is incredible

that this means of pardon was conferred

only for a short period of the Church's

life. While sin lasted, the stream of

grace and mercy must continue to flow.

History proves the correctness of this in

ference, for in all ages the power of abso

lution has been used and recognised.

Thus Cyprian urges the sinner to repent

" while confession may be made, while

satisfaction and remission through the

bishops (sacerdotet) are accepted before

God. (" De Laps." 29 ; the remission

included, no doubt, absolution from cen

sures.) In this, says St. Chrysostom

(" De Sacerdot." iii. 5, 0), the priests of

the Gospel excel those of the Jewish

Church, that, whereas Jewish priests

could merely declare a man clean of

1 Morinus (lib. ii. cap. 3) believes lie lias

proved that the confession of venial sins was

common in the Church during the lifetime of

Tertnllian.

leprosy, the Christian priests " have re

ceived power," not with regard to the

leprosy of the body but " the impurity of

the soul," a power which consists not in

declaring that the uncleanness is re

moved but in actually " removing it

entirely " (airaKkdrrtiv nnvrtKtiis t\a$ov

i£nvcriav). He proves this sacerdotal

power by an express appeal to the words

in St. John, " Whose sins ye remit," &c.

So again the author of an ancient homily,

printed among the works of St. Athanasius

(Migne, " Patrol." iv. p. 183. The Bene

dictines place it among the dubia, but say

it is found " in ancient MSS."), says,

" If thy bonds are not loosed, entrust

thyself to the disciples of Jesus. Those

are to be found who can loose us, having

received this power from the Saviour

(f£ov<rlav ravrrjv fiAncpbVff irnpa tov

luTTipos), " whose sins ye remit," &c.

Morinus (lib. viii. cap. 1) quotes from

Leo, Ep. 01 , " Ad Theodor." : " Very useful

and necessary is it that the guilt of sin

should be loosed before the last day by

the judgment of the priest." Augustine.

Ep. ISO, "Ad Honorat," (apud Morin.

ibidem), urges the clergy not to flee in

persecution, because their presence will be

urgently required for "the administration

(ronfectionem) of the sacraments." " If

the ministers are wanting, what ruin will

come on those who depart, this life un-

regenerate [i.e. unbaptised] or bound.

[t.e. unabsolved] ! " The value of these

testimonies lies partly in the fact that

they do not argue for the priestly powfr

of absolution, but assume it, partly in

their connection with the strong utterances

of Scripture on the one hand, the peni

tential discipline of the Church on the

other. It must have required a strong

belief in the power of absolution to make

men undergo long years of rigorous

penance in order to obtain it. It may be

well here to answer two objections.

Morinus (lib. viii. 8. 10, 11) has shown,

and indeed demonstrated, that down to

the twelfth century absolution was always

given among the Latins in a precatory

form. And it is evident from Goar and

Kenaudot (in the " Perpetuity de la Foi ")

that the Greeks, the Jacobites, and Nes-

torians still preserve this precatory form.

This, however, cannot fairly be alleged

against our belief, that the priest exercises

judgment it. the sacrament of penance,

and does really bind or loowe. No one

will deny that the bishop in absolving an

excommunicate person and restoring him

to Church communion exercised judicial
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power and authoritatively remitted eccle- |

siastical censures. Yet here, too, as well

as in sacramental absolution, the form was

precatory even as late as the time of

Burehard, bishop of Worms, who lived at

the close of the tenth century. (See the

quotation in Chardon, " Hist, des Sacr."

torn. iv. §§4, 7.) Further, it may be said,

that absolution was sometimes given by a

deacon, and Cyprian (Ep. xviii.), writing

in the summer of 260, does certainly re

quire the lapsed in danger of death to

make confession (exomologesis) and re

ceive imposition of hands from a deacon,

if a presbyter cannot be found. But it is

clear that he is speaking of absolution

from censures, and indulgence granted

through the intercession of the martyrs,

and the distinctions already made in the

article on Absolution are sufficient to

meet this difficulty.1

2. Absolution is invalid unless given

by a priest with ordinary or delegated

jurisdiction over the penitent. This

follows from the fact, attested by Scripture,

that the priest in penance exercises judg

ment. A magistrate cannot bind or loose

a man charged with theft, unless the law

subjects that man to his authority, or

unless he has received special power from

the state to try the case. The tribunals

of the Church are not less carefully regu

lated than those of the State, since God

is a God of order and not of confusion.

The fundamental power to absolve is given

at ordination, but its exercise depends

absolutely on ecclesiastical authority. In

earliest times absolution was given by the

bishop alone, or by the bishop in union

with the presbyters. After the rise of

the Novatian heresy, the office of peni

tentiary priest was instituted. Later,

parishes were established iirst in the large

towns and then in the country, and from

that time the accepted principle approved

by the Fourth Lateran Council was, that

parishioners were bound to confess to their

own priest or to another priest with his

permission. Chardon reports a case from

the twelfth century in which St. Ailert,

monk of the abbey of Crespin in Hainaut,

received power from Paschal II. and

Innocent II. to hear the confessions of all

1 It is plain, however, from many decrees of

synods, that deacons did hear confessions in

cases of necessity, though, of course, they had

no power to absolve. This practice lasted till

late in the middle ages. Many also confessed

to laymen at the hour of death, if a cleric was

Dot to be found, and great scholastic doctors re

commended thin act of humiliation (Chardon,

t-ii. §7, ch. 2).

who came to him. In 1227, Gregory IX.

gave the Dominicans authority to hear

confessions everywhere, and the same

privileges, which led to bitter opposition,

lasting for centuries, on the part of the

seculars, were extended to the other

mendicant friars and confirmed by manv

Popes. They were limited by the Council

of Trent, as has been shown in the articles

on Absolution and Confession. (See

Chardon, torn. iii. § 8, ch. 2.) In all these

disputes, the principle that absolution

could only be given by a priest with juris

diction was fully acknowledged, for the

mendicants had of course jurisdiction,

though it was extraordinary—»'.<■• not

attached to their office but directly con

ferred by the Pope. The Orientals also

regard absolution as a judicial act, and do

not dream that it can be given by any

priest. Confession, according to an Ori

ental document, probably Coptic (cited

by Denzinger, " fat. Orient." torn. i. p.

100), " cannot be made save to a priest,

whether secular or religious, &c, who

must have received this authority from

the Patriarch or from his own bishop,

with the consent of the clergy and chiefs of

the people."

3. The neceuity of confessing all

mortal lint after baptism also follows

from the very nature of the absolving

power. Christ gave his Apostles au

thority to bind and loose, but. thev can

not exercise this discretion till the sins, as

they are in the conscience of the penitent,

have been submitted to their judgment.

It is only in the case of mortal sins that

this necessity arises, though, as a rule, it

is expedient to confess venial sins like

wise, for venial sin does not bind the soul

over to evil and destroy the grace of God

within it, or exclude absolutely from the

kingdom of heaven, so that here there can

be no strict necessity for absolution. It is

needless to prove that certain mortal sins

of a very aggravated character had to be

confessed in the primitive Church, for this

no instructed person will deny, and the

writer of the article on Penitence in the

" Dictionary of Christian Antiquities,-'

edited by Smith and Cheetham, admits

that this confession of the three " mortalia

peccata " was obligatory, even if the sin

had been secret. Possibly St. James may

be alluding to the public confession when

he says, " Confess your sins one to

another;" for, as Dollinger ("First Age

of the Church," p. 325) points out, this

confession is mentioned in immediate

connection with extreme unction. "'Con
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fess to one another ' refers to the priests

called in to anoint the sick man and to

pray for him, and to whom he is to

confess his sins." Whatever may he

thought of this interpretation, we have

early evidence that confession much more

extensive than that of the three great

mortal sins (viz. murder, idolatry, and

adultery) was known to the early Church.

Origen (Horn, in Ps. xxxvii. n. 6) thus

exhorts the sinner: " Lookround diligently

for one to whom you should confess your

sins." He is to find a physician " learned

and merciful " who will judge if his sick

ness is of such a nature that "it ought to

be exposed in the meeting of the whole

church ; " and again (Horn, in Luc. xvii.),

" if we reveal our sins not only to God

but also to those who can heal our sins

and wounds, our sins will be blotted out

by Him who says, ' Behold, I will blot out

lie a cloud,' " &c. Basil's words are ex

press. " It is necessary to confess our

sins to those who are entrusted with

the dispensation of the mysteries of

God " (avnyicaiov rois TTfiriOTtvpivoit rrjv

oucovouiap Tbif fivtrrijftKov tov 0eoO ra

AnapTrjfinTa f^opoXoyturBai. " Reg. Brev.

Tract. Kespous. in Interr.'' 288). Further,

what followed on the cessation of public

penance is well worth consideration.

This, in the case of secret sins, came to

an end in the Church of Constantinople

soon after the abolition of the presbyter

nri i-ijj fitravoiat, or penitentiary, at the

close of the fourth century. It came to

an end because it was of numnn institu

tion. But sacramental confession, being

of divine origin, lasted when the peni

tential discipline had been changed, and

continues to this day among the Greeks

and Oriental sects.1 So again Leo, in a

letter to the Bishops of Campania (Ep.

cl.xviii., ed. Ballerim), desired the abroga

tion of public penance because of its

deterrent effect, and because it was not of

Apostolic institution ; hut he adds,

"since it is enough that the guilt of

consciences should be manifested to the

priests alone by secret confession." An

opinion, however, did prevail to some

extent in the middle ages, even among

Catholics, that confession to God alone

sufficed. The Council of Chalons in 813

(canon 33) says : " Some assert that we

should confess our sins to God alone, but

some think (percensent) that they should

1 Exception, however, must be made of the

Copts and Ethiopians, with whom confession

teems to have died out in the middle ages.

(Chaxdon, torn. ii. § 2, ch. 5.)

be confessed to the priests, each of which

practices is followed not without great

fruit in Holy Church .... Confession

made to God purges sins, but that made

to the priest teaches how they are to be

purged." This former opinion is also

mentioned without reprobation by Peter

Lombard ("In Sentent. Lib. IV." dist.

17). St. Thomas, in his commentary on

the Sentences, says that what had once

been a mere opinion was, in his time, on

account of the decision of the Church,

under Innocent III., to be accounted

heresy,and ("Suppl."qu. vi. a. 3) he main

tains that the necessity of confessing

mortal sins after baptism exists by divine,

and not merely by church, law.

4. We say nothing here of the sorrow

for sin and purpose of amendment requi

site in the sacrament, referring the render

for an explanation of this point to the

article on Contritiok, and we pass to

satisfaction, which is the fourth and last

part of penance. It is defined by Billu-

art ("Pcen." diss. ix. 1) as " a payment

of the temporal punishment due to sin

through works which are good and penal

and are imposed by the confessor."

" Catholics," says Bossuet (" Expos,

de la Foi Cath." viii.), "teach unanimously

that only Jesus Christ, who is both God

and man, was capable, through the infinite

dignity of his person, of offering to God

sufficient satisfaction for our sins. But,

having satisfied superabundantly, He was

able to apply this satisfaction in two ways,

either by granting entire remission with

out letting anv penalty remain, or, or:

the other hand", by commuting a greater

into a lesser penalty—i.e. eternal into

temporal punishment. As that former

fasluon is more complete and in better

harmony with his goodness, He employs

it in baptism; but we believe that He

employs the second way in the case of

those who fall back into sin after baptism,

being, as it were, constrained to do so by

the ingratitude of those who have abused

his first gifts so that they have to suffer

some punishment, although the eternal

one is remitted. From this we must not

infer that Jesus Christ has failed to make

entire satisfaction for us; but, on the

contrary, that, having acquired an absolute

right over us by the infinite price He has

offered for our salvation, lie grants us

pardon on the conditions, under the laws,

and with the reserves which seem good to

Him." He proceeds to argue that Pro

testants, who allege that Christ could not

have satisfied fully for actual sin, if He
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left us subject to temporal punishment,

might as well say that Christ has not

satisfied for original sin because He has

left us subject to death and to other infirmi

ties of the soul and body which are

consequences of the Fall. " Similarly, we

should not marvel that He who phowed

Himself so merciful to us in baptism

should display greater severity when once

we have broken our holy promises. It is

just, nay, it is for our own good, that He,

when He remits [the guilt of] sin along

with the eternal punishment, should exact

some temporal punishment from us in

order to bind us to duty."

Scripture proves that God inflicts

temporal punishment for pardoned sin,

for Nathan said to David after he had

acknowledged his double crime, " The

Lord also has caused thy sin to pass

away; thou shalt not die. Only because

thou hast so made the enemies of the

Lord to blaspheme through this matter,

even the son that is born to thee shall

surely die," (2 Reg. or Sam. xii. 14),

Dan. iv. 27 (so Heb. LXX and Vulg.

" Authorised," iv. 2") is the classical

passage for the doctrine that man has the

power of making satisfaction for sin by

good works. "Therefore, O king, let my

counsel please thee, and redeem thy sins

by justice, and thy perversities by show

ing kindness to the poor." Here, as in all

other articles on do<rma, we have given a

literal translation from the original, and

our version of this text is justified, while
that of the " Authorised Version " (•' break

off") is excluded, both bv the laws of the

language and by the judgment of the

best Protestant and Jewish scholars. We

append our reasons in a note.1 The

1 The words occur in the Chnldce portion of

Daniel, and the main question is, does the

Chaldee word p~)Q mean '* redeem " or " break

off"? It can only mean "redeem." (1) The

word is found once only in that small portion of

the Bible which is written in Chaldee, but it is

of very frequent occurrence in the Chaldee

literature. It is used by Onkelos (Exod. xxi.

8) of " redeeming " a slave; a*' field " (Lev.

xxv. 25) ; in the other Targums for the redemp

tion of the soul—" who hast redefined niv soul

from every affliction" (2 Sam. iv. 9). Levy,

in his Chaldee Dictionary, fives numerous in

stances of the use of the verb in Peal from the

Targums. In all, except one, it must mean

41 to buy back," " redeem," &c. ; it never on e

bears the sense given it in the Protestant

version. (2) Syriac, which is scarcely a dis

tinct language from Chaldee, has the same

word, - ^ It occurs pretty often in the

Peshito version of the N.T., and "redemit" is

the first rendering givin by Schaaf in his

penitential discipline of the early Church

witnesses to the belief that satisfaction

by penitential works is necessary in

itself, and is required as a part of the

sacrament of penance. Nor did the early

Christians consider satisfaction merely as

means of deepening repentance, repairing

scandal, and awakening salutary sorrow.

Cyprian (" De Lups." 35, 36) exhorts

the lapsed " to he forward in good works

by which sins are purged, to give frequent

alms by which souls are freed from death,"

" to induce the Lord to pardon sin by

perseverance in good works." Calvin

himself acknowledges that all Christian

antiquity admitted the necessity of peni

tential satisfaction. " I am little moved,"

he writes, " by passages which every

where occur in the writings of the

ancients concerning satisfaction. I see

that some of them, I will say frankly

nearly all whose works are extant, went

wrong in this matter, or spoke too

severely and harshlv." (" Instit." iii. cap.

4, § 33, quoted by Billuart.)

It is to be noted, however, that satis

faction is in theological language an

integral but not an essential part of the

Sacrament. In other words, the priest,

both as judge and physician of the soul,

is bound to impose a penance ; and the

penitent, if it is reasonable, is bound to

accept it. Even if the penance is un

reasonable, he must seek another penance

and absolution from another priest. But

whereas true supernatural sorrow with

purpose of amendment, absolution, and,

according to the common opinion, some

outward confession of sin by word or

Syriac Lexicon. Thus it is used to render

ippvtraro (Coloss. i. 13), " and redeemed us from

he power of darkness." Sometimes it means

" to go away " ; never " to break off." (3) The

Vulgate rendering, " redime," is supported by

the LXX Avrpurci. (4) It is adopted, sometimes

even without a notice of the rendering given in

the " Authorised " and Lutheran versions, by

De Wette in his revision of Luther's Bible ; bv

ICwald (rrnphettn, vol. iii. p. 3GC)—"16se

deine Stindendurch Gerechti_rkeitein" : Hitzig

(Comm. on Daniel, p. 67), who justly remarks

that the rendering " break off" is contrary to

the exe^etical tradition, and has "no analogy

to support it"; and by Gesenius. To the-e

Protestant authorities we may add another,

Bertbeau, and the Rabbins, Ebon Ezra and

Saadia (cited by Hitzig), and a modern Jewish

scholar, I'Urst, in his Hebrew and Chaldee Con

cordance and in his Dictionary. Were the pas

sage in Daniel Hebrew, the rendering break

off" could lie supported by a comparison of

Gen. xxvii. 40; but it is Chaldee, and common

sense requires us to interpret a Chaldee word

by Chaldee, not Hebrew, usage
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sign, are always end in all circumstances

necessary for the validity of the Sacra

ment, still, in the case, e.g., of a man in

his agony, the priest may give absolution

without imposing a penance. (Billuart,

Diss. iz. a. 2.) In the ancient Church

part at least of the penance was usually

performed before absolution; at present

the priest in most cases imposes the

penance, and, if be judges that the peni

tent is well disposed, gives absolution.

The difference is one of discipline and not

of principle, for, with the exception given

above, absolution is not given even now

unless there is the resolution on the part

of the sinner to perform the penance

imposed upon him.

Many Protestant objections to the

sacrament of penance, as administered

among us, arise from misunderstanding.

Confession to the priest tends to deepen

and not to replace shame and sorrow for

the offence done to God. It protects the

sinner against self-delusion—for no man is

a pood judge in his own cause—and the

priest is able to insist upon the duty

of restoring ill-gotten goods, reconcilia

tion with enemies, forgiveness of injuries,

avoiding occasions of sins, retracting

calumny, &c, in many cases when the

sinner might be blinded by his own

passions or interests. At the same time

the priest affords the best protection

against despair or indiscreet zeal. There

is little in the laborious work of the con

fessional to satisfy curiosity, for the priest

learns nothing except the number and

species of sins committed, and he is

bound under the most sacred obligations

to abstain from all unnecessary questions,

particularly from all such as might convey

knowledge of sins previously unknown to

the penitent. He has to decide accord

ing to the principles of an elaborate

casuistry which he has studied for years,

and in which he has been examined by

his superiors, before he enters the

confessional. There is little room for

tyranny on his part, for the faithful

know well that they may have recourse

to any approved confessor. Here, as

elsewhere, holy things may be profaned.

But the Church deprives a priest of the

power to absolve an accomplice, rigorously

punishing any attempt to do so ; and were

a priest so miserable as to abuse the con

fessional for bad ends, then the person to

whom he had spoken wrongly could not be

absolved even by another priest till he or

she had communicated the name of the

criminous clerk to the bishop of the diocese.

Such cases are necessarily of very rare

occurrence ; for sin of this kind would in

volve almost inevitable ruin to the priest.

Of all pastoral ministrations we tirnily be

lieve there is none which involves a

more self-denying devotion to a mono

tonous dutv, none where the good effects

are so plain and visible, and very few

which are more seldom marred by human

weakness and sin.

(The work of Morinus is a storehouse

of learning. Much historical information

will be found in Chardon's " Hist, des

Sacr." The writer of this article only

knows Denys de Ste. Marthe, " Traite" de

la Confession," Paris, 1686, by Chardon's

quotations.)

pewitentiax. discipline

AND BOOKS. The right of punishing

members for offences against its laws

and depriving them altogether or for a

time of its privileges, belongs to any well-

constituted society. It was exercised by

the Synagogue (Luc. xvi. 2 ; John vi. 2) ;

Christ sanctioned the use of it in his

Church (Matt, xviii. 15-17) ; and in 1 Cor.

v. 1-5 we see St. Paul enforcing the

penitential law of the Cburch against a

notorious offender. Of course, this peni

tential discipline in the Christian Church,

though analogous to the procedure of

human societies, claims a higher origin

and is of a much more serious nature.

The power of inflicting spiritual penalties

has been put into the hands of the Church

by Christ Himself; it is exercised in bis

name ; it may involve deprivation of the

sacraments, which are the great appointed

means of grace ; and, on the other hand,

it is the object of penitential discipline,

not only to preserve the holiness of the

Church, but also to awaken wholesome

fear and sorrow in the heart of the offender

while there is yet time, " that his soul may

be saved in the day of the Lord." Ob

viously, the Church must use this power

in the way most likely at the time to

benefit souls, and her penitential canons

have varied much at different periods and

in different places. Still, on the whole,

it is possible to distinguish three distinct

Deriods in the history of penance—the

first extending from the beginning of the

Church to the rise of the Novatian heresy

in the middle of the third century (Mori

nus, lib. iv.), the second reaching to about

the year 700 after Christ (t'6. lib. vi ), the

third to the eleventh century (ib. lib. vii.).

Of these periods, the first represents peni

tential discipline in its initial stage; the

second, in its full development and vigour ;
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the third, in its decay. Most of what we

have to say is taken from the great work

of Morinus, " De Discipliaa in Adminis-

tratibne Sacramenti Poenitentiae," in the

Venetian edition of 1702.

First Period.—The sins for which

public penance was inflicted, were the

three "mortal crimes"1 (crimina mor-

talia, Cyprian, " De Bono Patient." c. 14)

of idolatry, murder, and adultery, com

mitted after baptism. Tertullian adds

"fraud" to thejist of "graver and fatal

crimes which cannot be forgiven " (" Pu-

dic." 10); but, generally speaking, it was

only the various forms of the three great

sins which reduced a man to the rank of

a penitent. Tertullian (" De Poenit." c. 9)

has left us a vivid picture of penance as

he was accustomed to see it practised.

He describes penance, which was generally

known, even among the Latins, as " ex-

omologesis," because it involved open con

fession of sins, as a " discipline by which

a man wa3 prostrated and humiliated."

He speaks of the penitents as lying on

sackcloth and ashes, of the unwashed

body, the feeding on bread and water,

the fasting and prayer, the grovelling at

the feet of the presbyters and others who

had a name for sanctity, the groans and

tears. As yet there was no formal division

of penitents into grades, and penance,

though severe, did not always last long.

The Apostolic Constitutions (ii. 1(5), in

a passage which may be fairly taken as a

picture of the penitential discipline in the

first period, orders a great sinner to be

excluded altogether from the Church ; then

the deacons are to admonish him and in

troduce him to the congregation ; then

penance i9 to be inflicted QmBatrat avrbv)

" in proportion to his sin, for two, three,

five, or seven weeks," at the end of which

period the bishop is to receive him into

communion, with imposition of hands (ib.

18. XfipoOerrjtraf ainov ?a \otnov tivni iv

t£> mMpnq>), accompanied by the prayers

of the faithful. Here we see the perms

of the later and more formal system,

though the penalty contemplated is slight.

Cyprian (Kp. lvii.) announces his inten

tion of admitting to communion those

who had fallen ioto idolatry in a former

persecution and had done penance since.

His reason for this indulgence was that

fresh persecution was at hand.

But while penance was comparatively

light, admission to it was often hard to

1 We have used such expressions as " mortal

crimes,'' " offences," &c, to prevent confusion

with " mortal si a " in the modern sense.

obtain. For in this early period penance

was looked on rather as a grace shown to

sinners than as a penalty which they had

to bear. It was in the difficulty of being

admitted to penance, not in the penance

itself, that the severity of the early Church

appears. For a brief period, even the

lioman Church refused absolution utterly

and altogether in the case of the three

" mortal crimes." This absolution was

granted till the middle of the second

century (" Pastor Herm." Mandat. iv. 1 ),

but it must have been withdrawn, pro

bably shortly after the " Shepherd of

Hennas was written (this is evident from

the first chapter of Tertullian, " De Pudic."

Compare also the words of Hernias, loc.cif.,

" Servis Dei pcenitentia una est," with

Visio, ii. 2, where it is said that soon the

opportunity of performing penance will

expire). Zephyrinus (202-219) relaxed

this severity in the case of adulterers

(see the " De Pudic"), and his successor,

Callixtus (219-222), admitted all sinners

to communion after penance (" Philo-

sophum." ix. 12), and this milder dis

cipline became established. (See the

" Epistle of the Roman Clergy," Cyprian,

Ep. SO.) In Africa, too, the discipline

had become milder, for Cyprian (Ep. Iv.

No. 21) mentions the opinion of bishops

in his province that " peace was not to be

granted to adulterers" as a thing of the

past. The Spanish church continued to be

more severe, for even after our period the

Synod of Elvira, in 306, excluded great

sinners from all hope of communion (see,

e.g. canons 1, 0, 8). Moreover, in no

part of the Church was communion given

to those who had fallen a second time

after baptism into mortal crime. It

was Pope Siricius (Ep. 1, "Ad Himer."

c. 5), towards the close of the fourth

century, who insisted on a more indul

gent course. So, again, it. was the ordi

nary practice to refuse communion to the

dying, if they had been previously ex

communicated and had not done penance

in health. We must remember, however,

that sacramental absolution from guilt,

canonical absolution from penitential

discipline, censures, &c, and giving com

munion, are three distinct things, and

the refusal of the first does not follow

from that of Che second or third. Hefele

(" Concil." i. p. 156) and Frank (" Buss-

disciplin," &c, 1867) believe that though

canonical absolution and communion often

were, sacramental absolution never was,

refused to any sinner.

Second Period,—After the rise of the
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Novatian heresy, the penitential system

was fully organised. The Nicene Council,

can. 13, established the principle that

communion was to be given in the hour

of death to penitents, however great their

previous crime. We have seen that Pope

Siricius extended this lenity even to re

lapsed penitents. St. Chrysostom, it is

said (Socrates, "II. E." vi. 21), received

penitents again and again, however fre

quent their relapses, and the Third Council

of Toledo, in 689, speaks in canon 11 of

a lax practice which permitted men to

sin as often as they pieced, and present

themselves anew to the priest for recon

ciliation. (See Hefele's note, " Concil."

iii. p. 51.)

On the other hand, the list of " mortal

offences " was enlarged. We find traces

of such increase in the list of sins which

subjected to penance, in the canons

ascribed to Gregory of Nypsa and Basil.

"Many Fathers," says Morinus (lib. v.

cap. v.), " who wrote after Augustine's

time, extended this [the necessity of pub

lic penance] to all crimes which the

civil law punished with death, exile, or

other grave corporal penalty " ; and he

froves this by many quotations—e.g. from

'opes Pelagius II. and Gregory I. Fur

ther, in the East certain grades of

penance came to be recognised. The three

higher grades are mentioned or alhided

to in the canonical epistle of Gregory

Thaumatiirgus (can. 1, 8, 0, on the last,

in which the grade of (rvaravris, or con-

n'ttentes is alluded to but not mentioned

by name, see the extract from the

commentary of Zonaras in Routh, " Rell.

Sacr." torn. iii. p. 2"!)). Tho eleventh

canon, which enumerates all four grades,

is certainly spurious, and is much later

than ( iregory's time. (See Routh, Inc. cit.

p. 281.) Still, from the fourth century

onwards, the Eastern Church divided

penitents into four classes. They are thus

described in the eleventli canon of Gre

gory in words which are quite accurate,

and were probably added as a gloss to

the authentic canons. " Weeping " (the

np.i(TK\aitivr(t, or Jlentes, were the lowest

class) " takes place outside the door of the

church, where the sinner must stand and

beg the prayers of the faithful as they go

in. Hearing " (the dxpoa/iecoi, or au-

dientei, were the second class) "is per

formed within the gate in the porch, w-here

the sinner must stand while the catechu

mens are present, and then go out. For,

hearing the Scripture," he says, " and the

instruction, let him be expelled, and not be

admitted to the prayer. Prostration " (the

state of the vntrn'mrovrfs, siibttrnti, the

third class) " requires the sinner to stand

within the church door, and to go out

with the catechumens." (Before going,

they prostrated themselves to receive the

imposition of the bishop's hands with

prayer, hence their name.) The eoiisia-

tente* (the last class—avartivTet, ennsis-
tevtes) '• stand together with the faithful,

and do not go out with the catechumens.

Last comes participation in the sacraments

(dyiair/iiiTo)!')." The two lower grades

were little known in the West, and the

Latin Fathers generally mean by ''peni

tents " the sulmtrnti, or vnimi-nTnvrts. A

severe course of life—fasts, shaving of the

head, wearing a peculiar dress, abstinence

from the enjoyment, and even sometimes

from the business of life, were the hard

ships which penitents (under which term

we do not include the consisten/es) had to

undergo. Tho penance lasted long years—

e.g. the Canons of Basil, which represent

the discipline of the whole East, impose

fifteen years of penance for adultery, seven

for fornication. Many canons of Councils

speak of clerics as subjected to penance

(e.g. Neocres. can. 1 ; lllib. 70 ; I. Araus.

4 ; I. Arel. 20) ; but sometimes the de

gradation of a cleric was considered equi

valent to the penance of a layman, and it

was felt to be unfair that he should incur

a double penalty for one crime. (So,

e.g. Can. Apost. 25 ; and the letter of

Pope Siricius to Himerius, " Poanitentiam

agerecuiquam non conceditur clericorum."

Mansi, " Concil." torn. iii. col. 060.) With

regard to the sick and dying, the rule

varied at different times and in different

churches. Cyprian (Ep. Iv. 2.'1) laysdown

the principle that great and notorious

offenders, who had done no penance, be

fore their sickness, " were to be excluded

entirely (omnino prohibendos) from the

hope of communion and peace." The

Synod of Aries (anno 314), which repre

sented the whole of the Western Church,

also debarred death-bed penitents from

communion (can. 22) ; but the Council of

Nicaja (can. 13) relaxed this stringent

rule. Still less was communion refused

to secret sinners who sought penance on

their death-beds, or to such as were

actually doing penance when sickness over

took them. After the organisation of the

grades or stations of penance, a penitent

who had received communion in dangerous

sickness was usually sent back to do

penance in case of recovery. Sometimes

ho returned to the grade in which he had
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been before ; sometimes he was placed

among the consistentet.

Third Period',from the Seventh till the

Eleventh Century.—Before this time the

laws of public penance had been altered

very seriously in the East. The office of

penitentiary had been abolished at the

close of the fourth century at Constanti

nople (Socrates, " H. E."vii. 16; Sozomen

" H. E." v. 10), and this led to the ces

sation of public confession and public

penance for secret sins. The stations of

penance are mentioned at the end of the

seventh century in canon 87 of the Coun

cil in Trullo. But the Greek liturgies,

except perhHps that of St. James and one

used by the Abyssinians, contain no

reference to the dismissal of penitents

from the assembly of the faithful. About

the beginning of the seventh century, as

Morinus (lib. vii. 1) proves by citations

from Bede, Egbert, Rabanus Maurus, &c,

it was received as an axiom throughout

the West that public penance was to be

done only for public sins.

It must not be supposed, however,

that the rigour of public penance had

abated among the Latins. True, even

Sublic penitents no longer received the

aily imposition of the bishop's hands,

and they were no longer shut out from

the very sight of the sacred mysteries.

But all through this period a vast number

of persons were to be seen in the churches

"distinguished from [the rest of] the

faithful by their dress, place [in the

church], mourning, and whole manner of

life" (Morinus, vii. 2). Some of them

witnessed Mass at a distance from a spot

inside the church ; others took their place

in a separate part of the church ; a third

class mixed with the rest of the congre

gation, hut were forbidden to communi

cate (<&. 7). The bishop prescribed

this penance, and the civil law compelled

the offender to undergo it. Very often a

man was forced to appear as a public

penitent, though for one reason or other

ne had not been condemned or even tried

by the civil court. It was enough if the

ecclesiastical authorities had juridical

proof of his guilt. In the early part of

this period, the beginning of Lent, the

"caput jejunii," as it was called, was

looked on as the most fitting, though not

the only time, for the solemn imposition

of public penance (i'6. vii. 10). Nor was

private penance less severe. It differed

from public penance only inasmuch as it

could be imposed by a priest, whereas

public penance was inflicted by the

bishop or a priest specially empowered

by him, and inasmuch as the solemn

rites of public were omitted in private

penance. The same long fasts and other

austerities, the same long abstinence from

communion, were the penalties of secret

sin. Every priest who heard confession

was bound to use a " penitential book "—

i.e. a book which contained the penalties

attached to particular sins by the canons,

Popes, Fathers, or custom, along with

the forms to be observed in confession,

absolution, and the rest. The Roman

Penitential, and those of Theodore, arch

bishop of Canterbury, and Bede, were

those which had the highest repute in

the West, but there were many others.

These books were the guides of confessors

down to the thirteenth century. A

glance at the " Summary of Penitentials "

given in Zaccaria's essay prefixed to the

" Moral Theology " of St. Liguori will

easily convince the reader of the severity

which then prevailed. From the latter part

of the tenth century flogging was added to

the other penitential exercises, and at an

earlier part of our period exile (mentioned

in the Penitentials of Bede and in that

known as the Roman) and perpetual

retirement to a monastery were imposed

as penances.

Fourth Period, Twelfth and Thirteenth

Centuries (Morinus, lib. x. cap. 16 teq).—

During this period the rigour of penance

was greatly relaxed ; public penance,

except in certain cases, especially in that

of heresy, almost disappeared, and on

the whole we may note a transition to

modern practice. The following were the

chief causes of the change :—

(a) The Redemption of Sin*.—Long

before this time the practice had arisen

of procuring exemption from canonical

penance by giving alms, &c. This cus

tom, indeed, is mentioned and condemned

by an English council held in 747, and it

was generally recognised in the ninth

century. But such redemptions were at

first partial, and only allowed when part

of the penance had been done. This

accorded with the spirit of the primitive

Church, which remitted part of the

penance to sinners who showed extra

ordinary sorrow and zeal. But from the

end of the tenth or opening of the eleventh

century penances due to sins were arith

metically computed—i.e. if seven years

of penance were assigned for committing

a sin once, twenty-one years were reckoned

as the penalty due for committing it three

times, and large alms, flagellation, roci
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tations of the Psalter, were accepted aa

redemption of penauce. Thus St. Peter

Damian tells the. story of a man who by

cruel flagellation and frequent recitations

of the Psalter accomplished a hundred

year? of penance in six days. The arith

metical computation of penance had made

its performance in the old way impossible.

O) Remissions of penance were freely

granted for works of piety —eg. contri

butions to aid in the building of churches,

or even works of public utility, such as

building bridges or the like. As a rule,

those indulgences were partial, but a

complete remission of penance was often

obtained by performing several good

works. Maurice, who succeeded Peter

Lombard in the see of Paris, built his

great cathedral and four abbeys by means

of indulgences. It is right to add that

the Fourth Lateran Council protested

against the reckless freedom with which

these indulgences were given.

(y) The Crutndn did more than

anything else to relax penitential rigour,

and this, in the opinion of Kleury, was

the most important effect they produced.

As early as 1087 Pope Victor II. ottered

a general remission of penance to those

who took up arms against the Saracens

of Africa, alter they had spoiled the abbey

of Monte Cassino. In 101)5 Urban II.

offered the s.ime reward to those who

joined in the crusade. Secret, as well as

public, sinners availed themselves of the

opportunity ; and when for two hundred

years penance had been remitted to vast

multitudes who took part directly or in

directly in these wars, it became out of

the question to think of restoring the

ancient rigour. It is curious to observe

that bearing arms was just one of the

things which penitents in ancient times

were strictly forbidden to do. But it was

supposed that the prohibition only applied

to war between Christians.

(fl) The Scholastics developed the

opinion that absolution might be granted

before the performance of penance, that

the canonical penalties were arbitrary, or

in any case might be remitted by the con

fessor, and not merely, as in former days,

by the bishop.

(») The mendicant friars, who were

constantly pn&sing from place to place,

became the favourite confessors, and it

was impossible for them to defer abso

lution and stay to watch the progress of

the penitent.

The Pontifical still contains an office

for the expulsion of penitents from the

■

church by the bishop on Ash Wednesday.

The penitents are to approach in peni

tential garb, bare feet, &c. ; ashes are to be

placed on their heads, and the doors of

the church shut against them till Holy

Thursday. Such public ignominy is to

be inflicted only for enormous crimes,

and by the authority of the bishop, peni-

tentiarv, or other official to whom the

power lias been delegated. The Council

of Trent, however (sess. xxiv. cap. 8),

desires that public (but not solemn)

penance be inflicted on public sinners,

unless the bishop judge it to be inex

pedient. St. Charles enforced this rule

in his synods. But solemn or even

public penance is now scarcely known.

Still, in an English book published at

Douay as late as 1743 with ecclesiastical

approbation (" The Good Confessor," &c,

by Samuel Marley, D.D., p. seq.), the

imposition of public penance for public

sin is strictly enjoined upon the con

fessor. It is suggested, e.g., that the

penitent kneel at the church door during

the chief Mass, with a light in his hands,

and be^ pardon of the congregation.

Drunkenness is given as an example of

a sin which should be expiated in this

way. It is evident from the whole

chapter that penances of this kind were

Btill frequently imposed. (Morinus is

the great authority on the subject.

Chardon, "Hist, des Sacr." torn. iii. iv.,

gives a clear and useful summary of the

facts. A much shorter but very inter

esting summary will be found in Fleury,

Discours iv. and vi. The writer has

also read the articles in Kraus, " Real-

Encycl.," and in Smith and Cheetham,

but without finding much that had not

already been given by Morinus. The

work of Wasserschleben, " Bussordnungen

der abend landischen Kirche,'' Halle, 1851,

is only known to him from the references

in Smith and Cheetham.)

PENITENTIAl PSALMS. A

name given to sever, psalms, which ex

press sorrow for tin and desire of pardon.

The psalms are 6, 81, 37, 50, 101, 129,

142 (in the Latin numeration). Innocent

III. ordered their recitation in Lent;

Pius V. fixed the Fridtiys in Lent after

lauds as the time at which they should

be said, but they are not said on Good

Friday or on a feast of nine lessons. There

is no obligation cf saying them in the

private recitation of the Breviary, though

those who do so may gain an indulgence

of fifty days The name and arrangement

of the Penitential Psalms is very ancient.
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Possidius tells us tbat St. Augustine, when

dying, caused the penitential psalms,

which are few in number, to be fixed on

the wall opposite his bed. Probably our

enitential psalms are meant. Cassio-

orus (d. 605) gives a mystical reason

for the number seven—viz. that sin is

remitted by baptism, martyrdom, alms,

forgiving others, converting others, abun

dance of charity, and penance. They

are also mentioned in the oldest Roman

Ordines (Gavantus, torn. ii. § ix. cap. 4).

The antiphon " Ne reminiscaris " from

Tobias iii. 3, now attached to these

psalms in the Roman Breviary, seems to

have been added in the sixteenth century.

(Haskell, "Monumenta Rit." vol. iii.

p. 82.)
PENSIONS. At the Council of

Chalcedon, Maximus, who had a short

time before been substituted for Domnus

as bishop of Antioch, requested the

sanction of the Fathers to his assigning

a pension out of the revenues of the see

sufficient for the support of Domnus.

The legates of Pope Leo, the other patri

archs, the entire synod, and the imperial

judges assented to the request in prin

ciple, leaving it to Maximus to arrange

tha details according to his judgment of

what was necessary.

Gregory the Great used to send clerks

convicted of incontinence to various

monasteries for penance, but required

that the churches to which they belonged

should supply them with adequate pen

sions, so that they should not be a burden

on the monasteries.

An ecclesiastical pension is not canoni

cal or permitted except under the follow

ing conditions : 1. The receiver must be

an ecclesiastic, free from censure and

irregularity ; 2. The pension must be

founded on a just cause ; 3. He who

creates the pension must have the faculty

to do so, and such faculties are granted

by the Pope, and may be, as some theo

logians think, by the bishops also ; 4. The

enjoyment of the pension ceases with the

natural or civil death of the pensioner.

(Thomassin, " Vet. et Nova Eccl. Disc." iii.

2, 29-31 ; Moroni, Pmrione Ecclesi-

astica. )

Pentecost.1 The feast of Weeks

(nilf^P' io) was one °f the three great

feasts of the Jewish law. It was the

feast of the in-gathered harvest, and

the later Jews regarded it as a solemn

1 For the derivation of the word Whitsun

day, see tbat article.

commemoration of the Mosaic legislation

in the third month (Exod. xix. 1); but

there is no trace of such a view in the

Bible or even in Josephus and Philo. It

was kept on the fiftieth day alter the

first day of the Passover, Nisan 16, the

second day of the Paschal feast, Wing

reckoned as the first of the fifty days

(Lev. xxiii. 15, 16; cf. Ew. " Alther-

thiim," p. 390 seg.). Hence the Greek

name ir(irn)Koo~ri), originally an adjective

with rjfitpa understood and then treated

as an independent substantive («'» rg

irevTriKoorji foprg fj ftrrtv iyia «7rra

ifibo)ia&tiiv, Tob. ii. 1. There is nothing

answering to this in the Chaldee or

Hebrew versions as given by Neubauer, or

in the Vulgate ; but Sabatier's " Itala " has

" in Pentecostal fe9to nostra qui est

sand us a Bepteni annis ' ). To Christians

the day became specially sacred, for cn it

at the third hour (i.e. about nine o'clock)

the Holy Ghost descended miracu

lously on the Apostles. The ancient

tradition that this Pentecost fell on a

Sunday is confirmed by John xviii. 28,

for if the Friday on which Christ died

was the eve of the Passover, i.e. Nisan 14,

then the 16th, the first of the fifty days,

and the fiftieth day itself must both have

been Sundays.

Pentecost was kept as a Christian

festival from very early times. The word

was used both for Whitsunday and for

the whole period of fifty days after

Easter. Irenaeus in a lost work on the

Pasch is said to have mentioned the

custom of praying erect during this season

(see the work falsely attributed to

Justin Martyr, " Qusest. et Respons." 115,

torn. iii. P. 2, p. 180, in Otto's edition);

and Origen, the " Apostolic Constitu

tions " (v. 20), as well as the Council of

Elvira (anno 306, can. 43), speak of the

feast on the day itself. There was no

fasting during the whole period, for even

the fast on the vigil was not known in

the early Church ; indeed, Quesnel thinks

the custom in the Roman Church is not

older than the twelfth century, though

Meratus and Benedict XIV. ("De Festis,"

615) believe its introduction must be

placed much earlier. The Vigil of Pente

cost was one of the two days on which

solemn baptism was conferred, and hence

the Missal still gives a form for the bless

ing of the font on that day. Benedict

XIV. also mentions as customs which pre

vailed in some places, the blessing of the

candle, for which a form is given by

Martene (" De Antiq. Ecclesiis Rit, 7,
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the blowing of trumpets at the Veni,

Sancte Spiritus, in the Mass of Whitsun

day, the discharge of tire from the roof, the

letting doves loose in the church, and the

scittering of roses. The Sundays which

follow till Advent are dated from Pente

cost in the Roman Calendar.

persecutions (during the first

six centuries). An exhaustive essay,

" Christenverfolgungen," &c. on this sub

ject has lately appeared in the " Real-

Encyklopadie of Christian Antiquities,"

edited by Dr. Kraus. The limits of the

present work permit us only to give a

brief general outline of the principal

facts.

During the first century Christianity

was to a great extent confounded with

Judaism in the eyes of the Roman

officials, and since the latter was a

religio licita, the former shared the same

privilege. The persecutions under Nero

and Domitian were local and occasional ;

no systematic design of extirpating Chris

tianity dictated them. Gradually,

partly because the Jews took pains to

sever their cause from that of the Chris

tians, partly because, in proportion as

Christianity was better understood, the

universality of its claim on human thought

and conduct, and its essential incompati

bility with pagan ideas, came out into

stronge* relief, the antagonism grew

sharper, and the purpose of repression

morn settled Charges, various in their

nature, were brought against the Chris

tians ; they were treasonable men (majes-

tntis rei) who denied to the emperors a

portion of their attributes and dignity ;

they were atheists, who so far from

honouring the gods of the empire declared

that they were devils ; they were dealers

in magic ; lastly, they practised a foreign

and unlawful religion (reliyio peregrina

iUicitd). Possessed by such conceptions,

a high Roman official, especially if he were

a man of arbitrary or brutal character,

or if Christians were indiscreet, could not

lack pretext in abundance for persecution,

even before any general edict of proscrip

tion had appeared. The rescript o!' Tra

jan (08-117) directed the policy of the

government for a hundred years. " Search,"

he said, " is not to be made for Christians;

if they are arrested and accused before the

tribunals, then if any one of them denies

that he is a Christian, and proves it by

offering sacrifice to our gods, he is to be

pardoned." The implication was, of

course, that those who avowed their

Christianity and refused to sacrifice were

to be executed, as the adherents of an

unlawful religion. All through the

second century, the popular sentiment,

whenever a Christian was put on his trial,

raged against the accused ; the mob, still

for the most part pagan, believed every

wild and monstrous calumny that was

alloat against the sect. " If the Tiber

overflows," says Tertullian, " if the Nile

does not overflow, if there is a drought,

an earthquake, a scarcity, or a pestilence,

straightway the people cry, ' 1 he Chris

tians to the lions.' " This popular aver

sion is noticed in the reports of the perse

cution in Asia Minor, in which St. Poly-

carp suffered (probably about 155, under

Antoninus Pius), and of the terrible

slaughter of Christians at. Lyons and

Vienne under Marcus Aurelius. In 202

Severus issued a formal edict forbidding

conversions either to the Jewish or the

Christian religion under heavy penalties.

The persecution which ensued lasted ten

or eleven years; but from about 212 to

the reign of Decius (240-251) was a time

of comparative peace, and Christians

multiplied in every direction. Even upon

the general population an impression was

by this time made ; and the attitude of the

mob, in the persecutions of Christians

which happened after the middle of the

third century, was at first apathetic, then

respectful, finally even compassionate.

Under Decius, wiio was an enthusiast for

the ancient glories of the republic and

empire, the systematic general persecu

tions began, which aimed at stamping out

Christianity altogether. Fabian, the

bishop of Rome, and St. Agatha in Sicily,

were among the victims of the Decian

storm. Fortunately it was short ; but

when it had passed over, the number of

the la/tti, or those who in various degrees

had given way under the pressure, was

found to be very great. Under Gallus

there was peace, but Valerian (257) re

newed the persecution. The martyrdoms

of St. Lawrence, St. Cyprian, and St.

Fructuosus of Tarragona, date from about

this time. Again, from 260 (in which

year an edict of Gallienus declared Chris

tianity to be a legal religion), to 300, the

government left the Christians undisturbed

except for a few months (270) under

Aurelian. In 303, the terrible persecu

tion of Diocletian was ushered in by the

destruction of the great church at Nice-

media. On the next day appeared an

edict, ordering that all buildings used for

religious worship by the Christians should

be destroyed, and that their sacred books
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should be given up to the authorities and

burnt. Christians themselves were de

clared to be outlawed and civilly dead;

they were to have no remedy in the

courts against those who did them wrong ;

and they were to be subject, in every rank,

to torture. A second edict ordered that

all bishops and priests should be im

prisoned ; a third, that such prisoners

should be compelled by every possible

means to offer sacrifice to the gods. The

extreme violence of this persecution did

not last beyond two years; but in that

time the blood of martyrs flowed abund

antly in Palestine, Italy, Gaul, Spain, and

Britain. A detailed account of the suffer

ings of the Christians in Palestine may

be read in the Ecclesiastical History of

Eusebius. For some years after the abdi

cation of Diocletian (305) civil war deso

lated the empire ; but, after the fall of

Maxentiua, Constant iue and Licinius,

about the beginning of 313, published the

famous edict of Milan, by which complete

toleration was given to the Christians, and

Christianity was placed on a footing of

perfect equality with what had been till

now the State religion'. This edict was

published some months later at Nico-

media, so that both in East and West the

period of martyrdom was closed.

The persecution of Julian (361-3)—

although martyrdoms were not wanting,

e.g. those of SS. John and Paul—consisted

rather in a studied exclusion of Christians

from the favour of the Court and govern

ment, together with a prohibition of

teaching rhetoric, literature, and philo

sophy, than in actual measures of coer

cion.

For a notice of the prolonged persecu

tion of the Christians in Persia under the

Sassanides, see Missions (fourth cen

tury).

The cruel persecution of the Catholics

in Africa by their Vandal conquerors,

under Geiseric (Oenaeric), Ilunneric, and

his successors (430-623), was motived

partly by the hatred and contempt which

these Teutons bore to all of Roman blood

or nurture, partly by the inevitable

antagonism between the Arian heresy

which they professed and the Catholic

creed, and partly by the policy ofhumbling

and weakening those whom they could

not hope to attach sincerely to their

government.

The persecutions of the Spanish

Catholics by the Arian Visigothic kings

Euric and Leovigild, in the fifth and sixth

centuries, were of no great intensity.

PERSON. [See Trinity.]

PETER'S CB&ISS, FEAST OT.

From the beginning of the seventh cen

tury, and how long before that it is im

possible to determine, the festival of St.

Peter ad Vinculo was celebrated at

Rome on August 1. The Greeks keep

the corresponding feast on January 16;

the Armenians on January 22. One of

the lessons in the Roman Breviarv for the

day relates that the Empress Eudoeia,

wife of Theodosius the Younger, having

ohtained during a visit to Jerusalem the

chains with which the Apostle had been

bound by Herod's order, and from which

he was miraculously set free (Actsxii.),

brought them to Constantinople (4-'}9),

and having deposited one of them in the

church of St. Peter in that city, sent the

other to Rome as a present to her daughter

Eudoxia, who had married Valentinian

III. Papebroch the Bollandist, who has

a long dissertation on St. Peter's chains,

under date June 29, and Baronius (a. 430),

are both inclined to accept this story.

There seems no means of fixiDg the date

at whicli it first found its way into the

Breviary.

But, besides these Palestinian chains,

a very early tradition knew of other

chains borne by St. Peter, those, namely,

with which he was bound in the Mamer-

tine prison at Rome during the Neronian

persecution. The Acts of Pope Alex

ander, bishop of Rome, between 121 and

132, are believed by Papebroch to be gen

uine, and to have been compiled before

250. In these Acts a certain St. Balbina

is spoken of as having sought and found

the chains of St. Petei, which she gave

in charge to Theodora, sister of Hermes,

the Prsefectus Urbis. These must have

been the Neronian chains, for neither

tradition nor probahility permits the

supposition of a transfer of the Pales

tinian chains to Rome at that remote

date.

In a sermon " De Vinculis," attributed

to Bed a, it is said that this Pope Alexander

instituted a feast on August 1 in honour

of St. Peter, and built the church called

ad Vinculo, in which his chains were

wont to be kissed by a devout people.

Filings of the chains of St. Peter were

from a very early period enclosed hy Popes

in rings or keys, and sent to friends or

correspondents to whom it was desired to

show special favour. To this practice, in

the opinion of Papebroch, St. Augustine

refers when he says that, " deservedly,

through all the churches of Christ, the
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iron of those penal chains is

more precious than gold." 1

No Greek writer speaks of the re

moval of one of the chains to Rome, nor

mentions Eudocia in connection with

them. There is, however, a Greek ora

tion, extant in MS. in several Italian

libraries, on St. Peter's chains. Though

commonly attributed to St. John Chry-

8ostom,it is of uncertain date and author

ship ; Baronius would assign it to Proclus

or Germanus, patriarchs of Constanti

nople in the seventh century ; Papebroch

sees no reason why it should not really

have been written by Chrysostom. In

this oration it is merely stated that the

first Christian emperors brought a chnin

(not chains) from Jerusalem to Con

stantinople, and placed it in the church of

St. Peter.

Two Roman churches at the present

day recall the bonds of St. Peter; one,

& Pietro in Vincoli, is on the Esquiline

Hill, the other, S. lHetro in Carcere, on the

Capitol. In the former is preserved the
chain said to have been given to Eudoxia; a

the latter is on or near the site of the prison

in which the Apostle was incarcerated.

The feast of this day was called by

the Anglo-Saxons Lammas—i. «., Loaf-

Mass ; * solemn thanksgiving being made

on it for the fruits of the earth, and offer

ings presented.

PETER'S FENCE (denarius S.

Petri, Rom-getceot, Som-gcot). An an

nual tax of one penny for every house in

England, collected at Midsummer, and paid

to the Holy See. It was extended to Ire

land under the bull granted by Tope Adrian

to Henry II.4 The earliest documentary

mention of it seems to be the letter of

Canute (1031), sent from Rome to the

English clergy and laity.5 Among the

"dues which we owe to God according

to ancient law," the King names "the

pennies which we owe to Rome at St.

Peter's" (denarii quos Rom<e ad Sanctum

Petrum debemus), "whether from towns

or vills." It may hence be considered

1 Semi. 89, De Sanctis.

* Id one form of the martyrology of Usunrd

(Acta Sanctorum, June. vol. vii.) there is a

legend to the effect that when the chain sent to

Eudoxia from Constantinople was brought in

contact with the Neronian chain, the two

miraculously cohered. See also the lesson for

the day in the Koman breviary.

» A.-S. Hlaf-MaetK.

* Matth. Paris, ed. Wats, p. 95. But, as is

well known, the genuineness of this bull is now

disputed (see the last volume of the Analccta

Poniijicia).

» Flor. of Wore. a. 1031.

certain that the tax was deemed one of

ancient standing in the time of Canute,

but its exact origin is variously related.

West Saxon writers ascribe the honour

(for it was regarded as an honour by our

forefathers) of its institution to kings of

Wessex ; Matthew Paris, who represents

Mercian traditions, gives it to Offa, king

of Mercia. Malmesbury makes Ethel-

wulf, the father of Alfred, the founder ;

so that the same king who instituted

tithes would on this view have esta

blished "Peter's Pence." But a writer

very little later than Malmesbury—Henry

of Huntingdon—attributes the grant to

OH'a, king of Mercia, who " gave to the

Vicar of St. Peter, the Bishop of Rome,

a fixed rent for every house in his kingdom

for ever." Matthew Paris, in his " Two

Offas " (printed by Wats), gives the Mer

cian tradition in an expanded form. Offa,

visiting Rome in great state, besides other

munificent offerings, burdens his kingdom

with the " Rom-scot," which is to be paid

to the Roman Church for the support of

the English school and hostel at Rome.

It was to be one silver penny (argenteiui)

for every family occupying land worth

thirty pence a year. On the other band,

Layamon, the poet (writing about 1209,

among West Saxon traditions), ascribes

the institution to Ina, a king of Wessex.

No certain conclusion can be arrived at ;

but, on the whole, it seems probable that

the " Rom-scot " owed its foundation to

Offa, with whose prosperous and success

ful reign the initiation of the thing would

be more in keeping than with the troubled

times of Ethelwulf, although the latter

may well have consented to extend that

which had been before only a Mercian

impost to the West Saxon part of his

dominions.

The "alms,"1 sent by Alfred to Pope

Marinus, who then " freed " the English

school at Rome, were probably nothing

more than arrears of Peter's pence, the

receipt of which made it possible for the

Pope to free the inhabitants in the English

quarter, and the pilgrims resorting to it

for hospitality, from all tax and toll.
Geoffrey Gaimar a is responsible for the

curious statement, that in consideration of

the Peter's pence (the " dener de la mei-

son ") given by Canute, the Pope made

him his legate, and ordered that no Eng

lishman charged with crime should be

imprisoned abroad, or exiled, but should

" purge himself in his own land."

» Sot. Chr. 883.

> See Hon. Uitt. Brit, p.821.

U 0
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It is probable that there was at all

times great irregularity in the payment of

the Romescot. It is recorded to have

been sent to Rome in 1095, by the hands

of the Papal nuncio, after an intermission

of many years. Again, in 1123,1 we read

of a legate coming into England after the

Romescot. From 1534 it ceased to be

rendered.

The tribute, or cess, of 1,000 marks

(700 for England, 300 for Ireland), which

King John bound himself and his heirs to

pay to the Roman see, in recognition of

the feudal dependence of his kingdom,

was of course wholly distinct from the

Peter's pence. After being paid by Henry

III. and Edward II., but withheld by

Edward I. and Edward III., it was

formally claimed with arrears, in 1360,

by Urban V.

The Peter's Pence of modern days

is a voluntary contribution made by the

faithful, and taken up under the direc

tion of their bishop, for the mainte

nance of the Sovereign Pontiff.

PSTKOBHITSIANS, An heretical

sect of the twelfth century ; the leaders

of which, Peter de Bruys and Henricus,

in so far as they attacked the hierarchy

and preached simplicity of life, may be

regarded as t he forerunners of Arnold of

Brescia. A letter of Peter the Venerable,3

abbot of Cluny, is the chief source of

information respecting them. Bruys pro

pagated his opinions in Languedoc in the

first twenty years of the twelfth century ;

he perished at the stake, through a move

ment of popular exasperation, in 1124.

Henricus (who may perhaps be identified

with the " Henricus hsereticus " mentioned

by Matthew Paris under the year 1161),

after a long career of success, partly in

Maine, but chiefly in Southern France,

was tried at the council held at Rheims,

by Eugenius III., in 1148, and sentenced

to perpetual imprisonment. He died in

the following year. The following ab

stract of the Petrobrusian tenets is given

by a Protestant writer : 3 " They were

strongly opposed to infant baptism, saving

that you could wash a young child's skin,

but you could not cleanse his mind at that

early age. They objected to the building

and using of churches, declaring that

God could hear us whether we prayed in

a tavern or a church, in a market-place

> Sax. Chron.
• Migne, Patrol, vol. 189.

5 J. C. Morison, in his IAfe and Time* of

St. Bernard ; not a very wise book, but never

consciously unfair.

or in a temple, before an altar or before a

stall. They maintained that crosses, in

stead of being held in reverence, should

be destroyed and cast away ; that the

instrument by which Christ had suffered

such agonies ought not to be made an object

of veneration, but of execration. They de

nied the Real Presence in the Eucharist.

Prayers and Masses for the dead they

utterly ridiculed, and said that God was

insulted by church singing ; as He took

pleasure only in holy aftections, shrill

voices and musical strains could neither

win nor appease Him."

PHILOSOPHY. We are compelled

from want ofspace to forego any attempt at

a history of philosophy aspursued within the

Church, and must confine ourselves to the

accepted definition of philosophy, a brief

sketch of its development, and a few

words on its relation to faith. There was

really no systematic philosophy in the

Church 1 till the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries, when the physical and meta

physical works of Aristotle became known

in translations. Some of the Fathers

condemned philosophy altogether (so, e.g.,

Irenseus, " Adv. iter." ii. 14, 2 ; ii. 25, 5;

1 Nor, of course, in the New Testament,

where philosophy is only mentioned once, and

then in a bad sense (Col. ii. 8). On the other

hand, great a' tendon hiis been given by recent

scholars—e.g. Ewuld and Delitisch in Germany :

Hookyas, Kuenen, and Tiele in Holland—to the

" wisdom " of the O. T. writers. The " wise "

men, or sages, were undoubtedly a lecognised

class among the Hebrews, distinct from the priests

on the one hand and the prophets on the other

(sec, e.g., Jer. xviii. 18). Now, in the Hebrew

liible—specially in Proverbs, Job. and Eccle-

siastes—we hare the remains of this " wifdoai

literature," and it has this marked characteristic.

The Jewish law, all the national prerogatives

and peculiarities of Israel, fall into the back

ground. So, on the other hand, does prophetic

revelation (only once alluded to in Prov.—va.

xxix. 18). The wisdom is natural, and not

dogmatic ; cosmopolitan, not Israelite. Its

main object is to regulate life by the data of

experience. For this reason the prophets pro

test against some manifestations of this " wis

dom," as being godless (Is. v. 21 ; xxix. 14;

Jer. iv. 22 ; viii. 9 ; ix. 23), while they show

at the same time the influence of this "wisdom,"

or gnomic, literature on their own style (see,

especially, Is. xxviii. 23-29). So (ar, then.

Proverbs, Job, &c. occupy the position of

philosophy j but the Hebrew " wisdom '" is not

speculative, but practical. The Hebrew " sages "

correspond, not to the Greek philosophers, but

to the Greek "sages," the wise men who pre

ceded the philosoDhers. (Sensible remarks on

the whole subject are made hy Kue ien—

Onderzatk, vol. iii. p. 88—snd Tiele has treated

the matter admirably—Egypt, en Mesoputam.

Godidiensten. p. 629 teq.)
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ii. 14, 6; Tertullian, "Prasscr." 7; the

author of the " Philosophuuiena," vii. 19).

Tatian and Hermias, among the Apologists,

are equally hitter. Theophilus (" Ad

Autol." ii. 8, 12; iii. 3, 7, 17) qualifies

blame with faint praise. St. Athauasius

professes his ignorance of a common

philosophical term, and Basil his dislike of

philosophy in general (see Newman's note

in the "Oxford Athanasius," p. 62).

Aristotle was regarded with special aver

sion (Iren. ii. 14, 5; Tertull. "Prasscr."

7; "Philosophum." vii. 10). Others

found in the heathen philosophers an

acknowledgment of Christian mysteries,

and looked on philosophy as a preparation

for Christ (so Justin, of the Stoics and

Heraclitus, "Ap." 2, 8; of Socrates, ib.

10; Clem. Al. "Strom." i. 5, p. 331, 333;

with reference to Plato, v. 13, p. 696 ; vi.

16, p. 802; v. 13, p. 697; v. 14, p. 714;

Origen, e.y. " C. Cels." vi. 8, where he quotes

a spurious passage of Plato to show that

he knew the " Son of God "). Now, both

these views, in spite of their opposition

to each other, agree iu this, that they

conceive of philosophy as external to

Christianity. To Clement and those who

think with him, philosophy is a friendly

power which, partly from the "light

which lightens every man," partly by bor

rowing from the Hebrew Scriptures, leads

men to Christ ; to Irenaeus and others it is

a dangerous rival of the Church. The

views are not really far apart, and the

adherents of neither ever reached the

scholastic theory that philosophy and

theology are two independent sciences,

each of which has a province of its own ;

Augustine, even, has no formal and com

plete system of philosophy ; and though

at the close of the patristic period logic

was zealously cultivated, a philosophy in

the strict sense had not begun to be. In

the latter part of the eleventh century

speculations on the nature of universal

ideas began to excite attention in the

Church, though the dispute was conducted

in great measure with reference to the

mysteries of the Trinity and Incarnation,

so that it was half-theological, half-philo

sophical. Roscelin, canon of Compiegne

(about 1089), propounded the Nominalist

view that universal are mere ahstractions

from individual things ; he was a Tritheist

in theology, was condemned at Soissons

in 1092, and opposed by the Realists

William of Champeaux (d. 1121) and

Anselm of Canterbury (d. 1109). Up to

this time only a few of Aristotle's logical

works were known in the West (" Categ."

" De Interpret." besides Porphyry's " Isa-

goge " ; after 1 128, A ristotle's " Analytica"

and " Topica "). About 1200, translations

of Aristotle's metaphysical and physical

writings appeared, and the influence of

the great Arabic commentators on Aris

totle (Avicenna, b. 980; the Pantheist

Averroes, 1113-1198) began to tell.

These metaphysical studies met with great

opposition. A council of Paris in 1210

ordered Aristotle's metaphysical works to

be burnt (Fleury, " H. E." lxxvii. 69) ;

and the Papal legate, Robert of Courcon,

in 1216 forbade the use of Aristotle's

physical or metaphysical works, and this

by order of Pope Innocent III. (Fleury,

lxxvii. 39). This decree was modified by

Gregory IX., and practically abrogated by

Urban V., and soon the Aristotelian phi

losophy became supreme in the West.

The Franciscan Alexander of Hales, born

in Gloucestershire (d. 1245), was the first

scholastic who was acquainted with all

the works of Aristotle and knew some

thing of the Arabian commentators.

Albert the Great (1193-1280), St. Thomas

of Aquin (1225 or 7-1274), Duns Scotus

(d. 1308), differing as they did on many

points, philosophical and theological, were

all Aristotelians. All distinguished be

tween the provinces of faith and reason,

accepted the decisions of the Church as

supreme in the former, and followed

Aristotle as the great representative of

human reason. A much freer position

with respect to Aristotle was maintained

by the later Nominalists. The first great

leader of this school was the Franciscan

Occam (provincial in England, theologian

to Louis of Bavaria, d. 1347), who aban

doned the Scotism of his order. He was

followed by some Dominicans—e.y. by the

Englishman Robert Holcott, by the great

Frenchmen Peter d'Aillv and Gerson (d.

1429), and by Gabriel Biel (d. 1495), the

last great Nominalist. The Aristotelian

philosophy, on the whole, held its own

within the Church till the time of Des

cartes. Jesuits like Suarez choose, indeed,

between St. Thomas and Scotus, but they

are professed Aristotelians.

To the Scholastics generally philosophy

is the " science of things through their

ultimate causes, so far as such science is

attainable by the light of nature." We

say by " ultimate causes," for, whereas

lower sciences, such as mechanics, chemis

try, &c, borrow principles from other

sciences, philosophy borrows from no

other science : it considers " being as being,"

the nature of things iu their widest aspect.

Jji
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It either deals with "being" in itself or

with " being " as the object of and as or

dered by reasoning, or with " being" as the

object of and ordered by the will. The

two latter classes (ent rationale and morale)

are the subject-matter of two subdi

visions of philosophy—viz. of logic and

ethics. " Being" in itself—i.e. as ordered

by God—may be considered as liable to

sensible motion, and then it is the sub

ject-matter of physics ; or, again, we may

consider " being like that of God or the

angels, which is superior to such motion,

or, in our consideration of "being,"

abstract from sensible motion, then we

get metaphysics (so Goudin, " Philo-

sopliia D. Thoiute "). Logic, metaphysics,

physics, and ethics, therefore, are the

four subdivisions of philosophy, psycho

logy 1 being merely a branch of physics.

Next, philosophy reasons only from the

light of nature, and has no direct con

nection with revelation. It proves, e.g.,

the "being" of God, which can be done

from his works ; it does not investigate

the doctrine of the Trinity, which is

wholly beyond reason. Hence the marked

differrnee between the scholastic philosophy

and many modern systems, which latter

claim to be a substitute for revelation,

and to give, in the form of reason, that,

so far as it is reasonable, which the un-

instructed believe. Further, the scholastics

taught that philosophy is the handmaid

of faith: first, because it prepares the

way for faith by establishing, e.g., the

spiritual nature of the soul, the existence ot

God, &c. ; next, because, though it cannot

prove revealed truths, it can show that

they are not'evidently contrary to reason ;

thirdly, because, whenever the provinces

of philosophy and theology touch, the

philosopher must, if need arise, correct

his conclusions by the higher and more

certain truth of faith. It is a scholastic

axiom that nothing can be true in philoso

phy which is false in theology. Observe,

the Church does Hot teach philosophy ;

that is not her province. She merely

declares a philosophy which rejects, e.g.,

the primary truths of morals or religion,

to be false. The correction of the false

reasoning she leaves, and must leave, to

others.

After Descartes there was an increas

ing defection from scholastic philosophy

among Catholics. The philosophy of

Malebranche (d. 1716), bitterly opposed

as it was by Bossuet ("Lettro 171, a un

1 So, e.g , Goudin and the older writers

generally.

Disciple du P. Malebranche"), became

very popular in France. The representa

tives of other Catholic schools of philo

sophy among Catholics hold a far lower

place in the history of speculation. Such,

during this century, were the Ontologists

and Traditionalists in France; Hermes,

Baader, Giinther in Germany. Their

systems were condemned on theological

grounds by ecclesiastical authority, and

are now all but forgotten. On the other

hand, the philosophical works of Rosinini

( 17i)7-18o5) and the Spanish priestBalmes

still enjoy high repute.

A great revival of the Scholastic, or

rather of the Thomist, philosophy began

some thirty years ago. Protestants them

selves showed a more generous apprecia

tion of the Schoolmen, and Catholics

reverted to their teaching, partly from

impatience at the instability of modern

systems, partly because of the close con

nection between the Scholast ic philosophy

and the language used in the definition!

of the later Church, partly because of the

security felt in adopting u philosophr

which was in proved harmony with

Catholic doctrine. The philosophical

works of Liberature and Sanseverino are

perhaps the best known amoag those ot

the "New Scholastics ; " and a man of

much higher ability, the Jesuit F. Kleutgen

(" Philosophic der Vorzeit," 1860), hu

written an elaborate defence of Thomist

principles. The Thomist philosophy is now

taught in almost every seminary, and the

present Pope, in the Encyclical " -lEtemi

Patris," has approved and urged the

teaching of the philosophy of St. Thomas.

It must be remembered, however, that

Itosiuini's works were recently declared,

" after a most rigorous examination,"

free from all censure. Again, the physics

of the Schoolmen, which no one thinks of

defending, are yet an integral part of their

philosophy. And, however hi-rh St. Thomal

may rank as a philosopher, it is none the

less true that a person who accepts his

theories because they are his, thereby re

nounces the study of philosophy altogether

and confuses the methods of philosophy

with those, of faith. It is fair to say that

Kleutgen is very far from such unreason

able exaggeration, and the late Dr. Ward

confesses himself utterly unable to under*

stand the reasoning of persons who speak

as if the most intellectually dutiful sons

of the Church were those who accept

every " philosophical proposition current

among the Scholastics" ("Essays on the

Church's Doctrinal. Authority," p. 641)
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(The best account of the history of the

Scholastic philosophy will be found in

Ueberweg's " History of Philosophy." It

has been translated.)

PHOTlirus. A disciple of Marcel-

lus of Ancyra and bishop of Sirinium,

in Pannonia. He began to teach his

heresy as early at least as 344, when

he was condemned by an Antiochene

synod. He distinguished between the

Word and the Son. The former, in the

strict sense (the Xdyor avararos), was not

a Person, but the immanent reason of God.

The Holy Ghost was merely the energv

of God, and Christ no more than a man

born miraculously of a virgin (so Hefele,

" ConciL" i. p. 635 ; but this is not certain),

who could be called " Son " only in an

improper sense, because the Word of God

wrought in Him with special power. His

opinions were very much those of modern

Socinians, and for this reason Petavius

speaks of the latter as " l'hotiniani."

Photinua was condemned both by Semi-

Arians and Catholics, but there has been

great difference of opinion among Catholic

scholars as to the number and dates of the

synods which condemned him. Petavius

aDd Sirmond disputed at length on the

matter. Some account of the controversy

will be found in Hefele ("Ooncil." vol. i

p. 034 teq.). Photinianism was rejected

as a heresy in the General Council at

Constantinople in 381.

PHOTitrs. [See Gkeek Chttkch.]

FIARISTS. By this name are

known the regular clerks of the Scuole

Pie (religious schools), an institute of

secondary education founded at Rome by

St. Joseph Calasanctius in the last years

of the sixteenth century. This founda

tion was sanctioned as a congregation

under simple vows by Paul V. in 1017,

and as a religious order four years later

by Gregory XV. The first children

taught in the schools were collected from

the streets, and the founder was content,

after their religious education had been

well provided for, to have them instructed

in reading and writing only ; but by

degrees the programme was extended

until, besides all the subjects of a good

modern education, it embraced Latin and

Greek and philosophy. Houses of the order

were soon planted in various Italian towns,

and in 1031 the Cardinal Bishop of Olmiitz

introduced the Fathers into Moravia.

Alexander VII. in 1050 insisted that they

should return to the status under which

they could only take simple vows; but,

thirteen years later, Clement IX. re

instated them in the full privileges of a

religious order. The Piarists appear to

have never entered France or Great

Britain, or any country outside the limits

of Europe. The chief centres of their

activity have been, and are, Italy, Austria-

Hungary, and Spain. About 1870 they

numbered some 2,000 religious. (Helyot ;

Wetzer and Welte.)

PICPUS, CONGREGATION OF.

A deacon in the seminary ofPoi'iers, Pierre

Ooudrin by name, when the infidel govern

ment ofFrance dispersed ( 1 792 ) all students

under training in the episcopal seminaries,

resolving not to be fa'se to his vocation,

and hearing that the Bishop of Clermont

was in hiding somewhere in Paris, went

there, found him out, and received priest's

orders at his hands. During the ten years

of persecution which followed, Coudrin,

who was of course one of the pretres non

astermentd, exercised his ministry in the

midst of danger, hardship, and poverty,

in the dioceses of Poitiers and Tours.

Gradually he matured the plan of a new

congregation which, while protesting in

the most direct way against the prevalent

unbelief by maintaining the Perpetual

Adoration of the Blessed Sacranfent,

should undertake the preparation of

candidates for the priesthood, and also

the work of preaching the Gospel to the

heathen. The Bishop of Mende, whose

household he entered, sympathised in his

projects and aided him to realise them.

With the bishop's help Coudrin instituted

(1805) his congregation in the buildings

known as of Picpus, in the Faubourg St.

Antoine, Paris. The approbation of the

Holy See was given in 1817. Seminaries

in various parts of France were confided

to the Fathers of Picpus; and in 1825 the

third fundamental aim of the institute

began to be realised, when Leo XII. sent

six of its members to preach the faith in

the islands of the Pacific. From that

time the missionary activity of the con

gregation has gone on with an ever-

increasing development, chiefly in the

regions of South America, Australasia,

and Oceania. The history of the earlier

congregation of Picpus, a reform of the

third order of St. Francis founded by

Vincent Mussart at Franconville in 1694,

is given at considerable length by Helyot,

who was himself a member of it.

PIX.ORIDC, PILOBIMAOB (p*re-

grinut, peregrinatio; It. peller/rino; Fr.

pelerin.) The well-known line, " ccelum

non animum mutant, qui trans mare

currunt," contains but a half-truth, for
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universal experience attests the stimula

ting, recreative, and enlightening power

which mere change of scene often exerts

on the mind of man. These effects are

likely to be enhanced when the change

has a moral motive. " Movemur enini,"

says Cicero, " nescio quo pacto locis ipsis

in quibus eorum, quos diligimus aut

admiramur, adsunt vestigia" (we are inly

stirred by the very spots where the traces

exist of those whom we love and admire).

The pilgrimages of the Jews to Jerusa

lem at the time of the great festivals were

matter of precept and obligation. The

pilgrimages to Pagan shrines (of Jupiter

Tyrius, or Melcarth, at Gades, of Jupiter

Oapitolinus at Rome, of Apollo at Delphi,

Diana at Ephesus, &c), and those flock-

ings of innumerable worshippers to shrines

of Rama and Crishna which, take place in

our own day, usually proceed on the

assumption that the power of the divinity

whose help is sought is locally circum

scribed, but that within the limits of his

own jurisdiction it is indefinitely great.

The Christian creed, according to which

" God is a spirit," to be sought and found

not specially " on this mountain, nor yet

at Jerusalem," but wherever the true

worshippers approach Him in spirit and in

truth, might seem at first sight to afford

little encouragement to pilgrimages. For,

as St. Jerome 1 says—and other Fathers

hold similar language—Christians dare

not confine the omnipotence of God to one

narrow corner of the world. . . . From

Jerusalem and from Britain the court of

heaven is equally open." Nevertheless, so

certain is it that religious impressions,

blunted and weakened by the daily busi

ness of the market-place and the street,

require in most minds to be often graven

afresh (and that by means of impulses

coming from without, for it would be

vain to trust to the sufficiency of those

coming from within), that the Church has

from the first-—while admitting the danger

of abuses, and taking measures to prevent

them—approved the use of pilgrimage to

holy places as a very potent help and

incentive to a devout life. She also

favours the practice, because she recog

nises the undoubted fact, that God has

often granted, and still grants, interior

and exterior favours, graces, and miracles,

at particular places or shrines, to honour

certain mysteries, saints, &c.

A Protestant writer' in the "Die-

Cited by Mr. Scudamore, in the article

noticed below.
a Mr. Scudamore.

tionary of Christian Antiquities" (Smith

and Cheetha-n) has collected with praise

worthy industry a multitude of facta

bearing on the conditions under which

pilgrimages were made in the first eight

centuries. It would appear from the

letters of Paula and Eu.stoch.ium (in

cluded among those of St. Jerome), that

from the dute of the Ascension to their

own day a continued stream of pilgrims

had resorted to the Holy Places. Hie

first recorded pilgrim is St. Alexander

(third cent.), who is said to have visited

Jerusalem in fulfilment of a vow. Of

the devout journey of Helena, the mother

of Constantine, whose faith and zeal are

said to have been rewarded by the dis

covery of the true cross, we have a full

relation from the pen of Eusebius. The

French bishop Arculfus visited Jerusalem

in the seventh century, and after his

return told his story to Adamnan, abbot

of Iona, who embodied the narrative in

his tract, " De Locis Sanctis." In the

eleventh century, Palestine having fallen

into the hands of the Seljukian Turk-,

Christian pilgrims were subjected to many

indignities, the report of which in Europe

led eventually to the first Crusade.

The usual motives for a pilgrimage

were : (1) the desiro to realise the oljects

of faith and quicken religious feeling m

the soul ; (2) the fulfilment of a vow: (31

some special benefit—as when Chaucer's

pilgrims went to Canterbury—

The holy blissful martir for to seke.

That hem hath holpen whan that thei wen

seke ;

(4) the execution of some penitential task,

whether selt'-imposed or enjoined by the

clergy.

The more celebrated shrines, towards

which the currents of pilgrimage have

set strongly, are: (1) those of our L)rd,

in other words, the Holy Places in

Palestine ; 1 (2) those of the Blessed

Virgin ; (3) those of angels and saints.

Among the sanctuaries of our Lady,

which have been, or are, thronged by the

resort of pilgrims, may be mentioned

Walsinghain (on the pilgrimage to which

Erasmus wrote a tract), Einsiedeln in

Switzerland, Chartres and Fourvieres in

France, Maria Zell in Germany, Loreto

in Italy, and Guadaloupe and Montserrat

in Spain. The grotto of Lourdes, since

the event of 1853, has become the centre

1 These have been, since the fifteenth cen

tury, in the guardianship of the Franciscan

order.
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of attraction to an immense concourse of

pilgrims. Among the sanctuaries of

angels and saints may be named the

" limina Apostolorum," or the tombs of

SS. Peter and Paul on the Vatican hill,

the church of St. Michael on Monte

Gargano (the devotion of Norman pil

grims to which led to the Norman con

quest of Naples), and the shrine of the

English St. Thomas of Canterbury, a pil

grimage to which is the apt setting of

the well-known " Tales " of Chaucer.

PISA, COITWCII OF. Gregory

XII. (Angelo Corrario) had been elected

Pope in 1400, the Antipope Benedict XIII.

(Peter de Luna) in 1395, and Europe

was divided between the two " obediences."

After much negotiation, both Gregory

and Benedict were induced to promise tp

adopt the way of cession, in pursuance of

which each would have withdrawn his

claim to the pontificate. But misunder

standings arose, and the promises were

not kept. The schism had now lasted

thirty years, producing confusion and

bewilderment throughout the Christian

world. The leading cardinals on both

sides, in view of this disastrous state of

things, met together, and agreed, since no

other way of restoring unity seemed

feasible, to ignore the claims of botli

rivals, and themselves summon a general

council, to meet at Pisa on March 25,

2409. The Council met on the day ap

pointed ; its twenty-third and last session

was held on August 7 following. From

first to last, twenty-four cardinals, four

patriarchs, eighty bishops, a hundred and

two proctors of bishops, eighty-seven

abbots, two hundred delegates of abbots,

besides a great number of generals of

orders, doctors, deputies of universities,

and ambassadors, attended the council.

Within little more than four months the

synod finished the business for which it

was convened. It first cited the rival

claimants to appear; on their failing to

do so, it declared itself to be the lawful

representative of the Universal Church,

and to have power to jud<:e all pontifical

pretensions ; it decreed that all Christians

ought to withdraw their obedience both

from Gngory and Benedict; it enter

tained an act of accusation against them ;

after hearing evidence, it pronounced the

sentence of deposition against them both,

and declared the Holy See to be vacant ;

it rejected the claim of Robert, Gregory's

supporter to the imperial throne, and re

cognised Wenzel ; lastly, it arranged for

the holding of a conclave from which

Card. Philargi came forth as Pope, and

took the name of Alexander V.

Hefele says of this council, "Neither

ecclesiastical authority nor the most

trustworthy theologians have ever num

bered it among the oecumenical councils."

(" Cone." Introd.) Its unfortunate issue

(Gregory and Benedict both refusing to

yield, and there being thus three claim

ants for the papacy, down to the time of

the Council of Constance) he attributes

partly to the perversity of the temporal

princes, but chiefly to the council itself;

to the erroneous theory on which they

based the deposition of Gregory XII. and

Benedict XIII.—viz. that by their conduct

they were heretical against the article

" Unam Sanctam Cath. Ecclesiam "—a

theory which no one believed in, and

again to their violence and precipitation

in resorting to extreme measures. (" Con-

ciliengesch." vi. 901.)

Nevertheless Bellarmin calls it a Gene

ral Council, and looks upon it as " neither

clearly approved nor clearly rejected."*

Not the former ; for Martin V. would

not absolutely call Alexander V. Pope,

though recognising the validity of some

of his acts; and St. Antoniuus will not

allow that either he or his successor was a

true Pope. Not the latter; for many good

theologians («,.<;. Natalia Alexander,

Kaynaldus, and Ballerini) affirm that

both the Council and the Pope whom it

created were legitimate ; nor would Alex

ander VI. have taken that title if it had

been generally believed tint Alexander

V. was no true Pope. So far from that,

" it may almost be called the common

opinion, ' proceeds Bellarmin, " that both

Alexander and John his successor were

true Popes."

An English prelate, Robert Hallam,

bishop of Salisbury, acted a conspicuous

part in the proceedings at Pisa. TAkti-

popes in Appendix.] (Wetzer and Welte,

art. by Hefele.)

PISTOIA, SYNOD OF. Leopold,

grand duke of Tuscany and brother of

the Emperor Joseph II. began in 1780 to

introduce many changes in the discipline,

worship, &c, of the Tuscan Church. In

17b2 he suppressed the Inquisition "and

he also interfered in doctrinal matters,

recommended the " doctrine of St. Augus

tine" and the Biblical commentary of the

learned Jansenist Quesnel. His chosen

ally was Scipio Ricci, bishop of Pistoia

and Prato, formerly vicar-general to

Incontri, archbishop of Florence. In

i De Cone, et Eccl. i. 8.
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1786 Leopold laid before the Episcopate

of the Duchy fifty-seven articles for the

" reform of the Church " in the Jansenist

and Febronian sense. Only three bishops,

of whom Ricci was one, accepted them.

That same year (September 18), the Synod

of Pistoia met. Tamburini w»b the pro-

motor and 234 priests were present. The

Jansenist doctrines on grace were ap

proved. But besides this the principles

of a spiritual democracy were asserted.

God, it was said, bad given power to the

Church, and it was the Church which

communicated it to the pastors, including

even the Pope. Bishops were to be prac

tically independent of the Pope, the

priests in diocesan synods were to be

judges of faith and discipline, &c, &c.

Lastly, a multitude of decrees were

passed condemning practices common in

the Church—e.g. devotion to the Sacred

Heart, missions, use of Latin in the Mass,

the influence of Scholastic theology, multi

plication of religious orders, feasts, &c.,&c.

The destruction of altars, images, &c,

under Ricci's direction, set the Tuscan

populace in an uproar : they stormed his

palace in 1 787, and he had to resign his

see. The bishops, with scarcely an ex

ception, were firmly opposed to the Pis-

toian decrees, from which eighty-five

propositions were condemned by Pius VI.

in the bull " Auctorem fidei " of 1704.

Solari, bishop of Noli, in the Genoese

territory, was the only prelate found

publicly to oppose the bull. Ricci him

self in 1805 made a recantation, and was

reconciled to Pius VII., though it appears

from the bishop's letters that his senti

ments were not really changed. Solari

joined himself to the Constitutional

bishops in France. (From Cardinal Her-

genrother's" Kirchengeschichte," &c. The

acts of the svnod were printed at Pistoia,

also Ticini 1780, Laibach 1701, Bamberg

1700. The "Auctorem fidei" may be

read in Denzinger's " Enchiridion." Gelli

edited the " Memorie " of Ricci " with

documents," Florence, 1805.)

FXv&CET regium. [See Canon

Law ; Exeouatxtk.]

PXu&XV CHANT 1 (eantut planus or

firmut, canto fermo, chant d(glise). The

Church music introduced or perfected by

Gregory the Great, and still dominant in

Christian worship in all Western lands,

is called by this name. By the epithet

"plain" it is distinguished (1) from

figured or florid music; (2) from part

1 See the article under this head in the

Appendix.

music, as admitting melody but not har

mony ; (3) from modern, Italian, or five-

lined music of a sacred character. " Ema

nating from and probably embodying

many of the sacred strain* of David, the

prophets, and Apostles, propagated by

bt. Ambrose, collected, enlarged, and

improved by the illustrious Pope St

Gregory the Great, ever since the favourite

music of the Church, it is now conse

crated exclusively to her services, is

written on a stave of four line9, and

totally excludes those ostentatious dis

plays and tawdry decorations which form

so prominent a feature of secular music." 1

When passages such as Mark xiv. 26,

Eph. v. 10, are considered, it cannot be

doubted that vocal music was employed

from the first in the Church services, but

we have little precise knowledge of the

arrangements which were in use before

the time of St. Ambrose. It was this

saint, according to St. Augustine (" Conf."

ix. 7), who brought to Milan the mode

of chanting which he had learnt during

his residence at Antioch. The ancient

Greek music was adapted for auditors

endowed with great sensitiveness of ear;

it recognised three scales—the diatonic,

in which the music ascends chiefly

by intervals of a tone in length, the

chromatic, in which it. ascends t>y half

tones, and the enharmonic, in which

it ascends by quarter-tones. But the

development of musical science among

the Greeks was fatally hampered by the

adoption of a defective scale of only four

notes, the tetrachord. St. Ambrose and

St. Gregory confined Church music to the

diatonic scale, but they extended ibis

scale to seven sounds, distinguished by

the first seven letters of the alphabet,

agreeing apparently in this with the

ancient Latin music.4 The octave of the

first, above or below, was the first or the

last of a series of seven similarly related

sounds, differing from the first series only

in pitch. The first or key-note was either

O (afterwards called Ut or Do) or F;

no other key was employed. B flat was

necessarily introduced, in order that the

scale of F might correspond with that ofC ;

but no other flat or sharp was permitted.

There are three points of prime im

portance in every description of music—

rhythm, character, and notation. By

1 From A Choir Manual in Gregorian

Mtuic (Dublin, 1 844), believed to have been

written by the Very Rev. Dr. Kenehau, Uta

President of Mavnooth.

> See Virg. &n. vi. 646 ; Hor. Od. iii It
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comparing plain chant in each of these

respects with modern music, we shall

arrive at a clearer comprehension of it.

1 . The rhythm of a piece of modern music

in indicated by the signature, which tells

us that it is either in common or triple

time, or some variety of one of them ; the

music is divided into bars, or passages

equivalent in length, and in each bar the

rhythmical principle announced at the

outset remains predominant. In plain

chant there is no such division into bars

equivalent in length. The rhythm of

the music is derived rather from the

metrical rhythm of the psalm or In inn to

which it is set than vice versa ; whence in

those pieces which, being in prose, have

no rhythm of their own—e.g., the " Gloria "

and the " Credo," the Gregorian tones to

which they are set appear almost destitute

of rhythm; they depend for their charm

on the pleasing combination and contrast

of sounds—i.e. on the melody. A rude

artificial rhythm is, however, given to

such pieces when the sentences are sung

alternately by two choirs. 2. The cha

racter of a piece of modern music is

shown by the Italian words (adayio,

andante, &c.) prefixed to it, taken in

connection with its rhythm and the key

in which it is composed ; it is also gene

rally indicated by the known class of

music (operatic, military, sacred, &c.)

to which the piece in question belongs.

The character of* Gregorian music is shown

in quite another manner—namely, by the

mode in which it is written. In the time

of St. Gregory the various musical styles

which had prevailed among the principal

Hellenic populations were not yet lor-

go'.ten ; the Dorian mode was still asso

ciated with grave and solemn, the Lydian

with gay and cheering sounds.1 Out of

the various styles or modes St. Gregory

selected eight—the Dorian (grave), the

Phrygian (exultant), the Lydian (cheer

ing), the Mixto-Lydian (angelical); these

are the four authentic modes ; the Hypo-

Doric (mournful), the Hypo-Phrygian

(harmonious), the Hypo-Lydian (devout),

and the Hypo-Mixto-Lydian (sweet).

The authentic modes are numbered 1, 3,

5, 7 ; the other four, called the jjlagal—■

i.e. collateral—modes, are numbered 2, 4,

6, 8. Each authentic has a plagal mode

annexed to it ; the tonic or final note of

both being the same, but the dominant—

i Comp. Milton's "to the Dorian mood

Of flutes and soft recorders," P. J., l. ; and

Dryden, " Softly sweet in Lydian measures,"

Alexander t taut.

ijs. the note " on which the tune chiefly

turns, and to which the other notes refer,"*

being always different. 3. The notation

of a piece of modern music is effected by

means of a stave of five lines, which, ac

cording to the clef used (Sol clef, Do clef,

Fa clef), may be suitable to boys', tenor,

or bass voices, but on which, when once

determined by the clef, the value and

position of a note never vary. The nota

tion of Gregorian music is by means of a

stave of four lines, on any one of which

either of the two received clefs (C and P)

may be placed, and determine thereby

the sound of all other notes, above and

below. The forms of note and other ex

pedients employed on the five-line stave

are such that the length of any sound can

be either extended or abridged to an

almost indefinite extent. In Gregorian

music the notes were originally all of the

same length ; at present they are of three

kinds, Longs, Breves, and Semibreves;

the Long being equal to the Breve and

Seuiibreve. The admirable invention of

the stave was unknown to St. Gregory;

it was introduced in the eleventh century

by Guido d'Arezzo, a Benedictine monk,

who also gave the names which iu many

countries they still bear to the notes of

the diatonic scale, replacing the C, D, E,

&c, of Gregory by the syllables Ut, Re,

Mi, Fa, Sol, La, taken from the first

verse * of the hymn in honour of St. John

the Baptist sung at Vespers on the feast

of his nativity. The live-line stave of

modern musb is merely a development of

the four-line stave of Guido. Minor keys

are unknown iu plain chant. (See the

" Choir Manual," quoted in the note on

the preceding page ; Martigny's " Diet

des Antiq. ChreV' ; and the art. " Musik "

in Wetzer and Welte.)

Persevering efforts have been made of

late years, both in Germany and in this

country, to banish all but pure Gregorian

music from our churches. For ourselves

we are inclined to adhere to a remark by

the writer of the elaborate article in the

Dictionary of Wetzer and Welte ; it is to

the effect that, although it must be ad

mitted that during the decadence of the

Gregorian chant the Christian idea has

vanished from a great deal of modern

Church music, still we can neither aban

don the new elements, nor confine our-

1 Choir Manual, p. 1.

* Ut queant laxis rfsonare fibria

Mir& gestorum /amuli tuorum,

Sulve polluti fabii reatum, i

Sancte Joannes.
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selves exclusively to the old ; " these two

elements must therefore be reconciled, and

it is for the Church to solve the difficult

problem."

p&xmAXXTY or bevefices.

Among the canons of the Council of

Chalcedon (451) is one forbidding the

cumulation of two or more benefices in

the same hands. The Council of Trent,1

decrees that, whereas there are many who,

" deceiving not God but themselves,"

seek by fraud or collusion to hold several

benefices at once, no one for the future,

whatever his rank in the hierarchy, shall

be appointed to more than one ecclesi

astical benefice, provided always such

benefice be sufficient for his support. If

it be not so, ho may lawfully hold another

along with it, provided the two he not

incompatible. The incompatibility of

beretices is a wide and intricate subject ;

for the purpose of this article it is suffi

cient to say, that one chief cause of in

compatibility is the existence of an obli

gation to continuous personal residence

in regard to both benefices, as in the case

of two bishoprics, two parishes, two

canonries, &c

Notwithstanding what has been said,

the instances of Papal dispensations,

authorising the same person to receive,

and even to hold, several benefices to

gether, are undoubtedly numerous. This

is explained by Navarrus ' in the follow

ing manner :—" If," he says," his Holiness

grants to one holding several benefices

others in addition, it is not that he has

the intention of dispensing in contraven

tion of the decree aforesaid, but because

he believes that all the benefices are

necessary for the suitable maintenance of

the petitioner, and that otherwise his

confessor will not give him absolution,

unless first he shall have resigned, or have

the firm intention of resigning, such of

the benefices as are not necessary for his

suitable maintenance. There are, how

ever, special cases, as to which canonists

are agreed that, if the good of the Church

eo require, the Pope may grant a dispen

sation for validly holding two or more

benefices, even though they are per te

incompatible."

Important decrees against plurality

were passed by ths Third Council of

Lateran (1179), and also by the Fourth

Council (1215). (Ferraris, Benefichim,

art. vi).

POLTOAMT. [See Marriage.]

• 8esB. xxiv. e. 17, De Ref.

• Ferraris, " Beneficium," art vi.

PONTIFICAL. A book containing

the rites, some of which can be performed

by a bishop only, others only by priest*

specially empowered by the bishop. Such

books were compiled in the middle age*

from the old Sacramentaries and Ordines

by bishops for their own use and that of

their successors. Pontificals probably

came into use during the eighth century,

the earliest extant being that of Egbert,

archbishop of Yorkj from 732 to 76U

The copy in the National Library at Paris

seems to have been written in Egbert's

life-time.1 Ordinarium was another name

lor the Pontifical. It occurs in the gloss

on the " Clementina Unica [of Clement

V.] de Jurejurando," and in a necrology

of Paris, both quoted by Catalani

Zaccaria (" Biblioth. Rit.") gives a list of

MS. Pontificals of French and German

dioceses. According to Mr. Maskell,

there is an imperfect Bangor Pontifical

(thirteenth century) in the possession of

the dean and chapter, a perfect Pontifical

of the Sarum use, and an imperfect Ponti

fical from Winchester in the Cambridge

Library, three or fuur imperfect Pontificals

in the British Museum, an Exeter Ponti

fical (twelfth century) in the cathedral

there. It will be seen how very rare

English MS. Pontificals are. Neither the

Bodleian nor the British Museum has one

perfect copy. MS. Pontificals were of

course not multiplied like Missals or

Breviaries.

The first printed edition of the Roman

Pontifical was edited by A. P. Piccolo-

mini, Bisbnn of Piacenzn, in 1485.

Albertus Castellanug dedicated another

edition, in which, he says, be had made

many changes, to Leo X. It was revised

under Clement VIII., again corrected

under Urban VIII., and the bulls of these

Popes (1596 and 1644) require all bishops

&c, strictly to conform to the Roman

Pontifical so revised. This must be un

derstood of bishops belonging to the

Latin Church, for the Catholic Greeks,

Maronites, &c, have their own Pontificals,

of which Zaccaria gives a list. There is

a learned commentary on the Roman

Pontifical in three volumes by Catalani.

This article has been compiled from the

Prolegomena to Catalan's edition, from

Zaccaria's "Bibliotheca Ritualis,"and from

MaskeU's " Monuments Ritualia."

1 So Mr. Scndamore (art, " Pontifical," in

Smith and Cheetham). But Mr. Magkell

(Mon. Rit. vol. i. p. 132) says the US. ra

written about the beginning of the tenth
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POOR CX.ARES. This is the second

order of St. Francis, called the Povere

Donne, or, in French, Clarisses. Their

founder was the virgin St. Clare, born at

Assisi, of which St. Francis also was a

native. When very young she heard of

the seraphic life led by St. Francis in his

little convent of the Portiuncula, and

aspired to imitate it. Against much

opposition fhe renounced the world, and

was received by St. Francis at the

Portiuncula in 1212. Her sister Agues

soon joined her : the church of St.

Daiuian was assigned to them ; and in a

short time she had no lack of followers.

Within eight years the order had spread

into both France and Spain. The Cardinal

Ugolino, who was protector of the whole

order of St. Francis, placed St. Clare

and her nuns temporarily under the rule of

St. Benedict, adding some constitutions of

great austerity. Under these they ob

served a perpetual fast, and on three days

of the week in Lent fasted on bread and

water ; they lay on boards ; their habit

was rough and of coarse material; and

they could not speak to one another at

any time without the superior's leave.

In 1224 St. Francis gave a written rule

to St. Clare, which contained several

mitigations of that which they had

hitherto observed ; they were now not to

fast on Christmas day, nor ever on bread

and water ; moreover, the silence imposed

was confined to certain hours of the day.

Like the friars, they were not to possess

any landed property. This rule was ap

proved by Innocent IV. in 1246.

A Bohemian princess renounced the

world in 1234 in order to serve God in

this order, which by her means was pro

pagated in Bohemia and in the German

countries adjoining it. St. Clare d ied in

the odour of sanctity in 1253. Various

modifications of the rule given by St.

Francis having found their way into

several convents, Cardinal Oajetan, with

the approbation of Urban IV., drew up in

1264 a rule, substantially agreeing with,

but somewhat mitigated from that given

by St. Francis, which was adopted by

the great majority of the daughters of St.

Clare. Some, however, particularly in

Spain and Italy, preferred to follow the

unmitigated rule. The order was thus

divided into two branches, the larger

being known by the name of Urbanists,

the latter by that of Clarisses.

The reform of St. Colette (1436)

consisted in bringing back a number

of convents in France and Flanders to

the exact observance of the rule of St

Francis.

The first monastery of Franciscan

nuns or Minoresses founded in England

(1203) was outside Aldgate, to the East

of London ; the house soon came to be

called " the Minories," a name which the

locality still retains. At the dissolution,

besides this house, there were two other

convents of Poor Clares, at Brusyard, in

Suffolk, and Benny, in Cambridgeshire.

The government and direction of the

order, being divided between a Cardinal

Protector and the superiors of the Fran

ciscans, werd for a long time a subject of

controversy and difficulty ; until, early in

the sixteenth century, Julius II. placed

the Poor Clares entirely under the juris

diction of the general and provincials of

the Friars Minors.

In the time of Helyot this order pos

sessed 000 convents, with more than

2,500 religious. The French Revolution

swept most of their houses away ; but five

or six have been restored in France, and

a rather larger number exist in Austria.

In Eugland there are five convents,1 four

of which (Baddesley, Bullingham, Corn

wall Road, and Levenshulme) follow the

reform of St. Colette ; in Ireland seven,

at Ballyjamesdivff, Gulway, Harold's

Cross, near Dublin, Koady, near Armagh,

Kenrnare, Newry, and Knock.

POOR MEN OF ltohs. [See

Vatoois.]

POPS. The word (irmnas or iranat,

originally a childish word l'or father, Lat.

pojia) was given at first as a title of re

spect to ecclesiastics generally. Among

the Greeks at this day it is used of all

priests, and was used, as late at least as

the middle ages, of inferior clerics. In

the West, it seems to have become very

early a special title of bishops. Thus the

Roman clergy (Cyprian, Ep. viii. 1) speak

of the Bishop of Carthage as " the blessed

Pope " (" Benedictuiu Papateni ''). Even

as late as the sixth century the title of

Pope was sometimes given to metropo

litans in the West. (See Hefele, " Concil."

iii p. 20 seq.) Gradually, however, the

title was limited to the Bishop of Rome,

and we find a synod of Pavia in 99d

(Hefele, iv. p. 653) rebuking an arch

bishop of Milan for calling himself Pope.

Gregory VII., in a Roman Council of the

year 1073, formally prohibited the assump

tion of the title by any other than the

1 Baddesley (near Warwick), Bullingham

(near Hereford), DarliDgton, Levenshulme,

London (Cornwall Road).
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Roman Bishop. It is of coarse in this

last and most restricted sense that, we use

the word here. By the Pope we mean

the Bishop of Rome, who is, according

to Catholic doctrine, the successor of

St. Peter, and a3 such the vicar of Christ,

the visible head of the Church, the doctor

and teacher of all the faithful. We

propose to {rive some account (1) of the

place St. Peter occupies in Scripture ;

(2) of the position of the Pope in the Ante-

Nicene age. ; (3) of the testimonies of

later fathers and councils ; (4) to sketch

the position of the Pope in the Church of

the present time. Obviously, in a subject

so vast we cannot do more than direct

attention to the chief points.

(1) The Position of Piter in the Nmv

Testament.—Peter was first brought to

Christ by his brother Andrew. " And

Jesus, looking at him, said, Thou art

Simon [i.e. "hearer'], the son of John

('ioaVov is the reading best supported),

thou shalt be called Cephas," which

is interpreted Peter—i.e. stone or rock.

The three synoptic evangelists agree

in putting Peter's name first in the list

of the Apostles, and all note the change

of his name from Simon to Peter (" He

conferred on Simon the name of Peter,"

Marc. iii. 16. "Simon, whom also He

named Peter," Luc. vi. 14, "first Simon,

who is called Peter," Matt, x. 2), and

later the reason for the change of name

appeared. The change of name in itself

must have been strange and significant in

the ears of a pious Jew. lie could

scarcely fail to remember the depth of

meaning which had lain in the change of

Abram's name to Abraham, or how Jacob

had won the glorious name of Israel .which

was the pride and the joy of his descen

dants. And besides, " Rock " 1 was one of

the most familiar names for that God who

was at once the strength of his people,

their impregnable fortress and refuge,

their shelter in the noon-day heat of perse

cution. Christ Himself explained the

reason for which he had changed Simon's

name to Peter. Hitherto He had been

1 " Bock " Cr^y) is constantly nsed ns n

title of God (see, e.p., Dent, xxxii. 4, "The

rock—perfect is his work ; " I Sam. ii. 2 ; Is.

xxx. 29 ; Ps. xviii. 32 (and so J&g). Once

only is God called a "stone" (jJX)—viz- «>

Gen. xlix. 24, "the shepherd, the stone of

Israel." But probably we should point, with

Ewald, Dillman, and others, ryjn " the shep

herd of the stone of Israel," with reference to

Gen. xxviii. 18 teq. ; xxxv. 14, &c. Keil,

Kalisch, &c, maintain the Masoretic reading.

the visible head of that society which He

had gathered round Him and He needed

no vicar. But soon his disciples were to

see Him on earth no more, and He

promised to provide his visible Church,

after He had gone to Heaven, with a

visible head. Peter had confessed that

his Master was " the Christ the Son of. the

living God." Christ accepted and re

warded this confession, which sprang from

divine faith. Peter had said Christ was

the Son of God, " And I," Christ replied,

"say to thee that thou art Peter (or rock),1

and on this rock I will build my Church,

and the gates of Hades shall not prevail

against it. And I will give to thee the

keys of the kingdom of heaven, and

whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth will

be bound in heaven, and whatsoever thou

shalt loose on ennh will be loosed in

heaven * (Matt. xvi. 18-19).

Four promises to Peter " of power and

pre-eminence in the Church " are contained

in these words. In a sense all the Apos

tles became the foundation-stones of

Christ's Church (Ephes. ii. 19, 20 ; Apoc.

xxi. 14). But Peter was to be its chief

foundation-stone. He is not to derive his

strength from the Church ; but, on the

contrary, Peter is to draw his strength

from Christ, and the Church from Peter.

Next, the Church built on Peter cannot

1 It has often been urged that Peter does

not mean " rock," but " stone," verpa being the

word for " rock." Sound scholarship will not

support this distinction or the inference drawn

from it. Christ calls Simon n«rj>o<, not »*>p«,

simply because wiipa could not stand as a man's

name. This is fullv admitted by Meyer, one of

themost eminent N.T.scholsrs—perhaps the most

eminent who has appeared in our own time.

He quotes, to show how commonly n-fVpov occurs

in the classics with the meaning "rock,'* Plato,

Ax. p. 871 ; Soph. Phil. 272; O. C. 19, 1591;

I'ind. Nem. iv. 46 ; x. 126. "Christ," he says,
" declares Peter a rock because of his strong

faith in Him ; " and again, " The evasion often

taken advantage of in controversy with Rome

—viz. that the ' rock ' means, not Peter himself,

but the firm faith and the confession of it on

the part of the Apostle—is incorrect, since the

demonstrative expression, * on tJiis rock,* can

only mean the Apostle himself." We may add

that Cephas (KS'j) '3 a common word in

the Chaldee Targums for " rock "—«.<;. " in the

shadow of the rock" (Tarir. on Is. xxxii. 2.

Oilier ins'nnccs in Levy, Chahlaisches Worter-

buck). In the Syriac form it occurs very fre

quently in the l'eshito, where it means, (\)
"rock;" (2) "stone;" (3) '•Peter." Thus,

in the text before us (Matt. xvi. 18) we have

the very same word for n<Tpot and r<ra»:

" Thou art Cephas (|a]a), and on this Cephas

I will build my Church."
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fail. The gates of the invisihle world,

strong as they are, will not enclose and

so prevail against the Church ; nay, they

themselves will at last be broken and will

give up their dead; but the Church built

on Peter will endure till death is " swal

lowed up in victory" (1 Cor. xv. 54),

and even then the Church will not cease

to be ; only the Church which lights and

struggles here will be changed into the

Church which triumphs and reigns in

heaven. Thirdly, while the Church lasts,

Peter (and his successors) will hold its
keys. Christ, who has the '• key of the

house of David," Christ, who opens and no

man shuts, shuts and no man opens, con

tinues to be the Master of the house ; but

Peter is the steward to whom the keys

are committed. He admits to and ex

cludes from the Church in his Master's

name. In other words, he is the centre of

the Church's unity. All, from the great

Apostle of the Gentiles down to the most

obscure of the Church's children, hold

their place and exercise their functions in

subordination to Peter. Fourthly, what

he binds and looses on earth is bound and

loosed in heaven —i.e. he is the ultimate

earthly judge of what is lawful and un

lawful. He is to lay down the laws and

conditions on which communion with the

Church and participation in its privileges

depend, and the decisions of his tribunal

here will be ratified in the heavenly court.1

Once more before his Passion Christ

made a promise to Peter which brought

the Btrength he was to have for his future

office, and by virtue of Christ's help, into

sharp contrast with his sin and frailty as

a man. He was to deny his Master three

times, but this denial was not to involve

the loss of faith or to deprive him of his

supernatural strength as the future rock

of the Church. " Satan has sought for

you [plural—i.e. the Apostles] to sift you

as wheat, but I have prayed for thee

[singular—i.e. for Peter] that thy faith

may not fail, and thou, being once con

verted [when thou hast once turned to

Me], strengthen thy brethren" (Luc.

xxii. 31, '■','/). No intelligent reader can

fail to notice the significant change of

number here. Temptation is common to

1 Usually, " binding and loosing " are taken

to mean " retaining and remitting " sins. But

" bind and loose were the technical words

with the Rabbis (see -ipN TRH m Buxtorf,

Lex. Chald. et llabb.) for " pmliibitioa and per

mission ; " and it is very hard to see how

Christ's words could have conveyed any other

sense to his hearers.

Peter with the other Apostles. Satan

has " asked for " them all, that he may

sift them by temptation and separate

thein like chaff from the wheat. But it

is for Peter specially that Christ prays,

because on him, the man of rock, on him

and hiiu alone the faith of the Church

depends. It is his peculiar office to

strengthen his brethren. Even so deter

mined a Protestant as Bengel admits that

" this whole speech of our Lord presup

poses that Peter is the first of the Apo

stles, on whose stability or fall the less or

greater danger of the others depended

(quo stante aut cadente cateri aut, 'minus

aut, magi* periilitarentur)." After the

resurrection Christ graciously allowed St.

Peter to atone for his threefold denial by

a threefold declaration of love, aud again,

under a new metaphor, Christ committed

j to him the fulness of jurisdiction. Christ

was, and ever is, the Good Shepherd, but

in a few days his visible presence was to

be withdrawn, and on earth Peter was to

be chief shepherd of Christ's flock.

" Feed my lambs." " Be the shepherd of

my sheep" (perhaps "little sheep," n-po-

j3«Yia). "Feed my sheep" (perhaps

■npofiaTia again). The Church was still

Christ's flock (" my lambs," " my sheep "),

but Peter is entrusted by Christ with the

office of feeding both the old and the little

ones of the flock. The duty of feeding

the young and "the watchful care and

rule over maturer Christians '' (Westcolf,

ad luc.) are alike laid upon him. The

gift of the Holy Ghost, the power of

remitting and retaining sins, are bestowed

on the other Apostles as well as upon. St.

Peter. But Peter alone receives the keys

of the Church ; he alone is the rock on

which the Church is built ; on the faith

of him alone the faith even of the other

Apostles depends ; he alone is made thu

shepherd of the whole flock. This primacy

of Peter after Christ's ascension clearly

manifests itself even in the scanty records

of the New Testament, though it must

not be forgotten tmit the personal inspira

tion of the other Apostles and the fiict

that they were free to extend their mis

sionary conquests throughout the earth

made their relation to Peter very different

from that between the Pope and bishops

of later times, who have no gift of in

spiration and whosejurisdiction is contined

to the limits of a particular diocese.

Still, as has been said, the subordination

of the other Apostles to Peter does evi

dently appear. At his instigation steps

were taken to hll up the vacancy in the
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Apostolic college, and he laid down the

rules of the election. "The punishment of

Ananias and Sapphira, the anathema on

Simon Magus, the first heretic, the first

visiting and confirming the churches suf

fering under persecution, were all his acts.

If he was seat with St. John by the

Apostolic College to the new converts at

Samaria, he was himself member and

president of that college. So the Jews

sent their high-priest Ismael to Nero ; and

St. Ignatius (' Philad.' 10) says that the

neighbouring churches in Asia had sent,

some their bishops, some their priests and

deacons " (Dollinger, " First Age of the

Church''). He was indeed the Apostle

of the Circumcision, in this following

Christ, who had said, " I am not lent but

unto the lost sheep of the house of

Israel" (Matt. xv. 24), while St. Paul

was the Apostle of the Gentiles (Qal. ii.

7). This, however, involved no more

than a division of labour, and in no way

derogated from St. Peter's position as

chief of the Apostles and bead of the

whole Church. On the contrary, it was

St. Peter who was taught by revelation

" to call no man common or unclean,"

and who first publicly and solemnly

opened the gates of the Church to the

Gentiles by the baptism of Cornelius

(Acts x.). " St. Paul did not enter upon

his peculiar office of preaching to the

Gentiles till after his fifteen days' con

ference with St. Peter" (Gal. i. 18), and

this though he constantly insists on the

fact that his doctrine and Apostolic

authority came to him direct from heaven.

About a.d. 51 an Apostolic council was

held nt Jerusalem to decide the contro

versy with the J udaisers. " Certain men

coming down [to Antioch] from Judsea

kept teaching the brethren, ' Unless ye

are circumcised according to the custom

of Moses, ye cannot be saved.' " It is

often alleged that St. James's position in

the assembly is quite inconsistent with

St. Peter's primacy. The very contrary

seems to be the case. No doubt St.

James says (Acts xv. 10), " I judge "—i.e.

" I give a decision for myself and my

brother Apostles." Butwecannot under

stand the history till we observe that

there were two questions before the

council : one a question of doctrine—viz.

Is circumcision necessary for salvation P

and then a question of expediency—

What disciplinary decree will be most

likely to promote peace between Jewish

and Gentile converts? On the former

question St. Peter pronounces authori

tatively. He is the first to speak. He

tells the assembly that God had or

dained that the Gentiles should hear

the Gospel "through my mouth," that

God had "purified their hearts by

faith," that He had made no difference

between Jew and Gentile, that both

were to be saved by the grace of Christ.

Thereupon " the whole multitude was

silent," and heard Paul and Barnabas

recount their missionary experience (v.

12). St. James refers to and accepts St.

Peter's doctrinal decision (v. 14), and

proceeds to give his own judgment on the

practical rules to be laid down—vix. ab

stinence from things offered to idols,

things strangled, blood, Sec. It was natu

ral, on Cathulic principles, that St. Peter

should pronounce the doctrinal decision ;

it was also natural and fitting, in the cir

cumstances, that St. James should give

his judgment on the practical rules, for

St. Peter and St. Paul were both parties

in the dispute, already committed to the

cause of freedom and spirituality *, while,

on the other baud, St. James, the head of

the chief Jewish church, was just the man

likely to conciliate the Pharisaic party.

Further, in a famous passage (Gal. ii. 11),

St. Paul says of himself that he "with

stood Peter to the face, because he was

condemned" (Korryvonrfitvoi — i.e. "his

conduct carried its own condemnation

with it," Lightfoot, ad loc.). But there

was no question of error in faith. St.

Peter, when he went to Antioch, with

drew from eating with the Gentile convert*

and acted against the principles of Gospel

liberty he had maintained at Jerusalem

shortly before. This proves, no doubt,

that St. Peter was capable of error in

judgment and of vacillation. It is no

argument against his primacy, nor does

it show that he could teach the Church

false doctrine, or cease to be the rock on

which its faith is built. In short, the

Gospels in plain and unmistakeable terms

recount the Divine institution of the

Petrine primacy. There is nothing to

contradict and something to confirm the

Gospel view of Peter's primacy in the

Apostolic records, and the natural exposi

tion of Christ's words remains in its rights.

(2) The Pope in the Ante-Nicene Age.

—It is the constant tradition of the

earliest Christian writers that Teter held

the first place among the Apostles. Ter-

tullian ("Prseacr." 22; " Monog." 8)

asserts that Peter is the rock on which

the Church was built, and, again, that

Christ left the keys to him and " through
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him to the Church " (" Scorp." 10), which

last words exactly tally with the Catholic

doctrine that Peter is the fountain-head

of all spiritual rule and jurisdiction.

Clement of Alexandria (" Quis Dives," c.

xxL p. 947) speaks of Peter as " the elect,

the cnosen one, the first of the disciples."

Origen declares that Peter was " the great

foundation of the Church, the most solid

rock on which Christ founded " it, that

he was " the prince of the Apostles *' (" In

Exod." IIoiu. v. ; " In Luc. Horn, xvii).'

It is impossible to give in full all or

nearly all the passages in St. Cvprian

which express his belief in St. Peter's

primacy, for he is never weary of assert

ing it. We may quote, however, the

following words : " Peter, on whom the

Church had been built" (lip. lix. 7) ; "One

Church founded on Peter " (Ep. lxx. 3) ;

"Peter, to whom the Lord entrusted

the feeding and the care of his sheep, on

whom He set and founded his Church "

("Be Habit. Virg." 10); "One is the

Church and founded on one, who also

received its keys" (Ep. Ixxiii. 11);

"Peter, on whom He built his Church

and from whom He instituted and showed

the origin of unity " (Ep. Ixxiii. 7).

Cyprian has been sometimes understood

to mean that St. Peter received his power

as the representative of all ; that ho

merely stood for the Apostles, who were

all one in dignity and jurisdiction. But

the words just cited go far beyond this.

Christ, according to Cvprian, did not

merely show the unity by giving the keys

to Peter alone, but He " instituted " the

unity of the Church from Peter—i.e. He

made the Church one by giving it one

visible head. We may also refer to Ep.

lxvi. 8; "Ad Fortunat," 11; Ep. xliii.

5. It is true that in one of bis letters

(Ep. lxxi. 3) Cvprian argues that the

controversy on the validity of heretical

baptism must be decided " by reason, not

justom," and urges that even Peter,

" whom the Lord chose as the first (quem

primum elegit ; Peter, of course, was not

chosen first in order of time), and on

whom He built his Church, when after

wards Paul disputed with him about the

circumcision, made no arrogant claim or

insolent assumption, so as to say that he

held the primacy and that those who

were new and had come later should

rather give way to him ; nor did he

1 For the passages in which Orifffn seem!",

but only gcema, to hold a contrary view on (he

title ''rock," see the note of Huetius ou Origen,

" In Mutt." torn. 12.

despise Paul because he had been pre

viously a persecutor of the Church, but

he admitted the counsel of truth and

easily agreed to the good reason which

Paul asserted." But St. Cyprian here

is not denying St. Peter's primacy; on

the contrary, he implies his belief in it.

What he says is that St. Peter did not

assert his authority on that occasion, and

this simple statement of fact would be

accepted by all. Cyprian's works (" Sen-

tent. Episc." 17) supply us with another

testimony from one of his contemporaries

and fellow-bishops to the general belief

that Christ " built the Church on Peter."

We conclude with another illustration,

which has an interest of its own. The

" Homilies" falsely ascribed to Clement of

Rome betray their Judaising and heretical

character iu this among other ways, that

tbey exalt the dignity of St. James, " the

bishop of bishops," and of the Mother

Church of Jerusalem. Yet even there

we find St. Peter called " the foundation

of the Church '' (p. 10, ed. Dressel ; p. 6,

ed. Lagarde), " the firm rock which is the

foundation of the Church" (Horn. xvii.

19; see also viii. 5).

St. Peter's connection with the Roman

Church as its founder is proved by his

torical evidence which cannot be set

aside, except by an extreme scepticism

which would serve equally to undermine

the historical character of the New

Testament. The New Testament itself is

silent about St. Peter's presence at Rome,

except that St. Peter, in his first epistle,

sends greetings from the Church in Baby

lon (1 Pet. v. 13), which all ancient

writers, with, so far as we know, only

one late and insignificant exception (that

of Cosmas Indicopleustes), understand to

mean Rome. Mawy internal arguments

from the N. T., ably stated by Bollinger

(" First Age of the Church," p. 97 teq.),

support this view. But, apart from this,

we have abundant evidence from the

earliest ages and from every quarter of

the globe. Dionysius, bishop of Corinth

(about 170), in a letter to the Roman

Christians (apud Euseb. " IT. E." ii. 26),

mentions the fact that both the Corinthian

and Roman Churches were "planted" by

Peter and Paul (tjjv anb ffirpov Km HavXov

dWtiav), and that both died as martyrs

there at the same time. About 190,

Irenseus, bishop of Lyons, the disciple of

St. Polycarp, who was the disciple of St.

John, speaks (''Adv. User." iii. 8) of the

Roman Church as " greatest, most ancient,

known to all, founded and constituted
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by the most glorious Apostles Poter and

Paul." " Having founded and built the

Church [of Rome], the blessed Apostles

entrusted to Linus the administration of

the episcopacy." Caius, a Roman pres

byter under Zephyriuus (200-218), says:

" I can point out the trophies of the

Apostles. For if y ou will go to the Vatican

or to the Ostian road, you will find the

trophies of thosewho founded this Church"

(Euseb. " H. E." ii. 25). A little later,

the African Tertullian tells us ("Adv.

Marc." iv. 5) that Peter and Paul left to

the Romans " the gospel sealed with their

blood"; that Clement, bishop of Rome,

was ordained by Peter (" Prsescr." 32) ;

that at Rome Peter suffered like bis

Master (" Prsescr." 36). This early evi

dence from Greece, Gaul, Africa, and

Rome itself is so certain and so sufficient

that we do not care to dwell on evidence

which is merely probable. The language

of St. Ignatius, the disciple of St. John

("Rom. 4), as Bishop Lightfoot justly

remarks (in his edition of Clem. Rom.

p. 46), "seems to imply that they [Peter

and Paul] had both preached in Rome,"

and the preaching and death of the two

Apostles there appears to have been the

subject of a very early work, "The

Acts of Peter and Paid" (see Hilgenfeld,

"Nov. Test. extra Canonem Recept "fascic.

iv. p. 68). Against this uniform tradition

nothing can be advanced on the other

side. It was this connection of Peter

with Rome which made "the Chair of

Peter " an accepted name for the Roman

see. Thus Cyprian (Ep. lix. 14) uses the

following words of persons who had been

concerned in the schism of Felicissimus

and had gone to Rome : " They dare to

sail to the see of Peter and to the chief

church (ad ecdeMam principalem), from

which the unity of bishop (uvitas sacer-

dot.alis) has arisen." The early Church

thus believed in the primacy of Peter,

and also held that the Roman Church is

" the Chair of Peter."

Nor is direct testimony to the authority

and supremacy of the Roman Church

wanting. At the very beginning of

patristic literature Ignatius describes the

■ Roman Church as " presiding in the place

of the region of the Romans," and again,

as the Church " which presides over

charity " (" Rom." ad init.) Ilefele, in his

edition of the " Apostolic Fathers," takes

this latter phrase to mean a presidence

over " the whole congregation of Chris

tians," who are bound together by charily,

and this interpretation is defended at

length by Hagemann (" Romische Kircbe,*

p. 681 seq.) In any case the primacy

of Rome over the Christian world is

acknowledged, for had Ignatius meant to

confine the primacy of the Roman Church

to Rome itself, the assertion would have

come to this, that the Roman Church

presided over itself, which has no meaning.

" Presides " (npoKadnrai) is the very word

which St. Ignatius uses (e.^. " Magnes.'' 6)

to describe the authority of the bishop in

his own diocese ; and this acknowledgment

is all the more important because it comt-->

from one who was himself bishop of

Antioch, which also could boast of its

connection with St. Peter. TertuUian

makes communion with the Apostolic

Churches—i.e. the Churches founded by

Apostles—the test of Citholic unity

(" Prsescr." 21 et pcusim) ; but Home alom;

he cal's " the happy Church, into which

the Apostles poured all their doctrine

with their blood." (" Prsescr." 36.) The

words Tertullian wrote after his lapse

into Montanist heresy disclose still more

plainly the power claimed by the Pope in

his day. For he ridicules the " per

emptory edict " of Zephyriuus the Roman

bishop and his pretence to speak as

" bishop of bishops. ' *' I want to know,"

he exclaims. " how you usurp this au

thority for the Church."1 And at once

he answers his own question by supposing

that the Pope does so on the strength of

the words, " On this rock I will build

my Church." " To thee have I given the

keys of the kingdom of heaven." " What

soever thou shalt bind or loose on earth,

will be bound or loosed in heaven."

(Tertull. " De Pudic." 21.) But the most

important testimony to the authority of

Rome in the first ages of the Church u

that of Ireneens. He wrote the third

book of his work against heresies, id

which the words which we are about to

quote occur, between 184 and 192.'

1 I.e. for the Roman Church, because founded

by Peter. " Idcirco prsesumis et ad te derivasse

solveudi et alligandi potestntem, id est ad

omnera ecclesiam Petri propinquam."
• In iii. 21 lie mentions Theotlotion's version

of the O. T„ which was not published before

180 (see Field, Hexapl. Orig. torn. i. p. 38) ;

and in iii. 8 he speaks of Eleutherus (177-1*0,

according to Jafte\ Regest. Pontif.) as actual

bishop of Rome. With the exception of a few

fragments, the work of Ircnajus only remains

in a Latin version. Massuet ( Diss. ii. § 53),
I.achmann(Ar. T. Graece et IMint, Prajf. p. x.),

and Westcott (N. T. Canon, p. 280) consider

that the version was known to Tertullian, and

therefore nearly contemporaneous »ith the

Greek. Massuet'a conclusion was contested by
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But te " is rightly included in what may

be called the Aposto'ic family " (New

man, " Tracts Theological and Ecclesi

astical," p. 200), for he was the disciple

of St.. Polycarp (Iren. ad Florin, apud

Euseb. " II. E." v. 20), who was the

disciple of St. John. lie had singular

opportunities of knowing the mind of the

Church throughout the woild, for he was

brought up in Asia Minor, he was bishop

of Lyons, mid twice at least he came into

intimate re'ations with Rome. Irenseus

then appeals (" Adv. liar." iii. 3), in

attacking Gnostic error, to the Apostles.

They, he insists, had perfect knowledge,

and delivered the truth in its fulness to

tie Church. He points out that differ

ent churches are able to trace back

the succession of their bishops to the

Apostles, and, since it would be tedious

to enumerate all these churches, he has

recourse to the Church of Koine, founded

by "two most glorious Apostles, Peter

and Paul." " Pointing to the tradition

which this Church has received from

the Apostles, to that faith which has

been announced to the whole world, and

which has come even to us by the succes

sion of bishops," we confound all who

err from the right way. " For with this

Church, because of its more powerful

principality,1 every church must agree—

that is, the laith fill" everywhere—in which'

(t.e. in communion with the Roman

Church) the tradition of the Apostles

Sabatier (VtUu Italica, Trirf. n. 93) and the

Benedictine authors of the Ifistoire Litterairt oV

la France, vol. i. " S. Irc'ne'e," § 2. Inanv c;ise.

the fidelity of the Latin it* admitted on all

hands. The Syriac Fragments published by

Harvey in 1857 would prove this, "if a doubt

ful cause needed support' (Harvey's Irtnxui,

vol. il. p. 431).

1 "Princi; alitas" can only mean "princi-

'pality" or " supremacy." It orCurs: iv. 88,
•'God holds the principality;" ii. 30, God "is

above every principality and domination." In

eight other place;, it is used of the supreme

God of the Gnostics. So, i. 26. 1, " the princi

pality which is above all," " the principality

which is above everything." It is used-^-as we

know from the Fragments of the original tlreek

preserved in Phibitoplntm. x. 21 ; Theudoret,

Hairet. Fab. i. lo—to translate aiStu-na, "au

thority " or 'Supremacy."

* "Undique" =» "ubique," as Thiersch and

Stieren admit. Cf. iii. 24, 1, " Prrcdicationcm ec-

clcsisc undique ennstantem," with i. 10, 2, "Prse-

dicatio veritatis ubique lucet."

3 "In qua," "in which"—i.e. "in union

with which," or " in the unity of which." Cf.

"Sjlulem in eo dedit" (iii*. 12. 4); "Quod

perdideramus in Adam " (iii. 18, 1) ; and "In

qua una cathedra [sc. Petri] units." ab omnibus

r " (Optat. Schim. Don. ii. 2).

has ever been preserved by those on

every side." Then he enumerates the

series of Popes, beginning with Linus.

According to St. lreiueus the faithful all

over the world must agree with the

teaching of the Roman see, in which the

tradition of the whole Church is virtually

contained. This assent is due because

Rome has the " more powerf ul princi

pality," and this principality rests on the

Apostolic dignity of the Roman Church,

as the whole context shows. When

Irenaatis wrote general councils had not

been dreamt of. It was from the Apostles,

not from them, that the Roman Church

derived her supreme power. Nor, ajrain,

does Rome depend upon the assent of the

faithful; on the contrary, it is the faith

ful all over the world who are bound to

agree with her. This passage has been

the crux of Protestant theologians. For

two centuries and more they have been

devising a variety of interpretations, no

one of which has found general acceptance

even among themselves. In the last

Protestant book on St. Irenaius with

which we are acquainted, the writer

admits that the saint " passing, as it were

in prophecy, beyond himself, anticipates

the Papsl Church of the future," that be

marks out Rome " as the chief seat of

Apostolic tradition, as the centre which

sustains and unites the whole Church."

(Ziegler, " Irenaus,'' 1871, p. 16T.)1

We cannot expect many instances of

the exercise of Papal power at this time.

Time was needed to develop the principles

contained in the Apostolic tradition on

" the Chair of Peter," and, besides, the

hand of the persecutor was heavy on the

Church. Still, indications of Roman supre

macy are not wanting in the facts of

early history. " The heretic Marcion,

excommunicated in Pontus, betakes him

self to Rome." "The Montanists from

Phrygia come to Rome to gain the

countenance of its bishops; Praxeas

from Asia attempts the like." " St. Victor,

bishop of Rome, threatens to excommuni

cate t he Asian churches." " St. Stephen

refuses to receive St. Cyprians deputation,

and separates himself from various

churches of the East ; Fortunatus and

1 The interpretation given in the text is that

of the Gallicans Natalis Alexander, Bnssuet,

Massuet, and Ceillier ; a'.so of Ilollinger,

Churrh History, Engl. Trant-l. i. p. I'ofl, and

Kriedrich, Kirchengtsuhichtr Ihulnchhindn. i. p.

409. I n terpretations m u t u ally de-t ruct i ve will be

found in Ssdmaxiu", Ue Primatu, p. 65 ; Grabe,

ad lo:.; Xeander, i. p. 269 ; Uieseler, i. p. 176.

XI
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Felix, deposed by Oyprian, have recourse

to Rome ; Basilides, deposed in Spain,

betakes himself to Rome." " The pres

byters of St. Dionysius, bishop of Alex

andria, complain of his doctrine to St.

Dionysius of Rome ; the latter expostu

lates with him and he explains." (New

man, " Development," p. 157 teg.) No

doubt the early Fathers spoke and acted

at times in a manner inconsistent with

their own utterances elsewhere on Roman

authority. This was perfectly natural,

seeing that they had indeed the tradition

of the Church, but not formal definitions

or even a developed theological system to

guide them. It would of course be a

monstrous anachronism were we to attri

bute a belief in Papal infallibility to

Ante-Nicene Fathers. Our contention

simply is that the modern doctrine on

Papal power is the logical outcome of

patristic principles. It is another and

a very different thing to say that the

early Fathers themselves saw all this, and

they were of course furthest from seeing

it when they were irritated by an un

wonted interference on the part of Rome

or opposed to Rome in theological contro

versy. And it deserves to be carefully

remembered that there is no counter-

theory to be found in the Fathers of the

Ante-Nicene age. The external unity of

the Church is their constant theme. But

if the see of Peter was not the centre of

unity, then what was? If two bishops

anathematised and refused to communicate

with each other, how were the faithful to

know which of the two was in the unity

of the Church ? If we do not take the

chair of Peter a3 the centre of unity,

then the Ante-Nicene Fathers supply no

answer to the question. They never men

tion general councils or appeal to a

majority of the bishops throughout the

world. Yet, if each bishop is to be

independent and subject to God alone,

we should have a thousand Popes instead

of one, and the unity of the Church

would be shattered into pieces.1 Our

opponents may complain that the early

Fathers do not speak fully enough on the

authority of Rome, that their acts and

dicta are occasionally inconsistent with

Roman claims. They cannot, say with any

show of reason that the drift of patristic

teaching tends to any definite theory of

1 Cyprian, indeed, does, in the stress of con

troversy, c>mmit himself to a theory of absolute

episcopal independence (Ep. lv. 21). But he

diatinctlv contradicts himself even in the same

Epistle (lv. 24) and lxiv. 1 ; lix. 9.

church unity, other than that of the

Catholic Roman Church.

(3) The Fathers of the Fourth ami

Fifth Centuries.—Here the difficulty lies,

not in finding proofs that Papal supremacy

was asserted and recognised, but in select

ing typical instauces from the mass of

evidence. " More ample testimony," says

Cardinal Newman, " for the Papal supre

macy, as now professed by Roman

Catholics, is scarcely necessary than what

is contained " in a series of passages

which he quotes. (" Development," p.

148 seg.) " The simple question is whether

the clear light of the fourth and fifth

centuries may be fairly taken to interpret

to us the dim, though definite, outlines

traced in the preceding"—i.e. the Ante-

Nicene age. The following are among

the most striking passages in which the

Fathers maintain not only that the Pope

holds a supremacy of jurisdiction by

divine right, but also that communion

with him is the necessary condition of

Catholic unity.

Optatus, lib. ii. c. 2, 3 : " You cannot

deny that you know that in the city

of Rome the episcopal chair was bestowed

on Peter first, in which Peter, head of

all the Apostles, sat, in which one chair

unity was to be preserved (serearetur) by

nil, that the rest of the Apostles might

not maintain each his own chair, that he

might be at once a schismatic and a sinner

who against the chair which stands by

itself (tintfttlarem cathedram) set another.*

He then enumerates the Popes from

Peter down to Siricius, the Pope of his own

day. The Council of Aquileia, in which

St. Ambrose took a chief part, begs in a

letter to the Emperor Gratian that be

will " not permit the Roman Church, the

head of the whole Roman world and that

sacred faith of the Apostles, to be dis

turbed, because from it the rights of

venerable admonition flow forth for alL"

(Mansi, " Concil." torn. iii. col. 622.) St

Ambrose tells us (" De Excidio Satyri," i.

47) that his brother, in places where the

schism of Lucifer prevailed, if he doubted

the orthodoxy of a bishop, asked him,

" if he communicated with the Catholic

bishops, that is, with the Roman Church."

St. Jerome (Ep. 15) addressee these

words to Pope Damasus : " Following

none but Christ, I am associated in

communion with your Holiness—that is,

with the chair of Peter. Oil that rock I

know the Church was built. Whosoever

eateth the lamb out of this house is pro

fane. If anyone is not in the ark of
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Noe he will perish when the floods

Erevail. ... I know not Vital is ; I will

ave none of Meletius ; Paulinus is

strange to me. Whoso gathereth not

with you scattereth ; that is, he who is

not on Christ's side is with Antichrist."

" Come, my brethren," savs St. Augustine

to the Donatists (" Ps. co'ntr. Don. ), " if

you wish to be grafted in the vine. . . .

Reckon up the bishops even from the very

see of Peter. . . . That is the rock which

the haughty gates of hell do not overcome."

In 416 a council of sixty-eight bishops at

Carthage, and of fifty-nine at Mileve in

Numidia, condemned Pelagius, whose

doctrine had been anathematised five years

before in another council at Carthage.

Each of the two last councils sent letters

to Pope Innocent, begging that Apostolic

authority might be given to their decrees.

("Ep. Concil. Carthag. Const." Epp.

Innoc. 26.) Another letter was sent to

the Pope by Augustine and four other

bishops, in which they tell him what

had been done against Pelajrianism. All

these letters are full of deference to the

Apostolic See, and the Bishops of the

Council at Mileve tell the Pope that

heretics were more likely to yield to his

authority, which was "derived from the

authority of Holy Scripture " (" auctori-

tati tua? ex scripturarum sacraruiu auc-

toritate deproraptffi," Const. Ep. 28).

Innocent replied, commending them for

following the old rule which prescribed

that answers should come to all the

provinces from the Apostolic fount

Before Rome spoke, but after the pro

vincial councils, St. Augustine (Ep. 178)

admits that " Pelagianism was not yet

fully excluded from the Church." After

the councils had been confirmed by Rome,

after the rescript came, he thought that

by the letters of Innocent " the whole

doubt had been removed " (" Contr. Ep.

Pelag." ii. 3). Pelagius himself had pro

mised " to condemn all which that see

[the Roman see] had condemned "

(August. "De Peccat. Orig." 7). We

need not dwell on the claims made by

the Popes themselves. " The canons

themselves have decided," says Pope

Gelasius (492-0) writing to FauBtus.

" that no one whosoever shull appeal

from this see, and so provide that it shall

judge the whole Church and itself be

judged by none. . . . Timothy of Alexan

dria, Peter of Antioch, Peter, Paul, John,

not one, but many, bearing the episcopal

name, by the authority of the Apostolic

see alone, were cast down. , , . Therefore,

we are in no fear lest the Apostolic

judgment be reversed, to which the voice

of Christ, tradition, and the canons have

given the decision of controversy through

out the whole Church." (Mansi, " Concil."

torn. viii. 16 seq.) At an earlier date—viz.

in the year 422—Pope Boniface had

spoken of the Roman see as that " from

which, if any divide himself, he becomes

an outcast from the religion of Christ"

(Coust. Epp. Bonifac. 14).

It may be objected that all this is

Western evidence. But testimony quite

as strong comes to us from the East. In

341 (or, as some think, 342) Pope Julius

with a synod of fifty Italian bishops (see

Athanas. " ApoL contr. Arianos," ad init,,

and the epistle of the synod of Philippo-

polis, Mansi, torn. iii. 130) restored two

Eastern prelates, St. Athanasius and

Paul of Constantinople, to their sees.

" He " (Pope Julius), savs the Greek

historian Socrates (" H. E*." ii. 15), " in

accordance with the prerogatives of the

lionum Church, established the bishops

in outspoken letters, sent them back to

the East, restored each to his own see,

and laid his hand upon those who had

rashly deposed them." Eustathius, bishop

of Sebaste, was reinstated on producing a

letter of restitution from Pope Liberius.

(Basil, Ep. 263.) Chrysostom and his

persecutor Theophilus appealed to Pope

Innocent. The latter also addressed him-

self to the Bishops of Milan and Aquileia,

but that the appeal was made specially to'

Rome appears from the statement in a

letter from Anysius, bishop of Thessalo-

nica who was a friend of Chrysostom's—

viz. " that he abode by the judgment of

the Romans " (oic tfifitvti rfi xpiati rrj row

'Vajuuaiv). (Seethe life by Palladium, him

self a contemporary of Chrysostom, cap. 3.)

But it is in the proceedings of the two

great Councils of Ephesus and Chalcedon

that Roman supremacy, with its divine

sanction, shines ibrth most clearly. Cyril

did not dare to break oft* communion with

Nestorius till he had consulted Pope

Celestine. - He begged the Pope to declare

his mind on this point (Mansi, " Concil."

torn. iv. 1011 teq.) The Pope told his

legates to act, not as disputants, but as

judges (Coust. Ep. Cel. 17.) The Fathers

of Ephesus passed sentence on Nestorius,

" compelled and constrained (avayxaiat

taTtireixdivTtt) by the sacred canons and

the letter of our most holy Father and

fellow-minister Celestine, bishop of the

Roman Church." (Mansi, iv. 1207.) John

of Antioch, after a schismatical resistance

xx I
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to Pope and council, returned to Catholic

unity. Whereupon Sixtns III. reminds

him that he has learned by experience

" what it is to think with us. Blessed

Peter, in the person of his successors, has

handed down what he has received. Who

would wish to cut himself off from the

first of the Apostles, taught by our

master Himself r" (Const. Epp. Sixt.

III. Ep. 6.) The Fitthers of Chalcedon

acknowledge that the Pope had presided

over the council through his legates as

head over the members," that the Pope

" is appointed for all (7700-1 Kafto-Tuu.fvos)

interpreter of the voice of Peter ; " they

say that " Dioscorus had dared to restore

Eutyches to the dignity of which he had

been deprived by his Holiness," and had

" turned in his madness against him to

whom the Saviour had entrusted the

guardianship of the vine." They men

tion the 28th canon, and ask its confirma

tion, that " the establishment of good

discipline (firafuis), as well as of faith,

might be attributed " to Leo. Finally,

they gave an account of all that had been

done to the Pope, " that he might confirm

it" (tls fUfkuwrir, Mansi, torn. vi. 1+8 seq.).

Next year the Emperor Marcian wrote to

Leo that doubts had arisen in the minds

of many whether his Holiness had con

firmed the decrees of the council (ra

TVKia6ivra i&tfiaiuxTtv). One more instance

and we have done. The Formulary or

Libellus of Pope Hormisdas was signed in

619 by the Bishop of Constantinople,

and imposed by the Byzantine emperor

upon all the bishops within his dominions.

Itcontains the following words : " Whereas

the sentence of our Lord Jesus Christ can

not be set aside, in which He says, ' Thou

art Peter, and on this rock I will build

my Church ; ' the above words are con

firmed by the effects, since in the Apostolic

see religion h*is ever been preserved with

out stain. Anxious, therefore, by no

means to be severed from this hope and

faith, and following in all things the

constitutionsof the Fathers, we anathema

tise all heretics, especially Nestorius, &c. . .

receive and approve all the encyclical

letters of Pope Leo, which ho wrote con

cerning the Christian religion. Whence,

as we have said before, following in all

things the Apostolic see, and proclaiming

all its constitutions, I hope I may attain

(we are not responsible lor the grammar)

"to be with you in the one communion

which the Apostolic see proclaims, in

which is the perfect and true solidity of

the Christian religion." (Mansi, torn. viii.

407 ; Hefele. " Concil." p. 673, 694

This Libellus was also approved by tie

Eighth General Council.

Such was the tradition of East and

West, long before the forgery of the False

Decretals, long before schism rent the

Eastern patriarchates from the obedience

due to the Holy See. With good right,

therefore, did the Council of Florence

define " that the Roman Pontiff is the

successor of blessed Peter, prince of the

Apostles ; that he is the true vicar of

Christ ; that he is head of" the whole

Church, Father and doctor of all Chris

tians; that to him \ia the person of]

blessed Peter was given full power of

feeding, ruling, and governing the uni

versal Church, as also 1 is contained in

the acts of oecumenical councils and in

the holy canons." It is necessary to bear

in mind that all Catholics, Gallican as

well as Ultramontane, accepted the belief

that the Roman Church is the centre of

unity, and that communion with her is

the test of Catholicity. " The Son of

God," says Bossuet, " since He willed that

his Church should be one .... instituted

the primacy of St. Peter to maintain and

cement it." The chair of Peter " is the

common centre of all Catholic unity "

(" Exposition de la Foi Cathnlique," 21.

" Tl>e Catholic Church from her birth has

had for a mark of her unity her com

munion with the chair of St. Peter, so

that, remaining in it, as we do, without

letting anything separate us from it, we

are the body which has seen those who

have severed themselves fall on the right

hand and the left " (" Premiere Instruction

Pastorale sur les lYomessus de l'Eglise,"

n. 32). " We grant that in Church law

1 *' Quemadmodum etiam " is now proved

to be the true reading. It is found in the ori-

S'nal copy signed by the Council { Mil&nesi, in

ie GioYmi/e Storico degli Archivi Tvscani for

1 857, pp. 19G-225 ; and Cecconi, in the Amonia,

Feb. 1870). It was in the "*au hentic " copy of

the Colbertine library ( llossuet, Off. Cler. Gall.

vi. 11) ; in the authentic opv of the Vatican

(.sjee the letter of Mainachius, Orsi, Horn. PonL

vi. 11); tii the fifteenth century copies of the

Valium (Facsimiles in Civiltd, Feb. 5, 1870).

Of these last, one has "etiara" written ^et,**

whence probably the false reading 44 quemad-

inodum et " crept into the text of Dlondus and

obtained some currency in the printed copies.

Iirequii/ny (Meutoires fie la Societe de* Inscrip

tions, torn, xliii. 306 seq.) denies (against the

authors of the Nouvelle Diplomatique, v. 315

seq.) that any of the four original* mentioned

by Svropulus exist. He admits, however, that

the MS. copy at Florence was made liefore tilt

departure of the Greeks, so that in any case tbe

question is completely settled.
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there is nothing; the Pope cannot do, when

need requires it" ("Def." xi. 20). He

looked on Archbishop FtSnelon's sub

mission to the Pope, who condemned his

book, as a natural act of " ecclesiastical

subordination," for " there is one chief

bishop, there is one Peter appointed to

guide all the flock, there is one Mother

Church established to teach all the others ;

and the Church of Jesus Christ founded

on that unity, as on an immovable rock,

cannot be shaken" (" Relation des Actes

et Deliberations " on Quietism, vol. xx.

p. 505, in the new edition of Bossuet, par

Lachat, Paris, 1804).

(4) The Vatican Decree*.—In two im

portant particulars the last council went

beyond the principles accepted by Galli-

cans. First it defined that the Pope has

not only " the office of inspection and

direction," but also " the whole fulness of

supreme power " in discipline as well as

faith, and that this power is " ordinary

and immediate over all and each of the

pastors and of the faithful.'' This is in

no wsy meant to derogate from the rights

of bishops, or to make them mere delegates

or vicars of the Pope. On the contrary,

the council teaches that they too have

" ordinary and immediate jurisdiction" in

their dioceses, that tbey have been " plticed

by the Holy Ghost," that they have " suc

ceeded to the position of the Apostles,"

that they are " true pastors." It may be

well to quote on this point two theo

logians whom no one will suspect of

watering down the Ultramontane doc

trine. Speaking of the allegation that

Ultrnmontanes "consider the episcopate

as tie Pope's mere creation and vice

gerent, just, e.g., as the Roman Congre

gations are," Dr. Ward replies that " every

Catholic would repudiate such a tenet as

erroneous and even heretical." So again

Dr. Murray (author ofthe treatise " De Ec-

clesia," 4c), writes: "Christ established,

not episcopal order merely, but episcopal

jurisdiction. That is, He ordained that

there should be for ever in the Church,

besides the universal pastor, pastors

having particular flocks, with power to

teach, legislate, inflict censures,' &c, &c.

The Pope may for a just cause withdraw

jurisdiction from a particular bishop, but

he cannot destroy the corjms ejmco-

porum (See Ward, " Essays on the

Church's Doctrinal Authority," pp. 376,

377.) Such is the true sense of the

Vatican decree, and plainly it is in per

fect harmcny with the exposition given

above of Christ's words to St. Peter,

"Feed my sheep," "Feed my lambs."

The whole flock and each member of it

are given to St. Peter's charge. His

successors draw their authority over each

Christian from Christ Himself. The

Pope, iu virtue of his office, has direct

power over each Christian in any par

ticular diocese ; the bishop of that diocese

has the same power attached to his

office, but the bishop must exercise it in

union with and subordination to the

Pope. There is no difficulty in supposing

that superior and inferior may both

have ordinary jurisdiction in the same

place. Thus the ordinary right which

the constitution might give a sovereign to

try legal cases by commission would in

no way make it impossible for the ap

pointed judges also to exercise ordinary

jurisdiction.

Next, the Vatican Council teaches

" that when the Roman Pontiff" speaks

ex cathedra—that is, when he, using his

office as pastor and doctor of nil Christians,

in virtue of his Apostolic office defines a

doctrine of faith and morals to be held

by the whole Church, he by tho divine

assistance, promised to him iu the blessed

Peter, possesses that infallibility with

which the Divire Redeemer was pleased

to invest his Church in the definition of

doctrine on faith or morals, and that,

therefore, such definitions of the Roman

Pontiff are irreformable in their own na

ture and not because of the consent of the

Church " (" Pastor ./Eternus," cap. 4).

The Pope in himself is subject, to error like

other men ; his infallibility comes from the

spirit of God, which on certain occasions

protects him from error in faith and

morals. He has no infallibility in merely

historical or scientific questions. Even in

matters of faith and morals he has no

inspiration, and must use the same means

of theological inquiry open to other men.

He may err as a private doctor ; nor is

any immunity from error granted to books

which he may write and publish. Even

when he speaks with Apostolic authority

he may err. The Vatican Council only

requires us to believe that God protects

him from error in definitions on faith or

morals when he imposes a belief on the

Universal Church.

So understood, the Papal infallibility

follows by logical consequence from

principles already illustrated in this arti

cle and that on the Ciiuncn. Our argu

ment is not addressed to Protestants. They

must understand and accept the infalli

bility of the Church, and the position of
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the Holy See as the foundation of faith

and centre of unity, before they can under

stand or accept the Vatican definitions.

It is ajrainst the Gallican theory that we

are arguing now, and we therefore take

for granted the Catholic principles which

Galileans held.

We have seen that from the earliest

times the faith of Peter and his successors

has been taken as the foundation of the

Church; indeed, so much is implied in

Christ's words to the chief of his Apo

stles. Peter, says Bossuet, by his confession

of Christ's Godhead " attracts to himself

that inviolable promise which makes him

the foundation of the Church. The word

of Jesus Christ, which makes what He

wills out of nothing, gives such strength

to a mortal. Let it not be said or thought

that St. Peter's ministry ends with him

self; that which is to serve as the support

of an eternal Church can never end. Peter

will live in his successors ; Peter will ever

speak in his chair; this is what the

Fathers say, and 630 bishops at the

Council of Chalcedon confirm (Sermon

a l'Ouverture de l'Assemble'e-ge'nerale du

Clerge1). Now, if Peter and his successors

are the foundation of an infallible Church,

of a Church, moreover, unchangeable in

constitution, they themselves must be in

fallible. If they were to impose a false

belief on Christians, the faith and infalli

bility of the Church itself would be

shaken.

Let us turn once again to Bossuet, and

see how he expounds Christ's charge to

Peter, "Confirm thy brethren." Christ, he

says, " does not merely give a command

ment to Peter individually : Peter receives

" an office which [Christ] founds and in

stitutes in his Church for ever." " There

was always to be a Peter in the Church

to confirm his brethen in the faith; it

was the most fitting means of establish

ing that unity of sentiments which the

Saviour desired above everything ; and

that authority was so much the more

necessary for the successors of the Apo

stles, inasmuch as their faith was less

stable than that of those from whom they

sprang" (de leurs auteurs, "Meditations

sur l'Evangile," lxxii.). But if the bishops

are infallible because confirmed in the

faith by Peter's successors, those who hold

Peter's place must be themselves infallible.

Further, if the see of Rome, which is by

divine appointment the head of the Church

and the centre of unity, solemnly and per

sistently made false belief a condition of

communion, then one of two things must

follow—either the body of the Church

would accept the heresy which the Pope

propounded and so forfeit its infallibility,

or else would maintain the truth, and be

left without the head and centre of unity

given by Christ. Either consequence is a

sheer impossibility on Gallican, no less than

on Ultramontane, principles.

It must not be supposed for a moment

that the Pope is an absolute monarch. He

cannot, as we have already shown, annul

the constitution of the Church ordained

by Christ. His power of definition is

limited by a multitude of previous defini

tions due to his predecessors, to the

councils, to the ordinary exercise of the

Church's magisterium through the pastors

united to the Holy See. If the Pope

obstinately rejected an article of faith

which had already been proposed by the

Church, and to which the Pope owes

allegiance as much as the simplest of the

faithful, he might be judged and replaced.

" It has always been maintained," savs

F. Ryder ("Catholic Controversy," p. 30),

" that for heresy the Church may j udge

the Pope, because, as most maiutain, by

heresy he ceases to be Pope." BeUarmin

and Turrecremata maintain that he would

cease to be Pope ipso facto; Oajetan and

John of St. Thomas require formal depo

sition. Of course, we maintain that the

assent of Christians is due to the Pope's

decision in matters of faith and morals

discussed in the Church. We refer only

to the case of a Pope directly contradicting

previous definitions, teaching, e.g., that

Christ is not God, that the Blessed Virgin

is equal to God, or the like. So that

this admission is in no way contrary to onr

statement of Papal infallibility. In such

a case (we may well think that Provi

dence would prevent its occurrence) the

faithful would be protected from error

and the Church would not be left without

a heid.

(5) The Pope's Election ; the Exercite

of his Powers ; Titles, fw.

(a) Some and the Papacy.—As a

matter of fact the Pope is and always has

been Bishop of Rome, and, according to

the common opinion, this connection be

tween Rome and the Papacy exists by

Divine law. According to others, how

ever (e.g. Soto, apud Billuart " De Fide,"

diss. iv. a. 4), the Pope might choose

another see, or might govern the Church

without holding any special see at all.

O) Papal Election.—In the first ages

the Bishop of Rome was chosen, like

other bishops, by the clergy and people,
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with the assent of the neighbouring

bishops, and the person elected was con

secrated by the Bishop of Ostia. The

Christian emperors decided doubtful elec

tions, while Odoacer and Theodoric the

Great claimed the same right as kings of

Italy. Felix III. was actually nominated

by Theodoric, and other Italian kings

received a sum of money for confirming

Papal elections. After Justinian recovered

Italy, the election of a new Pope was

notified to the Exarch of Ravenna and

confirmed by the Byzantine emperors.

From the eighth century onwards the

influence of the Eastern empire over

Italy declined, and the Papal elections

were disturbed by factions in the city.

The canon in which Hadrian I. concedes

the right of nomination to Charlemagne

is spurious ; still, as a rule, the election

took place in the presence of commis

sioners from the Carlovingian emperors.

After the deposition and death of Charles

the Fat, the Papal elections became once

more and for a long time an object of

factious contention, till the Roman em

perors began once again to exert their

influence. The first German Pope,

Gregory V., owed his nomination to

imperial favour, and four German bishops

were raised in succession to the Papal

dignity by Henry III. The decree of

Nicolas II. in 1050 marks a new era. The

cardinal bishops [Cardinal] were to elect,

with the approval of the clergy and people,

"saving the honour due to our beloved

son Henry, who is now king and will be,

as we hope, by God's favour, emperor,

according as we have already granted to

him and his successors, who have obtained

this right personally from the Apostolic

See." Gradually the influence of the

Roman emperors fell away, and the elec

tion rested in the hands of the cardinals

alone, no distinction being made between

the cardinal-bishops and other members

of the Sacred College. Something has

been said on the present mode of elec

tion and the chief enactments on the

subject in the article on Conclaves, and

to this we refer our readers, adding, how

ever, the following facts from Ferraris

(art. Papa). Ecclesiastical and, as is

commonly held, divine law, make it im

possible for a Pope to nominate his suc

cessor. The election is in the hands of

the cardinals. In the event of all the

cardinals being dead, some think the

right of election would pass to the

Canons of St. John Lateran, others to

the Patriarchs, others to a general coun

cil. The cardinals are not bound to

choose one of their own body ; a layman,

and even a married man, may be law

fully elected. In modern times Austria,

France, and Spain have been allowed to

exclude any single candidate, provided

they notify their objection before the

election is made. This, of course, is a

mere concession, not a right Portugal

and Naples have claimed to exercise the

same power, but have never been allowed

to do so.

(y) The Insignia of the Pope are the

pedum rectum, or straight crosier ; the

pallium, which he wears constantly ; the

tiara, or triple crown. [See Tiara;

Crosier ; Pallium ; Kiss.j He is ad

dressed as " Your Holiness, "Beatissime

Pater,'' &c, and he speaks of himself as

" Servus servorum Dei." [See the article.]

(8) TheActual Exercise ofPapal Power.

—The Pope is Bishop of Rome, Metropoli

tan of the Roman province, the only real

Patriarch in the West (see Hel'ele on the

6th Nicene Canon, " Concil." I. p. 307 seq.).

Even these offices, as held by him, diner

in this from the same offices as held by

others—viz. that the Pope holds them

without having to render an account of

his administration to any earthly superior.

No line of demarcation can be drawn

between the Pope's exercise of Papal and

Patriarchal power. The fulness of the

latter ia included in the former, and, as a

matter of fact, the Pope for long did not

exercise throughout the whole West the

power which the Eastern Patriarchs

wielded in confirming the election of

bishops, Sec. It is still true, however,

that the Pope exercises more immediate

power over bishops in the West, where

there is no other Patriarch, than in the

East, with Patriarchates of its own. We

need not, however, consider here the Papal

government in the East. The number of

Greeks and Orientals who acknowledge

the Pope's jurisdiction is very small, and

enough has been said on the subjtct in

other articles—e.g. in those on the various

Eastern rites. We speak only of the

Pope's power as exercised in the Latin

Church, and we take as our guide Cardinal

Soglia ("Institut. Juris publici Eccles."

lib. ii. cap. 1).

The Pope, then, is the supreme judge

in all controversies of faith, and he may

and does exercise this power immediately

or through the Sacred Congregations.

Thus he may condemn or prohibit books,

he may reserve to himself the canonisa

tion of saints, he may alter the rites of
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the Church in matters which are not

essential. Often, on such occasions, the

Pope, though exercising his supreme

power, does not speak ex cathedra or claim

infallibility. To him the supreme direc

tion of discipline belongs. lie may

enact laws lor the whole Church, and

dispense from the common Church law.

It is his duty to see that the canons are

observed, and to this end he may send

legates and nuncios to distant provinces

and receive appeals from all persons in all

parts of the world. He reserves to him

self the hearing of the " greater causes "

—e.g. grave charges against a bishop. He

can inflict censures, such as excommuni

cation, on all Christians, and reserve to

himself the power of absolving from

certain sins. lie alone can erect, suppress,

and divide dioceses, translate or deprive

bishops, and that without crime on their

part if the general good requires it; he

alone can confirm the election of bishops

or appoint coadjutors with right of succes

sion. Bishops are required at various

intervals to visit the limina Apostolomm

and give an account of their ministry.

Lastly, the Pope alone can approve new

religious orders, and exempt them, if he

sees fit, from episcopal jurisdiction.

(Ballerini's " De Primat.u " and " De

Potestate Summ. Pontif." are among the

most useful books on the subject. But

theologians and canonists without num

ber have treated of it, and it would be

vain to attempt an account of the litera

ture in the space at our command.)

PORTEFOKICM (portean, portuary,

portiut, portuatse, porthvot, portfoi-y) was

the common word in England for the

Breviary. Originally the name was

meant to denote that the book was port

able, but the original meaning was for

gotten and the word used of copies, how

ever large. The word is as old as

lireciarium, and though of constant oc

currence in English documents and litera

ture, does not seem to have been known

on the Continent. (Maskell, " Mon. Rit."

vol. i. p. xcviii. set/.)

POXTXTtncttXjA. This was one of

the three churc hes, at or near Assisi, which

were repaired by St. Francis. " The old

little church, . . . like the holy chapel

at Loreto, is inclosed in the middle of a

spacious church, annexed to a large con

vent in the hands of Recollects or Re

formed Franciscans; it is the head or

mother house of this branch of the

order." 1 Here, according to the common

i Alban Butler, Oct i.

tradition (of which, however, there is no

trace in the five oldest biographies of the

saint), Jesus Christ appeared to St

Francis in 1221, and " bade him go to the

Pope, who would give a plenary indul

gence to all sincere penitents who should

devoutlv visit that church." 1 Two years

later, Honorius HI., at the request of St.

Francis, granted the indulgence (com

monly known in Italy as the " Pardon of

Assisi''), confining it to the 2nd of

August, and to the Chun-h of the Por-

tiuncula. Gregory XV. (1022) extended

it to all the churches ot the Observant

Franciscans, including the Recollects or

Reformed, between first Vespers and sun

set on August 2. Innocent XI. (1678),

in favour of the same churches, allowed

this indulgence to be applied by way of

suffrage to the relief of the souls in Pur

gatory. Filially, the indulgence of the

Portiuncula can be gained in all churches

in which the third order of St. Francis it

canonically established. (Moroni; Wet-

zer and "Welte.)

FOBT-aoTAL. [See Jansejusts.]

POSSESSION, DEIKONIACAI.

A state in which an evil spirit, by God's

permission, inhabits the bodv of a rational

being. The devil is able in this way to

torture the body, to deceive the senses by

hallucinations, and indirectly, because of

the connection between soul and body, to

torture the soul, to impair and pervert its

faculties. He cannot, however, inhabit

the 8Dul,for this is a power which belongs

to God alone ; much less can he master

the free will and force the possessed

person to sin. But he may increase to a

fearful extent the power of temptation,

overpower the body and even produce

insanity, in which last case the possessed

person may of course commit actions out

wardly sinful, for which he is not re

sponsible. In obsession (also called dr-

cumcessio) the devil attacks the man in an

extraordinary manner from without—by

presenting, e.g., phantoms to the senses

— but does not inhabit the body or exert

an abiding and immanent influence. [See

Energtimen ; Exorcist.]

POST-COMMUNION. A prayer

or prayers, varying with the day, said after

the priest has taken the ablutions. In

the Gelasian Sacramentary it was always

followed bv a praver over the people, and

th is is still the case in the Ferial Masses in

Lent, when the Post-Communion is still

succeeded by the " Humiliate capita vestra

Deo " and the " Oratio super populum.*

> Alban Butler, Oct i.
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All the Western liturgies conform in this

part to the same type. The Arabrosian

has a " Post-Conimuuio ; " tbe Oallican a

" Collectio post communinnem " and a

" Consummatio vel ad plebem."

In the Mozarabic rite, however, the

prayers after Communion are invariable.

(Le Hrun ; Benedict XIV.; Hammond.)

postil. Originally, a note or

comnientarv on a passage of Scripture,

tbe derivation being, putt ilia verba te.itus.

Since such commentaries often took a

hortatory or homiletic form, the word

pontiila came to be used for a short sermon.

The sense of " commentary " appears in

the title of the celebrated fourteenth-

century work of Nicholas de Lyra, " Post-

illa in universa Biblia." [Glossa Or-

DINAria.] A verb, pudillare, " to compose

a commentary," also came into use.

poverty. [See Evangelical

Counsels.]

power or keys. [See Penance;

Excommunication ; Pope.]

pragmatic sanction. by

this term the mediaeval lawyers under

stood a solemn edict, adopted and pub

lished with every formality by the

sovereign of a country, with the advice

of his councillors and of the estates of

the realm. To the general reader the

name is chiefly familinr in connection

with the celebrated instrument by which

Charles VI., emperor of Germany, en

deavoured to secure for bis daughter

Maria Teresa the peaceable succession to

all tbe dominions of the House of Austria.

Among Pragmatic Sanctions which have

dealt with ecclesiastical affairs, three are

specially noted. The first, which is

ascribed to St Louis (1268), grants many

liberties and privileges to the church of

France. For an account of the second,

passed at Bourges by Charles VII. (14JJ8),

see the articles ■Qallicanism and Con

cordat. The third (1446) preceded the

concordat between Eugenius IV. and the

German nation ; on which see Concordat.

prayer. [See Mental Prater;

Breviary, &c]

PREACHERS, ORDER OF. [See

Dominicans.]

preaching. Christian preaching

began with our Lord Himself, who en

trusted the continuation of the work to

his Apostles. At first the Christian

congregations were instructed not only

by " teachers " in the common accepta

tion of the term, but also by " prophets,"

to whom the counsels of God were

revealed in an extraordinary manner—a

gift which might, include a knowledge of

the future, though this was not necessarily

the case. Later, the Fathers speak of

preaching as a chief part of the bishop's

office. In Africa, till St. Augustine's

time, it was not usual for priests to

preach (" Vita. Possid.'' 5), and this was

also the case in the time of Socrates

(" II. E" v. 22) at Alexandria. On the

other hand, Origen preached in Palestine

while only a layman or at least not s

priest (Kuseb. " H. E." vi. 19.). Even in

the African church preaching by laymen,

at the request of the clergy, became a

permitted use (Uncus prertentibut clerieil

niti ipsit rogimtibus doners non audeat, c.

98 of the so-called Concil. Carthag. iv.

anno 398). According to a well-known

statement of Sozomen (" H. E." vii. 19) 1

sermons had not been preached at all

in the Roman Church till the middle of

the fifth century, but possibly the truth is

that down to St. Leos pontificate there

had been no great preacher or formal

sermons in the Greek style at Rome.

The preacher sat during his sermon ; t he

people sometimes sat, sometimes stood.

Sermons were delivered on Sundays and

feasts, and Chrysostom's homihi-s on

GenesiB prove that sermons were delivered

daily in I^ent. In the East sermons were

often very long. Chrysostom's discourse

lasted sometimes for two hours. In the

West they were generally short. Chry-

sostom, the two Gregories, Basil in the

East, Ambrose, Augustine, Leo, Gregory

the Great in the West, were the great

preachers of the Patristic period.

For a long time they had no successors

who came near them in eloquence. The

Synod of Mayence in 847 (c. 2) requires

each bishop to have a book of Latin

homilies, and turn them "in linguam

rusticnm Romanam aut Theotiscam for

the good of the people. Peter Damian in

the eleventh.and St. Bernard in the twelfth

century, were conspicuous preachers. A

new era began with the rise of the mendi

cant orders. Tauler, Suso, in the four

teenth century, St. Vincent Ferrer (d.

1419) and Savonarola in the fifteenth,

i/ouis of Granada in the sixteenth, were

Dominicans; Bernardino of Siena and

John Capistran in the fifteenth were

Franciscans ; John of Avila (d. 1569) a

secular. Enormous crowds surrounded

the great preachers of the later middle

1 oi/Tf ti 6 fftrfotoirof out* aAAof tic tySdSt in'

e««Ai|<7ta< 8»4air«€i. Valerius in his note on the

passage, quotes Oassiodorus. who had lived at

Rome, as witness to the same fact.

«
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age, and sometimes persons actually died

from the emotion which the serraoii

awoke in them.

Important regulations on preaching

were enacted by the Council of Trent

(Sess. v. De Reform. ; Sess. xxiv. De

Reform, cap. iv.). The council teaches

that preaching is the "principal office of

bishops," and requires bishops, parish

priests, and all who have the cure of

souls, to preach personally, or in case of

lawful impediment by deputy, at least on

Sundays and solemn feasts. Further,

during the fasts, and particularly during

Advent and Lent, the bishop is to

provide sermons daily, or at least three

times a week. Regulars preaching in

their own churches must first be examined

and approved by their superiors and must

seek the bishop's blessing, nor are they to

preach even there against the bishop's

will. In other churches they cannot

preach without episcopal licence. Bishops

are to warn the faithful that they are

bound to hear the word of God in their

own parish church, if they can do so

without inconvenience. The sermons are

to be short and simple and of a practical

character.

We can only mention a few of the

great preachers of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, the golden age of

preaching. In France the names of

Bossuet, the Jesuit Bourdaloue (1632-

1704), Massillon (1633-1742) will occur

to all. De la Colorabiere, S.J. (d. 1682),

and Flechier, chielly remembered for his

funeral orations (d. 1710), are prominent

in the second class. In Italy the great

preacher was the holy Jesuit Segneri

(d. 1 604) ; in Portugal, Vieira, also a

Jesuit (d. 1607). In our own century

the great preachers have been the Italian

Theatine Ventura, and in France the

Jesuit Ravignan, the great Dominican

Lacordaire, and the late gifted Bishop of

Orleans, Dupanloup. Of Irishmen, one

of the greatest as a popular preacher was

the Dominican Thomas Nicholas Burke.

Veith, at Vienna, Cardinal Diepenbrook

and Forster, bishops of Breslau, the Jesuit

Father Roh and others, have won high

reputation. (The latter part chiefly from

Kraus, " Kirchengeschichte.")

rSEASAMlTES. The first author

of the I'readamitic system, as Zaccaria

calls it, is said to have been Giordano

Bruno, a Dominican (who abandoned his

order and the Catholic religion), though

theTe are traces of it in Rabbinical

writers. It was developed by a French

Calvinist, Isaac de la Peyreyre, in a book

entitled " Prseadamitffl, sive Kxercitatio

super versibus 12, 13, et 14, cap. v.

Epist. ad Rom., quibus inducuntur primi

homines ante Adamum conditi," in the

year 1655 (not 1652 as Calmet has it).

He held that Adam was the progenitor of

the Jews only, and that the Flood, which

was local merely, did not destroy the

nations who had inhabited the earth long

before Adam's creation. He appealed,

e.ff., to the words of Cain, Gen. iv. 14,

" Every one who tindeth me will kill me,"

to Cain's building a city, to the impossi

bility of supposing that the Antipodes

were peopled in prehistoric times from

Asia, &c, &c. Peyreyre became a

Catholic, and retracted his system, which

cannot be reconciled with the Catholic

doctrine of original sin, at Rome (ad

Philotimum Ep.) in 1657. He died with

the Fathers of the French Oratory in

1675, aged 82. (Zaccaria, " Prolegom. in

Petav. de Op. Sex Dierum.")

PREBEND (Lat. prabenda). The

| term is probably derived from the daily

rations issued to soldiers. A prebend

is the share in the revenues of a chapter

[Chapter, Cathedral] or collegiate

church, enjoyable by each canon or pre

bendary. A capitulary of Charlemagne

orders that no canon should hold >

benefice along with a prebend; those

found doing so were to De deprived of

both. When the common life of canons

was generally discontinued, in the course

of the tenth century, a division was

made of the Church revenues into

episcopal and capitular, and each canon

enjoyed his share of the latter, which

was still called his prebend, together

with—at least in the case of the senior

members of the chapter—a prehendal

residence. (Smith and Cheetham ; Wetzer

and Welte.)

PRECIOUS BLOOD. (1) Relict.—

Beyrout, Bruges, Saintes, the ira»?rial

monastery of Weingarten, the English

monasteries of Ashridgo and Hailes, have

claimed to possess relics of the precious

blood. (Faber, " Precious Blood," p. 204.)

St. Thomassaj8("S."lII.qu.liv. a. 2) that

all the particles of blood which Christ

shed in his Passion were reassumed by

him in his resurrection, " but that blood

which is kept in some churches as relics

did not flow from Christ's side, but is

said to have flowed miraculously from

some image of Christ when struck "—t.f.

it never was the blood of Christ at alL

Observe, the saint makes no exception,
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and speaks doubtfully of the supposed

miracles. Benedict XIV. (" De Fest."

§ .374) admits the possibility that some

particles of Christ's blood may not have

been reassumed, and may remain as

relics. In this case they are not united

to the God-head, and it would be the

crime of idolatry to give them divine

worship.

(2) Confraternities.—F. Faber men

tions a very ancient one at Ravenna; one

at Rome erected under Gregory XIII.

and confirmed by Sixtus V., afterwards

merged in the confraternity of the Gonfa-

lone. Its members were priests and

preached missions. An arch-confraternity

was set up in the church of San Nicolo

in Carcere by Albeitini, bishop of Ter-

racina, and Bufalo, canon of San Marco

under Pius VII. A confraternity was

founded at St. Wilfrid's, in Staffordshire,

in 1847, and transferred to the London

Oratory in 1850.

(3) Orders.—There was a Cistercian

congregation of nuns, entitled Beinardines

of the Precious Blocd, at Paris in the

middle of the seventeenth century.

Bufalo, who died in 18.'i7, founded a

congregation of Missioners of the Precious

Blood, and another congregation of Nuns

of the Precious Blood. (See Faber,

" Precious Blood," c. vi.)

(4) T/w Feant was instituted and

fixed for the first Sunday of July by

Pius IX. after his return from Gaeta.

There was already a Mass and ollice for

the Friday after the fourth Sunday in

Lent, but only permitted for certain

places.

PBSCOXTXSE (preeco, a public crier.)

When the preliminary inquiry at Rome,

required by the Council of Trent and

several Papal constitutions in the case of

those nominated to the higher ecclesi

astical dignities, has terminated favour

ably for the person designated, a report to

that effect is made in secret Consistory by

the Cardinal Protector of the nation to

which the candidate belongs, and after

the cardinals present have all given their

opinions on his eligibility, the Pope—if

the majority be in his favour—pronounces

his solemn approbation of the appoint

ment. This approbation is termed the

" preconisation," and the Pope is said to

"preconise" the archbishop, bishop, or

other dignitary, whose cause has been

brought before bim. The approbation is

posted up ad valvas ecclesice, and a bull of

preconisation is expedited to the candi

date. [See Bishop, § iv.]

PSEDSSTTNATIOH. St. Augus

tine's definition—viz. " God's prevision

and preparation of benefits by which

those who are freed [i.e. from eternal

death] are most certainly freed " (" Be

Dono Persev." cap. 14)—is generally ac

cepted by Scholastic theologians. They

are all 1 agreed that God predestinates

from all eternity the number of elect,

that He bestows the grace needed to

obtain eternal life without any respect to

merits on their part, either before or after

grace is conferred, so that life eternal is

his free gift ; and, on the other hand,

that no adult enters heaven except because

he has of his own free will corresponded

to the grace of God, and none are lost

eternally except by the perversity of

their own will, since God sincerely desires

all men to come to the knowledge of the

truth and be saved. But if we ask why,

seeing God gives grace enough to all, and

desires the salvation of all, some are

saved, others reprobate, theologians give

different answers.

(1) According to the Thomists, "God's

purpose of efficaciously conducting some

rather than others to salvation has no

reason on our part, but depends entirely

on God's mercy and free will '' (Billuart,

" De Deo." diss. ix. a. 4). To those who

are predestinated God gives grace efficaci

ous in its own nature, and so orders it

that they die in this grace; to others He

gives gruce which is merely sufficient

[see the article on Grace], and to which,

as a matter of fact, nobody corresponds,

though all have the power of doing so.

(2) A large number of Jesuit theolo

gians, known as Congruists, hold, like the

Thomists, im absolute predestination to

glory, irrespective of merits foreseen. God

gives to the predestinate the same grace

as to the reprobate ; but to the former in

circumstances under which He foresees

they will accept it, to the latter in those

under which He foresees they will not do

so. Such was the opinion of Suarei

(after his return to Spain), of Bellarminr

Antoine, and many others. A decree of

the Jesuit general Aquaviva made it the

recognised teaching of the society, but

the decree seems to have been practically

inoperative. (SeeSchneemann, "Controv.

de Divinte Gratise Liberique Arbitrii Con

cord." cap. 10.)

(3) A large number of Jesuits—e.g.

' An exception, apparently, should be mode

of Catharinus, quoted by Petavius, and of Pi-

Khius,ofwhomsomethingi8 8aid by Schneemann '

lioUi teem to graze Semi-Felagiamsin. /
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Toletus, Maldonafcus, Lessius, Vasquez,

Valentia, and Suarez, while he taught at

Rome (so Schneemann, loc. «<.), admit

that predestination to grace, but deny

that predestination to glory, is irrespec

tive of merit foreseen. God decrees, they

say, to give grace to all and predestinates

those who, as He foresees, will correspond

to it, the rest being reprobate.

It is to be carefully observed that the

Thomists admit, just as much as Lessius,

that God desires the salvation of all, and

gives all sufficient means of attaining

that end. Whether their theory is logi

cal and consistent is another question, and

one on which the Church has never pro

nounced. It is a matter of philosophy

and logic rather than of faith. On the

other hand, no Catholic may hold with

Gottschalk, a German monk of the ninth

century, or with Calvin in later times, that

God willed the salvation of the predesti

nate alone, so that the reprobate perished

necessarily.

The history of patristic opinion is

given with bis usual fidness of learning

and critical discernment by Petavius (" De

Deo," lib. ix. and z.). Augustine most

certainly held and constantly asserted

predestination not only to grace but to

glory without respect to merits foreseen.

(See, e.g., a decisive passage, " De Correp-

tione et Gratia,'' cap. vii.) Nobody, says

Petaviui, who was himself of the con

trary opinion on the theological question,

nobody could doubt this unless " blinded

by party-spirit " (foe. at. cap. vi.). But

the same great scholar shows how very

different the opinion of the Greek and

earlier Latin Fathers was ; and Augus

tine, though he rightly exercised a mighty

influence on the subsequent Church, has

no claim to represent the whole of her

tradition.

PREFACE. A prelude or introduc

tion to the Canon of the Mass, consisting

in an exhortation to thanksgiving made

by the celebrant, in the answers of the

minister or choir, and a prayer ending with

the Sanctus, in which Cod is thanked for

his benefits. The Greeks have only one

Preface, which in the Clementine liturgy

is extremely long. The Gallican and

Mozarabic rites, on the other hand, are

rich in Prefaces, and so originally was the

Roman liturgy, which from the sixth till

about the end of the eleventh century had

a special Pre'ace for nearly every feast.

About 1100 the number was reduced in

most churches of the Roman rite to ten—

vis. the common one, found in nearly all

the ancient Sacramentaries, and nine

others named in a letter falsely attributed

to Pelagius, predecessor of St. Gregory,

and cited in the " Micrologus," 4c.—viz.

the Preface of Christmas, Epiphany,1 Lent,

Easter, Ascension, Pentecost, the Trinity,

the Apostles, the Cross. Urban II. is

said by Gratian, who lived fifty years

later, to have added the Preface of the

Blessed Virgin in 101)5. The Sarum Use

had " proper Prefaces " for the " Concep

tion, Nativity, Annunciation, Visitation,

Veneration, and Assumption of the Blessed

Virgin." " The York Use added another

for the days between Passion Sunday and

Easter. The Hereford appointed the

same Preface from Palm Sunday to

Easter." (Maskell; the rest of the article

is from Le Brun and Hammond.)

FBE1ATB (pralatus). A general

name for an ecclesiastical dignitary,

whether among the secular or the regular

clergy, who has a jurisdiction inherent in

his office, and not merely one transmitted

to him as the delegate of a superior.

The designation is extended in a wider

sense to the prelates of the Pope's Court

and household, as having a superiority of

rank.

Prelature, or prelacy, is the status of

a prelate. When the first Scotch Pres

byterians raved against " Popery, Prelacy,

and Erastianism," prelacy in their mouths

was not exactly equivalent to "epi

scopacy ; " they meant that they were in

rebellion against canon law and eccle

siastical jurisdiction. It is true that they

erected a new jurisdiction, far more

burdensome and inquisitorial than the old

one ; on which see Buckle's " History of

Civilisation," vol. ii. chap. v.

7XEMOHBTBATESSUVS. This

celebrated order of regular canons was

founded by St. Norbert in 1110, at a place

called Pre'inontre' (that is, "fore<-hewn"),a

lonely valley in the forest of Coucy, near

Laon. Several other sites bad been

offered to the saint in vain ; but as soon

as he saw this valley he said, " Here is

the place which the IiOrd bath chosen."

A monastery was built, which remained

the mother house of the order till the

French Revolution; it is now in ruins.

St. Norbert was soon joined by thirteen

companions, to whom he gave the rule

of St. Austin to observe, with certain coo-

1 So Le Brun, torn. ii. ; but the letter, at

(riven in Leofric's Miami, omits the Preface for

the Epiphany and substitutes ore fur the dead

(Maskell, Ancient Liturgiet of the Ch*rek a/

England, p. 103 a*}.).
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■titutions framed by himself. The habit of

the Norbertines was white ; hence they

were commonly, called in England the

White Cnions. Their founder imposed

on tliem perpetual fasting, and an entire

abstinence from meat ; but, as in other

orders, mitigations after a time crept in,

followed by a general relaxation, wluch in

its turn led to several remarkable reforma

tions. The AbbotrGeneral at Premontre'

exercised a general supervision over the

whole order down to 1512, when all the

abbeys in England and Wales were sub

jected to the Abbot of Welbeck. There

were at one time, according to He'lyot, a

thousand Premonstratensian abbeys, many

provostships and priories, and live hundred

houses of nuns. In England, at or shortly

before the Dissolution, there were thirty-

five houses; the names are given

below.1

Lecuy, the last abbot of Pr6montr6, was

a man of exceptional force and nobleness

of character Driven from his abbey in

] 700, he bore his unbent and undishonoured

hear! through all t he mournful or shameful

scenes of the Revolution, and living far on

into the present century died in his

ninety-fourth \ ear in 1884. A few months

before his death, the old man compiled a

sbort tract on the history of his order;

from these touching and simple pages the

reader will thank us for making the

following extract :—

"Of this illustrious order, once so

widely extended, the debris only are left.

Its impoverishment began with the Eng

lish schism. The Reformation caused it

yet further losses by the suppression of a

great number of houses in the countries

which embraced it. The abbeys in Spain,

1 House* marked

mnrkeil e cells :—

Alnwick.

Barlings (Line.).

Bavham (Sua*.).

Beauehief (I)erb.).

Bllelgh (Essex).

Blan.-land (North-

umb.).

Bradsole(Kent).

Bruadbolrn (Notts),

n.

Cokerannd (Lane.).

10 Corham (York).

Croxton ( Leie).

West Dereham

(Norf.).
Dodford (\Vorc.),c.

Ihirford (Suss.).

Easbv (York.).

Egleston (York.}.

Hagnaby (Line.).
• See above.

n were nunneries : those

Hales Owen.

Hornbv (Lane ), c.

20 Irford*(Linc), n.

Kaylend (North-

ants), c.

Langdon (Kent).

Langley (Norf.).

Lavettiien (Bucks).

Leystone (Sun".).

Newbo (Line).

Newhouse (Line.)

Shap.

Stanley (Derb.).

30 Sulbv (Northants).

Tich'rield ( Hants).

Torr (Dev.).

Tu|>holin (Line).

Welbeck (Noits).

Wendling (Norf.).

about 1573, separated themselves from the

body of the order in order to form a con

gregation apart, retaining however the

habit and the statutes. Under the

Emperor Joseph II., other suppressions

took place in the hereditary provinces ;

still, besides the French abbeys of either

observance, which numbered before 1789

about one hundred, there remained in

Belgium and different parts of Germany

some very fine establishments, distin

guished by their regularity and love for

ecclesiastical learning. Notably, Swabia,

where the abbots were prelates of the

empire, had lost nothing; and in spite of

so many suppressions the order of Pre

montre' might still be called flourishing.

At the Revolution all the French houses

suffered the fate of other ecclesiastical

institutions, enveloped in a common pro

scription. The invasion of Belgium by

revolutionary armies extended to that

country the measures of destruction taken

in France ; what the order still possessed

in Germany perished along with the great

sees and rich endowments of the German

church, sacrificed to a system of indem

nities, at the time of the formation of the

Confederation of the Rhine. Of the

splendid heritage of St. Norbert, subject

to the crosier of PreimontrtS, there remained

in 1805 ten abbeys, of which two, in

Prussian Silesia, had been till then re

ligiously maintained by the kings of

Pruhsia, though Protestants. It was but

natural, when the Catholic princes seized

the property of religious, that those

who were not so should follow their ex

ample, and these two abbeys ceased to ex

ist. At present only eight remain, which

are indebted for their existence to the

piety and good will of the Emperor of

Austria. Three of these are in Bohemia;

the chief of them—Strahow, in the city of

Prague—is the depository of the relics of

the holy patriarch, the founder of the

order.''

We believe that these eight, houses

still exist, and that several others have

arisen in Belgium. In England, two

small Premonstratensian houses, cells

apparently of some Belgian abbey, have

been recently founded at «>owle and

Spalding, in Lincolnshire.1 Still more

recently a community of French Premon-

stratensians has been established at Stor-

rington, on land given by the Duke of

1 The canons of this order possess the

nnique privilege of eligibility to the charge of

secular parishes without Papal dispensation.

(See Sogiia, lnttit. Canon, ii. cap. 8.)
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Norfolk. (Hrtyot and his contiiiuator ;

Dugdale's "Monasticon.")

FREiauniKE. The statute of pre-

munire (16 Rich. ii. c. 6), passed in 1393,

was designed by the king and parliament

of England to check evasions of the

existing statutes against provisora—i.e.

persons appointed to English benefices or

dignities by Papal provision. The Holy

See had employed various means, including

excommunication or the menace of it, for

the protection of persons whom it had

" provided " to benefices, and for the

pnnishment of all who might interfere with

them. On this account a severe penal

clause was inserted in the above-mentioned

statute, to the effect that if any man

should pursue or obtain in the court of

Rome excommunications, bulls, or other

things, against the king's crown and

regality, or bring them into England, or

receive or execute them, " such person or

persons, their notaries, procurators, main

tained, abettors, fautore, and counsellors,

shall be out of the king's protection, their

goods and chattels, lands and tenements,

shall be forfeited to the king, and their

persons attached wherever they may be

lound." 1 Execution of process under

this statute was by means of a writ called

of " Premuniie "—from the first words,

" Premuniie \j>riBmimere\ facias "—

whence in time the statute itself was so

called.

presbyterA. The wife of a pres

byter, especially a wile who had come under

the operation of the rule which rendered

the continence of clerics necessary. The

position ofsuch persons is dealt with by the

canons of the Council of Tours (567). In

these cases the presbytera usually went

into a convent, but without taking the

habit. (Smith and Cheetham )

PRESBYTERIANS, SCOTTISH.

The doctrine and discipline of Presby

terians, founded upon the teaching of

Calvin and his management of ecclesias

tical affairs at Geneva, were perhaps

embraced as early in England as in Scot

land, for ChristopherQoodniau,an English

man, was associated with Knox when

they were both in exile in Mary's time,

and sat in the First General Assembly

held at Edinburgh. But since the form

of Protestantism which first prevailed in

England and supplanted the Catholic

Church there was that of the English

episcopalian reformers [see Anglican

Church], and Presbytery did not rise into

importance until much later, we shall here

i I ingard, hut. of England, vol. iii.

almost confine our remarks to the sub

version of Catholicity in Scotland, and

the introduction of new ecclesiastical

arrangements in its place.

Before the destructive fanatical out

break which is associated with the name

of John Knox, the Catholic Church in

Scotland had thirteen sees—of which

two, St. Andrew's and Glasgow, were

metropolitan—and upwards of 100 monas

teries large and small.1 Ofthese, nineteen

belonged to the Austin Canons ; the

magnificent establishments of Holyrood,

Jedburgh, Scone, and St. Andrew's were

among the number. The Franciscans

had thirteen houses, the Dominicans

eleven, the Cistercians ten ; among these

last were the abbeys of Melrose and New-

bottle. The Benedictines hod nine or ten

abbeys and cells, including Dunfermline,

Arbroath, and Lindores. Among the six

Premonstratensian houses was Dryburgh,

t he ruins of which still charm the traveller

by their incomparable grace. The rest

were distributed among the other orders.

That the Scottish clergy, both secular and

regular, stood greatly in need of reforma

tion, is an indisputable fact ; but how far

corruption had gone is a point which can

not be easily determined. If we attach

credit to the rhetoric of Knox and his

followers, we must believe that the whole

clerical body in Scotland, with scarcely an

exception, was stained with avarice and

conscious hypocrisy, and sunk in gross

immorality, sloth, and gluttony. But the

interest which these men had in making

such assertions believed would make us

suspend our belief in them, even if

there were no rebutting evidence. On the

whole there seems good reason for ac

cepting on this subject the contemporary

testimony of Bishop Lesley.* The Bishop

of Ross says that some of the bishops had

been for a long time past engaged in poli

tical and diplomatic business, and that

others lived too freely (libn-ius vicerent),

forgetting their sacred functions, so that

the wholo hierarchy had become lowered

in popular esteem. The pernicious system

of holding abbeys in commendam was in

full vigour ; thus Lord James Murray, a

bastard son of James V., was commend

atory abbot of St. Andrew's. As to the

priests and monks, Lesley declares that

1 Eight sees were suffragan to St. Andrew's

—viz. Dunkeld, Aberdeen, Moray, Dunblane,

Rrerhin, Ross. Caithness, and the Orkney.- ;

and three to Glasgow—viz. WMthenie, Lift-

more, and Sodor and Man.

' Dc Origine, &c, p. 68.
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most of them, in either order, were per

rons of piety and virtue ; but he adds

that there was one vice—licentious living

—of which many of them, and another

—great negligence in preaching—of which

nearly all, were guilty. He mentions it as

a deplorable circumstance that the people

had not been provided with an elementary

catechism, for want of which they often

could not tell whether what the sectaries

taught them was true or not.

" The Reformation," says a modern

historian1 of the Kirk of Scotland, "was

baronial in Scotland, monarchical in Eng

land." Almost all the nobles who had

been detained as prisoners in England

after the battle of Solway Moss (1541)

returned home Protestants. The English

monasteries had been just dissolved, to the

great enrichment of their brother aristocrats

south of the Tweed ; Lollard preachers

were everywhere; and their denunciations

of a wealthy and powerful priesthood,

electric as was then the condition of the

religious atmosphere, fell upon willing

ears. A countryman of their own was

soon found, who in extravagance and

fluency of reviling left the English Lollnrds

far behind. John Knox, born in Hadding

tonshire in 1505, studied with some dis

tinction at the universities of St. Andrew's

and Ola-gow, having attended the lectures

of the eminent theologian John Mair, or

Major. He probably imbibed Lollard

opinions very early; if before his ordina

tion, his voluntarily placing himself under

th« control of the canon law is a remark

able fact The death at the stake in 1527

of Patrick Hamilton, who had studied at

Wittenberg and brought home Lutheran

opinions, serins to have made a deep im

pression on him. However, he became a

priest, and thus was canonically bound to

continence, an obligation which he set at

nought by marrying, not once only but

twice.

Not only was there a strong Lollard

party in Scotland between lo-'iOand 1540,

but several Franciscan nnd Dominican

friars took up warmly the cause of eccle

siastical reform, and preached against

abuses and superstitions. Of this there is

ample evidence in the history which bears

the name of Knox. As late as 1545 the

bulk of the people were attached to the

old faith;" Knox speaks of Edinburgh

in 1540 as "drowned in superstition";

but in the fifteen years which followed

1 Dr. J. Cunningham ; see notice, end of

art.

2 Cunningham, l. 218.

a great change is said to have tcken

place.

George Wishart, a friend of Knox,

was burned for heresy in 1545; and partly

in revenge for this, Cardinal Beaton was

assassinated at St. Andrew's by members

of the reforming party in 1640. Knox

hastened to St. Andrew's and made

common cause with the assassins. He is

supposed to have renounced his priesthood

some time before,1 and to have arrived at

the conclusion that ecclesiastical functions

could not be lawfully discharged but in

obedience to a "call" from some reformed

congregation. The men of blood to whom

he had joined himself gave him the desired

" call," and Knox became a minister. We

hear of controversies between him and

representatives of the Catholics. The

volubility, earnestness, and audacity of

the man were amazing ; but we see that

be "abounds in his own sense" ; his inca

pacity for taking in any but the one

narrow view of religion to which he had

committed himself is manifest from the

account of these disputes which he has

himself transmitted ; nnd when we find

him resolutely maintaining that no rites

or ceremonies are lawful, unless " God in

express words hath commanded them," '

we are able to take the measure of his

spiritual wisdom. Every Presbyterian at

this day who countenances Dr. Lee's inno

vation of organs in the kirk, since organs

are nowhere "expressly commanded," falls

under the ban of the patriarch of his re

ligion. In a sermon preached about the

same time Knox defined the Roman

Church to be " the last beast," and the

head of it to be " the Man of Sin," the

" Antichrist," and the " Whore of Baby

lon." This violence is easily accounted

for. Knox intended to violate the canons

and marry ; 3 and he knew that if the

Catholic Church and the canon law re

tained their ascendancy in Scotland, he,

as a married priest, would not only lose

the career to which his ambition urged

him forward, but also be in danger of

punishment. On the other hand, if he

and his friends could overpower the

Church and establish their own sect, the

highest ecclesiastical rank, along with a

commanding position in the State, was at

once within his reach.

The French king sent an expedition

which compelled the surrender of St.

1 Cunningham, i. 223.

» Hittory, p. 80.
s He did, in fact, marry Margery Bowes

two years afterward*.
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Andrew's, and Knox, being taken along

with the garrison, was condemned to the

galleys For some years French and

Catholic influences were in the ascendant;

and Knox, after his release, deemed it

best to retire to England. In 1649 a

reforming council met at Edinburgh under

Archbishop Hamilton, attended by six

bishops and fourteen abbots, and enacted

sixty-eight disciplinary canons. Two

years later the Parliament passed an Act

imposing severe penalties on any who

should " contemptuously moke pertur

bation in the kirk in the time of divine

service." When Mary came to the throne

(1 563) , Knox found his way to Geneva, and

came under the influence of the powerful

mind of Calvin. To this intercourse he

chiefly owed the specific Presbyterian be

liefs—viz. that some are predestinated to

eternal life, and some—the greater number

—to eternal damnation ; that bishop and

presbyter are two different names for the

came office ; and that, in the sacrament of

the Lord's Supper, although the faithful

really and truly partake of the body and

blood of Christ, yet that body and that

blood are in heaven and not on earth, and

the elements undergo no change. Superior

as it is to the shallow commonplaces of

Zuinglius, this doctrine can hardly be said

to be less mysterious, though much less

logical, than that of transubstantiation,

which the Calviuists rejected with so

much heat.

Between 1654 and 1600 Mary of

Guise, the queen regent, mother of Mary

Queen of Scots, administered the govern

ment in her daughter's name. During all

t his time a fierce struggle was going on

between the men of the old and the new

opinions. The Protestant noblemen,

headed by the Earls of Argyle, Glencairn,

and Morton, met together in 1657, and

drew up the " First Covenant." They

pledged themselves thereby to establish the

" Word of God and his congregation,"

and to suppm-t these with all their strength

against the "congregation of Satan," by

which thev meant the bishops and Catholic

elergy. They were hence called the

" Lords of the Congregation." The bishops

did what they could to strengthen the

bands of the regent, who, however, from

political motives, desired to keep in with

both parties. Walter Milne, an old man

who had once been a priest, but gone over

to the Reformers, was burnt at St. Andrew's

in 1 568.1 But the bishops were not really

1 Altogether, about twenty Protestants

appear to have suffered death in Scotlaud for

strong ; the tide was setting the other

way ; and Knox felt emboldened to return

to Scotland. While the tension of feeling

on each side was at its height, he went to

Perth, the fair city on the Tay, then

embellished with several religious houses

of great beauty. He preached a sermon

against " idolatry," after which there was

a riot ; images, altars, and pictures were

destroyed and defaced; the Carthusian

abbey was plundered and greatly damaged,

and the monks ill-used; the Dominican

and Franciscan frinries were destroyed.

The ruin of Scone Abbey followed. Knox

then went into Fife, and continued this

line of preaching ; more destruction of art

monuments whs the result. Defying the

inhibition of the archbishop, he preached

at St. Andrew's (1559), and immediately

afterwards the magistrates and the moo

" proceeded to destroy the Dominican and

Franciscan monasteries, and to rifle and

deface all the churches in the town."1

The cathedral, which was at the same

time the church of the Austin Canons, a

building of rare beauty, was dismantled

about the same time. There was now a

state of actual war, and the Lords of the

Congregation marched upon Edinburgh,

"flushed with these victories over the

monuments of idolatry and architecture "

(lie).1 Here is the true Puritan, ring ; it

is not only against what be calls super

stition, but against the "sublime and

beautiful " that the Puritan revolts. Art

withers under his tread, like grass beneath

the hoofs of the Calmuck cavalry.

The struggle was marked by several

sudden changes of fortune; the Scotch

Protestants showed little courage, and

their English, allies little skill. The

French troops who had come to support

the regent and garrisoned Leith, were

well handled and gained some remarkable

successes; but they were foreigners, and

this told heavily against them. In April

1560 the regent died; her death led to a

negotiation, and indirectly to the triumph

of Protestantism. The young qneen,

whose husband, Francis, had just suc

ceeded his father Henry II., was absent in

France ; the Catholics were left without

any natural leaders. By the treaty of

Edinburgh (July 1660) made between the

French envoys of Francis and Mary and

English plenipotentiaries (Cecil and

Sadler), acting on behalf of the Scotch

cause of religion from 1527 to the.end of the

struggle.

1 Cunningham, p. 258.

' lb. p. 2C0.
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nobility and people, it was agreed, inter

alia, that the forces on both sides should

be disbanded, and the French troops

return home ; that a parliament or con

vention of the three estates should meet

on August 1, and that any complaints of

wrongs done to them, made by bishops,

abbots, or other churchmen, should be

considered by the Parliament and redressed ,

"as they should find according to

reason." 1

The event soon showed that Cecil had

over-reached the French envoys in the

negotiation. The wrongs of which the

churchmen had to complain were serious

enough—e.g. while the hostilities lasted,

the Bishops of Dunkeld, Dunblane, and

Ross had been driven by the sectaries

from their houses and dispossessed of all

their property ; the monasteries of Dun

fermline, Melrose, and Kelso had been

plundered, and the lands and moveables of

churchmen seized upon in every part of

the country.* It was the evident intent

of the treaty that wrongs such as these

should be redressed. But when the Par

liament met, being composed, as to the

gre.it majority, of enthusiastic or deeply

interested sectaries, it proceeded to pass

bills for the subversion of the Catholic

religion; ; after which, it is needless to say

that they did not find it "according to

reason " to give the bishops any compen

sation whatever.

Before these bills were adopted, a

confession of faith in twenty-five articles,

drawn up by Knox and his party, was

read in Parliament, faintly opposed by

the Catholic members, who seem to have

been helpless and stupefied, and accepted

by the Assembly. To a large extent the

doctrine of these articles is sound; they

err rather by exclusion than by inclusion.

One capital error regards the Church

Catholic, which (art. xvi.) is said to con

sist only of the elect. On the Eucharist,

the Calviuistic doctrine described above is

asserted (art. xxi.)

On August 24, 1560, the Parliament

passed a bill, by which it was ordered that

none should " say Mass, nor yet heere

Mass, nor be present thereat, under the

paine of confiscation of all their goods,

and punishing of their bodies at the dis

cretion of the magistrates." A second

1 Calderwood, ii. 8.

> At Aberdeen, through the firmness of the

Earl of Huntley and the Lesleys, a brave

stand was made, and the agents of rapine were

foiled for a considerable time (Lesley, 571,

674).

bill, dated the same day, declared that

the Bishop of Rome had thenceforward no

authority in Scotland, and decreed punish

ments against any who should recognise

such authority. Such was the Scottish

" St. Bartholomew's Day."

In Knox's " History " these bills are

described as " Acts " ; but they were not

really so, for they required the royal

assent or ratification ; this Sir James

Sand ilands was sent into France to demand,

but Mary steadily refused. They were

first ratified by the Hegent Murray in

150". This single fact throws a sinister

light on the conduct of the Protestant

party towards the unhappy queen, before

her Hight to England and during her

imprisonment there. But the new religion,

in Knox's view, " from God hath full

power, and needed not the suti'rage of

man;" 1 whether legal or not, it was forcrd

upon the people of Scotland with all the

power of the secular arm. When Mary

(1501) returned to her kingdom, and re

quired the liberty of her religion in her

private chapel at I Inlyrood, Knox said,

doubtless with perfect sincerity, that " one

Masse was more fearfull to him than if ten

thowsand armed enemies were landed in

anie part of the realme."'' This senti

ment, according to the experiences of

many of the saints, is precisely that of

the devil on the same subject. The Lords

controlled him on this point, nor did they

pay much regard to his " Book of Dis

cipline," calling many things in it, parti

cularly the proposal to devote the Church

property to the sustentation of the minis

ters of the kirk, " devout imaginations."

What is called the "First General

Assembly " was held in December 1500;

it was attended by six ministers, among

whom were Knox and Goodman, and

thirty-six lay delegates.

Some doubt appears to exist on the

question how many of the bishops joined

the movement. Bishop Lesley distinctly

states,' that in 1501 only one had done so,

the Bishop of Galloway; according to Dr.

Cunningham,'1 the Bishops of Caithness

and Orkney also became Protestants.

All this time there was a party among

the nobles favourable to the retention of

episcopacy and the use of the English

prayer-hook ; and in process of time, when

James VI. grew to manhood, he became

persuaded that bishops were a necessary

support to the regal power, and main-

» Hittory, p. 282.

- Calderwood, ii. 147.

» P. 683. * L 228.

1
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tained a small Protestant hierarchy side

by side with the ministers and the General

Assembly. Knox himself, who had de

clared Hgainst bishops many years before,1

submitted shortly before his death (1572)

to the introduction of episcopacy, " in

order to secure the episcopal revenues." 2

The form of Presbyterian polity as now

seen in Scotland was chiefly the work of

n man of high ability and sincere con

viction, Andrew Melville. He was the

master spirit of the General Assembly of

1580 which absolutely condemned epi

scopacy, and the chief framer of the

" Second Book of Discipline," in which

the system of church courts and assem

blies, oneabove another, and each strength

ened by a lay representation—kirk

session, presbytery, synod, general

assembly—is minutely and skilfully laid

down. In this able document the proper

functions of the kirk and the state are

distinguished with great judgment: and

the separation of the two powers, and the

exaltation of the kirk to the highest place,

are asserted in language which strikingly

recalls the definitions of the bull " Unam

Sanctam." The Assembly of 1581 also

adopted the famous "Negative Con

fession," chiefly directed against "all kinds

of papistrie "; it is extremely curious, but

our space does not permit of our giving

an abstract of it. Every one of the

Presbyterian kirks, large and small, among

which the mass of the Scottish people is

now distributed, regards this assembly

with the highest veneration.

Negation, however, is a poor basis for a

theology ; and one need feel no surprise

that the clerical intellect of Scotland,

during the three centuries that have

followed, has been stricken with sterility.

The ministers have certainly written many

books, but their theological discussions in

terest few outside their own country. Not

one of the ecclesiastical sciences has been

in any way advanced by Scotch Presbyter-

ianism. The lay Scottish intellect, thanks

to the natural endowments of the race,

and a good system of primary education,

has achieved great things ; it has perfect

ed the steam-engine and the steam-boat,

developed political economy, composed

the Waverley Novels, and borne more

than its full share in the great governing

and colonising enterprises of the English

1 In 1647 (History, p. 79).
s Cunningham, p. 345.

* Even Chalmers is no exception ; the man

was admirable, but his works have no per

manent value.

people. But who can prove that all this

might not have been done, Scotland re

maining Catholic ? The clerical intellect

pays the penalty of having submitted

itself to such a patriarch as John Knox,

with whom passion habitually took the

place of reason, and frantic reviling was

substituted for patient and equitable in

vestigation.

(Knox, "Hist, of the Reformation,"

1C44 ; Oalderwood, " Hist, of the Kirk of

Scotland," 1*43; John I«sley, " De

Origine, Moribus, et Rebus Gestis Sco-

torum," 1 578 ; Cunningham, " Church

History of Scotland," 2nd ed., 1882: Dean

Stanley, " Lect. on the Church of Scot

land," 1879; Burton, "Hist, of Scot

land," vol. v., 1870.)

PRESBYTERY (irpttr&VTfptov, as

sembly of the elders; icnatvs has the

same meaning). The word is used twice

in the N.T. for the Jewish Sanhedrim.1

In the Christian Church it signified,

perhaps from the first, the assemblv of

the entire clergy of the diocese, both

presbyters (identified with bishops in

1 Peter v. ]) and deacons; it was such a

body at Ephesus, the "celebrated pres

bytery"' of that Church, which conse

crated Timothy to the episcopal office

with the imposition of hands*3 St.

Cyprian convened a diocesan council of

this kind continually, and did nothing

important without its advice. That the

Roman presbyterium in the fifth century

meant such a synod—i.e. that it included

the deacons and the clergy generally, as

well as the presbyters, is plain from a

letter of Pope Siricius (385) on the con

demnation of Jovinian. It therefore

seems reasonable to assign this same

sense to the word when used by Pope

Cornelius (251), who, writing to Cyprian,

says " placuit contrahi presbyterium," to

hear the recantation of Maximus. Finally,

when St. Ignatius, about the beginning

of the second century, exhorts the Ephe-

sians to be " subject to the bishop and the

presbytery" (Ad. Eph. c. 2), the word

may well be understood to have the same

meaning. (Ferraris, Presbyterium.)

2. " Presbytery " is often used among

English Catholics to designate the priest's

house. In this sense it is a translation of

the French presbytire, so used (Littre")

since the twelfth century; presbyterium

(see Ducange) appears never to have had

this meaning.

1 Acts. xxii. 5 "; Luke xxii. 66.

* Ignat. Ad. Ephet. i.

» 1 Tim. iv. 14,
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PRESCRIPTION. The acquisition

of an object or a right on the strength of

a long undisturbed possession. Jt is of

three kinds—ordinary, extraordinary, and

immemorial. By ordinary prescription

jurists understand one which rests on a

posssssion of three, or of ten, or of twenty

years—three years in the case of move

able property ; ten years in the case of a

right, or of immovable property, inter

prasenUs; twenty years, in the same

case, inter absentes. A just title must

also be proved—i.e. the prescriptor must

show that he obtained the property by

purchase or gift, or some other mode in

itself sufficient to constitute a title in the

absence of an adverse claim. He must,

moreover, have held the property during

the time necessary to constitute prescrip

tion in good faith. One of whom it can

be shown that he knew that he was de

taining the property of another cannot

plead prescription. The canon law is

more strict on this head than the Roman,

which only required that the prescriptor

should have acted in good faith at the

commencement of his enjoyment of the

object. Extraordinary prescription, proof

of which is required in many cases by the

canon law, especially in regard to eccle

siastical or state property, is of thirty or

forty years. Immemorial prescription is

merely the presumption of a legitimate

ownership, founded on the attestation ot

the fact of continuous and undisturbed

enjoyment, made by old or elderly per

sons, during a period reaching back to

the limits both of their own memory and

that of aged persons with whom they had

conversed in early life. (Wetzer and

Welte, art. by Permancder.)

FXESEWTATIOV OF IBS

BLESSED vikoin. The story of

Mary's presentation in the temple when

three years old and her sojourn there

till her marriage first appears in Apocry

phal Gospels—viz. the Protevangelium

and that of the Birth of Mary. The be

lief was adopted by later Fathers—e.g.

St John of Damascus. Benedict XIV.

(" De Feat." P. ii. § 178) considers the

fact of the presentation certain, but the

details of the story " altogether uncer

tain." The feast (tlaobux njr Biotokov)

was kept by the Greeks as early at least

as the time of the Emperor Emmanuel,

who ascended the throne in 1143, and

partially by the Latins on November 21

since 1374. Paul II. confirmed the feast,

which was still not kept in all parts of

the West, by "Apostolic authority."

Pius V., on the contrary, abolished its

celebration in the Roman Church itself,

though this was permitted in other

parts of the Latin world. Sixtus V.

restored the feast in 1585 at the prayer

nf the Jesuit Turrianus. The present

office was corrected under Clement VIII.,

who mode the feast a greater double.

(Benedict XIV. "Do Fest.;" Gavant.

" Thesaur." de Fest. mcnsis Novemb. )

PRESENTATION OP THE

BLESSED VIRGIN MARY, ORDER

OP the. This order was founded

by Miss Nano Nagle in 1777. In

1874 it possessed seventy-three houses,

with 1,140 nuns and more than

20,000 pupils. Of these houses fifty-

three were in Ireland, twelve in British

America, chiefly in Newfoundland, one

in India, four in different Australian

colonies, and three in the United States.

Nano Nagle belonged to a good Catholic

family in the county Cork, and was born

in 1728. From the time of her complete

conversion to God, her intense devotion

to spiritual and moral aims never faltered ;

unsparing of herself, she knew no personal

satisfaction but that of giving her wealth

and her time to the service of her sorely-

tried countrymen. She established an

Ursuline convent at Cork in 1771. But

her object being the instruction of the

poor, whereas the Ursuline order has for

its main business the instruction of the

rich, she was not yet satisfied. She built

another convent near the firsthand entered

it, with three companions, towards the

end of 1777. They were not enclosed,

but were engaged in visiting and teaching

the poor, and followed a rule drawn up

for them by the curS of St. Sulpice.

They took simple vows, renewed from

year to year. Worn out by labour and

austerities, Nano died in 1784. Her in

stitute was confirmed by Pius VI. in

1791, with simple vows and no enclosure.

But in 1805, at the request of Bishop

Moylan, Pius VII. raised it to the rant

of a religious order, with solemn vows

and strict enclosure. A fourth vow was

added, by which the nuns bind themselves

to instruct young girls, especially the

poor, in the precepts and rudiments of

the Catholic faith. (See the "Life of

Nano Nagle," by Dr. Hutch; Dub., 1875.)

priests, christian. The

priesthood is the second in rank among

the holy orders. It is the office of a priest,

according to the Pontifical, " to offer,

bless, rule, preach, and baptise." First, he

is empowered to oiler that sacrifice of the

T 2
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Mass which is the centre of all the

Church's worship, because in it Christ,

the great high-priest, continually offers

Himself in a bloodless manner, and applies

that one sicrih'ce consummated for our

redemption on the cross. Next, the priest,

standing between God and his fellow-

men, blesses the people in God's name. It

is his duty, if a nock is entrusted to him,

to rule and to instruct it, and to ad

minister the sacraments of baptism,

penance, holy communion, and extreme

unction, besides solemnising marriages,

&c. His duties are much wider than

those of the Jewish priests. The latter were

to teach the statutes of the Lord in Israel

(Lev. x. 11 ; Deut. xxiii. 10; Ezek. xliv.

23, 24), and their lips were to keep know

ledge (Mai. ii. 7) ; but these moral duties

wem only hinted at and were not the

subject of special regulation. On the

contrary, though the offering of sacrifice

is the chief, it is by no means the only

duty of the Christian priest. He succeeds

the Jewish " elder" as well as the Jewish

priest. Hence he is called Itpfiis and

eacerdot—i.e. "sacrificing priest," but

also presbt/tei—i.e. " elder." Our Saxon

ancestors had both words, " priost " and

" sacerd." We have retained only the

former, but always use it in the sense of

the latter.

The word "presbyter" was familiar

to every Jew. The " elders" (D'JpT-

iTpt<rfjvTfpai) \?ere the chief men in the

old civil communities of Palestine, and

the word exactly answers in meaning to

the Arabic "sheikh." In later times the

number and authority of these " elders "

was definitely fixed, and even among the

Jews of the dispersion there was a council

(nytj^ = consessus) which met in the syna

gogue and administered the discipline of

the Jewish community.1 No record re

mains of the institution of such a body

among Christians: but in Acts xi. 30,

when the persecution in which St. James

was slain drove the Apostles from Jeru

salem, we find the Church there provided

with a senate of " presbyters." Tt was

apparently at a later date that such

"presbyters" appeared among commu

nities of Gentile Christians, for they are

not once mentioned by St. Paul, except

in the pastoral epistles. They were

" rulers " of the Church, and, though they

1 Vitringa (De Synagap, Vet. lib. ii. cap. 4

lea.) is at ureat puins to show that in the early

synagogues these "elders" directed worship as

well as discipline. We cannot see that he

proves his point.

might teach, if qualified to do so, this

was no necessary part of their office

(1 Tim. v. 17).' This ruling office, as we

have seen already, is still prominent in the

Pontifical, which compares presbyters to

the " seventy elders " who assisted Moses.

In ancient times they formed the council

of the bishop, who for many centuries

could take no important step without

consulting them. (See, e.g., 2 Concil.

Hispal. c. 7, anno 610.) The presbyters

of the diocese are now represented by the

chapter, which the bishop is obliged to

consult in enacting statutes, Sec. In one

place the New Testament attributes the

administration of a sacrament—-viz. ex

treme unction, to presbyters (James v. 14).

The words " priest," " priestboood "

('uptvc, Updrevpa) are never applied in the

New Testament to the office ot the Chris

tian ministry. All Christians are said to

be priests (I Pet. ii. 5, 9; Apoc. v. 10).

This recognition of the universal priest

hood of Christians, however, involves no

denial of the existence of a special priest

hood, for the Israelites too were called a

" kingdom of priests," though they had, of

course, a special priesthood with prerog

atives jealously guarded. Further, the

Old Testament prophesies that priests

would be taken from the Gentiles, and

that the office of the priesthood was to

last for ever (Is. lxvi. 21; Jer. xxxiii.

17, 18); and St Paul, so far, at least,

brings the Christian ministry into con

nection with the Jewish priesthood that

he justifies the claim of the former to

support by a reference to the way in

which the latter "lived by the altar"

(1 Cor. ix. 13). Dollinger (" First Age of

the Church," K.T. p. 222) also urges the

liturgical character of St. Paul's language

(Rom. xv. lti), where he describes him

self as a " minister" (XtiTovpyliv, cf. Ileb.

viii. 2) and as an evangelical priest

(iepovpyoivra to tvayyiXiov). The argu

ment does not seem to be of much

account, and Estius is probably right in con

sidering the language merely metaphorical.

The Apostle was a minister appointed by

Christ, " administering the gospel" like a

priest, that the Gentiles might offer up

themselves an oblation well pleasing to

God, sanctified in the spirit.

The Apostolic Fathers also abstain

from any mention of a Christian priest-

1 So Cyprian, Ep. 29, distinguishes the

"presbyteri iloclores" as a special class. The

word "pastors" (wm^vik. Ephes. iv. 11), which

expresses the ruling office, is derived, like

"presbyter" itself, from the language of the

Synagogue, D'D3^)- (See Vitringa, ii. 10.)
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hood; at least the single reference in St.

Ignat. (Phil. 0, *<iXm n't Uprit) is very

doubtful. Justin, in the middle of the

second century (Dial. 116, 117) simply

alludes to the general priesthood of

Christians. In a curious letter to Victor

of Rome (190-200) Polycrates says of St.

John the Evangelist that "he whs a priest,

having worn the mitre" (iytvi\6n uptvt

rb wtraXor ntcpop^Kwt, apud Euseb. " II. E."

v. 24). The language can scarcely he

anything but metaphorical (so Routh,

" Rell. Sacr/ torn. ii. p. 28). At the end of

the second, or beginning of the third

century the term " priest" was in common

use. We find it in fertullian (" Praescr."

41, " sacerdotalia munera"), in the

Philosophumena (Proem. pni^omt

dpx«fp<rr«(<if),Origeii (Mom. v. in Lev. iv.).

In Cyprian the word (farerdos) con

stantly occurs—usually for bishops, but

sometimes also for presbvters ("De Zelo

et Livore," 6).

We may distinguish three stages in

the position of the priesthood.

(1) In the earliest times they ruled in

concert with and in immediate subordina

tion to the bishop. The bishop and

priests said Mass conjointly, and the

priests administered the sacraments inde

pendently only in the bishop's absence.

(2) The presbyters became more inde

pendent owing to the spread of Chris

tianity and the gradual establishment of

parish as d'stinctfrom episcopal churches.

Innocent's letter to Decentius exhibits

the change in actual progress. In towns,

he says, the Eucharist is to be conse

crated by the bishop only and sent to the

paris'i-priests ; in outlying churches the

priests are to consecrate for themselves.

Thus, separate replaced conjoint rule and

administration of the sacraments.

(3) Gradually the rule became a

separable accident of the priesthood. At

first a priest, by the very fact of ordina

tion, was attached to a particular church,

and only in rare and exceptional instances

a man of extraordinary merit was induced

to submit to ordination on condition that

he should not be hound to a particular

church. In this way St. Jerome was

ordained by Pauliuus of Antioch. But

from the eleventh century the custom

hegan of ordaining priests who had no

benefice, provided they had the means of

honourable support (Juenin, " De Sacr."

diss. viii. cap. 3). Further, the ordina

tion of religious without cure of souls

became the rule instead of the exception.

And it is the capacity for rule, rather

than the actual exercise of it, which we

now associate with the priestly office.

FBIMATI (prima*). In early times

bishops were called primates who held

any commanding position in the Church.

Thus the Roman Pontiff was sometimes

called the primate of the whole Church ;

and the Council of Chalcedon declared that

the primacy, or first place before all (wpb

irdvrav ra trpwrftn), was to be accorded to

" the Archbishop of Old Rome." (Sess.

xvi. ; cf. Ilefele, "Hist, of Councils,"

E. T. iii. 427.) In Africa the metro

politans were called primates, or bishops

of the first sees. Carthage, in the

province of Africa strictly so called, was

always the first see, though its bishop

might be junior to others; in the other

provinces the dignity of first see passed

from city to city, as it depended on the

priority of the date of consecration of the

respective bishops.

In modern times those bishops only are

properly called primates to whose see the

dignity of vicar of the Holy See was for

merly annexed. Such sees are—Armagh

in Ireland, Aries and Lyons in France,

Mentz in Germany, Toledo in Spain,

Gran in Hungary, Pisa and Salerno in

Italy, and some others. None ofthese retain

any primatial jurisdiction except Gran,

the archbishop of which has still the right

of receiving appeals from all the other

archbishops in Hungary, ('hanged cir

cumstances— especially the great facility

with which the most distant countries

can now communicate with Home—have

made the jurisdiction of primates almost

a thing of the past. [Archbtshop ;

Exarch; Metropolitan.] (Soglia,

"Instit. Canon." lib. ii. § 48.)

PRIMICERIUS (primus, cera).

The leading person, or foreman, on a list

of the employii in a particular business

or function ; thus we read of the p. no-

tariurum, the p. palatii, &e. " First on

the waxed tablet " is the literal meaning

of the word. In its modern use the term

is only applied to the precentor of a

cathedral or collegiate choir, who is re

sponsible for the due instruction of every

member of the choir in ecclesiastical chant

and other things proper to his function.

But the word is now seldom heard ; the

"primicier" of St. Denis is among the

few instances where it is still retained.

PRIOR, PRIORESS. It is doubt

ful whether the word " prior " was used

in either of the senses which it. has borne

for many centurieB past—that is, rs signi

fying either the ruler of an independent
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monastery, or the coadjutorand second-in-

command of an abbot, before the ponti

ficate of Celestine V. in the thirteenth

century. The older term -was prtepositut,

provost ; thus Beda speaks of St. Cuth-

bert having been propositus under the

Abbot Eat a, first at Melrose and after

wards at Lindisfarne.1 Whenever the

term " prior "* occurs in relation to monks

before the thirteenth century, it is said to

be \ised in a loose sense, as signifying

merely one who on account of greater age

or other ground of superiority ranked

above his fellows. The duties of a prior,

or propositus, are thus described by

Isidore : " To the propositus belongs the

charge of the monks, the carrying on of

lawsuits, the management of the estates,

the cropping of the fields, the planting

and cultivation of vineyards, acquaintance

with the law. the erection of buildings,

the work of the carpenters and the

smiths."8 The prior claustralis, being

next to the abbot in the monastery, and

appointed by him, generally for life, had

the inspection and control of the decani,

or deans [Dkcanus], and was expected to

maintain discipline firmly among the

monks, for which purpose he might use

the lesser excommunication. The prior

cuiivcntutilis was the master in his own

house ; under him there was generally a

sub-prior. Yet there were several dis

tinct positions, all of which might be

described as priorates. For (1) in a place

with a special history—e.g. Durham,

where the mighty memory of the abbot-

bishop St. Cuthbert coloured and modi

fied all that was done for nine centuries—

the bishop of the see might hold a quasi-

abbatial position in the monastery out of

which the see first arose ; in which case

the head of the monastery could only be

a prior. But the Prior of Durham, mo

dest as the name might sound, was a

greater personage than most abbots.

Secondly, a cell, or obedience, the offshoot

of some larger monastery, was always

governed by a prior. A conventual prior

in this sense was often a person of little

dignity or consequence, both from having

a very small community to govern, and

because the property with which the cell

was endowed was small. Thirdly, the

superiors of the houses of regular canons

(Augustinians, Arroasians, and—origin

ally—Prtemonstratensians) were always

called priors, never abbots. St. Dominic,

who adopted the rule of St. Austin for

' Bed. It. 27.

> Tlioiuassin, L UL 66. I

his friars, probably on this account pat

their houses under priori.

A prioress under an abbess held nearly

the same position as a claustral prior,

and prioresses governing their o»n houses

were like conventual priors. (Thomassin;

Smith and Cheetham.)

PRISCIXiXtlAKISTS. The follow

ers of Priscillian, bishop of Avilain Spain

(the birthplace of St. Theresa), in the

fourth century. An Egypt inn named

Mark brought the Maniehtean doctrines

into Spain, and seduced by them the

Bishops Instantius and Salvianus, besides

other important or wealthy persons, of

whom Priscillian was one. The Beet was

condemned by a synod held at Saragossa

in 380 ; but even after this Instantius and

Salvianus ventured to rni»e Priscillian to

the see of Avils. The Emperor Gratian

vacillated ; but when the usurper Max

im us came into power, he listened to the

complaints of Idncius and Ithacius, the

representatives of the majority of the

Spanish bishops, and caused Priscillian

and several of his adherents (.'184) to be

tried beforehis own tribunal at Treves. St

Martin, who happened to be at Treves at

the time, vainly endeavoured to dissuade

Maximus from bringing a question of

heresy before a secular court. Priscillian,

the widow Euchrocia, ai.d several others,

were condemned and put to death. St.

Martin was so grieved and shocked by

this, that for a long time he refused to

communicate with Ithacius, and would

not go uear the Court. The heresy lin

gered on in Spain during the fifth century,

and was not entirely extinct at the date

of the Council of Braga, 663.

PRIVATE MASSES. [See Mi--'

PRIVATION'. [See SuspKSsioy.T

privilege. " A private enact

ment, granting some special benefit or

favour, against or outside the law.'' 1 It

differs from a dispensation in that this

last usually refers to a single act, such as

a marriage, or the reception of orders,

whereas a privilege presupposes and legal

ises many acts done in pursuance of it.

It differs from a grace or benefaction, be

cause the latter is confined to the good

which it operates once for all, whereas a

privilege confers on its possessor immunity

in regard to every act of the kind privi

leged, as much as if he had obtained the

sanction of the law. A privilege may bo

granted by word of mouth as well as by

deed. Privileges are either cqainst the

law (as when the duty of paying tithes,

1 Ferraris.
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or that of submitting to the jurisdiction

of the ordinary, is remitted to certain

persons or communities), or it is beyond

or outside the law—namely, when it au

thorises acta which the law does not for

bid, but which are only allowable to

particular persons, such as the power of

absolving in reserved esses, or of dispens

ing, and the like. Again, privileges are

divided into real, personal, and mixed ;

the first being primarily annexed to soma

thing (a place, or a building, or a dignity),

and indirectly extended to the persons by

whom the thing is owned or enjoyed ; the

second being primarily granted to some

person, regarded as an individual ; the

third being granted to classes of persons—

e.g. the privileges of clerics, or students,

or soldiers. Many other distinctions are

noted by the canonists. It is obvious

that only that authority can establish a

privilege which is competent to frame

and enforce a law. Concession made by

such an authority is the usual source of a

privilege ; it may, however, also be ac

quired by prescription. A third way is

that of communication, of which the

mendicant orders furnish a brilliant ex

ample, since every such order enjoys by

communication, not only every privilege

ever granted to any other mendicant in

stitute, but also those granted to any of

the non-mendicant orders.

The chief privileges appertaininar to

clerical or monastic persons have been

incidentally stated in the articles Bishop,

Abbot, Deacon, Priest, Monk, Noh,

&c. ; but there are two important privi

leges belonging to the entire clerical body,

wliich may here be noticed. These are

the privileges of the tribunal and the

canon (pricilegia fori et eanonis). The

first is the exemption of the clergy

from the secular tribunals in criminal and

civil causes: an exemption of the highest

value in barbarous times, but less desir

able in those more civilised, and now in

point of fact hardly anywhere enjoyed.

The privilege of the canon consists in the

excommunication (under the fifteenth

canon of the Second Lateran Council),

with reservation of absolution to the Pope,

of any one who has " laid violent hands on

cleric or monk." (Ferraris, Priviiegium ;

Soglia, ii. § iii.)

PRIVILEGES AXTAS. (1) An

altar, such as the seven privileged altars

in St. Peter's, by visiting which certain

indulgences may be gained.

(2) An altar at which Votive Masses

may be said even on certain feasts which

are doubles. There are often altars of

this kind at places of pilgrimage.

(3) Altars with a plenary indulgence

for one soul in purgatory attached to all

Masses said at them for the dead. The

privilege continues, even if a new altar

be erected, provided it be in the same

place and under the same title. All

altars are privileged on All Souls' Day.

Sometimes the privilege is personal—i.e.

a priest may have the privilege of gaining

the plenary indulgence always, or on cer

tain occasions, when he oilers Mass for

the dead, without respect to the altar at

which he says it. The local privilege is

only granted to fixed altars, the personal

may be used even at portable altars. The

Mass must be a Requiem Mass, if the

rubrics permit it to be said on that day.

This privilege is not withdrawn in the

general suspension of indulgences during

a jubilee. (Probst, art. Altai; in the

new edition of the " Kirchenlexikon.")

PROBABIX.ISM. [See MORAL

Theology.]

PROCESSION'S. The word in its

wider sense is used of the solemn entrance

of the clergy to the altar for Mass, Vespers,

&c, or of their return after service to the

sacristy. The oldest Ordo R*jinanus, about

the year 720, contains elaborate directions

for a procession of this kind. At pro

cessions in a more restricted sense persons

march together in public, that they may

express their gratitude to God, beseech

his mercy, or do honour to the living or

the dead. Processions with the first of

these objects are called processions simply,

those with the second are also known aa

" Litaniee," " Rogationes," " Stationes,"

" Supplicationes," " Exomologeses." Pro

cessions at the visitation, Ac, of a bishop

and at funerals are instances of the third

class. Processions are also classified,

according as they are made with or with

out the Blessed Sacrament, relics, statues

of the Blessed Virgin or the saints.

Lastly, there are extraordinary processions

ordered by ecclesiastical authority for

sime special cause, and ordinary ones

prescribed by the common ritual law of

the Church. To the latter class the pro

cessions on Candlemas, Palm Sunday,

St. Mark's Day, three Rogation Days,

Corpus Christi, and at funerals belong.

Each procession has a head, whowalks lost,

those being nearest him who are highest in

dignity and the juniors walking in front.

The chief person, if a priest, wears biretta,

stole, surplice, and sometimes also cope ;

if he bears the Blessed Sacrament, always
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a cope and humeral veil. A bishop wears

his mitre and pastoral staff ; but in pro

cession with the Blessed Sacrament and

with a particle of the True Cross (S.C.R.

Sept. 2, 1090), the head must not be

covered, and then the bishop's staff is

carried behind, his mitre before him.

The baldacehino always carried over

the Blessed Sacrament may also be

used, where it is the custom, with

particles of the True Cross and other in

struments of the Passion (S.C.R. 27 Maii,

1823). It is also used to honour the

bishop—e.g. at his solemn entrance into a

church.. The colour of the vestments and

the prayers said vary with the occasion of

the procession. An out-door procession

always starts from and ends by returning

to the church, but sometimes several

churches are visited in the course of the

procession. The bishop may compel the

attendance even of religious at processions

under pain of censure, unless their rule

obliges them to entire seclusion (S.C.R.

18 Martii, 1079).

Processions, at least in the case of

funerals, were known in the Church

during the time of heathen persecution.
(See, e.g., •' Acta Martyr. S. Cypriani ").

The litanies or penitential processions are

thought by some to be mentioned by

Basil (Ep. 207, "Ad Neoc"; but see the

Benedictine note). Festal processions

are spoken of as an ancient custom by

Ambrose (Ep. 40, § 10. ad Theodos.). The

procession on St. Mark's Day was old and

established in the time of St. Gregory the

Great, and was perhaps a survival in

a purified form of the procession on the

same day in honour of the goddess Robigo

(Ovid, " Fasti," iv. 900) ; processions with

relics were common in the fourth century.

(See, e.g., August. "Conf ix. 7 : Socrates,

" II. E." iii. 18.) Gregory of Tours

(" Hist. Franc." v. 4) mentions the custom

of carrying banners in processions. Pro

cessions are in fact a natural means

common to all religions of publicly ex

pressing the feelings of the heart, and are

taken by an obvious symbolism as a figure

of the Christian journey through this life

to the next. (For further information

see Funerals ; Corpus Christi ; Roga

tions, &c).

PROCESSION OT TBI BOLT

OHOBT nOM THE FATHER &BD

THE SON. The addition made to the

Nicene Creed at Constantinople in 381

mentions only the procession of the Holy

Ghost from the Father, and this for a

plain reason. The definitions of the

Council were directed against the Mace

donians, who denied the divinity of the

Holy Ghost and supposed that he was

created, like all else which is not God,

through the Son. The Council, on the

contrary, denied that the Third Person

was to be placed in the category of

creatures at all. It affirmed his proces

sion from the Father, and so in effect

denied that he was created through the

Son or owed his existence to Hiui, in the

same sense that creatures do. Whether

the Spirit did or did not eternally proceed

from the Son, was a question which did

not come before the assembly. For a long

tiruea'ter, there was no controversy on this

point. Theodore of Mopsuestia (Mansi,

"Ooncil." iv. 1348) says of the Holy Ghost:

" Neither do we regard him as the Son or

as having received existence through the

Son." And so Theodoret, criticising the

ninth anathema of St. Cyril, declares he

will admit the Spirit's procession from

the Father, but by no means " that he has

existence " (nj» vnap£iv txov) from the

Son or through the Son.1 Great au

thorities—Bellarmin, Petavius, and

Gamier—have seen in Tbeodoret'a criti

cism the first rise of the famous contro

versy on the double procession. This

view is very far from certain. In all

probability Theodoret simply meant to

separate the existence of the Spirit from

that of creatures. (So Kuhn, " rrinitats-

lehre," p. 484 leq.)

However, the theology of the Church

was forced to consider the eternal rela

tions of the Second and Third Persons. If

both alike proceeded from the Father,

then how was the Spirit distinct from the

Son P Why were there not two Sons ?

The difficulty met in West and East with

two answers, different at least in form :—

1. The Latin formula is contained in

the early creed falsely ascribed to St.

Athanasius—" The Holy Ghost is from

the P'ather and the Son." So Hilary,

" De Trin." ii. 29 ; Augustine, " De Trin."

iv. 20. These appear to bo the oldest

testimonies," for Tertullian's " a Patre per

Filium " (" Adv. Prax." 4) can scarcely be

regarded us a direct and certain reference

to eternal procession. There is no need

to quote later writers. Petavius (" Trin."

vii. 8) says he only knew of one single

' The text will be found in the works of St

Cyril, Milne's reprint, vol. ix. col. 432.
• Ambrose (De Spirit* S.i. It) say» the

Ho'y Ghost proceeds from the Father and the

Son." But in this place "procedere" meaui

" to be sent."
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Latin author—vis. Rusticus the Deacon,

who ever doubted the correctness of the

current Latin formula. St. Augustine ("In

Joann." Tract, xcix. and in many other

places) proves the procession of the Spirit

from the Son, from the fact that the

former is called the " Spirit of the Son "

(Gal. iv. (V), and again because the Son,

while on earth, gave the Holy Ghost the

temporal mission by, implying eternal

procession from, the Son. St. Augustine

clearly explains (" De Trin." v. cap 14)'

that the Spirit proceeds from the Father

and Son, not as from two principles, but

as from one. St. Anselm, in his treatise

on the procession of the Holy Ghost (cap.

18 al. 17), answers the objection of the

schismatic Greeks, that the Latins asserted

the procession of the Spirit from the

Father and the Son as from two principles,

by denying the alleged fact. The Spirit,

he says, proceeds from the Father and

Son, not in so far as they are distinct

from, but in so far as they are one with,

each other. St. Thomas argues (I. qu.

xxxvi. a. 2) that if the Holy Ghost did not

proceed from the Son, there would be

no real distinction between them, since in

the Trinity the Persons are only distin

guished from each other by mutual rela

tion. This is no more than the develop

ment of a principle laid down by St.

Augustine and other Fathers. It was,

however, rejected by the Scotists.

2. The Greek Fathers commonly ex

pressed their belief by another formula—

viz. " from the Father through the Son,"

intending by this mode of expression to

guard the doctrine that the Father is the

principle or ultimate source of the God

head. This form was not unknown in the

West, for it occurs, «.</., in St. Hilary

(" De Trin.'' xii. " ex te," addressed to the

Father, " per eum "), and implies, instead

of excluding, the belief that the Holy

Ghost proceeds from the Son as well as

from the Father. Moreover, some Greek

Fathers actually use the Latin form.

St. Epiphanius does so again and again (to

Syiop TTvtvfia ap.<piyripa>vt " Haer." 74,
7 ; tK tov narpos kui tov vlovt u Ancorat."

8 ; aoa 0t6s tK irnrpos leai vioi ro

wnvpa, to. 9). So does St. Cyril of Alex

andria, who says the Spirit is " the Spirit

of Christ and his mind," and no mere

minister, since He " knows without teach

ing all that appertains to Him from whom

and in whom He is "("In Joann." xi v. 25-

26, p. 837, ed. Aubert). Other great

1 " Fatenrinm est Patrem et Filiurn princi-

pinm esse Spiritus Sancti, nun duo principia."

Fathers of the Greek Church clearly

express their belief in the double proces

sion. Thus, St. Athanasius asserts " it is

not the Spirit which knits the word to

the Father, but rather the Spirit receives

from the Word" (Orat. iii. "Contr.

Arian." 24, p. 464 in the Benedictine

edition) ; and again, " Such as we have

found the proper relation (IbtoTifra) of the

Son to the Father, such we shall find is

that ofthe Spirit to the Son, and as the Son

says, ' All that the Father has is mine,

so we shall find all this through the Son

and in the Spirit " (" Ad Serap." iii. 1, p.

552) ; and then he quotes the " Spirit of

the Son " (Gal. iv. (h and other places in

which he is called both the Spirit of the

Father and of the Son. Basil speaks of

the Spirit as the " utterance " of the Son
iprjfui o*< vlov to nvtvpa, u Contr. Eunom."

v. p. 304, ed. Benedict. ; see also ib. ii.

34, p. 271. In iii. 1, p. 272, the clause

Trap' avrov Totlvai *xov o\tos tt}? alrias

tKtiv7)t t$r)p.p.(i>ov is spurious). A very

late Father, St. John of Damascus, is the

first to reject the Latin statement that

the Holv Ghost proceeds from the Son

(<£ vlov hi to nvtifia oit Xtynp.fi>. 11 De Fid©

Orthodox." i. 8); and although St. Thomas

and Petavius consider this an error on

his part, Le Quien gives strong reasons

for supposing that he only meant to deny

that the Son is the ultimate principle of

the procession or a principle of it at all,

so far as He is distinct from the Father.

lip to this point, then, we meet with

nothing hut a difference of words, .like

that which divided the West from most

of the Orientals on the use of the term

hypostasis ; and for a long time each

part of the Church was allowed to go

its own way in peace. Pope Hormis-

das, in a letter to Justin in 621, states

the double procession in the Latin form

(" propriuin Sp. S. ut a Patre et Filio

procederet sub una substantia deitatis,"

Mansi, viii. 621), and met apparently with

no opposition. Maximus (" Ad Marin."

ed. Combetis, p. 70 seg.) shows that

some Greeks (as Le Quien thinks. Mono-

thelites) raised a difficulty on the matter ;

but Maximus shows thtit both formulas

expressed the same truth. So, on the

other hand, Pope Hadrian, in a letter to

Charlemagne, defends the Greek formula

against the attack of some Latins

(Mansi, xiii. 760 teq.). The Latin

formula was violently denounced about

the same time by John, a Greek monk,

otherwise unknown, who charged the

Latin monks on Mount Olivet with heresy,
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but no great result followed. (See the

documents in LeQuien, "Diss. Damasc."

i. § xiii. seq.)

Unfortunately, the difference of words

was used by Photius after his condem

nation at Rome, and again when the

schism was renewed by Ceerularius, as a

means of exciting hatred against the

Latins. And the strife became more

bitter after the addition of the " Filioque "

to the Creed even in the local Church of

Rome. Enough has been said on these

subjects in the articles on the Greek

Church and on the Creeds. But some

thing remains to be added here on the

doctrine of the Schismatic Greeks.

Had they merely anathematised the

Latin formula because they thought it

implied two principles of spiration, had

they merely denied the right of the Pope

to permit the addition to the Creed, all

this would have been proof of a schisniati-

cal spirit, but would not in itself have

involved heresy on the doctrine of the

Trinity. In fact, however, the Greeks,

beginning with a factious opposition to

the Latin terminology, ended in a denial

of the Catholic doctrine. Although the

Greek Fathers, says Le Quien, and St,

John of Damascus, to whom the Greeks

constantly appealed, taught the eternal

procession of the Holy Ghost from the

Father through the Son, the schismatics

with one consent, from Cwrularius to

Beccus (i.e. till about 1274), denied any

eternal procession of the Spirit through

the .Son, and simply admitted that the

gifts or temporal manifestation of the

Holy Ghost came through the Son. (Le

Quien, lot. cit. § xlviii.) Here of course

is an absolute opposition, not of termino

logy, but of doctrine.

A new opinion was devised in a

council held against the Patriarch Beccus,

who became Catholic. Examination

showed that the form in St. John Dan .,

" from the Father through the Son,"

referred to eternal procession. Thereupon

Gregory of Cyprus, the schismatical suc

cessor of Beccus, advanced the theory that

the Holy Ghost proceeded from the

Father through the Son, not in respect to

existence, but to effulgence (t"s atbwv «-

<f>avo-iv). There was, according to him,

an eternal effulgence, improperly called

the Spirit, produced by the Father through

the Son, or rather by all three Persons

(Le Quien, § xlix. I.). This was a prelude

to the notion of the Palamites, the kernel

of which consisted, as Combefis puts it,

in this, that they considered the tvtpyqiurra

and gifts of the Spirit to be eternal and

uncreated (Combefis apud Mansi, xxvi.

211).

At Florence, Mark of Ephesus began

by a simple objection to the insertion of

the "Filioque 'in the Creed; but later

on he asserted that " through the Son "

meant " with the Son," denying any

other relation between the second and

third Persons. Many more instances of

Greek theologians who knowingly and of

set purpose opposed the Catholic doctrine

will be found in Petavius (" De Trin.' vii.

15). (A very full and accurate account of

the whole history of the controversy is

given in the first of the dissertations

prefixed by Le Quien to his edition of

St. John of Damascus. We have also

derived much help from Petavius, " De

Trinitate," and Kuhn, " Trinitatslehre.")

PROCURATOR. The authorised

agent or representative of another (Fr.

procureur). Thus it answers to a " proxy,"

when the question is of a marriage which

one of the parties contracts through a

representative, and to a " sponsor," when

the question is of a baptism where one

or both of the god-parents are not able to

be present. In either of the above senses,

a procurator contracts spiritual affinity

not to himself, but to his principal. A

procurator is such either in respect ot law

suits entered upon, or in respect of busi

ness transitions ; in the first case he is

judicialis, in the other extra-judidalit.

The procurators or official agents of

monasteries of nuns should not hold office

more than three years. (Ferraris, Procu

rator.)

PROFESSION Or FAITH. [See

Creeds.]

PROFESSION, RElIDIOtm. A

religious or regular profession is " a pro

mise freely made and lawfully accepted,

whereby a person of the full age required,

after the completion of a year of probation,

binds him- (or her-) self to a particular

religious institute approved by the

Church."1 The full sge required is

sixteen years, reckoned from the. day of

birth.' The year of novitiate or proba

tion must have been continuous ; so that

if the novice had interrupted it even for

so short a time as two hours, e.g. by

leaving the monastery with the intention

of entering some other order, the year

would have to be begun de novo, from the

date when he renewed his resolution of

1 Ferraris.

* Cone. Trid. sees. xxv. c 15, De Reg. et

If00.
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seeking admission to the order. More

over, the year of probation must he spent

in the religious habit, and in a monastery

or other house designed for the purpose or

approved by the Holy See.

By being "freely made" is meant,

with entire personal liberty, with the

free command over one's own property,

and without prejudice to the rights of

third parties. Thus neither a slave, nor a

married person (without the consent of

the other spouse), nor a bishop already

consecrated (without a Papal dispensa

tion), can be validly pro leased.

The matter of the promise is, the three

essential vows of religion, poverty, obe

dience, and chastity, and any other vow

or vows peculiar to the institute which

the candidate is entering.

The following is au outline of the

manner of profession of a nun, as pre

scribed in the " Pontiticale Komanum:"—■

'•The Pontilic.il office is recited as far

as the Gospel. The novices, habited as

during their probationary year, each ac

companied by two veiled religious, are led

fioiu the convent into the church, and go

up two aud two into the sanctuary; there

they kneel ; and the priest, officiating in

the character of archpriest, requests of the

bishop, seated on his throne before the

altar, that they may be consecrated. The

bishop asks whether tbey are tit and

worthy, and being assured that they are,

bids them come up. They obey, and

range themselves in a semicircle round

the bishop, who, after a short exhortation,

says to them in a loud voice, ' Are you

willing to persevere in the observance of

holy chastity P ' Each of them declares

her willingness aloud, and after placing

her joined hands between those of the

bishop, pronounces her perpetual vows.

They return to their former place, and

kneel down, with heads bowed to the

ground ; the bishop kneels in front of the

altar, and the choir sings the Litanies.

After the sentence, ' Ut omnibus fidelibus

defunctis,' &c, and the response, The

bishop rises, and with his mitre on, and

the crosier in his hand, solemnly blesses

the newly-professed, saying, ' Vouchsafe,

0 Lord, to bless and consecrate these Thy

servants.' The response is made, ' We

beseech Thee, hear us.'

" After the Litanies the professed

rise, ' Veni, Creator,' is sung, and they

withdraw into a robing-room to change

their dress. The bishop blesses the differ

ent articles of their future costume, and

first, of all the habit, which they imme

diately put on. They reappear, two and

two, and again form a semicircle round

the bishop, who, after the prayeis, &c,

set down in the ritual, puts the veil on

the head of each, the ring on her finger,

and the bridal wreath on her head. After

several solemn benedictions the Mass con

tinues. At the Offertory the professed

come up to lay their offerings on the altar,

and at the Coiiimunion the bishop imparts

to them the sacred particles which he has

consecrated for them." 1

"With regard to the rite of profession,

as also the minimum of age and length of

probation, there is considerable diversity

in the various approved rules of different

orders.

The effects of profession are, first, that

nothing Bhort of a Papal dispensation,

which would only be given in extremely

rare and altogether exceptional cases, can

warrant the professed in returning to the

world. A religious in any other order

can pass into that of the Carthusians, on

account of its great austerity. To pass

from one order into another which has an

eoi-ier rule is not permitted without a

Papal dispensation. A valid profession

secures to its subject the right of main

tenance in the conveut during life, and

the enjoyment of all the riizhts and privi

leges of the ecclesiastical state. It annuls

any simple vow previously contracted

which could not be made compatible with

the exact observance of the rule. It can

cels a promise of marriage, and even a

marriage itself, if not consummated. It

releases its subject, so far as ordination is

concerned, from the irregularity conse

quent on illegitimacy ; finally, it invests

the convent with the ownership of any

property belonging to the professed at the

date of profession, and also of any subse

quently acquired, (Ferraris, Iteyularis

Professio.)

PBOMOTXOir PES SA1TTJ1*.

[See Ordination.]

PBOMVIOATION. That a law

should bind, it is necessary that it should

be adequately promulgated or published.

From and after the date of such promul

gation those whom the law concerns are

presumed to be acquainted with it, and

become liable to the penalties which dis

obedience entails in case of any infraction

of it. Papal rescripts are promulgated

by proclamation in acie campi Flora? and

by being affixed to the gates of the Vati-

1 Wetzer and VVelte, art. by Pcrmaneder.

* The Piazza of the Campo di Fiore is not

far from the Roman Chancery.
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can; whence came the expression "Publi-

catio urbi et orbi facta. The diocesan

ordinances and pastorals of bishops are, in

general, transmitted by them to the rural

deans, who forward copies to the paro

chial clergy under them ; but where the

number of the clergy is not very large,

they receive such missives direct from the

bishop. In either case, the parish priest

(or missionary rector, as the case may be),

completes the promulgation by reading

from the pulpit those portions which con

cern the laity, and affixing the document

to the doors of his church.

Among the pernicious doctrines of

modern bureaucracy is that which, while

denying validity to Papal or episcopal con

stitutions unless specially promulgated,

makes such promulgation dependent on

the consent of the civil government. The

exercise by the Pope and the hierarchy

of their divinely-conferred function of

ruling the flock of Christ is thus circum

scribed, and may at any time be rendered

nugatory by a hostile government.

PROPAGANDA. The sacred con

gregation of Cardinals de propaganda

fide, commonly called the Congregation

of Propaganda, which had been contem

plated by Gregory XIII., was practically

established by Gregory XV. (1(522) to

guard, direct, and promote the foreign

missions. Urban VIII. (1025-1044) in

stituted the " College of Propaganda " as

part of the same design, where young men

of every nation and language might be

trained for the priesthood, and prepared for

the evangelic warfare against heathenism

or heresy. The management of this col

lege the Pope entrusted to the Congrega

tion. Urban caused the present building

to be erected, from the designs of Bernini.

The College possesses a library of 30,000

volumes, among which are the translations

of a great, number of Chinese works, and

a large collection of Oriental MSS. At

tached to the library is the Muteo Borgia,

which contains several interesting MSS.,

service-books, and autographs, and a col

lection of objects sent home by the mis

sionaries from the countries where they

are stationed, including an extraordinary

assortment of idols. " The annual ex

amination of the pupils, which takes place

in January (on the day before the Epi

phany), is an interesting scene, which few

travellers who are then in Rome omit to

attend ; the pupils reciting poetry and

speeches in their several languages, ac

companied also by music, as performed in

their respective countries. The number

of pupils was, by the last return, 142." 1

[See CONGREtf ATION8. RoMAW.J

property. [See Chubch Pro

perty.]

PROPHECT. (1) Twelve lessons

from the Prophets are sung after the

blessing of the Paschal candle and before

the blessing of the font on Holy Saturday.

They were meant originally for the in

struction of the catechumens. It is evi

dent from theSacramentaries and mediaeval

writers on ritual that the number varied

very considerably in different places and

at different times (Merat. on Gavant. Tom.

I. p. iv. tit. 10).

(2) Lessons from the Prophets at

Mass are mentioned by Justin, and were a

regular feature in the Gallic, Ambrosian,

and Spanish Liturgies. In Rome and

Africa, as a rule there was no lesson in

the Ma's from the Old Testament (La

Brun, torn. iii. diss. 1). Still, instances of

such lessons occur, e.g. on the Ember

Saturday in Whitsun week, and occasion

ally, e.g. on Friday in the same week, a

lesson from the Prophets replaces the

Epi9tle.

(8) " Prophetia" was the name in the

Gallican Mass for the Benedictus. It

was followed by a " Collectio post prophe-

tiam." (Le Brun, Tom. III. diss. iv. a. 3.)

PROPOSITIONS, CONDEMMEO,

From the earliest times the Church has

condemned heretical propositions. The

First General Council, for example, ana

thematised certain propositions of Arius.

But the Church also condemns proposi

tions which are not indeed heretical, but

are opposed in some lesser degree to

soundness in the faith. Thus in 1418

Martin V. (bull " Inter Cunctas ") pro

posed thirty-nine articles for the examina

tion of persons suspected of agreement with

Wyclif and Huss. Of these the eleventh

puts the question whether they hold that

of the forty-five propositions of Wyclif

and Huss, condemned at the Council of

Constance, all are uncatholic, and of these,

some heretical, " some erroneous, others

rash and seditious, others offensive to

pious ears." Such condemnations have

been very common in the modern Church.

Sometimes, as in the bull " Unigenitus,"

the propositions have been condemned m

globo—i.e. a number of propositions have

been condemned as respectively heretical,

fake, scandalous, &c. Sometimes, as in

the " Auctorem fidei" against the Jansen-

ist synod of Pistoia, each proposition has

a particular censure attached to it.

1 Murray's Handbookfor Baa*, 1867.
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We may thus explain the meaning of

the terms of censure. A proposition is

" heretical "when it is directly opposed to

a truth revealed by God and proposed by

the Church ; " erroneous," when it is con

tradictory to a truth deduced from two

premise!), one an article of faith, the other

naturally certain ; "proximate to error,''

when opposed to a proposition deduced

with great probability from principles of

faith ; " hteresim sapiens," when it is

capable of a good sense, but seems in the

circumstances to have an heretical mean-

inu; "evil souuding " or "offensive to

pious ears," when opposed to piety and

the reverence due to divine things accord

ing to the common mode of speaking;

"scandalous," when it gives occasion to

think or act amiss; "rash," when opposed

to the common sense of the Church in

matters of faith and morals. This ac

count is taken Irom Viva, " De Fide;" but

Melchior Canus (" De Loc. Tbeol." lib.

xii. cap. x.) shows that opinions have

varied much on the precise import of the

minor censures. There is a well-known

work on the " Propositiones Damnatse "

by the Jesuit Viva.

PBOTESTAWT. The origin of the

name was as follows. At the first Diet

of Spires ( 1 526) a decree, was agreed to, to

the effect that, pending the convocation of

a general council, every prince of the

German Empire should be free to execute

the imperial edict of Worms (1521, by

which Luther and his doctrine hod been

condemned) in such a manner as whs con

sistent with liis being prepared to answer

for his conduct to God and the Em

peror. The adoption of this decree

led in practice to much discord and con

fusion, the princes of the different states

being emboldened by it to make and en

force within their own territories any

arrangements about religion that might

be agreeable to them. Thus, in states

and cities where the Lutheran opinions

prevailed, the Catholic worship was often

forbidden. At the Second Diet of Spires

(152!)) the majority adopted a new decree

to this effect: that those spates which

had hitherto observed the edict of Worms

should continue to observe it ; that the

other states, in which the new opinions

had been introduced, should not, pending

the meeting of the council, make any

fresh changes in regard to religion ; and

that, in these last-named states, no preach

ing: against the Sacrament of the altar

should be permitted, the Mass should not

be abolished, and, if Lutheranism had

gained the upper hand, the Catholics were

not to be prevented from hearing Mass.

Against this decree the Lutheran mino

rity in the Diet (chiefly Duke Frederic of

Saxony, the Landgrave of Hesse, and

Albert of Brandenburg) protected; the

meaning of the protest being that the dis

sentient princes did not intend to tolerate

Catholicism within their borders. The

followers of Luther objected to being

called Lutherans; the name of "Evan

gelical," which Luther approved, the

Catholics would not concede. Hence the

name " Protestant," which implied nothing

positive, and might be used indifferently

by all who rejected the authority of the

Church, came easily into use by common

consent. (Mbhler, " Kirchengeschichte,"

vol. iii.)

PROTONOTARY (irpwror, nota

rial). In early times this title, which

seems to have been first used at Constan

tinople in the eighth century, meant "the

chief of the notaries," and corresponded

to primiceriut notnriorum, the term then

in use at Rome. After 800, the title of

protonotarv was introduced in the West,

and for a long time past it has designated,

not the chief, but any member of the im

portant and dignified College of Proto-

notaries Apostolic in the Roman Curia,

Their great and varied privileges are de

scribed by Ferraris. Tradition assigns to

St. Clement in the first century the insti

tution of the notaries, seven in number;

Sixtus V. raised the number to twelve.

They are of two grades, a higher and a

lower, /'. de nuniero participnntium and

P. titularcs teu e.vfra numerum. Their

function is to register the Pontifical acts,

make and keep the official records of

beatifications, &c, &c. (Ferraris ; Smith

and Cheetham.)

protopresbyter. The proto-

pajms, or chief of the clergy of the second

order, was anciently so called in the

Eastern Church. In the acts of tlie

Synod of the Oak (401), Arsacius, the

protopresbyter of the Church of Con

stantinople, figures as a witness against

his own archbishop, St. John Chrvsc—

«tom. Apparently the term was equiva

lent to " archpriest." (Smith and Oheet-

ham.)

province. The territory, com

prising usually several dioceses, within

which an archbishop or metropolitan

exercises jurisdiction. In rare cases—e.g.

Glasgow and Olmiitz—there is an arch

bishop without suffragans.

A modern theory derives the provin
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cial councils and metropolitans of the

primitive Church by direct imitation from

those assemblies and their presidents by

which civil affairs were conducted in the

various provinces of the Roman Empire.1

The president of such an assembly (kmvov,

concilium) was, it is said, called the sacer-

dos prouinciec ; the members were called

o-vvtbpoi or legati; here we have the

original type of a metropolitan and bishops

sitting in council But till it can be

shown that these trvvt&poi were, as Chris

tian bishops were from the first, invested

with permanent powers of government

and administration within certain local

limits, the resemblance of the two insti

tutions cannot be said to be very close.

Of course there can be no doubt, that the

boundaries of many ecclesiastical provinces

merely conformed themselves to those of

the civil provinces ; the convenience of

such an arrangement would be obvious.

[See Archbishop ; Metropolitan ; Dio

cese.]

provincial The religious who,

being appointed either by the general of

the oraer or by the chapter, has the

general superintendence of the affairs of

the order within the limits of a certain

province. These provinces have a greater

nr less geographical extension according

to the number of monasteries established

within them ; when the monasteries are

numerous, rateris paribus the provinces

will be small. In 1580 the residences and

colleges of the Society of Jesus [Jesuits]

wre diutributed among twenty-one pro

vinces ; this implies the existence of the

same number or provincials.

PROVISION, CANOXTXCAXt. By

this is meant the regular conferring of,

and induction into, ecclesiastical func

tions. It has three principal parts, or

stages—designation, collation or insti

tution, and installation. [See Blf>HOP,IV.;

Nomination ; Collation to a Benefice;

and Installation.]

provost (propositus). Professor

Cheetham has collected six different

senses in which the word propositus was

used in the first eight centuries : (1) as

the president or chairman of any meeting ;

as the chief of a body of canons ; (3)

as the second in authority under an

abbot, or the head of a subordinate house

[pee Prior] ; (4) as that member of a

chapter who manages the estates ; besides

two senses of minor importance. Re

ferring to (2), the provost of a cathedral

1 Art. " Bishop," by Mr. Hatch, in Smith

and Cheetham.

chapter was anciently the archdeacon ;

the provost of a collegiate chapter was

the first dignitary among the canons. At

the present day, in Austria, Prussia,

Bavaria, and England, the cathedral

chapters are presided over by provosts;

in France and other parts of Germany

by deans. In Austria the provost of a

cathedral has the title and privileges of a

prelate; the Provost of Munich has the

right of wearing the mitre in processions.

Provosts in Austria are nominated by the

Emperor; in England and the other

countries named, by the Pope. (Smith

and Cheetham ; Wetzer and Welte.)

PSEUDO-ISIDORE. [See Falsi

Decretals.]

PTtxpit. The old custom was to

preach from the altar or episcopal chair.

But apparently even in St. Augustine's

time the ambo originally meant for

readers and singers, and Urge enough to

hold several persons easily, was used for

preaching, and so was raised and nar

rowed into the form of the pulpit It

should be placed on the Gospel side

(S. C. R., February 20, 1862), unless

tliat side is already occupied by the

bishop's throne. The bishop, according

to the " Oaer. Episc," should preach, if

possible, from the throne or from a fald

stool at the altar. If this is inconvenient

he should be accompanied to the pulpit

bv the two canons who assist at the

throne. (Montault, "Traits de k Con

struct., etc., des £glises.")

purgatory. A place in which

souls who depart this life in the grace of

God suffer for a time because they still

need to be cleansed from venial, or have

still to pay the temporal punishment due

to mortal sins, the guilt and the eternal

punishment of which have been remitted.

Purgatory is not a place of probation, for

the time of trial, the* period during which

the soul is free to choose eternal life or

eternal death, ends with the separation of

soul and body. All the souls in Purga

tory have died in the love of God, and

are certain to enter heaven. But as yet

they are not pure and holy enough to see

God, and God's mercy allots them a place

and a time for cleansing and preparation.

At last, Christ will come to judge the

world, and then there will be only two

places left, heaven and hell.

The Councils of Florence (" Decret.

Unionis")and Trent ("Decret. de Pur-

gat." sess. xxv. ; cf. sess. vi. can. 30,

sess. xxii. " De Sacrific. Miss." c 2 et

can. 3), define " that there is a Purgatory,
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and that the souls detained there are

helped by the prayers of the faithful

and, above all, bv the acceptable sacrifice

of the altar." I urther the definitions of

the Church do not go, but the general

teaching of theologians explains the doc

trine of the councils, and embodies the

general sentiment of the faithful. Theo

logians, then, tell us that souls after death

are cleansed from the stain of their venial

sins by turning with fervent love to God

and by detestation of those offences which

marred, though they did not entirely

destroy, their union with Ilim. St.

Thomas and Suarez hold that this act of

fervent love and perfect sorrow is made

in the first instant of the soul's separation

from the body, and suffices of itself to

remove all the stain of sin. (See the quo

tations in Junginann, " De Novissimis ' p.

103.) Be this as it may, it is certain

that the time of merit expires with this

life, and that the debt of temporal pun

ishment must still be paid. Tne souls in

Purgatory sutler the pain of loss—i.e.

they are in anguish, because their past

sins exclude them for a season from the

sight of God, and they understand in a

degree previously impossible the infinite

bliss from which they are excluded and

the fouluess of the least offence against

the God who has created and redeemed

them. They also undergo " the punish

ment of sense "—i.e. positive pains which

afflict the soul. It is the common belief

of the Western Church that they are

tormented by material fire, and it is

quite conceivable that God should give

matter the power of constraining and

afflicting even separated souls. But the

Greeks have never accepted this belief,

nor was it imposed upon them when they

returned to Catholic unity at Florence.

The saints and doctors of the Church

describe these pains as very terrible.

They last, no doubt, for very different

lengths of time, and vary in intensity

according to the need of individual cases.

It is supposed that the just who are

alive when Christ comes again, and who

stand in need of cleansing, will be pmi-

fied in some extraordinary way—e.g. by

the troubles of the last days, by vehement

contrition, &c, but all this is mere con

jecture. In conclusion it must be re

membered that there is a bright, as well as

a dark, side to Purgatory. The souls

there are certain ,of their salvation, they

are willing sufferers, and no words, ac

cording to St. Catherine of Genoa, can

express the joy with which they are

filled, as they increase in union with God.

She says their joy can be compared to

nothing except the greater joy of Paradise

itself. (See lor numerous citations, Jung

mann, " I)e Noviss." cap. 1, a. 0.)

This may suffice as an account of

theological teaching on the subject. It

must not be supposed that any such

weight belongs to legends and specula

tions which abound in mediaeval chronicles

(see Maskell, "Monument. Kit." vol. ii. p.

lxxi.), and which often appear in modem

books. The Council of Trent (sess. xxv.

Decret. de Purgat.), while it enjoins

bishops to teach " the sound doctrine of

Purgatory, handed down by the holy

Fathers and councils," bids them refrain

" in popular discourses " from those

" more difficult and subtle questions

which do not tend to edification," and
'• to prohibit the publication and dis

cussion of things which are doubtful or

even appear false."

Scripture, it may be justly said, points

to the existence of Purgatory. There is

no fellowship between the darkness of

sin and selfishness and God, " in whom

there is no darkness at all," so that the

degree of our purity is the measure of

our union with God here on earth.

Perfect purity is needed that we may see

God face to face. When God appears

" we shall be like Ilim, for we shall see

Him as He is." " Every man who hath

this hope in him purifieth himself, as he

is pure" (1 John iii. 2, 3). Without

holiness " no man shall see the Lord "

(Heb. xii. 14). This work of inner

cleansing may be effected by our corre

spondence with grace. We sow as we

reap : deeds of humility increase humility ;

works of love deepen the love of God and

man in the soul. Often, too, God's mercy

in this life weans the soul from the love of

the world, and affliction may be a special

mark of his compassion. " Whom the

Lord loves He disciplines, and He

scourges every son whom he receives

(Heb. x. 6). He disciplines us " for our

good, that we may participate in his

sanctity " (ib. 10). Now, it is plain that

in the case of many good people this

discipline has not done its work when

death overtakes them. Many faults, e.g.

of bad temper, vanity and the like, and

infirmity consequent on more serious sins

of which they have repented, cleave to

them still. Surely, then, the natural

inference is that their preparation for

heaven is completed after death. By

painful discipline in this world or this
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next God finishes the work in them which

He has begun, and perfects it " unto the
day of Jesus Christv (Phil. i. 6).

We would appeal to those general

principles of Scripture rather than to

particular texts often alleged in proof

of Purgatory. We doubt if they con

tain an explicit and direct reference

to it. St. Paul (1 Oor. iii. 10) speaks of

some who will be saved " yet as through

fire," but he seems to mean the fire in

which Christ is to appear at the last. He

himself, he Buys, has established the

Corinthian church on the only possible

foundation—viz. Jesus Christ. Others

have built it up from this foundation, or,

in other words, have developed the Chris

tian faith and life of its members. These

teachers, however, mu t take care how

they build, even on the one foundation.

" Each man's work will be made manifest,

for the day will show it, because it [the

day of judgment] is revealed in fire, and

the fire will test each man's work of

what kind it is : if any man's work which

he has built up [on the foundation]

remains, he will receive a reward ; if any

man's work is burnt down he will sutler

loss—[i.e. he will forfeit the special

reward and glory of good teachers], but

he himself will be saved, but so as through

tire." The man who has built up with

faulty material is depicted as still working

at the building when the fire of Christ's

coming seizes it and he himself escapes,

but only as a man does from a house on

tire, leaving the work which is consumed

behind him. St. Paul, if we have caught

his meaning, speaks of the end of the

world, not of the time between death and

judgment, and so, we think, does our Lord

in Matt. xii. 32. The sin against the

Holy Ghost, he tells us, will not be for

given, either " in this age " (»•> tovtm r<S

uicii/i)—i.e. in the world which now is,

or in the future age (7» t<5 jxiXXoi/ri)—i.e.

in the new world, or rather new period

which is to be ushered in by the coming

of the Messias in glory. There is no hope

of forgiveness here or hereafter for the

sin against the Holy Ghost, but it does not

follow, and, granting our interpretation,

it would be inconsistent with Catholic

doctrine to believe, thai other sins may be

forgiven in the age to come. Thus, " the

age to come " would have precisely the

same sense as the corresponding Hebrew

words (sap D^yn —see, e.g., " Pirke

Avoth," cap. 4, and for many other

instances Buxtorf, " Lex Rabbin, et Chald.

tub Me. ttf\v), which is in itself a

strong argument, and the meaning we

have given is fully supported by New

Testament usage (see particularly rov

alavot fKtivov rv^fii*, Luc. xx. 35, and

<rv*T(\aa tov alamos, Matt. xiii. 30, 40,

49, xxiv. 3, xxviii. 20—decisive passages,

as we venture to think). Maldonatns

decidedly rejects the supposed allusion to

Purgatory in Matt. T. 25, 26. '« Be well-

disposed to thine adversary [i.e. the

offended brother] quickly, even till thou

art on the way with him [i.e. it is never

too soon and never, till life is over, too

late to be reconciled], lest the adversary

hand thee over to the judge, and the

judge hand thee over to the officer,

and thou be cast into prison. Amen,

I say unto thee thou shalt not go oat

thence till thou shalt pay the last far

thing." Maldonatus follows St. Augus

tine in the opinion that the " last far

thing " will nevur and can never be paid,

and that the punishment is eternal. Just

in the same way it is said of the un

merciful slave (Luc. xviii. 34), that he

was to be handed over to the tormentors

" till he should pay all the debt." Yet a

slave could never pay so enormous a

sum as 10,000 talents. " Semper solvet,

sed nunquam persolvet," " He will always

pay, but never pay ofT," is the happy

comment of Remigius (and so Chrysostom

and Augustine ; see Trench, " Parables,"

p. 164). The reader will find the various

interpretations of these texts fairly dis

cussed in Kstius and Maldonatus or in

Meyer. Dollinger, however (" First Age

of the Church," p. 249), sees an " unmis

takable reference " to Purgatory in Matt,

xii. 32, v. 26.

In two special ways, writers of the

early Church, as Cardinal Jfewman points

out (" Development," p. 385 trq.), were

led to formulate the belief in Purgatory.

In the articles on the sacrament of Pen

ance, we have shown the strength of

primitive belief in the need of satisfaction

tor sin by painful works, and in the

article on Penance the rigour with which

satisfaction was exacted. Indeed, the

belief in Purgatory lay dormant in the

primitive Church to a certain extent, just

because the fervour of the first Christians

was so vehement, j list because the severity

of penance here might well be thought to

exclude the need of purifying discipline

after death. But what was to be thought

of those who were reconciled on tbeir

death-bed, before their penance was ended
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or even begun, or in whom outward pen

ance for some cause or other had failed to

do the whole of its workP Clement of

Alexandria supplies a clear answer to

this question : " Even if a man passes out

of the flesh, he must put oft' his passions,

ere he is able to enter the eternal dwel

ling, . . . through much discipline, there

fore, stripping off his passions, our faith

ful man will go to the mansion which is

better than the former, bearing in the

special penance which appertains to him

(iSiw/xa rijs ixeravolat) a very great punish

ment for the sins he has committed after

baptism" ("Strom.'' vi. 14, p. 704, ed.

Potter). He speaks of the angels " who

preside over the ascent " of souls as

detaining those who have preserved any

worldly attachment (iv. 18, p. 010), and

with at least a possible reference to Pur

gatory, of fire as purifying siuful souls

(vii. 0. p. 851). The genuine and con

temporary Acts of St. Perpetua, who

suffered under Septimius Severus at the

very beginning of the third century,

p'axnly imply the belief in Purgatory.

The saint, according to a part of the Acts

written by herself, saw in a vision her

brother wlio was dead, and for whom she

lmd prayed. He was suffering and she

went on praying. Then she beheld him

in another and more cheerful vision, and

"knew that he was translated from his

place of punishment " (de poena ; Ruin-

art, " Act. Mart. S. Perpet." &c, vii.

viii.). Cyprian (F.p. lv. 20), in answer

to the objection that the relaxation of

penitential discipline in the case of the

lapsed would weaken the courage and

stability which made martyrs, insists that

after all the position of one who had

fallen away and then been admitted to

martyrdom would always be much less

desirable than that of a martyr. "It is

one thing for a man to be cast into prison

and not to leave it till he pay the last

farthing, another thing to receive at

once the reward of faith and virtue ;

one thing to be tormented long with

sorrow for sins, to be purified and cleansed

for a long time by the fire, another to

purge away all sins by martyrdom.''

Cardinal Newman urges that these words,

especially " missum in carcerem," " pur-

gari diu igne," " seem to go beyond " a

mere reference te penitential discipline in

this life, and the Benedictine editor is of

the same mind.

Next, we can prove the early date of

belief in Purgatory from the habit of

praying for the dead, a habit which the

z

Church inherited from the Synagogue.

The words in 2 Mace. xii. 42 seq. are

familiar to everybody. Judas found

itpafiara, or things consecrated to idols,

under the garments of those who had

been slain in battle against Gorgias.

Whereupon he made a collection of

money and sent to Jerusalem, " to offer

sacrifice for .'in, doing very well and

excellently, reasoning about the dead.

For unless he had expected those who

had fallen before [the others'] to rise

agiin.it would have been superliuous and

nbmrd to pray for thn dead. Therefore,

seeing well [c'^/SXf'iraiv] that a most fair

I reward is reserved for those who sleep

in piety, his design was holy and pious,

whence he mndo the propitiation for

the dead that they might be loosed from

sin."1 This passage implies a belief both

in Purgatory and the efficacy of prayers

for the departed, and takes for granted

that this belief would be held by all who

believed in the resurrection. This is not

the place to discuss the canonical or even

the historical character of the book. It

represents a school of Jewish belief at

the time, and we know from xv. 37 that

it was written before the destruction of

Jerusalem. Second Maccabees was com

posed in Greek, but we have the fidlest

evidence from Hebrew and Chaldee

sources that the later Jews prayed for

the dead and recognised the need of

purification after death. Weber (" Alt-

synag. Paliist. Theol." p. 320 sej.) thus

sums up the Rabbinical doctrine: "Only

a few are sure of [immediate] entrance

into heaven ; the majority are at their

death still not ripe for heaven, and yet

will not be absolutely excluded from it.

Accordingly, we are referred to a middle

state, a stage between death and eternal

life, which serves for the final perfecting.''

Those who were not perfectly just here

suffer " the pain of fire, and the fire is

their penance." The " Pewkta," a very

ancient commentary on sections of the

law and prophets, composed at the begin-

7iing of the third century after Christ,

describes the penance as lasting usually

twelve months, of which six are spent in

extreme h»nt, six in extreme cold. The

cmimon Rabbinical doctrine that Israel

ites, except those guilty of some special

sins, do at. last enter heaven, and the

fantnstical shapes which the Jewish doc-

1 This sentence Is, of course, ungrammati-

cal ; but so is the Greek A part of 2 Mace, is

mure like rough notes than a finished composi

tion.

; z
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trine of Purgatory has assumed, do not

concern us here. But it is well to ob

serve that the Jews have never ceased to

pray for their dead. The following is

from the prayer said at the house of

mourners, as given in a modern Jewish

prayer-book, issued with authority:—

" May our reading of the law and our

prayer be acceptable before Thee for the

soul of N. Deal with it according to the

great mercy, opening to it the gates of

compassion and mercy and the gates of

the garden of Eden, and receive it in love

and favour ; send thy holy angels to

it to conduct it, and give it rest beneath

the Tree of Life." (priy< r?\? " Medi

tation of Isaac," a Jewish prayer-book

according to the German and Polish rite,

p. W&-7).1

Against the Jewish custom and doc

trine Obrist and his Apostles made no

protest, though both custom and doctrine

existed in their time. Nav, " St. P.iul

himself [cf. 2 Tim. i. 10-18 'with iv. 19]

gives Rn example of such a prayer. The

Ephesian Onesiphorus, mentioned in the

Second Epistle to St. Timothv, was

clearly no longer among the living. St.

Paul praises this man for his constant

service to him, but does not, as elsewhere,

send salutations to him, but only to his

family ; for him he desires a blessing from

the Lord, and prays for him that the Lord

will grant he may find mercy with Christ

at the day of judgment." The words in

inverted commas are from Dollinger's

" First Age of the Church," p. 251 ;

but many Protestant commentators,

amODg whom we may mention De Wette

and Iluther, who ^eminent among recent

commentators on the Pastoral Epistles,

lean to the same interpretation.

All this considered, it cannot seem

strange that every ancient, liturgy con

tains prayers for the dead. To under

stand the strength of this argument we

must remember that these liturgies are

written in ninny diflerent languages, and

represent the practice in every part of the

ancient world. The very first Christian

who has left Latin writings, speaks of

" oblations for the dead " as a thing of

course (Tertull. " De Coron." 3). It is

often said that prayers for the dead do

1 The E'^p '9 recited at morning and even

ing prayer for deceased parents during eleven

months of the year of mourning. Formerly it

was said for the whole year. It is one of the

few prayers in the Ritual which arc in Chaldee

instead of Hebrew, but there are internal signs

that it comes from a lost Hebrew original.

not necessarily imply belief in Purgatory,

and this is true. The words, e.g , in the

Clementine liturgy, " We otter to Thee

for all thy taints who have pleased Thee

from ancient days, patriarchs, prophets,

just men, apostles, martyrs, confessors,

bishops, presbyters, deacons, subdeacons,

readers, singers, virgins, widows, laymen,

and all whose name Thou knowest,' do

not imply that those for whom the sacri

fice is ottered are in a state of suffering.

But Tertullian ('' Monog." 10) connects

prayer for the dead with Purgatory when

he says of a woman who has lost her

husband that "she prays for his soul,

and supplicates for him refreshment [re-

friyeriuni], aud a part in the first resur

rection, and offers on the anniversaries of

his death [donnitionis]." So, too, St

Cyril of Jerusalem (" Mystagog." 5) :

"If when a king had banished certain

who had given him offence, their con

nections should weave a crown and offer

it to him on behalf of those under his

vengeance, would he not grant a respite

to their punishments? In the same

manner we, when we offer to Him our

supplications for those who have fallen

asleep, though they be sinners, weave no

crown, but offer up Christ sacrificed for

our sins, propitiating our merciful God,

both for them and lor ourselves."' Still

the doctrine was not fully established in

the West till the time of Gregory the

Great. Some of the Greeks conceived

that all, however perfect, must pass

through fire in the next world. So, e p.,

Origen, " In Xum." Horn. xxv. 6, " In

Ps. xxvi. " Horn. iii. 1. St. Augustine

had indeed the present doctrine of Pur

gatory clearly before his mind, but had

no fixed conviction on the point. In his

work " De VIII Dulcitii Qusestionibus"

(§ 13), written about 420, he says it is

" not incredible " that imperfect souls will

be " saved by some purgatorial fire," to

which they will be subjected for varying

lengths of time according to their needs.

A little later, in the " De Civitate," he

expresses his belief in Purgatorv as if he

were certain (xxi. 13), or nearly so (xx.

25), but again speaks doubtfully (xxi. 20,

" forsitan verum est ") and in the " Enchi

ridion " (09). Very diflerent is Gregory's

tone: "ante judicium purgatorius ignis

credendus est" ("Dial." iv. 39).

PSTMSS. The Prymer was a name

given in England to a popular manual

containing the Hours of the Blessed Virgin,

the dirge, penitential and gradual psalms,

Pater, Ave, Creed, Commandments,
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Litany, commendations, and other occa

sional prayers. Il is only when different

parts of the offices, prayers, &c, are trans

lated into English that the word Prynier
is used. Thus the title runs, '• The

Prynier of Salisbury Use,'' "The Prymer

in Englysshe, ' " The Prymer in Eng-

lysshe and Latin," &c. Prymers were

fublished by the authority of King

lenry VIII. after he had asserted the

royal supremacy, and again by the Re

formers, who published Prymers to suit

th ;ir own way of thinking. We owe to

Mr. Maskell a mo it learned and interesting

edition of the English Prymer from a

MS. now in the British Museum, not later

than 1410. The MS. has no title, but the

contents answer to those of the Prymer,

and Mr. Maskell traces the, word back to

the fourteen !h century. (From Mr.

Maskell's Dissertation on the Prymer,

" Monument. Hit. ' vol. iii.).

PURIFICATION, FEAST OF.

[See Candlemas.]

PURIFIER. [See MuNDATORY.]

PYX. A vase in which the Blessed

Sacrament is reserved. The word occurs

in this sense in a decree of Pope Leo. IV.,

who reigned from 847-885 (Mansi,

" Coucil," xiv. 8!)1). The pyx should be of

silver, gilt inside, and covered with a silk

veil. It is not consecrated, but the Missal

gives a form for the blessing of a pyx by

the bishop or priest with episcopal facul

ties. (" Manuale Decret." p. 70 note).

[See also Reservation of tbx Blessed

Sackameni.]

Q

(UXSTOSES. Persons appointed

by the Popes and bishops who announced

the indulgences for those who joined or

supported the Crusades, contributed to the

building of churches, to monasteries, Sec,

and collected the alms given for these

objects. The Fourth General Council of

the Lateral! (iu 1215) enjoined the

Quaistors to be mode-t and discreet.

They were not. to be received unless they

could produce letters of authorisation, and

were only to propose to the people what

these letters contained. Similar regula

tions were made by the Council of Vienne

iu 1311. The Council of Trent (sess.

xxi. I)e Ref. cap. 9) declared that

these Quaestors had occasioned intoler

able scandal, that the proposed remedies

had been inefficacious, and abolished the

office altogether.

quietism is a name given to a

dangerous tendency rather than to any-

definite system, for persons called by the

common name of Quietists have differed

seriously from -each other, and have ad

vanced to different degrees of delusion.

The common tendency consists in making

perfection here on earth consist in a state

of uninterrupted contemplation (see Bos-

suet, " Etats d'Oraison," liv. 1) during

which the soul remains quiet or passive

under the influence of God's Spirit, with

out forming the ordinary acts of faith,

hope, love, tc, without desiring heaven

or fearing hell.

Molinos, a Spanish priest, born at Sara-

gossa in 1627,' was the first Quietist of

modern times. He spent a great part of his

life at Rome, and, while there, published in

Spanish his " Spiritual ( Juide ' which was

translated into Italian, Latin, French,

German, and other languages. lie main

tained not only the merits of passive con

templation without hope or desire, but

also that the soul in this state neither

gained by the practice of good works nor

suffered by gross sins, which last only

affected the lower part of the nature and

could not tarnish the purity of a contem

plative soul. In 1685 the Inquisition

censured 08 propositions of Molinos and

condemned the .author to perpetual

imprisonment, in which he died, having

recanted his errors, in 1G90.2

Quietism crossed the Alps, stripped,

however, of its gross and directly im

moral part. It was propagated by

Malaval at Marseilles in his " Pratique

facile pour clever l'Ame & la Contempla

tion." This book also was condemned at

Rome, and Malaval submitted. But

Quietism found a much more talented

and engaging defender in Madame Guyon.

This lady, originally Jeanne Bouvier de

• So the new edition of Bossnet, vol. xix

Pref.

* The chief contemporary documents re

lating to the condemnation of Molinos and hi)

followers were published in 187''. by Loemmer,

Mehtcmatum Hontaticrum Mantissa, p. 407 tea.

z I 2
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la Motte, had contracted an unhappy

marriage at 16 and was left a widow at

28. She went to the diocese of Geneva

at the bishops requeat to help in the in

struction of converts, and at a convent in

Gex met the Barnabite Father Lacombe,

with whom she travelled from town to town.

At Grenoble she published her " Moyen

court et facile pour faire l'Oraison." Some

time before, P. Lacombe had issued his

" Analyse de l'Oraison Mentale." Lncombe

was imprisoned at Paris,where he died in

109!), and tor eight months Madame Guyon

herself whs confined to a convent. Alter

regaining her freedom, she published a

book on the " Mystical Sense of Canti

cles " 1 (Lyons, 1(58*), and she contrived to

win over Fenelon, then tutor to the grand

son of Louis XIV., and she sent her works,

printed and MS., to Bosstiet. But with

Bossuet she could make no way. His

profound learning, his common sense, his

manly and simple piety, made him proof

against the charms of delusion, and ho

could see nothing in Madame Guyon'a

works except " a mass of extravagances,

illusions, and puerilities." He has fully

justified this verdict in his "Relation sur

le Quie"tisme." A commission in which

Bossuet was the leading member met in

1(504 and ]09i>, and issued thirty-four

articles in which the condemnation of

Quietism was implied.

Fenelon was made archbishop of

Cambray in 1005, and soon after (Feb.

1097) published his "Explication des

Maximes des Saints sur la Vie interieure,"

He defended the Quietist idea of " holy

indifference," in which the soul loses all

deliberate desire of its own bliss or fear

of its own woe. Fenelon, who was censured

by sixty doctors of the Sorbonne and re

futed by Bossuet. appealed to Rome, and

there twenty-three propositions of his

book were condemned as rash, seandahun,

&c.,in a briefof Innocent XII. dated 1099.

Fenelon made a most edifying submission,

publicly burning his own book. " It is

not I who have conquered," Bossuet sa'd

in reply to the congratulations offered to

him; r' it is the truth." (Chiefly from

the new edition of Bossuet.)

QTriNQUAOESIIWA, Sexagesima,

Septuayesima, the first, second, third

Sundays before Lent. The words are

ancient (Septuagesima occurs in the

Gelasian and Gregorian Sacramentaries) ;

but it is hard to divine their meaning.

Alctiin proposed two solutions to Char

lemagne (Thomassin, " Traite des Festes,*

p. 308 teq.)—one that there are seventy

days from Septuagesima to " Pascha

clausum ''— i.e. the Octave of Easter. This

leaves the names Sexagesima and Quin-

quagesima unexplained. His other so

lution is adopted by Thomassin ("Traits

des Jeunes," p. 231). Quoting a passage

from the " Regula Magistri," Thomassin

says : " It clearly shows that the names

Quinquagesirua and Sexagesima are not

intended to denote the numbers fifty or

sixty. They have been formed on the

[false] analogy of Quadragesima—i.e. Lent

—being one and two we^ks before the first

Sunday in Lent. In the same rule the

second week of Lent is called Tridesima,

the third Vicesima." The custom of be

ginning the fast on Septuagesima, &c,

and the reasons for it, are given in the

article on LtKI.

R

SEASON AND FAITH. [See

Faith.]

reception of converts

INTO THE church. We speak

here only of converts who are supposed

U) have received valid baptism. For

adults who have never been baptised a

longer form of baptism is provided. But.

1 Her other works ore : her autobiography,

3 vols. ; Discnnrs Chretiens, li vols. ; L*Am'itn

et le Xouveaa Testament, avec ties Explications et

des Reflexions, 20 vols. ; Cantiques Spirituels ;

Vert Mystiques.

in the D. S., at least, leave is usually given

by the bishop to use the shorter form.

A baptised person whoJias previously

belonged to an heretical sect has incurred

the censures of the. Church, and cannot

therefore be restored to the sacraments

or receive sacramental absolution till he

has been absolved from censures. It may

be that his error was no fault of bis, and,

if so, he was not a formal heretic. Still,

he is treated as such in the external court

of the Church, and the Pope reserves to

himself the power of removing the bar of
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excommunication. In many countries,

however, bishops receive power as dele

gates of the Holy See in their extraordi

nary or quinquennial faculties to absolve

from the censure in question, and in the

U. S. they communicate this power to

all their priests who have faculties for

hearing confessions.

When a priest is satisfied that a per

son desiring to bo a Catholic is sincere

and steadfast in his desire and sufficient

ly understands the tonets of the Catholic

religion, he may admit him into the

Church.

The reception of converts is as fol

lows: 1. If the convert belongs to an

heretical sect and has been baptized,

and there is doubt of the validity of his

baptism, he first makes the Abjuration,

or Profession of Faith, of Pope Pius IV.,

is then conditionally baptized, and is re

leased from tho censures. Finally he

makes his sacramental confession and

receives absolution from the priest, and

tho plenary indulgences. 2. If his

former baptism is held to be valid, tho

same order is followed, omitting the

conditional baptism. 3. If the neo

phyte has never been baptized, baptism

simply is administered and he is hence

forward a Catholic. [If the convert,

whether conditionally baptizod, or al

ready validly baptized, does not belong

to an heretical sect the Abjuration is

omitted.]

Tie reception of a convert may

take place publioly in a church, or, as is

more often the case, in private, accord

ing to circumstances and tho wish of

the convert.

recluse. The life of a recluse is

still more solitary and austere than that

of a hermit ; it implies that the persons

practising it "live for ever shut up in

their cells, never speaking to anyone but

to the superior when he visits them, and

to the brother who brings them neces

saries. Their prayers and austerities are

doubled, and their fasts more severe and

more frequent. ' 1 St. Romuald allowed

inclusion to such of his hermits [Camal-

DOLl] as desired and seemed to be fitted

for it, as the highest and most difficult

stage of monastic discipline. Female re

cluses were usually called induta. [See

Inclusi.]

RECOLLECTS. A branch of the

Franciscan order has borne this name

(derived from the detachment from crea

tures and recollection in God which the

1 Alban Butler, Feb. 7.

founders aimed at) for nearly three cen

turies. From the time of the Minister-

General Elias, who succeeded St. Francis,

the Franciscans have been divided into

two branches, Conventuals and Observ-

antins, or of the Observance, the former

living in great convents and following a

mitigated rule, the latter adhering to the

intention of the founders in letter and

spirit, especially as to poverty. The Ob-

servantins in France were commonly

called Cordeliers. Several distinctions

appeared in course of time among those

of the Observance, which Leo X. endea

voured to check by fusing all the sub

divisions into one, under the name of the

Reformed Franciscans. Before this a

saintly Spanish friar, B. John de Puebla,

had founded (1489) a house of "Strict

Observance " on the Sierra Morena, in

Spain. The friars of the Strict Obser

vance soon became a separate congrega

tion ; tbey passed into Ilf.lv (where they

received the name of " the Reformed ") in

1526, and established theiust Ives at Ne vers,

in France, in 1607. The French filiation

increased rapidlv ; the friars were called

" Recollects ; " Ilenry IV., Louis XIII.,

and Louis XIV. loved and favoured

them ; and it was arranged that in every

French provinre of the Obseivance a

certain number of houses should be given

up to the Strict Observance. The Re

collects were uninfected by Jansenism,

and when the commission on the regular

orders (1708) put. it in their power to

relax the austerities of the rule, they did

not do so. Recollects and Reformed

differ only accidentally, and are subject

to the same Minister-General at Rome.

There are the two families of Friars

Minor of tho Strict Observance Both

have convents in the U. S. Ever since

the Crusades the Holy Sepulchre and the

other Catholic sanctuaries of Palestine

have been in charge of the Franciscans.

[See Franciscans.]

X£COXVCXX,XATXOir OF PENI

TENTS, [See Penitential Disci

pline ok Church ; Cemetery, &c. See

Execration.]

rector. 1. The ecclesiastic who

has charge of the government of a con

gregation or a college is often called the

Rector.

2. In England there is a certain num

ber of missions in each diocese, important

either on account of their having been

long established or because of the size of

the congregation, the priests in charge of

which are styled " Missionary Rectors."
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8. In the United States the term

" Missionary Rector " is applied to a

priest assigned by the bishop to the

charge of u parish.

REDEMPTORISTS. The con

gregation of the Most Holy Redeemer, the

members of which are commonly known

as Redemptorists, and in some countries

as Ligorians, was founded by St. Al-

phonsus Maria de Liguori in the year

1732. Born of a noble Neapolitan family

in 1606, Alphonsus, after giving promise

of a brilliant career at the bar, abandoned

its honours at the age of twenty-seven

to embrace the ecclesiastical state. His

first desire was to join the Congregation

of the Oratory ; being unable to do this

on account of the opposition of his father,

he devoted himself to evangelising the

poor in the city of Naples, and to the

duties of preacher and confessor, residing

fir»t in his father's house, afterwards in

the college of the Chinese, founded by

Father Matthew Ripa, the famous Chi

nese missionary. He also joined a secular

congregation of missionaries called the

Propaganda, and with them gave several

missions in the provinces. By this means

he came to know the spiritual destitution

of the poor peasants and shepherds, and

felt a strong desire to devote his life to

the succour of the rural populations. He

was confirmed in these thoughts especially

by the advice of Monsignor Falcoia, bishop

of Castellamare. This prelate had long

desired the establishment of an institute

of apostolic men, who should strive in all

things to copy the life of our Lord Jesus

Christ, and after his example to evange

lise the poor. He had founded at Scala

a community of ladies, called Nuns of the

Most Holy Saviour, who prayed con

tinually for the same intention. It was

while giving the spiritual exercises to

these nuns that St. Alphonsus at last

resolved, under the direction of Bishop

Falcoia, to gather some companions, who

should on the one hand seek their own

perfection by the obligations and rules of

a religious life, and on the other devote

themselves to apostolic work among the

most neglected and forsaken souls. The

work was solemnly begun at Scala on

November 0, 1732, St. Alphonsus being

then thirty-six years old.

In carrying out this design the saint

encountered innumerable obstacles, first

on the part of good men who looked on

him as misled by enthusiasm or spiritual

ambition, and afterwards from the civil

authorities. The times were indeed most

unfavourable to such a project, and it is

one of the miracles of the saint's life to

have founded and maintained a new reli

gious congregation at the time when the

Marquis Tanucci was all-powerful in

Naples. In spite, however, of these

obstacles, St. Alphonsus succeeded in

establishing several houses in different

parts of Naples and Sicily, and before his

death saw his institute spreading in the

Papal States, and already transported be

yond the Alps. .

On February 25, 1749, Pone Benedict

XIV. approved" the rules and confirmed

the new Institute by a solemn approba

tion. St. Alphonsus had called his Con

gregation by the name of the Most Holy

Saviour ; but to prevent confusion with

the canons regular of that name in Venice,

the Pope himself changed the title to that

of the Most Holy Redeemer. The members

of the Congregation of the Most Holy Re

deemer, besides the three simple but per

petual vows of poverty, chastity, and obe

dience, bind themselves by a vow of perse

verance until death in the Institute, which

they confirm by a promissory oath. They

are bound by their vow ofpovertj' to refuse

all benefices, offices, or dignities outside

their Congregation. Whenever a Re-

demptori.-t has been raised to a bishop

ric it has been by command of the Sove

reign Pontiff, and by his dispensation. It

was in this way that St. Alphonsus him

self was obliged to accept the bishopric

of St. Agatha of the Goths. In order

also more effectually to pursue the princi

pal end of the Institute, which is to suc

cour the most ignorant and neglected

souls, St. Alphonsus forbade his Fathers to

undertake such works as the instruction

of youth, the government of seminaries,

the direction of nuns. Their main occu

pation is the apostolic ministry in the

preaching of missions and retreats to all

classes of persons, but with a preference

for such as are most neglected, especially

those who live in remote villages and

hamlets. As, however, in many countries

the most neglected souls are to be found

in the great cities, the intention of the

founder is carried out in laboining for

them. It is on record that St. Alphonsus,

about the time of the establishment of his

congregation, seriously debated the ques

tion of going himself to the savage hea

then in South Africa, and that he wel

comed an invitation that had been made

to him to send out missionaries for the

conversion of the Nestorian heretics in

Asia. It was also his wish that the
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members of his congregation who should

have reached the age of thirty should hind

themselves by vow to give miss ons to the

heathen, as soon as they should receive

the command of the Sovereign Pontiff, or

of the Superior-General. This vow was,

however, considered superfluous by the

cardinals who examined the rules for ap

probation. It need scarcely be said that

a founder whose pre-eminent science has

gained him a place among the liiueteen

doctors of the Church could not be in

different to learning among his disciples.

He insists, therefore, in his rule on the

duty of coutiuual study, so that his priests

" may be of use and profit to the Church

on all occasions."

St. Alphonsus died on August 1,

1787, in his ninety-first year. Ik-fore his

death he foretold the spread of his Con

gregation beyond the Alps, and rejoiced

when he heard that two Germans had

asked admission from the superior of the

Roman house. One of these, the Vener

able Servant of God Clement Maria Hof-

bauer, established the order in I'oland,

Austria, and Switzerland, and since his

death, in 1820, it has spread through most

of the countries of Europe, in North and

South America, the West Indies, and Aus

tralia. It was introduced into England by

Dr. 15 lines, vicar-apostolic of the Western

District, in 1843, shortly before his death.

The British Isles at present (1883) form

one Province, with houses in London,

Liverpool. Perth, Teignmouth, Limerick,

and Dundalk. In 1832 the first estab

lishment of Redemptorists in the U. 8.

was made at Detroit, and in 1841 an

other colony arrived and was settled in

the diocese of Baltimore, where is now

the mother-house of their Eastern Pro

vince. The mother-house of the West

ern Province, including great port of the

Southern States, is at St. Louis. These

zealous missionaries have convents and

churches in many of the principal

cities.

The Congregation is under the Govern

ment of a superior-general, called the

Rector Major, who is elected fur life by a

general chapter, and is assisted by six

consultors. His residence is in Home.

The superiors of the various provinces

(Provincials) and of the houses (Rectors),

with their consultors, are appointed for a

term of three years by the Rector Major.

Their term of office may be renewed at

his discretion. The nuns already men

tioned, commonly called Redemptoristines,

form the Order of the Most Holy Re-

! deemer, as distinguished from the congre

gation of missionaries. They are under

the jurisdiction of the bishops iu whose

dioceses they reside. They are strictly

enclosed and contemplative, assisting the

missionaries by their prayers. They have

monasteries in several parts of Europe.

That of Dublin was founded by Cardinal

Oullen.

BEFECTOBY (refecturium, place of

refreshment). [See Convent.]

reformation, the. Since the

conversion of the Barbarians, who broke

up and divided amongst them the Western

Empire, wealth in every form had been

lavishly poured upon the Church; and

a relaxation of discipline— against which

great pontiffs, saintly bishops, and the

founders or reformers of religious orders,

unceasingly strove—had been too fre

quently the result. Through the opera

tion of this and other causes—such as

wars of ambition, national rivalries, the

grow th of commercial and other purely

secular interests, &c.—the sense of the

essential unity of the Church, which was

oo strong throughout Christendom in the

twelfth aud thirteenth centuries, was con

siderably weake* ed at the beginning of

the sixteenth. On the rise and progress

in Germany of the series of conflicts and

changes which go by the name of " the

Reformation,"' see the article Lutheran])

LrnilERANiSM. The subversive doctrines

of the German reformer found a willing

disciple in Gustavus Vasa who, on the

dissolution (1623) of the Union of Oalmar

became king of Sweden. Aided by the

brothers Peterson and by Lawrence An

derson, archdeacon of Strengness, whom

he made Chancellor, Gustavus (1527) in

duced tue estates of the realm, in the

Diet of Westeras, to sanction the confis

cation of the property of the monasteries.

The work of change then went rapidly

on. Lawrence Petereon was appointed

by the king (1631) archbishop of Upsala,

and married. The king declared himself

supreme in matters ecclesiastical, and,

set ling aside entirely the authority of the

Holy See, deposed or appointed bishops

at his will. The lost remains of Catholic

usages were abolished at a second Diet of

Westerns in 1544. Under the reign of

King John (1/569) there seemed to be

some hope of a Catholic reaction ; an

envoy was sent to the court cf Gregory

XIII., and the Jesuit Possevin was re

ceived at Stockholm ; but a sudden

change in the sentiments of the king re

stored things to their former state. The
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system adopted in Sweden, in organizing

which Lawrence Peterson was mainly

instrumental, was Lutheranism ; but, as

in England, bishops were nominally re

tained. The episcopal authority of Law

rence Peterson, the head and fountain of

the new hierarchy, appears to have been

derived solely from the king ; according

to Rohrbacher ("Hist, de l'Egl.'' xxiii.

30:5), there was a true Archbishop ot

Upsala, Olaus Magnus, alive at the time,

though in exile ; he did not die till 1544.

Id Denmark the tyrant Christian II.,

before his deposition in 1023, had brought

to Copenhagen a Wittenberg preacher, a

follower of Luther, favoured the mar

riage of the clergy, and in various ways

sought to tamper with the faith and

laws of the Church. His successor,

Frederick I., instigated by his son Chris

tian, who had studied in Germany and

become a zealous Lutheran, established

by degrees his own supremacy in religious

matters, and, by favouring heretical

preacliei'S, and discouraging and punish

ing all who stood up for the ancient faith,

prepared the way for its ruin. At a diet

held in 1530, at which no representative

of the clergy was admitted, he induced

the assembly to decree the abolition of

the Catholic worship in all the Danish

dominions; the bishops were required to

cease from opposing Lutheranism, and

the beneficed clergy to embrace it. The

nobles and people acquiesced with a sin

gular apathy in all these changes. The

king then invited Bugenhagen, a friend

of Luther, into Denmark, appointed him

court preacher, and commissioned him to

re-organise the Danish church. Bugen-

hagen crowned the king afresh, as if to

show that his previous coronation with

Catholic rites had been invalid ; he also

consecrated superintendents in the place

of the deposed Catholic bishops. A s 1 hese

last successively died out, the superinten

dents assumed the title of bishop ; and

this is the origin of the present Danish

episcopate1!

On the Reformation movement in

England, Scotland, and Ireland, see the

articles Anglican Chcrch; English

Catholics; Presbyterians; and Irish

Church.

In France the Protestants, there called

Huguenots, became very numerous ; civil

war broke out in 1502, and was renewed

at frequent intervals during more than

thirty years, till the abjuration of Pro

testantism by Henry IV. in 1503. By

the edict of Nantes (1698) liberty of wor

ship was granted to the Huguenots, and

certain cities, of which the chief was

Rochelle, made over to them. In the

eighteen flourishing provinces of Holland

and Belgium the reforming party, owing

to the neighbourhood of France, adhered

to the system of Calvin. Under the rule

of Charles V., and afterwards of his son,

Philip II., the designs ot" the innovators

were severely repressed. The seizure of

Brille by the Gueux, in 1572, was the

commencement of the long civil w«r

which ended in the disruption of the

seven northern provinces from the eleven

provinces of Belgium, and the consoli

dation of the former into a Republic.

The necessity of providing a rallyiig

point and symbol of union caused the

adoption by the Dutch, in the Synod of

Dordrecht (1574), of the " Belgic Con

fession," drawn up by Gui de Bres, a

Walloon, a few years before. This con

fession is Calvinistic. In 1682 the pro

vinces of Holland and Zeeland proscribed

the Catholic worship, and the wholesale

plunder and desecration of churches fol

lowed. The final success of the revolt

was the signal for a series of penal enact

ments which had for their object the

extirpation of Catholicism from the Re

public. This, however—since the Bel

gian provinces, conterminous in their

whole breadth with those of Holland,

had remained Catholic—was found a tatk

impossible of achievement.

"In Switzerland the Reformation

arose, independently of Luther, by the

exertions of Zwinglius, in Zurich ( who

fell October 11, 1531, at Cappel, in a

battle with the Catholics). It spread

rapidly ; in 1528 it had been adopted,

altogether or partially, by the cantons of

Zurich, Bern, Basle, Appenazel, Glarus,

and Schaffhausen. A separation from

those [the Lutherans] who followed the

confession of Augsburg grew in 1526 out

of the . . . difference of opinion respect

ing the sacrament of the Lord's Supper ;

and thus originated the Reformed party,

which was first fully developed in Geneva,

through Calvin, 1530-1604 The

forms and discipline of the Reformed

church were here fully developed. By

means of the university, founded in 1539,

under the direction of Calvin, and sup

ported by his exertions and those of Beza,

Geneva became the principal school of

theology for the professors of these

opinions, and in those days the only one

where the French language prevailed."

(Heeren, " Political System of Europe,"
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i. 76.) By the "Consensus Zigurinus,"

arranged in 1C49 between Calvin and

Bullinger, of Zurich, a concord, at least

external, was brought about between the

Calvinist und Zwinglinn factions.

The true and Catholic reformation,

long desired but delayed by many diffi

culties, was taken up and successfully

accomplished by the Council of Trent

(1646-1663); see that article.

REFRESHMENT SUNDAY. [See

Ij£TABE SCHDAI.I

kecalia. The right claimed by

kings of receiving the revenues of a

bishopric during a vacancy, and ofappoint

ing, pending the election of a successor,

to all benefices in the bishop's patronage,

not involving the cure of souls, which

might fall vacant in the interval.

In England, as is well known, the

Norman and Angevin kings exercised this

right, und were accustomed to keep the

sees vacant for years in order that they

might enjoy the revenues. After the

martyrdom of St. Thomas, Henry II.

(117(3) promised the Pope that he would

in future not keep any vacant bishopric

or abbey in his hands for more than a

year, unless it were required by the

evident necessity of the case.1

In France the regalia was introduced

about the end of the eleventh century,2

at first with reference to certain provinces

only ; but there was a tendency to extend

it further and further. The Council of

Lyons (l-'74i in its tifth session sanctioned

the right in cases where ancient custom

could be pleaded for it, but forbade on

pain of excommunication its extension to

churches hitherto free.5 In spite of this

the kings of France, supported by the

lawyers, went on developing and extend

ing the regalia, until by three edicts of

Louis XIV. (1073, 1674) it was declared

to be applicable to all the provinces of

the French monarchy. The patronage

which it conferred was now declared to

be inherent in the crown until such time

as the new bishop should sue out his

temporalities in the Parliament of Paris

and pay certain fees ; and to this clause a

retrospective effect was given, so that any

beneficiary appointed by a bishop who

had not complied with these formalities

might be dispossessed in favour of a

royal nominee.

Most of the French bishops, seeing

the overwhelming power of the crown,

1 Linpard, ii. 97.

* FeiTaria.

5 Fleury, livr. IxxxrL

submitted to these innovations; but the

bishops of Aleth and Pamiers (Pavilion

and Caulet) resisted them; and when

royal nominees were inducted by the

secular arm into canonries to which these

bishops had already made appointments,

they excommunicated the intruders. The

struggle began in 1076 and lasted several

years. The excommunicated ecclesiastics

appealed to the metropolitans (Archbishops

of Toulouse and Narbonne) of the two

bishops, and obtained from them decisions

nullifying the episcopal censures. The

bishops then appealed to Rome ; Innocent

XI., regarding the question as one in

which the liberties of the Church were

involved, espoused their causa, and an

nulled the decrees of the metropolitans.

Great confusion and excitement followed.

The king's interpretation of the regalia

was supported against the Holy See, not

only by the Parliament and the Arch

bishop of Paris (Harlay), but also by

the Jesuits. The explanation of this

remarkable fact is found in a complica

tion of the question connected with the

spread of Jansenism [Jansenism.] The

Bishops of Aleth and Pamiers were

known to be favourable to Arnauld and

his party, and they had appointed to

canonries in their gift persons more or

less imbued with these opinions. If the

regalia were maintained, and in the extent

now claimed for it, these men might be

ejected, and ecclesiastics nominated by

the King's confessor, the Pere, la Chaise,

with whom the Jesuits were on a

thoroughly good footing, might be put in

their place.

This united opposition neutralised the

efforts of the Pontiff; and when, in 1682,

the assembly of the French clergy issued

its celebrated Four Articles [see Galli-

canism], the question of the regalia, in

view of this fresh subject of solicitude,

fell into the background. (Ferraris,

Hi>(/alia ; Wetzer and VVelte, art. by

Diillinger.)

REGENERATION-. [See BAPTISM.]

REGIONARIUS. Pope Fabian, it

is said, divided Koine into seven regions,

founded no doubt on the fourteen known

since the Augustan age, and he assigned

each to the charge of a deacon, who was

responsible for the distribution of alms,

care of hospitals, &c. These regionary

deacons were the seven chief deacons of

the Roman Church ; they were subject to

the archdeacon, while the "titular"

deacons—i.e. deacons of the parochial

churches—were pkced under the arch
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priest of each church. From the time of

Honoring II. Rome bad twelve regionary

deacons, and six with the name of

Palatinales.1 The regionarii sang the

Gospel when the rope officiated at, the

stations, the Palatinales when he did so

at the Lateran. There was a similar

division of subdeacons and acolytes.

Sixtus V. fixed the number of cardinal

deacons at fourteen. (Mabillon, " Museum

Italicum," vol. ii. p. xi. teg. and p. 607

REGTTX.AKS. Persons of either sex

observing a common rule of life, bound

by the three vows of religion, and obey

ing, with regard to dress, food, and the

employment, of their time, the statutes of

the particular order or congregation to

which they belong. (See the articles

Orders, IIeligiocs; Profession, Re-

i.ihious; Exemption.)

SEIiZCS. The word includes the

bodies of departed saints, fragments of

their bridies, articles or portions of articles
■which they have used, such as clothes,

vestments, rosaries, and the like. The

Church also venerates relics of Christ and

his Blessed Mother. Such are the holy

nails, lance, spear, or fragments of theTrue

Cross, the girdle, veil, &c., of the Blessed

Virgin. The devotion to relics, solemnly

approved by the Council of Trent (sess.

xxv. ])e, Invoc. Sanct.) rests on two great

principles of Catholic belief.

First, the Church honours the bodies

of the dead who sleep in Christ. Uur

liord has opened the kingdom of heaven,

and given us the pledge and assurance oi

the resurrection of the body. Hence,

Christians have lost that horror of dead

bodies which was characteristic of heathen

and even of Jews. But the Church

specially venerates the bodies of the

martyrs and other saints; because, while

they were on earth, their bodies were the

temples of the Holy Ghost, and they them

selves living meml>ers of Christ. Their

souls are already in heaven, their glorious

resurrection is a matter of certainty, and

therefore the Church joyfully anticipates

the glory which God will give to these

remains at the last day. She testifies at

once the firmness of her belief in the

resurrection and her love of the virtues

which shone forth in the saints. For

these were not virtues of the soul only, they

were proper to the whole man, body and

soul, which toiled and suffered together.

The same reasons which make the resur-

1 " Cui duse alice riemuin nddita' diaconiaj

numerum xx constituerunt " (Mabill. p. xviii.).

rection of the body credible also tell m

favour of the veneration due to rebcs.

And so Christians have felt from the very

infancy of the Church. They gathered

the bones of St. Ignatius of Antioch

(anno 107) and placed them in linen,

" as a priceless treasure, being left to the

Holy Church bv the grace which was in

the martyr" ("Act. Mart." 6). AVhen

Polycarp's body was burned in 167 the

Christians exhumed the bones they could

find " as more precious than costly stones

and more valuable than gold." The Jews

suggested that the Christians would leave

Christ and worship Polycarp, ignorant

that Christians could " never leave Christ

or worship another " (" Act. Mart."! 7, 1

When in 258 Cyprian was about to be

beheaded, the Christians cast towels and

r.apkins before him, clearly that they

might be soaked in his blood (" Act.

Procons." 6). So baseless is the state

ment that devotion to relics came into

the Church from Pagan influences after

Constnntine's conversion.

Next, Catholics believe that God i«

sometimes pleased to honour the relics of

the saints by malting them instruments

of healing and other miracles, and also bv

bestowing spiritual graces on those

who with pure hearts keep and honour

them. For this principle the Fathers

{e.g. Cyril of Jerusalem, " Catech." xviii. )

appeal to the Old Testament, which re

lates the resurrection of a dead body

which touched the bones of Fliseus

(IV. Reg. xiii. 211, and to the New,

which tells us that the sick were healed

by towels which had touched the livi.ig

body of St. Paul ( Acts xix. 1 2 ; cf. v. 1 C>).

" There is a power, says Cyril (/w. ci>.

p. 25)3), latent [fyKfimi] even in the

bodies of the just." No proof is reeded

that, after the heathen persecution

was over, the Christians sought and

believed that they obtained graces

through the relics of the saints. St.

Ambrose, St. Augustine, and, indeed, the

Fathers of the fourth and fifth centuries

generally, are witnesses to the belief. A

catena of passages will be found in

Petavius, " De Incarnat. " xiv. cap. xi.

(See also Newman's " Development," ch.

x. § 1 , Remivectitm and Belie*.)

Abuses no doubt have occurred in all

ages with regard to relics. In 1215,

canon 62 of the Fourth Lateran Coun

cil, inserted in the "Corpus Juris" for

bade relics to be sold or to be exposed

outside of their cases or shrines, and pro

hibited the public veneration of new
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relics till their authenticity had been

approved by the Pope (Mansi, " Concil.''

torn. xxii. 1049-50; see also Fleury,

" H. E." livr. lxxvii. 54). The Council of

Trent (sess. xxv. De Invoc. Sanct.)

renews these prohibitions and requires

bishops to decide on the authenticity of

new relics alter careful consultation with

theologians, or, if necessary, with the

metropolitan and other bishops of the

province assembled in council.

Relics are usually venerated in public

by being exposed in their cases, with

burning lights, upon the altar. They are

often placed there at High Mass and

incensed. They are carried in procession

and the people are blessed with them.

A special Mass and office are permitted

to churches which have an "insignis

reliquia" of a saint named in the Roman

Martyrology. (See the decrees at the

beginning of the Breviary and Missal.)

RELIGIOUS (religio, prob. from

relego; rekgens, attentive, studious,

would be the opposite of neglegens, care

less'). The religious state is "a stable

manner of living in common, approved by

the Church, adopted by believers endea

vouring after the perfection of Christian

charity, who have taken the vows of per

petual obedience, poverty, and chastity."2

The term " religious" in this sense is co

extensive with " regular," since all per

sons belonging to a particular "religio"

are bound by some rule, and all those

living by rule are members of some

religious community.

sxoitsiNAiiov. [See Origina

tion.]

requiem. [See Mass.]

RESERVATION OF BENE

FICES. Mandates and favours in ex

pectation (mandata, gratite e.vpectativte),

by which Popes had been accustomed to

require that bishops and others having

the right of conferring benefices should,

as soon as they fell vacant, confer them

upon particular persons—and mental

reservations, by which a Pontiff an

nounced, but without mentioning their

names, that he had reserved certain bene

fices, when they should fall vacant, in

favour of particular persons—were all

abolished by the Council of Trent.*

With other Papal reservations the Council

did not interfere.

The reservation of benefices is desir

able for many reasons: it is a practical

1 Skeat, KtyvmL DicL

* Ferraris, "Relnrionea Regulares."

1 Sess. xxiv. c 19, De Kef.

means of giving effect in widely separated

countries to the supreme pastorate of the

Roman Pontiffs; it links the different

national Churches more closely, by per

sonal ties of gratitude and affection, to

the Apostolic See, and through it to each

other ; and it provides the. Pope with the

means of rewarding those who have

laboured meritoriously in his cause and

that of the Church.

Considered with reference to the legal

foundation on which they rest, reserva

tions are divided into four classes—(1)

those which are contained in the " Corpus

Juris;" (2) those which are found in the

" Extravagants," outside the " Corpus ; ''

(■'!) those specified in the constitutions of

later Popes; (4) those specified by the

rules of the Chancery. Another classi

fication, founded on differences in the

quality of reservations, is suggested by

Cardinal Soglia. According to this

arrangement, reservations are fivefold :—

(1) Benefices are reserved on the

ground of their own quality; thus the

second rule of the Chancery reserves to

the Pope all vacant bishoprics, and the

abbacy or headship in any monastery of

men, the revenues of which exceed a cer-

taiu amount. The fourth rule reserves

the greater dignities in cathedral

churches, and the principal dignities in

collegiate churches possessing a certain

revenue. One such dignity only in each

church is understood to be affected by

the rule. With regard to all the reser

vations under this head, it should be

remembered that they do not take effect

in countries where there is any pact or

concordat regulating the course of

patronage, for it is a maxim that pactum

prcestat juri.

(2) benefices are reserved on the

ground of their being held by particular

persons—e.g. by cardinals, members of

the Curia, and officials of the Holy See.

(3) The third ground of reservation

is connected with the manner in which a

benefice has become vacant. Thus a bene

fice may be vacated on account of heresy,

or collusive simony (simonia confidentialis),

or informality (as in the case of parishes,

in appointing to which the eoncursus

ordered by the Council of Trent has been

neglected), or deposition proceeding from

a particular cause ; in all these cases,

under constitutions emanating from St.

Pius V. and other Pontiffs, reservation

takes effect.

(4) The fourth ground is connected

with the place where the vacancy has
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occurred. The benefice of any eccle

siastic dying at the court of Rome is a

familiar instance; this is mentioned in

the " Corpus Juris," and is the most

ancient of all reservations.

(5) The fifth ground depends on the

time at which the vacancy has occurred.

The ninth rule of the Chancery reserves

all benefices strictly so called (not. being

in lay patronage), whether with or with

out cure of souls, which full vacant in

eight months of the year—viz. in January,

February, April, May, July, Auaust,

October, and November. In the case of

bishops, however, who reside continuously

in their dioceses, and who apply for the

privilege, the above rule is modified to

this extent, that the Papal reservation

only takes effect in alternate months, the

patronage being thus equally divided be

tween the Pope and the ordinary.

It should be observed that the rules

of the Chancery have no legal force during

a vacancy of the Holy See; each Pope

renews them immediately after his elec

tion. Reservations, therefore, which de

pend only on a rule of the Chancery, and

not also on a Papal constitution, do not

take effect in the case of benefices vacated

in the interval between the death of one

Pope and the election of another. (Soglia,

" Instit. Canon." 111. 2, 5 20.)

RESERVATION OF THE BOIT

EUCHARIST. The doctrine of the

Church on this subject has been explained

under the word Eucharist. In this

article we propose to give a brief history

of the reservation of the holy Eucharist

in the Church.

a. Causes of Reservation.—In all ages,

of course, the Blessed Sacrament has

been reserved for the sick, 8nd the first

Christians, in the times of persecution,

kept the Eucharist at home and gave com

munion to themselves. But, besides this,

(1) the Eucharist was sent from bishop

to bishop as a sign of charity. Irenaeus

(apud Euseb. " H. E." v. 24) testifies

that the bishops of Rome sent the Eu

charist to other bishops, and although the

Council of Laodicea (canon 14) forbade

the sending of the Eucharist at Easter

into strange dioceses, and this prohibition

found general acceptance, still a supposed

decretal of Pope Innocent to Decentius

,* proves that the Bishop of Rome sent

the fermentum or consecrated host " per

titulos ''—i.e. to the chief churches of the

city. (2) In Rome, as we know from the

earliest Ordo, a Host consecrated at one

Mass was placed on the altar at the Mass

of the next day, to signify the unity of

the sacrifice. A similar custom prevailed

in Gaul under the first dynasty. (3) The

Eucharist was carried by lay persons,

or even catechumens (see Ambros. " Dn

Excid. Sat." i. 43), as a protection against

danger. This custom must have la>ted,

at least in the case of clerics, till late in

the middle ages, for St. Thomas a Becket

carried the Eucharist with him when he

went to meet Henry II. St. Louis of

France carried the Eucharist with him

beyond the sea, but by permission of the

Papal legate, and from about this time

the privilege seems to have been reserved

to the Pope, though one or two instances

of priests carrying it for their own pro

tection occur in later times—e.g. in the

lifo of Savonarola. Among the Greek

monks it was still maintained when Ar-

cudius wrote—i.e. in the seventeenth cen

tury. (4) In Rome and France, as appears

from the Ordo Romanus and Alcuin, a

bishop at his consecration kept a part of

the Host presented to him by the conse-

crator and consumed it during the next

forty days. The same usage obtained in

some parts of France at the ordination

of priests. (5) Many councils reprove the

custom, which must have been widely

spread, of giving communion to the dead

(Concil. Hippo, c. 4; Auxerre, c. 12;

Statut. Bomfac. 20). (6) The Host

was buried with the dead. This was

done on one occasion, according to St.

Gregory the Great, by St. Benedict

(" Dial. ii. 24), and, according to an

ancient author, in the case of St. Basil at

the saint's own desire. (7) The pen was

sometimes dipped in the Communion

under the species of wine in subscribing

decrees of councils, &c. Pope Theodore,

for example, signed the condemnation of

Pyrrhus in this way. (8) In dedicating

churches three portions of the Host were

put in the altar and sealed up with cement.

This rite was followed by Pope Urban II.

in dedicating the abbey church of Mar-

moutier (Martene, " De Rit." torn. i. c. 6,

a. 4 ; quoted by Chardon).1

6. The Case or Tabernacle in which the

Blessed Sacrament tens Seserted.—The

oldest tabernacles had the form of a

tower. According to Anastasius, Con-

stantine presented St. Peter's Church at

• In modern times the Holy Eucharist i>

also reserved for exposition and benediction,

and in order that the faithful may he able

throughout the day to adore Christ present on

the altar. See Bkskdictiox ; Exrosmoa;

Visits to thk Blessed Sacuahkmt.
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Rome with a tower of pure gold adorned

with jewels and with a dove upon it,

while Innocent I. and Hilarius I. grave

towers of the same kind to the Churches

of SS. Gervase and Protase and of St.

John Lateran. Such a tower existed in

Chardon's time (the middle of the last

century) at Marmoutier. Their turrical

form was succeeded in many churches by

tabernacles in the shape of a covered cup ;

in others by small boxes suspended over

the altar. The custom, so common in

France, of suspending the Blessed Sacra

ment in a tabernacle made like a dove has

been described elsewhere (art. Dove).

Tabernacles were of very various material,

of precious metal, of precious stone such

as onyx, of glass or even wood.

c. The Place of lieservation.—The

most ancient use was to reserve the Holy

Eucharist in ira<rro<p6pia or thalami—i.e.

in chambers at the side of the church.

Jerome, in cap. 40 Ezech. (quoted by

( iiardon), alludes to this custom. This

custom of reserving the Eucharist in the

sacristy was not extinct in France even

during the last century. In the middle

ages the Eucharist was often reserved in an

awmry or press in the corner of the build

ing or in a pillar, such a press as we now

use for the holy oils. The modern Greeks

reserve the Eucharist for the Mass of the

Presanctified, whence it is carried in pro

cession to the altar. For the sick they

keep it, according to Goar, in a place

called dpTcxpopiov behind the nltar, with

a lamp burning before it. Such no doubt

is their ru'e, but M. Nointel, ambassador

from the French king to the Sultan, gives

an interesting account (printed in the

" Perp6tuit6 de la Foi") of the ditl'erent

ways in which he saw the Eucharist re

served among the Greeks. Sometimes

the box which held it was on the altar,

very often it was put in a silk bag and

hung on a nail.

Gavantus approves the custom which

exists in many Catholic Churches, of

placing the tabernacle on the altar in a

eide chapel; but in most American

churches the tabernacle with the Bless

ed Sacrament is placed over the chief

altar. (From Chardon, " Hist, des Sac-

rements," torn. ii. " De 1'Eucharistie,"

torn. ii. § 3, ch. viii.-x.)

RESERVED CASES. Certain sins,

power to absolve from which is reserved

by the superior to himself and not im

parted to inferiors, who have ordinary or

delegated jurisdiction over other sins.

Papal cases are reserved to the Pope,

episcopal cases to the bishop, the reserved

cases of regulars to the prelates of the

order. Jurisdiction given by a superior

is, as has been shown in the article on

1'enance, necessary for the validity of

absolution. But a superior may either

confer the whole of the jurisdiction »-hich

he himself holds, or only a part of it,

just as in England the Crown empowers

magistrates to try pettv eases, but not the

more serious crimes, llence, the Council

of Trent (sess. xix. De Poenit. can. 11)

de6nes that bishops nave the power of

reserving cases, and that absolution from

them cannot be validly given by an ordi

nary confessor. The object of the reser

vation is to increase the shame of the

penitent, to impress the serious nature of

the orlence upon him, and to give the

superior, who is likely to have more ex

perience than the ordinary confessor, the

opportunity of prescribing a fitting remedy.

This power of reservation, however, is

given for edification not destruction.

Clement VIII. warns prelates 1 only to

reserve " the more atrocious and grievous

crimeB," and it is generally assumed that

the reserve falls only on sins which are

grievous, external, certain, and complete

in their kind. The reserved sin may also

have a censure attached to it, and this is

almost always the case in Papal reserve*.

Absolution from a reserved sin may be

given by the superior who reserves it, by

his successors, by those whom he dele

gates, by his own superiors. For full

information we refer to the common

treatises on moral theology ; only adding

that in the dioceses of the U. S. very few

sins, and those of most rare occurrence, are

reserved either to the Pope or ordinary.

The practice of the modern is con

sonant with that of the ancient and

mediaeval Church, which usually "reserved

to the bishops the absolution of public

penitents" (Chardon, " Hist, des Sacrem.-'

torn. ii. ch. vii. ). Some of the cases

quoted by Chardon scarcely seem to the

point—e.g. the direction of ancient Rituals

that priests are to hear the confessions of

those who present themselves, and take

them, if they seem well disposed, to the

bishop for absolution ; or the statement of

Peter the Cantor in his " Sum of the

Sacraments," that formerly m-mks used to

hear confessions and the abbot alone to

absolve. But he quotes from the Acts of

a Benedictine, St. Bedon, who lived in the

tenth century, and from Constitutions of

1 He nctufilly limited the power of reserva

tion on the part of religious buperiora.
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Richard, bishop of Salisbury, clear cases

of Papal reserve. In 1171, Pope Alex

ander III. wrote to the Archbishop of

Upsala, that women guilty of child-mur

der and other abominations were to be

sent to Rome for absolution. " This," says

Fleury (" H. E." lxxii. 36), " is the be

ginning of Papal reserves for more atro

cious crimes ; " but the instances just given

show that this is scarcely correct. Mr.

Maskell (" Monum. Rit." vol. i. p. 97)

gives some account of reserved sins in the

old English Church. Thus, a Council of

Durham in 1250 lays down the principle

that greater sins are to be reserved to

those higher in office. The penitent is to

go to the bishop or the penitentiary with

a letter from his confessor stating the

nature and circumstances of his sin, or else

the confessor is to accompany him. In

1367, Moresby, archbishop of York, re

served thirty-seven sins to himself or his

penitentiary.

residence. Before the Council

of Trent the non-residence of ecclesiastics,

even of bishops, had long been a crying

evil. In the sixth session, the Fathers

adopted a decree of reformation, which

provided that any patriarch, metropolitan,

or bishop, who should remain without

legitimate cause for six months together

absent from his church, should forfeit a

fourth part of the revenues. A still more

protracted and contumacious absence was

eventually to be reported to tlie Pope,

who would meet it by appropriate mea

sures. Finding that this decree had been

by some perversely understood, as if a

bishop might without incurring censure

be absent live months in the year from his

diocese, the Council in the twenty-third

andtwenty-fourth sessions returned to the

subject, and declared that " all the rulers of

patriarchal, metropolitan, and cathedral

churches, under whatsoever name or title,

even i f they be card inals of the Holy Roman

Church, are bound to personal residence

in their own church or diocese, where it

is their duty to discharge the functions of

their office, and cannot be absent, except

for the causes and under the circum

stances hereunder specified." There are

many legitimate causes of absence, but

these must be approved in writing either

by the Pope or the metropolitan ; except

in the case of some urgent political exi

gency, the occurrence of which, beirg

usually sudden, and at the same time

notorious, dispenstB the bis-hop from the

necessity of notifying his absence. As

a rule, the period of absence in the

course of a year, apart from the

urgent causes above noticed, * ought

on no account to exceed two or at

most three months; and care should

be taken that there be a sufficient cause,

and that the bishop's flock suffer no harm ;

judgment on which point [ihe Council]

leaves to the conscience of those absenting

themselves, hoping that it [their con

science] will be scrupulous and full of

fear, since hearts are open before God,

whose work they are bound at their peril

not to do deceitfully." 1

Canons in cathedral and collegiate

churches are ordinarily bound to residence

during nine months in the year.3 But

where a foundation possesses a privilege,

confirmed by the Pope, in virtue of which

the canons are permitted to be absent for

a longer time, it is held that the conciliar

decree does not derogate from that privi

lege.* Iu the case both of bishops and

canons the period of absence ought not

to comprise the times at which the great

festivals (Christmas, Easter, Pentecost,

Corpus Christi) are celebrated, nor the

days of Lent or Advent. The obligation

on individual canons to reside does not

bind when they have a lawful excuse for

not doing so. Such excuses are—illness,

permitted sojourn in a foreign country for

the purpose of study or teaching, and

employment in the immediate service of

the bishop.

Parish priests and other beneficiaries

having cure of souls cannot be absent from

their cure for more than a week without

the bishop's permission. Two months in

the year is the period beyond which the

bishop's permission of non-residence to

his clergy is not ordinarily extended.

Diocesan statutes, concordats, and the

civil law in certain countries, contain a

great variety of particular regulations re

specting the residence of ecclesiastics.

KESZOITATIOW. The resignation or

renunciation of a benefice is, " the spon

taneous relinquishment of an ecclesiastical

benefice, made before the lawful superior,

and accepted by him."* It is either tacit

or express. A resignation is tacitly or

ipso facto made of any church preferment

held by t he resigner in the following cases :

by one who, already having one benefice,

is nominated to another incompatible with

the first ; by a clerk in minor orders who

enters into a contract of marriage ; tv a

1 .Ter. xlviii. 10.
• Sew. xxiv. 1-2, De Ref.

5 Ferraris. " Canonicatus," Art. 6.

4 Ferraris.
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clerk becoming professed in a religious

order [Profession, Religious]; and by

a clerk becoming a soldier or a strolling

player. An express resignation is made

either in words or in writing, and is either

pure or conditional. A pure resignation

is an unqualitied absolute surrender of the

preferment ; a conditional resignation is

made mh condiiione, and is of five kinds ;

according as it is made—(1) in favour of a

third person; or (2) with the reservation of

a pension out of tne revenues; or (3) with

the right of resumption, if the resiguatary

should die before the resigner ; or (4) with

the right of resumption at some given dute

in the future; or (5) in pursuance of an

arrangement for an exchange of benefices.

Hut these conditional resignations, the

status of the clergy relatively to the civil

power being so different from what it

formerly was, are now of rare occurrence.

Publicity is necessary to the validity

of a resignation, and the mode of publica

tion under varying circumstances is mi

nutely regulated by canon law.

Reserved benefices, the collation of

which belongs to the Pope alone, cannot

be resigned into the hands of any ordinary

lower than the Pope.

According to a decretal of Innoceut

III.,' a bishop can only resign his see for

one of six causes, which are summed up

iu the memorial lines:—

Debilu, ir^narus, male conscius, irregularis.

Quern mala plebs odit, dans scundala, cedere

possit.

The lawful causes therefore are physi

cal infirmity ; ignorance, or a want of the

knowledge necessary for the discharge

of his oltice ; the consciousness of some

crime, such as heresy, which, even after

penance done, would impede him in the

performance of his duties ; irregularity

(see that article) ; great personal unpopu

larity, and some grave scandal, which

nothiug short of his resignation could

remove. (Ferraris, Retignatio.)

H.ESPOWSOR.XES. Verses said after

the Lessons, so called according to Isidore

because part of it is said by one reader or

singer to whom the choir answer with

the rest of the responsory. "Historia"

is the name given in the Micrologin, be

cause they mostly refer to the history in

the Lesson or commemorated on the day.

(Probst, "Brevier und Breviergebet," p.

107 »<■?.)

RESimRECTionr of the body.

The doctrine of a general resurrection of

> Ferraris, " Resignatio," § 29.

the dead, both good and bad, is nowhere

taught iu the Hebrew Bible. The Book

of Isaias, xxvi. If), certainly expresses

faith in a resurrection. The prophet ex

presses the disappointment of the Jewish

nation when their land was restored to

them and they were not numerous enough

to people it. But they must not lose

heart. "Thy dead shall live: thy dead

bodies shall arise. Awake and shout, ye

who lie in the dust, for thy dew is a dew

of lights, and the earth shall bring forth

the shades "—i.e. the power of Qod shall

descend like dew, instinct with the light

of life ; the corpses shall arise, and the

departed spirits from the nether world

will quicken them into their old life. We

have in Osoe vi. 2 (" He will quicken us

after two days : on the third day He

will raise us up and we shall live in his

sight"), and in Ezeeh. xxxvii. 11-14

allusions to a resurrection, but only in an

allegorical sense. In Daniel xii. 2, as in

Isai. xxvi. 10, it is a literal and not a

metaphorical resurrection which is in

tended, and the writer, who has the verse

of Isaias in his mind, goes further, and

teaches a resurrection to shame as well as

to joy. " Many of them that sleep in the

dusty earth shall awake, some to eternal

life and some to eternal reproach and

horror." The character of the book

makes it likely that the " many " who

are to rise are all Israelites, some of whom

have been faithful to the law, others

apostates ; but in any case it is a resurrec

tion of, many, not of all, which is pre

dicted. We have still to consider the

famous passage in Job xix. 27. We ven

ture to give the following as au exact

translation of the Hebrew :—" I know

that my avenger liveth, and at tho last

[lit. as the last one—i.e. to speak the last

decisive word] he shall rise up on the

dust. And after my skin has been thus

destroyed [lit. which they have thus

destroyed]and [away] from my llesh 1 shall

see God, whom I shall behold for myself,

and mine eyes shall have seen [a preterite

of confidence] and not another : my reins

waste [with longing] in my breast."

There are very strong grounds for believing

that Job here asserts his expectation of

immortality, and this interpretation is

held by critics, such as Ewald and Dill-

mann, who cannot be suspected of dogma

tic prejudice. The confident hope of

immortality shines forth clearly, just

when Job's desolation, when the absence

of all human comfort is most complete.

The poem leads us up naturally to this
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expression of confidence. There is a

gradual advance from tbe doubts of ch.

xiv. to the sublime prayer and trust of

xvi. 18 ad fin. All this culminates in

the passage before us ; nor docs Job fall

hack again to the depth of his former

despair. But, on the other hand, " from

my flesh " may quite well, according to

Hebrew usage, mean "away from my

flesh." This use of the particle is very

common in Hebrew (see, e.g., Gen. xxvii.

20, Jer. xlviii. 45), and a striking instance

of the double sense of " from " in English
will be found in ■' Richard III.'" act iv.

scene 4.1 In Second Maccabees we

find the doctrine of the resurrection

strongly asserted, but even there nothing

is said about a resurrection of all men.

And although the resurrection of the

dead (D^ntprj JVnri) is the thirteenth

article of the Jewish creed, the doctrine

of a resurrection of both good and bad,

says Weber (" Altsvnag. Theol." p. 372),

cannot be proved from the Talmud or

Midrashim ; and he quotes the dictum of

Maiiuonides, "The resurrection of the

dead is a fundamental article of Moses

our teacher . . . but it only belongs to

the just." Heathen, or Jews who are to

be reckoned as heathen, have no part m

it. We may add that David Kimehi on

Ps. i. 6 (" the wicked shall not rise in

judgment") denies the resurrection of the

wicked, and on Ps. civ. 30 he says " it is

disputed among our sages " whether the

resurrection will be general ; but adds that

the "ways" or style of the Talmud

favours the belief that it is the just only

who will rise. This doctrine of the most

orthodox Jewish doctors is by no means

to be confounded with the Sadducee

denial that the bodies of just or unjust

rose again.

The New Testament, however, clearly

teaches that the wicked also will rise

again (see, e.t/., Matt. v. 20, x. 28.) In it

the resurrect ion of the just assumes a new

prominence, and the " resurrection of the

flesh " became an article of the Apostles'

Creed, and one of the most characteristic a

1 A". Rich. Then know that from my soul

1 love thy daughter.

What do you think ?

Qu. KHz. That thou dost love my

daughter from thy soul.

So from thy soul's love didjt thou love

her brothers.

And from my heart's love 1 do thank

t hoe for it.

K. Rich. Be not too hasly to confound

my meaning.
•The Babylonians, however, and the Per-

dans had believed in a resurrection. The

doctrines of Christianity. St. Paul in

sists that as death came by sin (Rom. v.

15), so Christ completes his redeeming

work by raising to new life the bodies of

those who sleep in Him (1 Cor. XT. 64

»eq.) From the very first the doctrine

was an object of Pagan ridicule (Acts

xvii. 32), and the Fathers down to the

end of the fourth century were constantly

employed in answering Pagan and hereti

cal objections. (See, eg., Athanag. " De

Resurrect." c. 4 ; lren. " Adv. Hier." v.

3; Tertull. " Apol." 48; " De Carne

Christi," 15; " De Kesurrect." 3 ; Minuc.

Felix, 11; Cyril Hier >s. "Cat." xviii ;

August. "Encbirid." 26.) We cannot

wonder at the objections which Pagans

and heretics such as the Gnostics felt.

Plato, the uoblest of heathen philosophers,

had regarded the body as the prison-

house of the soul, and death as an

escape from the bonds of matter. It was

long before the world could accept the

deeper view of the Christian Church—viz.

that the body is a constituent part of

human nature, that man, body and soul,

is the work of God, and that both art-

precious in his sight. The Christians, on

the other hand, during times of persecu

tion comforted themselves with tbe thought

of the resurrection. The symbols of it—

eg. the tree, the eagle, the egg, the pea

cock—occur on the oldest monuments;

and so also the types of the resurrection—

the three youths in tbe furnace, Job,

Kzechiel, Daniel in the lion's den, the

ascent of Elias, &c. (See Kraus, "Encycl.

Arcbaol." art. Auferstehung.)

All the Creeds confess the resurrection

of the body, but the fullest definition is

that of the Fourth Lateran Council iu

1215 (cap. i. " Adv. Albig.") : "All will

rise with their own proper bodies which

they now wear." .St. Thomas ("Supp."

lxxix. a. 2) says it is heretical to deny

the numerical identity of the body which

dies aud rises again ; and the opinion

attributed to Durandus (see Jungmann,

" De Noviss." cap. iii. a. 2), viz. that the

body will be the same in this sense only,

that it will be informed by the same soul,

docs not seem to satisfy the terms of the

Lateran definition. But this identity

must not be pressed too strictly. Our

bodies remain the game, though the atoms

of which they are composed are in con

stant change. Jungmann (loc. cit.) lays

it down as the common teaching of all

Catholic theologians that we may sup-

former ascribed it to tha god MarUuk, who

himself died aud rose a^ain.
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pose part of the elements of the risen

body to be supplied by the power of Uod

without in any way denying the truth of

the resurrection. He admits that modern

writers " of the best reputation " mention

(and apparently hold) opinions which go

much further than this.

We learn from St. Paul that the

bodies of the just will rise incorruptible,

glorious and spiritual—i.e. subject no

longer to animal wants, but entirely

dominated by the spirit (so Estius, ad

1 Cor. xv. 44). The Schoolmen have ex

panded this Pauline doctrine into the

theory that the risen body will have four

gifts or endowments, impassibility, claritat

or splendour, the glory of the soul shin

ing forth in the body, subtlety—i.e. the

power of penetrating other bodies, as

Christ passed through the closed doors,

agility—i.e. the power of moving and

acting swiftly at the will of the spirit.

resurrection or christ.

[See Easter.]

retreat. [See Exercises.]

REVELATION. [SeelNSPIRATION.]

rigorism. [See Moral Theo

logy.]

ring. [See Marriage and Bish

ops.]

RTTDALE. A book which contains

the forms to be observed by priests in the

administration of the sacraments (com

munion out of Mass, baptism, penance,

marriage, extreme unction), in church-

ings, in burials, in most of the blessings

which they can give by ordinary or dele

gated authority. Such a book (under the

title " Manuale ") is mentioned in the

year 127S) in the synodal statutes of Odo,

Archbishop of Paris. It was known by

many names—" Manuale," " Sacerdotale,"

" Agenda," " Institutio," " Baptizandi,"

" Pastorale," " Obsequiale," " Sacramen-

tale," <Scc. " Manuale " seems to have

been the common name in England

(" Rituale " and " Manuale " in France),

and the last edition of the " Saruin

Manual" was printed at Douay in 1610.

The contents of these books agree on the

whole, but not in all details ;^onie, for ex

ample, contain the order of confirmation,

the blessing of bells, a few Masses, and

the like, which are not in our Roman

Ritual. A Sacerdotale was edited by

Castellanus and printed at Rome in 1537.

Previously the different dioceses were free

to follow their own Rituals, but in 1614

an edition with the title " Rituale " was

drawn up under Paul V., who in the bull

" Apostolicaj Sedi '' exhorted all prelates,

secular and regular, to conform to it

exactly.1

(From Zaccaria, " Bibliothec. Rit."

torn. i. There is an edition of the Roman

Ritual, with an elaborate commentary by

Barullaldius, 3rd Venetian ed., 1763,

which is useful for practical purposes, but

gives hardly any historical information.

The commentary of Cutalani is also well

known. Zaccaria also mentions one in

Italian by Mariscandolo, Lucca, 1742.)

ROCHET. A vestment, of linen, fit

ting closely, with close sleeves reach

ing to the hands, proper to bishops and

abbots. The use of it is also granted to

certain other dignitaries (e.g. to some

canons in virtue of privilege). The length

and closeness of the sleeves distinguish it

from the surplice. Priests who are allowed

to wear it are to regard it as a choir

vestment, and are not to use it in the ad

ministration of the sacraments. Bishops,

on the other hand, wear it in giving con

firmation.

Our word rochet is from the French,

the French from the Low Latin rocheltus,

and that again from the old High German

hroch, rocch, which is the same as the

modern Hijrh German Rock, a coat. (So

Littre, "Diet. Fran?.") From the in

stances given in Ducange it appears to

have been first an upper garment of com

mon life, then a clerical dress. Lynd-

wood, our great English canonist of the

fifteenth century (" Ad Prov. Eccles.

Cant." lib. iii. tit. 27, quoted by Ducange)

speaks of it as sometimes used by clerics

serving Mass, or priests baptising, because

it left their arms free, usages now strictly

forbidden (see "Manuale Decret." art. v.),

so that the modern limitation of the rochet

to dignitaries recognised by Urban VIII.

cannot have been old in that Pope's time.

The uuozzetta and uncovered rochet

are signs of plenary jurisdiction. Hence,

a bishop may wear his rochet uncovered

within his own diocese even in the

churches of religious who are exempt,

but not beyond its limits (Gavant. P. II.

tit. iii.).

ROGATION- SATS. The Monday,

Tuesday, and Wednesday before Ascen

sion Day are observed by all Catholics of

the Latin rite as diys of solemn supplica

tion, and are called Rogation day s because

the Litany of the Saints is chanted in the

1 The bull says " hortamur" merely; but

the Cong, of Kites declared (Sept. 7, lX.ii)) that

the laws of the Itoman ltitna! ''affect the uni
versal Church," and (October ft, lG.r>2) that all

regulars " were bound " to iollow it exactly.

A
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procession which takes place on each of

the three days, rogatio being the Latin

equivalent for the Greek word litany.

Those who are bound to recite the bre

viary, are also bound to say the litany

Srivately, if not in procession. These

tanies are called lesser, by comparison

with the more ancient and solemn chant

ing of the litany on St. Mark's Day.

[LlTANIKS.]

The Rogations began in the kingdom of

Burgundy, where they were instituted, or

at least made solemn and public, by Ma-

niertus, bishop of Vienne, at a time when

the province suffered from earthquake and

other troubles (Sidon. Apollinar. Ep.

vii. 1). Thence they passed into the

kingdom of Clovis, where the Council of

Orleans (c. 27), in oil, requires the fnith-

ful to rest from servile work and to fast,

or, as Thomassin thinks, to abstain, on

these days.1 In England the synod of

Cloveshoe in 747 prescribes processions

and fasting till none on the three days

before Ascension, " according to the way

of our fathers." A Spanish council (Concil.

Gerund, can. 2) in 617 recognises Roga

tions with abstinence, but on the Thurs

day, Friday, and Saturday after Pente

cost. The ancient custom at Milan, en

forced by St. Charles Borrorneo, was to

hold the Rogations and to fast on the Mon

day, Tuesday, and Wednesday after the

Ascension. At Rome, according to Anas-

tas. Bibliothec, it was Leo III. who

introduced the Rogation days. But the

obligation of fasting and rest from work

which still existed in the French church 1

of Thoinassin's time was not imposed

at Rome. (From Thomassin, " Iraite'

des Jeunes," 1 P. ch. 24, 2 P. ch. 21.)

ROME. [See Pope.]

ROOD-BEAM AND BOOS-

BCREEV. The rood-beam separates

the choir from the nave, and is sur

mounted by a cross. There is no proof

that any such thing was known in the

early Church (see the article " Rood " in

Smith and Cheetham), but it is common

in modern churches, and was introduced

as early at least as the twelfth century.

Other figures besides the crucifix were

often placed on it (e.//. those of the B.

Virgin and St. John), and lights were

burnt on it. Ducange quotes a mediaeval

« The Council of Tours in 50.7 (can. 17)

requires uvmks to fnst on tlio Rotation days.

* English Catholics were bound to abstain

from flesh-meat on the feast of St. Mark and the

Rotation <lnvs, till thev were dispensed bv Pius

VIII. in 1830 (Cone. Frov. Wat. III. Appen

dix II.).

writer who mentions fifty candles being

placed on the tables or rood-beam. A

veil used to be suspended from it during

Holy Week. (Ducange, art. Trabet;

Vioilet le Due, " Diet, de ^Architecture,'

art. Trubes.)

Screens separating choir from nave

were introduced in French cathedrals

towards the close of the thirteenth cen

tury, and the richest exam oles date from

the fifteenth and sixteenth. It was not

till the seventeenth and eighteenth that

the heavy stone screens were replaced by

grilles. (Vioilet le Due, art. L'tut.ures.)

ROSARY. A form of prayer in

which fifteen decades of A ves, each decade

being preceded by a Pater and followed

by a Gloria, are recited on beads. A

mystery is contemplated during the re

cital of each decade, and the rosary is

divided into three parts, each consisting

of five decades, and known as a corona

or chaplet. In the first chaplet the five

joyful mysteries are the subjects of con

templation— viz., the Annunciation, Visi

tation, the Birth of our Lord, his presen

tation in the Temple, his being found

after the three days loss. The sorrowful

mysteries contemplated in the second

chaplet are the Agony in the Garden, the

Scourging, the Crowning with Thorns, the

Carryingof the Cross, the Crucifixion. The

glorious mysteries, which are allotted to

the third chaplet, are the Insurrection of

Christ, his Ascension, the Descent of the

Holy Ghost, the Assumption and the

Coronation of the Blessed Virgin. The

word rosary first occurs in Thomas

Cantipratanus, who wrote in the latter

part of the thirteenth centurv (" De

Apibus," ii. 13 1—quoted by the Bolland-

"ists, " Vita S. Dominici ''). The original

meaning is very doubtful. We think it

most likely that the word was used in a

mystical sense and meant Mary's rose-

garden. (So the writer of the article

Rosenkranz in Herzog, " Encycl. fur

Protestant. Theol.'') It was also called

" Psalteriura Marianum " because of the

number 150. Catholics of the humbler

class still speak of a pair of beads, thus

preserving a pure and ancient mode of

speech, " pair "meaning "set," as in " pair

of organs '—i.e. a set of organ pipes, or,

in other words, an organ.

The practice of using beads, he, as a

help to memory in reciting a set number

of prayers is not distinctively Christian,

hut it has long existed in the Church.

Palladius, a writer of the fifth century

1 As a title, however ; not in the text.
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(" Hibt. Lausiac." cap. 2,3), tells us that

the Egyptian mnnk 1'aul in Phernie put

300 pebbles in his lap and Hung away one

as he finished each of the three hundred

prayers he said. The English synod of

Oealcythe (Mansi, "Concil." torn. xiv.

300) in 816 orders "geptem beltidum

Paternoster" to be sung for a deceased

bishop. Wo can only guess at the meaning.

But Spelman's conjecture that it means

belts or circles of Paters is plausible.

William of Malmesbury (" I)e Gest. Pont.

Angl." iv. 4, quoted by the Bollandists,

loc. cit.) says that Godiva, who founded a

religious house at Coventry in 1040, left

a circle of genes strung together, on which

she used to tell her prayers, that it might

be hung on a statue of the Bleared Virgin.

So far we have only considered the

general question of reciting prayers on

beads, &c. From the eleventh century

the Bollandists produce the following in

stances of a fixed number of Aves ad

dressed to the Blessed Virgin. Ileri-

nianmiB, at the close of the century, meu-

tions a person who recited sixty Aves

daily. The monk Albert, who lived

about 1005, said 150 every day; so did

St. Agbert, who died in 1140.

Thus we find early traces of the use

of something corresponding to beads, and

we can trace the 150 Aves back farther

than St. Dominic's time, but no instance

presents itself of 150 Aves, much less of

150 Aves and 15 Paters said on beads,

before the lifetime of that saint. The

notion that the Venerable Bede introduced

the rosary is founded on an absurd etymo

logy (" Bead," from " Beda "), and the

statement of Polydore Virgil, who lived

in the middle of the sixteenth, century,

that Peter the Hermit instituted the

rosary, comes too late to have any weight.

The common story that St. Dominic

learnt the use of the rosary from the

Blessed Virgin by revelation, and propa

gated it during the crusade against the

Albiyenses, has been accepted by later

Popes—viz. Leo X., 1'ius V., Gregory

XIII., Sixtus V., Alexander VII., Inno

cent XL, Clement XI. This belief rests,

according to Benedict XIV. (" De Fest."

§ 100), on the tradition of the order ; no

contemporary writer vouches for it. But

the Dominican Friar Nicolas (Quetif and

Echard, " Script. Ord. Prsed." torn i.

p. 411) gave in 1270 to the B. Christina

a Paternoster, " quod personaliter iv

annis portaverat.-' Dominicans too are re

presented on a tomb of Humbertus Del-

phinus, who became a Dominican about

1350, with rosaries in their hands, so that

the rosary in the strict sense cannot be

much later than St. Dominic.

But, of course, the Ave of those days

was not identical with the modern form.

It was simply " Hail, Mary, full of grace,

the Lord is with thee ; blessed art thou

amongst women, and blessed is the fruit

of thy womb." Further, the great Domi

nican writers Quetif and Echard show

that the meditation on the mysteries is

much later than St. Dominic. Ii began

with a Dominican, Alanus de Rupe (De

la Roche), born about 1428 ("Script.

O. P." torn. i. p. 852). (The authorities

consulted for this part of the article are

the Bollandist dissertation on the Rosary,

in the first vol. for August; Quetif and

Echard ; Benedict XIV. " De Fest." For

Feast of the Rosary, see Maui, Feasts

of.)

According to Benedict XIV., a Con

fraternity of the Rosary at Piaceuza was

indulgeneed (is early as 1254 by Alex

ander IV. The Living Rosary, in which

fifteen persons unite to say the whole

rosary every month, was approved by

Gregory XVI.

A popular manual by Labis, trans

lated by an English Passionist, enumerates

the following rosaries besides the Domini

can—viz. that of St. Bridget, 7 l'aters

and 6.3 Aves, in honour ol the joys and

sorrows of the B'essed Virgin and the

03 years of her life; that of the Seven

Dolours, a Servite devotion ; that of the

Immaculate Conception, approved by

Pius IX. in 1855; the Crown of our

Saviour, attributed to Michael of Florence,

a Cumaldolese monk in 1510, and consist

ing of 33 Paters, 5 Aves, and a Credo ;

the Rosary of the Five Wounds, approved

by Leo XII. in 1823 at the prayer of the

Passionists.

ROSMINIANS. That is, the Fathers

of the Institute of Charity, a congregation

founded by the Italian philosopher An

tonio Rosmini in 1828. According to

the design of the founder, the members

of the new society were to " embrace

with all the desire of their souls every

work of charity, without arbitrary limita

tion to any particular branch, undertaking

all that should be required of tliem of

which they should be capable." 1 The first

house of the institute was built on the

Monte Calvario, near Domo d Ossola. In

1831 a branch of the society was esta

blished at Trent, and another at Verona

two years later. In 1835, Fr. Gentili,

1 Life of Ro*mini (Father Lockhait):1856.

a2

1
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over whose impulsive and unequal cha

racter, at. may be seen in his biography,1

the unwavering majesty of virtue seen in

Rosmiui li'id gained, after a long struggle,

a complete mid salutary ascendancy, was

sent by the founder on a mission to Eng

land. After a short stay with the Tre-

lawney family in Cornwall, Gentili was

settled by Bishop Haines in the college of

Prior Park, near Hath ; before long he

began to preach missions with signal suc

cess in the large towns, and died at, Dublin

while thus engaged in 1854. The variety

of work done by the society in the tirst

ten years of its existence was fully in ac

cord with its declared aim ; it consisted in

giving retreats, preaching, sick-visiting,

taking care of prisous and hospitals, teach

ing, missions abroad, literary work, and

almsgii ing. In 1838, on the report of the

Congregation of Bishops and Regulars,

the Institute of Charity and its rule were

approved by the reigning Pontiff, Gregory

XVI., who had a singular affection and

admiration for Rosmini. Three months

afterwards the founder and all his fol

lowers took the vows required by the

rule, and in 1838 the Pope, by letters

Apostolical, nominated Rosmiui Superior-

General of the Institute for life. It is

well known that two of his smaller works,

one of which was " Delle Cinque Piaghe

della Santa Ohiesa," were condemned by

the Congregation of the Index in 1851).

Ro8miui's submission to the decree was

absolute and unreserved; but a far more

serious matter was behind, even the

general examination of all his philosophi

cal works, including the " Nuovo Saggio

Bull' Origine dell' idee." After a severe

and protracted scrutiny, the decision of

the Congregation was given in 185-1,

" Dimittantur opera Antonii Rosmini-

Serbati," the effect of which was to de

clare his works undeserving of censure on

theological grounds. Meantime a novitiate

had been opened on the side of the hill

above Stresa, on the Lago Maggiore ; and

here Rosmini chiefly resided in the last

years of his life. Insensible to the lustre

of a genius destined permanently to in

fluence European thought,2 and to be one

of the imperishable glories of the Italian

mind, the Piedmontese Government,

1 By Father Pagani.

a A new Life by Mr. HeWalter is an

nounce! (1883); on English version of the
Arwoo>; Staf/tjio is in course of publication.

RosminiV philosophy was described by a Pro

testant or free-thinking critic in the Contem

porary /tVci'tw in 1883 in terms of high appre

ciation.

some years after Rosmini's death, which

was in 1855, confiscated the house a*.

Stresa, and converted it to some secular

purpose. There are at the present time

nine houses of the Institute in England

and Wales: at Cardiff (2), London (Ely

Place), Loughborough, Market Weighton,

Newport, Ratclitle, Rugby, and Wad-

hurst.

RUBRICS. Directions for the order

to be followed in Mass and other sacred

rites. The word is taken from the Roman

law, in which the titles, maxims, and

principal decisions were written in red.

Juvenal's words—" Causas age, pertice

rubras majorum leges " (Sat. xiv.)—

refer to this. MS. and even the first

printed Missals have scarcely any rubrics.

These were contained in Directories,

Rituals, Ceremonials, Ordines. It was

Burchard, Master of Ceremonies under

Innocent VIII. and Alexander VI., who

first, set out at length both the words and

the ceremonies of the Mass in his Roman

Pontifical, printed at Rome in 1485, and

again in his Sacerdotale, printed a few

years later and reprinted under Leo X.

After this the ceremonies were joined to

the Ordinary of the Mass in some printed

Missals and were finally arranged under

their present titles by Pius V. The same

course has been followed in the authorita

tive editions of the Pontifical, Ritual, Sc.

(Le Brun, torn. i. " Traite Prelini." a. 3.)

BtTIE, RELIGIOUS. At the time

when Ferraris wrote, about the middle of

the seventeenth century, it was considered

that there were four principal rules of the

religious life—the Basilian, the Benedic

tine, the Augustinian, and the Franciscan

—under which, or some modification of

which, the majority of the existing orders

and congregations were ranged ; while, in

a few isolated cases, rules unconnected

with any of these four were observed.

So great a number of religious institutes,

especially of women, has subsequently

arisen in the Chinch, and obtained the

approbation of the Holy See, that the

classification of Ferraris is far from accu

rately corresponding to the present state

of things.

The rule of St. Basil, founded by that

saint about 360, besides being that gene

rally observed by coenobites in the Eastern

Church, was followed, down to the recent

secularisations, by a number of monasteries

in Sicily, Italy, and Spain.

The rule of St. Augustine (390), ac

cording to the computation adopted by

Ilelyot, was followed by no less than
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ninety-seven congregations, including

military orders. Among these were the

Lateran Canons, the Canons of Arouaise,

the Hermits and Regular Canons under

the name of St. Austin, the Prenionstra-

tensians, the order of Preachers, the Ser-

vites, the Theatines, and the Barnabites.

Connected with every general congrega

tion following this rule were nuns of cor

responding observance.

H^lyot enumerates sixty-seven congre

gations (including the monks of Camaldoli,

the Cluniacs. the Cistercians, the Brigit-

tines, &c.) as under the rule of St. Bene

dict (600), besides military orders.

The rule of St. Francis (1208) was

and is professed, with more or less of

rigour, by the various branches of the

Franciscan order ; of which the principal

are the Ob-ervants, the Conventuals, the

Poor Clares, and the Capuchins.

Among the religious following inde

pendent rules were the Carthusians, the

Carmelites, the Discalced Carmelites of

St. Ttresa, and the Society of Jesus.

Many of the institutes contained in

He'lyot's enumeration are now extinct ; on

the other hand, if we consult the Abbe"

Badiche's continuation of Helyot, or turn

over the pages of " Terra Incognita," 1 we

find that in the last eighty years an ex

traordinary number of new institutes, for

the most part with determinate practical

aims, under carefully adapted rules, and

with simple vows,has arisen in the Church.

Such are the Marists, the Faithful Com

panions of Jesus, the Rosminian Fathers,

the Little Sisters of the Poor, the Shters

of Providence, the Nazareth Sisters, Ac.

Sec.

RITRAX. DEANS (decani rurales).

In the article Dean it was explained how

that title, which originally arose in the

monasteries, was introduced into cathedral

and collegiate chapters. The institution

of rural deans appears to have commenced

in Italy in the following manner. The

first parishes, owing to the thinness of the

population, were very large ; as the popu

lation increased, the inconvenience of their

Rize was felt; and Alexander III. ordered

that new churches should be built in

places where they were required, and

endowed out of the revenues of the palish

churches. The new churches would

naturally be dependent on the church

within the district of which they were

built ; this would be their matrix ecclesia,

and its rector would appoint priests to

them. Such larger districts came to be

1 By J. N. Murphj- (Longmans, 1873).

called plebes and the ecclesiastic in

charge of one was named 2<l-b,mut, or

archipresbyler. or decani'.*. 'lbe prac

tice grew up of monthly meetings of

the priests in each jiieh* or rural-

deanery, under the presidency of the

plebanus. An archpriest in this sense

differed entirely from the cathedral arch-

priest, who was at the head of t' e clergy

serving a cathedral chuich. The rural

deans were always subject to the arch

deacon ; nevertheless, by deputation from

the bishop, they gradually drew to them

selves a considerable jurisdiction, of which

in later times they have been deprived.

(Thomassin, " Vet et Nova Feci. Disc." l.

2,(3; Ferraris, Decamu)

RUSSIAN CHURCH. According

to the Russian legend, St. Andrew first

preached the gospel in Russia ar.d planted

a cross at Kiev, but the truth is that

Christianity came to Russia from (Con

stantinople in the latter part of the ninth

century. At fhat time the Russian Slavs

had been united under the rule of .Scandi

navian princes, and Ruric founded the great

Russian monarchy in H04. Sinin after,

however, two other princes, A scold and

Dir, also of Scandinavian orijjin, founded

an independent kingdom at Kiev, so that

Russia was divided into two kingdoms,

both under Scandinavian rulers— viz. a

northern monarchy with Novgorod, and a

southern with Kiev, for capital. In 8'i0

Aseold and Dir attacked Constantinople,

and are said to have been converted by

miracles, variously reported ; but the fact

is certain that their expedition led to the

sending of missionaries from Constanti

nople to Russia. The exact chronology,

which has a curious interest here, is hard

to fix. According to Constantino Po»

phyrogenitus, the mission from Constanti

nople was sent in 8(57, when Ignatius,

the lawful and Catholic Patriarch, was

in possession, so that the first Russian

Christians were Catholics, united to

Rome. If, on the other hand, Nestor, the

father of Russian history (d. ] 1 13), is to

be believed, the mission was sent in 866,

ond therefore under Photius, the schis-

matical Patriarch, so that the first Russian

church was not in union with Homo. In

any case, the impression iuade on the

mass of the people ut this time was very

slight.

In 882 Russia was again subject to a

single ruler, Oleg, Ruric's successor; Kiev,

however, being the capital. In 0o5, Olga,

the Russian Helena, was baptised at Con

stantinople; and in 088 ner grandson
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Vladimir the Apostolic also became a

Christian, and strove successfully to

Christianise his people. Vladimir, whoso

lite had been stained by infamous cruelty,

sent ambassadors to examine the rites and

doctrines of the Latins, Mohammedans,

and Greeks, and attached himself to the

latter because their worship was the most

imposing. He sent missionaries through

his dominions, destroyed idols, and though

there were heathen Russians even in the

twelfth century, still Vladimir may fairly

be considered to have made the mass of

the nation Christian. So far then, what

ever the date of the first mission may

have been, Russia, like the Mother-church

of Constantinople, was in communion

with Rome. The union was severed in

the middle of the eleventh century by the

schism of Michael Cserulaiius. But for

a time the Russian church was in schism

unawares, and knew little of the anti-

Roman bitterness which prevailed at

Constantinople. Even to this day, the

Russians, in their liturgical books, written

in Old Slavonic, assert the primacy of the

Roman See. Pope Sylvester is called the

" Divine head of the holy bishops ; " Pope

Leo, "the successor on the highest throne

of St. Peter, the heir of the invincible rock

and the successor in his kingdom.'' Mar

tin, Pope in the seventh century, is thus

addressed : " Thou didst adorn the divine

throne of Peter, and, holding the Church

upright on this rock which cannot be

shaken, thou didst honour thy name ; "

and Leo HI. (about 800): "O chief

shepherd of the Church, do thou represent

the place of Jesus Christ." The feeling

was changed, though the liturgy still wit

nessed to the past, under Vladimir Mono-

machus1 (1113). He was filled with

hostility to Rome by Nicephorus, who

came from Constantinople and whs

metropolitan of Kiev. This spirit was

fostered by successive metropolitans from

Constantinople, and has lasted ever since.

Unsuccessful attempts to unite the

Russians with the Papacy were made by

Alexander III., who corresponded with

John III., metropolitan of Kiev (since

1 164) ; by Innocent III. during the

Latin occupation of Constantinople ; by

Clement III., who tried to engage Russia

in the third crusade; by Innocent IV.,

when the Russians were groaning under

Mongol domination (Mongol supremacy,

1 lie was the first prince who wns called

"Our" (= "Upper Kina"); but the title

was not usual till the middle of the sixteenth

1238-1462). Gallicia, however, which

had fallen under Hungarian rule, be

came Catholic, retaiuing ita Slavonic

rites, under Pope Honorius III. But there

were causes which favoured the success

of Catholicism in part of Russia. First,

the Russians, weakened by Mongol op

pression, could not cope with their ene

mies on the West—viz. the Poles and

Lithuanians, and of these the Poles were

Catholics; the Lithuanians, at first

heathen, were won over to a great extent

by the zeal of Dominican and Franciscan

friars, in 1386 they became dependent on

the Polish kingdom, and in 13«7 all

Lithuania except the Ruthenian pro

vinces declared itself Catholic. The

Lithuanian prince Vitolt seized strips of

Russian territory, and was averse to the

connection between his Ruthenian subjects

and the Russian metropolitan. Next, the

metropolitan see of the Russian church

had been transferred to the city of Vladi

mir in 1299, to Moscow in 132S, though

the title " Metropolitan of Kiev and all

Russia" was retained. Thi9 weakened

the hold of the Russian church in the

South-West. In 1414 seven Russian

bishops renounced allegiance to the metro

politan at Moscow and chose one of their

own, resident at Kiev. After a vacancy

of some years this metropolitan see of

Kiev was occupied by Isidore, a Greek

of Thessalonica, who at the Council of

Florence in 1438 warmly supported the

cause of union. To this union the

church of Northern Russia and the

temporal ruler, Vassili II., were from

the first bitterly opposed, but it was ac

cepted at Kiev and in the nine suffragan

dioceses. All subsequent attempts at the

conversion of Russia Proper—e.g. under

Sixtus IV., Leo X., and Clement VII.—

proved fruitless. Russia, freed in 1462

lrom the Mongol yoke, won and converted

vast provinces in the North and East.

Even the union of Kiev and its suffragan

sees to the Catholic Church was neither

real nor lasting ; though, as we shall see

in a subsequent article on the Ruthknias

Chohch, it was afterwards renewed in a

much more solid way.

The discipline of the Russian church

has undergone many changes. In the

middle agjes the Metropolitan of Russia

was nominated by the Duke and conse

crated by the Patriarch of Constantinople.

Once consecrated, the metropolitan had

immense power even in secular matters;

it was seldom, even in the fifteenth cen

tury, that the Duke dared to resist him.
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The other archbishops aDd bishops—in

whose election the Prince, the clergy and

people, and the metropolitan all took part

—were placed in the strictest subjection

to the metropolitans. Yet the bishops,

on their part, had great influence. They

were well supported by tithes, and held

secular jurisdiction in their own lands.

They had, moreover, the privilege of in

terceding for condemned persons ; and no

prince could engage in war till a bishop

had given his blessing ; if the blessing

was withheld, no soldier would follow the

banner. Thus, in spite of much ignorance

and superstition, wretched disputes on the

right way of making the sign of the

cross, controversies whether processions

should move f rom east to west or west

to east, ready belief in grotesque miracles,

still the influence of the bishops, who

were taken from the monastic orders and

were superior both in knowledge and

character to the rest of the clergy, was a

beneficent one on the whole. They did

much to temper the barbarism of the

times. At the end of the middle ages

the power of the drown was consolidated,

that of the nobles and clergy declined,

and the Czars began to act more and more

as the heads of the church. Ivan IV.

(1533-84) deposed and even murdered

bishops, confiscated Church property, and

forced the prelates to confirm his fourth

marriage, which was against the Greek

canon law, and to endure without protest

his frequent divorces, his fifth, sixth, nnd

even seventh marriage. In 1580, Jere

miad II., Patriarch of Constantinople, con

secrated Job, the metropolitan of Moscow,

Patriarch of the Russias, and recognised

him as the third Patriarch of the Eastern

Church, inferior only to those of Con

stantinople and Alexandria. The metro

politan gained nothing by his change of

title, but it suited the policy of the Czars

to make the church national and indepen

dent. The strife of the Patriarch Nicon

with the Czar Alexis Michaelovitz ended

with the deposition of the latter at a

council of Moscow in 1007, and early in

the following century the entire subjection

of the ecclesiastical to the imperial power

was completed. For Peter the Great left

the Patriarchal See vacant for twenty

years, and then, in 1721, with the consent

of the Eastern Patriarchs, placed the

whole government of the Russian church

in the hands of the " Holy Synod," which

depended entirely on the Czar. Catharine

II. seized all the Church property, and

since then the prelates have had a regu

lar salary apportioned to them by the.

State.

The synod consists of twelve members,

though the number has varied at different

times. The members are nominated by

the Czar, who may remove them at will.1

The synod in 1881 was made up of the

Metropolitan of Novgorod, president, four

other metropolitans, the Emperor's con

fessor, and the grand chaplain of the army

and tieet. The two last are secular

priests. To these is attached a chief

procurator as representative of the Czar

and other lay officials. This procurator,

who in 1770 was a brigadier, may put

his veto on any measure, till it has been

laid before the sovereign. Further, each

member on entering otlice swears that he

recogni-es the Czar " a? supreme judge in

this spiritual assembly." But if on the

one side the synod is entirely subject to

the Crown, on the other the centralising

system of the Russian Government gives

the synod enormous power in the church.

It proposes suiuble candidates for vacant

sees to the Czar, it translates and deposes

bishops, it can with the Czar's formal

approval make new laws for the church,

it gives dispensations, it watches over

doctrine and ritual, sees to the printing of

liturgical books, examines relics and the

evidence for alleged miracles, has the con

trol of ecclesiastical colleges, receives

appeals from the bis-hops, it decides on the

money to be given for building churches

and monasteries, and superintends the

payment of the clergy. Nay, since 1 805)

tho bishops must, transmit to the synod

the money made in their dioceses by sale

of candles, use of churches, sale of bridal

crowns, collections in churches, &c. The

whole sum is then apportioned to the

different dioceses according to their needs.

Bishops are really all equal, except so

far as they are divided into three classes,

and receive more or less support from the

Government. Since the time of Peter the

Great, metropolitan and archbishop have

become mere titles of honour given by

the Czar and not attached to any diocese,

except that the Bishops of Kiev and of

Novgorod and St. Petersburg are always

archbishops, while Siberia is always placed

under a metropolitan. If a see is vacant,

the Holy Synod recommends two can

didates to the Czar, who, however, often

takes the first step and names a person

whom the synod have to choose. The

bishops are all unmarried, and there-

1 There is only one ex-officio member—viz,

the Metropolitan of Tit! is Exarch of Georgia.
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fore chosen from the monks. They cannot

leave their dioceses on any account with

out leave from the synod. They must

make a complete visitation at least every

three years. They are urged to be zealous

in establishing schools, and they may

enforce discipline in the case of the secular

clergy by punishment, not however in that

of the regulars, unless they are armed

with a decree from the synod. The bishop

is assisted by a Consistory composed of the

most experienced and dist inguished secular

and regular clergymen. The bishop pre

sents them to the synod, but cannot

remove them when once approved. The

Consistory watches over orthodoxy, pre

pares returns on the state of the diocese

for the synod, and for this purpose has

a bo ly of officials in Government pay at

its disposal. Appeal lies from the Con

sistory to the bishop, thence to the synod.

In very large dioceses—e.g. Novgorod and

Moscow—a district is placed under a vicar

who is in episcopal orders, but differs in

this from other bishops that there is an

appeal from him to his metropolitan.

Vicars were also appointed in 1832 for

countries where the people are mostly

Catholic or Protestant. The number of

those who compose the bishops' house

hold is settled, Hnd each official fed and

paid by the Government. There are

three prelates of the first class—viz. the

Metropolitans of Kiev, of Novgorod and

•St. Petersburg (united since 1704), of Mos

cow and Colomna. There are seventeen

bishops of the-second class, thirty of the

third, nine vicars. Since 1801 Georgia was

incorporated within the Russian Empire,

and there the Metropolitan of Tiflis is

Exarch, and there are five bishops. There

is also, since 1858, a Russian bishop at

Jerusalem. The classes of bishops have,

of course, nothing to do with their juris

diction, for in that respect all, except the

vicars, are on one dead level under the

synod. The classes simply refer to the

amount of their allowance from the

Government.
The '• white " or secular clergy must

all be married, and are mostly sons of

priests. They begin their education at

the parish school, continue it at the dis

trict school and diocesan eeminary, and

finish at one of the four ecclesiastical

academies—those of St. Petersburg, Kiev,

Moscow, and Ivasan. Three or four years

are spent at each of these stages. The

benefices are all conferred by the bishop,

except that landed proprietors have of ten

a right of patronage in country churches

—so far, at least, that they can put a veto

on the nomination of a cleric whom they

do not wish to have. The Government

supports a certain number of clergymen

in churches which had more than twenty

serfs before the confiscations of Catharine

II. There are numerous officials at the

cathedrals, and even small country

churches are supposed to have a deacon

as well as a priest. Each regiment has a

priest, reader, sacristan, door-keeper, and

sometimes also a deacon. In peace,

military chaplains are subject to the

bishop of the place ; in the field, to a

Proto-Pope who is set over them. A

canon of the fifteenth century required a

priest who lost his wife to live like a

layman in a monastery. This law of en

forced seclusion was set aside by Peter

the Great. A widowed priest may now

get leave from the synod to officiate as

before ; and even in the case of second

marriage an edict of Peter the Great in

17-4 permits a priest to be employed aa

rector of a seminary, or in the episcopal

chancery, if he has applied himself
•diligently to study and especially to

preaching.

The Russian religious follow the rule

of St. Basil. Men must not be professed

till they are forty, women till they are

fifty. The noviciate lasts three years, and

is followed by another period of probation.

The discipline is strict, and only a lew

monks receive holy orders. Regular

priests never have parishes, but the naval

chaplains are taken from monks educated

in tho Monastery of St. George at Bala

clava ; and not only the bishops, but also

many preachers, confessors, and prelates

generally, are supplied by them. Accord

ing to the synodal report of 1838, there

were 225 monasteries and 100 nunneries

receiving support from the State in place

of confiscated property, besides 161 monas

teries and thirteen nunneries maintained

by themselves or by the people. Only

seven religious houses are stauropegia

—i.e. exempt from episcopal rule and

subject immediately to the synod.

The great symbolical book of the

Russian church is "EirOfo-if rrjs tu>v 'Paxrar

UioTfa>s (" Exposition of the Faith of the

Russians ') drawn up by Mogila, metro

politan of Kiev, and his sutlragans be

tween 1030 and 1040. At the desire of

the Patriarch of Constantinople, it was

examined by a commission of delegate*

from Constantinople, and Kiev, received

the title of " Confession of Faith of the

Catholic and Apostolic Eastern Church "
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(OfioXoyla rijr ntWfut rijr Ka6o\iKtjs

Ka\ 1 AjrotrTaXtKris 'EKK^qatas rrjs *Avcito-

Xueijs), was approved by the four Eastern

Patriarchs, and again by the Synod of

Jerusalem in 1072. There are authorita

tive translations into Slavonic, and it has

been edited with a Latin version by

Kimmel (" Libri Symbol. Eccles. Orien-

talis," 1M43). The Little Catechism

brought out by order of Peter the Great

is merely a compendium of the " Exposi

tion " or " Confession."

This Confession shows that except on

a very few points the Russians believe as

the Catholic Church believes. Their

Confession teaches the necessity of good

works for salvation ; thtit Scripture and

tradition are the two sources of faith ;

the intercession and invocation of the

Blessed Virgin, the saints, and the angels;

that the faithful departed are helped by

prayers, alms, and the sacrifice of the

Eucharist; the Seven Sacraments, trau-

substantiation (jtrrawrutartc), &a. The

commandments of the Church—such as

fasting, hearing Mass on Sundays and

feasts, iXx.—are much the same as those

in Catholic Catechisms. But the Russians

deny the Pope's supremacy, and the pro

cession of the Holy Ghost from the Son ;

further, they hold that marriage may be

dissolved on account of adultery, and

maintain that baptism by sprinkling is

invalid. On this last point they differ

from the Greeks. On Purgatory, their

doctrine is less sharply defined than ours,

but they hold all which we hold as of

faith.

Such is the formal teaching of the

Russian church. But since the latter

half of the last century education has

made great strides, and Western, but

especially German, theology has exercised

a marked influence on the more educated

members of the clergy. Prelates in high

pl.ice have shown their leanings to Pro

testant views, and this tendency has ap

peared in books printed with the approval

of the Holy Synod. The Catechism of

Plato, archbishop of Moscow and tutor

to Paul I., differs essentially from the old

Catechism in the doctrine of the Sacra

ments, and especially that of the Eu

charist. In 1805, Archbishop Methodius,

of Tver, published in Latin, with the

approval of the synod, a work on the

first four centuries of the Church, founded

chiefly on Bingham. Philaret, the late

patriarch of Moscow, a man of talent and

of cultivated mind, formed a school of

theologians imbued with the spirit of

German Protestantism. He issued a

Catechism, and a Review of the Contro

versies between East and West. While

Germans like Neander and Schleiermacher

have been read and studied. Catholic theo

logians are little known, and there is a

constant tendency to soften the points of

difference between Russians and Pro

testants, and to accentuate those which

separate Russians from Catholics. At

the same time, the interest in the Greek

Fathers and in the old Russian orthodoxy

has been revived in a certain section of

the younger clergy.

(The historical account and the sketch

of doctrine are from Hefele's " Essay on

the Russian Church," 1864; the statistics

from Sill)ernagl, Kirchen des Orients,"

ch. iii., 1865. An article by Professor

Lamy, of Louvain, in the " Dublin

Review" for April 1881, has also been

consulted.1)

RUTHEHTAXr CATHOLICS, The

name is given to Christians who use the

Greek liturgy translated into Old Sla

vonic, but own obedience to the Pope.

They are descendants of converts from

the Russian Church, who have kept their

old rites and discipline.

The metropolitan see of Kiev and its

suffragan dioceses were united to the

Catholic Church, as has been said in the

article on the Russian. The union was

never satisfactory, and the last trace of it

had disappeared early in the sixteenth cen

tury. Rut the cause of union was zealously

promoted by the Jesuit school established

at Vilua by Father Possevin and by the

Polish king Calixtus III. In 1595 the

Metropolitan of Kiev and seven suffragans

were at their own request received by

Clement VIII. into the Catholic commu

nion. Thus, the Ruthenian province

arose ; the metropolitan was chosen by the

bishops and all were placed under Propa

ganda, which was represented by the

Polish nuncio. But at the partition of

Poland all the Catholic Ruthenian

dioceses, except Lemberg, Przetnysl, and

part of Brezk, became Russian dominion.

In 1796 Russia suppressed all the dioceses

except one ; in 1798 three dioceses were

tolerated, a fourth in 1809, two only by

Nicholas in 1828. In 1839 three bishops

joined the schismatic Russians, and there

was till lately only one see of the United

Ruthenians in Russian Poland—viz.

1 The reader will find a vivid and interest

ing account of the Russian church in a work of

Mr. Palmer, recently edited by Cardinal New

man.
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Chelm and Belz—immediately subject to

the Pope. At present there is another

bishopric—viz. Minsk— suffragan to

Mohilew. There were in 1S05 about

250,000 Catholics of the Ruthenian rite

in Russian Poland. The see of Suprasl

was erected in 1790 for the Ruthenians

in Prussian Poland , they numbered about

40,000.

In the Austrian territory the see of

Lemberg, with its suffragan sees of

Przemysl, Sanek, and Sambor belongs to

the Ruthenian Church of Poland, and the

history of its union with the Catholic

Church has been j ust given. The metro

politan see of Lemberg was erected for

the two millions of Ruthenian Catholics

in Gallicia by Pius VII. in 1807, Kalik

and Kamenek being united to it. But

besides this, many schismatical Slavs in

Hungary followed the example set by

their Polish brethren in 1606. The union

only lasted till 1627, and though a bishop

of Munkacs became Catholic in 1649, the

population remained schismatic. More

was done for the Catholic cause by the

Ruthenian bishop De Camillis at the end

of the seventeenth century, and in 1771

the diocese of Munkacs was properly con

stituted by Clement XIV. The Catholic

population amounts to 360,000 souls.

From the diocese of Munkacs that of

Eperies was divided in 1616. It contains

160,000 souls. Munkacs, Eperies, and

Creis (apparently a new see) are under the

Latin Archbishop of Gran. In Croatia

the Ruthenians had one diocese, that of

Kreutz, with 20,000 souls, erected in

1777, and subject to the Latin Metro

politan of Agram. But the see, though

it existed verv lately, is omitted in the

latest official lists.

The Ruthenians have a married

secular clergy and religious who follow

the rule of St. Basil. The bishops are

usually taken from the monks. The

Ruthenians are under the laws made by

Propaganda for Catholics of Greek rite

living among Latins. Their bishops at

their consecration make the profession

of faith prescribed for the Greeks by

Urban VIII. (Silbernagl, " Kirchen dee

Orients.")

sabbath. [See Sunday.]

BABELLIAITISM. A name given

to two very different forms of doctrine,

which, however, agreed iu this that they

denied any real distinction of Persons in

God. The Catholic Church teaches that

there are three divine Persons really dis-

tincffrom each other, and yet one God.

The Sabellians confessed with Catholics

the numerical unity of God, but denied

the mystery of the Trinity by explaining

away the real distinction of tne Persons.

(1) The earliest form of the heresy

was Patripassianism. Praxeas, who came

from Asia Minor to Rome under Pope

Eleutherus (175-189), Noetus of Smyrna,

who was excommunicated in his own j

province about 230, Epigonus and

Cleomenes, who transplanted the doc

trine of Noetus to Rome, all held that

God the Father of all is the only God

and that this one God became man,

suffered and died. Thus Praxeas held

" that the Father came down into a

virgin, that He himself was born of her,

that He himself suffered : finally, that

He himself is Jesus Christ" (Tertull.

" Adv. Prax." 1, and so 28, 20, 30).

Pressed to explain how it was that

Father and Son could be said on this

theory to exist at all after the Incarna

tion, Praxeas replied that Christ so far as

He was flesh whs Son, and so far as He

was spirit or God was the Father (ib.

27). The tenets of Noetus were pre

cisely the same (Hippolytus, " C. Noet."

ed. Lagarde, "Philosoph." ix. 7-10). And

such also was the original doctriue of Sa-

bellhis, a Libyan, whocame to Rome under

Zephyrinus, was banished from the Ro

man Church by Callistus, and took refuge

in the Libyan Pentapolis. The testi

monies as to the original teaching of

Subellius are too early and express to be

set aside. " He " (Sabellius) " blasphemes,"

says Dionysius, bishop of Rome, in the

middle of the third century, " saying that

the Son himself is the Father, and vice

versd." (The Epistle of Dionysius is con

tained in Athanas. " De Decret. Nicen.

Syn." and edited by Routh, " RelL Sacr."

vol. iii. p. 373 $eq.) Novatinn, another

author, nearly contemporaneous, speaks

of Sabellius as one " who calls Christ the
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Father" (Novat. " De Trin." c. 12).

Tlie Macrostich, a Semiarian creed of the

Eusebians (apud Athanas. " De Synod."

20), refers to thosy whom the Latin? call

the Patripassians and we the Sahellians.

So also Athanasius, iii. 36 ; and Cardinal

Newman (''Oxford Translation of St.

Athanas." p. 520) quotes on the same side

Euseb. "Eccl. Theol." i. p. 91; Basil.

Ep. 210, 6; Rutin, "In Symb." 5;

August. "Hier." 41; Theodor. "liter.

Fab." ii. 9.)

(2) The doctrine of the Sabellians,

and perhaps of Sabellius himself, under

went a complete transformation, and

resolved the mystery of the Trinity into

three manifestations of God to man.

It was difficult for Sabellianism , in its

original form, to assume even the ap

pearance of conformity to the traditional

teaching, embodied in the form of baptism,

on the Holy Ghost. A very early author,

Dionysius of Alexandria (apud Euseb.

"EL E." vii. C) reproaches the Sabellians

with this very thing, "that they had no

idea of the Holy Ghost" (dwuvApr&w

tov Ayiov irvtvparns.) It was conceivable

that the Father should have been incarnate

in Christ, but there whs no room for mch

an incarnation, and therefore on Sabellian

principles for a real existence of the t hird

Person in the Trinity. Hence Sabellius,

or at least the Sabellians, came to hold

that the S'ime Person is the Holy Ghost

bo far as He manifests Himself in the

Christian Church, and by parity of

reasoning Son so far as He appeared in

Christ. The same Person or Hypostasis

(so Theodor. •' Hier. Fab." ii. 9, reports

the doctrine of Sabellius) was Father

when He gave the law, Son when He

became flesh in Christ, Holy Ghost when

He descended on the Apostles, being

" one person with three names " ({»

rpuowpov wpofToyTrov.) He compared the

three ■npoawita or characters of God

(Epiphan. " liter." 02, 1) to the spherical

form, light and heat of the one sun.

Such late authorites are not decisive for

the supposition that Sabellius himself

held tnia view, but undoubtedly the

Sabellians did. Patripassianism was thus

avoided altogether ; but on the other hand

the Incarnation, no less than the Trinity,

was in effect denied, for the manifestation

of God in Christ could differ in degree

only, and not in kind, from his union with

other holy men. This Sabellian doctrine,

which takes npoawnov or persona in its

original meaning of mask, character, &C.,

has been maintained by many Protestant*
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| divines—e.g. by Archbishop Whately in

I his " Logic." It is of course completely

incompatible with Catholic belief, and is

contrary, e.y., to the first chapter of St.

John's Gospel

(3) Closely akin to the later Sabelli

anism is the doctrine of Marcellus of

Ancyra. He was a strenuous defender of

the Nicene definition against the Arians,

and this and the obscurity of his doctrine

account for the fact that he was defended

by Pope Julius, the Synod of Sardica, and

Athanasius himself (Athanas. " Apol. c.

Arian." 23, 32; " Ep. ad Monach. et

Hist. Arian." 0.) He made the Aoyor a

mere attribute of God like the reason of

man, manifesting itself in the creation, in

the incarnation, and in the sanctification

of Christians. (Theodor. " User. Fab." ii.

10). In Christ the Word dwelt with

extraordinary power, to retire from him

at the consummation of all things, when

the manhood of Christ would no longer

reijrn. (Euseb. " Adv. Marcell." ii. 2—4 ;

"Eccl. Theol." iii. 8-17.)

(Newman, "Notes on Athanasius";

Petavius, " De Trinitate" ; Kuhn, " Trini-

tiltslehro"; Dollinger, " Hippolytus and

Callixtus.")

SACSAMIHTALS. We shall show

in the article on Sacraments that the

word, not only by Fathers like St. Augus

tine, but even by mediaeval theologians,

was widely used for the most sacred and

solemn rites of the Church. We have

seen that St. Augustine, like the Roman

Rituale in present use, called the salt in

baptism a tacramentum, while mediaeval

writers use the word of religious profession,

holy water, Sec. After Peter Lombard,

when the use of the word and its defini

tion became restricted and fixed, the name

" sacramental" was given to rites which

have some outward resemblance to the sa

craments, but which are not of divine in

stitution. The word saerantentnlia occurs

in the " Summa"of St. Thomas (iii. 713),

but he does not, so far as we know,

enumerate or classify them, and with

him sacramentalia seems only to mean

ceremonies accompanying the sacraments.

The sacramentals are enumerated in

the following line—

Orans,tinctus,edens,confessus, dans,benedicens;

—i.e. the prayers of the Church—above

all the Lord's prayer—and alms (how

ever, to be called " sacramentals," prayer

must be said or the alms given in the

name of the Church or in a consecrated

place ; otherwise, as Billuart says, they
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do not differ from other good works),

blessed bread, the confession at Mass and

in the Office, the blessing of bishops or

abbots, holy water (with which we may

class blessed ashes, candles, palms, &c).
If the '• sacramentals " are used with

•pious dispositions they excite increased

tear and love of God. detestation of sin,

and so, not in themselves, but because of

these movements of the heart towards

God, remit venial sins. They have a

special efficacy, because the Church has

blessed them with prayer, andso when, t,g.t

a person takes holy water, accompanying

the outward act with the desire that God

may cleanse his heart, the prayer of the

whole Christian people is joined to his

own. The opinion that " sacramentals " re

mit venial sins by a power given them by

God over and above the good dispositions

with which they are used, is held by some,

but rejected by Juenin, and even by

Billuart, as destitute of warrant in Scrip

ture or tradition.

sacramentART (or Liber Sacra-

menturum.) A book containing the rites

for Mass and the sacraments generally—

e.g. holy orders, baptism, &c. ; also for

various sacramental rites—e.g. dedication

of churches, consecration of nuns, &c.

It is represented by our Missal, Pontifical,

and Ritual. On the other hand, the

Sacramentary had few rubrics.

An imperfect Roman Sacramentary,

without Ordo or Canon, was published by

Muratori in his " Liturgia Romana

Vetus." It is known as the Leonine,

though gome of the Missse are probably

later than Leo I. The Gelasiau Sacra

mentary was published from a ninth-cen

tury MS. in the Vatican by Cardinal

Thonfasius. The Gregorian is a revision

of the Gelasian Sacramentary. Three

Gallican Sacramentaries (Missale Gothi-

cum, Gallicum, Francorum) were pub

lished by Thomasitis, and reprinted by

Mabillon and Muratori. Another known

as Bobbienee was discovered by Mabillon

at Bobbio, and printed by him in his

"Museum Italicum." (See Liturgies;

Missal; Ordo; Rubrics.-)

sacraments or nature

and of the jewish church.

If we define a sacrament as " a sign of a

sacred thing, which thing sanctifies men,"

we are able to include the sacraments of

nature, the old law, and the Christian

Church in one common class. All are

outward signs ; all were instituted by God ;

and hence distinguished from "sacra-

mentals." But they do not all confer

grace ex opere opernto. It was the pri

mary and direct object of the Jewish

sacraments to typify the mysteries of the

Christ who was to come. Moreover, the

grace which most at least of the Jewish

sacraments effected was not grace in the

proper sense, but an outward and legal

Btatus, a position as members of the

Jewish Church. We lay down these

principles provisionally, for there is

scarcely a question in theology which has

occasioned a greater variety of opinion.

The existence of grace given by sacra

ments before Christ does not seem to have

occurred to anyone previous to St. Ausrus-

tine. His clear apprehension of the doctrine

of original sin led him to believe that som«

remedy for it must have been prescribed

before Christ came, and this remedy he

found in circumcision (" De Nupt. et

Concupisc." ii. 11 ; " Adv. Donat." iv. 24).

This explanation, however, did not touch

the case of children born before Abraham

received the covenant of circumcision.

He thinks it incredible that those under

the law of nature had no sacred sign

of the Mediator (mcramentum) by which

they " helped their little ones," though

he does not profess to know what this

sign was ("Adv. Julian." v. 11). Sub

sequent Latin Fathers, and the School

men generally, adopted St. Augustine's

theory, and the term " sacraments of the

old law " has been adopted by the Coun

cils of Florence and I rent. The latter

council anathematises (sess. vii. De Sacr.

can. 2) the view of Calvin (" Instit." iv.

14) 1 tbat there is no difference except in

the outward rite between the sacraments

of the old law and the new ; but this is

all the Church has decided in the matter.

It is agreed tbat the statement of Eugenius

rV. in the Council of Florence (" Instructio

pro A rmen.")—viz. that the sacraments of

the old law, unlike those of the new, did

not confer but only typify grace—is not a

definition of faith. (See Tournely, " De

Sacr. in Gen." qu. 8, a. 3.)

We have to distinguish between the

sacrament or sacraments of the law of

nature and circumcision on the one hand

and the many sacraments of the Mosaic

law—e.g. the paschal lamb, the ordination

of priests and Levites, legal purifications,

&c.—on the other. The opinions of the

School divines are thus given by Tournely

1 He of course admitted this difference, that

the sacraments of the old law shadowed forth

Christ who was to come, while those of tba

gospel " bear testimony to Him as already

come."
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(1) With regard to the Mosaic sacrament*

excluding circumcision. The Master of

the Senterces denied that anyone was

justified by them, even if they were

performed in faith and charity. Uuran-

dus believed that grace was given by some

of the Mos&c sacraments—at least by

ordination to the priesthood. Hugo of

St. Victor and Honaventure, followed by

Est ins, bold that the old sacraments gave

grace ex opere opernto, not indeed in them

selves and primarily, but so far an they

were signs by which men confessed their

faith in the Redeemer. St. Thomas and

many oth-rs have thought that the

sacraments ot the old law pave grace not

ex opere. operato, but ex opere operantu—

i.e. because of faith in the minister and

recipient. {2) As to circumcision. The

Master of the Sentences, Uonaventure,and

many of the most celebrated Schoolmen

—e.y. Alexander of Hales, Sootus, Duran-

dus, held that circumcision was primarily

and directly instituted as a remedy for

original sin, and of itself sufficed to re

move it. We may notice in passing that

neither Scripture nor Philo and Josephus,

nor the Rabbins, attribute any such efficacy

to circumcision. Lastly, St. Thomas

holds that cireumeisio;i did indeed remit

sin and comer grace, not, however, in

itself, but as a type of Christ's Passion,

the faith of the recipient if nit adult being

requisite, and in the case of an infant the

faith of others in his behalf. On these

conditions it remitted original and actual

sin if the latter had been committed.

In the ea^ of children who died before

the eighth day (or, we may add, of female

children) he suggests that some other sign

of faith on the part of the parents sufficed.

But he points out that circumcision did

not, like baptism, impress a character

which incorporates a man with Christ;

nor did it give a title to the immediate

possession of heaven, nor bestow such

abundant grace as baptism (iii. 70, 4.)

SAC&&MENTSOrTHECOSPE1.

1 . Definition and General Opjx>sitioii

between Catholic ami Protesfanf Doctrine.

—The Roman Catechism (P. II. cap. i.

n. 4), following the Council of Trent

(sess. xiii. cap. 3) defines a sacrament

as " a visible sign of invisible grace in

stituted for our justification." There

must be a visible sign. Constantly, in

deed, is grace bestowed without sign at

all ; God justifies at once the sinner who

turns to Him with sorrow and love, and

his grace is continually descending on

the hearts of the just, but in all these

cases there is no sign, and therefore no

sacrament. This sign is efficacious—i.e.

it really effects the grace which it signifies.

Moral and spiritual dispositions, it ia

true, are required in order that those who

have come to the use of reason may

receive the grace of the sacraments ; but

these dispositions are the condition and

not the cause of grace, the grace given is

tar beyond the pious feelings which the

mere sign awakens, and herein lies the

difference between sacraments such as

baptism and sacramental rites instituted

by the Church, such as sprinkling with

holy water. Lastly, it is beyond the

power of man to make earthly things the

channels ot divine grace; the Church

may bless holy water and hope that her

prayers for those who use it will be

heard; she cannot make water "the

laver of new birth." Such power belongs

to Christ, the author and the finisher of our

salvation, and therefore the institutor of

the sacraments.

Very different was the Protestant

doctrine against which the definitions of

Trent were framed. According to the

Lutherans, the sacraments did not pro

duce grace, but were pledges and seals of

God's promises to us. Thus Melanchthon

says God invites us to his table in order

to remove all doubt from our minds that

He has forgiven us, and the Augsburg

Confession describes the sacraments as
'• signs and testimonies of God's gold will

towards us.-* Calvin's teaching is sub

stantially the same, while Zwingli made

the sacraments signs, not of God's fidelity,

but of ours. We receive the sacraments

to show that we believe: they are

merely the badges of Christian pro

fession. Several consequences followed

from the Lutheran definition. It became

necessary to reduce the number of the

sacraments, for it could not be said—e.g.

of marriage and boh' order—with any

show of reason that their primary and

direct object was to excite faith. Next,

the Lutheran doctrine of the sacraments

was out of all harmony with Lutheran

belief in consubstantiation. Why should

(,'lirist work a miracle and place his true

body and blood under the bread and

wine, if He did but mean to confirm and

renew his promises ? A simple feast of

bread and wine received in his name and

at his bidding was surely enough, and so

Luther's doctrine naturally led to that of

the Sacrament arians, which he so bitterly

opposed. Further, the Anabaptists were

fully justified by the Lutheran definition
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of a sacrament in rejecting infant baptism,

since a sacrament cannot possibly excite

faith or assurance in an unconscious child.

Equally logical were the Society of

Friends and other small sects which

abandoned the sacraments entirely ; the

perfect believer might fairly plead that to

Iiim God's word was enough, and needed

no confirmation by outward signs or seals.

So it happened that while the Calvinists,

Zwinglians, Anabaptists, &c, advanced on

the path of negation, the later Lutherans

retreated and almost accepted the Catholic

doctrine. The " Apology " admits that a

" promise of grace " is annexed to the

sacraments (" sacraments vocamus ritus,

qui habent mandatum Dei et quibus

addita est promissio gratise." For refer

ences on the Lutheran and Reformed

doctrine, see MSkier, " Symbolik," book

i. ch. iv.)

The fact is that the differences be

tween Catholics and Protestants on the

doctrine of the sacraments springs from the

still more radical difference between them

on redemption and justification. The Re-

formers held that man's nature was wholly

and incorrigibly bad ; lie could only appro

priate Ohrist by faith and have the merits

of another set down to his account. The

Church, on the contrary, teaches that

Christ's grace purities man within, really

makes him just, and ennobles his whole

earthly life by imparting to it a divine

and heavenly character. And just as

Christ appeared in flesh, just as

virtue went forth from that body which

He took, just as He saved us by that

blood which He willingly shed in love for

us, so He continues to make sensible

things the channels of that grace by

which our lives are elevated and sancti

fied. In baptism we are born again ; in

confirmation we grow up to perfect men in

Christ ; communion is the daily bread by

which the life of the soul is maintained ;

in penance God "heals the soul which

has sinned against Him " ; when death is

near, unction comes to remove the last

remnant of infirmity and prepare the soul

for final glory. But man has a social

as well as an individual nature. Marriage

is given that natural impulses which

have often proved the source of corrup

tion and crime may become the fountain

of blessing, that the young may be

brought up in God's love and fear, and

the Church be the fruitful mother of

children. Order is instituted that the

Church may be ruled by those whom God

has set over her, may be fed by the word

of life and with the other sacraments.

(St. Thomas, III. qu. lxv. a. 1.)

(2) The Number of Sacraments.—We

have already touched on this division of

the subject, for we have just given a

rationale of the Seven Sacraments from

the " Summa " of St. Thomas. The Ca

tholic Church has defined that there are

seven sacraments of the new law, and

seven only. That there are seven sacra

ments is proved by the arguments given

in favour of each from Scripture and the

perpetual tradition of the Church, while,

on the other hand, as we shall presently

show, there is no other rite which can

claim a place in the same category.

Again, though it is quite true that the

enumeration of seven sacraments was un

known for nearly twelve centuries of

Church history, this is explained by the

fact that the word sacramenlum has various

senses, and till its sense had been definitely

fixed, or some other word found as a sub

stitute, the enumeration uf seven sacra

ments was impossible. Indeed, the history

of this enumeration furnishes an argument

on our behalf. How was it that when

once Peter Lombard had fixed the number

and names of the seven sacraments, his

view was at once and universally, or all

but unive-sally, accepted? The answer

is, because he supplied the complete and

correct formula for the doctrine which the

Church already held. His statement came

like a right word which exactly expresses

a man's meaning, but which he has been

long searching for in vain. Once more,

the Greeks separated from the Catholic

Church before the list of sacrament* had

been made. Yet they, too, reached the

same conclusion. The "Orthodox Con

fession of the Eastern Church," solemnly

accepted by all the Eastern Patriarchs and

used by the Russians, gives (ad Qu. It?)

the number of sacraments as seven, corre

sponding to the Seven Gifts of the Holy

Ghost, and names the same seven which

we confess (Confirmation being called

to fivpov tov xplo'fiaTos). So, too, the

Confession of Dositheus, schismatical pa

triarch of Jerusalem, accepted in the

Council of Jerusalem in 1C72, declared

that there were seven sacraments, and that

it was a sign of " heretical madness " to

say there were more or less. The Pro

testant Confessions, with scarcely an ex

ception, deny that there aie more than

two. But such a denial had never been

made before, except by some of the me

diaeval heretics. And even the Protest

ants were not sure of their ground. The
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' Apology " of Melanchthon, subscribed

by the chief Lutherans, acknowledges that

" baptism, the supper, and absolution, are

three true sacraments." And it adds a

fourth, since *'no difficulty need be made

against putting Order in this rank, if it be

taken to mean the ministry of the word,

because it is commanded by God and

has great promises." Confirmation and

Extreme Unction are said to be " cere

monies received by the Fathers," which

have no express promise of grace. In

Marriage they recognise divine institu

tions, but with promises of temporal bless

ing only. " As if, ' says Bossuet, " it were

a temporal thing to bring up children of

God for the Church, and to be saved by

begetting them in this fashion (1 Tim. ii.

15), or as if it were not one of the fruits

of Christian marriage to cause the children

born in it to be called holy, as being
destined for sanctity " (Bossuet, '• Varia

tions," livr. i ii. ch. 61).

In tracing the history of the numera

tion within the Church, we may dis

tinguish four different stages. Till about

the end of the fourth century, we find

usually two, and sometimes three rites

placed together as sacraments. Tertullian,

for example, speaks in the same place of

Baptism and the Eucharist (" Be Corona,"

;!), and he calls the latter a " sacramen-

tum"—though nothing can be made of

this, for he uses sarramentum for the

oath or obligation of Christian service,

for a mystery, and for a sign of any

kind which conceals a sacred meaning.

This use of the words tatramentum and

HvoTTfpmv is common to the New Testa

ment, the Old Latin, the Vulcate, and all

the Fathers, and is st ill retained in Greek

and Ijatin. A century before, Justin

(1 Apol. 61 seq.) had explained together

the two sacraments of Biptisin and the

Eucharist, and, long after, Chryaostom

(" In Joann." Horn. 84), preaching on

the water and blood which flowed from

Christ's side, said, " Thence the sacra

ments [fivarwia] take their origin —viz.

Baptism and the Eucharist—" which the

initiated know." On the other hand,

Cyprian (Ep. 73) classes Baptism and

Confirmation (" signaculum dominicum ")

together, clearly making each a channel

of sacramental prace in the strict sense ;

and in like manner I'acinn (" Be Baptism."

6) speaks of the sacrament or mystery of

the laver and of chrism (" lavacri et chris-

matis et antistitis sacrament um "—mean

ing only two rites, not three, for the

action of the prelate is common to both

sacraments). Further, Ambrose (" Be

Virgin." cap. 10) seems to attribute a

sacramental efficacy to the washing of the

feet. And here we add, for the sake of

convenience, that the author of the famous

treatise " Be Sacramentis " (iii. 7) long

attributed to St. Ambrose, but really

written in our second period, eagerly

adopts this theory, though he owns the

practice of the Roman Church was against

him.

Augustine sometimes (see e.g. " Contr.

Faust." xix. 14, " Pro baptismo Christi, pro

eucharistia Christi, pro signo Christi ")

classes Baptism, Continuation, and the

Eucharist together, and this was the pre

vailing classification down to the end of

the tenth century. Thus, Isidore of Seville

(" Etymolog." vi. 19) writes, " A sacra-

metUum consists in a certain rite, when a

thing is so done that we understand some

thing to be signified which must be re

ceived with holy dispositions. Now, the

tacramentn are baptism, and chrism, the

body and blood." Aytho, bishop of liasle,

I in his capitulary : "They are to be taught

j to know what the lacramentum of Bap

tism and Confirmation is, and of the Body

of the Lord, how, in these same mysteries

\jnysterns], the visible creature is Seen

and still invisible grace is supplied for the

| eternal life of the soul." Rubanus Maurus

("Be Universo," v. 11) repeats Isidore

almost verbally. So the writers of this

period generally, when they enumerate

the sacramentn, though they often speak

of two " principal sncramentu," two which

flowed from the side of Christ, Ac, &c.

We, of course, lay no stress on the mere

use of the word aacramenium, else we

might have noticed, e.a., that St.Augustine

("Be Peccat, et Remiss." ii. 26; "Be

Catech.Rud." 60) calls the salt in baptism

by that name.

From the end of the tenth century to

the time of Peter Lombard (d. 1104), we

j find a long list of tacrnmenta in vogue.

: Peter Bamian (Serm. 60) says there are

" twelve sacramenta in the Church."

j Hugo of St. Victor ("Be Sacr." ix. 7)

I counts (a) two necessary sacramnita—viz.

| Baptism and the Eucharist ; (3) sacra-

j menta useful for sanctification— e.g.

I sprinkling with holy water, blessed ashes,

&c, See, ; (y) those which prepare us for

other sacred rites—e.g. ordiDation, &c.

St. Bernard (Serm. "In Coena Domini ")

tells his hearers there are many sacramenta,

but he will only speak then of threcv —viz.

Baptism, Eucharist, and the washing of

feet.
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The first distinct and certain mention

of seven sacraments occurs in Peter Lom

bard (" Sentent." IV. dist. ii). " Let us

now come to the sacraments of the new

law, which are seven in number." It has

been said that the Master of the Sentences

was anticipated by Otto of Bamberg, the

Apostle of Pomerania (1124-28). The

question is of little moment, but the state

ment res'ts on the word of a biographer,

not on any writing of Otto himself. A

work of Hugo of St. Victor, often referred

to—viz. " De Cserimoniis "—is not his, but

later than Peter Lombard. To sum up :

In the earliest ages, Baptism and the Eu

charist—the two sacraments most clearly

and directly instituted by Christ, and

most necessary for all—were classed toge

ther. Then Confirmation, long given along

with Baptism, was added to the number.

Next—as this number of three did not

seem to rest on any fixed principle—various

writers chose various rites of the Church

and put them together under the common

name of sacramenta. At last, theological

reflection, just when systematic theology

was beginning to be, led Peter Lombard

to the conclusion that there wore seven

rites, with (his in common,which separated

them from all others—viz. that they were

the ordained means of grace. He called

them, and them only, sacraments. The

Schoolmen at once perceived the accuracy

of his doctrine and the convenience of his

nomenclature, and, finally, the number of

the sacraments was defined to he seven,

in 1274, at the Second Council of Lyons

(" Prof. Fidei Mich. Palasolog."), at Flo

rence (" Decret. pro Armen."), and under

anathema at Trent (Sess. vii. " De Sacr."

c. 1).

(3) The Matter and Form ofthe Sacra

ments.—Eugenius IV. (" Instr. pro Ar

men.") states that the sacraments are

effected by the things which stand for the

matter ("tanquam materia1'), by the words

which stand for the form, and by the per

son of the minister ; and that if any one

of these three things be wanting, there is

no sacrament. The terms " matter " and

" form " are borrowed from Aristotle,

matter being the indeterminate element

which form stamps with a definite cha

racter. Thus, water may be used for the

washing of the body, as drink, and for a

thousand other ends. But when the

minister, as he sprinkles the water on the

catechumen, adds the words, " I baptise

thee," &c, the end and meanin? of his

action is apparent, and we have the three

constituents of the sacrament—viz. the

person of the minister, the washing with

water, which is the matter, and the words,

which are the form. The special diffi-

culties about the matter and form of par

ticular sacraments—e.g. Penance, Orde%

Marriage, &c —have been discussed under

these titles ; but we may say in this place

that theologians distinguish a double

matter in the Eucharist. While that

sacrament is being produced, the matter

is bread and wine ; after consecration the

matter consists in the outward appearances

or accidents of bread and wine. The

difficulty arises from the fact that the

Eucharist, unlike all the other sacraments,

continues to exist after the words have

been spoken. Its duration is not transitory

but permanent, so long as the species

last.

This terminology began with the

Aristotelian or Scholastic theologians.

It is unknown, says Juenin (diss. i.

cap. 2), not only to the Fathers, but to

Iianfranc, Anselm, Bernard, Hugo of St.

Victor, and Peter Lombard, all of whom

wrote formal treatises on the sacraments,

and it first appears in William of Auxerre

about 1215. In early times, the " form "

of a sacrament means something quite

different—vix. the whole rite. The Fa

thers commonly distinguish between the

" sign," which includes both matter and

form, and the invisible thing, between

" things " and " words * and between the

mcramentum, which includes all the

outward part, and the res sacramenii,

the invisible part. This last distinction

is of capital moment for the right under

standing of patristic texts.

The Council of Trent defines that

though the Church may change rites and

ceremonies, it cannot alter the " sub

stance " of the sacraments. This follows

from the very nature of a sacrament.

The matter and form have no power in

themselves te give grace. This power

depends solely on the will of God, who

has made the grace promised depend on

the use of certain tilings and words, so

that if these are altered in their essence

the sacrament is altogether absent. The

custom of the Church in different ages

and countries shows that the form is not

fixed in its particular words. It is often

very hard to determine what change in

the form would render the sacrament in

valid. Common sense makes the decision

turn to a great extent on the intention

with which the change is made. Thus

to baptise " in the name of the Father,

the Son, the Holy Ghost and the Blessed
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Virgin," would always show gross igno

rance or gross perversity ; but if the inten

tion were to baptise in the name of the

Blessed Virgin, as if she were one of the

divine Persons, or as if her name were

operative in the sacrament, the baptism

would be null (St. Thomas, III. qu. lx.

a. 8).

We first hear of a conditional form

(" I do not rebaptise thee, but if thou

art not," &c.) in the Oupitularies of

Charlemagne (lib. vi. cap. 181, quoted

by Juenin). The expediency of express

ing a condition was not universally ad

mitted till it was approved by Gregory

IX. (" Extra, de Baptism." cap. 2, apud

eundem). Till about 1600 the conditional

form was only used in the three sacra

ments which imprint character (Juenin,

a. 2). Even now it is not usual to

express the condition in the other sacra

ments, and a sacrament must never be

reiterated under condition expressed or

implied, unless the minister, after diligent

examination, is unable to satisfy himself

as to the validity of the previous act.

(4) The Author of the Sacraments.

—The Council of Trent defines that the

seven sacraments were all instituted by

Christ Himself, and this for a reason

already given. But the Council does not

say that Onrist instituted them directly

and immediately. Some of the older

Scholastics held that some sacraments

were instituted by the Apostles. Tournely

quotes, for this opinion, Peter Lombard

("IV. Sent." disk 23), Hugo of St.

Victor (" De Sacr." ii. 2), St. Bonaven-

ture (" In Lib. IV. Sentent" ad dist. 17,

a. 1, qu. 3), and Alexander of Hales.

("Summa," p. iv. qu. 24, 1), the last of

whom believed that Confirmation was in

stituted in 845 at the Council of Meaux.

This last opinion must certainly be re

jected. But although Tournely holds it

to be " true and certain " that Christ

immediately and directly instituted each

of the sacraments, he by no means agrees

with Becanus, Bellarmin, and Vasquez

in accepting this as an article of faith or

considering that it is now heresy to attri

bute the institution of some sacraments

to the Apostles, acting with power granted

them by our Lord. He quotes, on his

own side, these" most grave theologians"

Sotus and Estius, the former of whom

was a leading theologian at Trent. In

deed, Estius goes further than Tournely,

for he is inclined to admit that some

thing may be said for each opinion—

that of St. Bonaventure and that com-

mon among Posb-Tridentine theologians—

though more for the latter (" ut aliquid

probabilitatis habeat, majori tamen pro-

babilitate diversse sententiae superatur ").

Juenin likewise denies that the immediate

institution by Christ is of faith. Billuart

tends the other way, but speaks doubt

fully.

(o) The Minister of the Sacraments.—

Little need be said here about the per

sonal holinefs required in the dispensers

of the mysteries of Christ. "Holy things

are to be handled in a holy manner," and

the minister is guilty of sacrilege if he

confers the sacrament on others while he

himself is at enmity with God. But at

the same time the Church held against

the Donatists that the validity of the

sacraments does not depend on the worthi

ness of the minister, since in any case

(Jhrist is always present as the invisible

dispenser of grace. A person may even

be justified in seeking the sacraments

from one whom he knows to be unworthy,

if he cannot obtain them otherwise.

Neither schism nor heresy deprives a

man of the power of Holy Order (see

Orders, Holy). But a great difficulty

remains. The Council of Trent (sess.

vii. De Sacr. can. 11) requires us to

believe that the minister of the sacra

ments must have " the intention of doing

that at least which the Church does."

This definition has been the occasion of

much controversy within and without the

Church. Protestants have attacked it as

making the effect of the sacraments un

certain. Catholics have interpreted it

variously.

Intention is " an act of the will, by

which a man chooses a particular thing."

This intention may be actual—i.e. present

at the time ; habitual—i.e. once present

and never recalled, but not actually pre

sent, or even present in effect; virtual—i.e

once present and still surviving as the

cause or motive of a man's acts. Thus,

if I make up my mind to take a journey,

my intention is actual ; I sot out and con

tinue walking, though the purpose is not

at the moment present to my mind, then

my intention is virtual. I make up my

mind to take a journey next aay, and

meantime go to bed ; while I am asleep

my intention is habitual. All theologians

agree that a virtual intention is needed

for the validity of the sacraments. St,

Thomas, indeed, pronounces an Ijabitual

intention enough, but only because

habitual meant than what virtual meant

later,

u
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So far, all is plain. But what must

the object of my intention be ? Several

answers are conceivable. The minister

(a) may intend to perform the outward

rite, but as an open mockery, or as children

might do in play, actors on the stage, &c.

(/3) He may intend to perform the outward

rite seriously, (y) He may intend to

confer the grace of the sacrament, to

regenerate, e.g., the child whom he bap

tises, &c. The first and third solutions

are inadmissible. A performance of the

sacramental rite in open mockery is

allowed by all to be invalid, and on the

other side, no one doubts that an inhdel

or Calvinist may baptise, or, if he- is a

priest, may say Mass, anoint, &c, &c,

validly. We will give the words of

Tournely (" De Sacr." qu. vi. a. 1) :

" Whatever a man's opinion may be

about, the sacrament, its effect and end,

or about the Church itself, whether he

rejects all these things or admits them,

makes no difference to the substance of

the sacrament." " He need not intend

to produce the effect of the sacrament

or to perforin the rite of the Church as a

sacrament, or to do what the Catholic and

Roman Church does; it is enough that

he should intend in some general way to

do what the Church does, whatever his

notion about the Church, the sacrament,

its effect and object may be." Unless

the Church hold this, she would not. as

she certainly does, recognise the validity

of many sacraments given by heretics,

infidels, and even Pagans. Protestants

sometimes urge that bishops have been

secret infidels, Jews, &c, and that there

fore on Catholic principles the orders and

other sacraments given by them must

have been invalid ; but it is evident that

they have utterly failed to grasp what

the doctrine of inteDtion, as held by any

Catholic, is.

But is it enough for validity if the

minister merely perform the external rite

in a serious manner, even if internally he

withhold his intention—i.e. even if from

malice or impiety he says to himself, " I

don't mean to act as the minister of the

Church, I don't intend to baptise, con

secrate, or the like, but merely to deceive

the people " P We follow the opinion of

those who answer in the affirmative, and

we give our reply in the words of Bossuet

(" Sententia Kpiscopi Meldensis, on the

'Cogitationes Privat®' of Leibnitz "). "It

is a nibat common opinion among Cath

olics that the intention necessary for the

validity of the sacraments consists in this

—viz. the will on the part of the minister

seriously to perform the rites prescribed

by the Church, and to do nothing which

is calculated to show a contrary intention,

which intention he himself cannot make

void by any secret intention whatsoever."

This clear explanation removes, as we

believe, every difficulty. The people are

in no possible danger of deception. The

serious performance of the exterior rile

is all that is required. The difficulty that

there is no mention of the necessity of

intention in Scripture or tradition falls to

the ground. The sacraments are to be

given by men—by men acting, in St.

Paul's words, as the ministers of Christ

and dispensers of the mysteries of God

(1 Cor. iv. 1.). Weonly ask that they be

given by conscious, human action. For

example, in some Masses the words of

consecration occur in the Gospel, while

the bread and wine are on the altar.

Will any one maintain that the consecra

tion takes place there and then ? Does

any one suppose that the ancient Church

thoughtsor Scarcely. Yet, if not, then

the ancient Church admitted the whole

doctrine of intention which every Catholic

is bound to maintain.

This opinion which we have been de

fending was propounded by Cathariuus,

a Dominican theologian present at the

very session in which the doctrine of in

tention was defined. Some time after the

definition the work of Catharinus was

reprinted at Rome in 1552 by Baldus,

printer to the Apostolic Chamber. (So

rournely.) Cardinal Pallavicino, in his

" History of the Council," ix. 6, allows

that the Fathers of Trent did not suspect,

much less condemn, the doctrine of

Catharinus.1 The great Jesuits Salmeron

and Becanus, and the celebrated Domini

can Contenson, espoused it. So in the

last century did the learned Oratorian

Juenin. It was defended in the Sorbonne

in 1085 by Harlai, afterwards archbishop

of Paris. We have seen how Bossuet

speaks of it. It has never been censured

by any competent authority, for a proposi

tion condemned before Alexander VIII.

by the Roman Inquisition in 1690 was,

as Juenin shows, quite different. F.

Ryder, in his recent book on "Catholic

Controversy," admits that the question is

still quite open, though he himself holds

the contrary opinion. It is quite true

1 The doctrine condemned, as Pallavicino

shows, was that of Luther—viz. that .1 sacri-

| ment piven in open mockery (con tnodo aper-

j tameittt bejf'aton e giocoto) is valid.
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that the majority of school theologians

believe that secret'withholding of the in

tention is enough to invalidate the sacra

ment. Our objection to this, the com

mon theory, is grounded, not so much

on the difficulties which follow from it, as

on the fact that its advocates can adduce

no proof from Scripture or tradition

(neither Billuart nor even Tournely gives

a single argument from the Fathers'),

while we fail to see the force of the

argument from reason. Reason no doubt

requires us to look on the valid adminis

tration of the sacraments as a human act

distinguished by the outward circum

stances from possible combinations of the

same words and acts which have no

sacramental character. But tikis does not

carry us beyond the opinion of Oathariuus

and others whom we follow.

(6) The Subject or Sutcipient of the

Sacraments.—The sacraments are meant

for the whole race of mankind ; hut in

order that they may be received with

profit by adults, certain dispositions are

indispensable. To the sacraments of the

dead—i.e. Baptism and Penance— the re

cipient must come at least with faith and

hope, sorrow for sin, and purpose of

amendment ; the sacraments of the living

—i.e. the other live—must be received by

those who are already in the grace and

love of God, the living members of Christ.*

Otherwise the sacraments only add to the

condemnation of those who receive them.

As regards mere validity, the sacramrut

of the Eucharist is always the same, in

whatever state it is received, because in

nny case it remains the true body and

blood of our Saviour. In order that the

other sacraments may be valid, some in

tention is necessary on the part of the

recipient as well as of the minister. But

whereas the latter must have an actual or

virtua1 intention, it suffices for the validity

of Baptism, Confirmation, Penance, and

Extreme Unction if they are received with

an habitual or interpretative intention of

accepting the rite of the Church. This is

1 Innocent III. is the earliest authority they

quote. Their text fr>m St. Paul certainly

proves the necessity of intention, but only a.i

Catharinus understood it. For a priest who

behaves with exterior seriousness always acts

as a minister of Christ.

2 Accidi ntally, however, the sacraments of

the livinir may restore a soul to the grace of

God ; e.g. if a person has attrition—i.e. sorrow—

for his mortal sins, which is supernatural, but

imperfect, and a firm purpose of amendment,

believing erroneously, b<u in good faith, that he

is already justified. *

flain from decisions of early councils,

'or example, the First Council of Orange

in HJ (c. 12) ordains that Baptism or

Penance may be given to a man who has

fillen into phrensy. At the time, he has

no intention of receiving the sacrament,

but he is to receive it, so the council

directs, if others give " testimony to his

post desire." There is a special difficulty,

however, with regard to Penance, for

many t heologians, believing that sorrowful

confession by word or other sensible sign

is the u.atter of the sacrament, are obliged

by their theory to hold that the actual

presence of some such sign is always

necessary for the validity of absolution.

The Scotists who make absolution both

the form and matter at Penance, are able

to consider the mere desire of absolution

in the past enough, even if the penitent

is unable to express it ever so indistinctly

at the moment. Again, the mere purpose

of living a Christian life involves the in

tention requisite for Baptism, Confirmation,

and Extreme Unction. It is different with

Matrimony t>nd Holy Order, states of life

the desire of -which is no way implied in

the general resolve to live like a fChristian ;

and it is usually said that a definite

desire is also needed for Penance (so

Billuart, " l)e Sacr." diss. vi. a. 1). We

have the same disputes here as in the

previous section on tho necessary object of

the intention. The common opinion is

that it must be an internal one of receiving

the sacred rite; while Juenin thinks it

likely that a man " who withheld his

intention," and did but mean to submit to

the rite with external seriousness, would

still receive it validly. The whole doc

trine of intention on the part of the re

cipient, interpret it as we will, is not

without historical difficulties. History

furnishes several instances in early times

of men ordnined and supposed to be

validly ordained, in spite of their struggles

and resistance. Generally, it may be said

that such persons did give a final, though

reluctant, consent ; and Augustine speaks

(" Ad Donat." Ep. 173) of those who were

made bishops after being imprisoned and

severely handled, " until thev consented

to undertake a good work." No such ex

planation will fit the case of the hermit

Macedonius, concerring whom Theodoret

("Hiit. Relig." cap. 13) relates that he

was ordained priest by the celebrated

Flavian without the least knowledge of

what was going on, and was furious when

he learnt what had occurred. The only

answer, so far as we can see, is to say

8 u'2
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that Flavian was mistt.ken, and the ordi

nation good for nothing. It may he

asked wherein does the validity of a

sacrament consist if no inward grace

accompanies the outward sigu ? We reply,

first, that three sacraments confer charac

ter which is always bestowed, even if no

grace accompany it; and, next, that Bap

tism certainly, Confirmation, Order, Mar

riage, Extreme Unction probably, confer

grace which revives when the recipient

enters into due dispositions, even if his

malice impeded the grace at the time

they were received. Some even suppose

that this holds good of Penance and a

few of the Eucharist. (Liguor. " Theol.

Mor.il." vi. Tract, i. cap. 1.)

(7) The Grace of the Sacrament* is

twofold. They increase that sanctifying

grace which is the supernatural life of the

soul, and they bestow a sacramental grace

■—i.e. one which is special and singular,

and proper to each sacrament. A person,

e.f/., who receives Confirmation worthily

obtains besides the character and the in

crease of sanctity a title to special assist

ance from God when he is tempted to

forsake the faith, has occasion to confess

it by word or deed, &c. The Thomist

opinion is that the sacraments cause

grace physically, which means, not of

course that sensible things have power in

themselves to produce it, but that they

become instruments in the almighty hand

of God. A brtisli is powerless to paint a

picture, but it is the instrument of paint

ing in the artist's hand. The Scotists

look on the sacraments as merely moral

causes of grace. When the outward

signs are present and the other conditions

fulfilled, then God directly and without

any instrumentality of the sacraments

infuses grace. Each opinion has found

many advocates outside of the Thomist

and Scotist schools.

(It would be vain to attempt a list of

writers on the sacraments, which would

be in fact a list of nearly all Catholic

theoloaians. But we would call particu

lar attention to the excellent work of the

French Or.itorian Juenin, " Oommen-

tarius Historicus et Dogmaticus de Sacra-

mentis" [Lyons, 1717]. We have also

derived great assistance from a learned

treatise of the Protestant Hahn, " De

Numero Sacramentornra Septenario ra-

tiones historicae " [Breslau, 1850]. The

reference"!, as the writer of this article

knows by painful experience, are fre-

uently inaccurate, and the general

tatements require sifting, but the work

is one of learning and merit, and much

may be learned from- it. Chardon's

" Histoire des Sacrements " [Paris, 1745],

has no treatise on the sacraments in

general. But we take this opportunity

of expressing our great obligations to this

admirable work. Gibbon—we quote from

memory—eulogises it as containing all that

can be known on the subject, and this

praise is due. The author was one of

the most learned men in the Benedictine

Congregation of Vannes.)

sacse CCEUA. This cloistered

order of nuns wus founded at Paris in

1800 by Fr. Varin (afterwards well known

in the Society of Jesus) and Madame

Barat. Their main object is the education

of girls whose parents are in easy or

wealthy circumstances. They have three

or four houses in England and as many in

Ireland, the chief being Roehampton in

one country and Roscrea in the other.

SACKED HEART. [See Hkart.]

SACRISTY. [See [IrAlXlKICUJl.]

SAINTS, INTERCESSION AND

invocation OF. The Council of

Trent (sess. xxv. De Invoc. Sanct.) teaches

that " the saints reigning with Christ offer

their prayers for men to God ; that it is

good and useful to call upon them with

supplication, and, in order to obtain

benefits from God through Jesus Christ,

who alone is our Redeemer and Saviour,

to have recourse to their prayers, help,

and aid." The prayer which we may

address to the saints is of course wholly

different from that which we offer to God

or Christ. " We pray God," says the

Roman Catechism (p. iv. ch. 6), " Him

self to give good or free us from evil

things; we ask the saints, because they

enjoy God's favour, to undertake our

patronage and obtain from God the things

we need. Hence we employ two form*

of prayer, differing in the mode [of

address"];, for to God we say properly,

Have mercy on us, Hear us ; to the

saints, Pray for us." Or, if we ask the

Blessed Virgin or the saints to have pity

on us, we only beseech them to think of

our misery, and to help us " by their favour

with God and their intercession ; " and

" the greatest care must be taken by all

not to attribute what belongs to God to

any other ' ("Cat.Rom."«A.). Two points,

then, are involved in the Catholic doctrine

■—the intercession of the saints and the

utility of invoking them.

(1) Intercession of the Saints.—The

whole of the New Testament enforces the

principle that we are members of Christ,
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and so bound to each other as members

of the same body (see, e.g., 1 Cor. xii. 12

leg.). God niight, had it pleased Him,

have made us solely and directly depen

dent on Himself, but He has chosen to

display his own power by giving great

efficacy to the intercession of the just

(James v. ]6). He taught us to go to

Him with the wants of others as well as

with our own, and He has deepened

charity and humility by making us de

pendent to some extent on the prayers of

others. Everybody knows the store St.

Paul set on the prayers of his fellow-

Christians (Eph. vi. 18, 10; 1 Tim. ii. 1).

Prayer even lor enemies was a duty en

joined by Christ Himself (Matt. v. 44).

Now, it is hard to imagine a reason why

souls which have gone to Qod should

cease to exercise this kind of charity and

to intercede for their brethren. The Old

Testament plainly asserts the intercession

of angels, as has been proved already (see

Mediator), and it seems at least to imply

the intercession of departed saints in

Jeremias xv. 1 ; and undoubtedly the

later Jews believed in the merits and in

tercession of the saints of Israel (Weber,

" Altsynagog. Theol." p. 314). We find

an explicit statement of the doctrine just,

where we should reasonably expect it.

The Apocalypse was written later at least

than the death of Nero (June 9, A D. 08),

and the writer is tilled with the thought

of his martyred brethren who had gone

before him to Qod. He believes that they

still sympathise with and intercede for

those whom they had left behind. "I

saw beneath the altar the souls of them

that were slain because of the word of

God and the witness which they had, and

they cried with a loud voice, How long, 0

Lord, holy and true, dost thou not avenge

our blood from them that dwell on the

earth. And there was given to each of them

a white robe, and they were told to rest a

little, until their fellow-servants and their

brethren be completed [in number," or

else, according to the reading <rvinr\npi><ra-

o-iv, "complete the number] "who are to

be killed even as they " (vi. 9 seq.) So

again, in v. 8 (cf. viii. 3), the elders

before the heavenly altar are represented

as falling " before the Lamb, having each

a harp and golden vials full of perfumes,

which are the prayers of the saints." It

matters nothing for our present purpose

whether the "saints" mentioned were or

were not still on earth. In either case

their prayers are offered to God by the

elders in heaven, so that the imagery

inplies that the saints before God offer up

our prayers and so help us by their inter

cession.

But if Scripture were silent, tradition

witnesses to the doctrine so universally

and so constantly as to remove all doubt

of its Apostolic origin. The genuine

" Acts'* of the early Martyrs abound in

testimonies. Thus, the contemporaries

of St. Ignatius, St. John's disciple, tell

us that some saw the martyr in vision

after death "praying for us" ("Act.

Mart." 7). The "Acts" of the Martyis

of Scilla (anno 202) speak of them as

interceding alter death before our Lord

(Huinart, " Act. Mart." ed. Ratisb. p. 1 32).

Theodotus, before his death, says : " In

heaven I will confidentlv pray for vou to

God " (t6. p. 384). " Pious "men " built

tho Martynum of Trypho and Kespicius,

"commending their souls to the holy

patronage of the blessed martyrs " («6. p.

210). Fresh evidence comes from the

early Fathers. Cyprian, writing to Cor

nelius (Ep. Ix. 5), thus exhorts those who

may be martyred first : " Let our love

before God endure; let not our prayer

to the Father's mercy cease for our

brethren and sisters " (see also " Do

Habit. Virg." 24). Origen (" In Cantic."

lib. iii. p. 75, ed. Boned.) thinks it no

" unfitting " interpretation of a passage

in the Canticles if we take it to mean

that " all the saints who have departed

this life care for the salvation of those

who are in the world, and help them by

their prayers and mediation [iiiterventu]

with God." It is useless to add passages

from later Fathers. A long list of them

will be found in Petavius.

(2) Invocation of the Saintl.—1{ it is

the will of God that the saints should help

us on the road to heaven by their prayers,

we may be sure that He makes the com

munion between the Church militant and

the Church triumphant perfect on both

sides; that He enables us to speak to

them in order that they may speak for

us. Our Saviour tells us that the angels

rejoice over repentant sinners (Luc. xv.

7), and a passage already cited from the

Apocalypse shows that the martyrs in

heaven are aware of what happens on

earth. The inscriptions in the Catacombs

recently brought to light witness to the

confidence with which the Church invoked

the pravers of departed snints. We

select a few instances from those given by

De Rossi (in the " Triplice Omaggio '

and " Collection of Epitaphs," as quoted

in Kraus, " Real-Encycl. art. Oebet)'.
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* Ask for us in thy prayers, because we

know thou art in Christ " (n. 15) ;

• Beseech for thy sister " (n. 19) ; " We

commend to thee, O holy [Domiva]

Basilla Crescentius and Micena, our

daughter " (n. 17). The great Fathers of

the fourth century directly invoke and

bid others invoke tie saints. St. Gregory

Nazianzen begs a martyr, St. Cyprian, to

" look down from heaven upon him with

kindly eye. and to direct his discourse and

his life" (Orat. xxiv. ad Jin.). So he

invokes his friend St. Basil (Orat. xliv.

ad fin.). St. Gregory Nyssen, fearing the

Scythian invasion, attributes past pre-

servatian to the martyr, and not only

invokes him, but begs him in turn to in

voke greater saints, Peter, Paul, and

Johu (Orat. in S. Theodor.). St,

Ambrose ("De Vid." cap. 9, n. 65) ex

horts Christians to supplicate (obsecrandi)

their guardian angels and the martyrs,

especially those whose relics they possess.

" Let us not only on this feast day but

. on other days also keep near them ; let

us beg them to be our patrons," are the

words of St, Chrysostom on the martyrs

Berenice and Prodoce. In his verses the

early Christian poet Prudentius habitually

invokes the saints; and St, Augustine

(Serin. 324) tells a story to his people

of a woman who prayed to St. Stephen

for her dead son, "Holy martyr . . . give

me back my son," and was rewarded by

the miracle she asked. It must be remem

bered that these passages are but samples

out of many which might be adduced.

They come to us from every part of the

Christian world, and the devotion which

they attest cannot have sprung up as if

by magic at once and in every quarter.

We may add that then, as now, Catholics

were charged with idolatry because they

venerated the saints. Such accusations

w re made by the heathen generally, and

in particular by Julian the Apostate, by

the Manicheans, Eunomians (extreme

Arians), by Vigilantius, Ac. (See Petavius,

" De Incarnat," xiv. 14.) St. Augustine's

reply is well known—viz. that the sacri

fice of the Mass and supreme worship of

every kind was offered, not to the mar

tyrs, but to God who " crowned the mar-

tvrs" (so, e.g., "Contr. Faust." lib. xx.

cap. 21).

The fact that the saints hear our

prayers was held by the Fathers as

certain ; the way in which they do so is a

matter of philosophical or theological

speculation, about which neither they or

, we have any certainty. In some way,

unknown to us, God reveals to them the

needs and prayers of their clients, and

Petavius warns us against curious specula

tion on the matter. The very uncertainty

of the Fathers on this point throws into

relief their unshaken confidence in the

intercession of the saints and the advan

tage of invoking them. Augustine,

Jerome, and others, suggest that some

times departed saints may actually be

near those who are calling on them.

Modern theologians havegenerally thought

that the blessed beholding God see in Him,

as in a mirror, all which it concerns them

to know of earthly things. Whatever

theory we adopt, the knowledge of the

saints depends entirely on the gift of God.

We should be idolaters indeed were we

to think of them as omnipresent or

omniscient.

An account has been given of the

institution of the Feasts of the Saints in

a previous article [Feasts]. The devotion

of the Church has turned chiefiy to the

saints who died after Christ. The ancient

liturgies do indeed commemorate the

Patriarchs and prophets. Abel, Melchise-

dec, and Abraham, are mentioned in the

Roman Mass, and more than a score of

Old Testament saints in the Roman

Martyrology. Abel and Abraham are

invoked by name in the Litany for the

Dying prescribed in the Roman Ritual.

The list of feasts given by Manuel

Comnenus mentions one feast of an O.T.

saint, that of Elias; but the Church of

Jerusalem had many such feasts, and at

Constantinople churches were dedicated

to Elias, lsaias, Job, Samuel, Moses,

Zacharias, and Abraham. But the Macca

bees are the only O.T. saints to whom the

Latin Church has assigned a feast.1 The

reason, as Thomassin thinks, for the

exception is, that the mode of their

martyrdom so closely resembled that of the

Christian martyrs, and that their date

was so near to the Christian period.

(The chief authority followed has been

Petavius, " De Incarnat." lib. xiv., which

treats the subject exhaustively, and for

the, last paragraph Thomassin's " Traits

des Festes," lib. i. ch. 9.)

salt. [See Baptism.]

salve, kegxjta. The antiphon

said after Laudsand Compline from Trinity

Sunday to Advent. Some, with Durandus

ascribe its composition to Peter of Com-

1 I.e. a feast kept by the whole Church ;

for the Carmelites keep the feast of St. Elias,

and. t.g. at Venice, there are churches dedicated

to Moses, Job, &c

J
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postella in the tenth century, hut Cardinnl

Bona, with better reason, attributes it to

Ilermannus Contractus, a lienedictine

monk of the eleventh century. St.

Bernard, according to the Chronicle of

Spires, added the iast clause " O cleuiens,

O pia, O dulcis Virgo Maria." Gregory IX.,

in 1239, is said to have ordered the recita

tion of the " Salve " after Compline, and it

is certain that the four antiplions of the

Blessed Virgin now in uso among us

were said daily by the Franciscans after

Compline as early as 1249. " Hut even the

' Salve, Regina ' which was the earliest

antiphon of the Blessed Virgin commonly

recited in the Church, did not find a

place in the Breviary till it was put there

by Cardinal Quignon, and was thence

transferred to the Roman Breviary of

Tins V." (Probst, "Brevier und Brevier-

gebet," p. 134.)

SANCTtTAKT, The part of the

church round the high altar reserved for

clergy. Euseb. (" H. E." x. 6) speaks

of the altar in the church built by

Constantine at Tyre as enclosed with

wooden rails. In ancient times, savs

Morinus ("De Pen." vi. c. 1, n. 10), both

the Latin and Greek Churches were

divided into two parts, the atrium or

court for the laity and the sanctuary

(called by the Greeks Upartiov, but moat

commonly firjpa, from its raised position,

also Syiov tuv AyuoP, advra, tXaartjpiov,

avaicropnv) for bishop, priests and dea-ons.

The porch, or vdpdqg, is not mentioned till

500 years after Christ, The Latin word

snnctuntium occurs in the thirteenth

capitulum of the Second Council of Braga,

in 563, which forbids any lay person to

enter the sanctuary for the reception of

communion. (Le Brun, torn. iii. diss. i. a.

viii.)

SANCTTXS, THE, also known as the

Tersanctus, as the angelic hymn among the

Latins, as the triumphal hymn (cmvUios

Sfivos) among the Greeks, forms the

conclusion of the Preface in all the

liturgies. It is composed of the words,

" Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of Sabaoth,"

from Is. vi. and a fragment of Ps. cxvii.

26 (Ileb. cxviii.), " Blessed is he who

cometh in the name of the Lord. Hosanna

in the highest." In the Roman rite, ex

cept in the Pontifical chapel and during

exposition of the Blessed Sacrament, a

small bell is here rung. But Benedict

XIV. says he could not discover when

this custom began. It is to be observed

that the Missal here follows the old Latin

version, which retained the word Sabaoth,

i while the Vulgate has rxercituum. This,

j no doubt, is the right translation, but

I scholars are not agreed as to the original

I reference. Ewald believes the reference

is to the armies of angels (Ps. ciii. 21,

cxlviii. 2; 1 Kings [3 Reg.], xxii. li), "the

camp of God" ; Gen. xxxii. 2.) Schrader

suggests, which is very unlikely, that the

hosts of Israel are intended, while, pro

bably, the opinion of many other critics,

Kuenen, BandesMn, Tiele, IMitzch, is the

right one—viz. that the original reference

was to the stars. These are constantly

spoken of as the " host of heaven," and

I in Is. xl. 26 as the host which God

musters. The title never occurs in the

Pentateuch, Josue, or Judges. But it is

constantly employed in the historical books

from Samuel onwards, in Psalms, in the

Prophets, but not in Osee, Ezechiel, or in

Micheas, except iv. 1-4.

SAJTSAXtS form part of the bishop's

liturgical dress. The fact is interesting,

as oue of many proofs that Church vest

ments are derived from the dress of daily

life, and had originally no connection with

the garb of Jewish priests, who officiated

barefoot.

Sandals are first mentioned as part of

the liturgical dress by Amalarius of Metz

(" De Eccl. Offic." "i. 25 and 26). He

distinguishes between the sandals of the

bishop, which were fastened with thongs,

because he had to travel, and those of

priests. The deacon's sandals were the

same as those of the bishop whom he had

to accompany, those of the subdeacons

were again distinct. Rabanus Maurus is

the next to mention sandals (" De Cleric.

Institut." i. 22) ; he sees a reference to

them in Marc. vi. 0, Ephes. vi. 15, and,

as they covered the under but not the

upper part of the foot, he sees here a

symbol of the teacher's duty of revealing

the Gospel to the faithful and concealing

it from infidels. Pseudo-Alcuin in the

tenth century (" De Div. Offic." 30)

copies the authors just named. On the

other hand, Hugo of St. Victor (" De

Sacram." ii. iv. 14), Innocent III. (" De

Altaris Myster." i. 10, 34, 48), Honorius

of Autun Gemma Anima3," i. 210),

show that in their time the sandals of

bishops only, not of priests, belonged to

the liturgical dress, as is the case still.

Innocent mentions the stockings of bishops

(calif/ce,1 also tibialia), which since the

twelfth century have been of silk. (Ilefele,

" Beitrage," vol. ii. p. 219 seq.)

sakum vsb. [See Litcbgirs.]

1 So Hefele understands the term.
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Satan, [See Devil.]

Saturday. [See Abstinence and

Little Office of the Blessed Virgin.]

SCAPULAS (Irom scafiulee, shoul

ders). A dress which covers the shoul

ders. It is mentioned in the rule of St.

Benedict as worn by monks over their

other dress when they were at work, and

it now forms a regular part of the re

ligious dress in the old orders. But it is

best known among Catholics as the name

of two little pieces of cloth worn out of

devotion over the shoulders, under the

ordinary garb, and connected by strings.

It was through the Carmelites that

this devotion began, and the following is

the story told of its origin : The Blessed

Virgin appeared at Cambridge to Simon

Stock, general of the Carmelite order,

when it was in great trouble. She gave

him a scapular which she bore in her

hand, in order that by it " the holy [Car

melite] order might be known and pro

tected from the evils which assailed it,"

and added, " this will be the privilege for

you and for all Carmelites ; no one dying

in this scapular will suffer eternal burn

ing." Another marvel is related by John

XXII. in the famous Sabbatine bull. The

Blessed Virgin, he savs, appeared to him,

and, speaking of the Carmelites and those

associated to them by wearing the scapu

lar, promised that, if any of them went

to Purgatory, she herself would descend

and free them on the Saturday following

their death. "This holy indulgence,"

says the Pope, " I accept, corroborate,

and confirm, as Jesus Christ for the

merits of the glorious Virgin Mary

granted it in heaven." To gain this

privilege it is necessary to observe fidelity

in marriage or chastity in the single

state. Those who read must recite the

Office of the Blessed Virgin, unless already

bound to the Divine Office ; those who

cannot, must abstain from flesh meat on

Wednesdays and Saturdays, unless Christ

mas falls on one of these days. So the

Sabbatine bull, as given in the Carmelite

"Bullarium."

Two statements, then, hare to be

examined. Is there any proof that the

Blessed Virgin appeared to St. Simon

Stock and made, the promise related

above P Is the Sabbatine bull genuine,

and the story it tells true ?

We take the latter question first be

cause it may be despatched very quickly.

Launoy, in a dissertation of wonderful

learning, to be found in the second

volume of his collected works (the edition

we have used is dated 1731, "Coloniss

Allobrogum '"), proves by a superabun

dance of reasons that the bull of John

XXII. is a clumsy forgery, and that of

Alexander V. another forgery made to

cover the former. The autograph has

never been found, nor has it any place in

the Roman " Bullarium." Its authenticity

is unhesitatingly denied by the great

Bollandist Papebroch in his reply to the

attacks made upon him by the Carmelite*

and by Benedict XIV. (" De Fest.'"lxxiv.

lxxvii.). The latter says it is as hard,

perhaps harder, to believe in this bull

than in the story of the chapel built on

Mount Carmel in honour of the Blessed

Virgin during her life. He says he could

give more reasons against it than he cares

to produce, and arguments drawn " from

things [in the bull] which want all ap

pearance of truth." He alludes, we sup

pose, to the style of the bull, which, as

Launoy points out, betrays in many ways

the hand of the impostor.

As to the fact of the apparition to

Simon Stock, it is accepted by Benedict

XIV., Papebroch, and Alban Butler on the

faith of a " Life " of the saint by Swayn-

ton, who was his secretary and wrote the

story of the apparition at his dictation.

A fragment of this " Life" was produced

from their archives at Bordeaux and

printed by one of the Carmelites—viz.

Cheronensis. We may observe that the

Carmelitesrefusad a sight of this "Life "to

Papebroch. (See Bollandist " Acta SS.

Mali," torn, iii.) Next, to understand

the force of Launoy's arguments for re

garding this passage in the " Lite " if it be

authentic, as an interpolation, we must

remember that the miracle is represented

as gaining immediate notoriety. These

are Swaynton's or pseudo-Swayntons

words : " The story running through

England and beyond it, many cities

offered us places in which to live, and

many nobles begged to be affiliated to

this holy order, that they might share in

its graces, desiring to die in this holy

habit." If so, the silence of Carmelite

authors for more than a century after is

remarkable. Simon Stock died in 1250.

Ribotus, provincial in Catalonia (about

1340), in his ten books " On the Institution

and Remarkable Deeds of the Carmelites,"

ignores it. So does Chimelensis in two

books specially designed to glorify the
order (•' Speculum Historiale" and " Spe

culum Ordinis Carmeli "), and so do

three other authors of similar books

quoted by Launoy. Strangest of all,
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Waldensis, a Carmelite, an Englishman,

and writing in England (" I)e Sacramen-

talibus "), tries hard to prove tlie religious

habit a sacramental, and speaks particu

larly of the Carmelite habit and the form

which it is given. Nothing could have

been more to the point than Swaynton's

story, but he never alludes to it. The

vision is mentioned, apparently for the

first time, so far as is known tor certain,

by GrossuB, a Carmelite of Toulouse, in

his " Viridarium " ( 1 389), then by Paleoni-

dorus (" Antiq. Ord. Carm." vi. 8, apud

Launoy), published in 1405. It is

right to add, however, that the Carmel

ites claimed the support of an anonymous

MS. in the Vatican said to have been

written early in the fourteenth century.

Many of the later Popes have granted

numerous indulgences to the Confra

ternities of the Scapular, and no Catholic,

Launoy as little as anyone, doubts the

utility and piety of the institution. " The

scapular,'' says Bossuet, " is no useless

badge. You wear it as a visible token

that you own yourselves Mary's children,

and she will be your mother indeed if you

live in our Lord Jesus Christ" (" Sermon

pour le Jourdu Scapulaire," vol. xi. p. 300,

in the last edition of Bossuet). Benedict

XIV. fspeaks in a similar tone, but he

admits that too many abuse these symbols

and badjres by a misplaced confidence in

them.

There are four other scapulars used in

the Church : that of the Trinity, of white

linen with a red cross, given by the

Trinitarians or priests delegated by them ;

the Servite scapular of the Seven Dolours,

which is of black woollen stuff; that of

the Immaculate Conception, of light blue

woollen cloth, propagated by Ursula

Benincasa in the sixteenth century, and

given by the Theatines, who governed the

congregation to which this nun belonged ;

the red scapular of the Passion, originated

by a Sister of Charity at Paris, who is

said to have received a revelation on the

matter in 1846, and given by the Vincen-

tian Fathers. All these Confraternities

are designed to promote prayer and other

good works in their members.

(This article has been compiled from

Benedict XIV. "De Festis"; the Bol-

landists, Maii, torn. iii. ; Launoy, " l)is-

sertat." torn. ii. Swaynton's " Life" does

not seem to have been published entire. At

least, we have searched in vain for a copy

at the British Museum. There is nothing

in Alban Butler which had not been

already stated by the authors quoted.

The brief notice on the other scapulars is

from a little book of Labis, " Notices et

Instructions sur les Scapulaires," &c. It

is merely practical, and has no historical

worth.)

SCHISM ((Txitrfia). A tear or rent

(Matt. ix. Hi ; Marc. ii. 21) ; a division of

opinion (John vii. 43; ix. 16; x. 19) j

party spirit in the Christian Church (1

Cor. i. 10: xi. 18; xii. 25) ; and then, in

Fathers and theologians, a technical word

to denote formal separation from the

unity of the Church. " Schismatics," says

St. Thomas (" 2 2ndoe," II. qu. xxxix ,

a. 1), "in the strict sense, are those who

of their own will and intention sever

themselves from the unity of the Church."

This unity of the Church, he continues,

consists in the connection of its members

with each other, and of all th« members

with the head. " Now, this head is

Christ, whose representative in the Church

is the Supreme Pontiff. And therefore

the name of ' schismatics' is gi en to those

who refuse to be under the Supreme

Pontiff and to communicate with the

members of the Church subject to him."

Further, he thus explains t! e difference

between heresy and schism. Heresy is

opposed to faith, schism to charity ; so

that, although all heretics are schismatics,

because loss of faith involves separation

from the Church, all schismatics are not

heretics, since a man may, from anger,

rjride, ambition, or the like, sever himself

lrom the communion of the Church and

yet believe all that which the Church

proposes for our belief. Still, a state of pure

schism—i.e. of schism without heresy—

cannot continue long—at least, in the

case of a large number of men. The

words of St. Jerome (on Titus, cap.

3), quoted by St. Thomas, are to the

point: "Schism, at the beginning, may

be understood as something different from

heresy, but there is no schism which does

not invent some heresy for itself, in order

to justify its secession." History abun

dantly confirms this observation. Bodies

which at first separate from the Church

merely because they think their personal

rights have been infringed are sure, in

the end, to deny the Church's unity and

to lose the spirit of faith. And so St.

Thomas remarks that, as loss of charity

is the way to loss of faith, so schism is

the road to heresy.

Schismatics do not, of course, lose the

power of order; their priests can say

Mass, their bishop confirm and ordain.

But they lose all jurisdiction, so that
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" they cannot either absolve, excommuni

cate, or grant indulgences, or the like ;

and if they attempt anything of the kind

the act is null " (loc. ext. a. 3). Whether

pure schismatics do or do not cease

thereby to be members of the Church is

a question controverted iu the Schools.

Many theologians consider that all who

retain integrity of faith are members of

the Church. But all agree that they are

not united to the Church by charity—

that, if members, they are dead members

—so that the question is of no great

moment.

SCHOLASTICUS (Fr. icoldtre).

An ecclesiastic attached to, but generally

not a member of, a cathedral or collegiate

chapter, to whom the administration of

its schools was entrusted. The scholas

ticus is also called, in charters of the

eleventh century, capischolus, caput tcho-

laris, and magister tcholarum. The office

seems to have arisen along with the

schools which the Capitularies of Charle

magne order with such earnestness and

reiteration to be erected in all the Frankish

dioceses. Those who held it often com

bined teaching with the superintendence

of teachers ; this was the case with St.

Bruno, the founder of the Carthusians,

appointed in 1056 Scholasticus in the

Church of Rheims. The Council of

Trent ordered that the Scholastici of a

diocese and others who were bound to

lecture or teach should, if competent,

themselves give instruction in the semin

aries of which the Council decreed the

erection in all dioceses ; and that in

future the office of a Scholasticus (tcholas-

teria) should only be conferred on doctors,

masters, or licentiates in theology or in

canon law, and other fit persons capable

of teaching ; the collation otherwise to

be void.1 (Thomassin, i. 3, 70.)

SCHOOLS. A boy is usually sent to

school in order that he may obtain, with

greater ease and fewer interruptions than

would be possible at home, knowledge

which will be serviceable to him in after

life. This is a motive which acts on

parents independently of State instiga

tion ; it filled the school of Flavius at

Venusia with " big boys, the sons of big

centurions," a and took Horace to that

superior establishment at Rome which

received the sons of " knights and sena

tors." To these voluntary schools, which

doubtless existed in every part of the

Roman empire, and were closely connected

i Bess, xxiii. o. 18, De Kef.

' Her. Sot i. 6, 78.

with the movement of Pagan society, h

does not appear that Christian parents in

the first three centuries sent their sons.

The earliest Christian school of which we

have a distinct account—that of Pantasnus

at Alexandria (a.d. 180)—was one for

religious and catechetical instruction

(UpSiv \oyuv iurrr)xri(rta>v).1 The earliest

State provision for secondary instruction

was made by the Emperor Vespasian*

who established a group of " imperial

schools " at all the great provincial towns ;

Besancon, Avles, Cologne, Rheims, and

Treves are particularly mentioned. In

these schools rhetoric, logic, and Latin

and Greek literature were well taught,

and many a Christian apologist owed to

them the mental culture which he em

ployed after his conversion in the service

of Christ. When the empire had become

Christian, these schools still retained the

old methods and subjects of instruction,

and even, to a great extent, the old spirit.

St. Jerome, who had himself been edu

cated in one of them, was alive to the

perilous nature of this influence, and

interdicted the reading of the Pagan

authors to all those under his direction

who were in training for the religious life.

Every bishop's residence was from the

first more or less definitely a school, in

which clerics were trained for the eccle

siastical life. Similarly, after the com

mencement of the monastic life under St.

Antony and St. Hilarion, the monastery,

besides subserving the ends of self-disci

pline and continual intercession, became

a school for training monks. This was

especially seen in the monasteries in Gaul

which followed the rule of the abbot

Cassian of Marseilles. Early in the fifth

century the invasions of the barbarians

be^an ; for four centuries Western Europe

weltered in chaos, and the institutions of

civilised life perished. In the cities of

Gaul, as the Franks pressed southwards,

the old municipal schools—the schools of

the Rhetoricians and the Grammarians—

dwindled and were dispersed. Lay life

became barbarous; and the arts of bar

barism—which are chiefly fighting, de

struction, and coarse indulgence—do not

stand in need of schools. But in the

wreck the episcopal and monastic schools

survived, and, through the degradation

of lay life, became ever more attractive.

In the island of Lerins, the abbot Honor-

atus, about 400, founded a celebrated

1 Eus. Hist. Ecd.

* J. B. Mullinger, The Schools of Charia

the Gnat (1877), p. 12.
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monastery, the school of which was

known as the Studium Inmlanum. Ire

land, soon after its conversion by St.

Patrick, was dotted over with monastic

schools, in which such learning as was

then accessible was prosecuted with re

markable success.

The suppression of the schools of

Athens by order of Justinian (629)

sounded the knell of the educational in

stitutes of antiquity. These schools were,

in fact, a university, although that name

was of later introduction. They had

never been able to shake off the Pagan

modes of thought which gave birth to

them, and now the advancing tide of

Christian ideas engulfed them, without

being able for a long time to supply their

place. A few months after the suppres

sion St. Benedict founded the abbey of

Monte Cassino, and the Bchools for the

erection of which his rule provides were

soon spread over Western Europe. These

gradually produced a race of teachers and

students whose higher and wider views

suggested the resuscitation of academic

life. It is sufficient to mention the names

of Iona, Lindisfarne, Canterbury, York,

Fulda, Kheims, Corbie, Fleury, and

Seville—not as being all of Benedictine

origin, but as among the best schools to

he found in the troubled period from

the fifth to the tenth century.

The great organising mind of Charle

magne endeavoured to make use of edu

cation, as of all other forces within his

reach, for restoring civilisation in the

West. He invited Alcuin, the Scholasticus

of York, as the best known teacher in

Europe, to his Court at Aix-la-Chapelle,

and gave into his charge the palace school.

Conscientious and painstaking, Alcuin

was yet essentially burnt ; there is some

thing cramped and unsatisfactory in his

way of handling all the subjects of his

narrow curriculum. The age of universi

ties was not yet. Charlemagne, and his

son after him, were perpetually urging

the bishops to improve their schools.

Rabanus Maurus, a pupil of Alcuin,

made the school of Fulda illustrious; that

of Corbie, in the same age, produced

Paschasius Radbert. The tricium and

quadrivium—the invention of which is

ascribed by some to Martianus Capella, a

Carthaginian professor of rhetoric, by

others to St. Augustine—supplied th6

cadre of the most advanced instruction

for several centuries. Itetween 850 and

1000, the inroads of the Normans and

Danes again mode havoc of all that had

been hitherto done in France and England

to promote education. The Normans,

however, when once solidly converted,

became the most active propagators of all

civilising ideas that the world has ever

seen. The Norman school of Bee, founded

in the eleventh century by the Abbot

Herluin, numbered among its teachers

Lanfranc and St. Anselm. In schools

of this class, where knowledge was sought

at first hand and philosophy disdained

conventional methods, university ideals

began to emerge. In the twelfth century,

at Paris, commences the history of modern

universities. [University.] After the

establishment of these foci of superior

teaching, the secondary school became, in

theory, on the one hand a stage of pre

paration for the university, on the other

a place of final training for those who

had to begin work early. But for a long

time the first of these two aspects of a

secondary school overpowered the other.

William of Wykeham, bishop of Win

chester, founded there, in 1873, the school

which still exists, expressly in order to

feed the college (New College) which he

was establishing at Oxford. The Win

chester foundation was fur a warden and

ten fellows, three chaplains and three

clerks in orders, an informator or head

master, a hostiarius or second master,

seventy scholars who were to be " poor

and in need of help," and sixteen choris

ters.1 Imitating this example, Henry VI.

founded the school at Eton in 1440, as a

nursery to King's College, Cambridge.

The later public schools of England—

Westminster, Rugby, Harrow, &c.—have

been founded, speaking generally, upon

the model of these two, but without the

same close connection with the uni

versities.

Towards the end of the seventeenth

century, the necessity of separating

primary or elementary instruction from

secondary began to make itself felt. The

greater complexity and variety of em

ployments, and the increased application

of science to all the useful arts, made it

desirable, if not indispensable, that the

labouring class also should at hast be in

structed in lotters and in the art of calcu

lation. Primary instruction on a large

scale was first tried (1684) by the Ven.

De la Salle, the founder of the Christian

Brothers. [See that article.] The new

grade had its two aspects—that by which

it was a stage of preparation for the

secondary school, and that by which it

« The Public Schools, 1867.
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gave a final training. Up to very recent

times the former aspect was little re

garded ; but, at present, the advantage of

making free and easy communications by

which the best scholars can pass from the

primary to the secondary, and from that

to the superior grade of instruction, is

clearly perceived by educationists.

All EiiglWi schools before the Refor

mation had a Catholic character. That

being withdrawn from them by the

change of religion, and the laws prohibit

ing the erection of new schools under

Catholic teachers, those who adhered to

the old faith were put to great straits for

several generations in order to get their

children educated under any tolerable

conditions. A single sample of Protes

tant legislation will show what difficulties

had to be faced. By the 11 and 12 Will.

III. c. iv. "if any Papist, or person

making profession of the Popish religion,

shall keep school, or take upon himself

the education or government or boarding

of youth, he shall be adjudged to perpetual

imprisonment in such place within this

kingdom as the King by advice of his

Privy Council shall appoint."' Unless

foreign education were sought, obscure

private schools, such as those of which

we obtain a glimpse in the accounts of the

early life of Pope, were the only available

resort. The first school of a higher class

was that established at Sedgley Park (it

had previously existed iu a humble way

at Newcastle-uuder-Lyne) by Bishop

Ohalloner in 1763. Ushaw, which, as

Crook Hall, was founded in 1794; Stony-

hurst, datiug from the same year ; St.

Edmund's, founded in 1 795 ; Downside,

in 1798; Oscott, in 1808; and Edgbas-

ton, in 1868—with Ampleforth, Beau

mont, and Woburn Park—are our prin

cipal Catholic secondary schools at pre

sent.

The monitorial system of Bell and

Lancaster, by means of which it was con

sidered that primary instruction could be

much extended at little expense by setting

the elder children as " monitors " to teach

the rudiments to the younger, was brought

out in 1797. The primary schools of

Prussia, organised under Hardenberg with

great skill and thoroughness, drew general

attention; and in 1833 the first public

grant, 20,000/., in aid of the elementary

education of the people, was voted by

Parliament, and its administration con

fided to a Committee of the Privy Coun-

Hook'a Church Dictionary, "Schools."

cil. The system of aiding local efforts

thus introduced has received an enormous

development and undergone numerous

changes of detail, but in its sulistantial

features it remains unaltered to the present

day. In the Anglican communion, the

organ through which State help was dis

pensed was the " National Society for the

Education of the Poor in the Principles

of the Established Church,'' founded in

1812. The corresponding organ for the

Dissenters was the " British and Foreign

School Society." For Catholics was es

tablished, in 1847, the "Catholic Poor

School Committee,'' which, by maintain

ing efficient training-schools for masters

and mistresses, enables Catholic managers

to obtain their fair share of the Parlia

mentary grant for elementary education.

In Ireland the penal laws rendered the

erection of Catholic schools impossible

until about a huudred years ago, when

the ill-success of the war against the

American colonists compelled certain re

laxations. A secondary school for forty

boarders was fouuded at Bnrrell's nail,

Kilkenny, in 1783, under Drs. Lanigan

and Dunne.1 It throve exceedingly, and

was transformed in 18.30 into St. Kieran's

College, under which name it still exist'.

Of more recent foundation are Carlow and

Thurles Colleges, and the Jesuit Colleges

of Olongowes and Tullabeg. These in

stitutions, though without State aid or

inspection, are already more flourishing

than the lloyal and Charter Schools—

founded in the bad times in order to pre

serve and extend Protestant ascendency

—could ever boast of being.

The National Board of Education—in

the schools of which a combined literary

instruction whs to be given to children of

all creeds during certain hours in the day,

while separate religious teaching mi^ht

he given to those whose parents desired

it before or after those hours, and also on

one particular day of the week—was

organised through the exertions of Mr.

Stanley, Chief Secretary for Ireland

(afterwards Earl of Derby), in 1831. The

bishops accepted this arrangement, not as

the best, but as the best obtainable,

measure ; and under it, notwithstanding

the difficulties caused by extreme poverty,

elementary school training has penetrated

into every corner of Ireland.

An Act for the enforcement of general

education, and authorising the formation

1 Tinns. of the Onory Archmohgical So

ciety, 1882, voL ii. part 2.
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of School Boards, and the levying of

rates, in all places where voluntary effort

should appear to be insufficient for the need,

was brought in by Mr. Forster in 1870,

and became law. Great efforts have been

made by the Catholic body iu England,

and hitherto with a large measure of

success, to provide schools under certili- I

cated teachers (and therefore qualified to

participate in the educational grant) suffi

cient for the reception of all the Catholic

children in the country. Whether these

efforts will prevail, or the Board schools,

from which definite religious teaching is

excluded, will more and more bring the

elementary instruction of the people

under their control, is a question still un

certain.

In most parts of the TJ. S. Catholics,

though taxed for the support of the

public-schools—which formerly were

distinctively Protestant in their teach

ing and now are fust becoming as dis

tinctively Agnostic—have yet, by great

self-denial, succeeded in establishing a

systein of parish-schools. But Catho

lics still have no technical schools,

either of the primary or "trade-school "

class, or of the higher or polytechnic.

Secondary education, however, is flour

ishing. As was stated in the article on

Education-, the Divine and irrefragable

right of the Church to share in the con

trol of all schools in which her children

are taught, with the corresponding

right and duty of parents, can never be

surrendered by Catholics.

sciEWTia media. [See Grace,

and Predestination.]

scotch COX.X.EGE. In the time

of Henry VIII. the Scotch possessed an

ancient church and hostel at Rome.

Mary Stuart, soon after she assumed the

government of Scotland, nut the institu

tion on a sound footing but in conse

quence of her Ion? imprisonment in

England it was abandoned. Clement
VIII., by the bull ■' In Supremo," founded

in 1000 a college for training natives of

Scotland to the sacred ministry near the

Church of St. Mary of Constantinople ;

whence, in 1604, he removed it to a site

opposite the Palazzo Barberini, granting

to it at the same time the neighboring

Church of St. Andrew. In 1610 the

college was made over by Paul V. to the

Jesuits, who had the management of it

down to their suppression in 1773. It

was revived in 1820 by Pius VII., and

placed under the charge of a Scotc'i

secular priest as rector. The college is

under the Propaganda. The students,

like thofe of the Irish College, pursued

their university course in the Collegio

Uoroano, before the. iniquitous confisca

tion of that establishment by the Italian

Government.

SCOTISM. Scholastic philosophy,

as has been shown in other articles, was

the philosophy of Aristotle interpreted,

de%'eloped, and reconciled with the Chris

tian faith. In the latter part of the middle

ages, scholastic theology, accepting the

data of Catholic faith, occupied itself in

arranging, defending, and drawing deduc

tions frum them on the principles of the

scholastic philosophy. Of this scholastic

philosophy and theology, there were two

great schools, of which the Thomist found

its home in the Dominican, the Scotist in

the Franciscan, order. The Nominalist

school found adherents in both of these

orders and in the Church generally, but

never exercised an influence like that of

the older systems, and really marks the

decay of Scholasticism as a whole.1

Very little is known about the life of

Septus. His lull name, Joannes Duns

Scotus, has been variously interpreted.

In the early middle ages Scotia and

.Scot always means Ireland and Irish

man. Not till later were these terms

used of the Irish colony and its people

in Caledonia, Joannes was probably a

native of Down (in Irish Dan, whence

the Latin Dunerms). Though foolish

ly claimed by some Scotch and English

writers, lie could not, as Wadding, the

Franciscan annalist, shows, have been

an Englishman, since his epitaph runs,

" Scotia me genuit, Atiglia suscepit ; "

not a Scotchman, since Bonaventure,

in a list, of the Franciscan provinces,

mentions that of "Scotia, or Ire

land." The date of his birth is

given by some as 12G5, by others as

1274. When he made his noviciate is

quite uncertain. Of the names of his

teachers one only has been handed down

—that of William Varo, or Ware, whom

he succeeded in the chair of theology at

Oxford. He went to Paris in 1304; to

Cologne in 1308, where he died suddenly

the same year and was buried in the

Franciscan church. His works consist of

commentaries on the logical works of

Aristotle and the " Isagoge " of Por

phyry, a commentary on Aristotle's " De

Anima," two commentaries on Aristotle's
•' Metaphysics," besides a shorter work,

1 We refer to Nominalism in its later form,

as represented by Occam and hU followers.
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" Conclusiones ex xii Libris Metaphys.

Aristot.," "G.-ammatica Speculativa,"

" Tractutus de rerum Priucipio'' and " De

Primo Principio," " Theoreraata;" "Col-

lationes,'' " Quaestiones Miscellanete,"

" Qusestiones Quodlibetales," and an un

finished " Tractatus de Cognitione Dei."

All these books, except the " Collationes "

and " Quodlibetica, ' were written at

Oxford. There, too, he wrote his " Opus

Oxonieuse," a commentary on the " Four

Books of the Sentences," which contains

his whole philosophical and theological

teaching in a collected form. The " Re-

pirtata Parisiensia" is an abridgement

by Scotus himself of the "Opus Oxoni-

ense." At the end of book lii. dist. 18,

Scotua was railed to Cologne, and left the

work incomplete. The "Quodlibetica"

consists of twenty-one questions on which

Scotus disputed in public when he took

the degree of doctor at Paris. In general

chapters of the order, and, as Wadding

thinks, soon alter his death, decrees were

passed requiring the Scotist doctrine to

be taught in all the Franciscan schools.

His works were collected by the Irish

Franciscan Wadding in twelve folio

volumes (Lyons, 1639). Commentators

on Scotus appear in the latter half of the

fifteenth century.1 Such were the Irish

man Mauritius a Portu (d. 1513), profes

sor at Padua, afterwards archbishop of

Tuam ; Francis Lychetus of Brescia (d.

1520), minister-general of the order ;

Joannes Poncius (d. 1550), an Irishman

and professor at Rome ; Hugo Cavellus,

professor at Rome and Louvaiu, minister-

general of the order, finally archbishop

and primate in Ireland; Antonius Hi-

quSDus, also an Irishman. Among Scotist

theologians the best known are Albergoni

" Resolutio Doctrinae Scotisticss,'" Lyons,

643) ; Baro on the Scotist philosophy

(Cologne, 1668) ; Frassen (" Scotus Aca-

demicus," Paris, 1C80) ; Ilieron. de Monte

Fortiuo, who arranged, in a very conve

nient manner, the teaching of Scotus in a

" Summa " which corresponds q uestion

for question to that of St. Thomas

(" Summa ex Scoti operibus concinnata

juxta Ordinem et Dispositionem Summte

S. Thorn. Aq." Romas, 1728, 6 vols. fol.).

In the middle of the last century Ferrari

undertook the defence of Scotist against

' But long before this Scotus hnd distin

guished disciples—e.ff. Antonius Andrese, the

" Doctor Dulcificus " (d.circ. 1320) ; Franeiscus

deMayronis, the " Magister Abstractionum,"or

'* Doctor llluminatus" (d. circ. 1325) ; VValter

Burleigh, "Doctor Planus et Perspicuus"

(1275—circ. 1337;. (Ueberweg, p. 467.)

modern philosophy (" Philosophia Peri-

patetica adv. veteres et recentiorea prse-

sertim firmioribus propugnata rationibua

Joannis Duns Scoti," Venice, 1746).1

Scotists no less than Thomists were,

in the strictest sense of the word,

Scholastics. The one as well as the other

accepted the whole tradition of the

Church as it was collected by Peter Lom

bard ; to Scotus no less than to St. Thomas

the " Pope is the supreme guardian and

divinely-instituted exponent of the de

posit of faith left to the Church, the

highest guide and ruler of the Christian

commonwealth, the supreme representa

tive of the Church's judicial power"

(Werner, p. 497). Again, to Scotus as

well as to St. Thomas Aristotle is the re

presentative of human reason, the decisive

authority in philosophical discussion*

Hence, the differences between the two

schools, numerous as they are, move

between very narrow limits. Far wider,

far more interesting and important, ques

tions arose in the conflict on the power of

the Pope begun at Constance and Basle

and prolonged in the learned French

church, on a multitude of questions after

the rise of scholarship and historical criti

cism, in the war between the old and the

new philosophies. Probably just because

the limits of opinion were so narrow, it

came to pass that Thomists and Scotists

fought on so many points which have

little interest for us. So numerous are

they, that we can but make a selection

from them here.

(1) Both Thomists and Scotists were

Realists, but the Realism of the latter was

more pronounced. To St. Thomas no

universal exists as such. The essence is

only actually found iu the individual ; it

is by a process of the intellect—viz. ab

straction—that we separate humanity in

general from humanity as it manifests

itself in this particular man and reach

the idea of humanity in general. " Univer

sale, dura intelligitur: singulare, dum

sentitur." At the same time, St. Thomas,

unlike the Nominalists, held that the

universal has a " foundation in reality,"

because the species exists with identical

qualities in a number of individuals. It

has precisely the same character, though

1 There is also a handy work (not, however,

Scotist) by Joannes de Rada, Controvnia

inter Thomam et Senium, Venice. 1599.

' Still, Scotus adopted many Platonic and

Neoplatonic conceptions, with which he becam«

fnmiliar through Aviceltr n's (Ibn Gebirol'a)

Fountain of Life (Ueberweg, hit. Phil. Engl

Traaal. i. p. 453).

(

1
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it is not numerically one. But this nu

merical unity was just what the Scotists

maintained. To them the nature in all

individuals of the same species was nu

merically one. The obvious difficulties

of this theory led later Scotists to modify

it till it was scarcely distinguishable from

Thomism, or else to take refuge in unin

telligible subtleties (Kleutgen, " Philos.

der Vorzeit," p. 278 seq.). (2) The

Thomists made matter the principle of

individuation, so that, e.g., in spiritual

beings like the angels there could only be

one individual in each species. The

Scotists believed that in individuals there

was an " hiecceitas," something which

made them individual apart from matter.

(3) St. Thomas held that second causes,

including- the will, only move so far as

they are moved by the first cause. God

moves the will to act, gives the action as

well as the power to act, in such manner,

however, as to leave the freedom of the

will unimpaired. So, at least, the Do

minicans—rightly, as it seems to us—

understood their master. Scotus, on the

contrary, held that "the created will is

the total and immediate cause of its voli

tion, so that God in respect thereto has

no immediate but only mediate efficacy."

The will is like a " free horse," grace like

the rider, and the horse can throw its

rider ; otherwise, the will could not be

free, and there would be no possibility of

sin. Observe that both Scotus and St.

Thomas argue on general philosophical

grounds. Very different from either is

St. Augustine's position. To the first

man, he says, a grace was given " without

which he could not abide [in ^race] if he

willed ; but to will was left in his own

power." After the fall, God gives " to

those on whom He seed good to bestow it

an assistance so great and of such a nature

that we do will." "The first freedom of

the will consisted in the power not to sin

(posse non peccare) ; the last is to be much

greater, not to be able to sin (non posse

peccare)." " One is the help without

which a thing is not done [i.e. grace of

perseverance before the fall], and another

the help by which a thing is done " (" De

Corrept. et Gratia," cap. xi. xii.). But,

clearly, Scotus is far further removed

from St. Augustine. Kindred to his

teaching on the freedom of the will is the

tenet of Scotus that " man without grace

may avoid all mortal sin" against the

uatural law. Again, whereas St. Thomas

places final beatitude in the intellect

which knows God, Scotus attributes it to

the will which loves God.1 (4) Scotus,

against St. Thomas, denies that the immor

tality of the soul can be proved by reason;

and he separates, by a much sharper line

than St. Thomas, natural from super

natural theology. (5) Scotus held it

"more probable that the Blessed Virgin

never contracted original sin, and he

proved this belief consistent with the

fact that she was redeemed by Christ.

(6) He taught that the Word would

have become man, even had there been

no fall ; that the merits of Christ were

not infinite in themselves and from the

union of his human nature with the

Word, but only from the acceptation of

them as infinite on the part of God.

Consequently, he denied the infinite value

of the sacrifice of the Mass. (7) With

respect to the Sacraments, his treatment

of the mystery of the Eucharist differs

on a multitude of subtle points from that

of St. Thomas (Werner, p. 283 seq.). It

is more interesting to observe that he re

jected the Thomist doctrine of physical,

and admitted only a moral, efficacy in the

Sacraments. [For an explanation of this,

see Sacraments ; and for the Scotist doc

trine on the matter and form of Penance,

see the article.] (8) On moral points,

two doctrines of Scotus may be noted

here. St. Thomas denied that any de

liberate action, however indifferent in

itself, could be reallv indifferent at the

time it was done. Either the action was

referred to a good end and so morally

good, or not so referred and therefore

evil. Scotists rejected this reasoning,

and held that the end, and therefore the

action, might be indifferent. The other

point is connected with the principles of

toleration. Scotus, against St. Thomas,

held it lawful to take away the children

of Jews by force, baptise, and educate

them as Christians.

The Scotist philosophy and theology

are now, we believe, abandoned, or all

but abandoned, in his own order. But

many of his opinions have been adopted

—e.g. by the eclecticism of some Jesuit

theologians (e.g. ou the moral efficacy of

the sacraments ; on grace, to a certain

extent)—and have exercised an enduring

influence. His opinion on the Immaculate

Conception finally prevailed, and his

theory on the Incarnation has recom

mended itself, as a philosophical view of

that mystery, even to writers of name

1 " The fundamental position of Scotus in

psychology and ethics was this : Voluntas est

superior intellect*" (Ueberweg, he. cit. p. 456).
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outside the Church. His differences from

St. Thomas served the useful purpose of

maintaining intellectual life and prevent

ing a servile adherence to that great

author.1

(This article is drawn chiefly frnm

Werner, "Johannes Duns Scotus," Wien,

1881. It forms the first volume of his

"Scholastik des spateren Mittelalrers.")

SCOTTISH CATHOXXCS. The

Gospel was originally announced in

Scotland by three principal teachers, St.

Ninian, St. Kentigern, and St. Columba.

The first, a Briton, who had been care-

ully instructed at Rome,2 fixed his see

at Whithern in Galloway, and thence

evangelised the Southern Picts^ His

death is placed in 432. St. Kentigern or

Mungo, a Strath-Clyde Briton, became

the first bishop of Glasgow, and in the

course of a long episcopate planted the

faith firmly in Strath-Clyde, and helped

to root out paganism, dying about 603.

St. Columba (Colmcille), an Irish monk,

founded Iona (063), and planted Chris

tianity among the northern Picts—i.e.

in the Hebrides, and in the Northern

and Western Highlands. For more than

a thousand years only one religion was

known in Scotland, that taught by the

Catholic Church, and the immense good

done by it. is acknowledged even by

enemies. A Protestant historian ' draws

a glowing picture of the state of the

country before the Reformation, covered

over as it was by a network of well-

planned institutions, and adorned with

magnificent ecclesiastical and monastic

buildings, where learning was prized and

art encouraged—where the hungry were

fed and the miserable consoled. One

special service which the land owed to its

clergy was the removal or mitigation of

slavery. " The priesthood set the first

example of mitigating domestic slavery—

that curse and disgrace of the middle

1 The Sacred Congregation, bv order of

Pau. V., declared the doctrine of Scotus free

from censure, and torbade anyone to presume to

prohibit the printing of any book known as

his (Vivir, Dap. 50, 6, n. 5 ; Franzelin, De Den
Trinoet C'no, thesis 40). Scotus, as U eberweg

points out, was a critical rather than a creative

genius. His early mathematical training made

him impatient of demonstration which was not

rigorous ; and. accepting the Church's doctrine,

he dismisses many Thomist arguments in its

favour. Just in the same way, Kant accepted

the convictions of the moral sense and of the

"religious consciousness," while he rejected the

proofs which Leibuitz thought valid.

* Beda, Hist. Eccl. iii. 4.
s Russell, History of tlie Chui-ch in Scotland,

ages—having emancipated all the bond

men belonging to their estates, before the

lay proprietors could be taught either the

advantage or the obligation" 1 of diving so.

In the art. Presbyterians the re

ligious revolution of 1500 was described.

The perfervulum rniienium of the Scotch

was not content with the establishment of

the Knoxian system, unless the old faith

was proscribed at the same time. Tytler 5

describes the anti-Catholic legislation of

1560 as consisting mainly of three acts.

" The first abolished the Papal supremacy

in the realm ; the second re|iealed all pre

vious acts in favour of Popery ; the third

enacted that any person hearing or saying

Mass should sutler for the first ollence

confiscation of his property, for the second,

banishment, and for the third, death.'

Surprise has often been expressed at the

feebleness of the resistance offered. But

we may assume that the bishops knew

their countrymen, and felt that resistance

would no longer avail. The pride and

overweening self-confidence of the Scottish

character had become irrevocably engaged

on the wrong side : and the great majority

of the active spirits were favourable to

change. For men so obstinate, so self-

satisfied, so intensely and enthusiasticallv

bent on having their own way, after they

bad once turned out of the pnth of Catho

lic obedience, it was impossible, human] v

apeaking, to return to it. Error must

take its course ; the Scottish people must

test to the very utmost the system which

it had preferred to the Catholic faith ; and

not till the proud edifice of Presbytery

had been shivered to pieces, and its am

bitious discipline become a laughing-stock,

would the possibility of a Catholic re

action arise.3

1 Russell, History of the Church in Scotland.

i. 277

3 Quoted in Dublin Review, vol. xxvii. p.

481 ; see also Robertsons Hist, of SeotL book

iii.

' Mr. Hill Burton (Hint of Scot!, v. 204)

says that Scottish Presbyterians at the present

day are split up into a number of sects, all

tracing their descent from tti3 Kirk of 1580,

"of which every Presbyterian communion in

Scor.laud"—and thero are some that "count

their a.lherents by hundreds'*—" professes to

be the representative, and the only legitimate

representative, all others who profess that title

being impostors." Some of these sects sre—

besides the Established Church and the Free

Church—the United Presbyterians, the Free

Presbyterian Church, the United Original

Seces.sion Church, the Keformed Presbyterian

Church of Scotland, the "John Knox " Church

of Scotland. &c. (See Edinburgh and Glasgow

Directories.)
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The head of the Scottish hierarchy,

Archbishop Hamilton, of St. Andrew's,

was executed by order of the Recent

Lennox in 1571. The last survivor of

the bishops dispossessed in 1500 was

James Betoun, archbishop of Glasgow;

he died at Paris, in his eighty- sixth year,

in 1603. Till 1023 the Scottish clergy

were subjected to the jurisdiction of the

archpriests of England, and afterwards to

that of local prefects of the Mission.

From 1653 to 10!U Church affairs were

administered by three prefects-apostolic,

W. Bannatyne, A.Dunbar, and J. Walker.

The first vicar-apostolic was Thomas

Nicholson, who w.is consecrated in 1695,

and arrived in Scotland in 1697, finding

only twenty-live priests in the whole

country.

The names of twelve or thirteen

Scottish noblemen are recorded iu 1583,

and again in 1592, as belonging to the

Catholic party ; the chief of these was

the Earl of Huutly. The contemptible

character of James VI. suggested various

plots and enterprises to turbulent men of

all parties during the twenty years pre

ceding his succession to the English crown.

In these affairs the Catholic party was

mixed up, but with no permanent result.

About 1690, the state of things was this:

All the northern part of Scotland, in

cluding the counties of Inverness, Caith

ness, Sutherland, and Aberdeen, with

Forfarshire on the east, and Wigtonshire

and Nithsdale in the south, were for the

most part in the interests of the Catholic

party, and led by noblemen professing that

laitti.1 Negotiations were opened between

Huntly, Erroll, Angus, and others on the

one side, and Philip II. on the other;

Jesuit missionaries were the interme

diaries; even after the failure of the

Armada it was hoped that a Spanish

army of 30,000 men might be landed on

the south-west coast of Scotland, and,

covered by a force of cavalry to be raised

by the Scotch Catholic lords, march south

into England to put down the government

of Elizabeth.' This was known as the

affair of the " blanks," because Huntly,

Erroll, &c, put their names to blank sheets

of paper, on the understanding that above

their signatures the particulars of the

enterprise should be inserted, according

1 Statement of Burghley given by Tytler

in his HUlory j quoted in the Month for January

1878.

* " A Discoverie of the unnatural and

traiternus C nspinieie of Scottish Papists,"

black letter, Lond. 1593.

to what might be agreed upon between

the King of Spain and Fr. W. Creighton,

the Jesuit rector of Louvain.

The General Assembly never ceased to

press upon the Government the execution

of the penal laws against Catholics.

Ordinary intolerance might be passed

over, but one of their proposals, made to

James I. in 100S, calls for some remark.

It was " that the sans of noblemen pro

fessing Popery should be committed to

the custody of [such ofj their friends as

are sound in religion." 1 The penal legisla

tion of England and Ireland, bad as it

was, never so absolutely ignored parental

authority as it was proposed to do on

this occasion.2 Among the many forms

of oppression which Catholics had to

bear, not the least intolerable was that

which was described as " planting wise

pastors." A Catholic family was com

pelled to give hospitality to a minister,

who of course constituted himself a spy

on all their movements, and was em

powered to " catechize their families twice

a d iv." (Chambers, " Domestic Annals

of Scotland," i. 351.)

About 1612 the Jesuits and other

missionaries were very active ; many

conversions were made and apostasies

repaired. The Government and the Pro

testant clergy, both Episcopalian and

Presbyterian, were somewhat disturbed.

Two Jesuit missioners, Fathers Moffat

and Ogilvie, were arrested : the former,

after a term of imprisonment, was banished;

the latter, being plied with entangling

.questions on the Pope's deposing power

by the King's order, and not answering

satisfactorily, was condemned to be

hanged, drawn, and quartered (1015) ;

and the sentence was carried out. How

ever, it is only just to the General

Assembly to say that they appear to have

been averse to shedding blood : especially

after experience had proved that modes

of persecution which just stopped short

of killing were more effectual than death

itself. Banishment from Scotland, with

threat of death or perpetual imprisonment

in case of return, was the usual penalty

both for priests and laymen. Being joined

to a greater or less confiscation of pro

perty, and rigorously carried out year

after year, this policy of banishment

> The Month, vol. xiii. p. 90.

9 In Ireland the son* of Catholic landowners
■were taicen from the mother's control when the

father had died leaving them under age. hut

not otherwise. (See Lecky's /icf. of tim

XVlllth Century.)

C
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brought the Catholic party to a state

of extreme weakness and distress. In

1041 Father Mambrecht was the only

priest left in all the South of Scotland ;

whereas in England, for years before that

date, the penal laws had been slackly

executed, and Catholics were going

openly to Mass in London down to the

meeting of the Long Parliament. The

same unrelenting bigotry pursued and

hunted down every symptom of the

revival of Catholic worship till far down

in the eighteenth century. As if all

truth had come into the world with John

Knox, and existed not outside of their

own sect, the ministers rejected with

indignation the " toleration " and " liberty

of conscience " preached by the Indepen

dents, and reminded the lukewarm English

th it their Parliament had joined in the

same covenant with the Scots for the re

form of religion, "with the extirpation of

Popery, Prelacie, and all belonging to that

hierarchie." 1 In 1085 James II. vainly

besought the Scottish estates to relax the

penal laws against the Catholics. He

then suspended these laws by an exercise

of the prerogative, brought over several

Jesuits to Edinburgh, and ordered the

chapel of Holyrood to be fitted up for

the celebration of Mass. This transient

gleam was soon extinguished by the

devolution. Under Anne the magistrates

must in some places have been tolerant;

for we find the General Assembly in 1713

complaining that the Catholics had set up

" openly in divers places their idolatrous

worship, notwithstanding the penal laws

which stand in force against them."2

With no little effrontery, considering that

they and their predecessors had allowed

no Catholic to live in peace in Scotland

for a hundred and fifty years past, the

ministers attribute to their victims " the

hellish design of extirpating the Protest

ant religion, under the name of the

Northern heresie." The son and grand

son of James II., in the risings of 1715

and 1745, found great support in the

more ardent loyalty of those Highland

clans which had retained the ancient

faith. The failure of the attempt of 1745

was disastrous to Catholic interests in

Scotland. At that time, says Archbishop

Strain,' " not only individuals, but many

1 Scots* Declaration against the Toleration

of Sects. Ifi48.

' A Seasonable Warning, &c, issued by the

Gen. Assembly, 1713.

5 In the Memoir prefixed to the Works of

Bishop Hay, 1878-3.

entire families fell away from their re

ligion." Deep inroads were mode in the

Catholicity of the North through the fall

of many heads of clans and great land

holders, whose example was usually imi

tated in good faith by their simple

followers. "The territory inhabited l>y

the western Celts was portioned off', like a

chess-board," 1 into Catholic and Calvinist

districts. In the South the resolution of

those holding nuthority to repress any

Catholic manifestation was so well known

that the attempt was seldom made.

There were but seven Jesuits in all Scot

land when the order was suppressed.

Aberdeenshire was perhaps the county in

which religion was least persecuted ; the

noble house of Gordon (Enrls of Huntly)

always "gave ready shelter to priests";

and we read of " an inaccessible college

of priests living like a band of robber* in

the wilds of Glenlivet."2 A storm of

reviling swept over Scotland when it was

announced (1778) that the Government,

which the turn that events had taken in

America had seriously alarmed, was bring

ing in a bill to relax the penal laws. A

multitude of addresses, protests, declara

tions, and overtures, from every kirk-ses

sion, presbytery, and synod in the kingdom,

poured in upon the Parliament at West

minster, in order to arrest them in their

wild career. These were collected in a

neat volume of 350 pages ; * in the intro

duction to which the existence of an

" insidious design " to tolerate Jesuit* and

seminary priests was deplored, and the

legal safeguards were declared insecure

which forbade "the very danfrerous privi

lege of Papists' enjoying heritable pro

perty." In 1731 the Vicariate which had

been established in 1094 was divided into

two districts, the Lowland and Highland.

A Papal rescript of 1827 erected three

Vicariates—the Eastern, the Western, and

the Northern. "This last arrangement

remained in force till the re-establishment

of the hierarchy bv the Apostolic letter

' Ex supremo,' March 4, 1878." (" Cath.

Dir. for Scot.")

In the article on English Catholics

it was mentioned that the shock of the

rioting and destruction at London in 1780

was more than the aged frame of Challoner

could bear. Bishop Hay, vicar-apostolic

for Scotland, had a rather narrow escape

at the same time. He had lately com-

1 Burton, viii. 429.

« lb.

5 Scotland's Opposition to tke Popisk Bill,

1780.
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pleted a chapel and house, from the

exterior of which, however, ever}- mark

of their ecclesiastical use was carefully

banished, in Chalmers' Clo9e, High Street,

Edinburgh. In the February of 1770 the

excitement against the Catholic Relief

Bill was at its height. Returning from

a journey the bishop found the High

Street occupied by an enormous crowd.

He asked a woman what it meant; she

replied, " Oh, sir, we are burning the

Popish chapel, and we only wish we had

the bishop to throw him into the fire." 1

The bishop after a time succeeded in

obtaining some compensation for the pro

perty burnt and destroyed ; but he did

not venture to rebuild the chapel ; that

was only done by Bishop Cameron, three

years after Dr. Hay's death, in 1814.

During the last half century the

Catholic population of Scotland has been

largely augmented by an Irish immigra

tion, consequent on the demand for labour

arising at great industrial centres like

Glasgow and Paisley. In 1878 the Holy

See judged in its wisdom that the time

had arrived for restoring to Scotland some

of those ancient sees which had been

vacant for nearly three hundred years.

The mitre of St. Andrew's was now con

ferred on Bishop Strain, of the Eastern

district, with the title of "Archbishop of

St. Andrew's and Edinburgh." The arch

diocese of Glasgow, which formerly had

four suffi-Rgan sees, was committed to Mgr.

Eyre, translated from the Western district.

The sees of Aberdeen, Dunkeld, Galloway,

and Argyll, which had all been vacant,

since the Reformation, were resuscitated

at the same time, and made suffragan to

St. Andrew's. Bishop J. Macdonald was

translated to Aberdeen from the Northern

district; to Argyll the old see of "The

Isles " was annexed. The number of

priests, secular and regular, having cure

of souls in Scotland rather exceeds three

hundred. The Catholic population appears

to number about 320,000 souls.'

SCRUTINY (scrutinium). An ex

amination of those who were about to

receive baptism as to their faith and

dispositions. They were taught the Creed

and the Lord's Prayer, exorcised, &c,

during those scrutinies. The days ap

pointed for the different scrutinies varied

in different places. At Home the Creed

was given to the catechumens on the

Wednesday of the fourth week in Lent

{traditio tymboli), and thoy made profes-

1 Archbisliop Strain's Memoir.
• Cath. Directory for Scotland, 1888.

' sion of faith (redditio tymboli) on Holy

Saturday. In the Roman Church, under

Pope Siricius, there were apparently

three scrutinies only ; at a later dato,

seven ; then, when baptism was seldom

given except to infants, the number fell

again to three, and from the beginning of

the twelfth century—as infants were bap

tised soon after birth, even if there was no

apprehension of death, and not, as formerly,

at Easter and Pentecost—the ceremonies

of the scrutiny were joined, as in our

present Ritual, to the actual baptism.

The Gelasian Sacramentary contains four

Masses "proscrutiniiselectorum." (Char-

don, " Hist, des Sacr." torn. i. ; " Bap-

teme," P. I. ch. vii. viii.)

SEAl or AITAB. [See Altar.]

BEAI OF CONFESSION. The

obligation of keeping absolutely secret

knowledge gained through sacramental

confession. It rests on the natural law

which binds 113 to keep secrets communi

cated in confidence, and on the ecclesiasti

cal law, which, as we shall see, forbids,

under most severe penalties, any revelation

of sins confessed sacramentally. But it

also arises from the positive divine law,

and, as Suarez points out, the obligation

of the seal is probably connatural, and

belongs to the very essence of the sacra

ment of Penance. In other words, Christ

did not impose the obligation of confess

ing mortal sins committed after baptism

and then add a protective law binding

the priest to secrecy, but the obligation of

the seal follows necessarily from the

nature of confession as instituted by Him;

otherwise, Penance, which is the ministry

of mercy and reconciliation, would become

a burden intolerable to mankind. What

the priest hears in sacramental confession,

he hears not as a mere man, but as one

who stands in God's place. He must not

by word, or look, or change of conduct

remind the penitent himself of anything

he has beard, much less convey such

knowledge to others. To do so is sacri

lege, excusable by no advantage to him

self, to the public, or even to the penitent.

The law admits of no exception, except

where the penitent fm.'ly gives the con

fessor leave to use his knowledge. Not

only sins however slight, but moral or

natural weaknesses, sins of accomplices

all that may bring the penitent into

trouble, or contempt, or suspicion of any

sort, fall, if known through confession,

under the sacramental seal. A priest

might break the seal, in certain circum

stances, merely by admitting that a per

80 I
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son has confessed to him ; or, again, even

if there be no danger of suspicion fixing

itself on any individual, by revelations

which might bring bad repute or suspicion

on a community or a certain number of

men

The first express mention of the seal

of confession, so far as we know, occurs

in Canon 20 of the Armenian Synod at

Uovin, in 527. It anathematises any

priest who breaks the seal (Ilefele, "(?on-

cil." vol. ii. p. 718). In the West, there

is no mention of penalties for breaking

the seal till very late ; probably because

such a sacrilege was scarcely thought

possible. There is a decree attributed to

a Pope Gregory (as Morinus conjectures,

Gregory VII.), and quoted by the Master

of the Sentences and Gratian (Can.

" Sacerdos," 2, causa .'53, qu. 8, dist. 6),
•which sentences a confessor guilty of this

crime to deposition and to perpetual and

ignominious pilgrimage. The Fourth

Lateran Council (" Extra, de Poenit. et

Remiss. ; " Const. " Omnis utriusque

sexus ") condemns such a priest to depo

sition and perpetual imprisonment in a

monastery. The sanctity of the seal is

further recognised by all the Oriental

sects (Denzinger, " Rit. Orient." vol. i. p.

101), and their canon law threatens with

the most severe punishments those who

break it. True, a law of Peter the Great

requires Russian confessors to reveal the

confessions of those who are guilty of

treason or of palming off fictitious mira

cles, unless they desist ; but such a law

only proves how completely the Russian

church has become the slave of the

State.

In one respect, modern are stricter

than meditoval theologians with respect

to the seal. St. Thomas (" Suppl." xi. 1,

ad 3) says an abbot who knows from the

confession of his prior that the office is

an occasion of ruin to him may, on some

excuse, relieve him of his office, if he

will not resign it willingly, provided

always there is no danger of the confes

sion being revealed. According to St.

Liguori ("Theol. Moral." lib. vi. n. 05(3),

this is the doctrine of St. Bonaventure

and Alexander of Hales, but he adds

that it can on no account be put in prac

tice, and this seems to be certain from the

eleventh of the Propositions condemned

in 1G82 by Innocent XI.

SECRET. Either secreta, neut pi.

" secret things," or secreta oratio, a prayer

or prayers said by the celebrant in a low

voice, which cannot be heard except by

himself, after the Offertory and before the

Preface. Hence, in some old Missals it

is entitled " Super oblate."

The Reformers objected to the practice

of saying the Secrets and nearly all the

Canon inaudibly, and great disputes on

the matter arose in the French church at

the beginning of the eighteenth century.

About 1709, when the Missal was revised

for the diocese of Meaux at the order of

BUhop Bissy (five yenrs later, Cardinal),

the new edition appeared with an

" Amen," preceded by an R iu red at the

end of the different prayers in the Canon ;

and the Rubric requiring the prayers to

be said " iu a low voice " (submissa voce)

was exDlaiued by the additional clause—

" i.e.. without singin* " (i.e. tine cantu).

The chapter (Jan. 29, 1710) and the

bishop (m a mandement two or three

days later) repudiated all complicity in

the change, and the copies of the Missal

were again corrected by episcopal au

thority. But the innovation of saying

the Secrets and Canon aloud, which had

been previously condemned by Savary,

bishop of Seez, in a mandement of 1698,

was eagerly defended and adopted by a

number of priests secular and regular,

and this number was constantly increasing

in lie Brun's time. This great scholar

has written an elaborate treatise on the

subject, which forms the eighth volume

of iiis " Explication de la Messe." The

following are the chief points which he

establishes.

(1) The Meaning of the word " Se-

creta."—Bossuet (" Explic. des Prieres de

la Messe," n. 2) suggested that the word

came from secretio, as missa from missio,

&c, either because said over the obla

tions, which were then separated from

the rest of the bread offered, or because

said after the separation of the catechu

mens from the faithful. This derivation,

adopted as certain by Vert, is proved

false by Le Brun. Neither secretio nor

I secemere is used for the dismissal of cate

chumens. Besides, the adjective sense of

secreta—i.e. "secret"—is fixed by the

ancient Sacramentary of Bobbio and the

Ordo Romanus, which have "collectio

secrete," " dicta oratione secrete," and by

the old liturgical writers—e.g. Amalarius,

who says: "Secreta nominator quia se-

creto dicitur."

(2) The present Discipline of the

Church makes it unlawful for any cele

brant (except bishops in the Mass of Or-

dinntion) to say the Secrets or Canon

audibly. The Council of Trent (sess.
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xxii. De Sacr. MiBS.) approves the custom

of saying some parts of the Mass in a

*' more elevated," others in a low, voice,

and (canon 9) anathematises those who

assert that such a custom is " to be con

demned.'' The French innovators ex

plained away these words, as we have

already seen. But both Sarpi and Palla-

vicino understand the Council to mean

secret prayer, inaudible to others ; so did

St. Charles ; so do the most celebrated

commentators on the Rubrics, Gavantus

and Quarti. Lastly, there is an authori

tative interpretation of the words tub-

muna voce in the Roman Missal prescriled

by Pius V. The priest is to say the

secret prayers so low as not to be heard

by those around (Rub. Gen. a. ](!).

This settles the question of practice.

Ecclesiastics are free to think as tliey

please on the historical question about the

date at which the usage began ; but they

must keep the law as it stands.

(31 The Antiquity of the Usage.—

Cardinal Bona believed that the Secrets

and Canon were said audibly till the tenth

century. His reason was that the faithful

used to answer " Amen " after the words

of Consecration, and that Florus, who

lived in the ninth century, is the last

writer who mentions this response. That

the people did answer " Amen " after the

Consecration is an unquestionable fact ;

but there is no reason to believe that they

did, and many weighty reasons for think

ing that they did not, do so immediately

after the words of consecration were

uttered. Neither in the old Gallican

Missal edited by Thomasius, nor in the

first Ordo Ronianus, nor in any of the

Missals older than the twelfth century

examined by Le Brun, is any "Amen"

marked till after the " Per omnia stecula

steoulorum " which ends the Canon and

precedes the Pater Noster. All the

Oriental liturgies distinguish the prayers

to be said aloud from those which are

uttered in an under-tone. True, the

modern Greeks say the words of conse

cration in a loud voice, but this custom

was introduced by a constitution of

Justinian (Novella 132, cap. 6, quoted

by Le Brun), and even now the Greeks

say the rest of the (-anon in an under

tone. Add to all this, that the Canon of

the Muss was never committed to writing

in the first four centuries; that St. Cyril
of Alexandria ('• In Jonnn." lib. xii. apud

Le Brun) speaks of the doors of the

sanctuary which were closed ; St. Chrj'-

sostom of the curtain drawn during the

Consecration, and we shall scarcely doubt

that Le Brun is right in claiming imme

morial antiquity for our present use. We

may quote, in conclusion, two other

authorities. Martene, in a letter to Le

Brun (March 27, 172U), tells hiiu he has

! treated the question in a manner which

i leaves no room for reply, and he says

: Mabillon, who was his master, always

j held that the Canon had never been said

audibly in the Latin Church. The names

of Mabillon, Martene, and Le Brun are

probably the very greatest which could be

adduced in such a controversy. Nor can

any valid objection be made on general

grounds to the practice of the Church.

It is tilting in every way that the priest,

in these solemn moments, should speak in

the ears of God alone, and that the

faithful should meditate in reverent silence

on that great mystery of our redemption

which is represented, continued, and ap

plied in the sacrifice of the Mass.

BECVLAS CLERGY (sceculum, the

world). From St. Cyprian downwards,

the terms siti-ulum, 8<?<!ularis, were habit u

ally used by Christian writers to express

| the world outside the Church, and the

spirit of that world. In proportion as the

monastic institution grew and spread it

self, the contrast between the cloister or

the cell and life outside of these was

more vividly realised, and when the pro

fession of Christianity had become general,

the contrast was no longer between

saculum and ecclesia, but between the

secular or worldly and the monastic or

regular life. To the clergy of all ranks

and orders serving Christ in the world,

not bound by vows or by a rule of life,

the term " secular " seems to have been

first applied in the twelfth centurv.

Honorius II. (1125) permitted the monks

of Cluny to give their habit to secular

clerks who desired to join them ; laicot,

seu clerical scrcvlares . . . ad concersionetn

suscijtere.1 (I)ucange, Savulum.)

SECUZ.AK.xs.a.TXOX'. The extinc-

tionof the titleby which property, whether

real or personal, is held by the Church,

and the placing of that property at the

disposal of the secular power. It is

obvious that sticn extinction of title can

not justly take eflect except with the con

sent of the Holy See, as representing the

whole Church. Historically, such consent

has seldom been asked or obtained; the

utmost concession to equity that civil

governments are accustomed to make in

such a case is to enter into a treaty with

1 Thomassio, ii. 1, 10, 7.
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the Holy See for regulating the compensa

tion, generally a most inadequate one,

awarded to the clergy, secular or regular,

whose property has been secularised.

This hag been done [Concordat] in

France, Austria, and Catholic countries

generally. In Kngland, Ireland, Sweden,

Denmark, and Holland, no compensation

for the expropriation of Church property

has ever been made.

The principal European secularisations

have taken place in the following order :

Sweden, 1527; England, 1534-8; Den

mark, 1C36; North Germany, 1621-1648;

France, 1790. In Germany the great

secularisation took place in 1803, when the

territories of the three ecclesiastical Elec

tors, the Prince-Archbishops of Cologne,

Mentz, and Treves, with those of an

immense number of bishops and convents,

were apportioned among the German

sovereigns as indemnity for the loss which

the Empire had sustained at the Peace of

Lune\ille, through the cession of the left

bank of the Rhine to France. Spain,

1835-0; Italy, 1851-1882.

8EMIARIAHS. [See Arianb.]

SEMXSOTTBX.B. [See Feasts.]

seminaet. A school or college

for the training of young persons destined

for the priesthood. Under the headings

Schools and Universities will he found

seme account of the methods employed by

the Church to impart this training, and to

adapt it to the changing circumstances of

European society, in the primitive times

and during the middle ages. In the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the

university system was greatly extended ;

faculties of theology were everywhere

erected in them ; and the old monastic or

cathedral schools, of the success of which

Bee, Fleury, York, Rheims, and Cologne,

bad given brilliant examples, fell into

decay. In the sixteenth century many

of the existing universities, coming al

together under Protestant influences, were

lost to the Church ; and even in the re

mainder a spirit of disaffection or doubt

was rife, which made them ill adapted

to nourish and protect that pure and

peaceful ecclesiastical temper in which it

is so desirable that the future servants of

the sanctuary should be reared. The

Fathers of Trent, comprehending in their

full bearing the difficulties and confusion's

of the time, and providing with equal

piety and wisdom the suitable remedies,

resolved that, so far as in them lay, no

Catholic diocese should in future be with

out regular and permanent means for

supplying itself from generation to genera

tion with pastors carefully trained to meet

its spiritual needs. They accordingly

ordered that the metropolitan of every

province, and the bishop of every diocese,

should establish at some suitable place

(if there were no institution of the kind

already existing) a college or seminary,

into which a certain number of boys of

not less than twelve years of age, bom in

wedlock, able to read and write, and

giving some promise of perseverance in

the service of the Church, should be

admitted. The sons of poor parents were

to he preferred ; but the rich, provided

that they paid their own expenses, were

not to be excluded. The tonsure was to

be given, and the ecclesiastical dress to be

worn from the very first. All branches

of study—such as the ecclesiastical chant,

the ritual, the administration of sacra

ments, and especially what relates to the

tribunal of Penance—which contribute to

form a well-instructed priest, were to be

taught to the students ; besides, of course,

Holy Scripture and theology. The rule

aut disee aut dixcede was to be strictly

enforced. The management of the semin

ary was to be in the hands of the bishop

and two of the senior canons. On the

important question of "ways and means"

the Council was full and precise, ordering

that the prebends of canons and the

revenues of ecclesiastical benefices of

every description should be taxed to the

extent required for the sustentation of the

institution. Two poor dioceses might

unite to found one seminary ; and a rich

diocese might found more than one within

its own limits.

The wish of the Council was but

partially fulfilled. In France seminaries

arose in every direction before the Revolu

tion ; the fame of St. Sulpice, founded by

M. Olier about 1650, became European;

but the Revolution swept away every

thing. The last sixty years have witnessed

the refounding of the seminaries in most

of the dioceses of France, in the sbape

both of grands ttminairet, which give

the final training, and ofpttitt stminairn,

which, besides providing for the earlier

stages of the ecclesiastical training, give

an excellent general education to all boys

admitted into them, whether intending

to become priests or not. In Germany

various obstacles have all along impeded

the execution of the Council's decree.

The usual practice has been for cleri

cal students to pass two or three years at

a university, and afterwards one year or
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even less in an episcopal seminary, to ac

quire special professional knowledge. Of

this mode of meeting the exigencies of the

problem, so ditlerent from that appointed

by the Council, Pius VII., in a brief dated

August 10, 1810, expressed his disapproba

tion.1 Recently, we believe, the German

hiedops have made great advances towards

the introduction of the seminary system.

In Ireland, besides the great seminary

of Maynooth, there would appear' to

he eight diocesan seminaries, and at least

as many diocesan colleges, tbeecclesiastical

students from which go up to Maynooth to

receive their final preparation for the

priesthood. In England and Scotland

there appear to be as yet only three dio

cesan seminaries in the strict sense. In

the U. S. many dioceses have their

own sominary,3 though some make use

of the seminaries established in richer

dioceses, or send their students for the

priesthood abroad. But there is a de

sire in all the dioceses to op^en their own

seminary when able to bear the expense.

BSMIFELAGIAVISM. A heresy

which arose from reaction against the

doctrine of St. Augustine on grace and

predestination. The Semipelagians did

not go so far as Pelagius, and they held

their errors, so far as can be known, with

out any intention of rejecting Catholic

doctrine. Thoy were not considered

heretics; on the contrary, St. Augustine

and St. Prosper speak of them as

" brethren," " holy men," &c, though

their doctrine was undoubtedly heretical.

Contention arose among the monks of

Adrumetum, occasioned by Augustine's

letter to Sixtus, priest, afterwards bishop,

of Rome in 418. To these monks Augus

tine in 426 addressed two letters (" Ad

Valentin. Abbat. et Monach. Adrumet."),

and sent along with them his little work

" On Grace and Free-will," and afterwards

another "De Correptioneet Gratia," which

Cardinal Noris calls the key to the whole

doctrine of the saint. But in the follow

ing year St. Augustine had to write to

Vitalis, " a certain learned man in the

Carthaginian church," who held that

"right belief in God and assent to the

Gospel was not the gift of God but of

ourselves—that is, from our own will."

(August. " Ep. ad Vital." ad init.) Here

we have Semipelagianism appearing in a

definite form. Further, Augustine learnt

i Wetzer and Welte.

• See Irish Catholic Directory for 1883.

•Some dioceses unite on one—e.g. 8t

Joseph's Sominary, Troy, N. Y.

from the letters of Prosper and Hilarius

that his book " De Oorreptione et Gratia "

had met with great opposition among the

monks of Marseilles. These letters are

extant, and give a very clear and coherentac

count of the Semipelagian tenets which are

often called the heresy of the Massilienses.

The monks objected to the Augustinian

doctrine that the number of the elect was

absolutely fixed by the decree of God.

They made predestination the mere fore

knowledge of God that some would, others

would not, persevere. They also held

that God allowed some infants to die

without baptism, some adults without

hearing the Gospel, only because He knew

they would have made no use of these

graces had they been offered. Again,

admitting that " all mankind perished in

Adam and could not be freed from that

state by their own free will," that "no

one was able in his own strength to begin,

much less to finish any [good] work."

they still maintained that the wish to be

healed, the beginning of faith " if not

entire faith," must proceed from the good

use of the natural faculties. Christ was

the physician, but the desire to be healed

by Him was natural and human. ,:To

that grace through which we are new

born in Christ, mau comes by natural

power, by seeking, asking, knocking."

Lastly, they denied that God gave not

only the power to persevere, but also

perseverance itself (" ut eis perseverantia

ipsa donetur ''). These two letters, from

which the words in inverted commas are

taken, are eminently trustworthy, for they

speak of the Massilienses not only with

courtesy but even with reverence. St,

Augustine replied by sending his two

books, " De Predestinatione Sanctorum "

and " De Dono Perseverantia;," written

in 428 or 429. It was at this time that

Oassian finished the writingofhis "XXIV.

Conferences " (begun in 423, finished in

428). He had come to Provence about

409, and having been ordained priest,

founded two monasteries, one for men. the

other for women. He is regarded as the

founder of the celebrated abbey of St.

Victor at Marseilles, and is said to have

had 5,000 monks under him. His "Con

ferences " have always had a high reputa

tion in the Church. But in them we find

Semipelagianism in its most developed

and offensive form. " Not only," says

Petavius (" De Pelag. et Semipelag.

H«r." cap. vii.), "did he attribute the

beginning of good-will to the will of

man, but even ascribed to it remarkable
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and heroic virtues." Thus in Oollat. xiii.

cap. 14, he supposes that God "withdrew

his hand " from Job and left him to

obtain an actual victory over Satan in his

own strength. So he asserts that

the centurion's faith which Christ praises

(Matt, viii.) was due to his natural efforts;

else he says Christ would not have praised

it, and would have said, not " I have

not found Buch faith in Israel," but " I

have not given such faith in Israel."

Cassian was attacked by St. Prosper in

his " Liber Adversus Collatoreui," written

about 4.'i"2 or rather later. It is specially

directed against Conference XIII. already

referred to.

Before this, in 431, Pope Celestine,

appealed to by Prosper and Hilarius, had

addressed a letter of capital importance

to Venerius, bishop of Marseilles, and the

other bishops of Gaul. The Pope, though

he speaks of St. Augustine as one whom

previous Popes had always reckoned

" among the best masters," carefully ab

stains from insisting on many points in

the Augustinian doctrine of grace and

predestination which had been regarded,

and most naturally, as " hard sayings "

by the Semipelagians. But he teaches

emphatically (1) that "the will is pre

pared by God," that " every holy thought,

good counsel, movement of the will comes

from God," that only through his grace

we " begin to will and to do any good,"

that lie acts in us in order "that we

may do and will what He wills " ; (2)

that " no one, except through Christ, can

use his free will aright," that none can

overcome temptation " save through God's

dailv help"; ('■'•) that "we must refer

final perseverance to the grace of Christ."

The«e statements, he adds, are enough ;

while he does not despise, he declines to

enter on, the " deeper and harder parts of

the questions which present themselves "

(Celest. " Ad Episc. Gall." ep. 21).

The controversy entered on its last

stage about 475. The Predestinationist

heresy appeared for the first time in the

person of Lucidus, a priest, and a certain

Monimus of Africa. We have little

accurate information about these heretics.

Lucidus seems to have denied free-will,

and to have held that men were lost by

no will of their own and simply because

they were reprobate by the divine decree.

He was opposed by Faustus, abbot of

Lerins, and afterwards bishop of Biez, and

submitted after he had been condemned

by two councils at Aries and Lyons (pro

bably in 475 ; see Hefele, " Concil." vol.

ii. p. 597 teq.). But Faustus, in his two

books " De Gratia Dei et Humane Mentis

Libero Arbitrio," showed himself a Semi-

pelagian, and Scythian monks laid the

matter before Pope Hormisdas and then

before Fulgentius of Ruspe and other

African bishops who had talien refuge in

Sardinia, and who anathematised Faustus

in 523. Fulgentius refuted Faustus in

three books, " De Veritate Praedestina-

tionis et Gratise Dei." The Catholic doc

trine was defended in France by Avitus

of Vienne and Cresarius of Aries (d.

542). In 529, the Synod of Orange

(Arausio), in South Gaul, gave the final

blow to Semipelagianism. Although

only a provincial council, it possesses the

highest dogmatic authority, for it was

confirmed by Pope Boniface II. It de

fines that man can neither " believe, will,

desire, attempt, labour, watch, strive,

seek, ask, knock " " as it behoves him "

(can. C), or even " think any good

thing, which pertains to the salvation of

eternal life" (can. 7), "by the strength

of nature" and "without God's grace."

" No one has aught of his own, except

lying and sin " (can. 22). On the other

hand, the Council tenches that the free

will of fallen man is not destroyed, but

" perverted and weakened " ; "A reward

is due to good works, but grace, which is

not due, comes first, that the works may

be done" (can. 18); "Men do their

own will, not God's, when they do that

which displeases God " (can. 23) ;

" That some are predestined to evil by

divine power we not only disbelieve, but

also if there are any who believe so hor

rible a thing, we say anathema to them

with all detestation."

(The great authority on the history

of Semipelajjianism is Cardinal Norif,

" Historia Pelagiana," Florence, lb"73;

Patav. 1077. See also Petavius, in the

work cited in the text. The chief sources

are the works of Augustine, Prosper, and

Fulgentius mentioned above.)

SEPARATION. [See Divorce and

Marriage.]

sequence. A rhythm sometimes

sung between the Epistle and Gospel; also

called a " prose," because not in any regu

lar metre. At first, the sequence was

merely a prolongation of the last note of

the Alleluia after the Epistle, till, to avoid

the wearisome effect of such a prolonga

tion, words, appropriate to the occasion,

were substituted. Notker, a monk of St

Gall, who wrote about 880, is generally

said to have been the first writer of se
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quences ; but he himself tells us, in his

preface, that he bad seen some verses for

thenotesof the sequence in an Antipbonary

which a priest brought him from Jumieges,

a Benedictine abbey five leagues from

Rouen. Many mediaeval Missals have

sequences for every feast and Sunday,

and they were made in such number aud

so carelessly that the Carthusians and

Cistercians were praised for not admitting

any of them. In the revision of the

Roman Missal in the sixteenth century,

only four sequences were retained : " Vic-

timse Paechali," at Easter (attributed to

"Wipso, chaplain to Conrad II., eleventh

century) ; " Veni, Sancte Spiritus," at

Pentecost (by Robert, king of France, d.

1031); "Lauda, Sion,"at Corpus Christi

(by St. Thomas of Aquin) ; the " Dies

Irae " in Masses of the Dead (by Thomas

of Celano, d. circ. 1260). A fifth prose,

" Stabat Mater," on the two feasta of the

Seven Dolours, must have been added

very recently, since neither Le Brun nor

Benedict XIV. recognise it. Other se

quences are found in the Missals of reli

gious orders—e.g. one for the Feast of the

Holy Name in that of the Franciscans.

The Lyons Missal, in use till a few years

ago, is rich in sequences, some very beau

tiful.

SERAPHIC DOCTOR, THE. St.

Bonaventure; he became Minister-General

of the Franciscans in 1266. [See Fran

ciscans.]

SERVITES. The order of the

" Religious Servants of the Holy Virgin,"

commonly called the Servites, was founded

in 1233 by seven Florentine merchants,

whose names were Monaldi, Manetti,

Amidei, Lantella, Uguccioni, Sostegni,

and Falconieri. The last, Alexis Fal-

conieri, who lived to be 110 vears old,

was the uncle of St. Juliana Falconieri,

whom Helyot regards as the foundress of

the Servite Third Order (1306). The

•even founders,who were already members

of a confraternity instituted to sing the

praises of Our Lady, being assembled in

their chapel on the festival of the Assump

tion, 1233, were conscious of a common

internal admonition that they should

renounce the world. They began by

selling their goods and distributing the

price to the poor ; then, having found a

mean house outside the city, they took

up their abode there, living in great aus

terity and continual prayer, and, with

the consent of the bishop, Ardinghi,

begging their bread in the streets. En

tering the city one day to ask the bishop's

blessing and counsel, they are said to have

been greeted by infants in their mothers'

arms with cries of " See the servants of

the Virgin"; and the name thus given

has adhered to them ever since. Alter a

while they removed to the Monte Senario,

three leagues from Florence, and built a

convent on the top of the mountain,

which was for centuries the chief seat of

their institute. Monaldi was their first

superior ; St. Philip Beniti, who joined

the order in consequence of a vision and

became the fifth general (1267), propa

gated it exceedingly, and saved it from

the ruin with which it was threatened in

1276, when Innocent V. wished to sup

press it, as coming under the prohibition

of the Council of Lyons against the

multiplication of religious orders. The

habit finally adopted by the Servites was

black, with a leather girdle, a scapulary,

and a cope. They took the rule of St.

Augustine, adding to it many particular

constitutions. After a period of uncer

tainty, the pontificate of Honorius IV.

witnessed the first of a series of Papal

confirmations and graces conferred on

this order, culminating in the celebrated

constitution "Mare Magnum" (1487),

whereby Innocent VIII., confirming all

former grants, bestowed on the Servites

equal privileges and prerogatives with

those enjoyed by the other four mendi

cant orders—viz. the Franciscans, the

Dominicans, the Augustinian Hermits,

and the Carmelites. So rapidly did the

order spread, that at the death of the last

of the seven founders, Alexis Falconieri,

it numbered over 10,000 religious, besides

nuns, distributed into more than twenty

frovinces. Its strength lay chiefly in

taly and Germany ; in England it had

no houses before the Reformation. Among

its distinguished members may be named

—besides the seven founders, who have

all been beatified, and St. Philip Beniti—

the B. Piccolomini of Sienna, the learned

Ferrari, Francis Patrizzi, Latiosi, &c. Fra

Paolo Sarpi, theologian and counsellor to

the Republic of Venice, belonged to this

order [see Trent, Council of]. In

1870 this ancient order was introduced

into the U. S., and they now have

houses in Chicago and Menasha, Wis.

In Chicago the Servito friars have a

convent in connection with the Church

of Our Lady of Sorrows (for Italians),

and near this is also a convent of Ser

vite sisters.

dERVtTS SERVORT7M DEI. The

servant of the servants of God. Thomas
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sin seems to say1 that the phrase was

first employed by St. Desiderius, bishop

of Oahors, and then adopted by the

Roman Pontiffs. But a comparison of

dates precludes this supposition, for St.

Desiderius became bishop only in 630—

1.e. twenty-five years after the death of

St. Gregory the Great, who had fre

quently used the phrase at the commence

ment of his letters.2 St. Gregory had

objected strongly to the title of Universal

Bishop, or Oecumenical Patriarch, which

John, the patriarch of Constantinople,

had assumed ; if any new title was needed

for the Vicar of Christ, it should be one

which likened him still more to the low

liness of Jesus, who " came not to be

ministered unto, but to minister."

seven soLOinu. [See Dolours

op B. V. M.]

SEVEN- GIFTS OF THE HOLT

SPIRIT. They are, according to St.

Thomas (1 2ndae, qu. lxviii.), certain gifts

bestowed upon the just in order that they

may promptlv follow the instinct and

movement ofthe Holy Ghost. He appeals

to the authority of Scripture—viz. Is. xi.

2, where we are told that seven gifts of

the Spirit are to rest upon the Messias.

" And the Spirit of the Lord will rest

upon him ; the spirit of wisdom and

understanding, the spirit of counsel and

strength, the spirit of knowledge and

piety, and the spirit of the fear of the

Lord will fill him." Even, says St.

Thomas, when the soul of man is perfected

by the moral and the theological virtues,

he still needs to be moved and led by the

Holy Spirit, and the Seven Gifts enable

him to follow this movement promptly.

All this, however, is mere speculation, for

the Scotists deny that there is any real

distinction between the gifts and the

corresponding virtues.

Next, although the Fathers generally

{so, e.g., Ambrose, " De Sp. S.* lib. i. 16 ;

August, in Ps. cl. 7 ; Greg. " Moral." i.

27) enumerate the seven gifts of the

Spirit, just as St. Thomas does, this is

because they followed the LXX or Vulgate

instead of the original.' Both the LXX

and Vulgate render the same Hebrew

-words "fear of the Lord" (« ntfT) in

two ways, first by " piety," then by " fear

of the. Lord." In the Hebrew the words

1 Vet. H Nov. Eccl. Disc. i. 1, 4, 4.

» See Beda, HUt. Eccl. i. 23, 24, &c.

5 It is strange, however, that Jerome, in his

Commentary on Isaias, recognises the " seven

gifts" as commonly enumerated without raising

any difficulty.

simply are " The Spirit of Jehovah shall

rest upon him ; the spirit of wisdom and

understanding, the spirit of counsel and

strength, the spirit of knowledge and the

fear of Jehovah, and his delight 1 shall be

in the fear of Jehovah." It was probably

from mere wish to avoid repetition that

the LXX varied their rendering, and

Jerome may have been unwilling to re

store a mere literal rendering, since the

enumeration of the seven gifts, based on

the LXX and Old Latin, was already

recognised in the Church. It is possible,

however, to find seven gifts (on the ana

logy of Zach. Hi. 9, Apoc. iv. 5, v. 6) even

in the original. The Spirit of the Lord

seems most naturally to mean the Divine

Spirit itself, from which the six following

gilts descend. But the " Spirit of the

Lord" may he itself a special gift, and

this view is represented by the Chaldee

Targum, which has "The spirit, of pro

phecy shall rest upon him ; the spirit of

wisdom and understanding, kc.

SIXACE8IKA. [See QuisaVA-

GES1MA.]

sext. [See Breviary.]

sext. [See Canox Law and Llbib

Sextos.]

SIMPLE. [See Feasts.]

BIXT. St. Augustine's definition of

sin—viz. "any thought, word, or deed

against the law of God," has been adopted

by St. Thomas and theologians generally.

We have spoken of original sin in a special

article, and many of the popular classifica

tions of sin, e.g., into carnal and spiritual,

of omission and commission, are easily

understood, and need not therefore detain

us here. But something must be said of

the distinction between mortal and venial

sin, both because of its dogmatic import

ance in itself, and because of the objections

made to the distinction by Protestants.

The early Protestants regarded every

sin as deserving of eternal wrath. They

admitted that some sins were more heinous

than others, but they looked upon all

alike as mortal. Even the daily falls of

good men, according to Calvin (" Institut."

iii. 4 make them " liable to the penalty

1 Lit. "bis smelling "; sc. "a sweet savour;"

others, " the breath of his nostrils." Either

rendering is possible, but the doubt does not

touch the pomt in the text. In the Targotn

the London Polyglot has copied the false

pointing in Buxtorf8 Rabbinical Bible, J-pja'ljJ'

(Peal) for PPS3"!i?l (Aphel).

* " The sins of believers are venial, not

because they do not merit death, but because

. . . there is no condemnation to those who ara

in Christ Jesus, their sin not being imputed,"
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of death before the judgment seat of God.''

On the other hand, no sin is imputed to

those who believe ; so that we may sum

up the Protestant doctrine thus : All sins

are mortal in their own nature, but in

effect no sin is mortal to those who have

faith, all sins are mortal to those who are

without saving faith.

Very different is the Catholic doctrine.

The Church holds that justification con

sists in a real renewal of man's nature by

the grace of Christ, and cannot therefore

admit that one who is in friendship with a

holy God is guilty of sins which in their

own nature 1 expose him to eternal death.

The fact of justification implies a passage

from death to life, from sin to holiness.

On the other hand, the Church, in accord

ance with the plainest statements of

Scripture and tradition (James iii. 2 ; 1

John i. 8), has defined (Concil. Trident.

Bess. vi. can. 23) that no one, not even the

most holy, can avoid sin altogether " except

by a special privilege of God, as the Church

holds concerning the Blessed Virgin."

Hence, by inevitable consequences, it

follows that some sins are mortal, others

venial. There is an analigy between

human friendship and that of the soul

with God, and just as some offences are

sufficient to destroy friendship entirely,

while others weaken it, so there are some

sins which destroy, others which do but

weaken the grace and love of God in the

soul. There are some sins of which St.

Paul says (Gal. v. 21 ) that they "who do

such things will not inherit the kingdom

of God," and these must be distinct from

less serious faults which none entirely

avoid. This is the basis of the distinction

between mortal and venial sins. The

former are against the very end of the law,

which is the love of God, utterly destroy

charity and grace, cause the death of the

soul, and deserve eternal punishment.

Venial sin, though it disposes to that

which is mortal, and is the greatest of all

evils except mortal sin, still does not

annihilate the friendship of the soul with

God. Venial sin is a disease of the soul,

not its death, and grace is still left by

which the sin may be repaired. Mortal

sin is, on the contrary, irreparable, and a

man who is guilty of it. has lost every

principle of vitality, so that he is as un-

' The doctrine of Bains stands midway

between that of the Reformers and the Church.

He held that "no sin is venial in its own

nature "— apart from the merciful ordinance

of God (Prop. 20; condemned by Pius V.,

Gregory XIII., and Urban VIII.).

able to recover life as one who has suffered

bodily death. Renewal cannot ct me from

within, but only from the Almighty power

of God, who can make even the dead hear

His voice and live (St. Thomas, 1 2nd£e,

qu. lxxviii. a. 1). It is very hard to decide

in particular what is or is not mortal sin.

We know that we cannot fall away from

God without a deliberate act of the will,

and those walk securely who avoid, not

indeed all transgression, for that cannot

be, but all deliberate transgression. The

distinction, St. Augustine tells us (" En-

chirid." cap. 24), between grave and light

sins is to be determined by the judgment

of God, not of man; and Scripture does

furnish many such divine judgments on

the point. The tradition of the Church

and natural reason following the analogy

of faith must also be taken into account ;

but when all is done much remains, and

must ever remain, uncertain. Some sins,

such as those of blasphemy, perjury, im

purity, are, if deliberate, always mortal ;

others—e.g. theft—though mortal in their

own nature, are venial, if the amount of

the wrong done is very small. Others

agrtin are venial in their own nature, and

only become mortal under superadded cir

cumstances. Mortal sins differ very much

in gravity. The chief subdivision of venial

sins is that into deliberate and indeliber

ate, though, strictly speaking, the latter

are done with imperfect deliberation, for,

when deliberation is wholly wanting, there

is no act of the will and therefore no sin.

It must be remembered that in the

Fathers " mortal " and " venial " sin are

terms which have quite a different mean

ing from the modern one explained above.

The ancient distinction, often misunder

stood by scholastic writers, is clearly put

by Petavius in his edition of Epiphanius

(" Animadv. in User." lix.). The Fathers,

he says, mean by mortal sins (" mortalia

seu capitalia," also " lethalia'') not, as we

do, those which deprive us of grace, but sins

of an aggravated character, which were

specially named in the canons and synodal

decrees, and which subjected anyone who

was guilty of them to canonical penalties.

To these they oppose " lighter and daily-

sins," including in this class "some which

we call mortal and some which we call

venial sins." Very often the Fathers

simply distinguish between " mortal sins "

for which public penance was due and the

dailv faults of good people. So Tertull.

"Pudic." 19; "Adv. Marc." iv. 0;

Ambrose, "De Poenit." ii. 10; Cassian,

" Collat." xxii. 13 ; Augustine, " In Joann."
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tract, xii. ad fin.; Serm. 862, cap. 2

et 3 ; " De Symbolo. ad Cat." cap. 7. But

the Fathers acknowledge in fact our

distinction between mortal and venial sin,

though they use other words. Thus St.

Augustine (" De Fide et Op." 26) divides

sins into three classes—those which involve

excommunication, sins without which we

cannot live(" sine quibus vita non agitur

sins to be corrected, not indeed by public

penance, but by sharp reproof. \Ve have

seen already that he distinguishes between

grave and light siDS, and means just what

we do by mortal and venial sin. Further,

in Serm". 393, and " In Joann." tract, xli.

10, he distinguishes between "sins" and

"crimes" ("peccatum" and "crimen").

Man, he says, cannot be without sin, but

ought to be without crime, " such as

murder, adultery, the impurity of fornica

tion, theft, fraud, sacrilege"; those who

are exempt from crime have reached " an

inchoate liberty " which will be perfected

in heaven. And a little earlier in the

same treatise he defines crime as " a grave

sin, most worthy of accusation and con

demnation." This is precisely the doctrine

of the modern Church.

SITTI.ESSNESS Or CHRIST.

[See Christ.]

SIOW, MOTHE DAME DE. The

Congregation of our Lady of Sion took

its rise from a remarkable event which

occurred in 1842, when M. Alphonse

Ratisbonne, a member of an influential

and wealthy Jewish family nt Strasburg,

and himself strongly prejudiced against

Christianity, being then in his twenty-

seventh year, was suddenly converted to

the Catholic faith by the apparition of

the Blessed Virgin Mary, with which, as

he declared, he was favoured while stand

ing in a side chapel of the Church of S.

Andrea delle Fratte, at Rome. M. Ratis

bonne at once asked to be taken to a

priest, and in a short time was baptised

and continued. He was engaged to be

married to a young Jewess, but an over

powering impulse determined him to

embrace the ecclesiastical state, and he

broke off the engagement. His elder

brother, Theodore,had become a Catholic

many years before, and, having taken

orders, was at this time living at Paris.

Alphonse suggested to him the opening

of a house for the reception of Jewish

children, to be educated, with their

parents' consent, as Christians. There

seems to have been a movement in the

Jewish mind at the time inclining many

to embrace Catholicism, and when the

Abbe" Theodore resolved to act on his

brother's suggestion there was no lack of

candidates for admission. They were all

young girls, and were placed provisionally
in the Convent of the " ProvideDce,v

under the care of the Sisters of St.

Vincent of Paul. In May 1843, Theodore

Ratisbonne, with the aid of the Abbs'

Desgenettes, the venerable founder of the

Archconfraternity of the Sacred Heart of

Mary for the Conversion of Sinners, ob

tained the approbation of the Holy See

for a new institute, under the" title of

" Our Lady of Sion," the ladies of which

should devote themselves principally to

the charge and education of converts

from Judaism. The centre of the new

foundation was fixed at Paris, and now

occupies a magnificent convent, embracing

several distinct departments, in the Rue

Notre Dame des Champs. The rule of

the congregation aims at the union of the

active with the contemplative life. " The

noviciate lasts two years, after which

the religious consecrate themselves to the

Lord by the simple vows of poverty,

chastity, and obedience. These vowb are

annual for the first five years ; at the end

of that time they are renewed for five

years. Finally, after ten years of perse

verance, exclusive of the noviciate, the

vows can be taken in perpetuity." 1 Before

long the institute planted itself at Jerusa

lem ; a site was obtained bordering on

the Via Dolorosa, where tradition places

the prsetorium of Pilate ; and a large

convent was opened in 1862. In recogni

tion of the awful memories which make

this spot unique on earth, the religious

repeat three times a day, " Pater, dimitte

ilhs, non enim sciunt quid faciunt." The

congregation has since opened houses in

other parts of Syria and at Constantinople;

in England it has three convents, two in

or near London and the third at Worth

ing. A " Community of Missionary

Priests of Our Lady of Sion," working in

concert with the congregation, was or

ganised at Paris 'with diocesan sanction in

1863 ; both the brothers Ratisbonne

joined it.

SISTERHOODS. A title sometimes

given to religious orders and institutes of

women. These have been greatly multi

plied in quite recent times ; and the fol

lowing enumeration of some of them,

chiefly the most recent, must be taken at

very imperfect :—

1 . Sisters of the Assumption.—Founded

i Wetzer and Weltt ; art. by Gtechier.
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by Monsignor Afire, archbishop of Paris,

in 183'.), chietly as an educational order.

The habit is violet, with a cross on the

breast, and a white veil. At the convent

in Kensington Square there is the Per

petual Adoration of the Blessed Sacra

ment. There are three other houses in

England.

2. Si»teri of St. Brigid, or of the Holy

Faith.—This sisterhood was founded by

the late Cardinal Oullen, in 1807, to take

charge of poor schools for girls and little

boys. They have eleven schools, all in

the diocese of Dublin. They do an im

portant work in protecting the poor of

Dublin, so far as tneir slender means will

allow, from the attempts to destroy their

faith which are continually being made

by the Irish Church Mission Society (so

called), and other heretical bodies, assisted

by English money.

3. Sitters of Charity. — Called also

" Gray Sisters,1' " Daughters of Charity,"

" Sisters of St. Vincent of Paul." This

congregation, after many and long-con

tinued tentative operations, was founded at

Paris in 1634 by St. Vincent of Paul for the

work of nursing the sick in hospitals, and

placed under the care of .Madame Legras.

The constitution of the society has never

varied. The sisters take simple vows,

which are yearly renewed; they add a

fourth vow, by which they bind themselves

to serve the sick. Postulants are admitted I

to the habit at the end of six months ;

the period of probation lasts for five years.

The white hood, with its streaming

" cornettcs," of these sisters is known

all over the world. Their houses were

closed in France at the Revolution; but

Mere Deleau, who was then superior,

yielded not a foot of ground that she

could keep ; she urged her children to

continue to serve the sick, though in a

secular dress ; and a decree of Napoleon

(1801 ), even before the general restoration

of religion, authorised the reorganisation

of the society, and assigned to them large

premises in the Rue du Bac. About

1860, according to a return furnished to

the Abb<S Badiche (the continuator of

Helyot) by the secretary of the Lazarists,

(under whose direction the sisters have

always been), they numbered between

6,000 and 7,000, in upwsrds of 600 houses

scattered over all parts of the civilized

world. Besides nursing in hospitals and

taking charge of orphanages, the sisters,

especially in the L. S., carry on parish

schools, as well as boarding-schools.

The mother-house of these sisters in the

F. R. is at Emmittsburg, Md. [See

Dhabitt, Sistbhs of.]

4. Sitters of Charity of St. Paul.—

This congregation was founded by M.

Chauvet, a French cur6, assisted by

Mdlle. de Tylly, in 1704. Since these

teaching sisters were introduced into

England in 1847 1hey have multiplied

with surprising rapidity ; thev have now

(1883) forty-eight houses in different

English dioceses. They do a great work

in the French colonies. In 1873 the

total number of their pupils was estimated

at 12,000.'

5. Sitters of Charity (Irish).—This

institute was founded in 1815 by Mary

Frances Aikenhead, for the purpose of

ministering to the sick and poor in hospi

tals and at their own homes. The sisters,

though not in any way connected with

the celebrated foundation of St. Vincent

of Paul, have " very nearly, if not

exactly, the same objects of Christian

charity in view."' Archbishop Murray

entered warmly into the plans of Mrs.

Aikenhead, gave the habit to the first

sisters, and established them in North

William Street, Dublin. The congrega

tion was approved by the Holy See in

1834. The vows are perpetual; the rule

is that of the Society of Jesus so far as

it is suitable for women : a probation of

two years and a half is undergone before

admission to the habit. The community

is strongly centralised, the Superioress in

Dublin, or wherever she may reside,

having jurisdiction over all the convents

and members of the order in Ireland.

The Sisters opened St. Vincent's Hospital

in Stephen's Green, Dublin, in 1834. The

order has at present twenty-two convents,

all in Ireland ; the mother house is ut

Harold's Cross, near Dublin.

6. Sitters of the Good Shepherd.—This

society, the chief object of which is the

reformation of fallen women, was founded

by the Pere Eudes [Eudists] and Mar

guerite L'Ami in 1646. It has now more

than a hundred houses. [For account of

these sisters in the U. S. see Ciiakity,

Sisteijs of, of Good Shbpbkbd.]

7. Sitter* of the Holy Child Jesus.—

This recent institute, founded byanAme

rican lady, for teaching rich and poor,

has seven houses in England and two in

the U. S. (in the diocese of Philadelphia).

1 See Terra Incognita, by J. N. Murphy

(Longmans, 1873) ; a useful compilation, from

which a lartfe jsirtion of the information given

in the text is derived

1 Sketch™ of Jrith Xunruries, by the Very

Kev. Deau Murphy, I860.
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8. Sisters {Little) of the Poor.—This

admirable institute was founded in 1840

by the cure" of St. Servan, M. le Pailleur,

aided by four women of humble birth,

whose names were Marie Augustine,

Marie Therese, Jeanne Jugon, and

Fanchon Aubert, for the support, relief,

and nursing of aged or infirm poor persons.

In 1883 the sisters numbered 3,500, and

maintained (their chief resource being

begging from door to door) 25,000 old

people, in 223 houses, or " Homes."

Their first house in the U. S. was opened

in 18(i8 in Brooklyn, and they now have

in the U. S. 31 houses, situated in all

the leading cities.

9. Sisters of Mercy.—This important

and flourishing order, offshoots of which

are found in many States of the American

Union, and in Australia and New Zealand,

was founded in 1827 at Baggot Street,

Dublin, by Miss Catherine McAuley, with

the approbation of Archbishop Murray,

for carrying on all the works of mercy,

both spiritual and corporal. The foundress

took the title of her order from that of

St. Peter Nolnsco ; its rule, with some

slight modifications, from that of the

Presentation Nuns. Except in the case

of recent filiations, each convent is inde

pendent of every other, and is com

pletely under the jurisdiction and control

of the bishop of the diocese. Besides

the three essential vows the sisters take a

fourth—to devote themselves for life to

the service and instruction of the poor,

sick, and ignorant. Introduced into the

U. 8. in 1843, at Pittsburgh, these sisters

have now about 200 establishments in

this country.

10. Sinters (Poor) of Nazareth.

11. Sisters of the Poor Child Jems}—

This institute has two houses in Eng

land. It is a cloistered order.

12. Sisters of Providence.—Founded

in 1806 in Brittany for the purpose of

carrying on schools and caring for or

phans, the sick, etc. In 1840 a colony

arrived in the U. S. and founded St.

Mary's of the Woods, Indiana, the

American mother-house of these sisters,

who now have many establishments here.

13. Sisters of Notre Damt, Congrega

tion of.—-(To be distinguished from the

School Sisters of Notre Dame, whose

American mother-house is at Milwaukee

[Supplement B].) Founded at Amiens

1 A German order, forced to take refuge in

England by the persecuting laws of Prussia.

" Poor Child " does not, of course, correspond

exactly to "armes Kind."

in 1805, and introduced in 1840 into the

diocese of Cincinnati ; colonies have also

gone to Massachusetts and elsewhere.

SLAVERY, The state of a human

being whose present and future lot in

life is dependent on the arbitrary will of

another person, or of other persons. The

young child of free parents, though his

present lot in all countries, whether

civilised or not, is largely determinable at

the will of others, knows that his future

will be his own ; after reaching a certain

age he will be his own master. The

slave has no such prospect ; even where

the law gives him some protection from

his master's cruelty or injustice, he has

not during the whole course of his life

the control of his own acts or movements,

and his children are born to the same

condition as himself.

The earliest, records of man contain

no mention of slavery. No slave went

into the ark with Noe and the other

seven persons who composed his family.

It seems to be represented in the book of

Genesis as the punishment of the sin of

Cham,' whose son Chanaan was to be a

" servant of servants " (Vulg. eeriiu

servorum) to his brethren. The first

mention of actual slaves is connected

with Egypt ; both male and female slaves,

with cattle, &c, were given to Abram by

the Egyptians' on his surrendering his

wife to Ph arao ; and Agar, the domestic

slave of Sarai, was an Egyptian woman.3

Under the law of Moses, the institution

was fully sanctioned among the Hebrews,

perhaps because of the " hardness of their

hearts " ; but they were to take slaves

from the nations around them, not from

their own people; if any Hebrew were

compelled to sell himself into bondage,

he could go out free in the year of

jubilee.4 At the return from theCaptivity,

the slaves are said to have stood to the

free Hebrews in the proportion of one to

six ; 5 but the rate was probably much

higher than this in times of national

prosperity.

Considering the corrupt selfishness of

human nature, unaided by grace, there is

nothing to wonder at in the institution of

slavery. Men, and women too, like to

live at ease, and to have the hard work,

without which neither food nor luxuries

are obtainable, done for them. Especially

is this the case in hot countries, in which

physical exertion is always more or less

i Gen. ix. 22-27. 1 Gen. xii. 16.

5 Gen. xvi. 1. < Lev. xxv.

* 1 Esdr. ii. 65 ; quoted by Dr. Lightfoot
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distressing. When then neither conscience

nor civilisation restrains, any well-armed

human tribe has a strong motive for

making war upon any neighbouring tribe

which it believes to be weaker than itself,

in order to obtain the use of the enforced

labour of the vanquished. The instruc

tive volumes of Dr. Barth, long a resident

in Central Africa, areone longcommentary

illustrating this statement. Wars for the

sole purpose of obtaining slaves were then,

and are still, of constant occurrence among

the teeming nations of the Soudan. Con

version to Islam, which for many years

has been making great progress in Africa,

far from checking slavery, tends to spread

it ; for it gives to the converts a feeling of

superiority to the tribes still heathen,

which seems of itself to entitle the former

to make slaves of the latter. Nothing

but the twofold conviction (1) that all

men are equal in the sight of God,

(2) that a man is bound to do to others as

he would they should do to him, can

restrain from making slaves of their

fellows those who have the power to do

go. This conviction, now generally enter

tained among civilised nations, is the fruit

of Christianity ; and it has produced a

state of things, within the sphere of

peoples equally civilised, which removes

the power to enslave. Were the belief in

Christianity to fail, it does not appear

what principle would remain of sufficient

power to prevent the civilised from en

slaving the uncivilised.

Among the Greeks the notion pre

vailed that a man could not effectively

discharge the duties of a free citizen un

less he were exempted from the drudgery

of life. This, except in the case of a few

rich men, could only be done by means of

slavery. Accordingly the institution was

an integral part of Hellenic civilisation ;

and in proportion as a people was more

intellectual and refined, it availed itself

of slave labour more systematically. The

late Dr. Lse, Protestant bishop of Man

chester, one of the best of modern school

masters, used to say to his boys at

Rugby :—" Remember now : thirty thou

sand Athenians ; four thousand Metcecs ;

four hundred thousand slaves 1 " The

contrast was perhaps accentuated a little

too strongly ; ' but its substantial truth

and significance are unimpeachable. We

are all too apt to forget, in admiring the

marvellous fertility of the Attic genius,

1 M. Wiillnn estimates the numbers thus:

Athenians 67,000; Metises, 40,000; slaves,

about 200,000

how ruthlessly these pattern men exploited

the labour of a gagged and fettered

multitude of miserable beings, created

equally with themselves for happiness

and immortality.

When the Greek mind began to

speculate upon slavery, it rejected the

cynical tenet of the old times, that force

is its own justification, and that any man

who can enslave another may. It sug

gested that some races of mankind are

naturally inferior to other races, and horn

to be their servants. Aristotle mentions

this opinion, without however adopting it

as his own.1 But there were Greeks who

expressed nobler views. Not to mention
the well-known lines of Homer s—

Joue fixed it certain that the self-same day

Makes man a slave, takes half his worth away,

Philemon wrote that " no one was ever

born a slave by nature ; it was ill fortune

which enslaved his body." 3

The able work of M. Wallon describes

the extension of slavery among the

Romans, even under the Republic, and

delineates the fatal moral corruption

which it produced. The domestic side

of Roman life is unveiled for us in the

plays of Plautus and Terence; we thus

see how slavery influenced society and

vitiated character. The sternly practical

turn of the Roman mind, understanding

that slavery was at all times dnnynuut

(the war of Spartacus was sufficient to

prove thaU, carried out with horribla

consistency the doctrine that the slave,

as against his master, has no rights, and

that revolt is an unpardonable crime.

When Pedanius Secundus, prefect of the

city under Nero, had been murdered by

one of his slaves, the Senate, on the

ground that among the other slaves there

must h ive been some guilty knowledge of

the murderer's intention, decreed that the

whole household, numbering four hundred

—old and young, men, women, and

(jhildren—should be indiscriminately put

to death ; and this was done.* The gladi

ators, who were bred to the use of arms

that their deadly duels might furnish

sport for the Romans, were of course

slaves.

Slavery was everywhere one of the

conditions of human existence when

Christianity appeared in the world. The

methods of the Gospel are not revolution-

* Pol. ' Od. xvii. 322.

* $vo~«i yap oi'drtf &ov\f>* iyfWTj8i} irort,

"H fl" a£ TV\T) to aitfia (tariSoiiAatcxaTo.

h'ragm. Meineke (quoted by Wallon).

* Tac Ann. xiv. 43 (quoted by Lightfoot).
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ary ; they do not deal in those sweeping

general assertions which fuller experience

always shows to be hut half truths;

rather they introduce new moral principles

into the hearts of men, leaving them

there as germs, to bring forth fruit in due

season. So it was in the case of slavery.

"The Gospel never directly attacks

slavery as an institution " ; 1 nor was the

liberation of their slaves prescribed by

the Apostles to their converts as an

absolute duty. Christianity lifted men

to a moral height at which the distinc

tions between slave and free, Jew and

Greek, seemed of trifling importance.

" There is neither Greek nor Jew ; there is

neither boDd nor free ; there is neither

male nor female. For you are all one in

Christ Jesus." 2 " Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is liberty " ; s the liberty of

the mind, even though the body be in

bondage. " He that is called in the

Lord, being a bondman, is the freeman of

the Lord " ; * but if a slave could be made

free, he was to prefer freedom (v. 21.)*

A slave was taught to ob.^y his master as

though he were Christ himself, not with

eye-service, but heartily and strenuously,

"as to the Lord and not to men."

Similarly, masters were taught to deal

humauely with their slaves, as recognising

that they had a common master in

heaven, with whom there was no respect

of persons."

With such principles introduced into

human life, slavery, as being in ordinary

cases unjust, was at once undermined,

and gradually fell. Besides manumissions

in life, it became a common practice for

Christian owners of slaves to emancipate

them by their last will. Long before the

end of the fifteenth century slavery had

disappeared from Christendom, and even

serfdom had been reduced within a

narrow compass. The influence of the

clergy, pressing with gentle force in the

same direction during many centuries,

was the chief agent in this beneh'cen*

change. After the discovery of the New

World, the adventurers and planters

whom Spain sent out enslaved the weak

Carib population of the West Indies, and

forced them to work in the mines. To

save the Caribs, the Dominican Las Casas

1 LiRhtfoot, p. 389. » Gal. iii. 28.

» 2 Cor. iii. 17. * 1 Cor. vii. 22.
s The passage will bear the opposite inter

pretation, but the opinion of the best modem

commentators appears to incline to that here

adopted ; com p. v. 28.
• PhiL vi. 6-9.

was instrumental in bringing over negroes

from Africa, whose hardy frames were

capable of bearing great labour under a

tropical sun. Other nations, Protestant

as well as Catholic, rushed eagerly into

the now field of commerce and settlement,

and all alike enslaved the negro. The

unscrupulous cupidity of the planters of

all nations was pretty much on a par;

but in countries occupied by Catholics

the Church was a real power, and re

strained to a great extent the greed and

cruelty of the laity. In the Spanish and

Portuguese colonies, the slave was not

entirely a slave ; a code of laws regulated

the relations between him and bis master ;

he could buy his freedom for a fixed

price ; and the slave mother, by paying a

small sum, could emancipate her child at

the font. These mitigations did not

exist in the English and Dutch colonies,

where the ministers of the various Pro

testant sects, divided by deep sectional

disagreements, took no common action,

but obeyed the public opinion of those

among whom they lived. Before the

late war in the United States, the Metho

dist ministers at the North denounced

slavery as a sin ; the Methodist minister!

at the South defended it as an institution

sanctioned in Scripture, and eminently

pleasing to the Almighty.

Through the movement begun by

Quakers, and promoted by Clarkson,

Wilberforce, and others, the slave trade

was abolished in the British Empire in

1807, and slavery itself suppressed in

1833, compensation being made to the

planters of the British West Indies.

Previous to this, in 1793, slavery had been

abolished in the French West Indies, and

many whites had been massacred by the

excited negroes. Most of these 40,000

Catholic whites emigrated to the U. S.

Spain has moved more slowly, abolishing

slavery in Porto Rico, and limiting it

in Cuba. Slavery no longer exists in

the Spanish-American republics. In

1833 William Lloyd Garrison organized

an anti-slavery party in the D. 8. Two

years later an editor in Alton, 111., for

having denounced slavery, was killed by

a mob, whereupon Garrison made a pub

lic speech in Boston against this out

rage. Garrison was seized by a mob of

leading men of Boston, hence known as

the " broad-cloth mob," and narrowly

escaped with his life. This incensed a

young Boston lawyer, Wendell Phillips,

who thereafter worked enthusiastically

with the "Abolitionist" party. The
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struggle continued for years. At last the

Federal government, as a war measure

in 1863, enlarged the scope of President

Lincoln's proclamation of the year before

and abolished slavery in all the States.

Thus Christianity, aided, no doubt,

by mere humanitarian views and political

considerations, has a second time over

mastered those selfish instincts in man

which favour the establishment of slavery.

In Mahomedan and Pagan countries, no

such influence being in operation, slavery,

it is to be feared, will for a long time hold

its ground.

(II. Wallon, " Hist, de l'Esclavage

dans l'Antiquitey' 1847; Dr. Lightfoot,

" St. Paul's Epistle to the Colossians and

to Philemon," 1876; Barlh's "Travels in

Central Africa.")

SOCIETY OF TBS FAITHFUL

coHPAKion or jsstts. This

congregation, founded at Amiens by

Madame de Bonnault d'Houet in 1820,

under the direction of the Pere Varin, of

the Company of Jesus, to labour for the

sanctification of souls and the reform of

female education, sent out branches even

in the lifetime of the foundress into Italy,

Switzerland, England, and Ireland.

Madame d'Houet usually began by

opening a poor school, in which the

education was gratuitous, adding, as cir

cumstances permitted, a middle school in

which moderate fees were charged, and a

penMonnat for the children of the rich.

Hoe died in 1858; her life has been well

wrl.ten by the Abbe1 F. Martin. The in

stitute is now in a flourishing condition ;

it possesses fourteen houses in England,

the principal one being at Isleworth, near

London, and two or three in Ireland, of

which the most important is at Laurel

Hill, near Limerick.

■OKUCU, THE BMUUB

CLEBX8 OF. The founder of this

order whs St. Jerom Emiliani, a noble

Venetian, born in 1481. In his youth he

adopted the profession of arms, and

fought with distinction in the war,

disastrous for the republic, which arose

out of the League of Cambray (1509).

After valiantly defending the town of

Castelnuovo, he fell into the hands of the

enemy ; but being delivered, some say

miraculously, from his imprisonment, he

resolved to give his future life to God.

For some years he devoted himself to the

care of some orphan nephews, and to the

management of their property. Circum

stances gradually led him to the estab

lishment of. an orphanage at Venice,

about 1528 ; this was followed up by

similar foundations at Brescia and Ber

gamo. His first associates were laymen,

in concert with whom he fixed the centre

of their operations at Somascha, a village

between Milan and Bergamo. Some

fervent priests joined him, and they all

lived a fife of great regularity and aus

terity, sanctified by continual prayer, at

Somascha. The holy founder died in

1537, before his institute had been ap

proved by the Holy See ; he was beatified

by Benedict XIV. and canonised by

Clement XIII. The Papal confirmation

came in 1508; it erected the congregation

into a religious order, under the rule of

St. Austin, and gave it t lie name of

Regular Clerks of St. Mayeul, or of

Somascha. The order was in course of

time greatly extended in Italy, and was

introduced in France ; besides orphanages

and Magdalen asylums, it had the direc

tion of several colleges. Its principal

house is now at Rome.1 (lle'lyot.)

sorbonne. This famous college

took its name from the founder, Robert

de Sorbon, who in 1252 founded within

the University of Paris a college for the

maintenance of sixteen theological

students, four from each of the French,

Norman, Picard, and English " nations."

Ilurses were soon afterwards added for

Flemish and German students. The

discipline was in the hands of a provisor

or curator, appointed by a board presided

over by the Archdeacon of Paris. The

formal approbation of the Holy See was

given in 1208. The credit and influence

of the college continually increased ; the

majority of the Paris doctors in theology

were there trained; in its halls were

ordinarily held the meetings of that

faculty ; and in process of time " the

Sorbonne " and the theological faculty

became identified. This was certainly

the case as early as the beginning of the

sixteenth century. From that time, since

the theologians ofthe university were then

and long afterwards its chief celebrities,

the history of the Sorbonne can hardly be

distinguished, down to the Revolution,

from that of the university itself. On the

important, and not very consistent part

which the Sorbonne played in the great

Jansenist controversy, see the article

Ja^sesism.

In 1029 were opened the existing

stately buildings of the Sorbonne in the

Quartier Latin, including the church in

which lie the ashes of Richelieu, an am-

1 Wetzer and Welte.

D
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phitheatre capable of seating more than

1,500 auditors, and residences for thirty-

six "doctors of the Sorhonne." The old

University of Paris was destroyed by the

.Revolution ; when it was reorganised by

Napoleon in 1808, a faculty of Catholic

theology, with seven chairs,wasestablished

at the Sorbonne. But the influence of the

Government in the appointment of the

professors caused the bishops to regard

their teaching with seme mistrust : the

seminarist routine is so firmly established

that, even those who admit its short

comings find it scarcely possible to abstain

from taking advantage of it; and from

these and other causes, the present faculty

of Catholic theology is little more than a

nominii umbra. The faculties of the

Sciences and of Literature in the Univer

sity of France also hold their high days

for the conferring of degree? and prizes

in the buildings of the Sorbonne. Lectures

are also given within its walls by pro

fessors belonging to these faculties.

SOUX,. The Scholastics, following

Aristotle, mean by soul the primary

principle of life, and by living things all

such as have the capacity of motion from

within. Thus, a stone has no life, and

therefore no soul, because it does not move

but is moved by forces external to itself;

while, on the other hand, vegetables,

beasts, and men have all souls. A plant,

for example, unlike inorganic substances,

has the power, so long as it lives, of ab

sorbing moisture and of assimilating it

by the activity of its organs. Brutes

have the same power, and add to it that

of sense; while the soul of man is at

once vegetative, sensitive, and rational.

We have to deal here only with the

human or rational sou!, and the object of

this article is to note the principal heads

of Catholic doctrine on the subject, not to

enter on philosophical discuasion foreign

to the plan of this work.

1. The Soul is Immaterial.—In respect

to his vegetative and animal functions

man does not differ essentially from the

lower animals, but whereas the soul of

brutes is a principle which can only exist

in matter and only operates in union with

it, the human soul, though it also exists

in and operates through matter, " has,

nevertheless, an existence apart from mat

ter and an operation in which the body

takes no part " (Kleutgen). The School

men find the proof of such immateriality

in the power which the mind has of form

ing abstract and immaterial ideas. And

although this immaterial or spiritual cha

racter of the soul and the freedom of the

will are taught by faith, they may also be

certainly proved by reason, and so the Con

gregation of the Index declared June 11,

1855.

2. The Unity of the Soul.—The three

classes into which the functions of the

soul naturally fall led some to assert the

existence of three distinct souls— vegeta

tive, animal, and rational. In the middle

of the ninth century the question assumed

theological importance, and Phot ins ex

cited great opposition by his doctrine that

man had two souls—one rational, one

irrational—and that the latter onlv sinned

(Hefele, " Concil." iv. p. 3.34). The im

moral consequences which flow from such

a denial of the unity of human nature

are obvious, and in 809 the Fourth

General Council of Constantinople (can.

11), after stating that both Old and New

Testaments attributed "one rational and

intelligent soul " to man (unam animam

rationabilem et intiUeclunlem, «„«•• tyi'X')"

\oyiKTjp rt (cat Mr/mr), anathematised the

doctrine of " two souls " as a heresy. In

the middle ages, however, trichotomy, or

the doctrine of " three souls,'' was upheld

by Ockham, who alleged that the doctrine

of " two souls "—one good, one bad—not

that of separate souls, in itself and as a

philosophical thesis, had been condomned

by the Eighth General Council (Ockham,

" Quodlib." II. qu. 10 and 11, quoted by

Kleutgen). It deserves notice that

although St. Thomas (in 1 Thess. v. 23)

speaks of the doctrine of " two souls " as

" reprobated in the decisions of the

Church," the very learned Estius, in his

commentary on the same passage, regards

the dispute as merely philosophical, and

evidently did not admit that the Church

had decided the matter (" an vero ea duo,

sc. pars rational]! animse et pars ejusdem

sensitiva, re ipsa an vero, quod magis

recepta est, sola ratione distinguantur,

philosophi disputant"). In our own

time a celebrated German Catholic,

Giinther (d. 1863), defended the theory

that there were in human nature two

distinct principles—one the animal soul,

the principle of vegetative and animal

life ; the other a spiritual principle.

3. Union of Soul and Body.—Tbe

Schoolmen speak of the one soul as the

substantial form of the body. By the

substantial form they understand that

principle by which a thing is constituted

in its proper species, that which makes it

what it essentially is. They appeal to

the unity of nature testified by conscious
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note and acknowledged in the common

language of mankind. We express our

consciousness of our own unity when we

say, "I feel," " I reason," " I will." It is

not, as Aristotle remarks, so correct to say

" My eve sees " as " I see through the

eye." Further, we are conscious that we

who consider and resolve carry out our

resolution through the bodily limbs. Our

faculties, indeed, are different, but all

proceed from one common principle of life

which makes each of us a single being.

The denial that the " substance of the

rational or intellectual soul is truly and

in itself the form of the human body "

was condemned at the General Council

of Vienne as erroneous and out of har

mony with {inimicam) the truth of the

Catholic faith. The condemnation was

directed against the teaching of John of

Olivit (1247-1^97), a Proveucal Fran

ciscan, who joined the heretical party of

the " Spiritual " Friars. The condemna

tion was repeated by Pius IX. in 1857,

in his brief to the Archbishop of Cologne

on the errors of Qiinther. It is, however,

well to remember that the doctrine of

Scotus is different here from that of the

Thoniists. He admitted that the single

principle of life is the substantial form,

but held that the body had a form of its

own, this form of corporeity, as he called

it, being distinct from that of inorganic

bodies.

4. Immortality of the Soul.—Here

there is a marked divergence of opinion

among Catholic philosophers. St. Thomas

and many who follow him believe that it

can be proved by reason. Scotus, on the

contrary, regards it as a truth cognisable

by faith alone. The Roman Congregations

have carefully avoided even the appear

ance of condemning the Scotist position.

In the decree of the Congregation of the

Index, already cited, it is the spiritual

nature, not the immortality of the soul,

which is said to be demonstrable by

reason.

5. The Origin of the Soul.—Origen

held with Plato that souls existed before

they were united with the body, and this

theory forms the subject of the first of the

fifteen anathemas issued by avvoHot Mtf

uovo-u of Constantinople in 643 (see Hefele,

" Concil." II. p. 790 seq.). Putting this

aside, we find that at least three distinct

theories on the origin of the soul have

been held in the Church.

(a) A few held that the soul of men

was produced, like that of the brutes, by

natural generation, no special power being

attributed to the souls of the parents, ex

cept so far as the soul is the animating

principle of the body. This theory is stated

with characteristic coarseness by Tertullian

(" Ue Annua," 27) ; was stated as a pos

sible theory by Rufinus (see Hieron.

" Adv. Rutin." ii. 8) ; and perhaps adopted

by Macarius (Horn. xxx. I).1

(3) It was a common belief in the

early Church (Clem. Al. " Strom." iv. 6,

p. 638 ; ed. Potter, vi. 16, p. 808 ; Hieron.

" Iu Ecclesiast." torn. iii. ed. Vallarsi,

p. 492-3) that the soul was immediately

created by God and infused by Him into

the embryo when sufficiently organised.

Jerome, however (Ep. 126 ad Marcellin

et Anapsych.), admits that most Westerns

held the soul to be " ex traduce."

(y) Augustine found it hard to

defend himself against the Pelagians on

the theory that the soul was immediately

created by God. If the soul came straight

from God, how could it come stained with

original sin ? The difficulty led Augustine

to investigate the assumption from which

it arose. He could find no proof in Scrip

ture that the soul is directly created by

God, and, while he repudiated Tertullian s

theorv, he thought it verv possible (Ep.
'• Ad"Optat." 190, al. 157) that an imma

terial element (" incorporeum semen ")

was communicated by the father to the

mother. The philosophical reasons seemed

to him fairly balanced on either side,

though he inclined on theological grounds

to the doctrine that the soul came by

generation (" Ue Gen. ad Lit." x. 23).

St Augustine's influence led Fulgentius

(" I)e Verit. Pnedest." iii. 18), Gregory

the Great (Ep. ix. 62, "Ad Secundin."),

and Isidore (" Ue Ordine Creat." cap. 15)

to decide, or rather to abstain from de

ciding, the matter, just as St. Augustine

himself had done. On the other hand,

St. Bernard (Serm. II. " Ue Nativ." tub

Jin.) and the Schoolmen generally (see,

e.g., St. Thomas, I. qu. xc.) reverted to. the

older view—viz. creationism—and aban

doned that of Augustine—viz. genera-

tionism. Benedict XII. required the

Armenian bishops to accept creationism.

The controversy was revived in 1854 by

Frohschammer, priest and professor of

philosophy at Munich. His errors on the

relations of faith and reafon were pro

scribed by Pius IX. in a brief to the

Archbishop of Munich (1862), but nothing

1 " Earthly fathers from their own nature,

from their body and soul, beget children." The

words are scarcely definite erough to show

which theory Macarius held.

D J
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was said of his teaching on the origin of

the soul.

SPIRITUALISM, MBSHBSISM,

AHIM&L M&CVETISMi &.o. Mes

merism takes its name from Mesmer, a

German physician addicted to alchemy

and astrology. This impostor came to

Paris in 1 778, and found many credulous

disciples there. He professed to cure

disease by contact with magnetic cylinders,

and threw many persons into convulsions.

His confederate, Puysegur, dispensed

with the apparatus, and made all depend

on passes of the hand and the will cf

mesmerist and patient. Others, like Faria,

pretended to induce magnetic sleep by

the mere utterance of a command, while

Petet, at Lyons, brought somnambulism

and clairvoyance on the stage. In itself

and used simply as a natural means of

producing natural effects, mesmerism,

whatever common sense may have to say

on the matter, is not condemned by reli

gion, and so the Congregation of the

Holy Ollice ruled in 1840. Of course,

even then persons are bound to beware of

the moral dangers to which they may

expose themselves in a state of magnetic

sleep and in the hands of persons who

make a living by this disreputable trade.

But the same authority in 1850 strictly

forbade attempts of deluded people to

find out the secrets of the future and the

like from those who professed to reveal

them in a state of magnetic sleep. This

involves the sin of divination on the part

of the dupes, of blasphemy and cheating

on the part of the clairvoyants and those

who exhibit her.

The still more ludicrous and revolting

superstition of Spiritualism began in

America. A Dr. Billor, of New York, in

1830, attributed somnambulism to angels

and daemons; in 1847, "spirits," which

came at the bidding of mediums, assumed

visible shapes, and next year the folly of

"table-turning" manifested itself at

Hydesville, in the State of New York.

The " spirits " wrote and spoke nonsense

through their mediums, ana. as they con

descended to solve theological questions,

Spiritualism developed itself into a ghastly

caricature ofreligion, whichwon adherents

among foolish people all over Europe.

This consultation of spirits cannot, it is

plain, be made seriously without heresy,

superstition, and impiety combined. Ac

cording to Qury, even passive assist

ance at a seance is sinful, because it

is co-operation in a thing intrinsically

evil. I

STATUS or THB COTTRCK.

Under the Pagan emperors Christianity

was a religio tilicita, and the Roman

Pontiffs were exposed by their position to

the full severity of the laws; a larva

proportion of them suffered martyrdom.

The edicts of Constantine in favour of

the religion which he had embraced have

been noticed in a previous article

[Church Property, p. 183]. In the

middle ages it was long believed that the

first Christian emperor had made a solemn

"Edict of Donation," conferring on the

Pope, Sylvester I., the city of Rome, the

imperial palace there, and the " provinces,

places, and cities of all Italy, and the

western regions.'' 1 This donation was

long ago recognised as a forgery ; Mura-

tori assigns its in v oution to the eighth

century.

At the end of the sixth century the

Roman See was in possession of large

landed estates, chiefly in Italy and

Sicily. After the death of Gregory the

Great the power of the Eastern Empire

in Italy dwindled more and more, and the

Lombards, pressing down from the North,

threatened to seize upon Rome. Natu

rally, in the absence of other authority,

the Romans and the people of the sur

rounding districts came to look on the

Popes as their protectors and rulers. To

drive back the Lonjbaids,Pope Stephen II.

appealed for aid to the young Frankish

monarchy; Pepin (754) crossed the Alps,

defeated Astoll'o, the Lombard king, and

endowed the Papacy with the Exarchate

of Ravenna. This was the real beginning

of the Kcclesiastical State. Charlemagne

confirmed his father's grant, but with the

understanding that the supreme civil au

thority remained in his hands as " Patri

cian " of Rome. The next great acquisi

tion of territory came through the bequest

of the Countess Matilda (tH15), the

friend of Gregory VII. ; it consisted of

Southern Tuscany and other districts.

But just as other portions of the Papal

territory had been seized by various couata

and princes, so now the rich lands of the

Counters were appropriated by the

German emperors, aud for a hundred

years the Popes had little benefit from the

gift. At length, under the vigorous rule

of Innocent III. (tl216), the right of the

Roman See was admitted, and a compact

Ecclesiastical State, in which the Popes

governed without a superior—except so

far as a vague suzerainty was allowed to

1 Milman, Latin Christianity, i. 55.
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the emperors—now arose for the first

time.

The emperors of the House of Hohen-

staufen, ever seeking to extend their

power in Italy, left the Popes no rest.

After the extinction of that family in the

middle of the thirteenth century, a new

state of things arose. Rudolf of Haps-

burg, the new emperor, guaranteed to the

Pope (Gregory X.) in 1274 the tranquil

possession of the Pontifical territory. The

Popes had for a long time nothing to fear

on the side of Oermany ; on the other

hand, the establishment of the House of

Anjou at Naples, and the calamitous issue

of the struggle between Boniface VIII.

and Philip le Bel gave to the French

monarchy, in the fourteenth century, an

unhappy influence over the temporal

policy of the Papacy. The Holy See was

removed to Avignon,1 and fixed there

more than seventy years (1305-1378).

Meantime its Italian territories were full

of confusion ; from which, indeed, the

genius of Cardinal Albornoz (1353-1368)

rescued them for a time ; but after the

schism bad broken out (1378) the peace

ful and regular government of the Papal

States became for a long time impossible.

The vice of nepotism was justly charge

able against several of the Popes in the

fifteenth century. This culminated in

the exaltation of Caesar Borgia over all

the petty princes of Central and Northern

Italy. "Pope Julius II. (1603-1613)

compelled Caesar to surrender his acquisi

tions, and with great ability and vigour

took measures against all who had en

croached upon the patrimony of the

Church. He humbled the Venetians, re

covered Bologna and Fermo, and became

—after Innocent III. and Albornoz—the

third founder and restorer of the Papal

States. In 1506 Ferrara, and in 1031 Ur-

bino came by escheat to the Roman See. The

States of the Church remained with their

frontiers practically unchanged down to

the French Revolution, constituting a

territory of irregular shape in the centre

of Italy, from Ferrara on the north to

Terracina on the south, having Ancona

for its eastern and Civita Vecchia for its

western seaport. By the treaty of Tolen-

tino (1707) Napoleon compelled the Pope

to cede the Legations, Bologna, Ferrara,

and Romagna, and admit a French garri

son into Ancona; Avignon had been

already seized and annexed to France.

1 The county of Avignon, or the Venaissin,

which once belonged to the Counts of Toulouse,

passed to the Roman See in 1274.

Subsequently the whole of the Papal

territory was appropriated by the French,

and when the Pope (Pius VII.) launched

against Napoleon on this account the

sentence of excommunication, he wag

arrested and kept a close prisoner, first at

Savona and afterwards at Fontainebleau.

After the fall of Napoleon, the Pope was

reinstated in the government of an un

diminished territory. Pius IX., being

elected Pope in 1846, proclaimed an

amnesty to political offenders, and sin

cerely endeavoured so thoroughly to

reform the administration in even- depart

ment as to leave his subjects without just

cause of discontent. The hateful crime

of the murder of his minister Ptllegriuo

Rossi (1848) was the answer of the

Roman democrats to the fatherly over

tures of the Pontiff. The Pope was

compelled to take refuge on Neapolitan

territory, and a republic was set up at

Rome by Mazzini and Garibaldi. I<ouis

Napoleon, having been elected President

of the new French Republic, sent troops

to Rome, under General Oudinot, who,

without much trouble, drove away the

revolutionists and brought the Pope back.

All this took place in 1840. A French

garrison was left at Rome ; but the Pope

knew that it did not enter into the

designs of Louis Napoleon to defend the

entire Pontifical territory ; in order,

therefore, to keep it intact he raised a

small army, commanded by the French

General Lamoriciere, and composed to a

large extent of foreign Catholics. After

the war between Austria and F'rance, in

which the power of the former was beaten

down at Solferino (1850), Piedmont,

ruled by the astute Cavour and assisted

bv the revolutionary sects, succeeded in

obtaining possession of Tuscany, the

Legations, Modena, Parma, and Naples.

The small Papal army was overpowered

by a Piedmontese force many times more

numerous at Castelfidardo (1800). The

Pope was now left with only one province,

the " Patrimony of St. Peter," extending

some fifty miles along the coast to the

north of Rome. Of this also, and of his

capital, Pius IX. was deprived in 1870

by the Piedmontese king, who took ad

vantage of the reverses suffered by France

in the war with Germany to set at naught

the treaty of 1804, by which he had

agreed that Florence should be the capital

of the Itnlian kingdom. It was now said

that Rome was the indispensable capital

of that kingdom, but that the Pope's

independence should be respected. The
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Papal palace of the Quirinal and all the

public buildings of Rome were appro

priated by the invaders ; but the Vatican

was left unassailed, and a " Law of

Guarantees," passed by t lie Italian Par

liament (and capable of being repealed

by the same authority), while assigning

to the Pope an annual dotation of two

million lire, guaranteed to him sovereign

rights within the limits of the Vatican.

It is scarcely necessary to say that the

dotation has not been accepted, while the

fragment of sovereignty guaranteed has

already been encroached upon in various

ways, and is held on a tenure of the most

precarious description. For the present,

Rome and the Papal States are lost to the

Papacjr. What the pious and the be

lieving gave, men of a different temper

have taken away ; and there is no present

sign of redress.

The Popes have not ceased to declare,

on all fitting occasions, that the preserva

tion of their temporal independence is

necessary, as human affairs are consti

tuted, to the free and full exercise of

their spiritual authority. It has been

argued that the reason d'etre of the tem

poral power has ceased in modern times,

because the lay power in st ates has ceased

to be, as it often was in the middle ages,

arbitrary, corrupt, violent, and ill-in

formed, but on the contrary is adminis

tered on fixed and equitable principles

which ensure equal justice for all. It is

further maintained that the danger of un

due influence, which might, reasonably he

dreaded while the European Governments

were seriously Christian in one direction

or another, and which made intolerable

to previous generations the notion of the

Pope as a French, or Spanish, or Austrian

subject, cannot be pleaded in an age when

government has ceased to take theology

into account, and is administered on a

purely utilitarian basis. What risk of

interference with the Papal government

of the Church could there be while

Oavours and Rattazzis held the reins of

power ? The Pope, on this view, though

a subject of the Italian kingdom, might

both be and be known to be absolutely

untrammelled in the government of the

Church. It is quite true that the objec

tions to the inclusion of the seat of the

Papacy in any modem state are no longer

precisely what they were. They have

changed their character; but they are not

less cogent now than in former times.

The very fact that European Governments

have ceased to be Christian makes it

impossible for the Papacy, of which

Christ and his gospel are the life, to live

at peace with them. Formerly, even if

the influence of a Catholic king or

emperor at Rome appeared to be excessive,

still it professed, like the Papacy itself,

to be directed to Christian ends, and it

made use of similar methods. The pos

session of Rome by a Charles V. or a

Louis XIV. did not involve the deluging

of the city with immoral and infidel pub

lications, or the permission of the public

exhibition of every form of heresy and

absurdity. It did not mean that " Little

Bethels " and sectarian chapels snd

churches were to epring up unchecked, or

that the streets were to be given over to

the grotesque proceedings of a " Salvation

Army." But all this is implied, and can

not but be implied, in the possession of

Rome by such a state as Italy, which has

ceased to be Christian. Truth and error,

good and evil, the beautiful and the un

seemly, are matters of indifference to such

a government ; it will countenance the

preachers of heresy as willingly as the

preachers of truth. With such a state

the Roman See cannot possibly live on

terms of amity. It is not a question

about reasonable toleration or respect for

the rights of conscience. As the Popes

have not in the past, so they would not in

the future, interfere with any Protestants

residing in Rome who might wish to

practise their religious rites in a quiet and

unobtrusive manner. The question is

whether a Government ought to treat all

religions alike—that is, whether it ought

to have no religion, and ignore the subject

altogether.

Protestants themselves, or the more

reasonable and enlightened among them,

view with grief and scorn the process by

which Rome is being reduced to the level

of an English or American town. They

would prefer that at least one place should

be left on earth where Catholic principles

of government and maxims of life migh t be

applied without disturbance. They would

wish to see the Sacred Congregations

again discharging their critical and judi

cial functions. It might be said that the

discipline so set up must be ineffectual ; a

Roman could obtain the works of Kenan

or Paul de Kock at Florence if the sale

were forbidden at Rome ; he could turn

Methodist and rant in public at Naples if

this luxury were denied to him at nome.

But what then P Is it nothing that an

example of right practice should be given,

towards which European society, dislo-
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cated as it now is, might gradually tend P

So far from the changed circumstances of

Europe making it a matter of little

moment that the Pope should be inde

pendent, there has never been a time

since the conversion of Constantino when

his independence has been more vitally

necessary, because in no previous age has

the civil authority so openly declared

itself unchristian. The Pope must oppose,

must be out of sympathy with the civil

power, when he sees it establishing

schools without religion, encouraging the

erection of heretical temples, vexing and

banishing religious orders, and throwing

obstacles in the way of those who desire

to embrace the religious life. To make

the Pope a subject of any Power that

governs in this fashion—and nearly all

civilised states do so—can only end in one

of two ways: either he will be forced to

acquiesce in what be knows to be a false

and mischievous system, or he will find

himself in a state of continual collision

with the civil power. The first alternative

is, of course, impossible ; the second

implies a state of things more or less re

sembling that which now exists, but still

worse in this respect, that even the

Bhadow of independence which the Pied-

montese left to the Pope in 1870, through

forbearing to seize on the Vatican palace,

would be swept away if he were openly

declared a subject ol the King of Italy.

Against such a consummation all Catho

lics worthy of the name will be ready at

any time to protest, and, if necessary, in a

manner more effectual than by words. The

present position, painful and dishonouring

as it is to the Holy Father, disgraceful to

the Italians, and afflicting to all faithful

Catholics, evidently does not possess the

character of durability.

STATIONS. (1) A name given to

the fast kept on Wednesdays and Fridays.

In the Roman Church the fast was one

of devotion, not of precept, and it ended

at none—i.e. three o'clock (Tertull. " De

Jejun." 2). Tertullian (" De Orat." 10)

explains the word from the military

usage ; the stations were days on which

tbe Christian soldiers stood on guard and

" watched in prayer.'' It was character

istic of the Montanists to prolong the fast

of the Stations till the evening (" De

Jejun." 10). Prudentius (" Peristeph."

vi. 52 >eq.) relates of the martyr Fruc-

tuosus that he refused the cup offered him

because it was a Station and the ninth

hour had not come. In the East, on the

other hand, the fast of the Stations was

obligatory ("Apost. Const." v. 20; "Canon

Apost." 09 ; 1 Epiphan. " Hier." 75 n. 3).

In the West, the fast on Wednesday

never obligatory, died out altogether,

while that of Friday became obligatory

about the end of the ninth century. The

Greeks, on the other hand, still maintain

the fast of Wednesdays and Fridays.

(Thomassin, "Traits des Jeunes," P. ii.

ch. 15; see Abstinence and Fast.)

(2) The word, in another sense, still

holds its place in the Roman Missal. Many

of our readers must have noticed the

words " Statio ad S. l'etrum,ad S. Mariam

majorem," &c, before the Introit of certain

Masses. Mabillon (" Museum Italicum,"

torn. ii. p. xxxi.) explains the term

as meaning either a fast or " a con

course of the people to an appointed

place—i.e. a church in which the proces

sion of' the clergy halts on stated days to

say stated prayers. It is an ancient

custom in Rome that the Roman clergy

should on particular days meet for prayer

in some one church where Mass and other

divine services are performed. The pro

cession of the Roman clergy to these

Stations is either solemn or private ; the

latter when individuals betake themselves

privately to the appointed place, the

former when the Pope and the rest

solemnly proceed thither singing litanies

and other prayers." The gathering of

clergy and people before this procession,

Mabillon continues, was called collectn,

and the name was then given to the

prayer said over the people before the

procession started from one church to the

other in order to make the Station. " It

was St. Gregory who regulated the

Stations at Rome—i.e. the churches where

the office was to be performed daily in

Lent, on the Ember days, and on the

solemn feasts. For the feasts of the

saints were celebrated in the churches

which contained their relics. St. Gregory

then marked these Stations in his Sacra-

mentary, as they are now in the Roman

Missal, and attached them chiefly to the

patriarchal and titular churches ; but

although the Stations were fixed, the

Archdeacon did not fail, after the Pope's

Communion, to announce the next Station

to the people " (Fleury, " II. E." livr.

1 We follow Thomassin in his interpretation

of the fourth canon. The passage in the Con

stitutions (jTatrav Ttrpd&a Kai iraaav vapaaKtvifV

itpoariaoow vp.lv vyartvtiv) is, as it seems to

us, decisive against the view of Hefele ( Condi.

vol. i. p. 821) and others. TtVput often meajia

" the fourth day."
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xxxvi. § 17). In the Easter of 774,

Charlemagne assisted at the Station of

Easter Sunday at St. Mary Major, of

Easter Monday at St. Peter's, Tuesday at

St. Paul's—the same Stations still noted

in our Missal (Eginhard, apud Fleury,

xliv. § 5).

STATIONS OF TH1 CROSS

( Via Cruris, Via Calonrii). A series of

images or pictures representing the dif

ferent events in the Passion of Christ,

each Station corresponding to a particular

event. Usually, they are ranged round

the church, the first station being placed

on one side of the high altar, the last on

the other. The Stations are among the

most popular of Catholic devotions and

are to be found in almost every church.

Sometimes they are erected in the open

air, especially on roads which lead to

some church or shrine standing on a hill.

The devotion began in the Franciscan

order. The Franciscans are the guardians

of the holy places in Jerusalem, and these

stations are intended as a help to making

in spirit a pilgrimage to the scene of

Christ's sufferings and death. Innocent

XII., in 1694, authentically interpreting

a brief of his predecessor Innocent XL

in 1680, declared that the indulgences

granted for devoutly visiting certain holy

places in Palestine could be gained by all

Franciscans and by all affiliated to the

order if they made the way of the cross

devoutly—i.e. passed or turned from

station to station meditating devoutly on

the various stages of the history.

Benedict XIII., in 1726, extended these

indulgences to all the faithful ; Clement

XII., in 1731 , permitted persons to gain

the indulgences at Stations erected in

churches which were not Franciscan, pro

vided they were erected by a Franciscan

with the sanction of the ordinary. At

present the connection of the Stations

with the Franciscan order is almost for

gotten, at least in England, except as a

matter of history. 0»ir bishops can, by

Apostolic faculties, erect the Stations with

the indulgences attached to them, and

they constantly delegate this faculty to

priests. The English bishops received

faculties to this effect, provided there were

no religious in the neighbourhood to whom

the privilege belonged, in 1857. In 1862

these faculties were renewed without this

limitation. The faculties are quinquen

nial. (Cone. Prov. Westmonast. II. Ap

pend. I. Concil. IV. Append. II.)

There are foarteen Stations—viz. (1)

the sentence passed on our Lord by

| Pilate ; (2) the receiving of the cross ;

(3) our Lord's first fall ; (41 his meeting

with his mother ; (5) the hearing of the

cross by Simon of Cyrene ; (0) the wiping

of Christ's face by \ eronica with a band-

kerchief; (7) his second fall; (8) his

words to the women of Jerusalem, " Weep

not for Me," &c; (9) his third fall;

(10) his being stripped of his garments,

(11) his crucifixion; (12) his death;

(13) the taking down of his body from

the cross; (14) his burial. In the

diocese of Vienna the number of the

Stations at the end of last century was

reduced to eleven. On the other hand a

fifteenth Station has been sometimes

added—viz. the finding of the cross by

Helena. These changes are unauthor

ised.

STIOMAT&, The word occurs in

Gal. vi. 16, " I bear the marks of Jesus

in my body." Such brands or marks

(o-Ti'y/MiTa) were set on slaves who had

run away, on slaves consecrated to the

service of a heathen god, rarely on

captives, and sometimes soldiers branded

the name of their general on some part

of their body. Probably St. Paul's meta

phor is taken from the second of these

customs. (See Lightfoot, ad loc.). He

regardel the marks of suffering in Christ's

cause as consecrating him the more to his

Master's service. The Latin versions re

tain the word " stigmata," but no Catholic

commentator of repute, so far as we know,

ever dreamt that St. Paul received mira

culous marks of Christ's Passion. Neither

St. Thomas nor Estius allude to such an

interpretation, aud Windischmann only

mentions it to dismiss it.

Still, the idea that miraculous wounds

on the hands, feet, and side, like those

borne by our Lord, were a mark of divine

favour, certainly existed in the mediaeval

Church independently of St. Francis, for

in 1222 at a council in Oxford an im

postor who claimed to have stigmata of

this kind confessed his guilt and was

punished accordingly (Fleury, " H. E."

lxxviii. § 56). Only two years later—i.e.

1224- St. Francis of Assisi (d. 1226)

was on Mount Alvernus to keep bis

annual fast of forty days in honour of

St. Michael. One morning, says St.

Buonaventure, about the 14th of Sep

tember, the feast of the Exaltation of the

Cross, Francis saw a seraph flying to

wards him. There was a figure of a man

attached to a cross between the wings.

After the vision disappeared, the hands

and feet of the saint were found to be
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marked with nails, and there was a

wound in his side. The wounds were

seen by some of the friars and by Alex

ander IV. during the lifetime of the saint,

and after hie death by fifty friars, St.

Clare, and a multitude of seculars. St.

Buonaventure assures us that he had the

testimony of Alexander IV. from the

Pope's own lips. The Church keeps a

feast of the Stigmata of St. Francis, in

stituted by Benedict XII.

The Dominicans claimed a similar

distinction for one of their own order,

St. Catharine of Siena (1347-1380).

They appealed to a letter from the saint

to her confessor, Raymond of Capua, in

which she states that our Lord had im

pressed the stigmata upon her, but had

at her own request made them invisible

to others. They also quoted the testi

mony of St, Antoninus and the hymn

which alludes to the stigmata, inserted in

the Office of St. Catharine with the ap

proval of Pius II. The Franciscans, who

maintained that the privilege was peculiar

to their own founder, carried the matter

before Sixtus IV. in 1483. The Pope

(himself a Franciscan) forbade under

severe penalties any one to paint images

of St. Catharine with the stigmata, (See

Fleury, " H. E." lxiix. § 6, cxv. § 103.)

Still the fact of her stigmatisation is

recorded in the Breviary office, and a

special feast in commemoration of it was

granted to the Dominicans by Benedict

XIII. In a work on the subject Dr.

Imbert-Gourbeyre enumerates 146 per

sons, twenty men, the rest women, who

are stated to have received the stigmata.

Of these, eighty lived before the seven

teenth century. Some are canonised,

others beatified, others simply persons of

reputed holiness. More than one is still

living. The work just referred to (" Les

Stigmatises ") was published by Palme1

in 1873.

STOLE. A narrow vestment made of

the same stuff as the chasuble, and worn

round the neck. The Pope always wears

the stole. Bishops nnd priests wear it at

Mass—the priest crossed over his breast,

the bishop, who has already the pectorai

cross on his breast, pendant on each side.

They also wear it whenever they exercise

their orders by administering sacraments

or by blessing persons or things. In some

places it is, in others it is not, worn in

preaching, and the custom of the place

is to be followed (3. C. R. 12 Nov.

1637, 23 Maii 18161. Deacons wear it

at Mass, or at Benediction, &c, when they

have to move the Blessed Sacrament,

over the left shoulder and joined on the

right sido.

Stole—i.e. o-roX^ in classical Greek—

in the LXX and New Testament means

a robe of any kind, sometimes (e.g. in

Mark xii. 38, Luc. xx. 46) a costly or

imposing garment. In Latin stola was

the upper garment worn by women of

position. The conjecture of Meratus (on

Gavant. torn. i. P. ii. tit. i.) that our

stole is the Roman stola of which only

the ornamental stripe has been left, is

very unlikely, considering that the stola

was, almost exclusively, a piece of female

attire. The stole is never mentioned by

that name before the ninth century.

Theodoret (" H. E." ii. 27) speaks of " a

holy stole " (Upa oroXfj) given to Maca-

rius by Conetantine, but he only means a

" sacred vestment " in general, and Qer-

manus of Constantinople at the beginning

of the eighth century identifies the otoXij

with the <jx\a>viov or chasuble, and dis

tinguishes it from the apdpiov or stole

according to our modern usage (Galland.

" Bibliothec." torn. xiii. p. 220).

This word orarium belongs to the

later Latin, and means a cloth for the

face, a handkerchief. It was also used

" in favorem," to applaud at theatres, &c,

and sometimes worn as a scarf. The

first mention of it as an ecclesiastical

vestment occurs about the middle of the

fourth century, when the Council of

Laodicea (can. 22 and 23) forbade

clerics in minor orders to use it. A

sermon attributed to Chrysostom, and

probably not much later than his time,

compares the deacons to angels, and the

" stripes of thin linen on their left shoul

ders ' (rats Xerrrais dOovais Ttus <iri riov

apitrrtpav apav) to wings (" Homily on

the Prodigal Son," Migne, vol. viii. 620).

In the West, for a long time after, orarium

was used for a common handkerchief or

napkin (Ambros. " De Excess. Sat." lib. i.

43; August. " De Civit. Dei," xxii. 8;

Ilieron. Ep. 1 ii. 9 ; Prudent. " Peri-

steph." i. 86 ; Greg. Turon, " De Gloria

Mart." i. 93; Greg. Magn. Ep. vii.

30. So the Council of Orleans in 611).

It is in the Spanish church that we find

the earliest traces of the orarium or stole

as a sacred vestment among the Latins.

The Council of Braga in 563 (can. 9)

speaks of the orarium as worn by deacons ;

a Council of Toledo in 033 recognises it

as a vestment of bishops, priests, and

deacons (can. 28 and 40). Another

synod of Braga in 675 mentions the
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present custom according to which priests

wear the orarium crossed over the breast

(can. 4) ; -while the Synod of Mayence in

813 (can. 28) requires priests to wear it

not only at Mass but habitually, as the

Pope does now, to mark their sacerdotal

dignity. Several of the Ordines Romani

(the third, fifth, eighth, ninth, and

thirteenth), also mention the orarium.

Hence, we may conclude that from about

the time of Charlemagne the orarium or

stole was generally adopted throughout

the West as a vestment of bishops, priests,

and deacons. The Greeks have always

regarded the orarium as a vestment

peculiar to deacons. The tiriTpaxfo'ov or

nfpiTpaxriXtor of priests differs both in

form and in the mmner it is worn from

the orarium of deacons. The Syrian

Christians have adopted the same word

orro, ororo, but with them the orro is

worn by clerics of all the orders. Readers

among the Maronites wear the orro hang

ing from the right shoulder, subdeacons

in all the Syrian rites round the neck,

deacons on the left shoulder, priests

round the neck and in front of the breast.

The Syrians also use the same word for

the wutxpoptov or pallium of bishops. (See

Payne Smith, " Thesaurus Syriacus," col.

101, 102, tub voc. ]iio\.) Hefele says it

appears from ancient pictures that down

to the twelfth century the deacon's stole

hung over the left shoulder, and was not,

as now, fastened together on the right side

below the breast. Till a late period the

stole was worn outside the dalmatic as

now by the Greek deacons over the

sticharion. Hefele finds the earliest

notice of a deacon's stole worn under the

dalmatic in a Salzburg Pontifical of the

twelfth century, and in the fourteenth

Roman Ordo, compiled about 1300.

Bishops, however, wore the stole over

the alb and under the tunicella and dal

matic as earlv at least as Rabanus

Maurus (" De Cleric. Instit." i. 19, 20)—

i.e. about 816.

The same author (he. cit.) speaks of

the orarium which "some call stole."

This is the first certain instance of the

use of the latter word, for its place in

the Gregorian Sacramentary may be one

of the many interpolations to which

liturgical books are peculiarly subject.

In the eleventh and twelfth centuries stole

became the common word (so, e.g., the

Synod of Coyaca, in the diocese of Oviedo,

anno 1050, can. 3). The oraria on

ancient pictures are exactly like our stoles,

resembling the puttern known as Gothic.

They were often adorned with jewels,

bells hung from them, and letters or

words were worked in. Hefele acknow

ledges his failure after much search to find

the reason why the word " stole " came

to be used for orarium. The vestment

has been taken as a symbol of the yoke

of Christ (Pseudo-Alcuin), of Christ's

obedience (Innocent III.) The prayer in

our present Missal evidently refers to the

original meaning of the Greek oroXq.

" Give me back, O Lord, the stole or robe

of immortality," &c.

STOLE-FEES. The fees, varying

in different countries, which it is custom

ary among the laity to pay to a priest at

the time of his discharging any sacred

function for theirbenefit—e.g. in marriages,

christenings, and funerals.

SXTBDEACOKS. Ministers of the

Church who rank next to deacons. In

the Latin Church they prepare the sacred

vessels and the bread and wine for Mass ;

pour the water into the chalice at the

Offertory and sing the Epistle. Among

the Greeks they guard the gates of the

sanctuary during Mass, and prepare the

sacred vessels at the Prothesis. They

are therefore allowed to touch the paten

and chalice, unless they contain the Holy

Eucharist. The 21st Canon of Laodicea

forbids them in general terms to touch

the holy vesfels; but Morinus and Van

Espen interpret this canon as referring

simply to the " Great Entrance " in the

Greek liturgy, when the prepared elements

are carried in procession at the beginning

of the Missa Fidelium from the Prothesis

to the altar.

Among the Greeks and Orientals the

subdiaconate is a minor, among the

Latins a greater or sacred order. But it

was only about 1200 that even the Latins

reckoned the subdiaconate among the

greater orders. Martene indeed certifies

that in Sacramentaries as early as 800

or thereabouts he found the ordination of

subdeacons placed along with that of the

superior, and separated from that of the

inferior ministers. In 1097, the Council

of Benevento, over which Urban II.

presided, says expressly, " We give the

name of sacred orders to the presbytentte

and diaconate." Fifty years later Hugo

of St. Victor speaks of the subdiaconate

as a minor order. But Peter Cantor, who

died in 1197, says that in his time "the

subdiaconate had been recently made a

sacred order." Innocent IU. really closed

the question by ruling that subdeacons,
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like deacons and priests, might be chosen

bishops.

Usually, subdeacons are ordained by

bishops. But the Synod of Meaux in

845 permits (can. 44) chorepiscopi who

certainly were not bishops 1 to confer

the subdiaconate with the sanction of

the ordinary, and the same permission

is said to have been given by the Pope to

Cistercian abbots. The matter of ordina

tion in the Latin Church has always been

the tradition of the instruments. In the

very ancient collection known as the

Canons of the Fourth Council of Carthage,

can. 6 lays down the rule that a sub-

deacon is to be ordained by receiving the

empty chalice and paten from the bishop,

while the archdeacon gives him the cruet

and towel. This form is preserved with

a very slight alteration in the present

Koman Pontifical. The Pontifical also

prescribes the tradition of the book of

the Epistles, but this rite was unknown

till the twelfth century at least ; neither

Hugo of St. Victor nor the Master of the

Sentences, nor even St. Thomas, mentions

it. The form among the Latins consists

in the words which accompany the

tradition : " See what kind of ministry

is given to you," &c. ; " Receive the book

of the Epistles," &c. Even the form

accompanying the tradition of the paten

and the-chalice is much more modern

than the tradition itself, for the Gregorian

Sacramentary has a prayer (" Benedictio

subdiacoui '') as the form of ordination.

Among the Greeks the matter is the

laying on of hands, and the form the

prayer during this action. Such has been

their use from the fifth century at least,

as appears from the false Dionysius.

They have no tradition of the instru

ments except after ordination, when the

newly ordained are, as it were, put in

possession, and this custom is of modern

date.

In the time of Cornelius (elected

254) there were seven subdeacons at

Rome. Their functions in the ancient

Church were very important. They were

the secretaries of bishops, and were often

sent on distant and important missions.

They had a great part in managing the

alms and temporal goods of the Church.

The letters of St. Gregory the Great

show that in his time the Roman sub

deacons administered the affairs of St.

Peter's patrimony throughout the pro-

1 I.e. in the West and at that time; see

Hefele on the Aiuiocbene Synod in encacniis,

can. 10.

vinces, made reports to the Pope on the

conduct of bishops, and by the Pope's

orders admonished prelates, reformed

abuses, and assembled councils.

(Chardon, " Hist, des Sacr." torn. v. ;

Juenin, " Commentarius Historicus et

Dogmaticus de Sacramentis," diss ix. qu.

vii. For the obligations of the office,

see Bkeviari and Celiiucy.)

SVBDELEC&TE. One to whom a

judge-delegate transfers his jurisdiction

in a particular case. [See Delegation.]

This privilege is restricted to delegates

appointed by the supreme authority in a

state, except in the ease of a delegate ad

universitatem caumi tern— that is, one who

is empowered by his principal to try all

causes that fall within his jurisdiction,

for such a delegate is really a "judex

quasi ordinarius." A subdelegate cannot

be named (unless by the consent of both

parties) to try cases of great importance,

for with respect to these, the special

qualifications of the delegate must be

presumed to have been what moved his

principal to appoint him ; and the inten

tion might be frustrated if he could

commit the most weighty portions of his

charge to another. A delegate whose

commission only extends to the bare

performance of certain acts cannot do

them through a subdelegate.

SUFFRAGAir. This name is given

to a bishop in an ecclesiastical province,

relatively to the metropolitan, primate, or

patriarch, in whose province he is. Also,

to a titularbishop or bishop inpai-tibutwho

is exercising the Pontifical functions and

ordinations for the ordinary bishop whom

he has been invited to assist. Also to

a titular bishop who is under a titular

patriarch or archbishop ; such are suffra

gans only in name.

Leo XIII. has commanded that the

designation " bishop in partibux " should

be replaced by that of " titular bishop."

(Morone, Dizion. Eccl.)

suicide. Those who voluntarily,

and while in the full possession of their

faculties (mi compotes) put an end to

themselves, are deprived of ecclesiastical

burial. But in such cases the canon law,

like the common law of England, in

clines to a lenient judgment; and if a

person be found, for instance, drowned or

poisoned, and it be not proved that he

had expressed the deliberate intention of

taking his own life, the law prefers to

presume some other cause of death, such

as the act of a malefactor, or accident, or

temporary aberration of mind.
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In many countries the civil law now

requires that persons who have committed

suicide, even though the wilfulness of the

act and their sanity at the time be

established, shall be buried in the church

yards. Iu such a case the ministers of

the Church take no part in the funeral

obseq uies. ( Ferraris, Homicidium ; Wetzer

and YVelre.)

SVNDAV. The Jewish Sabbath was

the weekly day of rest with which the

week ended. On that day the Hebrews

were forbidden to gather manna (Ex. xv.

23-20). Thus the observance of the Sab

bath was made a general law ; they were

to do no work upon it ; the Hebrew family,

the stranger iu the gates, the slaves, even

the cnttle, were to rest ; aud this because

God Himself finished the work of creation

and rested on that day, blessing it and

sanctifying it (Ex. xx.8-11). In Deut.

v. 12-16 it is the kindly and beneficent

character of the institution which is

emphasised, rather than its sacredness.

No reference is made to creation, but the

Hebrew is to keep the Sabbath, " that thy

nan slave and thy woman slave may rest

;ven as thou. And thou shalt remember

hat thou wast a slave in the land of

'igypt, and Jehovah thy God brought

hee out thence," &c. The importance

ittached to the Sabbath in the Deutero-

loniical and Levitical codes is shown by

the very fact thnt Sabbath keeriing is the

subject of a precept in the Decalogue.

Further, the Sabbath is the basis of a

whole series of enactments. The seventh

month is the holy month of the year.

It is ushered in by the Feast of Trumpets,

its tenth day is the Day of Atonement, its

fifteenth the Feast of Tabernacles or in

gathering, the "joy of the law." The

seventh is the sabbatical year; during

which the whole land is to rest1 (Lev.

xxv. 1-7) ; there is to be no sowing, or

vintage, or reaping, and thus the Sabbath

extends its dominion over nature. After

" seven Sabbaths of years " (i.e. 7 + 7

1 According tn the "Book of the Covenant"

(Ex. xxi. 2-6), Hebrew slaves are to go free

not on the, but on every, seventh year, dating

from the beginning of their slavery ; and every

seventh year the harvest is to be left for the

poor (xxiii. 10,11). The former provision is

repeated in Dent. xv. 12-18, and the second has

its analogy in the law that on a seventh vear

proclaimed and fixed, debts are to be remitted

(Deut. xv. 1-6). The developed Sabbatical

year—i.e. the fixing of one year for the whole

country, in which the land is to rest completely

from being sown no less than from being reaped

—is peculiar to Leviticus. So also is the crown

of the whole system—viz. the year of Jubilee.

= 49 vears) comes the year of Jubilee,

when "Hebrew slaves are to go free, bind

to revert to its original owner, Jfcc

Something must be said on three

points connected with the Jewish Sabbath

which are of theological importance.

(1) There is no trace of its being

observed among the Hebrews before the

time of Moses. No doubt, in Genesis iL

3, we read that " God blessed the seventh

day and hallowed it," but it is never said

that He told men in the pre-Mosaic period

to do so likewise, and evidently the sacred

writers knew nothing of a Sabbath kept

by the Patriarchs. It is implied that the

division of days into weeks, unknown

among the Romans till the Empire, was

very ancient among some of the Semitic

people, for Laban (Gen. xxix. 27) speaks of

the " week of this woman "—i.e. the week

of marriage festivities. We now know

that among the Assyrians the first twenty-

eight days of every month were divided

into four weeks of seven days each, the

seventh, fourteenth, twenty-first, and

twenty-eighth days being Sabbaths ; and

there was a general prohibition ofwork on

these days (G. Smith, " Assyrian Eponym

Canon," p. 10, »eq.) The date of this

usage among the Assyrians is still un

certain (Dillman on Exod. p. 214). But

we may conjecture that the division was

based, not on the seven planets, but on

the phases of the moon, and was familiar

within and without Israel before Moses.

Hut from this it does not follow that

there was any divine command to keep

the Sabbath, or even that the Israelites

rested on it. Indeed, the day of rest

implies a settled and agricultural life ; to

a people of shepherds a Sabbath is not

necessary or even possible. (So Well-

hausen, " Geschichte des Volkes Israel,"

ch. iii.)

(2) The Jewish was at all times dis

tinct from the Puritan idea of the Sabbath.

It is the privilege of rest for the slave and

even for the beasts on which the Book of

Deuteronomy dwells with characteristic

kindliness. In IV. Reg. iv. 22, 23, it is

mentioned with the new moons, as a day

on which people went to hear the prophets.

One of the earliest prophets, Osee (ii. 13)

alludes to it (again in conjunction with

the new moons) as a day of joy ; Amos

(viii. 5), as a day on which no business

was done. The prophets of the Exile insist

on strict rest; Jeremias, e.g., forbids carry

ing of burdens (xvii. 10 *eq.). They en

large on the sin of breaking the Sabbath

and the blessings which attend its observ
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ance (Eiech. xx. 10 ; xxii. 28 ; and so with

reference to the Exile, Book of Isai. lvi.

2 ; lviii. 13) ; and the Levitical Code

(Ex. xxvi. ; xxxv. 3; Num. xv.) enforces

the obligation of rest in minute detail,

but not a word is said against recreation

on the Sabbath.1 Even the Pharisees,

though they multiplied rules against ser

vile work—forbade, e.g., journeys more

than 2,000 paces beyond the city ; climb

ing a tree, lest a twig should break ; works

of mercy, &c, &c.—never prohibited

pleasure as such. Even a Chief Pharisee

aid not scruple to eutertnin on Sabbath

(Luc. xiv. 1). The Rabbinical law on

dancing illustrates exactly the difference

between Ihe Pharisaical and Puritan

view. The Rabbins forbid it, not because

it is a worldly pleasure, but because it

would lead to tuning the musical instru

ments, which is reckoned work (Buxtorf,

" Lex. Rabbin." JVI35>).

(3) Our Lord did not during his

earthly life abrogate the Sabbath. To do

so would have been inconsistent with his

position as one " made under the law,"

and with his own express teaching (gee,

especially, Matt, xxiii. 1-3). But lie did

expose the inconsistency and hypocrisy of

men who loosed an ox or ass on the

Sabbath and were shocked when Christ

on the same day " loosed a daughter of

Abraham whom Satan had bound " (Luc.

xiii. 10-16). lie, moreover, enunciated

two great principles. The one was then,

perhaps, part of the better Rabbinical

teaching: " The Sabbath is made for man,

not man lor ihe Sabbath.'' (The words,

" The Sabbath is given into your hands,

not you into the hands of the Sabbath,"

are to lie found in the "Mechilta," a

Midrash or Commentary on parts of Exo

dus, belonging to the early part of the

third century a.d.) Man is made to fultil

the law of love. Not so with regard to

the Sabbath, which is simply enforced for

man's own good. Next, the " Son of

Man is Lord also of the Sabbath." Just

as the Sabbath law must give way before

the natural needs of man, so, and much

more, before the requirement of Him who

is the head and representative of mankind

(Marc. ii. 23-28). If, again, the ministers

of the temple broke the Sabbath law in

its service and were blameless, much more

might the disciples do so in the service of

1 Is. lviii. 18 is often quoted in the " Au

thorised Version." "If thou turn away thy

foot . . . from doing thy pleasure on my holv

day." But IJ^fSH means " affairs," " business,"

as elsewhere in later Hebrew.

One greater than the temple (Matt. xii.

5-8).

(4) The precept of observing the

Sabbath was completely abrogated in

the Christian Church. " Let no man

judge you," says St. Paul (Coloss. ii.

16), in eating and drinking or in the

matter of a feast or a new moon or of a

Sabbath-day (a-nff^drav, from the Chaldee

NnjJC*, not " Sabbath days ; " cf. " Ilodie

tricesima Sabbata," Hor. " Sat." i. 0, 60),

which things are a shadow of things to

come, but the body is Christ's" (cf. Gal. iv. ;

Rom. xiv. 5, 0). Christians are not to

he taken to task on such things; they do

not furnish the materials of a judgment,

good or bad, since the shadows are charac

teristic of the Jewish law, the substance

of Christ's gospel. Once only does the

N. T. refer to a Christian Sabbath.

" There is left therefore a Sabbath-keeping

(aafUjaruTfios) for the people of Ood

(Heb. iv. 0). The reference, however, is

to no earthly Sabbath, but to that eternal

rest of which the Sabbath was a type.

The word " Sabbath " is kept in the Greek

and the Latin of the Church to denote

Saturday—a day which is not sacred

among Christians.

(5) In commemoration of Christ's re

surrection the Church observes Sunday.

The observance does not, rest cn the natu

ral law, which does indeed require us to

give certain time to the worship of God,'

but not a whole day rather than parts of

several days, much less any particular

day; nor, agaiu, on any positive divine

law, of which there is no trace. Sunday

is merely of ecclesiastical institution,

dating, however, from the time of the

Apostles. Such is the opinion of St.

Thomas (2 2nda?, cxxii. 4 ad 2) and of the

greatest Catholic theologians (so Billuart,

" De Relig." diss. vi. a. 1 ; and Turre-

crera., Thom., Wald., Cajetan, Sylvius,

and others whom Billuart cites). The

present rule obliges the faithful to hear

Mass on that day and to rest from servile

work— i.e. work done with the hands

rather than with the head. Hut cuBtom

permits certain servile work even when

not required by necessity or mercy—such,

e.g., as cooking food—and ecclesiastical

authority may dispense from the law.

We proceed to trace the history of the

observance.

In a single passage of the N. T.—viz.

Apoc. i. 10—we find a special name for

the first day of the week, " the Lord's

day" (Jvrfi Kvpiaxfi Ijpipf—very different

from g rov Kvpiov tjfitpa). In Acts xx. 7
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we are told that St. Paul abode seven

days at Troas, and that on the first day

of the week the disciples caiae together

" to break bread." The same Apostle

writes to the Corinthians (1 Cor. xvi. 1

ley.), " Every first day of the week (Kara

(uav <rn/3,S<irou) let each of you lay up at

home and collect whatever profit he has

had," words which do not, indeed, directly

imply that there was public service on

Sunday, for nap iavra (= chez tut) cannot

refer to a collection in the Christian

assembly. But they do seem to indicate

that Sunday was already a sacred day, on

which deeds of love were specially suit

able. Heb. x. 25 shows this much, that

the Christians, when the epistle was

written, had regular days of assembly.

(6) The Scriuturaf references given

above show that the observance of Sun

day had begun in the Apostolic age ; but

even were Scripture silent, tradition

would put this point beyond all doubt.

While, however, Sunday was observed

from the first, it is possible to trace seve

ral stages in the observance.

(a) The earliest Fathers speak of the

assembly for worship, and especially for

the celebration of the Eucharist. As

this is well known, the following refer

ences will suffice : Ep. Barnab. 15 ;

Ignat. ad Magnes. 9; Justin Mart. i.

Apol. 59; Dionvs. Corinth, (apud Euseb.

"H. E." iv. 23); Tertull. Apol. 16;

" Be Coron." 3. These authors speak of

Sunday, which they call the " Lord's

Day," the "Day of the Loid's Resur

rection," and sometimes, but only in ad

dressing heathen, the " Day of the Sun "

(see Probst, " Kirchliche Disciplin in den

ersten drei Jalirhund." p. 247), as a day

of sacred joy and prayer. But we know

of only one passage in any Ante-Nicene

Father which alludes to the Sunday rest.

Tertullian, after mention of the ritual

usage according to which Christians on

Sunday prayed standing, not kneeling,

adds that on that day business was put

aside, that the soul might be left free for

God's service (" differentes etiam negotia

ne queui diabolo locum (Jemus," " De

Orat." 23). Here was the contrast

between Sabbath and Sunday. The

former was primarily a day of rest from

work, and, although the morning and

evening sacrifices were doubled on the

Sabbath, no law of Sabbatical worship

was imposed on the Israelite. Attendance

on the prophets, and afterwards on the

synagogue, arose naturally out of the en

forced ceesation of ordinary work. The

| Sunday, on the other hand, was primarily

| a day of prayer, and the words in the

j Apocalypse strike the keynote of Sunday

observance : " I was in the Spirit on toe

Lord's day." The law of rest arose as a

protection to the law of worship. It

may be objected that,after all, the Church's

law only requires a small portion of Sun

day to be spent in prayer. But this ob

jection rests on an anachronism, for we

shall see presently that the ancient Church

required the greater part of the day to be

spent in devotion.

(j3) When Christianity became, or

was on the way to become, the religion of

the state, it was necessary to pass some

law of rest; otherwise a Christian who

kept Sunday might obviously suffer incon

venience from being summoned to court,

to military exercise &c, or even from the

competition of his heathen rivals in trade.

Hence Coustantine, as Eusebius report*,

required his subjects to rest on the feasts

of our Lord (also on Fridays, if Valesius

is right in correcting rat roi" aufiJiTrov

into rets npo tov (ritfiiiaTov), and on Sundays

the Chris:ian soldiers were exempted from

work that they niijtht have leisure to

pray. (Euseb. " Vit. Constant." iv. 18).

A long series of imperial enactments on

the matter is to be found in the Roman

codes. An edict of Coustantine pro

hibited law business and mechanical arts

in towns, though the country people were

allowed to till the ground on that day.

Later emperors not only closed the law

courts, but also the theatre and circus on

Sundays.

The decrees of councils also became

more and more stringent. The Synod of

Laodicea (between 343 and 381) threatens

with excommunication those who Judaise

by resting on the Sabbath, but exhorts

Christians to rest on Sunday " if they

can " (c. 29). About the same time

Chrysostom speaks (Horn, xliii. in 1 Cor.

xvi. 1) of the Lord's Day as bringing

" rest and immunity from labours." The

Second Council of Macon (c. 1) (anno

585) desires the faithful to spend the

whole day in prayer. Theodult, bishop

of Orleans, in bis Capitulary (cap. 24),

will sutler no relaxation of prayer ex

cept to take food. The Third Council

of Tours in 813 (c. 40) is still more

explicit ; the prayer and praise is to con

tinue " till the evening," Sunday being

reckoned from evening to evening. The

Second Council of Aix-la-Chapelle in

830 (cap. 21) tried to restore the old

custom of commuuicating every Sunday.
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Nor was this wide notion of Sunday

observance peculiar to France and Ger

many. The Council of Friuli in 791

(can. 13) is>.-i.»t.» on the same devotion of

the whole day to prayer, and the Spanish

Council of Coyaca in 1060 (can. ti) pre

scribes not only attendance at matins,

Mass, and the "hours," but also abstinence

from travelling except in case ofnecessity.

Theodore of Tarsus (apud Thoiuasaiu,

" Traite des Festes," p. 627), who became

archbishop of Canterbury in (509, assures

us that his fellow-Greeks would neither

sail nor ride (except to church), or bake,

or bathe, or write any unnecessary letters

on Sunday. In all these authorities and in

the Fathers generally there is no confusion

between Sunday and Sabbath. References

to the Decalogue as in any sense the war

rant for Sunday are extremely rare, though

Chrysostoin("In Gen." Horn. x. 7) deduces

this much from God's blessing and

hallowing the seventh day, viz. that one

day in the week should be given to God's

service.1 This principle is accepted by

modern theologians, so far at least that

they distinguish between the ceremonial

part of the third commandment, which

enjoins rest on the seventh day, and its

moral part, which urges us to consecrate

part of our time to heavenly thoughts.

But usually the Fathers, and even

1 A wrraon once Attributed to Augustine
( Appendix 280) rays that the •' glory of Jewish

Sabbath-keeping" was transferred to Sunday,

but the change is attributed to the " doctors of

the Church," and, i>esidcs, the Benedictine edi

tors have pmved that the sermon is nt least later

than Alcuin. The universal teaching of the

Fathers is that the Sabbath is abrogated in the

letter, and that it is kept spiritually by rest

from sin, or will be kept by eternal rest with

Christ. This is the teaching of Justin (Dial.

12); Irrn. (Adv. Har. iv. lG);Clem. Al.

(Strom, iv. 3) ; Origen (Horn. viti. § 2, In Jos.
CoMr. Celt. ii. 7) j Victorinus (Kouth, Sell.

Sacr. ii. pp. 4, 5, 8) ; Augustine ( C*. Faust

xviii. 6) ; Jerome (In Itai. liii. ad jfin., hi. 2,

lviii. 13) ; Kpiphanius (Har. viii. 6, xxix. 7,

xxx. 82; Krposit. Fid. 32); Gregory the

Great (Mural, xviii. 43); Arethes (In Apoc.

xi. 2). The Puritan idea of a Christian Sab

bath was unknown to the first Reformers.

But in Scotland we find the book of discipline

drawn up by John Knox and five other minis

ters enforcing Sabbath observance ; and in

1562 the General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church of Scotland petitioned the Queen to

punish Sabbath-breakers. In England the

Puritanical or Judaising doctrine wus developed

and systcmatiscd by a learned Puritan clergy

man, Dr. Nicolas Bownd, of Norton in Suffolk.

The Westminster Confession of 1647 (eh. xxi.)

was the first Creed which embodied this view.

(For the history of Protestant opinion, see

SchafT, Creeds of Chrittendom, vol. i. p. 775 scg.)

medieval writers, appeal simply to the

resurrection of our Lord and the descent

of the Holy Ghost, which happened on

Sunday, to the custom of the Church and

to Apostolic tradition.

(y) Sunday used to be reckoned from

evening to evening—i.e. the sanctification

of the day began on Saturday and ended on

Sundayevening. "It was,"saysThomassin,

" about the eleventh or twelfth century

that, after the abolition of public vigils in

the Church, people began the celebration

of Sundays and feasts on the morning of

the same day." He quote < Gratian (" De

Consec."d. .% c. 1), Gregory IX. ("Extra,

de Feriis,'' c. 1, 2), who recognises the old

custom ; Alexander HI. (ii.), who speaks

of both customs as existing in his time;

and Haytho, bishop of Bisle in his Capi

tulary (cap. 8), who says simply that Sun

day lasts "a mane usque ad vesperam."

(8) Down to the middle of the four

teenth century it was admitted on all

hands that the faithful must hear Mass

on Sundays and holidays of obligation in

their parish church. But about this time

the Mendicant Friars pleaded that this

law had been changed by Papal privilege

in their favour. This led to keen disputes

between seculars and regulars under
Innocent VI. ; and Sixtus IVT., more than

a century afterwards, in his Constitution

" Vices illius," declared that the law

obliged parishioners to hear Mass in their

own church unless when they absented
themselves " lor a good reason " (•' ex

honesta causa"). There has been much

controversy on the sense of this last clause.

(See Juenin, " Comment, de Sacram."

diss. v. §11.) But in any case the

Council of Trent simply recommends (sess.

xxii.) attendance at the parish church,

and it is certain from a Constitution of

Pius V. (" Etsi Mendicantium," anno

1667), that it is enough, so far as strict

obligation goes, to hear Mass in any

public church.

(f) Modern discipline has introduced

another and a much more important

change. Mass used to last for two hours

and more ; it can now be beard in half an

hour. Further, the pullic recitation of

Matins on Sunday before Mass was usual

even in secular churches till the end of

the middle ages, and it was well under

stood that the faithful must assist at the

Office as well as at Mass. This has been

shown above from the decrees of councils.

Mr. Maskell (" Monument. Rit." vol. iii.

p. xxxii.) proves that the obligation of

hearing Matins, Mass, and Evensong on
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Sundays and holidays was recognised in

England till the change of religion. Even

in the last century Billuart and many

other theologians admit an obligation

(though not a grave one) of hearing

Vespers as well as Mass on Sundays. At

present, a man who simply hears Low

Mass satisfies the letter of the Church

law. But if he absents himself from

sermons, if, above all, he does not use the

opportunity the day of rest affords for

increased prayer, for reading good books,

for instructing his family and the like, he

will in many cases sin against his own

soul. lie can hardly fail to do so, unless

he be like the perfect Christian of whom

Origen speaks ("C. Cels." viii. 22, 23),

with whom every day is a spiritual feast.

A man is in a bad way if he makes a

practice of hearing a Low Mass, and

spending the rest of the Sunday in frivo

lous recreation.

SUPREMACY, BOTAl. By this

is meant the doctrine that the king or

chief authority in the state has the

power to ordain and judge in the last

resort without appeal " in all causes and

over all persons, ecclesiastical as well as

civil," 1 within his dominions. Christi

anity is thus inferentially denied, inas

much as the charge given by our Lord to

St. Peter, not to feed only, but to govern

(iroifiaivtiv) his whole flock in the things

concerning everlasting life is ignored, and

the judgment of the civil ruler substituted

for that of the Apostolic See. Nor is this

claim to supremacy less obstinately main

tained in very many communities which

pretend to tolerate all religions, than by

old Protestant monarchies. The modern

Continental Liberal has no Bense for the

lofty yet humbling thoughts, the pure

penetrating emotions which are present

m the souls of believers, and dispose the

best of.them to the practice of the evan

gelical counsels—chastity, voluntary

poverty, and obedience. He considers

that it is the duty of every man or woman

to contribute to the advance of civilisation,

understood as he understands it ; and all

mental or bodily exercise which does not

so contribute, he looks upon as so much

wasted force. This waste, if he has power

to prevent it, he will not permit ; he will

therefore disperse religious communities,

forbid the taking of vows, and, generally,

assume control in the lost resort over

religious society. The Radical Govern

ment of Switzerland, with nothine but

toleration and enlightenment on its lips,

• Anglican bidding prayer.

is as vigilant in repressing the free de

velopment of Catholic life within the

republic as the Czars are in Russia or

Queen Elizabeth was in England.

The doctrine that the civil power has

the right to control the ecclesiastical, even

in purely religious matters, is generally

attributed to Erostus, a German divine of

the sixteenth century ; 1 traces of it, how

ever, may be found in the writings of

Marsilius of Padua and other medueval

writers. Cranmer, and afterwards

Hooker, espoused it ; it is indeed the

fundamental tenet of the Church of Eng

land as such, Grotius and Hobbes argued

on the same side.* On the other hand,

all Catholic theologians maintain the in

dependence and supremacy of the Church

within her own sphere. This inde

pendence is of course implied in the very

fact of canon law; for precepts which

may be lawfully set aside at the bidding

of some power claiming to be superior to

the authority which framed them are

not laws at all, but only regulations or

monitions. [See Canon Law ; Juris

diction ; FORUM ECCLESIASTICUM.]

The doctrine of the royal supremacy

was carried out more consistently in

England than in any other Protestant

country. It was one of the main causes

of the civil war in the sixteenth century ;

the King, as head of the Church, insisting

on ecclesiastical arrangements which the

conscience of the more advanced Pro

testants condemned. The Puritan re

public, since it maintained the penal laws

against Catholics, practically claimed the

right of excluding Catholicism from the

country, but it conceded to all Protestant

sects the free management of their eccle

siastical concerns without state inter

ference. At the Restoration the old state

of thing? reappeared ; but the Revolution

of 1688 enforced the toleration of the

sects, and withdrew, bo far as they were

concerned, the ecclesiastical supremacy of

the Crown. The liberty thus given has

been taken advantage of more and more

in the two centuries which have since

intervened, and at the present day the

supremacy is admitted only by one-half

of English Protestantism. In Scotland

the Erastian doctrine was rejected from

the first. The Presbyterian conception of

the Church has no solid basis in Scripture,

1 His real name was Liebcr; he was r

native of Baden, and died in 1588. Soon after

wards appeared Ms celebrated treatise, D*

Excomm unicatione Ecclesiaxtica.

> Hallam, Lit. UM. II 436.
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Hstory, or general reason ; but of this

Church the Scotch always stoutly upheld

the independence as again«t the state ;

and the record of their struggles and

sacrifices in this cause, from the date of the

First General Assembly in 1560 to the dis

ruption of 1843, forms the most attractive

feature in the history of Presbyterianism.

In Swedensnd Denmark the sovereigns

Appoint the bishops; Lutheranism is the

national religion, and till within the last

few years no other has been tolerated.

The Calvinism of Holland is more accom

modating ; the battle of toleration whs

fought out there in the seventeenth cen

tury, and practicallywon. The established

religion is professed only by about one

half of the people, and Catholics form

nearly 40 per cent, of the whole popula

tion. In Russia the Czar appoints the

bishops, and is practically supreme in

religious matters. The sufferings which

the exercise of this supremacy has entailed

on the Catholics of Poland, Podolia, and

Lithuania, are matter of recent experi

ence. In France the present aspect of

things is that of a country whose religi

ous affairs are regulated by a concordat or

solemn treaty concluded (1801) between

the civil power and the Catholic Church.

Many other countries [Concordat] have

followed this example. Of course all

Powers having concordats with Rome

implicitly admit her spiritual indepen

dence. The British state does not make

concordats with, but laws for, the Church

of England, justly regarding it as its own

creature and subject.

SUPPRESSION OF MONAS

TERIES. In every country of Europe

there have been hostile suppressions of

monastic societies ; there have been also,

from time to time, friendly, or ecclesi

astical, suppressions, carried out with the

approbation of the Holy See. The first

and most memorable instance of the

former class is the closing of the religious

houses in England (1535-1640); the

particulars are exhibited in the following

table :—

Monasteries with yearly revenue

under iW>l. ....

Monasteries with yearly revenue

above that sum

Small monasteries

FriarieB—August inians

„ Carmelites .

_ Dominicans .
.1

374

180
:>•:.

32

52

58

fi6

Total

' There were also forty-eifrht

of the Knights Hospitallers.

. 819

suppressed

In Italy a great suppression of reli

gious houses aud ecclesiastical founda

tions, commenced by the Sardinian

Government in 1855, and scarcely yet

terminated, hss seriously changed the

moral aspect of the country. Between

1856 ana 1873 there were suppressed

3,037 houses for men, and 1,027 for

women, and small peusions were jrranted

to a large proportion of their inmates,

amounting to nearly 54,000 persons. Up

to the end of 1877, Church and monastic

lands representing a capital value of

nearly $170,000,000 had been confiscated

by the state, which, to disarm local

opposition, grants to the communes in

which any such property was situated a

certainproportion of the proceeds of its

sale. The establishments spared for the

present are compelled to submit to the

forced sale of all their immovable pro

perty, the purchase money being entered

by the Government to their credit in the

Italian rente*. ( " Enc. Brit.-" Italy, 1881.)

The Cidturkampf in Germany, com

menced very soon after the Franco-

German war (1870-1), employed the

suppression of religious societies as one

of its most effectual weapons. The

Jesuits, and many other orders and con

gregations, were at that time expelled

from all the territories of Prussia.

In France, a law passed during the

Revolution (February 1700) enacted the

suppression of all orders and regular con

gregations in which solemn vows were

taken, and prohibited their re-establish

ment. This law had been long in

abeyance, and a system of authorisation

had been followed, under which religious

societies which laid their rules, statutes,

and financial affairs open to the in

spection of the Ministry of the Interior,

were permitted to exist. Besides these

authorised congregations, a large number

of non-authorised societies, which for

various reasons preferred a hazardous

independence to the irksomeness of

governmental supervision, had come into

being: in 1877 there were five hundred

such societies, comprising nearly 22,000

religious of both sexes. But the majority

of the congregations of women were

authorised. On March 20, 1880, the

Government of M. Fieycinet, a Protes

tant, issued two decrees, of which one

ordered the absolute and irrevocable

suppression of the Society of Jesus in

every part of France, the other required

that all other non-authorised corpora

tions should within three months Apply

8
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for authorisation to the Government,

supplying at the same time full and

minute information as to all their con

cerns, internal and external. It was well

understood that in the case of many

societies the authorisation, had it been

applied for, would have been refused.

, In fact, it was iu very few instances ap-

Elied for, and when the prescribed period

ad passed by, the Government resorted

to the various executive means at its dis

posal for suspending the common life of

the non-authorised societies, causing

closed doors to be broken open, seizing

on property, and forcibly dispersing the

religious. Thus not only the Jesuits,

but the Dominicans also (except those

engaged in teaching), the Capuchins, the

Carmelites, and many other orders and

congregations, the members of which had

supposed the revolutionary furor which

dictated tie law of 1790 to be extinct,

were suppressed in France before the end

of 1882.

Ecclesiastical suppressions have been

made for various reasons ; either for the

promotion of learning and education, or

in the interest of discipline, or for the

removal of presumed abuses and evils.

Thus a monastery was suppressed by

Bishop Alcock (1497) in order that he

might transfer its revenues to his new

foundation of Jesus College at Cambridge,

and two others were closed at the request

of the Countess Margaret, mother of

Henry VII., and her executors (1505-

1608), to aid in the foundation of Christ's

and St. John's Colleges at the same uni

versity. Another suppression was allowed

in favour of Bishop Smith (1515), when

he wasfounding Brasenose College,Oxford.

A measure of the same kind, but on a

much larger scale, was permitted by the

Holy See to Cardinal Wolsey, who (1524)

suppressed twenty-five small priories, and

applied their revenues to Christ Church

at Oxford and the college at Ipswich

which he was then founding. In 1528,

experience having shown that when the

number of monks in any house was very

small, the rule was seldom properly

observed, Clement VII. granted a bull to

the Cardinals Wolsey and Oampeggio,

authorising them to suppress houses having

less than twelve monks, and transfer their

revenues to the larger monasteries.

A suppression far more comprehensive

was effected in France a few years beiore

the Revolution through the agency of

the " Commission on the Regulars,' a

board composed of bishops and high

officials, appointed by the Crown in 1788

to inquire into the state of the religious

orders. The result of their operations,

which do not appear to have had at any

time the sanction of the Pope, was, that

all houses containing fewer than fifteen

religious were closed, that monks were

forbidden to take vows before the age of

21, and nuns before that of 18, and that

nearly 1,600 monasteries were suppressed.

(Tanner, " Notitia Monastica " ;

Helyot [ed. Migne], vol. iv.)

surplice. A garment of white

linen worn over the cassock in choir and

in the administration of the sacraments.

It is among the most familiar, and at the

same time is one of the most modern of

Church vestments.

The word superptllicium means a

dress worn over a garment of skins.

Such dresses of fur (peUieice) came into

use among monks early in the ninth cen

tury, probably to protect them from the

cold and damp during the long offices

in church. The great Synod of Aix-la-

Chapelle in 817 (can. 22) ordered each

monk to have two dresses of fur (jyeUkia).

Over these ptUicia a linen garment, the

superpellicium or surplice, was worn in

choir. It is uncertain when this last

custom began. The surplice is mentioned

in 1050 by the Council of Coyaca, and

Durandus in 128G speaks of its use as

already ancient, butby no means universal.

The Spanish synod just mentioned (can.

3) requires it to be worn under the

amice, alb, and the rest of the Mast

vestments, and this usage is still recognised

in the rubrics of the Roman Missal

(" Ritus Servand." i. 2.) In the twelfth

century it reached to the ankles, and so

the Council of Basle in the fifteenth

century requires canons in choir to wear

surplices " ultra medias tihias." Cardinal

Bona, more than 200 years ago, speaks of

surplices being already shorter than the

rule of Basle required, but the pictures in

Roman Pontificals of the last century

show that the present form of the

Italian surplice or cotta is very recent.

To this day the length varies much in

American churches, but it never reaches

below the knees, while in the new Italian

fashion adopted by many of the English

clergy the surplice does not reaoh nearlv

so far. It was not till the seventeenth

century that surplices were commonly

adorned with lace. (Hefele, " Beitrage,"vol.

ii. p. 1 74, teq. ; see also RocnBr and Cotta.)

suspension. A censure by which

a cleric is forbidden to exercise his orders
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or his clerical office, or to administer and

enjoy the fruits of his benefice. It does

not, like deposition, deprive a cleric of

liis benefice, or make him incapable of

lawfully exercising his office without

formal rehabilitation ; much less does it,

like degradation, deprive him of his

status as a clergyman. Partial suspen

sion inhibits a man from the use of his

orders, of his office—i.e. from exercise of

orders and jurisdiction, or, again, from

the enjoyment and administration of his

benefice. It may prohibit from all exer

cise of orders or jurisdiction, or only

from certain acts of order and jurisdic

tion—e.y. a bishop may be suspended from

ordaining, singing Mass politically, &c,

and yet be perfectly free to say Mass,

govern his diocese, &c. Entire suspen

sion prohibits all use of order, jurisdic

tion, or benefice. Suspension may be

perpetual—i.e. without any fixed limit,

or for a definite time. If inflicted for a

time, it ceases of itself when the time is

over. Perpetual suspension for a fault

altogether past is removed by the dispensa

tion of the prelate who inflicted it, his

superior, successor, or delegate. If in

flicted as a censure 1 it may be removed

by absolution given solemnly according

to a form prescribed in the Rituale, if

the suspension is public ; or privately by

absolution in a general form, if the

suspension is secret. The power of

absolution is sometimes held by every

priest empowered to hear confessions,

sometimes reserved to the bishop, some

times to the Pope. According to the

new reform of the canon law in the Bull

" Apostolicse Sedis," October 1 2, 1809,

the following suspensions only are in

curred ipsofacto, absolution being reserved

to the Pope. They all depend on the

giving, receiving, or exercising orders or

jurisdiction:—(1) Suspension from the

fruits of their benefices is incurred by

the chapter of a vacant see if they admit

a bishop before he has produced the

Apostolic letters for his promotion ; 3 (2)

bishops are suspended for three years

from all right to ordain, if they give

orders to one who has neither patri

mony nor benefice, on the condition that

1 I.e. not merely as punishment, but for the

amendment of the offender. The common de

finition, to which we have adhered, treats sus

pension as a 3peciea of censure, but this is not

always the case.

' In this case the penalties have been

extended and increased by the bull liomanus

Fonii/cx, Aug. 28, 1873.

he renounces all claim to support from

the bishop ; (3) for one year if they

ordain without dimissorials a person who

does not belong to the diocese or hold a

benefice in it, or a person belonging to but

long absent from the diocese, unless he

lias a certificate of good character from

the bishop under whom he has been

living ; or (4) if, apart from privilege'

they confer a holy order on one who has

neither patrimony, benefice, or the titulut

paupertatit, acquired by solemn vows,

already made. (6) Religious expelled

from their order are suspended from all

exercise of orders. (6) So are persons

knowingly ordained by a bishop under

excommunication, suspension, or interdict,

or notoriously heretical or schisiuatical

(if they wire in good faith, they must

wait for a dispensation). Then follow

some suspensions which affect persons

living in Rome, incurred (a) by persons

living more than four months in Home

and ordained by a bishop not their own,

without leave from the cardiual-vicar, or

ordained without being examined before

the cardinal-vicar, or ordained by their

own bishop after failing in the examina

tion before the cardinal-vicar; (ji) by

persons in the six suburbicarian dioceses

if they are ordained out of their own

dioceses, unless with dimissorials directed

to the cardinal-vicar himself, or if they

receive a holy order without ten days'

retreat at the house of the Fathers of

the Mission ; bishops who ordain in these

cases are suspended "abusu pontificalium"

for a year. Further, the following suspen

sions imposed by the Council of Trent

remain in force:—(1) "Ab exercitio

ordinura " on bishops who act pontitically

without leava^in other dioceses, and on

persons ordained by them there (ConciL,

I'rid. sess. vi. De Reform, c. 5.) (2)

" Ab executione ordinum ad beneplacitum

prselati futuri " on all who receive a holy

order in virtue of dimissorials from a

chapter within a year of the vacancy of

the see (sess. vii. De Reform, c. 10).

(8) For a year " ab exercitio pontifi

calium" on titular bishops who ordain

without dimissorials, and " ab execu

tione ordinum " on the persons so or

dained, as long as their ordinary pleases,

(sess. xiv. De Ref. c. 2.) (4) " A colla-

ti<>ne ordinum" for a year on bishops

who ordain without testimonials of

character from the proper ordinary, and

" ab executione ordinum " on those so

ordained as long as their ordinary sees fit.

(seas, ixiii. De Ref. c 8.) (5) "Ab

8 k
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officio et beneficio " for a year on those

who furnish dirnissorials contrary to the

Tridentine decrees, (sess. vii. De Ref. c.

10. ; xxiii. De Ref. c. 10.) (0) Absolute

suspension at the will of the ordinary of

the priest whose rights have been in

fringed, on parish priests who knowingly

<narry persons from another parish with

out leave from their priests (sess. xxiv.

De Ref. c. 1) ; (7) on " episcopi con-

cubinarii, a provinciali synodo admoniti."

Of course, provincial and diocesan statutes

may inflict suspension to be incurred ipso

facto, and prelates are empowered to visit

the oli'ences of clerics subject to them

with suspension (xxv. De lief. c. 14).

In the earliest times clerics were often

Eunished, not by simple suspension, but

y temporary deprivation of communion.

(Canon Apost. 45, Illiber. 21, Epaon. 8).

But as early as 314 (Concil. Neoctesaren.

c. 1) we have an instance of suspension

perpetual and from all functions (oAwr

Xfirovpydv), and so frequently in the

following centuries (Agde, c. 43, in

Trullo, c. 20). In the so-called Fourth

Council of Carthage (c. 08), where a

bishop who breaks the law is forbidden

to ordain, we have an instance of partial

suspension, and in another early council

an instance of suspension from Mass.

(3 Aurel. c. 7). Often clerics suspended

from order and office retained their

stipend (3 Concil. Aurel. A.D. 538, c. 19),

while in other cases they were suspended

from their stipend (Concil. Narbonn. a.d.

589, c. 11 and 13.)

synaxis. [See Liturgies.]

BYirCEXiX,TTS (a hybrid word, rrvv,

cella; one occupying the same cell). The

thing f-igrni tied by the term—namely, that

a priest or deacon should live continually

with a bishop, " propter testimonium

ecclesiasticum ' —was of very early insti

tution ; the " Liber Pontificalia " traces it

to Pope Lucius, in the second century.

The word (see Ducange) appears not to

be traceable beyond the eighth century.

Leo III., writing to Cenwulf of Mercia,

speaks of Augustine as having been the

tyncellus of Gregory the Great. Concellus

or concdlita would have been the natural

Latin expression ; and the latter term is

actually used by Sidonius Apollinaris

with reference to a monk of Lerins. The

word syncellus must have been coined in

the East ; whence, probably not before

the eighth century, it found its way into

the Western Church. In the Eastern

Church the syncelli were the chnplains '

and confidential ministers of Metropoli- j

tans and Patriarchs. At Constantinople

they formed a corporation ; and their

chief, the protosyncelius, became in process

of time a personage of so much import

ance as to take rank cn public occasions

next after the Patriarch. Oedrenus

(about 1050) says that before his time the

protosyncelius had commonly succeeded to

the Patriarchal throne on its becoming

vacant. (Morone, " Dizion. Eccl. " ; Smith

and Cheetham, art. by Venables.)

SYNDIC (Gr. ow8«of). In classical

Greek the word was used in three senses :

(1) an advocate, especially for the defen

dant; (2) a public orator; (3) a judge.1

The term came into regular use in Italy

during the middle ages; the municipal

magistrates of cities were called syndics

(sindacf). Louis of Bavaria was crowned

at. Rome (1328) by the four syndics of

the city ; again, in 1347, an official so en

titled, chosen by the people for the pur

pose, knighted and crowned Rienzi the

Tribune. At the present day it means

an agent of a particular kind—"one

chosen to take charge of the affairs of a

community, of which he himself is a

member." A proctor (procurator) may

be agent either for a community or an in

dividual; the term " syndic '' is confined

to agents representing communities

(Morone).

BTiroD. [See Council,.]

STOOD, HOLY. [See GREEK

Church and Russian Church.]

STOODAXi BUMmU, A

committee of learned ecclesiastics, ap

pointed in the diocesan synod,* numbering

not less than six, and (as a rule) not more

than twenty members, whose duty it is

to ascertain and test the qualifications of

candidates for benefices or other Church

preferment, They hold office only from

one diocesan synod to another. If the

committee be reduced below six in the

interval between two synods, the bishop

makes provisional appointments so as to

complete the prescribed* number. In

countries where diocesan synods cannot

be held, as in North Germany, the Holy

See authorises the bishops to appoint

synodal examiners with the consent of

the chapters.

SYNTAGMA CAVOYOM. Besides

the collection called the " Nomocanon "

(see that article), Photius, the Patriarch

of Constantinople, made, in 833, a second

collection of canons, which he designated

as above. It contains the canons of the

* Liddell, Greek Lexicon.

> Cone. Trid. sess. xxiv. c 18, De Ref.
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first seven General Councils, and of two

councils held at Constantinople by Photius

himself ; also a series of extracts from the

Fathers, and a few civil laws.

SYRIAN CATHOLICS. The name

" Syrian Catholic " would naturally apply

to all those who use a Syriac liturgy, and

to whom Syriac, therefore, is the sacred

language. Such are the Chaldeans, or con

verts from Xestorianism ; the Maronites,

originally Monothelites ; and, finally, the

converts from the Jacobite or Mouophy-

site Church in Syria. But in the recog

nised language of the Church the name

of Syrian Catholics is given to the last

body and to no other. These Syrian

Christians are subject to the Pope, and of

course hold the Catholic faith, but they

keep the ancient Syriac rites, which are

common to the Jacobites and themselves.

[See Liturgies.]

A congregation of Jacobite Christians

had been reconciled to the Church in

1546,' and in 1781, on the death of

George III., the Jacobite Patriarch,

Ignatius 2 Michael Giarve, Bishop of the

Syrian Catholics at Aleppo, went, with

the approval of Propaganda, to Mardin,

the seat of the Jacobite Patriarch, and

persuaded the Jacobite clergy of inferior

rank, many laymen, four bishops, and the

Archbishop of Jerusalem, to seek union

with the Catholic Church. Ignatius was

himself chosen Patriarch by the bishops,

aud, after being enthroned, he and his

electors begged the pallium from the Pope.

He nominated the Latin Bishop of Baby

lon his Procurator at Rome. Meantime,

the rest of the Jacobites had chosen

another Patriarch. Ignatius, whose elec

tion had been confirmed by the Pope in

1783, was driven from Mardin and took

refuge at Kesreviin, in the Lebanon, where

he founded the monastery of Sajideh el

Sbarfeh (Sta. Maria Liberatrix), which

Pius VI. took under his protection in

1787. He died in 1800, was succeeded

by Ignatius Michael Daher (resigned

1810); by Simon (resigned 1818); by

Ignatius Peter Giarve, elected 1820, but

not confirmed, on account of the strife

which had broken out, till 1828. Pro

gress was made owing to the conversion

• So Silbernagl, p. 309. Hergcnr8thcr (p.

6) says the Capuchins converted Achigian,

Jacobite bishop of Aleppo, in 1650.

■ So Sibcrnagl. HergeniiSther (loc. cit.)

calls him " Dionysius Michael Giarve."

of the Jacobite Archbishop of Jerusalem,

Gregory Hyza, and his vicar-general,

Ignatius Antony Samhiri, in 1827. In

1830 a firman of the Turkish Government

recognised the Catholic Patriarch, Ignatius

Peter Giarve, as independent of the Ja

cobites. In 1854 Pius IX. preconised

Ignatius Antony Sanctiri 1 as patriarch

of the Syrians, and ruled that he should

reside at Mardin. In 1840 the number

of Catholics belonging to the Syrian rite

was reckoned at 30,000, but it is said to

have increased considerably since then,

many conversions having been made by

the "Capuchin Castells (I860, Apostolic

delegate in Mesopotamia, Lesser Armenia,

and Persia; 1866, Archbishop of Mar-

cianopolis; d. 18731. The Syrian Pa

triarch Ignatius Philip Harcus (d. 1874)

was present at the Vatican Council. The

Patriarch is chosen by the bishops. He

is enthroned during Mas9, receives the

pastoral staff, takes the oath of obedience

to Pope, and makes the profession of faith

prescribed for the Orientals by UrbanVIII.

in 1642. He sends these formulas, sub

scribed and sealed, to Rome, and deputes

a priest or monk to beg the pallium. He

has jurisdiction over all Catholics of bis

rite in Syria, Mesopotamia, and Egypt.

He is himself immediately subject to

Propaganda, and to the Vicar-Apostolic

of Aleppo, as Apostolic Delegate. He is

entitled Patriarch of Antioch.

The diocese of Aleppo is governed

immediately by the Patriarch, who is also

administrator of the diocese of Jerusalem.

There are, besides, the dioceses of Beyrout,

Damascus, Diarbekir, Emesa or Horus,

Mardin, Mosul, Keriatin, Tripolis.' The

Syrians have two monasteries on tie

Lebanon, that of El-Sharfeh, already men

tioned, that of St. Ephrem, and a third,

that of Mar-Behnam, north-east of Nim-

rud. They are not, however, monasteries

in the strict sense, but only houses for

communities of unmarried secular priests.

The first two serve as clerical seminaries.

(From Silbernagl, " Verfassung und

gegenwartiger Bestand sammtlicher

Kirchen des Orients," 1865, with a few

additions from Hergenrother, " Kirchen-

geschichte," 1880, vol. ii. p. 630 seq.,

1010 >eq.)

1 So Silbernagl. HergenrtSther (p. 1010)

writes the name " Samhiri."
• The list in the Directory for 1883 add*

Babylon, Alexandria, and Gexir.
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TABEXVACLB. [See RESERVA

TION op the Holt Eucharist.]

taboriteb. [See Bohemian

Brethren.]

TANTUM EBOO. [See Pange

Lingua, under Hymns.]

TE X>ET7M. A hymn in the form of

a psalm, recited at the end of Matins on

all feasts except Innocents' Day, and on

all Sundays except during penitential

seasons.

1. IU Author and Date.—According to

the legend, given in the so-called Chroni

cle of Dacius, it was sung in alternate

verses by Ambrose and Augustine after

the baptism of the latter. Dacius, bishop

of Milan, died about 655, hut the Chroni

cle which bears his name is now known

to be a late and worthless forgery, which,

in important particulars, contradicts the

confessions of St. Augustine himself.

As late as 1695 the story was defended

by an Augustinian hermit, Eustaehius a

S. Ubaldo, but everyone, say the Bene

dictine editors of St. Ambrose (vol. ii. p.

1410, in Migne's reprint), "not utterly

ignorant " (non plane rudis), treats it as a

fable.

The rule of St. Benedict (cap. 14)

orders it to be sung after the fourth

responsory; this and the rule of Tiridius,

a disciple of Csesarius of Aries, being,

according to Menard ("Annot. in S.

Gregor. Sacram." p. 586), the earliest

documents which mention it. Gavantus

" Thesaur." torn. ii. § v. xix.) found it

attributed, in an ancient MS. Breviary, to

St. Abundius; Usher (see Bingham,

" Antiq.'' xiv. ii. § 9), to Nicetius, bishop

of Treves (d. circ. 535). Abbo, an author

of the sixth century, attributed it to St.

Hilary of Poitiers. The fact is, the author

is absolutely unknown, but the form

" suscepturus hominem," or, rather, " sus-

cepisti hominem," as the older texts have

it, points to an early date, for this expres

sion fell out of use after the rise of

Nestorianism. Daniel, in his dissertation

on the " Te Deuni " (in vol. ii. of his

"Thesaur. Hymnolog.") seems to have

established the fact that the psalm is

based on a Greek hymn, the text of which

he gives from an Alexandrian MS. The

Latin is an expansion of tie Greek, and

the very different forms in which the

" Te Deum " occurs shows that the hymn

gradually assumed its present fixed form.

2. Use as a Hymn of Thank&ricing.—

The "Gloria in ExceUis " used to be sung,

just as the "Te Deum" is now (Chrysost.

" In Cap. i. Coloss." Horn. iii. ; Greg.

Turon. " De Gloria Mart." i. 63 ; Anastae.

"In Vita Leon. III." vol. ii. p. 1215, in

Migne's reprint). It was the " Te Deum,''

however, which was sung at the corona

tion of Charles the Bald, and even earlier,

under Pepin, at the translation of the

body of St. Germanus, bishop of Paris, if

we may believe the author of the narrative

in Surius (see Menard, loc. eit. p. 585).

3. Use in the Office.—This, in the

Roman Church, came later than its use

on festal occasions. When Amalarius

went to Rome in 831 he found it was not

sung there except "in nataliciis Poutifi-

cum" (Amalar. " De Old. Antiphon." ad

init. p. 1246, in Migne). On the other

hand, the Benedictines, in the eleventh

century, were reproached with singing it

even in Lent and Advent.

TEMPLARS. This military order

was founded early in the twelfth century,

soon after the establishment of the Chris

tian kingdom of Jerusalem,by nine French

knights, among whom the leading spirit

seems to have been Hugo de Payens.

High self-denying fervour and undoubting

faith dictated the enterprise, of which

the object was to levy a permanent militia,

sworn to do battle for the defence and

extension of that small area of Christian

light and truth, pent in on all sides by

dark deserts of Mahommedan misbelief.

On the whole, the Temple—at any rate

till within a short time before its dissolu

tion—remained true to the purpose of its

institution. Aspirants for knighthood

joined it in great numbers; solemn forms

of initiation were devised ; like a relisrious

order it was organised into provinces,

each containing so many preceptories and

commanderiet. The knights took the

three vows of religion ; wealth poured in

upon them, was even thrust upon them,

but it aggrandised the order, not the in

dividual. In little more than a century

the nine knights had grown into a trained

army of fifteen thousand warriors. That
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fervour declined, that contact with Orien

tal manners sometimes corrupted, that the

respect in which they were held engen

dered pride, and overflowing wealth

sometimes brought luxury along with it—

all this is true ; but to admit it is but to

say that the Templars, like other men,

felt the pressure of circumstances and

were subject to human frailty ; it is no

proof that their institute was either a

mistake or a mischief. While the Chris

tian kingdom endured, the Templars

fought strenuously for its preservation ;

but the unfortunate rivalry between them

and the Knights of St. John [Hospital

lers] robbed the military efforts of both

orders of much of their etficacy. After

the loss of Jerusalem (1187) the vassal

Christian principalities carried on the

struggle, with ever dwindling fortune, for

a century longer ; and in this struggle

the swords of the Templars, though

with far too little amenability to

any higher control or general plan of

operations, were ever wielded with dis

tinguished bravery. At the closing

scene of Christian power in Palestine—

the fall of Acre in 1291—the forces of

the besieged were commanded bv the

Master of the Temple, who was killed

while fighting valiantly. The order then

established itself in Cyprus, where the

descendants of Guy de Lusignan still

reigned, in the hope that time would

bring some opening whereby they might

regain their footing in the Iloly Land.

But years wore on and nothing was done.

The Hospitallers, who had been driven

out of Palestine at the same time as the

Templars, still had work cutout for them ;

wherever they were they could tend the

sick ; and their well-considered project of

attacking Rhodes (in which the Templars

refused to share) proved to Christendom

that the Knights of St. John had no inten

tion of abandoning the conflict with Islam

which they had been waging for two

hundred years. The Templars, on the

other hand, took up no definite enterprise ;

they were so rich that they could afford

to wait, and so powerful that they dreaded

no attack. At once the question arose,

What was the use of the Templars P

Why should not the order dissolve itself,

now that the cause of which they were

champions had failed, and that which

they had undertaken to defend was lost

beyond recovery ? In Spain and Portu

gal only did tha order continue to be

popular, because the knights flung them

selves earnestly into the national contest

against the Moors. Philip the Fair, irri

tated at the state and splendour which

the Templars observed, and coveting their

wealth, laid a deep plot for their destruc

tion. An apostate Italian Templar and a

French heretic, his accomplice, informed

the king that they could make fearful

revelations. Charges were formulated

(1307), at the head of which was that of

formally denving Christ and spitting on

the cross at the time of initiation into the

order. They were also accused of sorcery,

of idolatry, of foul and unnatural lusts,

of causing parts of the Canon of the

Mass to be omitted in their churches, of

betraying the Christian cause in the East,

Sec. The King caused all the Templars

throughout France to be suddenly arrested

on the same day and thrown into prison.

Upon their answers to the charges made

against them—their denials, admissions,

re-denials, and prevarications—volumes

have been written, but no solid result has

been obtained. Nor can it ever be, since

whatever confessions individual Templars

made were extorted by torture, which

was applied all through this trial with

horrible frequency and severity, and were

invariably retracted when the victims

found themselves out of the King's power.

The Pope, Clement V., interfered so far

as he dared, but too weakly and irreso

lutely to save thein. Oreat numbers of

the French knights died under the torture

or from the effects of long imprisonment ;

about a hundred were burnt at the stake,

on the ground that having retracted their

confessions they should be dealt with as

relapsed heretics. The Grand Master,

Du Molay, after being long kept in prison

and driven by torture to admit the truth

of some of the charges, finally (in March

1313) retracted those admissions and was

burnt at the stake. The order was dis

solved in France, and all its wealth

seized by the King. In England (1310)

Edward II., at the request of the Pope,

had caused all the Templars in the king

dom to be imprisoned, but their trial was

couducted with less inhumanity, and

though condemned, it was upon evidence

so flimsy that in the present day a man

could not be convicted on it of the most

trifling offence. In Spain and Portugal

the knights were put on their trial on the

same charges, but honourably and enthu

siastically acquitted. In Germany also

they were acquitted. The Council of

Vienne (1311) decreed the entire dissolu

tion of the order.

(The chief works on the history of
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the Templars are by Q. Dupuy, Jog. von

Hammer, Havemann, Michelet [in bis

" Hist, of France ''], Raynouara, and

Wilke.)

TEMPTATION. [See Coscupi-

SCR.N'CE.]

TEMPTATION OP CHRIST. [See

Christ.]

tempub ceausum. [See Low

StJNBAY.]

TERESIAN8. Discalced Carmelites

of botl) sexes, living under the reformation

of St. Teresa. [See Carmelites.]

TERTIARIES. The status of a

tertian-, that is " a member of the third

order," was originated by St. Francis

of Assisi, who, alter he had founded bis

own order, and after the order of Minorite

nuns [Poor Clares], living under a rule

Sresoribed by him, had been founded by

t. Clare, instituted (1221) a third order,

as a sort of middle term between the

world and the cloister, the members of

which, men and women, should be bound

by rule to dress more soberly, fast more

strictly, pray more regularly, hear Mass

more frequently, and practise works of

mercy more systematically than ordinary

persons living in the world, lie called

them Brothers and Sisters of Penance.

They had to undergo a year's novitiate,

and to take a simple vow to observe the

rule. Thev weve also to abstain from

dances and theatrical entertainments, to

eschew all quarrelling and contention, not

to take up arms except in defence of the

Church or their native land, and to take

no unnecessary oaths. An immense num

ber of persons, anxious to sanctify their

life in the world, joined the order; among

these in the thirteenth century were St.

JiOuis of France and St. Elizabeth of

Hungary. Many tertiaries in course of

time, as circumstances permitted, desired

to take solemn vows and live in com

munity, while still conforming to the rule

of the Third Order. Thus arose various

congregations of tertiary monks and nuns

—in Loinbardy, Sicily, Daluiatia, France,

Spain, and Portugal. One of these con

gregations alone, the Sisters of St. Eliza

beth, reckoned in the middle of the six

teenth century V65 convents and nearly

4,000 members. The regular tertiaries

were in some cases invested by the Holy

See with independent jurisdiction ; more

commonly they were under the govern

ment of the Observant or Conventual

Franciscans. The double aspect of the

Third Order was noticed by Benedict XIU.

in the bull "Paterna sedis," where he

I speaks of it as " a true and proper order,

uniting in one seculars scattered all over

the world and regulars living in com

munity," addirg that it is to be distin

guished from all confraternities as having

its own rule, approved by the Holy See,

novitiate, profession, and a habit of deter

minate form and material. St. Klzear

and his wife, St. Delphina, St. Roch, St.

Elizabeth of Hungary. St. Bridgit of

Sweden, St. Rose of Viterbo, and Anne

of Austria, were all members of the Third

Order of St. Francis. In a rescript of

recent date (1883) Pope Leo XIII. very

warmly recommended this order to the

careful attention of the faithful in every

part of Christendom, as one most suit

able to be embraced by seculars who

sincerely desire to live nearer to God.

The Dominicans also had their Third

Order, founded by St. Dominic himself, in

what year is uncertain. These Penitents

bound themselves to labour for the re

covery and preservation of Church pro

perty. The glorious St. Catherine of

Sienna was for the greater part of her

life a member of the Third Order of St.

Dominic ; St. Rose of Lima also belonged

to it. The Augustinian Hermits estab

lished a Third Order at the beginning

of the fifteenth century. The example

was followed by the Minims (1501), the

Servites, the Carmelites, and the Trap-

pists.

There are in England at the present

time nine convents of Dominican, and

four of Franciscan, Sisters of the Third

Order.

TESTAMENT. [See Will.]

TEUTONIC XHIGHTS. [See

Missions, Thirteenth Century."]

TBEATINES. This congregation of

" Regular Clerks," the first that had been

so designated, derived its name from

Theate, or Chieti, of which John Peter

Caratl'a, one of its founders, was bishop.

The idea of its institution arose in the

mind of St. Cajetan, a native of Vicenxa,

who having made his legal studies with

great distinction at Padua, was appointed

protonotary apostolic in the Roman Curia,

lie became a fervent member of the con

fraternity of the Divine Love ; and

thirsting more and more for the salvation

of souls, he resigned his office, and took

holy orders. Family affairs caused bim

to return to Vicenza, whence he proceeded

to Venice, and laboured there for a con

siderable time. On the advice of his con

fessor he again fixed his abode at Rome.

The reform of the lives of Christians, sad
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especially of the irregularities too common

at that time among the clergy, presented

itself to him as the object to which God

willed hira to devote his life. Meeting

with Bishop Caralfa, who at the time was

thinking of renouncing his preferments

and joining the order of Oamaldoli, St.

Cajetan persuaded him to tako part in

the holy enterprise which he had matured.

Two other men of piety and experience,

Paul Oonsiglieri and Boniface de Colle,

joined them ; and tliese four, renouncing

whatever benefices they had, founded the

Theatine congregation in 1524. It was

approved by Clement VII. the same year,

in a brief which permitted them to take

the three ordinary vows, elect a superior,

receive new members, and frame statutes,

imparting to them at the same time the

privileges of the canons of St. John

Lateran. They embraced a more than

Franciscan poverty, for they bouDd them

selves not only to have no property or

rents, but to abstain from asking tor alms,

being persuaded that the providence of

God and the unsolicited charity of the

faithful would sufficiently supply their

wants. Carafia was elected the first

superior; at the end of three years he was

succeeded by St. Oajetan. By degrees

the value of their services was recognised

and their numbers increased. St. Oaje tan

died in 1547 ; Carafia, having been ele

vated to the cardinalate in 1530, was

elected Pope in 1555, and took the title of

Paul IV. The congregation received

many favours and made signal progress

during his pontificate. Besides numerous

houses in Italy, they established them

selves in Spain, Poland, and Bavaria;

with the aid of Cardinal Mazarin they

opened a house at Paris. The learned

Cardinal Thomassi and Father Ventura

belonged to this congregation, which at

the present day appears not to be found

out of Italy. The Theatine nuns were

founded by the B. Ursula Benincasa, who,

having been suspected of being a visionary

and a deluded eXtatica, was declared by

St. Philip Neri to be a soul truly en

lightened by God; she died in 1618.

(Helyot.)

THEODORE OF MOPSUESTI&.

[See Nebtorianish; Ephesus; and Three

Chapters.]

tbeodobet. [See Ephesus ;

Chalcedon ; and Three Chapters.]

THEOLOGICAL VIRTUES. [See

Faith, Hope, Charity.]

TEEOLOCtrS, THBOIOOA1. [See

Cauon Theologian.] A correction,

however, is required in that article ; the

Council of Trent (tea*, v. De Ref. c. 1),

while decreeing that lecturers on theology

and Holy Scripture should be attached to

all cathedral and collegiate churches

existing in populous and important places,

did not insist on their being members of

the chapter. But in practice such lecture

ships are nearly always held by canons of

the chapter.

theology. [See Dogmatic,

Moral, Mistical Theology.]

THEOPASCHXTB. [See Trisagion

and Monophysite.]

THOMAS, ST., CHRISTCAMS OF.

A name given toOhristians on the Malabar

Coast who were once all Nestorians, then

all, nominally at least, Catholics, at pre

sent partly Catholic, partly Jacobite or

Monophysite. The name is supposed to

come from St. Thomas the Apostle, who,

according to their legendary account, led

them to Christian belief; others explain it

as referring to a Thomas of Cananes,1 who

is said to have come to the Malabar Coast

with authority from Eustatliius of An-

tioch. Assemani, however ("Bibliothec.

Orient." torn. iii. p. 2, p. 443), puts this

latter Thomas four and a halt' centuries

after Eustatliius. Be their origin as it

may, the Christians of Malabar (MnAt, tvSa

to Ttf-nepi yivtrat) are mentioned by Cosmas

Indico-pleustes (" Topograph. Christ."

iii. p. 169; xi. p. 445, ed. Migne), and

at that time—viz. a.d. 522—they were in

communion with the Nestorian patriarch,

for Cosmas says they had a bishop ordained

in Persia. King Alfred is believed to have

sent the Bishop Swithelm of Sherborne on

an embassy to the shrine of St. Thomas in

India (Turner's " Anglo-Saxons," vol.

ii. p. 145 teq.). Marco Polo in the

thirteenth century speaks of them, and

Vasco di Gania in 1498, or at all events

on his second arrival in 1502, found them

numbering 200,000 souk (Howard).

They were Nestorians, using the Syriac

language and the three Nestorian liturgies,

with a fourth, that of Diodorus (Howard).

The Portuguese endeavoured by very

cruel means to unite them to the Church,

and did produce an external submission.

In 1599 Menezes, archbishop of Goa,

summoned them to a synod at Diamper,

a few miles S.E. of Cochin. They were

allowed to retain their chief Syriac liturgy,

that of SS. Adeus and Maris, but striking

alterations were made after the Roman

pattern—e.g. the elevation of the host wu

1 So Howard. Assemani calls him Cana.
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introduced, and the invocation common to

all Eastern liturgies was placed before the

words of institution. At this council

Papal supremacy was solemnly accepted,

all allegiance to the Nestoriau patriarch

renounced, and Nestorius anathematised.

The episcopal see was moved from

Angalamale' to Cranganore on the coast,

so as to make it more accessible to the

Portuguese. Menezes ordered their books

to be burnt or in certain cases expurgated,

and he did his work so thoroughly that

no one has succeeded in finding a copy of

their liturgy em it was before the Roman

alterations. Four Portuguese or Spanish

bishops in succession were set over them,

the first of them being Francis Roz, a

Jesuit.

These poor people cared very little

about Nestorius, whom they bad not seen,

but they hated the Portuguese, whom

they had. No sooner did the Portuguese

settlements pass into the hands of the

Dutch, who expelled the Jesuits, than

about half the Malabar churches ceased to

be Catholic. At this time, in 1 655, after

fruitless endeavours to get a bishop from

Cairo, they succeeded in obtaining a visit

from the Jacobite ' Gregory of Jerusalem,

who consecrated a native metropolitan.

They adopted the Syriac liturgy of St.

James from the Monophysites. To judge

from a very interesting tract by Philipos, a

schismatic chorepiscopus of Malabar, trans

lated and published in 1869 by his friend

the Rev. Q. B. Howard, they have adopted

the Monophysite tenets, the opposite ex

treme from their old error, in good earnest.

In many ways, however, the tract of this

chorepiscopus witnesses to Catholic doc

trine. Its statements on the sacrifice of

the Mass, the real presence, obligatory

confession, extreme unction, prayer to the

saints and for the dead, are entirely Catholic.

The Schismatics refused in 1 806 to enter

into communion with the Church of Eng

land on account of the uncertainty of An-

Slican ordinations (Howard, p. 157). The

Tetropolitan has civil as well as eccle

siastical authority. He electa and con

secrates his coadjutor and successor. The

clergy are married ; they say Matins and

Vespers daily in the church, but are free

to follow secular trades. Silbernagl gives

(a.b. 1865) their number as 70,000.

1 Mr. Howard is at a loss to know the

authority fur the statement that a Jacobite

bishop went to India in 696. The authority

is Renaudot, Hist. Patriarch Alex. The

whole matter is discussed by Assemani, BiUi-

ethee. iv. P. 2, p. 451 teq., who argues that

Ethiopia, not India in our sense, is meant.

The united Christians of St. Thomas

numbering about 90,000, are subject to

the Vicar-Apostolic of Verapoli. They

have 389 priests, 182 inferior cleric", 1 14

parishes with 107 churches, and a clerical

seminary. They use the Syriac liturgy,

which they inherited from the N'estorians,

and hence are reckoned as belonging to

the Chaldean rite. (Assemani, " Bibliothec.

Orient." iv. P. 2 ; Silbernagl, " Kirchen

des Orients " ; the Rev. O. B. Howard

(an Anglican clergyman), "TheChristians

of St. Thomas and their Liturgies," 1864 ;

"The Syrian Christians of Malabar," by

Edavalikel Philipos, chorepiscopus, <fcc, at

Travancore, edited by (i. B. Howard,

18ti9.)

TBOKI8M. [See Dogmatic Trbc-

t.ooy; also Scotists.]

THREE CHAPTERS. The con

demnation of the three chapters 1 means

the condemnation of (I) Theodore of

Mopsuestia, his person, and his writings.

(2) of Theodoret's writings against Cyril

and the Ephesine Council, (3) of a letter

from Ibas to Maris the Persian, also

against Cyril and the Council. Theodore

anticipated the heresy of Nestorius. Ibas

and Theodoret were indeed restored at

Clialcedon, but only after they had .given

orthodox explanations and shown that tbey

were free from Nestorianism. Hence, it

wasquite possible Uncondemn the Nestorian

or semi-Nestorian error of the " three

chapters " without falling into the oppo

site error of Eutychianism and rejecting

the definitions of Uhalcedon. The Emperor

Justinian was led chiefly by Theodore

Ascidas, archbishop of Csesarea, and by

Theodora his empress, to believe that the

condemnation of the three chapters would

serve to reconcile the Monophysites in

Egypt, and strengthen the unity of the

Eastern Empire. In fact, the Severian

Monophysites had rained objections to the

Council of Chalcedon on the ground that

there Ibas and Theodoret had been

declared orthodox. (Mansi, viii. 829.)

Accordingly, in 544 an edict of Justinian

condemned the three chapters, and at the

same time maintained with Pope Leo the

orthodox doctrine that there are two

natures in Christ. This edict was ac

cepted by the four Eastern Patriarchs,

but opposed in Africa, where Facundusof

Hermiane led the opposition, in IllyrU,

1 Properly speaking, the »c*a*«ia are the

propositions containing the condemnation, not

the condemned matter. But in later imperial

edicts, the Acts of the Fifth Council, and Papal

letters, the term always has the meaning given

in the text. Hefele, Chant, tt. p. 8U0.
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Dalmatia, and by Pope Vigilius, who
•was summoned that same year to Con

stantinople.

There the Pope changed his mind,

and in his " Judicatum" of 648 anathema

tised the threechapters (Mansi, ix. 181.) 1

This " J udicatum " excited-great opposition

in the West, particularly in Africa, where

Pope Vigilius was excommunicated in a

Council of Carthage, a.d. 650 (Hefele, ii.

p. 831). Besides Facundus, the Africans

Fulgentius, Ferrandus, and the deacon

Liberatus (" Breviar. causa? Nestor, et

Eutych.") wrote in defence of the three

chapters. That same year Vigilius with

drew his" J udicatum" (Mansi, ix. 153), and

agreed to let the matter rest till a

council could meet. But, probably in

651, Justinian, without waiting for the

council, published another edict against

the chapters {6po\oyia Kara twv rpiSav

Kf<t»'\alu)v, Mansi, ix. 637-582), and the

Pope, who would not approve it, was

subjected to cruel outrage, and at last

fled to the Church of St. Euphemia at

Ohalcedon. In the negotiations between

Pope and Emperor, the former pave and

then withdrew his consent to the meeting

of a council from which the Africans were

to be excluded. The council (see Con

stantinople) met in 563, and to it, on

May 14, 553, Vigilius sent his " Consti-

tutum," in which he censured sixty

propositions of Theodore, but strictly for

bade any personal condemnation of him,

or any censure of the writings of Ibas

and Theodoret (Mansi, ix. 01-106). The

council did precisely what the Pope had

forbidden, and on December 8. 553, the

latter declared in a letter to Eutvchius of

Constantinople that " Christ had removed

the darkness from his mind," that " it

was no shame to admit and retract error "

after the example of St. Augustine, and

accordingly he condemned the three

chapters, just as the council had done

(Mansi, ix. 413-20). He repeated the

same decision in his second " Oonsti-

tutum " of February 23, 564, which ends

with an anathema of the three chapters

and those who defend them (Mansi, 457-

488). Vigilius died on his way home at

Syracuse in 554 or January 556. His

successor, Pelagius I., also approved the

acts of the Fifth Council, which, how

ever, was bitterly opposed in Asia, North

Itelv, Gaul, Spain, and Britain. The

Africans, except a few who were exiled

1 Only fragments of this document remain

in their authenticity. See Hefele, Concit. ii.

p. 821, mote.

or imprisoned, gave way in 559. Milan

was in formal schism till the publication

of the " Ilenoticon " by Justin II. in

671. It was in Istria that the schism

was most obstinate. In 607 the Bishop

of Aquileia-Grado and those of his

suffragans who were in the imperial

territory were reunited to the Church.

On the other hand, those suffragan bishops

who were subject to the Lombard king or

to the Duke of Friuli set up a schismati-

cal patriarchate at Old Aquileia. Soon

after the Popes granted the title of

Patriarch to the Bishop of Aquileia-

Grado. The schism continued till the

Council of Aquileia in 700. After the

union the two Bishops of Old Aquileia

and Aquileia-Grado were both allowed to

retain the title of Patriarch. The Patri

archate of Grado was transferred to

Venice in 1451, and still continues. The

Patriarcbsof Old Aquileia, after itsdestruc-

tion, transferred their see to Udine, and

the title was abolished by Benedict.

XIV. in 1751 at the request of Austria

(Hefele, ii. p. 923).

(Chiefly from Hefele, " Concil." vol. ii.

Ballerini, " De. Primat." cap. xv. § x. 38,

argues that Vigilius did not issue contra

dictory definitions on the faith, butsimplv

changed his mind on a matter of expedi

ency, and this of course is the only theory

consistent with the definitions of the Vati

can Council. Bossuet [" Dof. Cler. Gall."

P. iii. lib. vii. cap. xx.], though he urges the

history of Vigilius as an argument against

Papal infallibility, still allows that the

Pope and his opponents " de summa fidei

facile consentiebant ; " adding, however,

" omnino ad fidei causam qusestio per-

tinebat." The attempt of Vincenzi [" VigiL

Orig. Justin. Triumph, in Syn. V. Komae,"

1865] to deny the most patent facte and

treat some of the chief documents as

forgeries, is unworthy of serious notice.)

THURIBLES ( Bvfitarrfpinv, thimiamn-

terium, thvribulum) , must be as old as the

use of incense in the Church [see that

article"1, and Anastasius in his Life of

Sylvester, 'n. 36), says Constantino pre

sented two thuribles of pure gold, weigh

ing thirty pounds, to the Lateran Church,

besides one of gold set with gems for the

baptistery. Evagrius ("II. E." vi. 21)'

mentions a thuribie sent by Chosroes to

the shrine of St. Sergius. But thuribles

in their present form—i.e. with chains

attached—do not occur, according to

Martigny (" Diet, des Antiq. Chrft." art.

Enccntoir), before the twelfth century.

Our word "boat" for the vessel in
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which the incenae is carried answers to

the Low Latin navicula, which had the

game meaning (Ducange, tub voc), and

to the French navette; ital. navicelln.

tiara. A cylindrical head-dres9

pointed at the top and surrounded with

three crowns, which the Pope wears as a

symbol of sovereignty. The word (napa)

occurs in the classics to denote the Persian

head-dress, particularly that of the " great

king." In tlie Vulgate it is a synonym

of citfarit and mitra, and is used for the

turban of the high priest (riSJVP' Exod.

xxviii.4),orof the common priest (nM)IJ'

t'6. 40.) Till late in the middle aies tiara

was a synonym of mitra, a bishop's

mitre, reynum being the word for crown

(Ducange, sub too.).

The whole history of the Papal Tiara

is uncertain. Nicolas I. (858-867) is

said to have been the first to unite the

princely crown with the mitre, though the

Bollandists think this was done before

his time (Bollandists, " Thesaur." vol. ii.

p. 323, quoted by Ilefele). The common

statement that Boniface VIII.(about 1300)

added the second crown is false, for Hefele

shows that Innocent III. is represented

wearinir the second crown in a painting

older than the time of Bonifsce. Urban

V. (1302-70) is supposed to have added

the third crown. The tiara is placed on

the Pope's head at his coronation by the

second cardinal deacon in the loggia of

St, Peter's with the word*, " Receive the

tiara adorned with three crowns, and

know that thou art Father of princes and

kings, Ruler of the world, Vicar of our

Saviour Jesus Christ." At ceremonies

of a purely spiritual character the Pope

wears the mitre, not the tiara. (Ilefele,

" Beitrage," vol. ii. p. 236 seq.)

TITHES. Tithes are commonly de

fined as "the tenth part of all fruits and

profits justly acquired, owed to God in

recognition of his supreme dominion over

man, and to be paid to the ministers of

the Church." They were paid by Abram

(Gen. xiv.), vowed byJacob (Gen.xxviii.),

and regulated by the Mosaic law (Fxod.

xxii. ; I^ev. xxvil. : Numb, xviii.). In the

early Christian ages the free-will offerings

of the faithful supplied what was neces

sary both for the Divine worship and the

support of the clergy ; but as the conver

sion of the Western nations proceeded, a

more permanent provision was seen to be

necessary. In a canon of the Second

Council of Macon (585) occurs the first

express mention of the Christian obliga-

tion of paying tithes.1 They began to be

generally rendered in the eighth century,

not earlier. In 855, Ethelwulf, king of

Wessex, father of Alfred, " assigned the

tenth part of his land all over his king

dom for the love of God and his own

everlasting weal."8 The tithe of the

produce, not the tenth part of the land

itself, is certainly here intended. Many

authors, both Catholic and Protestant,

have imagined that the proportion itself

of 1 in 10 was fixed by a Divine pre

cept for ever as that part of our sub

stance which God requires to be devoted

to Him ; and mystical reasons have been

invented to account for this. This belief

is now less commonly held. Cardinal

Soglia speaks of the tithe as " a certain

part, not the tenth part ; for it is some

times greater, sometimes smaller, accord
ing to the custom of different places." s

Tithes are of two kinds, prsedial and

personal. Prsedial are those receivable in

respect of the annual crops, corn, wine,

oil, fruit, &c, and of the increase of cattle,

including milk and cheese. These last are

called by some " mixed " tithes, but the

distinction appears to be unnecessary.

Great tithes are of corn, wine, and oil;

small tithes, of vegetables and fruits.

Personal tithes are receivable in respect

of the profits of trade and industry.

Property acquired on the title of gift, be

quest, or inheritance is not itself tithe-

able ; but its annual increase, so far as it

is produced by nature or human industry,

is so.

Tithes were originally paid to the

bishops, but with the erection of separate

benefices the right to them passed to the

parish priests, in whom it is now vested

by the common law of the Church. Pne-

dial tithes are due to the parish in which

the farm lies, or in which the animals are

ordinarily fed ; personal, to that in which

the tithe-payer is bound to receive sacra

ments.

Exemption from tithe may be obtained

by Papal privilege, by prescription, by

custom, or by convention. The Popes in

formsr times often granted the tithes of

certain places or districts to princes or

nobles who had rendered eminent services

to the Church, and allowed t hem to trans

mit the same to their successors. Bishops

used to grant tithes to laymen for similar

reasons ; but this was restrained by the

Third Council of Lateran (1179), which

1 Fleury, Hitt. Ecel. xxxiv.

! Sax. Chron.

5 Intt. Can., vol. ii. 8.
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ordered that no alienation of tithe be made

by a bishop without the consent of the

Pope. Prescription can only confer ex

emption, as against a parish church, if it

be proved to have existed forty years,

and to rest on some title, or if—without

a title—it can be shown to be immemorial.

Against other churches (monasteries, chap

ters, See.), a shorter prescription is suffi

cient. [Prescription.] Custom differs

from prescription in that it atlects plac.-s

or countries, while prescription alleets in

dividuals. By custom, " personal and

mixed tithes have almost everywhere be

come obsolete, and prsedial also, in many

places, especially wherecompetent revenues

of a different kind have been assigned to

the parish churches." On the other hand,

" the law of tithes can never be abrogated

by prescription or custom, if the minister

of the church have no suitable and suffi

cient provision from other sources; be

cause then the natural and Divine law,'

which can neither be abrogated nor ant i

quated, commands that the tithe be

paid."' (Spelman, "Of Tythes," Eng.

Works, \7'2i; Ferraris, Declines ; Soglia,

" Inst. Can.")

TITLE TO orders. According to

the ancient law, no secular cleric could be

admitted to holy orders except titulo bene-

fidi ; that is, he was required to show

that he had been nominated to a benefice

(of which he would have undisputed pos

session) sufficient for his decent main

tenance (Oonc. Tr. xxi. De Kef. c. 2).

The same decree of the Council of Trent

which lays down this general principle

names two other titles to ordination as

exceptionally admissible—that which con

sists in the possession of sufficient private

property (titulus patrimonii), and that

which depends on a guarantee to the or-

dinand by some solvent person or persons

of an annual sum sufficient to maintain

him, in the event of the failure or with

drawal of ecclesiastical resources (titulus

pensionix). A fourth title to orders (titu

lus paupertatis) was, and is, the poverty

professed by those who have taken solemn

vows in any religious order; since this

poverty (as was shown in the article

Religious Profession), while it debars

the professed from possessing any private

income, guarantees to him a maintenance

for life on the part of the religious house or

order of which he is a member. Benefices

having now ceased to exist over a large part

1 Namely, that *' they who preach the

gospeJ should live of the gospel."

* Soglia, vol. ii. 12.

of Europe, one of the other titles noticed

by the Council is now, under the name of

" titulus mensae,'' generally required in

German countries. The titidun mentte is

" the legal undertaking of a third person

to provide for the sufficient maintenance

of a clerk in major orders, in caw of, and

during, his incapacity to discharge his

functions."' (Wetzer and Welte.)

Again, the pupils of certain seminaries

—as of the College of Propaganda at

Rome —and candidates for orders where

the Catholic Church is circumstanced

as in Great Britain, Ireland, and the

U. 8., may be ordained titulo seminarii,

or missinnis. The acceptance of this last-

named title imposes on the bishop the

responsibility of providing for the support

of the ordinand if he shall become in

capable of discharging bis functions,

whether it be without fault, (emeritus),

or through his own fault (demeritus).

(Ferraris, Titulus, § 31 ; Wetzer and

Welte.)

TITULAR BISHOP. [See BlSUOP

in Partibus Inkidbliusi.] The political

condition of the eastern and southern

shores of the Mediterranean has for some

time been such al« to allow of the existence

of flourishing Christian communities in

many places where formerly Mussulman

bigotry would have rendered it impossible.

These countries are no longer * partes in-

fidelium,'' in the full sense of the words.

His Holiness I^eo XIII. has therefore, by

a recent decision, substituted the phrase

" Titular Bishop " for " Bishop in Partibus

Inlidelium.''

titular OF church. [See

Patron Saint.]

titdli. A name given to the

parish churches of Rome, as distinct on

the one hand from the patriarchal churches

such as St. John Lateran, St. Peter's, St.

Mary Major, St. Laurence in Agro Verano,

St. Paul's, which belonged especially to

the Pope, and on the other from the Dia-

conia and Oratories. Each titular church

was under a cardinal presbyter, had a dis

trict attached to it, and a font for baptism

in case of necessity. A Roman synod

under Pope Symmachus, in 4i)9, enu

merates thirty tituli served by sixty-six

priests. (Mabillon, " Comm. in Ord.

Rom." c. 3.)

Baronius (An. 112, n. 5) supposes the

name to be derived from the sign of the

cross, which " title " marked them as be

longing to Christ. Bingham (" Aiitiq."*

vii. 1, 10), with far greater probability,

explains the name from the fact that these
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churches gave a " title of cure or denomi

nation " to the presbyters who were set

over them.

TONSURE. The shaving of the

crown in a circle, which is a distinguish

ing mark of clerics. Among some of the

monastic orders and friars the tonsure

leaves only a circle of hair round the

head ; the tonsure of secular clerks, on

the other band, is small. The first tonsure

is made by the bishop, in a form prescribed

by the Pontifical, and the person receiving

it is thereby ad mitted to the state and privi

leges of a cleric. (See Clerical State.)

The bishop may confer it at any place or

time. Mitred abbots may give it to their

own subjects ; cardinal priests to the

clergy of their titles, and it may also be

conferred by other priests with special

privileges.

The clerical tonsure, it is scarcely ne

cessary to say, was unknown in the first

ages of the Church. Christians were

simply expected to avoid vanity in dress

ing their hair (Tertull. " De Cult. Fem."

ii. l),or at most to keep it short (" Const.

Apost." i. 3). Ascetics and clergymen

were thus naturally led to make a point

of cutting their hair close. Jerome (" In

Ezech." xliv.) deprecates eccentricity in

this respect, and expresses his dislike both

of long hair and shaven heads. The so-

called Fourth Council of Carthage (c. 44)

simply forbids clerics to wear long hair:

" nec comam nutriat, nec barbam."

We have, however, clear proof that

the clerical tonsure was familiar at least

in Gaul during the latter part of the fifth

and in the sixth century. For Sidonius

Apollinaris (lib.iv. Ep. 13) says the bishop

Oeruianicus had his haircut " in the shape

of a wheel" (" in rotte speciem "), and St.

Gregory of Tours (" Vit. Patr." 17) re

lates that Nicetius was miraculously de

signated from birth for the clerical state,

being born with a fringe of hair like a

" corona clerici."

The Fourth Council of Toledo (a.d.

633, c. 41) requires all clerics to shave

their heads, leaving only a rim of hair

behind, and reprobates the fashion of

making only a small tonsure, prevalent

among heretics.

Writers of the seventh and eighth

centuries distinguish three kinds of ton-

Bure. (1) The Roman tonsure, known as

St. Peter's, which consisted in shaving

the whole bead, leaving only a circle of

hair. It prevailed in France and Spain

(i)ide tnpra) and in Rome (Joann. Diac.

" Vit. Greg. Magn." iv. 83). It was only

late in the middle ages that this I

was lessened, and the present distinction

between the tonsure of clerics and of

monks or friars arose. Chardon show*

that the large clerical tonsure continued,

at least in some places, down even to the

fifteenth century. But as early as 1240

a synod of Worcester (Wilkins, " Condi.™

torn. i. p. 670) refers to a difference of

size in tonsures, the tonsure being in

creased in size with each step in the

sacred ministry. (2) The tonsure of St.

Paul, usual among the Easterns, was en

tire. When the Greek Theodore came to

the see of Canterbury in 668, he liad to

wait four months and let his hair grow

that, he might receive the Roman tonsure.

(3) The Celtic tonsure, called St. John's,

and by its Anglo-Saxon enemies that of

Simon Magus, consisted in shaving the

bead in front of a line drawn from ear to

ear. It was adopted by the British and

Irish Churches and the disciples of St

Coluuibanus on the Continent. No ques

tion on the comparative merits of the

Roman and Celtic tonsures wai raised by

St. Augustine either at the Oak or at

Bangor; but the matter became the

subject of violent controversy in the

seventh and eighth centuries—e.g. at the

Couucil of Whitbv, a.D. 663. (Rede,

"H. Angl."iii. 25, 26.)

Even after the tonsure was introduced

it was never given separately, but always

with the order of reader. Nobody could

belong to the clerical state without at

least a minor order, and children dedi

cated to God were not simply tonsured,

but made readers, since nothing short

of ordination to some grade of the eccle

siastical ministry placed a person in the

clerical state. (Isidore, " Ecclesiast Off."

ii. 1.) Then from the seventh century,

according to Chardon, children were ton

sured without ordination ; and in an

ancient Ordo Romanus there is an office

" ad puerum tonsurandum ; " and lastly,

very much later, adults anxious to be free

from the secular courts, &c, were ton

sured without any ordination. This last

custom was of course an abuse.

It was only gradually that the right

to tonsure was limited to bishops, abbots,

&c. Till the tenth century it was given

by simple priests, or even by laymen to

each other. (.Mabillon, "Annal. Benedict"

Pnef. ad. Sacc. iii., quoted by Chardon.)

(Chiefly from Chardon, " Hist, des Sacr.''

torn. v. p. 45 seq.)

TRACT. Verses of Scripture said

after the Gradual (not " a form which ths
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Gradual assumes," as Hammond supposes,

" Ancient Liturgies," p. 386), instead of

the Alleluia in all Masses from Sept ua-

gesima till Holy Saturday. Le Bran

(" Explic. de la Meese," torn. i. p. 205)

says the name meant something sung

" tractim "—».«. without break or inter

ruption of other voices, as in responsories

and antiphons—by the cantor alone, and

that the theory of Durandus—viz. that

the tract is something sung tractim, i.e.

in a slow or sad voice—arose by mistake

in the tenth century.

TBASITIOV (rrrtpucWir) means

properly the act of handing down, and

thus the doctrine so handed down. In

its widest sense it includes all truths or

supposed truths handed down from one

generation to another; and in all societies

which have no literature tradition is,

with all its manifold imperfections, the

great bond between the present and the

past, and one of the great distinguishing

marks between man and the brutes,

which latter have no tradition, and there

fore no history. Among the Hebrews, as

auwDg all other nations, tradition was the

only history till an historical literature

arose, but among the later Jews the word

assumed another and a much more re

stricted senfe. The early Hebrew tra

dition arose naturally before there was

any written law or history ; the latter

Jewish tradition interpreted the written

law and added to it.1 To a certain

extent such a tradition arose of necessity,
fur the Pentateuch is a •' Corpus Juris,"

and no system oflaw can remain absolutely

unchanged. Additions and alterations

are inevitable, as the conditions of society

change in the course of ages, and the

Rabbinical traditions were as defensible

as the " fictions " of the Roman lawyers.

The danger, however, lay in this, that the

law of Moses determined the relation of

man to God, the relation of love and

kindness between man and man, and in

such a sphere the legal spit it is sure to

be dangerous and even pernicious. Hence

the chaise which Christ makes against

the Pharisees, " Ye have niado void the

law of God by your tradition." They

used the same " fictions " which lawyers

employ to preserve the letter of a law

which can no longer be really observed,

1 The Halakah U legal (from "prii to go) ;

the Haggadah (from "V3n> to relate) legen

dary ; the Kabbala (from ?3p. to receive) mys

tical ; the Massora (from -©{J, to deliver), is

textual tradition. The last of these has a

very real 'alue.

in treating of God's eternal law. Again,

just as a human legislator rightly and

necessarily contents himself with regu

lating the external actions of man, so

the Jewish Scribes were apt to make

much of outward things, little compara

tively of justice and mercy and truth.

But we do not mean to discuss the

merits and demerits or the unhistorical1

character of Jewish tradition here. We

will only add that Josephus uses the

same word, irapdSoait, which was adopted

in the N. T. and in ecclesiastical writers.

The Pharisees, he says ("Antiq." xiii. 10,

6), imposed many "'enactments" (vd/ii/ia)

on the people, not to be found in the

written law ; the Sadducees, on the other

hand, rejected the " tradition of the

Fathers" (to cTc irapa&6<rt<os naripiov).

Jewish tradition in the strict sense never

invaded the Church. In the Judaising

homilies which go under the name of

Clement a false tradition is exalted nt

the expense of the Scriptural text, which

is said to have been corrupted by irre

ligious interpretations. (Clem. Horn. ii.

•'18-30.) But this, of course, is quite

opposed to the Rabbinical idea of tradi

tion. In the Clementine Recognitions, on

the other hand, tradition is only put for

ward ss determining the sense of Scrip

ture (" Recog.," 1, 21, cf. ii. 45), a notion

which is neither Rabbinical nor heretical,

but Catholic.

This brings us naturally to speak of

tradition in the Church. So far from

setting tradition, as such, aside, Christ

left, his Church with no written books,

and with nothing but tradition to guide

it. St. Paul insists on the necessity

of holding to the Christian tradition.

(1 Cor. xi. 2 ; 2 Thess. ii. 15.) Even when

the Scriptures of the N. T. were written

tradition did not fall out of sight, for the

early Christians were well aware that it

was tradition which settled the canon of

Scripture, and they were not unreasonable

enough to reject tradition for Scripture,

since the authority of Scripture itself

was based on tradition. They knew

very well that many barbarous nations

furnished converts to the faith although

they had no translations of the Bible as

yet in their own languages, and could

1 The common account is given in Pirke

Atxith, ad init. "Moses received the law (i.e.

the aom-t anil oral law, the fiD Sypfc? ""ntr)*

See Buxtorf, Lex. *ul> voc. tpo), from Sinai,

and delivered it to Joshua, and Joshua to the

elders, and the ciders to the prophets, and the

prophets to the men of the great synagogue."
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not therefore learn the truth from it.

They were convinced, moreover, that

though human tradition is in its own

nature shifting and uncertain, the Holv

Spirit preserved the tradition of truth

in the Church. Add to all this the

obscurity of Scripture, the fact that it is

a collection of books which never pro

fesses to contain the sum of Christian

truth, and the appeal of the Fathers to

tradition becomes quite intelligible.

Hence Heresippus (apud Euseb. " H. E.,"

iii. 32), appeals to the " wholesome canon

of saving preaching ; " Irenseus and Cle

ment of Alexandria to the " canon of the

truth " (" Adv. Hrer." i. 9, 4, ii. 27, 1 ;

Clem. Al. " Strom." iv. 1, p. 564, ed. Pot

ter), and the "Canon of the Church " (to.

i. 19, p. 375 '). The latter will have doubt

ful questions decided by an appeal to the

Apostolic churches, and considers that

tradition would have been a sufficient

guide, even if the Church had been left

without any Scriptures at all (iii. 4, 1).

Just in the same way Tertullian invokes

the decision of the Apostolic churches

(" Prrescr." 17 et passim), and (" De

Corona," 3) asserts the decisive authority

of unwritten tradition, in favour, it is

true, of matters of custom and ritual, but

of custom and ritual which involved

questions of doctrine, such, e.g., as "ob

lations for the dead." Tertullian speaks

for Africa and Rome, Irenpeus for Asia

Minor aud Gaul. Origen, the great repre

sentative of the early Alexandrian church,

holds the same language. Since, he says

(" De Princip." § 2), there are differences

among Christians, " let the ecclesiastical

teaching handed down by order of suc

cession from the Apostles, and abiding

till now in the churches, be observed ;

that only is to be believed the truth

which no way differs from ecclesiastical

and Apostolic tradition."

The following are some of the testi

monies of later Fathers : " It is enough,"

says Gregory Nyssen (" Contr. Eunom.,"

iv. ; " Opp." vol. ii col. 653 in Migne's

reprint), " for the demonstration of our

position to have the tradition which

comes to us from the Fathers transmitted

as an inheritance by succession from the

Apostles through the saints that followed

them." St. Basil (" De Spir. S." § 60) :

" Of the doctrines and decrees (icnpvy-

puro'v - canons and decrees on discipline,

1 Clement has also the idea of a secret and

esoteric tradition which is a very different thing,

and has its true analogon in Judaism. Strom.

vi. 7, p. 771. See also Euseb. H. E. ii. 1.

fas.), we have some from written teach

ing ; others we have received, apportioned

to aa from the tradition of the Apostle

in a mysterious manner, both of which

(i.e. Scripture and tradition) have the

same force." St. Cbrysostoui (" In 2

Thess." bom. iv. § 14). after saying that

the Apostles did not band down all by

epistles, but much also without writing

(rroXXa <cai dypd<f>utt ), adds : " The one and

the other are worthy of belief, so that we

consider the tradition of the Church also

worthy of belief. It is a tradition : ask

no more." St. Epiphanius (" User." lxi. 6) :

" We must also use tradition, since all

cannot be got from the divine Scripture,

wherefore the divine Apostles handed

down some things in writings, others in

tradition." So, much later, St. John of

Damascus ("De Fid. Orthodox." iv. 16)

supports the received doctrine on images

by a reference to " unwritten tradition."

We have passed over one Greek Father,

St. Gregory Nazianzen, because he attri

butes an exaggerated importance to tra

dition, and speaks as if the tradition of

the Church had added new truths, not

clearly taught even by the Apostles. The

N. T., he thinks (Orat. xxxi. § 26),

only hinted at (vWotilc) the divinity of

the"Holy Ghost : " Now the Holy Ghost

dwells with us (f)uroA«rfi'eTai), making

the manifestation of himself more plain."

If we turn to the later Fathers of the

Latin Church, we meet with the same

appreciation of tradition. St. Augustine,

treating of the dispute about the validity

of heretical baptism ("Contr. Bapt.

Donat." ii. 7), writes : " I believe it (i.e.

the Roman rule of accepting such bap

tism as valid) comes from tradition of

the Apostles, like many things which are

not found in their letters, nor in earlier

councils, and yet because observed by the

whole Church are believed to have been

handed down and commended by no

others than by them " (the Apostles; see

also ib. iv. 24, v. 23). Vincent, in his first

" Commonitorium " (cap. 2), the classical

work on the subject, argues for the

necessity of tradition from the fact that

the Bible may be understood in many

different ways, although the canon of

Scripture is perfect, and " in itself suffi

cient, and more than sufficient, for all."

Here the reader may observe a difference.

Other Fathers, and especially Basil, Gre

gory Nazianzen, Epiphanius, Chrysostom,

look on Scripture and tradition as two

co-ordinate authorities, each divine. To

Vincent the authority is single, tradition
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not completing but merely determining

the sense of Scripture. Cardinal New

man (" Via Media," i. p. 327), points out

that even modern "Catholic contro

versialists, while insisting that they need

not prove their doctrine from Scripture,

always do so prove it." In other words,

they would have no objection to admit that

all Catholic doctrine is in some implicit

way contained in Scripture, and to grant

with Vincent the sufficiency of Scripture

illustrated by tradition. There is, on the

contrary, a radical difference between the

Catholic belief on the necessity of tra

dition and the opinion of Protestants pure

and simple that no doctrine can be an

article of faith uuless it can be clearly

deduced without the aid of tradition

from the sacred text. Of such a theory

there is no trace in antiquity, except

perhaps that Stephen Gobaras the Tri-

theist ("Phot. Bibliothec." Cod. 132),

laboured to set Father against Father,

apparently with the view of sapping the

authority of tradition. Therefore the

Council of Trent (sess. iv. De ('anon

Script.), when it teaches that the truth

of Christ is contained partly in the Bible,

partly in unwritten tradition received by

the Apostles from Christ or from the

Holy Ghost and entrusted by them to

the Church, that Scripture and tradition

(the latter of course only when proved

Apostolic) are to be reverenced alike,

follows the express teaching of many of

the earliest and greatest Fathers, the

spirit of all. The advocate of private

judgment, on the other hand, is com

mitted to the conclusion that the Church

was left for a generation without any

true and complete rule of faith, that when

this rule was given nobody, not even the

holiest and wisest, understood its purpose

or use, and that when after fifteen cen

turies this use was understood, the rule

intended to secure unity in faith became !

the most fertile source of strife and

division.

In conclusion, the difficulties which

arise from the statements of some Fathers

who seem to make Scripture the sole

guide are only apparent. St. Augustine

(" De Doctr. Christ." ii. 9) no doubt

allows that the things "openly stated in

Scripture " contain the whole sum of

faith and morals. We have seen already

what St. Augustine thought of tradition,

and in this place he adds, " namely, faith

and hope," meaning that a Christian may

tied in the Bible all that he nerds to

know explicitly iu order to be saved, a

fact which is undeniable. Optatus

("Schism. Donat." v. 3) is contrasting

Scripture, not with Apostolic, but with

human tradition. St. Cyril of Alex

andria (Cat. IV. 17) tells his catechumens

that he will have them believe nothing

he tells them except be can prove it out

of Scripture. But (1) he refers to the

articles of the Apostles' Creed, which

can certainly be proved from the Bible ;

(2) he is contrasting Scripture, not with

tradition, but with "probabilities," "in

genious arguments" (Xoyav Karavictvau),

"inventions" of his own (tvptaikoyiais).

TKADITIOHALISM, A system

of philosophy in which intellectual cogni

tion, so far as the human mind is con

cerned, is reduced to belief in truth

communicated by revelation from God.

and received by traditional instruction

through the medium of language, which

was originally itself a supernatural gift.

This system is also called Fideum, and is

a reaction from the extreme of rational

ism into an opposite extreme of anti-

rationalism. Be Bonald (t 1840) is

regarded as its author. In its strictest

form tliis system reduces the intellect to

a merely receptive faculty, capable of

acquiring knowledge by instruction,

which comes originally from God by a

primitive revelation given to the first

progenitors of the human race. In its

modified and milder form it restricts the

absolute necessity of a traditional instruc

tion derived from revelation to meta

physical, religious, and moral truth,

admitting the capacity of the human

mind to discover other intellectual truths

by its innate power. M. Bonnetty was

the most conspicuous advocate of this

modified traditionalism, which for a

time obtaiued numerous adherents among

Catholics, especially in France and Bel

gium. It has been partially adopted by

some advocates of ontologism and com

bined with that philosophical theory.

There are, besides, other thinkers and

writers whose tendency is to minimise

the rational, and elevate towards the

maximum the traditional element in the

highest departments of human knowledge,

but who cannot be classed as advocates

of traditionalism properly so called. The

best Catholic theologians and philoso

phers have always recognised the moral

and practical need of revelation and tra

ditional instruction, for the easy acquisi

tion of complete and certain knowledge

of the highest truths within the scope of

the natural intelligence and rational

3
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faculty of man, by men in general. The

reason of this need is accidental, extrinsic,

and to be ascribed to the actual condition

and environment of mankind in its pre

sent state. The specific difference which

places the system of traditionalism in

opposition to this common doctrine con

sists in this : to wit, that it makes this

need to be a physical necessity arising

from the intrinsic essence and nature of

the human intellect. The former doc

trine has been explicitly formulated and

promulgated by the Council of the Vati

can in the Constitution " Dei Filius," with

an exclusion of the latter opinion. This

is a condemnation of traditionalism

proper. It had been already condemned

by a decree of the Congregation of the

Index bearing the date of June 11, 1615,

and approved by his Holiness Pins IX.,

which set forth four theses to be sub

scribed by M. Bonnetty. These theses

are the contradictories of several pro

positions extracted from his writings. It

may suffice to cite the second and third:

II. Ratiocination can prove with cer

titude the existence of God, the spiritu

ality of the soul, the liberty of man.

Faith is posterior to Revelation, and can

not therefore suitably be alleged for

proving the existence of Ood against an

atheist, or for proving the spirituality

and liberty of the rational soul against

a follower of naturalism and fatalism.

III. The use of reason precedes Faith

and conducts man to it, by the aid of

Revelation and of Grace.

The judgments of the supreme autho

rity in the Church have been submitted

to with docility by those Catholics who

had adopted the theory of traditionalism,

and the controversy respecting this mat

ter has come to an end. For a very full

historical and doctrinal exposition of the

main points in this controversy see the

works of Cardinal Dechamps, vol. vii.

" Opuscules."

TRADITION OF IV8TRU-

iwents. [See Order.]

TRADITORES. A name given to

Christians who in the persecution of Dio

cletian gave up to the officers of the law

"the Holy Scriptures or the vessels of

the Lord, or the names of their brethren "

(Concil. 1 Arel. a.d. 314, c. 13). The

tirst edict of Diocletian, a.d. 303, ordered

the churches and the sacred books of the

Christians to be burnt. Hence the sur

render of sacred books (to be burnt), and

of vessels («d fiscum). The edict also

deprived Christians of honours anil civil

rights, and made them, if slaves, inca

pable of freedom. Hence perhaps bishops,

tc, were asked for the list of their flocks,

though others think that the tradilio

nominum was a consequence of Diocle

tian's second edict, condemning all eccle

siastics to prison, and requiring them to

sacrifice. The canon already quoted

orders the deposition of all clerical tra-

ditores, but allowed persons ordained by

traditores to remain in office. [See Dosa-

TI8TS.]

TRADTTCIANTSM. [See Soul.]

TRANSFICUSATIOV, FEAST

OF (yj ayta fKTtifi6p<f>ao'ts tov K. I. X.).

With the Greeks, who, like the Latins,

keep it on August 6, it is one of the

twelve greater leasts which come next

after Easter in dignity (Daniel, "Cod-

Lit." iv. p. 239). It is mentioned in the

Constitution of Manuel Comnenus, and,

of course, in the Menologies ( I'homassin,

" Traits des Festes," p. 40fl/.

In the West its institution is com

monly attributed to Calixtus III. (1456-

58). But Thomassin (Inc. cit.) shows

that the feast is mentioned in the Mar-

tvrology of Vandelbert (said to have

l>ed about 850) ; by Ildefonsus in £45,

who says it was kept the sixth day be

fore the Calends of Ausust, and was

among the chief solemnities; and by

Peter the Venerable in the Statutes of

Clugny. Gregory IX. (see Bened. XIV.

" De Fest.'') speaks of it as celebrated on

the present day—viz. August 0. Calixtus,

however, promoted the observance, in

order to obtain the help of God against

the Turks, by granting indulgences. He

also instituted an Office for the day,

which was afterwards altered, in the

hymns and lessons of the two lirst noc

turia, by Pius V. (Gavant. " De Fest

Aug." § 7, 10, 6.)

TRANSLATION OF FEASTS.

Some account of the rules on this matter

will be found in the article on Feasts.

But while this work has been in progress,

an important change has been made by

\ the present Pope in the Apostolic Letters,

j " Nullo unquam tempore," July 28, 1882.

I By the new rule, mere doubles (" festt

duplicia minora"), unless feasts of the

doctors of the Church, and semi-doubles,

if the celebration on the proper days if

impeded by the concurrence of a greater

feast, or of a Sunday, are not transferred.

Instead, they are commemorated on

i the day itself at Lauds and Vespers, and

the ninth lesson at Matins is composed

i of the two or three lessons which give
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the history of the saint. If the solem

nity of the day does not admit such a

mode of commemorating the excluded

feast, then all notice of the latter is

omitted during that year, according to

the rule already provided for simple feasts

" In Rubric, lit. ix. n. x., lit. x. n. viii."

TKAMSUBSTANTIATIOir. [See

Eucharist.]

fUnHHi A branch of the

Cistercian order; see that article. The

founder, Arniand Jean le Bouthillier de

Ranc6, born in 1628, was of a noble

family. According to an abuse common

in that age, the child, being destined to

be a priest, was loaded by his father with

preferment from his early years. Though

only ten or eleven, he was commendatory

abbot of La Trappe and two other abbeys,

prior of two priories, and canon of Notre

Dame at Pans ; his ecclesiastical income

was from 15,0C0 to 20,000 livres. He

was ordained priest in 16ol by his uncle,

the Archbishop of Tours, whose coadjutor

he hoped one day to become. His youth ful

worldlinees was gradually shaken by a

series of strikirg incidents ; the death of

a cousin, a remarkable escape from death,

a disappointment to his ambition in the

assembly of the clergy, were among the

occasions of his entering into himself,

and recognising the nothingness of all for

which he had hitherto lived. In ll>60 he

resigned all his benefices except the abbacy

of La Trappe ; disposed of his patrimony

for 800,000 livres ; and gave the greater

part of the money to the HAtel Dieu, or

great hospital at Paris. He then repaired

to La Trappe, and told the monks that

they would thenceforth have to live by

the rule of what was called the "Strict

Observance " of the Cistercian order. La

Trappe was an ancient monastery lying

in the heart of La Perche, not far from

Seez, founded as a Cistercian house in

1140 by Rotrou, count of Perche. It

suffered much during the long wars with

England, but its discipline was still more

fatally injured in later times by the system

of commendation, which gave the name

and emoluments of abbot to some non

resident layman or ecclesiastic. When de

Ranc6 came there in 1662, the ttate of

things was deplorable; the monks had

ceased to live in community, and if they

met at all it was for pleasure parties;

the buildings were going to ruin, and

persons from without were suffered to

live in them. With much difficulty de

Ranee1 succeeded in bringing from a

neighbouring monastery some monks of

the Strict Observance, and in restoring

regularity at La Trappe. Still he was not

satisfied ; an ideal had been lor sometime

floating before his eyes in which were

blended the union with God through

contemplation and prayer, bodily morti

fication, and severance from causes of

distraction. The final result was the

discipline of La Trappe, of which we

take an abridged account from Helyot.

" In summer the religious go to rest at

eight, in winter at seven. They get up at

two o'clock in the night to go to Matins,

which usually last till half-past four, be

cause they add the Office of the Blessed

Virgin to the regular Office, and between

the two make half an hour s meditation.

. . . After Matins, in summer time, they

may go and rest in their cells till Prime ;

in winter they go into a common room

near the stove, where each reads to him

self. ... At half-past five they B'iy Prime,

and then go to cnapter," which usually

takes up half an hour. " At seven they

go to work ; the cowl is put off, and the

under garment tucked up : some dig,

others riddle, others carry stone.".—each

according to the task assigned to him, for

they are not free to choose the kind of

work which they like best. The abbot

himself works, and often takes up the

most abject sort of employment." Their

indoor employments, when the weather

does not allow of outdoor labour, include

carpentry, joinery, copying, binding,

sweeping, and many other useful toils.

" When they have worked an hour and a

half they go to office; Tierce is said, fol

lowed by Mass; then Sext; alter which

an interval of reading in their own cells

is allowed." None is said at half-past

eleven ; on fast days a little later. Then

they go to the refectory, a very large

room with a long row of tables on each

side. The abbot's table is laid for six ;

guests are entertained at it if they offer

themselves, but this dues not often happen.

There are no table-cloths, but the tables

are kept very clean. Kach monk has his

napkin, his mug, his knife, his wooden

fork and spoon, which remain always in

the same place. The repast consists of

coarse brown bread, some vegetable soup

made without butter or oil, a mess of car

rots or lentils, two apples or pears, and

a little cider. "At or about one o'clock

they return to work. . . . This second

period of work lasts from an hour and

a half to two hours. The recall being

sounded, every monk takes off his

'sabots,' puts away bis tools, puts on

9 rt
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bis cowl, and goes into his cell, where he

reads and meditates till Vespers, at four

o'clock." At five a collation, consisting

of drv bread and some fruit, with a little

cider, is taken in the refectory. After

collation there is a short interval in the

cells; then the monks go to chapter and

listen to spiritual reading till six, when

Compline is said. At seven a hell rings

and they go to their dormitories; they

sleep on straw pailhisses, and in their

ordinary dress. Probably the most try

ing part of all the discipline is the silence,

no i»onk being allowed to speak to his

brother on any occasion. The abbot and

the guest-master are the only persons in

the convent who are permitted to speak

to strangers.

The monks of La Trappe for the most

part resisted the sophistries of Jansenism.

After the suppression in 1790 an ener

getic monk named Dom Augustin suc

ceeded in finding a retreat for himself

and a score of his brethren in the can

ton Fribourg, where they occupied the

monastery of Val Sainte. From this

centre Trappist filiations spread into

Spain, Belgium, Piedmont, England,

and Ireland. Mount St. Bernard in Lei'

cestershire and the Trappistino1 con

vent of Stapehill in Dorset are then-

houses in England; in Ireland they

have monasteries at Mount Melleray

and Roscrea, (II61yot.) In 1805 some

monks from Clairvanz came to the

U. S., but did not remain, going hence

to Tracadie, Nova Scotia. In 1848 a

colony came from Mt. Melleray Abbey

in Ireland, and founded the Abbey of La

Trappe at Gethsemnni, Kentucky, and

still lator New Melleray Abbey, 12 miles

from Dubuque, Iowa, was established.

TREASURE Or MERITS. [See

Indulgences.]

TRENT, COUNCIl OP. The

general councils of the fifteenth century

succeeded on the whole in one of the

principal objects for which they were

convened, that of restoring or maintain

ing the unity of Christendom. At Con

stance the great schism was closed ; at

Basle the difficulty with the Hussites was

arranged ; at Ferrara-Florence East and

West were momentarily reunited. [See

Constance, Basle, Councils of.] Hence

it was natural, that when religious dis

sension and disturbance broke out in

the sixteenth century, a general council

should be confidently looked to as the

1 The Trappintine nuns were institnted bv

Dom Angustin (f 1827).

remedy. And yet, as Pallavicini remarks,1

the remembrance that the Nicene (Council

did not put down Arianism, nor that of

(Jhalcedon Eutychianism, with other like

instances, might have served to moderate

expectation and check disappointment, if

it should prove that the great (Ecumenical

Couucil of the sixteenth century, though

inferior in no respect to any, even the

verv greatest of its predecessors, never

theless, far from suppressing Protestant

ism, ushered in a long period of strife

between Catholics and the various hete

rodox bodies in every land—a strife of

which the end appears to be still distant.

When Leo X. by the bull " Exsurge

Domine" (1520; condemned the doctrine

of Luther, the latter appealed from the

judgment of the Pope to that of a general

couucil. The Diet of Spires .(1B29) in

sisted on the convocation of a council,

and the Recess of Augsburg (1530), while

forbidding religious innovation, promised

that the case of the reforming party should

be laid before the council, which the

Emperor would induce the Pope to con

vene. With most of the Protestant

leaders this appeal was merely a device

of controversy. Luther wrote to Me-

lanchthon: "We must admit the council

in this sense, that our doctrine is true

apart from the council, that the angels in

heaven can change no part of it, and that

the angel who should attempt to do so

ought to be put under anathema and

excommunicated; much more then is it

inadmissible that theEmperor, the bishops,

or the Pope should jucbje of it."3

During the troubled pontificate of

Clement VII. (1523-1534) it was im

possible to hold the council ; but Paul

III. (Farnese) from the time that he was

elected Pope bent all his energies to this

end. He issued letters to the bishops and

the sovereigns in 1637, proposing Mantua

as the place of meeting. Various difficulties

arose, especially on the part of the Pro

testants ; and after long negotiation it

was agreed between Charles V. and the

Pope that the place of meeting should be

Trent, the ancient Tridentum, an imperial

and episcopal city on the Adige, where

Italy borders upon Germany, so that the

Protestants could not say that the council,

being held in an Italian city, would of

necessity be unduly influenced by the

Pope. The Papal legates were at Trent

in 1542, but the war which had just

1 HUtoria, Apparatus.

* Art. " Trent," by Udinck, in Wetzer and

Wdte.
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broken out between France and the

Empire rendered any large gathering of

bishops impossible. The Treaty of

Orespy(1544) restored peace to Europe,

and the Pope immediately announced his

intention of holding the Council. The

Emperor gave his consent, and his brother

Ferdinand, meeting the German Pro

testant Princes at the Diet of Worms

(May 1545), endeavoured to induce them

to accede to the general desire of Chris

tendom. But they pleaded that the Pope,

by whom the Council was convened, and

who would preside in it through bis

legates, had already pronounced against

them, so that they would only go to

Trent to hear their own condemnation

pronounced. Yet how could they expect

that the Pope and the Catholics would

leave the aut hority of the sea of Peter an

open question ? To do so would have

been tantamount to admitting that the

Protestants had been justified in sepa

rating themselves from the unity of the

( 'burch. It was therefore clear from the

first that no considerable body of Pro

testants would submit to the council;

still the Pope hoped, and with good

reason, that the firmer definition of Ca

tholic doctrine, and the reform of dis

cipline, which might be expected from

the deliberations of the synod, would

strengthen the position of all the Catholic

rulers of states, and help them to arrest

or undo innovation, whereever the mis

chief had not grown to an incurable

height.

The first session was held on December

13, 1545. The Pope was represented by

three legates, the Cardinals Del Monte

(afterwards Julius III.), Cervino, and

Reginald Pole. There were present four

archbishops, twenty-two bishops, five

generals of orders, and envoys from the

Emperor and the King of the Romans.

The Prince-Bishop of Trent named Count

Sigismund von Arco guardian of the

council ; its secretary was the able

Angelo Massarelli. Cardinal del Monte,

addressing the assembly, said : " Is it

your will, for the praise and glory of

tie undivided Trinity, Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost, for the increase and exalta

tion of the faith and religion of Christ,

for the extirpation of heresies, the peace

and union of the Church, the reformation

of the Christian clergy and people, and

the putting down and extinction of the

enemies of the Christian name, to decree

and declare, that the sacred General

Council of Trent begins and has begun P

The Fathers answered, "Placet." The

next session was fixed for January 7,

164(5.

Three points of great importance were

settled soon after the opening of the

Council. First, that the bishops should

vote, as in the ancient synods, individu

ally, and not, as had been done at Con

stance, by nations. Secondly, that the

work of the definition of doctrine, and

that of the reformation of discipline,

should be carried on simultaneously.

Thirdly, that the style of the conciliar

decrees should bear the imprass of the

Papal authority and presidency from the

outset. Several bishops desired that, as

at Constance, the Council should describe

itself as " representing the universal

Church.'' To this the legates would not

cousetit, and it was determined that the

style should run thus. " The sacrosanct

Synod of Trent, legitimately gutliered

together in the Holy (jbnst, the three

legates of the Apostolic See therein pre

siding . . . decrees," &c.

In the second session the Council

regulated various matters of procedure.

In the third (Feb. 4, 1540), the Fatliers

■present expressed their adhesion to the

Creed of NiCtBa and Constantinople, nnd

caused it to be recited before them. New

arrivals gradually added to their numbers,

and at the fourth session (April 8, 1540),

the important decree on Scripture and

tradition, rendered signally opportune by

the irrational or fanatical opinions on

the subject which the Protestant press

had been pouring forth for many veara,

was brought forward and adopted. It

declared that the truth and teaching of

Christ were contained " in the written

word and in unwritten traditions" (t'n

librit scriptis et sine scripto traditionibm),

defined the canon of Scripture as embrac

ing all those books, and those only, which

we find in the Latin Vulgate and the

Douay Bible, and ordained that the Vul

gate translation should be accepted every

where as " authentic." In the fifth se-s-

sion (Juno 17, 1540), at which nine arch

bishops and fifty bishops were present,

the doctrine of Original Sin was defined,

an important part having been taken in

the previous discussions by the Jesuits

Laynez and Salmeron, who had come to

the Council as papal theologians. The

usual method of procedure was this : the

projects of decrees on doctrine or disci

pline, proposed by the legates, were dis

cussed point by point in private con

ferences of theologians and canoniata,
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and moulded into shape ; they were then |

laid before general congregations, in

which each bishop had the right of speak

ing to them in his turn, and their form

was finally settled ; lastly, they were

adopted and promulgated in public ses

sion. After a long interval, in the course

of which the disturbed state of Germany

nearly led to a prorogation of the Coun

cil, the celebrated decree on Justification,

prepared in numberless conferences and a

long series of general congregations, was

adopted at the sixth session (Jan. 13,

1547). By this decree the Lutheran

errors, that man is justified by faith only,

and that his justice consists in the impu

tation to him of the merits of Christ,

wore solidly confuted and demolished.

It is generally agreed that the records

of no former general council contain a

theological statement which for complete

ness, depth, and solidity of view, for care

ful and precise expression, and for general

impressiveness and cogency, surpasses this

Tridentine decree. Thirty-three canons,

sanctioned by anathemas, were appended

to it, in the twenty-third of which the

Council condemns the tenet that man can

avoid all, even venial, sins throughout his

life. " unless by special Divine privilege, as

the Church holds concerning the Blessed

Virgin," thus paving the way for the

definition of the absolute sinlessness of

our Lady promulgated at Rome three

hundred years afterwards. The decree

on reform passed at this session renewed

the ancient canons requiring the re

sidence of bishops, and enacted new rules

to the same end.1

The doctrine of Justification having

been unanimously defined, the means by

which the soul receives grace, or recovers

it when forfeited, presented themselves

for consideration. Accordingly, in the

seventh session (March 3, 1647), the pre

vailing errors on the doctrine of the

Sacraments in general were condemned

in thirteen canons; fourteen others

guarded and elucidated the doctrine of

Holy Baptism, three that of Confirmation.

The necessity of intention on the part of

the priest, at least to do what the Church

does in a sacrament, was asserted in the

eleventh canon, " De Sacramentis in

Qenere." [See Sacraments.] A decree

1 Before thin session it was long debated

whether the rt siden^e o* bishops was obligatory

jure div'nn or jure ecctesiastico. As the obliga

tion was the same in eiiher case, the Pope was

of opinion that the question need not be de

cided.

of reform in fifteen chapters was also

adopted.

An epidemic now broke out at Trent:

a bishop and the general of the Fran

ciscans died of it ; and the alarm was so

greot that ten or twelve bishops aban

doned the Council and went home. The

legates deemed it expedient to transfer

the assembly to Bologna, and this view

was adopted by the majority of the

bishops ; a minority, being chiefly those

who were devoted to the Emperor, voted

for remaining at Trent. Charles V. was

strongly opposed to the removal of the

Council, and regarded the alleged epide

mic as a mere pretext; from that time

there was no more cordiality between

him and the Pope. There was much

danger of a schism, for the imperial

bishops would not leave Trent ; but the

danger was averted by the prudence of

the Pope, who, though the labours in

conference and congregation went steadily

forward at Bologna, would allow nothing

to be published while the circumstances

were so critical. Sessions viii ix. x. re

late merely to this business of the trans

lation. On September 14, 1547, in a

general congregation held at Bologna, the

next session, which was to have been on

the following day, was postponed $me

die. In the following May the EmperoT

published the Interim (a system of doc

trine substantially ( 'atholic, but contain

ing several important concessions to the

Protestants), which was to be observed

in all the German States until the General

Council h?d completed its work.

Paul III. died in Nov. 1549. Hk

successor, Julius III., lost no time in re

calling the bishops to Trent, and the

second period of the Council commenced

with the eleventh session, held on May

I, 1661, under the presidency of the

legate, Card. Crescenzio. The Council

was formally resumed, and the next

session fixed for September 1, on which

day the business was further postponed

to October 11, with an intimation that

the Sacrament of the Eucharist would

then be treated of. In session xiii. (Oct.

II, 1551), a decree on the Blessed Sacra

ment of the altar in eight chapters, with

eleven canons appended to it, was adopted.

The orthodox and primitive belief as to

the nature of the gift of his body and

blood left by Je<us Christ to his Church

was re-stated, and the Council (chap, iv.)

adopted the term " traiiBiibstantiation,

as fitly expressing ibe change which takes

place in the elements upon consecration.
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The Protestants, though their various

sects, propounded doctrines of every shade

on the Ruchxristic gift, naturally all fell

short in their definition! of tbe stupendous

reality ; and this decree has consequently

furnished ever since a ready toucbstone

to distinguish truth and error. In Eng

land, down to the date of (Catholic eman

cipation, no one could sit in Parliament

without first signing a declaration against

transubstantiation.

The Council also resolved in the

thirteenth session to postpone the discus

sion on four points of Eucharistic doc

trine,' on which it was understood the

German Protestants desired to be heard,

to January 25, 1662, and meantime to

publish a safe-conduct, pledging the public

faith that all persons of the German

nation, of what status or rank soever,

should be free to come to the Council,

confer with the Fathers there, and leave

it again, without molestation or inter

ference of any kind.

In the fourteenth session (Nov. 25,

1651) , the doctrine of the Sacrament of

Penance and that of Extreme Unction

were defined. A decree of reform was

also passed in thirteen chapters.

By the middle of January, 1552, a

considerable number of deputies from

Protestant states and cities had come to

Trent, and they were received by the

Council in a general congregation on the

24th inst. Their demands, presented in

writing, were found to he ot an imprac

ticable character. One was that their

theologians should have an equal consul

tative and deliberative voice in the Coun

cil with the bishops; hut to grant this

would have been to revolutionise what

had been the unbroken ecclesiastical

practice from the time of the Apostles.

A new safe-conduct, expressed in more

ample terms, was read at the fifteenth

session. But there was no other fruit of

all these negotiations with the Protes

tants, except to prove the earnest desire

of the Pope and the bishops to leave the

breakers of Church unity without excuse.

At the fifteenth session (January 25,

1652) the business which had been

announced was postponed to March 19.

But before that day Maurice of Saxony

had commenced his march from Thuringia,

Germany was full of confusion and alarm,

and at the sixteenth session (April 28,

1662) the Fathers present adopted a

1 Throe of these related to receiving under

both species, and the fourth to the communion

ef infants.

decree suspending the Council for two

years. In May the Emperor was nearly

surprised by Maurice at. Innspruck ; not

long afterwards, disheartened and weary

of life, he abdicated the throne, and

retired to the monastery of San Yuste.

Thus ended the second period of the

Council.

Paul IV. (Oaraffa), who sat in the

chair of Peter between 1555 and 1569,

took no step to reassemble the Council;

but on the accession of Pius IV. (Medici),

it was evident that the Church had

received a ruler whose energy in her

cause no difficulties could tire, no resis

tance overcome. He published a hull on

November 29, 1660, convening " a sacred

general and oecumenical council 9 to meet

at Trent on Easter Day, 1561. It was

not expressly said in the bull that this

was a continuation of the former Council.

That it should ultimately so be deemed

was the firm resolution of the Pope, and

in this he was altogether supported by

Spanish opinion. But the King of France

and the Emperor Ferdinand, fearing to

exasperate their Protestant subjects,

whose opinions had been condemned in

the former sessions, were unwilling to

consent to the present Council's being

regarded as a continuation of the last ;

they wished it to appear that all debated

questions were still open, and might he

discussed de novo. Pius made two dis

tinct efforts to interest Queen Elizabeth

in the Council. Of the first we have spoken

in a former article [Enolish Catholics];

the second was made in 1661, when the

Abbot Martinenghi was sent to Belgium,

and application made on his behalf for

leave to cross to England and lay before the

Queen the Pope's entreaty that she would

join the Council. The reply 1 to the

application was an absolute refusal, based

upon grounds some of which were flimsy

enough, but such on the whole as the

logic of the Anglican position required.

The real drift, of the document was, that

England had done with the Pope, and

therefore it was useless, and might be

mischievous, for her rulers to eonfer with

his emissaries on any subject whatever.

Mr. Froude thinks this attitude very

grand ; Catholics may allow that—assum

ing for a moment the Protestant conten

tion as to the Papacy to have been true—

it was consistent and sagacious. But

what if England, in rejecting the Papacy,

was rejecting an integral part of Chris-

• See it in Dodd (ed. Tierney), ii. ccexxii.
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tianity ? In that case these proceedings

were no matter of gratulation, and even

tually could not but lead to evil results.

But in spite of the hostility of the

English Government, England was not

entirely unrepresented at the Council.

At some of the earlier sessions Cardinal

Pole, late Bishop of Worcester, had been

present; now, in 1562, Thomas Goldwell,

bishop of St. Asaph, proceeding to Trent

alter his deprivation by Elizabeth, de

nned with the assembled Fathers that

ancient Catholic faith which his coun

trymen had received more than eight

hundred years before. Ireland was re

presented by three bishops, Thomas

O'Herlaghy of Ross, Eugene O'llart of

Achonry, and Donald McCongail of Ra-

phoe. Mavy of Scotland wrote a Latin

letter 1 in 1 503, to the " Sacrosanct Synod

of Trent," in which she referred the

Fathers to her uncle, the Cardinal of

Lorraine, for an explanation of her posi

tion. The Cardinal spoke on the matter

at considerable length,8 unfolding the

ruinous state of religion in Scotland, and

showing that the few Catholic bishops

could not be spared from their task of

watching over the feeble relics of Catho

licity. The Council replied 3 in terms of

feeling and lofty courtesy. They accepted

the Queen's excuses, condoled with her

on the state of her kingdom, admitted the

Cardinal of Lorraine as her envoy and

representative, and declared that among

the princes and rulers who in those evil

times had been bold in the cause of the

Church of God, "assuredly the illustrious

name of Mary, Queen of Scotland, would

be commended to the undying remem

brance of mankind."

The Council was re-opened in the

seventeenth session (January 18, 1502)

by the Papal legates, Cardinal Qonzaga

of Mantua and four others, and immedi

ately adjourned to February 20. On that

day a decree was adopted relating to the

censorship of books ; a committee was

appointed ; ultimately the matter was

referred to the Pope ; and the result was

seen at last in the erection of the Sacred

Congregation of the Index [Index, 4c.].

A fresh sufe-conduct, addressed not to

the German nation only, but to all those,

whether nations or individuals, "who

have not communion with us in the

' I,e Plat, vi. 48.

2 Sec the abstract of his speech in the diary

of Mendoza, a Spanish bishop (Dbllinger,

Sammlung, &c.)
J Le Plat, loc. at.

things which are of faith," guaranteeing

their safety, and entreating them to come

to Trent, was soon afterwards published.

Sessions nineteen and twenty were

formal only. In the twenty-first (July 10,

1662), the four questions on Eucharisiic

doctrine, postponed at the thirteenth

session, were dealt with. In the twenty-

second (September 17, 1502), the doctrine

of the sacrifice of the Mass was dunned

in nine chapters ; things to be observed or

avoided in the celebration of the same

were noted ; and the demand for the con

cession of the chalice to the laity (on

which Ferdinand, pressed by bis Bohe

mian and Hungarian subjects, and also

the Duke of Bavaria, had much insisted),

was referred to the judgment of the Pope.

Disciplinary questions of great diffi

culty and complexity, the satisfactory

settlement of which required an active

and patient interchange of views among

the bishops and theologians of various

countries, caused tha next session to be

deferred till July, 1563.' In the previous

March the Cardinal of Mantua died, and

was succeeded as legate by the able Car

dinal Morone, under whose prudent man

agement the remaining deliberations of

the Council were swiftly and successfully

carried through.

In January 1563, the Anglican bishops

had met in convocation at London,

and adopted a code of Thirty-nine

Articles to regulate the religious belief

and practice of the English people. It

can hardly be doubted that these articles

came to the knowledge of the Fathers of

Trent, and that several statements con

tained in them were included among the

" errores nostri temporis," against which

' About the time of the arrival of the Car

dinal of Lorraine and the French prelates (Nov.

15(12). stormy discussinus took place on the
•urisdiction of bishops ; did it come imme

diately from God, or from God through the

Pope ? The Spanish bishops generally held

the former opinion. Mendoza's speech is inte

resting (Dollinger, ii. 98). That episcopal

order wasj't/re diririo, all, he said, were agreed;

on the second point, relating to jurisdiction,

"my view is that we receive it from the Su

preme Pontiff." Next day the Spanish Bishop

of Gundix spoke vehemently on the other

side ; Cardindl Sirnoneta said he wondered at

the speaker's language ; there was great ex

citement. The Archbishop of Granada took

part with the Bishop of Guadix, and protested

against his being interrupted. But many
bishops, with whom was the Cardinal of Lor-

inine, thought that at a time when the Protes

tants were denying the authority of bishops

altogether, the point in dispute might stand

ever : and this view at last prevailed.
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the dogmatic decree of the twenty-third

session (the first held after the publica

tion of the London symbol) was espe

cially directed. Thus the twenty-fifth

article denies " Orders " to be a "sacra

ment of the Gospel," and classes it among

" those five commonly called sacraments,"
■which " have grown partly of the corrupt

following of the Apostles, partly are

states of life allowed in the Scriptures."

On the other hand, the Council defines :

"If any one shall say that Orders or

sacred ordination is not truly and pro

perly a sacrament instituted by Christ

the Lord .... let him be anathema.''

A similar opposition of view will come

u.ider our notice in other instances.

The decree of Reformation in eighteen

chapters, adopted at the twenty-third

session, contained a number of important

provisions on the residence of bishops

and priests, on ordinations, on the qualifi

cations for the priesthood, and on the

erection of seminaries for the training of

clergy.

At the twenty-fourth session (No

vember 11, 1563), the doctrine of Chris

tian marriage was defined, and anathema

pronounced on whoever should deny it to

be truly and properly a sacrament. Here

again the conciliar decree is in precise

contradiction to the teaching of the

Anglican bishops in their twenty-fifth

article. A decree in ten chapters on the

reformation of marriage was added.

In the twenty-fifth and last session

(December 3 and 4, 16(i3), the Council

adopted decrees on Purgatory, on the In

vocation, Veneration, and Relics of Saints

and Holy Images, and on Indulgences.

The Anglican twenty-second article, by a

singular choice of words, describes the

doctrine of the Holy See on these various,

and, in part, dissimilar subjects as " a fond

thing vainly invented." The Council

states what is necessary to be believed

upon them all, neither confining the

liberty of theologians by an over-precise-

ness of definition nor leaving any essen

tial point obscure. In the section on

Holy Images, reference is naturally made

to the decrees of the Second Council of

Nirsea against the Iconoclasts. A number

of important regulations affecting the

religious orders were embodied in tho

decree " De Regularibus et Monialibus "

(on the regular clergy and nuns).

Since the commencement of the third

period of the Council, the opposition of

the Emperor and the King of France to

the view that it was acontinuation of the

former Council had gradually become

weaker, and now the fact of continuity

was assumed without disguise, and agreed

to by all. The Fathers, arrived at the

termination of their labours, agreed to

request the confirmation of the Council in

all its three phases from the Supreme

Pontiff-. This confirmation was given on

January 26, 1564. It was also deter

mined that all the decrees of the Council

which affected ecclesiastical discipline and

modified positive law should be consi

dered as coming into force on May 1,

1664.

Besides the ambassadors, the names of

nine cardinals, three patriarchs, thirty-

three archbishops, two hundred and thirty-

seven bishops, eight abbots, eight gene

rals of orders, and a hundred and fifty

theologians and canonists, were inscribed

on the attendance-roll of the Council, as

having been present at one or more of the

sessions. As regards nationality, the

Italian prelates, numbering 187, consti

tuted more than half tho Council.

Among the prelates at Trent distin

guished for their virtue and learning were

the Cardinals del Monte, Cervini, and Seri-

pandi, Bartholomew de Martyribus, arch

bishop of Braga, Paulus Jovius, bishop of

Nocera, Diego Covarruvias, bishop of

Segovia, Vida, bishop of Alba, and Lipo-

mani, bishop of Modon. Among the

more eminent theologians were Peter de

Soto and Melchior Cano, Dominicans,

Salmeron, Laynez, Le Jay, and Turriani,

Jesuits, Michael Baius, Jansenius, Rami

rez, Fernandez, &c, &c. The counsel of

his holy nephew, St. Charles Borroineo,

was a source of strength and enlighten

ment to Pius IV. during the whole third

period of the Council.

(The voluminous literature of the

Council is well given in Cardinal Hergen-

rother's " Handbuch derallgem. Kirchen-

geschichte," iii. 460. Among the most

important sources are, Sforza Pallavicini,1

"History, &c." in Italian, 1656, in Latin,

Antwerp, 1673 ; Le Plat, " Monumenta,

&c," Louvain, 1786; Theiner, "Diary of

Angelo Massarelli," 1874; Mendham,

"Acta Concilii Trid." 1842; Bollinger,

" Sammlung von Urkunden, &c." 1876.

The histories of Raynaldus, Gieseler,

Menzel, Alzog, and liohrbacher, and the

critical work of Brischar, may also be

1 Pallavicini, a Jesuit, and afterwards

cardinal, wrote his history expressly to con

fute Sarpi ; he had access to all the sources

of information contained in the Roman ar

chives.
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consulted. Paul Sarpi's 1 " History of

the Council of Trent, first published in

Italian at London in 1619, under the

feigned name of Pietro Soave Polano [an

anagram of " Paolo Sarpi Veneto *],

translated into French by Oourayer, 1730,

is quite unworthy of trust.)

The martyr Edmund Campion (fl580)

wrote in the following terms of the

Council of Trent : " The Synod of Trent,

the older it waxeth, the more it will

flourish. Good God ! what variety of

nations ! what choice of bishops of the

whole world, what splendour of kings

and commonwealths, what marrow of

theologues, what sanctity, what weep

ings, what fasts, what academical flowers,

what languages, what subtilties, what

labour, what infinite reading, what riches

of virtues and studies, did fill up that

majestical sacred place I " (Quoted in

Brent's English version of Sarpi's history,

Lond. 1640.)

TRICERION AITS OICERION.

Candlesticks with three and two lights

signifying respectively the Trinity and two

natures of Christ, used by Greek bishops

in blessing the people. [Daniel, " Thesaur.

Liturg." torn. iv. p. 882.]

TRINITARIANS. This order was

founded at Rome in 1198 by St. John of

Matha, a native of Provence, and an aged

French hermit, Felix of Valois, in order

to redeem Christian captives out of the

hands of the infidels. Affairs in the

East had taken an unfortunate turn ;

Jerusalem had fallen into Saladin's

hands, and great numbers of Christian

foldiers were in captivity, which, with

Mahommedans, was equivalent to sla

very. The dangers of every kind which

beset these unfortunates were what

moved the holy founder to make a great

organised effort for their relief. The

order was sanctioned by Innocent III. ;

the rule was that of St. Austin with par

ticular statutes ; the diet was of £ieat

austerity ; the habit, at least in France,

was a soutane and scapular of white serge,

with a red and blue cross ou the right

breast. The first monastery was at

Certify, in France ; this continued to be

the mother house till the French Revolu-

1 Sarpi was a Servite friar and theologian

to the republic of Venice ; but under the frock

and outward demeanour of a religious secretly

intrigued to iutroduce Protestantism into the

Bepublic. Pallavicini gives a list of 361 falsi

fications or misrepresentations of fact in his

history, of which Bossuet wrote that it was the

work not so much of the historian as of the

open enemy of the Council.

tion. The work was begun with great

energy; John the Englishman and Wil

liam the Scot, two of the earliest fol

lowers of St. John, were sent to Morocco,

where they negotiated (1200) the ran

som of 186 captives, and restored them

to their friends. It was a fundamental

rule of the order that at least one-third

of its revenues should be set apart for the

work of redemption. At Tunis, a short

time after the success in Morocco, the

saint, having redeemed 120 captives,

embarked with them in a ship bound for

Ostia. Some Mahommedans boarded the

vessel, took away the rudder, and tore

the sails to ribands : but St. John is said

to have hung his cloak and those of his

companions from the yard, and to have

obtained by prayer such effectual aid

from heaven, that the vessel was wafted

alter a lew days into the harbour of

Ostia.

The Trinitarians had at one time as

many as two hundred and fifty houses.

It was estimated in the seventeenth

century that since its foundation the

order had rescued 30,720 Christian cap

tives.

St. John of Matha died in 1213.

Five years later, the military order of

Our Ijady of Mercy for the redemption of

captives, commonly called the Order of

Mercy, was founded at Barcelona by

James I., king of Arragon, and St Peter

Nolasco, with the same general object as

that pursued by the Trinitarians. This

order, after a time, while adhering to the

rule of St. Austin which it had originally

embraced, elected a priest for its superior

and put off its military character. The

religious belonging to it threw themselves

with great ardour into the mission work

in America. One of them, F. Solorzano,

was confessor to Columbus and almoner

of the fleet in the memorable voyaga of

1492 ; Henryon calls him " the first apostle

of the New "World."1

At the dissolution there were eleven

Trinitarian houses in England, five in

Scotland,1 and one (Adare, co. Limerick)

in Ireland. Though in fact regular ca-

1 Hist. Gen. del muinnt Cath. 1. i. c SL

' Donington (Berks) Werland (Devon.)

Kston (Wilts) Worcester

Hounslow

Knaresborough ill Scotlwtd :

Modenden (Kent) Aberdeen

Thelesford (Warw.) Dornoch

Thusfield (Oxf.) Fail

Totness (Little) Peebles

Walknoll (North- Scotland's Well
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nous, these religious were often called

in England Red, or Matuvin friars, from

tho colour of the cross on the habit,

and because they had a famous house

at Paris built near the chapel of St.

Maturin.

A reformation made by Father Juan

Baptista was approved by the Holy See

in 1509, and resulted in the erection of

the congregation of "Discalced Trinita

rians" in Spain. Their houses, as well

as those of the unreformed portion of

the order, were suppressed in Spain in the

reign of the late Queen, Isabelk II.

(HtSlyot ; Henryon ; Latoruy, " Hist,

de la. Fondation de l'Ordre de N. D. de la

Mercy,-' 1618; Tanner; M. Walcott,

" Scoti-mouasticon.")

TRINITY, rZL&ST or. A decre

tal attributed to Alexander III. in the

"Corpus Juris/'but really of Alexander II.,

informs us that some churches kept this

feast on the Sunday alter Pentecost, others

on the Sunday before Advent, while

the Roman Church did not keep it at all,

since every day the Trinity was praised

and worshipped. Very early in the tenth

century the feast was kept at Liege, in

the twelfth the Abbot Rupert speaks of it

as generally observed, and in 1334 John

XXII. ordered its observ ance by the whole

Church on the Sunday next alter Pente

cost. (Benedict XIV.' " De Fest.")

TRINITY, HOLT. The mystery of

the Trinity consists in this, that God being

numerically and individually one, exists in

three Persons, or, in other words, that

the Divine essence, which is one and the

eame in the strictest and most absolute

sense, exists in three Persons really dis

tinct from each other, and yet each really

identical with the same Divine essence.

The Father is unbegotten, the Son be

gotten, the Holy Ghost proceeds from

the Father and Son. Each Person is

really distinct from the other, each is

the true, eternal God, and yet there is

only one God. We can understand how

three individual men are distinct from

each other and yet possess humanity

in common. The unity of the three

Divine Persons is altogether different.

When we speak of them as one God, we

mean not only that each is God, but that

each is one and the same God, and herein

is the mystery, incomprehensible to any

created intelligence. The word Trinity

(rpias) first occurs in Theophilus of

Antioch ("Ad. Autol." ii. 15), who
•wrote about 180, but the doctrine which

the word expresses appears in the New,

and has its roots in the Old Testa

ment.

(A) The Doctrine in the Old Testa

ment.—(a) Catholics, from the Fathers

downwards, fuil of faith in the Holy

Trinity, and knowing that the author of the

New Testament is also the author of the

Old, have naturally been prepared to find

traces of the doctrine in the ancient

Scriptures and have often satisfied them

selves that such traces exist in cases

where scholarship proves the possibility

or even the correctness of another inter

pretation. In what follows, we have kept

constantly in view the least an adversary

must admit, the least which grammatical

and historical considerations require us to

see in any particular text.

Passages there are, quoted by the

Fathers, in which God speaks of Him

self in the plural Such are Gen. j. 26,

iii. 22, xi. 7 ; Is. vi. 8. In the first two

the Fathers generally see an allusion to

the Trinity, most of them do so in the

third, a few only in the fourth, which is

generally understood as addressed to the

seraphim who are mentioned in the con

text (references in Petavius, " De Trin."

ii. 7). Let us take the first passage from

Genesis, the strongest, as Petavius thinks,

among them all. " And God said, Let us

make man in our image." The New

Testament gives no exposition of the

words. The oldest explanation is found

j in rhilo, and adopted in the Targum of

j Pseudo-Jonathan, which paraphrases the

| words thus: " Jehovah said to the angels,

ministering before Him, who were created

on the second day of the creation of the

world, Let us make man in our image."

This view has met with the approval of

some modern scholars, but there is no

mention of angels in the context, and the

notion of angeiic agency in creation is

Babylonian and Persian, but not Biblical.

Another very popular view in modern

times is that God uses the plural, just as

kings do, as a mark of dignity (the so-

called plural of majesty), but it is only

late in Jewish history that such a form

of speech occurs, and then it is used by

Persian and Greek rulers (Esdr. iv. 18;

1 Mace. x. 10). Nor can the plural he

regarded as merely indicating the way in

which God summons Himself to energy,

for the use of the language is against this

(Gen. ii. 18; Is. xxxiii. 10). The most

recent explanation is that of Dillmann (ad

loc,), who thinks that God, in the solemn

moment of man's creation, addresses Him-

| self as the complex of Divine energies and
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powers. Akin to the arguments drawn

from the above texts is that from the

fact that the Hebrew word for God is

plural, while it is usually construed with a

singular verb. The real origin of this

flural form is obscure, but anyhow

'etavius most rightly refuses to see in

it any allusion to a plurality of Divine

Persons. The word for a human master

is also often plural, and the same plural

form of the word God with a singular

verb is used of Dagon (Jud. xvi. 23).

Lastly, under this head we may mention

the ""Holy, holy, holy" of Is. vi., (he

triple blessing in Num. vi. 24, and the

apparent distinction between God and

God in Gen. xix. 24 : " And Jehova

rained on Sodom and Gomorrhah sulphur

and fire from Jehova from the heavens."

The first two places may only show that

three, like seven and ten, was a favourite

(cf. Jer. viii. 4) and perhaps a sacred

number among the Hebrews; in Gen. xix.

24, the repetition of the words " from

Jehova " is perhaps merely an old and

emphatic equivalent for from " Himself."

Its meaning is much the same as that of

the words which follow it—viz. from

"the heavens," just as i< Aioc=f'f

ovpavov.

(/9) The so-called Theophanies.—Qod,

whom no man can see and live, is repre

sented as appearing to the Patriarchs

without indication of time or mode, Gen.

xii. 7, xxvi. 2, xxxv. 9, by night, xxvi. 24 :
'•the word of Jehova" is said to have

come in a vision, xv. 1. God spake to

Adam (Gen. iii. 8, but it is not said that He

appeared), and an angel " legatus,"

but properly " legatio "), who appears in

Gcds name is alternately distinguished

from and identified with God Himself

(see, e.g., Gen. xvi. 7 seq., xviii., xxxi.

11 seq. ; Jud. vi. 11 seq.; Zach. i. 19).

The LXX (see Keil on Genesis, p. 126),

regarded these cases as apparitions of a

created angel, and it appears to us that

the view is confirmed by various passages

in the New Testament (e.g. Acts vii. 30 ;

cf. Heb. ii. 2, 3 ; Gal. iii. 19 ; Acts vii.

53). In the early church Scripture was

interpreted in another way, and the

Fathers, down to St. Augustine's time

(references in Petav. " De Trin." viii. 2),

believed that "the angel of the Lord"

whs the Word of God, taking the form

of an angel, and alleged such appari

tions as a powerful argument against

Jews and heretics for a distinction of

Persons in God. The interpretation,

however, was used by Arians to prove a

difference of nature between Father and

Son, the former being invisible, the latter

visible. St. Augustine's view is expressed

in his treatise on the Trinity, and finally

prevailed. He argues that God in any

Person cannot be seen corporeally, and

that a creature, such as the angel who

appeared to Abraham, &c , might repre

sent any one of the three Persona.

(Augustine, " De Trin." ii. 18 ; cf.

Hierou. " In Gal. iii. 19," who regards the

appearances as of created angels repre

senting the Mediator.) This, as it seems

to us, is the reasonable view, or rather,

we should prefer to say that the angel

represents God, quite independently of

his existence in one or more Persona.

At the same time, we may fairly look on

such apparitions as preparing the way for

a belief in the Incarnation, especially

when we remember that the "angel of

Jehova " is a title given to the Messias

(Mai. iii. 2). Again, the angel who led

the Israelites is called the angel of God's

" face or presence " (Is. lxiii. 9), which has

a resemblance, though a very imperfect

one, to the New Testament doctrine that

God is manifested in Christ. So under

stood, the Theophanies would have an

indirect connection with the doctrine of

the Trinitv.

(y) Word, Wisdom, Spirit.—The per

sonification of God's word and wisdom in

the Old Testament brings us far closer

to the doctrine of the Trinity. Even in

Gen. i. God is represented as creating by

his spoken command, and in Ps. xxxiii. 6

the creative energy of God is summed up

in a single term—viz. his word : u By

the word of Jehova were the heavens

made" (cf. Ps. cvii. 20, cxlviL 15).

Elsewhere we meet with another form of

the same idea—viz. the wisdom of God,

which is personified 1 in Job xxviii. 1 2 seq. ;

Prov. viii. ix. ; Ecclus. i. 1-10, xxiv. 8;

Baruch iii. 27-iv. 4. In the Alexandiian

Book of Wisdom we get beyond mere

personification, and a real personal exist

ence is attributed to Wisdom (vii. 7-xL).

This Wisdom is " the effulgence of eternal

light," " the image of God's goodness,''

the spirit in her is " intelligent, holy, only-

begotten " (vii. 22). On the other hand,

though the book speaks of God's "Al

mighty word " (xvii. 5) " leaping down

1 It is, of course, hard to draw a clear line

between poetical personification and doctrinal

statement of hypostatical existence. Tht

beautiful passage in Job, and the reflection of

it in Baruch, ore clear instances of the former.
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from his royal throne " to take vengeance

on the Egyptians, this seems to be no

more than a figure of speech, and the

conception of the Word of God falls into

the background behind that of Wisdom.

It Ls often difficult to decide whether the

attributes ascribed to Wisdom answer

most closely to those of the \6yos in the

New Testament, or to those of the Holy

Ghost. On the one hand, it is through

her that all things are made ; on the

other, she dwells ia the hearts of the just.

It can hardly be said that the Old Testa

ment certainly expresses the hypostati-

cal existence of the Holy Spirit, natural

as it is for a believer in the Catholic doc

trine to interpret various passages of the

Old Testament in this way. The Spirit

of God works in nature ; it endows men

with skill of various kinds (Exod. xxxi.

3-6), and particularly with moral vir

tues, whence it is called the Holy Spirit

(Ps. li. 13); it is to rest specially on

the Messias and the people of the Mes

sianic period (Is. xi. 2 teq., xxxii. 15,

xliv. 3; Ezech. xxxix. 20; Joel iii. 1,

2). There is indeed one passage in the

Vulgate which expressly attributes hypo

static existence to the Spirit of God—

viz. Is. xlviii. 16: "The Lord God and

his Spirit have sent me" (Is. xlviii. 10:

" Dominus Deus misit me et Spiritus

ejus"). But in the Hebrew "Spirit" may

be, and probably is, the accusative. " The

lx>rd God hath sent me and his Spirit"

—i.e. His Spirit to dwell in and guide

me.

(8) In a few passages the Old Testa

ment ascribes Divine attributes to the

Messias, and this, as the Messias is sent

by and is distinct from God (the Father),

implies a duality of Persons in God.

Some places often adduced, although their

true sense and reference to our Lord are

certain to us from the light of the New

Testament, are scarcely conclusive in and

by themselves. Thus in Ps. ii. 7," Thou art

mv son, this day have I begotten thee," the

snnship does not of itself imply divinity.

Israel collectively was Gods first-born

(Exod. iv. 23), and Solomon as king of

Israel was the Son of God (2 Sum. vii.

14 : " I shall be to him for a Father and

he shall be to me for a son,") and the

"day" might well be the day of corona

tion, for the Hebrew Bible never sp 'aks of

a mere private individual as a child of

God. Snnship belongs to the people

collectively or to their representative.

In Ps. ex. i., "Jehovah said to my Lord,

Sit thou on my right hand," the word

translated Lord ('j'lH, not V*JS>) >8 simply

the common term for any lord or master

(1 Sam.xxii. 12) ; andin 1 Chron. xxix.23,

we read, " Solomon sat on the throne of

Jehovah, as king." In Ps. xlv. 7, 8, " Thy

throne, 0 God, is for ever and ever," the

interpretation of the Hebrew words, on

mere philological grounds, and apart from

New Testament authority, is very doubt

ful. " Thy divine throne " is a rendering

to which there is no grammatical objec

tion, and certainly the Psalm in its

natural and literal meaning seems to

celebrate a royal marriage of the ordiuary

kind. " This is the name which they

shall call him, Jehova-risJ-our-justiee,"

says Jeremins (xxiii. 6), speaking of the

Messias. Such a name does not neces

sarily imply divinity, and we must re

member that the prophet says the city of

Jerusalem will be called by the very same

name. " And this is the name which

they shall call her [p|^> fern, not masc.

as in Vnlg.], Jehovah-[is]our-jnstice."

In Mic. v. 1, where the origin of

Messias from Bethlehem is predicted,

the Vulgate has " his going forth is

from the beginning, from the days of

eternity." It would be at least equally

fair to translate, "from of old, from

ancient days," for the word which an

swers to " initium " in the Vulgate is used

by Micheas (vii. 20) of the oath made to

the Patriarchs, in Isaks (xxiii. 7> of the

Tyrian commerce, and the word trans

lated " eternity" is used ofthe ruined walls

of Jerus-dem at the time of the exile

(Is. lviii. 12). There is nothing which

compels us to see more in the words than

a statement that the Messiah would spring

from the ancient house of David. Much

more weight must be given to Is. ix. 5, 6:

"A child is born to us, a son is given to

us, and the princedom is on his shoulder,

and they have called his name—Wonder

ful-Counsellor, God-the-Mighty, Fatber-

for-ever, Prince-of-Puace." " God the

mighty one," though not an absolutely

certain, is still the most probable Tender

ing (x. 21, to which Gesenius, ad Inc.,

appeals for his rendering " Strong hero,"

tells quite the other way; cf., however,

F.zecb. xxxii. 21). The force of the

phrase is quite lost in the Septuagint

(where, however, it was interpolated—

Beat la\vp6t ; soe Field, " Orig. Hexapl."

vol. ii. p. 448), as well as in the other

Greek versions (Aquila, Symniachus,

Theodotion, Field, he. cit.), and this may

account for its not being quoted in the
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New Testament. It is true that such an

expression does not mean as much in the

Old Testament, where the name of God is

used far more freely (see, e.y.,Zach. xii. 8,

" the house of David will he as God," and

Cliron, he. cit..), as it would in the New,

though it is of course very startling' and

remarkable. In the Book of Daniel the

language falls far short of the strength

and sublimity which characterise Isaias.

But the doctrine on the personality of the

Messias is, as we should expect, more

detinite and full. The seer beholds one

" like the Son of man " brought before the

ancient of days, who gives him eternal do

minion over the earth (Dan. vii. 13 »eq.).

Here, the pre-existence and superhuman

personality ofthe Messias are clearly taught.

To sum up. Here and there the Old

Testament clearly and by itself indicates

portions of the doctrine, in more the New

Testament helps us to discover certain or

probable traces of it in the Old, while it

is generally held by Catholic divines that

some favoured saints of the bid law had a

knowledge more or less complete of the

mystery.

(B) Ancient Jewith Tradition.—We

have seen how the conception of the

Divine Wisdom stands out in the Old

Testament, while the " Word of God "

is scarcely more than a metaphor, and

the idea remains undeveloped. But in

the Targums or Chaldee translations and

paraphrases of the Old Testament the

" word of Jehovah " is very prominent,

and tills a definite position. The oldest

of the Targums—that of Onkelos, on the

Pentateuch—cannot be earlier than the

latter half of the first century after

Christ, and that of Jonathan, on the Pro

phets, belongs to about the same time.

But it is admitted by all, even by

scholars who put these Targum9 much

later, that they preserve a very old exe-

getical and theological tradition ; and

this is the case to a certain extent even

with those which, like that of the Pseudo-

Jonathan on the Pentateuch, were com

piled in the seventh century of our era or

even later. In the Targums the Word

of Jehovah or of God 1 appears in the

main for two reasons. First, anthropo-

1 "»H K^O'P generally, K-VI3T in the

Jerusalem Targum (Jer. ii.) The Peshito has

adopted a third Semitic word to express the

Aoyot of St. John—viz. is worth

«■
noticing that this Syriac term can only mean

"word," so that the'anthors of this early ver

sion show what sense they attached to Aoyos.

morphical expressions used in the Hebrew

of God are applied in the Targums to his

word. Thus for " they heard the voice

of Jehova walking in the garden " (Gen.

iii. 8), the Targum of Onkelos has " the

voice of the word of God ; " for " Jehova

smelt a sweet savour, and said," &c. (Gen.

viii. 21), "Jehova received his offering

with favour, and said by his word ; " for

"God came to Balaam by night, and

said," See., " the word from before Jehova

came to Balaam," &c. ; and where God is

said to have " repented," the Targums

qualify the expression, " God repented in

his word (Onk. Gen. vi. 6; Jon. 1 Sam.

xv. 11). Next, the "Word" represent*

God, and is the instrument through which

He acts in relation to the world. " I by

my word made the earth " (Jon. Is. xlv.

12); "Israel is redeemed by the word of

Jehova" (Jon. Is. xlvi. 17, for "Israel

is saved in Jehova);" "I will place

my word for thee there " (Onk. Exod.

xxv. 22, instead of " I will make myself

known to thee there "). We see no proof

that personal existence was attributed to

this " Word," 1 and it was certainly not

identified either with the " angel of the

face" or with the Messias (Jon. Is. ix. 6,

6 ; Is. lxiii. 8, 9 ; Onk. Gen. xvi. 7). In

later Jewish theology the " Word " falls

into the background, and is replaced by

the " Shechiuah " (nj^C*). which denotes

the presence of God among his people.

It manifested itself specially in the

Temple, hut if ten persons pray together,

if even a man and his wife live piously,

the Shechinah is in their midst (Tnluiudi-

cal references in Levy, tub ror.). Pro

minent, too, is the " Mitatron " (jntJO'tJ-

perhaps from /ierd ripavvov or ptrra $povov),

the " angel of the presence," whose name

is like that of God. (With reference to

Exod. xxiii. 21: the numeral value of the

letters is equal, omitting the », to those in

the name of God.)

The theology of the Word is much

more complete in Philo, who was born

about 20 B.C. His position differed

widely from that of the Targumists.

Though he knew some Hebrew, he

used the LXX, not the original text, and

he was deeply imbued with Greek philo

sophy. The notions of Heraclitus, Plato,

and the Stoics, as well as of Jewish

tradition, contribute to his conception of

the Word. This Word, or Aoyos, is the

1 Weber's references to the Targnm nn the

Prophets in proof that the " Word " was tie

object of prayer are false.
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" idea of ideas * (" De Migrat. Abr." torn,

i. p. 452, ed. Mangey) ; through him the

world was made (" De Monarch." lib. ii.

torn. ii. p. 225) ; he is the image of God

and the brightness which reflects his

essence (" De Somn." lib. i. torn, 1, p.

656) ; he is God, yet distinct from the

Supreme God (Qtbs, but not 6 0«or, " De

Somn." lib. i. torn. i. 655) ; he is also the

" oldest " or " supreme angel " (np< <Tj3u-

Tarov nyyfAop, " De Confus. Ling." torn. i.

p. 427) ; " the first-begotten Son" (" De

Agricult." torn. i. p. 308) ; " high-priest "

(6 apx'tp'vt Xoyot, " De Gigant." torn,

i. p. 053). "The Aayor of Philo," says

Siegfried (" Philo von Alexandria," p.

223), " is a thesaurus of all that had

been thought out in the O. T. and in

Palestinian Judai.«m on the ' face of God,'

the 'angel of Jehovah,' 'Wisdom,' the

' Word,' the 'Name,' on o-odua among the

Alexandrian Jews, on the Aoyot among

the Greeks." It has been asked whether

the " Word " of Philo was personal, and

the question has received opposite

answers. The truth seems to be that

Philo often and distinctly affirms the per

sonality of the Word, but that his lan

guage on the point is not consistent with

itself. His theory requires him to believe

in a personal Word, for he postulates the

existence of the Logos on this ground—

that the Supreme God could not come

into immediate contact with matter, and

here, plainly, the conception of the Word

as a mere attribute would not have

availed. This account of the matter seems

to be now generally accepted by scholars

(see Soulier, " Doctrine du Logos chez

Philon," where there is a complete risumi

of opinions). MoBt certainly, near as

Philo comes to the language of the fourth

Gospel, he would have utterly rejected

the idea of an incarnate Word. Nothing

could be more opposed to his whole view

of matter, and he does not even " place

the Logos in connection with the Messiah"

(Westcott, ou St. John, p. xvii.)

(C) The Trinity in the New Testa

ment.—The absolute unity of God was

and is the great article of Israels faith,

and it is asserted with equal emphasis

throughout the New Testament (Rom.

xvi. 27; 1 Tim. vi. 15 teq. ; John xvii. 8).

If, then, the New Testameut teaches the

real, distinct, and divine personality of

the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, this

comes to teaching the Catholic doctrine of

the Trinity.

1. The Son or Word of God.—The

first three Gospels and the Acts describe

Jesus as the " Son of God," a title which

primarily implies his Messianic office.

Itecause He is the Christ, death cannot

hind Him (Acts ii. 24); He is "the

prince of life" (iii. 15). After his resur

rection, He " receives all power in heaven

and earth" (Matt, xxviii. 18). Nowhere,

however, is his pre-existence, much less

his eternal generation, asserted in terms,

but Christ in the Synoptic Gospels cer

tainly claims attributes which can hardly be

less than divine (see, particularly, Matt. xi.

27). In the earlier Epistles of St. Paul, his

pre-existence is clearly affirmed. Through

Him " are all things " ( 1 Cor. viii. 6) ;

He is " the image of God " (2 Cor. iv.

4); He is "the Lord" (1 Cor. xii. 3:

Rom. x. 0) ; He is absolutely sinless (2

Cor. v. 21); He is "the Spirit" (2 Cor.

iii. 17)—i.e. the Holy Spirit is his Spirit,

the living principle of his working and

indwelling. In Rom. ix. 5, as commonly

translated, we have, the strongest state

ment of Christ's divinity in St. Paul, and,

indeed, in the N. T. : " Whose are the

Fathers, and from whom is the Christ

according to the flesh, who is the God

over all blessed for ever. Amen." We

cannot enter on a discussion of the render

ing here. In any case, the text cannot

be conclusively urged against an oppo

nent. There is no reason in grammar or

in the context which forbids us to trans

late, " God, who is over all, to blessed for

ever. Amen "—a doxology suddenly in

troduced, but quite in St. Paul's manner

(Gal. i. 5; cf. Rom. i. 25 ; 2 Cor. xi. 31).

In the Apocalypse we find the term

" Logos " peculiar in the N T. to the

Joannic writings (xix. 13, " Word of

God ; " not, however, o Acryos, as in the

Gospel). He is the "beginning of the

creation of God" (iii. 14), though this

phrase seems to imply priority in dignity

rather than in existence.' He is " Alpha

and Omega, the beginning and the end"

(xxi. 6), the same phrase which is used

(i. 11) of tho "Almighty." In the

Epistle to the Hebrews the " Logos " is

not used as a personal name, hut the

ideas prominent in the Book of Wisdom

recur here, are applied to Christ, and

united to the doctrine of his generation

as the Son of God before the world was

made. Thus, Wisdom (vii. 26) is the

" effulgence (anavyaopa) of eternal light,"

" the unstained mirror of the working of

God," and "the image of his goodness;"

and so (Heb. i.) the Son is the " effiil-

i See Job. xL 19.
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gence " (airniyao-fiut) of God's glory, the

" stamp " or expressed image of " his

substance." As Wisdom is the " arti

ficer of all things" (Sap. vii. 21), so

through the Son all things were made,

and He upholds all things by the " word

of his power " (prjiiaTi, not X<5yoi). Not

only is the Son, because Son, raised above

the angels, but He is addressed as God (v.

8), and the description of God's majesty
(Ps. cii. 20-2 ■*) is applied to Him. Some

what similar is the aspect which the doc

trine assumes in the later Pauline Epis

tles, particularly in that to the Colossians,

in which Christ is " the centre of the

universe, of the spiritual and corporeal

world " (the words are Hilgenfeld's).

The Pastoral Epistles occupy themselves

chiefly with discipline and morals, and

supply little matter for our purpose. In

Titus ii. 13—" the manifestation of the

glory of the great God and [of] our

Saviour,Christ Jesus"—a Unitarian could

not be expected to admit that Jesus

Christ is called " the great God," for the

words will certainly bear the interpreta

tion, " the manifestation of the glory of

the great God and the manifestation ol

the glory of our Saviour," &c.—viz. at

the second coming. In 1 Tim. iii. 16, St,

not Qtbc, is the true reading. (So Lach-

mann, Tischendorf, Tregelles, VVestcott

and Hort. Even Scrivener—" Introduc

tion to the Criticism of the N. T." p. 556

—considers it " highly probable " that

" 0for of the more recent many must

yield place to Sr of the ancient few.")

The divinity and distinct existence of

the Word are most clearly taught in St.

John's Gospel. The Word (absolutely

only in i. 1 and i. 14) existed before

all time ; " in the beginning," before

things were made, He was. This ex

istence was a personal one, for the Word

is no mere attribute, like the reason

or wisdom of God, but was irpbs rbv

Qc6v—i.e. in active communication with

God. (For the force of jrpot compare

Marc. vi. 3, ix. 19; Matt. xiii. 56, xxvi.

66 j 1 Cor. xvi. 6; Gal. i. 18, iv. 18.)

As the spoken word is distinct from

him who utters it, so was the Word

distinct from God the Father (6 Gcdt).

Yet in nature or essence He is one with

the Father—"the Word was God"

(Beit) ; " all things came into being

through Him," and this without any ex

ception. And the continuance of things,

no less than their origin, depends on Him

—" That which was made was life in

Him." As He is the Word or perfect

expression of God the Father's being

before creation, so, after it, He is the

source of all spiritual illumination (i. 9) ;

and lastly, He " became flesh and taber

nacled among us," replacing the partial

revelations of the past by one which was

full and perfect. He is Son as well as

Word, but his sonship is different from

that which is common to believers. He is

Son in the strict sense, with the same

nature as his Father ; whence He is " the

only-begotten from the Father," " the

only-begotten Son" (or, perhaps, "the

only-begotten God ; " so Westeott and

Hort, i. 14, iii. 16, 18; see also 1 John iv.

9). He and the Father "are one" (x.

30) ; to have seen Him is to have seen

the Father (xiv. 9). All that had been

previously revealed in the Bible, all

the results of extra-biblical speculation in

the Jewish Church, are here combined—

the " Word " of the Hebrew Bible and of

the Targums; the Xo'yov or "reason" of

Philo, the creative Wisdom of Proverbs,

and the Deutero-Canonical books. And

the Bible, in one of its latest books, is

the exposition of an idea which can be

traced back to the words with which the

Bible, as we have it, begins: " In the be

ginning God created the heavens and the

earth, and God laid, Let there be light,

and there was light."

2. The Spirit of Gcd.—On the whole,

the New Testament, like the Old, speaks

of the Spirit as a divine energy or power

particularly in the heart of man. The

Spirit rests on Christ, and is a power w ithin

Him distinct, from Himself (Matt. iii. 16,

xii. 28; Luc. iv. 1-14; John i. 32),

having first caused his miraculous con

ception (Luc. i. &c.) The Spirit is im

parted to Christ's disciples, the citizens of

the Messianic kingdom, and is their guide.

(1 Pet. i. 12 ; Acts ii. 4 teg., xv. 28 ; cf. v.

2.) This divine Spirit is clearly dis

tinguished from the Spirit or conscience

of man (Rom. viii. 16), and the authority

of the Spirit is identified with that of

God Himself (Matt. xii. 31 ; Acts v. 3, 9;

1 Cor. iii. 16 ; but cf. Exod. xvi. 8 ; 1 These,

iv. 8.) But is a personal existence clearhr

attributed to the Spirit? No doubt, all

through the N. T. his action is described

as personal. He speaks (Marc. xiii. 1 1 ;

Acts viii. 29), bears witness (Rom. viii.

16 ; 1 John v. 6), searches (1 Cor. ii. 10),

decides (Acts xv. 28), helps and inter

cedes (Rom. viii. 20), apportions the gifts

of grace (1 Cor. xii. 11.) Most of these

places furnish no cogent proof of person

ality. The Spirit of God and Christ
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(Qal. iv. 8) may be said lo do what He

operates through man ; and again, we must

not forget that the N. T. personifies mere

attributes such as love (1 Cor. xiii. 4),

and sin (Rom. vii. 11), nay, even

abstract and lifeless things, such aa the

law (Rom. iii. 19), the water and the

blood (1 John v. 8.) However, if we

look well to the last passage quoted from

St. Paul (1 Cor. xii. 11), we find that

the Spirit is distinguished from the gifts

of the Spirit, and that personal action is

predicated of Him. " All these things one

and the same Spirit worketh, dividing

to each separately, as He [the Spirit]

wills." Poetical personification would be

quite out of place here, and Meyer rightly

treats the words as decisive. In the

fourth Gospel, however, this personal

existence is stated more fully and plainly

(ch. xiv.) Even the author of the article

on the Trinity in Schenkel's " Dictionary

of the Bible" (" Bibel-Lexicon," art.

Dreieinigkeit), though he writes to show

that the doctrine of the Trinity is not

Biblical, admits that the hypostatical

existence of the Holy Spirit is taught

here. " I will ask the I" ather and He

will give you another advocate, that He

may be with you for ever, the Spirit

of truth .... I will not leave you

orphans, I will come to you" (v. 16-

18). "Advocate" is the same name

given in 1 John to Christ Himself, our

advocate with the Father, and in each

case the name is a personal one. In

essence He is one with Christ, so that

when He comes, Christ comes too. But

He is not, as the writer just quoted thinks,

represented as one in person with the

glorified Christ ; on the contrary, He is

" another advocate."

3. Trinitarian formuhe occur through

out the N. T. books. Baptism is to be

given " into the name of the Father, and

of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit "

(Matt, xxviii. 19; cf. 1 Cor. i. '13-15, x.

2), which indicates the prevalent idea of

baptism, as bringing the baptised into

relation with living persons. The persons

of the Trinity are further mentioned to

gether bv St. Paul (2 Cor. xiii. 13) and

by St. Peter (1 Ep. i. 1-2). Considering

the strict Monotheism of the N. T., such

language implies the divinity, as well as

the personality, of Father, Son, and Holy

Ghost, and they are sufficient warrant for

refusing to believe that N. T. writers did

not knew the doctrine, because they did

not, like S:. John, state it explicitly.

(D) The Development of the Doctrine

in the Church.—1. The Scriptural doctrine

of the Trinity, as a whole, is neither

expanded nor reduced to system in the

Apostolic Fathers. Clement of Rome

follows closely the language of the Epistle

to the Hebrews. Christ is the " sceptre

of God's majesty" (1 Ep. 40), "the

effulgence of his majesty " (36). The

Logos is not used as a personal name (see

27, and cf. Heb. i. 3). The spurious but

early epistle of Barnabas speaks of Christ

as the Son, not of man, but of God (12).

Ignatius, on the other hand, is familiar

with the technical sense of Logos. Christ

is God's " word proceeding from silence " 1

(Magnes. 8). He is God (Ephes. 1 and 7) ;

lie is, " God having become in flesh "

" from Mary and from God, first im

passible, then passible," &c, so that his

divine and human natures are distin

guished. Among the earliestwriters gene

rally, "Spirit" is the term for Christ's

pre-existeutnature (Hennas, " Sim." ix. 1 ;

" 2 Ep. Clem." 9), and this use, which may

be traced back even to the O. T. (Is. xxxi.

3: " The Egyptians are man and not God,

and their horses flesh and not Spirit "),

survived in writers much later than the

Apostolic Fathers (Theopk. " Ad Autol."

ii. 10; Tertull. "Adv. Marc." iii. 10).

Passing to the middle of the second

century after Christ we find much fuller

statements, and an approach to a definite

theology on the three divine persons.

All the Fathers between the Sub-Apostolic

and Nicene age are permeated t>y the

teaching of the fourth Gospel. Justin

I Martyr is the single exception, and even

he is familiar with the doctrine of the

Logos. All these writers recognise the

divinity of the Word, and in many we

meet with statements that the Son is one

in substance with the Father, that He is

in the Father and the Father in Him,

that there are three divine Persons, each

answering to the idea of God. Thus,

Christ is said to be God by Justin

("Trvpho." 12(5), bv Tatian ("Orat. ad

Grsec." 21, p. 90), 'by Theophilus ("Ad

Autol." ii. 22, p. 120). Justin speaks of

Christ as Son, and good in the strictsense

(1 Apol. 23, p. 60) as begotten like fire

from fire ("Trypho." 12m, p. 432), and

Tatian expresses himself in like manner

(" Orat, ad Graec." 5, p. 20) ; Tertullian

(" Adv. Marc." iv. 25) asserts Christ's

equality with the Father, and his unity

with Him in substance (" Adv. Prax." 2).

1 This is the correct reading, as has been

shown by Bishop Li.'htfoot, CoHlemporar}

Review, Feb. 1875, p. 357 eeq.

3 a
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Athenagoras confesses the Father, Son,

and Holy Ghost, to he each God (Leg.

10, p. 44 seq.), their distinct personal

existence and their union in power (" Leg."

24, p. 1 24). Theja early Fathers reconcile

the unity of God with the Trinity of

persons by their doctrine of the monarchia

or priority in nature of God the Father.

Just as in later theology the Father is

acknowledged to be the " fountain of God

head " (n-^yij &orijros), because the one

divine essence is communicated from Him

to the Son and the Spirit, so the Ante-

Nicene Fathers call the Father " the God "

(6 6for) or God absolutely (on-ws 6eos),

the Son only " God " (6for without the

article.) This distinction is made expli

citly by Clement of Alexandria (" Strom."

iii. 12, p. 5-18: "Quis Dives," 6, p. 930),

and usually observed by Justin, though in

three places ("Trypho." 56, p. 184; 86,

p. 300; 113, p. 180), as the' text now

stands, he calls Christ o Beos. Tertullian,

writing in a language which has no

article, makes an equivalent distinction.

To him the Father is " ipse Deus," the

Son " hactenus Deus, quatenus ex ipsiua

Dei substantia" ("Adv. Prax." 26).

2. But in two ways the teaching of

many Aute-Nicene Fathers was imperfect

and inconsistent with itself. First, their

belief on the principatus and on the

Theophanies, the mediatorial work of

Christ, &c, led them to speak as if the

nature of the Son were inferior to that of

the Father. Justin, e.g., describes the

Word as a " God under the maker of the

universe," as " a God different in number

from the God who made all" ("Trvpho.'''

66, p. 180, p. 184). Clement of Alexan

dria attributes to the Son a " nature most

near to the sole Almighty " Father

("Strom." vii. 2, p. 831). The word

ipvtris cannot be pressed, still it is note

worthy that in the passage quoted he is

exalting the Son's sanctity, which, of

course, belongs to his nature in the proper

sense. Tertullian ("Adv. Prax." 9) de

clares that the whole substance of the

divinity is in the Father, a " portion " of

it only in the Son; Origen, that the Son

is worthy of a " secondary honour "

(i-i/iijr StvT€ptvov<rris) after the God of all

(c. Cels. vii. 57), that He is " different in

essence " from the Father (irtpoc kot

ovaiav, " De Orat." 15), and in a passage,

which can scarcely refer to Christ as man,

that the Son perhaps foreknows the actions

of all creatures.

Next, though iu a sense the Ante-

Nicene Fathers generally hold the eternity

of the Logos, many of them affirm that

his generation as Son happened in time.

Logos may mean either reason or the

Word. Now God, of course, was never

without Logos or intellect, and Theophilus

(" Ad Autoi." ii. 10, p. 80 seq., ii. 22, p.

118) distinguishes between the \6yos

iv$ui8(Tos, the immanent reason of God,

and the Aoyos npoKpopixde, which came

forth from God, as a spoken word at the

creation. This temporal generation of tne

Son is also held by Justin (" 2 ApoL"6),

Tatian ("Orat. ad Graec." 5, p. 20 *eq),

Hippoljt. (" Contr. Noct." 10), the author

of the " Philosophumena, ' (x. 32-33),

Tertullian ("Adv. Prax." 5, "Adv.

Hermog." 3), Novatian (" De Trin." 30),

Lictant. ("Instit." ii. 9, iv. -6). On the

other hand, the eternal generation of the

Son was maintained by Irenceus ("Adv.

User.'' iv. 20, 3) , and, as Cardinal Newman

thinks, by the Alexandrian school. Cer

tainly, this is true of Clem. Al. (" Strom."

vii. 1, p. 829), of Origen (" De Princip."

iv. 28, i. 2, p. 2 ; cf. Athanas. " De Decret.

Syn. Nicfen." 25), if the Latin translation

of Rulinus and the quotation of Atbanasius

are to be trusted. Moreover, we have a

clear statement of the eternity of the Son

by Dionysius, bishop of Rome, in the

middle of the third century (Routh, " Re!l.

Sacr." torn. iii. p. 876). Enough has been

said in previous articles on the Arian and

Sabellian heresies. Here, however, we

may remark that the Catholic doctrine

unites the positive elements in two oppo-

site systems, each of which errs, not by

assertion, but by denial. Catholics agree

with Sabellians in holding that the Son is

consubstantial with the Father, and with

Arians in maintaining that He is a dis

tinct person.

3. The full and perfect divinity of the

Son and his eternal existence were denned

once and for all in the Nicene Creed. True,

the eternity of his Sonship was not de

fined, and for many years after the

Council a few even of the orthodox con

tinued to deny it. Cardinal Newman

(" Tracts Theological and Historical," p.

242 seq.) shows that this was the case

with St. Zeno of Verona (consecrated

362), with his contemporary Victorinus

and, for a time, with St. Hilary. But

shortly after the Arian Councils ofSeleucia

and Ariminum this inconsistent opinion

died out, and it is mentioned indeed by

St. Augustine, but only mentioned as a

heresy. (See Newman, loc. cit.)

4. The Nicene Creed in its original

form ends with the words, " and [I be
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lieve] in the Holy Spirit," and the very

fact that helief in the Holy Ghost is

placed on the same level with helief in

the Father and the Son implies the

divinity of all three. Indeed, so much

is involved in the very confession of a

Trinity, as St. Athanasius points out

(" Ep. ad Serap." n. 2 1). This inference,

however, was not pressed home hy the

Council. Some even of those who were

orthodox on the divinity of the Son

feared to call the Holy Ghost God,

partly because they doubted whether

Scripture justified such use of language,

partly because they feared seeming to

confess three Gods (Greg;. Nazianz.

Orat. xxxi. n. 1, n. 13.) St. Gregory

Nazianzen believed that the divinity of

the Holy Ghost was to be taught gradu

ally, with great caution, and not to all

(Orat. xli. n. C), and he defended

St. Basil the Great for his prudent reserve

•n this point. Basil believed that the

Holy Ghost was God, but did not at the

time Bay so openly in set terms (Greg.

Naz. Ep. lviil.). But it became plain

that the matter could not rest here. The

Semi-Arians, who thought it enough to

admit the Son's likeness to the Father,

but would not allow the second Person

to be equal to or consubstantial with the

first, were driven by the force of logic to

make the Holy Ghost a creature. To

them, difference in order implied differ

ence in nature, and hence, if the second

Person, because second, was only like the

Father, the third, because third, could

not be even like, with the same exclusive

likeness which belonged to the Son. And

so Macedonius admitted that "the Son

was God, both in all things and in

essence like the Father, but he declared

that the Holy Ghost had no part in the

same prerogatives, calling Him servant

and minister" (Sozomen, " H. E." iv. 27).

The true divinity of the third Person was

asserted at a Council of Alexandria in

862, by two synods at Rome under Pope

Damasus, and finally by the Council of

Constantinople of 381 , in a decree accepted

by the whole Church.

5. One great question still remained—

viz. the nature of the unity in essence

between the Father, Son, and Holy

Ghost. The heresy of Tritbeisra was

formally maintained by John Philoponus,

a commentator on Aristotle and a Euty-

chian, about the year 360. As he identi

fied hypostasis or person with individual

1 Itota oZv avryj $eo\oyia ix 6 r/x«n'pyou icai ktiV-

nature, he argued that, as in Christ

there is but one Person, therefore also

one nature only, and that as in the

Trinity there are three Persons, therefore

also three individunl natures. On this

view the unity of essence is specific, not

numerical, and the three Persons are

God, only so far as three individual

human beings are each man. Such a

theory overthrows the unity of God,

which is a primary truth of religion,

and it contradicts the ntpix^priirit

or inhesion of one Divine Person in

another, which our Ijord teaches when

He says that the Father is in Hi in, and

He in the Father. Petavius discusses

the history of opinion on the point with

that fulness of learning, acuteness, and

impartiality which are his characteristic

gifts, and we can only give his conclu

sions here. Many Fathers in their contest

with Arians, who held a specific differ

ence, wrote as if they believed merely in

a specific unity of the Divine Persons.

Of this Tritheistic theory, "certain

seeds,'' says Petavius, " may seem to

have been cast in the old Fathers, not

only in such as lived before Arius, but

also in those who lived in the very midst

of the Arian controversy" (I'etav. "De

Trin." lib. iv. cap. 13; see also cap. 9, and

14-18). The same Tritheistic error

waa revived in the West by the Abbot

Joachim and condemned by the Fourth

Lateran Council (cap. 2, Def. contr. Abb.

Joachim) in 1215. The Council defines

the distinction of the Persons from each

otherand theabsolute identity of each with

the one " individual essence " of God.

Another theological principle is involved

in the Lateran definition. The Council

speaks of the Incarnation as effected "by

the whole Trinity in common." Of course,

the second Person only was incarnate,

but all works exterior to the Trinity it

self are effected by the three Persons.

They are distinct only in virtue of their

relations to each other. The Father

alone generates, the Father and Son

alone breathe the Holy Ghost. But a'l

three have one single nature, and there

fore one indivisible operation with re

spect to the outer world. We do indeed

appropriate certain external actions to one

of the Persous. We speak, e.g., of the

Holy Ghost as the sanctitier because that

work of love is attributed with special

fitness to him who proceeds from the

mutual love of the Father and Son. In

reality the renewal of man's heart is he

work of all three Persons equally. It

8 o2
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cannot, however, he said that all three

Persons are sent, because mission consists

in the procession of one Person from

another with the production of a temporal

effect, visible or invisible (" processio cum

habit udineseu connatione temporalis effec-

tus," Suarez, "De Trin." lib. xii. De Mis-

sione). All three Persons enter a soul

which loves God, but the second and third

Persons alone are sent, because they come

by an impulse which is one with the

nature which they receive, the Son from

the Father, the Holy Ghost from the

Father and Son. Suarez (loc. cit.) limits

mission to cases where a supernatural

effect is produced, because in these only

God is present in a new way, so present

that He would be there even if not already

there by his omnipresence.

(E) The Trinity and Natural Reason.

—All Catholic theologians are agreed that

the existence of the Trinity cannot be

proved by reason, and although they add

that the doctrine is above, but not con

trary to reason, still Billuart at least

("De Trin." Prooem. a. 4) admits that

we cannot prove " positively and evi

dently " that the doctrine does not in

volve a contradiction. The obvious

objection presents itself that we cannot

believe what is absolutely unintelligible,

and again it may be said that a revelation

which tells us nothing of God's character

brings us no closer to Him, in no way

affects our own life, is not a revelation at

all.

We reply, that each single proposition

held by Catholics concerning the Trinity

is quite intelligible, and may, therefore, be

the object of real assent, little as we can

understand the consistency of these propo

sitions with each other. Further, it is

easy to see that the long contest on the

Godhead of the Son and the Spirit had

a most important meaning. Given, that

the Son was the object of worship, then

unless his unity of essence with the

Father had be™ established, Christianity,

instead of perfecting the Jewish revela

tion, would have been a relapse into

polytheism. As it was, the Trinitarian

doctrine was a safeguard to the belief in

the one God ; it revealed an inner and

eternal life of God which made all Pan

theistic confusion between the life of

God and the life of the world, all repre

sentations of God, as the soul of the

world, a sheer impossibility. Moreover,

every other article of the Christian belief

M atf'ected by the faith in the Trinity,

it is one thing to regard our Lord as the

most perfect of human teachers or even

of creatures, quite another to adore Him

as the God-man. The daily life of Chris

tians assumed a new sanctity when they

came to believe that every good impulse

within them came from God the Holy

Ghost, that their very bodies are his

temple. Nor is it without a special sig

nificance that God proclaims Himself as

the Father of individual souls, that He

teaches us to address Him as our Father

in heaven, just when He reveals Him

self as the Father from all eternity of

our Lord Jesus Christ.

TRlSAQlOir. (" 0 holy God, holy

and strong, holy and immortal, have*

mercy on us; " ayms 6 Otas, &yios hrxvpos,

aywt idavaros, i\ii)<rov i)pas). a brief hymn

so named from the triple ascription of

holiness to God. It is sung in the liturgy

of Constantinople in the Mass at the

little entrance—i.e. when the book of the

Gospels is solemnly carried from the pro-

thesis to the altar. It occurs more than

once in the Syriac liturgy, and probably is

identical with the "ajus" mentioned* in

the " Expositio Brevis " attributed to St.

Germanus. This " ajus " was sung in the

Gallican rite before the Old Testament

lesson and before and after the Gospel.

In our liturgy the Trisagion is said by the

celebrant at the " adoration " of the Cross

by the peopleonGood Friday. (Hammond,

"Ancient Lit." p. 381.) It is also said in

the ferial prayers at Prime for penitential

days.

The legendary account of its origin is

given by 8t. John ofDamascus (" De Fid.

Orthodox," hi. 10). He says Proclus,

bishop of Constantinople in the middle of

the fifth century, was leading the prayers

during a tempest,when aboy was caught up

into the air (<rvv((it] apirayr/vai) and taught

the Trisagion by the angels. Towards

the end of the fifth century Peter the

Fuller inserted the clause, "who wast

crucified for us" (Hefele, " Concil." ii. p.

668), in the interest of the Monophysite

heresy, though the addition was capable

of a good sense and was defended by

some Catholics (Petav. " De Incarnat."

v. 4). Calendius, who replaced Peter

the Fuller at Antioch, added the other

words " 0 King Christ," so as to remote

the heretical taint. But the addition was

generally rejected in the West, and in the

East except among the Monopbysites, who

made it a watchword and were thence

called Tbeopaschites. It was bitterly op

posed bv the monks called Acoemet® [see

the article], who, however, fell into the
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heresy at the opposite pole—i.e. Nesto-

rianism. The addition was also Tejected

by Acacius in a <rvvo&os tpdij^ovaa at

Constantinople, a.d. 478 (Hefele, ii. p.

603), and by the Synod in Trullo (c. 81).

Gregory VII. ordered the Armenians

who were reunited to the Church to

abandon it as an occasion of scandal, and

the prohibition was repeated by Propa

ganda in 1635 (Benedict XIV. " De

Fest." cccxxx).

TBOPE, TXOPABXOir, Ac. In

the Latin Church tropes were verses sung

at High Mass, before or after and some

times in the middla of the Introit. They

were introduced as early at least as 1000

by the monks, but entirely removed at

the revision of the Missal under Pius V.

The Troperion, Troparion, Troper, &c, i.e.

the book containing the tropes, is often

mentioned in Church inventories, though

the word seems to have been also used

for Sequentialis or Book of Sequences.

The Bodleian contains a fine MS. Trope-

riuni. After Kyries aud hymns written

on the first few pages comes the title

" Incipiunt Tropi de adventu Domini

Nostri Jesu Christi." Then follow the

other parts of the liturgy which were

sung. (Maskell, "Mon. Kit." I. p. xliii.

•*?•)

In the Greek Church rpotrapiov is

the generic name for the short hymns

with which the Offices of that Church

abound. (Neale, " Introduction to History

of Holy Eastern Church," p. 832, note

b.)

TRU1X.O, coxrwcxx nr. The

word " trullus "(rpoiWos, rpovWa) is base

Greek for 66\os, or dome, and the Council

in Trullo takes its name from the domical

hall in the imperial palace at Constanti

nople which was the place of meeting. It

is also known as na/dtien), or "quinisexta,"

because it was regarded as a supplement

to the lifth and sixth councils, which paseed

no disciplinary decrees. It was convoked

by Justinian II. in 692, and its decrees

were subscribed by the Eastern Patriarchs,

and by other bishops and episcopal

proxies (211 in nil, but all Easterns). In

some of the 102 canons on discipline

which the Council passed, the enmity

against Rome and the West which at last

led to the schism clearly betrays itself.

Thus (c. 2), 85 apostolic canons are ad

mitted as authentic, though corrupted by

heretics, whereas Rome only accepted 50 ;

and in a long list of canonical authorities

there is no reference to Papal decrees or

to any Western council except Sardica,

and a synod of Cyprian, the latter being

evidently mentioned only out ot opposi

tion to Rome. In canon 1 3, priests and

deacons are allowed to continue in the

married state, and the rule of Rome is

contrasted with that of the Apostolic

canons. Canon 55 strictly forbids the

Roman custom of fasting on the Satur

days of Lent ; can. 36 renews in defiance of

Rome the 28th canon of Chalcedon on the

patriarchal rank of Constantinople ; 1

canon 67 condemns the eating of blood,

permitted long before in the West, as un-

scriptural. Pope Sergius I. naturally re

fused to accept these decrees, and an in

surrection prevented Justinian from forc

ing him to subscribe them. John VIII.

accepted the Trullan canons, so far as

they are consistent with sound morals

and " earlier canons and decrees " of the

Popes. Hadrian I. looked on the Coun

cil in Trullo as a continuation of the

Sixth General Council, and accepted the

canons " which were promulgated law

fully and by Divine help " in the first

six councils, including that in Trullo

(Mansi, xii. 982). Hefele ("Concil."

iii. p. 348) takes the clause as qualify

ing the Papal acceptance. To the schis

matic Greeks the Council in Trullo is a

continuation of the sixth and therefore

oecumenical.

Tunic (tunica or tunicella). A

vestment proper to sub-deacon9. who are

clothed in it by the bishop at ordination,

and exactly like the dalmatic, except that,

according to Gavantus ("Theskur." P. 1,

tit. xix.), it is rather smaller. Even this

distinction is not, so far as we know,

generally observed. It is also worn by

bishops under the dalmatic when they

pontificate. Gregory the Great (Ep. ix.

12) says one of his predecessors had

given the sub-deacons linen tunics, and

that some other churches hud adopted this

usage, but he himself had restored the

old fashion, and left his sub-deacons with

out any special vestment. There is no

notice of the tunicella in the Gregorian

Sacramentary. But the first (J 6) and

the fifth (§ 1) of the Roman Ordines dis

tinguish between a greater and less dal

matic, and the latter probably is our

tunicle. Amalarius expressly marks

(" Eccles. Offic." ii. 21, 22) the difference

between dalmatic and tunicle, and tells

us that some bishops wore one, some

the other, some, as now, both. He says

the tunic was also called " subucula,"

1 It is to " enjoy the same privileges " as

old Rome.
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and was, when worn as an episcopal

vestment, purple (hyacinlhina). Hon-

orius of Autun calls the tunicle (" Gem

ma," L 220) "subtile," and "tunica

stricta" (i.e. narrow); Innocent III. ("D«

Altar. Myster." i. 39 and 55), " tunic*

poderes."

TYPE. [See MoXOTHELITES].

u

VBZQUXTARXAIVS. Ubiquity, or

omnipresence, is a natural property of

God, and the Apollinarists and Euty-

chians, who confused the two natures in

Christ, taught that Christ, as man, was

omnipresent. Some taught that this con

fusion, by which divine attributes be

came proper to Christ as man, took place

at the incarnation, others only after his

death and resurrection. This theory is, of

course, directly contrary to the definition

of Chalredon (Petav. "De Incarn." x. 7).

The Eutychian doctrine on the omni

presence of Christ's body was revived by

Luther in his controversy with the

Zwinglians. The latter denied that God

Himself could cause a body to exist in

more than one place at the same time ;

Luther, in a sermon of 1 527 (" Quod

Verba Stent "). and in the " Confessio

Major" of 1 .528, replied that Christ's

body was not only in heaven and in the

Eucharist, but everywhere, and this of

necessity. The humanity, he argued, is

united to the divinity ; the latter is omni

present, therefore the Conner also. Again,

(Jurist as man is at the right hand of God ;

God's right hand is everywhere, therefore

also Christ as man (Bossuet, " Hist, des

Variations,'' liv. ii. n. xliii.). Not only

Calvinists and Zwinglians, but Melanch-

thon opposed this doctrine. He pointed

out that it led to a confusion of the

two natures, and also to a denial of that

very mystery of the lieal Presence which

it was intended to support. Christ would

not be more truly present in the Eucharist

than in any piece of wood or stone (Bos

suet, loc. cit. viii. n. xxxvii.). The belief

in the ubiquity, however, became a mark

of the Lutheran orthodoxy, and was in

serted in the famous " Formula of Con

cord," a.d. 1677,' although the doctrine

1 But this eoncordienformel was not received

amon^ all the Lutherans. It was drawn up by

Andrea, chancellor of Tubingen, assisted by

Chemnitz. Strange to nay, the second part of

this Concordia, known as tolida declaratio, pro

fesses to be a mere repetition and explanation

of the Confession of Augsburg.

had been silently omitted in the Augsburg

Confession, a.d. 1530 (Bossuet, ib. n.

xlvi.).

USANIMOUB CONSEVT OF

fathers, [See Bible and Tradi

tion.]

UjrxararxTTTS. [See Jansenism.]

united creeks. The name

includes all who follow the Greek rite

and, at the same time, acknowledge the

authority of the Pope—i.e. the Lrnited

Melchites in the East ; the Kufheuian

Catholics, who use the Greek liturgy in a

Slavonic version ; the Greek Catholics of

Italy ; and the Catholics of the Greco-

Roumaic rite in Hungary and Siben-

biirgen. Of the Melchites and Kuthenians

an account has been given already.

(1) The Greek* in Italy. — Many

Greeks came thither from Albania about

14(3S, and the Greek settlements became

more and more numerous after Soliman

(15,18-40) drove the Venetians from the

Archipelago ; after t he conquest of t .'vprus

by Selim II. in 1571 ; and after 1718,

when Venice lost the last remnant of her

possessions in the Morea. In tlieeighteenth

century there were about 100,000 Greeks

in Italy, especially in Calabria and Sicily,

and they obtained various privileges from

Leo X., Paul III., and Julius III. Pius

IV. withdrew these concessions in 15G4,

and placed them under Litin bishops,

allowing them, however, to retain their

rites. Their position was finally deter

mined bv the bull of Benedict XIV.,

" Etsi Pastoralis ' (May 26, 1742). Ac

cording to the rules there laid down,

they have their own clergy, who may

marry when in minor orders and continue

in the married state after they are priests.

They are forbidden, however, under pain

of deposition, to contract a second mar

riage. They have three seminaries—vi».

the Greek College of St. Athanasius at

Rome, erected in 1677 by Gregory XIII.;

the College at Palermo, erected in 1715;

the College of S. Benedetto di Ullano,

in the Calabrian diocese of Bisignano,

erected by Clement XII. in 1732, and
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transferred to the Basilian monastery of

St. Adrian in 1820. Each college has a

bishop of the Greek rite residing in it,

for the ordination of candidates; and

those at Palermo and in the seminary of

S. Benedetto have to visit the Greek

churches and see that the rite is duly

observed. Otherwise, the Greeks in

Italy are entirely subject to the bishop of

the diocese in which they live. This

bishop, however, must appoint a Greek

as well as a Latin vicar-general ; and the

Metropolitan must appoint a Greek judge,

if Greek cases come to the Metropolitan

court of appeal. Silbernagl estimates

the number of Greeks in Italy at 30,000,

of whom 25,000 are in Calabria. They

have 60 churches, 144 priests. There are

colonies at Aucona, Leghorn, Pianino in

the diocese of Aqunpendente, Naples,

Villabadessa in the diocese of Atrie

Tenne, Barletta in the diocese of Trani,

Lecce, Cargese in the Corsiean diocese of

Ajaccio. Further, in Calabria the diocese

of Cassano has eight colonies, Rossano

five, Bisignona two, Anglona four.

Sicily has Greek colonies at Palermo,

where there is also a Basilian monastery

founded in 1009, at Monreale, Girgenti,

Contessa, and Messina.

(2) (ireco-Uoumaxc Church.—In the

thirteenth century many Roumanians

belonging to the Greek schismatic church

found a refuge in Siebenbiirgen and

Hungary. In 1GSK) a few conversions

were made, with the help of the Jesuits,

by the imperial commissary Tullus Miglio,

when two priors of Greek monasteries

and six parish priests abjured the schism

in the Jesuit church at Fiinfkirchen.

Nine years later, the efforts of Cardinal

Kolonitsch and of the Jesuits Hevenes

and Baxany were rewarded with much

greater success. The Greek bishop of

Siebenbiirgen, Theophilus II., became

Catholic ; and on February 16, 160i>, the

diploma of union from the Emperor

Leopold I. was solemnly read at the

Landtag. The united Greeks of Hungary

and Siebenbiirgen number about 000,000,

and form an ecclesiastical province. The

Archbishop of Fogaras (see erected,

1721 : made head of a province, 1850) is

Metropolitan ; his suffragans are the

Bishops of Groszwardein (erected, 1776),

Lugos (erected in 1850), and Szamos-

Ujvar (erected about 1805). The secular

priests are married. There is a clerical

seminary and a small Basilian monastery

at Balasfalva. [Silbernagl, " Kirchen

des Orituta."]

xnrzVBRSZTT. The Museum of

the Ptolemies (on which see Cardinal

Newman's sketch in the " Office and

Work of Universities "), the philosophic

schools of Athens, the institute of Gon-

disapor under the Abasside Caliphs, and

perhaps Cordova under the Moors, were

all eminent examples of schools for the

higher education, existing apart from

Christianity. With regard to the matter

of instruction, the universities of modern

times, in which "arts'' hold the chief

place, stand in a direct line with the

Roman imperial schools. On the other

hand, their historical institution, ma

chinery, and terminology are Christian,

and are traceable to the activity of the

Catholic clergy in the middle ages.

A great medical school arose at

Salerno in the eleventh century, but

Dollinger seems to be hardly justified in

describing it as a university.1 The first

institution in Europe to deserve that name

was undoubtedly the School of Paris,

which passed through the stages of

" High School " and "Studium Generale,"

and, favoured by its situation at the

capital and the patronage of the bishops

of the see, became, towards the end of

the eleventh century, the University of

Paris. That it was ecclesiastical in ita

origin is manifest. It grew up out of a

concourse of able men, attracted to Paris

partly bv the encouragement and protec

tion which they received from the au

thorities, partly by the intellectual sym

pathy which they were sure to find

among an increasing body of students of

mixed nationalities.9 These men could

not lecture until licensed by the Chan

cellor of the diocese, who thus gradually

came to be considered the Chancellor

of the university also. By the end of the

twelfth century, instead of the Chancellor

licensing any one whom he chose at bis

own discretion, we find the teachers in

the schools recommending to him those of

their pupils whom they judge fit to receive

the license. By the end of the thirteenth

century, the prestige and privileges of the

university continually increasing, the

Chancellor's right to license has disap

peared ; that right is now in the hands of

the Faculties, and is given upon examina

tion.

1 P. 1 ; see end of art.

1 Ordericus Vitalis snenks of Normans being

sent for instruction to the " schools of France "

(Paris in probably meant), though he does not

distinctly name the University.—Eccl. HitL

viii. 17. "
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Regarded from the intellectual side,

the university, when its organisation was

complete, consisted of four groups of

teachers and students—viz. the Faculties'

of Arts, Theology, Jurisprudence, and

Medicine. Arts had the pre-eminence ;

the university was always said to " have

its foundation in arts ; for these were

the hranchea of learning and science

which were the development and con

tinuation of the old Trivium and Quad-

rivium. The Masters of Arts, strictly
speaking, were the '• Universitas ; " the

teachers in the other faculties were long

regarded as more or less outsiders. At

the same time, the theological school,

especially after it took into itself the

study of canon law, rapidly attained to a

world-wide celebrity. The professorial

campaigns of the great lecturers of the

twelfth century—Abelard, St. Bernard,

William of Champeaux, Saint Amour,

Roscelin, &c.—are the very romance of

education. The Church encouraged the

free play of mind, which, as such, can

never be otherwise than favourable to

her ; at the same time, she watched care

fully that no heretical teaching should

mar the soundness of that foundation of

Catholic faith without which neither

university nor any other teaching is of

much value. The Popes were lavish of

privileges to the rising institute ; Gregory

IX. gave to the teachers (magistri,

doctores) the right of scholastic legisla

tion—i.e. of settling all that concerned

the manner and time of lecturing;

another Pope authorised Paris masters to

open a school anywhere. So great was

the fame of the theological school that,

according to Thomassin,* several universi

ties were erected under Papal sanction

without a theological faculty, on the

understanding that students who wished

to proceed in that branch should go to

Paris. As the Church of Rheims was

esteemed a model of discipline for other

Churches, so the University of Palis was

regarded as the model and rule for other

universities in learning. For two cen

turies, says Dollinger, Germany sought

learning at Paris or Bologna. The efforts

of a rival school set up in the abbey of

Ste. Genevieve, which was outside of the

jurisdiction of the see of Paris and

appointed its own chancellor to license

teachers, served eventually to enhance

the glory of the one great university, in

1 " Faculty " probably meant ability to

teach.

> II. i. lOL

which the singular phenomenon of two

chancellors, preserved to the end of its

existence, survived as the only monument

of a once formidahle opposition. The

degree of Bachelor (the origin of the

word is doubtful) grew out of the

scholastic disputations. That of Master

originally depended on the license to

teach given by the Chancellor. When

this came to be given by the teachers

themselves, it became an honour—a

dignity—a degree ; and many competed

for it who had no intention of opening a

school. A pileus or hat was conferred, as

the symbol of admission inter magistral.

From the circumstance that a body of

masters was thus gradually formed who

did not teach arose the distinction

between Regentes and non-Regentes.

Thus far we have considered the

University of Paris from the intellectual

side. But the aggregation of large num

bers of students presented an important

disciplinary problem also, and to this we

must devote a few words. " Outside the

lecture-room the scholars fell into clan?,

based on community of language and

manners, and technically called ' na

tions.'."1 These assumed spontaneously

an independent organisation. Each of

the four nations at Paris—the French,

the Picards, the Normans, and the English

—elected a Proctor as its ruler and repre

sentative ; collectively they chose a Rec

tor, who was head of the whole " Corpus

Scholarium," and in time appears as the

ruler of the teaching body as well as of

the " nations." The student's life outside

the lecture-room was the affair partly of

the Rector and Proctors, partly of the

authorities of the various colleges—if he

happened to belong to one of them—of

the Sorbonne [Sorbojtnb], of Navarre,

Des Dix-Huit, of St. Thomas of the

Louvre, Des Bernardins, of Cluny, of

Premon're', of Bayeux, &c, &c.—which,

in course of time, were founded within

the university. But the Popes, " even in
the fullest power of the universities," J

claimed to and did interfere if the interests

of morality and order demanded it.

The Universities of Oxford and Cam

bridge were founded in imitation of that

of Paris, and arose not long afterwards.

The schools of Oxford began to be largely

ft-'Mjuented in the reign of Stephen.

About 1134, Robert Pullus or Pulleyo,

educated at Paris, is said to have lectured

on Scripture. In the conflict of jurisdic

tion between Henry of Blois, buhop of

i Huber, i. 24. » Ibid. L J7.
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Winchester, the Pupal Legate, and Arch

bishop Theodore, difficult questions of

law were involved, and a general wish

arose that the learning of the great

Italian jurists should be made available

in England. The Lombard Vacarius was

bummoned over, and " taught law at

Oxford," 1 about 1149. The place wascen-

tral, relatively to the then distribution of

the population ; it was also neutral ground

—a long way both from Canterbury and

Winchester. The students were divided

into two " nations," the Northern and the

Southern English, each with its proctor ;

hence the discipline of Oxford is to this

day in the hands of two proctors. The

supreme authority in the university was

the Chancellor, originally appointed by

the Bishop of Lincoln, in whose diocese

Oxford was situated ; afterwards elected

by the Masters and contirmed by the

Bishop. In the thirteenth century both

Oxford and Cambridge were in high

repute ; Paris and Bologna also were at

the height of their prosperity. At

Bologna, in 1262, there were 20,000
students ;a at Oxford, in 1231, there are

said (ft Wood) to have been 30,000.

Halls (hotptiin, aides) presided over by

masters of arts, provided the necessary

accommodation. The first collegiate

foundation within Oxford (" University ")

dates from 1249; the oldest collegiate

buildings ("Merton") from about 1270.

Gradually the great majority of the

students were drawn within the colleges,

in which discipline was more easily

maintained.

Germany came into the field in the

•fourteenth century. Charles IV., taking

Paris for his model, founded the Uni

versity of Prague in 1348; that of

Vienna dates from 1365. Salamanca in

Spain and Coimbra in Portugal were

founded in the thirteenth century. Nine

universities were founded in Germany in

the course of the fifteenth century, besides

five already existing. In this central

land, owing to the plurality of independent

states, the solicitudes which beset a

unified ambitious nationality, such as

France or England, were absent; and it

fell to Teutonic thinkers, pondering

deeply on the philosophy of the matter,

to develop the modern notion of a uni

versity, as a place where all sciences and

all liberal arts are prosecuted and taught,

1 Gervase of Cant. (Rolls od.), ii. 387 ;

Robert de Monte, a. 1149 (Migne, fair, vol.

160).

» Dollinger, p. 2.

with the aid of the hest appliances, hy

the most competent persons anywhere to

be found ; 1 the learners being all those

student*, and no others, who willingly

come to the professors to be taught. If

to this notion the conception of the pas

toral oversight of the Catholic Church be

added as a postulate, nothing will be

wanting to our idealof a perfect Academe.

The Revolution destroyed the University

of Paris ; in its place, the first Napoleon

erected the huge examining machine

which he called the " University of

France."

(Thomassin ; Huber, the " English

Universities," ed. by F.Newman, 1843;

ft Wood, " Hist, and Antic of the Univ.

of Oxford," ed. by Gutch, 1792 ; Bulasus,

"Hist. Univ. Parisiensis." 1665; Dol

linger, " Die Universitaten sonst und

jetzt," E. T. 1867.)

tTHXEAVENED bread. [See

Altar Breads and Eucharist.]

TTRBAXTZSTS. [See Poor Clares.]

r/RBl et orbx. [See Promulga

tion.]

UKSUIiixrES. This teaching order

was founded by St. Angela Merici, of

Brescin, in 1537. Angela was born at

Desenzano, on the lake of Garda, in 1470.

Her life was one long endeavour after

perfection : she joined the third order of

St. Francis, practised the greatest aus

terities, made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem

and Rome, and on her return settled at

Brescia, where she obtained a great in

fluence among the piously disposed of her

own sex. and gradually matured the plan

of a new institute. She seems to have

desired a freedom of action and of move

ment for herself and her associates, which

would not have heen compatible with

enclosure and solemn vows. A fervent

company of seventy-three women met

together in the kitchen of Angela's house,

at Brescia, in 1537 ; the objects of their

institution-—nursing the sick, teaching

young girls, and sanctifying their own

lives—were known to them nil ; the rules

by which Angela endeavoured to conciliate

a certain community of work and wor

ship with the routine of domestic life

in the world were considered and ap

proved ; and she was elected superior—

foundress she would not be called—of the

" Company of St. Ursula." A young girl

1 The professoriate of the University of

Berlin, founded in 1810, would have consisted

of foreigners in the proportion of two to one if

all the invitations 9ent out had been accepted

(Dollinger, p. 16).
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might join the company from twelve

years and upwards ; at entrance each
•was to express the firm resolution of

living chastely in the society, without

taking the vow of chastity ; they were to

hear Mass daily; on the first Friday in

each month they were to meet in some

church in the city previously fixed upon,

and all receive communion ; on the last

Sunday of the month they were to

assemble in the oratory belonging to the

company to hear the rule read ; their

dress was to be always plain in texture,

and sober in hue and make, but a costume

was not at first adopted. St. Angela

died in 1540. A bull of Paul III. (1544)

confirmed her foundation under the title

which she had given to it. The work of

teaching was from the first the distinctive

employment of the society ; and as their

success and popularity increased, the need

of greater stability than was furnished by

the original rule would naturally be felt.

A uniform costume, with a leathern

girdle, was introduced soon after the

appearance of the Papal bull. St. Charles

Borromeo brought the Ursulines to Milan

in 15G8, and favoured them in every way,

advising all his suffragan bishops to intro

duce them in all the large towns in the

North of Italy. In the Milanese alone

there were eighteen Ursuline houses at

the death of St. Charles. The excellent

Cesar de Bus assisted a lady of Avignon,

Franjoise de Bermont, to establish there

a colony of Ursulines, on the original

plan, in 1504. Francoise was a person

of great energy ; she travelled from city

to city in the South of France, and

flanted Ursulines at Aix, Marseilles, and

jyons. She adhered to the design of St.

Angela, except that, in obedience to a

suggestion of Cesar de Bus, she substi

tuted the common life for dispersion in

various homes. The conversion of the

society into a religious order was chiefly

the work of a French lady, Mme. de Ste.-

Beuve, who built and endowed a monas

tery for Ursulines in the Rue St. Jacques

at Paris in 1610, and obtained from Paul

V., two years later, a bull, by which her

foundation was subjected to the rule of

St. Austin, under the invocation of St.

Ursula ; the nuns were to be strictly

enclosed ; they were to take solemn vows ;

and were to add a fourth, that of instruct

ing the young. This was the commence

ment of the Ursuline congregation of

Paris, which soon numbered forty-five

houses. The followers of St. Angela who

preferred still to abide by her original

plan, were called "congregated" Ursu

lines— Ursulines conyreyees; but the

" religious " Ursulines, who observed

enclosure and took solemn vows, appear

to have better suited the prevalent mode

of thought in the seventeenth century,

and they were multiplied in every direc

tion.

Several distinct congregations, each

numbering many convents, were formed.

Of the congregation of Paris we have

spoken ; that of Bordeaux was founded

in 1606 by the Cardinal-Archbishop de

Sourdis, with the aid of Mother Madeleine

de la Croix, and approved by the Holy

See in 1018; before long it had eighty-

nine affiliated hou-es. The congregation

of Dijon (1610) owed its existence to the

zeal of Francoise de Xaintonge ; the vows

in it were simple not solemn, and a

fourth vow, of perseverance in the society,

was taken. The congregation of Lyons,

of which the commencement was the

house founded by Francoise de Bermont

in 1610 for Ursulines congrtgees, adapted

euclosure and solemn vows in 1020.

Mention is also made of a congregation of

Tulle, and another of Aries, founded

about the same time. The order was in

troduced into Canada, through the zealous

exertions of Mme. de la Peltrie, in 1639.

The site at Quebec which tbey still

occupy was soon obtained for them, and

till 1850 might be seen within the con

vent precinct a venerable ash tree, sole

relic of the ancient forest, under which

the first Ursulines used to teach the

catechism to little Indian children.

Having belonged to different congrega

tions in Europe, the Ursulines of Quebec

had for some years no determinate consti

tution, but in 1082 they affiliated them

selves to the congregation of I'aris. Tbe

services rendered by this community,

during the two centuries and a half of its

existence, in preserving a religious spirit

among the French population and hu

manizing and instructing the Indians and

half castes, are beyond all estimation. In

the chapel of their convent may be seen

the tomb of the brave Marquis de Mont

calm, slain in the unequal combat on the

heights of Abraham (1759), which de

cided the fate of Canada.

The Irish Ursulines ewe their estab

lishment at Cork in 1771 to Miss Nano

Nagle, the foundress of the Presentation

Order (see that article). They regard

themselves as a filiation of the convent

St. Jacques at Paris, because all but one

of those who founded the house at Cork
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■were trained there; that one was Mrs.

Kelly, a professed aun of the Ursuline

convent of Dieppe, who, accompanying

her countrywomen to Cork, governed the

now monastery for four years. (Helyot.)

The earliest Ursuline settlement in

North America was that of Quebec in

1639. In 1818 two American ladies

from the convent at Three Rivers estab

lished Mt. St. Benedicts Convent at

Boston, which, to the disgrace of that

city, was burnt down by an anti-Catho

lic mob in 1834. The oldest Ursuline

community in the U. S. is that of Xew

Orleans, dating from 1727. In 1844 a

colony from Franco settled at St. Mar

tin's, Ohio, and later others at St. Louis,

and Cleveland, Ohio. Numerous filia

tions from all these have been made.

usury. Usury, in its wider signifi

cation, means all gain made by lending.

This is a sense which usury often has in

the classics, and so understood usury

occurs whenever a man lends capital at

interest. Now, however, usury signifies

unjust gain on a loan, unjust because not

justified by the loss, risk, &c, of the

lender or the advantage to the borrower,1

or because the amount of gain is exorbi

tant. In this latter case usury is for

bidden both by the natural law and by

the Bible. It is always unjust, and its

wickedness is aggravated when advantage

is taken of the needs of the poor to secure

usurious interest. But we shall see pre

sently that both in the Old Testament and

for a long time in Christian legislation

little distinction was made between the

two kinds of interest. The laws of the

Old Testament on the subject had a most

important influence on Christian feeling,

so that something must be said about the

former here.

(1) Usury in the Bible.—Public loans

and the humane spirit of the law In

Christian nations have taught us to draw

a clear line between lawful and usurious

interest; but in the ancient world, as it is

in the East at this day, interest was

always usurious. The Esyptian con

tented itself with prohibiting interest

which was more than cent, per cent.

(Diodor. Sic. i. 79) ; the laws of

Menu permitted an interest of 18 or

even 24 per cent, (see the reference in

Smith's Bible Dictionary, article Usury),

and 12 per cent, is, or was till quite

1 I.e. the ordinary worth which money has

to the borrower ; fur it is, of course, unjust to

take advantage of the borrower's necessity in

order to exact exceptional interest

lately, a minimum rate in the Esst.

Partly, no doubt, for this reason, partly

because in an agricultural nation like

Israel loans were only asked by those

whose need put thorn at the creditor's

mercy, partly to encourage kindness

towards the poor, the Mosaic law pro

hibits lending at interest. The most

ancient code (Exod. xxi.-xxxiii.) pro

hibits lending at interest to poor

Hebrews. Deut. xxiii. 20 forbids in

terest to be taken from Hebrews gene

rally ; Levit. xxv. 35-37 repeats the pre

cept of Exodus, forbidding also interest

in kind (Jrjlfl, also rP}"V5). Lending

at interest trenerally is reprobated in the

strongest terms in Ps. xv. -o, Prov.

xxviii. 8. Nehemias, after the exile,

restored the observance of the law

against taking interest from Hebrews,

and made the usurers restore the " hun

dredth part" of the money (i.e. "ce»-

tesimse usurce," 1 per cent.amonth = 12j>er

cent, a year; 2 Esdr. v. 11). The New

Testament gives no definite rule on the

subject, though of course the spirit of

Christ's words, " Give to him that asketh

thee" (Matt, v. 42) excludes lending at

interest.

(2) Usury in the Church.—The money

lender's trade presented much the same

aspect in the Roman State as in the old

Eastern world. Loans were still usually

made to the needy who could not protect

themselves. The "usura centesima " (12

per cent.) was under the later Republic

and the Empire the legal rate of interest,

which was due every month (i.e. 1 per cent,

a month), so that Ovid very naturally calls

the Calends " swift,'' and Horace " sad."

This accounts for the feeling of the Church

on the matter down to modern times.

(a) The Fathers are unanimous in re

garding all interest as usury, and, there

fore, as a species of robbery. Their

general opinion was that the prohibitions

in the Old Testament bound Christians,

and that in a more stringent form, since

the taking of interest from strangers had

only been tolerated among the Jews for

the hardness of their hearts. Tertullian

("Adv. Marc." iv. 24, 25), Cyprian

(" Testimon.'' iii. 48), Ambrose (" De

Tobia " throughout, see especially 14 and

15), Basil (in Ps. xiv), Jerome (in cap.

xviii. Eiech.), Chrysostom (in Matt.

Horn. lvi. al. lvii), Augustine ("De

Bapt. contr. Donat." iv. 9, in Ps. xxxvi),

Theodoret (in Ps. xiv. 5), in their con

demnation of interest appeal, or at least
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add a reference to the Old Testament.1

Other Fathers, probably from mere

accident and for the sake of brevity, omit

any such appeal—e.g. Apollonius (apud

Eiiseb. "H. E." v. 18), Commodian

("Adv. Gent. Deoe," 65), Lactantius

("Inst." vi. 18), Epiphanius (in the

" Exposit. Fid." at the end of the " User."

n. 24), Augustine (Ep. 153). These

passages are all explicit. Tertullian, e.g.

("fosneria sc. redundautiam quod est

usura "), Ambrose (" quodcunque sorti

accidit"), Jerome ("usuram appellari et

superabundantiam quicquid illud est, si

ab eo quod dederit, plus acceperint "),

define usury as taking interest ; the word

Epiphaniusemploys is roKokntyia, " taking

interest ; " " it is unjust," says Lactantius,

" to take more than one gave."

(/S) Conciliar and Papal Laws.—From

early times the clergy were forbidden,

under penalty, to take interest. So Canon.

Apost. 44, Council of Aries a.d. 314 (c.

12), of Nicsea (c. 17), Laodicea (c. 4),

Leo I. (Ep. 5, "Ad Episc. Oampan.''),

Council in Trullo (c. 10). Not that taking

interest was considered by these authori

ties permissible in laymen ; such a thing,

says Leo, is lamentable in the case of

any Christian, and so of course specially

reprehensible in clergymen. The mediaeval

canon law extended the penalties to lay

men. Thus the Second Lateran Council,

a.d. 1139 (c. 13, lib. v. Decret. tit. 19,

c. 3, cf. c. 7), condemns usurers to ex

communication and deprives them of

Christian burial. Clement V. in the

Council of Vienna (Clem. lib. v. tit. 5,

De Usuris, c. Ex gravi) declares it heresy

to maintain pertinaciously that usury is

no sin. It is plain from St. Thomas

(2 2ndaa qu. lxxviii.) that all taking of

interest was still regarded as usury.

Further, Alexander HI. (lib. v. Decret.

tit. 19, c. 6) decides a case proposed by

the Bishop of Genoa. The merchants of

that city used to sell spice above the

market value, agreeing to wait a stated

time for payment. The Pope replies that

such a contract, unless there was some

doubt whether the market price might

not rise or fall in the meantime, though

not strictly speaking usurious,' was

sinful

(y) The Modern Vieio.—It became

1 Clem. Al. (ii. 18 p. 473) explains the

word 11 brother," from whom interest may not

be taken, as meaning not only one of the same

kin, but any one who " shares in the same doc

trine."

> Because there was no formal loan.

more and more evident that commerce)

could not exist without a rate of interest,

and reflection showed many just grounds

on which a moderate rate could be

exacted. Such are the risk to the lender,

the loss to which he is put by the want

of capital with which he might trade, the

fruit which the money yields, &c. The

law can remove many of the dangers of

usury by fixing a legal rate, and the poor

are nowjust the persons who would suffer

most, were all interest prohibited. It was

long, however, before opinion adapted

itself to new circumstances. Luther con

sistently, and Melanchtbon with some

hesitation, stood where the Fathers and

canonists had stood before them. (Seethe

quotations in Herzog, art. Wucher.)

Bossuet represents Calvin as the first

theologian who propounded the modern

distinction between interest and usnry,

and this seems to be true, so far at least

as writing goes, though, according to

Funk ("Zins und Wucher," p. 104), Eck

and Hoogstraten had defended the same

distinction at Bologna. Bossuet himself

maintains the old doctrine as of faith

(" Traite de l'Usure " in vol. xxxi. of the

last edition of his works), and this though

he was fully aware of the arguments on

the other side. He rejects as sinful the

charge of interest on the general ground

that the lender could have used the

capital he lends in trade, though, very

inconsistently, he allows interest to be

charged if the lender has foregone a

particular and definite gain,1 which he

had in prospect. Benedict XIV. in his

encyclical to the Italian bishops, " Vix

Pervenit," a.d. 1746, condemned the doc

trine that interest might be taken, merely

on the ground of loan, however low the

rate of interest, and although the borrower

might be ever so rich and have profited by

using the money in trade, though he

leaves the questions about the accidental

or extrinsic reasons for taking interest,

the risk, loss of profit, 4c, quite un

settled. Further, this Pope, according to

Ballerini (loc. cit. p. 615), allowed books

defending the modern view to be dedicated

to him. Keen controversy on the point

among Catholics had arisen during that

century, and the work of the famous

Scipio Maffei (1075-1755) on the laxer

1 The older theologians—f-p. St. Thomas (at

least, in his work, *' De Malo ") and Scotm—

would not admit even thi3 excuse for interest,

if the loan was voluntary and repaid at the

time agreed upon. (See Ballerini'* (jury, 2nd

ed. voL i. p. 598.)
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Bide (" dell' impiego dell danaro ") had

attracted great attention. In 1830 the

Congregation of the Holy Office, with the

approval of Pius VIII., decided that those

who regarded the fact that the law fixed

a certain rate of interest as in itself a suffi

cient reason for taking it, were " not to be

disturbed." This principle is now accepted

throughout the Church, though the Holy

See has given no positive decision on the

matter. Even the laws restraining the

clergy from taking interest are entirely

obsolete. Qury accepts the position toler

ated in the decree of the Sacred Congrega

tion, and argues that the State has power

in certain cases to transfer the property of

one subject to another. No doubt. But

where is there the faintest proof that the

State means to exercise this power in the

case, and to transfer the interest from the

pocket of the borrower to that of the

lender ? We may add that the Fathers,

in the places quoted above, expressly

deny that the State-law makes usury

lawful. Ballerini, rejectingGury'sexplana-

tion, argues that the words " loan "

(mutuum), &c, imply spontaneous liber

ality, but that interest may be taken if

there has been a previous contract to that

ett'ect. It is scarcely necessary to answer

that the Fathers and Schoolmen meant

much more than a truism like this—viz.

that a man must not require interest if he

professes to lend without it. Later on,

Gury (ii. p. 611) seems to give the true

reason. The ancient world believed that

money was barren, and the Schoolmen

inherited this principle from Aristotle.

Kxperiences proves that money, far from

being barren, " produces fruit and multi

plies of itself" (" trueturn producit et

uiultiplicatur per se," Gury, loc. cit.), and

a man may justly take 5 per cent, for

money which is well worth that to the

merchant, bank, railway company, &c,

who receive the loan.

(Herzog, " Encycl. fur Prot. Theol."

art. Wucher, gives useful citations from

the Reformers. Smith and Cheetham,

Funk's work " Zins und Wucher," Hefelc,

" Beitrage " and " Concil." vol. i., have also

been used. But for exhaustive learning

and clear statements of the points at

issue we have seen nothing comparable to

Bossuet's " Traits de l'Usure.")

i, or vaudois. It

does not fall within the plan of the

present work to give even an outline of

the long and varied history of this sect ;

but since it exists now, and has been

undoubtedly in being since the twelfth

century—since, moreover, it now professes

Protestant doctrine, and is regarded with

the strongest favour and interest by

English Protestants, who commonly be

lieve that it can trace its origin to

primitive if not even to Apostolic times—

it is necessary to examine with some

minuteness the nature of the evidence

bearing on two questions, (1) when did it

arise ? (21 what kind of tenets did it

originally profess?

(a) At the Council of Verona, held in

1184, Lucius HI. condemned those who

falsely called themselves the " humbled "

or the " poor men of Lyons," with several

other heretical sects. The first on the list

of errors attributed to the condemned, or

Borne of them, was that they presumed

to preach in public without mission or

authority from Pope or Bishop.

Writing to the Archbishop of Aix

and his suffragans in 1 1 98 (Migne, " Patrol."

vol. 214), Innocent III. requests him and

them to assist Rainier, the commissioner

whom he is sending to Provence, in his

efforts to put. down the heretics in those

parts, " qui Valdenses Catari et Paterini

dicuntur, and by other names. This

seems to be the earliest occurrence of the

name in ecclesiastical history. The com

mon characteristic of all these sects is

stated to be, that they " reject the

authority of the Roman Church.

Bernard, abbot of Font-Uauld, wrote

a special treatise, apparently about 1200,

" against the sect of the Valdenses." He

says nothing as to their founder, but

playing upon their name derives it " a

valle densa," from the thicket of errors

in which they were entangled. Dis

obedience to ecclesiastical authority is the

first and principal fault imputed to them,

but they are also charged with allowing

women to preach, with a systematic

desertion of the churches, and with re

jecting prayers and other ministrations
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for the dead. (See this tract in Migne,

vol. 210.)

Alanus de Insulin, a celebrated theo

logian, in a work which must have been

written before 1202, 1 attacks heretics

generally, the Valdenses, the Jews, and

the " Pagans or Mahometans." In the

book devoted to the Valdenses he says

that they are so called " from their heresi-

arch, who was named Waldus, who, led

by his own spirit, not sent by God, in

vented a new sect, so that he presumed to

preach without the authority of any

prelate, without divine inspiration, with

out science, and without learning." " They

assert," he says, " that no one is bound to

obey any one but God."

Oonrad, elected abbot of Ursperg in

1215, when about to describe in his

Chronicle the rise of the Franciscans and

Dominicans, contrasts with these orders

the " Poor Men of Lyons " and the

" Humiliati." Both these sects, he says,

arose in Italy. He thinks (" ut puto ")

that the founder of the Poor Men was one

Bernhard,whom, attended by his followers,

he had himself seen soliciting approbation

for his institute at the Papal court. Bern-

hard alleged that they imitated the life of

the Apostles, having no property or fixed

ubodes, and that all their peculiar prac

tices, among others that of men and

women travelling about in company, had

"descended from the Apostles." But the

Pope, apprehending that some of their

customs were superstitious, and others

inexpedient, refused to confirm them.

Such is Conrad's account. It seems likely

that his memory misled him, and that he

confounded Bernard, the archbishop of

Narbonne, an active opponent of the

Vaudois in the last years of the twelfth

century, with the real founder of the

sect."

It cannot be doubted that the " Pau peres

de Lugduno" of Oonrad of Ursperg and

tie Council of Verona are identical with

the " Valdenses" of Innocent III., Alanus,

and Bernard. This identity is expressly

stated by Rainier Saclio, a somewhat

later authority, and it became the general

belief. Thus in a tract by an unknown

Carthusian monk (printed by Martene),'

written about 1440, with the title " De

> See the "Notitia" prefixed to Migne's

reprint of the works of Alanus ( Patrol, vol.

204).

* From some similar confusion, Philippe de

Comincs, describing the visit of St. Francis fie

Paulc to the court of Louis XL, uniformly

calls the saint " Robert."

4 Amplin. Coll. vol. vi. p. 56.

Religionura Origine," this sect is called

" Valdensium hseresis seu pauperum de

Lugduno." The early evidence all points

to the rise of the sect as having taken

place about thirty years before the end of

the twelfth century. Their claim to great

antiquity is indeed noticed by Conrad, but

it seems easy of explanation. If the

living authority of the Church was to be

resisted, it could only be done by inducing

the belief that their tenets were apostolic,

" ab apostolis descendisse." The passages

Acts ii. 44 and 1 Cor. iv. 11 and ix. 5

probably led to conscious iiuitatiou on the

part of the Valdenses, and from such

imitation to the assertion that their

customs had come down from the Apostles

the step was not great.

Rainier Sacho, a Dominican, who died

in 1260, and in his capacity of inquisitor

must have had great opportunities for

obtaining exact information, gives the

following account of the origin of the

Vaudois.1 Peter Valdo, a rich merchant

of Lyons, about 1 160, shocked and stunned

by the sudden death of a friend, resolved

to strip himself of his wealth, and both

practise and preach an Apostolical poverty.

Followers soon gathered round him, arid

they were variously named " Valdenses,"

" Pauperes de Lugduno," " Leonists " ( from

the city), and " Insabatati " (from thetabott

or wooden sandals which thev wore).

Valdo caused portions of the Bible to be

translated into the vulgar tongue ; these

he used himself in preaching, and caused

others to use; and when the clergy re

monstrated he paid no heed to their

admonitions. A rapid development of

sectarian tenets was the natural conse

quence of this first resistance. Rainier

divides the errors of the Valdenses into

three classes—against theChurch and the

clergy, against the sacraments, against

sacvamentals. Under the first head they

taught that the Church of Rome was not

the Church of Christ, but, rather, the

harlot mentioned in the Apocalypse ; that

it had become corrupt in the time of Pope

Sylvester, when the poison of temporalities
first infected it ;a that scarce any but them

selves held the true Gospel doctrine ; that

the Pope is the author of all errors ; that

tithes ought not to be paid, and the Church

should not possess property ; and that all

members of the Church are equal. Under

1 We tnke his narrative as excerpted by

Dupin, A*t<-ttr8 Kcclett. sac. xiii. ch. &.

1 The Vaudcis evidently believed the fig

ment of the Donation of Cunstantine. (See

States of the CnuacH.)
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the second head, they found fault with

all the sacraments of the Church ; as to

Baptism, they said that the washing; of

infanta was of no i Tail to them, and they

rejected many of the ceremonies proper to

the rite. Continuation they set aside; as

to the Eucharist, they held that priests in

mortal sin could not consecrate, and fell

into a variety of other errors which we have

not space to enumerate. As to Penance,

they said that a bad priest could not ab

solve, but that a good layman could. With

regard to Marriage, they set at nought the

impediments established by the Church,

and acknowledged no spiritual affinity as

resulting from the sacrament. They dis

approved of the sacrament of Extreme

L nctioit, because it was only given to the

rich. What respect they would have for

the sacrament of Holy Orders is apparent

from what has been already said. All

laymen, they held, were entitled to preach,

andwomen also.' Whatever was not in t he

Scriptures they held to be fabulous. They

believed in no ssints but the Apostles.

With regard to the third head, that of

iSacramentals, they made a clean sweep of

all the beautiful and touching ceremonies

—all the salutary institutes—with which

the Church had surrounded the life of

Christians here below. No festivals, no

fast-days, no holy-water, no lights, no

ornaments, no incense, no images, no

chanting; to hear a Valdensian ranter at

uncertain times seems to have appeared

to these poor sectaries the fcum of all the

support and delectation that the soul

could possibly require. They held that it

was unlawful to swear. "They condemn

all princes and judges, being persuaded

that it is not lawful to punish malefactors.

Lastly, they condemn the ecclesiastical

judgments."

Severe measures of repression were

used against the Vaudois from time to

time, but failed to extirpate them. A

letter from a Franciscan in ptisitor to the

Council of Basle,9 dated in 1432, states

that although the writer had " made great

executions on many heretics'' within the

past two years, the sect still flourished on

Doth sides of the Alps, that he had several

relapsed heretics in pris in, hot h at Yverdtin

and at Briancon, and that these had re

vealed to him the existence of more than

1 From this account it would appear that

MilmanV statement, ttiat "they rejected the

."even nacraments, except Baptism and the Eu

charist." which, if true, would assimilate them

closelv to the Anglicans, is not very accurate

(Latin Christianity', v. 395).

-' Martene, Ampliu. Coll. viii. 1G2.

I five hundred others. At the Reformation

some of the Protestant leaders, who per

ceived the use that might be made in con-

| troversy of the alleged existence of a sect

which had maintained a " pure " religion

and resisted the authority of Rome for

many centuries, made overtures to the

Vaudois, and in 1530 their deputies,

Masson and Morel, met (Ecolampadius

and Bucer at Basle. According to Dupin,

these last engaged the deputies to renounce

6ome of the more extravagant of their

tenets—e.tj. that a Christian miirht not

lawfully swear, that ministers might not

hold property, and that the ministrationR

of wicked pastors were invalid ; and, on

the other hand, to hold with the Protest

ants, that the Body of Christ was not in

the Eucharist, and that confession of sins

was unnecessary. But the complete

adoption by the Vaudois of Protestant

doctrine is said not to have taken place

till about 1030.

Such is the view which authentic

history presents of the rise of the Vaudois

and of their original doctrines. The

modern popular view, which represents

them as a race of primitive manners and

simple piety, dwelling in remote Alpine

vallevs, and clinging to a Scriptural and

Protestant religion, handed down from the

first ages, in the teeth of continual perse

cution, appears to lie founded in great

part on a falsification. Soon after the

Reformation broke out, "their whole

history, and a part of their written docu

ments, were subjected to a process of

re-casting— just as already some older

writings had been re-fashioned in a

Hussite sense, owing to contact with the

circle of Hussite sects." 1 For particulars

of this falsification (" Falschung"), we

must refer the reader to the Protestant

writer just quoted, who states that no

existing Vaudois MS. is of date earlier

I than the fifteenth century, although many

were made to appear to have been written

in the twelfth.

In 1655 the Duke of Savoy sent troops

against the Vaudois of Angrogna and the

neighbouring valleys, who were said to

I have spre id themselves outside the limits

to which they were confined by treaty.

Great excesses were reported, and were

denounced by the indignant Muse of Mil

ton in the well-known sonnet beginning,

" Avenge. O Lord, thy 'aughtered saints."

Cromwell interposed vigorously, and the

Duke was obliged to grant the Vaudois

favourable terms. At the present day

> Herzog, p. 398.
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they are said to number about 30,000 ; a

large place of worship was built for them

at Turin, chietlv by English money, in

(I'leury : Innocent III. " Epist." in

Migne, vol. 214; Alanus de Insulis, in

Migne, vol. 204; Bernardua Abbas

Fontis Calidi, in Migne, vol. 210;

" Ohronicon Urspergense " ; Rainerius,

" Summa de Catharis et Leonistis " ;

Martene, " Amplissima Oollectio" ; Dupin,

" Auteurs Ecclewastiques " : Herzog, " Die

romanischen Waldeuser,'' 1853; Jane L.

Williams, " Short History of the Walden-

sian Church," with preface by Dr. Gilby,

1865; Milman, "Latin Christianity," v. ;

Mohler, " Kirchengeschichte," ii. 627.)

VAUNTE, ST., CONOREOATIOH

or. [See Benedictines ; Mauribts.]

This congregation, of which the famous

commentator Calmet was the chief literary

ornament, was in a flourishing state at the

outbreak of the French Revolution. Its

houses were then suppressed, and it has

not since been revived.

Vatican courjcix*. This Coun

cil met on December 8, I860, and is not

yet concluded. No general council had

been held for three hundred years, and the

author of the article on Trent in Herzog's

" Encyclopaedia," writing only about seven

years before the bishops met in the Aula

of the Vatican, speaks of another general

council as a moral impossibility. Yet, it

is easy enough to see that the events of

half a century had been preparing the way

for the General Council of 1869. The in

terference of statesmen with the freedom

of the Church had turned the law (Con-

oil. Trid. sess. xxiv. "De Reform." c. 2)

which requires provincial synods to be

held every three years into a dead letter.

The same cause would also have proved

an obstacle, and probably an insuperable

one, to great assemblies of the bishops at

Rome. But the revolution which stripped

the Church of her wealth certainly left

her freer in action. The first Provincial

Synod which had been known for long,

assembled at Tuam in 1817, and its de

crees were confirmed at Rome. It was fol

lowed by the National Synod of Hungary,

held at Pressburg in 1822. But it was

from the United States that the revival

of Provincial Councils really came. There

were Provincial Synods of Baltimore in

1829, 1833, 18-i7, 1840, 1843, 1846, and

1849. Pius IX. early in his Pontificate

urged the observance of the Church's law

upon the bishops. Soon, no fewer than

twenty provincial councils had assembled

in France ; Austria and Hungary followed

the example in 1853 ("Synods of Vienna

and Grau), Holland in 1865 (Synod of

Utrecht), and numerous synods were held

in Germany, in England, just after the

hierarchy had been restored, in Ireland,

in Australia, and in South America (Quito

and New Granada). Even the Catholics

of the Oriental rites were affected by the

movement. Syrians, Maronites. Arme

nians, met in council, and the last Council

of the Armenians at Constantinople in

1869 deserves special notice. In Italy, on

the other hand, political troubles made

the number of provincial councils very

small. Nor was this revival of synodical

action the only preparation for a general

council. Pius IX. had three times seen a

vast number of bishops gathered round

him—viz. at the definition of the Im

maculate Conception, at the canonisation

of the Japanese martyrs, on the eighteenth

centenary of the martyrdom of 6t. Peter

and St. Paul. Since the Second Lateran

Ciuncil of 1139, Rome had neverwitnessed

such an assembly of bishops as this last

one. Nor was it simply the fact of these

unions which led the wav to the Gener;d

Council in the Vatican. It is evident now

that the chief definition of this Council—

viz. that of the Papal Infallibility, came

as the result of forces which had been

long at work The French universities

had disappeared in the storms of the Revo

lution, and Gallicon principles were dying

out in France itself. In Italy, Spain, and

Portugal, where, owing to the influence of

the Governments, Gallicanism had found,

even late in the last century,such represen

tatives as Tamburini, Bishop Solan, Fon-

tani, Palmieri, Degola, Bishop Clement

of Barcelona, &c, it was now wholly ex

tinct. Many of the provincial councils

and the bishops in their assemblies at

Rome had held language which showed

that a proposal to define the Pope's in

fallibility would meet with no opposition

among the majority. With the German

Catholics it was otherwise. There maDV

of the clergy were still educated at

" mixed " universities—many of the Ca

tholic professors had already manifested

their distrust of the "Romaa" theo

logy, and Borne of them had come into

collision with the Roman Congregations.

They clung, in the supposed interests of

science, to methods different from those

which prevailed at Ronie. And even in

France there was a party, small in num

bers, but strong in talent and character,

which was attached to liberal principles
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in politics and distrustful of Roman inter

ference in such matters. They had fought

the Church's battle for freedom of instruc

tion, and they were unwilling to admit

that the appeal they had made to the

principles of freedom and toleration was

after all only an argumentutn ad hominem.

Ultramontanism then prevailed through

out the Church, but it was opposed by

a small band of Catholic " liberals " in

France, and by a number of learned men

in Germany. The former advocated the

interests of freedom, as they understood

it ; the latter, those of philosophy, history,

and theology, as they understood them.

There were, besides, Catholic statesmen in

both countries who saw danger to the

State in a definition of Papal infallibility.

Pius IX. first imparted his idea of

convoking a General Council to the car

dinals ot the Congregation of Rites in

December 1864; and shortly afterwards

he consulted all the cardinals who re

sided in Rome on the matter. They were

requested to submit to the Pope their

opinions, iu writing, on the opportuneness

of such a convocation, and the subjects

which, supposing the Council opportune,

ought to be discussed. Nineteen advised

the convocation, two were against it,

one was doubtful. In March 180o, five

cardinals (Patrizi, Reisach, Panebianco,

Bizarri, Caterini) were appointed to con

sider the votes sent in, and these, with

the addition of some other cardinals and

of consultors, were formed into a Congre

gation of Direction (Cecconi, " Storia del

Concil. Vatic.'' lib. i cap. 1). In April

and May a circular was addressed to

thirty-six bishops, begging their opinion

on the subjects to be treated (ib. Doc.

iii.), and letters were also addressed to

the Nuncios at the various Courts, asking

them to find theologians fit to act as con

sultors in the preliminary congregations

(ib. Doc iv.). Next year, in February

and March, certain Oriental bishops and

bishops of the Greek rite in the Austrian

Empire, were also consulted (ib. Doc.

vi. and vii.). All these consultations

were made in the strictest confidence. On

June 4, 1807,' Cardinal Caterini wrote to

all the bishops present for the centenary

of the martyrdom of St. Peter and St.

Paul. He added a list of seventeen

questions on points of discipline, and in

vited suggestions on other matters (ib.

Doc. ix.).

1 So Schnoemflnn, Kattnnen und Br*rhlu*M

del Valikan. Cnnciln. EinUit. p. xv. The date

In Cecconi—viz. June 6, 18G6—must be a slip.

At last, in the same month, the Pope

announced in a public Consistory of some

500 bishops his intention of convoking the

Council (ib. Doc. x.), and by a bull of

June 29, 1809 (ib. Doc. xxxvi.), the

Council was summoned to meet at Rome

on December8, 1869. Meantime, in Sep

tember of the previous year, " all bishops

of the churches of Oriental rite not in

communion with the Apostolic See " (ib.

Doc. xxxvii.), and all " Protestants and

non-Catholics" (ib. Doc. xxxviii.), were

invited to attend. There was some

thought of addressing a similar invitation

to the Jansenist bishops in Holland, but

it was resolved not to do so (ib. vol. i.

p. HQ seq.). It was intended that these

Oriental bishops should be allowed no

part in the Council till they professed the

Catholic Roman faith whole and entire ;

and it was explained in a letter to Arch

bishop, now Cardinal, Manning that the

Protestants were only invited to attend

that they might be referred to " expe

rienced men," and have their difficulties

solved. No effect followed from these

letters to Orientals and Protestants, ex

cept a few protests (Friedrtch, " Geschichte

des Vatikan Concils," i. p. 723 seq.).

Besides the Commission of General Direc

tion, mentioned already, the Pope nomi

nated six special commissions—for Cere

monial, the Relations of Church and State,

the Churches and Missions of the East,

the Religious Orders, Dogmatic Theology

and Discipline. Each consisted of a car

dinal president, and of consultors from all

parts of the world. Vercellone, Theiner,

Tarquini, Franzelin, Schmder, Pen-one,

Gibert, Freppel, Hefele, Haneberg, Her-

genrotlier, Alzog, Molitor, Moufang, Het-

linger, Feij je, were among the consultors.

Dr. (now Cardinal) Newman was asked

to be a consultor, but declined on ac

count of bad health. It was the duty

of these special congregations to prepare

" schemata "—i.e. draughts of canons and

decrees for the consideration of the

Fathers. Their members were hound to

absolute secrecy.

Till the Council met nothing was said

by any one in authority of any intention

to define Papal infallibility. But atten

tion was roused by statements in the

French correspondence of the " Civilta,"

February 0, 1809 (reprinted in Cecconi,

Doc. cxl.). In this Jesuit organ, published

at Rome, and believed by many to possess

very high authority in the Roman Court,

it was stated that the Council would

probably set its seal to the condemnations

3
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of the Syllabus; that the bishops would

define the Pope's infallibility by acclama

tion, and that the corporal assumption of

the Blessed Virgin into heaven would be

made an article of faith. This was the

occasion soon after of the famous articles

in the Augsburg " Allgemeine Zeitung,"

which afterwards appeared in the form of

a book entitled " Janus." It professed to

be written from a Catholic point of view,

but was in reality a bitter attack on the

Papacy. In April 1869 Prince Hohenlohe,

Foreign Minister in Bavaria, sent a circular

to the European Governments warning

them of the political dangers which the

Council might cause (Friedrich, ib. i.

p. 774), and in September a large majority

of the German bishops assembled at

Fulda laid before Pius IX. their fears

as to the consequences in Germany should

Papal infallibility be defined. This docu

ment was undoubtedly despatched to the

Pope, but Cecconi, after laborious search,

could not find it in the Roman archives

(Cecconi, part. i. vol. ii. sect. i. p. 479).

The time of convocation was drawing,

near, and Pius IX. in a brief " Multiplices

inter," November 27, 1809 (ib. Doc. lii),

arranged the order of business at the

Council. The preparatory commissions

had done their work, and were to be re

placed by new ones. The Pope appointed

five cardinal-presidents ; viz. Reisach

(who died shortly afterwards and was re

placed ty De Angelis), De Luca, Bizzari,

Bilio, Capalti, a secretary—viz. Bishop

Fessler of St. Polten, and a deputation of

members of the Council, who were to

examine proposals made by the bishops.

Four other deputations for Dogma, Disci

pline, Religious Orders and Oriental Kites,

were to be chosen by the Fathers of the

Council, but each was to be placed under

a cardinal-president nominated by the

Pope himself. The schemata drawn up by

the preparatory commissions were to be

printed and distributed to the Fathers.

The bishops might send proposals to be

examined by the directive deputation.

These new schemata or proposals, if ap

proved by it, were also to be printed and

circulated among the bishops some days

before the discussion on them began.

Bishops who wished to speak on any

subject must notify their intention at

least a day before. They were to do so

in order of rank, and, after they had

ended, others might obtain leave to speak

from the presidents. If there was no

prospect of agre-ment, schemata, accord

ing to their subject-matter, were to be

referred to the special commissions for

revisal, and then voted upon in general

congregation. Finally, the canon or decree

was to bo read in the Pope's name in

solemn session, the Fathers were to

answer " Placet " or " Non placet ; " the

Pope was to announce the result, and, in

case of acceptance by the Council, to con

firm its decision by Apostolic authority.

The Council opened on December 8, 1869.

There were 719 members present, and by

March of the following year as many as

764. Of these 120 were archbishops or

bishops in partibug injidelium, now called

titular prelates, and 52 were abbots,

generals of orders, &c. (From the lists in

Scbneemann.)

Much time was spent in discussions on

discipline, the preparation of a Short

Catechism, &c, which have issued as yet

in no definite result. The work actually

finished consistsoftwoConstitutions—one,

" De Fide Catholica,'" made up of chapters

and canons on the primary truths of

natural religion, on revelation, on faith,

and the connection between faith and

reason ; the other " De licclesia Christi,*

treating chiefly of the primacy of the

Roman See, and defining the Pope's imme

diate authority over all Christians. The

former constitution passed with compara

tively little difficulty. It was unanimously

accepted by the 607 Fathers present, and

confirmed by the Pope in the third public

session, April 24, 1870.

Very different was the fate of the

second constitution. We have seen that

nothing had been said, at least publicly

and by authority, before the Council met,

of any intention to define the Pope's

infallibility, and Cecconi (lib. i. cap. i.)

assures us that of the cardinals first con

sulted by the Pope—i.e. in 1804—two only

even mentioned the subject. Scarcely,

however, had the Council met when a

" postulatum " representing the views of

the great majority of the Fathers begged

that the question should be proposed for

decision. On the other hand, in January

1870, forty-five German and Austrian

bishops, thirty-two French, joined by three

Portuguese and four Orientals, twenty-

seven from nations of English speech,

seventeen Orientals, seven Italians, begged

the Pope to prevent the discussion.

(Original texts in Friedrich, " Documents

ad lilustrandum Concil. Vatic." Abth. i.

pp. 450, 251, 254, 250.) At the same

time, outside the Council, a protest was

made by Dr. Dollinger as well as by the

French Minister Daru and the Austrian
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von Beast, supported by the Bavarian,

Portuguese, Prussian and English Cabinets.

Archbishops Dechamps of Malines, Man

ning of Westminster, Spalding of Balti

more, and Bishop Martin of Paderborn,

were prominent on the side of the majority :

while the learned Hefele, who was pro

moted to the bishopric of Rottenburg in

November 1809, Strossmayer, bishop of

Diakovar in Slavonia, Cardinal Rauscher,

archbishop of Vienna, Darboy, arch

bishop of Paris, Dupanloup, bishop of

Orleans, Maret, bishop in pnrtibus, Ken-

rick, archbishop of St. Louis in the

United States, Clifford, bishop of Clifton,

were strenuous supporters of the opposi

tion.

New complications arose from a docu

ment issued by the cardinal-presidents at

the wish of the Pope on February 20,

1870. Complaints w ere made of the way

in which the discussions were protracted,

and accordingly new arrangements were

devised. In the discussion on any amended

schema no one was to take part without

giving notice beforehand of that particular

portion of the said schema on which he

meant to address the Council. Further,

at the request of any ten Fathers, the

presidents might ask the Council if they

desired the discussion to proceed, and if a

majority said no, they might close it

there and then. This led more than a

hundred prelates to protest, in a document

addressed to the presidents, that by these

regulations " the freedom of the Council

might seem in several respects to be im

paired, nay, destroyed" (" minni imo

tolli posse videatur"). They implored

that nothing should be defined except

with the moral unanimity of the Fathers,

and appealed to the example of Pius IV.

at the Council of Trent. Otherwise they

feared that "the character of the (Ecu

menical Council might be exposed to

doubt ("oecumenici concilii character in

dubium vocari possit." Text in Friedrich,

Abth. i. p. 258 seq.) It must be remem

bered, however, that the whole discussion

was extended over seven weeks. The

points at issue must have been perfectly

familiar to those with whom the decision

lay, and the majority could not be ex

pected to tolerate a protracted discussion

which had no real influence on opinion,

and only served to impede definition.

Early in May the schema " De Ec-

clesia," witU the added clauses on Papal

infallibility, was laid before the Council,

and the conciliar discussion upon it began.

On July 13, it was voted upon in general

congregation ; of the Fathers present 461

said "Placet," sixty-two " Placet juxta

modum "—i.e. they were ready to accept

the Constitution with modifications, but

not as it stood ; eighty-eight said " Non

placet," seventy did not vote at all. In

the last genoral congregation the Fathers

protested against the calumnies of the

press, especially against the report that

the Council was not free. In a letter to

the Pope fifty-five bishops declared that

their mind was unaltered, but that they

meant to absent themselves from the public

session. This was held on July 18. The

bull "Pastor ^Eternus," containing the

Constitution " De Ecclesia" and the defi

nition of Papal infallibility, was read.

Thereupon 535 answered " Placet," the

two others—viz. Bishop Iticcio of Ajaccio

and Bishop Fitzgerald of Little Rock—

" Non placet." The Pope then confirmed

the decree by Apostolic authority. On

that same day Napoleon III. declared war

against Prussia. On September 20 the

Italians possessed themselves of Rome,

and by a brief of October 20 the Pope

prorogued the Council. It has never

been reassembled.

In the articles on Faith and on the

Pope, we have said something on the

meaning of the Vatican decrees, and in

that on Old Catholics we have spoken

of the opposition made to them. No

single bishop refused assent, and for that

and other reasons a schism of any con

siderable magnitude was impossible.

(The histories of the Council by Cecconi

and Friedrich resemble in more points

than one those of the Tridentine Council

by Pallavicino and Sarpi, wit h this notable

difference that Sarpi wrote before Palla

vicino, while Friedrich takes care to write

after Cecconi, and to use his materials.

Neither historian has reached the actual

assembly of the Council. Cecconi has

access to the Vatican archives, so that

his work f first part published 1873] will

always be indispensable. But it has

already exceeded 3,000 pages large octavo ;

it is tilled with much irrelevant matter,

is badly written and badly arranged.

Friedrich's first volume [1877] is well

arranged and interesting, and does not,

so far as we can test it, alter the facts;

but it is disfigured by a vehement invec

tive against the Roman Court and Ultra-

montauism in general. For the actual

history of the Council Friedrich's collec

tion of documents [1871] w as useful but

incomplete, and has been replaced by the

fuller collections of Bishop Martin [i873]

3 h 2
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and the Protestant Friedberg[1871]. The

Jesuit Father Schneeman [18/]] has pre

fixed a short history of the Council to his

edition of its decrees, and there is another

brief history by the learned Protestant

Frommann [1872].)

vsxx (velum, a covering). Pagan

customs in regard to the use of the veil

cannot here l)e considered, but we shall

endeavour to give some account of the

various kinds of veil recognised in the

Catholic ritual for covering either things

or persons. Three Eucharistic veils were

in use in the ancient Eastern Church, the

paten veil for covering the bread before

consecration, the chalice veil, and a very

thin transparent veil for covering both

paten and chalice. The offertory veil

(offertorium) was used, according to the

ritual of the Church of Saruni,' in various

parts of the ceremonial of High Mass.

It Beems to be the same as the super-

humeral veil with which the sub-deacon

now covers the chalice at High Mass, and

which is also used at Benediction [Bene

diction of tiie Blessed Sacrament].

Magri (quoted in Morone), says that in

Spanish churches from the tirst day of

Lent a veil is drawn before the high

altar while the hours are recited, and

during Mass on ferias ; it is withdrawn at

the Gospel and the elevation of the host.

On Wednesday in Holy Week, when in

the " Passion " the words occur " et

velum templi scissum est,'' the veil is

withdrawn and no more used.

The nuptial veil or Jlammeum, as

is well known, was in use among the

Romans. St. Ambrose speaks of a veil

(pallium) stretched over the heads of the

bride and bridegroom during the cele

bration of marriage, witb a mystical

significance.2 The priest officiates with

veiled head in several Oriental rites—

Coptic, of St. Anthony, Abyssinian,

Maronite.

In Maskell's " Monumenta Ritualia"

is printed a form' for the "Order of

Consecration of Nuns '' according to the

I use of Sarura, from which we shall

extract what relates to the ritual of the

veil. On the day of profession, the

novices, clad in white, each bearing on

the right erm the " habite that the re-

lygvon and profesyon requireth, wyth the

veyle, rvng, and scroll of hir profesyon

1 See the Consuetudinary of Snrum, recently

edited in the Hulls series with a translation, in

the Renhler of St. Osmund, vol. i. p. 150 seq.

* Morone.

» Vol. ii. p. 308.

attached upon the sayd habite, and in

hir left hande beryng a taper wythoute

lyght," go in procession from the place

where they were arrayed towards the

western door of the choir, with looks

bent on the ground, singing the respond

" Audivi vocem, &c.'' Passing through

the choir and going up to the altar, they

lay their veils, rings, and scrolls on the

right end of it. They then make the

vow of chastity, and after receiving the

habit from the bishop return whence

they came. After the Credo the virgins

return to the western door of the choir,

bearing lighted tapers in their right hands.

The rite proceeds ; after the Litanies each

makes her profession before the bishop

and abbess, and signs her scroll of pro

fession with a cross. After the psalm

" Domine, quis habitabit," during which

the virgins prostrate themselves, they

rise and go with the bishop to the right

end of the altar, and taking their veils

therefrom, hold them in their hands, with

their faces turned towards the bishop.

He, standing in his place, blesses the veils

in the virgins' hands, " with orvsons.'

The first of these prayers is, " We sup-

pliantly beseech Thee, O Lord, that in

Thy clemency a blessing may come down

upon these veils which are about to be

placed on the heads of Thy handmaidens,

so that they may be blessed, and conse

crated, and spotless, and holy for these

Thy handmaidens. Through." The

second, " O God, Creator of things visible

and invisible, be mercifully present with

us, and vouchsafe to bless and sanctify

with the streams of Thy' grace these veils

which are the type of holiness and the

sign of humility ; may Thy servants

deserve through thy gift to take and hal

low them in heart and body. Through."

Every virgin, before the bishop puts the

veil upon her head, kisses his hand.

Being veiled, she sings, " The Lord hath

clothed me with a garment 1 woven of

gold, and with immense jewels hath he

adorned me." The ritual of the ring

succeeds, followed by the " long bene

diction," during which the virgins lie

prostrate. Before their " houselling "

the bishop draws down their veils over

their eyes. After their communion each

gives up her taper to the bishop, after

kissing his hand, and he gives to them

all his benediction. Then the abbess

1 Cyclndr. Cy las is " a kind of garment,

named from its roundness, drawn in above sad

full below." (See Ducan^c. who cites "circao-

textum roseo velamen acantho," jEn. i. 649.)
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pulla their veils down beneath their

chins, and so they remain for three days.

On the third day, after they have com

municated, the abbess lilts up their veils,

and from that time " they shall were and

poo and cumme as other of the convent

doth." (Morone/'Dizion. Keel."; Maskell,

" Monum. Ritualia," 1846 j Smith and

Oheetham.)

vsvi, creator. [See Hymns.]

venial sin. [See Sin ]

veiji, SAxrcTB spieitus. [See

Hymns ; also SEUI ENCE8.]

veronica. [See Christ, Personal

Appearance op.]

vespers, [See Breviary.]

vessels, sacred. [See Cha

lice ; Paten ; Pyx, 4c]

vestments. (1) Their Dis

tinctive Character.—It was the common

belief in the middle ages that the vest

ments used by the Church at Mass and

other services were derived from the

Jewish temple, though Walafrid Strabo

had a better notion of the historical aspect

of the question, and affirmed (" De Reb.

Eccles."c. 24) that Christian priests in the

early ages officiated in the common dress of

daily life. Strabo's view (with a modifi

cation to be mentioned presently) is con

firmed, to use the words of Dr. Rock,

" by the concurrent testimony of writers

who have bestowed much laborious re

search upon the investigation of this sub

ject " (" Hierurgia,'' p. 414). No quota

tion can be adduced from any author of

the first five centuries which bo much as

alludes to any difference in form between

the dress of priests at the altar and of

laymen in common life. True, St. John

(Polycrat. apud Euseb. " H. E." iii. 31,

v. 24 ; Hieron. " Vir. Illustr." 4f>) and

St. James (Epiphan. " Hasr." lxxviii. 14)

are said to have worn the "shining plate "

(ntraXon, lamina = f»'Y) of the Jewish

high priest; but even were we prepared to

accept these testimonies as literal state

ments of fact, they would not affect the

question, for no such ornament has ever

found a place in the Church, and the mitre,

which comes nearest to this " plate," was

unknown, as has been already proved, for

centuries after the Apostolic age. But

the strongest proof will be found in the

articles on the particular vestments.

There it has been shown that the eccle-

sical vestments had their origin in the

ordinary dress of the Roman empire.1 It

1 The alb and girdle, which are really most

like Jewish vestments, had a purely secular |

origin ; and the alb is lirst marked as a Church I

was after the fall of the empire that the

fashion in ordinary attire underwent a

revolution, and the garb once common to

all became peculiar to the servants of the

altars, till at last the very memory of its

original use was obscured. This obscura

tion was, as we should expect, gradual.

Walafrid Strabo, as we have said, in the

ninth century understood the true state of

the case, and another writer of t he same age

—viz. Anastasius ("In Vit. S. Stephani,"

cf. Baron. " Annal." ad ami. 200, n. 6)—

was not wholly ignorant of it, for he says

of Pope Stephen : " He ordained that

priests and Levites should not use the

consecrated vestments in common life, but

only in the Church."

Long, however, before the ecclesiastical

vestments were distinguished by their

form from those in common use certain

garments were reserved for the officiating

clergy, and, though these were identical

in form with the ordinary garb, they were

often no doubt of costlier material. The

Apostolic Constitutions (viii. 12) describe

the bishop as clothed in a " shining vest

ment" {XaftTrpav itrSr]Ta /ierfv&vt\ and we

may perhaps take this as evidence for the

practice at the end of the fourth or begin

ning of the fifth century. A little earlier

Jerome (" In Ezech." xliv. 17), speaking

of the vestments of the Jewish priests,

adds : " Thence we learn that we should •

not enter the holy of holies with common

attire or in any sort of dirty dress, such as

will do for daily life, but that we should

with clean conscience and in clean attire

handle the mysteries of the lx>rd." It is

not easy to decide how far this passage is

to be taken literally.' Anyhow, we learn

from Theodoret (''II. E.<' ii. 23) that

Constautine gave Macarius, bishop of

Jerusalem, " a sacred dress " (itpav

oroXr/v) " of gold thread "—i.e. a dress of

the common form but of very costly

material and intended exclusively for use

in church. It is very uncertain when the

blessing of ecclesiastical vestments was

introduced, but we find a form for that

purpose, very like the one now used, in

the Gregorian Sacramentary. (See the

reprint in Migne, "Patrol." lxxviii. p.

dress by enactments which forbid clerics to use

the same alb in common life and in church.

Jerome (Ep. 64) gives Fabiola an elaborate

account of the Jewish vestments, but never

alludes to the use of analogous vestments in

church.

1 It is clear, however, from the passage

quoted further on in this article, that Jerome

was familiar with the use of special vestments

by the clergy in church.
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157.) The Council of Poitiers, a.d. 1100,

can. 4 (Mansi, xx. 1123) forbids any

one not a bishop to give this blessinir,

and Innocent III. (" Altar Myst." i. U)

lays down the same rule. It is still in

force, though bishops constantly delegate

the power to simple priests.

At first the vestments were of one

colour—viz. white. Thus, when Pelagius

alleged that all splendour in dress was

irreligious, Jerome ("Adv. Pelag." i. n. 29)

charges him with exaggeration, and asks
•what harm there was in wearing "a

tunic particularly clean " (tunivam mun-

diorem), what objection could be made,

" if bishop, priest, and deacon, and the

rest of the clergy appeared at the adminis

tration of the sacrifice in white array"

(candida veste jrrocesserit.) So Gregory

of Tours ("De Gloria Conf." c. 20) de

scribes the band of "priests and Levites in

white vestments." Black was sometimes

used in sign of mourning (Theodore Lector,

lib. 1, excerpt quoted by Hefele). Even

Pseudo-Alcuin, in the tenth or eleventh

century, knows only of white vestments,

except that he speaks of the scarlet stripes

on the deacon's dalmatic (" Divin. Offic."

c. 40), and of the use of black vestments

during the litany and processiou on the

Feast of the Purification (c. 7). Inno

cent III. is the first to mention four

colours—viz. _white, which the Roman

Church employs on feasts of confessors,

virgins, and on joyful solemnities gene

rally ; red, used on the feasts of martyrs,

of the cross (though then perhaps white

is to be preferred), and on Whitsunday, by

some also on All Saints, but not by the

Curia Romana, in which white is the

colour; black, used in penitential seasons

and Masses for the dead ; green, used on

common days, because " midway between

black and white." He regards violet,

which is now the penitential colour, as a

mere variety of black, and says the former

was used ou Holy Innocents and Laetare

Sunday. So scarlet and saffron-yellow

(coccineus et croceut) are varieties of red

and green. Rose-coloured vestments, he

says, were sometimes used on feasts of

martyrs, and yellow ones on feasts of

confessors (" Altar. Myst." i. 66). At

present yellow counts as white, and rose-

coloured vestments are only used at

solemn Mass on the third Sunday in

Advent and fourth in Lent.

Bishops, when they celebrate ponti-

fically, take their vestments from the altar,

simple priests put them on in the sacristy.

But this distinction is probably not very

ancient, for even in the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries it was the common

custom for priests, at least in I'ngland, to

vest in the sanctuary. (Maskell, " Ancient

Liturgy of the Church of England," p.

219). The present law on the use of

vestments at Mass is very strict, and many

theologians (see Benedict XIV. " lit

Miss." iii. 7, 1) believe that no cause

whatever will excuse a priest from ob

serving it. (The chief recent authorities

are Bock, "Gesch. der Liturg. Gewander";

Hefele, in his " Beitriige," ii. p. 150 sea. ;

Wharton Marriott, " Vestiarium Chris-

tianum.")

VESTMENTS, GREEK AJTS

OKZENTAL, Something has been said

on this subject already in the account

given of the various vestments used in the

Latin Church, but it may be convenient

to give a separate article on the vestments

of the Greeks and Orientals.

1. Vestments woi-n by the Deacon.—In

preparing to officiate at Mass, the first

vestment which he puts on is the arotxapior

or oTi\apu>v. It answers to our alb, ex

cept that it is not bound by a girdle. It

used to be of linen and always white, but

now it is often made of silk. It takes its

name from the stripes (<m\ot) with which

it is adorned. In Lent, except on the

Annunciation and Holy Saturday, it is of

purple colour. It is used by all tJie

Orientals. The Syrians call it KutiiiO

Ax * ZjQS - x«"a>i>,and that again is really

s

a Semitic word, cf. njR3), and the Copte,

according to Daniel, labat or tounink. It

is also worn by readers and sub-deacons.

In form it has come to resemble our dal

matic, though worn, like the alb, imme

diately over the cassock. Next come*

the apapmv or stole (see under that word),

the distinctive badge of deacons, and

lastly the f'mtiavUia, a barbarous com

pound of tVl and manus. They stretch

from the wrist to the elbow, leaving the

hand free. They are first mentioned by

Brtlsauion in the twelfth centurv, and

have apparently been adopted by the

Syrians.

The priest puts on the arotxap">r, then

the Artrpay^Xiov, which is a stole broader

than the deacon's and joined in front,

next the (avn or girdle, the orifiowna,

the vjroyowmof or tireyovariov, a square

piece of cloth which hangs from the girdle

and is really proper to bishops, archi

mandrites and other dignitaries, such as

protosyncelli, protopopes, &c, but is in

matter of fact worn by very many priests.
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Over nil he puts the chasuble C<f>t\w i«,

0fX<ii'i;f , r/jnu<uX(oy) in shape much like one

of our Gothic chasubles.1

Bishops also use the above vestments.

But thrir aroi)(apu>v is marked with white

and red stripes, and they have a picture of

Christ on their imyovaTiov and (mfiavUia.

Theirchasubleis marked with manycrosses

and called mikvaTavpiov. The o-hkkov,

which has sleeves, and, to judge from the

woodcut in Daniel, resembles a dalmatic

in shape, was at first worn by metro

politans only instead of the chasuble, and

by them never except on the three great

festivals. From the time of Alexius

Commenus it became the habitual sub

stitute for the chasublewith metropolitans,

and now it is worn in Russia by all

bishops. Lastly, the bishop takes the

auxxf>6pwv, a sort of pallium made of wool,

which is hung on the shoulders and falls

over the back. At some of the functions,

but not at Mass, bishops wear a monastic

cloak called pavSvas. The word which is

said by Uesychius and Eustathius to be of

Persian origin occurs in the LXX (e.g.

Judges iii. 16), and a MS. Greek lexicon

quoted by Scblausner explains it as a

" sort of upper garment and the cloak of

monks * (tlbot uiariou Kai to raw pova^wv

naWiav). The mitre ((cifiapir) is never

worn in the sanctuary .except by the

Patriarch of Alexandria. Greek bishops

have no ring, but they wear a pectoial

cross (ro navdyiov) and use a pastoral

Staff (iraTtprjtrvav), which, however, is

much shorter than those customary in the

West and much less ornate.

(Chiefly from Daniel, " Cod. Liturg."

torn. iv. p. 375 »eq.)

VIATICUM. Holy Communion

given to those in danger of death. Such

persons are allowed to receive the Com

munion, even if they are not fasting, and

they may do so again and again in the

same illness, if circumstances render it

expedient. Viaticum is given by the

parish priest, or by another priest deputed

by him. The priest, wearing surplice and

stole, carries the Blessed Sacrament in

procession ; lights are borne in front,

and a bell is rung to excite the devotion

of the faithful. In the U. S. it is, of

course, impossible to carry out all this

ceremonial. A special form is used in

1 The Greeks have no change of colours fur

the feasts. The fa^vutv of the priest and the

ffToixapior of the deacon are black at Mas es of

the Dead, and purple, as we have seen, is used

in Lent (irent feasts axe marked by the splcn

dour of the veal meets.

administering the Sacrament—vii. " Re

ceive, brother [or sister], the viaticum of

the body of our Lord Jesus Christ. May

He guard from the malignant foe, and lend

thee to eternal life ! " Afterwards, theprieet

cleanses his tinkers in a little water, which

the sick man drinks.

(1) T/te Origin of the Name.—The

word " viaticum " came into Church use

as a translation of the Greek t<f>68u>i>.

This latter word means provision for a

journey ; then, metaphorically, provision

for the journey of life (Clem. Kom. Ep. i.

2 ; Dionys. Corinth, apud Euseb. " H. E."

iv. 23). Next the metaphor was extended

to the provision for the last journey—viz.

from this world to the next—and so it

occurs as an epithet of the Holy Com

munion given to the dying in the Council

of Nicrea (can. 13). There the Eucharist

is said to be the " last and most necessary

viaticum " (rou TfXevraiov Kai dvayKawraTov

(<bo8iov). Innocent I. (" Ad Exsuper. " ;

Mansi, " Concil.'' iii. 103!)) employs the

Latin word " viaticum " in tbe same

sense, and so does the First Council of

Orange, A.D. 441 (can. 3 ; Mansi, vi. 437),

with an evident allusion to tbe canon of

Nieaea. Thus it became a technical term

for Communion given to the dying. (So

Council of Agde, A.D. 600, can. 15;

Mansi, viii. 327 ; Bede, " H. E." iv. 14;

Amalar. " Eccl. OfBc." iii. 35.) But even

late in the middle ages the word had not

acquired its present fixed and exclusive

sense. The Council of Vaison, a.d. 442

(can. 2; Mansi, vi. 453), speaks of the

viaticum, meaning, probably, the absolu

tion and communion of the dying; and

in the Council of Gerunda, a.d. 517

(can. 0; Mansi, vii. 650), it certainly

includes absolution. Aubespine, indeed,

in his note (ad loc. 654), takes it to

mean simply reconciliation and absolu

tion granted to dying penitents—the

" benedictio beatih'ca," as the Council of

Barcelona, A.D. 641 (can. 9 ; Mansi, ix.

110), calls it. Hence the so-called Fourth

Council of Carthage (can. 78 ; Mansi, iii.

957) has the expression " Viaticum Eu-

charistiso," to distinguish it from " viati

cum " in the other sense. The term was

also applied to the Eucharist generally, as

our support in our earthly pilgrimage;

and we lind it so employed not only in

the liturgy of St. Mark (ifpi&iov, Ham

mond, p. 191), but even iu a synod of

Durham early in the thirteenth century

(Wilkius, " Concil." i. p. 578).

(2) Viaticum in One or Two K<nd».—

In the third and fourth centuries we have
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clear instances of viaticum given under

the form of bread only (Dionys. Alex,

apud Euseb. " H. E." vi. 44 ; the contem

porary Life of St. Ambrose, by Paulinus,

n. 47). There can be no reasonable

doubt about these cases, and Bossuet

(" Communion sous les deux especes," P. 1,

n. 2) seems to be quite right in taking

can. 76 of the Fourth Council of Car

thage as evidence that Communion was

given to dying persons who were unable

to swallow the Host in the form of wine

(" infundatur ori ejus Eucharistia," Mansi,

iii. 957). Still, Cnardon (" II. des Sacr."

torn. ii. Euchar. ch. v. a. 2) considers,

and with reason, that the rule was to give

viaticum under both kinds, so long as

those in health received Communion in

this way. Chrysostom's letter to Innocent

(Mansi, iii. 10e9) shows that the Eucharist

under the form of wine was reserved for

the sick. He complains that the soldiers

spilt the precious blood on Holy Saturday,

and this cannot have been in the chalice at

Mass ; for women, he says, were waiting

for baptism, which preceded the Mass of

Holy Saturday. The Eleventh Council of

Toledo, a.d. 076 (capit. 11), the direction

in the Gregorian Sacramentary (" oratio

ad visitandum iutirmum '), and three

forms for administering viaticum given

from ancient MSS. by Menard in his notes

on this Sacramentary, all assume that

the dying man will receive both kinds.

The same thing follows from BedeVLife
of St. Cuthbert • (cap. 39).

(3) The Minister of Viaticum.—In the

early days of persecution it was some

times carried to the sick bv laymen

(Euseb. "H. E." vi. 44). The practice

apparently continued long after, when it

had become a mere abuse. For Leo IV.

(847 -65) strictly forbids priests to send it

by laymen or women (Mansi, xiv. 891).

About the same time, we find Hincmar

of Iiheims requiring his deans to ask

whether the priests gave Communion to

the sick with their own hands, and not

through anyone they could get to do it

for them (" per se, non per queiulibet,'

Hincmar, Opp. ed. Sirmond, p. 716; in

Migne's reprint, p. 779). The Council of

Ansa, near Lyons, A.D. 990 (Mansi, xix.

101) permits no one except priests to

give viaticum. Deacons, however—at

least, in some places—continued to do so.

This is proved, according to Ohardon, by

the old statutes of the Carthus-ians ; and

a Council of Westminster, a.d. 1138

(can. 2; Wilkins, i. p. 415), puts priests

and deacons precisely on the same level in

this respect ("per sacerdotem aut dia-

conum aut necessitate instante per quem-

libet").

(4) Kites and Ceremonies, fyc.—No

special legislation, so far as we know,

exempted the dying from the rule of

fasting before Communion. But history

witnesses to the anxiety of the Church in

all ages that the dying should communi

cate, and we may fairly assume that the

present rule was in force from the be

ginning. The ceremonies, much as we

have them now—e.y. the wearing of the

stole, the cross and lights in the proces

sion, the carrying of the pyx, the bell—

are prescribed in the Constitutions of St.

Edmund of Canterbury, A.D. 12S6; in the

Council of Durham, to which we have

already referred ; and in a provincial

council of Scotland in the time of the

Scotch King Alexander II. (Wilkins,

" Concil." i. pp. 579, 015, 637). On the

other hand, we doubt if the special form

in which viaticum is now given was

usual in the middle age9—" Accipe, frater,

Viaticum," &c. The Gregorian Sacra

mentary simply says : " Then let him [the

priest] give Communion with the body

and blood of the Lord ; " and the Salis

bury Manual—i.e. Ritual—of 154-3 (re

printed in Maskell, " Monument. Rit."

vol. i.) has merely a Rubric to the same

effect. The three forms given by Menard

from old MSS., and also a fourth from a

Soissons Manual printed only eightv years

before his time, would be suitable for

ordinary Communion. However, a

Bangor Pontifical of the thirteenth cen

tury contains the form as we now use it—

"Accipe, frater, Viaticum corporis Domini

nostri Jesu Ohristi," &c. (Maskell, loc. cit.

p. 81). Viaticum, in the modem Church, is

given before Extreme Unction. In the

middle ages the reverse order obtained,

as Menard (loc. cit. p. 536) proves by a

multitude of authorities, and such was

the order followed in the English use till

Queen Mary's time. The importance of

receiving the Communion while the mind

is still clear and calm is the reason given

by theologians (Juenin, "De Sacrani." p.

588) for the order now laid down in the

Roman Ritual.

VICAB-APOSTOLIC. By this

was formerly meant either a bishop or

archbishop, generally of some remote see.

to whom the Roman Pontiff delegated a

portion of his jurisdiction ; or an eccle

siastic, not necessarily a bishop, who,

acting under a Papal brief, or in virtue

of instructions received from the Sacred
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Congregation of Bishops and Regulars,

was commissioned to exercise the episco

pal jurisdiction (except in certain special

cases) in a diocese where the ordinary,

from whatever cause, was incapacitated

from its full and efficient discharge. At

the present Hay, vicars-apostolic are nearly

always titular bishops [see that article],

and are stationed either in countries

where episcopal sees have not yet been

established, or in those where the succes

sion has been interrupted. On the vicars-

apostolic sent to England by the Holy

See for this latter cause, see English

Catholics. The Gerarchia Cattolioa for

1883 specifies one hundred and twelve

apostolic vicariates now in being. Of

these, nine are in Europe ; sixty-four (out

of which twenty-four are in China alone)

in Asia ; fourteen in Africa ; sixteen in

America ; and nine in Oceania.

VICAR roHABTE (foraneus = qui

forts est ; one exercising authority at a

distance from the place where the bishop

resides). A vicar forane is either a dig

nitary or, at least, if possible, a parish

priest, who is appointed by the bishop to

exercise a limited jurisdiction in a par

ticular town or district of his diocese.

An appeal lies from his decision to the

bishop, who can also remove him at

pleasure. " The chief part of the office

of a vicar forane is to report to the

bishop on the lives of the clergy within

his district, and to inquire into any charges

brought against them ; to promote the

observance of the synodal constitutions

and the decrees of the bishop ; to preside

at local conferences, in which moral or

liturgical questions are treated of ; and to

give notice to the bishop of anything

contrary to faith and good morals, or

tending to impair the Divine worship, the

reverence due to churches, the observance

of holidays, and the maintenance of eccle

siastical discipline, which may occur

within his district ; finally, to decide

civil causes of slight importance " (Soglia,

"Instit. Canon.' ii. $ 71). The four

teenth decree of the first Council of

Westminster, on Vicars Forane, is in

general agreement with the above, but

adds that it is their duty to " take

care of sick priests, to watch over the

administration of Church property, and

to see that sacred buildings be kept in

repair." The council treats the title

" Vicar Forane " as equivalent to " Rural

Dean." There are vicars forane in

many Irish dioceses, but almost their

sole function is to grant episcopal dis

pensations for the non-publication of

bann9. (Ferraris, Vicarius Furaneut.)

vicak-Ozwbrax.. This official

has succeeded to much of the power

formerly exercised in a diocese by the

archdeacon [Archdeacon]. In the canon

law he is styled indifferently " officialis"

and " vicarius geueralis " and the common

use of the term in Italy is conformable to

this state of the law. In Transalpine

countries the name of " official " is com

monly given to the ecclesiastic adminis-

taring the contentious jurisdiction of the

bishop, and that of " vicar-genoral " to

him who exercises his voluntary juris

diction [Jurisdiction].

The origin of the office is supposed to

be traceable in a Papal Constitution,

promulgated in the Fourth Lateran

Council, by which Innocent III. author

ised the appointment by any bishop who

was overburdened by the weight of his

episcopal duties of an ecclesiastic to

assist him in performing them. Tet

since no allusion to such an office occurs

in the Decretals, compiled some years

later under Gregory IX., it would

seem that the permission granted at the

Lateran Council was not for some time

much acted upon. However, before the

end of the thirteenth century vicars-

general had become common, and the

" Sext " of Boniface VIII. minutely regu

lates their functions.

A bishop is not obliged to appoint a

vicar-general if the circumstances of the

diocese are such that he is able to dis

charge all his episcopal duties without

assistance; and this is in fact the case in

several English and Scottish dioceses at

the present time. On the other hand, the

bishop may, if he pleases, appoint t wo or

more vicars-general, either assigning to

each jurisdiction over a certain district,

or giving to one the contentious, to an

other the voluntary jurisdiction, or,

thirdly, making over to them joint and

full jurisdiction over the whole diocese

in solidum. The person appointed must

be a clerk, not a layman, but the law

does not require that he should be in

holy orders ; the modem practice of the

Curia, however, obliges him to have a

doctor's or some other degree in canon

law. No one having cure of souls, nor

any regular belonging to a mendicant

order, can be appointed to the office. A

regular canon or a monk may be a vicor-

general, if certain conditions be fulfilled.

It is held to be desirable that, as far as

possible, the office should be committed
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to an ecclesiastic belonging to another

diocese.

In matters of jurisdiction the vicar is

regarded as the ordinary, and his tribunal

is identical -with that of the bishop, so

that there is no appeal from the one to

the other. But he is bound to keep care

fully within the limits of his commission ;

thus he may not do any of those things

which come under the definition of

" Pontificalia," and belong to the epis

copal order, such as making the holy

oils, consecrating churches, altars, cha

lices, &c. Nor may he decide anything

without a special mandate, which it may

be reasonably presumed the bishop could

not have intended to entrust to him by

his general commission. For instance,

although his commission warrants him to

do all formal acts required in the insti

tution of ecclesiastics to benefices, offices,

or dignities, it does not authorise him to

confer any of these ; to do so lawfully he

must have a special mandate. He can

not summon a synod, nor convoke the

chapter, nor visit the diocese ; " and

generally, in business of an arduous and

weighty nature, he cannot act without

consulting the bishop." 1 The powers of

a vicar-general cease and determine— (1)

when his commission is cancelled by the

bishop ; (2) upon his death or resignation ;

(3) when, from whatever cause, the

bishop's own jurisdiction in the diocese

ceases. (Sogfia, "Instit. Canon." ii. §§

69, 70.)

VICE-CHAITCELIOR, [See CURIA

ROMAJTA..]

viran. The Fifteenth General

Council was opened by Clement V. at

Vienne, in the Dauphin^, on October 16,

1811. Great uncertainty prevails as to

the number of members present, and the

number of bishops and mitred abbots

present is variously estimated at 114 and

300. The Pope in his address at the

opening gives three reasons for the assem

bling of the Council—viz. the affair of the

Templars, the rescue of the Holy Land,

the reform of abuses in the Church.

The investigation of the charges

against the Templars took a long time,

and nearly six months passed between the

first and second sessions. The order, as

has been already said in a previous

article, was suppressed by a Papal bull,

but no definite judgment was passed on

the crimes laid to the charge of its

members. The French king, Philip the

Fair, did not succeed in obtaining the

» Soglia.

condemnation of Pope Boniface VIII.,

but a decree of Clement in 1307 had

annulled the excommunications, inter

dicts, &c, issued by Boniface against

Philip and his supporters, and secured

them from any prejudice in the future.

The rest of the decrees of the Council

were partly dogmatic, partly disciplinary.

John Peter de Oliva, a Franciscan (born

in Provence 1247, died 1297), belonged

to the "Spiritual" party in his order,

was an admirer of the abbot Joachim,

the author of the " Eternal Gospel," and

himself wrote a fantastical commentary on

the Apocalypse. It was with reference

to him that, the Pope in Council con

demned the opinions that the soul is not

" in itself and essentially the form of the

human body," and that Christ was still

living when his body was pierced with,

the lance, and declared it the more pro

bable view that sanctifying grace and

the virtues are infused into the souls of

children at baptism. The immoral

Quietism of the Beguards and Beguine*

was also reprobated, particularly their

doctrine that man may become absolutely

perfect, and attain perfect beatitude in

this life ; that a perfect man is free from

subjection to the ecclesiastical or civil

law, and may commit the grossest offences

against the moral law without sin.

The following were the chief disci

plinary decrees.1 The " black " monks

and the nuns were forbidden to indulge

in luxurious and worldly habits (e.g.

hunting, attending the courts of princes,

wearing silk or jewellery, being present

at balls, &c.) An attempt, not altogether

successful, was made to heal the schism

in the Franciscan order caused by the

" Spirituals." The clerics, who were

rectors of hospitals, were reproved for

neglecting the poor and enriching them

selves from the funds entrusted to them.

For the future such institutions were

to be placed under good and prudent

men, wno were to submit their accounts

to the ordinary. This, says Fleury, was

the origin of the lay administrators of

hospitals, established "to the shame of

the clergy." Many secular prelates were

1 A memoir, drawn up at the Pope's re

quest by William Durand, bishop of Mende,

gives an appalling picture of the state of the

Church. He mentions particularly the want

of all observance in monastic orders, the im

morality of the monks and clergy, the venality

of the Roman Court, the way in which benefices

were kept vacant, &c He pleads for reform in

the Curia and among the cleriry, and proposes

that priests should be allowed to marry.
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anxious that the exemptions granted to

religious orders should be withdrawn.

This was not done, but religious were

forbidden under pain of excommunica

tion to give Extreme Unction, Holy

Communion, or the nuptial benediction

without express leave from the parish

priest. They were also forbidden to be

guile lay people from attending the ser

vices in the parish church. Regulations

were made on clerical decorum, and on

the age for orders. A sub-deacon mii9t

be at least in his eighteenth, a deacon in

his twentieth, a priest in his twenty-fifth

year. The bull of Urban IV, instituting

the feast of Corpus Christi was repeated

and confirmed. Steps were taken to

promote the study of the Oriental lan

guages, a measure which Raymond Lully

had desired long before. Chairs of

Hebrew, Chaldee, and Arabic were to be

established in the Roman Court and in

the Universities of Paris, Oxford, Bo

logna, and Salamanca. Lastly, a crusade

was proclaimed for the recovery of the

Holy Land ; the Kings of England,

France, and Navarre promised to take

part in it, and a tithe was to be levied

for six years to defray the expense. The

third and last session ended on Mav 0,

1312. (Fleurv, " H. E." liv. xci. ; Hefele,

" Concil." vol. vi.)

VIGILS. Originally the watch kept

on the night before a feast, and then, from

the eleventh or twelfth century (Probst,

"Brevier, und Brevier-Gebet," p. 176),

the day and the night preceding a feast.

(1) The practice of spending the night

in public prayer is probably older than

Christianity, for Eusebius (" H. E." ii.

17) attributes it to the Therapeutas or

Alexandrian Essenes. In Acts xx. 7 we

have an instance of devotional exercises

continued at least till midnight. Vigils

are mentioned by Tertullian (" Ad Uxor."

lib. ii. 5),' and the vigil maintained till

" cock-crow " on Holy Saturday is pre

scribed in the Apostolic Constitutions (v.

10). Chrysostom speaks of the observance

of vigils as a proof of piety (Horn. iv. in

illud "Vidi Doniinum," torn. vi. p. 120

in Migne : tdf Trtvrjrat ix fiftrovvKTiuiv

H*XPl T'SS fjfif'pat Trapapfvovras, BXtirf

iravvvxtt"*) i ftr)d Socrates (" H. E." vi.

8) refers to the nocturnal hymns and vigils

of Catholics and Arians at Constantinople

in the saint's time. We learn from Basil

(in Ps. cxiv.) that vigils were held before

1 There is, however, no reason to suppose

that he is alluding to vigils in the strict sense

—i.t. to public prayer at night.

the feasts of martyrs, and it appears from

Theodoret (" H. E." ii. 10) and Socrates

that such vieils were the usual preludes

to Mass on Saturday and on Sunday, or

other feasts. Jerome (Ep. cix. and " Adv.

Vigilant.'' n. 9 ; cf. Ep. cxlvii.) defends

the custom against Vigilantius, admitting,

however, the grave immorality by which

they were sometimes accompanied. It

was probably these and other abuses

which led to the discontinuance of the

devotion. Gautier, bishop of Poitiers,

prohibited vigils within his diocese in

1280, and it seems from the language

of the Papal legates at the Council of

Valladolid in 1322 that the old use was

dying out. St. Charles forbade the keep

ing of any vigil except that before

Christmas, and at present the Matins

and Lauds and the midnight Mass before

that feast are the only relics of the old

custom. (See Thomassin.)

(2) The Fust on the Vipih.—The

statement in Smith and Cbeetham that

" the observance of a vigil by fasting

came to be usual not later than the ninth

century " is inaccurate, or at least mis

leading. Holy Saturday was kept as a

fast from very early t imes (see " Const.

Apost." v. 18 ; also Holy Week and

Lent) ; and Augustine (Ep. lxv.) con

sidered it a crime to break the fast on

the vigil of Christmas in those churches

where it was observed. But it was in the

middle ages that the obligation of fasting

was extended to vigils generally. Peter

Damian (Opusc. lv. " De Vigil," al. Ep.

lib. vi. 36) insists that the vigils of the

birth of St. John the Baptist, St. Philip

and St. James, St. James the Greater, St.

Bartholomew, of Christmas, Easter, Pente

cost, and the Assumption, are fasting days.

Nay, he even contends that the law of

fasting binds on the vigil of the Epiphany,

because there is a Mass for the vigil in

the Gregorian Sacramentary. Lant'ranc,

on the other hand, excepts this last vigil

(" Decrct. pro Ord. S. Benedict"; Migne,

"Patrol." cl. p. 451), and this is the rule

which has actually prevailed. Innocent

III., writing to the Archbishop of Braga,

says the Roman Church fasted on the

vigils of all the Apostles, except on that

of St. John the Evangelist (excepted be

cause of Christmas), and St. Philip and

St. James, excepted because of Easter.

This letter has been incorporated in the
canon law ('■ Decret." lib. v. tit. xlvi.

cap. 2, " Consilium Nostrum ''). Such

is the present law of the Church, apart

from indult or dispensation, with regard
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to the vigils of the Apostles. On March

9, 1777, Pius VI. exempted English Cath

olics from the obligation of fasting on

all vigils except those of the Assumption,

SS. Peter and Paul and All Saints, sub

stituting the fast on the Wednesdays and

Fridays of Advent. (See the new edition

of the Provincial Councils of Westminster,

p. 199.) Fasting is also obligatory by the

Church law on the vigils of Christmas

and the Assumption, and by custom which

has the force of law on the vigils of Pen

tecost, the Nativity of St, John the Bap

tist, St. Lawrence, and All Saints. (Mera-

tuB, s, 3, c. 7, n. 1.)

(3) The Mass and Office of Vigils ;

their Translation, Sfc. —The Office used to

be identical with that of the Feria till

Pius V. introduced the Gospel from the

Mass of the Vigil with a homily ap

pended. (Gavant. s. 3, c. 7, n. 5.) Pro

bably Corpus Christi has no vigil, because

introduced after vigils in the original sense

had fallen into disuse. Greater vigils—»'.«.

those of Christmas, Epiphany, and Pente

cost—are celebrated with semi-double ;

that of Christmas from Lauds onwards

with double rite. If a feast with a vigil

falls on Monday, the vigil and fast are

kept on Saturday.1 This rule is laid

down by Innocent III. (loc. cit.~), but was

evidently not yet established shortly before
under Alexander III. ('• Decret." lib. v. tit.

xl. cap. 14, " Qutesivit a nobis.'') (From

various sources, chiefly Thomassin, " TraitS

des Jeftnes," P. I. ch. xviii. ; P. II. ch. xiv.)

VINCENT OF PAUL, ST.,

SOCIETY OF. This society, which

exists for the purpose of helping the poor,

was founded at Paris just fifty years ago.

At that time a number of Catholic

students, attending lectures in Paris,

were brought into contact with students

of various ways of thinking—Materialists,

Deists, St.-Simoniaus, Fourierists, &c.—

with whom they discussed subjects

of common interest in a " Conference

d'Histoire," or historical club. One of

these Catholic students was the well-

known writer Frederic Ozanara. The

free-thinkers were wont to allow that

Christianity had certainly accomplished

great things, but they maintained that its

ancient spirit had ned, and that great

practical enterprises could no longer owe

to it either their inspiration or their

vitality. " What do you do ? " they asked

of the Catholics; "you are full of talk

and theory, but there it ends." The taunt

' This does not apply to the Mass and Office

for the vigils of Christmas and Epiphany.

sank into the mind of Ozanam and others;

they meditated, prayed, exchanged ideas :

at last, at a meeting attended by five or

six friends, after much had been said as to

the benefit which works of charity would

confer both on themselves and on the

poor, some one (it was never ascertained

who) cried out, " Let us found a Confer

ence of Charity." This was in the spring

of 1833. But the particular mode of

commencing their operations was a matter

of difficulty. It was decided to go to

Sister Rosalie, who at that time was

superior of the Sisters of St. Vincent of

Paul, and obtain from her the addresses of

some poor families, whom the members of

the new conference could visit. This was

done, and M. Bailly, an excellent layman,

who was in intimate relations with many

of the Paris clergy, was ajked to be their

president. He accepted the post, and

provided the conference with rooms to

meet in. Eight young students—Ozanam,

I>!taillandier, Devaux, Lamache, Lallier,

Clav6, and two others—held the first

conference in May 1633. The orders for

relief to be given to the poor who were

visited were in the first place purchased

by the members from Sister Rosalie. The

conference chose St. Vincent of Paul for

its patron. Bailly was a parishioner of

the cure1 of St. Etienne du Mont, M.

Faudet, who sanctioned and favoured the

new work among the poor of the parish.

After a time rules for the conduct of

meetings and the administration of re

lief, with appropriate "considerations"

attached to them, were drawn up by

M. Bailly and adopted. The objects of

the new institute were stated to be—(1)

" to encourage its members, by example

and counsel, in the practice of a Christian

life ; (2) to visit the poor and assist tbem

when in distress, as far as our means will

permit, aflbrding them also religious con

solations . . . ; (3) to apply ourselves,

according to our abilities and the time

which we can spare, to the elementary

and Christian instruction of poor children,

whether free or imprisoned . . . ; (4) to

distribute moral and religious books;

(5) to be willing to undertake any other

sort of charitable work to which our re

sources may be adequate, and which will

not oppose the chief end of the society."

In 1835, the conference having been

joined by many new members, the ques

tion of dividing it into sections, which

should serve as new centres whence the

work of charity among the swarming poor

of Paris might be carried on more enacts
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ally than before, came on for discussion.

The division was warmly opposed by

many ; at last, however, it was resolved

upon, and thus a step was taken which

facilitated and foreshowed the ultimate

extension of the labours of the society to

other cities and other lands. The new

sections themselves were after a time called

" Conferences," and the aggregate of the

conferences formed the " Society of St.

Vincent of Paul."

The movement originated among lay

men, and the administration of the society

has always been in lay hands, but in

union with and subordination to the

clergy. Its lay character is said to have

much favoured its extension at the parti

cular time when it arose, when it was

enough for a society or enterprise of any

kind to have an ecclesiastic at his head, to

be denounced in the press and the salon*

as an "oeuvre jesuitique."

The members devote themselves to

visiting and relieving the poor, and in

order to do this effectually, many special

works of charity have been organised by

it. Among these are libraries, clothing

depots, creches, boarding out with farmers,

visits to prisons and hospitals, and finding

work for labourers and women out of

employ. On urgent occasions the society

will grant extraordinary help; thus it

sent monev for the relief of the terrible

Irish distress in 1847 and 1848.

Soon after the division of the first

conference, the presidents of the different

conferences began the practice of meeting

in council from time to time : thus was

formed the " council-general." Other

councils—c. centraux, c. supfrieim—arose

as they were required. In 1853 the

members of the Paris conferences were

2,000 in number, having 6,000 families

inscribed on their visiting lists. The

society had even at that time spread to

England, Ireland, Spain, llelgium, America,

and Palestine. Indulgences were-granted

to it in very ample terms by Popes Ore-

gory XVI. and Pius IX. The lost named

Pope, in 186J1, gave to the society Card.

Fornari as its Cardinal Protector.

Under the Second Empire, the Count

de Persigny, in a circular letter to the

prefects, brought charges against the

administration of the society, the drift of

which was that under the pretence of

charity, its organisation was being used to

promote political objects. The Govern

ment required that, the society should

accept Cardinal Morlot as the official

head of the General Council; otherwise it

I was to he suppressed. The society de-

I clined to accede to this proposal, and the

General Council was consequently sus

pended ; the local conferences carried on

their operations as usual.

In 1876 the number of conferences,

established in all parts of the world, was

nearly 0,000. In 1877 more than seven

millions of francs were expended by it in

the relief of distress. (" Vie de Frederic

Ozanam," 1870 ; " Manual of the Society

of St. Vincent of Paul," 1867.)

virtue. [See Faith; Hop*;

Chakitt.]

VISIT TO THE BLESSED

SACBAMEMT. The daily visit to a

church in order to engage in silent prayer

before the Blessed Sacrament, is a practice

common in all religious houses, and asceti-

cal writers recommend the custom to per

sons living in the world. This devotion,

natural as it is on Catholic principles, does

not seem to have been familiar to Chris

tians in the early or even the middle ages.

Fr. Bridgett, in his learned work on the

" History of the Blessed Sacrament in

Great Britain " (vol. ii. p. 230), does pro

duce instances—e.y. from the earlier part

of the middle ages—of prayer made before

the altar at a time when, evidently, no

service was going on ; hut there is no ex

press reference to the Holy Eucharist.

VISITATIO LIMIBUM APOSTO-

LOKDM. That it was a duty incumbent

on a Catholic bishop to visit from time to

time the tombs of the Apostles Peter and

Paul at Rome, in order to honour the

institution of Christ in the person of his

Vicar, to strengthen his own communion

and that of his Hock with the living centre

of Christianity, and to report the state of

li is diocese to the Supreme Pastor and

Ruler, was a conviction which had been

growing in force for centuries, and had

found continuous practical expression in

those innumerable visits of bishops to

Rome which the annals of the Church

record. Leo III. (Ep. i.) ordained that

bishops should visit the liniina Aposto-

iorum, but without prescribing anything as

to the time. In the sixteenth century the

practice assumed the form of a positive

law. Sixtus V. by the Constitution " Ro-

manus Pontifex ' (168o) ordained that

the bishops of Italy, the islands in the

Adriatic, and the neighbouring parts of

Greece, should be bound to visit the

Uminn Apostolorum once in three years;

the bishops of France, Spain, England,

Germany, and other countries within the

North and Baltic Seas, as also of the
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islands in the Mediterranean, onco in four

years ; all other bishops in Europe and

those of Africa, once in five years ; and

all Asiatic and American bishops, once in

ten years. The visit was to be made

either in person, or, if a legitimate hin

drance intervened, by a suitable proctor

or representative.

What was a visit of duty for a bishop

was a pious pilgrimage for a clerk or

layman, and so good a work, that by the

sound Catholic feeling of ancient times it

was almost raised to the level of a duty.

Benedict Biscop, the founder of the

monasteries of Wearmouth and Jarrow

in the seventh century, visited Rome six

different times. Ordericus Vitalis (t about

1142), after describing the martyrdoms of

SS. Peter and Paul under Nero, says:

" Rome, the capital of the world, glories

in having for her patrons such exalted

saints, to whose temples the faithful

resort from all parts of the world, in

order that by the assistance of these

powerful advocates they may be protected

from all their adversaries and all hostile

influences."1 (Ferraris, " Lim. Ap.";

Soglia, ii. § 63.)

VISITATION, EPISCOPAX. To

visit his diocese, and ascertain the state

and progress of religion in every part of

it, is of course one of the main portions

of that " oversight '' which belongs to the

bishop's office. The Council of Trent2

prescribed that all bishops, either in

person or by their vicar-generals or

visitors, should, if the size of the diocese

rendered the annual visitation of the

whole of it impossible, at least visit every

part at intervals not exceeding two years.

The aim of such visitations is described

as comprehending the maintenance of

sound doctrine, the expulsion of heresy,

the reformation of morals, the right

arrangement of whatever relates both to

persons and things ecclesiastical, and the

encouragement of the faithful, by preach

ing and other means, to lead religious

and peaceful lives. The visitor, whether

the bishop or his deputy, is counselled to

eschew vain pomp and show, and to

accept no fees or gratifications for any

service connected with the visitation

except such as are expressly authorised

by law. All that the visitor can claim is

board and lodging, or (if such be the

local custom) the equivalent thereof in

money. But if it be the custom of the

place or province to give nothing at all,

i Eccl. Hitt. ed. Bohn, book ii. ch. 3.

* Sess. xxiv. c. 3, De Ref.

not even board, to visitors, that custom

must be respected.

Bishops may in their own right, and

also as delegates of the Apostolic bee,

visit the chapters of cathedral and col

legiate churches within their dioceses,

and correct what may be found amiss in

them.1 In the decree on seminaries (sess.

xxiii. c. 18, De Ref.), it is assumed that

these institutions will be frequently

visited by the bishops. Benefices with

cure of souls, which are annexed to

churches, monasteries, &c, as part of

their endowment, should be annually

visited by the bishop, who should take

care that the vicars administering them

be reasonably remunerated out of the

revenues.2 When the members of &

regular community (except the monastery

of Oluny and the houses in which the

heads of orders have their ordinary prin

cipal residence) have the care of the

souls of secular persons, other than their

own servants and dependents, they are

subject to the visitation and control of

the bishop of the diocese.5 As delegates

of the Apostolic See, bishops are em

powered to visit—(1) monasteries and

benefices held in eommendtim, (2) hos

pitals, colleges, confraternities, schools,

moiUs-de-pitte, and "pia loca" in gene

ral, (3) churches m nullius dioceti, or

" peculiar," provided that the cathedral

of the bishop so visiting be the nearest to

the place ; if that is a doubtful point,

the right of visit belongs to the bishop

who has been elected to it by the prelate

of the peculiar in a provincial council.

The results of an ej iscopal visitation are

to be reported to the Sacred Congregation

of the Council. (Soglia, lib. ii. § 63;

Ferraris, Vuitatio.)

VISITATION, OBDEB or THE.

This order was founded at Annecy in

1610 by the holy widow Jane Frances,

Mine, de Chantal (who was canonised in

1767), under the direction of St. Francis

de Sales, then bishop of Geneva. It was

designed by the bishop to be open to

widows and ladies of weak health as

well as to the young and robust ; hence

but few corporal austerities were required

by the rule, and at first there was no

enclosure, so t hat the religious could freely

visit the sick and needy in their own

homes. On the other hand, the employment

of time and the regulation of the thoughts

were provided for in the rule with great

1 Sess. vi. c. 4, De Ref.
» Shb9. vii. c 7, De Ref. •

* Sess. xxv. c 11, De Reg. et Moo.
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minuteness. St. Francis did not wish

the religious to be exempt from the juris

diction of the bishops, and therefore he

would not consent to the appointment of

a superior for the whole order. The rule

of enclosure was adopted in 1618. A

few of their convents—e.g. Blois and

Troyes—resisted the bull " Unigenitus "

[Jassesism], but the great majority

showed an excellent spirit. About 1863

the order "still numbered a hundred

houses, divided between Italy, France,

Switzerland, Austria, Poland, Syria,

and North America, with about 3,000

members." 1 The Ven. Marie Margue

rite d'Alacoque, so well known in con

nection with the devotion to the Sacred

Heart, belonged to this order. In 1814

a voluntary society, popularly known as

"the Pious Ladies," existing in George

town, D. C, since 1799, assumed the

vows of Visitation nuns and thus form

ed the first community in the U. 8.,

where there are now twenty convents.

vocation. In its more restricted

and special sense vocation is taken for

that "disposition of Divine Providence"

whereby persons are invited1 to serve God

in some special state—e.g. as ecclesiastics

or religious. The ecclesiastical vocation

is manifested by the pious desires of the

heart, by innocence of life, by the sincere

love of Christ, by pure zeal for God's

glory and the salvation of souls. That

to the religious state, or the perfect prac

tice of the evangelical counsels, comes to

souls with a certain pressing invitation,

with a strong desire of self-sacrifice and

a clear perception of worldly vanity, with

a certain attractiveness for intimacy with

Christ and for the exaltation of his holy

Name. But it is given differently to

different persons, and prepares them

"powerfully " though "sweetly " for the

practice of solid virtue. " If thou wouldst

be perfect," said our Lord, " go sell what

thou hast and give to the poor, ....

and come, follow Me."

votive mass. [See Mass.]

VOWS, A vow is a deliberate

promise made to God in regard to some

thing possessing superior goodness. To

be valid it must proceed from the free,

deliberate will of one who by age and

social position is capable of contracting a

solemn obligation. It is to God alone

that a vow is taken, and because, in a

special manner, it belongs immediately to

God's service, it is an act of religion, or

of divine worship. To vow to a saint

1 Herzog, Real-Em yklopadie.

means, in the mind of Catholics, to vow

to God in honour of a saint ; just as to

dedicate a church to a saiDt simply

implies to dedicate it to God in the

saint's honour. What is illicit or alto

gether indifferent, or imperfect, or im

possible cannot be the subject-matter of

a vow ; in the circumstances in which it

is taken it must always turn on " the

greater good "—" de bono meliori." The

vow gives to the actions which it covers

a special merit—a merit which St.

Thomas derives from a threefold source.

First, since a vow appertains to religion,

or the order of divine worship, it com

municates its character to acts of other

virtues practised under its coutrol, or

elevates them to the rank, as it were, of

sacrifice. To obey duly is a virtuous

act, but to obey in virtue of a vow is to

perform an act which is invested with

the character of worship. Secondly,

because the offering made to God by the

performance of virtuous actions under the

obligation of a vow is a much greater

offering than the performance of the

same without that obligation. In the

latter case the bare action is offered ; in

the former not only the action but the

faculty from which it proceeds; or, to

use the comparison given by St. Anselm,

in one instance you offer the fruit, in the

other not only the fruit but the tree also.

Thirdly, because by a vow the will is

bound to a virtuous line of action, receiv

ing stability therein not only for the

present but for the future. Thus, by

being immovably allied to the good by

the force of a vow, the will is strengthened

to tend to the perfection of virtue. One

can, however, through perversity, break

through the obligation of his vow ; but

by the requirements of the same he may

not do so—that is, he has the physical

but not the moral power of violating the

law which he has imposed on himself.

But it must never be forgotten that an

action done without the obligation may

be and constantly is more holy and

pleasing to God than a corresponding

action done under vow, because the

former may proceed from a more intense

love of God. It is on this that the in

trinsic perfection of our deeds depends.

And an action which is vowed is more

perfect than one not so vowed, only if

other things are equal.

It is true that by vows the will is

limited in its sphere of action ; by its

promise to God its scope is bounded by a

certain special law. Still, for all that, it
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is none the less free, since true freedom

exists only within the range of the

virtuous. "The Blessed" are free,

though irrevocably confirmed in glory ;

God, who by his nature is infinitely

just, is free ; and man under vows is free

" by the freedom with which Christ has

made us free." Vows certainly do not

exempt those who take them from sinning

against them; but to say that on that

account they ought not to take them is

equivalent to saying that, as a rule, one

ought not to undertake what is good in

itself, lest through his own fault be

should violate his purpose ; or, for in

stance, that he ought not to go to Mass

on Sunday, lest some accident might

befall him by the way.

From the earliest times vows have

been taken. Under the old law they are

spoken of, among other passages, in

Genesis xxviii., Leviticus xxvii., and

Deuteronomy xxiii. Christ could not

have bound Himself by vow, according

to St. Thomas, because He was God, and

because his human will was confirmed

in goodness. The Apostles are supposed

by many to have vowed whatever belongs

to the state of perfection when, after

having left all, they followed Christ. It

is also said of St. Paul in the Acts of the

Apostles that he had a vow ; and, again,

that the four men whom he took into the

temple to be purified " had a vow on

them." As to the special vows of religious

life, or " the evangelical counsels," as they

are called, their substance or subject-

matter was marked out by our Lord Him

self. These have been observed, at least

partially, by individuals or communities

since the Apostolic age, and form the basis

and substance of the religious state. Vows

are of divine institution, but the forms

under which they are to be taken in

different religious bodies are determined

by the legislation of the Church. She

admits vows, temporal or perpetual, con

ditional or absolute, simple or solemn.

Vows are solemn because they have been

instituted as such and have been accepted

as such by the Church.1 Their obli-

1 Theologians are much divided on the

essential nature of the distinction between

solemn and simple vows. It hns, of course,

nothing to do with the public or private

manner in which the vow is made, or the cere

monies which accompany the making of it. A

solemn vow implies an absolute ami irrevocable

surrender, and the acceptance of it by lawful

authority. Whereas a simple vow makes

marriage unlawful anddeprivps the person who

has made it of the right to use his property, a

gations are more stringent and their

privileges greater than those of simple

vows and form one of the special charac

teristics of a religious order. According

to the law enacted by Pope Pius IX. in

1857, only simple vows are to be taken

after the noviceship in all religious orders,

and that for the term of at least three

years ; after which time, if superiors

should sanction it, their subjects are en

titled to take solemn vows. In the

Society of Jesus, according to its consti

tutions, the noviceship being ended, simple

vows, with the approbation of superiors,

are taken by its members, and after trials

of many years, either three public but

simple vows or four solemn vows are to

be taken by the same members as their

superiors shall decide. In a few convents

ofthe Visitation order in the United States,

nuns, after having lived duly under simple

vows during five years, are admitted to

the profession of solemn vows. The

members of all other religious com

munities in the United States take only

simple vows. When the subject-matter

of vows, or the reason for which they

were taken, dr the possibility of fulfilling

them ceases to exist, they cease to be

binding. Their obligation also is can

celled by a dispensation of the Church.

To her has been granted by Christ the

power of binding and loosing by the

words, " Whatsoever you shall bind upon

earth shall be bound also in heaven, and

whatever you shall loose upon earth shall

be loosed also in heaven." To the Pope,

therefore, as vicar of Christ, belongs the

supreme authority through the whole

Church of dispensing from vows for legi

timate reasons ; and under him bishops

and religious superiors having quasi-

episcopal jurisdiction have the power of

dispensing, on just grounds, from the

vows of those who are under their

spiritual care. What has been said of the

dispensation of vows may, according to

due measure, be said also of the com

mutation of them. For dispensations

from solemn vows recourse is to be had

to the Pope ; for dispensations from simple

vows, in religious congregations whose

rule has received Papal sanction—from

vows of chastity, vows of entering re

ligion, and vows of pilgrimage to the

Holy Sepulchre, the h.mnn Apottolorum,

solemn vow makes marriage invalid and takes

away all dominion over property. The vows

which Jesuits make at th* end of the ncvitiale

annul marriage, but are not irrevocably accepted

by the superiors, end therefore are not solemn.
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or St. James of Compostella—application

is likewise to be made to the Holv See or

to a superior specially delegated by it for

that purpose. Vows tfikeD in religious

associations which have received only

episcopal approbation may be dispensed

from by episcopal authority.

VSLOaTI, The name is now com

monly given to the Latin version of the

Bible, authorised by the ('ntholic Church.

In this version all the books found in the

Hebrew Bible were translated by Jerome

from the Hebrew and Chaldee originals,

except the Psalter, which belongs to an

Old Latin version revised by Jerome.

Judith and Tobias were freely translated

by Jerome from the Chaldee (thisdialdee,

however, being merely the version of

Hebrew originals now lost ; see Neubauer,

" Book of Tobias," p. xvi.). In the rest of

the Old Testament books, and m the

deutero-canonical portions of Esther and

Daniel, we have the Old Latin translation

unaltered ; the New Testament consists of

the old Latin text revised by Jerome from

the Greek. It was only very slowly that

this composite work supplanted the Old

Latin which had preceded it, and became

known as the Vulgate or common edition.

It was the Old Latin which, till the

seventh century, was recognised as the

Vulgate ; and not till the thirteenth,

according to Kaulen ("Geschiehte der

Vulgata, p. 22), was the present use

of the word firmly fixed.' Jerome him

self employs the term (1) of the LXX

in contrast with the Hebrew (Hieron. " In

Is." .xv. 20, xxx. 22; Osee vii. 13); (2)

of the LXX in the koivti «oWif—i.e. the

corrupt and current text, as opposed to

the critical text in Origen's " Hexapla "

(Hieron. Ep. cvi. $ 2) ; sometimes (3) of

the Old Latin version as made directly

from the LXX (Hieron. " In Is." xiv. 20) ;

(4) of the New Testament in the Old

Latin (Hieron. "In Matt," xiii. 35).

(A) The Old Latin Version, or Versions,

the Itala, <Sfc.—This part of the subject is

involved in no little obscurity, and the

very fact that the most eminent scholars

differ on essential points proves that as

yet no certainty has been reached. The

critics of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries believed that several translations

of the LXX and New Testament into

Latin were made in very early times,

1 Kaulen is no doubt right. Roger Bncon

(d. 1284) use* " Vulgata " for the Old Latin.

(See the long extract from a MS. of Roger

Bacon in Hody, l>e Bibl. Text. lib. iii. P. ii.

ch. 11.)

and that one of these was known as the

" Vulgata " or " Communis," because

generally received, and again as the

Italian version or Itala, from the place

of its origin. (So Simon, " Hist. Crit.

V. T." liv. ii. ch. 11, a.i>. 1080: Hody,

" De Bibliorum textibus originalibus,

versionibus Grnpcis et Latina Vulgata."'

p. 342, A.D. 1705: Mill, " Prolegom. in

N.T."p.xli.A.D. 1707.) An epoch wasmade

in the criticism of the history by Wise

man. (Two letters on some parts of the

controversy concerning 1 John v. 7.) 1

He maintained that the Latin Church

before Jerome had only one translation

of the Bible ; that this version arose not

in Rome or Italy, but in North Africa ;

that it underwent many recensions or

revisions, of which the best and most

famous was called by St. Augustine from

the place where it was made, " Itala ; "

that the saint became acquainted with it

at Milan and used it in his works. Every

part of this theory was received with

extraordinary favour. It was adopted by

Lachmann, Tisohendorf, Tregelles, and

many others. Westcott (article Vulgate

in Smith's " Dictionary of the Bible ")

considered its truth demonstrated, and

Reinkens ("Hilarius von Poitiers," A.D.

1864 ) thought some courage was necessary

to oppose such a strong consent of scholars.

We shall see, however, that the number

of dissentient voices has increased of late,

and some of those who are best qualified

to judge reject the whole of Wiseman's

[ arguments and conclusions. We will take

1 the points one by one.

(n) Were there several Old Latin

Versions of the whole Bible current in the

early Church t We say of the whole

Bible, for it is, we believe, admitted that

there was more than one version of Tobias,

Maccabees 1 and 2, and of Baruch. The

most recent authority—viz. Fritzsche

fPlitt. und Herzog, " Encycl. fur Prot.

Theol." art. Latein.Ilibeliibersetz.)—follows

Wiseman and Westcott, * and answers in

the negative. Keijikens (op. cit. p. 343)

believes in several independent versions ;

so does a very eminent authority—viz.

Ziegler (" I^iteinische Bibeliibersetzungen

von HieroD." A.D. 1879, pp. 4-18); so do

1 The edition before us is that of Rome,

1835. Hut the letters had appeared previously

in the Catholic Magazine. They are reprinted

in the Cardinal's Ksaays.

1 Add Vercellone ( Dixiertazioni Accade-

miche, p. 19, Roma, 1864), who at least be

lieves in one version, " rieevuta e panzionata

per 1' uso pubblico della Chiesa " "nei primi

tempi della Chiesa."

Si
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Ronsch ("Itala und Vulgata " ad init. '

A.D. 1875), and Kaulen (" Eiuleit. in die

H. Schrift," A.D. 1876), while the tone in

Westcott and Hort's New Tes'ament

("Introd." p. 79, a.d. 1881) is much less

confident than that of Dr. Westcott in

Smith's Dictionary.

This divergence of opinion among

scholars is quite intelligible considering

the uncertainty of the tradition. Tertul-

lian ("Monog."o) mentions and censures

a rendering of 1 Cor. vii. 39, " si doriuierit

vir ejus," as current in his time (" in

usum exiit "), and again he rejects (" Adv.

Prax." 5) the customary translation (" in

usu est nostrorum ") of the Greek Xoyor by

" Sermo," for which he substitutes " ratio."

This seems to show that the African Church

about 200 A.D. had one received text,

though the possible existence of several

translations is not excluded. He speaks

(" Adv. Marc." ii. 9) of a translation of

the word jtvo^k (Gen. ii.) as given by fome

("quidani en imdeGrajco interpretantes'*:

cf. v. 4, " dure ostensiones, sicut invenimus

interpretatum ") ; but this need not cany

us further than the fact that ODe Latin

version was in various places emended

from the Greek, which is admitted on all

hands. Jerome clearly believed in many

types of text, many revisions of the same

version (" tot exemplaria quot codices."

Pnef. in Jos. and so Prsef. in iv. Fvang.

ad Dainas.), but not in many independent

v-rsions. His commentary on Jonas ii.

5 is decisive on this point (" Hos quod

in Graco dicitur upa et habet vulgata

editio putas, interpretari potest igitur "),

considering that nothing can be produced

from him on the other side.1 Cassiodorus

(" De Inst. Div. Lit." 14) is explicit.

" This text [of the New Testament],

varied by the translation of many ....

was left emended and arranged by the

diligent care of the Father Jerome."

This can only mean that there was one

text which appeared in many recensions,

because so many tried their hand at re

translating particular psssages from the

Greek, while they left the version, as a

whole, in its original state. On the other

hand, there seems to be no reasonable

doubt that St. Augustine attributed the

variety of texts to the effect of indepen

dent translations. Thus, he says (" Doctr.

Christ." ii. 11): "Those who turned the

Bible from Hebrew into Greek can be

' We say this advisedly, after careful con

sideration of Ziegler's references and nrguments

to establish Jerome's belief in a multiplicity of

versions.

counted, but the Latin translators are

innumerable, for in the earliest days of

the faith every one who got a Greek MS.

into his hands, and thought he had some

little acquaintance with each tongue,

ventured to translate." The force of this

testimony is broken if we accept Wise

man's explanation of " interpretari," " in-

terpres," as meaning " revise," " reviser,"

of the same version. But the contrast be

tween the Greek translators and the Latin

" interpretes " is fatal to Wiseman's view.

Besides, Augustine (" Doct. Christ." ii.

14, 15) expressly distinguishes between

translation and mere emendation. " The

skill of those who desire to know the

divine Scriptures must be on the watch,

that MSS. not emended may give place

to such as are emended, provided they

come from one class of translation '
(•'emendatis non emeudati cedant, ex

uno duntaxat interpretationis genere

venientes; " so " Retract." i. 7, 2 and 3:

"ejusdem interpretatiouis alii codices,"

" codices ejusdem iuterpretationis.") For

a more complete discussion we must refer

to Ziegler (p. 6.)

In ancient, then, as in modern times,

we find authority ranged against authority,

and the proper appeal is to the MSS. of

the Old Latin. Here it is only specialists

versed in the examination of MSS. and

their texts who can claim to be heard.

But probably Fritzscbe, with whom

Westcot t and Hort are in accord, is right

in the account he gives. In spite, he says,

of differences which can only be explained

by independent translation of single verses,

nay, of " smaller and greater sections,'

still the fact that the most discordant

MSS. fall back again into unity justifies

the belief in one single " Vetus Latina,"

which is the common basis of all the

recensions. The differences he noticed

may well have led Augustine, who was

no critic, to think there had been many

independent versions; and, in fact, the

instances of difference which he gives are

mere variants quite consistent with funda

mental unity. (See August. " Doctr.

Christ." ii. 12 ; " Queest. in Heptateuch,"

iii. 25.)

03) Where did the Old Latin Version

(supposing that there was one only or one

commonly received) arise f Here, too,

no certain answer can be given. Wise

man tried to establish a theory suggested

by Eichhorn (" Einleit. N. T." vol. iv.

p. 355 —viz. that the " Vetus Latina "

arose in North Africa. Westcott and

Hort (ii. p. 78), Ronsch ("Itak u.
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Vulgat." ad init.), Fritzsche still main

tain this position, but it has been

abandoned by Gams (" Kirchengeschichte

von Spanien," i. p. 86 seg.). Reinkens,

("Hilnrius von Poitiers," ;i36), Kaulerr,

(" Gescliichte der Vulgat." 109 seq.).

Greek no doubt was the official language of

the early Roman Church. Clement, Caius

(circ. 210), Hippolytus, wrote in that

tongue ; and Pope Victor and the Senator

Apollonius are the only Latin authors,

prior to Tei tullian whom Jerome (" Vir.

Illustr." 53) names. This supplies a prob

able argument for African origin, since in

Africa Greek certainly had not the same

currency as in Rome. But it is quite

another question whether Greek, even at

Rome, was the popular language, and

whether the poor to whom the Gospel

was preached would not. require a Latin

version as much ns the Christians at

Carthage. The inscriptions even at

Pompeii and Ilerculaneum are almost

without exception in Latin, and l)e

Rossi's collection of Christian inscriptions

in the Lateran Museum leads to the same

conclusion (Ziegler, p. 23). Wiseman

tried to show that the Old Latin and the

vulgate of the New Testament—i.e. the

Old Latin or an Old Latin version revised

by Jerome—is full of " Africanisms," and

this, if true, would settle the question.

But Gams (p. 80-100) has simply annihi

lated this argument. He has shown that

every supposed Africanism can be met

with parallels from Christian and heathen

writers who had nothing to do with

Africa. To accept Wiseman's instances,

we must suppose that the Latin version

of Irenaeus, the Muratorian fragment, the

Latin version of Hermas, were made in

Africa ; and even this gratuitous assump

tion would not suffice. The linguistic

peculiarities of the Old Latin and Vulgate

belong partly to the decadence of Latin,

ftartly to the ".lingua rustica," or vulgar

anguage. Even Ronsch, who still ap

peals to this theory of Africanisms,

admits that these " Africanisms " were

common to the language of South Italy,

and this amounts to a surrender of the

argument.

(y) As to the date and authorship of

the earliest Latin version, we can only say

that most of the New Testament books

must have existed at the close of the

becond century, and that the version

came, from many authors. The latter

point was established long ago by Mill

(" Proleg." 2 seg.)

(6) What it meant by the Italaf

The word as a technical term occurs once

onlyin Patristicliterature—viz. in August.

"Doctr. Christ." ii. 14, 15. "Among

translations let the Italian be preferred

to the rest, for it sticks closer to the

words and gives a clear sense." St.

Augustine must mean some version of

Italian origin, for we cannot think Ott's

suggestion that " Itala " means simply

the Latin version in the use of the

African Church or that of Ronsch; it

was written in " the popular provincial

dialect of Italy : therefore the name

'Itala,'" even plausible. "Itala" tJben

must mean either a translation or the

revision of a translation made in North

Italy, and most likely St. Augustine

made acquaintance with it at Milan,

brought it to Africa, and used it in his

works. Scholars believe it a translation

or a recension, according to the views they

take on the previous questions. Fritzsche

and (with some hesitation) Westcott

and llort hold it to have been a recen

sion of the original African work. The

two last, indeed, regard it as a revision of

a revision, for they distinguish between

the Old Latin of African origin, a revi

sion of this current in Europe, and a

revision of this European text made from

Greek MSS. and also with a desire to

improve the style. This last, current from

about. 350, they call the Itala. They think

it survives in/( Cod. Brixian.,vi. Srec. .Gos

pels) and p (Cod. Monacens.,Sa3C. vi., Frag

ments of Gospels), and in St. Augustine's

quotations. Ziegler, on the other hand,

distinguishes between the version of Tertul-

lian (for the divergence of this author

from all known authorities see Hilgenfeld,

"Einleit. Nov. Test." p. 798), that of

most African writers—viz. Cyprian, Lac-

tantius (educated in Africa), Commodian,

Firmicus, Maternus, Primasius, that re

presented by Augustine, the Italian

Fathers and the Friesingen Fragments

of the Pauline Epistles.

(B) The Vulgate inthe Modern Sense.—

1. Jerome's Labours ; (a) In Rerising the

Old Latin.—Pope Damasus requested

Jerome to revise the Latin version of the

New Testament, then in terrible confusion,

and in a.d. 383 the Gospels, so revised,

made their appearance. He tells us (" Prsef.

ad Dam.'') that he corrected the errors of

scribes, false emendations and false transla

tions ; that he used for this purpose Old

Greek MSS., but left the faults of the

old version untouched if they did not

affect, the sense. To the rest of his revi

sion of the New Testament he has left no

3
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preface, probably because so much revi

sion was not needed (see Westeott in

Smith). In the same year he made a

cursory revision of the Psalter from the

LXX. This revision is known as the

Soman Psalter, because used in the

Roman Church till the time of St. Pius V.

It is still retained at St. 'Peter's, and in the

Ambrosian rite, in the invitatory Psalm

at matins in our own Breviary, and in

some portions of the Missal (e.g. in the

Tract for first Sunday in Lent; Kaulen,

" Vulg." p. 160). 1 Soon after, retiring to

Bethlehem in 387, Jerome made a more

careful revision of the Psalter from the

Hexaplar text (the Roman had been made

from the Koivrj. See Jerome's " Praef. in

Psalm." with Vallarsi's note). This revi

sion is the one in present use. It is known

as the Gallican Psalter, because, as it is said,

introduced into Gaul by Gregory of Tours

(Walafr. Strabo, " De Reb. Eccles." i.

25). He then proceeded to revise all the

b:>oks of the Old Testament which he

recognised as canonical (i.e. all except the

di'uterocanonical ones. See " Pnef. ad

Salora. Libr."). It is certain that this

revision was completed (Ilieron. in Tit.

ii. Ep. lxxi. 5, chi. 19, " Adv. Ruf." ii.

25), but great part of it seems to have

been lost in Jerome's own time (Ep. cxxxiv.

2) , and besides the two revisions of the

Psalter the book of Job alone is extant.

But we have also the prefaces to Job,

Prov., Cant., Paralip., Eccles. (Kaulen, p.

163), and much may be restored from

Jerome's commentaries on the Prophets,

particularly on the Minor Prophets and

on Ecclesiastes (Hody, p. 364 sco.).

(/3) Translation from the Hebrew.—

Jerome began to learn Hebrew when forty-

five, under a converted Jew, as a remedy

against sensual temptation (Ep. cxxv.

1 2). He speaks (" Prsef. ad Job," and " In

Habac." ii. 15) of a Jew of Lydda whom

he hired at great cost, and (Ep. lxxxiv.

3) of a certain Baraninas who came to

him by night for fear of his brother Jews.

It is this Baraninas who in the silly joke

of Rufinus (" Apol." ii. 12) appears as

Barabbas. Thus prepared, Jerome began

to translate from the Hebrew. The four

books of Kings were published first.

Then followed the book of Job, the

Prophets, and the version of the Psalter

from the " Hebrew truth." This last, of

which the best edition is the recent one

by Lagarde, has never been admitted to

public use. Illness interrupted Jerome's

i It was ufcd till 1808 at Venice in the

chapel of the Doge (Kaulen, Vulg. loc. cit.).

labour, but in 393 he resumed it again,

and translated the three books of Solomon,

Esdias, Paralipom. and fjenesis appeared

between 394 and 396 ; early in 404 the rest

of the Pentateuch had been published ; in

404 and 405 Josue, Judges, Ruth, Esther,

with the deuterocanonical portions of

Daniel and Esther, and the books of

Tobias and Judith.1 No attempt was made

to translate or even to revise Wisdom,

Ecclesiasticus or Maccabees (Kaulen, p.

168 seq. : but see also Westeott ic the

" Bible Dictionary ").

2. Eecepf.ion of the Vulgnte in the

Church.—Jerome at first met with little

gratitude. He had his own reward, for

he had lived " to pluck sweet fruit from

the bitter root" ol Hebrew study, which

he again and again had given up in

despair and begun afresh " in eagerness

to learn "(Ep. cxxv. 12). But that for

a time was all. He was attacked by

those who mistake ignorance for piety—

nay, a letter was forged in his name to

the effect that he had been induced to

pervert the Scriptures by the Jews

(" Adv. Rufin." ii. 25). Even Augus

tine objected to Jerome's translating from

the Hebrew, because it was impossible

to improve on the LXX (August Ep.

xxviii. 2), and because of the discord a

new translation would cause (Ep. lxxi.).

He admits that the Jews (who were the

only persons capable of judging) testified

to Jerome's accuracy, but adds that he

himself keeps to the prevailing belief in

the inspiration of the LXX (" De Civ.

Dei." xviii. 43). But gradually scholar

ship prevailed against prejudice. Caseian

(" Collat." xxiii. 9) quotes the Vulgate

of Job as the " emendatior translatio,"

and in the fifth century it was adopted

by Eucheriusof Lyons,V incent of Lerins,

Sedulius, Claudianus Mamertus, and

Faustus Rhegensis (Hody, p. 397 «*?.),

though the Old Latin held its ground in

Africa and Britain (Hody, ib.). In the

sixth century the Vulgate was coming

into general use. Oassiodorus (" Inst.

Div. Lit." 12) strongly prefers it to the

old version, though at a later date St.

Gregory the Great ("Praef. ad Job." 5)

i speaks of " the Apostolic see " as using

I both. In the seventh century St. Isidore

of Seville (" Eccles. Offic." i. 12) says « all

the churches " used the Vulgate, which

i must have been true at least of Spain.

Early in the ninth century Rabanua

' We take thi'ne conjectural dates from

Westeott, with whom, however, neither K»uJen

! nor Fritzsche entirely agrees.
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Maurus (" Cler. Inst." ii. 54) says the

same thing, almost in the words of Isidore ;

and Walafrid Strabo, the disciple of

Rabunus, writes (" Prsef. in Gloss, or-

dinar.''), "the whole Roman Church now

everywhere uses this translation " (i.e.

Jerome's). The Council of Trent in a

decree which we shall have to examine

further on, declared the Vulgate to be the

authentic version of the Church, and in

doing so appealed with good right to the

long use of ages.

3. History of the Text.—Thts text of

this composite work which we call the

Vulgate was exposed to special danger of

corruption. Side by side with it stood

the Old Latin used for a long time alter

Jerome's death in many churches, familiar

to the scribes, and standing in the most

curious relations to our Vulgate—in some

books identical with it ; in others differ

ing to a slight extent ; in others offering

an independent translation. Hence

" mixed texts " arose in which the Vulgate

and Old Latin were confused, when they

should have been kept distinct. In 802

Alcuin revised the text with marked

success from ancient Vulgate MSS., but

without consulting the Greek (Porson to

Travis, p. 145). Subsequent revisions

were made by Theodulf of Orleans (787-

821) ; Lanfranc, afterwards archbishop of

Canterbury (d. 1089); the Cistercian

abbot Stephen II. (1109), and Cardinal

Nicolaus (1160). After that, different

corporations issued " Correctoria," in

which various readings were mentioned

and discussed. Such were the " Correcto-

rium Parisiense" (also called " Senonense,"

because approved by the Archbishop of

Sens), the Correctorium of the Domini

cans drawn up by Hugo a S. Caro about

1240, and shortly after replaced by an

other, and that of the Franciscans.

The first printed book was a copy of

the Vulgate (Mayence, about 1450), and

after 1470 a number of editions appeared,

professing to be emended from the origi

nal texts (Kaulen, p. 311). In 1616

Erasmus revised the Vulgate New Testa

ment, which he altered partly to bring

the text into harmony with his own

Greek text, which was of little value,

and partly from a desire to improve the

style. The really critical work of giving

a purer Vulgate text from old MSS. was

undertaken by Gumelli (Paris 1604). the

Dominican Castellaer (Venice, 1511),

Laridius (Cologne, 1630). None of these

editions are of much account, but valuable

contributions to the restoration of a criti

cal text were madeby Cardinal Ximenes in

the Complutensian Polyglott ( 1602- 1 5 1 7),

and by R. Stephens "(1528, many subse

quent editions). The Theological Faculty

of Louvain entrusted the task of a new

critical revision to Henten, of Malines,

and his first edition, based on that of

Stephens in 1640 and a collation of

Latin MSS., was published in 1.547.

After Henten's death, in 1666, the Lou

vain theologians resolved to issue a

correct edition of the Vulgate, answering

to the requirements of the Council of

Trent (" Vulgata editio quara eraenda-

tissima imprimatur "). With the help of

the Antwerp printer Plantinus, and under

the guidance of one of their own mem

bers, Lucas firugensis (i.e. of Bruges), a

great quantity of MSS. were collated ;

but their text of 1574 is identical with

that of Henten (1547), except that they

had added to the number of marginal

readings. We must also mention a Lyons

Vulgate of 1645, which gives valuable

and ancient readings, though without

naming the sources.

Meantime, commissions had set to

work in Rome at the preparation of an

official text, and in 1590 Six tus V. issued

an edition, prefixing to it the constitu

tion " ^Eternus ille," in which he ordered

it to be used in all discussions public and

private, and to be received as "true,

lawful, authentic and unquestioned."

Unfortunately, the Pope revised the

work of the commission with his own

hand, and on principles different, from

theirs; he called needless attention to

typographical errors, by pasting them

over with pieces of paper; and nobody

was satisfied with the result.1 In 1592

the definitive edition known as the

Clementine saw the light. The printer's

work in the first edition of the Clementine

was worse done than in the Sixtine Bible,

but it had this merit, that it leturned to

the text fixed by the Roman commissions

(Kaulen, " Einleit." p. 126). It was not

a perfect text of the Vulgate. The

preface disclaims any such exaggerated

praise—nay, admits that imperfections

had been left " of set purpose," lest

offence should be given to the people, as

well as for other reasons. But the Cle

mentine editors rightly claim to have

supplied a purer text than any hitherto

known, and Vercellone (" Dissertaz." iv.)

1 Sixtus was himself a scholar, and a more

favourable judgment of his edition will be found

in a masterly treatise by Mr. Law, prefixed to

the last edition of Haydock's Bible.
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has shown that it is the fruit of long and

well-directed toil and of great oppor

tunities. The work of correction was

continued for about forty years with few

interruptions. The most eminent men

from all countries were summoned to

take part in the revision : among them

Sirlet, Caraffa, Bellarmin, Morinus (a

critic who has had few equals), Allen,

Turrianus, Toletus, Sa (the famous Por

tuguese commentator), Agellius, whose

commentary on the Psalms is still es

teemed, especially for its critical remarks

on the Alexandrine and Vulgate texts.

They used the Codex Amiatinus (A)

written about 541 ; the codex Paullinus

(0), a ninth-century copy of Alcuin's

recension ; the Vallicellianus (D), a MS.

of the same type but rather older; the

Ottobonianus (E, Saec. viii., imperfect

at the beginning, and ending with Judges

xiii. 20); besides a number of Vatican

MSS. Further, they had collations of

the Toletanus (B, S«c. viii. Recording

to Westcott, later according to Ver-

cellone) and of another Spanish MS.

from Leon. They had the benefit of

French readings in the Stephanie edition

of 1540 and collations of sixty Belgian

MSS. made by Plantinus ; and they un

derstood the weight due to ancient au

thorities. Vercellone tells us they " pre

ferred to every codex" that known as

the " Amiatinus," the Queen of Vulgate

MSS.1 Still there were precious MSS.,

like the Fuldensia of the New Testament

(a.d. 646), unknown to them ; and textual

criticism has advanced a long way since

their time. Valuable contributions to the

formation of a better text have been made

by Vercellone (" Variae Lectiones "),

and a distinguished scholar, the Rev.

John Wordsworth, has put forth the

prospectus of a new critical edition of

the Vulgate New Testament.

4. The Critical Value of the Vulgate

and its Merits as a Translation.—The

latter point is of course quite distinct

from the former. The LAX is a very

imperfect translation, but its critical value

is very great. We have no Hebrew MSS.

older than the ninth century, and those

we have represent one single type of text,

fixed by the Masorets or " holders of tra

dition," who did not finish their work till

1 Mr. Low draws attention to the verdict of

Ranke (Codtx Fnldens. p. 562). one of the

highest authorities on the Latin Bible, and him

self a Protestant. Ranke rejects as undoubtedly

erroneous the opinion of those who think the

authorised revision of the Vulgate uncritical.

eight centuries after Christ, and preserved

with superstitious care ever since. Again,

the earlier Hebrew writing simply gave

the consonants of each word, and the vowel

points are an invention not completed till

the seventh century of our era. We have,

indeed, a collection of various readings in

our Hebrew Bibles, but as a rule they are

of little interest, and the diligent labours

of Kennicott and De Rossi at the end of

the last and the beginning of this century

prove how scanty is the hirvest which can

be reaped from the most exhaustive colla

tion of existing Hebrew MSS. Most

welcome, then, is the light which comes to

us from times far before the fixing of the

Mnsoretic text. We find important varia

tions in that Hebrew Pentateuch which the

Samaritans received from the Jews about

430, while the Book of Jubilees, a Hebrew

work written shortly before the final

destruction of Jerusalem, agrees in some

of the numberB assigned to the age of the

Patriarchs, and in other readings with the

Samaritan edition of the Pentateuch.

But the LXX offers the fullest and most

valuable evidence now accessible on the

early state of the Hebrew text. The

Pentateuch was translated about 280, and '

the rest of the version some time before

133 B.C., and we find ourselves carried

back at once to a text differing in iin-

S>rtant respects from that of odr Hebrew

ibles. It is not only that we meet with

various readings', often strongly com

mended by internal evidence, but we find

certain sections present in the Greek and

wanting in the Hebrew, or vice versa.

These differences are most striking in the

books of Samuel and Kings, in Proverbs

and in Jeremias, in the last of which no

less than 2,700 words of the Hebrew have

nothing answering to them in the Greek.

The Vulgate of the Old Testament, so for

as it is Jeromes work, possesses no such

interest as this. His text is far nearer

that of the Masoretic, and many scholars

have denied it any independent value. It

is as close to the Masoretic text, says

Eichhorn, as any Spanish MS. from a

modern synagogue ; and Wellhausen, in

his edition of Bleek's Introduction, says

much the same thing, in a more guarded

way. The true state of the case seems to

be put bv Nowack (" Bedeutung des

Ilieron. fur die A. T. Critik," 1875), and

the following is a summary of his judg

ment. Jerome had before him a text

with the words divided much as in our

modern Hebrew Bibles ; it was, however,

destitute of vowel points or diacritio
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marks. His vocalisation, compared with

that of other versions, was the nearest of

all to the Masoretic, and his consonant

text very near to it on the whole ; for it

presents no great omissions or additions

like those of the LXX. Still, many of

his reading's are " indispensable for a cor

rect understanding of the text," especially

those which are peculiar to him, or only

common to the Chaldee and Syriac ver

sions. The case stands very differently

with the Vulgate text of the New Testa

ment. Here we have to deal with two

distinct elements : the Old Latin, which

forms the substratum, and the corrections

due to Jerome. The latter carry us back

to the fourth century, when Jerome lived,

and beyond that, since he consulted MSS.

which were old even then.1 Hence, as

we have no MS. of the New Testament

prior to the fourth century, and only two

at most which belong to it, the value of

the Vulgate for critical purposes may be

easily seen. " It represents," says Dr.

Westcott, " the received Greek text of the

fourth century, and so far claims a re

spect (speaking roughly) due to a first-

c'ass Greek MS." Jerome supplements

" the original testimony of Greek MSS.

bv an independent witness." When

identical with the Old Latin, the Vulgate,

says the same scholar, has "a more

venerable authority," for this translation

was " fixed and current more than a

century before the transcription of the

oldest Greek MS. Thus it is a witness to

a text more ancient and cceterit paribus

more valuable than is represented by any

other authority, unless the Peshito in its

present form be excepted." This value is

much increased by the fact that the ex

tremely literal character of the Old Latin

enables us as a rule to restore with con

fidence the Greek text which the trans

lators r«ad, and though the Old Latin was

marred by interpolations, the corruptions

proceeded according to a different law

from those of Greek MSS., so that " the

two authorities mutually correct each

other."

We turn next to the merits of the

Vulgate as a translation. It is admitted

on all hands that Jerome's version from the

Hebrew is a masterly work, and that there

is nothing like it or near it in antiquity.

A perfect work it could not be, and this

for the very reasons which may well

1 It has been often said thnt Jerome con-

fultu.1 by prefereuce tircek MSS. with a text

resembling that of the Old Latin. Mr- Law

has shown that this statement is groundless.

increase admiration of the measure of

success which Jerome actually reached.

Few advantages were open to him which

nre denied to modern scholars. Hebrew

had ceased for centuries to be a living

tongue, and Jerome, moreover, had to learn

it orally : there was no such thing as a

Hebrew grammar, or a dictionary, or a

concordance.. The comparative philology

of the Semitic languages, often the only

key to the meaning of Hebrew words, is

the creation of modern times ; and Jerome

knew no other Semitic language except

Chaldee, and that very imperfectly

(" Praef. ad Job "). He made many mis

takes now impossible to a tyro of average

intelligence who has learnt the elements

in a good grammar. For instance, he

believed Hebrew to be the mother of all

languages (Kieron. Ep. xviii.), whereas'

it is generally agreed that Arabic on the

whole comes nearer the primitive form

even of the Semitic tongues ; thnt the

guttural j; was a vowel (in Osee ii.

1(3, 17); that the noun plV was an ad

jective meaning "just" (in Is. i. 21); he

confuses lay. " dust," with "lEfct, " ashes"

(" Qurest. in Gen." ii. 14) ; ann. a " sword,"

with any a "raven" (in Zeph. ii. 15).

His version tells the same tale as his

commentaries. He had no idea of the

elementary rules on the construct state

(Jer. xxxiii. 4; Ez. xl. 14; Osee x. 4,

xiv. 3 ; Ezech. xxi. 77) ; he makes a plur.

masc. agree with a sing. fem. (Jer. xi. lo),

breaks other simple laws of concord and

construction (Ez. xlviii. 10; Is. xli. 7;

Zach. iv. 12; Zeph. i. 2) ; misunderstands

the force of tenses (Jer. xliv. 25; Ez. xi.

16 ; Joel iv. 4) ; shows his ignorance of

syntax (Jud. viii. 5; Eccles. h. 3). As a

natural consequence of all this, he very

often misses the sense in difficult places.

We have no room for instances, which

would need explanation to those who

have no acquaintance with Hebrew ; while

those who are Hebrew scholars will find

them easily enough if they turn, e.g., to

Job or the harder parts of the Prophets.

We can only explain the excellence of the

Vulgate from the fidelity of Jewish

exegetical tradition, and the honest in

dustry with which Jerome used it. No

admiration can be too great for Jerome's

courage and independence, his thirst for

learning, his outspoken candour, his con

tempt for the ignorant bigotry which ho

fought and conquered ; but they know little

of his spirit who, blind to the progress of

Hebrew learning, use the very argument!
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against modern philology which were

employed against Jerome by the advocates

of the LXX.. Little need be said on the

translation of the New Testament. It is

close and literal, and executed when

Greek was a living tongue ; and even its

faults arise " most commonly from a

servile adherence to the exact words of

ihe original '' (Westcott).

5. The Authority of the Vulgate in the

Church.—The Council of Trent, "con

sidering that no small profit would accrue

to the Church of God if it be made

known which of all the Latin editions of

the sacred books in actual circulation is

to be esteemed authentic, ordains and

declares that the same (hoc »/m<i) old and

Vulgate edition which has been approved

by the long use of so many ages in the

Church itself, is to be held for authentic

in public readings, discourses and dis

putes, and that nobody may dare or pre

sume to reject it on any preteDce." A

little earlier it had anathematised those

who knowingly refuse to accept the

canonical books " with all their parts, as

they have been accustomed to be read in

the Catholic Church, and are contained in

the old Latin Vulgate" (Concil. Trid.

Sess. iv., Decret. de Canon. Script., De-

cret. de Ldit. et Us. Sacr. Libr.). We

shall begin by explaining what the coun

cil does not mean, and we shall dis

tinguish points in our interpretation now

at least universally admitted from those

on which there is still difference of

opinion.

First, then, no particular edition of the

Vulgate is declared to be authentic ; and

a- a matter of fact neither the Sixtine nor

Clementine, nor any other authoritative

edition, existed at the time of the decree.

The Sixtine edition by implication, and the

Clementine expressly, admit that they are

not perfect ; and if, says Cardinal Franze-

lin ('" De Traailione et Scriptura," p.

470), we can show that a text of what

ever kind, though found in the Clemen

tine edition, is no part of the old Vul-

fate, that text is not declared authentic

y the council. Hence a Catholic is

perfectly free to reject the text of the

"three witnesses" (John v. 7) on this

among other grounds, that it formed no

of the primitive Vulgate. " In

" says Kaulen, an author of unques

tioned orthodoxy, " the passage occurs

neither in the oldest MS3. of the original,

nor in the old versions, nor in the Fathers

before the end of the fifth century, and is

only to be regarded as commentary on v.

8, venerable on account of its diffusion in

the Church " (" Einleit." p. 36). Vercel-

lone, as we shall see presently, goes much

further than Kaulen. Franzelin (" De

Deo Trino,"Thes.iv )and Scheeben(" Dog-

mntik," p. 757) insist on the necessity of

accepting the text, because in any case it

is part of the Vulgate as received for

many centuries in the Church. We reply

that the council does not require us to

acknowledge as authentic any text simply

because received for many centuries. The

Fathers of Trent only bid us receive the

Vulgate version which in matter of fact,

and with substantial identity of form, has

been approved by the long use of the

Church.1 Besides, Pallavicino (" Istoria

del Concil. di Trento." vi. 17, n. 5) takes

the " long use of ages " to mean from St.

Gregory's time; and we have good ground

for thinking that the text in question was

no part of the Vulgate even then, for

it is wanting in the" two oldest MSS.

(Aniiatinus and Fuldensis), written

about 546, and in Alcuin's reputed copies

at Rome (prima manu), and at London

(Scrivener, p. 662).

Next, no comparison is made between

the Vulgate and versions in other langua

ges— e.ff. the Peshito—much less between

the Vulgate and the originals. The coun

cil compares the Vulgate with other Latin

versions, and pronounces tbe former au

thentic.

Thirdly, the Vulgate even in its purest

form is not declared to be perfect. Such

perfection was, indeed, attributed to it by

some Post-Tridentine theologians, but was

utterly denied by many Catholic scholars

at the time (Hody, p. 509 sro.), and now

probably would be affirmed by nobody.

Franzelin sets this exaggerated view

aside as little better than fanatical.*

Fourthly, Franzelin admits the law

fulness of holding that texts directly

intended to teach dogmatic truth may

have been omitted in the Vulgate ; and

again that even when such texts are given,

considerable alterations may have been

made in their form. For example, he grants

' The council regarded the version at the

species of which particular copies were the

individuals, and approved the former only

(I/etter of the Cardinal di S. Croee. apud Ver-

cellone, p. 85) ; and desired that the Vulgate

should be corrected from the most ancient

texts (ii. p. 80). This settles the question of

John v. 7.

« He shows (De Tradit. et Script p. 501)

that a decree of the Congregation of the Coun

cil (Jan. 17, 1576), which misled many theo

logians, is of no authority.

part

fact,
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that we are at liberty in Oen. iii. 15 to

reject the Vulgate (or supposed Vulgate)

reading, " she shall crush thy head," as an

error, for " he shall crush thy head " ; and

similarly, that we may deny the correct

ness of the rendering " ante luciferum "

(Ps. cix. 3), " fundetur " (Luc. xxii 20),

" in quo omnes peccaverunt " (Rom. v.

12), "omnes quidem resurgemus" (1 Cor.

xv. 21).

Here, however, Franzelin (as also

Scheeben and others) mokes two reserva

tions. He argues that the decree of

Trent requires us to believe that the Vul

gate is accurate substantially (quoad rub-

st.aidiam) in texts " which are in them

selves (i.e. directly and in their primary

intention) testimonies concerning matters

of faith and morals." We confess that

we are quite unable to see any sufficient

ground for this part of his thesis. No

such distinction is made by the council.

It is not even hinted at in the important

correspondence on the sense of the decree

between the Papal legates and the Con

gregation at Home, printed by Vercellone

(" Bisaertaz." p. 79 tea.). We can find no

trace of it in the elaborate collection of

Catholic theological opinions in Hody ; 1

while Vercellone's opinion is supported by

Vega and Didacus, both of whom were at

the council, as well as by Ruggerius and

Natalis Alexander (Hody, pp. 611, 520,

622, 645). The distinction which allows

us to reject such a reading as, e.g., " She

shall bruise thy head," and binds us

to accept such a verse as, e.g., "This

kind goeth not forth save by prayer and

fasting " (Marc. ix. 218), is surely a very

subtle one. To determine what texts are

directly and primarily dogmatic, and then

what changes will affect only the mode in

which the doctrine is presented, leaves

immense scope for private judgment.

Had the council meant to limit criticism,

it would surely have expressed itself more

clearly. Be this at it may, it is certain

that the question is an open one. Vercel

lone, who was probablv the greatest of

all authorities on the Vulgate, published

his treatise " On the Authenticity of the

Single Parts of theVulgate Bible "("Sulla

Autenticita delle Singole Parti della Bib-

1 1 e. none of the theologians make Fran

zelin'* distinction between the substance of a

dogmatic text and the mode of its presentation.

Hody divides Catholic theologians into two

classes : (1) those who "contend for the trans

lation against the original"; (2) those who

hold that the Vulgate was declared authentic

" quia nullum continet in fide et moribus per-

niciosum errorem " (pp. 510, 611).

bia Volgata") at Rome in I860. Tbia

dissertation appeared with the imprimatur

of the Master of the Sacred Palace, and

in no way lessened the high reputation ot

its author. He holds that there may be

an error of translation even in passages

which the Fathers and the Church herself

have regarded as dogmatic, and he rejects

by anticipation the whole of Franzelin's

distinction. Besides the reasons given

he urges that it would need a series of

miracles to preserve a text pure in the

hands of copyists from all error in dog

matic texts, and the very same reasons

which plead for an immaculate translation

also plead for a perfect preservation of the

text ; he points out that we have no

right to expect such a miracle, since the

versions received for centuries in the East

and West contain many variations in

passages considered to be dogmatic, with

some faults of omission and addition ;

while all theologians admit that councils

may err in the texts they allege in proof

of their definitions, although the defini

tions themselves are exempt from error.

Franzelin's second reservation concerns

sections like Mark xvi. 9-20; John vii.

53—viii. 11 ; John v. 4. Many Protestant

critics have rejected them as interpola

tions, but Franzelin is of opinion that

they must be accepted by Catholics on

the authority of the council which sets

its seal to the books of the Bible, as con

tained in the Vulgate, "with all their

parts." The judgment of Vercellone is

diametrically opposite. He believes that

the words " cum omnibus suis partibus"

refer simply "to those deuterocanonical

portions which were disputed by the

heretics of that age, such as the additions

to Daniel and Esther." If criticism

Bhowed these sections to be apocryphal he

" would have no difficulty in accepting its

conclusions," and " would not believe

them contrary to the decree of Trent "

(p. 48).
What, then, is the meaning of the

council ? It teaches that the Vulgate

contains nothing contrary to true faith

and sound morals. This was the great

point present to the mind of the Fathers.

They were unwilling, the legates write,

to abstain from a formal approval of the

Vulgate, " which was never suspected of

heresy, that being the chief thing in the

sacred books" (Vercellone, loc. cit. p. 16).

But this is not all. The Vulgate is

"authentic ": in other words, the council

assures us that the books in that version

" are in substance entire and incorrupt,
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and therefore to be received by us as

divine" (16. p. 37). We may admit

in the Vulgate all defects which may

exist "in any book whatever without

destroying its substantial integrity " (p.

30). To be more precise : the Church

has never in any age or in any place mis

taken a counterfeit for the written Word

of God. " Therefore, all those innu

merable variations which occur between

the modern Latin Vuigate aud the old

Latin version lawfully employed for so

many centuries in the Western Church

do not destroy the substantial integrity

of the Bible. Nor is this integrity de

stroyed by all those variations which are

found if we confront our copies of the

modern Vulgate with the ancient copies

of the Greek Church, or with those of

the Syrians, Armenians, Copts, or other

Catholics in any part of the Church. . . .

From a theological point of view (dog-

maticamente), all the versions employed by

lawful authority in the Church are equal "

(p. 33). If we take the decree in this, as

we believe, its true sense, no defence of it

is so much as needed. A Catholic is not

at liberty to say with Calvin (Hody, p.

551) that there are scarcely three verses

in the Vulgate without some striking

blunder, but a statement of this kind is

contrary to sober criticism as well as to

the Tridentine decree. " An authorised

edition," says Westcntt (p. 1705), "be

came a necessity for the Roman Church,

and however gravely later theologians

may have erred in explaining the policy

or intentions of the Tridentine Fathers on

this point, there can be no doubt that . . .

the principle of their decision—the prefer

ence, that is, of the oldest Latin text to

any later Latin version—was substantially

right." (See also Scrivener, p. 311.)

Little need be said on the public use

of the Vulgate, which is of course a mere

matter of discipline. Catholic scholars

may, and often do, translate from the

original, and Vercellone has made valuable

collections of various readings in the Vul

gate text. But it is not lawful to use any

except the Clementine edition in church,

or to print any other text of the Vulgate,

or even to insert variDus readings in the

margin (Preface to the Clementine edition,

ad Jin.) ; though there is no objection to

placing them at the foot of the page.

(The chiefauthorities have been named

in the course of the article, except Van

Ess, " Pragmatisch-kritische Geschiehte

der Vulgata," Tubingen, 1824: Brunati,

" De Nomine, Auctore, Emendatoribus

et Authentia Vulgataa," Vienna, 1837.

General readers will find the best account

of the Vulgate in Mr. Law's treatise quoted

above.)

w

WAS, The resort to force on the

part of two or more nations which cannot

settle their differences by peaceful methods.

The word " nation " implies that war

must be carried on by the people of a

country regarded as a whole, and repre

sented by its Government, not by any

section of the population acting for itself.

That concentrated and organised force of

political society which is behind the

tribunal of the magistrate, and executes

the sentence of the judge, in war is turned

outward, and applied to the overcoming

of the corresponding force exerted by the

hostile nation.

There have been sects, notably the

Quakers, which have denied altogether

the lawfulness of war, partly because they

believed it to be prohibited by Christ.

(Matt. v. 39, 4c), partly on humanitarian

grounds. Cm the Scriptural ground they

are easily refuted ; the case of the soldiers

instructed in their duties by St. John the

Baptist, and that of the military men

whom Christ and his Apostles loved and

familiarly conversed with, without a word

to imply that their calling was unlawful,

sufficiently prove the point. They are on

stronger ground when they point to the

frightful evils of every kind which war

unchains upon a community, and the more

so in proportion to its civilisation; and

when they urge that war should be put

an end to by a general agreement among

nations to resort to arbitration, it is im

possible not to go a long way with them.

Diere have been, however, and there

probably will be again, many disputes

between nations which they would under

no circumstances submit to arbitration;

and in these cases, if negotiation has

failed, and there be, on one side or on
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both. gTeat exasperation, war must in

evitably ensue. Itut the voice of morality,

enlightened by religion, is not thereby

eilenced ; it claims to define, both what

wars may bo justly undertaken, and how

they should be conducted. On these sub

jects there is a tolerably general consensus

of opinion as to a number of important

points among theologians, canonists, and

publicists.

a. The question what wars are just

resolves itself into two inquiries—what is

just for the State, and what is just for the

individual. A State may justly declare

war in order to recover territory of which

it has been unjustly deprived, or to re

assert its authority over subjects who have

declared themselves independent, or to

punish gross and wanton insults to its

citizens while invested with a public

capacity, and for several other causes.

The canonists hold that a State may law

fully make war upon a heretic people,

which is actively spreading heresy, and

stirring up dissension and rebellion within

its own subject provinces ; or upon a pagan

people, which prevents the preaching of

the Gospel, and refuses free passage to

missioners who desire to carry the light

of faith to countries beyond. When the

justice of a war is doubtful, Grotius (" I)e

Jure Belli et Pacis," c. 23, cited in Fer

raris) urges that, considering the evils

which war entails, particularly upon in

nocent persons, Governments ought to

p.efer to remain at peace; and this is

p:obably now the general opinion. It is

no just cause of war that a State desires

to rule over its neighbour, or to enlarge

Its dominions, or add to its wealth or

power, or to preserve a certain balance of

force and prevent another nation from be

coming dangerously powerful, unless the

aggrandisement feared tend manifestly

and indisputably to the subjugation of

other nations.

The subjects and citizens of a Govern

ment declaring war are safe in obeying it,

and taking up arms in its behalf, unless

they are certain that its cause is unjust.

" In doubtful matters we ought always

to obey, . . . because, though the ruler

may sin in commanding, the subject does

not sin in obeying" (Glossa on Sr. Au

gustine, quoted by Ferraris). But a

foreign auxiliary, enlisting himself volun

tarily in the service of a nation at war, is

bound to satisfy himself beforehand that

itB cause is just. If a soldier is certain

that the cause in which his Government

is fighting is unjust, he ought to obtain

his discharge as soon as he can, and in

the meantime to abstain, so far as possible,

from acts of hostility.

j3. As to the manner of conducting

war, opinion fonuerly tended to harsher

conclusions than those now commonly

received. All movable property used to

be looked upon as the lawful spoil of the

soldiers of an invading force. " Quhs ab

hostibus capimus, jure gentium statira

nostra hunt —" The things which we take

from our enemies, by the law of nations

immediately become our own " (Ferraris,

art. iii. § 34). Animals used for ploughing,

and seed corn, were excepted from this

right of spoil enjoyed by conquerors. At

the present day, among civilised nations,

privata property on land is held to be

exempt from spoliation in time of war.

The invading general requisitions the

authorities of the towns and villages

which he occupies for such supplies as ha

may require, with or without payment ;

and, if these requisitions be complied with,

it is held to be his duty to restrain his

soldiers from every species of plunder.

Private property at sea is still subject to

be seized, and converted to the use of the

captors.

The duties of a soldier in war towards

the State which he serves and the general

who commands him comprehend faithful

service, courage, and prompt obedience.

Hence desertion, cowardice, and breaches

of discipline, are in a soldier grievous

sins.

Ambush, stratagem, Hnd deceit are

lawful in time of war, for those whose

lives are in continual peril cannot be ex

pected to abstain from any practice against

their enemies which might tend to lessen

that peril. In practice, the resort to such

means is limited in some degree by the

code of military honour, 'lhe use of

poisoned weapons and explosive bullets is

generally c. mdeinned, as causing a great

increase of suffering to those wounded by

them, without any corresponding military

advantage. (Ferraris, JBellnm.)

-WASHING OF FEET. [See HoLT

Week.]

washing of bavsi before

ASD after MASS. A rubric of the

Roman Missal directs the celebrating priest

to wash his hands in the sacristy before he

puts on his vestments. The Jewish priests

used to wash their hand* and feet before

they officiated at the altar (Ex. xxx. 18-

21 ; 2 Paralip. iv. 2, 6), and in such pas

sages as P8. xxvi. 6, and lxxiii. 13, there

is an allusion to the ethical meaning oi
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this rite. The early Christiana adopted

a similar usage ; only with them the pre

liminary lustration before prayer was com

mon to all the laity. Many of the Fathers

testify to the prevalence of this custom.

(See, e.ff., Euseb. " H.E." x. 4. ; Ohrysost.

Horn. iii. "In Epist. ad Ephes."; and

Caesar. Serm. 61, numbered 229 in Ap

pendix iv. to St. Augustine.) In later

times this preliminary ablution was pre

scribed for priests only. It is also usual

for priests to wash their fingers in the

sacristy after Mass when they have taken

off their vestments.

Quite distinct from either of these

washings is the washing of the priest's

hands after the offertory, and again after

Communion. (For these see Lavabo;

Ablution ; Purification.)

white raiAJts. [See Car

melites.]

whztb Mmm. [See Bap

tism, and Low Sunday.]

WHir-BITNSAT. The common

name in Englaud for Pentecost. Mr.

Skeat ("Etymological Dictionary," sub

voc.) shows that the derivation is plain

and certain. It descends from the Anglo-

Saxon " hwita Sunnandaeg," and means

" White Sunday." It is more difficult to

say why the name was given, but probably

the author just quoted is right in his

suggestion that it refers to the white robe

of baptism. Easter and Pentecost were

for many ages the times at which baptism

was administered, and in cold climates,

like our own, Pentecost would be pre

ferred to Easter for the reception of bap

tism, which, in those days, was given by

immersion. If this explanation is correct,

our name for Pentecost would resemble

the Latin title for Low Sunday, viz.

" Dominica in Albis."

will, The ancient definition of a

will or testament by the Roman jurists

was " the lawful sentence of our will con

cerning that which a person wishes to be

done after his death." Many writers hold

that the words "with the institution of

an heir " should be added to the definition,

because such institution is " of the essence

of the testament " (Ferraris). The business

of will-making, in England at least, is

now regulated in all its parts by the

statute-law; and those desiring informa

tion respecting it can find what they seek

in the ordinary law-books, or, which is

the safer course, obtain it from their

lawyer. All that will be here attempted

is (1) to point out some special circum

stances about the wills of Christians which

the history of primitive times brings to

our knowledge ; (2) to advert generally to

the manner in which the subject was re

garded in the middle ages ; (3) to specify

some of the principal features of the

modem canon law in regard to testamen

tary disposition.

(1) After the conversion of Constan

tino the imperial law (Cod. Theod. 16,

2, 4) sanctioned and facilitated the be

quest of property of all kinds to the

Church. Such property became the patri

mony of the Church and the poor, and

could not thereafter be the subject of a

will, except so far as a man might desire,

and be entitled, to point out its future dis

pensers.1 Clerics, therefore, of all grades,

could not dispose by will of any property,

movable or immovable, which they had

become possessed of in virtue of their

office. Justinian, in the Code, allows

bishops to bequeath property which they

possessed before, or which they had in

herited since, their consecration; every

thing else they could only leave to the

Church. This law was enforced by

Gregory the Great in several remarkable

instances. Justinian, also, while allowing

secular priests to make wills (Nov. 76,

1), withheld the right altogether from

monks. The power of testamentary dis

position was frequently taken from and

restored to heretics in the imperial legisla

tion. A constitution of Valentinian (870)

forbade women to bequeath property to-

ecclesiastical persons.

A remarkable anecdote is told by

Pos8idius of St. Augustine. A certain

Januarius, who had joined the congrega

tion of clerks which the saint had insti

tuted in his house at Hippo, bequeathed

his money to the Church, disinheriting

his two children. St. Augustine refused

the bequest: first, because his religious had

renounced the power of willing when they

joined the congregation ; secondly, because

of the wrong done to the children. He

sent for the heirs, and arranged for the

division of the money between them.

Satyrus left all his property to his brother,

St Ambrose, with a verbal request that he

would give to the poor as much of it as

he thought right. St. Ambrose gave it

all to the poor. The saint made no will,

having stripped himself of everything at

the time of his ordination, when he mad9

over his lands to the Church, reserving the

utufruct, or annual profits of them, to hi*

sister for her life.

> Thoraassin, VtU el Kova Dim. iii. 2, Ml
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(2) Daring the middle ages, the prac

tice of devising land and other property

for religious purposes (ad pias causae) was

still largely resorted to. In countries

where the society was feudal, the kings

and superior lords, finding that the accu

mulation of lands held by the Church

deprived them of various incidental ad

vantages (such as reliefs, wardships, and

escheats) which they derived from the

same lands while in lay tenure, commenced

to legislate against such accumulation,

whether effected by grant or will. Hence

arose the laws of Mortmain, forbidding

any further conveyance of lands to the

Church. These laws, however, in Eng

land, could be evaded by means of a

Licencein Mortmain granted by the Crown.

A practice also arose of bequeathing lands

to certain persons as the legal owners, to

the use of certain other persons—a re

ligious community, for instance; and, in

these cases, the Court of Chancery re

garded the beneficial ownership as belong

ing to those to whom the use was devised.

This pract ice—long before uses were turned

into possession—was prevented from being

of any benefit to the Church by the statute

of 1302, which enacted that uses should

be subject to the statutes of Mortmain,

and liable to be forfeited on any infringe

ment thereof, equally with the lands them

selves.' Licences in Mortmain ceased to

be given after the Reformation, and the

statute of 23 Henry VIII. (1532) declared

that all grant* of lands, on trust for parish

churches or other institutions " erected

and made of devotion," if for more than

twenty years, should be d«emed null and

void, 'fhis statute was held to cut off

grants to superstitious uses ; those to chari

table uses were still valid. But. the Mort

main Act of 1736 (9 George II. c. 30)

enacted that any grant to a charitable

use should be by a deed executed at least

twelve months "before the donor's death,

enrolled in the Court of Chancery within

six months after execution, and taking

effect immediately upon enrolment.

(3) With regard to wills in modern

times, the general rule has been (Ferraris,

Test. art. i. §40) to follow the pre

scriptions of the civil law, in ecclesiasti

cal no less than in secular courts, in all

countries belonging to the Holy Roman

Empire ; in countries subject to the Roman

Pontiff, the canon law was followed. The

civil law requires that a will be attested

by seven witnesses, all males. If the

testator is unable to sign it, an eighth

> Stephen's Commentaries, Part I. oh. XV.

witness is required, who signs in his name.

The canon law only requires attestation

by two good witnesses (idonei testes) and

the parish priest. In the absence of the

parish priest, there must be four witnesses.

According to the rigour of the law, clerks

without the consent of the bishops, and

religious without the consent of their

superior, cannot witness wills. But cus

tom has sanctioned their acting without

consent, and they frequently do so.

If executed without the required form

alities, and not afterwards validated in

one of the ways pointed out by the im

perial legislation, a will ad causa* pro-

fanas, according both to the civil and the

canon law, is null ; and a celebrated

question has arisen, whether, if the in

tention of the testator be clear, the nullity

of the will for want ot form should be

extended to the forum conscientue as well

as the forum externum. Much has been

written on both sides ; an abstract of the

arguments may be seen in Ferraris (art. i.

44-67).

Privileged wills (testainenfa privile-

aiata) are those which are held in canon

law to be valid although the forms re

quired by the civil law have not been

complied with. Such are those ad piat

causns, those of soldiers made on a cam

paign, those of peasants, &c. A tes'amen-

tum ad pias causas is a will in which a

religious purpose or destination is sub

stituted for the heir—such as the support

of a church or convent, an almshouse, a

school, &c. This is held to be valid, even

without witnesses, if written and signed

in the known hand of the testator ; other

wise, it requires two witnesses.

Anyone can make a will who is not

prohibited by natural or positive law.

Persons so disqualified, are—infants under

seven years, roadmen (although a will

made in a lucid interval is valid), idiots,

spendthrifts interdicted by the courts,

'slaves, captives, convicts, suicides, Sec.

This is merely a general statement ; ex

ceptional circumstances occur in the case

of most of the classes enumerated above,

under which a will can be validly made.

Pro'essed regulars cannot make a will, be

cause they cannot, as individuals, own

property [Prokesbion, Rkl.] ; neverthe

less they can interpret and declare a testa

mentary disposition made previously to

profession. Secular clerks of all grades

can devise their patrimonial and quasi-

patrimonial, or individual, property, as

freely as laymen.'

> Ferraris, art. Hi. 26.
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All regulars (except Franciscans) can,

with the licence of their superior, act. as

testamentary executors. Even if they

have not such licence, their executorial

acts, though not licit, are valid. They

are bound to render an account of their

administration to the bishop of the diocese.

A will is said to be "ambulatory," and

can at any time be revoked or changed

down to the last day of life.

(Ferraris, Testamenturn; Soglia, lib. iii.

§50; Smith and Cheetham ; Stephen's

" Commentaries,'' 1868.)

WITCHCRAFT, WITCH (Anglo-

Saxon, wicctmcraft, wicce ; probably con

nected with Old High German wUian,

German weihcri). Witchcraft has been

defined (Bergier, " Diet. Theol.") as " the

art of doing things wonderful, and ap

parently supernatural, without the inter

vention of God.'* Perhaps a more exact

deiinition would be "a power, real or

supposed, of producing, in concert with

an evil spirit, ell'ects beyond the reach of

natural means and operations.''

Those who denv the existence of evil

spirits, and maintain that all the cases of

demoniacal possession mentioned in the

Bible and recorded elsewhere are merely

cases of disease, are of course still less

inclined to admit the reality of witch

craft. Imagination, morbid fancy, terror

of the unknown, private spite, knaverv,

credulity, and hallucination, sulficientlv

account, in their eyes, for all of whicli

witches have ever been accused, or have

accused themselves. The former opinion

—namely, that any commerce between

human beings and evil spirits is imaginary

and impossible—is repugnant to Sc ripture

and the, at least implicit, teaching of the

Church, and cannot be held by Catholics.

But it does not follow that because we

believe that obsession is a fact, and that

human beings can and do come under the

influence of evil spirits, we should there

fore admit the reality of any such leagues"

or compacts with the devil as the records

of witchcraft assume. Perrone, indeed,

describes as " rash " the denial of the

common opinion that dealings and com

pacts with the devil actually take place.1

But other Catholic theologians (see the

article Magie in Wetzer and Welte^) take

a different view, and argue that, mst as

the belief in the Sabbaths or nightly

meetings of the witches, though once

universally held, has been so dissipated

by reflection and experience that Perrone

himself does not admit it, so the tendency

1 Pralectionts, iv. 60.

of sound opinion is to the extirpation of

the view that the phenomena of witch

craft imply, or ever implied, an actual

diabolic compact.

Without troubling ourselves with the

saga and lamia of Roman antiquity, let

us consider the popular notions about

witches and their power which prevailed

in Europe till quite recent times, and still

are harboured in many weak and ill-taught

minds. It used to be believed that witches

were of three kinds—black, white, and

grey : the first could only hurt ; the

second only help ; the third could both

help and hurt. Their power came to

them in virtue of a compact with the

devil, by which they bartered their souls

for some earthly object of desire. The

witch was thought to be usually " a de

crepit, superannuated old woman, who is

tempted by a man in black to sign a con

tract to become his, both soul and body.''

He gives her a piece of money, and she

delivers to him a slip of parchment, on

which her name is signed with her blood.

An imp or familiar, often in the form of a

cat, is given to her, and the bargain is

concluded. From this time the witch

bore the devil's mark on some part of her

body.1 Whether the witch were the

devil's instrument, or the devil hers, was

a point not quite settled ; but in either

case she deserved to be burned.

Reginald Scot, who lived at a time

when there were as many as seventeen or

eighteen reputed witches in many an

English village, describes the wav in

which the character of witch came to be

assigned to a woman. A morose old

woman, who has lost her children and

friends, lives alone in a hut ; she begs food

and other things of her neighbours ; some

times she meets with a refusal, resenting

which she uses bad language, and wishes

some harm may come to the refuser.

After a time, some altercation of this

kind has taken place between her and

many families in the parish. To some

members of these, mishaps are sure to

happen—sudden seizures of illness, mur

rain among the cattle, failure of crops,

&c. The cause is unknown; one must

therefore be invented ; the curses of the

1 Margaret Flower, executed at Lincoln in

1618 for bewitchinjr Lord Rosse, son of the Earl

of Rutland, and other persons, confessed that

she had two familiar spirits sucking on her—the

one white, the other black spotted. When she

first entertained them she promised them ber

soul, and they covenanted to do all things

which she commanded them (Brand, Popular

Antiquities, ii. 887>
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old woman are remembered, and the whole

thing is clear—she has bewitched them.

Even the doctors, says Scot, if they find

a case defy their art, often encourage the

superstitious belief, for inscitue pallium

veneficium et incantatio (" witchcraft and

enchantment are the cloak of ignorance ").

True religion supports the mind under

misfortune, ascribing every event to the

will or the permission of God, who does

nothing except in love. But when the

Christianity professed is but skin deep,

and temporal gain or loss is the engrossing

object of our hope or fear, an ignorant

age resorts to witchcraft, whether to

explain ill-luck, or to find a short cut to

prosperity. " If any adversitie, greefe,

sicknesse, losse of children, come, cattell,

or libertie, happen unto them, by and by

they exclaime upon witches." So writes

Reginald Scot, and illustrates what he

savs by relating what had happened

within his own knowledge. The Rev. J.

Ferrall, vicar of Brenchley in Kent,

charged Margaret Symons, one of his

parishioners, with having bewitched his

son, and caused him to fall seriously ill.

The woman's dog had barked at the boy

as he was passing her house : about this a

quarrel had arisen, and angry words been

exchanged. When his son, soon after

wards, fell ill, the reverend gentleman,

rimfirmed in his opinion by the other witches

licinij in the village, thought Margaret

Symons must have cast a spell upon him.

The words printed in italics illustrate a

fact which witch-trials abundantly teach

■—viz. that the belief in witchcraft tends

to establish and extend itself in proportion

to the number of the reputed witches.

The boy was said to have been cured of

his illness by another Brenchley witch !

and Margaret Symons, we may hope,

escaped.

As by degrees the theory of witch

craft, arranging itself round two principal

points—the league with the devil and the

nightly meetings or Sabbaths—became

more definite, the catalogue of mischiefs,

rogueries, and portentous events of all

kinds, which the witches were believed

capable of causing, was continually on

the increase. If a German jurisconsult,

in a "dissertatio juridica," were at the

present day to write as the learned W'al-

burger of Anhalt wrote in 1070, he

would be set down as insane. But. at the

time, Walburger was considered to write

on the conservative, safe, and orthodox

side. In his belief, witches can and do

cause disease (p. 30) ; and lay snares to

kill unbaptised infante (p. 85) for the

gmtification of their master the devil;

they kill their own children, and otter

them to the devil in sacrifice (p. 36) ;

cause wet-r.urses and nursing-mothers to

lose their milk (t'6.) : and kill great, num

bers of children, after bringing them into

the world as midwives, by running long

needles into their heads. In the previous

century a German count had " dedicated

to the flames" ( T'uleano connecravit) eight

witches, who had killed, between them,

one hundred and forty infants. Two

witches were detected, one summer night,

boiling an infant in a cauldron ; had they

not been interrupted, they said, a strong

frost would have been caused by the

mighty spell they were brewing, which

would have destroyed all the crops. One

of the abominations of which, in Wal-

burger's opinion, witches were most fre

quently guilty, was that of " nodatio " ;

the coarse and grotesque details in con

nection with this charge may be seen

in Ghirlaudus, Bodin, and Delrio, as well

as in the pre.'ent tract. Witches a-e in

the habit of killing animals, usually by

poison ; of drying up cows, causing abor

tion, preventing butter from coming and

beer from working, and diverting, with

the aid of the devil, the milk from co«s

belonging to other women into their own

milk-pails. The Satanic Sabbaths, Wal

burger tells us, are organised by the devil

with peculiar care. The judge Reniigius,

he says, condemned 800 persons to death

in Lorraine for the crime of attending

these metiings, all of whom testified that

they really took place. The witches ride

to them on broomsticks, reeds, goats,

hulls, horses, or dogs—the transporting

power being supplied by the devil. In

Germany the Blocksberg is a favourite

place of meeting.

Great though the power of the witch

was believed to be, the popular imagina

tion imposed limits upon it, and invented

antidotes against their spells. At Christ-

maatide the Babe of Bethlehem restrained

the powers of hell :—

" then no planet strikes,

No fairy takes, nor witch hath /tower to charm,

So hallow'd and so gracious is the time."

{Hamlet, Act I.)

If one could succeed in drawing the

i witch's blood, her spells were defeated

I (Brand, ii. 378). Herb Paris was thought

i an excellent preservative ; vervain and

i dill were also recommended ; people used

| to hang up these things at their doors.

It was also believed that there were in
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fallible means of proving witchcraft

against a witch who declared herself

innocent. Of these the one first resorted

to was to search for the devil's mark ; this

being found, according to Soot,' the judge

might sentence her to death at once. A

mole, or wart, or birth-mark, found on

the unhappy woman must often have

sealed her doom. Another method was

to weigh the witch against the church

Bible ; if the latter were the heaviest,

she was guilty. Another was to make

her say the Lord's Praver, it being be

lieved that no witch could repeat it to the

end without a mistake. Another was to

cross-tie her, (right thumb to left toe, left

thumb to rig^ht toe), and throw her into

a pond or river : if guilty she could not

sink ; if she did sink, this proof of her

innocence unluckily came too late. A

notorious witch-finder in the seventeenth

century, Matthew Hopkins, was famous

for applying all these tests ; he " hanged,

in one year, no less than sixty reputed

witches in his own county of Essex. *

What are we to say to all this P That

confessions of being in league with the

devil, and of attendance at the Sabbaths,

were sometimes extorted by torture is

undoubted ; and such confessions few

persons would now hesitate to pronounce

worthless. But it is no less certain that in

numberless instances the witches volun

tarily accused themselves of the greatest

monstrosities and crimes imaginable. Shall

we believe, on their own word, that they

went where they said they went, made

the covenants which they said they made,

saw what they said they saw P To resist

belief in their asseverations must have

been for a long time extremely difficult,

especially when judges and advocates

came to the investigation with a fixed

conviction that witchcraft was a real

crime. But experience must have kept

continually adding to the mass of dis

proved assertions and detected impostures;

so that at last it seemed more reasonable

to trace the enormities with which these

miserable creatures charged themselves

to their own crazy and turbid imagination ,

than to suppose tnem to have an objective

existence. To say this is not to deny that

the evil spirit has anything to do with

witchcraft. Many recorded cases are

apparently inexplicable, unless we suppose

a demoniacal agency to have been at work.

The fact of obsession, and the remedy

of exorcism, remain unshaken ; but the

1 Quoted in Brand, it 381.

> Brand, ii. 385.

crime of witchcraft, consisting in a dis

tinct and conscious bargain with the

evil one in order to obtain unlawful

power, would appear to rest on no secure

foundation.1

The history of juridical and theologi

cal opinion is very curious, and was

admirably traced by Tartarotti in the last

century. From the introduction to his

work, " Del Congresso Notturno," most of

the details in the following sketch are

taken. The first among mediaeval writer*

to notice the witches' Sabbath was

Regino, abbot of Pruuie, at the beginning

of the tenth century ; he speaks of

" wicked women," who say that they

attend great meetings by night " with

Diana, the goddess of the pagans," and

do her bidding. Diana (Hecate, Trivia)

was the goddess of the ways (riorum den),

and therefore supposed to preside at a

meeting of her votaries gathered from

every quarter.* A century later, Bur-

chard, bishop of Worms, speaks of women

who believed themselves to ride to the

meetings on different beasts. A Council

of Treves (1810) forbade any woman to

pretend that she rode by night with

Diana or with Herodiana— " bsec enim

dsomoniacft illusio est." By Herodiana

was meant the daughter of Herodias,

whose skill in dancing was supposed to

be displayed at these Satanical assemblies.

From the fifteenth century date the

systematic severities of the Inquisition

for witchcraft (processus de crimine Mague,

Hexenproceste) . Dominican writers of

that age—Nider, Jaquerio, Sprenger,

Institor, &c.—defended the process, and

asserted the reality of what the witches

confessed ; but the Franciscans Cassini

and Spina took the opposite view. Cassini

wrote a treatise to prove that the witches

did not really ride to the Sabbat*, but in

ecstasy believed that they did so. Sprenger

and Institor were the joint authors of the

celebrated work " Malleus Maleficarum,"

which is full of the most startling and

horrible stories. After the middle of the

sixteenth century the number of those

who opposed the popular belief grew

rapidly. The work of Wierus, a Cleves

physician, on the " Piseudomonarchia Ds»-

monum," which appeared about that time,

1 Scot wrote of the supposed covenant, three
centuries ago: u Let anywise or honeat man

tell me that either be hath beene a partie or a

witnesae, and I will believe him" (Due. ef

Witchcraft, p. 45).

' Hecate is in:roduced by Sh&kspere in tlx

Fourth Act of Macbeth.
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nude a great sensation. Against Wierus

—besides several Catholic writers, as

Tanner and Layman—the Protestants

Daneus, Hemming, T. Erastus, and Bodin

appeared. Bodin, author of "Demono-

mania," was a French jurisconsult.

Wierus declared that the Protestants

believed in the Sabbata more firmly than

the Catholics themselves. Reginald Scot,

evidently a humane and enlightened man,

published his " Discoverie of Witchcraft,"

in which he takes the same line as

Wierus, in 1584; but, being in English,

the work appears to have been unknown

on the Continent. Nicholas Remigio, the

Lorraine judge mentioned above, published

his " Deemonolatria " in 1595. Towards

1600 appeared the ponderous work of

Martin Delrio, a Jesuit, " Disquisitiones

Magic®," in which the revelations of the

witches are still treated seriously. This

became everywhere a work of authority

in the courts, so that Thomasius says that

Protestant jurisconsults "all but copy

him out word for word." James I., in

his " Demonology," took the same side.

The first great shock to the received

system came through the publication of a

work by the Jesuit, Frederic Spee, "Cautio

Criminalis circa Processus contra Sagas,"

1631. Father Spee had attended the

execution of many persons condemned

for witchcraft in the dioceses of Wiirzburg

and Bamberg, and had come to the con

clusion that many of them were entirely

innocent. Yet, so strong at that time

was the general opinion on the other side,

that Father Spee did not attach his name

to his work, nor did he express disbelief

in the Sabbata or midnight meetings,

nor propose to abandon the process ; he

simply pleaded for more caution and cir

cumspection.1 Leibnitz 9 tells us that

this work produced a strong impression on

the mind of Schonborn, afterwards Elec

tor of Mayence, and through him on other

German princes.

Yet, in spite of Father Spee, a crowd

of writers all through the seventeenth

century, both Protestants and Catholics,

defended the process, and the assumptions

on which it rested. Among these were

Carpzovius, Orusius, Ohirlandus, Meric

('asaubon, and Glunvile. The Lutheran

Thomasius published an able tract (1701),

1 He mentions an accusation brought by

several witches against a certain regular of

having been present at their meeting at & particu

lar hour j but at that hour the regular was in

choir ringing the divine office, as all his brother

mocks attested.

> Thmdiaa, 1739, p. 724.

" Theses de Crimine Magite," on the other

side. In the eighteenth century the mis

trust of the process grew stronger and

stronger. In England the Act 9 Geo. II.

(1736) abolished all prosecutions for

witchcraft and sorcery ; pretensions of

the kind were from that time treated as

charlatanerie and imposture, and, if at

tended by attempts to gain money, were

punished. Maria Theresa abolished witch-

trials in Austria in 1766. The last execu

tion of witches in Great Britain appears

to have been in Scotland in 1727, when a

woman was burnt on the charge of having

ridden her own daughter to the meetings,

the said daughter having beeu transformed

into a pony and shod by the devil 1 1 At

Tring in Hertfordshire, in 1751, an old

man and his wife, being suspected of

witchcraft, were beaten, ducked, and

otherwise ill-used by a mob until they

expired. The latest instances of witch-

burning in Europe appear to have been

at Glarus in 1782, and Posen in 1793.

(Scot, " Discoverie of Witchcraft,"

1584; Chambers' Encyclop. vol. x. ;

Brand, " On Popular Antiquities," 1813 ;

Bergier, " Diet. Theol." (Migne); Hergen-

rother, " Kirchengeschichte " ; Perrone,

" De Deo Creatore ; " Tartarotti, " Del

Oongresso Notturno delle Laniie," 1749;

Thomasius, " De Crimine Magias," 1701 ;

Walburger, " De Lamiis," 1670.)

worship. [See Latria ; Duxia ;

Lyases, &c]

wseatb. [See Marriage.]

VTCLirriTES. John Wyclif, or

Wyclitfe, a native of Yorkshire, born

about 1324, studied in the University of

Oxford, where he was for a long time a

fellow of Merton College, then a great

semiuary of learned men, and afterwards

became master of Balliol College and

warden of Canterbury Hall. He was a

proficient in the scholastic divinity of his

day, and also betook himself zealously to

the study ofthe Scriptures. The Domini

cans, Franciscans, Carmelites, and Augus-

tinians, all had at this time flourishim?

houses at Oxford, and were the object of

considerable ill-will to a large body of

masters and doctors belonging to the

secular clergy, chiefly because they were

said to attract promising students from

the colleges, and induce them by various

means to enter one of their convents.

The Franciscans were accustomed to

lecture on the excellence of poverty, and

to dwell in their sermons on the fact that

1 Chambers' Vom. Ann. of Scotland, iii.

641.

Z
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Christ and His Apostles lived chiefly by

alms. Fitzralph, archbishop of Armagh,

maintained that the poverty of Christ

was not, like that of the friars, voluntary.

On all the controverted matters he took a

decided part against the friars, and Wyclif

and others joined him. In 1366 Wyclif

wrote a tract to justify the king (Edward

III.) in refusing to pay, on the demand

of Urban V., the arrears of the tribute

granted by King John to the Holy See.

Some years after this, being made doctor

in theology, he began pertinaciously to

attack the friars, declaring that their mul

tiplication impoverished the realm, that

their letters of fraternity were a delusion,

that they introduced many superstitious

practices, estranged the laity from their

parochial clergy, were avaricious, abetted

wars, &c. ; also that they taught novel

doctrines on the sacrament of the Altar.

Wyclif developed about the same time

opinions similar to those which had been

put forward earlier in the century by

Marsilius of Fadua, to the effect that the

clergy ought to have no coercive jurisdic

tion, and that no temporal penalty of any

kind ought to be inflicted except with

the sanction of the civil power. To

these he added, that lay lords had full

power to take away temporal possessions

from the clergy if they judged that a bad

use was made of them, and that no one

was bound to pay tithes or offerings to

pariah priests whose lives were not

edifying. The Pope (Gregory XI.) heard

of this teaching, and addressed letters

(1370) to Edward III., the Archbishop

of Canterbury, the Bishop of London,

and the University of Oxford, urging that

Wyclif should be arrested and put on his

trial. Some cause of delay arose, and it

was not till February 1378 that Wyclif

appeared to answer for his doctrine before

Bishop Cuurteuay in St. Paul*s Cathedral.

An immense crowd thronged thecathedral

and its approaches. The Duke of Lancas

ter, who was present, was at this time

rather favourably inclined towards Wyclif;

high words passed between him and the

bishop; the people, imagining that an

outrage was being ottered to their bishop

in his own cathedral, became angry and

clamorous ; and the assembly was broken

up in confusion. Soon afterwards another

assembly was held at Lambeth before the

archbishop, to which Wyclif was cited.

He handed in a paper in Latin, explain

ing his teaching on the connection be

tween dominion (or ownership) and grace,

on the jurisdiction in temporals claimed

for the Church, on the effects of ex

communication, and similar questions.1

This paper is full of scholastic .subtleties

and distinctions, so that it is difficult in

many places to catch Wyclifa real meant

ing. The judges decided that it was no-

satisfactory, and the archbishop inhibited

him from lecturing or publishing any more

on the subjects in dispute. Wyclif then

(April 1378) presented a paper in Eng

lish—or a paper was presented for him—

to the Parliament, which is palpably

more anti-Papal and insurgent in tone

than the statement presented to the arch

bishop, though it follows generally the

same line. About this time Gregory XL

died, and the pioceedings against Wyclif

were dropped.

In 1378-9 Wyclif appears to have

been actively engaged on the translation

of the Vulgate Bible into English. It is

not known what proportion of either of

the two versions which have been printed

(Oxford University Press, 1850) actually

came from his pen, but there seems no

reason to doubt that the first impulse

came from him, and that he had an

important share in the actual execu

tion.

In 1381 Wyclif lectured on the

Eucharist, and was led on by his bitter

antagonism to the theologians of the

mendicant orders to the enunciation of

views which scandalised the Church and

the university, and were formally con

demned by both. In brief, he propounded

the tenet of consubstantiation. "Right

as bit is heresye," he said, "to trowe

that Crist is a spiryt and no body, so hit

is heresye to trowe that this sacrament ii

(Sod's body and no bred ; for hit is botbe

togedir.'' 2 So again, in the " Trialogus," 5

written probably in 1383, to quote one

among many similar passages, he sa\8

that the whole Church militant, " since

the time of the promulgation of the

Gospel, has rightly believed that this

sacrament or consecrated host is natur

ally real bread" (eerus patiis), "and

sacramentallv the body of Christ." The

chancellor, VVilliam de Berton, convened

a court of twelve doctors in the schools

of the Augustinian convent, who adopted

a definition in which, Wyclif not being

named, the Catholic doctrine of tran-

substantiation is formally asserted.

Wyclif, who was present, put in a

1 This tract begins " Protestor publics."

(See Lewis's Life of Wyclif, p. 59.)

> Select Engluh Workt, iii. 502.
• Book IV. c. 27, eu. Lectuer.
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document known as his " Confession.'' 1

in which, under cover of a cloud of words

and copious extracts from the Fathers,

he tried to vindicate the soundness of

his Eucharistic teaching. Soon after

this, the terrible rising of the Commons

(in the summer of 1381) turned away

men's thoughts for a time from every

other subject. Sudbury, the archbishop

of Canterbury, was murdered. The new

archbishop (Courtenay) lost no time in

following up the proceedings against

Wyclif. He convened a council at the

Black Friars in London, which met in

May 1382, and condemned twenty-four

propositions extracted from the reformer's

writings. Of these ten were declared to

be heretical, and fourteen erroneous. The

first of the ten was, " That the substance

of material bread and wine remains after

consecration in the sacrament of the

Altar." The fourteen erroneous conclu

sions belonged either to tie peculiar

politico- ecclesiastical system which Wy

clif, following the Vaudois, had built up

in various treatises, or were strong

opinions suggested by his animosity to

wards the friars. The Pope's continua

tion of the proceedings of the council

was soon obtained, and the archbishop

then took very energetic steps to repress

the teaching of the condemned opinions

both in the university and the country.

Wyclif was obliged to leave Oxford aud

retire to his living of Lutterworth ; that

no other severity was used towards him

seems to have been owing to the state of

his health, for about the end of 1382 he

was stricken with paralysis. During the

two remaining years of his life his lite

rary activity must have been prodigious ;

the great bulk of his English works (of

which the three volumes printed by the

Clarendon Press, with the supplementary

volume edited by Mr. Matthew, are far

from exhausting the list) were produced

in this period. According to Gascoyne,

1 It begins " Saepe conf ssus sum," and may

be read in Lewis's Life, p. 828 ; Fascic. Zizan.

p. 116 { and Vaugban's Life, ii. 24a.

(Lewis, 336) he had another paralytic

stroke on December 23, 1384, and died

on the last day of the year.

It is not known in what part of his

career Wyclif founded the institution of

the " Poor Priests," whom he sent to

various parts of the country to propagate

what he conceived to be the Gospel, and

declaim against ecclesiastical abuses.

Among these men, Herford, Repyngdon,

Patrington, Swinderby, and Purvey, were

conspicuous. They and their followers

were called Lollards, and that they were

numerous might be inferred, even if there

were not abundant direct evidence, from

the chance allusion to them in Chaucer's

"Canterbury Tales."1 To Courtenay

Arundel succeeded, and to Arundel

Chicheley ; and all three—but especially

Chicheley, who established in 1416 a

regular inquisition of heresy for the pur

pose of exterminating the sect—used

strenuous measures of repression against

the Wycliffites. In this the princes of

the House of Lancaster, the weakness of

whose title to the crown disposed them

to court the good will of the hierarchy,

zealously aided them. In 1396 twelve

delegates appointed by the university

picked out two hundred and ninety-eight

propositions from Wyclifs works as

deserving of censure. In 1411 a council

held at London by Archbishop Arundel,

attended by thirteen bishnps and thirty

doctors, condemned forty- rive Wycliffite

errors. The Council of Constance, among

the theologians attending which was the

great Carmelite Thomas of Walden,

enumerated the forty-five propositions

just mentioned, and declared that many

of them were notoriously heretical, others

erroneous, others scandalous and blasphe

mous, some offensive to pious ears, and

some rash and seditious. At the same

time Wyclifs " Dialogus " and " TrialoErus "

were condemned by name ; others of his

writings were reprobated in general terms.

1 " ' I Btnell a loiter in the wind,' quoth he "

(Prol. to Shipmarit Talt).

8 k2





APPENDIX.

[Articlrs Omitted.]

AirTI-POPBS. In the first twelve

centuries of her existence the Church was

disturbed some twenty-five times by rival

claimants of the Papacy. The strife thus

originated was always an occasion of

scandal, sometimes of violence and blood

shed, but in most cases it was easy for

men of honest will to distinguish between

the true Pope and the Anti-Pope or false

claimant. It was very different in the

great schism of the fourteenth century.

For forty years two and even three pre

tenders to the Papacy claimed the allegi

ance of Catholics : whole countries,

learned men and canonised saints, ranged

themselves on different sides, and even

now it is not perhaps absolutely certain

who was Pope and who Anti-Pope.

It is usually said that Novatinn, who

became the leader of a schismatical party

at Rome in 251, was the first Anti-Pope,

but Dbllinger (" Hippolytus and Callis-

tus," Engl. Tr. p. 91 teq.) argues with

weighty reasons that he was anticipated

thirty years before by Hippolytus, the sup

posed author of the " Philosophumena."

In the election of Felix II. (a.d. 355-6)

a new element appears which was often

to manifest itself again—viz. the influence

of the court. The Arian Emperor Con-

stantius, after removing Pope Liberius

from Rome, compelled three disreputable
bishops (Mrrao-Kojrovi ■ ov yap av Tit »tiro»

iiTurKmovi) " to establish as bishop

in the palace a certain Felix, who was

worthy of them." So Athanasius writes

(" Ad Monach. et Hist. Arian." 75) only

three years after the event, and we can

scarcely doubt that his account is accurate

in the main. It is accepted, e.g., by

Natalis Alexander (Diss, xxxii. a. 3 in

Seec. iv.), Hefele (" Ooncil." i. p. 661 ),

and many other Oatholic authorities.

But Felix is commemorated as a saint in

the Latin Church on July 29, and Pagi

(" In Annal. Baron." ad ann. 357, n. 3,

ad 357, n. 16 teg.) tries to show that ha

was no Arian intruder, but succeeded

Liberius upon his resignation. After

Felix, we meet with no more heretical

Anti-Popes, although Laurentius (406)

was supported by the Byzantine Court in

the belief that he would approve the

Henoticon of the Emperor Zeno.

Indeed, for many centuries Anti-

Popes were upheld simply by factions

among the clergy and people, who had

the power of election. Thus Eulalius

(418 19) was supported by a minority of

clergy and people, and by the Prefect

Symmachus ; he was finally expelled by

the Emperor Honorius (Fleury, " H. E."

xxiv. 7 seq.) Laurentius (498) had a

party of the people and Festus the pa

trician on his side ; the case was decided

against him by the Arian king Theodoric

(tb. xxx. 48). Dioscorns (530) was

raised by popular {action and died a

month afterwards (ib. xxxii. 21). Pascal

(687-692) gained a party among the

people and the favour of John Exarch of

Ravenna by bribery (ib. xl. 39). The

tumultuous mob which chose John (844)

abandoned him almost immediately (to.

xlviii. 15). The deputies of the Emperor

Lothair and the arms of the Frankish

soldiers enabled the usurper Anastasius

to defy the true Pope Benedict III. for a

brief space in 855 1 (ib. xlix. 26). A

1 At this time the fabulous Pope Joan is

said to have reigned. The story first appeared

in a book bv the French Dominican Stephen de

Bourbon (d*. 1261) ; then in early MSS. of the

history of Martinus Polonus, also a Dominican

(d. 1219). The work of P.lonus was the popu

lar history of the middle ages, and obtained
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new complication occurred in 964. Bene

dict V. does not deserve to be called an

Anti-Pope. He was duly elected by the

Roman people. But the Romans had

sworn in the previous year that they

would not proceed to elect a Pope except

with the Emperor's ;onsent and according

to his wishes. Benedict was degraded

and humbly confessed his sin (Hefele,

" Concil." p. 619 teq.) In the two follow

ing centuries we find a number of Anti-

Popes raised to this bad eminence by the

violence of popular and Baronial factions

in the darkest age of the Church's history.

Such were Franco, a deacon of the Roman

Church, who took the title of Boniface

VII. and usurped the Roman bishopric

in 97o and again in 984 (Fleurv, lvi. 36,

lvii. 12.) ; John XVI. (Philogathug), who

won his place by bribery in 997 (ib. lvii.

49) ; a certain Gregory who headed a

party after a contested election in 1012

(ib. lviii. 35). It was believed till quite

lately that the Church in the middle of

the eleventh century was distracted for

the first time by the claims of three rival

Popes. The recent investigations of

Steindorft' have shown this supposition

to be inaccurate, and his conclusions are

accepted by Hefele in his second edition.

The following seem to be the facts of

the case. In 1033 the Count of Tusculum

raised his son, a boy of twelve, to the

Papal throne. He called himself Bene

dict IX. In 1044 this "devil on the

chair of Peter " was overthrown in a

popular uproar, and Silvester III., not

without simony, succeeded to his place.

He in turn, after the lapse of a year,

resigned in favour of Gregory VI., an

excellent man, though apparently he

bribed Benedict to resign. Although

therefore there were not three rival

Popes, still there were three parties in

the Roman Church and some reason to

fear that a triple schism might arise. It

was this fear which induced the German

King Henry HI. to interfere. A council

of Sutri deposed Gregory and Silvester,

Benedict was deposed the same year in a

universal belief for the legend. It found a

place in the MirabUia Urbis Roma, a aort of

handbook for strainers visiting Home. Nay,

acquiescence in the fable induced John XX. to

style himself "John XXI." It was not till the

fifteenth century that doubts arose, and the

Calvinist Blondel {Joanna Papitta, Amstelo-

dam. 1657) first, demonstrated the unhistorical

character of the legend. He was followed by

Leibnitz (flora Sparti in tumulvm Papiuai,

Goetting. 1758), and by nearly all historians

since. (DOllinger, Papttfabtln, 1 ttq.)

synod of Rome, and Suidger of Bamberg,

at the recommendation of the king, was

canonically elected. He took the title of

Clement II. (Hefele, "Concil." iv. p.

706 seq.)

The election of the Anti-Pope Cada-

laus (the name is spelt in many ways),

known as Honorius II., has greater and

wider interest, connected, as it is, with

the general history of the Church. The

party of reform choso Alexander II.

Beatrice of Canossa was zealous in his

cause, and he was acknowledged as true

Pope in 1002 at a synod of Autrsburg.

But many feared the strong measures a

good Pope might take against the simony

and concubinage prevalent among tbi

clergv. The Lombard bishops were de

termined to have a Pope who came from

the Paradise of Italy (i.e. Lombardy),

and who would have patience with

human weakness. A powerful party at

Rome was at one with them, at least on

the latter point. Thus it came to pass

that Cadalaus, bishop of Parma, a man of

licentious life, was chosen Pope at a

council of Basle by the Lombard prelates

and Roman deputies in 1061, took the

title of Honorius II., and was invested

by the young King Henry IV. with the

insignia of the Papacy just twenty-eight

days after the cardinal bishops had

elected Alexander II. The schism was a

formidable one. The German court

abandoned thecause of Cadalaus at the

synod of Augsburg, but he found favour

ever after that with the Empress Aimes

and with the king, and he had money

and arms at his command. He died in

1072 (Hefele, "Concil." iv. p. 870 teq ).

Next comes a series of Anti-Popes in

the long strife between the Empire and

the Papacy. Guibert of Ravenna, the

favourite of Henry IV., was recognised by

the Ghibelline party as Clement III. : he

was followed by the Anti-Popes Theo-

doric and Albert. In like manner Bur-

dinus of Braga, under the Emperor Henry

V., became the Anti-Pope Gregory VHL

(Hergenrother, " Kirchengeschichte," i. p.

767). Anacletus H., a son of Peter Leone

and of Jewish family, was chosen by a

party among the cardinals in 1 130, but by

means of simony. His opponent, Innocent

II., won the allegiance of the Catholic

world as a whole, but Anacletus was

upheld by the Normans in Calabria, by

the Duke of Aquitaine, and others. After

his death in 1138, his party transferred

their homage to another Anti-Pope, Victor

IV. (ib. 771-3). Once more under
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Frederic I., the war between the Imperial |

and Papil parties called new Anti-Popes

into existence. The tirst of these, also

called Victor IV., had won the votes of

the Ghibelline majority among the car

dinals. He was acknowledged by a synod

of Pavia in 1160, and the true Pope,

Alexander III., took refuge in France.

Another Anti-Pope, Paschal III. (Guido

Clemens), followed in 1164, and another

Calixtus III. (John de Struma), in 1168.

Frederic ceased to maintain the schism

after the peace of Venice in 1 177, and the

Anti-Pope himself submitted to Alex

ander III. Some of the Barons tried to

continue the schism by declaring Lando

Siterio Pope, but the attempt failed

utterly and at once, and Pope Alex

ander, who died in 1181, had seen the fall

of no less than four pretenders to the

Papacy.

For about two centuries no Anti-Pone

disturbed the Church's pence, but in 1378

the flection of Urban VI. occasioned a

schism rightly called the great, since it

was the most grievous ever known.

Gregory XI. had just brought the " Baby

lonish captivity'' of Avisrnon to an end.

It is said that, as he received the sacra

ments of the dying, he warned others

against certain persons who advanced

i'leas of their own as divine inspirations,

lamented the step they had induced him

to take, and expressed his dread of the

consequences to the Church. There were

sixteen cardinals present at Rome, of

whom eleven were Frenchmen, four

Italians, and one Peter de Luna, a

Spaniard. Gregory, a few diys before

his death, had empowered them to hold a

conclave at any place and without waiting

for their colleagues (Raynald. ad ann.

1378, n. 2). On April 7, 1378, they

assembled in the Vatican. Their task

was far from easy. It would have been

natural for them to elect a Frenchman,

but on the other hand, the Romans ear

nestly demanded a Roman or at least an

Italian Pope. On April 8, Bartholomew

of Prignano, archbishop of Bari, was

elected, and he was crowned on Easter

Sunday under the title of Urban VI.

French contemporary writers with scarcely

an exception represent the cardinals

as constrained by violence. They were

told by the populace that they must elect

an Italian or die ; nor were signs wanting

that the Roman mob meant to keep their

word. There are, however, very strong

reasons for refusing belief to these French

accounts. Dietrich of Niem, a German

and an official in the Papal court at the

time, assures us that the election was per

fectly free, that the people did indeed beg

the cardinals to promote an Italian, but

used no force or threats, and that the

tumult did not occur till the election was

over. Dietrich must have known the

truth, and there is every ground to think

he t"ld it, for he was by no means an

enthusiastic admirer of Pope Urban. The

testimony of St. Catharine of Sweden,

given at length by Raynaldus (ad ann.

1.379, n. 20) is to the same effect. She

was present in Rome at the time, and

talked over the matter with many of the

cardinals. But the most conclusive

document is the letter also given in full

by Raynaldus (ad ann. 1378, n. 19),

which the sixteen electors addressed on

April 19 to their brother-cardinals at

Avignon. They declare that they had

chosen Urban freely and unanimously,

and we know that they acknowledged

him for several months without a pro

test.

However, Urban's harshness and im

prudence alienated the Sacred College,

and in August of that same year the

French cardinals declared that the election

had been constrained, and renounced all

allegiance to Urban, whom they called

" an apostate " and " an accursed Anti-

Christ'' (Raynald. ad ano. 1378,

n. 48 seq.) They persuaded three out of

the four Italian cardinals to join them at

Fondi, where, on September 20, the Car

dinal of Geneva was elected, and became

Clement VII. Urban found himself

deserted by every cardinal, for the fourth

Italian memberof the college (Tebaldesehi)

was dead. All the cardinals at Avignon

accepted Clement, who soon after estab

lished himself, and was acknowledged

Pope in France, Lorraine, Savoy, Scot

land, Naples, and Spain. The rest of the

Catholic world belonged to the obedience

of Urban. Catharine of Siena was eager

in the cause of Urban, St. Vincent

Ferrar equally so for the Popes of the

other line. Urban was followed by Bon i-

face IX. (1389-1404); Innocent VII.

(1404-6) ; Gregory XII. 1406-9. On

Clement's death in 1394, he was replaced

bv the famous Peter de Luna, Benedict

XIII.

The Council of Pisa in 1409 tried to

remove the scandal of a double line of

Popes anathematising each other and

dividing tbe allegiance of Christendom.

In Session XV. both Popes were deposed,

and in the nineteenth, Alexander V. was
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elected. For a time this made matters

worse, for neither Gregory nor Benedict

admitted the validity of the sentence, so

that there were now three claimants of

the Papacy—viz. Gregory XII., Benedict

XIII. and Alexander V. Still, Alex

ander's successor, John XXIII. was

accepted by the Emperor Sigismund, and

by the greater part of the Church.

Another attempt at peace was made

by the Council of Constance. It

annulled the pretensions of all three

Popes. Of these, Gregory resigned wil

lingly. John was deposed in Session XII.,

May 1415, and Benedict XIII. in Session

XXVII., two years later. Martin V. was

then chosen Pope by the twenty-three

cardinals and six deputies from each of

the four nations into which the council

was divided.

Here the schism virtually ended, and

Martin V. ruled over all Catholics.

Nevertheless, Benedict XIII. held out at

the Castle of Peniscola, on the Catalonian

coast. He had received the deputies who

brought him the sentence of deposition

with solemn protest ; he maintained to

the last that the little church of his

obedience was the ark of salvation, and

that he himself was the centre of unity.

With his last breath in 1423 he bade his

cardinals provide for the election of a suc

cessor, which they did by promoting the

Canon Mufioz 1 as Clement VII. He,

however, resigned the tiara in 1429, and

allowed his cardinals to elect " Otto

Oolonna, known in his obedience as Martin

V." Mufioz became Bishop of the Ba

learic Isles.

Amadeus, Count and afterwards first

Duke of Savoy and Count of Geneva, was

the last of the Anti-Popes. He was

chosen by the Council of Basle, then schis-

matical, in 1 430, andcrowned at Basle in the

following year. He submitted in 1449 to

Pope Nicolas V., who made him cardinal

and perpetual vicar of the Holy See in

the territories of Savoy, Basle, Strashurg,

Sec. He died at Ripaille in 1451.

AKKEVI&H CHRISTIANS. The

native legends recount the preaching of

the Gospel to the Armenian nation by

Thaddeus, one of the seventy disciples,

but the conversion of the Armenian

people as a whole was brought about by

their great apostle, Gregory the Illumi-

1 There were only four " cardinals " in

Benedict's obedience. Three chose MuSoz ; a

fourth elected himself, and tock the title

" Benedict XIV." He was defended by the

Count of Armagnac.

nator, whose efforts were supported by

King Tiridates III., just at the begin

ning of the fourth century. It is clear

from Euaebius (" H. E." ix. 8) that the

work of conversion was very rapid. Gre

gory established the chief see at Etch-

miazin, near Mount Ararat : he and hi*

ancestors were consecrated by the Metro

politan of Cffisarea in Cappadocia, and

the title they took—viz. Catholicos —sig

nified that they were the general procu

rators and representatives of the see of

Cassarea in Armenia (Le Quien, " Oriena

CJhristianus," L 1355). Early in the

fifth century the golden age of Armenian

literature began. Isaac the Great and

Mesroh (both Catholics) invented the

Armenian alphabet and translated the

Bible from the Syriac Peahitto into

Armenian, afterwards improving their

work by collating it with good MS3. of

the LXX (Hexaplar text) and the Greek

New Testament. The work of trans

lating Fathers, as well as works of Aris

totle, Philo, Porphyry, &c, from Greek

and Syriac was carried on with great zeal.

This literary activity was accompanied by

other changes of a very different kind.

The brave Armenian nation had preserved

its independence, but in 390 Armenia

was divided between the Byzantine and

Persian empires, and East Armenia, the

larger and more fruitful part of the

country, fell to the portion of the latter

Power. In 430 the very shadow of a

national monarchy disappeared, and ever

since the Armenians have been subject in

succession to Persians, Arabs, Turks, and

Russians. They were scattered far and

wide by the Mongol invaders, and their

unity, like that of the Jews, has consisted

in the common bond of race, language,

literature, and religion. After the Per

sian conquest the Armenian catholicos

became independent of Csesarea, and this

change was followed by another of much

greater moment. The opposition of the

Armenians to the Council of Chalcedon,

mainly due to the mission of Samuel,

whom the Syrian Archimandrite Barsu-

mas sent to the Armenian church, was

clearly displayed in the synod of Vagars-

hiabad, A..D. 491. The schism was con

summated at the Synod of Dovin in 696

(see Hefele, " Concil." ii. p. 717, 2nd

ed., where the statements of Pagi, Mansi,

See. are corrected from the National His

tory published at Venice in 1786), and

has endured ever since, though Greek

influence induced the Iberian and Colch-

ian bishops to sever themselves from the
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Armenian catholicos. True, a union

between the Armenians and the orthodox

( i reeks was ejected at a council of Char-

num (the modern Ezeroun) in 032, but it

did not last long. The Armenians held

fast to the Monophysite doctrine—viz.

that in Christ there was but one nature—

and external differences increased the

opposition between them and the Greeks.

Some of these, such as the addition of the

words " Who wast crucified for us " in

the Trisagion, and probably the use of

pure wine, without the addition of any

water, in the Mass, were connected with

their theological views. Besides this,

they maintained the old Eastern custom

of celebrating Christ's birth and his epi

phany on one day—viz. Jnnuary 0. They

use leavened bread at the altar, eat lac-

ticinia in Lent (Syn. in Trull, can. 32,

66). They were also charged by the

Greeks with making the priesthood into a

caste, and only ordaining sons of priests

(t'A. can. 32) ; and further, with a semi-

Jewish practice of cooking flesh in the

sanctuary and giving portions of it to the

priests (ib. can. 99).

The catholicos lives at Etchniazin,

which has belonged since 1828 to Russia.

He is chosen from the metropolitans by

the synod, with the consent of the

Armenian bishops and of all Armenians

present at the place, and the election

must be confirmed by the Czar. He is

enthroned in his cathedral by the Metro

politan of Siunic. It is his office to

watch over religion and discipline; he

consecrates the chrism for his bishops,

which he does only once in seven years,

and he can convene a national council.

In matters of importance he must consult

his synod. He is Bishop of Ararat. His

distinctive dress consists in a silk veil,

with gold fringos, which covers his head

and shoulders, and is called kogh, and in

a pallium folded five times over his breast.

The patriarchal cross and torch are car

ried before him, and he uses everywhere

the staff of the vartabed or doctor. He

is chiefly supported by a poll-tax on

all adults within his diocese, contribu

tions, stole-fees, &c. from the revenues of

the monastery at Etchniazin, and the

srifts of pilgrims to the shrine of St.

Gregory. There are twelve archbishops

and bishops, four vartabed* or doctors,

sixty monks in priest's orders, and 500

other monks in the great monastery j ust

mentioned. The archbishops, bishops,

and archimandrites residing, there form

his synod. Deputies from the Armenian

nation are added to their number at the

election of a patriarch.

Next come the patriarchs, who are

now almost independent of the catho

licos. The patriarchal sees arose from

the constant change of the chief see

during the disasters of the nation, and also

from (he dispersion of the Armenians after

the Mongol invasion in the fourteenth

century. The Patriarch of Constanti

nople (bishopric since 1307, title of patri

arch since 1481) holds the first rank

amongst the patriarchs, and is only in

ferior in name to the catholicos. He is

chosen by the Armenians, lay as well as

clerical, at Constantinople, and gets his

berat from the Porte. He can conse

crate the Jioly oil, and can appoint and

consecrate metropolitan bishops through

out the Turkish dominions except at. Jeru

salem. The church property is under his

control, but he must administer it with

the advice of a synod of twenty lay

members chosen by the Porte. He has

also a synod of ecclesiastics for spiritual

matters. He has secular jurisdiction

over the members of his church, and he

represents not only the Armenians but

also the Syrian Jacobites before the

Turkish Government. The Patriarch of

Sis (title granted 1441) is supposed to be

chosen by the twelve neighbouring

bishops, who, however, really follow the

popular choice, which takes place under

the influence of the Turkish Government.

His jurisdiction extends over Lesser

Armenia, Cappadocia, and Cilicia. He

receives the holy oil from the catholicos.

The Patriarch of Jerusalem (title since

the middle of the seventeenth century) is

chosen by his suffragan bishops, with the

consent of the clergy. He has very

limited power, for he leaves the conse

cration of bishops and of the holy oil to

the catholicos, and he can he called to

the court of the Patriarch of Constanti

nople. The Patriarch of the island of

Aghtamar (1114) has little power, and

his jurisdiction scarcely extends beyond

the shores of the lake of Van. He is

chiefly maintained by the monastery on

the island.

The metropolitans, according to the

canons, are empowered to consecrate

their suffragans and the holy oils, but

these rights are now reserved to the

catholicos, or else to the patriarch, and

the metropolitans only differ from other

bishops by wearing a gold mitre, *

triple pallium, a longer staff, and anarchie-

piscopal imyovaTiov, which the Arme
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nians call goncher, suspended from the

girdle. A monk cannot, except by dispen

sation, become a bishop, and the bishops

are usually chosen from tho unmarried

vartabeda or doctors. The patriarch may

nominate, but usually the bishops are

chosen by the clergy and fathers of

families. The election is confirmed, and

the bishop consecrated by the catholicos

or patriarch. The rite of consecration

closely resembles that of the Greeks, but

the Armenians anoint the head and

thumbs of the elect with chrism, and he

receives a ring as one of his insignia.

Bishops also wear a mitre1 like that of

the Latins, and they do not use the a-At/toe

of the Greeks (see Vestments op the

Greeks). The bishop appoints the chor-

episcopi; convents, schools, hospitals,

&c, are subject to him ; no altars may he

set up or relics exposed for veneration
■without his leave.

The priests are divided into two

classes, that of the vartabeds or doctors,

who are again subdivided into many

grades and who remain unmarried, and

the parish priests. The former are far

more highly esteemed. A staff is the

mark of their office, and their chief duty

consists in preaching. They live by col

lections made after the sermon. The ordi

nary clergy are married, taken from the

humbler classes and trained either by a

parish priest or at a monastery. The

Armenians have the same minor orders

as the Latins, and, like them, they reckon

the subdiaconate among the greater

orders. A priest is elected by the people,

who, however, invariably accept the can

didate proposed by the lay administrator

of the church property ; he must then

be approved by the bishop. The priestly

vestments are alb, girdle, maniple, stole,

chasuble ; but they also have a collar of

gold or silver stuff called vagal, from

which a sort of metal amice is suspended,

with the figures of the twelve Apostles

upon it, and they wear a high cap

with gold or silver crosses. The priest

says Mass with covered head till the

Trisagion, when he removes his cap,

amice, and sandals. Priests live by stole-

fees and by offerings in kind at Epi

phany and Easter. They also get

subsidies from the fund for pious uses.

But they are very poor, and generally

have to follow some trade.

The Armenian monks follow the rule

of St. Basil, but their fasts are stricter

1 Introduced in 1084 (Neale, Eattern

Outrek, i. 813).

than those of the Greek religions. They

have many monasteries, and at least one

large convent of nuns—viz. on Mount

Sion. Silbernagl enumerates between

sixty and seventy dioceses, of which

fourteen are in Russia, five in Persia

(including the see of the Armenian

Bishop of Calcutta), the rest in the

Turkish territory. He estimates the

number of schismatic Armenians in Tur

key at 2,400,000, of whom 400,000 are in

Turkey in Europe. There are 600,000

in the Russian Empire. Add to these

the Armenians in other lands, especially

Kgvpt and the principalities of the

Danube, in which last the chief settle

ment of the Armenians was made in

1342, and we may calculate the whole

number as about threo millions.

United Armenian* —Some of the

Armenians in Cilicia were united with

the Catholic Church by Latin mission

aries sent there by John XXII. But

much more was done by Jesuit mission

aries and the Mechitarists among the

Armenians scattered from the fourteenth

century onwards throughout other coun

tries, and at present there are about

100,000 Catholics of the Armenian rite.

In 1742, Benedict XIV. appointed a

patriarch for the Armenians in Oilicia

and the Lesser Armenia. In 1830 Pius

VIII. nominated a primate at Constanti

nople for the Armenians in European

Turkey; and owing to the progress of

Catholicism in the nation, Pius IX. in

1850 empowered the Primate Anthony

Hassun to erect six suffragan dioceses.

The Pope himself nominated the bishops,

and a schism seemed likely to ensue. In

1866 Hassun was chosen patriarch by

the bishops of the Cilician patriarchate.

Pius IX. confirmed the election, united

the patriarchal and primatial dignities,

transferred the patriarchal residence to

Galata, near Constantinople, providedibr

the election ofthe patriarch by the bishops

to t he exclusion of the laity, and regulated

the affairs of the Armenian church by the

bull "Reversurus," of July 12, 1867.

Some Armenians thought the rights of

the nation injured by this bull, and a

formal schism arose in 1870; more than

thirty-five of the clergy and many of the

laity were excommunicated by the Pope.

The schism, however, won about 4,000

adherents ; a schismatical patriarch was

elected, and most of the church buildings

and goods passed into their hands. They

repudiated the decrees of the Vatican

Council. In 1879 the schismatical patri
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arch Kuppelian made his submission to

Leo Xlli. Many of the clergy and laity

followed his example, and Monsignor

HaswtD was acknowledged as patriarch

by the Porte till he was made cardinal in

1880, and replaced by Monsignor Azarian.

At present seventeen dioceses are subject

to the Armenian Patriarch. He has no

authority over Armenians in Russia and

Austria. Russia has many Armenian

inhabitants in the Crimea, Kasan, and

the Ukraine. Pius VII. sent them a

vicar-apostolic in 1809, and the Concordat

of 1847 provided for the erection of Ar

menian bishoprics at Cherson and Kami-

niek. This arrangement, however, owing

to the troubles with the Russian Govern

ment, has not been carried out. A ustria

has about 14,000 United Armenians.

Those in Siebenburgen, who came there

in 1071, and continued for a time Mono-

physites, are under the Latin bishops.

The archbishopric of Leniberg was

erected for the Armenians of Galhcia in

1635; and Pius VII., by a brief in 1819,

agreed that the emperor should nominate

one of three candidates proposed by the

Armenian people. The Armenians who

settled in Hungary after the capture of

Belgrade by the Turks in 1621 are

placed under the Mechitarist monks.

The Armenian monks belong to the

order of St. Anthony. The Mechitarists

have been described in a separate article.

(Chiefly from Silbemagl, " Kirchen des

Orients," with the addition of the facts

regarding the recent schism from Hergen-

rother s article in the " Kirchenlezikon,"

edited by Kaulen).

betbothal. [See Espousals.]

CKUBU> HITS, CHRIS

TIAN'S of.—The name Chaldeans in

ecclesiastical use signifies the Catholics

who belong to the church formed by

conversions from Nestorianism. Assemani

(" Bibliothec. Orient." torn. iii. p. 410 seq.)

distinguishes between particular conver

sions — i.e. conversions of individual

bishops and their dioceses and general

conversions—i.e. unions effected with a

large section of the Nestorians which led

to the recognition of a Catholic patriarch.

Under the former head he mentions—(1)

the conversion of the Bishop Sahaduna

and the Gamaraeans, a.d. 630 ; (2) that of

Timothy of Tarsus, metropolitan of the

Nestorians in Cyprus, and of his subjects,

A.D. 1445 : (3) that of the Nestorians on

the Malabar Coast ; (4) that of the Chris

tians of St. John, called Sabceans by the

Carmelite Fathers, in Bassora, circ. a.d.

1630. The story of the third of these

conversions has been given in the article

on the Christians op Sr. Thomas. We

doubt the accuracy of Assemani's state

ment about the Saba?ans, whose history

has been recently investigated by Chwol-

son.1 The third case is interesting from

its connection with the Council of Flo

rence. Timothy was converted by An

drew, archbishop of Rhodes (Colopensis),

whom Eugenius IV. sent to Cyprus.

The union was effected in the second

session of the continuation of the council

in the Lateran, August7, 1446. Eugenius,

in his bull containing the decree of union,

forbids any one to call the Chaldeans here

tics. So that here we have a formal re

cognition of the name " Chaldean." 3

(" Hefele, Concil." vii. p. 815 teg.)

Assemani enumerates the following

" general conversions." (1) In 1247 Asa,

" Vicar of the East"—i.e. representative

of the patriarch in China and Eastern

Tartary—under the Nestorian Patriarch

Sabarjesu (1226-66), made a profession

of Catholic belief to Innocent I\ . It was

subscribed by the Archbishop of Nisibis,

two other archbishops, and three bishops.

(2) The Patriarch Jaballaha was recon

ciled under Benedict XL, a.d. 1304. (3) A

dispute about the succession to the patri

archate between Sulaka and Shimoom led

to the reconciliation of the former under

Julius III., a.b. 1552. (4) The Patriarch

Llias became Catholic under Paul V.,

a.d. 1616. None of these conversions had

any wide or lasting influence. (6) The

1 See, especially, his criticism of Assemani

(Die Ssnbitr und der SaMimus, vol. i. p. 48).

' " Meshihava." which simply means " fol

lower of the Messias "—i.e. Christian—is now

used as a distinctive name for the Chaldean

Catholics, as opposed to the Nestorians of the

aanie rite. The word ( ]*. I* . mKn " Meshi-

chojo") frequently occurs in Syriac literature as

a general name for Christian. (Payne, Smith,

Tliaaur. Syr. col. 2242.) The Greek word

xptanvvbs has been adopted in the Syriac lan

guage, and occurs constantly not only in the

Peshitto, but also in late authors, e.g. in the

chronicles of Barhebrauia. The reader must not

suppose that the name Chaldean has anything

to do with the Clialdee lauguage. The Catho

lics of the Syrian and Chaldean rites agree in

the use of the Syriac tongue in the liturgy, the

former, however, u*ing the Western or Jacobite,

the latter, the Eastern or Nestorian, dialect.

The differences between the dialects, which are

slight and chiefly affect the pronunciation of

the vowels, are noted in all the recent gram

mars. Martin ( Syro-Chaldaicae Institutioneg, p.

60) gives a transcription of the Nicene Creed

in Roman characters, as he heard it pronounced

by a Chaldean priest.
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conversion of the Nestorians at Diarbekir

led Innocent XI. to establish a new Chal

dean patriarchate in that city. Joseph I.

was the first patriarch ; the last died in

1828. (Badger, "The Nestorians and

their Rituals," vol. i. p. 150.)

Here Asseuiani's narrative ends, but

since his gTeat work was published at

Rome (1719-28) the most important ac

cession of Nestorians to the Church has

taken place. There had been since the

middle of the sixteenth century a schism

between the Nestorians themselves, and

they had two patriarchs, one residing at

Kochanes in Central Koordistan, the other

at Mosul, or Alkosh. Elias, the patriarch

at the latter place, on his death in 1 778,

left two nephews, Hanna (=John, the

name he took at ordination, his own name

being Hormuzd) and Jeshuyan. Both

were already metropolitans, both became

Catholics, and both were candidates for

the patriarchate. The latter had scarcely

reached the object of his ambition when he

relapsed into Nestorianism. John, who re

mained Catholic, claimed the patriarchate

in his place, a.d. 1782. He had bitter dis-

futes, not only with his Nestorian relatives,

ut also with the Carmelite missionaries

and the Patriarch Joseph, who still exer

cised jurisdiction at Diarbekir. It was

not till the close of the last century that

he was recognised by Rome as the spiritual

head of all the Chaldeans, and allowed to

use the patriarchal seal and exercise

patriarchal functions, and he then took

the name Elias. He only received the

pallium shortly before his death at Bagdad

in 1841. He must have been bishop for

more than sixty-three years ; but itappears

from his autobiography, translated by

Badger, that he was consecrated metro

politan at the age of sixteen. This last

conversion to the Church embraced most

of the Nestorians in the plains by the

Tigris. Badger, writing in 1852, estimates

the number of Catholics belonging to the

Chaldean rite at 20,000, thinly scattered

through the vast territory which extends

from Diarbekir to the frontiers of Persia,

and from Tyari to Bagdad. The Chal

deans, says Badger (i. p. 176), are supe

rior to their Nestorian countrymen " in

civilisation, general intelligence, and eccle

siastical order." This is important testi

mony, coming, as it does, from an author

who had extraordinary opportunities of

judging correctly, and who writes with

passionate vehemence against everything

Catholic.

Rome utterly abolished the hereditary

succession to the patriarchate which had

long prevailed among the Nestorians, and

John was forbidden to make any of his

relations bishops, but it was difficult to

root out this abuse. A nephew of the

Patriarch John actually became Nestorian

for a few months, in 1834, that he might

be consecrated metropolitan by the Nesto

rian patriarch and succeed his uncle, who

is said to have approved of this proceed

ing. The devotion to the old patriarchal

house nearly led to a schism, which was

fomented by a Nestorian patriarch, Shi-

moom, who fled from the Kurds to Mosul.

Great discontent was caused in 1843 by

an attempt of the Patriarch Zeiya to make

the Chaldeans keep Easter according to

the Latin reckoning. This patriarch was

himself cited before the Holy Office on a

charge of embezzlement, and resigned in

1846. The next patriarch, Joseph Audu,

came into conflict with Rome on account

of his claims to exercise jurisdiction over the

Chaldeans in India, and because of his un-

canonical ordinations. He was forbidden

to consecrate bishops without leave from

Rome. He refused to accept the decrees

of the Vatican Council, which he attended,

and renounced communion with Rome.

A Capuchin, Bishop Fanciulli, was sent

as apostolic visitor to Mosul, and the

Satriarch made a qualified submission in

uly 1672. Soon after the patriarch re

newed the schism, induced some of the

bishops and nobles to join him, and conse

crated bishops in defiance of the Pope.

The revolt was fostered by the Turkish

Oovernment. The patriarch made his final

submission in January 1877.

According to the ordinary law the

patriarch—unless Rome has previously

appointed a coadjutor with right of suc

cession—is chosen by the bishops. The

election, ifcanonical, is confirmed at Rome.

He is subject not only to Propaganda but

to the Latin Archbishop of Bagdad, as

apostolic visitor. He resides at Alkosh

and Mosul.

The metropolitans and bishops, who

are chosen from the monks, are nominated

and consecrated by the Patriarch. The

metropolitan Sees are Amedia, Mosul

(both immediately subject to the pa

triarch), Kerkuk, Seert Gehanan. The

episcopal sees are Akra, Diarbekir, Gezir,

Mardin, Salmas, Zaku. The secular priests

are usually married, and partly support

themselves by manual labour. The monks

belong to the order of St. Anthony, and

there are two monasteries—a very ancient

one, that of Rabban Hormuzd, at Alkosh,
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which in 1843 bad an abbot and four

monks, and a small one founded in modern

times, and with scarcely any religious, th.it

of Mar Yurgis (= St. George), on the

left bank of the Tigris, a few miles above

Mosul. The monks live apart in cells

which are mostly in the rock. They

abstain from wine and spirits and from

flesh, except on Christmas Day and Easter

Sunday.

Bickell ("Conspectus rei Syrorum

Litterariie," Munster, 1871, J§ vii.-x.)

mentions the following printed editions

of liturgical books of the Chaldean rite:

" Missale Chaldaicum, et Decret. S. Con-

gregat. de Propaganda Fide," Itomse, 1767 ;

"PsalteriumClialrlaicum in asum nationis

Chald.," Rouue, 1842 ; " Breviarium Chal

daicum in usum nationis Chald. a Jose-

pho Guriel, secundo editum," Roma}, 1866.

He also gives the titles of four liturgical

books of the Chaldean rite, but intended

for the church of Malabar—viz. ." Ordo

Chaldnicus Missae B. Apost. juxta ritum

Eccles. Malabar." Romse, 1774; "Ordo

Chaldaicus Rituum et I^ectionum juxta

morem Ecclee. Malabar." Romre, 1775 ;

" Ordo Chaldaic\is MinUterii Sacrament.

SS. qiuB perficiuntur a Sacerdot. juxta

morem Eccles. Malabar." Romas, 1845 ;

"Ordo Baptism. Adultorum juxta ritum

Eccles. Malabar. Chaldseorum." Roma;,

1859. In three instances there is an ex

ceptional use of the word Ohaldee instead

of Syriac in the title of books meant for

the Maronites—viz. " Missale Chaldaicum

juxta ritum Eccles. Nationis Maronita-

rum," Romas, 1592; "Officium Defunc-

torum ad usum Maronitarum Greporii

XIII. iinpensa Chaldaicis characteribus

impressum," Romae, 1685, vol. ii. ; " Bre-

viarii Chaldaici sestiva pars " (the former

part, printed ten years earlier, is entitled

simply, "Offic. Sanctorum juxta ritum

Eccles. Maronit. pars hiemahs"), Romae,

1666.

(Assemani has been our authority for

the history down to the close of the seven

teenth century, then Badger, carefullycom

pared with Silbemagls "Kirchen des

Orients ; " and for the events of the last

few years, Hergenrother, " Kirchenge-

schichte," vol. ii. p. 1009 teq.)

COMB. The liturgical use of the

comb is, so far as we know, mentioned

once only in our present books—viz. in

the Pontifical, where the rubrics for the

consecration of a bishop require an " ivory

comb " to be provided. But Ducange

(ad toe. " Pecten ") shows that its use was

once far more general. " It was," he says,

" counted among the sacred instruments,

and was used by priests and clerics for

combing their hair before they went [from

the sacristy] into the church," Thus

Ducange quotes a will of Count Everard,

a. ii. 837, leaving a comb among the other

" ornaments of his chapel." So in the

will of Bishop Riculfus, a.d. 915, a charter

of 1231,a charter ofJohn, bishop of Capua,

a.d. 1301. Mr. Maskell ("Mon. Rit> ii.

p. 266) gives other examples—e.g. from an

inventory of St. Paul's, London, a.d. 1295

—and he quotes a rubric from the Ponti

fical of Archbishop Bainbridge of York,

which directs the bishop, when about to

say Mass, to comb his hair after putting

on his sandals, and before he assumes the

amice. The combing of the bishop's hair

was as much a part ot the ceremonials as

uttiug on his mitre, and was done by the

eacon or subdeacon, sometimes by both

(Mabillon." Museum Italicum,"ii. p. 292).

CLOVES (CHXKOTHECJE). A

bishop's gloves are blessed and put on his

hands at his consecration by the consecra-

tor. Episcopal gloves are mentioned by

Hugo of St. Victor, Honorius of Autun

("Gemma Animaj," i. 215), and Inno

cent III., but not by the older writers,

Amalnrius, Rabanus Maurus, or even

Pseudo-Alcuin, so that they must have

been introduced about the eleventh century
(Hefele," Beitl■age,', ii. p. 222). There is,

according to Mr. Maskell (" Mon. Rit." ii.

p. 286). no allusion to the solemn investing

of the bishop with gloves in the most an

cient Ordinals, or in the Sarum Pontifical,

or in Winchester, Bangor, and Exeter M SS.,

and be concludes that the rite was of late

introduction in the English Church.

piscina. The word which signified

originally " a fish-pond " came to mean in

classical writers of the silver age a basin,

or bath. In the early Latin Church it

was employed as an equivalent for koXu^-

fii)6pa, the Greek word for the baptismal

font. In the middle ages it was the

common term for the small niche in the

wall on the Epistle side of the altar

containing a perforated basin of stone,

through which the water used in washing

the priest's hands was poured. Earlier in

the middle ages the ablutions were also

poured down the piscina. Examples of

mediaeval piscinae abound in old English

churches. They are sometimes to be seen

in modern Catholic churches.

PXiAXXT chant 1 (cantut Jirmut),

1 It wa* intended to substitute this article

for that in the body of the work ; and this will

be ultimately done) but for toe present the

V
d
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known also as Gregorian, or Roman, or

Choral Chant, is the distinctive song of

the Church. It has been defined to be a

grave, diatonic, unison melody, set to the

rhythm of the words, without strictly

measured time, and used by the Church

in her sacred functions (Haberl's " Magis-

ter Choralis," translated by Donnelly,

Ratisbon, 1877). This is perhaps as good

a definition as can be assigned to a subject

which, from its free spiritual nature, is

hardly definable, however much we may

describe certain of its leading characters,

its structure and purpose. It is, in

brief, the Church's song, the interpreter

in melody of her spiritual prayer. And

as prayer is an utterance by the believing

heart of the word of faith, according to

the maxim fc.r supplicandi lex credendi, so

the chant, which is the more solemn mode

of liturgical prayer, owes to the faith its

creation, its power, and just interpretation.

Only when imbued with the faith will the

human mind delight in it, and in propor

tion as it rids itself of the just govern

ment of the faith will it discard it.

Its leading characteristics concern (1)

Melodj ; (2) Tone or Mode; ($) Rhythm.

(1) The Church authorises in her

liturgy no other music than pure melody,

which it assigns respectively to the offi

ciant, to the cantors, and to the choir.

This last consists of a trained body of

clerics, or of youths or men habited as

clerics, occupying the choir or presby-

terium, and having an integral part in all

solemn rites and functions. The choir, as

a part of the edifice, is normally in front

of the altar and in face of the people, and

those who occupy it are divided into two

parts for alternate singing, one occupying

the Epistle side, the other the Gospel side.

In the act of singing the alternate choirs

face each other, and both by position and

training are the leaders of the congrega

tion. Whether the two choirs sing alter

nately or simultaneously, they sing always

in unison or at the same pitch. Voices

differing in pitch but singing concordantly,

however beautiful the effect, are in so far

departing from the strict ecclesiastical

chant; and even the accompaniment of the

organ does not enter into the Church's

conception of her song, or of ritual

solemnity. To restrict the free melody of

the choir by harmonic chords, whether of

the voice or organ, however powerful on

the feelings the effect may be, has in her

original article will be allowed to stand,

because to cancel it would have involved too

gr«at a dislocation of type.

conception some element of incongruity

with the just ideal of spiritual worship ;

and whatever toleration or tacit approval

she extends to instrumental or vocal har

monies is subject to the condition that

her own chant is not thereby despoiled

of its supremacy of place and honour.

As to the character of her melody, it is at

the same time recitative and meditative.

It recites the word of the text and medi

tates upon it. Sometimes it proceeds

with great despatch, as in the palms and

sequences, assigning for the most part one

note to each syllable ; at others, as in her

antiphons, it lingers upon the word, pour

ing out its meaning in rich melodies,

based rhythmically upon its syllables.

In this way the Church preserves the

balance of her offices, accommodating her

self to the time and the spirit ol the time;

now, according to her spiritual mood,

dwelling on the sacred word in sustained

meditation, now carried forward in a

rapid current of melodious praise. In her

offices there is never indecent hurry,

never loss of time.

(2) Tone or Mode.—In its tones the

ecclesiastical chant is distinguished by

great variety and adaptability. It was

created for the purpose of being the

vehicle of the Church s manifold prayer—

manifold in the spiritual affections of her

soul. Spiritual adoration, thanksgiving,

supplication, sorrow, joy, peace, hope,

triumph— such triumph, that is, as is just

in this valley of tears—find in her tones

the apparatus provided for their solemn

expression. But however varied the

tones, she is very simple and constant in

her mode of using them. When once

she has determined the tone which is

suited to the mood of her spirit, she

delivers the whole antiphon, psalm,

hymn, or other form of prayer, in that

tone. The melody accommodates itself,

indeed, to the word and phrase, but is

always restrained by the tone from any

mere word-painting, or distraction of her

spirit from its leading affection. Compare

with this the absence of any predominant

tone in many of the compositions of

figured music, and the intention and

practice of the Church will be the more

apparent. In the " Gloria," for instance,

the Church conceives of it as one whole—

as one act of praise ; in the " Credo " it

conceives of it as one act of faith. The

mode once determined, the song of praise

or faith hastens on in its first intention

with grave beauty and undeviating path

to its accomplishment. But in many of
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the figured compositions on ttie same

themes the "Gloria" and "Credo" are

divided into parts so different]y conceived,

with such an absence of unity of tone, or

such a blankness of tone, that no incon

gruity would be felt, or indeed is felt, in

piecing together a " Gloria " or " Credo"

from different authors. This is foreign

to the Church's spirit. She is various in

her tones, but constancy to a tone ouce

chosen is a leading feature of her chant.

(3) Rhythm.—The rhythm of the

chant is the rhythm of eloquence—free,

and not to be reduced to any artificial

measure. There is a rhythm which is

natural to the human voice. The accent

of words is the outcome of it, and the

charm of eloquence depends on it. Even

the measured numbers of poetry are no

substitute for it ; lor poetry itself, to be

eloquently declaimed, must forget its own

measures to some degree, and yield itself

to the natural accent, phrasing, and

intonation of the speaker. Were any one,

in declaiming the verses of a poet, to make

the measures of the syllables prominent

instead of following the rhythm of voice

suggested by the sense, he would be en

slaving the poetic idea to mere numbers

—turning the master into the slave. It

is this rhythm of eloquent pronunciation,

depending on the accent of the word, the

balance of its syllables, the phrasing of

the sentence, and the adjustment of sen

tences into one delivery of the whole

intention of the soul, which is the basis

of the rhythm of the chant. The longer

meditative melodies ara assigned to the

accented syllables—as is just, for on them

is delivered the force of the word. The

very derivation of the word " accent" {ad

= " to," and cantus = " chant ") teaches

how just this is. It is the syllable on

which falls the rhythmical ictus or stroke

of the voice, which is inseparable from

speech, and grows in intensity and musical

quality as the voice is raised into elo

quence. The rhythm of phrase is pre

served in plain chant by accommodating

the separate breathings of the voice to the

phrasing of the sentence, the end of the

sentence being indicated by the pause of

the melody on the final or one of the chief

confinals, while the close of the whole

chant, according to a fixed canon, carries

the voice back to its final or fundamental

note, liy all this it is by no means

implied that vocal sound has not a natural

rhythm of its own. As soon as the voice

is kindled into the melody of song it is

rhythmical, even though no intelligible

word is uttered, the rhythm then depend

ing on the rise and fall and turns of the

melody, the pulsation of the breath, and

the guidance of that sense of numbers

which is ours by natural gift. Hence the

prolonged jmeumata or melodious breaths,

which for the most part hang upon the

accented syllable, must be rhythmically

rendered. Sometimes these neumes or

breathings are hung to the last syllable,

when they do not so much lend force to

the word as express the lingering delight

of the soul once attuned to a divine

thought. Wherever they occur, they

must be interpreted rhythmically.

Structure.—The modes or tones are all

founded on the diatonic scale, or natural

succession of seven notes completed by

the octave. It consists of two tetrachords

or semes of lour notes, placed one above

the other at the interval of a tone, each

comprising two full tones and a half-tone,

so that the whole scale comprises five tones

and two semitones. According to this use

of the term, "tone" no longer signifies

a mode of chant, but simply one full step

of the voice up or down tlie natural scale

or ladder of sound, which scale, because

it proceeds chioMv by tones, is called

" diatonic," to distinguish it from the

highly embellished or chromatic scale,

which proceeds by semitones. Calling

the seven different notes by the names

ordinarily in use, the diatonic scale may

therefore be represented thus: do ... .

re .... mi . . fa .... sol .... la

. . . . si . . do. But whereas the natural

octave or succession of eight notes begins

with do, the first mode or tone of the

Church begins on re, and consists of tbe

octave from re to re.; and we have only

to sing this scale from re to re, keeping

tbe half tone between mi and fa and si

and do, to discover something of the prac

tical meaning of an ecclesiasticul mode.

It will be at once apparent that the posi

tion of the semitones in the octave of

sound has a determining power upon ita

character. It is this relative position of

the semitones which is t he first constituent

cause of tone or mode.

The octave of eound, moreover,

divides itself naturally into a perfect fifth

(three tones and a half) and a perfect

fourth (two tones and a half), and the

observance of this is the second con

stituent cause of mode. The first mode

has its fifth from re to la, and its fourth

from la to re, being constructed thus : re

. ... mi .. fa .... sol .... la, la

■ ... si . . do .... re. In this scale
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re is the fundamental note, and because a

complete descant within the mode natu

rally ends on it, it is called the final.

The note second in importance to the

final, but bearing more of the burden of

the melody, is the dominant or ruling

note. In the authentic modes it is the

fifth above the final, and in the first mode

is therefore la. On this note all mere

recitation is made, and it may on this

account be called the reciting note. It is

prominent in the modulation of the

melody, and in its power is found the

third constituent of mode. There are

also confiual notes, on which by prefer

ence each mode finishes the different

phrasings of the melody, and these, there

fore, are a fourth constituent of mode.

The second tone is closely related to

the first, but with a very distinct cha

racter. It is constructed on the same final

re, by reversing the relation as to pitch

of the fifth and fourth, and changing the

dominant to the third below the domi

nant of the first. It is therefore con

structed thus : la .... si . . do . . . .

re, re .... mi . . fa .... sol . . . .

la, and has for its dominant fa. The

close relation between the first and

second modes is at once apparent. How

ever different in character, they form an

allied pair, and transition from one to the

other is natural. Sometimes a chant

comprises both, using the fourth above as

well as the fourth below the fifth, and is

then said to be in the mixed tone of the

first and second. This will suffice to

show what is the construction of all the

modes, or tones, for they run in pairs,

similarly formed and allied, both as re

gards final, dominant, and the relation as

to pitch of the fifth and fourth. For just

as the first and second are constructed

on re, the third and fourth are con

structed on mi, the fifth and sixth on fa,

the seventh and eighth on sol. These four

pairs, of which the first of each is called the

authentic, the second the plagal, make up

the eight grand tones of the Church.

The others—namely the ninth and tenth

constructed on la, the eleventh and

twelfth on si (existing perhaps only

theoretically because their fifth and

fourth are not perfect), and the thirteenth

and fourteenth on do—are of later intro

duction.

Let this suffice about the structure of

the modes. It must not be supposed,

however, that the full character of plain

chant is to be learnt by the study of its

structure alone. The mode of treatment

of the several tones has been handed

down in the Church from time imme

morial in melodies which have sprung

from the minds of saints, not idly exer

cising themselves in songs, but singing

from the inspiration of the Spirit of God.

Notation.—The next point to be con

sidered is notation. The admirable sys

tem of writing music now in use was

originated in the study of plain chant.

By a happy invention the ladder or scale

of sound is represented to the eye by

a pictorial ladder of four rounds or steps,

which are indefinitely prolonged. The

three spaces enclosed make with the four

parallel lines seven grades, corresponding

m number to the seven different notes of

the octave, and if any one of these is

defined by having assigned to it the pitch

and name of one of the sounds of the

octave, forthwith all the rest have re

ceived their pitch and name. This is

done by means of two signs, called elefs—

(i.e. keys)—namely and ■! the former

of which represents do, the latterfa. It

is evident that the ground for selecting

for indication these two sounds, and

leaving the rest to be inferred from them,

is that they point out the semitones, the

position of which is the distinguishing

character of the modes. They are used

one at a time, according as it is more

convenient to the mode to point out the

upper or lower semitone; and they are

sufficient for this purpose without any

other sign, because they may be affixed to

one or another line according to the com

pass of the melody. When the repre

sentative power of the grades of the

ladder or stave has been thus determined,

the succession of notes in the melody can

be indicated by setting each note in its

own grade.

The signs of these notes are three : a

square note ■, which is called the trait,

breve, or short note; a square note with

a tail *j, which is called longa, or the long

note, and a diamond-shaped note ♦, which

is called the temibrevis, or semibreve. They

have no measured value ; the sense of the

words and the spirit of the office and the

season, or other reasons, now suggesting

that the current of the melodv should be

brisk, now prolonged. They have only a

relative value, and that not so fixed as to

be measurable. The only law that can

be given is that the breve has the value

its own syllable has when rhetorically

pronounced ; that the long note is longer

than the breve, and the semibreve shorter.
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This last is especially used in the de

scending series of short notes, called

passing notes, which bind together the

different limbs of the prolonged breath

ings or nrumet. These are the only

notes used ; but besides these a very
•valuable aid is given to the singer by

writing compactly together the notes

which belong to one syllable, and another

by marking off the phrases of the melody

by perpendicular bars.

Hittory.—To know the history of the

chant is a powerful help to understand its

value.

It is impossible not to believe that

there is a continuity of song from the

liturgy of the Church of the Old Testa

ment to that of the New. The Apostles

sang the psalms, both as members of the

Jewish Church and founders of the

Christian Church, and with the text the

chant must have been preserved. As,

moreover, the psalms are bound up with

every part of the liturgy of the Catholie

Church, we may safely argue that the

ancient psalm chants are interwoven in

its melodies. Moreover, psalms and

antiphons make up the greater part

of liturgical song, forming a consider

able part even of the chant of the Mass,

and as they form one whole, it would

seem that the highly modulated anti-

phon is second in order of origin to the

simpler melodies of the psalms.

As soon as the Church was free from

the Roman persecutions, we find her

occupied in establishing due form and

uniformity in the liturgy. Pone Dama-

bus (300-384) ordained that the psalms

should be chanted by alternate choirs,

and that to each should be added the

Gloria Patri. St. Ambrose, bishop ot

Milan (374-397), shares with St. Gregory

the glory of being the founder of the

system of Church melody. To him are

due the four authentic modes, which he

adapted to the needs of the liturgy from

the system of tetrachords used by the

Greeks. To him also is due a mode of

chanting known in history as the Am-

brosian Chant, to which St. Augustine

alludes in his" Confessions." " The hymns

and songs O my God, and the sweet

chant, of Thy Church stirred and pene

trated my being. The voices streamed

upon my ears and caused truth to flow

into my heart; from whose fount the

feelings came welling up. I ended at

last in a Hood of tears." But it is St.

Gregory the Great, Pope from A.n.

6(10 to 604, who is regarded as the

author of the system of ecclesiastical

chant. He so developed and perfected it,

that from his time it nas borne the name

Gregorian. To him is ascribed the

discovery of the octave as the naturally

complete succession of sounds. Of the

fifteen notes used by the Greeks as the

basis of their system of tetrachords, he

saw that after the first seven they were

only repetitions of the preceding at a

higher pitch, and by calling these seven

by the hrst seven letters of the alphabet,

repeating the letters for the next seven,

he fixed for ever tbe true groundwork of

all music. He perfected the work of St.

Ambrose by adding to each of the authen

tic modes the allied mode which runs

side by side with it, and is therefore

called plagal. He adopted a simplified

manner of notation, consisting of dots,

curves, strokes, and combinations of

them, placed above the words at various

distances, called Ntumata or Kota So

malia. To us the system is exceedingly

complex, no less than twenty-eight of

these easily confounded signs being

enumerated and explained in " Die

Sangerschule S. Gallons " (Einsiedeln,

1868), taken from the famous MS. at

S. Gall, reputed to be a copy of St.

Gregory's "Antiphonarium"; and only a

persistent tradition and constant teaching

could have preserved the Gregorian

chants till the advent of a better nota

tion. This " Antiphonarium " was St.

Gregory's great work in this field. It

was the first publication under the

authority of Rome of the Catholic

liturgical chant, and was chained to the

altar of St. Peter's, that it might be

referred to on all occasions as the true

exemplar. It consisted of a collection of

the existing chants, corrected and im

proved by St. Gregory, many new ones

of his own inspiration, and the method of

using them. John the Deacon, writing

in the ninth century, tells us that St.

Gregory " examined the tones, measures,

moods, and notes most suitable to the

majesty of the Church, and formed that

ecclesiastical music, so grave and edifying,

which at present is called Gregorian.

It was in t he latter part of the eighth and

beginning of the ninth century that the

modes founded on la and do were intro

duced. Charlemagne, who laboured for

the diffusion of the Roman chant

throughout the West, would not at first

admit of them, but after questioning

and discussion they obtained a liturgical

place. With these the system of Gre-

L
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gorian Chant was complete as we now

have it. But in spite of the constancy of

traditional teaching, the notation was too

indefinite to preserve it in its integrity,

and the sense of this gradually led to the

formation of the stave. The introduction

of one line is due to Hucbald, a Flemish

monk of St. Amand, who died about

930 a.d. A second was shortly added,

perhaps indeed by the same hand. Of

these one represented/a, and was coloured

red, the other do, and was coloured

yellow. How much these would facili

tate the interpretation of the neumata of

St. Gregory is apparent. But it was

reserved for Guido d'Arezzo, a Benedic

tine monk of the convent of Pomposa,

near Ravenna, to perfect the notation.

He framed the stave of four lines with

its moveable clefs as we have it now, and

proved the immense utility of the inven

tion by teaching Pope John XIX. (1024-

1033), to sing a chant before unknown

to him in one lesson. He also has the

credit of having originated our present

names for the firs'1', six notes of the octave,

namely ut., re, mi, fa, sol, la. Si was

added afterwards, and some countries,

following the Italians, have substituted

do for ut. These names are taken from

the Vesper hymn of the Feast of St. John

the Baptist.

Ut quetmt laxis, re-xmare filjria

3/ira ges>orum /ixmuli tuoruin,

Solve polluti /abii reatum,

•Sanctc Juanues,

being the first syllables of the words,

commencing each half-verse and rising in

pitch gradually according to the natural

ascent of the octave.

Guido, however, departed from the

principles of the tetrachord and octave for

a system of hexachords, or series of six

notes, using for his system the variable

character of si before explained, and

introducing a note lower than the A of

the preceding system. This note he

called gamma, and as it represented ut

in his bexachord sytem of mutations,

the word Gamut arose. His system

happily did not endure, but after St.

Gregory there is no name in higher

honour for services rendered to the chant

than that of Guido d'Arezzo. From his

time there whs no fear that the Gregorian

melodies would pass into oblivion by

forgetfulness, because the pitch of each

note could be precisely written down,

whatever their shape. The shape of the

notes now in use is of later origin. This,

in brief, is the history of the chant till

the time when it was complete in struc

tural development, notation, and theory.

Thenceforward the spirit of the legislation

of the Church in respect of it has been to

preserve it in its integrity. By the six

teenth century it had shared in the

common relaxation and disfigurement, the

causes of the evil being (i) the use of

measured rhythm, depending on the beat

of hand or foot : (2) the introduction of

counterpoint or harmony with its seduc

tive beauty ; (3) the mingling in the

liturgy of popular worldlv music, both

vocal and instrumental. In these ways

its melodic simplicity and spiritual power

were diminished, and the Church as

sembled nt Trent, for the purpose among

others of the reformation of discipline,

was sensible of the need of it in her

chant. The necessary genius was pro

vided by Providence in Palestrina and

his pupil Guidetti, and in 1582 appeared

the first printed monument of this work of

| reform—namely, the " Directorium Chori"

of Guidetti. Its greatest monument, the

" Graduale Romanuni," printed by com

mand of Paul V. at the Medietean press

in 1014, is an abiding memorial of Pales-

triua's Christian fame, though Issued

twenty years after his death. To him

belongs the double glory of restoring the

chant to its former grand and simple

beauty, and of exhibiting contrapuntal

or harmonised music as the vehicle of

Christian thought in such marvellous

power as to secure for it toleration in the

liturgy. In the liturgical reform set on

foot by Pius IX. for the establishment of

uniformity in the Roman chant, and

being continued under the present

Supreme Pontiff Leo XIII., the com

mission to whom the work of revision

was assigned republished after matured

labours the Medicasan edition of the

" Gradual," adding the chants of the

new offices instituted- since its first

issue. These new chants are due to

the Rev. Francis Xavier Haberl, Master

of the Cathedral Choir of Ratisbon.

The printer deputed by the Holy

See is Pustet of Ratisbon, who, acting

under the Sacred Congregation of Rites

and the aforesaid commission, has almost

completed the publication of the many

different books of the chant. It is

an immense work, admirably executed

under high commendations from Pius

IX. and Leo XIII. (See Decree of

the Sacred Congregation, April 10,

1883)
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It remains to distinguish plain chant

from modern figured music.

The Church's duty is to reform and

spiritualise the natural faculties, the

musical as much as any other. The dis

covery of the natural octave belongs to

her, but her use of it is most significant .

The most natural succession of notes is in

her thirteenth tons, but this is the last

she adopted, and then only with reluc

tance, and the affection for this tone

marks the transition of the musical art

to the modern secular style, in which

this tone is almost exclusively used. It

is the major mode of modern music. Its

minor mode, which is used integrally

only in the descending scale, is the ninth

tone of the Church, which again was

admitted to liturgical rank only with

reluctance. And it would seem that a

divine instinct was the cause of her

misgiving, for the work she continually

has in hand to keep the liturgical chant

pure is owing to the intrusion into the

choir of a music repugnant to her spirit,

but springing out of these latest of her

tomes.

But the chief difference of modern

or figured music from plain chant lies in

the rhythm. It is called Cantus mensura-

bilit, because the rhythm of the word

is abandoned for an external standard

capable of exact measurement. The

regular beat of the hand or foot is sub

stituted for the free pulsations of the

intelligent and eloquent voice ; and, speak

ing for the present only of melody, it is

clear that this means a subordination of

the word to a music conceived indepen

dently of it. The bars no longer point

out the pauses suited to the eloquent

pronunciation of the word, but indicate

the close of one set of beats. In conse

quence, not only the melody but the word

sung is made subservient to an external

standard, and the singer must give his

first attention tcthis instead of following

his inward sense. Hence it would be

repugnant to the lowest Catholic intelli

gence that a priest in the Mass, when he

should be in the highest mood of prayer,

should sing a music thus reducible to a

measure of beats. And even in secular

music it is recognised that the highest

exponents of the author's mind must

exercise a certain freedom of interpre

tation as to measure. Music, indeed,

founded on an external standard cannot

be distinctly spiritual. But it may be

sentimental and imaginative, and herein

lies its distinctive difference. In its

influence over the sensible feelings, and

in the appeal it makes to the imagination

is its power, and by this should be

estimated its due place in the liturgy.

While, for instance, the Church, with

directness of aim, makes a spiritual act

of faith in the crucifixion, passion, death,

and burial of our Lord, merely fixing the

tone and building the melody on the

rhythm of the word, figured music

makes elaborate pictures in music of the

sadness, darkness, horror, or other sensible

adjunct of the scene of the crucifixion.

How far and in what way the sentiment

and imagination may be justly used in

music for religious purposes is matter for

discussion. But arguing from our Lord's

use of them in speech, it seems sound to

conclude that they are at best a prepara

tion for the spiritual, and that adequate

interpretation of the word of faith, which

is essentially spiritual, cannot be made

through them.

That constituent of figured music on

which its titleJigured depends, is the use

of counterpoint or harmony. This has a

powerful effect upon the sentiment, and

certainly has not the same repugnance to

the spiritual as the measured beat has.

But it must, unless it were of the simplest

kind, restrict the free course of the melody

by the necessity of allowing other voices

of differing sound to keep up concordantly

wi'h it, and the Church shows no dispo

sition to admit that it is any help to the

interpretation of her spiritual word.

Even to a skilled organist, where there is

only question of instrumental harmonies,

it is no easy task to accompany the chant

when rendered with free and intelligent

delivery by a trained choir, and to en

deavour to harmonise throughout is only

to oppress the voice and hamper the

melody.

To listen to Rome, in music as in

other matters, would be for the advance

ment of art. She is the Mayist.ra Fidei,

and therefore she is the source and

mistress of the chant, which is the inter

pretative song of the word of faith.

Through the exercise of this function she

has become the founder of the art of song

and the science of music. How studious

she has been of the chant, how carefully

she has estimated its tones and properties,

noted the force of different intervals,

classified the various melodious turns of

the voice, discriminated what is effeminate

and trivial in song from what is worthy

and just, and how in labouring to give

expression to her spiritual mind she

8 l 2
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founded the natural science of music, and

the art of song, hecomes the more ap

parent the deeper we investigate ; while

it is at the same time impressed upon the

mind that the main cause of the aber

rations in ecclesiastical chant which call

for repeated monitions from popes and

bishops is, that the science of it has been

allowed to fall into decay in proportion

as figured music has become diffused.

Of necessity, some training in this music

is received by every one in civilised

countries. Our choirs are usually made

up of elements whose very qualification

is that they have some knowledge of it.

What more natural than that they should

sing what they know, and like what they

can do? Herein is their standard of

judgment, and they are thereby unfitted

and indisposed to render the spiritual

chant of the Church. When, in music as

in faith, the word of Rome is held de

cisive and forthwith obeyed, there will be

in it progress and expansion without

decay.

PURIFICATION, as distinct from

ablution, is the pouring of wine into the

chalice after the priest's communion, the

wine being drunk by the priest This

purification is not of ancient date.

" Liturgical writers," says Le Brun (" Ex

plication de la Messe, P. v. a. 0, §3),

" down to the treatise on the mysteries by

Cardinal Lothair, afterwards Pope, under

the name of Innocent III., at the end of

the twelfth century, simply note that the

priest washes his hands, that the water

was thrown into a clean and decent place,

called the piscina, and that [the water]

used to wash the chalice was thrown into

the same place." But Innocent III., fifteen

or sixteen years after writing his treatise

"De Mysteriis," laid it down that the

priest should always use wine to purify

the chalice, and drink it, unless he was

going to say another Mass.

PTTRiriCATIOlJ OF THE

BLESSED VIROIN. The Levitical

law (Lev. xii. 2 seq.) declared women

unclean for seven days after the birth of

a male child ; it excluded them from the

sanctuary for thirty-three days more ; on

the fortieth they had to appear in the

temple and to offer a lamb one year old

for a holocaust and a young pigeon or

turtle-dove as a sin-offering. In the case

of the poor it was enough to offer two

turtle-doves or young pigeons, one as a

holocaust and the other as a sin-offering.

The Blessed Virgin was not bound by this

law, since the child born of her was con

ceived by the Holy Ghost (see Levit. xii. 2

and St. Thomas " Summa," II. xxxvii. 4).

But her divine Son subjected hiiuself to

the burdens of the law that He might set

His seal to its divine origin, remove occa

sion of cavil, and leave us an example of

humility, and similar motives no doubt

induced the Virgin herself to undergo the

rite of purification. It is this event which

the Church celebrates in the feast which

bears that name, and is kept for a reason

virtually given already on the fortieth day

after Christmas, i.e. February 2. If,

however, we turn to the Mass for the day,

we find no less prominence given to two

other events which were simultaneous with

the purification. Candles are blessed and

carried in procession to remind us how the

holy old man Simeon met our Lord, took

Him in his arms, and declared Him the light

oftheGentilesand theglory ofIsrael. Next,

in the collect, epistle, and the gospel there

are marked references to the fact that our

Lord was at the same time presented in

the temple before God and redeemed with

five holy shekels (Luc. xii. 22, cf. Exod.

xiii. 2; Num. viii. 10, xviii. 15). Indeed,

these two latter incidents are more pro

minent in the Mass and office than that of

the Blessed Virgin's purification, and it is

noteworthy that the preface in the Man

is the same as that of Christmas, not the

one which is proper to the feasts of the

Blessed Virgin. The Greeks number the

festival amongst those of our Lord, and

call it VTravrrj, inmravrr), i.e. the meeting

of Christ with Simeon and Anna. The

old Latin title " occursus " " obvUtio "

points in the same direction. So Bede

calls it "Oblatio Christi ad templum," and

in the Ambrosian rite it is still reckoned

among t he solemnities of our Lord's life.

On the other hand, the name in the Roman

Missal and Breviary, viz. " Purificatio

B.V.M.," stamps it as a feast of the Blessed

Virgin. The English name Candlemas

refers, of course, to the candles blessed

and carried in procession before Mass.

We have the first certain traces of the

observance in the East. No Father of

the first five centuries mentions it, for the

homily of Methodius on the feast is pro

bably due to Methodius of Constantinople

in the ninth century, and in any case is

certainly not by Methodius of Tyre, who

lived at the end of the third. Similar

homilies attributed to Cyril of Jerusalem,

Amphilochius and Gregory Nvssen are

admitted on all hands to be spurious. In

the year 6W, says Fleury ('* H. E." liv.

xxxiii. 7), " they began to celebrate at
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Constantinople the feast of the Purification,

named by the Greeks Hypapante," and he

refers to the notes of Baronius on the

martyrology for February 2. Fleury's

statement is undoubtedly accurate. But

there is nothing incredible in that of

Oedrenus that there was a local cele

bration at Antioch begun under the

Emperor Justin in 520, while Tillemont

("Mem." torn. 1, note 7 on the life of

Christ) infers from a passage in the life of

the abbot Theodosius that the day was

kept in the Church of Jerusalem as early

as the middle of the fifth century. We

cannot say for certain when it was intro

duced in the West, and the conjecture of

Baronius that Pope Gelasius, who abolished

tbe heathen festival of the Lupercalia in the

month of February, persuaded the people to

accept the feast of the Purification instead,

is only a conjecture and not a very pro

bable one. lie that as it may, we have

evidence that the feast was known to

Bede (" De Rat. Temp." cap. 13), who

died in 735. It is, moreover, mentioned

in the sacramentary of St. Gregory and in

the capitularies of Charlemagne (in the

latter under the modern title, Purificatio

S. Marias ; see Thomassin, " Traits des

Festes," liv. ii. cb. 11), and after that time

it was clearly recognised everywhere.

The candles borne in procession and held

in the hand at Mass are spoken of by

Bede, loc. cit., and by St. Eligius ("Horn,

ii. in die Purificationis S. Marise ), who

was bishop of Noyon from 640-648. On

the other hand, it does not seem possible

to trace the rite for the blessing of the

candles boyond the eleventh century.

BOXA ROMANA. A tribunal

within the Curia Romana, " formerly the

supreme court of justice in the Church,

and the universal court of appeal." 1 It

> Weteer and Welte, art. " Curia Romana."

was instituted by John XXII. in 1326, and

regulated by Sixtus IV. and Benedict

XIV. It is of less importance now than

formerly, because the spiritual causes

of foreign countries, which used to be

brought before it, are now usually tried

and settled on the spot by j udges dele

gated by the Holy See. [Delegation.]

The assembled court, or Plenum, of

the Rota, consists of twelve members,

called Auditors, presided over by a Dean.

It is divided into two colleges or senates.

One of these was, before 1870, the court

of second instance for civil suits which

had been originally tried in the local

courts of Rome, Perugia, Spoleto, and

other towns of the ecclesiastical state.

The other was the court of third instance,

that is, of final appeal, for suits coming

from—1. The appeal courts (second in

stance) of the Papal States ; 2. All spiri

tual courts, in the secular affairs belonging

to their competence ; 3. The Rota itself,

deciding in the second instance.

The explanation of the name is said

to be (Ducange) that the marble floor of

the chamber in which the Rota used to

sit was designed so as to exhibit the

appearance of a wheel.

The Auditors, in Pleno, sit in a fixed

order on either hand of the Dean, the

junior member, No. 12, being exactly

opposite him. In any case coining before

the Rota on appeal, tbe appealing party

can select any auditor at discretion, to be

the " Referendary " or presiding judge.

The Referendary so chosen, and the four

auditors sitting next to him in Pleno, on

tbe left hand, form the senate for the

trial of the case. The " Decisions of the

Rota," owing to their importance as pre

cedents, have been frequently published.

(Wetzer and Welte.)
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ALEXIAN BROTHERS, OR

CELLITES. During the fearful plague

which raged all over Europe at one time

in the fourteenth century this brother

hood was organized by Louis de Bour

bon, Prince-Bishop of Liege, for the

care of hospitals for men. The first

rules for the government of the Alexian

Brothers, drawn up in 1469, were ap

proved by successive popes, and again

confirmed, with all the privileges hither

to accorded the Brothers, by Pope Pius

IX. in 1870. The Alexian Brothers

came to the United States in 1867, and

the following year opened a hospital in

Chicago, which was destroyed in the

great conflagration of 1871, but re

built the next year. In 1869 the Bro

thers opened a fine hospital in St. Louis,

to which they added a department for

the insane in 1879. In 1880 the founda

tions were laid in Oshkosh, Wis., of

another hospital, to be finished and

opened for use in 1884. The Alexian

Brothers have pay and free patients in

their hospitals, all the income from

those who pay being used for the main

tenance of the indigent patients, the

Brothers depending altogether on the

charity of the publio for the support

of their institutions. Patients of all

creeds or none are received alike, for

the sake of Jesus Christ, and every

thing that sanitary science or the skill

of physicians and surgeons of repute

can do is made use of for the cure or

relief of disease or physical injuries.

The American novitiate of this excel

lent community is attached to the

Alexian Hospital in Chicago.

BASIL (ST.), PRIESTS OF, OR

BASIIjIANS. This society has no

connection or relation whatever with

the ancient rule of St. Basil or its

monks. It originated in the year 1800

with Archbishop Davian, of Vienne, in

France, who established it to carry on

preparatory colleges and seminaries for

the education of young men for the

priesthood. Its first house was in the

parish of St. Basil, among the mountains

of the Vivarais, whence its name. For

a number of years it was a free associa

tion until Mgr. Guibert, then Bishop of

Viviers, with the help of its superiors,

devised a new constitution, which was

approved by the Holy See. Its mem

bers take the- four solemn vows of

poverty, chastity, obedience, and sta

bility. The mother-house of the Basi-

lians is at Annonay (Ardfcche), France,

and they have houses in France, Eng

land, Africa, and two in Canada, St.

Michael's College, Toronto, and As

sumption College, Sandwich.

CHARITY (IRISH), SISTERS OF.

This sisterhood was founded in Dublin

in 1815, with the approbation and as

sistance of Archbishop Murray, by Mary

Frances Aikenhead, who, in company

with another Irish lady, had made her

novitiate at the York convent of the

Institute of the Blessed Virgin in order

to fit herself for the religious life and

for the organization of the new society.

It differs in several respects from the

French Sisters of Charity, these last

following the rule drawn up for them

by St. Vincent de Paul, while the Irish

sisterhood follows a modification of the

rule of St. Ignatius. It has many

houses, orphanages, asylums, hospitals,

schools, etc., in Ireland and in the

British colonies.

CHARITY, SISTERS OF,OF THE

BLESSED VIRGIN MARY. In the

year 1833, the year before the Holy

See's approbation of the Irish Sisters

of Charity, five young ladies, who had

found difficulties in an attempt to live

in community in Dublin, came to the

United States by the advice of their

spiritual director and reached Philadel

phia, where they fell to the charge of

Father T. J. Donaghoe. He employed

them in his parish schools of St.

Michael's. Recruits soon joined the

' new community, which lived under
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very simple rules, aiming above all at

perfection in observing the Ten Com

mandments of God and the Command

ments of the Church. In 1834 the Sis

ters were thanked by the City Council of

Philadelphia for their devotion to the

victims of tho cholera. But the very

same year a bitter anti-Catholic agita

tion was begun by many Protestant

clergymen, some of them of Yale and

Princeton. This was aggravated by

the Rev. Lyman Beecher, whose incen

diary sermons brought about the de

struction of the Ursuline Convent in

Boston that year. This all culminated

in tho Native-American excitement of

1844, when an anti-Catholic mob in

Philadelphia marched with fifes and

drums upon St. Michael's Church and

gave it and the Sisters' house to the

flames. Nor did their cruel bigotry end

there, as is well known. Fortunately,

however, the Sisters, though they still

held the right to the house, had six

months before loft Philadelphia for

Dubuque, Iowa, on the invitation of

Bishop Loras. With tho money grudg

ingly paid them by the city of Philadel

phia, for the work of its mob, the Sis

ters erected St. Joseph's Convent and

a novitiate on the prairie eight miles

from Dubuque, and in Dubuquo itself

they found immediate employment

nursing cholera patients. But all their

buildings were again burnt down by an

incendiary. Yet the Sisters persevered

under the advice of Father Donaghoe,

their founder, who had accompanied

them to Iowa, and who remained as

their spiritual adviser until his death in

1869. The constitution of the sister

hood, having undergone some necessary

revision, was approved by the Holy

See in 1875. The Sisters of Charity

B. V. M. now have charge of boarding

and parish schools in tho dioceses of

Dubuque, Davenport, Chicago, Peoria,

and La Crosse. The mother-hpuso and

novitiate remain, whero first established,

at St. Joseph's, near Dubuque.

CHARITY, SISTERS OF, OF

NAZARETH. A sisterhood whose ob

jects are similar to those of the Sisters

of Charity of St. Vincent do Paul—the

charge of hospitals, asylums, refuges,

etc., as well as of parish and boarding

schools. Its mother-house and novi

tiate is near Bardstown, Ky., whero the

sisterhood was founded in 18T2 by Fa

ther John Baptist David, afterwards

bishop of Bardstown, a see later trans

ferred to Louisville. The communities

of these Sisters are all south of the Ohio

River, along the east of the Mississippi.

During the Civil War these Sisters, as

well aa the Sisters of Charity of St. Vin

cent de Paul and the Sisters of Mercy

and others, displayed an heroic charity,

in tho hospitals and on the battle-field,

on both the Federal and Confederate

sides.

CHARITY, SISTERS OF CHRIS

TIAN. This useful sisterhood began

in a community established in 1849 at

Paderborn, Germany, by Pauline Von

Mallinckrodt, a sister of the distin

guished Catholic statesman, Hermann

Von Mallinckrodt. At first its object

was the care and instruction of little

children of the working class wfhile

their mothers were at work, but after

wards its scope was widened so as to

include most of the many labors of

charity engaged in by the generality of

modern sisterhoods. The first house

of the Sisters of Christian Charity in

the United States was opened in 1873,

in New Orleuns, by Mother Pauline

herself, who the same year established

the mother-house of the North Ameri

can province at Wilkesbarre, Pa. The

mother-house of the South American

province is at Valparaiso, Chili, where

the Sisters since 1875 have flourishing

communities, as well as in Germany,

Belgium, and Bohemia. In tho United

States there are communities in Penn

sylvania, New York, New Jersey, Iowa,

Minnesota, Missouri, and Louisiana, en

gaged in the care of hospitals and or

phanages, or in the work of parish and

boarding schools.

HOLY CROSS, CANONS REGU

LAR OF THE. These canons live

in community and follow the rule of

St. Augustine. They are not numerous

now, and are to be found in the Aus

trian empire chiefly and in the Roman

state. There seems to have been a

house of these canons opened near Mil

waukee about 1850, but no trace of

their existence anywhere now in the

United States is to be found. They

were formerly known as " Canons of

the Holy Sepulchre," because they origi

nated in the community of priests which

was formed about the fourth century

near that shrine, and held their place

even under Moslem sway until driven

out with other Christians in the thir
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teenth century. They wear a black

habit with a double red cross, and are

subject to a master-general, who resides

at Rome.

HOLY CROSS, CONGREGA

TION OF THE. In 1793 Father Du-

jari6 organized a community of brothers

at Le Mans, in France, in aid of primary

education, which had been suffering

from the disorders of the time. They

were called " Brothers of St. Joseph."

In 1837 it was thought best to admit

priests to the society, which now as

sumed the name of the " Holy Cross,"

and in its present form was approved

in 1857 by the Holy See. The con

gregation consists of priests and lay

brothers, all engaged in teaching, or in

the necessary manual or other labor

connected with the maintenance of

schools and colleges, though the priests

are sometimes occupied in parish work

also. In 1841 Father Sorin, with six

others of the congregation, arrived from

France and established themselves in

Indiana, where the mother-house now

is at the University of Notre Dame.

The congregation has charge of high-

schools and parish-schools in several

States of the Mississippi valley.

HOLY CROSS, SISTERS OF

THE. This sisterhood, which now

numbers seven hundred members in the

United States, has its American mother-

house at Notre Dame, Ind., and was or

ganized in France in 1834, to work in har

mony with the above-named congrega

tion. It was introduced into the United

States in 1843, and its constitution was

approved by the Holy See in 1857. It

is engaged in teaching in parish and

boarding schools, and is most numerous

in Indiana, Illinois, and in the diocese

of Baltimore.

.LORETTO NUNS; OR, SISTERS

OF THE INSTITUTE OF THE

B. V. M. This society originated with

some pious English ladies, exiles from

their country on account of their re

ligion, who formed themselves into a

community at Munich, Bavaria, about

1631. The "English Virgins," as they

were popularly called, were not finally

approved by the Holy See until 1703.

In 1609 a colony of these Sisters re

turned to England and opened a con

vent in London, but on account of the

persecution they lived with great cau

tion against any surprise from those

who were seeking out priests and nuns,

and after a while removed to York,

where, in spite of many annoyances

and dangers, the community has re

mained till now. The outbreak of the

French Revolution caused a reaction

among the ruling classes of England

in favor of toleration of Catholics,

and then the Sisters ventured, for the

first time in England, to wear the re

ligious habit openly. An off-shoot,

"Loretto Abbey," was founded in 1821

at Rathfarnham, in Ireland, and from

this Irish mother-house numerous colo

nies have gone out, founding convents

in most of the British colonies, includ

ing Canada. The Sisters are principal

ly devoted to the care of boarding-

schools.

LORETTO, SISTERS OF; OR,

FRIENDS OF MARY AT THE

FOOT OF THE CROSS. A sister

hood founded in Kentucky in 1812 by

Father Charles Nerinckx, one of the

pioneer priests of that region. The

object of the society, which now num

bers about five hundred members, is the

instruction of girls, both in parish and

boarding schools. The mother-house

is at Loretto, Marion Co., Ky., and

there are convents and schools of these

Sisters in Kentucky, Missouri, Alabama,

Colorado, and New Mexico.

MERCY, FATHERS OF. The

name of a society of missionary priests

founded in France in 1806 by Father

Jean Baptiste Rauzan. The society

was introduced into the United States

in 1842, when it took charge of the

French Church of St. Vincent de Paul

in New York City, which it has kept

ever since. The novitiate of the so

ciety is in Brooklyn, N. Y., where it

has also charge of a parish church.

The work of the society in the United

States has so far been limited to these

two sister cities.

NOTRE DAME, SCHOOL SIS

TERS OF. This sisterhood was estab

lished in France in 1598 by the Venerable

Peter Fourrier for the education of

girls. It was broken up during the

French Revolution, but was revived in

the diocese of Ratisbon, in Bavaria, in

1833 by Father Sebastian, with the ap

proval of the bishop. The sisterhood

follows the rule of St. Augustine, with

certain modifications suited to their

special work and to the times. In 1847

a small colony of the Sisters arrived in

the United States from Bavaria and
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was settled in Milwaukee, where now

is the mother-house of the Western

Province. The mother-house of the

Eastern Province of the United States

is at Govimstown, Md. The school dis

cipline of these Sisters is excellent, and

they have charge of more than one

hundred and fifty schools, mainly in

the northern Mississippi valley and in

Baltimore and its vicinity.

PRECIOUS BLOOD, MISSION

ARIES OF THE. This congregation
■was founded in Italy in 1814 by Father

Caspar del Bufalo and was approved

by the Holy See in 1820. Its object

primarily is preaching missions, and es

pecially in poor or neglected localities.

It is under a director-general who re

sides at Rome. In 1844 a colony ar

rived in the United States and opened

its first house at Norwalk, Ohio. The

mother-house of the American province

is at Carthagcna, Ohio, to which is

attached a theological seminary for the

education of scholastics of the congre

gation only. They have charge of

parishes, and have altogether about

twenty houses, principally in Ohio, In

diana, Missouri, and Tennessee.

PRECIOUS BLOOD, SISTERS

OP THE. This sisterhood, organized

in dependence on the above congre

gation, is occupied chiefly with primary

instruction. It was introduced into the

United States in 1844. The American

province contains about fivo hundred

members, with about twenty convents,

in the same localities generally as those

mentioned in the previous article. The

mother-house of the American province

is at Maria Stein, Mercer Co., Ohio.

SACRED HEART OF MART,

SISTERS OF. A congregation which

devotes itself, according to circum

stances, to any of the works of Chris

tian charity, orphanages, industrial

schools, asylums for deaf-mutes, parish

and boarding schools, etc. It was

founded in 1848, at Reziers in Franoe,

and was soon after introduced into the

United States, its first establishment,

now its mother-house, being at Ford-

ham, in New York City, and its next,

settlements being at Cleveland and Buf

falo, to which three dioceses it seems

to be still limited in the United States.

Its rule is that of St. Augustine, and, in

addition to the ordinary three vows, a

vow of zeal is taken. The habit is

blue for the choir Sisters and black for

the lay Sisters.

SULPICIANS. The name given to

a society of priests who devote them

selves to the care of theological

seminaries and preparatory theological

schools. In 1040 the island of Mon

treal was ceded to Father Jean Jacques

Olier, parish-priest of St. Sulpice, Paris,

and founder of the seminary attached

to that church. This famous grant was

confirmed in spirit in 1663 by a con

tract which transferred Montreal with

all its seigniorial rights to the new

seminary of St. Sulpice, then founded

there and still one of the most con

spicuous institutions of Montreal. So

that the Sulpicians are no strangers in

North America. The mother-seminary

of St. Sulpice, Paris, was formally

opened in 1642, and from that day to

this has been illustrious for its brilliant

course of studies and for the learning

and piety of its graduates. It has

served also as a model for diocesan

seminaries everywhere. In 1791 some

Sulpicians from the great Paris es

tablishment arrived in Baltimore and

opened a seminary, since dignified as

" St. Mary's University." This and its

preparatory annex, St. Charles' College,

Ellicott City, are the only foundations of

the Sulpicians in the United States.

[See Seminary.]

XAVIER (ST.), BROTHERS OP j

OR, XAVERIAN BROTHERS. A

congregation of teaching Brothers

founded in 1839 in Belgium, at Bruges,

and first introduced into the United

States in 1854, when they were estab

lished at Louisville, Ky., where the

Brothers have charge of a high-school

and of several parish-schools, as also in

Baltimore. The novitiate and mother-

house is now at Carrollton, Md.
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The Young Astronomer, and other Tales. Angel Dreams. Ellerton

Priory. Handsomely bound, and put up in a box. Cloth extra 2 40

Illustrated Catholic Sunday-School Li

brary. Sixth Series. The following are the titles of the different vol

umes: Idleness and Industry. The Hope of the Katztkopfs. St.

Maurice. The Young Emigrants. Angels' Visits. Scrivener's Daughter,

and Orange Girl. Handsomely bound, and put up in a box. Cloth

extra 2 40

Illustrated Catholic Sunday-School Li

brary. Seventh Series. The following are the titles of the different

volumes: Tales of Catholic Artists. Honor O'More's Three Homes. Sir

JElfric, and other Tales. Select Tales for the Young. Tales for the

Many. Frederick Wilmot. In a box, illustrated. Cloth extra 2 40

Illustrated Catholic Sunday-School Li

brary. Eighth Series. The following are the titles of the different vol

umes: The Apprentice, and other Sketches. Mary Benedicta, and other

Stories. Faith and Loyalty, and The Chip-Gatherers. Agnes, and other

Sketches. Lame Millie. The Chapel of the Angels. Handsomely bound,

and put up in a box. Cloth extra 2 40

Imitation of the Blessed Virgin, in Four

Books. 18mo, cloth 60

Impressions Of Spain. By Lady Herbert. 1 vol.

l2mo, fifteen illustrations, cloth extra. 1 GO

In Heaven we Know Our Own. Translated

from the French of Pere Blot. 1 vol. 18mo SO

Instructions for First • Communicants.

Translated from the German of the Rev. Dr. J. Sehmitt, and arranged

after the manner of Debarbe's Catechism. 1 vol. 16mo, cloth 60

Interior Christian, in Eight Books, with a Supple

ment. Extracted from the Writings of M. Bernier de Louvigny.

18mo, cloth 50

Internal Mission of the Holy Ghost, The.

By Archbishop Manning. 1 vol. 12mo. Correct edition 100

Introduction to a Devout Life. From the

French of St. Francis of Sales, Bishop and Prince of Geneva. To which

is prefixed an Abstract of his Life. 18mo, cloth 60
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Invitation Heeded, The: Reasons for a

Return to Catholic Unity. By James Kent Stone, late President of

Kenyon and Hobart Colleges. 1 vol. 12mo $1 25

Irish Odes, and other Poems. By Aubrey de

Vere. 1 vol. 12mo, toned paper 1 50

Journal of Eugenie de Guerin. Edited by 6.

S. Trebutien. 1 vol. 12mo 1 50

Jules Verne's Around the Moon. Translated

by Ed. Roth. Illustrated 2 00

Jules Verne's The Baltimore Gun Club.

Translated from the French by Ed. Roth. Dlustrated 2 OO

King's Highway, The; or, The Catholic

Church the Only Way of Salvation as Revealed in the Holy Scriptures.

By Rev. A. P. Eewit. 1 vol. 12mo 1 25

Knowledge of Mary, The. By the Rev. J. De

Concilio 1 25

Lady of Litanies, Our. By Rev. X. D. McLeod. . . . 75

Land Of the Cid, The. Translated from the French

of Ozanam. Illustrated 75

Last Journey of the Redeemer. Begel.

Cloth 1 00

Paper 75

Leaves from the Annals of the Sisters of

Mercy. Vol. L, Ireland : Containing Sketches of the Convents estab

lished by tho Foundress, and their earlier developments. By the author

of the " Life of Mother McAuley," etc. 12mo, 520 pp., cloth extra.

Net 1 50

Postage 15

Vol. II., England, Scotland, and the Colonies. Net 1 50

Postage 18

Lenten Lectures. By the Rev. T. McGuire 00

Lenten Monitor ; or, Moral Reflections

and Devout Aspirations on the Gospel for each day from Ash Wednes

day till Easter Sunday. By Rev. P. Baker, O.S.P. 24mo, cloth, new

edition 50

Lenten Sermons. From the Italian of Father Seg-

neri, S.J.

Vol. 1, 12mo 1 25

Vol. II . " 1 25

Letters of Eugenie de Guerin. Edited by G.

S. Trebutien. 1 vol. 12mo, cloth. 1 50
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Letters of a Young- Irishwoman to her

Sister. Translated from the French. 1 toI. 8vo, cloth extra. $1 25

Letters of the Roman Chancery. Bishop

England 75

Letters to a Prebendary. Being an Answer to

Reflections on Popery by Rev. J. Sturgis, LL.D. By Right Rev.

J. Milner, D.D. 24mo, cloth 60

Letters to a Protestant Friend on the

Holy Scriptures. By Rev. D. A. Gallitzin. 18mo, cloth. 50

Life and Doctrine of St. Catherine of

Genoa. Translated from the Italian. 1 vol. 12mo 1 50

Life and Letters of Madame Swetchine.

1 voL 100

Life and Times of Sixtus the Fifth. Trans

lated from the French by James F. Meline. 1 vol. 16mo 75

Life Of Christ. Translated from the French of Lonis

Veuillot by Rev. A. Farley. 1 vol. 12mo 1 75

Life of Christopher Columbus. By Arthur

George Knight, S.J. 1 vol. 16mo 60

Life of Father Baker. The Life and Ser

mons of the Rev. Francis A. Baker, Priest of the Congregation of St.

Paul. Edited by Rev. A. F. Hewit. 1 vol. crown 8vo, pp. 504 2 00

Life of Father Bernard 1 25

Life of Father Ravignan, S.J. By Father Pon-

levoy, S.J. Translated from the French. 1 voL crown 8vo, toned

paper.... 3 00

Life of Henry Dorie, Martyr. Translated from

the French by Lady Herbert. 1 vol. 16mo 60

Life of J. Theophane Venard, Martyr in

Tonquin. Translated from the French by Lady Herbert. 1 vol. 16mo. . 75

Life of Mother Julia, Foundress of the

Sisters of Notre Dame. 1 vol. 12mo, cloth extra, with Portrait of Mo

ther Julia 1 25

Life of Thomas a Becket, Archbishop of

Canterbury. By Mrs. Hope. Cloth, 4to 1 50

Life of Pope Pius IX. By J. B. G. Hassard. 1 vol.

16mo. Portrait 75

Life of Saint John of the Cross, of the

Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel. 1 vol. 16mo 75
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Life of St. John the Evangelist $2 00

Life of St. Vincent de Paul. 32mo, cloth 40

Life of the Venerable Clement Hofbauer.

By the author of " Mother McAuley," "St. Liguori," etc. 1 vol. 16mo. . 1 00

Life, Passion, Death, and Resurrection

of Our Lord Jesus Christ. Being an Abridged Harmony of the Four

Gospels in the Words of the Sacred Text. Edited by the Rev. Henry

Formby. With over sixty engravings from original designs. 1 voL

12mo 80

Light in Darkness. A Treatise on the Obscure Night

of the Soul. By Rev. A. F. Hewit. 16mo, cloth extra. 60

Lingard's Tracts 75

Liquefaction of the Blood of St. Janu

arys. By the Rt. Rev. Bishop Lynch, of Charleston. Cloth CO

Little Hinges on Great Doors. 1 vol. i2mo.. . . 100

Little Pierre, the Pedlar of Alsace. Trans

lated from the French, and illustrated by twenty-seven first-class wood

cuts. (This makes one of the handsomest premium books ever issued in

this country.) Cloth extra 1 25

Little Treatise on Little Sufferings. Cloth,

red edges 25

Little Treatise on the Little Virtues.

32mo, cloth 40

Lives of the Fathers of the Desert and

of many Holy Men and Women who dwelt in Solitude. Translated

from the French. Embellished with eighteen engravings. 18mo,

cloth 50

Louisa ; or, The Virtuous Villager. A Catho

lic Tale. New edition. 18mo, cloth 50

Love of Our Lord Jesus Christ Reduced

to Practice. By St. Alphonsus Liguori. Translated by the Right Rev.

W. Walsh, Bishop of Halifax. New edition. 18mo, cloth 60

Love Of Jesus to Penitents. By Card. Manning.

Author's edition SO

Lucas Garcia, and other Stories, Original,

Translated, and Selected. 1 vol. 8ro, cloth extra 1 25

Maggie's Rosary, and other Tales. By

the author of " Marion Howard." 1 vol. 12mo 75

Manresa ; or, The Spiritual Exercises of

St. Ignatius. For general use. New edition. 1 vol. 12mo 1 25
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Marie Antoinette. An Historical Drama. By the

author of " Life of Catherine McAuley." Net $0 40

Marriage and Family Duties. By Archbishop

Purcoll 09

Mary Beatrice and Her Step-Daughters.

An Historical Drama for Girls. By the author of "Life of Catherine

McAuloy." Net 40

Mary Queen of Scots and her Latest His

torian. By J. F. Meline. 1 vol. 12mo 1 SO

Mary, Star Of the Sea. A Story of Catholic De

votion 1 25

May Carols, and Hymns and Poems. By

Aubrey de Vere. Cloth, plain 75

Meditations and Contemplations on the

Sacred Passion. By Luis de Granada. 1 vol. 18mo 60

Memoirs Of a New York Doll. Written by Her

self. Cloth, illustrated 40

Memoirs of the Right Rev. Simon Wm.

Gabriel Brute, D.D., first Bishop of Vincennes, with sketches describ

ing his recollections of scenes connected with the French Revolution,

and extracts from his Journal. By the Most Rev. James Roosevelt

Bayley, D.D., Archbishop of Baltimore. 1 vol. 12mo, illustrated 1 25

Memorial of a Christian Life. Containing all

that a soul newly converted to God ought to do that it may attain

the perfection to which it ought to aspire. By Rev. Luis de Gra

nada, O.8.D. Revised and corrected by Rev. F. J. l'Estrange, O.S.D.

18mo. cloth 60

Miscellanies, and Independence of the

Holy See. By Cardinal Manning. 1 vol. 12mo 2 50

Mistress of Novices, The, Enlightened

upon her Duties. Translated by a Sister of Mercy. Net 1 50

Month of Mary. Containing a Series of Meditations,

etc., in Honor of the B. V. M. Arranged for each day of the month.

82mo, cloth 30

Month Of May. From the French of Father De-

bussi 50

My Clerical Friends, and their Rela

tions to Modern Thought. Contents : Chapter I. The Vocation of the

Clergy.—11. The Clergy at Home.—III. The Clergy Abroad.—IV. The

Clergy and Modern Thought. 1 vol. 12mo 1 25

Myrrha Lake; or, Into the Light of

Catholicity. By Minnie Mary Lee. 1 vol. 16mo 75
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Mystery Solved, The; or, The Prophetic

History of the Church. By the Rev. M. J. Griffith. 1 vol. 12mo.

Net $125

Nellie Netterville : or. One of the Trans

planted. A Tale of the Times of Cromwell in Ireland. By Miss

Caddell. 1 vol. 12mo, cloth extra 1 25

Nesblts, The ; or, A Mother's Last Re

quest, and other Tales. 1 vol. 12mo 1 00

Net, A, for the Fishers of Men. New edition.

Limp cloth 15

New Visits to the Most Blessed Sacrament,

containing Devotions for the Quarant' Ore. Edited by Cardinal

Wiseman. 1 vol. 32mo 40

Nonet's Meditations on the Life and Pas

sion of Our Lord Jesus Christ, for Every Day in the Year. By

Rev. J. Nouet, S.J. To which are added Meditations on the Sa

cred Heart of Jesus Christ, being those token from a Novena in pre

paration for a Feast of the same. By Father C. Borgo, S.J. 1 vol.

12mo, 880 pages 2 00

Oakeley on Catholic Worship, a Manual of

Popular Instruction on the Ceremonies and Devotions of the Church.

By Frederick Canon Oakeley, M.A., Missionary Rector of St. John's,

Islington. 1 vol. lGmo 50

Oakeley On the Mass. The Older and Ceremonial

of the Most Iloly and Adorable Sacrifice of the Mass explained in a

Dialogue between a Priest and a Catechumen. With an Appendix on

Solemn Mass, Vespers, Compline, and the Benediction of the Most

Holy Sacrament. By Canon Frederick Oakeley. 1 vol. 18mo 50

" Old-Catholics at Cologne," The. A Sketch

in Three Scenes. By the author of " Comedy of Convocation." 1vol.

18mo 60

One of God's Heroines. A Biographical Sketch of

Mother Mary Kelly, of the Order of Mercy 25

Oratory of the Faithful Soul; or, Devo

tions to the Most Holy Sacrament and to Our Blessed Lady. Trans

lated from the works of Venerable Abbot Blosius. By Robert Aston

Coffin, Priest of the Oratory. ISmo, cloth 40

Pearl. By Kathleen O'Meara. 1 vol. 8vo l 25

Perico the Sad, and other Stories, Original,

Translated, and Selected. 1 vol. 8vo, cloth extra 1 25
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Peter *Claver. A Sketch of Ms Life and

Labors in behalf of the African Slave. 1 vol. 16mo $0 60

Peter's Journey, and other Tales, and Wilful

ness and its Consequences. 1 vol. 12mo, frontispiece 1 25

Pictorial Bible and Church History Sto

ries, Abridged and Complete. 1 vol. With a view of Solomon's Temple,

a bird's-eye view of Jerusalem, and upwards of one hundred beautiful

Engravings. Crown 8vo, 820 pp. By Rev". Henry Ponnby. Cloth

extra 1 25

Cloth, gilt 2 OO

Half calf 3 SO

Full calf 6 OO

Pictorial Church History. Profusely illustrated

by Woodcuts from original designs by the most eminent artists. Crown

8vo.

II. The Life of Christ. Containing 100 illustrations, 186 pp. 80

III. The History of the Church. Containing 200 illustrations, 540 pp. 2 50

Pleadings of the Sacred Heart of Jesus.

Prom the French, by Kev. M. Comerford. Cloth 50

Poems, Devotional and Occasional. By

Rev. B. D. Hill. Cloth 100

Poor Man's Catechism ; or, The Christian

Doctrine explained, with Short Admonitions. By John Mannock,

O.S.B. 24mo, cloth 40

Poor Man's Controversy. By J. Mannock, O.S.B.,

author of " Poor Man's Catechism." 18mo, cloth. 40

Portraiture of True Devotion. By Abbe Gron, 25

Problems Of the Age. With Studies in St. Augustine

on kindred Subjects. By Rev. A. P. Hewit 1 vol. 12mo, extra cloth. 1 50

Progressionists, The, and Angela. From the

German of Bolanden. 1 vol. 8vo 1 25

Questions Of the Soul. By Bev. I. T. Hecker. New-

edition 1 25

Rachel's Fate, and other Tales. By William

Seton. 1 vol. 12mo. Net 1 50

Reason and Revelation. Lectures delivered in

St. Ann's Church, New York, during Advent, 1867, by Rev. T. S. Pres

ton. 1 vol. 12mo 1 25

Reverse Of the Medal, The. A Drama for Girls.

Net 20

Robert; or, The Influence of a Good

Mother, and other Stories, Original and Translated. 1 vol. Svo, cloth

extra 1 25
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Sacred Heart of Jesus and the Sacred

Heart of Mary. Translated from tbe Italian of Father Lanzi, author

of " History of Painting," etc. With an introduction by Rev. C. P.

Meehan. 24mo, cloth $0 50

Sacrum Septenarium ; or, The Seven Gifts

of the Holy Ghost, as exemplified in the Life and Person of the Blessed

Virgin Mary, for the Guidance and Instruction of Children. By Rev.

Henry Formby. 1 vol. 16mo 1 00

Saying's and Prayers of Mother McAuley,

Foundress of the Sisters of Mercy. Two parts 40

School Question, The : Catholics and Edu

cation. 1 vol. 8vo, cloth 1 00

See of Peter, the Rock of the Church,

the Source of Jurisdiction, and the Centre of Unity. By Thomas Wil

liam Allies. 1 vol., cloth 60

Sermons and Discourses ofJohn MacHale,

Archbishop of Tuam. Cloth, 8vo 2 00

Sermons on Ecclesiastical Subjects. Vol. I.

By Archbishop Manning. Cloth extra 1 50

The same, Vol. H 1 50

Sermons Of the Paulists (Five-Minute) 80

Sermons of the Paulist Fathers. Vol. VI.

12mo, 836 pages, cloth 1 25

Sermons of the Paulist Fathers, for 1864.

New edition. Cloth extra 1 25

Sermons of the Paulist Fathers, for 1865

and 1866. Cloth extra 1 25

Short Treatise on Prayer. Adapted to all Classes

of Christians. By St. Alphonsus Liguori. New edition. 24mo, cloth. 30

Sir Thomas More. An Historical Romance. Trans

lated from the French of the Princess de Craon by Mrs. M. C. Monroe.

1 vol. 8vo, cloth extra 1 25

Sister's Story, A. By Madame Augustus Craven.

Translated from the French by Emily Bowles. 1 vol. crown 8vo, pp.

528, cloth extra. 2 00

Six Sunny Months. By M. A. T., author of "The

House of Yorke," " Grapes and Thorns," etc. 1 vol. 8vo, cloth extra. . 1 25

Spalding*, Rt. Rev. J. Ij., Bishop of Peoria :

Essays and Reviews 1 25

Religious Mission ofthe Irish People, and Catholic Coloniza

tion 1 25

Lectures and Discourses 1 25

Life of Archbishop Spalding 2 00
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Spirit of Faith, The ; or, What Must I do

to Believe ? By Bishop Headley. Cloth $0 50

Spirit of St. Alphonsus de Liguori. A Selec

tion from his Shorter Spiritual Treatises. Translated from the Italian by

the Rev. J. Jones. With a Memoir of the author. 24mo, cloth 50

Spiritual Combat. To which is added The Peace of

the Soul and the Happiness of the Heart which Dies to itself in order

to Live to God. 32mo 30

Spiritual Consoler ; or, Instructions to en

lighten Pious Souls in their Doubts and allay their Fears. Written

originally in Latin by Father QuadrupanL 18mo 40

Spiritual Director of Devout and Reli

gious Souls. By St. Francis de Sales 40

Spirituality and Immortality of the

Human Soul, The. A Reply to the Materialists. By Rev. Henry A.

Brann, D.D 19

Stories of the Christian Schools. By Miss

Stewart. Cloth 1 00

Stories on the Seven Virtues. By Agnes M.

Stewart, author of " Festival of the Rosary." (This is a series of moral

and interesting tales told with an elegant simplicity, each illustrating

the triumph of one of the seven virtues.) lBmo, cloth 50

Story of Marcel, and other Tales, Original

and Translated. 1 vol. 8vo, cloth extra 1 25

Story Of a Vocation, The. How it came about, and

what came of it. 1 vol. 16mo 75

Stray Leaves from a Passing1 Life, and

other Stories. 1 vol. 8vo, cloth extra 1 25

Stumbling-Blocks made Stepping-Stones

on the Road to the Catholic Faith. By the Rev. James J. Moriarty,

A.M. 1 vol. 12mo. Net 1 25

Sunday Monitor. By Bey. P. Baker 40

Sunrise Slope, On the. Poems by Katherine E.

Conway. 1 voL 16mo, cloth, gilt. Net 1 25

Think Well On't; or, Reflections on the

Great Truths of the Christian Religion, for every day in the Month. By

Right Rev. R. Challoner. 82mo, cloth 25
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Three Phases of Christian Love. The Mother,

the Maiden, and the Religious. By Lady Herbert. 1 vol. 12mo $1 25

Threshold of the Catholic Church, The.

A Course of Plain Instructions for those entering her Communion. By

Pr. Bagshawe. With Preface by Mgr. Capel. 1 vol. 12mo 1 25

Triumph of Religion ; or, A Choice Selec

tion of Edifying Narratives. Compiled from various authors. 18mo,

cloth ! 50

Trowel and the Cross, The. By Boianden.

And other Stories. 1 vol. 8vo, cloth extra 1 25

Twelve Mysteries of Holy Childhood.

Paper 25

Twit-TwatS. An allegorical Story of Birds. By the Rev.

A. J. Thebaud, S.J. Elegantly illustrated and bound. Net 1 50

TWO Schools, The. A Moral Tale. By Mrs. Hughes.

12mo, cloth f5

Uncle Ned's Stories for Boys and Girls.

Thirty-four beautiful illustrations 2 00

Veil Withdrawn, The. From the French of Mme.

Craven 1 25

Visible Unity of the Catholic Church,

The, maintained against Opposite Theories ; with an Explanation of

Certain Passages in Ecclesiastical History erroneously appealed to in

their support. By M. J. Rhodes, M.A. 2 vols, in 1, 8vo, cloth

extra 4 00

Visits to the Blessed Sacrament and to

the Blessed Virgin, for every day in the Month. By St. Alphonsus

Liguori. 24mo, cloth, new edition 60

Way of Salvation, in Meditations for

every day in the Year. Translated from the Italian of St. Alphonsus

Liguori by Rev. James Jones. 24mo, cloth 60

Wealth and Wisdom. A Drama for Girls. Net.... 40

Why a Catholic in the Nineteenth Cen

tury. By W. G. Dix 40

Why Men do not Believe; or, The Prin

cipal Causes of Infidelity. Translated from the French of Mgr.

Laforet. Cloth 75

Wild Times. A Tale of the Days of Queen Elizabeth.

By Cecilia Mary Caddell. First American edition. 1 voL 12mo 125
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Will of God, The. Translated from the French. By

M. A. M. Cloth, red edges $0 25

Winged Word, A, and other Stories. By

the author of " The House of Yorke," etc 1 25

Woman of Culture, A. By Rev. John Talbot

Smith. 1 vol. 8to 1 25

Works of the Most Rev. John Hug-hes,

first Archbishop of New York, containing Biography, Sermons, Lec

tures, Speeches, etc. Carefully compiled from the best sources, and

edited by Lawrence Kehoe. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth € 00

CATECHISMS.

APPROVED BY HIS EMINENCE CARDINAL McCLOSKEY.

Deharbe's Full Catechism, or No. 1 eo

Deharbe's Short Catechism, or No. 2 30

Deharbe's Shorter Catechism, or No. 3 20

Formby's Historical Catechism 12

Special discounts from the above prices for introduction.

Boston Catechism. Per 100, Net 2 25

New York, or Small Catechism. Per 100,

Net 1 50

National Council Catechism. Per 100, Net— 2 00

Butler's Large Catechism. Per 100, Net 2 so

Butler's Large Catechism. With Illustrated Pray

ers for Mass. Cloth, per 100 8 00

Butler's Small Catechism. Perioo, Net 1 so

BOOKS IN PAPER COVERS.

An Hour before the Blessed Sacrament ;

or, With my Crucifix. By Father Gallwey, S.J 09

Baptism, A Tract on 10

Catholic Christian Instructed, The. By

Bishop Challoner f
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Catholic Church in the United States, The,

etc. By Rev. I. T. Hecker $0 10

Catholic Tracts. Vol. I. 40

Devotion to the Precious Blood, its Mo

tives and its Practices 10

Future of the Russian Church, The. By

Father Tondini 10

Gladstone and Maryland Toleration. By

E. H. Clarke OS

Grants of Land and Gifts of Money to

Catholic and Non-Catholic Institutions in New York compared 10

Religious Mission of the Irish People 25

Stumbling-Blocks made Stepping-Stones- 25

FATHER FORMBYS BOOKS.

Historical Catechism. By M. l'Abb6 Fleury. Con-

tinned down to the Present Day by Father Formby. 18mo, paper

cover 12

Parables of Our Lord Jesus Christ. With

twenty-one illustrations 25

School Keepsake. With Four Illustrations 12

Seven Dolors of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

With Seven Illustrations IS

Seven Sacraments. With Sixteen Illustrations 25

Twelve Mysteries of the Holy Childhood. 25

Holy Bible, The. Pocket edition, embossed, plain l 00

Embossed, gilt, morocco 1 50

Cali or morocco extra 5 00

ISmo edition, arabesque 1 50

Arabesque, gilt 3 00
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New Testament, 4to edition, beautifully illus

trated $3 OO

ISmo, cloth 00

Embossed, gilt 1 OO

Roan, gilt 2 OO

Morocco extra, bevelled 3 OO

S2mo, cloth, embossed. 30

Arabesque, gilt 60

Roan, full gilt 75

Morocco or calf 2 OO

Following Of Christ. In Four Books. By Thos.

a Kempis. With Reflections at the conclusion of each chapter. Trans

lated from the French for this edition. 18mo, cloth 40

Arabesque, gilt 75

The same, 12nio, illustrated, calf 4 OO

Without the Reflections. 32mo, cloth extra 30

Roan, gilt edge 75

Full calf or morocco, super extra 2 OO

PRATER-BOOKS.

Catholic's Vade Mecum, The. The most complete

Prayer-Book published. A Select Manual of Prayers for Daily Use.

Compiled from approved sources. New and improved edition, reprinted

from the last London edition, containing Epistles and Gospels. 500

pages, 24mo.

Arabesque, plain 50

Arabesque, gilt 75

Roan, full gilt 1 25

Full calf or morocco 3 OO

Christian's Guide to Heaven ; or, A Man

ual of Spiritual Exercises for Catholics. 32mo, cloth arabesque 30

Cloth arabesque, gilt 50

Roan, gilt SO

Calf or morocco extra 2 OO

This book contains Father Gallwey's " An Hour before the Blessed

Sacrament," etc.

Christian's Guide to Heaven. New edition.

Large type. 48mo. Arabesque, plain 25

Gilt 40

Roan, gilt 75

Calf, extra 1 50

This is one of the most elegant Prayer-Books ever published.
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Child's Illustrated Guide to Mass, The.

This is a beautifully Illustrated Mass Book for Children. 72 pages,

Daily Companion. Containing a Selection of Prayers

and Devotional Exercises for the use of Children. Embellished with

thirty-six very neat Illustrative Engravings. Illuminated cover. 32mo,

oloth 20

Arabesque, gilt 30

Roan, gilt GO

Roan, full gilt 60

Full calf or morocco 1 25

This book is printed on the finest quality of paper, and is a most

appropriate present for children.

Garden of the Soul; or, A Manual of

Spiritual Exercises and Instructions for Christians who, living in the

world, aspire to devotion. By Right Rev. Dr. Challoner. 24ino, cloth. 40

Arabesque, gilt ■ GO

Roan, full gilt 1 00

Morocco, gilt 2 00

Full calf, antique 2 50

Help Of Christians, The. A Manual of Instructions

and Prayers, compiled from approved sources by the Sisters of Mercy.

Arabesque, plain 1 25

Arabesque, gilt 1 60

Imitation morocco 2 25

Morocco, black edges 4 00

Calf, " " 4 00

Key of Heaven; or, Devout Christian's

Daily Companion. With Epistles and Gospels ; making 1,300 pages, and

is the Largest Type Prayorliook published. New edition. 18mo.

Arabesque, plain 1 25

Arabesque, gilt 1 75

Roan, gilt 2 00

Calf or morocco 4 00

Without Epistles and Gospels. Arabesque, plain 1 00

Arabesque, gilt ; 1 SO

Roan, gilt 1 75

Full calf or morocco 3 50

Key of Heaven; or, Devout Christian's

Daily Companion. To which is added "Daily Devotion; or, Profitable

Manner of Hearing Mass." 82mo, arabesque, plain 40

Arabesque, gilt 80

Roan, full gilt 1 OO

Imitation morocco 1 SO

Full calf or morocco 2 50
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Little Path to Paradise. A Selection of Prayers

and Devotions for Catholics. 64mo, cloth, plain $0 15

Cloth, gilt 25

Roan, gilt 50

Manual of the Blessed Sacrament. Pub

lished with the Approbation of His Eminence Cardinal McCloskey.

Roan, gilt 2 00

Morocco extra 3 50

Calf extra. 4 00

(NEW, REVISED, AND ENLARGED EDITION.)

Mission BOOh. A Manual of Instructions and Prayers,

adapted to preserve the Fruits of the Mission. Drawn chiefly from

the works of St. Alphonsus LiguorL New, Improved, and Enlarged Edi

tion. Edited by the Paulist Fathers. 020 pages. Arabesque, plain. .. . GO

Arabesque, embossed, gilt edges 1 OO

Roan, gilt 1 25

American morocco 2 OO

American morocco, full gilt 2 25

Morocco extra or calf 3 OO

This edition is printed on clear white paper, from the same type,

and contains the same matter as the fine edition, making it the cheapest

Prayer-Book ever published.

Office Of Holy Week, The. According to the

Roman Missal and Breviary, in Latiu and English. New and revised

edition. 18mo. Arabesque SO

This is the only correct and complete " Holy Week " in English. It

oontains the entire service from Palm Sunday to Easter Wednesday, both

days included.

Pious Guide. 32mo, cloth 40

Arabesque, gilt 75

Roan, full gilt 1 OO

Imitation morocco 1 60

Morocco, gilt 2 OO

Full calf, antique 2 60

Prayers of St. Gertrude. Plain cloth

Full oalf

60

2 OO
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POCket Prayer-BOOk, The. A Prayer-Book for

Men. This book is printed from beautiful large type, on extra fine

French paper, and, although containing 800 pages, is very small. It

contains, besides Festival Days, etc., a Summary of Christian Doctrine

—Morning and Evening Prayers—The Three Litanies—The Complete

Mass, in Latin and English—Vespers—Instructions for Confession and

Communion—Thirty Days' Prayer -The Universal Prayer—Prayers

for various occasions—The Epistles and Gospels. 800 pages.

Arabesque, plain $0 30

Arabesque, gilt edges SO

Roan, gilt 60

Full calf 1 SO

The Pocket Prayer-Book, mthout Epistles and Gospels. Suitable

for the Vest Pocket. 600 pages.

Arabesque 2S

Embossed, gilt 40

Roan, gilt SO

Calf 1 25

Roman Missal, The, for the Use of the

Laity. A new and complete edition. With all the new Masses. Ara

besque, gilt 2 OO

Full calf 4 OO

This is the only complete Missal for the Laity published.

Vesper Book : Containing the Complete Order for Vespers

for the entire year according to the Roman Breviary. With order for

the Burial of the Dead, Benediction, Prime, and Compline. 1 vol.

18mo. Arabesque 2 OO

Calf 4 OO

Sunday-School Class-Books. The Catholic Teach

er's Sunday-School Class-Book. No. 1. Paper, per dozen, Net 7S

The Complete Sunday-School Class-Book.

No. 2. Cloth. Net 1 20

In ordering class-books, please give title, or say paper or cloth, as the

books are on different plans altogether.

The Catholic Publication Society Co.,

lawrenoe: kehoe, Manager,

9 Barclay Street, New York, N. Y„

Agents for BURNS <£ OATES, London.

t=s§T" Send for our Catalogue of Foreign Books, and

also for our Catalogue of all the Catholic Books pub

lished in the United States.
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